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INDIA BEYOND
ICRAWUR.-Atown in the province
of Malwa, transferred in 1818, along
with the nereunnah. from the Vinchohr c u r ' toothe ~ i b o of
b Bopaul ;
lat. 2 3 O '2 N., Ion. 77' 7' E., thirtytwo miles S.W. frnm BonauL This
lace stands on the high' road from
Kindia to Sehore, and in 1820 contained about 1,000 houses.-(Md
coin,

4 c.)

IDAAN.-See BORNEO.
IKEBY
(Ikeri).-The
ruins of a
town, formerly of great note, in the
province of Mysore, eighteen miles
north from Bednore ; lat.
7' N.,
Ion. 75O Y E . Near t o these tumuli,
on the south bank of the Varadi,
which is here a small stream, stands
a welGbuilt town named Sagar, which
carries on a considerable trade.
During the time that Ikery was
the residence of the princes descended from Sada-siva, it was a very large
place, and it is said by the natives,
with their usual exaggeration, to have
contained 100,000 houses. Like
Soonda, the ruins of its wall are of
yeat extent, and appear to have
ormed three concentric enclosures,
rather than fortifications. No town
at present exists on this spot, but
the &vasttition was not ocdioned
by any political calamity, the court
having removed from hence to Bednore: Ikery, however, continued the
aorslnal capital ; the rajas were deVDL. ll.

THE GANGES.
signated by its name, and the coins
were supposed to be struck there,
although, in point of fact, the mint
was removed. The pagodas struck
since the conquest of Mysore and
Bednore are still denominated Ikery
pagodas.--( F. Buchanan, gc.)
INDERGHUB
(Zndra ghara). -A
town in the province ofAjmeer, twenty-eight miles 6. by W. from ltantsmpoor ;lat. &5p39'N., lon. 76O5' E.
INDEBGHUR.-Afortified town ba
longing to Sindia in the province of
Malwa, twenty-five miles W. by N.
from Sumpter.
INDERGHVB.-Asmall town in the
province of Allahabad, fifteen miles
N. by E. from Ditteah; lat. 25O54'N.,
Ion. 78O 31'E.
I N ~ R R A L . - Atownin the province
of Beeder, thirty-six miles N.W. from
the city of Beeder ; lat. 18' 10' N.,
lon. 77q 11'E.
INDIA BEYOND THE GANGES.
This expression Is generally used
to designate the countries east of
Benpl, but it is not strictly correct,
a considerable portion.pf that province extending to the east of the
Ganges. It is also sometimes termed
a peninsul?? which irs form in no
manner juet~fies. In the modern acceptation of the phrase, which ~ 8 4
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'fiat dppli6cfF~iht?Gfet?;ls,itVniaybe
considered as comnrehended between
lat. 7 O and 26O N.' and lon. 93' and
109' E. On the north it is bounded
by Assam, Tibet, snd China ; on the
north-east by China; and on the
north-west by Bengal and Assam;
all the rest of its extent is washed
by the ocean. The principal rivers
are the Irawady, Cambodia River,
the Donnai or Tunquin River, the
Menam or Siatn River, and the Saluen
or Martaban River.
In 1827 the whole of this region
was either nominally or really subordinate to three great powers, vie.
Cochin China, or Anam, which held
the eastern portion ; Siam, which held
the southern and central portion; and
Ava, which held the western portion.
Besides mountaineers and other uncivilized tribes,it may be said to have
contained eight distinct nations, via.
I. Arracan, or the Mugh country.
9. Ava, or Burma Proper (the Mranmas).
3. Pegu, or Mon, called also Talliens.
4. Siam, or Thay.
5. Laos, or the Shan country.
6. Cambodia, or the Khomen.
7. Anam, or Tunqub and Cochin
China.
8. Malaccs, or the Malay peninsula.
A wide mountainous tract inhabited by savage tribes extends from
Cape Negrais to the Brahmaputra.
With its southern end it separates
Pegu from Arracan ; towards its middle and north it divides Ava and its
dependencies from Bengal. Near to
its southern end it i s narrow, and
peopled by petty tribes, too poor to
have been thought worth converting
either by the followers of Gautama
(the Buddhists), or by those of Vyasa
(the Brahmins). These tribes are so
numerous, and their territories so intermixed, that it is impossible to
discriminate the one from the other ;
the names, however, of the principal
races are the following, viz. Carians,
Kayns, Kookieg Garrows, Nag.=,
Cacharies, and Cosseahs, all whlch
aboriginal tribes have strongly marked Chinese countenances. These
tribes are more addicted to agricul- ,
em..

ture than the civilized races of the
maritime coasts. who chieflv eain a
subsistence by manufactures; &hing,
and commerce, exchanainatheir commodities with- the &be- tribes for
grain. These last are diligent cultivators, clearing the forests in succession, aRer l6ng fallows, and t h ~ u
procuring very plentiful crops from
the lands enriched by rotten foliage
and rest, These tribes have not any
towns, but live under their own native chiefs, protected in a considerable degree from the oppressions of
the petty despots who usually tyrannize over the more civilized races in
their vicinity.
Towards the middle and north this
elmated tract expands, and contains
more extensive vallies, and their inhabitants are consequently of greater
value and importance. Accordingly
the Rajas of Tipera, Munipoor, Gentiah, and Cachar, all considerable
chiefs, have been induced to restrain
their appetites, and receive instruction from the Brahmins, as explained
by Madhava Acharjya; while other
tribes, subject to Ava, have been
converted to the doctrines of Buddha. The Pleu burn their dead since
their conversion to Buddhism.
The inhabitants of this extensive
region may be distinguished into
three divisions : those who posseas
the eastern part, those who possess
the western, and those who hold the
southern extremity. Tbe people who
inhabit the eastern quarter shew
a greater affinity to the Chinese
thew neighbours; and in like manner
those on the western approximate to
the Hindoos. The southern extremi-,
ty is possessed principally by the Malays. The natives comprehended in
this s ace may be cons~dereda find
of boSy politic, whdly distinct from
that of Hindostan, and connected
together by general similahty of manners, religion, and political maxims ;
their general dispoe~tionsbeing rrtrikingly contrasted with those of Indii
west of the Ganges. The Burmeee,
Pe uers, Siamese, Shans, and Cambojians, profa. the Buddhiat doetrines, wbich have not made an uqunl
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progress in Tunquin or Cochin China. In point of civilization all these
aations are inferior to the Chinese,
Hindoos, Persians, Arabians, and
Tartars, but superior t s any race that
inhabit the East-Indian Archipelago.
Rltb, cruelty, indisrence to corporeal p\rm&ment, degradation and
ilt-usage of their females, are m e quivocal proofs of a low stage of barbarism None ef the Indo-Chinese
oations use milk as a rommon article of diet, which is another marked
distinction between them and the
Bindooa.
Although the influence of Buddha
is at present but trifling in Hindostan, his native country, his doctrine
extends over China, its tributary nntions, and many Tartar hordes, to
Russia India east of the Ganges,
Great and Little Tibet, Bootan, Ceylon, and many of the islands in the
Eastern seas, whose inhabitants have
not yet become Mahomedans, adhere
to the religion of Buddha, under radon~mociiiications.
The vernacdlar Indo-Chinese languages on the continent seem all to
be in their ori inal structure either
purely monosYflabic, like the spoken
l a q u a f f eof
~ China, or incline greatly
to this class, and are prodigiously
M e d in accentuation. The Pali Ian-.
guage does not exist ss a spoken
tongue, but among the Indo-Chinese
nations occupies the same place
which the Sanscrit does among the
Hindoos, or Arabic among the followers of Mahorned. Throughout
thegreater part of the maritime countries that lie betwixt India and China,
i t is the language of religion, law,
literature, and science, and has had
an extensive hiflueme in modifying
the vernacular languaees of these
regions. The name of thi8 language,
altbot~& pronounced Bali, is more
genwally written Pali. Among the
Iodo-Chinese nations it is frequently
denominated Lnnka Basa, and Magata, or Muugata.
The Pali alphabet seems in its origin to be a derivation from the Devanagari, although it has not only
acquired a coesidereble diBkence of
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form, btit also been modified to a
certain degree in the power of the
letters by the monosyllabic pronunciation of the Indo-Chinese nations.
The form of the Pali character varies
essentially among the different nations by whom it is wed; the P a l
language is an ancient dialect of the
Sanscrit, which sometimesappronches very near to the original. The
Malaya language, and the more original languages of the Eastern Isles,
seem in their original formation to
have been pdyqllabic. The IndoChinese Iangnages may be considered
in the followine order. oiz.

2. ~ a u r(Java).
i
3. Buggess (in Celebes).
4. Bima (in Sumbhawa).
6. Battak (in Sumatra),
6. Gala, or Tagala (in the Philip
pines).
MonosyDa6ic Languages.
7. Rakheng (Arracan).
8. Barma, or Mranma (Ava).
9. Mon (Pegu).
10. Thay (Siam).
1I. Khomen (Cambodia).
19. Law (Laos, or the Shans).
13. Anam (Cochin Chins and Tunquin).
Learned Language.
14. The Pali, or Bdi.
With respect to the history of these
nations, we have scarcely any thing
that deserves the name. Civilization
was probably first introduced by the
race which occu ied China, about the
third century b$n our Saviour; but,
except in Tunquin and Cochin, this
nation a pears to have preserved its
footing z r too short a period to fir
radimlly those wise institutions and
patriarchal form ofgovernment which
unite the Chinese uuder a permanent
authority, and in some measure supply. the want of a hereditary nobility.
Ch~nahas certainly sustained varioua
chan s of dynasty; notwithstanding
whicc the stability resulting from n
regular education, and from a gradual
promotion through established d e
grees bf power, brings back order and
subordination after the first settlement
.B
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of the new sovereigns. In India beyond the Ganges, the caprice of the
mob or of tyrants being without adequate cheeks, have long been acctrstometl to rsise from the dust the
meanest, rnost aud;~cious,and unprincipled atlventurers.
Before the arrival of the Chinese
the country seems to have been occupied by numerous rude tribes, who,
like the invaders. wvre of the great
Tartar race, and ihese minplinguwith
the conquerors, zlppear to have produreci the oKsjrring which now compose the civilized portion of the nations termed hy Europeans Anamitic,
Siamese, Burmese, Peguers, and Malays. Tlrese now occupy the principal towns and valleys; but a very
large proportion of the country is
still held Ly tribes in a primeval state
of rndencss, unacquainted with literature, divinity, Inw, medicine, and in
a great degree with arms and manufidctures, yet very industrious cnltivators or the soil, and of inoffensive
manners.
A t a later period than the Chinese
invasion, along with the religious
doctrines of tlie B~lddhists,most of
the tribes received the literature o f
tlle Hindoos, as it existed then under
the kings of hlagadha or Bahar. The
natives of ultra Gnngetic India, although they adopted much of tbe
ancient I;lnguage, doctrines, and customs of the Hindoos, yet being originally of a different extraction, they
cling to many obsolete practices, and
are consequently held in utter abhorronce by the adherents of the Brahmins. IIindoo science, thus propagated, had the effect of banishing that
of the Chinese, while at the same
time i t i r ~ t r o d ~ ~ c ea d more perfect
form of writing ; but notwithstanding
this advantage, the western states are
evidently less civiliaed than Tunquin
and Cochin China, both of which received theBuddhibt doctrines through
Tibet and China, and still retain the
literature and education of the lastmentioned state.
A t the era when the European nations discovered the navigation t o Indin I I the
~ Cape of Good I-Iope, India

beyond the Ganges seems then, as
now, t o have been called Chin by the
natives of Hindostan, while the Chinese empire was called Maha Chin,
or Great China. For a description
of the nrotlern subdivisions, see t h e
different kingdoms nnd provjncea respectively.--( F. Buchnnnn, Leyden,
Synaes, Edinburgh Reoirw: Lieut.
Low, 40.)
INDIA S O U T H O F T I I E KRISHNA RIVER.
This portion of Hindostan has the
figure of a triangle, of which the
course of the river Krishna forms the
base, and the coasts of Malabar an&
Coromandel the sides. Its extent
from the Krishna t o Cape Comorin,
placed at the apex of the triangle, is
abont 600 miles English; and i t s
breadth in the widest part 550, from
whence it tapers t o a point at CapeComorin. The grand geographic&
feature of this region is a central ta-.
ble-land, elevated from 3,000 t o 6,000
feet above the level of the sea, separated by wild, abrupt, and mountainous declivities from thelow countries
t o the east and west, which form a
belt of unequal breadth between t h e
hills and the sea. T h e central e m i
nenee is usually termed Balaghaut
(above the ghauts); and the lower
belt, more especially the eastern,
Payeenghaut (below the ghauts).
T h e most remarkable rainy season
in this part of India is that called the
south-west monsoon, which extends
from Africa t o the Malay ~)eninsula,
deluging all the intermediate regions
within certain degrees of latitude for
four months of the year. In t h e
south of India this monsoon commences about the end of May or the
beginning of June, but it gets later as
we proceed northward. Its approach
is announced in the south by vast
masses of cloud that rise from the
Indian ocean and advance towards
the north-east, gathering and thickeni n g as they approach the land. After
some threatening days the sky assumes a troubled appearance in t h e
evening, the monsoon genera1iy.set-
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king in during the night, attended
with a tremendous thunder storm
and violent blasts of wind, and succeeded by a flood of rain. For some
hours lightning is seen without intermimion, sometimes for an instant
leaving the horizon in darkness, and
afterwads suddenly re-appearing in
vivid and successive flashes, while the
thunckr rolls incessantly. When at
length this uprow ceases, the rain is
heard pouring, and the torrents rushing down the rising streams.
Thisscene contiuues for a few days,
after which the sky clears and discovers the face of nature chanwed as if
by enchantment. In place orparched
fields, brooks dried up, vegetation
withered, a fiery and scorching wind,
n torrid sky obscured with dust,
through which the sun shines dull
and discoloured, the whole earth apears covered with a sudden and
uxunnnt
verdure ; the rivers are full
and tranqtlil, the air pure and delicioas, and the sky variegated with
different clouds; while the animal
creation, by the alacrity of their motions, shew themselves sensible of the
change. From this period the rain
falls a t intervals for about a month,
after which its videnceincreases, and
in July the rains attain their maximum. During August, although still
heavy, they rather diminish ; in September they abate considerably, and
towards the conclusion of the month
depart as they came, amidst thunder
.and tempests. Such is the monsoon
in the greater part 6f India, diversified according t o latitude and the dist a m e from the sea.
T h e south-west monsoon cornmences on the Malabar coast in May,
and is there very furious; it is later
and more moderate in Mysore; while
the coast of Coromandel, covered by
the western Ghauts, is wholly -exempt from it. Flirther north the
monsoon begins early in June, and
loses its violence, except in the vicinity of high mountains, where the
fall of rain is considerable. About
h l h i i t does not begin until the entl
of June, and the quantity of moisture
ivgreatllyinferior to what is discharged
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a t Cztlcutta and Bon~bay. 111 the
north o f ' t l ~ ePunjab, near the hills, it
exceeds that of llelhi; but towards
the junction of the five rivers with
the Indus, which is remote both from
the sea and the hills, very little rain
falls. The countries under the Cashmere hills, and those of Hindoo Cosh,
have all their share of the rains, but
they decrease to the westward. I t is
generally supposed that the monsoon
does not extend beyond the tropic :
but this is not the fact, as it prevails
at Tatta, in lat 24' 44' N., yrt does
not a t Cortlchie (lat. 24' 5 I' N., Ion.
67' 16' E.), which,is beyold the limit
to the west.
In this geographical division of
Hindostan the mass of the population is Hindoo, the Mahomedans being few comparatively ; the pri~r~itive
Hindoo manners and customs have
been consequently preserved in a
state of great purity, more especially
in Tinnevelly and the districts adjacent. In this quarter the lapse of
twenty centuries has apparently madeno change in the habits and peculiarities of the Hindoo, or in his civil condition or religion. His diet is frugal
and simple ; his hut is composed of
mud, the leaves of the cocoa-nut tree,
and a few banrboos; and a small
strip of cloth is his garment. T h e
country is sobdivided into villages,
comprehending some thousand acres
of arable and waste land, the b u n darirs of which, amidst political revolutions and convulsions, have never
been .altered. The constitution of
the villages resembles a little republic, or rather corporation, having its
hereditary officers and artificers. Villages inhabited solely by Brahmins
are of frequent occurrence, and are
generally described under the n a n ~ e
of agra grama, or superior villages.
Throughout the whole region, however, n~anyforeign falllilies are to be
found, whose ancestors have migrated
hither from their native land in times
of fanline or distress, and in their
adopted country have preserved, from
generation to generation, their own
language and peculisrities. Many instances could be pointed out of such
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. foreign families settled here four or

five hundred years, without approximating in the least to tho manners,
fashions, or even the language of the
natives where they have been so long
domesticated. These still preserve
i ongin, a d
the r e m e m b r e of W
d h e r e to the ceremonies and ussges
of the land of their ancestors, without in the least adoptin those of the
coui~trywhere accident %as compelled
them to reside.
Certain tribes, from their inferiority
of rank, and the utter contempt in
which they are hdd, appear to be a
separate race, cut off from the great
Hindoo nation. Of this description
are the Parias, although t h y are so
numerous that they have been cornuted at one-fifth of the whole p p u ration of India south of the b s h n a .
These Parias are subdivided into
many classes and gradations, each
claiming superiority over the other;
but the whole subjected to the higher
castes, and in general not allowed to
cultivate laud on their own account,
being in a manner slaves to the other
tribes. This extreme detestation of
the Parias varies in intensity in different regions, and prevails with mmt
virulence in the southern countries.
In some parts of Mysore the higher
castes tolerate the approach of the
Parias, and perniit them to enter that
part of the house that shelters the
cows; and instances are even recorded
where they have permitted them to
advance the head and one foot within
the body of the dwelling-house. The
distinction towards the north beeomes
less marked. Europeans are under
the necessity of employing Parias for
servants, because a great part of thew
work could ucrt be done by any of
the purer castes. No individual o r a
respectable Sudra tribe would brush
the shoes or draw &the boots of his
master, far less cook for a monster
who devoured the sacredcow and ox.
They are consequently compelled to
have recourse to the assistance of the
Parias, and thereby participate in the
loathing of the higher classes of Hindoos.
Although die Brahmiriical religion

was robably the moat gemd in the
soutp of India, otber sjrorpb had at
certain periods an exteemve sway.
F i s t , the Jains,who rejed the authority of the Vedas and Pumias, of
which profession the sovereigns of
Karnaiai appear to have been wtii
the twelfth century of the Christian
era. Second, the Bbauddha or Buddhists, r h o had temples. Third, tbe
Mahomedan religion, which waa introduced through the medium of the
commercial intercourse between Aqbin and Malabar Fourth, a uumerous colony of Jews settledat Cochin,
and in other parto of Malabar. Fifth,
a knowledge of the true religion bad
made some progress at an early period, but the Nes~orian doctrines
were those p r o f e d . The languages
of this regian derive at least one-half
of tbe worda they contain immediately from the Seuscrit ; but they ere
supposed t o derive a great put, if not
the whole. of the remainder. from amther sour&,by someswposkd tobethe
dialect frequently termed hiah Tamul,
The eariiest Mahornedan-miy that
crossed the Krishna was led in A.D.
1310 by Xafoor, against Dhoor Summooder, the capital city of Bekd Deo,
the sovereign of Karnata; but they
never made any permanent conquest.
until the beginning of the eighteenth
century. Fgr many years prior to
the British ascendancy, the governments in this quarter were littlemore
than an assemblage of P o l i i s h i p s
under a superior chief, who, althougb
he had a general control over the
whole, exercised very little interference with the donrestic management
of their respective districts. In fact
Hyder was the only sovereign her9
who ever subdued dl his petty feudatories, or was really, according t o
European ideas, master of his wuntry. Whatever may have been thq
nature of the ancient governments,
this fertile region has evidently wdergone a gradual decay since the
first intrusion of the Mahomedans,
and its decline ap ears to have been
accelerated after tpe commencement
of British influence, so long as it was
exercised through the medium of na-

ti= &iafs, w b w oppressive mode and Ongok, North Arcot, South

of levying the revenue contributed Arcot, Chin leput, Tanjore, Trichinopoly, Ma urg Dindigul, and Tinwarti>and tumults that had occurred. nevelly.
& n y provinces have continued in
4. The province of Mysore.
high aulture, although exposed to
6. The Canara and Malabar disconstant wars, while others have be- tricts.
come deserts in the midst of peace.
6. The principalities of Cochin and
The open violence of armies has pro- Travancore.
bably done less injury than the fines,
The only place of great magnitude
fees, exactions, and contributions, is the modern city of Madras.which Lave been imposed by the ty- (Thackeray, Elphinstone, Dud&,
ranny, or permitted by the weakness WiEks, Lwhington, Edinburgh Reof the state. The buildings, tanks, view, Rennell> 5th Report, &.)
channels, and even ridges that sepaINDOBE ( I ~ d u r a ,a rat).-A
city
rated former fields, the ruined villages, g e n e d tradition, books, ac- in the province of Malwa, the ca ital
counts, sunnuds, and instructions, all of the Holcar family ;lat. 2%"
combine to give a high idea of-the loa. 76' 5W,E., 1,998 feet above the
faaner opulence and cultivation of level of the sea. Old Indore having
this division of Hindostan. I t must been destroyed by fire during the
be admitted, however, that many of war between Sindia and Holcar in
these appearances may have origi- 1801, the present city is almost enllated from the circumstance of each tirely modem, and since 1818 has
portion of the country having become been extending with such a rapidity
m its turn the seat of a petty and that the population, which at the
transitory state, which flourished for time of its capture by Sir Thomas
a time, afterwards decayed, became Kislop's army, was only 10,000, two
gradually deserted by its inhabitants years afterwards was roughly commigratin to some more prosperous r e d at 60,000 persons. Not only
qmt,a n i a t last ~ I a p s e dto a state ad those families which, during the
of jungle, containin the remains of prior distractions, had fled to Oojein,
buildings, tanks, fiJds, and houses, returned, but the inhabitants of
the veatiges of its former population. Oojein and its vicinity were migratThe anciedt great Hindoo princes in ing in large numbers to Indore. The
thia quarter did not, in fact, want a city in conwquence exhibited a speclPgelPge
revenue :for they had no ex- tacle not uncommon in England, but
gonmve establishments to keep up, rarely to be seen in India, of whole
and the simplicity of their manners streets of new dwellinghouses, built
required but little. Religious c e r e or building in every direction, while
monies were probably the chief ex- the revenue in that short space of
pense of the state, the soldiers being time had increased fourfold under t h e
judicious management of the late
supported b grants of land.
In the dindo0 geographical a y e Tantia Jogh, and the implicit contems, India south of the Krishna is fidence reposed in the British authopartitiined into five divisions ; in rities.
modern times the following may be
Some of the new streets of Indore
sonsidered as the principal territorial are tolerably spacious, paved with
rubdivieiona,
granite stabs, and the houses of
1. The southern portion of the two stories, framed of wood and
Bejapoor province.
filled with brick masonry, as a t
R The Balaghaut ceded territories, Oojein. On the whole, however, it
cpmprehending the districts of Cud- is a mean-bui1.t irr ular city, and
chpPa and Bellary..
some chetrees
with the exception
3. The Carnat~cbelow the ghauts, in the suburbs, particular1 that of
QcU1Lainin.gthe djstricb of Nellore Mulhar Row Holcar, the $under of
more to mia the country than all the
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the firmily, and of Alia Bhye, it does
tlot contain a single structure worth
looking at. The ositjon of fndore,
in a well-woode8 country and undulating plain, with fine UIIs at a
distance, is exdeeding pleasant, and
the elevation renders its climate one
of the most temperate in Malwa
The raja's old palace was taken down
in 1819, and a new one commenced,
of which h u t one-fourth part was
completed in 1820. I t is a massy
uadrangular building of granite, with
lecorations ofcarved wood, but placed in a vefy confined situation. The
British residency is about a mile to
the south of the town, and the tombs
of the Holcar, situated on the banks
of the Kutkee stream, have a very
imposing effect. In former times Indore was to Oojein what Mihapoor
is to Benares, the centre of the wholesale trade of the province, the other
being then the depBt ofwealtb, which
adnlinistered to, and was created by
commerce; but they have since in
many respects changed conditions
since Sindia made Gualior hi capital.
Mnlhar Row Holcar, of the Dhoongur or shepherd tribe, the founder of
the dynasty, was born about A.D.
1693, and rose to eminence under
the first Peshwa, when he received
in marriage the daughter of Narrain
Row Bund, the maternal uncle of
Sahoo Raja. He obtained high comman& under Bajerow and his successors, and escaped the m,wsncre at
the battle of Paniput. He died about
1769, and was succeeded by an insane
gralidson named Mallee Row, who
died, or was assassinated, in less than
a year. His mother, Alia Bhye, then
assumed the government, and selected Tuckojee Holcar for the commander of her army, associate in the
state, and ultimate successor. Her
success in the internal administration
of her domains was extraordinary,
and her memory is still revered for
the justice and wisdom of her administration. She died in 1795, aged
sixty, and Tuckojee Holcar in 1797.
He left four sons ; two legitimate,
Casi Row, and Mulhar Row; and

two illegitimate, Witul Row, and
Jeswunt Row Holcar. Dissensions
arising among them, most of their
asendons were seized on by DowRow Sindia, after putting to death
Mulhar Row; the remainder were
usurped by Jeswunt Row, to the prejudice of the legal heir, Casi Row
Holcar,
A long contest for superiotity ensued between Dowlet Row Sindii
and Jeswunt Row Holcar. In 1801
the army of the latter was totally defeated by that of Dorlet Row, with
the low of all his artillery, and the
dispersion of his regular battalions,
after which Indore was captured, and
exposed to all the horrors of indicr
criminate plunder during two successive days, to gratify at once the
vengeance of Sindia and the rapacity
of his troops. Holcar, however, soon
collected another army, which was
then no difficult matter in Hindosthn,
and in 1802 determined to make
Poona the theatre of his operations,
towards which he marched with an
army, mostly composed of advend
turers, and estimated at 40,000 crt.
valry and 30,000 infantry. On receiving intelligence of his movement,
Sindia detached an army under the
command of Sedasheo Bhow, to
Poona, which in the month of S e p
tember effected a junction with the
troops of the Peehwa. A general
action took place on the 25th October 1802, when the Bhow was completely defeated, and Jeswunt Row
entered the capital. During these
operations, the latter had so completely desolnted his adversary's terd
ritories in the south, that it would
have been impossible for him to have
subsisted his own army and the myJ
riads attached to it, w~thoutinvading
the dominions of the Nizam. General
Wellesley declared, that he had not
left a stick standing within 150 miles
of Poona; the forage and grain were
consumed, the houses pulled down
for fuel, and the idhabitants with
their cattle compelled to fly from the
destruction that threatened them.
During the march of the British army
from Meritch, except in one village,

not a human creature wa. seen, and
this devastation must soon have extended to the British territories, if
these hordes of ravagers had not
been driven to the north of the Nerbudda.
The fortune of this adventurer was
now at its greatest elevation J but his
situation was entirely percarious, owing to the instability of his resources,
which one day made him predominant in the Maharatta em ire, and
the next reduced hiin to t l e condition of a fugitive without a home or a
capital. Being compelled by the advance of General Wellesley t o make
8 precipitate retreat from Poona,
his enormous arm soon melted
a r a as the scene o r their predatory
e x p L t s became limited, and being
destitute of any permanent revenue,
he was compelled to supply the exi,gencies of the remainder by indis.criminate plunder. At this time his
possessions in the Deccan consisted
principally of the Amber district, situated between Jalnapoor, Aurungabad, and the Godavery ; half the
district of Seingaum south of the
Godavery (the other half appertaining to Sindia) j the fort of Chandore,
and a few tracts in Candeish. The
total revenues of the province were
. computed at eighty lacks of rupees ;
but a small portion of.this anlonnt
ever reached the sovereign's treasury,
there being no established laws in his
.dominions, where every head of a
village was a petty chief, who seized
and kept what he could. With respect to Jeswunt himself, it was his
practice to disclaim ell territorial interests whatever, and to boast that
he never possessed more country
than lay within the shadow of his
horse.
Jeswunt Row remained neuter in
1803, during the war carried on between the combined forces of Sindia
end the Nagpore raja against the
British government ;but after its conclusion resumed his predatory habits
with increased a~~dacity.After much
ineffectual negociation, a war ensued,
which Holcar commencetl most inaus~ciously,by the murder of the

British officers then in hid service,
Captains Vickars, Tod, and Ryan,
In the subsequent battles his troops
were routed and dispersed wherever
they could be come up with : but his
perseverance and activity, added to
the unexpected secession of the
Bhurtpoor raja, greatly procrastinated
the conclusion, and increased the expense of the war. Chandore, him
cnpital in Candeish, was captured by
the Bombay arm in 1804, and the
last campaign o t this usurper was
only a flight before the British army,
which drove him as far as the banks of
the Hyphasis in the Punjab, where in
1805, being reduced to extreme dktress, he sent agents to IdordLake t o
solicit a peace. This was granted
him, and on such advanta eous terms,
that although one of t i e bitterest
enemies to the British cause arid nation, his loss was trifling compared
with what others sustained, who had
less seriously offended.
Having thus advantageously extricated himself from a most critical
situation, he appears to have relaxed
very much from his military habits,
and ere long exhibited: symptoms o f .
occasional mental derangement. From
this state he was roused in 1808 by a
rebellion against him, under pretence
of supporting the pretensions of Casi
Row, which gained such strength that
the insurgents obtained possession
of all Holcar's territories in Candeish, including the important fortress
of Chandore. They subsequently advanced to the frontiers of theNizam's
dominions, with the view of attacking
the district of Amber, a small section
of country belonging to Holcar, but
entirely surrounded by the Nizam's
provinces. The apprehensions of the
efforts of this party, it is supposed,
influenced Jeswunt Row to compnss
the death of Casi Row, and thereby
remove the ostensible standard of
opposition to his authority. This
atrocity, however, only added to the
vigour of the insurrection, which was
not so n~uchconnected with the assassinated rince, as originatiug in
the persona~wrongsof the chiefs who
conducted it. Having plundered and

desolated a large portion of H o l d s
porsessions, and eaem of Sindie's between the Tuptee and Nerbudda,
they proceukd to comnlit depredetions on the territorieo of theposhwe
end N i m alleging n a c d t y as their
excusa This convenient pellitire
not being considered sati&ctory, a
portiaa of the Poona and H y b
Bad wbsidirry forces were put i s
motion under Colonels Dooetoa and
Wallace, whiah haviag surprised sev e d of their wanderlog bandn, exp&ed the whole with great loep from
the territories of the allies.
The Babiiual insanity of Jeswunt
Row continuing to gain ground, bis
ministers, in 1809, intimated to the
BFitioh government a requeet, that
their prinee migbt be d o w e d to visit
the i d d at Jejoory, in the Peebwa'a
country, in h o p that be might
thereby be cured of the h t d e c t u r l
mdady under which he laboured;
but a compliance with this proposal
wPa for obviousreesons declined. and
his bodily infirmities being a g p i a t e d
by those of his mind, he at length
c l o d hie eventful, and not very
m d i i l e lie, on the Qth October
1811. Throughout h h whole life,
the constitution of his pvernment
rested on the most vic~ous of dl
foundations, the power of inflictin
more injury on his
eably-dispoad
n ~ h b o u mthan,
the nature of
his own dominione, they were liable
to receive, s predicament which only
4 with the battle of MaheidpoorJeswunt's eon and successor, Mulhar Row Holcar, was quietly seated
on the throne; but being a minor,
the administration of ai%irs was conh e d under the management of
Todsee Bhye his mother, and Bphram Seth, the same as d u r i y the
incapecity of his father. The ~nflumce, however, of Mear Khan, whenever he chose to exert it, war do&
nant, a 1proportion of the late
Holcar's troops haviag attached hemselvea t o h i ; but the necessity of
pro*
for thsirpa and subsistence
ntnderufit iypmbre for him to continue long at@~onary,and, of course,

occasioaed hia Frequent d m w m h.am
bead-quarters. During oee of these
nmess~ons,Toolsee Bhpe, the queen
mgent, with her wn, wera driven by
the ontregeous conduct of the troops
to seek shelter with the Raja of Kotab ; but her party having mbsequently gained the aseeodant, she
returned, and is reported to ham reveeged her injuries with p e a t cmdty.
OR the accession of Mulhar Row,
his. ministers urgently solicited the
sanction of the British govem'ment
to l e gmnt of a khilaut, or drees of
investiture, both f ~ o mthe Peshwa
end from the kingof Delhi; but they
were informed tbat the British govanment did not arrogate 60 itself
h e privilege of confinnation ; which
b kkewise denied both to the Peahwa
and the Delhi sovereign. They were
told that i.t recognized the Hekarstate
cu, an independent power, and c o n r e
quently did not admit the necessity of
any form of public acknowledgment
of Mulhsr Row's title to the throne.
which would indicak a subserviency
on his part tbat did not in the slightest
degree exist.
After the intellectual den
of J a w u n t Row Holcar, %
an?:
especially subsequently to h i death,
the power he hnd raised by his crimes,
a
d maintained by his abilities, was
k t crumbling t o piecea, and itn total
destruction, by the increasing strength
of the predatory associations, impending. Althou h some of the chief
Pindariea h f d large jaghima fiom
Holcar's government, they acted so
independently that they were considered as having withdrawn themselves, and & queen r ent, Toolsee
Bhye, expressed great p easure a t the
r p e c t of theii chastisement. Tbk
ady, finding herselfunable to control
the insolence of the sirdare, had sent
an envoy privately 60 solicit her eon
and etata might be taken under the
British rotection : which overture
ru kii& received, and no hurthennome co~ditionimposed, except redprocat support to ut down all predatory banditti. ~ i i l these
e
arrangements were in progress, all of a sudd m the d e e l was recalledj the dif-
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with their respective deieh, and such other m d s an were
were hastily summoned ; and intermixed with the dominions of the
the' termination of marching to the Nizam and Peshwa. He also ceded
asahance of the Peshwa proclaimed. to the British governmeat all chiires
Negociatio~s with Ghuffoor Khan of tribute from any of the R a j p o t
and the otber leaders of Holcar's princes, such as the rajas of Ode
army were then attempted; but thecie poor, Jeypmr, Joudpoor, KO&
were mistaken for symptoms of weak- Boondee, and Karouly. In mnst
nese, and T d s e e B y e , the queen deration of these cessions, the British
regent, who d e d to witbdraw from government bound itself to maintnin
the precipice, waa carried down to astationaryforce topreservetheinterthe banks of the Sipra, and there nal tranquillity of Holcar's territorieq
publicly executed, the day before the and defend them from foreign qpsbattle of Maheidpoor.
eors : the detachment thus emplo ad
On the 17th December the boatile to receive every support from dolspirit of these ferocious Patan chiefs car's government, which, when called
openly assumed the predominance ; on, was bound to supply a contingent
attacks were made on the British of 3,000 auxiliary horse, and to refer
foraging parties, and all attempts at all foreign disputes to the &r#ion
an amicable adjustment faiIing, Sir of the B r i W government. It was
Thomas Hislop's army attacked that agreed that Ameer K h n skould ra
of (nominally) Holcar at Maheid- h i e all his territories, and that
poor, and after suffering much slaugh- G h d o r Khan should receive a
ter from the latter's artillery, suc- hereditary jaghire, it mot being thee
ceeded in capturing the glins; after b o w n that he was suspected of bewhich the infantry gave way, and ing the principal instigator of the
retreated, pursued by Sir John Mal- murder of Toolsee Bhye.
colm with the regular cavalry and
Immediately on the concltpion of
Mysore horse. A treaty with Mul- the above treaty, Mulhar Row Holhar Row was soon afterwards (on car, a boy of about twelve years of
the 6th January 1818) concluded at age, accompanied by his
'
'
Mundessor by Sir J. Malcolm, and a chiefs, came into the B r i t i g n ~ ~ ;
federal alliance entered into. The when Tantia Jogh, as prime minister,
exertions made by the Indore state, was invested with the management
during the short-war of 1817, crhowed of &rs.
At resent the reserved
the dangerous impolicy of lenving it in territories of Jolcar co~sistof t h e
a condition to be ever again trouble- following portions, k.
some : it was therefore dismembered
Sq. nides.
of two-thirds of its territory, and the Extending along the southgreater portion of the lands thus abern bank of the Nerbudda
stracted transferred to the rajas of
about
Kotah, Boondee, and other Rajpoot Along the north bank of ditto 4,800
chiefs, whom it was desirable to I n different detached portions, ditto
strengthen.; while a portion was also
retained to defray the expenee of the
troops required for the protection of
11,500
that quarter.
By the treaty of Mundessor, HolThe young prince abandoned the
car renounced his claim to all terri- former custom of always residing in
tories within, and north of the Boon- camp, and dxed his residence a t Indee hills, and within and without the dore, which, under the able manegerange of the Satpoora range of hills, ment of Tantia Jogh (who died in
including the fortress of Sindwa, with l826), rapidly increased in extent,
a glacis of two thousand yards, which wealth, and po ulation. In 18% the
he ceded to the British qovernment, revenue exceded twenty-five lacks of
with some of his possesamns in Can- rupees per annum, and if tranquillity
&di
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continued, was likely in ten years to
approach forty lacks. Rowjee Trimbuck, the present minister, was
during Tantia Jogh's life his principal manager, and the medium of
intercourse with the British resident.
Although by the course of events
the state has fallen in comparative
power and dignity (and what native
state has not 2) the condition of the
individual on the throne hns certainly
been improved. His turbulelit snd
mutinous army has either been killed,
dispersed, o r paid off; and the territories left, although circumscribed,
are fertile, and have long been the
only ones from which any revenue
was realized without the employment
of a n anny.
Travelling distance from Bombay
456 miles ; from Nagpoor 371 ; and
from Calcutta 1,030 miles.-(FuUarion, Treaties, the Marquu of Weilesley, Pub/ic MS. Documrnts, the Matguis of Hastitrgr, Prinsep, Sir J.
Makulm, Tod, Collinr, the Duke of
WeUington, &c.)
I ~ n n ~ o l nthe
r nrountain of Indra).
-A sntall alay state on the north
coast of Sumatfa, bordering on Siak,
which exports considerable quantities
of rice to Singapoor. The river is
large, but incommoded by a dangerous bore. The inhabitants are genuine Malxtys; but on the coast there
are some piratical establishments belonging t o the Llanos of Magindanao,
especially at Retteh, where they have
been settled above thirty gears. Its
name is pure Sanscrit, and is one of
the few Hindoo words to be found
on the north coast of Sumatra, where
their absence or frequency may be
considered as a good index of the
degree of civilization attained by the
mhabitnnts. This remark may also be
ap lied to the whole Eastern Archipe!ago.-(~ingapoor
ChronicZe, 4 c )
INDRAPOOB
(Zndra pura, the cifyof
Indra).-A town, district, and river
o n thesouth-west coast ofthe island of
Sumatra, situated princi?ally between
the second and third degrees of south
latitude. The town stands about 100
miles N.W. from Bcncoolen. Thc
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river Indrupoor, which descends f r o d
the niountains of Korinchi, is considered one of the largest in the
southern portion of the west coast of
Sumatra, and is capable of admitting
sloops. This country forn~erlyyielded a large quantity of pepper, and
some gold was brought from the i n t e
nor, which now finds another channel. An Englirrh factory was eat.blished here in 1684, but never became of any importance.-( Marsden,

4c.I

INDREE.-A walled town in the
province of Delhi, fiReen miles N.
by E. from Kurnal; lat. B0 53' N.,
lon. 77' Y E .

T H E INDUS RIVER.
f Sindhu.)
The source of the Indus still r e
mains unexplored; but of late yeara
much information has been collected
by travellers and others, regarding its
course and origin. At present probable conjecture fixes its cornmencement on the northern declivity of
the Cailas branch of the Himalaya
mountains; about lat. 31° 2W N.,
Ion. 80° 3V E., not far from the Chinese town of Gortope,or Goroo, and
within a few miles of Lake Rawans
Hrad and the sources of the Sutuleje.
T h e stream of the lndus has been
traced with tolerable certainty only to
theneighbourhoodof Draua, a town in
Little Tibet (lat. 35' BV N., Ion. 76O
in the old maps); where, accordlng to the testimony of the natives,
two branches join, eight days' n~arch
for a caravan, N.N.E. from the town
of Cashmere The left of these
branches they describe as being seventy yards broad a little above the
junction, and excessivcly rapid, flowing from the north-east, with a
wooden bridge across it. Other accounts assert that the confluence
takes place two marches above Drauu;
and that at or below Draus it is separated into two streams, the lesser
named the Little Sinde, running
south to Cashmere, while the course
of the greater r e n ~ a i n ~unknown,
d
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but was distinguished by the name of
the Great Sinde. The main strmm,
which passes Draus, coming from the
N.E., 1s supposed to flow near to
Lahtlack, the capital of Little Tibet,
to which point from Gortope its current is con'ectured to flow for near
400 miles irom S.S.E. ; but its course
above Dra~lsremains wholly conjectural, its channel higher up, owing
to the inaccessible nature of the
country, never having been explored.
Much was expected from the researches of the late Mr. Moorcroft,
who in 1820 spent several months in
Lahdack and its neighbourhood ; but
although seven years have elapsed
eince that period, the contents of his
papers have never been communicated to the public.
From Draus the Indus pursues its
solitary course for above two hundred
miles through a rude and mountainous country to Mullni, where, after
i t has penetrated through the great
Hindoo Cosh chain, it receives from
the north-west the Abbasseen, and
subsequently proceeds for fifty miles
through the lower hills of the Hindoo Cosh to Torbaila (forty miles
above Attock), where it enters the
valley of Chuch, spreading abroad
and forming many islands. About
forty miles lower down it receives
the Cabtil river, and soon after rushes
through a narrow opening in the
midst of the branches of the Soliman
range of mountains. Even when the
water is a t the lowest, the junction
of these rivers and their cdurse
through the rocks, before they penetrate the mountains, cause waves and
eddies, and occasion a sound like
that o f t h e sea; but when their volume is swelled by the rain and melting of t h e nnow, a tremendous whirlpool is created, the roaring of which
may be heard at a great distance. I t
frequently swallows up boats, or
dashes them to pieces on the rocks.
The two black rocks in this part of
the river, named Jellalia and Kemalia,
are pointed out by the inhabitants as
the trannformed bodies of the two
sons of Peeree Taruck (the apostle
of darkness), the founder of the Rou-
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shenia sect, who were thrown into the
river by Akhoond, thedervise and theological opponent of their father. ID
1809 the Indus wae forded above i t s
confluence with the Cabul river by
Sultan Shah Shuja; but this wns
considered as an extraordinary event,
there being no other ford of the Indus known, from tbe spot where i t
issues from t l x mountains to- it,
junction with the ocean.
The Indus, which above expands
so widely into the plain, at Attock is
contracted t o 260 yards, but deep
and rapid. When its floods are a t
the highest, it rises to the tap of a
bastion, from thirty-five to forty feet
high, yet does not even then spread
out more then fifty yards additional.
Lower down, where it enters the hills,
its breadth becomes ntil! more contracted; and a t Neelaub, a town fiL
teen miles below Attock, is said t 6
be only a stone's throw across, but
with a current of great depth and increased velocity. From Neelaub it
winds among the hills to Calabauqh,
where it passes through the salt range
in a deep, clear, and tranquil stream ;
and from thenee it pursues a s c u t h e b
ly course to the ocean, withaut being
again shut in or interrupted by hills.
On the contrary, after passir~gCalebaogh, i t expands over the plain into
various channels, which meet and
aeparate again, but are rarely united
into one body.
Below Attock, the Indus receives
the Toe and other brooks; bat n a
qtream of any magnitude until it is
joined by the Koorum river, at Kag.
gawala, where its bed is broad, but
very shallow. The only river tbat
flows into the Indus from the H-est,
soutll of this point, i s the Arul;
but it supplies little water, as its
stream is mostly abstracted for the
purposes of irrigation in the northern
parts of the Damaun district, and
never reaches the Indus, unless when
swelled by the monsoon rains. A t
Kaheree Ghaut, in lat. 319 88' N.,
the breadth of the Indua at two points
was found to be 1,010 and 905 yards,
on the 6th of January 1809, a period
of the year when the stream is at the
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lewest. The deep part of the channel was not above 100 yards across,
and enly twelve feet to the bottom,
an elephant not having above 1100
yards to swim; but at this part of
ita coorne the nmin ohannel is coaeiderebly r e h d by the previous
arms,
nepamtioe of several la
d i d run nearly
t o the
m i n trunk of the river. One of
these from its right bank is fordable
enly la a few places, and 202 yards
broad. Aeother considehhle branch
was fitly yards broad, and there
were besides two inferior branches.
I n that vicinity the banks of the Iodus are very low, that is, the inner
b d s seldom exceed six feet, g e n s
rally only four and five; and during
the r h y BBBMHI the river ovedows
them, and expands in many places to
meem &lea It appears evident also
that tbe former channel ran seven
miles more to the eastward.
The islands and low country which
are inundated during the monsoon,
oonsMt of rich black clay; in some
parts well cultivated, while 0thare o v e g o w n with high grass jungle,
in patches of which the labourers
have temporary huts. The bed of
the Indus is sand, with e emall quantity of mud, and its water resembles
&at of the Gangee. There are many
uicksaods, and the islands are for
nlon part mvered with long Jhow
jungle. For seventy miles above
Mitenda Kat Oat. $33' 35' N.),where
it receives the Punjnud (a river fonned b the anion of the Punjab waters,
d i e t , .h*ough of great bulk, is
much iaferior to the Indus above the
junction), the two immenee streams
run paraUel ; and at Ooch, which M
BRy milee op, the distance across is
sot above ten milea In the months
of July a d August this mtervening
ot is one complete sheet of water,
z e villages, wlith a few etceptions,
being only temponry erections : and
such appears to be be the oatme of
the wholecountry ittraversen,tiwou h
a**t o Hyderabad, its capid. 8 n
tke left hand afe some c6nsiderable
tewm and vitlhges, where canals have
been cut for the purpoees of agricul-
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ture; but notaithmtmding thin acellent inland navigation, owing to
political causes, there is scarcely any
trade carried on between Sinde and
the north. In the time of Aunngtebe
a coosidemble trade subsisted, which
has long ceased. The c o m e and
current of the river have never been
examined in a scientific manner ;but
according to native nport there b
from the gulf of Cutch to Lahore a
distance of 760 geographical miles,
sulcient depth of water to Boat a
vessel of 200 ton% the psssllge down
from Lahore to the sea occupying
only twelve days. Of the five rivein
that give the name to the Punjab, the
Indue is not considered IM one, being
mther the trunk or stock into which
the streams of Cabul and Lahore
flow.
Seventeen milea to the south of
Bhukor, lat. Q0 1W N., the Indun
sends off a branch to the wes'~ward,
which performs a circuit and rejoins
the maln bod a t the town of Sewan,
fitly miles d o w the point of separation. This branch is known by the
name of the Komurgundy, or Larkhaun river, and at one place spreads
into a lake ten or twelve miles across,
ituated near the base of the Brahooidr mountains. The insulated territory is named Chandookee, aud is one
of the most fertile in the Sinde dominions.
The Fulalee branch of the Indue,
which flows east, is of considerable siae, and encircles the island on
which Hyderabad stands. Ascending
the Fulalee from its junction up to
Hyd&,
it winds so much, that
althou h the distance by land is not
fourteen miles, the route
more
by water is not less than twenty-four.
The depth of water in this part of
the route, dnring the month of August, is from four t o six fathomtt, and
there are many villages scattered on
each aide of the river. At its moat
eastern wmding it detaches the Guonee branch, which at one time joined
the ocean, about a degree to the eastward of the grand trunk of the Indus; but in 1799 Futteh Ali, a late
meer, for the purposes of irrigation,
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cut through an embankment of it at
Alibunder, from whieb date until 1819
fresh water pressed oae side of the
bund and salt t
k other. But the
g b t earthquake of Cutch e a u d a
revolution in this eastern and almo*
Beserted channel of the river Indus,
which bounds Cutch to thewestward,
ibr instead of continuing from one to
six feet deep, and about 100 yards
broa at Luckputbunder, it waa convert into a branch of the sea, and
became eighteen feet deep at low water, and twenty-four fett a t 0 0 4
from the Cutch to the Sinde ahore, a
diitance of above three miles, so that
by fhis coovnlsion a navigation has
been reopened that had been closed
for centuries.
After the Fulalee bmdch rejoins
tbe Indus, the course is for same
miles south, at labt deviating t o the
south-west, in which direction it may
be smd to enter the ocean in one vast
volume. As it approacks the estuary, several minor streams branch off
from the maim trunk, but they never
nach the sea, being absorbed by the
sands of the desert, lost in en enormous salt morass, or dra+vn off by
the natives to irrigate their fields.
From the sea up to Hyderabad, the
I n a s is generally a b u t a mile wide,
varying in depth from two to 6ve
fathoms; a t Lahore Bunder it is
four miles broad ; still further down,
a t Dbarajay Bunder, nine miles ; and
at the extreme of the land twelve
miles from shore to shore. It is a
remarkable circumstance that the
tides ere not perceptible in the Indus
a t a greater distance than sixty or
sixty-five miles from the sea. At the
mouth, the bore, or abrtipt influx
of tke +id% i$ high and dangerous,
and the veleclty bf the cmtent has
been edtimatedat four miles per hour,
but tsie must ~arygrentl at digerent
pl-.
Like the Niie andtheOak.,
the fndds is nlways described as having a delta, but a t resent, except
dud.. the height o t t t t e rains, the
expression does not a ly, and the
y r i d to
river a n o n with p r o P ~ be
have mere than one mouth. Neither
doer the space of land miscalled t h e
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delta, possess the rich and luxurkmt
vegetation seen aeer the debouchure
of the more aacred stream. On the
contrary, ar tile sea is approacba$,tha
dry parts e x l i i t nothing but sbert
scrubby brushwood, the remainder,
and much the larger portion, orid
sand, noisome d i n e swampa, or atadlow r l t lakes.
In Hindoatan there are four riverr,
which were once much dreaded by
religious people. I t wee forbidden
even t o touch tire waters of the C e
ntmnpssa, to bathe in the Carato a
(a &mgal river called Curvatyain
maps), to swim in the Gunduck, or
to cross the Attock. The probibition, however, may be evaded by
crossillg the Indus above ite jueo
tion with the Attock. In Acber's
time body of Rajpoots, with their
attendant Brahmins, erossed l e Indus to chastise some refractory Afgban tribes; and Brahmins who dwell
in Hindosten, cross it daily without
scruple. There are other Bruhazias
and Bindoos of $1 dewmieations
who cross it to visit bbe haly plaas
in the west ; but these persons have
renounced the world, and retaih but
few practices of their castes. Though
highIy respected, nobody presumes to
eat or communicate with them ; but
they go in orowds t o receive their
blessing.
This river is calted the Sindhu, o r
Sindhus in Sanscrit, and Aub Sind,
br the water of Sincle, -by the Persians. By Abul Faze1 it is described
as follows : " According to some the
Sinde rises between Cashmere and
Cashgar, while others place its source
In Khatai. It runs thmngh the territories of Sewad, Attock, Benares,
Chawpareh, and the territories of
theBaloochies." From Attock downwards to Mooltan, this river has obtained the name of Attock, and further down that of Sbor or Shoor,
but it is generally known t o Asiatics
by the name of Sinde. From the
length of its course, aod the greatness of its volume, the Indus may be
reckoned among the,greatest rivets
of the world, many of its trlbutacp
streams being little lnferior in magnh
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IRRAWADl
Y RIVER.
hill of Bugglecotida, which is consi*
dered by many,hth natives and Europeans, as an extinct volcano, a
rare object in Hindostan. There is
no record, however, or even traditlon of an eruption of lava, nor is
there any tkng to be seen on the top
in the least resembling a crater.
Among the natives it is remarkable
for the frequent earthquakes it experiences. I t is about a quarter of a mile
in height from the plain, and is covered with large smooth stones, having a few bushes in the narrow
chasms. According to Dr. Heyne
the whole mountain is composed of
basalt, dry, hard, and sonorous. The
earthquakes here frequently take
place several times in the course of a
month, and are sometimes so violent
as to move the houses of the adjacent
villages, and roll down large stones
from the hill into the adjacent plain.
The Innacoada hiH has also the reputation of being an extinct volcano,
but, like that of Boggleconda,without
any very strong claims to the di*
tinction, as it exhibits no t m e s of
lava, nor of any substance resembling
INJADREE
HILLS.-Certain heights it except baealt.b(Heyne, &.)
in tlie Deccan, which separate the
province of Candeibh fro111 a native
I a n a w r n ~RIVEB (Iravati, t h
division contiguous, named by them
of Iudra'r elephant).
The
4 e Gungleterry. They present an name
sources of this great river have been
extraordinary aspect, and afford a sinascertained to exist among
gular specimen of the fantastic shapes recently
the lofty mountains, about fifty miles
that rocks of the trap formation assume; some of the heights, after ie north of a yincipal Borkhampti village N.E.o the Brahmaputra, situveral Btages, terminate in a level table- ated about lat. 2
7' 30' N., where it
land; others rise still higher, but on a first appears in the form of numerous
reduced scale, so as to leave unoccu- mountain streams, which afterwards
pied a portion of thesubjacent table; unite, but even then in the above laend this succession is several times titude, it is of moderate breadth, and
repeated until the mountain ends in easily fordable. The lofty mounan ipslllated columnar mass.--(Jar.
tainous chain (probably a continuFraqer, kc.)
atioii of the Himalaya presents so
complete a barrier to t e north, that
INJERAM.-A town in the North- the fact that the Irrawady is not a
ern Circars, six miles south from Co- continuation of the river of Tibet
ringa; lat, 16'45' N,, lon. 82O16/ E. (the Sanpoo) may be considered as
established. The aourseof this river,
i # ~ ~ m ~ - A t o winnthe North- after quitting the mountains, ia iiearly
ern Circars, district of Guntoor, fifty- north and south, and it is to the
three miles N.W. from Ongole ; lat. Burmese dominions what the Ganges
15O 5 Y N., Ion. 799 44' E. About is to Bengal, at once a source of fertwelve miles east of this place is t h ~tilization and of inland navigation,

tude to some of the most considerable
rivers of Europe, and its channel for
nine hundred miles, from Attock to
the sea, presents a strong and distinct
barrier to the west against external
invasion. I t does not appear, however, that the Indus ever attained
among the Hindoos that reputation
for sanctity, which they have without
any apparent reason attached to
many inferior streams : yet there is
every reason to believe that when
first crossed by the Mahomedans,
both banks were inhabited by sects of
the Brahn~iilicalpersuasion, of course
equally interested in promoting its
celebrity ; but probably it then, as
now, flowed through a ~terilecountry and barbarous people, and never
attracted the attention of poet or
divine. The distance of its source
from the sea has never been traced
higher up than 1,350 miles, but there
is reason to suppose that, including
windings, the total length of its course
does not fall short of 1,700 miles.(Elphinitone, Macartn y, Pottinger,
Rennell, Wiford, qc.)
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connecting the different provinces the west aide of the Chittagong river,
from the frontiers of Tibet and China about eight miles above its jllnction
t o the sea.
with the sea, and 317 miles travelling
9
The swelling of the Irrawady river distance east from Calcutta; lat. is not so much connected with the 22'N., Ion. 91' 43' E. In the neighquantity of rain that falls in the low bourhood a sort of canvas is ~ o a d e
countries, as by the heavy showers from cotton, and vessels of considerin the mountainous part of its tract, able burthen are built, both with imwhich indicates a long course. Whilst ported timber and of that which is
the droughtin the champaign districts the growth of the district By Abul
is very great, the river rises to its Fazel, in 1582, it is described as folusual height; the part near the city lows : " Chittagong is a large city,
of Ava being rarely refreshed by co- situated among trees on the banks of
pious rains, but,like Egypt, depends the s e a I t is agreat emporium, t e o n the overflowing of its river for a ing the resort of Chri5tians and other
supply of moisture. In the months merchants."--(Abul Fmel, Rennel!,
of June, July, and August, the Irra- Cokbrwke, 4c.)
w a d ~ z which during the
and
IsLAXABAD.-A large town in the
province of Cashnlere,
on
'lowvly winds Over its
bed, swells over its banks, and inun- the north side of the Jhylum, twentydates the subjacent
The nine miles E.S.E. from the city of
current is very rapid, but partly is cashmere ; lat. 330 15/ N., ion, 750
counteracted
the btrength of the 13' E. The Jhylum bere penetrates
south-west monsoon.
through the narrow wind~ngsof the
When the British troops entered mountains, and has a
bridKe
Prome in 3 825, this river was
abollt eigllty yards across.--(p'wter,
feet below the level of its banks :but
after some days it rose so rapidly as 4c.I
ISLAMPOOR
(the city of faith)-to inundate the cavalry cantonments.
After remaining stationary for several A
the province A j m c e t
days, the inundation subsided, and eighty-five miles N. by W. *on, the
the stream resumed its natural bed. city of Je~llOor;lat. 28' 6' N lon.
ARer a few weeks, however, it rose 75' 15'E.
again, which risirlgs are said t o occur
I ~ ~ ~ ~town~ and~ per-~ ~
three times a year, diminishing in gunlla~lil, the province of Malwa,
volume each time until it falls to its which although ollly five
north
lowest ebb. Notwithstarlding the from the city of Bopaol, up to 1818
general appellation of this river is the belonged to Sindia, but ill that year,
IrrawadY1 yet different Parts of it are through the mediation of the British
distinguished by different names, governnlent, were procured in extaken from places of note on its bank. change for otller territories, and
I t s principal subsidiary stream is the transferred to fjopaul ;]at. 230 21' N.,
Ke~nduem,which see, and also the Ion. 77031' E. I t stands a t the con'articleAss~~.--(S~es,F-Budanan,fluence of three streams, fortuing a
L i e d Trant, L i a t r . B ~ ~ / r oand
n
natural ditch on threc sides, and on
Wilcox, $c.)
the fourth it is protected by an imI~KI.-A town in Northern Hin- passable morass, so that it nlay be
dostan, formerly the principal canton- reckoned one of the strongest forlnent of U n ~ ~ n eSingh,
r
the Gorkha tresses in India I t was captured by
commander, but more recently the Dost Mahomed, the founder of the
residence of the Raja of Baghul ; lat. Bopaul dynasty, about 1710, and
31' VN., lon. 76' 57' E.
contains the tombs of most of his
descendants.
ISLAMABAD
(the r e r i d m e of faith).
ISXAELABAD.-Atown in the pro- A town in t h e province of Bengal,
district of Chittyong, situated on vince of Delhi, twenty miles S-E.
VOL. 11.
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fmm Pattiallah; lat. 30' 10' N., Ion.
42' E.
I ~ c a n ~ o o a . - Atown theNorthern
Circars, thirty miles S.W.from Ganjam ; lat, lga 8 N., Ion. 35' E. This
is a place of some extent with the
ruins of a mud fort, situated in a fine
country in the midst of mangoegroves, on the northern branch of
the Sonapoor river, but it is stragling and ill-built. Formerly there
was 8 small cantonment here, but
since the district courts have been
established at Burrampoor, the troops
have been also transferred to that
place.-(FulIarton, 4c.)

7s"

Jaaoortr.-A town in the protince
of Mdwa, subdivision of Rath,
the capital of a petty principality belonging to Raja Bhugwunt Singh ;
lat. 2 F 46' N., Ion. 74' 3Y E. This
place is beautifully situated in a rich
valley at the bottom of a range of
high mountnins. The roads throughout the Jahooah territory are tolerably good, the country well watered, but the hills are covered with
low jungle. A large proportion of
the inhabitants consist of the more
civilized classes of the Bheel race.
In 1819 the gross revenues of Jabooah were computed at 50,000 rupees, but they were expected to
amount to 80,000 in 1824.-(Md
colnr; 4c.)

JACATBA.-A district in the island
of Java, which was former1 governed by its own king, but t i e last of
these having been subdued by the
Butch East-India Company in A.D.
1619, they have ever since possessed
it by right of conquest. Before this
revolution, Jacatra town was the capital, but has since been superseded
by Batavia, which was built very
near the former by the Dutch governcqeneral, John Pietersen Coen,
immediately after its conquest. The
ancient name of the Jacatra district
war Sunda Kalapa, from whence tire

straits derived their name.--(Slawrinur, &.)

JAC~TTA.-Atown on the seacoast of Cochin, where, according to
a tradition in Malabar, St. Thoman
landed; lat. 10' 10' N., ion. 760 1W

E.
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JAPFIE~ABAD
(Jafarabad).
A
town in the province of Bersr, twentyfive miles north from Jaulna ; lat.
20'' 13' N., Ion. 760 14' E.
JAPFIEBGUSGE
(Jafarganjj. - A
town in the province of Bengnl, d i e
trict of Dacca Jelalpoor, fiituated on
the north bank of the Ganges, about
forty-two miles W. by N. from the
city of Dacca.
JAFNAPATAY.-Atown and fortress in the island of Ceylon, situnted
at some distance from the main ocean;
but there is n communication by
means of an inlet navigable for boats ;
lat. 9' 36' N., Ion. 79* 50' E. The
fort is of a pentagonal form, and
regularly built, with five bastions,
broad ditches, and an extensive
glacis; the pettah stands half a mile
to the eastward, containing several
thousand inhabitants, of various
shades, colours, and religions. On
account of its salubrity and cheapness, Jafna is a great reeort of the
Dutch families, and it is the only
district in Ceylon the revenue of
which exceeds the expenditure. Agriculture flourishes, and more especially the cultivation of tobacco; the
two other articles of export are the
trunks of palmira-trees and chunk
ehells. Dependent on the Jafna province, nnd at a small distance off
shore, are several island9, which the
Dutch have named after their native
cities Delft, Leyden, Haarlem, and
Amsterdam. On these, horses and
cattle are bred, the pasture being excellent. The Jafnapatnu~ province
comprehends rather less than onefourth of the whole island ; but it is
by far the most populous, and within
its limits the ruins of thirty-two
churches are still to be seen.-(Perceval, Cordiner, 4c.)
JAGANAIKPOO~AM.-A
Dutch set-
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tlenienk in the ~ o r t h e r ncirca*, dis- Orissan monarchy (not of a separate

.

trict of Rajamundry, situnted on the
banks of the s~nallriver Eliseram,
about forty miles travelling distance
from the town of Rajamundry. This
is now a very miserable place, without colonists, except the Dutch re!iden!,
and the European dwellings
In rulns. There is still a tolerable
bazar; and two pagodas with handsome porticoes, covered with large
6gnres well finished in shell chunam,
form a useful lantl~nark for vessels
steering into Coringa bay.-(FuIlarton, gc.)
JACEPOOR
f ~ e h n j ~ o o r ) . - A town
0' large "illage in the province of
Orissa, district of Cuttack, thirtyfive miles N.N.E. fro", the city of
Cuttack ; lat.
5F Nb,Ion. 860"'
On the south
E* This place stands
side of the Byturnee river, which in
the rains is almost half a mile broad.
I t is a ' W e ~t"aS1i"'g town Cornposed of mud and thatch hut% exand
tending One
'long
the Byturnee, and still manufactures
a good deal of cloth. During the
Mogul government it was a place of
importance, and the remains of st?veral Mahomedan edifices are still
visible ; but the Hindoo remains are
much the most interesting, more especiall a sort of temple in the form
of a gJerg. Th. contains a co:hction
of images of a stature rather exceeding the human, curiously camed in
black stqne of an ~ x q ~ i s i ~
t ep l i s h ,
repreventing the ~ n n c l ~deltles
al
of
the Hindoo Pantheon, surrounded by
their attendants and personified attributes. The most remarkable is
the skeleton 6gure of an aged female,
in the style of the skeleton figure at
g ~ and~in the
~ ~ , many
images and architectural ruins
found scattered about. Jagepoor 1s
deemed a holy place, and culled the
gate of Jugernauth, to whom
there is a temple dedicated, reabrnbling the great pagoda at Pooree.
The numerous well-executed stone
temples on both sides of the Bpurnee
prove the d c i e n t sanctity of tile
place, formerly the capital of the

principality) ;but the remains of the
nour or palace present only a confused henp of ruins. Besides other
claims to veneration, Jagepor derives great mythological importance
from its resting on the navel of a
large giant or demon overthrown by
Viahnu, named Gayn Asur, ahose
head is under Gaya in Bah~r,and
feet at Rajamundry. Within the enclosure of a teniple here, there is a
well or pit, that reaches down to the
navel of the monster, into which
fiindoo pilgrims throw rice and
sweetmeats, io order to expiate the
sins of their
In 1821,
during a sudden rising of the water,
the accumulated mass of sour rice
was regorged, and deluged the
whole precincts with filth. Jagepoor
was attacked by Toghan Khan, the
Mahornedan viceroy of
so
early as A.D.
and early in the
eighteenth century was he rebidence
of Mahomed Tucky Khan, the governor of the province,who was defeated
4Y
the N~~~~ of Bengal.-(Slirling,
ullarton, Stewart, Upton, &.)
JacslRs.-ln
the cmnatic.-See
CHInc~s~ut,
JAG-M
fJa~a~ranla~.-A
in the &]hi Province, twenty-hree
miles S-E-from L u d d e a n a ;1.t 3@

*w N., Ion. 750

E.

JARIL.-A town in the province of
Ajmeer, fifty-eight miles N.W. from
the city of Ajmeer ; let. Q010' N.,
ion. 730 56' E.
JAHJOW.-A village in the rovince
of A P , fifteen m i l a Sb by
from
the city of Agra. This place is remarkable for having been the scene
of two decisive battles; the first
fo@t in 1658,when Aurengzebe d e
feated his brother, Dara Shecoh ;
and the second in 1707, between the
son and grandson of Aurenzebe, Shah
Allum and Azim Ushaun, when the
latter was defeated and slau1.--(Hunter, &.)
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J A H N ERIVEIL.
~ I -A
river of
Northern Hindoatan, one of the em-

a

liest and most important tributaries
to the 'Gangee ; for although the
Bhagirathi be esteemed the holy and
celebrated Ganges, yet the Jahneri
is the largest stream. According to
native report there is a pass by the
course of this river into Bhote or
Tibet, by which people from ReitaI
and the upper v~llagesof Roween
come to purchase salt, blankets and
wool, in exchange for grain.dCapt.
Hodgror, 4c.)
JAINS.-see SOUTHCANARI,and
SRAVANA
BELGUL.).
JAIT~OU.-Atown in the Goierat
peninsula, twenty miles N.E. horn
Junaghur ; lat. 20° 42' N., Ion. 70'
49, E. In 1808 the perpetual tribute
to the Guicowar, payable by the
Catty chiefs of Jaitpoor, was fixed
at 38,000 rupees.
J A J A ~ C(Jharjnnra
OTE
cat4 the
Bamboofortre&: or :tockadej.-A
hilly
tract of country in the Nepaulese dominions, situated between the Goggra and Bahari; but although within
a few miles' distance of the king of
Oude's dominions, little is known
respecting its circumstances ; indeed,
scarcely two natives
it by the
same name. The prlnclpal town 1s
at Math%ari, where the Nepa~leSe,
since their conquest, have built a
fort. The town of Jajarcote stande
in lat. 280 511 N., ion. 810 8' E.,135
miles N. by W. from Lucknow.(F. Buchanen, 4c.)
JAJGHUB,-A town in the province
Ajmeer, which was wrested
the Rana
Odeypoor
Zalim
Sin& of Kotah, about the Year 1803The
cOmprehen& eighty-four towns and villaaes,
twenty-two of which are exclusively
inhabited by Meenas, who only pay
personal service to the government
they live under.
A town in the
Rungpoor district,135 miles W.N.W.
~ lat. ~
250 3 ~( N.,
~ ~
ion. 890
;
from D
428' E.
JALLINDBB
(Julia Indra).
A
town in the province of Lahore, for-

J
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merly a residence of the Af ham,
and still inhabited by some
their
descendants, but subject to the
Seikhs; lat. 31' 18N., Ion. 75' 4W
E.,fifty-two miles S.E. from Amritair.
The modern houses are mostly constructed from the ruinous materials
of those formerly oerupied by the
Afghans. In,l80l3 Jallinder was held
in 'aghire by two brothers, at war
witi each other, in prosecution of
which they kept up a conetant discharge of fire-arms during the day,
and at night set fire to each others'
corn fields, until they were both subdued bv Runieet Sineh of Lahore.(11th ~ e ~ i r t e ; ,

d
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in the province of Aurungabad
theNizam, situated between the 19th
and 20th degrees of north hitude.
The principal towns are Jalna, Budnapoor, and Findka ; the chief
streams the Poorna and the Doodna.
At the Maharatt* peace of 1803 this
territory was ceded to the British government, and afterwards transferred
by the latter to the Nizm. Although
a brigade of troops has been long
stationed within the limits of Jalnapoor, and it has annually been traversed for many years by civil functionaries, scarcely any thing is known
respecting its condition.
JALN"pOO~.-A

JALNA.-A town in the province
of Auru"kbad, the capital of the
preceding district, forty miles east
from the city of Aurungabad; lat.
lgo 52/ N., ion. 760 8'E.
hi^ place
is intersected by asmall river, on one
side of which is a town, on the other
a town and fort, in the vicinity of
which a bri ade of British troops ie
eantoned.-f7th ad laa ~~~,~t~~,
9")
JALOWN.-A considerable town in
the province of Agra, situated on a
gently rising ground, thirty miles west
K a l ~ e;
e lat. 2e0 1w N.9 Ion.
79' 13' E. Before the British dominions extended thus far, Jalown
was a considerable mart for illland
traffic, especially of cotton, which
was transported from overland to

~
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JAMBEE.

Caunpoor on the Ganges, a distance
of seventy miles, and hence to Mirzapoor by water. Cotton of a good
quality is still cultivatedin the neighboqrhood, frequently intermixed with
gram. Nana Govind Row, ruler of
Jalown, died in 1823, and was succeeded by his son Balarow. By the
decease of the first, pensions to the
amount of 1,18,360 rupees per annum out of the Saugur revenue
lapsed to the British government,
these stipends having been expressly
conferred as life-grants.-(PublicMs.
Document;, 4c.)
JnLOas.-A
town in the province
o f Ajmeer, thirty-three miles south
from Odeypoor; late 240 30'N., Ion.'
.7Q02Y E.
JALRA.--A town in the province of
Malwa, pergunnah of Maheidpaor,
which in 1830 contained about 300
houses. I t stands about ten miles
north from Maheidpoor; lat. 2P 36'
N.. lon. 75O 48' E.
JALRA
PATUN.-See PATUN.
JAMSEE.-A district on the northeastern coast
.long a river
the same name- In
A.D. 1820 it was bounded on the
north-east by the straits west of the
Lingen Archipelago; on the northwest by thick forests that separate it
from Indragiri ; to the westward by
the cetebrated empire of Menancabow
and the Korinchi country ;and to the
south-east by a wild woody tract, partially occupied by the Kubries, an
idolatrous race subject to the raja of
Palembang. The country on the seacoast is flat and swampy, hut rises as
it recedes from the shore towards the
central chain of mountains. everv
where mich intersected by streams
and rivers, on whose banks only cultivation is attempted every where else
being one undisturbed jun le. At the
town of Jambee the surfis only
twenty feet above the level of the
river when driest. The soil is a bed
of vegetable mould covering a bed of
clay mixed with fine sandsunder which,
a t the depth of twelve feet, is a stratum of peat. Neithet atone nor gravel

2! 1

belong naturally to ehe soil, but fragments of quartz and iron-stone are
washed down by the Jambee river,
which is said to have its source in the
mountains of Menancabow, and at
the town of Jambee is three fathon~s
deep at low water, and 460 yards
broad. When swelled by the rains it
rises fifteen feet and inundates the low
country.
I11 1820 Jolnhee town was said to
contain 700 men capable of bearing
arms, and in all about 3,000 persons.
Between this capital and Tamiang
there are fifty rivers, on each of which
there are &ty triding or piratical
towns, or both, according to cirmmstances. These aregoverned by
chiefs, whose dominions are on y
mited by the strength of his maritime
power, -little co@uatively of .the
~nlandcountry being inhabited. B e
sides the fixed po ulation, there are
on the sea-coast a i s t i n c t class named
Orang Laut, or men of the sea, who
live ~ e r ~ e t u a l linv small boats, and
are ti squalid, -half-naked, miserable
looking race, generally covered with
cutaneous eruptions, T - , ~~~i~~~
also are aquatic animals, many of them
r f e r r i n g a residence on rafts, or in
ouses raised on ~ o s t in
s the midst of
a swamp, to dwelling on the high and
dry spots in their irnniediate vicinity.
The consequence is that they reject
agriculture, depend on the sea, and
seldom cultivate even the commonest
roots and vegetables for daily consumption. Further inland above Delli
the cultivators are two distinct races,
via. the Orang Allas, a people from
Menancabow, and the Orang Karou,
a tribe of Battas, r h o raise rice and
pepper.--(Zbbetcon, Crooke, gc.)

P""?

J~mses.-The capital of the above
district, situated in latitude lo 32' S.,
and eighty-three miles distant from
the mouth of the river. In 1820
this place extended about threefourths of a mile on both sides of the
river, and consisted mostly of mat
huts and hovels, intermixed with a
few of a superior description, but
none of masonry. A small floating
ratt is sot an uncommon appendage

to each h o w . T h e chief prmlucta
are dragon's-blood, benzoin, and ratUns; the imports coarse Europenn and
Chinese ware, opium, and Siamese
salt; and the trade is almost wholly
confined to Singapoor. Ln the town
and neighbowheodlieut. Crooke and
Mr. Ibbetsou, in 11320, discovered
m y Hindoo granik statues of various descriptions, some almost of h l l
size :but the natives had no tradition
of their origin, nor could they oint
out the xestiges of any temp e to
which they might have belonged.. It
is probable, however, that some such
remains d o exist in the neighbourhood, from the number of carved
stones(rhish m w t b v e k e n all transported from the central mountains1
scattered about in different parts of
h e town. The great eruption of the
Sumbhawa volcano was heard here,
and the trees covered wit11 abbes.(ibbefran, Crode, 5 c.)

f

JIMBOE
(~andhu).-A town and
petty principality in the Kohiatan, o r
highlands of the Lahore province,
lat. 32' 56'N., Ion. 74' 38' E., ninetyseven miles north from Alnritsir. The
limits of the Jamboe rnja's territories
B uctuate greatly accord~ngto circumstances, m d he is generally tributary
to tbe Seiks. In 1783 the revenues
of this principality were estimated a t
five lacks of rupees, besides that produced by Buddoo qnd Chqndahnee.
The face of the country is hilly and
woody, and the greater portion thinly
inhabited, owing to the incursions of
the Seiks, and the predatory habits
of its ngtivea. The road to the city
of Jamboe in a south-west direction
lies throu4h a defile of sand for many
miles, the sides of which consist of
lofty rocks nearly perpendicular.
The townof Lrnboe stands on the
side of a hill, and contains two divisions, called the upper and lower
towns. The bottonl of the llill is
washed b t b Ravey, here about
broad, and fordable
forty or 61y
a t most seasons of the year, with
many water-mills qn its hanks for the
grinding of corn. In 1783 (for we
have no more recent intelligence)

J a m b was a town of considerable
commercial resort, a s it was then am
entrep8t between Cashmere and t h e
Delhi province ; but sa mamy ehan s
hare taken place since that date, tR.f
the t d e has also probably undergone
a great variety of mutations. T h e
shawls then exported from Cashmere
by this route were packed in bales of
acertain weightanrfareect~inedvalue,
andwere not subsequently opened Mti1 they reached thew destined market.
These bales were usually carried by
men, natives of Cashmere, the precipitous nature of t h e country precluding the employment of cattle for
that purpose. Jamboe is noted for
producing a white mulberry of an exqukite flavour.
How this little territory acquired$
name (Jambhu) which in the ancient
Hindoo mythological poems is used
to desipete all India (Jambbu Dwipa), w e r e aot informed. In some
ofthese compositions allusion is made
t o n temple ofthe sun in Mqtsabana,
o n the river Chandrabhaga (the Chinaub or Acesines), alleged by m o d v n
pundits t o have been situated s o m q
where near to the modern town of
Jamboe. The nncient Jamhho Dwipa
is described as having been surrounded by a salt sea, and it is possible the
ocenn may at one time have reached
to the hrse of these mountain^, forming the high tabk-land istu $hnds.(Fortter, F. Buchanon, 412.)
JAMDOOTEE.-A fortified town in
the province of Beiapoor, district of
Darwar. I n 1828, when visited by
Dr. &rshnll, t h b place was ruled by
Vencatty Row, under the title of
Dessye, who formerly derived h i
whole subsistence from externnl plunder : but was much esteemed by his
own people, for, whatever delight he
took in desolating the lands of his
neiglibours, he was very sensibk that
an opposite treatment wouW best suit
his own. Jambootee in consequence
exhibited an appearance of superior
neatness and comfort, when compared
with the neighbouring towns ;nor did
theDesnye himself betray any external signs in his manners of the fero-
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cious robber, which he in reality was.
--(MarrhaU, 4c.)

JAMOHAUT.A remarkable pass
a t the extremity of the table-land of
Mdwa towards the Nerbudda, through
the Vindhya mountains, in the province of Malwa, about thirty miles
9. by W. from Indore; lat. 2e0 23'
N., Ion. 75' 4W E., 2,328 feet above
the level of the sea. The great Vindlayan chain rises here about 1,600 feet
nearly perpendicular from the valley
of the Nerbudda, and the high road
by Mheyshur from the Deccan scaling this ghaut, transports the traveller
a t once by a steep ascent to the tableland of Malwa. There is anothep
pass to the east of the Jamghaut by
the Koteedah and Jamaun ghauts
from Mheyshur t o Mandow, of an en.
tirely differeut character, there being
no abrupt acclivity, the road winding
for a long tract through the wilds of
f i e mountains,-( FuUarton, 4c.)
Jaaannoo for Palte) LAKE.-A
lake in Tibet of a singular construction, and, according to native authority, situated somewhere about t h e
twcnty-ninth degree of north latitude
and ninety-fifth of east:longitud~;but
its existence in any s h ~ p ewhatever
may be considered doubtful. According to a chief of the Mismees, there is
a large lake about the above position,
in the country of the Gendoos, which
gives rise to a river that flows eastward. This is possibly the Jamdroo
Palte, and the river may be the Bonash, which is said to flow eastward
a3 far as the meridian of Koliaber,
then turns west, and enters the Brahmaputra opposite to Goalpara. It is
also called the Demosha, and may be
the Omchoo ofDuhalde, in whose map
a large lake occurs, without any name,
and placed south of Peiti near the
Sanpoo; but it appears to be too far
west, nor does the Omchoo rise from
it.--( Public J o yrnals, 4c.)
JANAEPOO~.-A
town in the province of Malwa, division of Mundessor, close to the fort of that name, of
which it is in f ~ cat part of the pettah.
It stands on the Sew river, and in

185% contained about S O boussa(Makolm, 4c.)
JAN~UIRA.-Avillage in the province of Bengal, district of Boglipoor,
situated on the river Ganges, and
having a remarkable fakeer's tomb in
its neighbourhood.
JANJOWLA.-A town in the province of Beeder, fifty-four miles W.
from the city of that name; h t 17"
60' N., Ion. 76" 51' E.
JANSET.-A town in the province
of Delhi, district of Merut, formerly
the seat of the tjeids of Bara, so powerful during the anarchical stage of
the Delhi empire, subsequent to the
death of Aurengzebe ; lat. a90 20' N.
--(Capt. Hodgron, 4c.)
JAPARA.-A town and fortress on
the north coast of the island of Java,
thirty-six miles N.N.E. from Samarang; lat. 6" 32'S., Ion. llOa 43' E.
The Chinese here form aconsiderable
portion of the pol~ulationand possess
a temple. Three miles inland are the
ruins of the ancient Javanese cit of
Iapara. According to a census taien
by theBritish government in 1815,the
d~vieionsof Japara and Jawana contained 103,BO inhabitants, of which
number 2@0 were Chinese.--(Rafjec, Thorn, Stavorinuc, 4c.)
JARESANG.-Atown in the Ne
paulese dominions, situated on the
east side of the Arun, in a plain wellcultivated country, aboqt ninety-eight
miles N.N.W. from the town of Purneah ; lat. 07' 7' N., Ion. 86O 56' E.
J a u c n ~ o/Jacadeoa).-A
subdivision of the Barramahal province, situated above the eastern ghauta, yqt
within the ancient Hindoo geographic
cal limits of Dravida. It takes its
name from a fortified mountain.
.
JAUJEMOW.-A town in the province of Athhabad, eight miles S.S.E.
from Cawnpwr; lat. a60 26' N., Ion.
80' 16' E.
JAULDA.-A town in the province
of Bahar. district of Ramehur. 165
miles N.W. from ~ a l c u t t a ;l k 2
.
3
'
23' N., Ion. 85' 56' E.
JAUM.-A rmall town in the pco-
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vinnce of Malwa, ceded by Holcar,
thirty-two miles south froni Indore,
near which is a well-built stone ghurry, converted by Sir John Malcolm
into a d6p6t for the brigade stationed
a t Mow. The crest of the Jaum
ghaut is 2,398 feet above the level of
the sea; lat. 2 P 23'N., Ion. 75O49' E.
J ~ r r n i r r ~ ~ ~ . - T chief
h e town of a
pergunnah in the province of Candeish and district of Candeish, acfrom the Peshwa hy the &i.tquired
.~ s hgovernment,
and situated about
fifty rniles S.W. by S. from Boorhanpoor ; lat. 20' 54' N., lon. 75O 52' E.
-(Fullarton, gc.)
Jnu~s.--See BHURTPOOB.

JAVA.
f Yava, barley.)
A large island ill the Eastern seas,
situated between the sixth and ninth
degrees of south latitude, the southeastern point being in lat. 8' 41' s.,
Ion. 114" 2Y E. T o the south and
west its shores are washed by the Indian ocean ; to the uorth-west lies
the island of Sumatra ; to the north,
Borneo ; t o the north-east, Celebes ;
and to the east it is separated by two
narrow straits from Madura and Bally
isles. In length it has been estimated
at 666 miles; its breadth varies from
135 to 56 miles, the superficial area,
including Madura, comprehending
about 45,724 E uare miles. By the
natives it is c j l e d Tana Jawa, the
land of Java, and Nusa Jawa, the
-island of Java. In 1815, during the
British administration, it was subdivided into the following districts
and provinces, each of which will be
found described under ita respective
head.
Bantam.
Batavia and environs.
Buitzenzorg.
Priangen regencies.
Cheribon.
Tagal.
Pacalungan.
Samarang.
Kedu.
Grobogau and Jipang.

Japara and Jawana.
Rembang.
Gressic.
Surubaya.
Passaruan.
Probolingo.
Banawangi
~ative~rovinar

}

Samenap,
Commencing from the west. the
province of ata am occupies a jarge
section of the island, washed on three
sides bv the sea. Next in succession
toward; the east is the modern division of Batavia, formerly Jacatra,
which includes the canital. South
from this are the ~ r i a n i e n or
, regencies (thus named from the titles given
by the Dutch to the chief native authorities), the central and southern
of which, stretching from Bantam t o
Cheribon, are extremely mountainous. T o the eastward of these,
orossiug the inland from north to
south, is the province of Cherihon,
subdivided into ten districts ;but further east it is only the northern and
a few of the inland tracts, such as
Surabaya, that are directly subject t o
thc Dutch authority. Inland of Samarang and Pacaluogan is the rich
and fertile division of Kedu. T h e
chief towns are named after the districts, and are usually situated o n
small rivers, a t no great distance from
the sea.
The native provinces are partitioned between two native sovereigns,
mz. the Susuhunan, or emperor of
Java, residing at Suracarta, on the
Solo river; and the sultan, whose
capital is Yugyacarta, near the south,
in the former province of Mataram.
These territories include several of
the richest divisions of the island,
and occupy nearly the whole of the
southern coast, from Cheribon t o
Malang, a n extent of above 260 miles,
and comprehending about a fourth of
the island.
The districts near the coasts are
mostly separated by rivers, and those
of the interior by ranges of hills and
mountains. The principal harbour is
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at Surabaya, formed by the approeching extremities of Java and Madura.
The next in importance are the roads
of Batavia, sheltered by several islands; but the sea being usually
smooth and the weather moderate,
good anchorage, nearly at all seasons
of the year, lnay be found along the
northern shores. The south coast,
on the contrary, owing to its exposure
to the great Indian ocean, and consequent violence of the surf, haa no
good harbours, and is but little frequented by shipping. The best yet
explored in this qnarter are those of
Chelachap and Pachitan.
The interior of Java, from one extremity to the other, is marked by an
uni.nterrupted range of lofty mountains, varying in their elevation from
6,000 to 13,000 feet, and proving
their volcanic origin by their round
haves and tapering summits. The
height of Arjuna, a mountain in the
eastern quatter, has been fixed a t
30,614 feet above the level of the sea;
and those of Semem and Tegal are
known to be still higher. Gunung
Barang, a mountain due south of
Bantam, has been ascertained to be
5,263 feet high, and is a well-known
landmark to mariners. The Blue
Mountains, seen from the roads of
Batavia, are situated about fifty miles
south of the town. In one particular series there are thirty-eight mountains, all possessing the universal conical figure of volcanoes, although
diiering otherwise in external appearance. They all rise from a plain, but
little elevated above the level of the
sea, and each appears t o be a separate mountain independently produced. The fires of several have been
long extinguished; but others still
discharge sulphryeous vapours, and
occasionally volcanic eruptions.
A s may be inferred from its moustainous surface, Java is singulariy favoured in the number o f its rivers,
although the size of the island does
not admit of their accumulating a
great body of water. There are, however, a t least fifty navigable during
the wet season ; and the l a s e r
streams,so precious tb the agricultu-

rist, are many hundreds. T h e largest
and most important river is that of
6010, which rises in Kadawang, flows
past Suracarta, and finally joins the
sea at Gressic. Including windings,
the space gone over from Suracarta
to Gressic has been estimated at 356
miles, the whole of which is not interrupted by any serious impediment,
even to vessels of 200 tons. Eastward from the niouth of the Solo
river, for a considerable distance, the
country is almost an entire swamp,
intersected by numerous salt-water
creeks and channels. The river of Surabaya is the next in magnitude and
length of course; but there are many
other smaller ones, capable of floab
ing the teak timber from the central
forests, lnostly however impeded a t
their mouths by mud bars and banks,
annually increasing. There are no
large lakes, but many extensise
swamps, ovedowed during tlie monSOOII.
Among the hills some beautiful lakes of a small size have lately
been discovered, some evidently the
craters of extinct volcanoes.
The general aspect on the north
coast is low, in many parts marshy,
and overgrown withjuangrove bushes;
while the south coast is a series of
rocks and precipices, that rise from
the beach to a considerable height.
In the middle of the island stopendous chains of mountains stretch longitudinally, while others of inferior
altitudeincloseplains and vallies. Proceeding inland from Batavia, there is
an almost imperceptible acclivity for
about forty miles; but near Samarang, where the mountains approach
the sea, the ascent is more abrupt.
While quitting the low northern
coast, the traveller finds the air to
improve sensibly every five miles he
advances towards the centre, until
he ascends the high chain, where he
finds perpetual verdure in the hottest
seaaons, and a cool fresh atmosphere.
The geological formation of Java,
appears to be essentially volcanic,
being the &st of a continuous series
of volcanoes, twentyfive degrees east
Erom the €+sits of Sunda. N o gra-
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nite has yet been discovered in Java ; nution of temperature; indeed, with
among the natural curiosities are the the exception of Batavia and some
mud volcanoes, dispersed through a tracts o n the northern coast, Java
country several miles in circumfer- equals in salubrity the healthiest porence. These form into a large he- tions of British India or any other tromispherical mass, about sixteen feet pical region.
Among the swampy marshes, howin diameter, consisting of black earth
mixed with water, rise to the height ever, of the north coast, some spotr
of from twenty t o thirty feet, explode are to be. found of a singularly peswith a dull noise, scatterin about n tilential description, and among these
volume of black mud ; an%, after an Batavia, the capital, stands pre-emiinterval of a few seconds, rise, form, nent, the inflictions of nature havand explode again, I n this manner ing been aggravated by the insane
the volcanic ebullition goes on with- avarice of man. Until ahont A.D.
out interruption, dispersingand repro- 1810, the European inhabitants were
ducing its globular body. T h e water confined within the preaincts of this
i t contains is strongly impregnated most unwholcsome city, but from the
with muriate of soda, and yields on moment that its walls were demoevaporation above 200 tons of good lished, the drawbridges let down, and
free egress to the country permitted,
culinary salt annually.
The seasons in all equatorial coun- the populntion began to migrate to a
tries are not distinguished as hot and more healthy climate, which, strange
cold, but as wet and dry; in Java t o say, they found a t a distance not
they are greatly regulated by the exceeding three miles. Necessity
periodical winds, the setting in of mny have a t first dictated the selecwhich is not determined within a few tion of the spot, but a persevernnce
weeks. The heaviest rains take place in the policy of confining the Euroin December and January ;the driest peans within its walls, after so thoweather in July and August, when rough a conviction of its insalubrity,
the nights are cool, although the days proved that a sordid monopoly was
be excessively hot. The weather is more valued than the lives of its inmost unsettled while the monsoons hahitants.
Between the sl~mmitsof the mounis changing 4 but the violent storms
and hurricanes experienced in the tains and the sea-shore, Java may be
West-Indies are here unknown. said to possess six different climates
Thunder stornls are frequent, nnd (each furnishing a copious indigeno~~s
the lightning remarkably vivid, and botany!, d i e r e the productions of
freque~~tly
attended with casualties. almost every region in the world
Earthquakes are frequent in the vicini- may find a congenial spot. The vety, but theEuropean townsrarely s~is- getable classes that contribute so
tain any inj~lry.A t Batavia, Sanlarang, largely to the sustenance of the hiiand Sumbaya, the thermometer fre- man race, are here found in ustoquently rises above 90'; but the usual nishing variety, and of rice, the most
range is 720 evening and morning, im~ortant.Java has lone been the
and 83" a t noon. On some of the p-&ery of the Eastern &chipelago.
inland hills, where Epropeans reside, The other agricultural ~roductions
at an elevation of about 4,000 feet, are so numerous that thky only ad.
the thermometer ranges from 50° to mit of being named, viz. Indian corn,
60' during the clear season ; and on sugar, coWie, pepper, indigo, tobacco,
the summit of Sindoro it has been aniseed, cummin seed, long pepper,
observed as low as 2i0, producing cubebs, and other medicinal plants,
natural ice as thick as a Spanish dol- coco-nuts, the bread fruit, tuberous
lar. From its insular construction roots of many descriptions, such as
Java enjoys the bcnefit of land and yams and potatoes, the casseda, sago,
sea-breezes, and from the beach to wheat, and oil-@ing plants.
By
the highest luountail~sa regular dimi- Ptolerny, J a v a is named the island
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of barle : but, except in a few of
the c o d mountainous spots, where
it has been cultivated by Europeans,
the grain to the natives is wholly
unknown.
No quarter of the globe can boast
an equal abundance and variety of
indigenous phnts, such as the mangostein, do ria^, rambosteen, jacks,
mangoes, plantains, guavas, p i n e
apples, papaws, custard-apples, pomegranates, tamarinds, oranges, citrons,
lemons, pun~plemooses (or shaddocks), melons, pumpkins, &c. ; and
in the higher tracts wild raspberries,
peaches, Chinese pears, and some
other fruits imported from Japan,
the Cape of Good Hope, and China.
Innumerable flowers bloon~in succession throughout the whole year,
and the catalogue of ornamental trees
and shrubs, and medicinal plants, is
almost withoyt limit. The celebrated
upas, or polson-tree, is now established to be entirely of fabulous
existence, and a bold experiment on
the credulity of persons a t a distance.
The soil of Java is natural1 rich,
and remarkable for its depth (sometimes twe!ve feet), probably owing
t o the volcanic constitution of the
island, and the constant accession of
new matter washcd down from the
mountains. The best soil resembles
the richest garden-mould of Europe,
and wherever it can be exposed to
irrigation, requires no manure for the
rice seed, and will bear without impoverishment o light and a heavy
crop per annum. The best soils are
~ ~ s u a l found
ly
near the beds of rivers,
ill valleys, ant1 o n the slopes of the
loftiest mountains; the worst on the
ranges of low calcnreous hills scattered throughout the island. An
English acre of good land, besides a
green crop, has been found to yield
641 pounds of clean rice per annum,
a double crop of maize 848 pounds.
Luxuriant crops of tobacco are here
raised without the assistance of manure, and the fields afi~rtlyear after
year a crop of rice and one of tobacco, succeeding each other. In
Java no metals o x u r in such quan-

tities as to reward the operations of
the miner. Mercury exists in minute particles in the clay of the low
lands of Damack, but ~t has never
been found in any amount or traced
t o a mine. No diamonds or precious
gems llave ever been found, but various minerals of the schorl, quartz,
p t s t o n e , felspar, and trap families.
Javais quite an agricultural country, and its inhabitants n nation of
husbandmen. T o the crop the m a
chanic looks for his wages, the soldier for his pay, the magistrate for
his salary, the priest for his stipend,
and the government for its revenue :
et a large propartion of the island
seven-eighths) is still either nglected or badly cultivated. The proprietary right of the sovereign (whether exercised by native princes o r
colonial authority) to the land is here
~~nequivocally
established, and arbitrarily exercised ; such indeed is the
universality of the principle, that
probably not a hundred acres in his
whole dominions could be pointed
out as clearly independent of t h e
ruler, nor could the notion of a proprietary right in the soil bo easily
rendered intelligible t o a native. N o
law or usage invests the d e s t occupnnt of the k n d he has reclaimed
from waste, or the farm he has enriched by his industry, with the
slightest inherent property in its future devolution. 4 s a matter of
convenience the same cultivator may
continue to occupy the same field
for life, and his family may afterwards succeed, but none of them can
retain possession against the will of
the sovereign, or even of their immediate superior. Besides this, n
very large share of the crops is exacted, one half of the produce of t h e
wet lands, and one-third of the dry
have long been the acknowledged and
well known proportion clai~uedby
the government.
By the temporary sway of the British, an entire revolution was effected in the mode of levying the revenue and assessing the taxes on
agriculture ; in the first place, by the
eutire abolition of forced deliveries
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at inadequate ratee, and of all feudal
services, with the proclamation of
perfect freedom of cultivation and
trade; in the second,by the assumption by gnvernment of the direct allperintendence of the land, with the
collection of its rents and resources;
and thirdly, by the renting of the
lands thus assumed to the actual occupants thereof, in large or small
estates, according to circumstances,
and on leases for moderate terms.
These measures were carried into
execution during the years 1814 and
1815. The revenues actually realized
in cash by the British government
during 1814-15, and before the land
revenues had become effectual,
amounted to 65,00,000 rupees, to
which, if one-third be added for the
revenue of the native provinces,
would make the total revenue of the
island about iE870,OOO. Among the
ways and means of the old Dutch
government were taxes on gamblinghouses, cock-fighting, and the long
queues worn by the Chinese, according to their lengths.
For the commercial details of Java
the reader is referred to the article
Batavia,and other towns respectively.
Pepper, which for some tinre formed
the principal export of Bantam, has
long ceased to be cultivated to any
extent. By the Javanese the sugarcane is only eaten in its natural state
as a sweetmeat, for they are ignorant
of any artificial method of expressing
the saccharine juice, and obtaining
crystallized sugar; a complicated process lelt exclusively to the Chinese.
Java is the only island of the archielago in which the teak-treeabounds.
&he Batavia arrack is made from a
mixture consisting of sixty-two parts
molasses; toddy or palm-wine, three
parts; and iice thirty-five parts, =
a hundred, which yields about twenty-three per cent. dktilled proof arrack. Among the natives of the
Eastern Isles, and more especially of
Java, the women are almost the sole
merchants and brokers, the men seldom interfering, at leaat in the retail
business. Indeed, in the latter, from
the common man to the viceroy of a

province, it is usual for the husband
to entrust his pecuniary f f i i r s entirely to his wife. There is not much
internal traffic, although few coontries can boast of better roads. One
carriage road extends from the west
of Bsntam to near the eastern extremity 800 miles in length, a monument of General Daendel's perseverance, but not of his humanity,
as 13,000 lives were supposed to have
been expended in, its construction.
A brass coin, impressed with fantastic figures, now unintelligible, a p
pears to have been the currency of
the Buddhist sovereigns who reigned
over Mojopahit. No gold coin has
ever been discovered, and silver ones
only once or twice.
A considerable article of Javanese
commerce is in the article of birds'nests, the island containing many caverns suited to the habits of the hirundo esculenta, which construct the edible nests so highly prized by the Chinese. The mucilaginous composition
which gives the zest to this extraordinary condiment has not yet been satisfactorily traced to its source. The
substance,whatever it be,is always essentially the same, differing only in colour, according to the relative age of
the nest; whereas,if it consisted of animal gelatin procured from the ocean,
it would be putrescent and diversified.
Much of their excellence and peculiar
properties depend on the situation in
which they are constructed, whether
dry and ventilated, or the reverse, and
even of the substance to which they
are fixed. The best birds'-nests are
procured in the deepest caverns, and
where, being stuck against the sides,
they imbibe a nitrous taste, without
which they are little esteemed by the
Chinese. I t is not unusual for a European, when he takes a rock under
his superintendence, after clearing
away all the old nests, and fumigating
the cavern, to allow the birds to remain undisturbed for two or three
years, in order that they may multiply, for when a swallow rock is
once brought into proper order, it
will bear two gatherings in the year.
In Java every object seems h-

pregnated with life. A glass of w e
ter taken out of the canal a t Batavia, becomes in a few hours a collew
tion of animated matter, the minute
portions of which, multiplying by
division and subdivision, move about
with astonishing rapidity; and the
bay, teeming with myriads of living
creatures, exhibits in the night-time
a brilliant phosphorescent light. The
insect tribes are also extremely nurnerolis ; snakes, scorpions, centipedes, spiders, ants, musquitoes, flymg bugs, fireflies, and many other
disgusting and dangerous vermin
swarm in the roads, houses, and bedchambers. A venomous spider is
very common in the thickets of Java,
the body of which is two inches in
diameter, and the length of the forelegs or claws four inches, covered with
hair, the colour black, the mouth
red. The forests and mountains
contain an immense number and variety of birds, from the cassowary to
the humming-bird, which is scarcely
larger,than a stout bee. Among the
birds are beautiful loories and parroquets, argus pheasants, the golden
thrush, and kingsfisher. The great
boa constrictor snake, found in the
Javanese forests, is superior in magnitude to the alligator, and no less
formidable in other respects ; some
of this species have been killed thirty
feet in length.
In 1812-13 the population of the
provinces under the immediate superintendence of British authorities
was about 9,365,966, and in 1815
the grand total of the whole island,
including Madura, was 4,6 15,270
persons. Of these probably about
three millions reside in the provinces
difectly subordinate to European dominion; the remainder in the territories still subject to the native
princes.
Besides the natives there is here a
rapidiy increasing race of foreigners,
the Chinese, who already exceed
100,000, and promise under a settled
government t o accumulste tenfold.
They reside principally in the three
Dutch capitals, Samarang, Surabaya,
and Batavia, but. they are also gene-

rally dispersed throughout the country. A large proportion of these are
the progeny of families long settled
o a the island; but additions are also
yearly received of above a thousand,
who, by their persevering industry,
soon attain comparative opulence.
N o Chinese families ever accompany
them : but as the men usually marry
into the families already settled, a
numerous mixed race, scarcely to be
distinguished from the genuine Chinese, is propagated. I n all mattere
of inheritance and minor affiirs, the
Chinew are regulated by their own
laws, administered by Chinese captains and lieutenants, appointed by
the government t o each distinct society. The other foreigners settled
in Java are Coromandel and Malabar
Indians, usually termed Moors ; Buggessea, Malays, and Arabs. In 1814
the total number of slaves was 22,142,
belonging to Europeans and Chinese.
Among the native Javanese the
sovereign is named the Susuhiman or
Sultan, and is the sole fountain of
all honour and distincion. His family
are called Pangerans, his queen Ratu, the heir-apparent Pangeran Adepati, and the prime minister Raden
Adepati. The regents o r chiefs of
districts are styled Bopaties, Tamungongs, and Angabies ; the petty chiefs
Radens, Mantries, &c.-all
words of
Sanscrit derivation. Every village,
as in Hindostan, forms a community
within itself. The craton, or palace
of the prince, is an extensive square,
enclosed by a high wall, planted with
cannon, and a ditch, the interior
space subdivided into quarters. The
circumference of the wall of the craton of Yugyacarta is not less than
three miles, and when taken by assault in 1818 contained about ten
thousand persons. That of Suracarta
is of an inferior description.
Compared with the natives of Hindostan, the Javanese have few prejudices regarding food, although, as
Mahomedans, they abstain rigidly
from swine's flesh, and usually from
inebriating liquors; many also still
abstain from tbe flesh of the sacred
cow ; but, with thew exceptions,
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scsrcely any thing comes anliss, except mtlk, which is rejected i t ~every
shape whatever ; a remarkable peculiarity, considering that they were a t
one period most undoubtedly Hindoos. I t is worthy of note also that
a decided aversion t o milk exists in
that portion of continental Asia between Siam and China, in which
many popular usages are found similar to those of the East insular nations, which repugnance extends also
t o the rejection of butter and cheese.
T h e Javanese are generally about
the middle size of Europeans, straight
and well made, all the joints of their
hands and feet remarkably small, and
the colour of their skin 3 deep brown,
approaching to black. J e t black is
the favourite colour of the teeth with
both sexes, and they compare to
monkeys those who keep them of the
natural white colour. In consequence
of this prejudice, they stain their
teeth of the deepest black, except
the two front ones, which they cover
with gold leaf, and whenevcr the dye
o r gilding are worn out they are very
attentive in replacing it. In the
mountainotls reglons they are subject
t o goitres, by them ascribed t o the
quality of the water. That it does
not wholly depend on elevation is
proved by its being universal in a
village near the base of the Tengar
mountains, while in another spot
still higher, through which the same
stream descende, there exists no such
deformity. The whole are polygamists, and remarkably indifferent as
to the chastity of their females, in
this respect exhibiting a striking contrast to the Malays and Sumatrans.
As has already been observed, the
established form of government in
Java in that of absolute monarchy,
without any hereditary nobility, and
being himself supreme pontiff in refigion, he is the most purely despotic
of sovereigns, and, in every word
that relates to him, the servile copiousness of the Javanese language
proclaims his unlimited authority.
Yet Ratoo, the genuine native'term
for a king, in its literal import, means
grandfirther, which, hy a slight in-

flection, is made t o nighify a head or
chief. In such a state of society
there can be no middle class; and
accordingly we find that, whet1 Hindooism was prevalent, there did not
exist any dlstinct mercantile class,
like the third grand caste of the orthodox Hindoos.
The respect shewn in Java t o rank
is such, that no individual, whatever
be his rank, is permitted t o stand in
the presence of his superior, or even to
rep1 in the same dialect in which he
is a h r e n d . Each delegated authority exacts proportionate deference,
and, from the common labourer upwards, no one dares stand in the
presence of his superior. T h e same
rule is observed w~thindoors, where
an assembly, instead of rising when a
great ntan is announced, sinks to the
ground, assuming a posture which
can only be expressed by the Englieh
word squatting. The practice, however, is submitted to with the utmost
cheerfulness by the people, but saa
in a great measure discontinued during the British government, which, as
far as was cot~sistentwith prudence,
endeavoured to raise the lower orders in their own estimation. A deferet~cestill more extravagaot is exhibited in the language used to a superior, the vernacular language being
rejected, and an arbitrary dialect,
named Base Krama, or the language
of honoor, substituted : a refinement,
of humiliation that cannot easily be
paralleled, and to a European almost incomprehensible.
The hours of a Javanese prince
are mostly passed in the society, or a t
least in the presence of women. His
day is consumed with the most
cid apathy in smoking his hoof:;
while a troop of dancing men and
women are supposed to afford him
amusement. A t other times the females of his seraglio relate the long
traditionary stories and advedtures
of ancient demigods and heroes, contained in their chrritras, o r sbcred
books, which ore derived from the
mythological fables of the Hindoo
Puranas. The heat of the climate
has been alleged 8s an apology for

the indolence of the Javanese : but
the fallacy of this position is proved
by the industry of the Chinese, who
in diligence and perseverance in manual labour surpass many of the most
industrious classes in Europe. These
inhabit the same iuland, where they
open their variegated shops, and cultivate the fruitful soil, neglected by
the natives amidst whom they reside.
The Javancse language is the most
copious and improved of all the Eastern archipelago, and is written in a
peculiar character,confessedly formed
on the principles of the Sanscrit alphabet, but withont following its artificial classification. Its copiousness,
in fact, arises from its being divided
into two dialects, viz. the ordinary
language, and another invented to
ex ress deference and respect. An
i n l r i o r addresses a superior in the
last-mentioned form of speech, and
t h e latter replies in the ordinary dialect. Indeed, so effectually is the
lan u e of inferiority contrasted
w i t i %at of superiority, that it is
quite possible t o suppose a case in
which a person might be well acquainted with one dialect, without
being able t o understand a sentence
of the other. The Javanese also
possess an ancient recondite, and
now dead language, named the Kawi,
which in its composition abounds
with Sanscrit words in a state of
great purity. All Kawi compositions
ere in verse, on the principle of the
Sanscrit prosody, and the most imortarlt are translations of the MaEabhamt and Ramayuna. Genuine
Javanese poetry is in apeculiaf rhyming stanza, and, like every other tipe.ties of Javanese literature, is nothlng
but a chaos of utter inanity, bombast,
and puerility. The Arabic language
is also taught, and a considerable
number of works on law and religion of the orthodox school of Shaffei are circulated through the island.
T h e Sunda is the language of the
mountaineers of the western parts of
Java, who perhaps occupy one-third
of the area of the island, but only
about one-tenth of its inhabitants.
The most ancient inscriptions that

have been deciphered from stones
and copper-plates, are almost pure
Sanscrit, and now n o longer intelligible to the Javanese.
The native population of Java,
Madura, and Bally use exactly the
same written character; but in Bally
the Kawi is the language of law and
religion, whereas in Java i t is now
restricted to poetry. The Javanese
write from left to right, on paper manufactured by themselves ; but in
Bally the natives invariably use an
iron style, and engrave the letters o n
prepareJ palm leaf. In comnion with
other Mahomedans, the Javanese,
for above two centuries, have adopted the inconvenient lunar year of the
Arabians, but they still retain their
own era, and seldom reckon by that
of the Hejira. The Javan era is
call Aji Saka, which corresponds almost exactly with the Hindoo era of
Salivahana, being seventy-four years
short of the Christian era; A.D.
1827 corresponding with the Javanese year of 1753. The letters of the
alphabet are on the Devanagari principle, but do not follow the same
order, which is remarkable, conuiderilrg it is adhered to in all the numerous alphabets of Sumatra as well as
of Celebes.
This people possess the names of
the signs of the zodiac, which are
nearly pure Sanscrit,and still preserve
a method of calculating the seasons,
the principles of which must have
been discovered by persons well acquainted with the motions of the
heavenly bodies. They have also
some works on judicial astrology,
but at present they follow only what
is laid down in a few pages of a book
almost illegible, and in the old traditions of the country. Indeed the
nation appears to have degenerated
from some higher condition, as they
have totally lost the martial spirit of
adventurous enterprize that distinguishes the population of the other
isles.
That the Javanese once professed
the Hiqdoo religion in some form is
proved by many facts. Besides the
corroboration presented by their lan-
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page, there are the relics of Hindooism still adhering to them, the
traditions that exist of their ancient
belief, and the temples and idols peculiar to the Hindoo superstition,
with inscriptions in the sacred laop a g e of that faith. The penances
and austerities of the Hindoo ritual
are still occasionally practised by the
Javanese, and their virtue in conferring supernatural power over gods,
men, and the elements, still seriously believed in. By all connected
with the royal blood, and by them
only, the flesh af the cow is religiously abstained from. There is scarcely
any reason to believe that the institution of castes (the grandBrahminical distinction) ever prevailed among
the Javanese. from which, and from
other circumstances, it is probable
that the predominant religion of Java
w w ~uddhism; yet the &mples and
inscriptions found in various parts,
furnish sufficient evidence, that the
doctrines of Brahma had also o b
tained a footing.
The remains of numerous small
stone temples, collected in groups,
and each occupied by a single statue,
are found at Brambanan, vaguely
termed by the natives the " thousand temples." At Boro Budor is
a remarkable solid pyramidical temple, and many ancient Hindoo
pagodas of brick are found in the
eastern quarter, more especially near
to Mojopahit, the last Hindoo capital, destroyed by the Mahomedans
in A.D. 1478. 'I'he stone temples,
in point of materials, solidity, and
neatness of execution, are very admirable structures. Genuine Hindoo
images, in brass and stone, exist in
such variety, that there is hardly a
deity of the Hindoo pantheon that
has not his representative, more especially Siva, the destroying power,
and his family, such as Durga, Ganesa, Surya, the bull Nandi, the Lingam and the Yoni. The most numerous description of images, however,
is those of Buddha, the same in all
countries professing his doctrines ;
the legs bent, and the soles of his feet
turned up, But these are never seen

.in the great central temples, but always in the snialler surrounding chapels, apparently in the character of
votaries worshipping Siva.
To the east of Surabaga, and on
the range of hills connected with
Gunung Desan, partly in Passaruan
and partly in Probolingo, called the
T e n p mountains, a remnant of
people d i e d Bedui, following the
Hindoo mythology, is rtill to be
Zound. They occupy about forty villages, scattered atnong the hills, the
houses of which differ in construction
and other circumstances from those
found elsewhere in Java, but their
language, except being strongly guttural, does not differ much. The aggregate population of these sectaries
is about 1.200 Demons. and the locality of ihe &mmunky singularly
beautiful and romantic. The temperature of the air is also remarkably
eool, the thermometer being frequently seen so low as 42", while
alpine fruits and plunts of a European climate flourish in luxuriance.
These Bedui are supposed to be the
descendants of the Hindoos that escaped into the woods after the fall of
Panjajaran, the western capital in the
fifteenth century, who would not
alter their religion, but remained
faithful to Prabha Seda, the last
Hindoo prince of Panjajaran.
The predominant religion is that
of Mahomed, adulterated by many
superstitious notions and observances, retained from the religion of
their aucestors. In A.D. 1406, Sheik
ibn Molana, or Ben Israel, an Arabian who had largely contributed to
the propagation of Mahornedan faith
in the neighbouring islands, came to
Java, and- became both a powerful
sovereign and venerated apostle of
that religion. The kings of Bantam
and Cheribon claim him for their ancestor, and pilgrimages are still performed to his mosque and mausoleum near the latter, and an ediiice
that may rank among the most curious and magnificent antiquities of
the eastern isles. At present, however, of all the Mahomedans of the
Archipelago, the. Javeaese are the
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most I I in principle and practice.
The Portuguese reached Java in
~ c c o r i nto~ long-estal~lisl~edcus- A.D. 1511, anti the Dutch in 1595.
tom, the evening of the festival com- These founded Batavia in 16 19, and
memorating the nativity and death of soon afterwartls defeated a large army
tl~eirprophet is spent by the native sent against the111 by the sultan of
princes of Solo and Yug).acarta at Mataran,, which precipitated the fall
the house of the Eurol~eanamhassa- of that empire, already tottering from
dor, where the strange spectacle is the vices of its chief. 111A.D. 1636,
exhibited of a Mussulmaun potentate Antony Van Diemen, resident a t
concluding a sacred religious cere- Batavia, was governor-general of the
,~nonyby a bacchanalian debauch in Dutch Indies, after whom Van Diethe dwelling of a Christian. The men's land wns named by Tasman
chief priests are eithcr Arabs or the the discoverer. From the terminadescendants of Arabs,-but the village tion of the Chinme massacre ant1 repriests are mostly Javans, and very volt in 1740, Java may he said to
numerous, being estin~atedat 50,000 have enjoyed uninterrupted tranquillity from external annoyance until
persons.
Like that of all other uations the 1811, when it was a t t ~ c k e dand conearly l~istoryof the Javanese is lost quered by a British a r ~ n yfrom India
in fabulous antiquity, but it does not under the con~mnnd of Sir Samuel
appear that in more modern times Auchmuty, but restored again by the
any compact well-defined kiugdorn treaty of Paris to the Dutcl~, and
under one sovereign ever existed. taken possession of by them in A.D.
T h e latter portion of the twelfth cen- 1816, most wonderfully improved in
tury is the earliest periotl of the Ja- every respect.
vanese history to which any Eo~~fident In 1863 a treaty was entered into
reference can be made, ti.orn which between Great Briti~in,of which the
time down to the establishment of following were the principal condiMaho~nedanism at the close of the tions. Both parties to engage that
fifieenth, a considerable number of their agents shall not establisl~new
independent states existed in Java, factories OII iuny of thc eastern ismostly professing a modified Hin- lands, the Moluccas excepted, withdooism, after the doctrines of Bud- out perluission 1:reviously obtained
dha. The principal of thesc states from the respective governments in
were Doho, Brambanan, Madang, Europe. All the Dutch settlements
Kamolan, Jangola, Singhasari, Pa- on the continent of India to be ceded
jajaran, and Mojopahit. Sust~hu- to Great Britain, including the tow11
nan, a t the introduction of Ma- and fortress of Malacca, in exchange
homedanism, meant apostle, but for Bencoolen and all the British setwhen assumed afterwards by tempo- tlements on the i s l a ~ ~ofd Sumatra,
ral sovereigns, became more correctly to be ceded to tlw king of the Netl~erlands,the latter renouncing all
expressed by the word caliph.
For about one hundred years after claim on Singapoor, and Great Brithe establishment of the Arabian tain on the island of Billeton. T h e
faith, until the rise of Mataram, the cessions t o take place on the first of
principal states were Damak, Cheri- March 1825, during which year an inbon. Bantam, Jacatra, and Pajang. surrection took place, which so late
Madura and the eastern end were a. 1827 had not been effectually supCrawfurd, Stavoriindependent, and split into many presset1.--(Rafle:,
petty communities. Towards the nus, Barrow, Marsden, Ley&n, 4c.)
end of the fifteenth century the faJAWNEE.-A town in the province
mily of Mataram commenced a suc- of Candeish, fortv miles N.N.E.
cessful career of con uest, and dur- from ~ o o ~ h a n ~ olat.
o r j21" 42' N.,
ing the reigns of Pour sovereigns Ion. 76' 45' E.
subjugated the whole island except
Bantam.
JAWUD.-A large town in the proVOL. 11.
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JEOHEDHBPOOB
(Jqhir&rp~r).vince of Ajmeer, which in 1820 contained 500 houses; lat. 34' 36' N., A town in the province of Orisss,
lon. 74O 55' E. ; 1,410 feet above the twenty miles south from Bustar, lat.
level of the sea. It is surrounded 19O 14' N., Ion. 8 9 28' E. Under
by a stone wall, and has good gate- this town a considerable river runs,
ways, but is of no strength, although named the Inderowty (Indravati), the
the head of a pergunnah of 133 vil- bed of which is rock and not fordyear. There
lages belonging to Dowlet Row Sin- able at any time of
dia. About fifty-eight years ago Ja- is a small fort on a peninsula formed
wud was taken from Rana Ulsee of by the winding of the river, which
Odeypoor, the grandfather of the ex- in the rain season overflows its
Peshwa, who snbsequently gave it to banks, and Arms a lake of considerDowlet Row Sindia, from whom it able size.-(J. B. Blunt, &.)
was transferred t o his paymaster
JERANABAD.-Atown in the proJewah Dada, with whom and his vince and district of Bahar, thirtydescendants it remained until 1818. three miles S. by W. from Patna; lat.
I t was then held by Jeswunt Row So
13' N , Ion. 8 P '
5 E.
Bhow, one of Sindia's principal comJEITPUB
(Jetpnr).-A
town i a
manders, who proving refractory, the
place was stormed by the army under the ~rovinceof Allnhabad. twentvGeneral &own, but afterwards re- two iniles N.N.W.from ~hakerpoo;;
stored to Sindia. Near Jawud ia a ' lat. So17' N., lon. 79' 32' E. In
precipice named Sook Deo, from 1834, owing to the refractory conwhence persons intent on s e l f d a duct of the ranny of this place,
struction precipitate them~e1ves.- during the minority of her son, it
became necessary to eoerce and re(Malcolm, Publia MS. Doc., &c.)
strain her baneful interference with
JAYES.-A town in the nabob of the a&
of the government.
Oude's territories, thirty-seven miles
J~rocx-A
town in the province of
N.E. from Manicpoor; lat. 2€i015'N,
Delhi, thirty miles N.N.E. from Ludlon. 81° 28' E.
deeanna ; lat. 31° 22' N., Ion. 7P 11'
JEEVUN.-A town in the province E.
of Ajmeer, the head of a large perJxsuaau.-A
Mabaratta town of
gunnah belonging to Dowlet How
Sindia; lat. a40 18' N., lon. 74O 55' considerable snnctity in the province
of Aurungabad, twenty-five miles
E.
S.E. from Poona; lat. 18' 16' N.,
JEEND.-A town and district be- Ion. 74O 19' E. The temple at this
bnging to the Seik chief Baugh Singh, place is dedirated to an incarnation
in the ~rovince of Delh~.
of Siva, under the form of Kundah
, sixtv---seven Ales N.W. from the city 'bf Row, which he assumed for the purDelhi. lat. 30° 10' N., 76O 6' E. pose of destroying an enormous
The iown of Jeend is about three- giant named Manimal. I t is built of
fourths of a mile long and half a mile fine stone, is situated on a high bill
broad, built of brick, svrrounded by in a beautiful country, and has a
a wall, but without n ditch. On the very majestic appearance. Two flightq
north and within the town is an old of steps have been constructed
brick fort of no great strength. The from the base of the hill to the
district of Jeend is much covered summit. That on the north side
with wood, being the north-western is the most spacious, and is orportion of the great jungle, com- namented with lofty stone archea
mencing in the Sonput pergunnah. thrown across a t intervals, and flankThe land is low and apparently fer- ed by cones covered with little protile ; but it is at present under a very jecting brackets, for the reception of
defective system of cultivation.lights on occasions of illumination.
(Lieut. White, &.)
Attached to the temple is an esta-
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blishment of dancing girls, who in
1792 arnounted to 250 in number,
with many Brahmins, and beggars innumerable. The establishment has
ample funds, of which about P6,000
pounds are annually expended on the
~dol,who has horses and elephants
kept for his recreation, and with his
inanimate spouse is daily bathed in
rose and Ganges water, the latter
brought the distance of above 1,000
miles. They are also perfumed with
otr of roses and decorated with gems.
The revenues accrue from housen
and land3 bestowed by pious persons,
and from offerings presented by votaries of all descript~ons.
Jejurry is a favourite spot among
the Maharattas for performing the
ceremony of swinging, which is, however, much less practised in this part
of India than in Bengal. On these
occasions the penitent, to expiate his
sins, has a blunt hook thrust into
the fleshy part of his back below the
shoulder blades, after which he is
hoisted up to the top of a pole, from
twenty to fifty feet high, and from
thence swung round hanging to a
tranverse beam, until the object is
supposed to be accomplished.(Moor, Fzcllarton, gc.)
JELALABAD.-Awalled town in the
province of Delhi, district of Bareily,
fortv-six miles south by west from the
towkof Bareily ; lat.*27" 45/N., lon.
79" 28' E.
JELALABAD.-Atown in the province of Agra, district of Etaweb,
twenty-three miles south by east from
Furruckabad.
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vince of Allahabad, district of Juanpoor, eleven miles S.S.E., from the
town of that name. Near this place
there is a massy bridge of nine arches
over the river Sye.
JELALPOOB.-Atown in the province of Lahore, situatedon the north
bank of the Jhylum or Hydaspes,
which in the month of July 1809
was found to be 1,800 yards, broad
with a depth of fourteen feet water.
The two banks here present a striking
contrast; the left having all the
characteristics of the Gangetic plain,
being flat and rich like Bengal, while
the right bank is formed by the end of
thegreat sait range of hills,seen at Calabaugh on the Indus, and presents an
extren~elyrugged and barren aspect.
These mountains retain here the red
colour for which they are remarkable,
and approach the edge of the river,
which, being divided by islands, agrees
exactly with the description of the
ancients,. particularly Quintus Curtius's dellneation of the field of battle with Porus.-(Elphinrtone, kc.)
JELLALPOOU.-Atown in the province of Agre, situated in the midst
of ravines on the south side of the
Betwa river, nineteen miles 6. from
Kalpee ; lat. 25" 54' N., Ion. 79' 45'
E. The houses here are chlefly of
brick, and adapted for defence, being
pierced with loop-holes for musque
try.
JELLOAD.-A large village in the
province of Candeish, the capital of
a pergunnah belonging to the British
government, situated on the south
bank of the Tuptee. The banks of
JELALABAD.-Atown in the rO- the river are high in this vicinity, the
Delhi* 260 s- W.
channel deep and the stream abounds
Saharunpoor; lat. 29' 36' N., Ion. with fish ;
210 y N., ion. 750 12,
77" 26' E.
E., seventy miles W,S.W.from Boor.
JELALABAD-Atown in Afghanis- han~oor.
tan, formerly of great note, &t now
much decayed, although still of conJELp~sH'-A
town
the province
siderable strength and im ortance. of B e n d , district Rungpoor,
N'N'W.
from
the
It has a considerable marfet-place,
and the adjacent district produces a Rungpoor ; late 260 "' N'a Ion.
At this place there is a noted
coarse sugar; lat. 340 6' N.,
690 46'E.
temple erected by the Rajas of-Cooch
46' E.
Bahar in honour of the god Siva,
JELALPOO~.
-A villageSn the pro- from whom the Cooch Bahar and By-

lorn

kantpoor famiKes are said to be lineally descended.--@&on, &.)
JELPIGOBY.-A small town (formerly fortified) in the province of
Bengal, district of Rungpoor, sixtyfive miles N.N.W. from Rungpoor
town ; lat. 26' 30' N., Ion. 88' 25' E.
JELPY AUMNAIB.-Atown in the
province of Gundwang situated at
the confluence of the Tuptee and
Gurgah rivers, being washed on two
sides by their waters; Int. El0 !%' N.,
Ion. 760 54' E. A few- scattered
houses, called the pottah, are near
the Tuptee, and about 200 yards
from the south-east angle of the fort,
on themarginof the Gurgah, there is a
Mahomedan mausoleum. It was evacuated to the British troops in 1819,
after the batteries were opened.(Blacker, 4c.)
JEMAULABAD.-A
town in the province of Canara, originally named
Naminga Angady ; lat. 13' 3' N., Ion.
75O 25' E. The fort built here by
Tippdo stands on an immense rock,
which is whollyinaccessibleexcept by
one narrow path, and may be deemed
impregnable. The nature of the access to it renders the descent in the
face of an enemy nearly as difficult
as the ascent; so that a very small
body of men with artillery are a d s
quate to blockade a stron garrison,
which renders the place o f little use
except as a safeguard for treasure.
When Seringapatam had fallen Tippoo's garrison was summoned, but
held out for six weeks; when, after
three days' bombardment, the soldiers
ran off, the commandant poisoned
himself, and the principal officers
whu submitted to be taken, were
hanged.-(3'. Buchnan, 4c.)
JXYLAH (Yum2aj.-An
extensive
country in Northern Hindostan, situated to the north of Jajarcote, and
now subject to the Nepaulese. According to the account given by an
intelligent native, after passing the
hilly boundary that separates it from
Jajarcote, a fine valley, cat by deep
ravines, is entered, said to extend
twenty miles from east to west, and

ten from north to south, in many respects resembling that of Nepaul, but
more checquered with low hills. I t
is said to be well cultivated, produeing wheat, barley, pease, lends, and
maize; but too cold for the sugarcane. Besides the plain in which
Chinachin is built, the Jemlah rajas
held a great extent of narrow valliee
and mountains, many of the latter
covered with perpetual snow. One
of the most Important products of
Jemlah is salt, said to be procured at
a place named Muckhola, reckoned
from ninety to 100 miles road dietunce from Chinachin towards the
north-east. The natives report, that
at Mukhola there is a large space
containing many pools, which in
winter are covered with snow, and
in summer with a saline incrustation : but this does not appear probable. According to the same authority, onefourth of the inhabitants
are Brahmins, Rajpoots, and Khasiyas, who follow the Brahminical
doctrines ; but the Bhooteas are the
most numerous, and along with the
Gurungs, Rohanies, Khaties, and
Rahals (all impure tribes) n~akeup
the remailling three-fourths, who
mostly adhere to the Lamas. Tbe
language spoken at court is the Khas,
but the dialect varies so much from
that of Palpa and Gorkha that even
the titles of the chief government oEcem are different, although regulated
by similar forms of administration.
The principal town in the valley is
Chinachin, and there are others
scattered over the great space that
formerly composed the Jemlah principality ; but, owing to the extreme
jealousy of the Gorkhas, scarcely any
thing is known regarding the interior.
Jemlah was conquered by Run Bahadur, the regent of Nepau1.-(F. Buchanan, 4c.)
JENJAPOOR.-Atown in the province of Bahar, district of Tirhoot,
eighty miles N.E. from Patna ; lat.
26' 14'N., Ion. 860 2W E.
JEO~.--Awell-built and beautiful
villnge in the mountainous country
of Bejapoor, situated within the do-

JESSELMERE.
minions of the Satara Raja, fourteen
nriles N. by E. from the town of Satara. A t this place there is a small
zemindar's fort, and a Hindoo temple
of an ancient style of architecture.
--(Fullarton, $c.)

JESSE~.MERE
f Jeralmer1.-A
large
division of Rajpootans, situated between the twenty-sixth and twentyeighth degrees of north latitude, and
nearly surrounded by the great desert
of which it may almost be described
as an integral portion, so barren and
unproductive is the soil, owing to a
deficiency of moisture. It forms the
extreme boundary of the inhabited
country towards the west; towards
the east i t comes in contact with the
district of Marwar and dominions of
Joudpour. Owing to the great sterility of this region, it has hitherto
attracted little attention, and remains
almost wholly unknown. The greater
part o f the surface presents to the
view a n uninterrupted tract of sand,
intersected by n o stream, the scanty
euppty of water being only procurable
from wells of a vast depth under
ground. Being, however, within the
influence of the ~eriodicalrains, its
desert condition must in some degree
be attributed t o the nature of the
government, consisting of many turbulent petty chiefs, with the Raja of
Jesselmere for a nominal superior.
I t is conseqr~entlybut little cultivated and thinly inhabited, mostly by
a Rajpoot tribe of Bhatties ; hut the
Jesselmere chief is said to be of the
Joudpoor family. A t present Jesselmere is the principal, and almost
only town; but Lodarwa is said to
have been the ancient capital.
According to tradition the Rajas
of Jesselmere are descended from the
fourth of the Jadoos, surnamed
Bhatti, and reserved by the care of
the goddess Bhavani Hinglais, after
the destruction of his brethren. Their
history since then until 1808, an interval of 5,000 years, stands wholly
unrecorded. In that year the raja of
Jesselmere applied t o Mr. Seton, the
British resident a t Delhi, representing the strong desire he felt to visit

the sacred banks of the Ganges for
tlevotional purposes, ~rovidedhe received the permission of the British
government, and assurances of respectful treatment; for i t appears he
had received a very erroneous impression of the British, both individually and as a nation. H e was,
in reply, encouraged to proceed on
his pilgrimage without apprehension,
and his confidence being thus increased, he adverted to his political
situation, stating, that many chiefs
had by fraud and violence obtained
fragments of the Mognl empire,
which they ruled with an iron band,
while he and his ancestors had remained a t rest from the remotest antiquity within thelimits of their own
dominions ; but that even these were
now endangered, such encroachments being daily made on h b hereditary possessions, as threatened utterly to annihilate his principality.
H e therefore appealed to the British
nation, as sovereigns of Hindostan,
to whose protection he was entitled,
and entreated them to save for him
the remaining portion of his country,
the natural barrenness and seclusion
of which was not sufficient to preserve i t from moleetation. T o this
request a concilitary answer was sent
with some presents, but the raja was
informed that consistently with the
principles that regulated the condi~ct
of the British government, all interference with his political concerns
must be declined; but he would experience every office of friendship
due to a friendly neighbour, and the
utmost hospitality during his contemplated pilgrimage. A f i r s continued in this state until A.D. 1818,
when the Jesselmere raja was admitted into the British protective
alliance, on the same terms as had
previorlsly been granted to the raja
MS. Docuof Bicanere.-(Public
ments, Metcnlfe, 4-0.)
J ~ S S E L M E R E . - Tcapital
~~
of the
preceding principality, stands nearly
In the centre of the Ajmeerprovince,
about 165 miles due east tiom the
Indus; lat. 26' 43' N., lon. 70' 54'
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E. The great earthquake of June amount of on~siateenth of the
1819, which overthrew Bhooj, and
caused such destruction in theprovince
of Cutcli, was severely felt even in this
distant quarter. In the approach to
this place from Joudpoor, during the
hot season, there are three stages
destitute of water.
Jsssoas (Jnrar, t b bridge).-A
district in the southern quarter of
Bengal, situated principally between
the 22d and 23d degrees of north latitute. T o the north it is bounded
by the great Ganges; to the south
by the sea, on the west it has Nuddea and Hooghly ; and on the east
Dacca Jelalpoor and Backergunge.
In 1814 the total area was estimated
at 5,000 square miles.
The southern portion of this district is in the Sunderbunds, and composed of salt marshy islands, formed
by the alluvion and successivechanges
of the channels of the Ganges, and
covered with wood. Some parts lie
so low that bunds, or embankments
are necessary to protect them from
inundation, the expense for repairing
which, in 1815, amounted to 18,000
rupees. The land is notwithstanding
very fertile, and were it adequately
peopled and cultivated, might be
made to produce inexhaustible supplies of rice, for which the soil and
climate are peculiarly adapted. Even
now, a large proportion of the southem tract, although so close to Calcutta, remains in a state of nature,
covered with jungle, and only frequented by salt-makers and river pirates, the latter continuing, but in a
less degree, to infest the numberless
branches of the Ganges by which the
district is intersected. As may be inferred from such circumstances, the
bridges are few and the roads bad ;
the best being that from Calcutta to
Dacca, kept in repair by the government convicte. Permanent edifices
are rare, and mostly of Hindoo
origin; and no fortresses are to be
found either of brick or mud.
Since the decennial settlement cultivation has certainly been considerably extended, probably to the

original quantity, and many unauthorized encroachments have been
made by the adjacent zemindars on
the government lands in the Sunderblinds. The uncultivated and fallow
land, excluding the Sunderbunds, wae
estimated hl I802 to bear the proportion of one-eighth to the cultivated, and the jungle or waste land,
permanently uncultivated, at onesixteenth of the whole; but these
proportions are not likely to be accurate. The most valuable article
of produce are rice, salt, indigo (of
an excellent quality), tobacco, ganja,
mulberry, pawn, betel-nut, and long
pepper. Of these, salt is monopolized as a source of revenue, and
mulberry-trees ~ n l yraised with a
view to the silk investment; but the
indigo cultivation is greatly on the
increase.
In 1801, by the directions of the
Marquis Wellesley, then governorgeneral, the board of revenue in
Bengal circulated various queries to
the judges and collectors of the &ifferent districts on statistical subjects.
The result of their replies tended to
establish the fact that the Jessore
collectorate contained 1,200,000 inhabitants, in the proportion of nine
Mahomedans to seven Hindoos. The
Jessore eemindary was originally in
the revenue books named Yusefpoor,
and was conferred early in the eighteenth century, by Jaffier Khan, on
Kishenram, a khaist of Orissa. The
principal towns areJessoreorMoorley,
Culna, and Mahmudpoor, all insignificant.--(J. Grant, W. Parker, J.
Shakeapear, $c.)

JETRA.-A fortified town in the
western quarter of the Gujerat province, about twenty-four miles E.
from Theraud. In 1809 this was a
place of some strength, and its chief
could muster 700 men, with whom he
levied contributions in the Theraud
pergunnah.
JEYSINGNUGGUR.-A
small town
belonging to the British government

JETPOOR.

in the province of Malwa, district of that bore marks of former cultivation,
Saugur, eighteen miles S.W. by S. but now overspread with short Coarse
from Saugur city; lat. 23O 36' N., grass and brier bushes, relieved at
intervals by a tract of babool and
lon. 78' 35' E.
dakh jungle. Vast -herds of deer
J ~ ~ ~ o o ~ f J a y a ~ uorrJYENAGUB
a),
were seen roving about with a free(Jayamgara)--A
Rajpoot ~rinci- dom that proved how completely
pality in the provinces of Ajmeer and and for how long a period the fields
Agra, situated principally between had been abandoned to them ; while
the twenty-sixth and twenty-eighth sarusses, wild peacocks, and other
degrees of north latitude- To the descriptions of game had multiplied
north it is bounded by the dominions -prodigiously,as might be expected in
of the Macherry Raja and Shekacountry where they are protected
wutty; on the south by Kerowly, from harm by religious prejudice.
Tank, Boondee, a?d other Petty The villages and towns stood at a
states; to the east It has the Ma- great distance from each other, and
cherry and Bhurtpoor territories; were d l fortified, and the general
and on the west by the British dis- aspect of the country presented an
trict of Ajmeer, and the dominions of apparent desolation and sterility a p
Joud~oor. The great space which proachin t o that of desert ; yet,
lies to the north of H ~ r o w t yand judging t o m the immense contnbuMewar is properly termed Doondar, $ions extorted for so many years by
afterwards chaeged to Amber, and different hordes of depredators, the
now designated Jeypoor.
soil must at some time have .been
The eostun, north-eastern, south- eminently productive.
ern, and south-western tracts proThe Jeypoor raja possesses within
duce wheat, cotton, and tobacco, his limits Sambher and some other
and whatever is common to other salt-lakes, from whence, at one pearid parts OF India; but in general riod, all Upper Hindostnn was step
fields are watered from wells, the plied with that condiment, which,
streams being few, and of but tem- however, to a European has rather
porary duration. The soil is i s a more acrid bitterish taste than the
general sandy, much impregnated muriate of soda procurcd from s e s
with salt, which is manufactured and water. In most parts there are good
exported Nothwithstanding its ari- cattle both for draught and the shamdity and excessive heat, the climate bles, but not equal in quality to those
is said to be healthy, although the of Joudpoor : sheep are also reared
hot winds blowing over such an ex- in some parts for the sake of the
tent of parched surface must be dis- wool. In some towns cloth, swords,
tressing both to man and beast. From and matchlocks are manufactured;
the beginning of February-to that of but for many years, owing to the unJuly, a strong gale of w~nd blows ceasing ravages, the external cornwithout cessatian, raising whirlwinds merce of Jeypoor has been quite inof burning sand, which obscures the significant.
The imports are fine
sun, and from which the traveller cloth, tissue, Benares man~ifactures,
cannot escape within or without and Cashmere shawls. From Gu'erat
doors.
and Tatta, opium, lead, and deetIn addition to these natural evils, copper are supplied; from Persia and
s o severely had this principality suf- Cabul, fruit and horses. The carafered from the ravages of Meer Khan vans from the latter formerly passed
and other plunderers, that, with the through Bicanere, but more recently
single exception of the little division they have taken the route of Jesselof Lalsoont, the Jeypoor country in mere.
Inthe southern i or ti on of the Jey1819 presented little else than an
extensive waste. For miles in every poor territories the cultivators are
direction the eye ranged over plains named Meenas, who pretend to be

.

of the Khctri caste; but are nnt acknowleilged ljy the Itajpoots, who
think it derogatory t o exercise any
other profession than that of arms, on
which account they e~iiployMeenas
t o cultivate the f ~ r m sthey rent. In
the petty states of Kotah and Boondee, this tribe (which abounds also
in Marwar and other parts of Rajpootana) inhabit the hills and jungles,
and devote themselves exclusively t o
thieving; they also eat meat, and
drink ardent spirits without scrople.
In other quarters of Jeypoor the
great mass of cultivators are Jauts,
who are held by the Rsjpoots in the
strictest obedience. Many of the
latter follow the practice, -so general
among the military clnss in other
parts of India, of occasionally putting their female children t o death.
The reliwious sect of the Jain prevails
in the seypoor territory t o much
greater extent than in any other
country in Upper Hindostan, and if
any inference may be drawn from the
appearance of their temples, which
are every where in excellent repair,
and frequently of recent construction,
they must be a prosperous and increasing comn~unity.
The Jeypoor territory is now compact, and compared with the other
quarters of Rajpootana, notwithstanding its defects, populous. I t
also contains some of the strongest
fortresses in Hindostan, and deemed
by the natives impregnable, more
especially that wh~ch defends the
capital and Rantampoor, which, however, have not yet stood the test of
European tactics.
Besides these,
there are a great many small forts or
ghurries scattered over the country,
and most of the villages are fortified
with walls and ditches. Many of
these strong-holds are built on the
tops or slopes of hills, covering the
towns at their bases ; and although
falllty as a defensive arrangement,
have an imposing effect when viewed
a t a distance. The hills, on the
other hand, are too low for grandeur,
and too destitute of verdure to be
pleasing. In 1805 the revenucs of
Jeypoor were estimated a t sixty

lacks of rupees ; the niilitary force
a t 8,000 inlaotry a111110,UOO cavalry,
hesides numerous irregular adherents.
In 1819 the coin at thc Jeypoor mint
was still struck in the name of the
Mogul. The subordinate Rajpoot
chiefs for the most pnrt hold their
lands on the feudal system of tenure,
over which the raja, if a weak man,
h ~ little
s
power of coercion. T h e
durber or court held in the capital
has long been noted for its pride,
splendour, and formality. In the
Lord's Prayer, as given in the Jeypoor language, twenty-nine of the
words can be traced as being the
same as in the Bengalese and Hindostany specinlens.
The tribe of Ra'poots to which the
Jeypoor family bekng is named the
Kutchwa, and is of the Suryabansi,
or Children of the Sun-line, being dcscended from Rama, the famous conqueror, by his second son named
Cush. From the latter the Jeypoor
ehronologers reckon 210 rajas in succession to Pirthi Raj, who ascended
the throne in A.D. 1502.
The late raja Juggeth Singh, a weak
and cruel prince, succeeded his father
Pertaub Singh in 1803. The latter
had possessed himself of the government on the death of his elder hrother, t o the cxrlusion of that brother's son Maiin Singh, the legitimate
I
was a t
heir. In 1805 M ~ I I I Singh
Gualior with Sindia, ready to make
an attempt on the throne when circumstance3 suited. During the British contests with Sindia and Holcar,
it was the policy of the Jeypoor court
to keep on good ternla with all parties while the struggle was do~ibtful,
and to side with the atrongest when
the success was complete. While
Holcar had a transitory prosperity,
the J e y ~ o o rraja collected a force t o
assist h ~ m ,which, after his complete
discomfiture by Lord Lake, was
destined to co-operate with the British army; but on a report of a general confederacy of the Maharattas,
and of Sindia's advance from the
southward, it was countermanded.
This feeble policy was at that time
practised by nll the Kajpoot states,
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with a view to their own preserva- afEJrs, foreign and dornestic. A contion.
vention of the principal thakoors (or
Durilrg this campaign the adversa- feudal chiefs) was attempted, but
ries of the British government made many, presuming on the strength of
use of arguments addressed to the their tortresses, opposed the arrangereligious prejudices of the Hindoos, ment, in consequence of which it beand the inexpiable crimes of beef- came necessary to reduce Khooshaleating and peacock and pigeon shoot- ghur and Madhadpoor. Juggeth
ing were sounded against the British Singh died in December 1818, when
character through every court in Hin- the succession was disputed by Maun
dostan.
The commander-in-chief Singh, a posthumous, and it was al(Lord Lake) in consequence iwued a legedspuriousson ofthelate raja's unproclamation, prohibiting the slaugh- cle, and a distant branch oftheMarwar
ter of any of thacow species in the vi- branch hastily placed on the throne
cinitv of Mathura. Bindrabund. and by Mahar Ran], the eunuch aboveoth& holy places, khich had the'most mentioned. I t does not appear how
beneficial effect in tranauillizine the this matter was arranged; but in
minds of the Hindoos. AS by t h e ter- 1824 a minor raja sat on the Jeypoor
giversation of his conduct, the Jey- throne under the guardianship of a
poor raja had managed to get himself regent ranny.
(B~oughton, Metexcluded from the pale of British pro- cave, Fullarton, Prinsep, G. Thotitar,
tection, he was left to his own re- RenneU, Hunter, P/c.)
sources, which being inadequate t o
JEY
POOR f .7ayapura).-A
city of
t h e defence of his don~inions, they
endured the most merciless ravages, Ra'pootana, the capital of the pteaggravated by an unceasing war of ceding principality, about I50 miles
factions at courtsand frequent change S.S.W. from Delhi, and eighty-two
of ministers. But, notwithstanding miles N.N.E. from the cantonments
the misery of its condition, this state a t Nusseerabad, near Ajmeer; lat.
in 1818 was the last to send ngocia- 26O 55' N., Ion. 7b0 37' E. I t is sitors to Delhi, and was ultimately the tuated in an irregular valley, among
most difficult t o settle with. A t steep hills which encompass the city
length, after much indecision, evasion, on the north, east, and west, opening
and procrastination, a treaty was only towards the south, where the
signed on the 2d April 1818 : when country presents an open plain. I t is
the contribution for the first year was surrounded by a wall of grey-stone,
fixed at four lacks; the second, five ; kept in good repair, and commanded
the third, six ; the fourth, seven ; by a citadel, b u ~ l ton the margin of a
and eight lacks of rupees ever after, clifYabove towards the west. Another
besides five-sixteenths for ever on detached fort stands on a conspicuany excess in revenue beyond forty ous eminence in the direction of Sanganeer towards the south-east, and
lacks of rupees per annum.
The.Jeypoor territory is large, and connecting a line offortification which
under proper management may be extends along the whole range of
expected to yield eighty lacks of ru- heights. In length it has been estipees per annum ; but to restore order mated a t three miles by about half
after all external enemies had been that space in breadth; and is probasubdued, proved a task of no small bly well calculated for resistance
difficulty, not a little aggravated by against native armies, as it has withthe folly of the raja and profligacy of stood many a siege and b a e d the
his favourites. When the J e j p o o ~ besiegers.
court was visited in 1818 by Sir
Jeypoor is, beyond all question,
David Ochterlony, three menial ser- the handsomest and most regularly
vants, one a eunuch, were presented built town of Hindostan; and the
to him by the raja, as the members of fbur great streets, which diverge a t
his cabiiet, and the conductors of all right angles from the great central

-
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square, would bear a comparison with
most streets, European or Asiatic, in
oint of width and architectural efThe houses are generally three
and four stories high, built of stone
and covered with a fine stucco, which
rivals the lustre of marble. Man
of the fatades are decorated w i d
paintings In fresco, and porticoes,
sculptures, and other works of marble are seen on all sides The most
striking feature, however, of Jeypoor,
is the projecting stone balconies, enclosed with wrought lattices of the
same material, or with screens of
stone painted to resemble latticework, which embellish the front of
the honses, and produce an agreeably
light and picturesque effect. The
buildings of the palace, with its cowtyards, its triple succession of gardens,
terrace below terrace, and its noble
sheets of water occupy nearly an entire quarter of the city. Besides the
public a artments, and the accommodation For the raja, and the indiiduals of his family, it contains within
its precincts a mint, an observatory,
a great stud of fighting elephants, and
other appendages of eastern royalty.
The principal front of the palace
looks into the great square,is exceedingly lofty, and of very whimsical architecture, radiating in the form of a
peacock's tail, with windows of partycoloured glass to imitate the eyes.
There are likewise other glass rindows in this palace, and in that at
the ghaut four miles from the city.
The introduction of this Inxury, probably first at Ambher, and (not to be
found in any other native town) is
referred back to as old a date as the
flourishing period of the Venetian
commerce, and the small su ply of
glass panes, still required for t\e consumption of Jeypoor, is said to come
even at the present day from the
Mediterranean by the way of Surat.
Connected with the palace is the
chowk or principal bazar, a magnificent range of buildings forming the
best part of the main street, which
opens from the square to the westward. The tem les of Jeypoor are
numerous, and l i e thc city itself of

Feet.

modern construction ; but they are,
nevertl~eless,built in the purest Hindoo style, and some of them of larger
dimensions than ere to be found in
any other city of Upper Hindostan.
Jeypoor is of modem date, having
been planned and built for ra'a J e
dngh in the reign of ~ a h o m e ~
d h g
(it is said) by an Italian, which accounts for its superior architectural
regularity. The prior metropolis was
the city oflimber, disrant about four
miles. At that period this city was '
the principal, indeed almost the only
seat of ~ciencein Hindostan, Raja
Jeysing being a great encourager of
learning, and the founder of several
observatories for astronomical purposes. In 1779 Colonel Polier procured here the first complete copy of
the Vedas, which he aRenvarde p r e
sented to the British Museum. With
respect to its population nothing certain can be affirmed, as admission has
ted to Eurobut recently been
peans One t n v e c asserts that
the houses are built at a distance
from each other, and connected by a
screen-wall, which gives the streets an
appearance ofsymrnetry, and the city
of po ulation, to which they are not
stnctPy entitled. l a 1819 the country immediately around Jeypoor exhibited the extreme of poverty and
desolation, but it has since greatly
recovered from the devastation it had
so long experienced. A stranger
visiting Jeypoor is surprised at the
prodigious flocks of pigeons, which
are not only seen flying about in
every direction, but sometimes alight
in the street in such numbers as almost to obstruct his passage. Like
the peacock, they are held sacred
throughout Rajpootan~,nnd are so
tame and familiar that it i3 difficult
t o drive them away.
In A.D. 1798,after the treacherous
massacre of Mr. Cherry and other
English gentlemen at Benares, Vizier Ali, the perpetrator, fled to Jeypoor, intending eventually to seek
refuge with the sovereign of Cabul.
TheMarquisWellesley beinganxious to
bring the assassin to punishment, despatched Colonel Collins as embassa-

dor to Perlaub Singh, t o procure his
JEYPOOU
GHAUT.-.4 remarkable
being given up ; to accomplish which defile in the province of Ajmeer,
purpose he authorized him to expend winding through the hills t o the
to the amount of three lacks of ru- westward of the city of Jeypoor,
pees. A long negociation ensued, from which it is distant about four
~n the course of which the raja ex- miles, and em hatically named the
pressed great seal or affected reluc- G h t . This geep, dreary, and arid
tance to infringe the rights of bospi- passage, encumbered with huge accutality, even towards so execrable a mulations of sand, was whimsically
villain ; but the spirited renion- chosen by a former rana of Jeypoor
strances of the ambassador, backed for the site of a palace, and a travelby the seasonable distribution of the ler approaching that city from Tommoney among the raja's ministry, gha, is surprised, during his progress
effected his capture, under the stipula- through this dismal wilderness, by
tions that he should neither be put to coming sutldenly on a creation of
death nor confined in chains. H e wasin terraced gardens, pavilions, Hindoo
consequcnce imprisoned in a species temples, baths, reservoirs, and founof cage, open on two sides, construct- tains, extending for a long distance
ed in one of the bomb proofs under up this gloomy pass, and all shining
the ramparts of Fort William, where in the freshest colours, and mainhe remained until death released him tained in the highest order. Among
in 1817. In 1819 his place was sup- the other religious edifices found here
plied by another assassin, the noted is a temple dedicated to Parsonauth
(Parswanatha) and the twenty-four
Trimbuckjee Dainglia.
During the campaign of 1817 this deified Jain mints; the images and
city was closely appro~shedby the decorations of the whole being of
army comnianded by Sir David Och- marble, jasper, and other costly ma4c.)
terlony, but no European was al- terials.-(F&rton,
lowed to enter the gates; but since
JHALAWAR.-Adistrict in the Gu1819 all restrictions have been removed. I n 1824 some of the regent jerat province, where it occupies the
ranny's mutinoils battalions sud- north-eastern portion of the penindenly occupied Jeypoor, but after- sula, extending along the gulf of
wards, through fear of the British, Cutch and the Riinn, between the
withdrew t o their respective stations twenty-second and twenty-third dein the interior. Towards the con- g e e s of north latitude. The face of
clusion of 1826 the ranny was in- the country is level, and, except in
vested with the administration of the neighbourhood of villages, destiaffairs during the minority of her son, tute of wood. The chief grain proassociate with an experienced minis- duce is wheat, of which a considerater to secure the British share of the ble quantity is exported to the difrevenues, manage the pecuniary af- ferent markets in Gujerat. Cotton
fairs of the state, and prevent misap- is also an important export, either
propriation. Raol Barisol was res- directly to Cutch, of by the routes of
tored to his ofiice, and in conjui~ction Dollerah, Gogo, and Bhownuggur.
with Thakoor Megh Singh, entrusted The Rajpoots here are divided into
with the management of the money three classes : the Jeenamas, the
transactions, so that after much agi- Kuraria, and the Naroda. The first
tation, the affairs of this state were are respectable, and addressed with
subsiding into something that re- the title of Jee; the second have
sembled tranquillity. Travelling dis- resigned some part of their military
talice from Agra 136 miles ;from Del- rank, and perform menial ofices ; the
hi 156; from Oojein 285 ;from Bom- last have wholly relinquished the
bay 740; and from Calcutta 975 military profession, till the land, and
(FulCarton, Hunter, Public are now degraded to the rank of
miles.
Koonbees or cultivators. The prinMS. Documents, Broqqhloa, &c.)
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cipal towns are Durrangdra, Wudwan, Limree, Hulwud, Wankaneer,
and Morevee. Jhalnwer had long
been under nominal sul~jectionto the
Guicowar; but he derived little revenue froin the territory until 1807,
when, by the able measures pursued
11s Colonel Walker, the Jhalawar
chieftains were induced to pay a fixed
tribute in perpetuity of 2,95,674 rupees annually.--( Walker, Macmurdo,

4c.I
JHALLODE.-Atown in the Gujerat province, situated on the Mu,chun river, fifty-five u~ileclN. by E.
from Chun~paneer;lat. 23'3' N., Ion.
74' 14'E.
JHAI.T.ORE.-A town in the province ofAjmeer, principality of Joudpoor, and in 1821 oue of the principal stations belonging to that government.AElphinstone, &.)
J ~ n ~ s r . - T h e capital of a petty
Bundela state in the province of Allahabad. within the line of British
protectibn, and under the superintendence of the Bundelcund magis.
5
' 32' N., Ion. 78'34' E.,
trate ; lat. 2
eighty-two miles N.N.W. from Chatterpoor. In 1790, when visited by
Dr. William Hunter, this was a considerable town, but commanded by a
stone fort on a high Itill, to the southeast of which, at the distance of 500
yards, is another hill, nearly on a
level with the fort. At that date
Jhansi was a considerable thorougllfare for the traffic between the Deccan, Furrucktrbad, and the cities in
the Doab, and contained a manufactory of bows, arrows, and spears,
then the principal weapons of the
Bundela tribes. At present a carpet
manufactory is carried on to some
extent.
This little principality emanated
from Oorcha, the parent state, and is
but of recent formation; yet, from
a concurrence of fortunate circumstances, has survived many others of
greater antiquity. About A.D. 1743
the reigning Peshwa took possession
of one-half of the lands of the Teary
(or Tehree) Raja, and half of those

belonging to Ditteeh. Ilatf of the
last and the whole of the first portion composed the small soubahdary
of Jhansi, held nnder the authority
of the Peshwa, whose rights in 1818
devolved to theBritish government(Hunter, Itcatiea, Richarhon, Franklin, &.)
JHANSUJEANG.-A
fortified rock
in Tibet, which, from its perpendicular height, and the irregularity of its
cliffs, appears impregnable; lat. 28'40'
N., Ion. 89' 31' R., thirty-seven miles
S.E. from Tesboo Loomboo. The
valley of Jhansu is very extensive,
and has greatly the apparance of
having been once under water, the
b e d of a lake. It is populo~ts and
well cultivated,and particularly noted
for the manufacture of woollens of
two colours, garnet and white, which
seldom exceed half a yard in breadth.
They are close woven, and thick like
frieze, and are very soft to the touch,
the fleece of the sheep being remarkably fine.--(Capt. Turner, 4c.)
JHARRAH.-A town in the province of Cutch, fifty-three miles N.W.
from Bhooj ; lat. a30 40' N., lon. 6g0

Y E.
JHINAYI
R1vea.-A

branch of the
Brahmaputra river, which strikes off
about ten miles below Dewangunge,
and after traversing the Mymunsingh
district in Bengal, unites with another branch named the Ronayi, after
which their united waters are discharged into the Nattore Jeels. Some
gears ago the current of the Brahmaputra set very strongly down the
channel of the Jhinayi, and even
since a portion of its floods has taken
that direction, the result of which
has been a sudden and most extraordinary enlargement of the bed of
the Jhinayi, which, although rivalling
its parent river in breadth, makes a
most insignificant figure in the best
maps.--( Fuilarton, Bc.)
JHINJANA.-A town in the rovince ofDelhi-twentv-five miles
from pa"ipu& lat. kg0 30' N., lon.

d ~ .

77'

14'

E.

JHONKUE.-Atown in the province
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of Malwa, which in 1820 contained
600 houses. I t is the cubbah, or
head town, of a small pergumah belonging to Dowlet Row Sindia, and
stands about twenty-eight miles E.
by N. from Oojein; ]at. 23" 13' N.,
lon. 76" 15' E.--(Malcolna, gc.)

country being so mountainous that
it is l~ttlefrequented by travellers.
During its progress through the hills
the Jhylum is rapid, and tron~100 to
600 yards broad, but it is not fordable
at any season, althoogl~ men and
horses have only fifteen to twenty
yards to swim. After a course of
JHOONJOONA.-A
town in the pro- 450 miles it joilIe
chinaub at
vince
Ajmeer,
Sheka- Trelnlnoo &aut, twenty miles below
h and ~
~ ~~
, ~and
wutty, 112 miles W.S.W. fromDelhi; ~
~
l
lat. 280 N.* Ion. 75022/ E. This after their conflux ceases to have a
is a handsome town, ornamented with distinct name.
some trees and grdens, which make
if^^ miles lower down these
pleasing appearance* contrasted united streams receive the Ravey,
with the desert by which they are near Fmel Shah and Ahmedpoor,
surrounded. It belongs to an inde- and flow
passing the city o f ~ t l o o l pendent rajaof theshekawutty tribe. tan about four
and a half to
-( Elphiwtone, gc.)
the north, the combined streams
JHURJHOORY
(Jharajhmri, the hang- retaining the name of Chinaub to
boo grove).-A
wretched village in within eight miles of Ooch, at Sheethe Nepaulese territories, district of neebukree, where they are joined by
Muckwanpoor, consisting of n few the Gurrah, or united waters of the
herdsmen's huts scattered along the Beyah and Sutuleje, 115 miles, inbanks of the Bukkia river ; lat. $7' cluding windings, below Mooltan,
13' N., Ion. 85O 4'E. To the south and sixty below Bahawulpoor. From
of this place lies the great Jurjhoory this place to Mittenda Kat, where
forest, which abounds with elephants they fall into the Indus, a distance
of a bad quality, and contains much of ninety miles, these five river$,
d u a b l e saul timber.-(Kirkpatrick,
now forming one, take the name of
the Punjnud, and for the above dis4c.1
tance run nearly parallel to their
J~uuuE"-A
town in the *gra ultimate reservoir, the Indus, the
province^ south of the Chumbul
distance across rarely exceeding ten
ver, and
W' Y' N. miles; indeed, during the rains the
from Jhansi; lat. 25" 33' N., Ion. last-mentioned is one entire sheet
77" 24' E.
of water.
JmyLuM R1vEu /& H~dqea
of This river, the most westerly of
the Greeks).-Thisriver
hasitssource the Punjab strams, is by Abul Fazel
in the south-eastern corner of the
~ in an- d
~
the ~~h~~or ~
Cashmere valley, is there named the cient Hindoo mythological poems the
Vedusta, and roceeding almost f i e I n h n i , and is the famous Hydaspes
west, Passes
capltld, where It Is of Alexander. I t is reckoned the
joined by a small stream From the second largest of the Punjab rivers,
Ouller lake.
its breadth at Jellalpoor (3%' 40' N.)
Cashmere city it is joined by the in the month of August being 1,800
little Sinde, and by many
ri- .yards, with a depth of fourteen feet ;
the and the extreme length of its course,
vers during its course
hills and valleys, which it enters at from its origin to its junction with
BaramOol% and four
the Indus, about 750 miles, including
Muzi5erabad it receives the Kishen- windings.-(~acartney, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l l , j . ~ .
gunga coming from the northward.
Thus far its course is nearly due
JIGA G o o ~ ~ ~ ~ u . - T h e s e c o
cand
west, but from hence it curves to the pital of Eastern Tibet, situated, acsouth, and near the town of Jhylum cording to report, on the south bank
(lat. 33" 3' N.) is little known, the of the Sanpoo River,fifty milea S.W.
'
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fi'om Lassa ; lat. 30" N., lon. 91' 30'
E.
JIGNI.-A town and pergunnah in
the province of Atlahabad, twentysix miles S. by E. from Jaloun; lat.
25' 44' N., Ion. 79' 21' E.
JILPY
AUMNAIR.-A fortress in
the province of Gundwana, eituated
on the south bank of the Tuptee, on
the high road between the Deopahar
hills and Aseerghur ; lat. 81' B'N.,
Ion. 76"56' E., forty-two miles E. by
N. from Boorhanpoor.

JOCOCABTA
for Y~gya~rfa.)-A
native province in Java, governed by
a sultan, whose territories are so
intermixed with those of the Susuhunan of Solo or Surncarta, that it is
impossible to discriminate them geographically. According to a census
taken by the British government in
1815, the number of inhabitant8 in
this province wau 685,207, of which
number 9,202 were Chinese. The
town of Jococarta is situated in lat.
jP 50' S., lon. 110' 25' E., fifteen
miles illland from the Indian Ocean
and south-coast of Java, and sixty
JINHUT
DOABEH.-A natural mb- south from Samarang. In 1815 its
division of the Lahore province, con- population was roughly estimated a t
cerning which little is known, except 100,000 persons.
that it is bounded on the east by the
Mancobumi, a fortunate rebel, esChinaub or Acesines, and on the west tablished his throne at Jococarta in
by the Jhylum or Hydaspes; the A.D. 1756, with the title of sultan,
oblique distance from Jelalpoor ghaut and dying in 1791 was succeeded by
across the Doab to Vizierahad being his son, who wae expelled by the
about forty-four miles. Throughout British in 1812, and his grandson
its whole extent the surface is level substitoted, who during the insurand the soil good ;but the country is rection of 1825 was still a minor.thinly inhabited,and the land mostly (Crawfurd, RaJles, Thorn, &.)
under pasturage. I t contains no town
JOBIE
ISLE.-A long narrow islaqd
of note, and, like the rest of the Punjab, is at present under the domina- lying off the mouth of the great bay
in the island of Papua or New Guinea,
tion of the Seiks.
and situated about the second degree
JIOMEE.-A large villageinAjmeer, of south latitude. I n length it may
division of Harrowty, and pergunnah be estimated at 120 miles, by fifteen
of Sukaid, which in 1820 contained the average breadth. Respecting this
800 inhabitants.
island very little is known, it not apJOANA.-A town in the island of pearing to have ever been landed on,
Java, fifty miles east from Samarang ; bnt on1 viewed from on board ship.
lat. 6" 42' S., Ion. 11 lo 8
' E. The The inlabitants are probably mopfort and town are situated a few miles headed Papuas.
from the sea-coast, on a fine river
JZIGGOT~E.-Atown in the prowith a rapid current,, bet navigable vince of Malwg which in 1820 confor vessels of considerable burthen. tained 230 houses, thirteen milm
It is crossed on a floating raft or S.E. froln Mahudpoor; lat. 230 Bj
bridge fixed on boats. The fort is N., ion. 75O 65/E.
in good repair, and the town contams
guropean
families. under
JOHNSTON'S
ISLE.-A small island
the British system in 1814, the ter- in the Eastern seas, surrounded by a
ritorial revenue of Japara and Joana cluster of others; Iat. 3O 11' N.9 Ion
131' 12' E. This island consists of
was estimated at 3,42,902 rupees.low land covered with verdure and
(Thorn, Stavorinus, kc.)
coco-nut trees, and is about a league
JOAU.-A town with a mud fort in in circumference. The natives are a
the province of Agra, district of stout robust race, about 200 in numAlighur, fourteen miles N.E. from ber, and the dialect they speak reMathura.
sembles in many expressions that of
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the Sandwich Islands. They under- lacca in 1811 by the Portuguese,
stand the value of iron.--(Mears, &.) Mahmood, the rei ning sovereign of
that city fled witf the chief inhaJ o ~ o a ~ . - T h i s principality com- habitants to the extremity of the peprehends the whole eastern extremity ninsula, where they founded the
of the Malay peuinsula, from the principality of Johore, which was
river Muar in lat. Z0 10' N. on the conquered by the Portuguese in 1608,
west coast ; and from Kamamang in and by the Sultan of Acheen in 1613.
lat. 4O 15' N. on the east coast. I t --(Maraden, Singnpoor Chronicle, $c.)
also includes the numerous islands at
JOLYA.-A town in the province
the mouth of the straits of Mnlacca,
between the second of north and of Ajmeer, forty-two miles S.S.E.
first of south latitude, besides all the from the city of Jeypoor; lat. 26' 21'
islands in the sea of China lving N., lon. 75' 50' E.
between the 104th and 109th d&e&
Joosn~.-A small pfincipality in
of east longitude as far as the Na- Northern Hindostan, situated betunas. These extensive dominions, tween the Sutuleje and Jumna rivers.
however, are virtually partitioned Including its dependencies, Ootraj
into three realms, viz. the islands and Sarranee, Joobul is bounded on
south of the Malacca straits, which the east by the Paber river; on the
are under the protection of the west by Poondur and Bulsun; tothe
Dutch ; those to the north and the north by Bussaher, and to the south
country on the west coaet of the pen- by Sirmore. As far as can be colinsula and its extremity, under the lected from the confused accounts of
~rotection of the English; and the the natives, Joobut has long concontinental portion on the east-coast, sisted of follr shares, as they are
which is independent, and forms the termed ; one under the rana, and
petty ~ t a t eof Pahang.
three under a like number of hereOf the islands under the Dutch ditary viziers, who are probably desome are large; all sterile and ill- scended from o5ccrs originally ap~eopled,and some uninhabited. 6- pointed and removed at the pleasure
veral, however, yield tin, others of the rttna. Why these viziers, who
black pepper, and one of the largest, have done so much towards rendercatecliu. By far the most impor- ing themselves independent, have not
tant station is the Dutch settlement completed the businem, can only be
of Rhio, situated on theisland which accounted for from the peculiar naEuropeans term Bintang. The con- ture of the succession, which is continental portion of the Johore terri- sidered to be exclusively vested in @
tories ~rotectedby the. English, is family rather than in an individual ;
fully as barren and destitute of PO- in consequence of which, although
~ulationas the insular, and affords instances are frequent of a father
n o important article of export. Jo- having been dispossessed by his son,
hore, the seat of government, stands aud an elder by a youvger brother,
about twenty miles up a large river, tbere are none on record ~f a mere
the mouth of which is in a nook op- subject being raised to the throne,
posite to the north-east end of Sin- The settlers among these hills were
gapoor, and not above twenty miles wholly of the caste called Roand
from Cape Romania. I t is now no- Rajpoots, emigrants from the souththing more than a small fishing vit- westward, who formed states among
lage, and of no im ortance what- the barbarous tribes, and constituted
ever. Throughout t e district the themselves rulers. Agreeably to their
Malay language is spoken in great established usages, none but a Rajpurity.
poot can reign over even the most
The kingdom of Johore was on- Insignificant state, and the obstacles
ginally founded by adventurers from to the intrusion of any other caste are
Sumatra. After the capture of Ma- wholly and completely insurmount-
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able. The succession is thus per- the most aspiringvizier can do, is to
petuated in the same family, and make the rana his tool ; but he must
branch of that family, in furtherance still keep up appearances, and conof which object, little, if any, in- tributesomething to his support, and
crease in the number of Rajpoots is hence the anomaly of an assemhlage
permitted. The rana of one state of states, virtually independent, yet
marries his daughter to the presump where the more powerful pa). tribute.
6ve heir of another, and his own heir and do homage to the weaker.
rnakes a similar alliance, which is
After the expulsion of the Gorkhas
always expensive, and frequently dif- in A.D. 1814, the state of Joobul was
ficult to effect. The younger sons declared independent; but the turbuare married to females of inferior lent character of the people, and the
caste, but the whole of their progeny incapacity of their chiefs, prevented
are precluded from the sovereignt ; the benefits that were expected from
and thus i t happens, that while t l e this arrangement. I t was in conseblood of the reigning prince may flow quence intended to re-unite it to
through the greater part of the po- Sirmore, on which it had formerly
pulation, the caste essentially to rule been dependent. In 1815 its pos1.3 invariably lost in the junior ramisessors and their revenue were as
fications. The utmost, therefore, that follows :
Divisions.
Possessors.
Estimated revenue in nloney.
Rana Poorien Chund
Rs. 2,000
Burhal, including Jukowtee
Danjee Vizier.
5,000
Cutouree and Chay ta
P r a i Sing Vizier
3,000
Bhol)auI

......
....,.......
............................

...............

.............................

........................

(Lied. Rwa, Public MS. Docunte~lts,&c.)
JOOBUL.-A town in Northern Hin- with the sea, is not held in equal
dostan, the capital of the l)l.eceding, estimation by the Hindoos with that
~),rincipality,situated between the Su- extracted from the holier branches,
tuleje and Jumna; lat. 31' 10' N., such as the Bhagirathi (or Hooghly)
Ion. 7 7 O 35' E.
and others in the Sunderbunds.
JOONEEB (or Soonur).-A
strong
JOODHUN.-A hill-fort ill the province
of Aurunpbad, situated on the hilly district in the proviuce of Aughaut mountains facing the western rungabad, situated principally bedeclivity; late 190 1 4 / ~ .Ion.
, 7307'~- tween the eighteenth and nineteenth
~ ~ latitude. Beliides Poosixty-two miles E.N.E. from B ~ degreesofnortb
bay. I t is said that on the S.W. side na the principal towns are Jooneer.
a stone dropped fronl the hand would Chinchoor, Beylah, Moseishwar; the
fall almost 2,000 feet perpendicular. chief Streams the Beema, theyaile,
I t was captured in 1818, after a few theIndrani, theMoota, and theMoola;
hours1 bombardment.
the hill-forts and strong positions, capable of being rendered almost imJOOGDEA (Yu~adevaj.-A town ill pregnable, are very numerons.
Durthe province of Bengal, district of Ti- ing the rupture in 1818 with Bajeperah, 76 miles S.E. from the city of row, the ex-peshwa, six of these last,
Dacca; lat. 220 50'N., Ion. 91' 12' E. each of which might have been deIn the circumjacent country baftaes fended for months, were capturof an excellent quality are manufac- ed by the detachment under Major
tured, and the government has in Eldridge in nine days. Jooneer and
the vicinity an establishment for the Harsur were abandoned on the apmanufacture of salt; but the article proach of the brigade ; Chowan and
procured, although made at the junc- Joodun only stood a few hours' born:
tion of the Puddah, or great Ganges, bardment ;Hurchundghur and Koon-
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junghur were forsaken by their garrisons as soon as the British troops
hegan to ascend the mountains on
which they stood. Until these fortresses were taken possession of their
strength was unknown, being, as far
aa nature was concerned, impregnable,
A large portion of this division is
now attached to the Poona collectorate, under which head further local
particulars will be found.--(P&ic

the Chour station; lat. 31' 1' N.,
Ion. 7 f 0 22' E.
JOORIA.-A seaport town in the
Gujerat peninsula, situated on the
gulf of Cutch, twenty-four miles N.W.
from Noanagur; lat. 22' 37' N., Ion.
70' 26' E. This place carries on a
brisk traffic with Mandavie and other
marts in the gulf of Cutch, and occasionally with Bonrbay.

J o u d , $c.)

JOBHAUT.-A town in the province
of Ausarn, which stands on both sides
of Dikho river, which according to
Lieut. Wood, of the Bengal Engineers, joins the Brahmaputra, in lat.
26' 48' N., and Ion. 94' 6' E. In
1794 Jorhaut was the capital of the
province, the royal residence, when
the disturbances broke out during the
reign of Raja Gaurinath, having been
transferred to this place, which stands
about twenty miles west of Rungpoor,
but no brick buildings had then bee11
erected.
Joos~.-A town in the province of
Allahabad, situated exactly opl~osite,
across the Ganges, to the fortress of
that name ; lat. 25O 25' N., Ion. 81°
52' E.

JOONEER
(or Soonzrr).-A
town in
the rovince of Aurung;tbad, the originarcapital of the above district, situated about 48 miles N. from Poon a ; lat. 19' 12' N., Ion. 74O 10' E.
During the reign of Madhooronr, the
ex-peshwa Bajerow, and his brother,
Chimnajee Appa, were confined in
the fortress of Jooneer, which, notwithstanding itsgreat natural strength,
was in 1818 abandoned by the garrison t o a Bombay detachlricnt without
resistance. The fort has seven gates
of masonry,one within the other, and
contains the ruins of many Mahomedan tombs, as well as Hindoo excavations. Among the first are a
mausoleum, eedgah and mosque, all
ingood repair, and the last built over
rr reservoir cut out of the solid rock.
The excavations in the face of the
perpendicular rock on which the fortress stands must have requireti great
labour and perseverance ; and about
a mile south of Jooneer are numerous excavations and cave temples,
the sculptures of which prove them
to be of Jain origin. When captured, the fort contained only twentyeight pieces of ordnance, mostly brass,
hntastically carved and decorated
with figuresof birds and fish, and having wings and fins a t the sides instead of trunnions.--(Public Journals,
Errkine, gc.)
JOONLAGHUR.-Afortified post in
Northern Hindostan, thirty-six miles
N.W.from Almora ; lat. So51' N.,
lon. 79O 8' E., 6,813 feet above the
level of the sea.
JOONUG.-A village in Northern
Hindostan, eighteen miles N.E. from
VOL. 11.

JOSIMATH
(Jorinzatha).-A
village
in Northern Hindostan, situated
among t l ~ esources of the Ganges,
near the junction of the Dauli with a
mountain torrent named the Vishnu : 1st. 30' 33' N., Ion. 79O 40' E.
In 1809 this place contained from 100
to 150 houses, neatly built of grey
stone and roofed with shingles. The
sides of the mountains were then
covered with oaks, and their su~nmits
with nrs ; and the scarps of the declivities were cultivated with wheat,
barley, and other grains. Josimath
is the residence of the high priest of
Bhadrinath for six m o n t h while the
temple at that place is shut up by the
inclen~ency of the winter season.
Adjoining the priest's house is a tenrple of Narsingh, one of Vishnu's incarnations, and there are other smaller ones, containingimqes of Vishnu,
Ganisa, Surya (the sun), and Naou
Devi, or the boat goddess.-(Raper,

4c.I
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/Yuddapom, the city of
An important Rajpoot princ~pality,in the province of Ajmeer,
of which it occupies the most central
and western portions, and situated
generally between the twenty-fifth
and twenty-seventh degrees of north
latitude. The ancient name was
Marwar, Joudpoor being a mere
subdivision of that extensive district, the raja of which is oecasionally called the Marwar or Rhatore
Raja. On the north his temtoriea
are bounded by Bicanere and Jesselmere; on tbe south they are separated from Gujerat by a range of steep
craggy mountains, of difficult access,
which send out spurs and branches,
the intervals between which are filL
ed with jungle. On the south-east
it has Odeypoor ; on the east, the
British district of Ajmeer, the Sheirawutty country, and Jeypoor ; and on
the west, the territories belo~~ging
to
the Ameers of Sinde. In 1809, Amerkote, OR the borders of hinde, was
in his possession, while to the east
his dominions corn rehended the
town of Meerta, ma!ing altogether
a distance not much short of 250
miles. At that date, his possessions
projected still further to the southwest, as when Raidan Khan, a Babochie chief, established himself in
Rahdunpoor, to the west of the Banass river, a Joudpoor detachment
held possession of Futtehpow, a
small fort still further west.
The general soil of the Joudpom
territories is arid, but they do not,
as was formerly supposed, excel the
rest of Rajpootana in sterility. The
land about, and beyond Joudpoor
city, possesses as good h soil, and
is better cultivated than a large proportion of that belonging to Jeypoor
and Odeypoor. The wells are deep,
and the processes of agriculture expensive ; but villages are numerous,
and the surrounding country p r e
sents a considerable surfirce covered with corn and cotton, both of an
excellent quality. OR account of
the sandy quality of the soil, which
renders the roads impassable for
wheeled carriages, the merchandize
JOUDPOOR

?r).

is transported on camels mtnl oxen,
which are, more especially the Iatk r , of a superior description, and in
great demand all over Hindontan.
A pair of good Marwar bullocks,
fur drawing a native carriage, wo111d
be reckoned cheap at from 1M) t o
200 rupeees.
The trade from Gujerat chiefly
p a s w through the town of Palhanpoor, which is the greatest inland
commercid m u t m this p u t of Rajpootana. The im orts into Joudpoor nnaist of clot~s,shawls,spjces,
opium, rice, sugar, steel, and iron.
The exports are salt, camels, bullocks, and hones; the last, strong,
bony, and ofgood stature. The cultivators here are mostly Jauts, but
the principal inhabitants are Rhatore Rajpoots, a handsome and brave
race of men, of the purest castes,
the Sesodya, Cuteheva, Addah, and
Bawtee. The rajah's dominions are
partitioned among many thakoors
and jaghiredars, wha hold lands on
the condition of supporting a certain
number of troops for the service oC
the rince in the time of war; but
as tRese lands descend &om father
to son in defiance of the sovereign,
most of these jaghiredars may be
considered as petty chiefs, nearly independent. The country of Joudr
poor or Marwnr is asserted to have
been formerly much more populous
and produn~ve than it is at present.
Jeswunt Singh, raja of this state,
was oneofAurengzebe's best generals,
yet when he died in command, near
Cabul in Afghanistan, Aurengzebe
gave orders forcibly to convert his
ehiklren, in defending whom most
part of their Rajpoot attendants
perished. H e expelled the family
from the fort, and compelled them
to seek refuge among the hills and
forests; such was the reward the descendants of one of his most faithful generals received. The raja's
family, on the death of Aurengzebe,
regained possession, his grandson,
Ajeet Singh, termed by the historian Eradut Khan " the hereditarJ
zemindar of Joudpoor," having re-
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helled, and destroyed the mosques brought forward Dhokul Singh, the
which the emperor had erected.
legitimate heir of the elder branch
In 1803 raja Bheem Singh died, of the family; but he made no proh v i n his widow pregnant of a gress, and in tbe end of 1807, the
a n , afferwards called Dhokul Singh. ooly place of importance pouesvd
Before the birth, however, of this by his adherents was the town of
offspring, the throne was seized by Nagore. In order t o interest the
his uncle, Raja Main Singh, and British government in his favour,
the young chief was conveyed by Dhokul Singh's party offered to pay
hie party to the protection of Ubhi twelve lacks of rupees in cash, cede
Sin&, a Shekawutty, where he re- five pergunnahs in ~ p e t u i t y ,and
mained waiting for an opportunit subsidize a British orce; but thiq
t o expel his uncle and rival; s d like many other propositions for the
being, at that period, nearly the extension of territory, was rejected
situation of all the native states of as inconsistent with the general POHindostan, a sovereign on the throne, licy of the British nation.
and a pretender to it supported by
In conformity to a custom long
a strong party in the centre of the established in Hindostan, it was
court and country.
usual, when a powerful raja sucIn 1806, dissensions arose be- ceeded to his deceased father, to sotween the rajas of Jeypoor and licit the Mogul to honour him with
Joudpoor, each asserting his clairu a tica, as a mark of investiture, or a t
to espouse the daughter of the lemt of royal approbation; which
ran8 of Odeypoor, while Sindia ceremony consists in having t l ~ e
and Holkar, with ostensible grofes- forehead anointed with a preparation
sions of amity, were rivately ex- of bruised sandal-wood. Although
torting money from eacR of them as this inunction had long ceased to be
the price of abstaining from assist. e necessary token of confirmation of
ing his rival. Of the result of xuch the suceess~'sright, it was still cona complicated system of fraud and sidered so gratifying a mark of dis.
intrioue no rational conjecture could tinction, that towards the close of
be hrmed, and after the rupture 1807, Raja Mawn Singh anxiously
took place many vicissitudes were solicited the British government to
experienced. The Jeypoor raja interfere with the emperor of Delhi,
having defeated the Joudpoor troops, Acber the second, to obtain it for
took some towns, besieged the capi- him. The British government detat, and appeared in the high road clined interfering, the right of conto the aacomplishment of his wishes, ferring the mark of distincfion in
while the cause of his rival looked question being considered as one of
proportionally blank; but just as the the obsolete acts of sovereignt the
means and perseverance of the garri- revival of which was particular% o b
son were nearly exhausted, mutinies jectionable, and by the natives it
broke out in the Jeypoor army; would have been considered as remany Rajpoot chiefs forsook that cognizing the right of one of the
standard, while Meer Khan, under contending parties, and departing
pretence of a Iweach, of pecuniary from the line of strict neutrality
engagements, ravaged the Jeypoor which bad invariably been observed.
territories, and com elled the raja Of this the raja was apprized, and
to retreat from iou&or with the the inutility of the act as a mark of
utmost precipitation, his own capi- confirmation-represented to him, us
tal being in imminent danger of ex- well as the folly of making an unneperiencing the fate he had desined cessary reference of the validity of
for that of his rival.
his title to a power, which neither
In this extremity, the Jeypoor claimed nor exercised a right to
chief, with the view of distracting the grant or withhold it.
leaders who supported Maun Singh,
In the interval that has elapsed
E 2
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since the above date, Maun Singh
has maintained his sent on the Joudpoor throne, where he still reigns, and
even extended his conquests, while
the heart of his own country was
ravaged by Sindia, Holkar, Ameer
Khan, or any other depredator who
~ ~ u muster
i d
a sufficient number of
followers. In 1805, the Joudpoor
revenues were estimated hy .Mr.
Metcalfe at fifty Incks; but the insanity of the raja, nnd the youth
and inexperieye of his son, for a
long tinbe combined to reduce the
strength, ilnd increase the desolation
of this large principality. In this
condition it renlained until 1818,
when it was the second of the RnjPOot states
ments with the British government.
Sindia was the on1y.~ower
that had
for tributes which nokgnl
minally anlounted to l,e0,000 rupees
Per annum, but
more than
IO8,OOO were actually paid; and at
this labt amount the tribute to the
British, for protection, was fixed by
the treaty- The e x ~ u l ~ i oofn all the
military posts placed throughout the
country by Ameer Khan, was the
first benefit that resulted from these
arrangements, which were wnducted
at Delhi, on the 6th January 1818.
m addition to the tribute, the raja
engaged to furnish a contingent of
1500 horse, and his country ceased
to be, what it had so long been, a
nursery m d arena for freebooters.
M e insubordination of his thakoors, or feudatory chiefs, had so
eatly irritated Maun Singh, that
commenced the exercise of the
authority to which he had been restored by some violent proceedings
against those chiefs, and also aggressions on the miserable district of Sarowy ; but subsequently, on the intercession of the British government,
he treated the first with more lenity,
and abstained from plundering the
last; but still his country cannot
be considered (1824) as settled, a t
least in the European sense of the
word. Fortunately, however, Maun
Singh is an efficient ruler, and has
not required our military interfe-

rence. With reference t o the defence of this portion of the northwestern frontier of Hindo~tan,the
Joudpoor dominions are of great importance; for, althou b the city of
Joudpoor be above a fundred miles
fro111the frontiers of Gujerat, its t e r
ritories border on that province, and
also on the I~oneeriver, stations of
great importance towards the defence of the British provinces.( A d i b a M Seton, W i c MS. DOCUnrentr, Buhop Hebet, G . Thomar,
Plituep, Metcalf, Makolm. '5 c.)
jouDPooR.-~he capital of the
nbove l,rincipalit,., situated about 320
miles s W.from from ~ ~ l; lat.
h i 2b1 8 N. ion. 730 E.; travelling diatanee from Oujein, 260 miles. In 1824
this city was visited by a ~ ~ i em~ i ~ h
bassy, to negotiate some arrangements with the Raja; no satisfactory
information, however, from that
source, regarding its condition or
statistics, hae ever been communicated to the public. it is said the
castle of Joudpoor is very magn&
cent, being of great dimensions, and
solid, though sirnplc architecture.
JOuDpOOn--A
in the
province of Allahabad, eighteen miles
S.E. frOnl Huttah; lat. 24' 4' N.9

Ion.

52' E-

JOUN~AR.-InNorthern Hindostan,
a subdivision of the tract of country included between the Sutuleje
and Jumna. Between the latter and
what is called the Tonse (Tamas)
river lie the ergunnahs of Jounsar
or Knlsee, a n l ~ h a w u rwhich
,
last .p
pears to have been a component part
of the first, although now distinct.
For a long time before the British
y e t r a t e d the hills. these districts
ad been oppressed, for after suffering under the tyranny of Kurrum
Perkaush of Sirmore, they were conquered by the Gorkhas, who used to
sell the inhabitants for ready money.
At present Jounsar is fornred into
twenty-six divisions or kuts, and
Bhawur into two, ench kut having a
seanna or head-man, besides one to
each village. There are four chief
seannas, in whose families, from time

,

JUANPOOR.
immemorial, was the general control
of these pergunnaha, as far as regards
revenue assess men^^ and the arbitration of disputes The articles culti..
vated are turmeric, ginger, rice, and
wheat, all in small quantities; anddifferent metals, but not the precious,
are found underground. After the
expulsion of the Gorklias in 1814,
Jounser and Bhawur were separated from Sirmore, and placed under
Capr. Birch, who formed a revenue
settlement, amounting to 18,700rupees per annum, which sum was
realized without difficulty, notwithstanding the prior reputation of the
inhabitants for turbulence. The roads
throughout Jounsar are in many parts
dangerous for foot passengers, and
impracticable even to the hill pony.
The least difficult path is through the
bed of the Ormlow river, which traverses the centre of the pergunnah.(Birch, :Public MS. Dmmentr, Sir
0. Ochterhy, 4c.)
JOUNT G n u ~ ~ ~ . - A r u i n e ghurry
d
or native fortification in Northern
Hindostan, forty-four miles N. from
Hurdwar ; lat. 30' 36' N., lon. 78'
3' E.

JOWAHIB
PEAK.-A peak in Northern Hindostan, district of Jowahir,
designated as No. 14, A., No. 2, in
Capts. Hodgson and Herbert's survey, and supposed to be the highest
mountain in the world ;lat. 30°22'N.,
Ion. 79' 57' E. Elevation above the
levd of the sea, 25,749 feet.--(Hodgson and Herbert, L9.c.)
JOWAUR.-Atown and district in
the province of Aurungabad, bounded on the west by the sea, and on the
east by the Western ghauts. I t now
belongs to the British government,
hut its internal conditio~~
is little
known. Besides Jowar, the former
capital, which stands in lat. 19O 55'N.,
Ion. 73" 23' E., forty-four miles S.E.
fro111Damaun, the principal towns, or
rather - villages, are Mokaura, Segwah, and Asseree. Many mountain
streams flow from the Western ghauts
into the ocean, the chief of which are
the Sooria and the Vaiturani, which
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lmt is also the name of the Styx of
Hindoo mythologists.
JOWRAK.-Asmall town in Malwa,
the capital of a pergunnah belonging
to Ghuffoor Kham; lat. 23" 38' N.,
Ion. 75O 11' E. ;1,437 feet above the
level of the sea. In 1890 the perguniiah of Jowrah contained seventythree inhabited villages, 4,886 houses,
and 20,410 persons, of which last
number 3,551 belonged to the town.
-4Malcolm, 4c.) JOYGHESEEI~
Cavs8.-A series of
excavations wrought through a mass
of rock, about one mile and a haLf
distant from the village of Ambolee,
in Salsette. The principal cavern is
an extensive quadrangle; the roof
supported b ranges of pillars, with a
temple in d e centre, dedicated to
Mahadeva. Much elaborate sculpture has been lavished in the decoration of these works ; but it is now in
many parts obliterated, and the caves
generally in a state of great decay
partly owing to the fragile nature ok
the rock, which easily disintegrates,
and partly to their low situation,
which exposes them to inundation
during the wet monsoon.-(F&rton, gc.)
JUANPOOB.-Adistrict in the province of Allahabad, situated pnncipally between the twenty-fifth and
twenty-sixth degrees of north lat.
To the north it is bonnded by the
Goggra and the king of Oude's territories ; on the south by the Ganges ;
to the east it has the Goggra, and the
Oude dominions on the west.
The land in this district is at p r e
sent under good cultivation and very
productive, notwithstnnding the p r s
dominance of a sandy soil and the
intensity of the sun's rays during the
summer season. Very little is allowed
to remain waste, and water, no other
ways attainable, is procured from underground by human labour. In the
neighbouring pergunnahs belonging
to his Mitjesty of Oude, a striking
contrast is exhibited. The quantity
of land under tillage visibly dimlpishes, while the mango-clumps,
which requires little care or capital

JUANPOOR.
proportionally increase, and rank
jungle is more universal. There are no
fences throughout Juanpoor, except
where a row of Indian
is planted
along the road sides. T e surface ia
slightly undulated, and the view frequently interrupted by mango-groves,
but there are no elevations amounting to hills or mountains. The district has certainly experienced a prograesive improvement since its acquisition by the British ovemment ;
but the buildings and viLfages remain
as formerly, without convenience,
neatness, or cleanliness, it being in
most cases difficult to distinguish the
house of the zemindar from that of
the most obscure peasant. Most
commonly the income of a landholder
here does not exceed 500 rupees er
nnnum, the Hindoo law of inReritance, which enjoins an equal distribution among the heirs, subdividing the estate to the most minute
fractions: They have long been noted
as a peculiarly turbulent and refractory race of people, engaged in
perpetual broils and quarrels. In
1801 there were no private schools
or seminaries for teaching the Hindoo or Mahomedan law; such had
existed, but the lands and funds
destined for their maintenance had
long been sequestered. The remains
of many mud forts are still to be
seen, but none of masonry, with the
exception of Juaopoor fort, which is
built of stone. T h e principal towns
in this district are Juanpoor, Azimghur and Mow, and within some villages of the Rajcoomar sect (who
practised female infanticide) are to
be found. No census approaching
t o probability has yet been made
public.--(Lord Vakntia, WeUand,

"R

f,ockr,

gc.)

J ~ W O O L - T h e capital of the
preceding distritt, situated on the
banks of the Goomty, thus named
from its meandering course, about
forty miles N.W. from Benares. The
fort is built of solid stone-work,
rising considerably above the level of
the country, in which on all sides
are seen monuments and mosques in

ruins. Seveml of the last are on a
wale of great magnificence, and in a
atyle of architecture which seems to
have been peculiar to this part of
India. They are all remarkable for
the height and grandeur of the gothic
arch in front, forming the rincipal
entrance, and the two qua rangular
towers which orcupy the place of
minare are joined together at the top
by a sort of battknlent tbrown across
before the dome of the central building. A suburb of mud-built huts
leads t o a large semi, formed of the
name material, through which there
is a bridge of considerable extent
divided into two parts, one over the
river during the dry season, but under
it during the height of the floods.
This bridge has stood 265 years,
having been erected by Monahur
Khan, the governor of Juanpoor
during the reign of Acber, and still
remains a monument of his magnificence, of the superior skill of the
builder, and solidity of the architecture. In A.D. 1773 a brigade of
British troops, under Sir Robert
Barker, on their way to Oude, having
embarked on the river Qoomty a t
Sultanpoor in the rainy season, sailed over this bridge, which was then
submerged, yet it sustained no damage from the violence of the current. No native in modern times is
capable of either planning or executing such a piece of architecture.
Juanpoor is said to have been
founded by Sultan Feroze of Delhi,
who named it after his cousin Faker
ul Deen Jowna, and was for some
time the seat of an independent empire. In the beginning of the fifteenth
century Khaja Jehan, vizier to Sultan
Mahdmmed Shah of Delhi, during
the minority of the latter's son, assumed the title of Sultan Shirki, or
king of the East,' and taking possession of Bahar, fixed his residence at
Juanpoor. This dynasty became extinct about A.D. 1403, before which
period it had been conquered by Soltan Beloli Lodi. I t was conquered
by the Moguls during the reign of
Acber, and finaHy came to the Briti& as an integral portion of the
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- town of Juggmnauth ie also named
Pooree and Pursottom.
The holy land of Juggernauth extends properly from the Byturini to
the Rassicoyla river at Ganjem ;but
the more sacred portion is coroprized
JUBBULPOOR-Atown in the pro- within a range of about eight maeg
vince of Gundwana, the modern ca- in the centre of which, oo 8 low ridge
pital of the provinces north of the of sand-hills, stands the temple of
Nerbudda, acquired from the Nag- Juggernauth. Although its r p p m
poor raja in 1818 ;lat. 23' II'N., once, from its loftiness and mees of
lon. 80" .16' E., 153 miles N.N.E. masonry, is i m p i n s , the e x a w h n
from the city of N
This is rude and ine egant, h e Form of the
place being the seat x:!ernment
great tower disagreeable to the eye,
and residence of several wealthy while age and red paint have dish
bankers, in better built, and presents gured its exterior. The present edian appearance of more industry than fice was completed in A.D. 1198,
is usual in this quarter of India under the superintendence of Param
During the rains it is so enclosed by Hans Bajpoi, the minister of Raja
water that cavalry could not march Anang Bheem Deo, the most illusthirty miles in any diretion En 1824, trious of d l the Gajapati dynasty of
in digging a well near this place, a Orissa The material of which it is
stratum of wal was discovered.constructed is a coarse red gmnite,
(Fitzchrence, &.)
resembling sandstone, abundant in
JUDIMAHOO.-Atown in the pro- the southern parts of Cuttack.
The edifices composing and convince of Orissa, fifty-eight miles W.
by S. from the city of Cuttack; lat. nected with the temple are very nuc
merous, and ~ t a n dwithin a square
ZOO 16' N., Ion. 85' 13' E.
area enclosed by a laRy stone wall,
JUGDEESPOOB.-A
town in the pro-. measuring about 660 feet on each side.
vince of Oude, fifty-three miles BE. A broad dl' ht of twenty-two steps
from Lucknow; lat. 26O !Z3' N., 1011. leads from %e principal gate d em
81" 33' E.
trance on the east, to a terrace about
Jun~snsa.-A town in the pro- twenty feet high, enclosed by a second
vince of Delhi, seventeen miles S.E. wall 445 feet square, on w h d occurs
from Saharunpoor ; lat. 29" 47' N., the first apartment called the B
Mandap. In a line and connect
Ion. 77' 46' E.
with it by a low portico, is the p e a t
Juocro.-A villaee in the province antichamber of the temple, called the
of Arracan, not fir from ~ a m r e e , Jugmohun, which adjoins-and opena
which in 1827 was a thriving place, into the tower or sanctuary. This
with an establishment for a commis- tower rises to the height of 180 feet
sary of stores.
from the terrace, or 900 from the
J ~ ~ ~town~ in the
~ pro~ ~gmund
- ; its
A ground plan is a square
feet On each side. Most of
vince of Delhi, eighteen miles N.W.
from ~
~ lat. 309 10'h N,, the other
~
principal~ Hindoo deities
~
have temples within the two encloIon. 77O 15' E.
sures. The eastern gate is guarded
(The lord of the by colossal griffins, and in the front is
JOGGEBNAUTH
world, one of the 1,000 nanler of a figure of the monkey god HooniYirbnu, the preservirtg power).
A maun, brought from the deserted
celebrated place of Hindoo worship temple of the sun at Kanarak (the
on the sea-coast of Orissa, district of black pagoda) about sixty years ago.
Cuttack, esteemed the most sacred
The ~nonstrousidols of the place
of all their religious establishments; are Krishna or Juggernauth, of a
lat. 1!P 4V N., Ion. 85O 54' E. The black or dark-blue colour; Bulbhadra
large remindary of Benares. ~ r a
velling distance from Benares fortytwo miles; from Lucknow 147 miles.
--(Lord Valentia, Fullarton, Hodger,
Ferirhta, Stewai-t, RmneU, &c.)
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or Balaram, of a white colour ; Su- the cars would infallibly sdch there ;
bhndra (a form of Devi, Cali Durga, indeed the whole ceremony would
LC.) of a saffron colour ; Sudersan, soon decline almost t o nothing if left
a round staff or pillar with the chacra to its own resources.
Various speculations have been haimpressed a t each end. These may
he seen daily seated on their thrones zarded upon the origin and meaning
in the sanctuary, but they are ex- of the worship of Juggernauth, and
posed to public view only twice a-year, the causes of the peculiar sanctity of
on the bathingand car festivals, when the plnce; but in all Hindoo mythothey are brought outside of the p t e , logical discossions, reason and pronot with decencyor reverence,but with bbility are so colnpletely put t o
a rope tied round their necks, dragged flight, that it is impossible to arrive
a r d shoved through the mud by the at any satisfactory conclusion. T h e
officiating priests until they reach the details also afe contradictory ancl incar, while the admiring nlultitude terminable, every writer appearing to
rend the air with " victory to Jug- have twenty times more to say on the
gernauth." These much celebrated subject than he has already said.
ltlols are nothing more than wooden All the explanation that the most
I>natsnbout six feet high, fashioned intelligent Brahmins ran or will afinto a rude resemblance of a human ford, is, that they worship at Jr~ggerhead resting on a sort of pedestal. nauth Bhagavan, o r the supreme spiThey nre painted white, black, and rit itself, and not any subordinate
yellow respectively, with grim dis- deity. The images are shapeless,
torted features, decorated with diffe- they say, becaure the Veda's inculcate
rent coloured head-dresses. T h e two that the great deity has no form, and
hrothers have arms projecting for- they hare received their present hiward horizontally from the ears, the deous and grotesque countenances t o
sister is without arms.
terrify Inen from their wickedness.
Juggernauthas car i s forty-three H e who tastes the food cooked here
feet high, with sixteen wheels six and for the divinity, is absolved from the
n-half feet diameter, meanly orna- four cardinal bins of the Hindoo faith,
~uented,with the exception of a co- uiz. killing a eow, killing a Brahvering made of striped and spangled min, drinking spirits, and con~mitting
broadcloth, furnished by the British adultery with the wife of a spiritr~al
government. If there be obscene pastor. So great is its virtue, that i t
sculptures on the car, it requires cannot be l~ollutedby the touch of
very searching eyes to find them out. the lowest caste ; and the most inexAfter the images have been properly piable of all crimes is to eat and
seated in their vehicles, a box is handle it without a proper feeling of
I~rot~ght
forth, containing the golden veneration.
or gilded feet, hands, and ears of the
Juggerllauth being occul,ied in
great idol, which are fixed in their joint tenancy by three of the most
sockets. The worship is now begun revered of the Hindoo gotl-, is one
by the Khoordah Raja, who perforn~s cause why all sects unite here in obthe officeof sweeper with a highly or- livious harmony. Balbhad~a or Bananlented broom, and the privileged laram, the oldest brother, is identified
rent-free inhabitants of the neighbour- with Mal~adeva(or Siva) by his white
ing pergunnahs seize the ropes, and colour, and the serpent of eternity
co~nnlence drawing the ponderous which forms a hood over his head.
machines, while the charioteers exhi- Subhadra, the sister, is eqteen~eda
bit wild, frantic, and indecent poe- f o ~ mof Devi or Cati, the female
tures. Two o r three days are usually energy of Sivs, who, although not so
consumed in reaching the country popular as his dark-blue brother
palace, by which time, so lukewarm (Kriahna), takes precedence in the
has the piety of his votaries become, procession, ant1 has n car of equal
thilt but fbr the rent-free villagers, dimensions, both circumstances tend*

ing toconciliate his bigotted sectaries.
.All other Hindoo deities are also
allowed a niche, or temple, within
the precincts, so that amongst such
choice, the most scrupulous devotee
may accommodate himself at some
~hrine.
While the festival lasts, devotees
and religious mendicants of all descriptions are seen in crowds, endeavouring to stimulate the charity of
the multitude by a great variety of
ingenious, n himsical, and preposterous devices. Some remain all
day with their head on the ground
and their feet in the air; others with
their bodies entirely covered with
earth. Some cram their eyes with
mud, and their mouth with straw,
while others lie extended in a puddle
ofwater. One man is seen with his
foot- tied to his neck, another with
a pot of fire on his belly; a third
enveloped in a net-work of ropes.
Nor are the officiating Brahmins idle
on these emergencies : on the contrary, all the resources of superstition and priestcraft are brought into
active operation, and every offering,
from a sweetmeat to a lack of rupees,
grasped at with the most importunate
rapacity.
The Moguls, during their swap,
were always actuated by a particular
rancour against Juggernauth, ancl lost
no opportunity of annoying and d i 5
turbing its devotees. During these
contests the images were twice or
thrice carried across the Chilka lake,
and concealed among the hills, until
the return of more favorlrable times.
E u t a t length religious antipathies
yieltled to pecuniary interest, and
ihis intestine warfare was put an end
t o by a tax on pilgrims, said at one
time to have yielded nine lacks of
rupees. S o few pilgrims now court
death by throwing themselves under
the wheels of Juggernauth's car, that
during the four years prior to 1820
only three caees occurred, one said
to be accidental, and the other two
to get rid of excruciating diseases
with which the victims were tormented. Neither are wiclow-burnings so freqr~enthere as might have

been expected, the average for the
Juggernauth division not exceeding
six, and for the whole district of Cuttack only from twenty to thirty instances, per annum. I n fact, the
number of pilgrims, loss of life, and
other circumstances tending to villify
the place, have been grossly exaggerated, though in late seasons many
are certainly destroyed by exposure
to the inclemency of the weather.
When the province of Cuttack was
conquered from the Maharattas, the
British government succeeded to all
their rights as sovereigns, ancl consequently to the revenue derived from
the resort of Hindoo pilgrims t o !he
temple of Juggernaut11 : possession
was accordingly taken of t l ~ etown
and temple o n the 18th September
1803 ; the sacred will of the idol having been first ascertained through the
medium of the officiating priest. In
1806 the amount realized here was
1,17,400 rupees ; the expenditure
about 56,000 rupeea; in 1813 the
net receipts were G9,902, the expcnditure 31,417; in 1815 the gross receipts amounted to86,027,tl1ecl1arges
to 74,880 rupees, leaving a net balance of only 11,147 rupees.. T l ~ e
following is a statement from nnthentic sources of all classes for the
last five years at the three great f e 5
tivals.
A.D.

...
...
...
...
...

Taxed.

...
...

Exempt.

...
...

Total.

1817-18 35,941
39,720 75,641
1818-19 36,211
4,870 41,111
1819-20 92,874 39,000..131,874
11,500 33,446
1820-21 21,946
1821-23 35,160
17,000 52,160
The town of Juggernauth, better
known in Cuttack by the name of
Pooree, owes its size and importance
entirely to its connection with the
temple which it surrouncls ;the whole
being sacred ground and entirely rentfree. A wide and straight street
opens from the northern front of the
temple, c o ~ ~ t a i nmany
g
well-built native houses of masonry, intermixed
with Bniraggy colleges or rnaths, and
resting-places for the idol, when he
proceeds on his excursion to the
country. In 1822 it contained 5,741
houses, mostly inhabited by the

...
...
...

...
...
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priests and officets attached to the
temple. The large streeta have also
many houses of masonry, with high
terraces in front ; but they are much
encumbered with dust und rubbish,
and the whole place has a miserably
squalid appearance, w h e m most
other Hindoo places of pilgrimage are
remarkable for combrt and neatness.
The cantonment of Pooree is built
about half-a-mile from the town on
the naked sands of the beach, with
scarcely a blade of grass within 600
yards. In consequence, however, of
the bend formed here by the shore,
the south-west monsoon blows off
the sea, and from March to June it
is one of the coolest and most salubrious stations in India. The road
from Bengal to Juggernauth, begun
in 1810 by Raja Sookmoy Roy of
Calcutta, in 1810, was completed by
the government about 1819 ; but being formed merely of the colnmon
soil of the country, it did not possess
sufficient tenacit to resist the heavy
floods of c u t t a d , which greatly damaged both the road and the bridges
over the rivers. Latterry, in order
to fix the soil, vegetation was encouraged on the road, which for a time
suspended its utility, and the Buddruck and Cuttack road was found
to be so roundabout, that it was
little frequented either by t r o o p or
travellers. Travelling distance from
Calcutta 31 1 miles ; from Nagvoor
500; from Benares 818; from Madras 719 ; from Delhi 910; and from
Bombay 1,052 miles.--(Sterling, Fullarton, Ward, Public MS. Docunlento,

4c.I
J u ~ ~ E T H . - S eDWARACA.
e
JUGGETH
PETTAH.-A town in the
Northern Circars, district of Masulipatam, and situated close to the
western frontier. This place is inhabited b opulent traders, the security of .lose praons and property
is of the utmost importance to the
neighbouring country. Prior to the
establishment of the judicial system
a strong body of local militia were
stationed here, but they were subsequently withdrawn.

J u ~ o u a x ~ ~ ~ o o a . -small
A
town
and ghurry in the province of AUa
habad, eighteen miles N.W. fmm
Jalown ;lat. a60 5%' N., Ion. 79"IWE.
JUGIGHOPA.-Asmall town in the
province of Bengal, district of R u n g
poor, situated on the north side of
the Brahmaputra, nearly opposite to
Goalpara; lat. 26O 12' N., lon. DO0 35'
E. In 1809 it contained only 150
huts and a few shops, but greatly
surpasses any other collection of habitations, there being no other place
in the vicinity that deserves the name
of town, or even village. Bamboos
and timber are procured in great
lenty from the neighbourin forests.
Rear the hamlet of Tokor t ere is a
remarkable hill, consisting of a vast
mass of granite, much rent, from the
crevices of which fine trees sprin
tip. At the beautiful lakes name
Toborong, north of Jugighopa, there
is a considerable fishery, where about
1,400 maunds (eighty pounds each)
are annually procured and dried for
sale, of which the Bijnee raja takes
half as his due. To restrain the
neighbouring wild, and more than
semibarbarous tribes, a small military
detachment under a European officer
is usually stationed here.--(F. Buclranan, 4c.)
JUKAH.-A small town in the province of Mooltan, situated on the
brow of a hill, one-third of a niile
from the Indus, on the road between
Tatta and Hyderabatl; lat. 2.5' N.
Opposite to Jukah the breadth of the
river is two-thirds of a mile, with five
fathoms water.
JULLALPOOB.-A
town in the province of Allahabad, situated on the
south side of the Jumna, twenty-six
miles N.E. from Banda ; lat. 25' 40'
N., Ion. 80' 38'E.
JUMBOIIEB
fJnntbhwira/.-A pergunnah in the province of Gujerat,
of an irregular square form, bounded
on the north by the Mahy ; on the
s ~ u t hby the Dhadur; on the east by
the Baroda- division ; and on the
west b j the sea. Its entire area is
a h u t 240 square miles; level, and

a
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almost wholly arable.
The Mack
cotton soil here is a rich vegetable
mould, unmixed with sand or pebbles,
generally more than three feet deep,
but sometimes act~iallytwenty feet
in depth.
The Jumbosier pergunnah is divided into nine tappns or sections, containing eighty villages, and its total
population in 1820 rather exceeded
60,000 persons, almost wholly agricultural. The Mahornedan8 are about
onesixth of the whole, and some of
their converts of Rajpoot origin still
retain their Hindoo appdlatlves, such
as Ram Gopaul and Pertaub Singh,
notwithstanding their conversion.
The principal town is Junrbosier the
capital, and the chief seaport Tunkaree. Domestic slavery is common,
but in the existing state of society
and manners it is no practical evil.(Marohall, &.)
JUMBOSIEIL.-Atown in the province of Gujeat, the capital of the
preceding pergunnah, situated on the
Jr~mbosier river, twenty-six miles
N.N.W. from Broach ; lat. 2P 6' N.,
Ion. 7 3 O YE. This place stands near
an extensive lake, the banks of which
are ornamented with Hindoo temples,
overshadowed by mangoe and banyan
trees, and the surface almost concealed by the leaves and flowers of
the lotus. A considerable trade is
carried on from hence with Bombay;
the exports consist of cotton, grain,
oil, and piece goods. In 1820 it contained 10,400 inhabitants. Gangadham, a celebrated Hindoo mathematician, was a native of this town.( Forbeo, Marrhall, $c.)

JIJMNA
RIVERf Yamma).-In
the
early maps of H~ndostantheir constructors bestowed on the Jumna n
very long course from lat. 34O 30' N.,
but it does not appear on what authority, nor was it known that this river
was comparatively a small one above
its junction with the Tonse in let. 30°
30' N., which river, notwithstandin
it trebled the Jumna in size, remainei
unknown to Europeans, aud loses its
name in that of the smaller stream.
The source of the 3umua is on the

south-west dde of the great snowy
peaks of Jumnoutri seen from S a h s
runpodr, and estimated at %,000 feet
above the level of the sea. In this
circumstance it differs from the Ganges
which has the upper part of ita course
within the Himalaya. In April 1817,
when visited by Captain Hodgson,
the anow at Jumnoutri, which covered
and concealed the stream of the
Jumna, waa sixty yards wide, and
bounded on the right and left by
several precipices of granite. This
mass of snow had fallen from the
heights above, and when measured
by a plumb-line let down through one
of the holes caused by the steam of
a boiling spring, was found to be forty
feet thick. This mass was solid and
frozen hard, but Captain Hodgson
managed to descend through one of
the holes, and having fired some
white lights, beheld a magnificent
scene. .The range of the hot
springs is very extensive, and some
of them are hot enough to boil rice.
They rise through crevices in the
granite with much ebullition, and deposit a ferruginous cement. Their
mean latitude is 30' 59' N., from
whence the Jumna flows south with
a considerable descent through the
province of Gurwal, where at Kalsee
Ghaut, in latitude 30" 3VN. it is
joined by the Tonse, which, although
much the largest stream, loses its
name at the oint of junction. In
this portion d i t s course tbe Jumna
runs nearly parallel with the Ganges,
and at the vill~ge of Gurudwar,
where they are only forty miles dietant, it has a large stream. On the
21st April at Jumnoutri, the ,stream
of the Jumna was only three feet
wide, and a few inches deep.
The Jumna issues from the mountains in the province of Deihi, near
the small village of Fyzabad, about
twenty-six miles north of Saharunpoor. The hills come close to the
right bank of the river immediately
opposite to this village, but on the
right bank they are distant abont
three miles. The river here is deep
in its bed, which is about 1,000 yardq
broad, and in the wet inensoon rolls

JUNA GHUR.
down a prodigious volume of water ;
but in the dry season its stream is
not above 100 yards broad. A short
distance below Fyzabad the Jumna
separates into several channels, but
chieflyinto two considerable branches,
which meet wain below Booraghaut
at a distance of eighteen n~iles,forming an extensive island, well inhabited
and cultivated. Over the above space
its bottom is sand and gravel, with
frequent rapids, which admit, however, of small timher rafts k i n g
floated, which are afterwards taken
to pieces and formed into large ones.
The Doab (or Zabeta Khan's) canal
commences immediately below Fyzabad, and under diferent names extends to Delhi. From the village of
Fyz3bad upwards, the Jumna divides
itself into two branches, which unite
again where the hills approach near
to the left bank, at which spot the
river is precipitated into the right
branch over a considerable declivity ;
but the head of the right branch
leading to Fyzabad has been long
choked up with sand, gravel, nnd
stones. Near Fyiabad, which is
twenty-six miles north from Saharunpoor, the water of the Jumna is
dammed up to force into the Doab
canal.
The Jumna proceeding on in a
S.S.W. direction, nearly in a line
with the Ganges, but at the distance
of from fifty to seventy-five miles
they gradually unite at AllahaLad,
where the Jumna, although little inferior in magnitude, has its name
absorbed by that of the more holy
stream. Including the windings, the
length of its course may be estimated
at 780 miles. This river is only a
useful barrier to the eastern British
territories during the rainy season,
when military operations are almost,
from the nature of the country, impracticable. I t is fordable in several
places above Agra before the first of
Octbber, and cannot be looked upon
as a boundary of any strength above
its junction with the Chumbul, ten
miles below Etaweh, where, in the
dry season, the passage is rendered
difficult by a limestone bank, which

it was the intention of the British
government to have removed. Except in thin spot the channel of the
J u ~ n n ais both larger and deeper than
that of the Gangee.
In Hindoo mythology Yamuna
(Jumna) is the sister of Yamn, the
judge of the infernal regions, also
the daughter of the Sun, so that her
lineage and connections are very respectable. The name is common to
many other Indian rivers, and has
been variously corrupted into Emona,
Jumna, and Jubuna.-(Capt. Hodgron,
Gmcral Kyd, Jar. Fraaer, Sir John
Molcdnz, Lirut. Bkane, &c.)

JUMNOUTRI
(Yamunavafnri).-A
place of pilgrimage in Northern Hindostan ; lat. 30' 52' N. The name
has distinct reference to the spot
where ablution is performed, and
worship paid to the goddess, the
height of which is 10,849 feet above
the level of the sea. Jumnoutri is
remarkable for its hot springs. The
temperature of the water where it
issues from the rock is 194O, which,
considering its elevation, is nearly
the point at which water is converted
into rapour.--(Captainr Hodgaon and
Herbert, 4c.) .
JUNAGHUR.-A
town in the Gujerat peninsula, division of Soreth ;
lat. 21' 29' N., lon. 70' 38' E., sixty
miles N.N.W. from Juggeth point.
This is the capital of a petty Mahomedan state of some celebrity in the
Gujeratpeninsula, the chiefs of which
are sprung from the same tribe as the
nabobs of Radhunpoor. In 1808
Hamed Khan Babi was fined 40,000
rupees by Colonel Walker on account
of' piracies committed by his subjects
and connived at by himselC He died
in 1811, when his son Bnhadur Khan
Babi possessed himself of the government ; but disorders subsequently
arising, all the powers of the state
were usurped by the Jemadars of the
Arabs, who imposed such restraints
on the nabob that he implored the
interference of the British government, which compelled these mercenaries, their arrears being first liquidated, to retire from the peninsula.

JUNG
In 1811 the total amount of the Ju-naghur revenues of every decription
Rs. 632,000
were estimated at
Deduct amount embezzled 236,000

.........

-

396,000
Disbursements :
Paid to the Guicowar 75,000
Government expe11ses230,OOO
Junaghur jun~mabun175,000
dy
-480,000

.....................

Deficient

...84,000

The above statement exhibits an
instance of the regular confusion of
the revenne arrangements of native
states, and more especially of the
Maharattas. In this instance the Guicowar levied 1,75,000 rupees on his
own and the Peshwa's domains for
the benefit of the Junaghur government, while the last levied 1,03,000
nipees, of which only 75,000 .are
aid on account of the Guicowar.Carnac, PzlbIic MS. Documents, gc.)
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it is dwarfish, and the leaves but incliEerent, to which is attributed a degeneracy in the breeds that have been
introduced from foreign countries.
The Chinese mulberry was tried, but
did not thrive. The number of trees
may be augmented indefinitely, nor,
under proper management, can any
limit be assigned to the production
of silk. In 1802, the investment
stood the Conlpany in about five and
s half rupeeli (twelve shillings) per
pound. The employment is said to
have no deleterious effect, and is
certainly very advantageous, as very
young children are capable of assisting.-(Lord
Vaknfia, 4 c.)
JUNGLEBARRY
/~an~aIbarr~).-A
town in the province of Bengal, district of Mymunsingh, sixty miles
N.E. from Dacca ; lat. 24' 27' N.,
long. 90' 42' E.
JUNGLE
MAHALS.-A district of
modern creation in the province of
Bengal, which consists of dissections
from the contiguous jurisdictions of
Burdwan, Midnapoor, Ramghur, &c.;
but its limits are as yet so ill defined
that it is not possible to specify its
din~ensions. The head-quarters of
the public functionaries are at Bancoorah, near Chatna; lat. 23" 20' N.,
Ion. 87' 10'E.
The name of this
district implies a w u t e territory and
backward stage of civilization; yet it
appears, from the report of the circuit judge in 1815, that no instance
of gang robbery or arson had occurred during the previous six months,
and in India, when a country furnishes few materials for history, it
may be presumed to be going on
tolerably well. Teak trees have been
planted at the expense of government, both at Bauleah and in the
Jnngle Mahals, where, in 1813, some
plants brought from the botanic garden had attained the height of twentyfive feet.
JI~NGUM
(a sect).-See
PADSHA-

JUNDAH.-A town in the province
of Aimeer. seventv-five miles N.N.W.
fron;the &ty of ~ ; ? ~ ~;olat.
o r27' 5&
N.,lon. 7aO 17' E.
JUNGEYPOOB
(Jangalprra). -A
town in the province of Bengal,
district of Moorshedabad, seventeen
miles N.W. from the city of Moorshedabad ; lat. 24' 28' N., Ion. 8B0
13' E. This is the greatest silk
station in the possession of the EastIndia Company; the others are Cossimbazar, Malda, Bauleah, Comercolly, Radnagore, and Rnngpoor.
The first attempt made to establish
a silk factory was a t Budge-Budge,
below Calcutta, and did not succeed. The buildings at Jungeypoor
were erected in 1773, and in 1803
about 3,000 persons were employed.
They use the Italian method of spinning, introduced so early as 1762, by
some natives of Italy sent over on
purpose by the Company. The POOR.
worms are reared by women and
JUNGSEAL.-A town in the prchildren, and the cocoons purchased vince of Lahore, 100 miles S.W.
on government account.
from the city of Lahore; lat. 31' 6'
The nmlberry-tree is the oriental : N., 1011. 78' 26' E
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JUNKCEYLON.

J~KCXY
(Jan
L OSykan).-A
N
distant and neglected province of the
Siamese empire, situated about the
eighth degree of north latitude, and
twice a day an isthmus, and the
same number of times an island, being
separated from the main land by a
mnd-bank, daily overflowed at highwater, the springs rising about ten
feet; length forty miles by fiReeu in
breadth. It forms the northern point
of the straits of Mdacca. Inland
the country is mountainous, but
towards the sea it is low, well
supplied with water, and fruitful.
The hills are covered with forests
of large and useful timber; the
soil varies, but is chiefly clay, yielding, when properly cultivated, the
common rice, the scented rice, the
red and purple rice,and the glutinous
rice, both white and red : tbe last
much esteemed by convalescents.
The strait separating Junkceylon
from the main is fiveleagues in length,
and affords a very good harbour; ln
some parts it is contracted to 600
yards. The entrance from the strait is
almost blocked up by sand, and navigable only for boats during fair
weather, the tide running very strong.
The continent opposite to Junkceylon, from Popva to Tacorpa, thirty
miles in extent, is very thjnly peapled by Siamese ; the villqes mosty situated five miles inland; between them and the sea thick jungle
being left as a protection against the
Malay pirates. The Siamese have no
access to this country except by sea,
unless they cross from Ligore over
the mountains, and through dense
forests. The country north of T d copa is mostly uninhabited as far ae
the town of Mergui, principally owing
t o its having been a frontier between
Ava and Siam; the space is covered
with jungle, and swarming with elephants, rhinoceroses, tigers, and
other wild beasts.
Tin is the grand staple of Junkceylon, where it is found in extraordinary abundance, and of the best
quality. The mines are generally excavations in the form of caves, and
wholly managed by Chinese. After

being dug out it is washed by the
stream process, and rast into slabs of
thirty pou~ldsdownwards. I t is also
pounded in wooden mortars, and
afterwards roasted. Some portions
of the ore when assayed in Calcutta
yielded sixty-five pa cent. of fine
tin. A majority of the natives profess the Buddhist religion of Slam,
but there are also Mahomedans and
Chinese. Prior to the Burmese
invasions, they were s u p p o d to
a t m i n t to 14,000 persons, but so
completely had the country been depopulated by m' ration and slaughter,
that f over nor lhilips, of Pulo Penang, in 1884, did not estimate them
at more than 1,000, Chinese included.
Sea-slug and birtls'-wsts were formerly exparted in considerable quantities ; ambergris is sometimes found
on the beach, and the woods contain
much raluatde timber. The S.W. and
N.E.monsoons prevail here ; tlle
first from May to November, but the
heavy rains are in September and
frequently in JanaOctober, &s
ary and February.
The French attempted to form a
settlement here so early as 1688,
but, except for short intervals, J u r b
ceylon has always formed part of the
dommions of the Siamese, and governed by a functionary called by
them Bhura Silan, or Lord of Gylan.
Subsequent to 1785, For a short time
it came under the Malays of Queda,
and was by them repeatedly offered
t o the Britlsh government. I n 1811)
the Burnlese obtained possession,
which they kept for several months ;
but their garrison being nnsnpported
and destitute of provision, was compelled to surrender at discretion :
when the chief officers were beheaded, and the remainder, amountiog to 4,000, transported into exile
and slavery, here synonymous terms.
I t is now a dependency on Pungah,
a Siamese settlement, up a river of
the same name, and nearly opposite
to the nortbernn~ost point of Pulo
Panjang. In 1818 it was projected to procure its cession from t h e
Siamese, to whom, notwithrrttmding
its richness in tin, it was scarcely of

JWALAMUKHI.
any value; and by the treaty of
Yandaboo, in 1826, its importance
has been increased by its contiguity
to the British acquisitions in that
(Governors Ligtt and
quarter.
Philipr, Forrest, F. Bzrchanan, &c.)
JURKEIRL-A town in the province of Aimere. twentv-five miles
N.E. from the ciiy of ~ j m e r e ;lat.
W 38' N., lon. 74O 48' E.

-

JUSHPOOR.-A zemindary in the
province of Gundwana, bounded on
the east by that of Chuta Nagpoor,
and on the north by the Sirgoojah
country. But little is known of its
interior, except that, like the adjacent portions of the Bahar province,
it hai a hilly surface and barren soil,
little cultivated,and much overgrown
with 'ungle. The town of Jushpoor
stands in lat. 2~ 11' N., Ion. 83" 51'
E., seventy-four miles N. by E. from
Sumbhulpoor. Both town and district are dependent oti Sirgoojah.
JUTWAR.-A division of the Gujerat province, which extends along
the Runn morass, and is intersected
during the rainy season by several
branches of the Banass river, by the
Sereswati, and the Roopeyne. AIthough this tract ia more particularly
designated as the country of the Juts
or Jhuts, yet the name has a n ~ o
comprehensive extent, for the provinces east of the Indus, subject to
Cabul, are peopled by a class of
Hindikies called Jute, who also
com ose the Mahomedan peasantry
of tRe Punjah, form the principal
population of Sinde, and are found
mixed with Baloochies throughout
d l the south-west of Woochistan
and Muckelwand. From the manners, appearance, and customs of
this tribe, there is reason to believe
that the Juts, wherever placed, were
all originally Hindoos, and converted
to the Mahomedan faith after the
Arabian invasion ; and the immense
space through wllich they me now
scattered, renders a more circumstantial investigation of their origin
and history desirable.
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The tribe of J i t s that a t present
occupy Jutwar, are of Sindian extraction, the caste being common both
in Sinde and Cutch. Until restrained by the British government, they
were a turbulent race, who at part^
cular seasons carried their plundering excursions to a great distance
from their own precincts; after
which, until next year, they remained absorbed into, and undistinguished from the general mass of the p
pulation. They profess the Mahomedan religion, and in their manners
resemble the Baloochies; but they
do not intermarry with the Mahomed m s of Werrear. They kill cows
without scruple, and eat the flesh of
oxen in preference to any other.
Although these. Juts are plunderers
by birth, parentage, and education,
yet many portions of their own territories were feund popnlous and
well cultivated. In 1809 Haniier
Khan and Omar Khan were the
princip~l Jut chieftains. In this
tribe the females exercise an inflnence over the men, rarely permitted
among the followers of the Koran,
and a woman can, when she chooses,
leave her husband and marry another.-(Macmurdo, Edphimtone, Pottinger, &.)
JWALAMUKRI.-A
town in the pro~vince
t
of Lahore, situated about thirty
miles S.E. from Kangra. I t was once
a considerable mart, where many Go*
sain merchants resided; but during
the disturbances it was plundered by
the H R ~ U
of Gular, who had joined
Ammer Singh, the Gorkha commander. At Jwalamukhi, where, in the
dispersion of her members, the tongue
of the goddess Parvati feH, there is a
small tem le of about twenty feet
square. &cording to native accounts it is paved with large stones,
and from a hole in one corner there
issues a constant flame, which, when
a t the lowest, rises about eighteen
inches; but in the rainy season issues
with great violence, flames bursting
from various parts of the floor, and
from places beyond the limits of the
temple.--@. Buchanan, 4c.)
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KAHEREE.

JYAPOOR.-A town in the province sion of Chentlaree, belonging t o Sinof Oriisa, seventy miles N.W. from dia, and well supplicd with bnzars.
Vizagapatam ; lat. 18' 25' N., lon. Mauy streams have their sources in
this neighbourhood ; lat. 24O 30' N.,
82" 43' E.
Ion. 77O 35' E.--( Malculni, $c.)
JYGUR.-A town in the province
of Delhi, situated in the vicinity of
Paniput, and for some time possessed
by the adventurer, George Thomas.
J Y T O K &JaitaI).-A
fortress in
Northern indostan, situated on the
lofty end of a ridge about three miles
from Nahan, and forty-five N.E. from
Saharunpoor; lat. 30' 34' N., lon.
77O 12' E.. and about 3.600 feet
above the level of the plains. Among
the singular customs in this quarter
(besides polyandria, which is here
practised), the mode of lulling children asleep, and afterwards keeping
them so, may be mentioned. T o ac.
complish the first, the mother seizes
the child with both arms, and aided
by her knee, gives i t a violent rotatory
motion, the effect of which is such
that in thirty seconds it is fast asleep.
I t is then carried into a shed, and
placed on a small bench or tray (the
body nnd feet being previously wrapped in blankets), when a slender
stream of water, through a hollow
cane is made to fall on the crown of
thc head, so as to keep the top always wet, and in this condition it is
left to ita repose.---(Jar. Fraser, 4c.)

-

KADIRGIJNGE
(~'a~hrgnnj). A
town in the province of Agra,Tortytwo miles N.W. from Furr~~ckabad;
491 N., Ion. 78' 56' E.
lat.
KAGALWA~.A.-A
small town in Afghanistan, situated on the west side
of the Indus, where that river is 'oined by the Koorum ; lat. 32" 4d N.,
Ion. 70° 55'E.
A. well-peopled
K A G H U ~ W ARA
village, built of black stone, in the
provi~lceof Aurungabad, situated on
the margin of a small lake, about one
mile and a half from the top of the
ghaut, leading from Dowletabatl to
Elora. This place, as its narlle im~)orts,is noted for the ~nnnufactureof
~ ~ a p e r . - ( F u I h r t o n$c.)
,

KARAWATTA.-A~
inland village in
Ceylon, twenty-three miles N.E. from
Dondra head; lat. 6O 7' N., Ion. 80°
53'E. Near to Kahawatta is a stupendouz rock, called by the Dutch
Adam's Berg; and by the Ceylonese,
Mulgeereelena. This mass is one entire rock, of a smooth surface and
cubic form, 300 feet high, nnd ascended by a winding flight of stairs, of 545
steps, hewn out of the solid rock.
On the summit is a bell-shaped tomb,
o r temple, dedicated to Buddha, besides others excavated half-way up.
K.
From the top the view is extensive,
island in the and a t the bottom are the dwellings
K~~~~~~~~
~~~t~~~ seas,
twenty miles in of some Buddhist priests.-(Cordiner,
circumference. setlarated from Salibabo Island by a' strait, four miles
KAH&EE.-A town in Afghanisbroad ; lat. 3 O 5W N., Ion. 126O35'E. tan; lat. 21° 35' N., Ion. 70° 25' E.
I t is well cultivated and peopled ; but A t this place, early in May, the main
the inhabitants are engaged in fre- stream of the Indus is above 1,000
quent wars with those of the neigh- yards broad and twelvedeep, although
houring isles. Kabrouang may be its breadth is diminished by sevcral
seen eighteen leagues off, being re- branches, one of which is 250 yards
markable for a high-peaked hill in the broad. Men and cattle are transportcentre.
ed across in flat-bottomed boats of
KACHNAL
SERAI.-A considerable fir, capable of carrying from thirty to
town in the province of Malwa, divi- forty tons.-(E&hi?zstone, $c.)
'
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KAIRA.

K A ~ A R A . - A town in the pro- end. The cultivation of Bourbon
vince of Malwa, sixty-six miles E. cotton did not succeed in conseuence of the occurrence of frost,
from Kotah ; Iat. 25O 14' N., Ion. 76'
47' E.
Iurinn two successive seasons.,more
espec~allyon the third of February
KA1x~A'-A
with a
1890, when it was so severe that the
mud firt of considerable strength, in cotton plantationn were comp~etely
the province of Agra, eleven miles
of revenue collection
west from Hindore. In 1819 it helonged theraja Je).~OOr.--(FuL
kecommended b Sir Thomas Munro
larton, 4c.)
generally prevaifs in Kaira, with one
KAIBA/or the emtern dbtriet of id is tinct;^;, which is, that.instead of
British district fixing the rental of a village and then
the Mahy river).-A
in the province of Gujerat, tile terri- portioning out the parts to be contories belonging to which are so ex- tributed by each cultivator ; in Kaira
tended, straggling, and intermixed the rental is first determined, and the
with others belonging to native gross amount of the individual rents,
powers, that it is impossible to dis- whatever it may ultimately proveto be,
criminate them without a map. They constitutes the total rent of thevillage.
consist principally of lands ceded at This villageassessmentisso consonant
different periods by the Guicowar with what was already established in
and Peshwa, more especially the first, the province, that to give it effect
and formed into a separate jurisdic- had more the appearance of regulattion, under the Bombay presidency, ing what had always existed, than the
having its headquarters in the city introduction of any innovation. In
of Kaira. The river Karee runs this district the revenues are fully
through an extensive tract of coun- and punctually realized ; indeed, the
try between Kaira and Ahmedabad, sale of landed property for the purand forms the boundary between the pose of making good the demand of
two zillahs that take their designa- the state is a measure scarcely ever
tions from these cities, and named had recourse to in the territories
also the eastern and western zillahs subordinate to the Bombay presinorth of the Mahy.
dency. When ceded to the British
Mach good soil ia to be found in government in 1805-6, the tracts
this district, which, when under pro- corn osing the Kaira collectorate
per cultivation, is very produet~ve; y i e l b 13,00,155 rupees; more rebut its population seems inadequate cently the averageof the land jumma
in proportion to its extent, as in 1819 has been as followa:
it was only estimated at 411,000 per- For thegear 1818......Rs. 17,19,614
18,39,536
sons, viz.
1819
1820
18,43,084
Coonbies, an agricultural
93,406 The number of Bhstts and Bharotts
easte
86,449 in this quarter of Gujerat is very
Coolies
All other classes and
great, and their influence consider. castes
231,145 able, as may be inferred from their
being, until within these few years,
Total
411,000 resorted to bi all the districts north
of the Mahy river, not only for the
These, however, are probably the security of the revenue, but for subnumber directly subject to British mission to the law, and the personal
jurisdiction, not the total popula~ion appeorance of the inhabitants when
of so great a space. The river Karee summoned. The means by which
irrigates a considerable extent of these impostors so long maintained
country, anti might be made still more their influence was by operatin on
benebial, were its channels, which the superstitions of the ~ i n f o o s ,
are now choked up, cleared and d e e p .who revere persons who dare resort
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to t r w a when insulted o r oppressed. eustomr of his tribe.' In rome uf tho
T r a p is an act of violence, some- pergunoahs, such as those of Gogo,
times on their own persons, a t others Ranpoor, Dunlooka, and a large porby putting some person to death ; tion of Dholka, abounding with the
but usually by a cut on their own turbulent classes,where the introducarm? o! other part of their body) tion of the British sovereignty was
the ind~vtdualcauslng thls act, bow- long protracted, the Bhatt influence
ever innocently, being supposed re- had uever been introduced : yet, notsponsible for its iniquity, and io ge- withstanding the de lorable coudineral is so cvnfused and panic struck, tion of the society wRen first ceded,
that he acquiesces in whatever is de- the effects of 3 regular ndministration
manded from him. Should he, how- of justice gradually operated a reever, prove obstinate, and resist the form in the habits of the Orasaiae
imposition, the Bharotts assemble in and Coolies, without the extraneous
great numbers a t his door, and aid of superstitious agency, 'which in
threaten, that unless he compliea fact had gained strength in t h e tarwith their rquisition, they will im- ritories only, where conflicting Maniolate a human being. The object haratta pretensions hacl paralyzed the
they mlect for this purpose is com- operations of the regular police, ramonly an old woman, not of their ther than in places where the v e s ~
owti tribe, but of that named Tra- tiges of an established government
g a l q n race employed about the tem- continued In fact, the agency of
ples, and of the lowest caste of Hin- the Bhatts, if at all necessary, seemd m s . In prosecuting these attempts ed solely adapted for the controlling
a t intimidation, one or two of this of the wildent Mewassy villages.
tribe frequently become victims ; but
In 1816 a disturbance attended
if still unavailing, they proceed, as a with bloodshed broke out in the vildernier resort, t o thesacrifice of their lage of Mahtur, not far from the city
own mothers, sisters, daughters, nnd of Kairs, caused by the resistance of ,
wives, and what is equally extra- the Bhatts t a the orders of governordinary, these infatuated creatures ment regnrding the mensuration of
with ea erness offer themselves t o their lands. The ferment, however,
meet wfat they esteem a species of did not extend, and was viewed by
martyrdom. During the imbecilego- the great mass of the population
vemment of the native princes the with feelings decidedly averse to the
efiicacy of their control in Gujerat cause of the agitators, who very
depended greatly on the su port they generally regretted the forbearance
afforded to t h e h r o t t s ; ofmurse no that was evinced by government on
heasares were ever contemplated to the occasion. The latter had hoped
weaken an influefie so intimately that, by proceeding to extremities, a
blended kith that of the ruling power. sympathy in their behalf woultl h w e
After tke cession to the British go- been excited, wllich w w l d eventually
vernment the practice appears t o give them a victory over the laws;
have falien greatly into disuse, as the whereas, in consequence of the nmtrim1 of a Bhatt in 1808, for the mur- derate line of conduct p ~ r s u e d ,the
der of his daughter, afEorded the only great body of the inhabitants conexan~ple(until 1816) of the sacrifice tented themselves with remaining
known to have occurred within the ttsnquil spectators. Since the petXaira jurisdiction, since the esta- petration of this outrage, the security
bfishment of a regular court of jus- of Bhaets for the realization of the
tide. On that.occasion the iprisoner revenue has been wholly dispensed
acknowledged the comlnis~ionuf the with, nor has the least inconvenience
act, but pleaded ignorance of its being been experienced from the want of
one.fm which he could be considered their services.
criminal, as he conceived such exThe prevailing offences tried at the
tremities t o be authorized by the K ~ i r acircuit in 1811 and 1812 were

burglaries or house-breakings, and
those punished by the mngistrate,
larcenies and petty thefts Cases of
murder were very rare ;and although
the fabrication of base money was so
common, both in this district and
the adjacent countries, as to frwtmte ail ordinary means of suppression, few, if any, cases were brought
before the judge. Gang robberies
were by far the most frequent crime:
but the difficulty of seizing the de.
linquents on the spot, o r tracing the
leaders to conviction, accounts for its
rarely forming a class of crimes in
the calendar. But the increasing confidence of merchants and travellers,
and the extended cultivation of waste
lands, tend to prove the decrease of
this speoies of crime; a fact which
the natives admit as unquestionable.
A s perpetrators of these atrocities
the Coolie tribe stand conspicuous ;
b a t even this lawless race appaar to
be gradually forsaking habits that
seemed indelible, and it is probable
that the continuance of a firm and
steady system of government, by encouraging their confidence, reeogdzing their just rights, and repressing their evil propensities, will in
time convert them to industrious cultivators and peaceable subjects.
Another very general crime in this
district was bharwattye, which greatly
infested ' die p t p n c i a h of Dhdka,
and was committetl most fr uently
alby the Rajpoot Grassias,
though they Aave every thing to lose,
frqueatly disregard their real interests, when set in competition
with their notions of false honour,
privrrte pique, or fancied oppression ;
sometin~esto shun the payment of
just debts, at otbers to obtain an
object by unwarrantable means, to
which they have no equitable cl6rns.
With the view of obtaining their
ends, these persons desert their
hot~sesand become vagabonds (bharwattye), attacking all indiscriminateb ; and until coerced by the strong
hand of the British government, they
ultimately almost always succeeded
h gaininq their object. Formerly
disputes respecting boundaries were
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very frequent, and viere decided by
contests of several hundred armed
men ; but these also have generally
disappeared. The tragas of the Bhurotts might also be included in the
calendar of crimes: but under tlie
influence of a mild, steady, and not
precipitate judicial systgm, this apecies of tragi-comedy is rapidly falling
into disuse.
The authority of the law in the
western districts ceded by the Peshwa, in 1812 was in its infancy. The
Rajpoots of that quarter are a highspirited race, requiring the curb of a
strong arm; but they are not perseveringly untractable when they perceive the necessity or ' advantage of
obedience. Kaira, the seat of the
court, however, is too distant for the
vigorous maintenance of its authority, unless seconded by a very efficient local jurisdiction. In these
ill-protected spots, long before sunset, the ploughs are unyoked, and
the wells deserted by the peisantry,
that they may in time seek refuge
within the walls o r bound hedge of
the village; thus leaving immense
tracts of valuable land in a state of
nature, which, under a more efficient
police, would by increased cultivation
amply repay the expenditure incurred
for its protection. This argument
for strong government establishments
is founded on an interested rnotive ;
but a still more powerful reason may
be deduced from the inveterate hnbits of the people governed. I t is
probably so many ages since they
learned to mnke common cause against
the existing government, that it is
as yet hopeless to ex ect assistance
from any part of t i e society in
tracing or apprehending any criminal
of distinction. So contrary does the
current run, that i t is held scandalous to assist in his seizure; and the
securities tendered are of no avail,
as the parties fozfeit their bond and
suffer its penatties rather than surrender the delinquent when the government is considered a party against
him; even their own deadly feuds
seem t o cease when their lawfd 5uperior interferes.
F
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The mass of the nativcs in this
quarter of Indii have always been
considered a most untractable race,
and it has required the persevemnce
and abilities of some of the most
eminent and energetic of the Bombay
civil and military servants to reduce
them to subordination ; which has,
however, been at last effected by the
mild and co~lciliatory authority so
long exercised over them. The northern portions still continue exposed
to irruptions of plundering horse from
the neighbouring territories, under
native chiefs, who still find some villagers that sympathize with them in
their predatory habits. When first
ac uired, the influence of the Bhatts
an% Bliarotts throughout the Kaira
district was redominant; but in consequence o f the moderate fine of
conduct pursued, this also has died
awa and traga become comparat i r e g of rare occurrence.-(Keate,
PuMic MS. Documenh, A. Robertson,
Rowks, 4-12.)
KAIEA.-The capital of the preceding district, and headquarters of
the judge and magistrate; lat. 2.2"47'
N., Ion. 72" 48' E., about forty miles
north from Cambay. This is probably not a very ancient town,at leaat
we do not find it mentioned in hi
tory, and selected as the seat of a
judicial station. In 1780 it M described by Mr. Forbes as belonging
to the Guicowar, and situated near
the confluence of two small rivers,
the Watruck and Seyree, and fortified in the Hindostany mode, with a
brick wall flanked by irregular towers;
the buildings of the town being almost concealed by trees, which did
not indicate a very crowded population.
In 1824 the condition of Kaira was
found greatly improved, having been
for more than twenty years possessed
by the British. I t is now a large and
tolerably neat town, surrounded by
a lofty stone wall, with semicircular
bastions, in good repair, and sufficiently strong to repel Cooly depredators. The streets within, though
narrow, are clean, and the houses

solid and lofky, with doping tiled
roofs, and a good deal of carving in
the wood-work of their gableends
and verandahs. The church is a
large and clumsy building, finished in
1824. The cantonments of Kaim
stand about one mile and a half from
a small town of the same name, with
a river between them, crossed by a
wooden bridge, but in the dry season
quite fordable. The majority of the
wells are quite breckish. but there is a
very fine one a t the military hospital ;
the station, however, is reckoned generally unhealthy, the face of the district in some degree resembling that
of Lower Bengal.
Near the centre of the town is a
lnrge Jain temple and school; the
first containing many small apartments up and down stairs, and even
under ground, with much
nament, and some tmutifu~ffc"."A&
in a wood like oak. In one of the
upper rooms is a piece of mechanlam, in which divinities dance and
salaam in concert with a sort of musical accompaniment. In the cellar
k l o w is an altar, and four statuea of
men in a sitting position, the eculisr
objects of J n o a r &eY are
of white marble, but them eyes, which
are of silver, gleam through the dim
light of a solitary lamp ill a &ma1
and ghostly manner, The eenior
pundit of the place remains here, absorbed in contemplation, silont and
motionless.
There is a library here supplied by
the East-India Com any for tb'e use
of the European sordiera. In 3824,
among other works, it contained Paley's Natural History, Goldsmith's
Animated Nature, Pinkerton's Geography, an Atlas, the Indian Histories
of Orme and Wilks, all the Waverley novels, besides bod^ published
by different societies for promoting
Christian knowledge. In 1814 the
convicts at this place, to the number
of fifty-seven, rose on and assaulted
their guard, with a view of effecting
their escape, in attaining which object they evinced such determination,
that nineteen were killed and twelve
wounded before the mutiny could be

.auppreased. The remainder were commences at the town of Ooo,
recaptured unhurt. Many of these about fifteen miles north from Rah'persons were imprisoned, but for donpoor. In 1809 the following
short periods of time; and during were the principal towns, all belong!he drou4ht and famine the comforts ing to Cooly chiefs,
Deodhur,
of their s~tuationexcited the envy of Turrah, Seoree, Moonditah, Kakor,
many starving wretches perishing Oon, Balgaum, Ranningpoor. To
round the outside of the gaol.
the north of Thirah, which may be
(Biahop Heber, Forber, Ironride, 4c.) consider'ed the capital of the KaKAIRABAD.-Avillage belonging to kreze, the country is cultivated, but
the Kotnh raja, in the province of interspersed with bushy jungle, and
Malwa, situated in the open country deficient in water, which is procured
to the south of the Mukundra pass, from wells (8ome of them brackish)
and about eleven miles from the vil- forty feet in depth.--(ilfacrnurdo, $c.)
lage bf that name; lat. a40 38; N.,
KALANUDEE.A subdivision of
loo. 76' E. The country rises gradually from Mukundra to Kairabad, the Bejapoor province, situated, inwhich stands amidst the rich black cluding the talook of Chundghur,
soil of Malwa, surrounded by cul- N.W. and N.N.W. of Belgcrum, from
tivated fields and luxuriant crops of which they are separated by a slip of
in which
popp~es: The Kotah territory ex- the Shahpoor territor
tends SIX miles further south, and atands the hill-fort o?iVy alghur.
.even beyond that limit Kotah villages It is watered by several broois, disare found mixed with those of Hol- tinguished by the names of the princi al villages on their banks, and
kar.-(Fullnrton, &c.)
wlose waters ultimately join the
'
KAIRANA.-A~old town in the Gutpurba.
'province of Delhi, district of Meerut,
The rock fort of Kalanudee, situthe mangoetrees of which were so ated
near the southern border of the
famous, that their fruit was reserved talook, formerly belonged to the
'exclusively for the imperial table ; Bhonsla Family, and has always been
Iat. 29' 33) N.-(Capt Hodgron, 4c.)
held of great importance. The lan., KAIBODEA.-A town in the pro- guage spoken is the Maharatta with
vince of Ajmeer, the capital of a scarcely any mixture of the Canarese.
pergunnah belonging to Odeypoor ; Being near the p e a t western range of
lat. 2
4' 35' N., Ion. 74" 6' E.
mountains, which attract the rains of
KAXTA.-A town in the Malwa the S.W. monsoon, the inhabitants
province, which in 1820 contained endure their unmitigated violence for
430 houses, sixteen miles N.N.W. five months annuall besides a more
from Dewass; lat. 23O 11' N., Ion. moderate deluge g r two month.
760 Y E. This place stands on the longer. The rivulets are swollen to
little Cali Sinde river, and was for- streams, intercourse precluded, and
the houses stowed with provision for
'merly a more considerable town.four or five months, like ships going
(Molcdm, +.)
f i ~ a s a n a . - A district in the pro- on a distant voyage. During this
rince of Gundwana, rincipality of period they are mostly confined withSumbhulpoor, of whic it formerly m doors, where they sit round a burn*
occupied the north-western quarter. ing log. The top of Kalanudee hill
i s invisible during greater part of the
KAKOEA.-A town and castle in S.W. monsoon, and its sepo garrison
the province of Ajmeer, belonging to live in a perpetual dense soding mist.
the raja of Ooniara, ten miles N. W. In such a climate the average of hufrom Rampoora ; lat. 260 1' N., Ion. man life is necessarily much reduced,
75' 48' E.
sixty yenrs being the utmost verge,
Knrnnzs.-A district in the north- and even fifty-two rarely attained.
western quarter of Gujerat, which Even cattle cannot support the in-
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KALINUDDY CASAL.

clemency of such n ctimate. Bullocks
are few in n u m k , a t d s m c e l y a goat
o r d ~ e e pis to be seen.
I n A.D. 1820, the town of Kalanudee contained 2,WO persons, in 427
houses ;Chandgl~tir9,410 persons, in
694 houses. About four-fifths of the
inhabitants are. Maharattas, the rest
artizans, but there dwells not a single
profeseional tailor within the limits of
the two talooke. At a small village
named Patna there is a little Christian chapel or mut (as it is named in
the village rmrd.s), which is endowed
with its portion of land, exactly like
any native religious establishment,
@wDCing the general epirit of toleration, for which the Hindom have always been remarkable.-(T. Mmshdl,
&c.)
, ,
KALADEOGHAUT.-Apass leading
through the Vindhya range of mountains in the province of Malwah, in
the vicinity of which is a remarkable
hill named also Bnladeo ; lnt. 22' 55'
N., Ion. 7 5 O 3fYE.
KALANYGUNGARIVEB.-A risver
in Ceylon which rises among the congeries of mountains of which Adam'r;
Peak is the centre, and attains a great
size considering the shortness of its
course, hardly amounting t o sixty
miles. I t is in consequence navigable
for boats as far as Talygommua,
which is three-fourths of its course,
A t its mouth, three miles north of
Columho, a great bank of sand has
been thrown up by the waves having
ohstnlcted its progress, in consequence of which it has expanded to a
sheet of water resembling a lake. Dr.
Davy i s of opinion that a good road
between the navigable portion of the
Kalany and that of the Mahavilly
Gnnga, fourteen miles from Candy,
would be prododive of great benet% to
the Caudian provincea-(Daugc, &c.)
K A L A T ~l A
s ~ ~ . - A n island in the
Eastern seas about thirty-four miles in
circumference, surrounded by a cluster
of smaller isles. on which the Ocean
Indiaman was L s t A.D. 1797 ; Iat. 7'
15'S., Ion. 122" E.
~
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KALSE NAG p&~f.--An m n t a i n
peak in Northern Hlndostnn, thirty
m ~ l e sN.E. from Almora; ht. !W 5%'
N.,Ion. 80' 6'E.
K A f o~r CaK) SINDERIVER.--.
river of Malwa which has its source
in the Vindhya mountains, five miles
south of Banglee, from whence it flowe
with n noitherly course of about 140
miles until it joins the Chumbul. It
is at no time n a v i m e , but during the
rains swells YO much as t o become unfordable.-( Malcolnz, 4c.)
KALINVUDV
CANAL. TWOrivet%
of the aame name (Kalinuddy) rise
in the upper Doab d the Ganges and
Jumna, in the pfivince of Delhi and
district of Snhanntpoor. T b t which
is best known ioins the Ganms a t
Mendygbaut, a& has its origFn in a
marsh at Itwam, between Jatirset and
Kuttonly. I t has a long course
through a productive country, the fertility of which is increased by the nse
of its waters for the purposes of irrigation ; but above Oocha, Shur, and
Hempor the stream is frequently dried
up during the hot months, at which
season much benefit would accrue to
the neighbouring lands could it be replenished.
The western Kalinuddy rkes in
some ravines to the south-west of
Kewa, about twenty tniks from rhb
base of the hills, and passing near to
Deohar and Muzttffernugur, fnils into
the Hindan river at Tali, s village in
the B e y m Somroo's dominions. Both
these rivers flow r b r o q h rather elevated tracts in deep beds, so h a t at
present their waters are not of wadi
utility for imigatioa. Tp render .them
applicable to this benQtiCial M s g
s native n a n d ,kboo, during the reign
of one of the Mogul cniprors, con*
structed two large dams across the
streams near Furreedpoor, 'five mi19
below the confluence of the Kali and
the dindan, and thence M d e C .cut
passing Meentt t o job the 'Eastern
nullah, abaut +our mil^ f o 'the east
of that town. According to tradition
his object was accomplished, but the
villagers in the neighbourhoollvlf t h e
br~ndssecretly undermined and desL
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troyed them by night, aa they ovw- high, su orted behind by a tbick
flowed their fields and injured the parapet g e a r t h .
crops.
The Mahornedan8 penetrated into
In 1823 it was proposed to renew this quarter about A.D. 1803, and in
this ancient work, and again unite the this neighbourh~od was follgbt, ia
eastern and western Kalinuddies, 1765, the first action between the
combining with this object the opening British (under General Cwnac) and
o f a channel of communication be- the Maharattas. The latter canle to
tween the Jumna and the Gang=. The the assistance of Shuja udDowIah, but
supplying of this extensive tract with after a weak resistance wwe totally
moisture for irrigation is of the more routed, and compelled to recrass the
importance, as the British govwnruent Jumaa with the utmost precipitation.
is still the cbiefproprietor of the rent In 1804, among the dependents on the
of the soil through wbich the canal Peshwa'b: government was Nana G q
formerly coqducted tbe waters.
vind Row of Kalpee, whose valuable
(Capt. Hodgson, 4c.c.)
district of Mahoba lay in the centre of
KAI~KOONS
O R TITRKEY
ISI.ES.-A
Bo@lcund, and had not
cluster of smail rocky isles in the ' F r e d by Ali B h a d u r - It wm
Eastern seas, s ~ ~ r r o u n d eby
d shoals f h d ~ ~ ~ s e iby
z eRaja
d Himmut hhauinnumerable, situated between the h,as Part ~f hisjaidd under
81%
sixth and seventh degrees of soclth tisl~,which induced the Jlafpeediefto
~
unite 11is:forces with ShumshereBahaulatitude, and 116th an$ 1 1 of eaa
longitude.
der in opposition to the Britiah. I n
consequence of this conduct the fort
K A L O O I < E ~ E Etown
. - ~ in the Mal- and district o f ~ a l p e e , sowe &her
wa province, the
a ldook ]andson the northern frontier of BUDin the Birseah division belonging t o clelcuIld, w h i d had been beid by
the Sol~nkees. I t stands on a small Nana ~
~nowas
~ tributary
i
of
~ the d
nullah fourteen miles W.N. W. from Peshwa, were occupied bjr he ~ d i ~ h
the town of Birseah.-(Malcolnz, % r . ) troops; hut by a subsegueot arrPogoexcept
KAI.~EE( o r Ca+i).-A large and ment were all retuned to
poputous town in the province af Kalpee, a hich along with its district,
Agra, formerly the capital of a small in 1 m 6 , he peruianeotl~mded to the
ylequate
state, situated on the S.W. bank of British government, for
the Jumna, about forty miles S.W. equivalent in Buntlelcuncl a d dsefrom Caunpow ; lat. 26O 10' N., Ion. wl~erc. Travelling distance f i o q
7g0 41' E. The lllodern town of gat- Lucknow twenty-eight miles from
pee, a place of consideruble trade, Agra 160 ; from Benarea 235; and
is an atrcl16t f ~ the
r transportation from Calcutta 699 miles. -4
MSS.,
of cotton from the south-\\ estwn ter- T w e n ~ l o w ,Treaties, ge.)
ritosies, and noted far the manufacK~~~~~. - A town in ~~~~b~~
ture
s u ~ r - c a n dand
~ Paper. In Hindostan, the chief mart of aU t b
former times it stood on the plain re- countl.y lying between theSot~,lejeaqd
mote from the river : but in Conse- T~~~~rivers, to \vhich merrh3ndiqe
M d a r a t t a incur- is also brought from Gurw31 find Busquence of
sions, thc inhabitants removed to i b Faher; lat. 300 32' N., loll. 770 8'
E.
Present moreseC[Ue3ituation, am0"6
,816 governnlent ordered a
extensive ravines. There is a small to be b4ilt here, and est;lblislled a
fort here, built on a h h h l)ank, which proper ferry-boat on the Tonoe, a holcOmr)htel~
cOmmallds the
low trunk of a tree having previously
although the
been the substitute.-(Bjrch,
$e.)
the Jumna ;
be naturallv strong, the artificial dc( o r ~ a l a ~ n ~ z i ) . - AmiKALUNGA
fences are so ill arranged, that an
enemy ran approach undiscovered to litary post fortified by the Gorkbas in
within a few yards of the eastern face, norther^ Hindostan, district of Gurwhere t h e wall i s only fourteen feet &I, situated on the uerge of a b w
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ridge of hills about two and a half
miles N.E. from the town of Deyrah,
the capital of the doon or valley, and
surrounded on all sides by jungle;
2(YN., lon. 78' 6'E., seventylat.
five miles east by north from Sennagur. Elevation above the level of the
sea 3,286 feet This was a smnll
miserable stone castle occupied by a
Gorkha garrison, and owes its celebrity entirely to the two bloody repulsesexpenenced here by the British
troops in 1814, under General Gillespie and Colonel Manby; in which
more men and officers were lost than
in many itched battles. Since the
con uest of the Deyrith Doon, the
ro& of Kalunga have been so entirely razed that it is now difficult to
trace its site.-(F&rton, JameaFraaer, Hodgron, H h r t , &c.)
KAMAKHYn.-A
temple,
or rather the remains of one, dedicated to the goddess Kamakhya,
which Capt. Wood, of the
engineers, places in lat. 260 36' N.,
Budnnnny 4c')
loo. 9p 56' E'-(F'
KAMAL.-A small town in the island of Madura, ten miles distant
from Bancallan, and directly opposite to Sourabhayain Java; lat. fOIV
N.,Ion. 112' 43' E.-(Thorn, &c.)
K~,,,,~.-A
village in the pro~districtl of l,,dore,
~
of~
vince of ~
which it was the capital prior to the
ascendancy of the present Maharatta
dynasty. In 1820 it contained 300
houses.--(Malcolm, $c.)

of Juggernauth. Here are the remains of an ancient temple of the
sun, call in European charts the
Black Pagoda. The anti-chamber is
the only part of the building that
still exists in good preservation, the
great tower having been shattered
and thrown down bv lightning, earthquake, or some otber extraordinary
force. A small section, however,
about 120 feet high, still continues
erect, which gives the ruin at a distance the sppearance of a ship under
sail. It has been long deserted. It
was built in A.D. 1241, by Raja Nursing Deo Langora, and is said to have
possessed, long ago, a loadstone of
such size and strength, that it attracted to the shore all the vesseh
parsing along the coast.
The anti-chamber (or jugmohun)
is constmcted
prodigi0lls
of stone and massive beams of iron.
The ground plan is
feet of a
side, and the walls rise to the height
feet, and in
parts have
a thickness of twenty feet. They
support a curiously-constructed pyramidical roof, the stones of which
overhang each other until they approach near enough to support iron
beams laid across, on which rests an
enormous mass of masonry forming
the crowning ornament. The total
altitude
, of the building from the floor
to the sun~mitis about 100 feet. The
architecture
the
and the
of the Passage, a prodigious
weight of masonry, are supported by
nine iron beams laid acroai, nearly
a foot square, and from twelve to
eighteen feet long, and the whole
fab~icis held together by iron clamps.
The interior is filled with large blocks
of stone that a pear to hnve fallen
from above, a n i crushed two iron
beams eight inches square and twenty-one feet long; indeed the whole
edifice is one of the most remarkable
and indescribable to be met with in
India.-(Stirling, gc.)

KAMPTI.-A town, or rather cantonment, in the province of Gundwana, and immediate vicinity of the
city of Nagpoor, where a large proportion of the British subsidiary forces
are usually stationed.
K A N A C H ~ ~ ~town
~.-A
in the province of Bahar, district of Ramghur,
situated in the midst of a well-culti.
rated country, t ~ e n t y - ~ emiles
~e~
N.W. from Calcutta.
KANARAK
for the black pagoda).
KANARY
ISLES.-A cluster ofsmnll
-An ancient village in the province islands in the Eastern seas, l ~ i n goff
of Orissa, situated amidst sand-hills - the northern coast of Mysol, about
on the seashore, eighteen miles north the 130th degree of east longitude.

They are covered with trees, but uninhabited. Good water may be had
a t the south end of the great Kanary.
These islands produce a species of
nut full of oil, and as large as a small
almond.-(Forreat, $c.)
KANDAR.-A frontier town in AsSam, situated on the north bank of
the Brahmaputra, opposite to Goalpara in Bengal ; lat. 26O 10' N., Ion.
90' 4V E. At this place, in 1810,
there was a custom-house, where duties were collected on all goods entering Assam.
KANGELANG
Is~x.--An irregularlyshaped island in the Eastern seas, sursounded by a cluster of smaller ones,
and innumerable shoals, situated between the sixth and seventh degrees
of south latitode, and the 115th and
116th of east longitude. The length
of the principal inland may be estimated at twenty-five miles, by eight
the averape breadth.
anKANGBAf ~hankara).-An
cient town and district in the Kohistan or hilly country of the Lahore
province, and variously named Kote
Kaungrah and Nagorcote. By Abul
Faze1 in 3582, it is described as follows :-" Nagorcote is a city placed
on a high mountain with a fort
named Kangrah. In the vicinity of
this city, upon a lofty mountain,
is a place named Maha Maya, which
they (the Hindoos) consider as one
of the works of the divinity, and
come in pilgrimage to it from great
distances. It is most wonderful,
that in order to effect this they
cut out their tongues, which grow
again in the course of two or three
days, and sometimes in a few hours.
Physicians believe that when the
tongue is cut out it will grow again ;
but nothing short of a miracle can
effect it so speedily as is here mentioned."
The fortress of Kangra (or Cote
Kangrah), is situated in lat. 32" 15'
N., Ion. 76' 8' E., ninety miles N.E.
from Amritsir. The town of Ksngra
is an open one, and before the attack
of the Gorkhas under Ammer Singh,

contained 9,000 houses. In the
neighburhood stood the famous Hindoo temple above described, which
was of great celebrity when the Mahomedans first invaded Hindocltan,
and which retains a sanctified r e p n
tation. By the Hindoos it is named
Jwala Mukhi. The emperor Acber
accomplished the reduction of this
fort after a siege of a whole year,
during which time he commanded in
person. Although most parts of the
Kangra country are high, the ascents
from the plains below are not precipitous. and the summits of the hills
being level, a large proportion is fit
for cultivation, and in consequence
occupied. There is plenty of sugarcane, which is symptohatic of a warm
climate, and rice is so abundant as to
admit of its being transported to Lahore; the poor live chiefly on maize.
None of the original unconverted
tribes remain ; the Jaut is said to be
the most numerous.
Kangra was blockaded by the Gorkhas under Ammer Singh froin 1807
to 1810, when they were compelled
to raise the siege by the advance of
Raja Runjeet Singh, who received
the best district of Kangrs, as a recompense for his assistance, from
Raja Sunsar Chund, the reigning
Kanga raja, who in 1890 resided at
Shahjehanpoor. At that date Gh*
laum Mnhomed, the Rohillah who
fought against Sir Robert Abercrombie in 1794, served in the pay of the
Kangra Raja.-(Foster, F. Buchamn,
Sir D. Ochterkmy, Moorcroft, 4c.)
KANKEROWLY.-A
town in the rovince of Ajmrer, thirty miles 80m
OtIeypoor. At this place there is a
lake partly natural and partly artificial, the magnificent dams of which
are built of a species of marble found
in the vicinity.
KANKHUL-A largeand handsome
town in the province of Delhi, district of Saharunpoor, three miles
S.S.W. from Hurdwar ; lat. 29' 56'
N., Ion. 78O WE., elevation above the
level of the sea 1,032 feet. At this
place many wealthy natives have perIxjanent residences and gardens.

.
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KANOJE(CauyaeUbjO).-A
town 1018. It has been long e l l e n from
in the province of Agra, of great an- its high estate, and a t present the
tiquity and celebrity, situated west ruins of this once lnagnificent city,
of the Ganges, about sixty-five miles the quantity of jungle by which it is
W.N.W. from Lucknow ; 1111. 27' 4/ surrounded, and the deep interbeerN., Ion. 79" 47' 6. The river Ganges ing ravines, are only noted as faciliis now h u t two miles distant, but a tating the commission of crimes, and
canal has been cut, which makes a afterwards furnishing a place of rebend towards Kanoje, and brings the fuge for the perpetrators. Travelling
w w e d stream close to the citadel. distance from Agra 217 ; from LuckT h e town consists a t present of one now 75 : from DeIhi 214 : and from
street, hut f o r m ex& of six milee; ~ a l c " t t a 719 111ilcs.- i~olebrookc,
the mixture of amdl pieces of brick ZzJ(orton. Lord Vaknfia. Ronrouuna.
and o c r s ~ i o w vestig&
l
of a building,
point out the file of the ancient aK A N N A G H E R(KhanegAiri).
~Y
pita1 of Hindostan. Here are the
tombs of two Mahomedm saints, and A town in the provlnce of Bjapoor,
there are, besides, the beautiful rains nineteen miles N. by W. from Bijao f the shrine oT Mudomn, Jebaneen, q u r ; lat. 15'36' N., Ion. i6°56'E.
and of two venerable mosques. AU This is a place of considerable note,
these buildings are of &one, and still and formerly the capital of a Hindoo
tolerably entire ; but they are all of principality, though many of its buildMussuiman origin, for of t h e an- inge are now gone to decay. The
cient Hindoo city there remains no principal street is remarkably spaarchitectural memorial, unlessit be the cious, and traverses the city from
walk of a small and rude pagoda east to west. At one extremity is n
lately roofed in, and the interior m a g ~ i k t pagoda dedicated to
adorned with two extraortliuary Krishna, enclosed by a square of
images of L;rksl~n~i
and Rama, sur- buildings containing cells, and aprounded by the IIindoo pantheon in proached by three entrances surminiature, dug tip from among tile mounted by pyra~nidical gateways,
adjacent rubbish. A t a short dis- in the Carnatic style, and in dimentance to the north i s a noble scrai sions much surpassing t l ~ esanctuary.
named Meerun, from its founder, and The walls and ceilings are covered
on the opposite side of the road i s a in many palts with a profusion of
llnndsome modern mousolcun~,%here devices in stucco, representing the
rests the body of this bauevolent adventures of Krishna and other
deitios ; and some of them, althougll
person.
b o j e in the remote ages Of Win- above a century oid,in tolerably good
doo anuquity was a place of great re- preservation, and exeouted with connown, and the cspital of a powerful siderable spirit. There are likewisc
empire, that existed ~ t , t h period
e
of several other temples within the
the Mahornedan invnsiou. The name wails, now mostly c~nverted into
Kanyacnbja (abbreviated to Kaaoje), dwelling-houses or stables by the Mossignifying kanya, a damsel, and cuhja sulmaun inhabitants, nnd the neigha sjinal curve, and refers to n well- bourhood abounds with fragments of
known story narrated in the Hindoo Hindoo sculpture and monuments.
mythological poems. The ancient
'Kannngherry is beautifully situated
language of Kanoje appears to have in a valley between two wooded
h m e d the ground-work of the mo- ridges, and encompassed on two sides
dern findostany, known also by the bp the rocky bed of a rivulet. It
names df Hindi and Ilindui, Rajas belongs to the Nizam, whose soubahof Kanoje are mentioned by Ferishta dar resides here. This town and the
as early a~ A.D. 1008, aud i t was aqacant districts are very inaccu.conquered, although not permanently rstely laid down in the best 4nsps.retained, by W m o o d of C;himi in (Futfar.;on, 3c.)

-
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KARDEH
~ANOURA.-A
amall town in the
province of Allahabad, fifteen miles
N.W. from Huttah ; 1st. 24' 16' N.,
Ion. 79' a6' E.
KANOSTL-A town in the province of Ajmeer, principality of Jeypoor, eleven miles S.W. From t h
city of Jeypoor. This place is mostly
built of stone, and contains several
temples, one of which, dedicated t o
Ranis and Seeta, is curiously adorned with mythological paintings.-
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louth of India, which h a ita wwce
among the ghauts of the Wynaad
country, and after traveraiag t h e
routbern quarter of tbe Mysore pr+
vince, falls into tbe Cavery, .born
twenty snilas below Seringapatrm.

KA~AJEE-A small town i n the
r v i n c e of Bejapoor, fortpfive miles
.E.from Murr~tch; lat. 110 26' N.,
lon. 75' 28' E. In this place there
are a considerable number of Mahamedans, who subsist chiefly on alms,
(Fullarton,gc.)
in a state of sloth and filth. These
KANTUL
{a border).-The
name Mussulman devotees, althollgh the
of an ancient district, a t present com- most intolerant on the face of the
prehended in the modern provinces earth, crave and take charity from
of Malwa and Gujerat. On the north all religions.-( Moor, 4c.)
i t is bounded by Mewar; ou the
KARAXEETA
IBLE.--4 small island
south by Bagur; to the east it has i n the Eastern seas, situated t o t h e
Mundessor, and on the west Bans- soutb of Saugir ; lat. 3' 7' N., lon.
war% I n length it is about fifty- 135' 25' E. I t is cultivated and infour miles,and in breadth from twelve habited.
t o twenty-six miles. I t ib: a fine level
SAXBONG. I n inland
KA~ANG
country, elevated above Bagor, from
whence there is an ascent. All the town in the island of Javr, on the
streams run into the Mahy, which road from Buitenzorg to Cheribon,
flows a t a short distance from the and 168 n~iles travelling distance
southern frontier. Its productions E.S.E. from Batavia; lat. 6" 4 B f S . ,
are the same as the rest of Malwa, lon. 108' 15' E. I t stands on 3 fine
and the trade principally a transit river navigable for prows, which runs
one, from Malwa, Mewar, s a d Upper through Indramayo into the sea.Hindostan, to Gujerat, Cattywar, and ('?%urn, $c.)
Cutch, by the Doougurpoor and LuKARDEHDOON(or tla/kYd:-A
nawara passes. The chief town is tract of country in Northern ~ndosPertnuhghur, the residence of a Raj- tiin, situated between the Jnmna and
poot prlnce, to whom the territory town of Mahan, and retained by the
b e l o q q but he also possesses a s r a d British' government after the expulsion of the Gorkhas, principally on
tract above the ghauts.--(MaIcohq
account of its hnpprtance in a mili4 c.1
KANUM.-A substuntisl village in tary point of view, for it is so p s t i .the Btrsmherdisbriot,in Wornhen H~R-lentinlly unhealthy, that the inhabis conlpclled to migrate dnrin
&stan, sibuated e n the *bt bank sf t a ~ Bre
the Srtuleje, and prodncing abund- the rainy senson. I h e soil, thougff
is good, abd pushes forth
a n t e of excellent grapes;.lat. 31' 40'
crops of long, rank,
N ., Iun. 78' &6'E. ; elevation above
h e sea 8,998 feet.--(1Hodpm, He+ seedy grass, that rf the c u l t i v a t o ~
retire fbr a few months, they find on
dm?, %ci)
'their return all traces of their forKAPINI'ISLE. -A small uninhabit- mer labours overgrown with jungle.
ed islaltd, aboclt twenty-five miles iil A considerctble emolumedt, however,
~ircumference~lying
offthe west coast is derived from the ndmission of catof Sumatra, and situated nearly un- tle to pasture. I t i~ understood t t ~ a t
der the equator. I t is also named tme Kardeh Doon was farmerjy well
Pulo Kapini, or Ironwood'1sland.
poopled and cultivated, and It is pro.
KAPINY Hrxzit. - A river. in the Wle ita pr,resont irsalubrity.has b a a
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,crested by its nsglected condition,
and the consequent growth of 'ungle.
I n 1816 the total number of louses
.in thie valle was %30, and these
contained on{ 606 inhabitants. The
temple at ~ d a possesses
n
considerable tracts of land here indeed ;there
is scarcely a part of the Sirmore territory that h3s not been rendered
more or lew tributary to that sacred
edifice.
(Public MS. Documcnlr,
'Captain Birch, 4c.)
/.-A town in
K A E I ~ A(Caticoln
L
thecarnatic, district of Tanjore, eight
miles south from Tranquebar; lat.
10" 66' N., Ion. 79O 53' E. In the
Carnatic wars from 1740 to 1763 it
.wae a place of importance and strongly fortified, and it still occupies a considerable space along the' beach, but
i s entirely stripped of its fortifications. It has the Karical river and
another smaller branch of the Cavery
'to the south. The surrounding count r y produces abundance of rice, and
. salt is an article of export from hence.
--(Orme, FuUorzon, 4c.)
KABINJAX.-A town belonging to
the Nizam, in the province of Hyder'abad, sixty miles S. by E. from Ellichpoor ; ]at. $20' 28' N., Ion. 77'
av
E.
'
KABJANG.-A village north of the
Himalaya, in the district of Konawar; lat. 31' 36' N., Ion. 7 P 5%' E.
This is the first village proceeding
from the south, following the course
of the Sutuleje, where the Tartar
language and superstitions are found
t o prevail. Here Brahmins, even degenerate ones, cease to appear, and
a lama stands forth as the spiritual instructor of the community, the doctrines of Buddha havinggained and retained the ascendant. Imniediately
behind Karjan rise the Raldang lofty
peaks, visible kom Saharunpoor, and
designated Cailas by the village
Lama. They stand in ]at. 31° W N.,
Ion. 73' 22' E., and are elevated
21,251 feet above the level of the Rea.
KABNATA.
-An ancient Hindoo
eogrri hical division, which compre!endelall the high table-land in the

-

'

south of India situated above the
Ghauts.
In modem timen, by a
strange fatality, it has lost its proper
designation, which has been t r a n s
ferred to the adjacent provinces on
under the nnmes of
the -coast,
Carnatic and Canara. In remote
periods of Hindoo history Karnata
existed as a powerful emplre, which
com rehended a large portion of the
m u t t of India; and ln the eighth
century of the Christian era is ascertained to have been governed by the
Bellala Rayas, at which time Belagami, in Mysore, is said to have been
the capital, and the Jain the prevalent religion.
The common Canara or Karnatica characters are used by the natives
of all the countries, from Coimbat w r north tb Balky, near Beeder,
and within the parallels from the
eastern ghauts to the western.
This region comprehends the modern division of Mysore, Sera, Uper Bednore, Soonda, Goa, Adoni,
achoor, Kurnoul, the Doab of the
Krishna, and Toombudra, and a considerable part of the provinces of
Bejapoor and Beeder, as far as the
source of the Krishna ; the junction
of three langu s, the Telinga, the
Maharath and
Karnataca, occurs
somewhere about the cit of Beeder
in the Deccan. The &iga Brahmins in Canara, consider the Karnstaca as their proper tongue, and all
accounts or inscriptions on stone,
whether in the vulgar language or in
Sanscrit, are written in the Karnataca chtiracter, which is nearly the
same with the Andra or old writing
of Telingana. In a specimen of the
Lord's Prayer translated into tbat
language, sixteen of the words can
be traced as being the sanle with
those used in the Bengalese, although
much dinguised by difference of termination.-(ColoneL Mackenaie, F.
Buchannn, Wilkr, RennelC, Cokbrooke, $c.)

k

Kaaoo RI?ER.-A river in the
province of Gundwana, which rises
in Kakair, and passing Ryepoor, joins
the Sew, not far from Simgah. It is

navigable during the rains, and as an
experiment, Colonel Agnew brought
some supplies that had arrived at
Simgah, trom Calcutta, up this stream
to Ryepoor.---(Je&nr, 4c.)
KAROULI
/KerLJi).-A
chiefship
in the province of Agra, lying southwest of Dholpoor and Barree, and
north-west of Gohud and thechumbnl river. The town stands on the
Pusl~peree,a stream with high perpendicular banks. which during the
rainy season swells to a torrent, and
on the other side is almost surrounded by deep ravines. The fort
is in the centre of the town, and encompasserl by a good stone wall with
bastions. The raja spriuga from the
Jadoo tribe, which formerly reigned
at Biuna. The most productive portion of his territory is a narrow valley, which extends thirty miles to the
Banaus river, and is scarcely a mile
broad ; the total revenues about two
lacks of rupees per annum. Raja
Manick Pal died in 1805,and was succeeded by a boy of thirieen, who,
in December 1817, put himself under
the protection qf the British government, and was In consequence exonerated from the tribute which he
had been accustomed to pay to the
Pevhwa. The town of Karoul~is in lat.
26O 32' N., lon. 76' h5' E., and about
seventy-five miles S.W. from Agra.(Broughton, Metcdf~,
Bkhqp HeCer,

8.. 1
KAROULY.-A considerable village
with a serai, in the province or Agra,
situated about fifteen miles west from
the
AP, on the road to F u b
tehpoor Sira.
KARRAEAUGH
/Khxharabag, the salt
gar&). -A town in Afghanistan,
situated on the west bank of the
Indus, seventy-five miles south from
Peshawer ; lat. 33" 4' N., Ion. 7 1 O
17' E. At this place the Indus 1s
contracted by mountains into a deep
channel, only 350 yards broad. These
mountains have an abrupt descent to
the river, and a road is cut along the
base for above two miles; but it is so
narrow, and the rock over it so steep,
that a loaded camel cannot paw ; to

obviate which, large pachrrges are carried past Karabaugh by water. The
first part of this pasa is actuaily overhung by the town, built in a curious
manner along the face of the hill,every
street rising above its neighbour. The
road beyond the town is cut out
of the solid rock-salt, at the base of
cliffs of the same substance, which in
some places rise more than 100 feet
above the river. Were it not streaked and tinged with red, this saline
fossil would resemble crpstal. In
several spots salt s rings Issue from
the foot of the rocis, and cover the
grousd with a crust of the most brilliant whiteness. All the earth, more
especially in the immediate vicinity,
is almost blood-red, which, with the
strange and beautiful mass of saltrocks, and the far-travelled Indus
flowing through the moundns with
a deep clear stream, present8 altogether a most imposing s ectacle.
salt in
Near the town are piles
large blocks, like quarry-stones, lying
ready for transportation to Hindostan and Khorasan. The plain of
Karabaugh belongs to the E m u
Khail tribe. I t is watered by small
co~~duits,
of about four feet broad
and as many deep, and is naturally fertile.-(Elphiwto~e, 4c.)
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K ~ s ~ l - - O n e of the twenty-follr
rajahships in Northern HindoStan,
now comprehended in the Nepaulese
dominions ; 1st. B014' N., Ion. 83'
50. E,forty-two miles N.W. from
aorkha. ~ l ~ 4 jha c i n~ t to~ the~
regions cornred with perpetual snow,
the southern parts are said to be
rather warmer than the valley of
Nepaul Proper; but the tracts close
to the snowy peaks were formerly
(and probably still are) inhabited by
Bhooteaa and some Gurunge. The
warmer tracts are said to be occupied
bs Brahmins, Khasiyse, and low
tr~bes,exercising the occupations of
artizans. The chiefs possess some
copper mines ; and besides the capital, accordingtonntiveaccounts,there
is a considerable mart named Pokhara, much frequented by t r d c k e r s
from Nepaul, Pslpa, and Mdebum.

h

The rnoaern capital, named Buttohchoor, is situated among the hills on
the river &ti.--(F. Buchanan, 4c.)
KATCHRODE.-Acon~iderabletown
in Malwa, the capital of a pergunnah
belodging to Dowlet Row Sindia, and
ossessing a large and well supplied
azar ;lat. 230 25' N., Ion. 75' 20' E.,
1,638 feet above the level of the sea.
4c.)
-(Malcol~~~,

E

K A T T ~ A ~ A M . - small
A
village in
Ceylon, district of Lower Oova, situated on the left bank of the Parapa
miles from Dondra
Oga river,
Heed; lat. Q m' N., Ion. 81° 3y E.
This place derives its celebrity from
its temple, which formerly attracted
pilgrims, not only from different quarters of Ceylon, but also from remote
parts of the continent. A t p r e m t it
16 in a state of most rapid decay, and
will probably soon disappear altogether.--(Davy, qc.)

-

T h e wells in this country, solfie of
which are very dee are constructed
by the natives in tke following manner. They build a tower of masonry
of the diameter required, and from
twenty t o thirty feet high from the
surface of the ground. This they
allow to stand a yeor or more, until
its masonry is consolidated by time ;
after which they gradually undermine
and Drorrlote its sinking into the
sandy' soil, which it does Lithout difficulty, all in a mass. When level
with the surface, they raise the wall
higher, and go o n throwing out the
sand and raising the wall, until they
have reached the water. If they
adopted the common European method of sinking wells, the soil ia so
light, that it would f$l in on the
workers before they could r J s e a
wall from the bottom ; nor without '
the wall could they sink to any contiiderable depth. From hence to Phersa, all withln the Bhurtpoor temtories, much good cultivation is seen of
grain, cotton. and, what in India is
a sure proof of good circumstances,
,g~.-(abh~ ~ ~ b ~qc.l
,.,

K ~ ~ ~ ~ E E Evillage
. - A in the Province ofCmdei& Pergunlmhof Gaul(which belongs to the British 0sernment), and fourteen miles s.%.
from the town of Gaulna. The surK A Y N(Khiefl
~
01. fieaand.-In
rounding c o w t r y is fertile; and goor,
o r coarse s r, is rPanuhctured in the intermediate space between Bengal, Arracan, and Cassay, is an exthe village.-!!f?~a~ee&z, 4c.I
tensive, woady, and mountainous
KAUN*~.-A town in the province tract, occ~lpiedby many rude tribes.
Malwa~ten miles from Augln, T h e most distinguished among these
~K
~
which in 1840 contained 400 houses, a m termed by the B
and belonged to Sindia.
but by themselves, Koloun ; and
many, after the conquest of Arracan
K ~ ~ ~ ~laqe~ heus
~ ~ . vil-- A
d q e in the province of Agra, princi- by the Burmese2 were influenced o r
pahty of ~
h twentyweight
~
cornpetled
~
to ~quit the mountains
~
and
,
milerr W.S.W. hornhe city of AgA; settle in the low country. T h e Kayn
970 4' N.,ion. 770 28' E. hi^ moi~ntainsare of considerable extent
place stands on a base of grey granite, and elevati0n, stretching from the
which protrudes itself from the red twelfth to the nineteenth degree
soil and red rock of the neigl~bonr- north latitude- They appear to beone
hood. O n the top of i t is a small of the aboriginal tribes of Ultra-Ganmosque ; and a great majority of the getic India by various stages of civiliinhabitants, although in the midst of zation, and scattered, under various
a Hindoo country, are Mahomedans. denominations, over the whole southThe houses are of red sand-stone, e-astern extremity of the Asiatic conand seve'ral of them supported inter- tInent. .
nally by many small pillars, and rooC
The tribe of Kayns bost known are
e d with large stone slabs, laid from thosethat inhabit the hills ekat bo~lnd
one pillar to the other, wood being Arracan to the easbward, their counscarce and denr.
try having been marched through by

~~

RMATH.
a Btitinh delachment, on its way h m most hideoua app&rante.-(fia*t,
the Irawady river to Amhernt har- Symer, F. Buchanan, 9c.i)

-

bour, in Arracnn. Of theve some
reside in fixed habiratioos, while
others are migratory and unsettled.
The cultivators are quiet and inoffensive ; the mountaineers savage and
predatory. The first pay taxes, and
are liable to serve in the Burmese
armies; the last live in the jungles,
and reject all intercouse with civilized
man. They have a tradition that
their ancestors possessed Ava, until
driven to the wllds and mountains of
Ava, Siam, Cochin-China, and China,
by a horde of Tartars from the north.
I n fact, they appear to belong to the
same aboriginal race aa the Carrians,
Kookies, Cosseahs, &c. Their wenpons are a spear, axe, cross-bow, and
poisoned arrows. Their chief articles
of traffic are iron ore, honey, dried
fish, and a species of cloth which their
remales fabricate from wild silk and
wild cotton. Their dialect is said
to be peculiar.
As may be supposed, their notions
of religion are very rude. They do
not appear, t o have any idea of a
Supreme Being, but have many grosser objects of adoration, more esperially a thick bushy tree, under which
they sacrifice pigs and oxen ; they
also worship the thunderbolt stone,
which they dig for where lightning
has struck, and when found, preserve
it aa a talisman. The Passme, who
acts the part of priest, soothsayer,
prophet, conjuror, aud doctor, is the
most influential person in the community.
They partly profess the
doctmle of transmigration, yet sacrifice and eat their cattle without CONpnnction or remorse of conscience.
When a Kayn dies the event is considered joyful (too wise to be true),
and celebrated with eating, drmking,
and dancing. The rich, when dead,
ore burned, and their ashes carried
in baskets to the great mountain Keoungnatyne, in the Arracan range,
which sanctuary the Birmans have
never invaded. T h e females of this
tribe have their faces tattooed all
over in lines, mostly describing s g nlenta of circles, which give them a

KAUNWUN.-A small town in the
province of Malwa, pergunnah of
Budnawur, which in 1820 contained
200 houses, and belonged to the principality of Dhar ; lat. 9 i 0 5 4 N , Ion.
75" 26' E.
KAUTCOTE.-A town in the province of Malwa, which formerly contained 2,000 houses ;but in 1820 that
number q a s reduced to seventy-five.
In the neigtlbourhood iron ore, yielding about twenty-five per cent. of meqc.)
tal, is abundant.-(M&m,
KAUTERY.-A town in the province
of Ajmeer, seventy-six miles north
from the city of Jeypoor ;lat. Q05 Y
N., 10n.75~34' E.
KEAWUD.-A town belonging t o
Sindia, in the province of Ajmeer,
situated in a valley, watered by a fine
stream; five miles S.E. from Rampoora.-(Malco/m, &.)
KEDABKANTA-A peak of the
mountain ridge in Northern Hindostan, that separates the Tonse and
Jurnna rivers. elevated 18.689 feet
above the levkl of tho sea; lat. 31'
1' N., Ion. 78' Y.
E.
K E M ~ N A T (Keredwa
H
naihnj.-A
Hindoo temple among the Himalaya
mountains, sixty-one nliles N.E. from
Serinagur ; lat. 30° 53' N., loo. 7 9 O
18' E. This place lies about fifteen
miles direct distance t o the W2V.W.
of Bhadrinath; but the intermediate
hiIls are insccessible from snow, so
t h a t travellers are obliged t o take a
circuitons route by the way of Josimath. By the time the jotirney to
Kedarnath is completed, Bhadrinath
is ready to receive visitors, who having paid their devotions, return by
the way of the Nandn and Carna
Prayagas, and thos conclude the
grand circle of pilgrimage. The sacred object of worship here is a misshapen mass of black rock, supposed to resemble the hind quarters of
a bu&loe, regarding which a most
abwrd legend is narrated by the officiating priests. The sins of the flesh
may also be expiated by self-sacrifice.

In effecting this, the devotee in cow
ducted to the gorge of a snowy defile, where they quit him, leaving instructions to proceed forward until
he reaches a tremendous precipice,
over which he is directed to leap.
When Capt. Webb visited Kedarnath
in 1818, he found there three females,
who, quite recently, had the desperate resolution to go in search of the
precipice, but in vain ; indeed its existence is probably a mere fable. One
of them died im~nediatelyon her return; another was likely to survive,
but with the loss of both hands and
one foot ;the extremities of the third
were in such a state of mortification,
that a speedy death was all she could
wish for.
Aghora is a name of the deity Siva,
and the Aghora Panties are a kind
of mendicants, suspected of many
strangepractices, and amongstothers,
of cannibalism. According to Hindoo notions, when these devotees set
out on this northern expedition, they
first receive an incantation (named
Aghora mantra) from their spiritual
guide, to enable then1 to reach Kedarnath. Here they are supplied with
a second incantation, which assists
them to reach a temple, sixteen miles
bevond Kedarnath. where thev receive a third, of sich potency,d that
they are enabled to brave the frost
and recipices, and reach Cailasa, the
resii$ce of their deity.-( Webb, RaF,
Ward, 4-c.)

river. On &ore the .rountry is a low,
swampy, salt morass, and particularly
deadly to European constitution^
Many tropical fruits and other refreshments are to be procured here.
KRDU.-The name of a district in
the island of Java, containing 826
square miles, and according to a census taken in 1815 hy the British government, 197,310 inhabitants, of
whom 1,139 were Chinese.
KEELAN
ISLE.-A small island in
the Eastern seas, about twenty miles
in circumference, lying off the weetern extremity ofCeram; I1it.3~15'S.,
lon. 127' 55' E. This island is inhabited, and well planted with cocoanut and plantain trees.
KEHIINOOB.-A considerable village, with a Hindoo temple of respectable appearance, in the Carnatic
province, district of Trichinopoly,
and about eighteen miles S. by E.
from the fortress of Trichinopo1y.(FuZfartun, gc.)
KEEAMREU.-Atown belongin to
Bindia in the province of ~ a f w a ,
ergunnah of Narghur ; lat. 24' 6'N.,
yon. 75' 20' E., seven miles N.N.W.
from Seetamow. In 1820 it contained 500 houses.

KEEBPOY.-A town in Bengal, the
seat of a commercial residency,
which in 1814 contained 10,525 inhabitants ;lat. 2eO 4G'N., Ion. 87O 44'
E., fifty miles W.N.W. from CalKEDGEBEE
/Kijari).-Avillage
and cutta. The ancient kin dom of
Orissa formerly comprehenbd Keerbazar in the province of Bengal, situ- poy and the adjacent country west
ated at the mouth of the Hooghly of the Hooghly.
river,which here expands to a breadth
of almost uine miles across; lat. 21'
KEETAH.-A town in the province
55' N., lon. 88' 16' E. This is a of Allahabad, fifteen miles north from
much healthier station than Diamond Jeitpoor ; lat. 25' 31' N., lon. 79"
Harbour, and ships of war, unless 3V E.
compelled by strong reasons, should
KEPFINGI ~ L E . - A ~island in the
never go higher up the river. A naval officer, on the part of government, Eastern seas about forty-five milea in
resides here, who makes daily reports circumference, separated from the
of the ships that arrive and sail, and south-eastern extremity of the island
a light-hoose has been erected a few of Cerum by a narrow strait; lat. 3 O
miles further down. Durinn the rainv 5WS., lon. 130' E.
seasol) ships are sometimg detaineh
KEIRPANY.-A town in the prohere a long time by the freshes of the vince of Malwa belonging to the Bri-

KEN RIVER.

,

&h government, situated on the
north bank of the Nerbuclda, thirteen
miles west of Sacur, At this place
there is a ghaut of easy descent,
fordable in December.
KILAT(Killat, the fortress).-The
capital of Beloochistan, and residence
of ita sovereign ; lat. 29" 8' N., Ion.
65O 50' E. This place stands on an
elevated site on the western side of
a well cultivated valley, the greater
of which is laid out in gardenn.
he town has the form of an oblong
square, three sides of which are encompassed by a mud wall eighteen
k t high, flanked at intervals of 250
paces by bastions, which, like the
wall, are pierced with loop-holes for
matchlocks; but there are no cannon,
and the worlta generally are in a
minous condition. The defence on
the fourth side is effected by cutting
off perpendicularly the western face
of the hill,on which eminence stands
the khan's patace. In 1810 the number of houses within the walls exceeded 9,500, and in the suburbs
there were about half that number,
built of half-burned bricks on wooden
frames; the lipper stories reaching
almost across the streets. The inhabitants consist of Baloochies (or
Bmhooees) Hindoos, Afghans, and
Dehwars. The Hindoos are prineially mercantile speculators from
Mooltan and Shekarpoor, who occupy above 400 of the best houses,
and are not only tolerated in their
religion, but also allowed to levy a
duty on goods entering the city for
the support of their pagoda. They
do not, however, venture to bring
their wives and families to Kelat,
their usual ractice being to visit
their native p L e once in four or fire
y w s . These degenerate votaries of
Brahma eat every kind of flesh-ineat
except beef, drink water out of a
leathern bag, and wear Bokhara-skin
caps, all flagrant breaches of the
faith they profess. Their dialect is
the Punjabee, in which character
tbeir accounts are kept.
The city of Kelat is at presentsand
baa been for many generations, the
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capital of the adjacent districts and
provinces, although subjected to a
most rigorous winter, when the
snow lies, even in the vallies, from
the end of November to the beginning of February. Its total elevation
above the level of the sea has been
rougllly estimated at 8,000 feet, but
this probably exceeds the reality.
Rice, and other vegetable productions
that require a warm climate, cannot
be raised here, and wheat and barley
do not ripen so soon as in Britain.
The gardens round Kelat, mostly
planted by Nassir Khan, produce a
.great variety of fruit, among which
may be enumerated apricots, peaches,
grapes of different kinds, almonds,
pistachio-nuts, apples of many sorts,
pears, plums, currants, cherries,
quinces, figs, pomegranates, mulberries, plantains, melons, and guavas.
(Polknger, Chtirtie, #c.)
KELLAMBIR.-A village on the
island of Sumatra, situated on the
banks of the Bulu China river, and
thus named from the abundance of
coco-nuts.
&LLYNELLYCOTTA.-Atown in
the Carnatic province, district of
Tanjore, twenty miles 'south from
the town of Tanjore; lat. 10' 17'N.,
Ion. 79' 12' E.
KELLAMANGALUM Mangalam, the prosperow fort).-A
small
town in the district ceded by the
Mysore government, and annexed to
the Barramahal; lat. la0 35'N., Ion.
78' 6' E.
KELFOOBY
/Ke@uri).-A
town
in the province of Delhi, district of
Bareily, about forty-five miles N. by
E. from the city of Bareily ; lat. 28O
68' N., Ion. 79'35' E.

KENRIVER or Cane/.-Ariver of
Bundlecund w&ch rises in lat.2P53t .
N., Ion. 80' 8' E. from a range of hillr
near the Mohar river, and proceeds
with a northerly course, until it falls
into the Jomna at Chelatara, after a
course of 230 miles. It is too rocky
to be rendered navigable, but wntains fine fish and beautiful pebbles.
G

.

KEUTEE.
Major Rennell thinks this is the
Cainas or Cane of Pliny ; in modern
maps, the name is written Cane and
Keane.--(Capt. Franklin, 4c.)
KENNEB*.-A c~llection of r e
markable cnverns excavated in the
of which was
island of salsette,
fitted up by the Portuguese for a
church,and t h e y c o l ~ s e ~ u e nthought
tl~
it their duty to deface all the most
Pegan-looking sculptures. At present the fine teak ribs for supporting
the roof are almost gone, and the
portico is not so elegant as that of
Carlr. On the sides are two gigantic
figures, each twenty-five feet high
standing erect with their hands close
to their bodies, which resemble the
figures of Buddha seen in Ceylon.
On each side of the great cave are
smaller ones, apparently unfinished,
and in the rock above are numerous
cells, reservoirs, and other excavations tier over tier, The excavations
here resemble those of Carli and
some a t Elor% and resent the most
perfect specimens o P a genuine Buddhiat temple, college, and monastery
be found in India. On One of the
pillars of the portico of the great
cave here is an inscri tion, in a cham t e r diwrent both Rom the Nagari
and the popular running-hand, which
the Brahmins have never been able
t o decypher. There are other caves
like those of Kenneri on Salsette, at
Monpezier and Ambowlee, but smaller
and less
Errkine, Buhop Heher, g c . )
(or ~ ~ o n t h a l ) . - A
KEONTHUL
small chiefship In Northern Hindostan, one of the Barra Thakooria, or
twelve lordships, situated between
the Sutuleje and Jumna rivers, and
extending along the first. I t contains the fortresses of Subathoo,
%nta, J d a , Gurjurree, and Hin&or, 811 of which, except the first,
were dismantled by the Gorkhas.
After the expulsion of that tribe by
the British in 1814, this territory
was made over to the Seik Raja of
Phttiallah for a certain sum. In 1816
the total revenue wae estimated at
40,000 rupees per annum. Here, as
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in moat parts between the5utulc)e d
Jumna, it is usual for the husband to
purchase his wife from her parents,
the coat, being from ten t o twenty
ruPee8- The difhculty of raising
this p a l ~ ysum is said to be such,
that ~t is usual for the brothers of a
to club together for the Purchase of a female, who becomes the
wife of all : but we are not informed
what becomes of the surplus females,
for pol)ga~ng,except with the very
richest chiefs, is too expensive to be
~'ac~~~ml.--(LieutROW,Jm. F t ~ z e r ,
Bc.)

KggGApOo8.-A town in the province of ~ l l ~ h ~ ten
b ~ miles
d , N.E.
from T
~ lat. 240
~ 5 ~( N~., ion.
~ 780
;

g ~ .
KE~~E--A
vill%e in the province
of Delhi, formerly fortified with a
G ~ U ~ ~ sixteen
Y S
miles N.E. from Sahar"n~oor; ]at. 30° 3' N.9 lon. 7 7 O
47'EK ~ ~ ~ ~town
~ .in-theA province
of Bejapoor, district of Darwar,
which in 1820 contained 568 houses
and 3,110 I,ersons.-(MarrhaEl, gc.)
KETEE.-A town in the province
of Mooltan, which in 1809 belonged
to Meer Thara, one of the chiefs of
Sinde. I t was then said to be as
large as Corachie,and situated on an
island formed by the Indus.
KEITTEB.-A
and
the province of Allahabad, division
of Rewah, about seventy miles S. by
W. from the city of Allahabad. The
castle here is a stone building, most
picturesquely situated on the margin
of a tremendous chasm, formed by
the cataract of the Mabana. On an
insular point of rock that separates
the stream of the Mabana into two
channels, and projects over the abyss
below, there 1s an old Hindoo temle, bear to which are some small
R e r m i T the haunts of pssains.
This, li e the Rewah cataract, is remarkable for the numerous flights of
wild pigeons, which are seen continually flying about in front of the
descending torrent, and seemingly
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with water, in lat. aSo 4'N., lon. 82'
5 0 f E , 100 miles west from Gorkba
I t is mid t o contain 300 houses,
mostly thatched, besides the chief's
house which is built of brick.-(F.
Uuchanaa, 4c.)
XHALKA
TEMPLE.A temple in
Northern Hindostan, situated on the
north side of the Cali river; lat. 29''
40' N
, Ion. SO0 E.
KHAXTI.-A small country of InRIVER( o r Khyado- dia beyond the Ganges adjacent to
KEYNDUBM
wain).-A
river of Ava, which has Assam, situated due south of Jorits source in the Assam mountains haut and bounded on the south by the
t o the south of the Brahmaputra, Munipoor territories I t is described
from whence it flows almost due as a plain country much overgrorvn
south (passing to the east of Muni- with jungle, which about 1798 was
oor) until it joins the Irawady near- treacherously subjected by the Burs
opposite to Yanbboo, but with- Gohaing or regent of Assam. T h e
o u t any imposing effect.' In the Khamti tribe are said to have origiupper part of its course it is named nated from the Bor Kbamti country,
the Ningti. Both rivers in the dry which lies o n the northern side of the
season are here confined within nar- high snowy hills of Brahrnacoond.row beds, and the tongue of land (F.Bucbauan, Lieut. Neu/I)&, &c.)
which separates them-is low rntd
KHANAPOOR.-Asubdivision of the
so covered with reeds, that i t may Bejapoor rovince, bounded on the
be easily mistaken for an island, and east by I e P u t w u r d u n ~ ~
talook of
consequently the smaller river for a Angol (the conspicuous hill fort of
branch of the larger. On the 16th Yeloorghur standing near the bounDecember 1823, when passed by the dary), to the west by Kalanudee, and
British embassy, the Keynduem ap- separated by a very mountainous
peared but a petty stream, not ex- ridge from the Portuguese territory,
ceeding 200 yards in breadth ;indeed, here distinguished by the name of
the Irawady had diminished t o a Bardes. Its mean length is twentybreadth of one-quarter of a mile; eight, andavenge breadth twefity-two
but after their union they again ex- miles, including the little tributary
pand to three-fourths of a mile. T h e state of Jambootee, and a series of
fall of this river between September villages attached to the hill fort of
and the above date appeared to have Bheelnghur total area about 500
been a t least twenty feet.-Crawsquare miles. I t is watered by the
brooks that contribute to the formaSurd, 4c.l
KEYTONE.-A town in the province tion of the Malpurba, which is a
of Ajmeer, eleven miles east by south shallow stream in the dry season, but
from Kotah ; lat. 25' 11' N., Ion. 75' never wholly without water. The inhabitants consider themselves Maha54' E.
rattas, and speak that langusge.
KEYERA,-A town in the province
This petty zillah includes every
o f tlimeer. forty-five miles S.E. from variety of surface, many portions of
the d t y of ~ j m & r ;iat. 26" 1' N., Ion. which are romantically beautiful.
24O 58' E.
Near the centre as an instance' of eomKRACHI. Formerly one 9f the plete inawessibility stands the hilltwenty-four rajaships in Northern fort of Bheemghur. The rock on
Hiadostan, but now subject to the which it is built is very lofty, and on
pqaulese.
T h e town of Khachi two sides almost precipitous, and
stands upon a hill plentifully supplied being surrounded by a double line of

del-+ted with the c o o l ~ ~ e sosf the
spray.-(Fdarton,
5 c.)
KEYS Is~~s.-Tilree isles in the
Eastern seas, of considerable extent,
situated about the 133d degree of
eastern longitude and between the
fifth and sixth degrees of northern
latitude. They are named Key Watcla, little and great Key islands, but
respecting them nothing is known
beyond their geographical bituation.
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abrupt hills, can only be approached
KHANDS~H,
Province of.-See CANthrough a rugged succession of ascents DEISH.
and descents, almost every step bein
F o u p of
from one rock to another. ~ h r n u & Kn'yD~lul'-A
the wilder part of h i s small di6sion, hills in the province of Oriasa, five
of Bhobaneser, which 'Onamounting t o three-fourths of it, verdure never entirely desert.thescenery, &' many cavas figures*and other
there being always abundance of ever- Objecb
religious
The
green bushes to relime the eye.
eummit of the highest rock ia crowned
~~~~~~i~~moisture is the leading with a neat stone temple, of modern
io~,
to Parswacharacteristic of the climate; but c ~ ~ ~ m c t dedicated
wound
of the
after the rains are over the sky be- nath' and
comes serene, and the sun's rays in- Nimnm* Or 'ICed figure'
are strewed. On a
tensely hot, which added to the ex- by the
halations from the
and rank terrace bebind are numberless antique
les in
grass that cover almosteleven-twelfths looking stone pi'lars, Or
inremittent miniature, haring on each of t i e four
of the ,,.hole,
fever, and renders the tract otherwise sides a naked Jain deity rudely s r u l ~
hostile to longevity. In 1890, the tured.
This place is still frequented by the
British portion of this zillah contained
one market town and seventy-four Jain merchants of Cuttack, who anvillages; twelve more subsisted the semble and hold a festival here once
garrison of Bheemghur; seventeen a Year. On the neighboufing hills the
compose the jaghire of the dessye of ruins of the palace of the famous
Jambootee (a British tributary), and b j a L d a t Indra Kesari are still t o be
about eighteen more have been die- s"O~and on the brow of a cavern
nated to zemindars and religious es- inscriptionn have been discovered, in
tablishments. At the above date the the exact character as that on the
town of Khanapoor contained 614 pillar at Delhi, which has not Yet been
houses inhabited by 2,648 persons. d e c ~ ~ h e r e d .The most remarkable
The total of all descriptions in the circumstances attending these inscripper- tions are the close resemblance some
district amounted then to
sons, but it is evidently capable of of the letters bear to those of the
supporting a much larger populn- Greek a1 habet, and their being found
on sun[,
ancient monumenu retlon.
Neady three-fourths of the village motely scattered over different parts
inhabitants arecultivati MahmtaB. of Bindostan, as on the Delhi pillar,
There are also about %y families of the column at Ahhabad, &run in
PortugueseChristians, mostly residing Bahar, Elephants, and Euom-4Stir5%)
in the town of Khanrpoor, either as
small cultivators or distillers of spirits,
K ~ ~ ~ ~uwn
~ .in - theA N
~
and are an exceedintZly Poor sunken lese dominions, fifty milea east by
MY
race. Indeed the inhabitants gknerall~ north from catmandoo ; lat.
as animals, are an inferior race, low N., ion. $35046/ E.
in stature, contracted in growth, dull
a mounin intellect. The village sites seem
KRAO L s o o n (-0,
chosen for concealment A horse- tain).--A mountain of considerable
shoe bend of the river, with rocky elevation, situated on the road bebanks and a stony ford screened by tween Bangnarom on the west coast
trees; the end of a sinuous valley, of the gulf of Siam, and Mergui on
whose turns double almost back on the bay of Bengal. At a short diseach other; the centre of a confused tance beyond this a cluster of tamaheap of granitic rocks, are the spots rind trees are said to mark the former
selected, all implying a deaire of shel- boundary between the Burmese and
ter from the aggressions of roving Siamese possessions.-(Capt. Burmy,
pillagers.-( MarthnE1, 4r.)
Mr. Harris, 4c.)

~

KHEJRA.

Karwuna.-A town in the prorince of Agm, sixty-miles N.E. from
the city of Agra ;lat. f1° 50' N., Ion.
7s" 32'E.
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to the junction of the RiPu, where it
turns to the north. The Arun is said
to be navigable to uidang, which appears improbable, when the mountainouff country it penetrates is considered.
~
~to
~ authorities
~
~
the chief place in I(hatang is
the ~~~b~ cosi, situated in a
piin
to ~ ~ ~ on
. both
, i ~ h
about a
sides of the ~~~b~ cosi
in width. ~
~is described
l
k
~
a town resembling Timmi in the N e
paul valley (which may contain about
4,000 people), is built of brick, and
chiefly inhabited by N
~
~
~
ld
,
revenue of ~h~~~~~in 180% was
,dllyestimated at 15,000 rupes.-(~.
B d a M n ,4e.)

KHATANG.-A district in Northern
Hindostan, situated to the north of
the Lama Dangra mountains, subject
to the Ne aulese, and under the jurisdictiona!o
governor sent from Catmandoo, who rules an extensive and
mountainous region, bounded by the
Arun on the east, on the west by the
Tamhi
Cosi, which
it from
the
of BhaQong, one of the
three principalities into which Nepaul
Proper was once subdivided. Towards
the south it descends to the Kamd,
which in part separates it from Muckwanpoor, and it comprehends a portion of the country inhabited by the
KHEAUKFEO.-Aharbour on the
Kiauts. In
to the lati- Arracan coast, situated at the north
tude and elevation, the climate, sur- end of the island of Ramree, and
face, and vegetable productions will be described as large enough to contain
found described under the general the whole navy of Great Britain.
head of Nepaul. The principal fortsor The anchorage is from fifteen to eighststions are Hidang, where the gover- teen fathoms, and being hd-locked
nor resides; Chaudandi, where the on three sides, the west, east, and
rajas formerly lived; Rawah, a large south, is completely secured against
town with a fort near the junction of the violence of the sou&-west monthe San Cosi and Doodh Cosi rivers; soon. Kheauk s~gnlfiesa stone, and
Chariyaghurry on the Kamal ; and feo, white.
Huticya at the junction of the San
I ( ~ ~ ~ ~ commercial
.-A
town inihe
rivers. At the temp1e province of Bejapoor, situated on
COsi and
of Kalesi, where the two Cosis unlte, the northeFnbranch ofthe ~
~
there is in
a very great
river, thirty miles S.E. from Fort
With Tibet there are said to be Victoria; 1~t.17041/N., ion. 73O34' E.
two routes of communication. On
the ~
~ cosi~ is ~d
~h to which
~
j KHP.'B.-A
~
, town in the province
of Candeish, which in 1816 belonged
the ~ i b e t come
i ~ ~at~ all
md the place itself is inhabited by in- to the Peshwa. Lat. 20° 53'N., Ion.
7 4 O 42' E., 104 miles E.S.E. from
~h~
dividuab of that
route to ~ i from
b ~ ~ is to- Surat. Goor, or coarse sugar, is ma-,
wards Dudh ~~~d~ a place in Tibet nufactured hew.--(Sutherlan4 &c-)
where there is a great annual fair:
l<HBIaLAH.-This district occupie~
The commerce by the Tamba Corn the westep extremity of the Gundkoes by Phala, a gola or custom-house wanti province, and consists princim the former territory of Bhatgong. pally of several ranges of hilla with
According to native informati~nthe vdlies intervening, through which
roads from the San Cosi are.d~fficult, flow various small streams, but the
but for the most part practicable on ' C O U ~ W Yhas as yet been but little exhorses ; from Chaltra t o Nepaul the plored. The rajas of Gundwana are
road is rather better, but in Inany ,aid to have formerly reigned at
place6 the rider must dismount. After Kheirlah near Baitool.
,
pansing the falls of the Cosi at ChatKHZJRA.--A town in the province
tra the Sari Cosi is navigable in canoes
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KHOORDAH.
of Malwa, pefgmnah of Birseah, five which, Woordahghm, staeds about
miles north from the town of Bir- twenty miles S.W. of Cottack, a d
geah ; lat. a30 45' N, Ion. 77O 3FE. fifteen went of Piply. I t is enclosed
In 1820 it belonsed to the raja d by a depth of impervious forest t o
the extent of many miles, carefully
Dhar.
trained to grow m close matting df
town the most thorny thickets, the only
KH~mmem-A
large
in the province of hhlws, witb a pvenues to
interim
through
fort or gliurry
tlefiles strongly fortifiedprinmiles
.
E
:
by N:,!?,"!?ponge; latS40 tipal entrance in 1804 was from the
JTN., lon.ynuxe L
eastward. cornmunicatina. with the
(or R m g ) w A station Pipl rkd, which was a l z strengthKHEBOO
situated at one of the priilcipal passn e n d sRer the native fashion; and
through the Himnlaya n,ountains, there were two other accessible enwhere the boundaries are so uncer- trances, one from the north-west,
tain, that it may either be assigned to and the other from the west. South
2% N, of the Mahannddy, in the Khwrdah
Tibet or Hindostau ; lat. !BO
I0n.85~23'E., fitly-two n i i o N.N.E. ~ u ~ i t r ya ,few isolated hills of white
and variegated sandstone occur,
from Catmandoo.
This was once e large pIace, bv2 curiously interspemed with granite.
is now inconsiderable having been The Khoordah raja is hereditary high
laid waste prior to ~ . b1700
. by the priest of Juggernauth, and keeper of
Cala Soogpa Tartars, r h o occupy the the idol's wardrobe.
Soon after the conqaest of Cutcountry north of Joongnle, and r h o
for some time posqessed tl~mselves tack this pergunnoh became remarkof Lassa. From Kheroo there are able for its hostility t o the British
not any snowy mountains to be seen government, and at length became s o
in the northern quarter; but such are refractory, that it became necessary
visible in the south, west, and south- t o securt the erson of the raja, Muceastern quartera In 1816 this place kund Deo, tien eighteen years of
was the residence of some Chinese age. To e&ct this, in 1804 three
authorities of rank, where a consi- separate attacks were made on Khoorderable body of troops, detadied in dahghur, which by a series of welladvance from the main body (then concerted operations was at length
supposed to be s t Teshoo Loomboo) captured, but the raja had escaped.
A short time afterwards, however,
had arrived and were quartered.he voluntarily came in and surrender(Kirkpatrick,Ganlner, &.)
and was in consequence
KHEYRALOO.-A
town in the pro- ed himself,
to his fiinctions in the temvince'of Gujerat, seventy miles north restored
ple; but the man ement of his zefrom the city of Ahmedebad ; lat. 2 3 O mindary
was for x e time retained,
68' N., Ion. 7a0 3Y E.
a large commission being allowed
KHIDE~A~AD.--A
town in the pro- him from the proceeds. In this state
vince of Delhi, twenty-three miles N. matters coiit~nued until 1817, in
by E. fmm Saharunpoor ; lat. 300 18' which year the lower classes and
N., b n . 77O W E.
pykes, or local militia, stimulated, as
supposed, by Juggoo Bundoo,
KHODAGUNGE.-A
town and spa- was
raja's dewan, rose unexpectedly
cious serai in the province of Agra, the
district of Furruckabad, situated on in rebellion, and bein protected by
the left bank of the Cali Nuddy, their jungles, kept t i e district in
thirteen miles S. by E. from the town commotion for almost two years. In
this emergency it became necessary
of Furruckabad.
to secure the ersons of the KhoorKHOORDAH
(Khurda).-A small dah raja and {is son, which was atprincipalit in the province of Orissa, cord~nglydone, and they arrived at
district o r Cuttack, the capital of Cuttack on the 11th June 1817.
p~~
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Sovereign authority has always been
vested in the Khoordah rajas, who,
down to the present day, are the role
fountain of honour in Cuttack, where
all deeds in the Ooria language hear
the date of the auk, or ascension of
the rdgnin prince of that honse,
and are prekced with a recital of his
titles, which are precisely those of
the great raja Anang Bheem Deo, a
monarch of Orissa in the twelth century. The rajas resided first at Piply, afterwards at Rathipoor, and
finally built their fort and palace in
a diicult part of Khoordah, where
they were discovered by the British
i n 1803. Since their rebellion in
1804 the Khwrdah rajas have only
been officially acknowleded as private
landholders, their territoriee being
managed by British collectors; but
he is allowed an ample pewion, and
is chief in authority over the holy
temple of Ju~ernaath.--(J. B. Blunt,
Stirling, Public MS.Docu~)~entf,
4c.)

-

K H Y ~ A B A DA. district in the
northern quarter of the Oude province, witllin the king's territories,
and situated incipdly between the
twenty-seventKnd twenty-eighth degrees of north latitude. This district
is naturally fertile, and amply supplied
with moisture from many streams
flowing south-west from the mountains; but its general condition is
very inferior to that of the adjacent
territories under the British government. The principal crops are barley,
wheat, tobacco, and small peas. The
sqil is of a light sandy nature, ensily
pulverized, and during the dry m n soon ascends with the wind in clouds
of dust, while in the cold seeson the
crops are frequently injured by the
severity of the frost. Them are
some fields of sugar-cane; but this
species of cultivation, which requim
a steady and just political government
to ensure to the peasant the fruits
of his labour, is very ill conducted.
The principal rivers are the Gan es,
K H O O ~ H A L G H ~Gmmty,
~ ( ~and~ G~o g~p ; ~ the
~ ~
caief
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
-A mud-fort with double walls, towns Khyrabad, Shahabad, and
round bastions, and a ditch, in the Nara&,had.4Tmnant,
province of Agra, north-west of the
Chumbul, wixty-six miles S.E. from
I < ~ ~ n a ~ ~ n . - T h e c a p i t d adeno.
nd
'., Ion. 76' 27' minator of the above distridt, ituated
Jeypoor ; lat. 26' 8f h
E.
in the province of Oude ; lat. 27' 30'
K?OOSHGUL.A fortress in the N., Ion. 80' 40' E.
provlnce of Bejapoor, which was
KHYRABAD.-Alarge villnge in the
ceded to the British in 1817 along province of Ajmeer, division of Herwith Darwar, but was then held by rowty, five miles S.S.W. from the
the adherents of Trimbuckjee Dain- Muckundra pass. In 1820 this place
glia.
contained about 1,200 inhabitants.-

-

&'-)
K ~ ~ ~ town
~ ~ in~the~ pro. vince of Mooltan, grincipality of
Sin&. In 1809it was t e residence of
Meer &hrah, one of the ameers
princes of that country. I t was then
a place of some trade, and noted,for
the dyeing of cloth ; lat. 24" 85' N.,
lon. 69' 27'E., 112 miles E.8.E. from
KHUNTAGHAUT.-A
name for the Hyderabad.
principality of Bijnee, which see.
KHYTUL.-A town in the province
of Delhi, the capital of a Seik chief,
K ~ o a . - A town in the province thirty-six miles W.S.W. from Kurnal;
of Delhi, fifteen miles N.E. from lat. 290 47' N., lone760 20' E.
Sirhind; 1st. 30° 44' N., Ion. 76'
39' E ,
KIENLUNG
for Chin-lung).
A

Knv~nror~t.-A fortress in the
Gujerrt peninsula, division of Cattywar, whlch surrendered in 1809 to
the detachment under Colonel Walker, on which occasion the garrison
congratulated then~selvesthat having
him for their destroyer, they would
thereby attain paradire.4Public MS.
Documentr, Walker, 4c.)

-

A
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KIRAUTS.

town in Tibet, situated on the north
bank of the Sutuleje, twenty-two
milee west from Lake Rawans Hmd;
lat. 31' 6'N., lon. 80° 3 F E . When
visited by Mr. Moorcroft, this plate
consisted of about 100 small houses,
built of unburned bricks, painted red
and grey, standing on the summit of
a cluster of pillars of indurated clay,
in the face of high banks of the same
material, rising above the town at
least 100 feet, while the town is in a
retiring angle, at least double that
height above the. level of the river.
This kind of posltion is selected by
.the Uniyas for their winter retirements, because, from the conical
shape of the pinnacles, the snow slips
readily into the valley below, whlle
the height of the rocks behind abater
the violence of the winds that sweep
the hill tops, and the b1asf.sthat frequently rush with i n c o n ~ v a h l efury
along the course of the nver.
The country from Tirtapuri to
Kienlung exhibits frequent indication
of the presence of minerals. Many
springs of hot water impregnated
with saline, calcareous and metallic
substances issue from the rocks; and
to Kienlung is a cavern from
the top of which water drops, highly
charged with sulphuric acid. The
floor consists of calcareous matter
mixed with sulphur, and also pools
of transparent water four feet deep
highly charged with sulphur. H O ~
sulphurous vapours issue through
crevices in the
and the general
heat is sufficient to cause a copious
perspiration : but the breathing IS
not Impeded unless the head be lowered within a short distance of tbe
ground, when a suffocating sensation
commences. The sides of this cavern
consist of calcareous matter and
flour of sulphur, and the proportion
of brimstone to the other ingredients
is said to be as two to one. Coal has
not yet been discovered in this tract,
the only fuel being furze. The vast
walls and masses of rock formed in
this vicinity by the action of these
hot springs indicate that their state
of activity has been of long duration.
--(Moorcroft, $c.)

KIE~ATAV~LLY.-A
neat C d i n
village in tile island of Ceylon, fifty
miles S.E. from the town of Candy ;
lat. 7 O 24' N, Ion. 81' 10' E.
K1''p'Ny'-A
in the pr&
vince of Malwa, situated on the north
side of the Nerbudda, fifty mila S.E.
from Jubhllpoor ; la'' 230 4' N's leu.
79" 13' E.
KILCREBPOOI.-A town in Malwa, the capital of a small chiefship
twentv-five miles north of Sarungw r , ' a n d in 1820 possessed by a
raja of the Keechee tribe of Rajpoots
tributary to Dowlet Row Sindia. At
that date its revenues were estimated
a t 70,000 rupees per annum, ofwhich
13,600 rupees were paid to Sindia,
and 1,060 to Zalim Singh of Kotah,
and the state owed a considerable
national debt. It wan, notwithstanding, a thriving, flourishing, and one
of the most considerable grain marts
in the province. The raja, Shere
Singh, was then eleven years of age.

-(Malcolm,

#c.)

KILLABER.-A Hind00 temple in
the proviiice of Ajmeer, built upon a
hill five iniles from Rampoora; lat.
24°a9' N., lon.76O36'E. It 1s large and
well built, and has a small cataract
near it, which s u ~ p l several
i~
cisterns. A jattra, or meeting, is held
annually in the month of April.(Mdolm~
$c.)
K~~~~~ /cunzadi).-~ town in
the Northern Cirars, thirty-four
miles N. by E. from cicacole; lar.
180 4% N., lo,,. 840 I 11E.
KIBAUTS
/Riratarj.-The
mountains in Northern Hindostan, east
from Nepaul Proper, are chiefly occupied by a tribe named Kiraut or
Kichak, who at a period of remote
antiquity appear to have made conquests in the plains of Crtmroop and
Matsya, which now compose the
Bengal districts of Dinagepoor and
Rungpoor. These Kirauts are frequently mentionedin Hindoo legends
as occupying the country between
Nepaul and Madra, the ancient d e
nomination in Brahminical writinp
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KISHENGHUR.
of the country we call Bootan. They
seem to have been always a rude and
martial people, but lew illiterate
than some of the neighbourin tribea.
The Buddhist Lamas had mate some
p r o p s in their conversion, but
when the Rajpoots from the south
gained the ascendancy, many were
compelled unwillingly to adopt the
-Biahminical doctrines of purity and
impurity, and abstain from beet ; but
they still retain a strong inclination
to resume the diet of their ancestors.
.. The Kirauts being, as above related, vigorous beef-eaters, did not
easily submit to the Rajpoot yoke,
although prior to the Hindoo migration friim- the south they had been
compelled to seek refuge amon the
hills, yet until the overwhefming
power of the present Gorkha dynasty, they maintained Some degree
of independence. I n A.D. 1769,
when Nepaul was subdued by Prithi
Narrain of Gorkha, the Kirauts were
feudatories to the Rajpoot princes of
that valley, and possessed considerable influence, their hereditary prince
being Chautariya, which is the second officer in the state. They are
mid to have once had a written character of their own, but those who
can now write for the most part use
the Nsgeri character. By their customs they are allowed to marry several wives, and also to keep concubines.
At the epoch of the Hindoo invasion, or migration into these hills,
there were settled among the Kirauts
a tribe named Limbo, the manners
of which are nearly the same, and
the two intermarry. Since the overthrow of the Kirauts. the Gorkhas,
a measure of policy, shew
de'
tided preference to the Limboos,
never having posseclsed power,
were
loss,
by the banishment of their priests.
They are not, however, reconciled
t o the privation of beef, yet on the
whole are less discontented than the
horde with which they are mingled.
They reside in huts, and their purs u i are
~ mostly agricultural. All the

chiefs of the illmute call themselves
ray, as claimin a Ra'poot descent,
but they are
marked by
theif featurn as being of Tartarian
onen. At present individual& of
thin tribe, under the denomination of
Kichacks, are thinly scattered over
the northern parts of Be@ and
Bahar, where they follow the vocstions of gypsies, and gain a subsistence by snaring game, telling fortunes, and stealin . The native tract
of count? east otthe Nepaul valley,
although rntereected by many mountain streams tributary to the San
Cosi, continues but thinly inhabited,
and only cultivated in detached spots.
- 4 E Buchanan, Kirkpatrick, 4c.)
KIBTHIPOOB.-Aconsidedle town
in the valley of Ne aul, about six
miles W.S.W. from tatmandm ;lat.
a70 40' N, lon. 84' 64' E. This place
was ouce the residence of an lnda
pendent rince, although at the period of tpe Gorkha invasion it war
included in Patan. At present it
does not contain more than 6,000 inhabitants. This part of the valley
seems considerably above the level of
Catmandoo. -(Kirkpatrick, Father
Guucppe, 4c.)
K r a a w ~ o u n D ~ s ~ n ~ c ~ .NUD
-See
DEA DI~TIICT.

casionally communicates its name,
being the residence of the judge, collector, and civil establishment. It
stands on the south-eastern side of
the Jellinghy branch of the Gan
sixty-two miles NI by E. from
cutta; lat. 23"' N., lon. 8 8 O W E.
KISBXNCBuB.-A small town and
pss in
province of ~ l l h ~ b ~ 4
thiy.three miles S. by E. from
N,Ion. 790
Chatterpoor; lat.
q4, E.

K ~ s a ~ a o a(Kkhna
m
nagara).A town in the province of Ajmeer,
sibiated about nineteen milm N.N.E.
from the cit of A'meer ; ht. a60 37'
N., ton. 74% 4 3
The wdls of

&
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PISTNAGHERHY.

stantial masonry, its caatle on tbe of Naus-it
is crossed in a bisEet
mountain top, and its gardens fenced slung to a rope, which is pulled t o
with the prickly pear. The raja's pa- one side with itn goo& and passek
lace, a large rudely-built fort on the p,and then h c k again. In 1783
banks of a fine pool of water. The this wao one of the few independent
surrounding soil is barren, and in Hindoo districts remaining in Hinwinter liable to severe blights from dostan, yet the chief was a Mahofrost, but water, here an important medan. It p r M y still remains
article, i s found every where. The independent, ita rugged surface and
cactus, or prickly pear, rows very severe climate presenting few attracstrongly in the barren hies between tims to invaders.-(forder, 4c.)
this place and Ajmeer, but it does
K ~ ~ T XRIVEB.A
See KBI~*NA
not make so good a bound hedge for
defence as a thick plantation of barn- Rlvm.
boos, which, though not prickly, are
KI~SEB
1sx.x.-A
small island in
i m ~ a e t r a b l eand
~
can neither be the Eastern seas about twenty miles
burned or cut down without great in circumference, lying off the northloss of time and rieque from the eastern extremity of Timor ; lat. 80
enemy's fire. Kishenghur is the ca- 6, s., ton. 1 8 0 6, E. ~h~ chiefs of
pitar of a Petty
state, which this island are under the anthority of
in 1818 was admitted into the British the Dutch hctory a t Coupang in
federal alliance on the acme terms Timor. Its commercial staples are
that had been lneviousl~granted to wax, sandal-wood and edible birds'the Raja of Bicanere. The reigning nests. During the old ~
~ go- t
n j a at that date wns Cullian Singh, vernment slaves were also exported,
of the Rhatore tribe, but the ma- but this traffic was interdicted by
jority of the c~lltimtorswere JautS. the British government.-(!Phorn,4c.)
-4Buhop Hcber, &.)
(Krbhm giri).K1snOasE'-A t o w n a n d p e r ~ n n a hA KI~TNACHEBRY
town and fortress in the Barrain the province Malwa, clalmed
mahal district, 106
east from
the Bbondee state, yielding a revenue Seringapatam ;
120
N.,
of about 90,000 rupees per annllm. 780
E.
to
this place the
In 1823 two-thirds of it belonged to
is a plain, in which
Sindia,
one-third to a o l b r , with
rocky insulated mountains are scatwhom no racticable arran ement
a singu1ar and grand apbe ef$cted.-4Pubtic
no- pearance.
tered~
That on which the fort
cumcnts, 4c.)
stands is 700 feet in perpendicular
K
~
~ (Cddhmr,
~
~
doundi*
E
~
~ height,
B
and so remarkably bare and
iff d j . - A town and district in steep that it was never taken except
the northeatern extremity of the by surprise. In 1791 the British
Lahore province, bounded on three troops were repulsed with ~onsidersides by the Cashmere and Himalaya able loss ; but it was subseqllentl~
monntains. The town is situated in obtained by cession, when the fort&
lat. 330 681 N.,lon. 7(j0 9' Em,about cations were destroyed, the altered
e' hty-five miles E.S.E. from the city condition of the Mysore sovereignty
o?~ashrnere. Respecting this re- nnderi% them unnecesmy.
mote quarter very little is known,
Theupper surface of the mountain
except that it is very hilly and woody, presents a confused assemblage of
as its name imports, but thinly peo- ~rregularmasses of rock. There are
pled, and liable to extreme cold dur- two tanka within the fort, besides a
ing the winter. I t is intersected by fine subterranean spring, which riser
the Chinaub River, which has its in a cavern near the south-west ansource in the north-east angle, and gle. The pettah below, in 1820, war
M in some places seventy yards broad, but a poor place, thc more induswith a rapid current. At the village Kishenghur are of solid and eub-

dS.

-

~
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KOKUN. '
trious portion of the inhabitants
having removed to Dowletabad, a
spacious bazar erected by Capt. Graham about a mile south of Kistnagherry, which is no longer either a
civil or military station.--(F. Bwhunan, Fuihrton, Uironz, 4c.)
KISTNAPATAM
(Kriahnapntu~a).A town in the Carnatic province,
district of Nellore, seventeen miles
S.E. from the town of Nellore; lat.
14O %' N., Ion. 89O W E.
KITTOOR.-A fortified town in the
province of Bejapoor, nineteen miles
W.N.W. from Darwar; lat. 15' 35'
N., Ion. 74' 5%' E. The dessye of
this place proving refractory in 1884,
it was besieged and captured with a
considerable booty.
KITUL.-A town of considerable
size in the province of Delhi, fortgfive miles N.W. from the city of
Delhi ; lat. B037' N., lon. 76' 9 'E.
In 1808 this place was surrounded
by a good brick wall, and an excellent ditch, having on the east a large
tank, and a jeel or shallow lake.
The wall enclosed a high fort of
some strength.
KIVALOOR.-Alar e village in the
Southern Carnatic, fistrict of Tanjore, situated about nine miles west
from Negipahm. By the road side
near this place there are two remarkable statues of Buddha, in the usual
sitting posture, and somewhat colossal size.-(F~durton, &c.)
KLATTAN.-A small town in the
island of Java, sixty-eight miles south
from h a r a n g , and situated about
half way between,Solo, the capital of
the emperor, and Jojocarta, the metropolis of the sultan ; lat. 7' 49' S.,
Jon. 110'' 35' E.--(Thorn, at.)
KLAX(or Ban Chi).-b village in
Siam,which in 1825 contained about
1,000 ersons, mostly Chinese, with
a h e a k a n of the same nation. This
place stands on a river of the Rame
name, the mouth of which is about
lat. 8O 42' N., where it is very narrow, being almost choked up by sandbanks, againat which the surf beats as
violently as a t Madras.--(Leal, ec.)

K o ~ s a ~-A
r . o t m g hill-lbrt in
the province of Aurungbad, situated
on the western range of ghauts, .boot
twenty miles south of Boorghaut, and
commands the principal pass leading
from the Concan, near Jamboolpare,
immediately above Soweeghaut ; lat.
18' 35' N., Ion. 7 3 O 27' E., fortyone
miles S.E. from Bombay. Kouree is
about one mile and a half in c i r c u m f ~
rence, and amply supplied with water.
I t wns captured, however, after a
short bombardment, in 1818, by a
detachment under Colonel Prother.
-A small town in
KOATRUREE.
Northern Hindostan, thi .-seven
miles E.N.E. from Almora
w
42' N., Ion. 80' 15' E.
KOBRAI.-A small town in the
~rovinceof Allahabad. thhtv milee
~ . N . E . from ~ e i t ~ o o lat.
r ; -250 26'
N., lon. 79O 57' E.
KOHAUT.-A town in Afghaniatan,
twenty-six miles south from the city
of Peshawer; lat. 33'44' N., lon. 71°
15' E. This place is situated in a dirtrict of the same name, about twelve
miles in circumference, abounding in
watersand producingthe fruits,planre,
flowers, grasses, and weeds of European climates, so grateful to an eye
long unused to the sight of them. A
compositionnamed moomeedorm~mney, is manufactured here, and sold
through the east as a specific for
fractures, almost miraculous. It is
rocured from a sort of stone, which
aving been reduced to powder, is
boiled in water, when an oil floats,
which afterwards hardens to a substance, having the appearance and
consistence of coal. (Elphinstow,

3ja

'k

4c.c.)

-

KOKUN
(or Concan).-This
tam is
applied by the natives in quite 8 d&
ferent sense from what it is by Euroeans, for it includes much country
bing to the east of the western
ghauts. In one sense it is synonymous with a hilly mass of country,
subject to the severity of the southwest monsoon, in contradistinction
t o des, a plain; but them are dceptions to this definition. &e also
c o ~ c r ~ . - ( M a r c h d ,&.)

.

,

KOYOTAIWB-A t o m , or rather
the ruins of one, in the province of
Bengnl, district of Rungpoor, once
the capital of the great Hindw
kingdom of Camroop, and still a
stupenduous n~onumentof rude labour.
Komotapoor was situa ed on the
west hnnk of the DhoAah, which
formed its defence on one side, but
that river has ance shified its course
still further east. The town was intersected by a small river named the
Singimari, which has destroyed a
considerable part of the works, but
was probably kept artificially within
bounds whiie the town flourished.
The ruins are of an oblong form,about
nineteen miles in circumference, of
which five miles were defended by
the Dhorlah, and the remainder protected by an immense bank of earth,
with a double ditch, and from the
number of bricks scattered about, probably surmounted by a brick parapet.
In its present state (1809) the inner
ditch is of various widths, and never
seems to have been r lar ;the outer
ditch has been about%bO feet wide,but
ssible now to ascertain its
origina
depth, which must, however,
it
is
have been very considerable. These
works run in straight sides of very
unequal lengths, without towers,
h o n s , or flanking-angles. Three
gates are still shown, and there is
the appearance of a fourth. In one
heap of bricks there are two pillars
of granite, standing erect, and in
another there are four.
Komotapoor was built by Raja
Nidwaja, besieged by the Mahomedans; and tnken, after a blockade
of twelve years, about A.D. 1496,
during the reign of Raja Nhnbor.

"f"

-4F. B u c h a ~ n4c.)
,

Kowr~ooa.-A town in the province of Bejapoor, thirty-four milee
W.N.W. from Darwar ; lat. 15' 37'
N, Ion. 78' 38' E.
K O N D O J U B B Y .KUNJEU~.
-~~~
KONIMBISLE.-A mall island in
the Eastern seas, lying to the north
of 1Vagewo. .The inhabitants cultivate plantations of yams, potatoer,

suprcuIes, and oths tropical productions. With W.geeoo they b y ter sausages made of turtles' egge, ID
exchange for sago, either baked or
raw. They dm carry tortoiseeahell
there, to sell to the Chineee, who
trade to that island in aloopa.

-

( F o m a t , 4c.)

KWEANGAN
18~s.-A very small
island in the Emtern sess,one of the
Swloo Archipelago. It is uninhe
bited, and appears like two islands,
there being a narrow isthmus in the
centre.
KOOKIIS(Kukir, Kmngkia or Lunch/.-This
rude and martial tribe
occupy a very extended space among
the mountains between kngal, Ava,
and China To the north and 'east
they border on the Munipoor, Phung,
and Assam countriee; to the west,
on Cachar, and the independent portion of the Tipem district; ou the
south-east on the Birman dominions;
and on the south-west on Chittagong.
By the Burmese they are named
Laengeh, which the Bengalese change
to Lingta ; but more frequent by the
latter they are named Kungky or
Kooky; for the most part, individuals of the tribe call themselves
Zou. They are but little known to
Europeans, and are seldom seen, except when they vimt the markets on
the jungly borders of Tipera and
Chittagong, to purchase salt, driedfish, and tobacco.
The Kookies adopt certain customs of the state under which they
live, but they themllelvea hare no dc
vision of caute, although they live in
distinct, and generally hostile communities. With the exception of
those subdued by Hindoo chiefs, they
do not worship any of the Brabminlcal deities, but are supposed to f a
and propitiate certain imaginary genii,
demons, and evil spirits. They are
very strict in burnin their dead.
They have no written anguage, and
the dialects of the different tribes
are said to be so various, as to be unintelligible to each other. The more
savage tribes are quite naked, and
dwell in hollow trees ; the more civi-

f
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KOOMP'ARSEIN.
lized wear a slight wrapper round their
loins, while those in immediate contact with Bengal procure a covering
of conrse cloth. Both sexes in their
persons are strong and, robust, and
bear a considerable resemblance to
the Tartars, while in complexion
they are fairer than the Bengalese.
Dwelling among forests and mountains, the Kookies c~iltivate little
p i n , and never e n o u ~ hfor their
own cons~imption, the surplus (besides salt, betel-nut, and dried fish,)
being procured from the low countries, in exchange for ivory, timber,
wax, cotton, raw silk, and a variety
of odoriferoi~swoods and gums, the
produce of their hills.
The Kookies are mostly hunters
and warriors, and are armed with
bows and arrows, clubs, spears, and
dhaws. They choose for the sites
of their villages the steepest and
most inaccessible hills, and each village contains from 500 to 2,000
inhabitants.
Like other savages,
they are engaged in perpetual warfare, in prosecution of which they
prefer ambuscades and surprises to
regular open fighting. When upon
a secret expedition they fasten their
hammocks among the branches of
the loftiest trees, so as not to be perceived from below. Among these
tribes salt is held in high estimation,
and a little is always sent with a
message to certify its importance.
Next t o personal valour, the accomplishment most valued in a warrior is superior dexterity of stealing,
after the manner of the Spartans.
This miserable race are of a most
vindictive disposition, and blood must
always be shed for blood, on the principle of retaliation.
As they are without prijudice of
caste, no animal killed in the chase
is rejected; an elephant is consequently an immense prize, from the
quantity of food he affords. Every
five years they migrate from one station t o another, but seldom to a
greater distance than a twelve hours'
journey. Their domestic animals are
gayals, goats, hogs, dogs, and fowls,
but the first is the most valued; yet,

like other ultra-gangetic tribes, they
make no use whatever of the milk,
rearing them solely for their flesh
and skims. The Kookies have some
notion of a future state, where they
are rewarded or punished according
to their merits in the present world;
and they are of opinion that nothing
ia more pleating to the Deity, or
more certainly ensures their future
happiness, than the destroying a great
number of their enemies. These d e
structive habits render them a terror
to the inhabitants of the Chittagong
district, andaprticular annoyance to
the wood-cutters, whose heads t h q
take away.--(Public J o r c r d , Macme, F. Bwhanan, bc.)
Koora~~sra.-A town in the province of Ajmeer, eleven miles west
from Rampoora, which in 1820 contained 800 houses ; lat. 24O 5Y N.,
Ion. 75' 22' E.
KOOKSEE.-Atown in the province
of Malwa, surrounded by a good mud
wall, and a deep dry ditch ; lat. '
%2
16' N., Ion. 74' 51' E., twelve milea
S. by W. from Dhar. In 18%) this
place was the head of a pergunnab,
and contained 700 houses.--(M&
colna,

4c.)

-

K O O K U I L D ~ U NA~considerable
A.
town in the province of Candeish,
situated on the noith bank of theTu
tee, which in the hot eeason is o n r
knee-deep here, and 150 yards b r o d
whereas in the rains it is a quarter of
a mile from bank to bauk ; lat. 21' 29'
N., lon.74' 10' E., seventy miles E. by
N. from Surat. I t formerly belonged
to the Peshwa, bnt is now comprehended in the British district of
Candeish Proper.--(Captain Su#ur-

hd,hc.1
KOOLASSIAN
ISLE.^ small island
in the Eastern seas, one of the Sooloo
archi lago. I t is a low island cov e r x i t h wood, and uninhabited.
KOOMERI.-At m n in the province
of Allahabad, sixteen miles south
from Teary ; let. 24' 32' N., lon. 7 8 O
48' E.
KOOYPARBEIN.A lordship in
Northern Hindostan, situated on the

-

'
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KOOTAR.

esst bank of the Sutuleje, by which to prevent its further subdivision, by
river it is bounded on the N.W. ;
by Bussaher on the N.E. ; by Bhirjee
oo the S.W. ; and by Keonthul on
the south. The town is a mean, illlooking place, which in 1814 did not
contain more than a dozen of houses,
. d h o l y h it
the residence
the
aana ; la%-31' l w N.slon. 77' 26' E.3
6,784 feet above the level of the sea.
The Sutuleje runs below with a very
w i d atream, and on its banks are
the huts of several gold-finders, who
the sands, and procure
of gold. ~h~ descent to the river,
estimated a t 3,000 feet perpendicular,
is
steep, and,including the
windings, above three milesin length,
the last mile being one continued
flight of irregular steps.-(J. B. Fraset, Lieut. Rou, &c.)
KOoNcH'
large
in the
province of A g m
E.
S. from Gualior ; k t . 26' 3' N.. Ion.
79'
Altl~ough
Koonch
district 4'isE.subject
to the the
British
govern-

-*

compelling the nabob to make suitable provision in money for the claitns
of his relations; lat. B043' N., Ion.
77°5'E.,six miles E.N.E. from Kurnal.
K
~
~ hill fort
~ in the ~
province of Aurungabad, encircled by
mountains, seventy-seven miles N.E.
from Bonlbay ; lat. lgO23J N., Ion.
740 51 E.
KOONy"n.-A
and
plain in Northern Hindostan, sltuated between the Sutuleje and Jumna,
and bounded by Kothaur,
and Keonthul. I t contains no fort,
and
depeode* On the
chiefship
KOORBA
f Curaw).-A snlall tract
in the province of Gundwana, formerly subject to the Nagpoor raja,
but respecting which scarcely anything is known. The town of Koorbs
stands on the east side of the Hatsoo
river, thirty-two miles enst from Ruttunpoor; lar. 2 P 23 N., Ion. 82O
56/ E.
KOOBJAH.-A considerable town
with a mud fort in the ~rovinceof
M a , district of Alighur, containing
several mosqrles and pagodas, situated
about twenty-nine miles N.W. by N.
from Alighur fort,
K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~in ~the ~ ~
island of Ceylorl, twenty-seven miles
N.W. froln candy ; lat. 70 27, N.,
ion. 800 271 E. t hi^ is the principnt
in the seven
corlee, and was
fortnerly the re~idenceof its princes,
the vestiges of their palace be~ngstill
visible near the base of the elephant
rock. A large tank and a remarkable
chain of rocks deserve notice.( D a y , &.)
K~~~~~~~~~~ / ~ h ~ h h ~ k & ~ ~ ) . A town in the province of Gujerat,
the best town I n the principal~t~
of
Banswara, from which it is distant
S.W. about sixteen miles.

pent, it is entirely insulated from
their possessionq on one side by an
intervening space belonging to the
Nana,of Kalpee, m,d om the others bp
lands belonging to Sindia, the Ditteah raja, the. Sumpter raja, and the
soubahdars of Jhansi. By the treaty
of peace in 1805 with Jeswunt Row
Holkar, this small territory was asin jaghire
Bheema
his daughter, to whom the surpius revenue is paid, but the administration
i s exercised hy the British. In 1814
the
revenue amounted
a,502000
rllPees per annum.--(Wauch~e,
MS. DOcunzents, MaC
cdna, gc.)
KOONDA.-A town in the province
of Delhi, nine miles N.E. from Kuma1 ; lat. 29' 42' N.9 Ion. 7 7 O 8' EKOONDAH.-A town in the province of Bahar, district of Ramghur,
105 miles S.S.W. from Patna;.Iat.
S4O 2V N., Ion. 84' 38/ &.
KOONJPOORA.-Atown and small
KOOTAR.-A town in the province
principality in the Delhi province, of Delhi, fifty-five milm E.S.E. from
under the protection of the British Bareily ; lat. 28' 12' N., Ion. SO0 IW
government, which in 1824 interfered E.

~

KOSICHANG ISLES.
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the Teenta. In the rainy seaeon, it
is navigable for boats of 400 rnannde
tp Bbojonpoor, and considerable
quantities of timber are floated down
its current.-(li: Buchannn, 80.)
KORUL.-A
town belonging to the
Guicowar in Gujerat, situated on the
right bank of the Nerbudda, and in
1820 contained about 300 houses ;
lat.
50, N.,
730 E. It
has a fort of masonry
yards
square, with mud bastions at the angles and square ones in the centre,
as a place ofstrength ; at least it has has no guns mounted, but is full of
'lever been taken, although
loo -holes. It has no ditch or glacis,
besieged. It is washed Y' the Betwa a n g t h e base of the wall is visible at
river and separated
from the
a great distance.--(Malcolm, &c.)
which last is surrounded by a dilapidated wall. The territory attached
KOSICHANG
IBLES.-A cluster of
to Koorwe is small, and in 1820 the islands, eight in number, situated in
revenue clidlnot exceed Rs. 15,000per the gulf of Siam, within four hours'
annum ; but it WAS then just breath- sail of the Siam river; lat. 13O11' N.,
ing from the horrible ravages of the loti. 100' 55' E., twenty-six miles
Pindaries.-(Malcoltn, 8c.)
from the mouth of the Bankok river.
Cara,.-~ town in the They form an excellent well-sheltered
Allahabad, to which a harbour, abounding with good water
small district was formerly attached, and fire-wood. Kosichan& the largest,
situatedin theDoaboftheGangesand
long by three
J
~ latm260Q
~ N., ~ion. ~ E.; and consists of llills covered with
trees to the waters' edge, several of
K~BAH.-A village in the province which, such as the maple and sissoo,
of Cutch, situated about ten miles
well suited for cabinet-work, but
south from Luckput Bunder, on the not for masts and spars. It is quite unroad from that place to Mandavie- cultivated, and in 18% uninhabited,
The Surrounding Country is hilly, and with the exception of one s ot, where
yields abundance of iron ore, which a solitary chinese had bUi[ hia hut.
1s smelted in the vicinity.
These islands are noted for several
KOBAY.-A town in the province beatttiful species of pigeons, and a root
of Delhi, sixteen miles south from resembling the common yam, which
Pattiallah; lat. 30° 5' N., Ion 780 grows to an enormous size, one specimen having been found that meaE.
ten fe;t in circumference, and
KORAR.-A town in the province sured
of Allahabad, nineteen miles E. from weighed 474 pounds. It is without
Jhansi; lat. 25' 2!Y N., Ion. 78' taste, and only used medicinally by
the neighbouring natives. Kokranr
49'E.
island is about onefourth the size of
KOBOTOYA
RIVBBfor Cnrattyj.Kosichang, but is occupied and cultiAccording to the Nepaulese, this vated by some Siamese fishermen.
river springs from the lower hills of Land crabs, bird-nests, and biche de
Sikkim, a t a place named Brahma- mar or sea slug, are also found among
coond. After it enters the Bengal these islands, but not in sufficient
province, it forms part of the boun- quantity to become articles of comdary between the Rungpoor and Di- merce. The Cocliin Chinese traders
nagepoor districts, losing and reco- who visit these isles have erected a
verin its name several times,until it white temple on Kosichang.--(Fini s at &st ~wallowed,name and all, by In.yron, 4c.)

KOOBWEY.-A town with a fort in
the province of Malwa, fourteen miles
west of Khimlassa; let. 24' !Y N.,
Ion. ;So 3' E. This is the capital of
a very small independent Patan ~tate,
escape of which from annihilatinn
' the jts
Inore powerful and
neighbours, is still more remarkable
than that of Bo~aul. It was founded
by Deli1 Khan, a native of Khj ber in
Afghanistan, who established himself
here in the reign of Aurungzebe.
The fortress of Koorwey is described

w

KOTAK
KOTAHf Cata, thefbrt).-A
petty
state in Hindostan proper, situated
principally in the province of Ajmeer. The Kotah territories border
on those of Boondee, about five
miles to the north-west of the
Chumbul, and extend also into
Malwa, eight miles beyond Khairabad. On the south-east they are
bounded by the intermixed possessions of Sindia and Holkar; and on
the north and north-west by those of
Jey oor and Boondee. In l8a0, ind u i n g cessions received from the
British government, this principality
possessed a compact and well-defined
temtory, equal to qn area of 5,500
square milea
Zalim Singh, the raj rana, or regent, held a high repute among the
natives as a arise ruler; and certainly
the commercial activity that prevails
in the city, and the rich aspect of certain tracts to the muth-east and beyond the Mokimdra pass, which are
cultivated like a garden, bear evidence in favour of his administration;
but in other quarters there is much
waste land, and many of the villagea
have a wretched appearance. In 1820
he commenced a bridge over the
Burkundia river of nineteen arches,
diminishing from the centre, and
about 1,000 feet in length,which when
finished will be one of the most
remarkable modern native edifices
(there are none of British construchen) in Hindostan.
The chief
towns are Kotah, Gagroon, and
Shababad.
About forty years ago the legitimate raja (Kiihore Singh) of the
Ham tribe, was placed in confinement
by Zalim Singh, wko usurped the
management of affairs, and proclaimed himself r ent, treating the raja,
however, w i x an external show of
submissive respect. He has ever
siuce maintained possession of his
self-appointed dignity, and has upon
the whole conducted affairs, in most
eventful times, with considerable
energy and success. He has long
been the universal mediator between
the statecr and chiefs around him,
who all considered their Csmilies and

property safe in Kotah than in their
own strong-holds. In 1819 his army
consisted of 10,000 regular infantry,
and about 10,700 irregular; his cavalry of all descriptions about 4 a 0 :
total 24,900 men. The principal fortresses are Kotah, Shahabad, Gagroon, Sheaghur, and Ncrghur, besides a number of ghurries, or native
forts. In 1819 the gross revenue of
Kotah was estimated at forty-seven
larks of rupees. In 1820 he was reported to be nearly blind, and resided
mostly at Gagroon, delegating the
management of his affiirs at Kotah
to his son Lolljee. The old legitimate
raja died a short time before that
date, and was succeeded by his son,
Omeid Singh, whb assembledan army,
and endeavoured to eject Zalim Singh;
but the latter being, in consequence
of a treaty entered into in 1818, protected by the Bengal government, was
joined by a British detachment, which
totally defeated the legitimate raja,
who was subsequently compelled to
give up five-eixtenths of his revenue
to defray the expense of conquering
himself. In 1834 another disturbance,
raised by Bulwunt Singh, uncle to
the reigning prince of Boondee, was
suppressed by the British and Kotah
troops, after considerable bloodshed,
in which Bulwunt and most of his
adherents perished. Zalim Singh
died in 1825. and was succeeded by
his son, Madhoo Singh, who made a
considerable addition to the allowance assigned for the support of his
nominal sovereip, r h o qevertheless
continued discontented. When the
old regent died, an effort was m ~ d e
by the British government to form a
separate principality for his family, a
measure which it was expected would
simplify our connexion with Kotah,
and terminate the perpetual collisioncl
of a prince and regent. In order to
reconcile Madhoo. Singh to this arRngement, it was proposed to form
his principality almost wholly of
countries acquired by his father Zalim Singh; but he rejected the proposition, and said he would be justly
disgraced in the opinion of his relations and subjects, were he for his

KOTAH.
personal aggrandizement t o d b
member the principality of which he
had charge.--(FuUorton, . Malcolm,
Public MS. Documenta, Tod, Prins' q , 4c.I
KOTAH.-A town in the province of
Aj-meer, the capital of the preceding
principality, situated on the east side
of the Chumbul, 150 miles S. E. from
Ajmeer city ; lat. 2 5 O 12' N., ion. 75O
45' E. Thia is a large, populous, and
irregularly built place, with h a d eome bazaars well stocked with merchandize, and it contains an unusual
number of substantial-!ooking private
houses, besides abundanceof temples;
b u t no public edifice of note, except
the raja's palace. The entrances
t o the city are protected by double
gateways, and the walls covered by
an outer ditch, cut out of the solid
rock. T h e palace, a large pile of
building, and rendered conspicuous
by its lofty white turrets, is enclosed
by a separate fortitication. Under
the city walls, towards the north,
'within a garden, are the chetrees
of former rajas, large structures of
t h e kind, some of marble highly ornamented with mythological devices
in relievo. The bed of the Chumbul
here is deep and narrow, and the
banks on both sides are of rock. The
principal inhabitsnts are Rajpoots;
,but the population includes many of
t h e commercial classes, who carry on
a n active traffic, and msnufacture
'cloth and other articles adapted for
(Eirldarlon,
hative consumption.
.Malcolm, #c.)
6-

-

KOTAUR.-A town in Travancore,
fourteen miles N.W. from Cape Comorin ; lat. 8' 13'N., lon. 77'41'E.
KOTEf Cats).-A town in the province of Gujerat, ten miles from
Dbolka; lat. 2P4W N. Ion. 72' W E .
KOTEGHUR.-A petty chiefship and
British military outpost in Northern
Hipdostan, situated between the
Sutuleje and Jomna, and by some
reckoned aniong the twelve lordships.
T o the N. W. it is bounded by Koombersein ; to the. S. W. b Burowlee ;
on.the south it has ~ u f s p n ,and to
VOL. 11.

the east P m n d u r and Joobul. It was
originally a dependency of Keonthul,
and afterwards of Bussaher ; but before the Gorkha invasion had long
been independent of both. The rana resides at Koteghur, which is a
place of some strength, but there is
no other fortress within its limits.
Lat. 31' 18'N. Ion. 77' 26' E., 6,634
feet above the level of the sea. This
district is only separated from the
native states of Cooloo, Sukait, and
Mundee, by the Sutuleje, which circumstance, together with the nature
of a country thinly inhabited, and
intersectetl by deep and almost impervious dells, where every path and
road affords facilities both for the
commission and concealment of murder, render an efficient police almost
im+cticable.
The climate is similar
to that of the south of England.(Lieuta. R o u and Walker, Gerard,

+.I
K O T E G H fUCataghara).-A
~
town
in Northern Hindostan, the capital
of the preceding chiefship, situated
on a declivity of the Whartoo mountain, near the left bank of the Sutuleje ; tat. 31' 19' N., lon. 77O 28' E.,
6,634 feet above the level of the
sea. Hemp, various grains, pulses,
peaches, apricots, filberts, walnuts,
ginger, turmeric, and other roots are
raised here, and resinous extracts,
such as pitch and turpentine, procured. I t has been remarked that
'the intoxicating quality of the opium
manufactured at Koteghur much exceeds that of the same dru raised
on the plains of ~indostan.-f..eaara.
Getarcfa, $c.)
KOTERAH.-A town in the provimce
of Malwa, perp~nnahof Ashta, which
in 1820 contained 800 houses ; lat.
a30 7' N., Ion. 76" 56'E.
KOTEREE.-A small town in the
province of Malwa, situated on the
river Parbutty, in the pergunnah of
Shujawulpoor ; lat. 23O 2.2' N., Ion.
76" 53'E.
KOTGHUR
PEAK.-A lofty peak in
the province of Lahore, division of
Cooloo, fifteen milea N.N.E. from
Rampoor in Bussal~er;h t . 31' 4WN,,
H

AW.
Ion. 7"/DWE., 17,363 feet above the
level of the sea,
KOTHAUB.-A lordship in Northern Hindostan, situated between the
Sutuleje and Jumna It consists
principally of a narrow strip of land
lslostl plaih, and under cultivation,
ntretciing along the I& bank of the
Gumbhur, between Keonthul and
Mahlogh. It was formerly a dependency of Keonthul, and with the rest
of the hill states fell under the Gorkha domination in 1804 ; but in 1814
took an active part on the side of the
British government ; lat. 30' 57/ N.,
lon. 77'4' E., thirt -two miles N.N.W.
(%r D. OdterCony,
from Nahan.
h u t . Ro::, Q-c.)
KOTILLAH.-A town in the province of Delhi, thirty-two niilen
W.S.W. from Sihind; lat. 30° 311N,
Ion. 75' 67' E.
Ko~nn.-A large town in the province of Malwa, sitluted an the
Gunjsn river, twenty miles E. b 5.
of Hindia, and u e n t w n N. by of
Hurdah ; lat. $22' 26' N, lon. 37' l7/
E. The exact line d demarcation
between tbe acquiuitiohs made in this
quarter in 1818 by the British goramment f r ~ mthe Nagporn raja and Sindia, runs through this town, Gindia's
territory lying w e t of it.
KOTBAH.-A todn in the province
of Allahabad, situated oh the north
bide of the Betwa river, eighty miles
S.E. from Gualior; lat. $35'62' N.,
Ion. 79" 14' E.
KOTTL-A town on the Malabar
comt, thirty miles S. by E. from Calicut ; la:. 10' 60' N, Ion. 75' 57' E.
Komna f Cei&~a).-A district in
the Hyderabad province, bounded on
three aides by the Manjera river,
which here makes an extraordinary
deep bend. The interior ia almost
unknown, but from the import of its
name, it is probably mountanoos.
The town of Kowlas stands in ht.
18'14' N., Ion. 77' 47'E., eighty miles
N.W. from Hyderabad.
#COWBAH.-A town in the province
of Cutch, eurrounded by an mmense

-
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mama named the Runn, thirty
mila N. horn B h j ; kt.

PIP 4%-

Ion. 69' W E.

Kown~s~ro.a.-A town in the
Guierat wninsula. ten miles N.N.W.
fro& ~ i Point
;
; iat. to0 46' N, 10s.
70' 5 8 E.
K n r n r ~ o nISLE.-An idand in the
Eastern Seas, the southernolost of a
groupe situated in the straita of Sun.
da. I t has a high peaked hill at the
' S.,
south end, which lies in lat. 6' 9
and 105' 15I.E. The whole circuit
of the island is not more than ten
miles. This island is esteemed
healthy, when compared with the
neighbollring countries, and cont&r
a hot spring, which the nrrtivea
na a bath. The whole island is covered witb trees, except particular
spots, which the natives have cleued
for rice fields.--(Captain King, gc.)
Ksnw /I:thmu: &.-This
isthmus
connects the Malay peninsula witb
the continent of Asla, and in the narrowest part does not exceed ninetyseven miles from sea to sea Its name
pears to have been taken from
%w, said to be a mall inland village
between Chaiya and Choomphoon.
The route from Mergui to Choomphoon lies d o n the aeu-coast as far
ae the mouth of the river PaLCboo.
which falls into the Bay of Ben&
then qp that river to the Siameea
post of PA-Chan, about the centre
of the bthmus, a d then by land to
Choomphoon on the gulf of Siam.
The exact position of the Pakehan
river has not yet been ascertained,
but its mouth is probably s o m e w h ~
about lat. 11° 6/ N., about ei ht)
miles aouth of Mergui; the whokc of
which intervening coast is said to be
a labyrinth of creeka and channels.
Many native travellers declare that
it is quite practicable to make a aavigable canal across the isthmus of
Kraw by joining the Pak-Chan and
Choomphoon rivers. The tiret ib said
to be a considerable river, broad and
deep throughout : the Choomphaan
hm a very windiq course3 with a
sandy bed. Both nvem m mid re
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sup osition of their having been gradu& hollowed out by the action of
native accounts, they already some- running water. After it^ entrance
times unite during high spring tides. into the Northern Circars, large boats
Up to the post of Pak-chan occu- ply at the ferries; but in the highpies two flowing tides in boats, the ands the usual floating conveyance
n e t of the journey is usual1 prmrsued is a round bamboo wicker basket,
a Sii- covered with half-tanned bides, and
by travellers on f o o ~ in
mese guatd of sixty persons were directed with paddles. This very
stationed at Pak-chan milage, and re- primitive vessel, leaking, bending,
and whirled about by the force of
lieved monthly from Choomphoon.the current, gives at first an alarming
(Captain Burney, gc.)
idea of insecurity: but the trips across
K ~ l s a RIVER.-This
u~
river has are so short, that there is little real
its source at Mahabillysir, among the danger. Indeed, for the passage of
weatern gilauts, and not more than so rapid a torrent an the Krishna,
forty-two nailes In a straight direction there 1s much convenience in a vel~ifrom the west doaet of India. Prom cle which may be carried on a man's
thence it proceeds in a south-westerly head to any point of crossing, a d
direction lintil it passes Meritch, strike the rocks and stones without
where its bulk is greatly increased damage. Their ability to carry heavy
by the junction of the Warna river, burthens is such that they have been
formed by a variety of streamlets employed to transport artillery.
that fail fiom the ghauts. After this,
The term Krishna signifies black,
bending more to the-eastward, it re- or dark blue, and is the name of the
ceives: the addition of the Malpurba, favourite deity of the Brahniinical
Gutpurba, Beema, and Toombudra, Hindoos,-an incarnation of Vihnu,
and with an augmented volume pro- the preserving power. I t forms the
d s to the Bay of Bengal, where it proper boundary of the Deccan to the
forms the northern boundary of the south, as understood by Mahomedan
Guntoor circar. During its course, historians, who first applied the term
which, including windings, may be with reference to the geographical
mimated at 700 miles, it waters and situation of Delhi. The first Musfertilizes the provinces of Be'apoor, sulman army that crossed it, wns led
Beeder, and Hyderakmd, and tbe Bri- in 1810 by Kafoor, against Dhoor
tish districts of Palnaud, Guntoor, Sommooder, the capital of Bellal
and Condapillg.
Deo, the sovereign of Karnnta, a HinThe course of the Krishna being doo empire which comprehended all
for the most part through a moun- the elevated table-land above the
tainous country, and at a considerable eastern and western chain of ghaut
elevation above the level of the sea, mountains. I t is much richer in gems
its channel is of iregulardepth, much than its neighhour the Godavery, or
broken by rocks and rapids, and liable robably than any river of Hindostan;
to sudden and extreme fluctuations Ebr in the Palnaud Circar, during the
with respect to the quantity of water, dry season, diamonds, cat's-eyes,
and consequent1 is ill adapted for onyxes, and chalcedonies are asserted
the purpotaes o r inland navigation. to be found, and also a minute ,POT-:
For seventy miles of its tortuous tion of gold. (Wilka, Fdiurton,
passage through the Nalla Malta hills Moor, Heyne, Yoyiey, 5-c.)
~t is bounded by lofty and precipiKITCKERETLEE.-A
town in the protous banks, which in some arts r~se vince of Allahabad, thirty-eight lailes
to 1,000 feet above its be$ the op- S. by W. from Callinger ; lat. 24' 36'
posite sides of the chasm corres ond- N., Ion. 79' 9fr%.
mg in an exact manner, and exhi iting
KUDDAUNA.-Atown in the proh p t salient and re-entering angles
facing each other, which preclude the vince of Gujerat, eighty miles E.@
H 2

be free from rocks, or any intervening
billy ground ; in fact, according to
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N. from Ahmedabad; lat. 239 1Y N.,
Ion. 78' 5YE.
KUDOWRA-Asmall town in the
province of A ra, eleven miles S.E.
from pee ;
950 ~ W N Ion.
, 790
48' E.
KUKOWER.-A town in the province of Ajmeer, and zemindary of
Row Raja Bheem Sing of Auniara,
eight miles from Rampoora Here
is a fine hill-fort, beneath which lies
the town near the river Lossee:
there is also a fine tank on the east
side of the toen.--(Makolna, &.)

k

KULCI~NDA.-A
small town in the
province of Agra, seventeen miles
S.E. from Jaloun ; lat. So57' N.,
lon. 79O 25' E.
KULITAS.-A powerful, independent, and civilized nation, reported
to exist between the mountains h r dering on Asssm and the col~ntryof
the grand Lama. I t has been mnjectured that the Kulita country is
traversed by the Sanpoo river.

tc

/CaZinmra).-A iarge
KUUINJERA
brtified village in
province of
Gu'crat, princi ality of Banswara,
eigit miles s . s . ~from the town of
Banswara ; lat. 23'26'N., Ion. 74O25'
'E. In 1820 it was the headquarters
of a petty Ro' oot chief named Go&.)
Iwb Singh.-&dco/oll,

.

KULLUM
/Calnnt).-A
district in
the province of Berar, belonging to
the Nizam, situated between the
nineteenth and twenty-first degrees
of north latitude, and bounded on
the east by the Wurda. Respecting
this district nothing further is known.
f Kumau).-A district in
KUMAOX
Northern Hindostan, Which, as r q u lated since theBritish conquest, comprehends the whole tract of country
between the Ganges and the Cali,
from the plains to the highest pinuacle of the Himalaya, which space includes a large portion of the Gurwal
province south-east of the Alacananda, while the Cali river on the
emt forms a natural and wellde.
f i n d . h n d a r y towards Nepaul. The

other geographiwl divkions are Kumaon Proper. Painkhandi. and Bhutant, within ihe limits of which is the
p a ~ sof Niti, supposed to have been
the earliest and most frequented route
into Chinese Tartary. The area of
the whole may be estimated at 7,000
square miles. Kumaon Proper is
separated from the G W W Rprovince
~
by a range of mountaina in which
stands t i e village of chrring; lat.
30" 6' N.
From the northern margin of the
Rohilcund plains to the snowy peaks
of the Himalaya, the territory of
Kumaon presents a continued suc.cession of high mountainous ridges,
pined and intersected by cross ridges,
and irregular angles of every variety
of form, but tbe whole mass becoming
gradually more elevated the further
nortb. Wbenviewed from a lofly peak,
the surface appears one vast and tumultuous ocean'of mountains, bounded only by the more stupendous
ridge of never-melting snow, which
towers in the back-ground in still
and spotless majesty. There are n o
all~~vial
valleys here as. in Nepaul,,
nor, strictly spenliing, are there any
valleys, for the narrow irregular dells
which intervene between the ridges
are not entitled to that appellation.
The belt of jungle that skirts the base
of the Ktimaon hills cannot be described as a forest, the groves of
kuth, nnd groups of Saul, sissoo,
and other trees, being interspersed
with extensive plains of high, reedy
grass, where scarcely a tree, or even
shrub, is to be seen. As the hills
are approached the tree jungle becomes thicker, and the savannahs
less freauent and extensive.
On intering the lower range of
hills,an almost uninterrupted forest is
met with, containing larger and finer
trees than those of the plain, in some
parts tolerabl free from grass and
underwood, wiicl latter entirely disappears when the height of 2,500 feet
is attained, where the tro ical tribes
give place to the fir, oaE, and rhododendron. Here every rock and
bough becomes hoary with lichens
and mosses, and every branch over-
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hung with fern; while the road-side fiom the well-known fmt, that the
is lined with wild raspberry and bar- eands of every mountain stream are
bashes, net&, thistles, and assiduouely washed for golddust a t
Z x t h o r n s . The rillow, and a sort the points w l m . their rapidity diof bastard holly, are also frequent; minishes.
the mulberry not uncommon, and
Like the rest of Nortberu Hinwild pears of a very bad qualty, and dostan, Kumaon in r very t h i n 9
not larger than a walnut, universal. peopled country; indeed, &ere IE
A t a still greater height, majestic m u o n to believe that all the origigroves of the Deodar pine are die nal and impure tribes have either
covered, and the birch becomes been destro ed or converted. I t
abundant ae the distance from the has been c&ulated that there are
snowy mountains decreases When 6,000 families of Brahmins scattered
the Europenn regetalion cornmence~ through the district, and it is n e
the foreat-lie appearance ceases; tural to suppose that so large a body
the trees are collmted in detached of a comparatively enlightened fra.
groves, there ia no long grass, und up. ternity, has tended considerably to
derwood is only seen in occasional influence the manners of the hillpatches. Many parts of Kumaon, natives in this quarter, among whom
and more especially about Almora, a degree of effeminacy is perceptible,
is remarkably open, bleak, and naked. not usually chnracterestic of an alThe tea plant grows wild through- pine origin. In fnct,during the time
out Kumaon, but cannot be made use of the Kumaon rnjus, the principality
of from an emetic quality which it was wholly under a Brahminical gopossesses. This possibly might be vernment, principally of the astroloremoved by cultivation, but the ex- gic caste, who raisedand deposed the
periment has not yet been tried.
chiefs at pleasure. None of these
Contrary to what might have been Brahmins are aboriginal, but the date
anticipated, tigers are numeroils in of their introduction has never been
Kumaon, although it contains little ascertained.
The Khasiyae are a
jungle, which in the plains would be nunlerous class, and fairer than the
considered fit cover for this animal. natives of the plains Their comThey have been discovered even on plexion may be described as a dirty
the confines of the snowy peaks, but white, resembling that of the Tartars
they are observed to disappear as and Chinese, but a shade darker,
the winter advances; and probably while the shape and variety of their
follow the annual migrations of the features prove a Hindoo derivation.
peasantry and their cattle to the low
The influence of an o pressive gocountries. The severity of the win- vernment, in extinguiiing all the
ter here is so destructive to cattle, natural springs of human industhat many villages are then wholly try and enterprize, was never More
deserted by the inhabitants, who mi- strongly felt than by the effect tlrat of
grate with their flocks to the skirts of the Gorkhas has had on the nativee
the lower saul forest, where they find of Kumaon. The Khaaiya had been so
a mild climate and abundance of pas- long accustomed to he regularly robturage. The game most frequently bed of whatever superfluity he acmet with is the wild pheasant, black quired, that gain, before the British
partridge, and chuckore ; woodcocks, conquest, had ceased to have any
though occasionally met with in the attractions. Even now, he works
winter, are still more rare. Of the only to satisfy the immediate craEuropean singing birds, the black- rings of nature, and bepond the meabird alone is an inhabitant of Ku- sure requisite for thew gratification
maon, and he bas not been often his labour may be compelled, but is
seen, and still more rarely heard. not to be purchased at any price ;and
I t is probable that the more elevated probably, one generation a t least,
regions contains the ~reciousmetals, must pass away before the Kumaooie
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will &re
a d i s t i i t n o h of perm n l property. The stone houaea
In the towns are more rpacious and
commodious than those of the plains
occupied by individuals of a sunilar
description in the lower prwinces,
but many of the pessantry, more
especially towards the southern frontier, are wretchedly lodged in mud
and straw huts, two or three of which,
collected in some sheltered hollow,
fbnn a hamlet. Level rurfnces capable of retaining moisture being unknown, the Fils are cut into terraces
rising above each other in regular
gradation, which in Eastern Kumaon
ate planted with maruya, the most
common grain from Almora to the
Cali river. In 1819 attempts were
made to introdace the cnhivatien of
potatoes, for which the soil, seasons,
and climate, seeme peculiarly well
adapted; but the characteristic apathy of the Khasiyas has been found a
great impediment to this an? all other
endeavours at improvement. The
abundance of fine running streams
throughout Northern Hindostan has
led to the almost universal adoption
of the water-mill, a machine wholly
unknown in the lower regions, and
h r e one of the very rudest description.
The Nuseeree battalions and other
disciplined hill-corps are composed
principal1 of men who served under
the Gorklas, and are probably mostly of the Magar race. Their complexions are rather darker than those
of the Khaeigas, and .their features,
although in same respeats disdmifar,
decidedly indicate a Tartar origin.
Indeed, their squarebuilt, shoft stature, boad bony visages, and some
ather pecubritles, assimilate more
xenrly to the Scotch highlander.
Elince this district came under tbe
British rule, excellent roads have
been constructed from Robicund to
Almore by the Bamoury pass, and
from Almora to the civil station of
Hawellbangh;other communications
have also been rendered practicable,
and h o w built for the accommodatioa of the European traveller. With
d r a e wrceptionr tho district may be

deacriecd u without public

I&,

and few of tbe pathways are practicable for loaded cattle. Varioos rude
and perilous inventions have been rew d to for the purpose of croariw
r precipitous ravine or impamable
torrent: but the simplest and moat
dnirersal ia tlm sangbn, which xometimea c o n i t s of only a single log
thrown across from rock to rock, at
others two or three logs joined togather horizontally, and rometirnes
a still more eomplicsted arrangement
of logs of this lust description. Several excellent hill bridges have been
constructed by the British government.
The religiew edifices of Kumaon
are not numerous, and are for the
most art mall stoae buildings,
covereg with pent-house rm(r of
slate, and ueually erected on some
remarkable eminence, amidst a dark
grove of the Deodbar pine, a noble
and sombre treg selected by the
mountain Hmdow an a sobutimte
for the peepul and burgot of the
plains. The only other publii buildlngs worthy of notice are the small
reservoirs or bowlien, erected by
plous individuals to d l e c t the
waters of a spring 3 but b dimennons they are not to be compered
with the spa&
bowlies of Lower
Hindostan. In most mountainous
countries the vulgar computation
of distance is extremely indefinite.
and has reference more to the time
occupied and difficulties of tbe road,
than the space moved over, the
consequence of which is thet when
a Khawiya is asked how far it is to
L; articular rtation, b e will reply,
'' tiat depends on the burthea a man
has to carry."
In 1830. the jurisdiction of tbe
commissioner foi the a s m of Kumaon, civil, fiscal and judiqial, c m prehended the whole tract of country
from the Bhagirathi (the Gangee) to
the Cali, including the town of Serinagur. The great snowy range of
the Himalaya coma also within the
northern boundary of the British dominion~,which extends to the k t
Twtar villages beyond those pinna-
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k r b e above date the totd reve- be communicated to the Emperor of
China, who had threatened to depose
half I d s of rupees: besides half a the Nepaul Raja if he perm~tted
lack from the Devrah Doon collected Eurooeans to exolore hia countrv.
h-*mapoor.
hose derived from In '1815 this t&ritory was acq&ed
tbe territories between the Sutuleie by theBritish government after a short
and Jumna are collected by the miii- and spirited iampaign, and ita elitprg c ~ ~ l m a n d a n tats Deyrah and mate approximating so nearly to that
&~bhattoo. Them receipts, however, af Eorope, it may be considered
& not cover the expenditure of the among the a d v a n t a p incident to ita
Britisb e&abbshn~ents within the conquest, that it offera so near an
Wls, which amounts on an average asylum to the Europenns of the upper
te eight lacks of rupees per annum. provinces, attacked by aoy of the
Owing to the revalence of the sa- diseases pecoliar to warm latitudes,
cerdotal class, tpa landed proprietors In these cases there seems no reeson
in Kumaon were more favoured by to doubt that an adequate residence
the Gorkhas tban any other of their at Almora would be equally efficient
w q u e r e d subjects, and in the neigh. with a vo age to England, and it is
bourbood of Alplora the lands are always at gand, a journey from any of
atill principally possessed by the sa- the principal staoons in Oude or the
qed order, who also under the Gork- Doab being easily performed in lers
b,as indeed at present, filled all than three weeks. In order to tPCI.
litate this journey, and render ib
&a mesue departments.
-The raja of Kumaon and Gurwal benefite more accessible, government
rprupg from tbe m e family, some has formed a regular establiebmcnt,
peeawt of which will be found under and purchased houllee in Almora hr
tbe last named article. Abul Fagel, tbe accommodationofvaletudinariana
who in A.D. lli89 describes the Ku- whose rtate of health required a temmaon mountaise, aseribee tQ them
the production of a great rnwy artic b which probably oel made a
w r i t over t h &om t i e pqrth.
The ssst of governmeat eae formerly
a4 Champvati an the C 9 river;
rwtaerot Prom Alrpora,~which lqttor
becamathe modern eapital aboqt two Lassa fmntier, the jealouay of the
centunes ago. Their possgasionr bg- Chinese might be excited by nny a p
peqauce of augmented communicathe hills were mostly wr-d
&om. the raja by M
i M a h o d tee tion. which aoprehenions were atterRohllla. In 1799 the Gqrkbs b- war& discovered to be unfounded,
ing defeeted the K w a o n cbigf, pur- and measurea have in come uence
sued him to Almora, whwe After beeq adopted for promoting
inmother engigemtent, in wl$& the Wmrse. A pnlon of land lying
Gorkhss were again successful, the near the b e of the snowy ridge h
eonqaest of the princi lity was 96 occupied by Bbootaea, who are un.
f d , and the ruling g h m i n a cow deratood also to poasese lands o n the
&ted by bribes and promises. Be- op osite side of the mountains, held
fore the acquisition of the diatrkts a t t a r & i t 1 from the government
add by the nabob of Oude, the of Chipa or fmrn its tributary states.
impreeaion of the Chinese power had These peraons have always shown a
been gradually pervading the hillq very favourable disposition towarda
for in 1809, when Mr. Gott was d e t h w European protectors, and far
puted by K i Henry Wellasley to ex- vourable settlewents were in 1816
amine the forests of LCumaon, the m d e with them for the lands they
Gorbxemmander expressed great occupy south of the snowy moun(FuUarten, Raper, 'Crd,
~ppreheneioa3that hie arrival would taies.
rrra eetimptdd at only w e and a
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KUNAWUR.

name of Kbanawer, or K u m m r ,
which designates a tract of cotintry
extending eastward to Shipke, the
frontier town of Cllinese Tartary,
and northward to Shialkar. Kunawur is properly the middle district of
the Sutuleje.
As may be inferred from its situation, the climate of Kunawur id bleak
and inhospitable, and great part of
the soil unproductive, being in fact a
mass of snow-covered rocks and wild
temple in chasms. Little grain is raised, but
K U X P O ~TEMPLE.-A
B
Northern Pindostan, fifteen miles the natives possess many sheep and
W.N.W. frbm Almora ; lat. 99' 38' cattle, and export wool in consideraN., Ion. 79O 2F E., 6,377 feet above ble quantities, both raw and manufactured. In the remoter tracts the
the level of the sea.
yak of Tartary, which yields the
KUXULNRRE.-Astrong fort in the shaggy tail, abounds. The other exprovince of Ajmeer, which had been ports are salt (previously imported
recently usurped by Sindia and his from Tibet), dr~edgrapes, currants,
commander Jeswunt Row Bhow, but and the seed of a particular species
which in 1818 was restored to the of pine cone. The natives of KunaRana of Odeypoor, its legi~imate wur also possess hill punies (here
sovereign,
named aounts), asses. and-mules. the
A re- whole, a s wdi as goats and sheep,
KUNAWU
(Ihnawer).
~
mote and rugged district of B~lssaher used as beasts of bunhen, in the
in Northern Hindostan, which com- traffic that subsists between Hindosprehends the valley of the Sutuleje tan, Tibet, Lahdack, Lassa, Cashand its different feeders, from lat. 31' mere, and Nepaul, for which this dis33' N.,Ion. 77' 47' E.,to lat. 31° 51' trict is a thoroughfare. The K u n a ~
N., Ion. 78' 42' E. On the north and waries are much eddicted to trade,
east it is conterminous with the Chi- and are said to possess so excellent
nese possessions, and on the west a character for honesty and puncwith the Tartar pergunnah of Han- tuality, that they are employed by all
garang, also subject to Bussaher. the surrounding nations as commerIt borders on Lahdack and Cooloo, cial agents.
a mountain state in Lahore, on the
Among these mountains salt is the
right bank of the Sutuleje. It may grand incentive to discovery, its abbe said to be entirely within the Hi- sence inducing the natives to take
mala a range ; for although extend- long journeys in search of this condiing &ny-three miles from north to ment. At present one part of Kunasouth, some of the peaks to the south wur receives its salt from the Tartar
rise from 19,000 to 21,000 feet, while villages of Hang and Bekar, situated
t o the north the gigantic Parkyal on the Sutulejc below Chaprang. The
ridge is seen 28,000 feet high. The Neoza pine (a new species) produces
Keubrang pass, 18,130 feet above the n cone, the seeds of which form an
level ofthe sea, is reckoned the boun- article of export, having the taste
dary between Kunawur, and that por- and flavour of sweet-almonds. By
tion of Chinese Tartary under the the natives they are named neozas,
authority of the grand Lama of Lassa. hence the trivial name of the tree.
Tartaric furze, the ordinary fuel of
The villages are not numerous, but
the Tattars, was here found growing some are more substantial than are
17,000 feet above the level of the usually seen within the mountains*
rea. Within the snowy mountains Kanam and Sungnam are two of the
the valley of the Sutuleje bears the largest, containing about one hundred
Gardner, Pub& 2119. Documentr, F.
Buchanun, 412.)
KUXBALIA
/or Surya).-A
town
in the Gujerat peninsula, subject to
the Jam of Noanagur, and s~ttiated
near the gulf of Cutch; lat. 220 12'
N., lon. 6g0 46' E. This place is
populous and contains many houses,
Inhabited b~ Gogla Brahmins, who
are atten+nts on Runcl~or(an incarnation of Vishnu) at Dwaraca
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KUNJEUR
inhabitants each, and they exhibit a
degree of wealth and cirilimtion
that no other mountain tribe in this
urner has yet attained.
$e chief Ikmilies of the BurYher
state are of Kunawur 06gin, and it is
here that the best
are roIn l8l1,the younk raja aving sought refuge in this
from the ursuit of the Gorkhas, lt
was attaceed
that
peO le
r h o had subdued Bussaher, but a&
penetrating three days' journey into
the
were cOm~elledto
retreat for want of provisions.
The language of Knnawar is peculiar, differing essentially from that of
the Tartars, and without affinity to
the other mountain dialects. In the
Bhotea or Tartar villages here, they
have the Umma and Sirm* (or printed and written) characters of Tibet.
name, reThe first, both in farm
-bles
the Sanscrit, The majority
of the inhabitants are Hindoos, with
Brahmins for officiating priests; but
in some villages the Lama religion
prevails. The natives call themselves
Bhoteas.--(Herb&, Fraser, Hodgson,
Cole6rooke1 &c.)

miles S.E. from Seif

r; lat. 300Y

N., Ion. 79" 3' E., 6 Y r

k t a h '
the level of the sea
KUNOUL.--Asmall walled town of
a thrivine and populous appearance,
situated In the midst of a little tract
of cultivated and enclosed country in
the province of Bejapoor, district of
Mudgul, about eighty-two mila tra:
veiling distance S. by W. from the
city of Bejapjspwr. This place,althongh
the ~
i bound*=,
~
~
s
longed to the er-Peshwa, end from
him devolved to the British governme11t.-(Fullarton, &c.)
KUNJEUR.
f Keonjher).-~n enormous zemindary in the province of
Orissa, district of Cuttack, the capital
of which, of the same name, is situated about ninety-two miles N.N.W.
from the town ofcuttack; lat. 21'31'
N., Ion. 85O 32' E. It, is said to extend 182 miles from north to south,
and 125 from east to west, but these
are probably the extremes. In 1803
the mja of Kunjeur was a powerful
chieftain, and considered independent
of. the Mahamtta Power, although
pnor to that date he had rented a
considerable portion of the Cuttnck
K u ~ D A (Candala)-A
~
Or
district. The recorded proprietor
rather village, in the province ofBen- in 1815
n a m e d ~ o n a d h a n~ h ~ ~ j ,
gal, district of Tipera, seventy-four and the tribute Ile then paid to the
miles S.W. by S. from Dacca ; lat m0 British government was 2,790 rupees
12' N., Ion. 91° 18' E. The adjacent per annum, after which it wau supcountry is almost one entire forest, posed he
have a clear revenue
abounding with wild animals, parti- remaining of about 30,000 rupees per
cularly elephants.
annum, a very small sum for so large
K,,,A,,~.-A
town in the Aj- a surfnce! producing rice, Sugm-Caue,
meerprovince, fifty-two miles N.N.W. cotton, timber, fuel, salt, tar, P m s ,
from the city of Jeypoor; lat. 27"3Y wax, iron, and honey. Most of the
uon exported from Balasore to CalN., Ion. 75O 15'E.
cutta is procured in this zemindary,
KIINDAPOOR.-Atown in the pro- .which is also fertilized by several
vinceofCanara,fiky-fivemi1esN.N.W- streams. During the late expeditioh
from Mangalore ; lat. 13" 38' N., Ion. against the Coles, Kunjeur was found
'14O 46'E. This place stands On the to be for nearly 100 miles an open
banks of a river, variously named in cultivated country, only occasioaally
different parts of its course, accord- interrupted, by ridges of hills and
ing to the denominations of the vil- patches ofjungle genmlly speAing,
l q e s it passes : it is, however, geneowever, the land fit for tillage bears
rally reckoned t o mark the boundary a very trifling proportion to the vast
of North and South Canara.
extent of rocks, hills, beds of torrents,
PEAK.-A mountain peak and forests, that occupy this region.
KUNEON
ie Northern Hindostan, twenty-two --(Richardson, Stirling, &c.)

E
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~

Kurr~oou-A t o r n in the pro- U V q o b b k , Dad h w by 8 d d
vince of Delhi, which in 1808 be- concerted enterprize, in March 1646,
longed to Rehmut K b n , screnty- captured some of the raja's best., a
three miles north from the city of
DeIhi; lat. 29' 41'N., lon. 760 61'E.
Indree is a large open town, with a
strong ?hurry or native citadel; Kunjpoora is smaller, but surrounded by
a strong wall.--(Lieut. White, 4c.)
h R u ~ ~ ~ . -town
A in the rovince
of'Orissa, district of ~ u t t a c l eighty
,
i d e s N.E. from the town of Cuttack.
This is the capital of one of the trib u t e estates in Orissa subject to
the British regulations, the exact limitrof which have never been aseertained,but which have been roughIy estimated at seventy-five miles
fiom north to south, end fifty from
cast to west. Prior to the acqnisitim of Cuttack by the British, the
Kunka ra'a, who possessed thie alluvial and unwholesome tract, had
long baaed the Mahanrttae, and rendered d l their attempts to subdue
him most destructively abortive. The
Maharattan had been accustomed to
embark troops and artillery on large
unwieldy flat-bottomed boats, upmanageable on large streams or near
(he sea, in consequence of which
their ill-constructed fleets always fell
a rey to the raja's liibt-armed ree.
wbich were long and narrow,
with barricadoes to a v e r the men,
and some of them have a hundred
paddles or oars. When these s q w
drons met, the Ooria boats moved
quickly round the heav Maharatta
rod5 and picked off the m a with
tbcir matcblocks, until the remainder
were compelled to surrender, whew
they were ~ i e into
d a uptivit
from which they vldom returnel
the
picious atmosphere of tqesp
j ~ n g ~ ~ r n i t t none
i n g w live but
the abonginee.
On this account the Kunlm abief
and %is county were viewed with
Zafnite horror ; and when the p m
vhce devolved to the Britih pvernment, the sub'ugation of thls state
presented a tri ofreal di6culty. ~h
perseverance and determination, hovever, df the British troops overcame

&,

detachment forced their wey in tbao
to Kunkaghw, which 80 s
t
the chiettain's fortitude that beout and surrendered, a d with this
@on,
and not before, the
quest of Cuttack may be said to have
brmiaateb Ia IN4 the a n n u l tribute paid to the British government
rm 19,133 rupo, aad the estimated
revenue enjoyed by the proptietar,
one lack. The terruory of Knnka
produces rice m d salt in large gulatities ;also some sugar-cane, cotton,
honey, and wax.--( J.3.Blunt, Rich-

&%
+.)

Kuwrut.-A town in the province
of Delhi, 'district of Saharun or,
dtuated on the west bank o p t h e
G a y Yabout two miles sonth from
Hu war. This place ie ahnost entirely composed of large and handsome stone edifices built for the accommodation of pilgrims resorting to
Huntwar, intermixed with fantastic
Hndoo temples and gardens, after
the faahion of Hindostan. At the
northern extrelnit is a street having
an elevated mounBof earth on each
side, which is annually covered, a s
the periodical mela or fair draws near,
with the temporary huts of tbe Gosain religious mendicants.-(FuUarfm, 4c.I
I(uNA~LEE.-A~open town in the
province of Gujerat, situated near the
confluence of the Oresun with the
Nerbuddah, about a m8e east of
Chandode. In 1890 it belonged to
the Guicowar, and contained about
1,000 houses.--(Malcolm, &c.)
. KUNNAITOO.-Ad
l chiefship in
Northern Hindostan situated between
the 8;tule'
and Jumna, on the
sopthern &tier
of Buasaher, am$
between that rincipality and the
thakoorship~o r Koleghur .and Joebul.
KUNTCOTEf Khanta cnta).
A
town in the province of Cutch, mentioned by Abul Faml, tbirtg-four
miles north from Mallia; lat. Rae 30'

-

N., loo. 70° 3f'E. Xe 1818 tbL
strong-bold surrendered to a British
detachment, when the fortifications
were rased to the foundrtion.
KUPPUBWUNJE.-Atown in tbe
province of Gujerat, situated on the
east bank of the Mooer river, twentyseven miles east from the city of
Ahmedabad ; lac. 23'' .V N., Ion. 7.70
9' E. It is surrountled by a wall, and
hae been estimated to contain 8,000
houses, oceupied by a tribe of Bhoraa, who carry on a considerable man u h t u r e ofsoap mid bangles, which,
with dubbers to hold ghee, may be
considered the staples of KuppurAgates are found in the
bourhood. The houses are well
D t for an Indian town, excellent
stone being procurd from the bed
d t h e river, and the country abounds
with the finest mango and mourntrees, adapted for the construction
of nativh dwellings. The Kup errunme p a v n n a ~ liu
i to the nortR of
the h h y , but its lands stretch principally along the banks of the Mooer
river, extending from thence to the
Watrudr. Among the ravinea and
jungles of the river ,llstaentioned
wan situated the most refractory of
the Codie villages, from whence the
inhabitants used to sally forth to
plunder their less active or more honent neighbours. But these, as well
.s the turbulent Mewassie chiefs of
Bhogpora, Amliara, Phoonadra,
Kurral, and Wandwa, have Ion been
reduced to the enjoyment ofinvoluntarp repose. Kupperwunje is one
of the tracts received from the Guim a r in 1817 in exchnnge for 3ejapoor, when the town was suppoeed
to contain 10,000 inhabitants, s a d
tbe territory valued at 80,000 rupees
andy.-(Public MS. Documda,

-yni: .

4c.I
X U ~ L A . - A fort in the rovince
of Aunnpbad, surroundd on all
&den by lnll~,and acceaible to the

west by a pass ; lat. 18' 37' N., Ion
36' 41 E., fittysine miles S.E.from
Ahmednuggur. In 17g6 the late Nia m made here a disgraceful peace
with the Maharattas.

Kuaoonn-A t o m io the p m
vince of Malwa, d M c t of 6huj.walpoor, the potail of which, in
18a0, was a Roomie (Turk or Greek)
from Gujerat. I t m situated three
miles N.N.E. from Kokra ; lat. a30
28' N., long. 7 7 O 3' E.
KUBEILA.-A town in the province
of Allahabad, twenty-four miks N.E.
from Jeitpoor ;lat.95' 34' N., l a . 7V
45 'E.
K U P W ~ Y ACarpma).-A
E~
town
in the province of Gundwana, situated In the proper Gond country,
and sub'ect to an independent chief
of the &ond tribe. In the wild tract
a few miles south of Kurgommah
neither silver nor copper coins are
current, and cowries pass for twice
the value at which they are rated in
Bengal. LP+ 23' fY N., Ion. 8%' 33'
E., fifty-five miles north from Ruttonpoor.--(J. B. Blunt, &c.)
KUBCOON.-A town in the province of Candeish, twenty-five miles
south of Mhysir, lat. S1° 60' N, Ion.
75' 40' E. Tl~iswas once a l y r e
and flourishing place, but is now
much decayed. I t is still reckoned
the capital of Southern Nemaur, and
in 1820 contained 1,791 inhabited
houses. I t is surrounded b a ruino..
wall, partly stone,
r?ly
brick and mud, and has a smal atadel built of the same materials, with
tolerably good bazars. I t belongs to
Holkar, and is the head of a prgunnah of fifky-five villages, the revenue
from which, in 1818, produced only
60,000 rupees.-(Muholm, 4c.)

d

Knnmx~.-A town is the
vince of Malwa, situated on the
war road, about eighteen miles fiom
Narwar. In l8aO it contained about
l@O houm~.
KUBMILLA
(or Carmudtcrj.-Aconb
siderable town in the province of
Aurun bad, with a stone-built fort,
which
a double wall, with a ditch
between, and n long ditch also surrounding the outer wall. Lat. la0
94'N., lon. 7b0 21' E., fifty-five miles
S.S.E. from Ahmednuggur. Iil 1818

gg

it war ca tared from Kundah Row, province, compreheadia the tmct of
u f Saupr,
the rebel\ous commandant, by a Bri- country between ~ o ~ aand
which was once flourishing and poputish detachment.
Ku~NAL.--A town nnd British lour, but in 3830 waste and desolate,
cantonment in the province of Del- except the country between the Gyhi, sixty-seven miles N.W. from the rasspoor hills and the Betwa river,
city of Delhi ;lat. a90 38N., Ion. 76' which was still in good condition,
46' E., 1,027 feet above the level of and ao productive that it supplied
the sea. The productive powers of much grain to Bopaul. The nurface
the surrounding country had been of the rest of the district is generally
grently injured by the total extinction undulated by ridges of low hills of
of Ali Merdan Khan's canal, recently from a00 to 300 feet high, mostly core-constructed by the British govern- vered with low recent jungle, resulting from the incessant rav es it had
menr.-(Lieut. White, 4c.)
sustained for many y e a r s . q ~ d c d m ,
KUBNALLA.-Afort in the province of Aurungabad, within a few 40.)
KURREE.-A town in the province
miles of Chowke, on the road leading from Panwell to the Ghauts, and of Gujerat, twenty-five miles N.N.W.
20 miles S.E. from Bombay ; Iat. from the city of Ahmedabad ; lat. 23"
18" 31' N., Ion. 73" 14' E.
17' N., Ion. 72" 26' E. Mulhar Row
Guicowar was, in 1802,defeated hem!
KU~NOUL.See CURNOUL.
by Major Walker, (whose detachment
KUBONDE
for Xuroude).--A wild he had previously treacherously atcountry in the province of Orissa, tacked) and conlpelled to suirender at
the Caulahandy of the old maps, discretion.-( Public MS. Documents,
where it is laced in lat. lgO4Y N.,
Ion. 83" I ~ E . ninety-five
.
miles S. 4 0.1
by W. from ~uhbhu1~;oor. Even so
K u a s ~(or
~ Khurree).--In the
late as 1825 the eastern limits of province of Cutch, to the south-west
Bustar and Kuronde were unknown. of Parkur, lic two insulated spots of
In some of the most inaccessible land, distinguished by the name of
zemindaries of this country, the the largest villagea the contain, KurKoand inhabitants were accustomed reer and Kawra; beaidres which there
t o put to death yearly several human are only a few indi ent and migratory
victims, whose reehng bodies were pastoral hordes. kawra is valuable
t o m into a thousand fnyments, for to Cutch, as lying on the direct road
the purpose of being buned in the to Sinde, to reach which, however, a
fields, to propitiate the gods and desert of sixty miles, destitute of
ensure good crops. The resent fresh water and vegetation, must be
(1825) raja of Kuronde has Bone all crossed in a north-west direction.
in his power to suppress this prac- During the south-west monsoon this
tice; his authority, however, is but desert is usually covered with salt
imperfectly' established, more espe- water from the branch of the Ipdus,
cia11 over his Koand subjects, who near Luckputbunder, mixed with the
dwei in the most inaccessible por- water of the periodical rains.--(Mactions of his country. Yet these murdo, 4c.)
Koands are said by Colonel Agnew
KUSBODE.-A town in the province
to be distinguished over the wild inhabitants of other jungles, by their of Malwa belonging to Dowlet Row
high character for veracity and fide- Sindia, which in 1820 contained
lit , being true to their word, faith- about 500 houses; lat. 23O 13' N., Ion.
furadheren4 and steady protectors. 75" 26' E.
KUTAHNEE.-A town in the pro-4Jenkins, Agnew, 4c.)
nine mi1esN.N.W.
K u a a r ~(Xhara).-See
C U ~ R A HvinceofAllahabad,
.
from Chatterpoor ;lat. 25" J!?' N., 1011.
Kuaaan.-A division of the Malwa 79" 37' E.

KYREEGHUR
KUTKUNSANDY.-Abeautiful vil- two miles in breadth. In length it
lage in the province of Bahar, district may be estimated at thirteen miles, by
of Ramghur, situated on the banks of four, the average breadth; and like
a running brook, amidst a group of its neighbour, Mascal Isle, abounds
black granite rocks a t the foot of the with excellent oysters, which are
steep pass of Hurbud, which here d e transported to Dacca and Calcutta
scends from the table-land of Hazar for the gratification of European apBaugh. A few niiles distant a smafi pckites, the natives having an, averplantation of palms has been raised, sion to every species of testaceous
to supply the station at Hazary fish. Between this island and the
Baugh with tari (or toddy), which is main there is said to be good anchorthe universal substitute througllout age; but seaward the coast is full of
India for the leaven requisite in the shoals, sand-bunks, and other unasbaking of bread for Europeans. These certained dangers.
a1.e the only specimens of the palm
KYARDA.-A~old ghurry or fortribe to be met with between Bancoo- tified ~ o s t .in Northern Hindostan.
rah and Sheregotty, and this village fifteen'lniles S. E. from Nahan ; lat:
is the only lace in a tract of above 30° 28' N., lon. 7 7 O 30' E. I t is
200 miles w[ere bread can be pro- situatctl i11 the Kydra Doon, or
cured. '
valley.
About five miles from KutkunsanA
KYNDEE
(or Kyndeenagur).
dy, within 100 paces of the road side,
there is u hot spring, which bubbles town in the rovince of Bahar, congreat Benares road,
up from thc hollow of a small natural tiguous to e!t
basin in the rocks, about six feet in and the residence of the raja of
diameter and one in depth. It over- Kyodee. This place comn~unicatea
flows the margin of the cavity, and its name to a mountain, ghaut, or
creates a sort of swamp, until the pass, remarkable for its ronlantic
surplus water reaches the channel of wildness, and terminating in the vale
the Mahana nullah. In December of Dungye.
KYIIAOHUB-(K:hiraghar).Atown
1818, the temperature of the atmosphere being 41°, the thermometer, in the province of Gundwana, 138
when immersed, rose immediatelp to miles eadt from Bengal ;lot. 21°16'N.,
114' Fahrenheit. This hot spring ~ p - Ion. 81' %
'2 E.
pears to have escaped the fate of all
KYBANAH.-A town in th'e proothers among the Vindhyan moun- vince of Delhi, fifteen miles east of
tains, in not being dedicated to any Pauiput ; lat. B022'N., lon. 77OlYE.
Hindoo deity, nor ornamented by a
KYBEEGHUB
(or Khyreeghur).-A
temple to receive his votaries, or
cistern to colleet its waters. Kut- pergunnah in the provlnce of Dellii,
kunsandy is 254 travelling miles N.W. separated from the rest of the Bareily
district by the Cali branch of the
from Calcutta.-(FuUorton, gc.)
Goggra. The town stands in lat. 28O
KUTSULEE.-A considerable walled 1Y N., Ion. 80' 47' E., about I00
town in the province of Delhi, district miles north from Lucknow. I t is
of Meerut, twenty-five miles north separated fro111 the first range of
from the town of Meerut, by the way mountains by the undefined possesof Seerdhuna.
sions of certain hill chiefs, over whom
KUTTAUIA.-A town iu the pro- the Nepaulese claim, and occasionvince of Cutch, eleven miles N.N.W. ally exercise, authority. The whole
from Melior : lat. 23' 5' N., lon. 70' face of the country from the moon4%'E.
tains to the Goggra is covered by
KUTUBDEA.-A~
island in the pro- Saul forest, interspersed with patches
vince of Bengal, district of Ch~tta- of cultivation. The climate is ungong, from which it is separated by a healthy, and can only be resisted by
narrow strait, no where more than the indigenous natives, proving f tal
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LACCADIVES ISLES.

to atrangem for s great portion of tbe
LACAMCOONDA
(Lakrrikbrrsdcl).
year. In consequence of these unto. -A small town in the rovince of
ward drcumstances(a~~doftherevenuaEengal, district of Birdoom, 116
assessed, although only 6,000 rupees mil= N. E. from Calcutta; lat. 23"
per annum, never being realized) the 18' N., Ion. 87' 15'E.
B e n d governmeat in 1813 contemLACCAD~VES
ISLES(Lakaha D d plated the exchange of this remote
tract, for a emdl slip of the Nabob of pa, a lack, 1.00,000, uka). - An
Oude's dominions, near to where the archi elago of low shoaly islets lying
Remgungajoins the Ganges, and a p off t i e coast of Mdnbar, which is
ication was accordingly made at about seventy-five miles distant from
k d u ~ o w ; but his excellency wm the nearest, and extending from the
found impracticable. Subsequently, tenth to the twelfth degree of north
however, on the conclusion of the latitude, being separated from each
Nepaul war, it was accepted by that other by very wide channels. These
tentote, along with the Nepaulese islands are very small, the largest
L r i a n i , bordering on his dominions, not containing six square miles of
in extinction of one of the crores of land, and surrounded by coral shoals,
rupees, which he had lent to the which render the approach to them
British overnment, from the trea- dangerous. They are all very bay
sures o f his deceased father, Saader ren, a n t do wot produce any grain ;
Ali. In this case the maxim not to but some of them are capable of furtransfer territory that had been ac- nishing s h i p with (! supply of poulcustomed to enjoy the blessings of try, eggs, plantains, coco-nuts, and
The inhabitants
British domination, did not apply to excellent water.
Kyreeghur, where the British juris- are Moplays (Mahomedans) ; are
diction had been merely nominal, very poor, and subsist mostly on
Their staple
and the revenue unrealizable ; while coco-nub and fish.
an unceasing petty warfare subsisted, articles of exportation are cob,
either to chastise the refractory in- jagary, coco-nuts, and a Little behabitants, or to repel the inroads of tel-nut. Some coral is also carried
benditti.
(Garihtic, Brookes, p& from the surroundilig re& to the
continent of India, where it is conlic MS. DocrAcndr, 4c.)
verted into quick lime, and carved
into images. The bent coir cables
on the coest of Malabar are made at
Angengo and Cochin, from the fibres
of the Laccadive coco-nut. with the
stem of which palm the natives make
~.AABAT.-A~island in the Ewt- their boats, and construct their
ern seas, lying o f the northern ex- housea
tremity of Timorlaut. In length it
These islade were discoserpd by
may be estimated at twenty-five
miles, by twelve the average breadth; Vasco de Gama, during his first
but respecting its inhabitants or voyage, when returning to Europe,
y h c t i o n s m l y any thing is and it does not appear that they
have ever been property explored.
nown.
Prior to the cession of the Cherical
L~noorw.-An island in the East- country in 1792, to the British governern sene, about fifteen miles sin cir- ment, Tippoo Sultan had received
cumference, situated on the north- the then northernmost of the islanda
went coast of Borneo, opposite to the in question from the Bibby (Lady)
mouthaofthe river ofjBorneo proper; of Cananore, for an equivalent in
lat. a0BWN., Ion. 115O E. To this that territory, which equivalent, in
island the En lisk retired in 1775, 1793, thecherical raja ww pcrnritted
when espellecf,by the S m l m from to resume; the bibbyiwas nl conse*mba~gan.
quence d a p v i d o f the aonmderstiam

-

for which s l y fid ceded theee islands and placed his parsonunder restfiat.
to theTultan. The Laccadiver, being ( P d h MS.DocwnnJ~,4c.)
thus attached to Canare, came fIl0n~ Lnana.-A small town and ghurwith that province under the domi; ry in the province of Allahubad,
nion of the British; but as the had twenty-seven miles W. by N. from
constituted a part of the &sore
Jaloun, lat. 26'12'N., Ion. 78'53'E.
possessions a t the close of the war
LA DO^ ISLE&-A cluster of hqh
In which Tippoo fetl, and the Bibby
had not previously the slightest pros- rugged small islands, extending MI
pect of recovering them, her cleim, ridges from the mountains to the aea,
In 1803, to th'e then nsrthernmoat, with beautiful valleys between them,
not being ruled by the law of nation#, and situated off the N. W. coast of
stood in need of indulgent conside- the Malay peninsula; lat. 6" b' ,N.,
ration. The result warn, that her lon. QV40' E.
claims were declared inadmissible,
L n H A a . - ~ town in the rorince
On the vound
that Be had no right of AgR fifiy-thre miles
by 8.
k,tl~t?;dy;f
Agra ;11.. OBO I P N ,
in which she would have stood had
no such event taken place ; in addition to which it was not thought
LAHDACK.
expedient to invest the bibby with all(~atakh.)
thority over theLaccadiv-, under the
A
province
in Tibet, situated on
declared aversion of the islanders to
her government. - (F. Buchanan, the tabular ledge that intervenes between the precipitous heights of the
P d i c MS.Documents, +c.)
Himalaya, and the lower elevationr
LACTHO.-In old maps this n
that abut on the plateau of Tartav.
pears as a central province df i n g a T o the east it is bounded by the Chibeyond the Ganges, situated near nese prwinaa of Khoten and theLaethe southern frontiers &f China, be- sa division of Chantang ; on tht
tween the Burmese and'cochin Chi- south-west and west by Cashmere,
nese dominions, and conjectured to and part of Belli and Little ??bet;
be partly tributary to the one, and on the N.W. by N. b part of t h t
partly to the other, but which does mme country; and by k b o h h n a d
not appear to have been ever explor- by Karak over s range of mountains,
ed by any European. As et nothing which forms the southern barrier of
authentic respecting it is enow., but Chinese Turkistan and its bordere;
as it is in all probability occupied by on the south by the British protested
rome of the wild Shan tribes, for distFict of Bus88bw and the indepenfurther information the reader is re- dent native statea of Cooloo snPl
ferred to the srticle SEAM.
khamba. in the province of Lahmre.
The extent of ~ahdrrekhas been e&
mated at about half ohat of England.
Its shape is that of an irregular triangle, the longest side, or baee,
L~~wa.-The capital of s small which brms the southern limit, rundependent W s b i p , in the rovince ning obliquely Tor about %20 miles
S.E. to N.W., or from Bussaof &hi ;lu. WWN., 100. ~ V E from
,
twenty-two miles N. by E. f r m her, by Cooloo and Chamba, to CashEurnal, In 1820 the British go- mere.
Although within its limits it does
vernment interfered to protect A'eet
Bingh, the minor chief of Ladnot comprehend any mountains refrom the intrigues and violenoe of markable for individual elevation,. yet
bis,~dother, who had usurped the Lahdack,m lying between the Humgovmment, diesipsted hie pmperty, l a p , ~ o r u t n ,or MUZ T&,
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LAHDACK.

and the mountains of Khoten derives
its character from such an association, and is not only of great height
above the level of the sea, throughout
its whole tabular portion, but also
more or less broken into mountains
and vallies, with high elevations and
deep hollows, of di5cult and dangg
rous transit. These physical predicaments give rise to many streams,
which at last combine t o form the
Indus and Sutuleje.
Lahdack produce barley and other
coarser grains, but is said not to yield
sufficient wheat or rice for its own
production. The town of Lahdack
1s the chief mart of trade between
Cashmere and Lasua, and its raja the
principal merchant, as he monopolizes
the commerce, and does not permit
the Cashmerians to trade directly
with the Undes for shawl-wool. This
prince (according to the report of his
agent a t Gortope to Mr. Moorcroft),
purchases sl~awl-woolannually in that
qnarter, to the value of two and three
lacks of rupees, which he afterwards
re-sells to the Cashrnerians and merchants from Amritsir. Yarkund sends
to the capital silver, Russia leather,
felt carpets, coarse and fine China
silks, tafetas, velvets, earthen ware,
sable fur, small coral beads, and seed
pearl ; the retnrns principally consist
of Hindostauy goods, such as kinkaub
muslins, embroidered cloth, baftaes,
and other white cotton goods, Mooltan chintzes, sheep, goat, and kidskins, tanned and dyed red, zedoary,
the silk manufactures of Benarex,
and spices of all sorts.
T o eastern Tibet Lahdack exports
(or rather is the transit for) apricots,
kismixses, ra~sins, currants, dates,
almonds, and saffron. This trade is
<entirelymanaged by the natives of Tibet, who find a direct road from Gortope to Lahdack. Formerly one of
the most valuable articles sent from
Hindostan to Lahdack was an assortment of coral, which although bought
dear at Benares and Delhi, was resold to a great profit, being a comm d i t y singularly prized by all semibarbnrous nations; but about 1810
the trade declined, owing to the quan-

tity im orted from Russia by the way
of ~ar!und.
I n this rovince there
is a breed of remarkabb snlall sheep,
the Punk, about the size of a six
months' lamb, with afine and weighty
fleece, completely domesticated, and
easily fed on what most other anilnals
reject, such as horse-chestnuts, and
even the refuse of tea. The religion
of the state is the lama; but all sects
are tolerated, and cows slaughtered
without the slightest remorse.
The father of the Teshoo Lama,
who reigned in 1774, was a Tibetian,
and his mother a near relation of the
rajah of Lahdack ;from whom the Teshoo Lama had learned the Hindostany language, which he could speak
when visited by Mr. Bogle, the ambassador despatched to Teshoo Loomboo by Mr. Hastiogs. The commercial intercourse between Cashmere
and Lahdack has been frequently interrupted by wars, and notmany years
since the latter was invaded and ravaged by the Chinese Tartars. By
the interference of the Chinese emperor these incursions have been of
late restrained, since which period a
good understanding has subsisted between the Lahdackies and the Chinese functionaries stationed at Gortope. In 1816, the Chinese empire
extended five days' west of Gurdon,
but did not includeLahdack, although
the Chinese authorities asserted that
it paid a small tribute to the viceroy
of Lama.-(Moorcroft,
Jar. Frazer,
Colebroke, Webb, Macartney, Uogk,

6c.I
LAHDACK
(or Leh).-Tile
capital
of the preceding principality, situated,
according to Mr. Moorcroft, in lat.
34O W 21" N., Ion. somewhere about
78O 20' E., 120 miles north from Lari, a village in Spiti (a dependency of
Lahdack) which has been visited by
several British travellers, apd stands
in lat. 32" 4' N., Ion. 78O 24' E. I t
stands at the extremity of a plain, in
a recess formed by the contiguity of
two hill8 of inconsiderable height,
with the summits of which i t is connected by a wall, and elevated mountains skirt the plain a t no great dis-

tam Eem' the city. a e raja nsides i n the centre of the town, in a
lofty edifice, resembling the baildings
s f Tibet, as exhibited in the drawings of old travellers.
Accordbig fa nstive authorities, in 1815 it
contained 700 houses, most of them
alwve one story high, with flat mofs.
The bars a r e said to be well stocked, and principally tenanted by Cashaierian shopkeepers, o f the Muhomedan religion. Since that date this
city has k e n visited by the late
Mr. Meorcroft, i n 1840, who spent
most part of tile winter in i t ; but the
portion o f information communicated
t o the public from that gentleman's
papers respecting this part of Asia
lu as yet miserably scanty.
According t o him Lahdack is the
seat of an active commerce, being
the grand emporinm of bhawi-wool,
hroiikht from the dependencies of
Lassa and Chinese Torkistan, and
from hence it is transported t o Cashmere, where i t is n~anufacturd. A t
the above date the value of t h e shawlwool thus manufactured was from
forty to fifty lacks of rupees; and the
duty on the importation of it to
Cashmere was farmed to c o n t m t a r s
by Runjeet Singh of Lahore, for
thirteen lacks of rupees. A s h e r
coin is stmck here from bars of silver
imported from China, which is in
general circnlation ttfironghout the
w h d e of Western Tibet. I t ought,
as its name iolports, to weigh three
maashas, or the fourth part of a rupee ; but the existing currencf is
very much de'uasect--( Moo&oft,
Jaa. Fraser, 4c.)

surmised t h t t h e Lahlfack river was
one of the principal branches of the
Ganges ;but this conjecture bas k n
ascertained to be without foandation,
Lieut. M a ~ a t t ~ ehaving
y
established
its junction with the Indus, near
D m u s The suhjeet, however, still
remains man obscurity, which i t was
hoped Mr. Moorcroft's travels would
have clea~edup-(Xacartney, 4e.)

A large province of Hidostan,
extendkg fmm the thutieth to the
thirty-fowth degreeofnorth htitude.
T o the north it is bounded by t h e
province of Cashmere and the course
of the Indus; to the south by Dell~i,
Ajlnmr, and Mooltan; on the ewht
it has the mountnius'of Northern
Mindostan, and on the west is separated by the InPns from Ai-ghaaistan.
In length it may be c o m p ~ t e da t 349
miles, by 280 the average breadth.
The priucipal geographical and territorial subdivisions of modern times
are the following:
lbt. T h e Punjab, o r L t country,
ooaul~rehendingthe
Doabeh Sinde Sagy,
Doabeh Jinhuf
Doabeh Recknu, *
Doabeh Barry,
. Doalwh JallinJer.
2d The Kohistan, OT kdl country,
comprehe~ding:
Kjshtewar,
Chamba,
Cbanddlnm, Mundi,
damboe,
Sukait,
Kangrah,
Hurpoor.
Cooloo,
The Guckers, &c.
L u r n a c ~ RIVER.-At the point
T h e above two natural &trisions
above the town of Qraus, in Little
, lon. 7 6 O E., in nearly occupy an ecloal space of the
Tibet (Iat. 3 3 30' N
the old maps), the main stream of the surface, and the whole of the first
Indus is nlet by a smaller river, which and a large proportion of the last is
has been traced from Itodauk, in Ti- either directly subject o r tributary
bet, and flowing past I ~ h d a c k ,the to Raja Runjeet bingh of Lahore.
capital of Little T ~ b e tis
, there named The climate of the Kohistan o r
tract varies ; and althe Lahdack river. Near to Lahdack mo~~ntainous
it iu joined by another stream from though of a warm temperature in
the north-west, \t&ich Lieut. Mncart- sumrrler, the degree of cold expeney conjectures to issue from the rienced in winter ib little, if at all
lake of Surikol. I t was for~r~erlyinferior to that of France sud the
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LAHORE.
central regions of Europe. Bef ween stream of the Indun, and r&
Jamboe and Cashmere many pinme seen on the face of the mountains,
and the willow is also a tree of frequent occurrence. The resinous part
of the fir, cut into slips, supplies the
use of the common lamp, but the
method of extracting its tar and turpentine is not known a practised by
the natives. The climate of these
northern districts is not favourable
to fruits and vegetables, being too
hot for the Persian productions, and
not sufficiently warm to mature those
of India. The declivities of the
mountains, however, when properly
cultivated, produce abundant crops
of wheat, barley, and a variety of
small grains. The spaces under tillnge project from the body of the
hill in separate flats, in the form of
semicircular stairs. The soil, which
is strong and productive, has been
propelled into these projections by
the rains. which fall with great violence from June to October, and the
earth washed down is preserved in
that state by buttresses of loose
stones. Rice is also cultivated in
the narrow vallies, but not in great
uantities, nor is it the usual food of
B e inhabitants, r h o subsiit chiefly
on wheat, bread, and pease, made
into a thick soup. This mountainous
region, if explored, would probably
prove rich in minerals.
That division of the Lahore province denominated the Punjab is by
far the most productive, but its fertility has been too much extolled: for
except in the immediate vicinity of
rivers, no portion can be compared
with the British provinces of Upper
Hindostan, and still less with Bengal,
which it has been said to resemble.
A large proportion of the soil is
sandy, and contains few of the .ingredients that contribute to the nourishment of plants. In many parts,
more especially between the Indas
and the Jhglum or Hydaspes, large
beds of fossil salt are found, affordihg masses hard enough to be worked
into vessels, from which circumstance geologists infer that the red
marl formation abounds about the

it

highly probable that the sandy deserts in the north-west of Hindostan,
where salt lakes occur, belong to the
same formation. Such phenomena
occur in various parts of the mrld,
and more especially in Russia, where
the surface in many instances as+
sumes the character of a sandy desert.
Of the four divisions of the Punjab
east of the Hydnspes, tbe two nearest
to that river are chiefly pastured by
herds of oxen and bu&loes; and
thnt most to the east towards the
Sutuleje, although sterile in quality, is the best cultivated. The
two first are quite fiat, the last undulating; h t there is not a hill to the
east of the Jhylom ; the trees are
few, and the cultivation scanty. I t
however contains many tine villages,
and some large towns; but the latter,
with the exception of Amritsir, the
holy city of the Seiks, are mostly
tending to decay. Great droves of
horses of a tolerably good quality are
pastured in the country between the
Indus and the Jhylum. The greatest
breadth 01' the last-mentioned doab
(by Abul Faze1 named Sinde Sagor)
is about the panlld of Attock, from
thence to Jellalpoor ghaut, and may
be estimated at 114 miles; from the
city of Mooltan to Udoo Kote on tlte
Indus is about thirty-three miles.
The northern portion of this doab
from lat. 33' N. is hilly, and to the
south-west a desert, with the exception of a few miles contiguous to the
banks of the rivers still liable t o
inundation. The general agricultural
productions of the Pun'ab are wheat,
bailey, rice, liulse of ad sorts, sugarcane, tobacco, and various fruits, but
there is rarely much redundance for
exportation.
This being one of the few provinces of Hindostan in which the
British possess no territory or influence, no open regular trade exists;
but petty merchants by applyin for
passports to the Lahore raja an! the
different Seik chiefs, previous to entering their boundaries, are generally
supplied with them. The export8

LAHORE.
Fnrm Lahore t o thecountries west of

In the collection OF the revenuer
the Indus are sugar, rice, indigo, the general ruie with tee Seika of
wheat, and white cotton goods, moat the Punjab is, teat the chief received
of them in the first instance import- one-half the produce; but the whole
cd. The ex rts to Cashmere con- of this share is never exacted, the
6ist nearly o E h e same articles; the cultivators being treated with great
imports, shawly a variety of cloths, indulgence. The administration of
saffron, and fruits. With the inba- justice among this sect is in a ve
bitants of the Kohistan those of the rude and imperfect state, for althoug
Punjab exchange cloth, matchlocks, their scripture inculcates general
and homes, for iron and other small- maxims of equity, they are not c o a
e r commodities. From the south, sideredas books of the law. Trifling
sulphur, indigo, salt, lend, iron, Eu- disputes are settled by the heads of
ropeancoarse broad-cloth, and spices villages, by their chiefs, or by the
are imported ; the exports to that arbitration of r jury of five (punquarter are horees, camels, sugar, chaitl. Murder is sometimer purice, white cloth, matchloclis, swords, nished by the chiefs, but more frebows and arrows. The trade is not quently by the relations of the d g
carried on by any particular route, ceased.
depending on the character of the
The inhabitants of the Lahore
chiefs through whose districts it province consist of &ikq Singha,
must penetrate to reach its destina- Jauts, Rajpoots, other Hindoos of
tion The most considerable pro- lower castes, and Mnhomedans. The
portion of this commerce is oarried inhabitants professing the MussuC
on from Amntsir by the way of man faith remaining within the Seik
Matcheewara to Duttyyala south- territories in tbe Punjab are very
ward ;by the way of Hansi, Rajghur, numerous, but all poor, and seem
and Oreecha into the western tracts an oppressed race. The till the
of R a j p t a n a ; and by the way of ground, and are enlployecfto carry
Kitul Jeend, Dadree, and Kurnal burthens, and do all sorts of hard
towards Delhi.
labour. They are not allowed to ent
Commerce, however, is everywhere beef, or to say their prayers aloud,
much obstructed, heavy duties being and are but seldom permitted to aslevied by all the petty rulelvl through semble in the few mosques that have
whose domains it passes, which for- escaped destruction. Some of tho
rnerly caused great part of the Cash- chiefs of the petty hill states us
mere trade to be carried to Hindos- Hindoo rnjas by descent, who retain
tan proper by the difficult and moun- their Hindoo title, although both
tainous route of Jamboe, Nadone, they and their subjects have forsaken
and Serinagur. The Seik rhiefs in the Brahminical doctrines, and bethe Punjab, however, have latterly come Mnhonledans.
The lower
discovered their error, and have en- classes of Seiks experience better
deavoured by a more strict adminis- trestment, being protected from the
tratior) of justice, and affording fa- tyranny of their chief8 by the precilities, to inspire the merchants with cepts of their commonreligion, and
confidence. Although ossessing so by the circumstances of their counmany fine rivers, the In us, Sutuleje, try, which enable them to abandon
Beyah, Beyah, Ravi, Chinaub and whenever they choose, a leader whom
Jhylum, they are very little, and only they dislike; and the distance of a
during the height of the rains, r a few miles generally places them unsorted to for the pgrpose of inland na- der the protection of his rival and
vigation, partly owing to the shallow- enemy. I t is reckoned, in the Punness of the stream at one season, and jab, that one-third of the whole inits rapidity at another; and probably habitants are Singha, who continue
more than both to the unsettled state to receive converts; but a consids
of the. country.
.
rable nu~nberof the cultivators are
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Jautr, partly converted and partly except b r the defence oftheir town*
rtill Brallminical, The females in and villages;.) et they generally serve
the hilly tract towards the east have as infantry in foreign armies, and
en olive complexion, are delicately latterly aU the conquests of Runjeeb
formed, and their manners less con- Singh have been e&cted through tho
strained than further south. Among v n c y of artillery and corps of dis'the mountaiueers the goitre, or clplined infantry. The military Seika
swelled glands of the throat, is very are bdd, and ratber' rough in their
address, and invariably speak in a
common.
On the north-western borders 04 loud bawling tone.
Laliore tbe inhabitants are chiefly
The Seii merchant, or cmhirator,
Afghans, .who dwell in small forts or if he be a Singh, differs little in cha.
walled villages, and entertain a mu- racter from the soldicr, as he weam
tual dread and distrust of each other. arms, and ir from education suffiThis quarter has lollg been subject ciently prompt to use them. Tho
to much devastation from the Seiks, ,Khalasa Seiks, ar originel followers
mhose star is now in the ascendant of Nanok, differ widely from the
over the prostrate Afghans. The Singhs. They are full of intrigue,
Seik inhabitants between the Ravey
iaut, versatile, and insinuating, and
mud Chinnub we called DharpiSinghs, ve!
all the art of the lower classes
from tbe country being called Dhar- of Hindoos employed in bueiilesg
pi. The Dharegeh Singhs are be- whom they dso so much resemble in
yond the Chinaub, but within the their dreds and other particulars
Jhylum river. In the Punjab, the that it is difficult to distinguish them.
eatives tire remarknble for well ar- The three religious sects of Acalicq
ranged white teeth, paun and betel Shaded, and Nirmala, have each
being not so much used liere as in their peculiar manners. The Nanok,
other parts of India In this quarter Putras, or descendants of Nnnok,
of Lahore it is no uncommon event to have the character of a mild, inofmeet a fakeer (a religious mendicant] fenaive race.
The Seik Hindoo converts contitravelling about in a palanquin, clad
in silk, with numerous attendants of nue all those civil and religious c u 5
horse and foot to protect his sacred toms of the tribes to which they oriperson. These fanatics are extreme- ginally belonged, which they can
ly proud, and in general insolent and practise witbout infringing the teneta
abusive to Europeans. The Pun- of Nanok, or the institutions of Goo.
jabee provincial dialect is ~enerally roo Govind. They are very strict
spoken in the country, and 1s a mix- respectin diet and marriages. The
ture of Pcrsian and Hindostany, ~ a h o m e i a nconverts r h o become
which, when analyzed by the mis- Seiks intermarry with each other,
sionaries, was found to contain thirty but are allowed to preselve none of
out of thirty-two words, the same as their usages, being obliged to eat
in the Hindostany specimen of the hog's flesh, and abstain from eircumLord's Prayer.
cision. The Seiks and Singha are
The Seiks, or rather Singhs, have forbidden the use of tobacco, but are
in general the Hindoo caste of coun- qllowed to indulge in the use of spitenance, somewhat modified by their rituous liquors, which they drink t o
long beards; are as active as the excese, it being rare to see a Seik
Maharattas, and much more robust, aker cunset quite sober. The use
from their living fuller, and enjoying of opium and bang (an intoxicating
8 healthier climate. Their courGe infusion of hemp) is also quite comis equal to that of any of the natives mon. The military Seiks permit the
of India, and, when stimulated by hair of the head and beard to grow
prejudice or religion, is quite despe- to a great length ; and are remarkarate. The are all horsemen, and bly fond of the flebh of the jungle
until recent times had no infantry, hog, whit$ is food pern~ittedby their

The conduct of the Seiks to
their females differs in no materii~l
rkspect from that of the Hindoo and
lahomedan tribes from which they
are descended, but may be considered inore lax than that of their ancestors.
Seik, properly Sikh or Siksha, is a
' Sanscrit word signifying devoted follower. Nanok, the founder of the
Seik religion, was horn in the village
of Tulwundy, in the pergunnah of
Bhatti and province of Lahore, A.D.
1419, and died at Kirthipoor Dehra,
en the banks of the Ravey. He left
two som, from whom are descended
1,400 families ~ d l o dShahzadehs, who
are mlrch respected, and live about
Dehra in the Punjab. A saffron
impression of the hand of Nanok is
still a form of oath among the Seiks;
He was succeeded by
2. Gooroo Angud, who wrote
some chapters of the sacred book,
and died 1553.
3. Amera Des, a Khetri, succeeded him, and died in 1574.
. 4. Ram Das, the son of Amera
Das, followed. This gooroo, or
spiritual iustructor, improved the
town of O a k , and the famous tank,
or reservoir, which he called Amritsir, a name signifying the water of
h e pool of immortality. .He died
in 1581, and was succeeded by his
hw.
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5. Arjoon Mal, who rendered
himself famous by compiling the Adi
grant'h, or first sacred book of the
Seiks, thus giving a consistent form
and arrangement to their religion.
H e died in 1606, and was followed
by his son,
6. Hurgovind. This was the first
warlike Gooroo, or priest militant,
and is s a ~ dthe first that permitted
the sect to eat the flesh of all animals
except the cow. He died in 1644,
and was succeeded by his grandson,
7. Hurray, whose rule .was tranquil, and who was followed in 1661
by his son,
8. Hurkrishna, who died at Delhi,
A.D. 1664. After much opposition.
his successor was,
9. Tegh BahaudGr. This gooroo
a.

was put to death by the M o ~ u lgovernment in 1675, after ha$ng resided for some time in obscurity at
Patna.
10. Gooroo Govind, the Ron of
Tegh Bahauder, followed. This martial priest new modelled the whole
government of the Seiks, and converted them into a hand of ferocious
soldiers, changing their designation
from Seik to Singh, which signifies a
lion,and before had been exclusiv~ly
assumed b the Rajpoot tribes. Hs
8 i o prohi&ifed his followera from
cutting their hair or shaving their
heads. After much skirmishing with
dle Mahomedans, during the reign of
Aurengzebe, he was expelled from
Lahore, and is supposed to havc
died, or been assassinated, A.D. 1708,
at Nandere, in the Deccan, where
there is a temple erected to his memory, a noted place of pilgrimage.
The Seiks revere Gooroo Nanok as
the promulgator of their religion, but
consider C;ooroo Govind as the
founder of their worldly greatness
and political independence. He was
the last acknowledged gooroo, or
religious ruler of the Seiks; as from
his time, every petty raja in his
dominions considers himself head
both of church and state, and most
of them have become violent persecutors.
During the confusion that ensued
in Hindostan after the death of Aurengzebe, in 1707, the Seiks grew
in strength, and devastated the country under the command of a Bairaggi,
OF religious mendicant, named Banda,
who was at length taken risoner by
the Mogul's oficers, s n i executed.
There still remains a tribe of Seiks'
named Bandai, or followers of Banda, who chiefly reside in Mooltan,
Tatta, nnd other cities adjacent to the
Indus.
From the death of Banda, about
1711, until the invasion of India by
Nadir Shah in 1739, we hear little
of the Seiks, who are related to have
plundered that conqueror's baggage:
In the subsequent dissolution of all
subordination which pervaded Lahore, the Seik power waxed strong,
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and &&p the first Abdofli Afghan made of the nation, which hemme,
invasion In 1746, they made them- divided into two distinct communities:
selves master of a considerable pot- those to tbe south of the Sutuleje
tion of the Doabs, of the Ravey under British rotection, and those
m d hllindsr. Th received many to the north J t h t river, nominally
severe checka f m m x e Mahomedanx, independent, but in reality all more
and, in 1762 and 1763, were almost or less subject to Runjeet Singh, the
exterminated $. Ahmed Shah Ab- raja of Lahore city. T o the incesdalli ; but, from their determined spi- sant encroachments of this prince,
rit of resistance, they always rose once their equal, the otber petty
superior to their misfortunes, ywil leaders opposed neither union nor
they acquired and consolidatcQ theh policy. In every skirmish or action,
present possessions.
~n every trifling si e, they evince the
For many years prior t o the q- utmost disregard a p e n o n a l danger;
pearance of R u n p Singh, they were yet having made a ahon resistance,
mostly occupie by petty internal and sacrificed unnecesclerily n number
feuds transmitted from father toson ; of lives, the). seem to think tbey have
andindependent of the comparatively done all that is required, and then
larger conquests in which the more yield an unconditional submission,
pwerful chiefs were engaged, intes- with as little solid reason, as they at
tine war raged in every town and first commenced hostilities.
village, contested by brothers and
The Lahore province from its corn.
near relations, and stained with
situation posses*
many
treachery and assassination- In this advantages over the rest of India, and
state of anarchy their Power befame under a regular government would
no little fomdabte7 that about 1803 alone be sufficient to form the b s i s of
General P e r r o b who m m m d e d a a pwerful and civilized kingdom. The
corps of disciplined infantry in the roduaive powers of the southern
servim of Dowlet Row Sindia, con- Kalf, intersected by five noble rivers,
'ternplated the subjugation of the PLNI-might enail be renovated, and with
jab, with the view of making the In- the natura strength and temperate
dus the boundary of his master's do- climate of the northern unite circu~nminions. When H o l m fled across stances in its favour that rarely octhe Sutuleje in 180%he was ~llrsued cur together. These advantages adthere by Lord Lake, upon which oc- ded to its geographicalposition at the
ca&n a national council of Seik only assailable quarter, point it out
chiefs was called to avert the danger; as the country from whence Hlndosbut very few of the leaders attended, ta, is t o be ruled, conquered, and
n?anY ?f the absentees notified defended. It is nevertheless in a very
t b e ~ lntentlon
r
of resistmg the reso- miswabk confition, b t h as to cullutions of the counci;, whatever they tivation and population, the latter
might be.
being smntily dispersed over an exIt is diffrcllltto estim~tewith WY tensive area of above 70,000 Rquare
approach to accuracy the Po illation miles --(Sir J. Makolvz, FFoster, F.
of the Seik territories. They ormerly &&inan,
Jame: Ftaret, Sit D. Orhboasted they were able
raise tedony, Elphinrtoae, Macartney, 4c.)
100,000 horse, and if it were passible
to assemble every Seik horsemall, this
Lnnose-The ancient capital of
&ht not be an exaggeration ; but the province and modern one of Raja
there is no chief among them except Runjeet Singh, situated an the south
Runjeet Singh that could bring an side of the Ravey; lat. 31° 36' N., Ion.
effective body of 4,000 into the field ; 74O3'E. The river here is about 300
and in 1805 that prince's whole force yards wide, but the stream is not deep
did not exceed 8,000 men. By the or rapid except during the height of
arrange~rrentsof that and subsequent the rnins. The old fort is a place of
years a grsird 1)oliticalseparation was nostrength,witbout a ditohor any de-
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h e s for cannon. The walls are lofty,
and decorated on the outside, but
hastening to ruin, as are most of the
privltte buildings. Lahore, notwithstanding, is still a town of considerable size, with a good bazar; but it is
not inhabited by wealthy people, o n
amount of the frequent sackings it
has sustained, which made them migrate to Amdtsir.
T h e palace was originally founded
by Acber, and enlarged by his successors. Across the Ravey a t Shah
Durra, about two miles north of Lahore, stands the celebrated mausoleum of behahgeer, within a wall
near 600 yards square. I t is a magnificent building, of sixty-sir paces on
each side, and still in very gnod condition, but much inferior to the Tauje
dlahal a t Agm. T o the southward
of this, in the open plain, is to be seen
t h e tomb of Noor Jehan Begum, e
building thirty-six paces square. In
1812, Runjeet Singh was building a
thick wall and rampart round the
city, with a deep broad ditch, the
whole faced with brick, and the earth
thrown inwards, so as to form a broad
rampart with bastions a t intervals.
T h e tomb of Jehangeer and its enclosure are capable of containing sufficient grain and liquor for a month's
expenditure of a large army, and although the city generally is verging to
decay, the domes and minarets of the
mosques, the lofty walls of the fort,
the splendid mausoleum o f Jehangheer, and the numberless inferior
tombs and temples that surround the
town, still render i t an object of curiosity and admiratioq.
Lahore was captured by Sultan
kabcr A.D. 1520, and was for some
time the seat of the Mogul government. Since that period it has undergone many revolutions, and was for a
considerable time possessed by the Abd d i Afghans of Cabul, by whom it is
named Sikrei. For the last fifty years
it has been under the domination
of the Seiks, and has latterly been
the head-quarters of Raja Runjeet
Singh, the most powerful chieftain of
that predatory people, and whose
w a y , like Aaron's rod, has s w a l l o d

q~all the other petty serpents north
of the Sutuleje. From obscure b e
ginnings this chief by persevering encroachments urged himself into notice
yet so recently as 1805, when Lord
Lake advanced into the Punjab, he
wns only one among many.
From that date until 1812, Runjeet
had employed his time so effectually,
that he subdued the whole of the
Punjab; but his encroachments to
t l k &pth-t
of the Sutuleje were
successfully opposed by the Britiah, who obstructed his desi n of
subjugating all the small chiek hetween that river and Delhi, by establishing a strong military detachment
a t Luddeeanna. This arrangement
inspired him a t first with no little
alarm ; for being sensible of his own
utter inability to contend with the
British nation, the more strongly he
was impressed with the truth of this
fact, the more he was inclined t o
doubt their pacific intentions, forbearance being to him and his counsellors incomprehensible ; and the
unceasing encroachments which had
employed his whole life, had filled his
principality with malcontents ready
to asslst in the overthrow of his usurpation. dn 1809 his apprehensions
were somewhat trnnquillized by a
treaty of friendship and alliance, then
concluded with him by Mr. Metcalfe
on the part of the British government,
by the conditions of which t b latter
engaged to have no.concern with the
subjects or territory of the raja north
of the Sutuleje, and the raja agreed
never t e maintain, in the territories
occupied by him o r his dependents
south of that river, more troops thau
were necessary to carry on the internal police of the country, and also
to abstain from encroachments o n
chiefs to the south of that boundary.
In 1818 Run'eet Singh was about
age, with three sons,
fifty-six years
Curruck Singh, Shere Singh, and
Tara Singh. H e has only one eye,
having lost the other by the smallpox. The solidity and acuteness of
his judgment greatly surpasaes the
eneral standard of his country, yet
i e is frequently known to yield him
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opinion t o thwt of very inferior mar,
who he suppmm are bctter qualified
to decide than himself merely because they can read and write, which
he cannot. In 1816 h e made s tour
t h o u g h the Kohistan, or Highhnds
of Lahore, accompanied by a considerable army, in order to levy his
revenues from the tributary rajas,
among whom m y be enumerated,
Futteh Singh of Aloo, and the rajas
of N a h n e , Cooloo, Mundi, and Ahmed Khan of Jung, besides many
others of less w t e . In the tract
where his authority is acknowledgeti
h e appears disl~osed to rule with
mildness, exacting a moderate tribute, and restoring the native chiefs ;
whereas the Gorkha.~of Nepaul, with
whom he at one time came in contact
rrt Kangrah, always ruled their dependents with the most sa%oe barbarity. While extending his domi.
nions in this direction, he made sweral attempts at the conquest of Cashmere, in which, to a certain degree,
he latterly succeeded. On the oppovite side towards the Indus, I= has
been an unceasing aggressor on the
territories of h1oo)tan and Behawalpoor, and his other weaker neighbours, whom he endeavours to subdue by the same melange nf force
and fraud, which he exercised so
successfully against the chiefs of his
ow11 nation. The distracted state of
the Afghans laying them open to
attack, never abstained from by an
Indian potentate, when the opportunity o%m, he pushed a body of
troops across the lildus and captured
Peshawer ; but althoogkr his dominions now occupy an extensive space,
and his army be numerous, neither
have nny natural cohesion, and the
first serious check ho meets will probably cause their dissolution.
Travelling distance from Delhi
380; from Agra 517; from Lucknow
619; from Bombay 1,070; and from
Calcutta 1,356 miles.-(Sir D.Odterlony, 1 lth Register, RenlzeM, Elphinc.)
stone, &j
LAI.ITAPATAN.-A city in Northern Hintlostan, valley of Ne,~aul,

situated a b ~ a
t wile m d e h d f
m t t h from Catinaiuloo, frolp which
i t is separated by tbe Bhog~netty
~ i v e r ; 1st. 27' I@' N, Ion. 85' E.
While M i t a n Petan existed as a n
independant state, it is mid to have
comprehended 24,000 houses, including its dependendm within tbe
v d e y ; but so great a w m k r appears an exaggeration. In 1803, tiowover, it wan stir1 the largest town of
the valley, with a pepuhtion of
24,000 persons. I t is oa the whole
a neater tow11 than Catmandoo, and
contains some handsome edifices.(Kirkpatrick, F. Buchanan, &c.)
LALSOONT.-A town in the pro.
vince of Ajmeer, principality o t
Jeypoor, forty miles S.E. from t h e
city of Jeypoor ; lat. X 6 O 23' N.,
lon. 76- 9
' E. I t stands in t h e
gorge of a paxi leading through
the ridge of hills that intersects this
part of Rnjpootarra, and stretches t o
a great length along the bottoni of
the dell. The houses are of stone,
some ce~xentedwith mud and whitewashed, and many having a low second story,roofed with flat tiles. T h e
religiousedificesalthongh smallarennmerous, the Mahomedans and Jains,
a s well as'the orthodox seets of Hindoos, having all their distinct places
of worship. The surrounding eountry is the rudest and most beautifill
portion of Jeypoor ; the M d a are
mostly enclosed by low earthen
dykes, and in t h e season are covered
with fine crops of wheat and barley,
the 1,alsoont perynnah being advantageo~islydistinguished from the
prevailing asprct of Rojpootana by
the number of old b~lrgot, tamsrintl,
and other trees, single or in groups,
which meet the eye in every direetion.---(Fulhrton, &e.)

LAXADANGRA
MOUNTAINS.
-A
range of mountains in Northern Hinclostan, extending from the Trisool
Gangga to the Amn river, and crossed by no river except the Bhogmutty,
all those from the north side falling
into the Trisool Gong a, the Bhogmutty, or the Cosi,JP.
Bucharuin.

4n)
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--LAMAJAXG. A district thus
n a n d is situated on the sonth
coast, and near the south-eastern extremity of t h e island of Java. T h e
land here is amply supplied with
moisture, level, and well adapted for
the pur ose of husbandry, but owing
to a delcient population its resources
arc lost to the state.--(~aflles,
&c.)
LAMJUN.-A territory in Northern
Hindostan, one of the twenty-four
rajaships, which before the Gorkha
predominance, comprehended a tract
uf cold country bordering on the
Himalaya, inhabited mostly by Bhoot a s , with some Brahnlins and Khasiyas, in the warmer vallies. In 1803
it contained no town of importance
except Lamjun, the capital, situated
in lat. $28' 12' N., lon. 84' 1' E.,
thirty-two miles N.W. from Gorkha,
which city was formerly cornprehended in the Lamjun dominions. After
the loss of Gorkha, the chief advantage that remained t o the Lama
raja was the commerce with Tibet,
carried on-through a passage in the
Himalaya called Siklik, by which
route goods were conveyed t o the
town of Lamjun, and from thence by
the way of Tarker, Tnnahong, Dewghaut, and B;lkra, into the low country; but this trade has been since interdicted by the Nepaulese, who are
jealous of the Tanahung raja, t o
whom Bakra is prese~.veti under British protection. Siklik, however, is
still the abode of a Nepaulese subah,
o r civil governor. The name implies
a frontier station ; but among the
llills it is used to designate a place
inhabited hy barbarians, that is t o
say, such as reject the Brahlninical
doctrines. The tern], indeed, is applicable in both senses to Siklik, as
its inhabitants, Bhooteas, and Gurungs, adhere to the tenets of the
Lamas, and the town marks the frontier towards the Chinese empire.IF. Buchasan, kc.)
~ , A H P O O N / ~ a m p u n g ) . - A district
in the south-eastern quarter of the
island of Sumatra, which begins o n
the west coast a t the river Padanggoochie, and extends across the

southern edtrenlity of the island as
far as Palembang on the north-east
side. In the neighbourhood of t h e
rivers the land is overflowed during
the rainy season, but the westernportio~utowards Sanlanka are monntainoun, and some of the peaks viriible to a considerahle distance at sea.
This district ir the best inhabitrd in
fhe central and mountainous p ~ r t s ,
where the natives live secure from
the Javanese banditti, who often penetrate into the country and comd
mit depredatio:]~on the inhabitants,
who d o 11ot make use of firearms.
The Lampoonese of all tlle Sl~matrans have the strongest resemb!ance
to the Chinese, particularly in the
roundness of the face, and conformation of the eyes. They are also the
fairest on the island, and their women the tallest, and esteemed the
most handson~eand licentious on the
island. They eat all kinds of flesh
indiwrirninately ; and the fines arul
compensations for murder are the
same as among the Rejangs. Tile
Mahomeclan religion has made some
progresn among the inhabitants, and
most of their villages have mosques ;
yet an attachment to original superstitions infl~lences them t o regard
with particular veneration the burying place of their ancestors. Their
language is camposed of Malay, Bat-.
ta, and a portion of Javanese. The
Dutcb clam a domination over this
country, it having formerly been tributary to the king of Bantam, and
devolved t o them by right of conquest.--( Maraden, Lyden, Stavori-

nw,4c.l
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LANCA. I n Hindoo astronomy,
one of the four imaginary cities, Yavacoti, Lanca, Romaca, and Sidhapuri, supposed t o lie under the Equator, S.W. of Ceylon, at a distance of
ninety degrees from each other. Lanca is considered by a Hindoo astronomer as lying under the first meridian, t o which all computations are
referred ; of course has neither latitude nor longitude. Towards the
north, and under the same n~eridian
as Lanca, are two ather cities and .a
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great mountain, via. Avanti (supposed
to be Oojein), Rolectaca (the name
of the mountain), and Samarikita Sara, which three places are supposed
to have been the seat of observatories
in ancient or fabulous times. The
meridian of Lanca lies in 75' 53' 15"
east of Greenwich.
The principal eras used in India
areIst, That of Salivaha!la which commences 78 years after the birth of
our Saviour; that of Vicramaditya,
phich commences 57 years before
Christ ; that of Parasurama, which
commences 1,176 years before Christ;
and that of Cali Yug, of which 3,101
years had expired at the birth d o u r
Saviour. Let the proposed year be
expressed according to the eras of the
Cali Yug, Vicramaditya, and Salivahana ; the same may be reduced t o
the christian account by adding 3101
to the first, 67 to the second, and by
subtracting 78 from the third :Cali Yug
3101
A.D. 1844
Add

...............
...............

Year of the Cali Y,lg 4925
Corresponding
A Dm,1824.
1824
.................. 78
A-D-

Deduct

Era of Salivahana... 1746
Corres~ondi116with A.D' lsR4'
A.D. 1824
Add
57

........................-

Era

HILLS.

.

L ~ ~ n o n a a . - A town in the province of Delhi, district of Saharunpoor, and formerly the principal residence of Ram Dyal Singh.
LANGKAT.-Apetty state or commupity in the island of Sumatra, situated on a river of the same name,
800 yards wide at the entrance, and
after passing the bar (which almost
chokes it up) three fathoms deep. A
number of villages are scattered along
its banks, at the largest of which,
named Kapala Sungei, the raja resides. In 1823 it contained about
400 houses; and the villages collectively 1,050 houses, occupied by about
6,350 Malay inhabitants. There are
also many Batta villages inland, subject to the Langkat raja, and inhabited principally by the Karan Karan
tribe, who eat monkeys, snakes, hogs,
and elephants, but are not addicted
to cannibalism. The raja acknowledges subordination to Siak, but
does not pay tribute or permit any
interference with his domestic jurisdiction. The chief exports are pepper and rattans; the imports salt,
and
In
kat possessed 200 prows of from two
to thirty tons burthen, trading mostly with Penang and Malscca--(Anderson, gc.)
LANJEEHILLS.-A range of hills
in the province of Gundwana, the
greatest elevation of which has not
yet been ascert&ed. Bundavais87,0
Feet above the level of the sea, while
Nagpoor is 1,101 feet, and Ryepoor
1,747 feet. Omerkuntuc was .found
to be on1 2,463 feet above the sea.
The heiegt of the Sireooia hills has
not yet keen establishid 'dy survey or
measurement. Kakair to the south
is 1,953 feet, and Shawa at the
source of the Mahanuddy 2,117 feet.
Butterpoor is 1,538 feet, and Dhumderi just below the point where the
Mahanuddy emerges into the plain
of Choteesgher from the high country towards its source is 1,720 feet.
Degoree near the Sew river, where it
joins the Mahanuddy,,is 1,384 feet
above the level of the sea.-(Jenkins,

Vicramaditya lnnl
with A.D. 1824.(Colonel Warren, 4 c.)
LANCAVS
ISLES.-A cluster of isles
on the west coast of the Malay peninsula; lat. 6' 15' N., Ion. 99' 35'E.
The largest is about seventeen miles
in length by five the average breadth,
and in 1821 contained a population
of about 3,000 persons ; but it was
subsequently (in the same year) invaded by the Siamese, who killed and
expelled most of the male inhabitants, and carried the women and
children into captivity. I t was formerly a dependency of Queda, and
sent supplies to Penang.
&.)
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LAYSA.

Lari are built of bricks baked in the
. LAOS.-See SHANCOUNTRY.
L ~ ~ ~ ~town
. - A
in the province nun, and are also flat-roofed. In

scarcely any rain
a d
of Bengal, district of Si]het, ] 12
not a great deal
;
miles N.N.E. from Dacca J tat. 250
3 (Y N., ion. 9 1 ~ E. A conside- a vapour or dew must be httle known
rable trade is here carried on with in a climate generally under the
the Garrows in
and other artis freezing point. The breed
,,less shell limestone abounds in the p a t s is said to be found in this vlciLaour hills, consisling in a p e a t n'f~.-(HOdgaOn, Herberf~ Gera"ds,
measure of nummulites, and it is $c.)
from these inexhaustiblk beds that
LABICRANU.-Atown in the proBengal is supplied with this valuable vince of Mooltan, division of Chanarticle.-(Coklrooke, 4c.)
dookee, fifty-three miles S.S.W.
L~~~ I ~ ~ ~ . -small
A island in the from Shikar oor ; lat. 26' 5fi' N,
Eastern Seas, one of the Sooloo ar6B0 44 E- The *meerS of
chipelago, situated due south From S'nde here levy a toll on merchants
the island of soOloO. ~h~ land is entering their dominions froin the
high and woody, and with Seeasse north-west, and maintain a garrison
Isle forms good shelter from 8. W. t o restrain the Baloochies of Cutch
Gundava--( Pottinger, gc.)
and N. E. winds.
LAPCHA
PASS.-A pass in northern
LASSA(Lehassa J. -The capital
Hindostan, from Skalkar Fort to the of Tibet, and revide~~ce
of the Dalai
village of Surma. Lat. 32O 3' N., or Grand Lama, forty-five days'
lon. 78' 52' E. No snow was found journe from Pekin, and 530 miles
here in October 1811 ; but ink froze north Kom the north-easterncorner of
at ten A.M.- (Hodgsos and Herbert, Bengal ;'tat. a9°3W N , Ion. 91'6' E.
By the Chinese it is named Oochong.
6c.j
According to Abdul Russool, who
LAPCHAS.-See SIKIIX.
resided there several years, Lasso is
LARANTUXA.The chief Portu- ,ituated on the southern b n k of
@ese settlement on the island of smell river, and is of an oval form,
Floris, sbuated on the straits of the about four miles long by one broad,
same
and One
themveryfew 1, the centre stands the grand temthat still remain to that nat~on.Lat. ple, which consists of an extensive
45'
IonThe POrtu- range of buildings, endosing an area
guese have a church here, and have of an oval &ure, occupying dtogeconverted most of the aboriginal na- ther abollt forty begaha ofland. ~h~
tives in the' vicinity to the Christian buildinns which
this assemrel&On.--(Mda~ Miscellanies, &.) blage s e the sanctuaries of the vaLAM.-A frqntier village in Lab- rious idols worshipped by the Tibedack, said to be 120 miles in a tians, mch having its own peculiar
straight line from the town of Lah- place of ndoration, supplied with its
dack ; lat. 32' 4' N., lon. 78' 24' E. own appropriate ornaments. These
Elevation on the banks of the river, buildings (mostly of stone, but partly
10,582 feet above the level of the of brick) are of various forms and
sea. It is the first village in Spiti, a dimensions, corresponding to t h e
dependency of Lahdack. The moun- relative dignity of the deity t o which
bins here are of clay slate, destitute they ariconsecrated. One of these
of verdure, with little snow, and evi- pre-eminent above the rest is termed
dently of inferior elevation to those the Louran, being dedicated t o the
nearer Hindostan, on which account divinity who ranks first in the Lama
it may be inferred that they compose Pantheon, under the title of Choo
the northern face of the Himalaya Eeuchoo.
Around the great temple, and pain this quarter. Such is the dr)-ness
of the climate, that the houses of rallel with its o ~ ~ t s i denclosure,
e
is it

P
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LA~SOOR.-At6wn in the proviice
kind of circular road of considem1)le
breadth ; and beyond this road is a of Candeish, just below the satpobra
range of houses of an oval form, range of mountnins, seven miles
which composes the bazar or market, N.W. of Chopnh; lat. 21' 5% N.,
and is occupied by petty traders and lon. 75' 14' E. III A.D. 1800, the
~rtificers. The wealthier merchants zemindar of Lassoor rendered some
bnd higher classes reside on the out- assistance to the Duke of Wellingaide of this range, in houses f o r the ton, while in pursuit of Doondra
r t part built of stone, usl~rllytwo, Waugh. In 1820 the surrounding
ut sometimes three stories high, the country waa covered with woods,
ground floor being converted into a but the town was in tolerable rcpair.
bhop. About a mile north of the -(Szdl~erland, &c.)
town there is a stream of running
LASWAREE.-Asmall village in the
water, half a mile wide, during the
niny season, but at other periods province of Agn, situated on a
only a quartcr of a mile, and accor. strearn of the same name, seventydihg to Abdul Russool, at no time t h e e miles N.W. from Agra : lat.
' 3W N., Ion. 76O 48' E. On the
navigmble. This traveller gives no 9
estimate of the total population, but first of November 1803, a desperate
states the Chinese resident here in battle was fought here between the
private capacities at 2,000; the Ne- British ar111y under -Lord Lake, and
paulese at between 2,000 and 3,000 ; that of Dowlet R'ow Sindia, in which
and the Cashmerians at 150. Eight the first gained a complete victory,
miles west of Lassa there is a town with the loss of 844 killed nnd
named Talengaon, containin 300 or wounded.
400 houses, with a bridge ofeight or
LATIKERY.-Atown in the proten arches over a stream of the same
vince of Ajmeer, thirty-two n~iles
name.
Sakya, the great teacher of the S. by W. from Ranta~npoor;lat. 25O
Buddhists, according to their tenets, 3 8 N., long. 76' 5' E.
@ill exists at Lassa, incarnate in the
LATTALATTAISLES.-A cluster
person of the Grand or Dalui Lama, of small islands lying 05 the west
who is the pontifical bovereign; but his coast of Gilolo, a few minutes north
temporal influence is aln~ostwholly of the equinoctial line, and about the
sul~ersededby that of the Chinese 157th degree of eastern longitude.
Tazin or viceroy, whose jurisdiction The principal island, which gives its
extends west to the sources of the name to the rest, is about twenty-five
Ganges, a distance of about 650 miles in circumference. The straits
~niles. With the city of Teshoa which separate this island from that
Loomboo, distant about 150 miles t a of Tappa are about a mile and a half
the south-west, Lassa exchanges in length, and in some places not
silver bullion imported from China more than forty-six yards broad.
for gold dust. The ancient history Between Latta Latta and Mandioli
of Idassa is wholly unknown, although the straits are eight miles broad.fmm its long-reputed sanctity, there (Forrest, &.)
exist records and traditions on the
subject. In A.D. 1715, the king of
LAULBAUGH.-Alarge m q u e in
the Eluths, a migratory tribe, invaded in the province of Candeish, one
the country, when Lassa @as ran- mile and a half north from the strong .
sanked, the tern les plundered, and fortress-of Aseerghur ; lat. 21'28' N.,
all the Lamas t&t could be found Ion. 76' 5'E. This was once a
were put into sacks, thrown ~ ~ p o beautiful
q
structure, but is now
camels, and transported into Tarta- greatly decayed. The neighbouring
ry.--( Abdul Russool, N. Mocleod, country has a reddish soil, and proCapt. Turner, Kirkpatrick, Cole- duces fruits of an excellent quality.
irooke, 4c.3
-4
:Mnkoint, hc.)
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LIGOR.

t e s o ~MOUNT.-A mountain in ql~eredby the Afghans of C a b l , whd
in Northern Hindostan, 18,942 feet possessed it in 1809. To the north*
above the level of the sea. Lat. 30' Lein is bounded by the salt range,
beyond which i9 a rugged and moun20' N., Ion. 80' 36'E.
LEEPooKEE T ~ ~ ~ . -hamlet
A
in tainouscot~ntry inhabited by small
Northern ~
i
~ sixteen
d
~
miles ~ ferocious
~
~tribes;
~ of ,whom the most
L~ ~300
~~ . co~~spicuous
are the Kautirs,anIndian
south from ~
i temple.l
race, jndependent both of Cabul and
1W N., l o n 80' 14' E.
the Seik chiefs.-(ECphinrtone, 4c.)
LEI*.-A town and district in the
LEYTEISLE. An inland in the
province of Lahqre, the latter extending along the east bank of the Eastern seas, one of the southernIndus, and the first situated in lat. most of the Philip ines, situate4
about the eleventh iegree of north
3 ( ~581 N., Ion. 7 p 30' E.,
ten miles
from the main stream latitude. 111 length it may be estimated at ninety-five miles, by tbirtjt
of the Indus.
From Oodoo Kakote to the Ka- eight the average
heree ferry (lat. 31° 28'N), a distance
LHONAUIL.-Atown in the proofseventy-five miles, is a narrow tract vi~lceof Berar, forty-two miles E. by
contested between the desert and the N. from Jalna; lat. 20' N., Ion. 7@
river. Many portions are cultivated, 451 E.
and produce good crops of wheat,
LIANTCUE -A remarkable point
barley, turnipsy and
of land on the east side .of the gulf of
fields are enclosed either with hedges Siam, thus named by Europeans, but
of
Or
by the natives Lem-saIn-me-san,
fences made of stiff reeds supported From hence to Pula Oby at Point
by stakes. Tbe houses consist of the Camso, the
extremity of
same materials, and the f a r m - ~ a d s camhdia, there is an uninterrupted
(where the oren are seen feeding on archipelago of beautiful islanda.
t~~rnips)
exhibit great neatness. Some
LIGOR.-A small principality deof the dwellings near the river are
raised on strong posts twelve to fir- pendent on Siam, situated on the
teen feet high, as a precaution against eastern coast of the Malay peninsula,
inundation, which frequently sub- on the gulf of Siam, where the town
merges the country to the distance of Ligor stands, in about lat. So 17'
of twenty-fournliles from the river's N. By the Siamese it is named Sabed. Tlie banks of the Indus are kon. The river Tayung leads part
rich, but the land remote from that of the way for about two hours' jourstream becomes a mere desert. Leia, ney towards the town, after which
the capital, is but a poor place, and in the walk is not above half an hour.
This is a walled town with ralx1809 did not contain niore than 500
houses. The usual residence ofothe parts of brick and mortar, and a wet
hakirn or governor is a t Buckor ditch, which in the rainy season com(Bhukkur) near the Iodus, or at municates with the river Tayung.
Maunkaira, a strong fort in the most Its form is that of an oblong square,
desert part of the province.
with(in 1825)fourteen cannonmountThe manners, complexion, and ap- ed, and contained altogether ahout
pearance of the inhabitants are su- 6,000 inhabitants. It appears to
perior to those of the districts more have been forinerly more populous,
to the sm~th,and their dress more but it was twice captured by the Burdecent and becoming. Within the li- mese and the inhabitants carried o$
mits of Leia theke are many large by Alompra in 1760, ant1 in 1785 by
villages ornamented with handson~e one of Mintlernjee's generals. The
tombs, but there sre no towns of present chief's authority not only
note. It formerly belonged to the extends over all the tributary Malay
Baloochies, but was afterwards con- states on both sides of the peninsula,
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LOBA.

but also over Siigora, with the power
of l i e and death. In 1836 his eldest
son was governor of Queda Them
is not any brick dwellings within the
town, but many temples and yramids
of that material ; one of the Ltter, or
Phra-Chai-di, with a gilt spire, is viaible from the s a ; but no inscrip
tions, as before reported, were mywhere found by the British mission
, of 1825. The raja, however, furnished
them with a supply of claret and
cherry-brandy whlch he had procured
for his own use from Prince of Wales'
bland. The Siamese dominions along
tbc whole of this coast north and
south are remarkably thinly peopled--(Ca?'t- Bur-, Mr. Harrk Mr.
Leal, Qc. )
L ~ ~ ~ ~town
. - A
in the
of Aurungabad, twenty-two milen N.
by E. fro,,, poonai lat. 190 911N.,
lon. 7 5 O '6' E.

ence that they regulate the currency
of the country ; lat. aa0 36'N., loo.
71" 64'E., eleven miles S.S.E. from
Wudwan. In 1807 it paid a tribute
to the Guicowar of 51,931 rupees.-

( WaLkcr, Public MS. Dm,&, &.)
LINCAPAN
I~LE.-A smdl island in
the Eastern Se-, about twenty miles
in circumfenct, situated off the
north-&
extremity of Palawan Island ; lat. 11" 4w N., Ion. 120" 10' EL'NCAYET--See

PADsHApOO~'

,

LINGEN
ISLE f
~ i ~ island
the Eastern s-,
the N.E.
coast of Sumatra, and ~ntersectedby
the equinoctial line. In leugth it may
be estimated at fifty miles, by thirty
in breadth; but it is of a very irregular bradthLingen is ranarkable
for a mountain in the centre, ter~ninating in a fork, on which seanien
have bestowed the appellation of the
ass's ears. The Eastern ocean in
this vicinity is rnvered with vast
variety of islands, o f d l forms,
and colours,-some
solitary, some
collected in clusters, many clothed
with verdure, some with tall forests,
others are mere rocks, the
resort of innumerable birds, and
whitened with their dung. I t has
10% been noted as the favourite resort
of Piratical Prows, the raja himself
being a chief of that profession. The
islanders of Lingen may be considered
among the most genuine Malays. Its
climate is healthy; and there are but
few diseases, and those principally
cutaneous. Its geoJogica1 formation
indicates the presence of tin, and it
yields a little gold- Major Farquhar
visited Lingen in 1818 to negocinte a
treaty of commerce, when abundant
supplies of poultry, vegetables, and
fruit were sent on board his vessel,
and every mark of friendly attention
shewn by the sultan, whose U S U ~
lace of residence is Kwala I)ai.Staunton, Elmore, Aqeback~ Farq Jar, 4c.I

L ~ M B ~ ~ . -town
A
in the Malay
peninsula, division of Queda, four
miles from Allistar, anc! ch~eflyinhabited by Chulias. During the rainy
season theadjacent country 1s overflowed, which renders it exceedingly
productwe of .fru~tsand all sorts of
vegetables.
L , ~ ~ ~ ~ district
. - A in the island
of Sumatra, abo~iteighty miles inland
from Bencoolen, and said to produce
the finest gold and gold-dust on the
island. ~~~~h~~~~from thence repair annually to Bencoolen to purin exchase opi,lm and other
change for which they give golddust
free fronl alloy.
found as dust,
metal is sometimes
and sometimes lodged in a hard stone.
~h~ natives of ~i~~~~ are ,inable to
purify it by amalgamation, but are
wonderfully expert in separating particles of other metals from gold-dust,
by a superior acuteness of vision.
This golden country has never been
explored by any European, owing to
the malignant influence of its climate.
-4 Macdonald, &c.)
LIMBEE.-A monied town in the
h,oosr.-A fortified post in NorthGujerat peninsula, the bankers of ern Hindostan, thirty-two miles N.W.
whvh ppssese such capital and influ- from Al~nora; lat. a0
57' N., Ion.

Thk
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LOHURKOT. '

1fl

79' 18' E,6,461 feet above the level. was taken by n Bombay detachment
in 1818. Dundoe Punt declared he
of the sea.
had lived in this hill-fort thirty years
(Ldu).-A
On without ever descending.---(lord
the island of Celebes, situated at the M i a , qc.)
upper part of the Bay of Boni, and
extending down the eastern side inLOGOB.-A town in the province
land to the country of the Horafom?, of Gundwana, 125 miles S.E. from
or aborigines. T o the west it 1s the city of Nagpoor; lat. 20° 1w N.,
bounded by Wadjo ; to the north by Ion. 80' 56' E.
Touradja ;and according to tradition,
LOHABA.-A town in the rovince
the most ancient state on the island.
The land is producti+e of rice, and of Bwder~ ~ e ~ e ~ t ~ -mires
f i v eW e s t
much gold is found in the rivers, and from the city of Beeder ; lat. 1
7' 66'
good iron is also procured. A eat N-3 Ion. 7G0 27' E.
proponion of the sovereigns o&is
LoHARGowa.-A town in the pmstate have been females, which is no ,,inceof~llahabad,about forty miles
uncommon circumstance in Celebes ; west from Callinjer, where the
but generally the Dutch power pre- vernment have established a military
dominates, although native chiefs be
to maintain the line of cornmu~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u 8 , t ~ $ e ~ 4 cnication
$ e
between Bundelcund and
the British troops stationed in the
LOCdPr~~y.-Atown in the pro- N poor dominions and a t Hossein*
vince of Hyderabad, seventy-eight b a z
miles S.W. from the city of HyderaLoHoooHAur.-~vil~agein ~ ~
bad ; late l@' 45'N.p loll. 77' 3%E.
ern Hindostan, district of Kumaon,
LoorSs~.-A town and pergunnah about five miles travelling distance
in the province of Allahabad, twelve N. by E. from Cbumpawut; forty-nine
miles south from Jeitpoor; lat. 25O5' E.S.E.from Almora; and 109 N. by
E.from Bareily by the Brimades pass.
N, Ion. 79O 33' E.
A neat cantonment has been erected
Lo~nuR
theironfort).
here on an elevated plat of ground,
-A strong hill-fort in the province envirolled on three sides by a beautiof Anrungabad,
miles N.W. fill mountain rivulet. This is the
~ i ~towards
h
the
from Poona ; lat. la0 41' N., Ion. 73' frontier ~ ~ i station
37' E. The perpendicular height of river Cali, which forms the bowdary
this fortress is too great to be storm- towards ~~~~~l and the headqusr*
ed.
the summit the view is ters of the second Nusseree battalion,
very
The sea
half of which is usually
at
appears
the west, jnland a Pettorah, ten miles further north.
chain of hills is visible, whose tops The other is stationed between the
~h~~~ batrise into fortified innacles as per- Sutuleje and jumna.
pendicular
The 6trata mlions are mostly composed of Gork.
of these is surprisingly
and has
had served and fought under
a ]Ine drawn
One hlll
the former sovereigns of the country,
meet the
of and have proved orderly, useful, and
Loghur has
hardy soldiers under tbe British, On
rous tanks and several small streams the banks of the strear,, there is a
'suing from 'Pings above, an$,$:
small temple and hermitage, dedicated
magazines are cut in the rock.
to Mahadeva or Siva.--(Fullorton,
fortress formerly belonged to Nana
Furnavese, who, at his death consignedit to the custody of Dundoe Punt ;
LOHIJRKOT.-A fortified post in
but by the intermediation of the Northern Hindostan, eight mi1esS.W.
Duke of Wellington it was sorren- from Bhadrinath ; lat. 2g028'N., Ion.
dered to the Peshwa, from whom it 70' 3BE.
-
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LONG ISLAhq.
Loton~B.-A shall town in t h e Ion mountains, m d it is in gcnerat
rovince of Bahar, district of Tir- weJcovered with trees and verdure.
oot, 10% miles N.E. from Patna ; The navigation through tlie straits of
Lombhook is dangerous, while that
lat. 46O 30' N., Ion. 86' 32' E.
of Allas is the most commodious pasLOLLARA.-Atown in the province
sage through the Sun& chain. A p
of Gujerat, twenty-three mlles S.E. penan,
or Ampannsn, is situated ln
from Rahdunpoor ; Iat. 23' 25' N., a large bay in the straits first men-,
Ion. 71° 44 E. In 1809 this place tioned, nearly opposite to the harbour
contained abolit 1,000 houses, inha- of Carang Assern, in Bally. There
bited by Naroda Rajpoots, Mahome- are several streams fall into the hay
sans, and converted Rajpoots.
here, which renders it a corumodioi~a
~ L L D O N G . ghaut
- A in the pro- port for the watering of ships: and
vince of Delhi, where it is separated ample supplies of bullocks, hogs,
by a rivulet from Gurwal or Senna- goats, pol~ltry, and vegetables, may
eur, ten miles S.S.E. from Hurdwar; nlso beobtained. Contiguous to 81)kit. B050' N., Ion. 78O 13' E. In penan is Mataram, the residence of
A.D. 1744, after the total defeat sus- the Lombhook raja, who is tributary
tained bv the Rohillahs at Cuterah. to the sultan of Bally.
Fyzoola ~ h a n ,with the remains of
Lombhook is populous and well
t h d r army, retreated to this pass, cultivated, the rice agriculture being
and was pursued by the British to the conducted, as in tlie Carnatic, by
entrance, where ultimately a treaty means of tanks and large reservoirs.
of peace and amity was co~lcluded- The inhabitants also carry on a con(Foster, RenwU,.&c.)
sitlerable commerce with the Malay
I.or.~cnua.-A large village in the iblands, and more especially with Java
province of Ajmeer, principality of and Borneo. Capt. Forest calls the
Jeypoor, situated in a rich plain stir- inhabitants of this islarid Gentoos ;
rounded by hilts, nineteen miles S.W. but it is not clear what meaning he
from the city of Jeypoor. The houses attached to that term. They are
are of stone, and there is u ten~ple more civilized than the generaiity of
dedicated to Mahadeva, and a hand- the Eastern islanders, and linve alwaj s
some reservoir. Peacocks are here preserved their inclependence against
remarkably numerous and familiar.(Stavorinrtr, Forest,
the Dutch.
(Fullarton, 8i.c.)
Thorn, Bligh, &c.)
LMYANA.-A town in tlie peninLOJIBLEMISLE.-^ island in the
sula of Guierat. thirtv miles west Eastern seas, one of the Sunda chain,
from the ~ h l fdf can;baY; lat. 21- situated between Florjs and Tirnor,
56' N.. Ion. 71' 54' E.
and the eighth and ninth degrees of
L o n r ~ ~ r oI ~o L
~ F . - - Aisland
~
in the sotith latitude. In length it rnay I=
Eastern seas, situated between the estimated at fifty miles, by sixteen
eighth ant1 ninth degrees of south la- the average breadth ; but it has never
titude, and intersected by the 116th been explored, and remains almost
of east longitude. The peak of Lom- unknown.
bhook rises in a pyranlidical form, to
LOONEE.-A walled village in the
the height (it is said) of 8,000 feet province of Aurongabad, division of
above the level of the sea; lat. Ba 21'
S., Ion. 116' 26' E. This island is Jooneer, about eleven miles E.S.E.
separated on the west from Bally by from Poona, and eight from the foot
the straits of Lombhook, and on the of the little Bhore gllaut.
east from Sun~bl~awa
by the straits of
LOKGISLAND.-A small island in
Allas. In length it may be estimated the Eastern seas, about forty miles in
a t fifty-three miles, by forty-five the circuniference, situated off the coast
average breadth. Like the rest of of Pipua, between the rnainland and
the Sunda Isles it is distinguished by Mysory Island, and in the first de-
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gree of south latitude. Scar.cely any
thing is known respecting it.
Lo~srn.-A village in the Gujerat
peninsula, situated about fifteen miles
N.E. from Wankaneer, to whose
chief it belongs. Froth hence to
Choorvera, the country has a very
wild appearance ; the hills are bleak,
and partly covered with a prickly
shrub, while the plains are overspread
with a short thick jungle, presenting
few traces of cultivation. The villages are miserable in the extreme ;
and beiog generally placed on the
most prominent point of a black
rocky mountain, are only to be distinguished by the smoke ascending
from their hovels. The inhabitants
are principally Catties, Bheels, and
Reckbarries.-( M m u r d o , 4c.)
L 0 n y . A small town in the pro=
vince of Aurunpbad, twelve miles
N.E. from Poona, and about 1,478
feet above the level of the sea : lat.
180 37' N., lon. 74O 8' E. In 1820
it contained ] 07 houses, and 557 inhabitants, of whom eighteen were
slavea.
(or Palo Lontarl ISLE.LONPAR
An island in the Indian ocean, separated from the peninsula of Malacca
by a narrow strait; lat. 7 O 30' N.,
lon. 99O E. This and some of the
neighbouring isles are inhabited by a
race of Icthyophagi, denominated by
the Malays, Orang Laut, or men of
the sea ; because their constant employment is on or near that element,
from which they procure their subsistence, agriculture being wholly unknown to
In their manwrs
they are mild and inoffensive, and
are said to be still unconverted to
any modern faith, or to have any distinct notion of religious worship. In
person and complexion they differ
from the Malays only in the effect
which the peculiarity of their diet
produces, covering their bodies with
ascorbutic eruption, such as is found,
though less general1 among the Malays themsdves. ~ t e i language
r
also
is said to be more simple and primitive than the Malay. -(Edinburgh
R h w , ij-c.)
VOL. 11.
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Loora.-A small town in the province of Allnhabad, division of Re.
wah, situated amidst a jungle, near
the Lase of one d the passes leading
up to the table-land of Rewah. Here
are the ruins of an old fort and some
pagodas, indicating a greater import;
ance in former times than its present
state of desolation entitles it to.(Fullorton, &.)
LOOMCHANG.-A
town and fort in
the interior of Siam, situated on the
road from Martaban to Bankok.
Three rivers meet here, one from
Sangola (called the Meklong) ; one
from the south-west (the Thadiu;
deng ; and one from the north of
east {the Alantay). As may be s u p
posed from its situation, this is 8
lace of much traffic. and possesses
k considerable numbe; o f k t s , which
transport cotton, cotton cloth, bees'.
wax, sapan wood, ivory, hides, and
timber.-(led,
&.)

L ~ 0 ~ mv *
i l l-~9in
e the Aurllngabed province, division of Jooneer,
situated half-way between Poona and
Seroor, where a bungalow has been
erected at the expense of government for the accommodation of tram
vellers.
LOONGHEE~-A
town in the Burmese empire, situated on the east
bank of the Irawady; lat. lgO
41'N. The soil in this vicinity is
very favourable to the cultivation
of cotton ; but in 1809 it had dwindled down from a town to a mere
village.
LooNrrEIsa.-A populous village
in Candeish, which in 1816 belonged
2 1 33,
~ N., ion. 740
to Holcar;
33f E., ninet three milee E.N.E.
from S u r a t . ~ ~ u l h m l a n d ,
L ~ ~ ~ ~town
. - in
A the province
of Oude, district of Goruckpoor, thirty-five miles N. frQm the town of
Goruckpoor; let. a014' N., Ion.
830 13' E.
L o ~ ~ " H " COuNTnY.
~ ~ ~ ~
Lonr.-A town in the ~rovince
of Allahabad, thirty-two miles S.W.
K
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from Ban&; lat. So9' N., l o k 79" breadth. Swh, however, was the
change wrought by the earthquake,
58' E.
LOWYAH.-Atown in the province that the water deepened a t Luckput
of Bahar, district of Sarnn, nineteen to more than eighteen feet a t low
miles S.E. from Bettiah ;lat.
34' water, and on munding the channel
between Cutch and the Sinde shore,
N., lon. 84' 4Y E.
a distance of three or four milerr, it
LUBECIsm-A small island lying was found to contain from four to
o f the northern coast of Java, sur- teafeet of water. By the name conrounded by a cluster of rocks a d vulsion, the Ali bund, or embankrocky islets. Lnt. 5O 48' S., lon. llP ment, was damaged, and the naviga45' E.
tion which had been closed for a
LUCKIAR ~ v x a-See
.
NARRAIN-long aeries of years, at that point
re-opened. ( M m u r d o , Capt. MarGUNGE.
LUCKPUT
BUNDEI.-A town in the $eM, &.)
province of Cutchj former1 situated
L U C K ~ P O(Lackshmipur).
OR
A
on a salt creek or river, w ich com- town in the province of Bengal, dismunicated with the sea, but naviga- trict of Tiperah, situated a few miles
ble only for small vessels. Lat. a30 inland from the Great Megna, with
47' N., loo. 68O 56' E., seventy-five which it communicates by a small
anile8 W.N.W. from Bhooj. This nver. Let. 2aO 56' N., Ion. 90° 43'
place was formerly named Busts- E., sixty miles S. by E. from the
bunder, but when the fort of Luck- city of Dacca. Baftaes and other
ut was built, about 1793, the popu- coarse goods of an excellent and
ration sou ht its protection.
I t substantial fabric are manufactured
.stands on tke western brow of a hill in this neigburhood, which is also
that rise8 from a swampy plain, but very fertile and productive, being, on
is not a place of any strength. In the whole, one of the cheapest coun1808, it only contained about 2,000 tries in the British dominions. Near
inhabitants, of whom 600 were se- Luckipoor, the river Megna expands
p o p ; the trade a l was
~ insignili- to a breadth exceeding ten miles, and
cant. I t is notwithstanding the prin- during the rainy season, when the
cipal town on the road from Hyder- shody islands are submerged, appears
abad, the capital of Sinde, to Manda- more like an inland sea of fresh
vie, the chief seaport of Cutch.
water in motion, than a river. In
The rivers of Cutch are generally A.D. 1763, it rose six feet above its
dry, or have little water in them, ex- usual level, and occasioned an inuncept during the monsoon. According dation, that swept away the houses,
to native accounts, when the great cattle, and inhabitants of a whole
earthquake of the 16th June, 1819, subdivision of the district.
took place, almost the whole of
LUCKNOW
f~ackshminavati). A
,them had their beds filled to the
banks with water for a few minutes, city in the rovince and kingdom of
after which they gradual1 subsided. Oude, of wRich it is the capital, situThis earthquake a f k c t e l ~n a re- ated on the south side of the Goomty
markable degree, the eastern, and river, which is navigable for boat:, at
almost deserted channel of the river d l seasons of the year, and falls into
Indus, which bounds Cutch to the the Ganees between Benaree and
west, and the Runn and swamp GhazipoG. Lat. 26O 51' N., Ion.
called the Bunnee, which insulate 80' 50' E.
When viewed from the summit of
the province to the northward. Prior
to this convulsion, the eastern a loAy edifice, Lucknow presents a
branch of the Indus, at Luckput confusion of gilded cupolas and in.Bunder, during ebb, was not above a nacles, turrets, minarets, and arc es,
foot in depth, nor above six feet at bounded by the winding Goomty,
flood, with about 100 yards of and SO thickly inters~emedwith the
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LUCKNOW.
rlchest tropical fobage, as apparently
t o realize the most fantastic visions
of Oriental splendour. A nearer inspection, however, does not fulfil the
anticipations which a bird's-eye survey is calculnted to excite. This
capital may be divided into three
quarters. The first is the city, properly so called, containing the shops
and private dwellings of the inhabitants connected with the court and
residency. The streets hereare sunk
ten or tweve feet below the surface,
and nre so narrow that two carts
cannot pass; besides being filthy in
the extreme. The chowk and one
or two bazars in its vicinity, are good
streets; but on the whole this extensive uarter is more meanly built
than per$aps any city of the same
rank in Hindostan. At the same
time it exhibits an overflowing population, probably rather increased than
diminished since A. D. 1800, when
the total number was roughly estimated at 300,000 persons, including
a swarm of well-fed and importunate
beggars.
The second quarter of Lucknow
was built mostly by the late nabob
Saadet Ali. I t stands near the
Goomty, towards the south-east, and
consists of one very handsome street,
after the European fashion, above a
mile in length, with bazars striking
out at right angles, and a well-built
new chowk in the centre, with a
lofty gateway a t each extremity,
which presents a Grecian front on
one side, and a Moorish one on the
other. The houses that compose the
remainder of this street belong to
the king, and are occupied by members of his family, or officers of his
household. These are for the most
part in the English style, but with a
strange occasional mixture ofEatern
architecture. The same remark applies to the palaces and gardens that
occupy the space between the street
and the river, and reserved by his
majesty for his own use. All these
palaces nre filled with European furniture and pictures, and may rank
with comfortable English houses ;
but there are none on a scale of
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royal magnificence; not even that of
of Furrahbuksh, the king's peculiar
residence, which only excels the
others in being approached through
six spacious courts, with reservoirs, fountains, with innumerable
peices of cast statuary, china figures,
and other toys that decorate its area.
The buildings of the British residency adjoin those of the Furrahbuksh,
and terminate the great street to the
north. At its opposite extremity is
the entrance of the Delkusha park,
an artificial wilderness of high grass,
with which Saadet Ali clothed the
arid tract between Lucknow and
Constantia, and which, being well
stocked with deer, antelopes, and
peacocks, and regularly watered, is
during the hot season the most re'freshing spot in the neighbourhood
of Lucknow.
The third quarter of this city
adjoins the Goomty towards the
north-west, being only se arated b
a wretched bazar from tpe secondI
I t consists chiefly of the palaces
and religious buildings erected by
Asoph ud Dowlah and his predecessors, and being in a style more
purely oriental than the modem
.structures, is by far the most interesting quarter to a stranger. The
magnificent pile of the Imaum Barry,
with its mosque and noble gatewa
(called the Roomee Derwaza) w i t i
the new palace,built,but never finished, by Saadet Ali, the Dowlet Khanah, and palaces of the Hyder Baugh,
the Punj Mahal, Seesa Mahal, and
Hossein Baugh, are the chief ornaments of this division of Lucknow.
The body of Asoph ud Dowlah lies
interred within the Imaum Barry,
which is illuminated by a vast
number of wax tapers, the grave is
strewed with flowers, and covered
with rich bread of barley from
Mecca, with officiating priests in
attendance to chaunt verses from the
Koran, night and day.
Two bridges have been erected
over the Goomty; one a heavy
bridge of masonry, the other a bridge
of piatformed boats, having a move
able one in the centre, which M
K 2
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opened for an hour daily. T h e project for erecting an iron bridge failed,
in consequence of Saadet Ali's death.
T h e materials arrived from f i g land, but too late t o admit of the
works being executed during his
life-time, and his heir, in conformity
with a prejudice universal among the
Maho~nedansof Hindostan, declined
the unlucky task of completing the
unfinished undertaking of a deceased
predecessor. Among other establishments, the king has a managerie,
which in 1819 colltained six rhinoccroses. These were kept distant
froin the general collection, being
chained to the trees of agrove at some
distance, on the opposite side of the
Goomty, where there was also a wild
elephant, and some Bactrian camels.
O n e of the most extraordinary sights
is the prodigious flocks of pigeons,
maintained a t the royal charge, and
taught to direct their fight by signals,
which the keeper makes partly with
his voice, and partly with a smali
%lag held i n his hand. The British
cantonments are situated t o the east
of the Goomty, and some miles d i s
tant from the city. Among the
other curiosities in the neighbourhood, is Constantia, formerly the residence of General Claude Martine,
which is said t o have cost him
&150,000 sterling.
A t Lucknow
there is a considerable number of
christians of different sorts ; as besides those attached to the residency
t h e kinghas a great number of Europeans and half-castes in his employ.
There are also many tradesmen of
both these descriptions, and a strange
mixture of adventurers of all nations
and sects, who ramble hither in the
hope, generally o fruitless one, of
find~ngemployment.
Many of the old forms of the Mogul court are stin retained and practised here; but that of giving and
receiving offerings on presentation,
is reduced to a mere phantom of
what i t once was. By a recent order
all presents of silks, shawls, ornaments, or dian~onds, whether made
t o ladies or gentlemen, are taken
from them by the resident's ser-

vants, on leaving the putace, and sdd
for thc benefit of government. Nothing is left but the silken cords,
which the king throws round t h e
necks of thc visitors a t parting; and
books, which as nobody wili buy
them, remain the unmolested p r s
perty of the presentee. Notwithstanding this privation, presents are
still given and received, when such
public marks of respect are thought
necessary, but in a manner perfectly
well understood by both parties. N
a person of rank be introduced to the
king, a tray of shawls is offered,
'accepted, and laid up in store nt
.the residency. When the great man
takes leave, on departing from Lucknow, he presents a similar nuznlr,
which the East India Com any s u p
ply, and which isalways o!superior
value to that of the king. In this
manner his nlsjesty gets hia own
shawls, and something more restored
to him; and except that the interchange costs the British government
about 500 rupees, on a balance, the
whole affair is reduced to a bow,
and a fee to the king's servants.
On the death of the Nabob Ghuja
ud Dowlah, in 1775, his successor,
Asoph ud Dowlah, removed the seat
ofgoverhment to this place from F
rabad, the prior eapitd. The ban{ers and men of property accompanied
the court, and Lucknow in a very
few yearn became one of the largest
and richest towns of Hindostan,
while Fyzabad decayed with proportionate rapidity. Lucknow is mentioned by Abul Faze1 as a considerable town, and i s supposed to stand
on the site of the renowned forest of
Noimisha, where, in ancient time4
Soota and his 60,000 Moonees (Hindoo saints) performed austere penance, heard the Puranas read, and
listened t o incredible stories. T h e
travelling distance by the nearest
road from Calcutta is 650 miles;
and from hence to where the Ganges
joins the ocean, all is one vast plain.
Travelling distance from Dclhi, 280;
from Agra, 2Q2, and from Benares,
189 miles.-(Fuldarton,
Bithop Hebet, Tenrunt, Lord Valentia, 4c.)
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LUNAWARA.
LUCI~NOWTEE.-A t o a n in the
province of belhi, thirteen n~iles
P.E. from Kurnal. Lat. B045' N.,
Ion. 77O 13' E.
LUCONIA
ISLE (or LUZMI).-The
largest of the Philippines.-See LuZON.

LUDEEANDIA.-A town in the province d Delhi, situated on the south
bank of a small branch of the Sutuleje
river, which separates from the main
channel ten mil@ above, and rejoins
a t t h e same distance below Ludeea n n a Lat. 30' 55' N., Ion. 7 5 O 48'
E., 115 miles S.E. from Lahore.
During four months of the year, the
weather in this vicinity is excessively
cold, yet in the sumver season the
heat is intense, both seasons being
i n extremes; the rains are also abundant.
I n consequence of the extension of
the Britibh possessions, in 1803, t~
the banks of the Sutuleje, the line of
defence against the Seiks became
much narrowed, and Lord Lake f o r a
told that a small corps, well statione d in that quarter, would effectually
protect the Doab and adjoining previnces against the incursions of that
tribe. Ludeeanna was accordingly
selected and fortified, and in 1808
made the head station of a brigade
sufficiently strong both to cover the
protected Se& chiefs, and impose re.
spect on those situated north of the
nver. I n 1811 the territory from
Ludeeanna to Macowal, which is
close under the high range of hills,
were occupied by various chiefs who
had been in possession many years,
b u t who having also large estates on
t h e opposite side of the Sutulcje,
aid Runjeet Sing of Lahore a triEufe or service to preserve the lands
immediately subject to his control.
-4 Lord Lake, Sir D.Ochterlony, $c.)
LUDHONA.-A town in the pro,
vince of Malwa, on the rood to
Nargher, which in 1830 contained
about 500 houses, and belonged to
the Raja of Seeta Mhow.--(Ma!colm, $c.)
k u ~ o w y rFoal..-A

fort in the
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north coast of the idand f Java, siiuated a t the nlouth of t8e eastera
entrance of the straits of Madurs.
Lat. To S., Ion. llP 50' E. The
works here were constructed during
thegovernment of General Daendals,
at a great expense and with infinite
labour, and are of a most formidable
description.
LUGHMAN.-An Afghan district in
the province of Cabul, situated between the cities of Peshawer and
Cabul, about the thirty-fourth degree of north latituda I t comprehends the vallies of Munderar, Alingar, Mishung, the plain of JeIlalabad, and the surrounding mountains.
This territory is remarkable for the
variety and extremes of its climate.
I n the hei ht of summer, while the
plain of ~ e t a l a b a dis tolerably sultry,
and the wind almost suffocating, the
mountain of SuFdid Coh lifts its head
from the plain, crowned with everlasting snow. The nearest northern
hills are cold, and the more remote
covered with snow, while the tableland of Cabul to the west of Lughnan enjoys the coolness and verdure
of a temperate summer. Some portion of Lu hman is a low rice country
like ~ e q g i ,
T h e tribe of Afghans named the
Deggauns, speak the language which
is mentioned under the name of
Lughmanee in the commentaries of
Baber, the Ayeen Acberry, and other
places. I t is principally composed
of Sanscrit and modern Persian, with
some words of Pushtoo (Afghan),
and a large mixture from some unknown root. I ~ s t e a dof counting by
hundreds, in this dialect they count by
pcores, and their thousand is 400, or
twenty score. In this they resemble
the inhabitants of Caffristan, which
givcs reason to infer that the modern
Lughmanees and Deggauns are
Caffre tribes, converted to the Mabomedan religion. When invaded
by Sebactaghi, A.D. 997, the inhab ~ t a n t sare asserted by Mahomedan
autllorities to have been Hindoos.( Elphinsfo~le, $c.)
LUNAWARA.-A town and petty

state in the province of Gujerat, tinction in Hindostan. Doubts hhvsixty-three miles E. fmm Ahmeda- ing arose on this occasion, whether
bad, lat. 23O 8' N., Ion. 73' 43' E. or not it was situated in Gujerat, the
The Lunawara territory composes point was decided in the affirmative
part of the open country of Gujerat, by Colonel Walker, after he had expartly situated on the right bank of amined the records of the province
the Mahy, and adjacent to. some deposited at Ahmedabad, the ancieot
most important passes. To the south capital.
Prior to 1803, the reigning rana
it is bounded by the Babi of Ballasinore's domains ; north-west, by Mo- of Lunawara was assassinated by his
rassy; to the northward by D o ~ n - own ministry, and contentions arose,
gurpoor, including the Gullacote dis- during which Sindia's troops were
tricts; eastward, by Joonth; and called in, and various murders comsouthward, by Godra. I t forms art mitted ; the result of which was, that
of the five districts of powagRur, the late ranass widow and Nanah
from which, however, it is separated Mehtah, her minister, in conjunction
by a jungle range of hills, extending with Ghullah Bharot, her paramour,
t o near the Mahy river, the defiles mi overned this little community,
throigh which are difficult, and in- at X e date of Colonel ~ u m y * as p
fested by Bheel tribes. The length proach in 1803. The widow dying
of this principality ma be estimated In 1804, both parties endeavoured to
a t thirty-five miles $om north to gain the support of the British pasouth, and about half that extent in tronage, but without success. The
breadth. The town and fortifica- reigning raja, in 1806, was under
tions of Lunawara are three miles 'in twenty years of age, of a delicate
circumference; the latter ascend the feminine appearance, puerile in hie
craggy side of a lofty range of hills, manners, already enervated in body,
the summit of which is also fortified, and without energy of mind, existwhich inspires the natives, who al- ing a mere pageant in the hands of
ways connect elevation and security his ministers, Neither was he a dewith a great opinion of its strength. scendant of the late rana's, but mereI t is also favourably situated for mer- ly a Rajpoot child adopted ly his
chants ~roceedingfrom Rutlam and widow. The legitimate prince was
other parts of Mnlwa to Ahmedabad then supposed to be alive and reThe family
and the interior of Gujerat. On ac- siding at Doon
count of its geogra hical position is of the ~ a l o n g p t g dof Rajpoots.
and intersection by b r e n t chains In 1890, the rana of Lunawara's inof hills, it has also been found diffi- come was eatimated at 40,473 rupees
cult of access by predatory horse, per annum, and that of his subordiand escaped in conse uence many de- nate chiefs, 40,000 - rupees per annum. He had for many y,eara prestructive visits from t e Maharattas.
In 1803, while Lunawara formed vious been tributary both to the
(Burr,
a depbt for the British army during Guicowar and to Sindia.
its operations against Sindia, a treaty ECphinstone, Treaties, &c.)
of protection was then concluded
LUNGPOOB.
-A fortified post id
the existing government exone Northern Hindostan, twenty-one
rating it from the tribute paid to Sin- miles S.S.W. from Serinagur; lat.
dia, but which afterwards, in 1806, 29' 64' N., Ion. 78' 40' E., 6,367 feet
Was dissolved by the Bengal govern- above the level of the sea.
ment under pretexts far from satisL u z o ~ISLE(or ~uponio).-The
factory, and the country abandoned
to the rapacity of that depredator. largest and most populous of the
Lunawara was then considered as in- Philippines, on which stands Manilla,
dependent of Sindia, although a tri- the metropolis. This island is situabutary, being a Moolukgeery, not a ted between the 13th and 19th dexhalsah district, an important die- grees of north latitude, Bad extend8
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LUZDN ISLE.
fmm the 126th to the 124th of east
longitude. I t is of a very irregular
form, but may be estimated at 440
miles in length, by 115 the average
breadth.
A large proportion of Luzon is
mountainous, being intersected from
north to south by an immense chain,
from which diverge various spurs
and ramifications that spread over
the whole island; in some placea
hrmiog detached mountains, resembling insulated conea, in the midst
of wide plains. The whole of this
elevated region occupying great part
of the interior, is either a wilderness
or inhabited by a wild people, under
no control from the Spanish government.
There are in Luzon eeveral volcanoes, particularly that of Mayore,
between the provinces of Albay and
Camarinea, which has the @re of a
sugar-loaf, and b of such altitude
that it is t.isible a great distance at
sea. For thirteen years it had maintained the most profound silence, and
had exhibited so few symptoms of internal commotion that its side and
summit were covered with hpbitations and pleasure gardens. In this
state of quiescence it continued until
1814, by which time all the former
damages it had caused were nearly
obliterated. In the month of February, in that year, it agein burst forth
with tremendous violence, throwing
up immense quantities of stones,
sand, and ashes, which obscured the
sun, while subterranean thunder rolled. This eruption lasted ten days,
the whole of which time it was nearly dark, and when it cleared up disclosed a homd scene of ruin and
desolation. The De Taal volcano
is of a similar form with the above,
and stands in the middle of a large
lake named Bombon. Its present
appearance indicates as if the mountain, on the summit of which was
the volcano, had sunk; leaving a
portion still considerably elevated
above the waters of the aurrounding lake.
In this vicinity there are many
wium springs and small lakes, indi-
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cating an internal combustion, from
whieh, probably, originate the earthquakes to which the i h d is subject. Dr. Clark Abel in 1890, found
the waters of the different hot springe
at the village of Los Bagnos, on the
southern bank of the great lake,
whence issues the river Passig, of
the following temperatures : No. 1,
174'; No. 2, 168' ; No. 3, 164' ;
and the temperature
stream at its junction with the 1 e
was 168' Fahrenheit. A small plant,
apparently a species of arenaria,
vegetated in a soil, which raised a
thermometer, plunged among itr
roots, to 110°, on the side of a
spring, the heat of which WIW
120'. From numerous orifices ashes,
stones, nand, water, and lava, are
e'ected, inundating and destroying
the neighbouring fields. In I650 an
earthquake happened, which overturned almost all Manilla, with the
exception of the church and convent
of St. Augustine. In one part of
the island a hill wae heaved up from
its foundation, and fell on a town,
burying under its mass all the inhm
hitants. In mme parts the earth
sunk, in others torrents of sand burnt
fbrth, overwhelming man and beast;
and the successive earthquakes last.
ed sixty days. In 1764 there h a p
pened another terrible earth ualre,
when the Taal threw out
immense quantitiw of cinders as corn
pletely to ruin four towns. Many
other severe shocks followed,accomanied by loud reports, like the artil.
Pery of contending squadrons, and the
atmosphere wm entirely obscured by
the sand and ashes discharged.
With respect to the climate of
Luzon, although within the tropics
it is generally salubrious for nine
montha of the year, and during the
rains cool and refreshing. Cayagan
and the northern districts are the
most healthy, and to them invalih
resort from Manilla, which lying IOU
is occasionally sultry. I n the rainy
monsoon, however, the southern
tracts are referred as being more
sheltered $om tho strong westerly
gales prevalent at that season. TIE
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LUZON.
months of December, January, February, and March, are remarkably
pleasant ; April variable, especially
towards its conclusion, when typhons and hurricanes are frequent,
the wind making the whole circle of
the corn ass, and blowing with astonishing &ry. About the middle of
May, the south-western monsoon is
well set in, and continues until the
first week in October, when the
weather again becomes variable. In
general, October and November are
the most enhealthy months in the
year; the'sun being still newly vertical, and the weather intensely hot,
while exhalations steam from the
ground, occasioning fevers, fluxes,
and other malignant distempers.
The sea-coast of Luzon is indented by many bap and commodious
harbours, but that of Manilla, which
is one of the finest in the world, is
the only one frequented by ships of
burthen. There are several lakes,
the most considerable of which is
named by the Spaniards Laguns de
Baya. The Manilla river (or Passia)
which may be ascended in boats, issues from this lake, which is said t o
be forty-five leagues in circumference, and its waters fresh. In the
middle of the lake is an island, where
many Indian families reside, who subsist by fishing, and are described as
being of a gentle disposition, and
somewhat disposed to industry. Although converted by the Spaniards
they preserve their ancient laws and
customs, by which they continue to
be regulated, each village being superintended by one of their chiefs,
nominated by the vicero
To the east of this l d e there are
said to be extensive plains, thinly
scattered over with villages, and intersected by deep streams, where
the natives carry on unceasing
warfare against each other, tribe
with tribe, village with village.
Many expeditions have been undertaken by the Spaniards against
the mountain Indians of Luzon,
but to such litde purpose that
they remain independent to this
hoqr. They carry on a small &c
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with the Spaniards, in gold, wax, and
tobacco, and the Augustine Friars
have succeeded in converting those
who dwell in hamlets near the mountains. Besides these Indian Tagalas,
there are in the central parts a race
of woolly-headed pigmies, who llave
not any permanent iesidence, but
corn about like the beasts of the
field, and like the birds roost on
trees.
Occasionally the revenue
officers surprise, catch, and bring
some of them to Manilla; but they
always effect their escape, or pine to
death in confinement, although
treated in the mildest manner. By
the Spaniards they are called Negrettos de monte.
Before the Spaniards arrived, the
district in the neighbourhood of Manilla was occupied by the Tagala
nation, and overned by petty chiefs.
To the no*% of this people were the
Parnpangae, the 7~mbales,the Pangasinan, the Ylocos, and the Cayagan
tribes. Each of theee nations formed
a diierent community, with a peculiar dialect of the same language, and
distributed in mud villages, without
a king or supreme head, the authority
being poseessed by numberless etty
chiefs and rajas, whose contror was
seldom acknowledged by more than
from fifty to a hundred families.
After the conquest, the territory of
each of these nations was formed iuto a province, and a Spanish alcalde,
mayor, appointed to gqvern it. T o
the east of the Tagala are the Camarines, whose country Lds been subdivided into two districts; that of
Albay, and that'of Camarinea, each
under an alcaldi mayor, In the vicinity of Manilla, the original races
are now much intermixed with Chinese. In 1798, the Creoles of s
mixed blood were estimated at
200,000; the Sanglays, or Chisese
descendants, above 20,000 ; and the
Indians, who called themseves original Tagalas, 34U,000 : the total population about 600,000 persons.
The Spaniards have several establishments scattered over the island,
consisting ~rincipallyof monks, for
the propagation of the Romau Cutho-

lie' religion.
The natives under
their rule exist in a state of sloth.
and inactivity, and appear dike indifferent to virtue or vice. Indolence
end timidity are the characteristics of
the great majority ; but as there are
g u t s which the Spaniards have never
een able to subdue, they are probably possessed by tribes of more ener-getic qualities. The island of Luzon
is naturally one of the most fertile
on the face of the globe, and capable
of producing every tropical commodity (more especially sugar, indigo,
and opium) in the most exuberant
redundance. Indeed,. were it better
governed and cultivated, it might
support ten times the population it
now possesses, and reign paramount
ever the neighbouring archipelago.
As it is, the inhabitants are compatively few in number, destitute of
energy, and despised by their neighbours, the Malay pirates, who have
long considered Luzon, and the
other Philippines, as the quatter
from whence slaves may be procured
with the least risk, and in the greatest abundance.--(Zuniga, Sonnerat,
Bkackwood'r Magazine, Abel, La Peyrouse, Calcutta Journal, $c.)
Lyso~.-Wild unknown tribes, ndjacent to yunan, in China, and supposed to be situated between 25 and
2G0 N., and 97 and 98' E. The
Sanpoo river has been conjectured to
flow through their country.'
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MAAT.-A town in the province
of
thirt~-sevenmiles N. by
from the city of Agra ;lat. 27'3Y N.,
lon. 77' 33'E.
MACAO.-A Portuguese settlement
in China, situated on a peninsula,
which projects. from the south end
of a large peninsula, In the dlstnct
of Heong-shan, province of QuanJon (or Canton) ; lat. 22' 13' N., Ion.
113O 32' E. The peninsula extends
from the barrier, south, 1,700 yards;
the distmce from tbe N.E. to the

8. W. point is 3,300 yards. The
town is built on two ridges of mode
rate elevation, running southeast
and north-west, forming a triangle,
the byp~theneuseof which it is the
inner harbour. The two sidea may
be taken each at 1,400 feet, the base
at 1,714 yards. From the inner harbour to that part of the prayagranda
or the beach, where the government
house stands, the distance is 700
yards, which .may be considered aa
the average breadth of the town.
The low sandy isthmus, 200 yards
broad, connechng the peninsula with
the laree island, is separated by a
wall, onginally constructed in 1573,
and marks the line beyond which
foreigners are not allowed to pass.
Near a Chinese temple the breadth
of the isthmus expands to about
400 yards.
The market is well su plied with
grain and vegetables by tEe Chinese,
by whom all the arts of comfort or
convenience are exercised, the Porteg~!ese being devoted to trade and
navlgatlon. The harbour, however,
does not admit: vessels of great
h r t b e n , which generally anchor six
or seven nliles off the town, bearing
W.N.W. If there be any women on
board, application must be made to
the bishop and synod of Macao for
permission t o land them, as they will
not be permitted by the Chinese to
go further up the river. A .voyage
from Macao to Calcutta. taklne the
inside passage to the west o r the
Paracels, generally lasts a month ;
but it has been made in twenty-five
days. The Portuguese inhabitants
stdl fit out a few vessels, and lend
rimes, for a trang
coopideration, to foreigners beloqwjng to the
capton
factories, who require to be
nominally associated with the Por.
teguese, to be allowed to trade from
the port. The money spent in the
settlement by the Canton factors,
who live hospitably, is also of great
advantage. In 1822, the Portuguese
portion of tbe resident free population amounted to 4318 persons, besides all other classes, the total probably exceeding 15,000.
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The public administration is vested
in a senate composed of the bishop,
the judge, and a few of the principal
inhabitants; but the Chinese mandarin is the real governor. The
bishop has great sway, and contributes to give a tone of devotion to
religious observances, which are the
only material occupation of a great
majority of the catholic laity.
There are consequently a disproportionate number of churches, chapels,
and monasteries, besides n convent
of about forty nuns, and missionaries
from F w c e and Ital
The Chinese possess two tempLs at Macao,
which are so overshadowed by thick
trees, as not to be visible at a distance. The Portuguese are in fact
kept in such subordination by the
Chinese, that they dare not repair
a house without their permiss~on.
Whenever resistance is attempted,
the mandarin who commands in a
little fort within sight of Macao,
stops the wpply of provisions until
they submit.
There is a cave below the loftiest
eminencein the town calledCamoens'
cave, from a tradition current in the
settlement, that this celebrated
wrote the Lu8iad in that spot.
cave is now in a garden, opposite to
which, in the middle of the harbour,
is a small circular island, formerly
the property of the Jesuits. On this
island, a church, college, and observatory were erected ;but all these improyements decayed with the society,
and are now scarcely to be traced.
The harbour in which this little
island lies is called inner harbour,
by way of distinction from the outer
bay, where ships are exposed to bad
weather, more especially during the
north-eastern monsoon.
Mariners
assert that this bay is gradually
filling-up : on one side it opens into
a bauln, formed by four islands, in
which Lord Anson's ship lay to be
repaired, but no such ship could enter it at present.
The Portuguese first obtained
possession of Macao in A.D. 1586.
At .this period a pirate had seized an
adjacent island, but was expelled by

.
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the Portuguese; in gratitude for
which the reigning Chinese Emperor
made them a gift of the small peninsula, on which the town now stands.
-(Stau&on,
Elmwe, La Pyrourc,

4c.I
MACASSAB
f Mungkarar or Guah).
-A kingdom on the south-west coast
of the kingdom of Celebes, which before its conquest by the Dutch, comrehended a great extent of country.
power of this state was at ita
height about the middle of the seventeenth century, when its princes not
only governed a eat part of Celebes,
but also many o E h e adjacent inlands
and principalities. The Portuguecle
obtained a footing here so early aa
A.D. 1512, a t which period the Mahomedan religion does not appear to
have been introduced ; but we have
not any information regarding the
prior doctrines of the illhabitants,
who appear, however, t o have attained a considerable degree of civilization.
Subsequently, the Malays
being allowed to colonize, erected a
mosque, and their religion thence
forward made such progress, that in
1603, the Macassar raja, with the
whole Macassar nation, renounced
their ancient faith, and not only
adopted that of the Arabian prophet,
but compelled a number of the inferior states to imitate their exam.
ple.
In 1615, the English, who then
always followed other nations, visit
ed Macassar, and concluded a treaty
with the king. In 1624, Tommadenga, sovereqn of Guah Macassar,
s i l e d with a fleet and subdued Booton, Bongai, the Xulla Isles, Baru,
and Kute, and concluded an arrnngement with Bali. He also struck the
first gold coin seen in Celebes. In
1654, the able and renonned Kronggroi~was prime minister of Macassar.
In 1665, the Macassars fitted out a
fleet of 700 vessels, and 20,000 men,
for the conquest of Booton and the
Xulla Isles ; after which a great decline appears to have taken place, m
in 1669, the Dutch and theu alliee,
the Buggessea of Bony, took Samba-
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opo, their best fortreee, which terminated the predominence of the MacaRsars in Celebes. In 1710, proving
refractory, they were reduced by the
same parties to entire subjection. Of
the kings of Macassar, there have
reigned in all thirty-nine sovereigns,
down to the year 1809. A prince or
chief is here named Craingiand the
supreme head of their aristocratic
federation Crainga. The constitution (if such it may be called) is one
of the anamolous aristocratic federations, which are almost universal in
Celebes.
The Macassars. like all the other
Bnggess tribea are much addicted to
maritime tr&c and a seafaring life.
Many prows of about twenty-five
tons each sail annually with the
north-west monsoon, for the Gulf
of Carpentaria, in New Holland, to
fish for bichede-mar, named also
tripaog, swalow, smslug, and seacucumber. This is an unseemly looking substance of a dirt brown colour,
scarcely possessing ocomotion, or
any symptoms of animation. Some
are occasionally seen two feet long
and eight inches in circumference,
but the ordinary size is a span long
and two or three inches in girth. I t
is procured by diving in from two to
three fathoms water; the animal is
then split down one side, boiled, and
pressed with a weight of stones. I t
IS then stretched open with pieces of
bamboo, dried in the sun, and afterwards in smoke. The value of the
reptile depends on occult qualities
which none but Chinese traders can
discover, and their commercial classification is both minute and curious,
no less than thirty distinct varieties
being particularized. The ultimate
profit from this traffic rests exclusively with the Chinese, although the
actual fishery be carried on by the
Macassar and Buggess tribes, who
catch the animal among the coral
ledges along the coast of New Holland. The prows afterwards rendezvous at Timor Laut, proceed thence
to Macassar, from whence it is forwarded to China. The quantity despatched annually has been estimated

i"

a t about 8,333 cwt.; and the price
variee from 8 to 110 Spanish dollars
per pica1 of 133 Ibs according to
quality.-(Crawfurd, Sfnvorinur,FIi0derr, Forreat, Marrden, 4c.)
Mncnsana [or G d Macaaaar).
The chief settlement of the Dutch,
on the island of Celebes, named by
them Fort Rotterdam, and situated
on the south-w&t coast ; lat. 5O 10'
S., lon. 119' ZO' E.. The fort here is
irre ular and ancient, but considered
by t%e natives imprwable. Towardl
the sea fare is a strong battery, which
commands the roads to a great distance. Unlike most Dutch settlements the surrounding countr ia
elevated and healthy, and the
bour so deep that shlps may lie within pistol-shot of the shore. The only
portion of Celebes that carries on a
direct t d c with China is Macassar,
for which port two junks of 500 tons
each, or one large one of 1,000, sail
annually from Amoy.--(Thorn, Crawfurd, &.)
Macnssaa (strait; of).-This
arm
of the sea, for it cannot with propriety be called a strait, separates the
~slandof Borneo from that of Celobes, and extends above 300 miles
from north to south, with a breadth
in general exceeding 120 miles, except at tile northern extremity where
it contracts to about sixty miles.
This art of the eastern Archipe
lag0 aEounda with shoals, rocks, and
rocky islands, yet it is much f i e
uented by ahips bound to Chine
?ate in the season, the western passage along the coast of Borneo being
the safest and best explored. In
January and Februar strong winds
e n e d y blow from fbe north-ward,
forcing a current through this strait
to the southward.
MACCLESFIELJI
SHOAL.-A shoal
in the eastern seas, situated principally between the fifteenth and sixteenth degrees of north latitude, and
the 114th and 115th of east longitude. The depth of water is not lese
than ten, and in many places more
thai~fifty fathoms.
MACHELPOOB.A town in the
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province of Malwa, pergunnab of
Kilcheepoor, which in 1820 belonged
t o Holcar, and contained 420 heuaes.
4Makolm, 4c.)
MACHEEWARA.
- A town in the
province of Delhi, seventeen miles
E.of Ludeeanna, and four milea S.
of the Sutuleje river ; lat. 30' 65'N.,
Ion. 76' 15' E.
MACHERLA. A town in the
Northern Circars, division of Palnand, aeventy-six miles west from
the town of Guntoor ; lat. 16'
N., lon. 79' 16' E.
MACREBBY
[principality of).-See
ALVAB.
MACOWAL
(Makhavol).-A town
i n the province of Lahore, forty
miles N.E. from Ludeeanna ; lat. 31°
6' N., lod. 76' 21' E. I t is also
named Ahunpoor Macowal. This was
the firnt town acquired by the Seiks,
during the government of Gooroo
Govind, their priest militant.
MACTAN
ISLE.-A small island,
one of the Philippines, about ten
miles in circumference, situated t o
the east of Zebu Isle; lat. 10°3V
N., Ion. 123' 48' E. Magellan was
killed here in A.D. 1821, when on
his return from America by s westerly course.
M A D E I G E ~D~ooG.-A
HY
fortress
in the Mysore province, fitly miles
'S.E. from Chitteldroog ; lat. 13' 6V
N., Ion. 77' 13' E. it-stands on a
rock of very difficult access, at the
base of wh~chis a fortified town,
which in A.D. 1800 contained about
200 houses.
MADGERYDROOG
[ M n f ? &fl
~ due
ga).
A hill-fort in the Mysore
raja'^ territories, fifty-five miles N.
by W. from Bangalore ; lat. 1 P 40'
N., lon. 77O 16' E. This ie a bold
and nuked peak of granite rock, projecting from a range of mountains to
the southward, and rising in a solid
pyramidical mass, to the height of
a t least 1,509 feet above the plain.
Seven distinct lines of fortification
may be descried from below, towering one above the other to the very
sumuit ; and the natives here assert

-
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that eighteen gateways n ~ n s be
t
ed through to the top; the ascent to
which, however, is rare1 attempted
on account of it. difEcuiy. There
is a lower fort on a line with the
.pettah, below the Droog, in which
the walls of a pettah, built b Mu1
Raja (the founder of the whole) are
still standing. The town is much
decayed, but still contains two magdna, one dedicated to
other to Krishna; the
latter provided with accommodations
on an extensive scaje, for the reception of devotees. There is also a
remarkable Jain templa-(Fullarton,

~~~%~
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MADAPOLLAM.
-A towa in the
northern Cirears, situated in a populous country, thirty-three m~lerr
@..N.E.from Musulipatam ; lat. 16O
$5'N., ton. 81' 45' E. In this neigh.
bourhood the mannracture of long
cloth ia carried on to a considerable
extent
MADXAJ~AJPOOR.-A
town in the
province of Ajmeer, twent f
miles S.S.E. from the city
poor ; lat. 25O 35' N., Ion. 75' 30' E.
I n A.D. 1818, this place was occupied by a refractory feudatory of the
Jeypoor rajas, and was taken by
assault by a British detachment, although it had previously resisted
Ameer Khan fot a whole year.

0r-g

MADRAS PRESIDENCY.
The territories subject to the presidency of Fort St. George, or Madras,
com rehend the whole of Hindostan
souti of the Kriahna, together with
some tracts acquired since the expulsion of the ex-Peshwa Bajerow to
the north of that river, and also a
large province of the Deccan named
the Northern Circars. These are
under the direct management and
control of the British government ;
but the boundaries above stated inelude also princes, who collect the
revenues, and exercise a certain degree of power in the internal management of their respective dominions, although with reference to external politics they are wholly sub-
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ordinate t o the British power, are
protected by a subsidiary'force, and
furnish large annual contributions.
The rest of this extensive region is
under the immediite jurisdiction of
the governor and council of Madras4
and, for the administration d justice
and collection of the revenue, was
subdivided into districts which ia
1822 existed as follows :

dtlah coarts of north nnd m t k
Malabar have been cmsolidated together! that of Trichinopoly with
the adjoining one of Cornbooconurn 8
Tinnevell with &kh.wa, and the
five zillai c o w of the Northern
Circars reduced to two ; while the
emoluments of the collectors, and
their magisterial authority, have been
greatly increased.
Po~ulauon.
The provinces subject to the goGanjam (no return)
vemment of Fort St. George, with
ViWapatam
-..772,570 the exception of Canara, Malabar,
738,308 and other districts, in which
Rajamundry
529,849 of
still existed when
Mssulipatam
Guntoor
454,754 acquired by the ~ f i t i ~ hexhibited
,
439,467 nearly *he same system of landed
Nellore....
Bellary
927,857 property aad.revenue policy. ~h~
Cuddapah
1,094,460 land was the
of govern.
Chingleput
363,129 merit, and of the ryots and cultivaNorthern division of Arcot 892392 tors; but when the share of governSouthern division of Arcot 455,020 merit absorbed nearly the whole of
Sdem
1,075,985 the andl lords^ rents, the ryots pasTanjore
..901,353 sessed little more interest in the soil
Trichinopoly
481,292 than that of hereditary tenancy. ~h~
Madure and Dindigul
601,293 country was subdivided into vjlllrges.
186,903 A village (in this part of India), geoShevagunga
Tinnevelly
564,957 graphically, is a tract of coentry
Coimbatoor
638,199 con,prising some hundreds or thouCanara
,..657,594 gands & acRs of arable end waste
Malabar
-907,575 laud ; politim~~y,
a v i l w is a little
Seringapptam
,31,612 republic or corporation, having withMadres~ity~ndjurisdiction 462,051 in itself its municipal
and
corporate artificers. Its boundaries
13*176,520 are seldom altered; and t b o ~ g h
Suppose the population
sometimes injured, and even desoof Ganjam...............
500,000 lated by war, famine, and elridemice,
the same name, boundari~,interest,
&and total under the
and families, continue for ages. The
Madras presidency,
government share of the crop was
from the returns
generaily received from rice-lands in
madeby the collectkind, at rates varying from forty to
ors in 1822, exclusixty per cent. of the gross produce,
siveof the population
deducting certain portions di~tributed
of Mysore, Travanbefore the threshingcommeaces. The
core, a d Cochin..*..13,676,5m share of government from dry grain
land was generally received in c a b ,
The area comprehending the above varying with the produce.
The judicial system was introduced
divisions may be roughly estimated
at 166,600 sqnate miles ; but since in 1802, but cannot be said to have
the yeat 1322, recent as it is, so taken effect until 1803. The altersmany important alterations have tions in the judicial system subsetaken place in the topography of the quently recommended by the corndistricts, that the above statement mission of revision, commenced and
furnishes no accurate idea of their had a partial operation in 1816.
present statistical condition. The Munsifts, or villee judges, had Pre-
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viousl been ,introduced ; and althoug{ little w r done by them individually, compared with European
exertions, the aggregate was found to
be great, as will be seen from the
following short statement :
Number of auits settled by the
Zillah and Native Courts,

&.

.........
.........
.........

...
...

1815...7; 928
30,687 38;615
1816...7, 195
39,714 46,909
1817 4,749
66,302. ..71,051
The Madras government tried the
experiment of punchaits (native juries of five), with the modifications
recommended by its warmest advocates, and it failed. The new system
commenced operations in 1816, from
which period, in the course of two
years and a half, there were 156,879
suits decided; of which, 146,538 were
determined by district and village
munszs, and only 693 by punchait.
The principle sanctioned hy the general practice of India, that every
village muat find a head to discharge
the duty of executing the public business in the manner that may be required by government, has latterly
been more strictly maintained, and
without exciting any discontent ; for
although potails and village servants
frequently complain against the officers of government, they never murpluragainstwhat they consider the acts
of the.government itself. The decennial revenue leases were ordered to be
made with the head inhabitants of
the villages, and this has with few
In ail the
, exceptions been done.
decennial lease districts, therefore,
as well as those out of lease, forming
by far the greater portion of the Ma,dras territories, the ancient heads of
villages remain, and have become
munsiffs. All the early decennial
village leases would expire on or before 1821.
Besides the land revenue, the other
sources from whence the public receipts of the Madras government are
,drawn consiclt of the overnment
customs both by sea and land ; the

...

latter being levied on the articlea of
inlaud trade, on their transit through
the country, and on their entrance
into particular towns ; of monopoly
of the sale and manufacture of salt ;
of the licensed sale of toddy and arrack; and, in some parts of the
country, of the licensed sale of betel
and tobacco; and of stamp duties
and fees on judicial proceedings. The
mode and principles according to
which these branches of the public
resources are conducted, are similar
to those that obtain under the Bengal
government. The following table is
an abstract of the gross public revenue, under the heads for the year
1816-17, as applicable to the existing arrangement of the districts:

.....................
...............
...............
............
...............

Star pIsodar

I. Ganjam
312,956
2. Vizaga atam
432,138
~ u t c ! possessions in do.
434
3. Ra'amundry
674,650
drench and Dutch pos6,748
sessions in do
386,043
4. Masulipatam
5. Gun toor, includ. Palnaud 41 2,738
6. Chingleput
413,034
Dutch possessions in do. 2,031
7. Salem and Barramahal 519,458
8. Madura
541,336
688,538
9. Nellore and Ongole
10. Northern div. of Arcot 734,325
Dutch possessions in do.
735
11. Southern div. of Arcot 647,954
Pondicberry, in do
12,988
12. Tanjore
1,086,641
Foreign possess. in do. 5,899
13. Trichinopoly
493,739
14. Tinnevelly
564,131
Dutch possess. in do
7,291
15. Bellary
981,221
16. Cuddapah
758,083
17. Coimbatoor
666,894
,718,085
18. Canara
19. Malabar
677,045
French and Dutch possessions in do
3,432
20. Seringapatam
19,628
21. Madras
281,603

..................
...
.....................
......

...
.......
..................

...............
...............
....
.....................
..................
...............
....................
.....................
.......
............

.....................
Total

--

12,050,099

Since the completion of the arrangements for the government of
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the extensive territories subject to
this presidency, one circumstance
has peculiarly contributed to improve the condition of the great
body of the natives, which is, the
vigour and a c i e n c y of the administration, neither permitting nor acknowledging divided rights of sovereignty, but keeping every other
power in due subordination. The
beneficial operation of this decided
conduct has been greatly felt in
Bengal, but much more on the coast
of Coromandel, arising from the
greater degree in which a turbulent
and warlike spirit pervaded the zemiodars, poligars, and other native
chieftains. While these maintained
their military retainers and establishments, they not only bid defiance to
government, but were constantly carryingon petty wars against eachother,
by which the fields of the cultivator
wereoverrun and laid waste, his crops
destroyed, and whatever other property he possessed fell a sacrifice to
the predatory bands of the contending parties. At present there exists
nor any ~niiitaryforce of the slightest
importance kept up by individuals.
The unruly and rapacious spirit of.
the poligar has given way to the more
peaceable habits of the landholder,
and the peasant is enabled to pursue
the cultivation of his lands without
danger or ap rehension. The evils
that were &rmerlY continual are
now only occasionally experienced,
-and promptly and eilicaciously suppressed by a vigorous government,
whose duty it is to insure equal protection to all ranks of its subjects.(Faph Report, Public LMS. Docnmentr, Sir T. Munro, Hodgoon,
Falconor, R. Grant, 4c.)

-

MADRAS(Mandirrj).
A city
in the Cartlatic province, the capital
of the British possesions in the
south of India, and part of the Deccan ; lat. 1 3 O 5r N., lon. 80° 21' E.
The approach to Madras from the
sea is very striking; the low flat
sandy shores extending to the north
and the south, and the small .hills
that are seen inland, the whole ex-
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hibiting an appearance of barrennew,
which is much improved on closer
inspection. The beech seems alive
with the crowds that cover it. The
public o5cea and store-housea erected near the shore are fine buildiigs,
with colonnades to the upper stories,
supported on arched bases, and
covered with the beautiful shellmortar of Coromandel, hard, smooth,
and polished. Within a few yards
of the sea, the walls and bastions of
Fort St. George present an interestlng appearance, and at 3 distance
minarets, churches, and pagodas, are
seen mixed with trees. With all
these external advantages, it would
be difficult to find a worse situation
for a capital than Madras, situated
as it is on the margin of a coast
where a rapid current runs, and
against which n tremendous surf
beats, even in the mildest weather.
The site of Pondicherry is in every
respect superior, and is placed in a
rich and productive country, besides
having the advantageof being to windward during the most important mon.
soon,thelossofwhich wasseverely Mlt
by the British, during the hard-fought
wars of the eighteenth century.
The boats used for crossing the
surf are large and light, being made
of three planks sewed together, with
straw in the seams instead of caulking, which it is supposed would render
them too stiff; thegreat object being
to have them as flexible as possible
to yield to the waves like leather.
When within the influence of the
surf, the coxswain stands upand beats
time, with great agitation, with his
foot and voice, while the rowers
work their oars backwards, until
overtaken by a strong surf curling
up, which sweeps the boat along
with frightful violence. Every oar is
then plied forwardp with the utmost
vigour, to prevent the wave taking
the boat back as it recedes, until
at length by a few successive surfs it
is dashed high and dry on the beach.
The boats belo~~ging
to the sl~ips
sometimes pr~ceedt o the back of
the surf, where they anchor outside
of it, and wait for the country boats
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from the beach to convey their passengers on shore. When the weather is so unsettled as to make it
dangerous, even for the country
boats to pass and repass, a flag in
displayed a t the beach house, to
caution ell persons on board ship
ngainst landing. Large ships used
to moor in nine fathoms, with the
flag-staffwest-north-west, about two
miles from the ahore, latterly, however, they anchor mostly on the
north beach. From the begining of
October to the end of December, is
considered the most dangerous
season to remain in the Madras
rmds.
The fishermen and lower classes
emplo ed on the water, use a s p s
e i n off70atinq machine of a meyimple eonstruct~on,named a catamaran. These are formed of two or
three light logs of wood, eight or ten
feet in length lashed together, with a
small piece of wood inserted between
them to serve as a stem piece.
When ready for the water they hold
two men, who with their paddles
launch themselves through the surf,
t o carry letters, or refreshments in
small quantities, t o ships, when no
boat can venture out. They wear a
pointed cap made of matting, where
they secure the letters, which take
no damage, however often the men
are washed o5the catamaran, which
they regain by swimming, unless intmupted by a shark. Medals are
given to such catamaran men aa
distinguish themselves by saving persons in danger.
Madras differs considerably in a p
pearance from Calcutta, having properly no European town, except a
few houses in the fort, the settlers
residing entirely in their garden
houses, repairing in the morning t o
their offices in the black town, for
the transaction of business, and returning in the afternoon. Fort St.
George, as it at present stands, was
planned by Mr. Robins, the celebrated engineer, and is a strong and
handsome fortress, not too large. I t
is situated within a few yards of the
surf, and although not so extensive

or no regular in des' as Fort William at Calcotta, yet rom the greater
facility of relieving it by %a, and the
natural advantagen of the ground,
which leaves the enemy little choice
in the manner of conducting his attack, it may on the whole be deemed
ual to it, and has the convenience
o requiring but a moderate garrison,
generally consisting of one Eura ean
regiment and four battalions o f native infantry. The fort formerly
enclosed not only many of the public
offices, but also some streets of private
European dwelling-houses, shops, and
stores.
Within the last twenty
years, the greater part of these bnildrngs have been cleared away, and the
merchants and tradesmen have re*
moved their establishments to the
new streets that have been opened
in the north-east quarter of the
black town, and along the .skirts of
the esplanade. A noble range of
b b l i c dificea, including a customouse, office for the board of trade,
court-house, &c., now adorn the
north beach, and a mound of massy
atones to act as a breakwater and
protect them against the fury of the
surf, has been constructed. The
whole space of the south beach, intervening between the black town
and the sea, has been at the same
time converted to a green lawn, separated from the road by posts and
chains, planted with trees, and the
water-courses in every direction traversed by handsome hridges. Within the fort, besides the barracks, the
arsenal and a mean bazar for the
supply of the garrison, there remain
only the co~mcil-house, the old
church,%nd a few other edifices not
strictly connected with military objects. Among these is the large
structure called the exchange, but
disused as such for many years, on
which, in 1796, a light-house was
elevated ninety feet above the level
of the'sea, and visible from ships'
decks seventeen milea from the
the shore. A fine marble statute of
the Marquis Cornwallis has been
raised in the centre of the great
square, but in 18%) it seemed to
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have already suffered from the cli- den ; and the loss may be conaidered
mate, which does not, as in Europe,
admit the exposure of such delicate
works in the open air.
The government house, which is
large and handsome, with a separate
building annexed, called the banqueting-house, is in the Choultry
plain, being situated on the edge of
the esplanade; and near to it are the
Chepaulr. gardens, the residence of
the nabob of the Carnatic, which intercept the sea-breeze, and confine
the view. A mosque of grey stone,
with five arches In front, and two
handsome minars, stands by the road
side near the nabob's premises, and
is the only Mahomedan structure of
any note a t Madras. The gardenhouses about Madras are generally
only of one story, but of a pleasing
style of architecture, having their porticos and verandas aupported by chunamed pillars. The walls are of the
same materials, either white or coLoured, and the floors are covered
with rattan mats. They are surrounded by a field planted with trees
and shrubs, which have changed the
barren sand of the Carnatic into a
rich scene of vegetation ; but flowers
and fruits are still raised with difficulty. During the rains, mats made
of the roots of the cuss, a sweet
smelling grass, are placed against the
opened doors and windows, and kept
wet, so that the air blows through
them, and spreads an agreeable freshness and fragrance throughout the
room. The moment, however, the
cooling influence of the mats is quitted, the sensation is like enteringafurnace, although, taking the average of
the whole year, Madras experiences
less extreme beat than Calcutta
From a correct register of the weather kept at Madras prior to 1811, i$
appeared that no rain had fallen
there in the month of March, during
a period of thirteen years.
The botanic garden, reared at a
vast expense, by the late Dr. James
Anderson, is now in a sad state of
ruin. On the 9th of December. 1807,
Madfae was visited by a dreadful
hurricane, which destroyed the garVOL. XI.
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a national one. Many natives were
involved in great misery by the
storm ; but it had a singular effect
on one individual. After the hurricane had subsided, a native woman
raised a pile of wood in a gentleman's
qoach-house, and getting underneath
it with her child, had the desperate
resolution to set fire to it, and thus
burned herself and child to ashes.
Among the remaining plants are still
to be seen the sago-tree, and the
nopal, or prickly pear, on which the
cochineal insect feeds, and which
Dr. Anderson discovered to be an
excellent anti-scorbutic. It has since
been used as such on board the shipa
of war on the Indian .station. This
plant (the nopa1)keeps fresh, andeven
continues to vegetate long after it ia
gathered, and it alro makes an excellent pickle for a long sea voyage.
The Choultry plain commences
about a mile and a quarter S.W. of
Fort St. George, from which it is
separated by two rmall rivers. The
one called the river Triplicane,
winding from the west, gains the sea
about 1,000 yards south of the glacis ;
the other coming from the N.W.
passes the western side of the Black
town, the extremity of which is high
ground, which the river rounds, and
continues to the east within 100
yards of the sea, where it washes the
foot of the glacis, and then turning
to the south, continues parallel with
the beach until it joins the mouth
and bar of the river Triplicane. The
Choultry plain extends two miles t o
the westward of the enclosures that
bound the St. Thorn6 road, and terminates on the west side, at a large
body of water called the Meliapoor
tank, behind which runs, with deep
windings, the Triplicane river. The
road from the mount passes for two
miles and a half, under the mound
of the tank, and at its issue into the
Choultry plain is a kind of defile,
formed by the mound on one side,
add buildings with brick enclosures
on the other.
In the neighbourhood of Madras, the
soil, when we&cultivated, produces a
L
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@ crop of rice, provided the usual
quantity of rain falls in the wet season ; and in some places the industry
of the natives, by irrigation, creates a
pleasing verdure. In appearance the
country ie almost as level as Bengal,
and in general exhibits a naked,
brown, dusty plain, with few villsges
or any relief to the eye, except a
range of abrupt detached hills towmds the south. The roads in the
ticinity of Madras are excellent and
ornamental, being broad and shaded
with trees. The huts seen at a
litile distance from town are covered
with tiles, and have a better appearance than those of Bengal, and the
inns and choultries, whlch are common on the roads, evince an attention to travellers not to be found in
h a t watery rovince. A considerable extent oPland. although at present naked, seems capable of raising
trees and hedges, and shows symptoms of being in a progressive state
of improvement. Near to Condatura
the country assumes a very pleasing
Rspect; numerous can& from the
Sny mbrumbacum tank convey a
constant supply of water to most of '
the neighbowing fields, and fertilize
them without the help of machinery,
in consequence of which they yield
two rice crops per annum. In 1803,
a navigable canal was opened from
the Black town to Ennore river,
10,660 yards in length ; the greatest
h d t h at the top forty feet, and
the greatest depth twelve feet. The
cattle in the neighburhood of Madras are of the species common in
the Deccan, and are a small breed,
but larger than those reared in the
southern parts of Benpl.
In
the vicinity of Madras bu5hloes are
generally used in carts, but of a
smaller breed than the gigantic snd
unmanageable buffaloes of Bengal.
The mciet of Madras is more
limited than $t ofCalcutta, but the
style of living is much the same, except that provisions of all sorts are
much less abundant and more ex name. During the cold aeaaon t c r e
are monthly assemblies, mually held
in a builmng called the Pantheon,

erected in the suburb of Vepery,
which liiewise comwehends a small
theatre for amateur 'performances,and
occasional balls take dace throuphout the whole year.' Among ;he
public places of resort is the Mount
Road, leading from the Fort to St.
Thomas's Mount, which is quite
smooth, with banyan and yellow
tulip trees planted on each side.
These decorations, in addition to its
spacious breadth, and the uninterrupted succession of garden-houses
for some milee, produce a scene not
to be surpassed in effect by any
thing of the kind in India. Five
m\les from Fort St. George stands a
cenotaph in a wretched style of architecture, to the memory of the
Marquis Cornwallis, the erection of
which cost a very large sum. It is
customary for the hdies and gentlemen of Madras to repair in their
gayest equiprges, duri
the cool of
the evening, t o t h e x o u n t Road,
where they drive slowly around the
cenotaph, and converse together.
But the greatest Loun@jeat thls presidency is during visiting hours,
from nine o'clock in the morning
until eleven, during which interval,
the young men go about from house
to house, learn and retaiI the news,
and offer their services to execute
commissions in the city, to which
they must repair for purposes of
boginesr. When these functionaries
retire, a troop of idlers appear, and
remain until tfin-time at two o'clock,
when the real dinner is eaten. The
party then separates, and many withdraw to rest, or read until five
o'clock, about which time the master
of the family returns from the fort,
when an excursion to the Mount
Road, and dinner afterward concludes
the day, unless rolonged by a ball
and au per at nigRt.
On !anding at Madras passengers
are immediitely surrounded by hundred of dobashies, and servants of
all kinds pushing for employment.
These dobashies undertake to interpret, buy all that is wanted, provide
servanb, tradesmen, palanquins, and
to transact whatever business a
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strsnger requires. At Madras these college was inatituted here similar to
interpreters are of three castes of that established in Calcutta, for the
Sudras. T h e persons of the first instruction of the young civilians in
description seem analagous to the the country languages, previously to
Kavasthas (~ronounccd Koita) of their beine nominated to official situ~ e i ~ aand
l , are called ~anaca-pifiays, ntions in the interior. Besides the
which by the English is com~nonly two mentioned above there are many
written Canacoply ; and this term is other charitable, religious, and literaextended by Europeans to all per- ry societies, more especially one of
sons, whether Brahmins or Sudras, the last mentioned dcscril~tionon
who follow the same profession. the plan of the Asiatic Society, estaThe next caste that follow the bu- blished by Sir William Jones nt Calsiness of dobashies are the more cutta, in 1784. In 1825 there were
learned Goalas or Yadavas : and the three English newspapers published
third caste are the Vnylalars or the weekly at Madras, but no nntive
labouring class. Each of these races newspaper had up to that date been
pretends to a superiority of rank over undertaken.
the others, for which the give reaThe Black town of Madras stands
sons quite satisfactory to tiemselves. to the north and eastward of the fort,
The pride of caste is remarkably from which it is separated b a spa~ r e v a l e n tamong Hiudoou, and there cious es lanade. I t was drmerly
IS scarcely a creature so wretched surrounled by fortifications suflicient
and ignorant, but who on this oc- to resist the predatory incursions of
count holds in contempt many per- cavalry, and its walls on the land
sons in easy circumstances and res- side are still preserved in good rcpectable situations. T h e gradation pair. In this town reside the native,
of the different inferior castes is by Armenian,andPortugucse merchants,
n o means well ascertained, there ,and also many Europeans, unconLikc
bein on1 one point perfectly clear, nected with the government.
whit% is t i e imlueasurable superiority other Hindostany towns it is irreg11of the Brahmins above the rest of lar and confused, being a mixturc of
brick and bamboo houses, and n~nlics
mankind.
Among the charitable institutions a better appearance at a distance
of Madras are a male and female than when closely inspected. The
orphan asylum, both admirably con- principal place of protestant worshil~
ducted.
The men servants are at Madras is the church of St.
mostly Hindooa, but a great propor- George, a large and handsome edition of the female servants are native fice, with an elegant spire, situated on
Portoguese. Besides French pedlars Choultry plain. Besides this there are
from Pondicheny, with boxes of the old church within the fort, the
lace and artificial flowers, there are a new Scotch presbyterian church,
tribe of Mahomedans who go about and the Armcnian and Portuguese
selling moco stones, petrified tama- churchea in the Black town. In 1810
rind wood,garnets,cornl,mock amber, the native population of Madras
and a variety of other trinkets. The within the limits of the supremc
Madras jugglers are celebrated all court, was estimated by one of the
over India for their dexterity ; the judges at 320,000 persons. In 1823,
most curious, and a t the same time Madras and.its suburbs, according to
the most disgusting sight, is the a census then taken, contained26,786
swallowing of a blunt sword, in which houses, inhabited as follows :
Men
109,246
there is no deception. They com144,916
Women
mence operations while very young,
Boys
79,992
the children beginning the experiment
81,597
Girls
with short bits of bamboo, which are
lengthened as the throat ant1 stomach
415,751
are able to bear them. In 1812, a
L 2
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Add for the popnlation of

of poultry), while the price diisfi-

2,862 housw within the
precincts d the nabob's
palace

ed; the natural consequences fol-

lowed, of an increased consumption
and steady demand. The water is of
a very good quality, and supplied t o
Grand total......
462,051 the ships by native boats at estaMished prices. On account of the
But ns this statement woald give a dearness of provisions, wages are
most unusually large number (15) of considerably higher tbnnin Cnlcuttn:
inhabitants to each house, some mis- but few servants are kept cornparatake has probably arisen respecting ratively, yet the work is quite as
the nunher of the latter.
well done. Hounehold servants reOwing to the want of a secure port ceive from two to five pagodas per
and navigatde rivers, the commerce month, and the hire of a palanquin
of Madras is much inferior to that of ia four and a half pagodaa ; for field
the other two presidencies, but d l service, a set of bearers receive each
sorts of Asiatic and European com- two pagodas per month, but at the
modities are, however, to be pro- presidency one and threequarters pacured. Besides the disadvantages goda.
above mentioned, the Carnatic proUntil 1818, public and private acvince, considered generally, is sterile, counts were kept at Madras in star
compared with Bengal, and raises pagodas, fanams, and cash ; but from
none of the staple artides of that the commencen~entof that year, the
rovince in any quantity, or at ao Court of Directors onlered that the
a price, ns to admit of competi- rupee should in future constitute the
tion in foreign markets. Formerly a standard coin of the presidency, and
large fleet of the native craft called that all future engagements of the
dhoneys was kept in activity durin government, arid the pay and allowpart of the ear. and many ~ r i t i s f ances of their servants, should be
ship* were a t 0 employed, importing adjusted at the rate of 350 rupees
rice from Ben nl, in return for car- per 100 star pagodas. The new silver
goes of d t , fmm places northward currency consists of rupees, quarter
of Madras. But since thepacification rupees, double annas and annas;
of the Carnatic, and the settlement besides which a gold coinage has
of the new territories under the p r g been i ~ u e dunder
,
the very barbarous
sidency, the produce of rice has been appellation of gold rupees (rupee
found adequate to its own con- meaning silver exclusively); and a
sumption, and this traffic has almost copper coinage, at the rate of twelve
ceased. The East-India Company's pice for one anna. Formerly eighty
sta le hae always been piece goods, cash made one fanam, andfrom fortyan! that demand, since the intro- two to fort -six fanams one star paduction of ~ u m p r omtton goods, goda. ~ a s Kpieces are small copper
seema expiring also.
coin struck in England and sent to
Meat, poultry, fish, and other r e Madras, bearing the date of 1803,
freshments for shipping, are to be and having their value marked on
procured here; but they are neither of each of them. In 1813, the pound
80 good a d a l i t y nor so cheap a s i n sterling of Great Britain was reckonBen@
ood and fuel are rather ed at two pagodas twenty-one fanams
scarce, and in proportion dear. at theMadras custom-house; theBenCharcoal is brought from Pulicat by gal sicca rupee 325 per 100 star pagothe Ennore canal. The Madras mar- das, and the Bombay rupee 350 per
ket having, in 1812, been relieved 100 star pagodas. The origin of the
from certain restraints, the good ef. term pagoda ha9 never been satisfacfecte were instantaneously experi. torily ascertained. By the English in
enced, the supply baring greatly in- the Carnatic, it is a name given to a
creased in quantity (more especially Hindoo t ~ p l e and
, also to a shape-
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lessgold coin called v a d a and varahun by the Hindoon, and hoon by
the Mahomedans. The total gross
collection of the public revenue of
Madras city, in l81?, amounted ta
281,003 star pagodas
A supreme court of justice is established at Madras, on the model of
that a t Fort William, in Bengal. I t
consists of a chief justice and two
other judges, who are barristers of
not less than five years standing, a p
pointed by the King. The m l q of
the chief justice is t6,000 per annum,
and of the pnisne judges f 5,000 each,
paid a t the rate of eight shillings per
star pagoda. After seven years' service in I n d i if the judges of the supreme court return to Europe, the
King is authorized to order pensioua
w be paid them out of the territorial revenues, in the following proportions: to the chief judge not
more than 81,600 per annum, and
t o the junior judges not more than
t 1 , 2 0 0 per annum. The law practitioners attached to the court are
eight attorniea and six barristers.
This part of the coast of Coromandel was probabIy visited at an
earlier peried by the English, but
they poesessed no fixed establishment
unbl AD. 1689, in which gear, on
the 1st of Mach, a grant was received from the descendant of the
Hindoo dynasty of Bijanagur, then
reigning at Chandergberry, for the
erection of a fort. This document
from Sree Rung Rayeel expressly enjoins that the town and fort to be
erected at Madras shall be called
after his own name, Sree Rurlga Raya
Patam; but the local governor or
Naik, Damerla Vencatadri, who first
invited Mr. Francis Day, the chief
of Armegon, to remove to Madras,
had previously intimated to him, that
he would have the new English establishment founded in the name of
his father Chenappa, and the name
of Chena pa-patam continues to be
universal& a plied to the town of
Madras by tRe natives of that division of the south of India named
Dravida In consequence of this
permission, without waiting for in-
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ntrucdom from the Court of Directors, Mr. Day proceeded with
great alacrity to the construction of
a fertress, which in India is soon
surrounded by a town. The latter
he allowed to retain its Indian appellation, but the former he named
Fort St. George. The territory
granted extended five miles along
shore and one inland.
In 1644, the money expended on
the fortificationsamounted to £2,294,
and it was computed that £9,000
more would be requisite, and a garriwn of one hundred soldiers, ta
reader the etation im regnnble to
e
n i v e powen. eh!'
garrison
appearsafterwnrds to have been much
diminished, a s in 1652 there were
only twenty-six soldiers in the fortress. In 1653 the agent and coun
cil of Madras were raised to the rank
of a presidency. In 1854 the Court
of Directors ordered the president
and council of Fort St. George to
reduce their civil establishment to
two factors and a guard of ten soldiers. In 1661 Sir Edward Winter
was appointed agent at Madras ; but
in 1665 was suspended, and Mr.
George Foxcroft appointed to succeed him. On the arrival of the
latter, Sir Edward Winter seized and
imprisoned him, and kept possession
of Fort St. George until the 22d
August 1668, when he delivered it u
to the commissioners from ~ n ~ l a n g
on condition of receiving a full pardon for all offences. Mr. Foxcroft
then assumed the government, which
he filled until 1671, when he embarked for Europe, and was succeeded by Sir William Langhorne. This
year the sovereign of the Carnatic
made over to the Company his moiety
of the customs at Madras, for a fixed
rent of 1,200 pagodas per annum. In
1676, the pay of a European soldier
,
at Madras was twenty-one shillings
per month, in full for provisions and
necessaries of every kind.
In 1680 Mr. William Gifford ww
appointed governor of Fort 6t.
George; and in 1693, he was appointed president both of Madras and
Bengal. In 1686 he was dismissed,
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and Mr. Yule appointed president of
Fort St. George only. On the 19th
Dec. 1fB7, the population of the
city of Madras, Fort St. George,
and the villages within the Company's
boundaries, was reported in the public letter to be 300,QOO persons. In
1691 Mr. Yule was dismissed, and
Mr. Higgiwon appointed his siwcessor. In 1696 Mr. Thomas Pitt was
appointed governor ; in which year
the revenue produced by taxes at
Madras amounted to 40,000 pagodas.
In 1701, Mr. President Pitt expresscd his fears that the natives would
bribe the Arab fleet to assist them in
blockading the garrison. In 1/02
Madras was besiged by Daolrd Khan,
one of Aurengzebe's generals, who
said he had orders to demolish it altogether. Up to 1703, gun owder
formed one of the articles of t i e outward-bound investment; but about
this petiod the manufacture of it
was so much improved at Madras, as
to preclude the necessity of sending
any more. In 1708 the governor, Mr.
President Pitt, was much alarmed by
a dispute among the natives about
precedence ; one party described as
the right-hand caste, and the other
as the lelt-hand caste, each threatening to leave the place, and retire to
St. Thom6, if the superiority were
not granted.
From the junction of the rival
East-India Companies, in 1708, we
have no authentic annals of Madras
until 1744, when it was besieged by
the French from the Mauritius under
M. de la Bourdonnais, at which period it was estimated that the native
inhabitnnts residing within the Company's limits amonnted to 260,000
persons. The English garrison did
not exceed 300 men, and of these
200 only were soldiem of the garrison. On the 7th September the
French began to bombard the town;
and on the 10th it was surrendered.
There was not a man killed in the
French camp during the siege; four
or five English only were killed in
the town by the explosion of bombs,
.which likewise destroyed two or
three houses. From this period, it

is useful to contemplate the progress
made by the British in Hindostan,
both in the science and spirit of war.
The plunder realized by the French
was about L200,000, and the town
by the capitulation was ransomed
for £440,000; which agreement was
subsequently broken by M. Duplaix,
and all the British inhabitants of
every description compelled to abandon the place.
At the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle,
Madras was restored, and evacuated
by the French in August 1749, when
it was found in a very improved
condition. The buildings within the
white town had sufired no altem
tion, but the bastions and batteries
in that quarter had been enlarged
and strengthened. The French had
entirely demolished that part of the
black town situated within 300 yards
of the white, in which space had
stood buildings belonging to the
most opulent Armenian and native
merchants. With the ruins they
formed an excellent glacis, which
covered the north side of the white
town, and they had likewise thrown
up another on the south side. The'
defences of the town, however, still
remained much inferior to those of
Fort St. David, where the East-India
Company ordered the presidency to
continue.
Althoughimproved,Fort 6t.George
was incapable of making a considerable resistance against a regular European force; yet in this condition
it was allowed to remain until 1766,
when the ap rehension of another attack from tRe French compelled the
governor and council to strengthen
the fortifications. About 4,000 labourers of different descriptions were
in consequence empb ed, and continued to wort unlil J i r e n m a y by
the approach of the Frentb, under
M. Lally, in 1758. On tbe lath De.
cember of that year the last of the
troops from the out eta entered the
fort, and cornpletxthe force with
which Madras was to sustsin the
slege. The whole of the European
military, including officers, with sixty-four Topasses and eighty Caftre8,
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amounted to 1,758 men ; the6epoys and %,000 native and European ca9320 men; the European inhabi- valrv.
tants not military were 160, and
~ $ c ethat memorable period Mathey were appropriated without dis- dras has not sustained any foreign
tinction to serve out stores and pro- attacks, although approached very
visions to the garrison. The coun- near by Hyder in 1767 and 1781 ;
cil of the presidenc by an un~nirnous but the strength of the works is
vote, conlmitted t k defence of the wholly beyond the utmost d o r t of
place to the governor, Mr. Pigot, re- native tactics, and blockade need
commending him to consult Colonel not be apprehended while the sea is
Lawrence on all occasions.
apen. At present the Madras native
The siege commenced on the 17th infantry is recruited only from the
December 1758, and was prosecuted more respectable castes, about an
with the utmost skill, vigour, and equal mixture of Hindoos and Mabravery, on both sides, until the 17th homedans. The Madras sepoy is
February 1759, when the French were coosiderably smaller than the upobliged to raise the siege with such country Bengal soldiers, and of slenprecipitation that they had not time der make; but active, remarkably
t o destroy the black town or re- steady, capable of undergoing great
move their sick. They took with fatigue, and of attaining, from their
them about one-quarter of the stores, docility, a surprising perfection in the
but left behind fifty-two pieces of mechanical department of a soldier's
cannon and 150 barrels of gunpow- duty. The lowest standard is five
der. During the siege the fort fired feet three inches ; the average height
26,554 rounds from their cannon, five feet five inches. From Calcutta
7,502 shells from their mortars, and to Madras is 1,044 miles ; the comthrew 1,990 hand-grenades; the mus- mon post takes eleven days, but it
quetry expended 2Q0,000 cartrid es. has been done by express in nine.
In these services were used lJ68 The travelling distance from Madru
barrels of gunpowder; thirty pieces to Bombay is 770 miles.
of cannon and five mortars had been
From A.D 1747 the succession of
dismounted from the works. As the governors of M a d m took place
many of the enemy's cannon-balls according to the following abstract,
were gathered in the works or about but tbe necessity of condensation p r e
the defences of the fort, or found cludes all historical details. Charles
within the black town, as the garri- Floyer, Esq. succeeded to the goson had expended. The enemy threw vernment of Fort St. David (then
8,000 shells of all sorts, of which by the principal town) and Madras on
far the greater number were direct- the 15th April, 1747.
ted against the buildings, so that lath, January 1749, succeeded by
scarce a house remained that was
Thomas Saunders, Esq.
n o t open to the heavens.
14th January, 1755, George Pigot,
Esq.
While the siege lasted thirteen
officers were killed, two (lied, and 14th November, 1763, Robert Pak,
fourteen wounded, and four taken
Esq.
prisoners; in all thirty-three. Of 25th January, 1767, Charles Bourthe European troops 198 were kilchier, Esq.
led, fifty-two died in the hospital, 31st December, 1770, Josilrh Duprk,
twenty deserted, and 122 were taken
Esq.
prisoners ; in all 579. Of the se- %
February,l773,
I
AlextinderWynch,
peys and Isscare 114 were killed,
Esq.
~ncludingofficers, and 440 deserted. 1l t h December, 1775, George, Lord
Pigot, who was most violently r e
The loss of the French was never
exactly ascertained. Their force at
moved by a majority of the council,
the commencement 'of the siege
on the 24th August, 1776, and his
waa 3,600 Europeans, 3,000 sepoys,
place taken by George Stratton,
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Esq.; who was suspended by order 24th December, 1807, when Sir
of the Court of Directors on the
George Hilaro Barlow arrived
11th of June 1777, and Lord Pigot
from Bengal, and continued until
ordered to be restored; but he died
tbe
2lst Msj, 1813, when he was sucon the 10th of May 1777.
3lst Au st, 1777, Mr. Whitehill
ceeded by General John Abercrombie, who on the
a r r i v e & . ~ o r tSt. George, with the
Court's orders respecting Lord 16th September, 1813, resigned, and
P i o t , and took upon himself the
he was succeeded by the Honourable Hugh Elliot, who continued
government.
8th February, 1778, Thomaa Rumuntil the
bold, Esq. arrived at Fort St. 9th June, 1820, when Sir Thomas
George, and assumed the governMunro arrived ; who dying in July
1827, was succeeded by Mr. Lushrnent. He departed for Europe in
April 1780, and was succeeded by
ington.4 Parliamentary Reportr,
Mr. Whitehill ; who was suspendFrrlharton, Mark Graham, lKiG
ed by orders of the governorgeneb u ~n, Bruce, F. Budanan; Public
MS. Documenfr, Wilkr, Lord Yoral, on the 10th October 1780,
and in consequence Charles Smith,
kwh, Rennell, R. Grant, &.)
Esq. succeeded, in the beginning of
November 1780.
MADUBA
/Mathura).-A
district
June,]780, Lord Macartney took conjointly with Dindigul, in the south
of the government, and on of India, and subordinate to the Mathe
of june
1785,
t~ dras presidency. The climate of this
Alexander Davidson, Esq., as the tract differs in some respect from
senior civil servant. H~ continued that of Dindigul, the country being
in
until the 6th
1786, less elevated further south, and not
when Sir Archibald Campbell took quite 50 cold in the months of Decharge of the government, which cember and January. In April and
he occupied until. the 1st Februthe thmnometer ranges from
sry 1789, when be resigned in 70' to 9E0, in January it seldon~falls
favonr of Mr. ~~h~ ~ ~ l lwho,
~ ~ below
d , 66'. The north-east monsoon
on the 13th ~~h~~~
1790, re, extends to the Madura district, in
d common
~
with
~ other
d parts of the Cosigned in favour of M ~ .~
john ~ ~ l l ~ , ,whose
d , administra- romandel coast ; b11t inland the rains
tion lasted only one week.
fall more gently than in the parts
H t h February, 1790, Major-geaeral bordering on the sea. In the month
~ e d ~ , took
, , ~ ,.harp
of the go- of April the bed of the river Vayvernment, which on the
garoo, before dry, is invariably filllst A
~ 1792,
~ he resigoed
~
~ to ~ ed by, the rains that have fallen in
sir cbarles odey, who conti- the western mountains, on which citcumstance the natives rely for the
nued until the
replenishing of their tanks. About
7th september, 1794,
Hobart, afterwards Earl of Buck- the middle of November the tanks
are full, and the Vaygaroo impassinghamshire, took charge.
1st February, 1798, General, after- able at the town of Madura for
wards Lord Harris, succeededLord many
Hobart, and continued until the
In the Madura section of this colZlst August, 1798, when Lord Clive, lectorate there are marshy tracts
afterwards Earl of Powis, took lying within a short distance of the
charge of the government. On the hills, which render the villages in
30th August, 1803, he was succeed- their vicinity damp and unhealthy;
ed by Lord William Bentinck.
and in other parts there i much jun1lth September, 1807, William Pe- gle,particularly near the boundaries of
trie, Esq. took charge of the the Tondiman's country. The high
government until the
Itrods that surround Towarancourchy
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and Cottampetta are covered with
thick woods, and there is a great deal
of low fenny ground between these
villages. Here, as in every country
within the torrid zone, there are situations where fever never fails at
certain seasons of the year to become
endemical, but in common ears its
influence is circumscribel Tho
towns and villages, although superior to those of Dindigul, are many
of them badly thatched, and miserably constructed. Some of the sandy
tracts near the Vaygaroo are overrun
with baubool trees, interspersed with
groves of the wild palmyra; and
much has been done of late years towards the improvement of the country
by the construction of good roads.
The four largest towns are Madura,
Trimangalum, Sholavanden, and
Nattam. Mooloopetty, in the Ramnad zemindary, is much resorted to
by invalids, on account of the salubrity of its climate. A sea breeze
blows there ni ht and day; as, on
account of itsiaving the ocean to
the south, and the bay of Valkerry
due west, the west or land wind becomes a sea breeze. The cultivation
of cotton is rather general in the
Madura district, being limited rather
by soil than climate, as it requires a
black clay land, or a soil with a considerable intermixture of black clay,
which is liable to taxation in proportion to its estimated fertility. In
1817, the total gross collection of the
public revenue in the Madura and
D i n d i l zillah was 5,41,335 star pagodas.
The ancient sovereigns of this
country were named the Pandian
race; and it is supposed to have been
the Pandionis Mediterraneae, and
Madura Regia Pandionis of Ptolemy.
In conjunction with Trichinopoly, it
forms a Hihdoo geographical division
named Madura. During the Carnatic
wars from 1740 t o 1760, it was occupied by a number of turbulent poligars, who held their dens and fortified castles within the recesses of the
thick jungles by which it was overspread. In 1801 it was transferred
t o the British government by the Na-
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bob of Arcot. In the remote periods of Hindoo history this was one
of the holy countries of the south of
India, the capital being styled the
Southern Mathura, and the district
still exhibit8 the remains of mnny
monuments of former Hindoo grandeur. In modern times the christian
religion has made no inconsiderable
progress, the number of Roman Catholics in 1785 having been estimated a t 18,000, besides those of the
Protestant persuasion. I n 1809, 10,
and 11, an epidemic fever prevailed,
which destroyed a large proportion of
the inhabitants, who in 18252, according to the returns made by the
collectors to the Madras government,
amounted to 601,293 persons.--(Medim1 Reports, Wilkr, Hodgaon, Fra.
Pado, Mackenaie, $c.
MADUB./MatLura).-An
ancient
fortified city in the southern Carnatic,
the capital of the preceding district.
Lat. g065'N., lon. 78O 14'E., 130
miles N. by E. from Cape Comorin.
Its lofty walls are of stone, with
square bastions, but in many places
much dilapidated, and in some parts
its ditch converted into rice fields.
The streets are unusually wide and
regular for an Indian city, but the
private dwellings are menn and
wretched, forming a striking contrast with the magnificence of the
public edifices. The principd remainsof Madura have been delineated
by Mr. Daniell, and comprise some
of the most extraordinary specimens
of Hindoo architecture now extant.
The palace is a vast pile of a very
anomalous character, in the style of
which something appears to have
been borrowed from the Moguls. Its
elevated dome, ninety feet in diameter, is still entire, but many parts of
the structure have disappeared, and
the rest are falling rapidly to decay.
The great temple, with its spacious
areas, choultries, and four colossal
porticos (each a pyramid of ten rtories), cover an extent of ground almost sufficient for the site of a town.
I t comprehends various shrines : but
Mahadeva (worshipped under the
name of Choka-lingam) is the chief
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object of adoration. In frobt of the
temple is the celebrated choultry of
Trim111 Naig, 312 feet in length, with
its grotesque sculpturee, and polished
columns of green stone, the whde
much polluted with whitewash and
part -coloured daubing.
T i e civil station of Madun is
about a mile and a half to the south
of the city, on a spot embellished
with one of the finest artificial pieces
of water in India, embanked with
mnsonry, and having an island in the
centre, decorated with a temple ;and
not far off is a remarkable isolated
eminence,whichfrom its shape is usually called the Elephant rock. During
the Carnatic wars, from 1740 t o
1760, Madura sustained many sieges,
and was ofken in the hands of refractory poligars; but the great revolution which, towards the conclusion
of the eighteenth century, transferred
the south of India into the possession
of the British, by removing hostile
operations to a greater distance, haa
rendcred the maintensnce of this and
a multitude of other fortresses wholly
snperfluous. About thirty years ago
the town was supposed to contain
40,000 inhabitants, but latterly, from
various causes, the population baa
decreased, and in 1812 amounted to
(Fullarton,
only 20,069 persons.
Medical Report:, Orme, Ddoia, Rennell, 4c.)
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lo& being annually transported to.
Sumatra, Java, Borneo, and to all
the Dutch colonies. The principal
towns are Samanap, Parmacassan,
Bancallan, and Kcrmal, and chief subordinate ides are Gallion and Pondi. According to a cenaus taken
by the Britinh government in 1815
the total population of Madura
amounted t o 218,659 persona, of
whom 6,344 were Chinese; the area
of ita surfice extends to 1,620 square
milee.
This island having been acquired
by the Dutch in the same manner aa
their 0th- posseeeio~lon the main
land, the sultan of Madura and the
chiefs of Parmacassan and Samanap
were always considered by them in
nearly thesanlelight aa thosealong the
north coast of Java, with the excep
tion only of a more dignified title, and
some greater personal respect conceded to the sultan of Bancallan,
usually styled the sultan of Madwhose ancestars rendered important
services to the Dutch, in the Jqvanese
wers from 1740 to 1748. The natives spenk.a peculiar language; for,
although separated from Java only
by a narrow strait, the dialects of the
two islands scarcely approximatemore
than those of any other two islands
of the Western archipelago. They
have also less resemblance to the
Malays than most of the Eastern
islanders, and but little intercourse
with the Dutch, who interfere no
farther with the interior government
than to realize what profit they can.
The greater part profess t h e ~ r a*
cient religion, have a Hindoo aspect,
wear the ff indoo mark on their forehead, and the women burn themselves after the manner of the Brahminical Hindoos. They appear to
have some idea of a h t u r e hfe, but
not as a state of retribution; conceiving imnrortality to be the lot of
rich, rather than af good men.(Maraden, RGea, Crawfurd, Leyden, Stavotinus, &.)

MADUBA1sr.r (M&ura/.-An
island in the Eastern seas, lyin off
the north-east coast of Java, from
which it is separated by a narrow
atrait. I n length it may be estimated
a t ninety-two miles, by seventeen the
average breadth. The centre of
Madura is a continued ridge of no
great elevation,slo ing down towards
the sea on each sic&. The soil produces rice in great abundance, the
surplus being exported to Sourabhaya and other Dutch settlements.
Buffaloes and sheep, the latter of a
larger size than in continental India,
are so plentiful that their skins are
an article of export, as also rattans ;
MAGAIANA.-A low-roofed and
but bay salt is the most important rudely executed cave temple, with
staple of the island, many ship various celleand smaller ercavatione,

.

in the adjoining rocks, situated with- which irlcfudes a large portion of
in a short distance of the village of the sea-coast to the north-west
Panseer, on the island of Salsette. and north-east, where they have
These, like the neighbouring caves planted coloniecr of Christians from
of Kenneri, appear to be of Buddhist the Philippines, named Bisayens ;
the third is under the Illanos (or
origin.
Llanos sultan8 and rajas, who inMAGGE~I.-A town in the Mysore habit t e banks of the great laske or
Raja's territories, twenty-two miles Llano, and thence inland to the hills.
west from Bangalore; lat. 12' 67'N., They also possess the coast of the
lon. 7 7 O I!+' E. The fort is a work great Llano bay, situated on the
of some strength, with a ditch and south-cast side of the island. Mamy
glacis in the modern style. The of the districts above Boyan, are
profusion of old trees about Maggei, subject to the Boyan raja, who,
its romantic situation, fine groups of notwithstanding bis title, is a Mahopagodas, and noble reservoir, render medan, and governs about a0,000
tt one of the most beautifill spots in male inhabitants of that religion.
the province. Iron ore abounds in To the north of Magindanao town
the vicinity, and many smelting is the harbour of Sugud or Pollok,
forges are worked.
one of the finest in India, and disIn the adjacent woods round Se- tinguished by a peaked bill above
verndroog and Maggeri the sandal- 200 feet high. At the harbour of
wood of the English merchants is Tuboc, formed by the island of Ebas,
found. When the tree is cut the is the chiefrendezvous for the aseemcommon size of it at the root is nine bling of the piratical prows, and here
inches diameter ; but only one-third the raja has a house fortified with
of the treeis valuable, the remainder Spanish guns.
being white wood, and totally devoid
of smell. The wood is of the best
The bay of Panguil, on the north
quality in trees that have grown in side, cuts deep into the island, and
n rocky soil. The bottom of the
receives the waters of m n y small
stem under ground, immediately rivers, where the rowing prowe conabove the division into roots, is the ceal themselves from the Spaniards.
most valuable portion. There are A little to the east of the bay is the
also a few diminutive teak trees in Spanish town of Yligan, containing
this neighbourhood.-(F. Buchanan, about 160 houses, beyond which lies
Fullarton, gc.)
the town of Caysgan, with a fort
and tolerably good harbour, This
MAGINDANAO
(Melindenow).
An island in the Eastern seas, the town in A.D. 1776 contained 400
most southerly of the Philippines, houses, and stood on the banks of
situated principally between the a river flowing from the interior,
sixth and tenth degrees of north whence gold was procured. The
latitude. Its figure is extremely inhabitants on the sea-roast a t Ce.
irregular, but in length it may be yagan are Bisayans or Philippine
estimated at 300 miles, by 106 Christians, who carry on a friendly
the average breadth. This ,island intercourse with the Mahomedaa
has three remarkable pvmontories ; mountaineers, the Horaforas or aboone near Samboangan to the west- rigines of the inteljor. The Spanish
ward; Cape St. Augustin to the jurisdiction formerly extended t o
eastward ; and Surigso to the north- Catil and Tandag, but their forts
ward. I t may be divided into three have been destroyed by the people
parts; the first under the sultan, of Magindanao. The harbours at
who resides a t Magindanao or Se- both these places are bad during
langan, which formerly comprehended the north-east mooson, as they then
the greater part of the ' sea-coast ; lie on the windward side of the
the second is under the Spaniards, island.
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The interior of M ndanao contains several chains o lofty mountains, between which are extensive
plains,where vast herds of cattle are
pastured. Geveral deep chasms or
valleys intersect certain parts of the
country, through which, during the
rains, @eat torrents rush to the sea.
About the middle of the island there
are several lakea of considerable extent, the principal being the p e a t
Llano, from fitteen to twenty miles
across, and about sixty in circumference. Man rivers discharge their
waters into tiis lake, but only one is
known to issue from it, which falls
into the sen near Ytigan. Ita borders
are inhabited by various savage tribes,
rnled by independent chiefs, entitled
snltans and rajas, whose sub'ects in
1776 were estimated at 61,OOb. In
the district of Kalagan is a high mountain, which at times ejects snloke, fire,
and brimstone. When the mountain
baa not for some time thrown out any
brimstone, the inhabitants suppose
that the god who rules it is angry,
and to appease his wrath sacrifice an
old slave whom they purchase for five
or six kangans, or pieces of cloth.
Magindanao is well wooded, and
in many parts towards the sea-coast
covered with impenetrable jungle and
forests; aud most parts inland are
overgrown with timber trees, brushwood, reeds, and grass. The soil is
also well supplied with moisture,
there being streams every where fertilizing the land, and producing a
luxuriant vegetation The trees most
abundant are the teak, the larch, the
poon, and the cassia tree. Rice is
raised in large quantities, as alsoyams,
sweet-potatoes, coco-nuts, pumplenoses, mangoes, jacks, plantains,
oranges, limes, and all fruits common
t o tropical climates. There are no
ravenous wild beasts on the island,
on which accouni deer, wild cattle,
buffaloes, hogs, goats, and horses,
multiply fast. The latter are of a
small breed, but remarkably spirited.
On the hills inland, about thirty
miles up the river of Magindanao, is
a saltpetre cave of considerable extent, along the bottom of which
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there is a miry lutinoue mud. With
one measure ottthis mud the natives
mix two mcamlres of wood-ashes, and
then filter water through it, after
which they proclue the nitre by evaporation ; but the gun wder subsequently manufacturer is coarse
grained, and possesses but little
strength. In the mountains of Kalagan, in the southeast quarter, talc
in found, and it is said the pearloyster has been discovered on the
banks and sands. The Horafom
of the interior cultivate rice, sugarcanes, potatoes, yams, pum kins, and
other vegetables, which %ey brin
down to the sea-coast for sale, an$
they also from rice and molassea
mixed make a liquor of a pleasant
taste. In exchange for these articles,
the Malay inhabitants of the coast
give them iron chopping-knives, cloth,
salt, &c. The natives of Magindanao
manufacture a cloth from the fibres
of the plantain-tree, three yards long
and one broad. This is the usual
garment of the countrywomen, and
resembles a wide sack without a bottom, and is often used as a currency
or measurement of exchange in the
market. The Horaforas make a strong
cloth from a species of flax. The circulating medium in most parts of tlie
country is the Chinese kangan, value
6. 6d., a piece of coarse cloth thinly
woven, nineteen inches broad and six
feet long. The value on the island of
Sooloo is ten dollars for a bundle of
twenty-five kangans, sealed up ; and
at Magindanao is nearly the same, except that dollars are scarcer. I n the
bazar the immediate currency is paddy, or rice in the husk; but when
things of considerable value are mentioned, such as a house, or a prow, it
is described as being worth so many
slaves; the old valuation being one
slave for thirty kangans, or bundles
of cloth. Chinese and Sooloo cash
(thin pieces of copper perforated and
slung on a cord) are also current.
All cotton cloths of Hindostan sell
well here, as also opium, and EuroThe Spaniards having
ong cut'ery
hlndered the Chinese junks
bound from Amoy to Magindanaa
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from passing Samboangan, most Chinese articles are imported by the
way of Sooloo. These consist, besides kangans, of beads, gongs, China
basins, deep brass plates, deep saucers, brass wire, and iron. There
are many places under the sultan of
Magindanao where gold is procured ;
and it is said that a Spanish governor
with 100 men, in twenty days, procured in the Carnan river 180 ounces
of gold. Besides gold, the principal
exports are rice, wax, cassia, rattans,
tobacco, and pepper. The Mahomedans on the sea-coast carry on a considerable trade with the Horaforas of
the interior,who bringdown the rivers,
on rafts of bamboos, pumpkins, potatoes, rice, yams, &c., which they exchange for salt, cloth, and coarse cutlery.
The form of the government in
Magindanao is partly feudal and partly monarchical. Next to the sultanin
rank is the raja mooda, his successor
elect, like the king of the Romans in
the old Germanic constitution. The
laws on the sea-coast are nearly the
sanle as in the other Malay sthtes ; in
the interior, among the unconverted
inhabitants, custom and superstition
are the only guides by which they regulate their conduct. The vassals of
the sultan are a mixture of Mahomedans and Horaforas; the former
accompany him in his military expeditions ; the latter are excused personal attendance, but pay heavy taxes
and are sold along with the land. The
sultan's guards are generally captives
and slaves from the Philippines. On
grand days he has them dressed in
uniforms of blue broad-cloth turned
up with red, and trimmed with white
buttons of tin. On their heads they
wear S anish grenadier caps ineeribed
with &elney, (I the king.)
A Magindanao prow of large dimensions measures ninety feet long,
twent -six broad, and eight and a
half Beep; rows forty o m , has two
rudders, and carries a crew of ninety
men Some of their piratical cruizers
are very long and narrow, being f r e
quently fifty feet long and only three
broad, with outriggers, to enable

them t o carry saiL They use the .
tripod-mast, and row with great velw
city. In bad weather they throw out
a wooden anchor, and veer away a
long rattan-cable, which keeps the
head to the sea. Sometimes in an
extremity the crew jump overboard
and hold by the out-rigger for hours,
to ease the vessel of their weight.
The owner finds nothing but the
hull, for which he has one-third h a r e
of the prizes. The mast, sails, anchors and cable8 are made by tbe
crew, who also find their own provisions, and make their own gunpowder.
The inhabitants of Magindanaa of
all descriptions are so much given to
piracy, that their chiefs. were they
inclined, could not restrain their subjects from fitting out vessels to cruize
among the Philippines, which, to the
disgrace of the Spaniards, is the grand
slaving ground for all depredators in
this quarter ofthe Eastern seas. When
the prow is large they strike the mast
and ,hide among the rocks and small
islands, or up a creek. Canoes are
then detached to plunder, and the
proceeds are brought to the large
vessel, which returns home when a
sufficient cargo of slaves and plunder
is acquired. When they attack the
Dutch possessions they make slaves
ofpersonsof their own religion, which
they elsewhere endeavour to nvoid.
Besides the Philippines they extend
their cruizes to Java, Gumatra, Borneo, and Celebes.
From their vicinity to, and intercourse with the Spanish Philippines,
they have acquired a knowledge of
some of the European arts. The ra'a
mooda, or sultan elect, of 1775, could
read and write Spanish, and was a
performer on the violin ; but musical
gongs are the favourite instrutnente
of the natives.
They have goldworkers who make filligreebuttone,
ear-rings, &c.; but not so well as
the Malays of Sumatra and Java
Their blacksmiths are incapable of
making any thing that requires more
ingenuity than a common,nail, but
they frequent] have Philippine slaves
who can mendgun-locks. Their cuba,'
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nary utensils are almost wholly procured from China. They bury their
dead with great expedition, and generally begin making the coffin before the sick person's hce.
The sultanas and other females do
not appear t o suffer the strict confinement to which they are subjected
in Hindostan, as they are present a t
audiences and other public exhibitions. A t the age of thirteen the
ndanao ladies have their teeth
f 3 t h i n and stri ped of the enamel,
preparatory t o Aeir being stained
black, which is performed with great
ceremony, and among persons of high
rank is preceded by a festival. In
1775, a t the marriage of the sultan's
daughter, the portion given with her
was valued at &1,5UO, and coasisted
of various articles, among which were
two iron four-pounders, valued a t
S l 0 0 . The Magindanese have one
name for their children during infancy and another when they arrive
at manhood; in which they resenible
the Chinese, as in many other of
their customs, such as esteeming yellow the royal colour. Their language
nearly coincides with the Llanoon
dialect, and is a compound of Malay,
Biiggess, and Tagala (or Philippine),
with a certain proportion of the ancient Ternate or Molucca language.
I n the central parts are a people
earned Bangel Bangel, who do not
build houses, but live under bushes
and in hollow trees.
The Horoforaa or aborigines are
thinly scattered over the island, and
frequently migate from one place
to another. They wear brass rings
round the wrist and under the knee,
five o r six on each leg and arm. They
also have beads round their necks,
and brass rings in their ears, which
in both sexes are very broad, and
extend almost to their shoulders.
Into the holes perforated in their
ears they thrust a leaf rolled u like
the s ring of a watch, in or&r to
stretc! them. The women tie their
hair behind, plait it like the dancing girls of Madras, and wear a
short peitticoat. The weapons of
the men are bows and arrows, and

when the can afford them, swords,
lances a n d t q e t s . By the Spaniards
this race are termed Negros-delMonte, or negroes of the mountain,
whom they have had considerable
siiccess in converting, as they agree
in one essential point,-the eating of
hops'-flesh.
No satisfactory record remains to
inform us at what period Magindanao
was first visited by foreigners ; but i t
is probable that before the discovery
of the Cape of Good Hope, ships
from Arabia found their way to this
island; and either converted the prior
inhabitants, or planted new Mahomedan colonies on the sea-coast. On
Easter-day, 1521, Magellan arrived a t
Magindanao, where he ordered the
first mass ever said in the Philippines.
This took place in the province of
Caraga, and town of Batuan, where
he set up the cross, and took possession of the island in the name of
the King of Spain, and Emperor of
Germany, Charles Vth. I t was visited
by the Portuguese about A.D. 1537,
and by the Dutch in 1607, 1616, and
1627. The Dutch made a sort of
survey of it in 1693, at which period
it was much frequented by English
pirates, who then swarmed in the
Eastern seas. The Spaniards, althougl~they subdued the norther11
coast at an early period, never made
'any further progress, and now with
difficulty retain the feeble colonies
they formerly planted.
Latterly, the intercourse of the
British with the Magindanese has not
bee11 frequent, and generally not of
an amicable nature. A piratical fleet
from this island had the temerity t o
attack the settlement a t Prince of
Wales' Island, soon after its establishment in 1788, but were repulsed
with loss. In 1798 the sultan of
Magindanao seized a boat's crew belonging to the L a Sybille frigate,
which had been sent on shore to
wood and water, and detained them
prisoners until he received a ransom
of 4,000 dollars. In 1803 the Mafndanese pirates fitted out a fleet of
orty prows, with the intention of
plundering the East Indin Company's
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settlements on the coast of Celebes ; the lakes of Leguassin and Bulooan ;
but were met by the Swift cruiza the inhabitants consequently travel
(Forreat, Leyden, mostly by water in sampans, or caand defeated.
noes of different sizes. The highest
Meara, Valentyn, Zuniga, $c.)
tide rises six feet and a half, wh~chis
MAGKNDANAO.The principal sufficient to overflow the adjacent
town on the ixland of Magindanao, lands, but not to any great depth.
and residence of the sultan ; lat. 7' On the side next the Pelangy river
Y N., loo. 124O 40' E. This place is many Chinese families reside, who
situated about six miles up the river are movtly carpenters, arrack-makers,
Pelangy, or Magindanao river, on and distillers. The exports from
the right side, at its junction with hence are rice, wax, cassia, rattans,
the Melampy, after which the latter tobacco, pepper, and gold, the traffic
is about the breadth of the Thames being principally carried on with Sooat London bridge. The mouth of loo, Manilla, Borneo, and the Molucthe Pelangy being sheltered by the cas. The sultan of the town and
island of Bunwoot, has a smooth bar district of Magindanao is one of the
almost a t all times. The town pro- most powerful Malay princes, and
erly called Magindanao is small; possesses considerable feudal authoput on the opposite side of the ri- rity over other chiefs. His direct ter.ver, and communicating by several ritorial jurisdiction, however, is libridges, is the town of Selangan, the mited to the country in the immediate
two, in fact, forming but one town vicinity of his capital.-(Forrest,
under diierent names, the latter be- Mearr, 4-12.)
ing the- most prevalent. Selangan
MAHABILLY~KR
(Mahabalisara).extends about a mile down the south
side of the Pelangy river, and con- A place in the province of Bejapoor,
tains the fortified palace of the sul- forty-three miles distant from the
tan, and also strong wooden castles, western coast of India, where the
belonging to some of the principal river Krishna has its source, and from
nobility. Further down the town whence i t travels the whole way
diverges into several irregular streets, across the Deccan to the bay of Benamounting (in 1776) to 220 houses, gal. This spot is, of course, n ~ u c h
where many Chinese reside. There venerated by the Hindoos ; and the
is also the brick and mortar founda- climate of the table-land (said t o be
between 4,000 and 5,000 feet above
tion of a Spanish chapel.
the level of the sea) cool and salubriIn an island like Magindanao, ous. The only inhabitants are a few
where the country is thinly inhabited poor villagers, who smelt iron, and
a n d the land of little value, the inha- some of theDunger, or cowherd tribe,
bitants, more especially the Maho- who dwell in small huts, and pasture
medans, dislike crowding together, their cattle here during the rains.
and prefer building their houses 300
MAHABALKPOOR.-A
small tow11 in
yards distant from each other, along
the banks of the river, surrounded the province and district of Bahar,
by gardens of coco-nut, mango, and situated on the east side of the Sone
plantain trees, and fields of rice and river, thirty-five miles S.W. from Patsugar-cane. The fort is built on an* na ; let. 25' 20' N., ton. 84O 50' E.
extreme point of land, and is strongly According to tradition this was once
palisadoed ; and on a floor of stout a seat of Maha Bali's, round which
plank, supported by posts and beams, n town was formed.--( Wilfovd, 4c.)
MAHABALIPURAM.A Bralamin
are several cannon, six and nine
pounders, which command both br-an- village on the sea-coast of the Carehes,of the river. Their streams wlnd natic, thirty-fire miles sooth from
<here through a plain about twelve Madras; lat. 12°36' N., Ion. 80° 16'E.
miles broad, extending forty miles In the vicinity of this spot are some
north-east a a d south-oast as for as celebrated Hindoo excavrrions, tem-
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ples draped out of isolated masses of
granite, mythological sculptures, and
other extraordinary remains, which
appear to have been all originally
formed of the solid rock, and in their
general character great1 resemble
those of Elora and elsewgere on the
west coast of India; but are on the
whole in a sharper style, and higher
state of preservation. The most remarkable is a prodigious group of figures of the human size, intermixed
with elephants, bulls, lions, monkeys,
cats, and various non-descript monsters, representing the mythological legend of Arjoon, which covers the precipitous face of a rock that rises immediately behind thevillage,and within 100 yards of the s e a Near to this
is a pillared gallery, excavated in
the same front of the rock ; and
at a short distance is another more
considerable cave, the inner walls
of which are covered with sculptures, re resenting Krishna protecting his ~ l l o w e r sfrom the wrath of
Indra.
On the plain to the north of the
town is a temple containing a statue
of Ganesa, and a parently thirty feet
high, cut out o f a single detached
block of granite ; and in a grove of
palmiras, about half a mile to the
southward, is a group of five temples,
of different heights, from seventeen
to thirty-six feet, all formed of similar materials. The style of these
works ia exceedingly pleasing, and
bears little resemblance to any of the
!ndian architectural delineations now
In use. Other small cave temples
are to be found excavated in other
the
and smong the
quarters
cliffi above; and numerous mytho'qica'
fmgments are every where
around'
other re
presentations
liring objectsis the
statue of a lion, an animal quite unknown in southern India, but it has
but a faint
to the
ad.
Distinct altogether from these excavated remains is a temple dedicated
to Vishnu, constructed of stone masonry, for which the Brahmins on the
spot claim a remote antiquity, but

which has all the usual features of a
modern pagoda. There are likewise
a tank and some architectural ruins
on the plain near i t ; and on the extreme point of s sandy isthmus,
washed by the surf, stands a small
pyramidical temple, of a ruder and
older cast, containing the lingam,
or symbol of Siva, partly fallen to
ruin, and altogether much worn by
the action of the waves. To these
two templea, with five others supposed to have been buried in the
ocean, this spot is indebted (if we
may trust tradition) to the appellation
of " the Seven Pagodas." The surf
here breaks far from the shore, and
(as tire Brahmins assert) over Mahabalipuram, the city of the great Bali,
an incarnation of Vishnu, and a character famous in Hindoo romance;
and, in fact, there is reason to believe
that the sea on this pert of theCoromandel coast has been encroaching
on the land. All the most ancient
buildings and monuments at this
place are consecrated to Vi~hnu,
whose worship appears to have predominated on this coast, while on
the opposite side, in the vicinity of
Bombay, that of Sivs w a s the most
prevalent.-(Fu/larton, $c.)
MAHABALI
TEMPLE.-A temple in
Northern Hindostan, twenty-nine
miles S.W. from Serinagur; lat. 2Qo
6.54'N., Ion. 78' 25' E.

I

MAHADEVI
COOND.-A water-fnll,
or cataract, 120 feet high, in the province of Malwa, south of the village
of Chorlia, which afterwards joins
the river Chored.
MAHADEvAGHUR.-A
large ancient
~
i temple
~ in dthe province
~
~of
Candeish, division of Beejaghur,built
on one of the peaks near the Beejaghur mnge, but now fast crumbling
to decay. The country around is
covered with jungle,
in 1830
was the resort of a lawless Bheel
banditti.- (Malcolm, &.)
f M d a bhir, the great
MAHABEEB
hero).-The
seat of a Jain college,
consisting of about thirteen priests,
in the province of Agra, principality

ofJejpoor, six miles west fron~Hindone. The temple is a triple structure of modern erection, contailling
three images of Pnrsonauth, and built
of a fine red stone, much after the
fashion of the Hindoo temples a t
Benares and Gaya, but rather surpassing them in dimensions. The
Jain worship prevails here to a great
extent, and Jain tern~les are more
frequently met with in the Jeypoor
country than, perhaps, in any other
quarter of India, except South Canar a . 4 FuUrrrton, 4c.)

'

iu the province of ~ u n d w n i a ,where
stands thecelcbrated temple to which
the Hindooe resort in pilgrimage.
The height of these mountains has
not get been accuntely ascertatined.
Ambawara, appareutly the highest
part of the north-eastern quarter of
Deoghur, is about 2,500 feet nbove
the level of the sea. Chindwarn,
further south, on the second level, is
2,100 feet ; and the third step about
1,900 feet at the top of Taraghaut,
or 800 feet higher than Nagpoor; the
top of Kumarpani ghaut is on1y 1,641
feet above the level of the sea.
At the northern base of these hills
are two hot springs, known on the
spot by the m m e of llnhoni Siinoni,
the water of which is strongly impregnated with sulphuretted hydrogen, and holds in solution nluriate
and sulphate of soda. They are not,
however, drank by the natives, who
rarely employ mineral waters for medicinal purposes; but they are much
resorted to for ablution, which is
here performed by pilgrims, with the
view of expiating their sins. The
westernmost only admits of bathing,
the temperature of the other being
too high to permit a person to remain
immersed ntore than a minute or
two. A sort of reservoir has been
constructed at each. The water of
the western spring loses its offensive smell almost immediately on
cooling; but that of the eastern retains i t a considerable time ; both
are extremely offensive on the spot.
A t a short distance a cold spring
VOL. 11.

arisen.--(Jenkins,
tionr, Qc.)

Medical Tmnmo-

M A H ADEO TEMPLE
f Mahadeva).A celebrated Hiudoo place of wor-

,

ship?n the province of Gundwana,
situated among the Mahadeo hills,
sixty miles S . E from Hussingabad,
o n the Nerbuddanver ;lat. %P22'N.,
Ion. 78' 35' E. Thia temple stands
in one ofthe wildest tracts in the Deecan, and was almost unknown to European geographers until 1818, when
Appa Saheb, the ex-raja of Nagpoor,
sought refuge amon5 the Gonds o f
this seauestered remon. into which
h e was 'pursued by t%e h i t i r h troope,
but not cantured. The neichbourinz
Gond chiifs, however, we& all s u g
dued, and compelled to live p ~ c o ubly.
Before this event the pilgrimtax, levied a t the passes leadmg to
the temple, had been attitione8
among many chiefs, whieR gave rise
t o endless quarrels ;to prevent which
the British government assumed the
whole, aod ei~gngedto pay each his
respective share. The tax was then
farmed, and authorized tollsestablished, from one to ten rupees eaeh iL
grim, and fourteen rupees if wit\ a
buliock; but both traders and devotees were deetuaily protected from
the predatory bands which fbrmerly
robbed, and sometimes murdered
them. At the feetivd of February
1840 taxes of every sort were remitted by proclamation ; and, notwithstanding the lateness of the period
when the proclamation was known,
above 8,000 persons repnired to the
holy shrine, where devotion and c o n
merce are alwnys united.-(Jenkiru,
4.c.)

MAHADEOSIMEBEEA.-A villaga
in the province and district of Babar,
seven miles N.W. from Chiddore,
remarkable for a detached group of
Hindoo temples in its neighbourhood,
built on a sort of peninsula, environed
on three sides by an artificial reservoir of aater.-(Fullarton, $c.)
MAHAKAI.IDROOG.-Ahill-fort in
Mysore, twenty miles W. by S. frorp
11
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MAHANUDDY KIVER.

Nundy ~ r i osituated
~ ,
amid& a chain
of mountains, with a small pettah a t
its western b a s e . - ~ f r l l a r t a , 4c.)
A villase on th
MAHAGAM.
cwt of CQylon, sevent miles N.E.
from Dondra Head.
MIlhagam
district is the wildest and
most uncultivated on the sen-coast,
?,,d in many parts destitute of fresh
water. The most remarkable phenomena here w e the mtutal salt-!aker
pr p
~ many
~ of ~
hare Of great
extent, and fofmed b~ an outward
~
~
b
in torrents during
water, which
ihe rainy season, being t l ~ u spent up,
a great tract of flat country,
and is rendered brackish by intermixture wit11 the sea. During the
dry season the wind is vcry strong
arid, and the air hot, in consea
evaporation
quence of
a
takes place, and a crust of salt from
three to ten inches thick is dqositd.
~h~ interior here is a 4avage eountrJ.,
plmost coverd
with woods. As
be inferred from its local aspect,
the inhabitants
a
and mi.
serable race; :be nliarmata from the
OHamDS and jungles destroying their
heallll,
the wild RninliJs (cruch
as elephants, hogs, deer, buffaloes,
leopards, and bars) the fruits of their
labur. Nor w e the salt-ro&erl
without their peeuliar miseries ; the
arid
of the mud and water
d t l w leeways (or salt ponds) in which
they work, blistering and excoriating
t h i r hands, legs, and feet. ln A,D.

pattoo
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poor, s f e n miles east of Sree Ner*
rain. ARer asaing Sumbhulpoor
and Sonspoor rwhere it receives the
waters of the Tailnuddy). it enters the
the town
M d b t m d y divirion
Cuttack, where it throws d i t s prinGp8l brnnch the Cabri, incEning to
the southward, and another to Be
north-e.et of the town, called the
Berupa* After purwing an mterly
to the sooth, it
of to the northward another large
river n a m d the C h i t ~ ~ tand
~ l ~nu,
merous smarler arms, until a t Paradip i t ~separates into~ two or three~
considerable branches, and at last
empties itself by two principal mouths
the see, a little south Of False
Point, having completed a tvinding
course
of more of
than
The breadth
thisDO0 miler.
at Sum-

bhulpoor, 160 miles above Cuttack,
during the rains is near1 a mile, and
Cuttack i t s
opposite to the town
bed measures two miles across, after
which the main chmnel narrows very
considerably. I t deposits uliiversally
a coarsc sand hostile to fertility, and
the bottom of its channel is singuDuring
Iarly uneven and
the rains the Mahanuddy is navigable
to Ryepoor, a distance 0 ~ 3 0 0
mi'es from its
On the highm
parts of its course it is rendered d i 5
"lt
rocks and
from Calcutta have been landed
mites from R ~ g o o ra t
P m g a h 0' the Sew river, in perfectly
were
good condition.
fwm S ~ WNarrain
~ Y
in small canoes,
but boats of eonaiderable size may a t
the
Mahym
the m t farourable season w e n d t o
taioed only twenty Of
inkbitants.
Choteesuhur. TheMabsnuddy sffords
a.oods are
of means ofconveying the produce of the
euphorbiae and mimosae, cot-nut
and plantain trees being scarcely ever inland ~r""jnces to the eastern coast,
which will probably ere long be much
atem.
resorted to, and tend greatly t o their
' MAHANUDDY
RWEB(Mabra Nadi, improvement and prosperity. A large
the reat river).-A
large river of portion of its channeli however, is
the % e o n , which has its source dry during five or sir months of the
in the province of Gundwana, divi- year, and it i s fordable from January
sjon af Bustar, near the rillage of t o Juneeven at the town of Cuttack.
Saboura, about thirty miles east of Many tributary rivers, navigable for
Kakair,from whence flowing northerly small boats during the rains, flow into
by Conkar and B h u m t u r ~ ytl~rough the Mahanuddy. Of these the most
Choteesghur, it enters Sumbhul- important is the Tail, which &o rises

y:l
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MAHARATTA.
in &star, and on the'banka of which
teak trees of a good size and quaEty
are said to abound, and there is sufAcient
water
lo
November
admit
rafts being
,
floated down.
Diamonds of the first quality and
afvarious sizes are found in the Mahanuddv. and in several of ite subsidiary st;kams, more especially at the
mouths of the Maund, Kheloo, Hebe,
&c., all ofwhich have their sources
in the mountains of Koorba, Sirgooja,
Ryeghur, Jushpoor and Gangpoor,
and join the Mahanuddy on its left
bank. They are also picked up after
the rains in the mud and sand deposited in the little bays and nlluvial
islands, where they are sought for
by the Johurries, a peculiar tribe of
diamond finders. It is said that diamonds are never found on the right
bank of the Mahanuddy, or even on
the left bank above its junction with
the Maund at Chunderpoor, or below
Sonepoor, from which it is inferred
that they are washed down from the
sidebanks ofthestreams that flow from
the north to the south, through the
almost inaccessible tract that in Arrowsmith's map occupies the eightythird and eiyhty-fourth dgreesof east
longitude, and the twenty-first and
twenty-second of north latitude.
This, fact is rendered probable by
their also being found in the small
nutlahs of Ryeghur, Jushpoor, and
Gangpoor; but from the hitherto
distracted condition of this wild region, no attempt has yet been made
t o discover the diamond beds, or excavate the mines.
Another obstacle has no doubt
been the pestilential nature of the
climate which in India seems conatantly to accompany a mountainous
and jnngly country, producing either
gold or diamonds. Except during
the three first months of the yenr,
none but a native can resist its influence, and their miserable appearance
rtnfiiciently denotes the deleterious
atmosphere they breathe. One large
diamond found by the searchers, and
captured in 1818, with the fort of
Sumbhulpoor, sold in Calcutta for

7,000 rupees.-(Roughedge, Stirling,
Jenkim, $c.)
' M
~
~
~ town
~ in ~'he ~
province of Allahabad, belongin to
Punnah, thirty-five miles E.s.E.' Eom
Teary ; tat. 24'36' N., Ion. 79'20' E.
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MAHARATTA.
(Maharahtra.)
In the ancient tables of the Hindoes, the term Maharashtra occurs
as the name of a geographical division o f t h e Deccrn, referring princi~ 1 to the
1 north-west
~
quarter. The
best modern accounts lead us t o suppose that the original country of the
Maharattas included Candeish, Bagh a , and part of Berar, extending
towards the north-west as i r as Oujerat nnd the Nerbudda river, where
the Grassias and Bheels commence ;
there being few genuine Mabarattan
seen further north. To the west
they possessed the narrow but strong
tract of country which borders on
the Concan, and stretches parallel
with the sea from Surat to Canara.
The Maharatta language is now more
widely diffused, but it is not yet b e
come the vernacular dialect of provinces situated far beyond the ancient boundaries of their country.
I t exteade from the Injadree and
Satpoora mountaine, nearly to the
Krishna; and from the sea on the
west to a waving frontier on the east,
indicated by a l ~ n edrawn from Goa
to the Wurda near Chanda, and
thence along that river to the Satpoom hills. It spring8 from the Sanscrit, and approaches so closely to
the Bengalese and Hindostany, that
in a Maharatta translation of the
Lord's Prayer, twenty-nine of the
words are the same as in these languages.
The original Maharatta state comprehended a country of great natural
strength, interspersed with mountains, defiles, and fortresses, and admirably calculated for tbe prosecution of defensive warfare; but .that
they are not of the military caste is
proved by the names of their principal tribes; the Koonbee, the Dungar,
M
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m d the Goalah, or the c~~ltivator,ccndancy over the mind of his mashepherd, and cowherd ; all r~irsloc- ter, that a11 orders and details were
cupations. The exterior also of the issued directly from him as Peshwa,
Rajpoot and Maharatta marks a dif- and received from the raja the title
fcrent origin. The first is remarkable of Mookh Purdhaun, or chief civil
for the grace and dignity of his per- minister, which latter term alone was
son; the latter on the contrary, is of engraved on thepeahwa'a seal. This
diminutive size, in general bad1 anamolous form of government submale, and of' a meao rapacious loor sisted from that date to the present
and disposition. The Maharatta period, each Peshwa's successor conBr&mina differ d s o in their custoa~s tinuing to be regularly mstalled by
from their n e i g h h r s , with whom the Sattsra raja, his sovereign and
they neither msoeiate nor intermarry. prisoner.
Sahoo Raja died in 1740, in the
I t certainly appears extraordinary
that so numerous a nation as the firtietll year of his reign, (luring the
Maharatta should have remained al- greater part of which h B had been
most wbdly unnoticed in Indian his- only a prince in name, a d towards
had been wholly fortory for so long a period as from its conclusio~~
the first Mahornedan conquest until gotten. His imbecility, however, had
the reign of Aurengzebe; but it pro- not impeded the growth oC the Mabably originated from the indiilkence haratta empire, whicll at his death
of all Mussulmaun historians (except had reached its zenith. This race,
Abul Fazel) to every thing connected whose name and existence we can
wit11 the Hindoos and tlwir religion. with difficulty trace for one century,
Nursing, a prince of the Maharattas, had either subdued or laid u n h r conis mentioned by Ferishta, but it is tril~ution tlie whole of the Deccan
probable that prior to the time of nnd South of India. Eastward and
Sevujee the Mnharatta country, like westward their dominions were
other parts of the Deccan, was di- bounded by the sea; northward the
vided into little principalities and reached to Agra ; and on the souti
chiefships, most of which were de- to Cape Conrorin. Sahoo Raja dying
pendent on the neighbourin Maho- without issue, was succeeded by his'
niedan ~ovcreips, althou$ never nephew Ram l(ama,the fourth raja
completely subjugated in the Euro- (from Sevajee) o l ~ a t t a r a and
, mn of
pean sense of the word
Raja Ram, who bad contested the
Sevajee, the first Maharatta mm- throne with Sambajee; but being also
mander who combined the efforts of a weak prince, the Peshwa, Baln'ce
these discordant chiefs and tribes,was Bajcrow (the son of Balajee ~ i d e born in A.D. 1628, and died in 1680, nauth) ursurped the whole power,
at which period his empire extended and fixed his capital at Poona; while
from Surut along the sea-coast, to the Ragojee Bhoonsh, the bukshee or
vieinity of the Portuguese settlements paymaster, ruled the eastern portion
at Goa, and as far as the range of of the Maharatta conquests, and
hills that terminatethe table-land,and made Nagpoor in Gundwana the seat
for81the eastern boundary of Concao. of his government.
IIe was succeeded by his son SamThis violent partition of the cmbajee, who extended his father's con- pire by its principal miuibrters occaquests; but ftilllling unfortunately into sioned the usurpatio~~
of others, and
the hands of Aurengzebe, was put to the state began to break from the
death in 1689. His successor was united shape it had hitherto poshis son Sahoo Raja, a ageant prince, sessed into a confederacy of chiefs,
who delegated his wKole authority rho, howercr, for a period respected
to Bal~jeeBishenauth, a Concanny each other's rights, and acted under
Brahmin, who had commanded 500 the influence and able direction of
borse in the service of Sevajee. This Bajerow. Indeed, down to the latest
priest militant acquired such an as- day, the ancient co-estates of the
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Maharatta enipire nl\vge shewed a
strong solicitude to preserve the
forms and revive the efficacy of their
constitutional federation, which was
virtually annihilated by the treaty of
Bassein. Under this form of government the Maharattas not only carried
their successful ravages through the
rich province of Bengai, and almost
to the banks of thefndus, but wrested
from the Portuguese the strong fortress of Bassein and the island of
Sslsette. The Sindia famiiy established themselves in Malwa, Candeish, and afterwards extended their
conquests over a large proportion of
the Rajpoot principalities and the
northern provinces of Hindostan. A
large share of Gujerat was seized on
by the Guicowar family, while that
of Holcar established itself in those
parts of Malwa and Candeish not
occupied by Sindia or the Peshwa.
According to the old arrangement,
the Peshwa, Sindia, Holcar, and the
Powar family were each to have a
fourth of their combined conquests,
the result of which was, that their
territories became so intermixed, that
it became impossible to discriminate
them in the best maps.
Balajee Bajerow died in 1761, and
kft the office of Peshwa, now considered hereditary, to his decendants.
About this time a formidable r i d to
the power of the Maharattas appeared
in the firmous Ahmed Shah Abdali
of Cabul; and on the 17th January
1761 was fought the memorable batt l e of Paniput, where the Maharattas
experienced one of the most sangulnary defeats recorded in history.
This overthrow checked thhir enterprizing spirit, and for more than ten
years none of their armies committed
any depredations of consequence
north of the Nerbudda. The Maharattas then seldom engaged in
pitched battles; indeed, until their
m e n t conflicts with the British, after
they had organized corps of disciplined infantry, but two instances
are recorded ; the one at Paniput,
a n d the other near Seringapatam,
where Hyder was defeated in 1771
bg Trimbuck Mamma.

1 (is

The next Peshwa wn9 M:ldl~oorow,
who died in 1772, and was s~lcceetled
by his son Narrain Rcw, who was
murdered the following year by his
uncle Ragoba (or Ragunath Row);
who, however, failed in his object, as
the posthumous son of Namin ROW,
named Sevajee Madhoorow, was p r e
claimed Peehwa by a conk&racy of
twelve chiefs named the B m a h Bhpe,
or twelve brothers. At the head of
these was Balajee Pundit, commonly
called Nana Furnavese, who became
dewan or prime minister to the infant
prince. Ragoba solicited and gained
the sopport of the Bombay government, with which he concluded a
treaty highb advantageous to the
Colnpany ; but their endeavours to
support his claim were indectnal.
The atrocity of Ragoba's crime had
brought general obloquy on him,
among a nation with whom assassination is unfrequent, and his calling in
hreign aid had the effect of producing
a jnnction of all the leaders against
him. By the interference of the Bengal governn~enta peace and cessntion of hostilities was arranged ; but
in 1777 the Bombay presidency agnin
espoused the cause of Ragoba, and a
war ensued, terminated soonafter by a
disgraceful capitulation of their army
and subsequent convention, by the
conditions of which Ragoba was
abandoned. A general war afterwards
took place between the British and
Maharattas, but the invasion of the
Carnatic by Hyder in 1780 compelled
the first to make overturea in 1782
for a peace, by which they restored all
their conquests except the island of
Salsette.
At this period there were a great
many petty independent states which
extended dong the western frontier
of the Company's dominions, and
formed a barrier to the Maharatta
territories. In 1784 the Maharatta
chiefs commenced their o erations
against these states, and in tRe course
of six or seven years the whole were
completely subdued or rendered tributary, by which encroachments the
Maharattadominions camein contact
with those of the British nation. In
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1785-6 the Poona Maharattas carried but thepeshwa'y internal government,
on an unsuccessful warfare with Tip- still left to himself, was wretchedly
poo, and were obliged to purchase conducted, the administration ofjuseace with the cession of sopie valua- tice being neglected, while the utmoet
&e provinces, all of which they re- revenue was exacted. If any ten.
covered by their alliance with the dency to commotion appeared, the
British troops were called in to supBritish government in 1790.
Sevajee Madhoorow, the voung pres's i t ; and the miserable people
Peshwa, died in consequence of a fall naturally imputed their sufferings to
fromthe terrace of his palace in 1795, the power that upheld their soveand the empire was rent by the inter, reign, in whose treasury an immense
nal diqsensions which followed that surplus revenue wss accu~ulating.
event. Ultimately the deceased Pesh- In the course of the ten years that
waysson Bajerow was seated on the followed the treaty of Bassein the
uneasy throne, but his authority er- Peshwa, by the measures he pursued,
tended no further than that portion was successful in ruining a majority
of the Maharatta empire termed the of the old Maharatta families; and
Poona spit, comprising most of the being naturally of an artful, rapacious
original country of the tribe, but (though timid) dieposition, he made
none of their conquests. The last many petty attempts to revive the
appearance of a federal combination claims for plunder which the Mahawas in 1795, when the computed rattas, from long custom, seemed to
number of troops assembled for the think nothing more than a just privi
purpose of invadin the Nizam, no- lege, which they had a right to exermmally under d e jeshwa (exclusive cise on all their neighbours, considerof Pindaries, Looties and other de- ing s predatory inroad not to be a
redators) was estimated at 127,000 violation of friendship, but a legitiRome and foo;, and probably amount- mate exertion of the forces of the
ed to half that number.
state.
From the above date until the 25th
The Maharatta constitutioq from
October 1802, Bajerow the Second the commencement had always beee
ostensibly ruled as Peshwa; but on more aristocratic than despotic, and
that day the forces of Dowlet Row the territorial arrangements of thd
Sindii combined with those of the empire, singular; the possessions of
Peshwa, being totally defeated near the different powers being interspere
Poona b Jeawunt Row Holcar, the ed and blended with each other. A
Peshwa ed towards Severndroog, in large proportion of the Peshwa's forthe Concan, where he embarked for mer dominions extended along t h e
Bassein, which he reached on the 1st west coast of India; yet until the eeaDecember. On the 31st of that ty of Bassein he possessed some lands
month a treaty of perpetual friend- to the north of Delhi, and held others
ship and alliance was concluded he- within a few miles of Surat. I t was
tween the fugitive monarch and the no uncommon occurrence for a dis,'
British government, which virtually trict, or even a single town, to be
abolished the Maharattas as a federal held by two or three chiefs, and some:
empire, establishing in its stead the were the joint property of the Niznm
relatively independent states of Poo- and Peshwa; but tile latter, although
na, the Nagpoor raja, Sindia, Holcar, the acknowledged head of the Mahaand the Guicowar. In the beginning ratta army, held very little territory
of May 1803, Bajerow was reinstated directly in his own power. Within
in his capital by General Wellesley, his nominal jurisdiction the Guicowar
who also assisted him to settle with was included, and he received an anhis numerous jaghiredars and subordi- nual tribute from the Gujerat peninnate chiefs. A longer peace now en- sula. From thesouthern jaghiredere
rued than had ever before been ex- he received little except milltsry ser-,
periepced by the Mdarptte empire ; vice, and from his insulated lands in
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the pmvince of Malwa and other remote countries his remittances were
acanty and precarious
At the court of Poona all the high
&cee were hereditary. The dewan
(prime minister), the furnavese (chancellor), the chitnavese (secretary),
and even the commander-in-chief, or
bearer of tbe jerry put, or national standard, were all situations held
by descent The Prittie Niddee was
originally the rime minister under the rajas of lattara, the Senapati
the hereditary general, the eight Purdhana were hereditary ministers undex
the Prittie Niddee. The southen1
jagbiredars, and the principal officers
ofatate, s e r e Brahmins; the BhoonsIns of Magpoor, the Guicowar, and
the Powar family were of the Khetri ;
the Sindias and Holcars of the Sudra tribe. For the payment of the
d i e r e n t military corps there was an
establishment of oflicers, to enforce
justice between government and its
servants ; but the nlultiplication of
checks had apparently no other effect than to increase the eorru tion.
Not only half the pain and &rage
allowed to the horses was embezzled,
but horses were changed, reported
dead, and every species or the most
dngitious corruption practised with
impunity, owing to the general interest and partici ation thereio. As a
aet-of against tRea palpable defalcations, the government withheld the
pay of the troops, which occasioned
much clamour from the chiefs, who
seldom, however, proceeded to e x t r e
mities while their illicit profits were
secure ;and the tardy receipt of payment from the state-furnished a specious pretext for not paying the poor
sepoy. The latter was, in consequence, often compelled, through
destitution, to seek stnother service,
with the loss of all his arreare, which
his leader collected, if he could, (H
compounded the whole for a part.
But afker all, these extortions seldom
remained with him, having been generally anticipated by loans from the
rnonied Brahmins, at an exorbitant'
rate of interest, who were, in their
turn, squeezed by the sovereign.

It was one peculiar festurc of the
Maharatta constitution that tile +
vernment always considered itselfin
a state of war, which was a principal
source of revenue. On the day d
the festival called the Dusserah, o r
Doorga pooja, towards the end of
September, at the breaking up of the
rains, the Maharattas used to prepare
for their plundering excursions. On
this occasion they washed their
horses, sacrificing to each a sheep,
whose blood was sprinkled with some
ceremony, but the flesh eaten with
none. In 1797 Dowlet Row Sindia
was supposed to have slaoghtered
12,000 sheep; the Brahmin leaders
gave their servants money instead.
The number of genuine Maharattas
in the conquered provinces remote
fiom the neat of government did not
use to bear a much greater proportion to the natives than the British
in India at present do. The territories they possessed in Upper Hindostan were for many years only retained under their authority by the
introductio~ of European officers
into their armies, who opposed
a system of discipline to the irregular valour of the Rajpoots and native Mahomedans. Among the native
powers, as in most governments purely despotic, the prince, unless he
possesses great talents, soon becomes
a cipher, the prime minister engrousing all the authority. To this rule
the Maharatta states were no exception, and the office of premier being
invariably bestowed on the person
who could furnish most money, every
subaltern situntion was, in conseuence, disposed of to the best bider ; and to the most dignified chief
in the Maharatta empire a bribe .
might be offered, not only without
offence, but with (! positive certainty
of success.
Among this people the gradual
progress of refinement is discernible,
from the wild and predatory Maharatta, almost eemi-barbarous, to the
polished and insidipusBrahmin,whose
specious politeness and astonishing
command of temper leave all European hypocrisy in the shade. This.
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cxtraorclinnry urbanitp qualifies them
in the highest degree for public
business. T h e bulk of the people
were without property, few having
an opportunity of acquiring wealth
except the powerful Brahmins, who
were the principal functionaries under the state. Their avarice was
insatiable, and if ever the madness
of accumulation was accompanied by
the highest degree of folly, it waa
here exemplified ; for although the
Brahmin was permitted to g o on for
years in the practice of extortion,
his wealth a t last attracted the mpidity of the prince, when he was
obliged t o disgorge, and perhaps confined in a fortress for life. If he
happened to die in office, his property was sequestrated. This expedient for raising money formed a
considerable portion of the contingent revenue, and was known by
the name of goona geeree, or crime
penalty.
From this disquisition on the nature of the peo le we now return t o
the conduct o f t h e i r prince, whose
scarcely concealed hatred to the British at length burst forth into the
bitterest hostilities. The first overt
actwas the murder of the Guicowar's
ambassador, Gungadhur Shastry, in
1815, effected through the direct
agency of Trimbuckjee Dainglia, who
had risen t o the highest station from
the basest origin. He was at first a
menial servant, but afterwards promoted, on account of his superior
profligacy, t o be one of the Peshwa's
social companions, and at last his
decided favourite and rime minister.
Mr. Elphinstone e a r 5 foresaw the
consequences that must ensue, and
gave a prophetic warning of an impending rupture. The endeavour to
screen the Peshwa's reputation, by
throwing the whole guilt of the assassination on Trimbuckjee, was met
so perversely, that in 1815 his int r i p e s a t almost every court in India
were discovered, ant1 after long forbearance, the fact was notified to
him. On this occasion he neither
denied the charge nor attempted to
palliate it, but vowed the strictest

fidelity for the future. H e was mtwithstanding soon after detected in a
repetition of his intrigues to effect a
general confederacy against the British nation, and it became absolutely
necessary to anticipate this incorrigible plotter. His capital was in consequence surrounded, and although
no new terms were imposed, he was
compelled t o fulfil the whole treaty
of Bassein, and cede certain districts
yielding a revenue of thirty-four lacks
of rupees, besides making a temporary
surrender of Singhur, Pooruncler, and
Ryeghur, as pledges for his future
fidelity.
Notwithstanding these endeavours
still to keep him on the throne, and
in the station of a sovereign prince,
the intensity of his hatred t o t h c
British nation, and savage desire t o
murder Mr.Elphinstone, precipitated
a rupture, which, if longer delayed,
might have been attended with a
more mischievous result. H e had
trusted t o the co-operation of Sindia,
Ameer Khan, Holcar, and the Berar
raja, but did not know that by the
skilful distributions of the British
armies, the two first were reducetl
t o a state of nullity. In the spring of
1817 matters had proceeded to such
an extremity that a war appeared inevitable, but his fears still predominated until the 15th November of
that year, on which inauspicio~lsday.
having mounted his horse, he joined
his army, then encamped at the Parbutty hill to the south-west of Poona,
which proceeded to attack the residency, from which the resident had
just time to escape. All the houses
of which i t consisted were first plundered and then set on fire, by which
atrocity much valuable property was
destroyed, and along with i t Mr.
Elphinstone's books and nian~iscripts
were destroyed, an irreparable loss t o
India and the British nation. Next
day the Maharattas were attacked
and defeated by the forces under
Colonel Burr, and also in another
sharp action on the 16th November,
the morning after which the Peshwa's
camp was found deserted, all his
tents being left standing, ant1 one
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enormous ..un named Maba Cali, o r
the great &stroyer. Finding himself
thus baffled and defeated by mere
detachments, thePeshwa lost all confidence in his own soldiers, and never
after rose abnve the character of a
wandering and desponding fugitive.
Subsequent to these operations a t
Poona, Bajerow fled south towards
Sattara, where he took possession
of the raja and his family, whom he
carried along with him in his erratic
flights, east, west, north, and south,
to escape the hot pursuit of his enemies. A t length, after suffering much
distress and many surprises, General
Smith, in February 1818, compelled
Gokla to risk a cavalry action a t
Ashta, in which that distinguished
commander was slain, his troops defeated, and the Sattara raja with his
family captured. From hence Bajerow with the shattered remains of
his army fled north towards Candeish ; but being met and totally defeated a t Soonee by Colonel Adam,
all his chiefs deserted him except
Trimbuckjee, Ram Deen (a Pindar ),
the Vinchoor Cur (named ~aloobaK),
and the widow of Gokla. This dispersion of the leaders in various directions contributed t o prolong the
escape of the Peshwa, as they misled
his pursuers, and rendered it impos,sible t o distinguish the true line of
his flight. H e in consequence remained a t large some time longer in
a state of incessant motion, marching, counter-marching, and flying, a
mode of life completely a t variance
with the slothful and luxurious habits
of a wealthy Brahmin. His line of
march, however, had been so devious,
that his pursuers were completely at
irllt, and while he remained u n c a p
tured, the delay threatened a protracted warfare, with all its attendant
tumult, defalcation of revenoe, and
enormous military expenditure.
Under these circumstances i t h a p
pened most fortunately that the
Peshwa of his own accord made
overtures to Sir John Malcolm, who
then commanded in Malwa, and
whose ascendant over the minds of
the natives and their chiefs was uni-

versal. A negotiation ensued, which
was conducted on the part of that
officer with such firmness and conciliatory address, that after much
hesitation, it ended in Bajerow's renouncing all sovereignity for ever for
himself and family, and surrendering
himself on the 3d of June 1818 a
prisoner to the British government,
with a pension of eight lacks of rupees per annum. This chief's abdication dissolved at once the whole
Maharatta confederacy, and broke a
charm which mere force was not
capable of effecting. Nothing could
be more fortunate than such an early
termination of the war, and the pecuniary sacrifice made to obtain it
was trifling, compared with the benefits that ultimately resulted ; all feelings of resentment having long been
disarmed by the abject condition t o
which he was reduced. Bittoor, a
place of Hindoo pilgrimage, only a
few miles distant from the large cantonment of Cawnpoor, was subseuently fixed on for the future resieuce of the exiled monarch, t o
which depbt he was accompanied by
the Vinchoor Cur and the widow of
G o k l a Here he bathes daily in the
Ganges, indulges in the high living
of a Brahmin, maintains three expensive sets of dancing girls, and
lives surrounded by low sycophants
and intriguers.
The name and authority of Peshwa
being thus annihilated, with the reservation of certain districts for the
Sattara family, the whole of the
Poona territories, roughly estimated
a t 60,000 square miles, and a population of four millions, were occu ied
for the British nation. But the wgole
of this does not actually belong t o
the British government, and what
does belong t o it is not all under its
direct administration. The other
possessors are the Sattara raja, the
.Colapoor raja, and on a smaller scale
the Nizam, Sindia, Holcar, the Berar
raja, and the Guicowar, Angria, the
Punt Sachem, the Prittie Niddy, the
Putwurtlens and other jagheerdars.
If all expenses, civil and military,
jaghires, cessions, claims, &c. were
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deducted, the balance to be derived from our Maharatta acquisitions
would in a great measure de
On
superior management, the w ole revenue immediately after the conquest
having been absorbed by the current
expenditure.
Contrary t o expectation, on the
first conq~teat of the Mahsratta
country, crimes were found of much
rarer occurrence than in the Company's old provinces. The commonest was murder, from revenge atimulated by jealousy, disputes about
landed property, and frequently about
village rank and dignity. The Brahmins, who have long conducted the
courts of justice, are an intriguing,
lying, corrupt, un rincipled raw,
when in power cooly unfeeling and
systemat~callyoppressive, and now
generally discontented. The Maharatta military chiefs are generally
coarse, ignorant, and rapacious, and
so much resemble their common soldiers that they might change places
without much striking the bservation of a European. o f a t t h e s e
classes, however, we only see t h e
' worst specimens 4 and were they again
reduced, as in the time of Aurengsebe, to a state of freebooting desperation, they might become the
most dangerous opponents that Asia
could produce against the valour and
discipline of Europe. The Maharatta peasantry have still a pride in
the former triumphs of their nation,
and retain some ambition to partake
in military exploits; but although
circumstances might again turn them
intosoldiers and robbers, their present
habits are frugal, sober, and industrious. Upon the whole, the Maharattas as a nation are inferior to
their Mahomedan neighbours in
knowledge and civilization, in spirit,
generosity, and perhaps in courage ;
but they are less tainted with pride,
insolence, tyranny, effeminacy and debauchery ;lessviolent, less bigotted, '
and, except while collected in armies
on foreign service, more peaceable,
mild, and humane
N o territory of similar extent in
Indiacontained so many fortresses as
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that which beronged to the Peshwa.
Besides thirty-five forts ceded by the
treaty ofPoona he had 154 forts a t the
bnskiogoutof thewarof 1818, exclusive of those held by the independent
chiefs and jaghiredars. When acquired
by the British, it became necessary t o
destroy all that were not actually of
military or p o l i t i d importance, lest
they should become the refuge of
insurgvnts and hill banditti.
The country conquered fro111 the
Maharattafi, with the exception of
the principality of Sattara, and some
other sn~aller portions, which still
remained under native chiefs, was divided into several large districts, each
under the management of a single
officer, generally a military one, with
the title of ~ollector,but exercising
alao the functions of judge of circuit
and magistrate ; while over all these
the chief commissioner residing a t
Poona, with a collector under him,
superintends the difficult districts,
and makes an annual circuit through
the greater part of them.--( ELphinstone, MisceUonaour MSS., Primep,
C q t . Duf Grant, Tone, the Marquis
of Hasfings, Bishop Heber, Malet,
Eetul Punt, Lord Valenth, 4c.)
MAIIAVILLY
GUWGA.-A river of
Ceylon, which rises in the Neuraellia mountains, and flowing through
the valley of Kotnmle, joins a t Pasbage a small branch which has its
source in Adam's Peak, and esteemed
tbe main branch by the natives. I t
afterwards passes the town of Cand
thence to the plains of Bintenney
distance not exceeding thirty miles);
it hurriesdown a descent ofmore than
one thousand feet perpendicular, receiving by the way an accession ofmany
waters A t Bintenney (where it has
reached the base of the mountains) i t
attains its greatest magnitude, being
540 feet broad when the depth of
water a t the ford is fire feet. After
its arrival in the plain i t subdivides .
into branches, of which the principal,
160 years ago, is suppoeed t o have
joined the sea near Cattiar, but at
present it disembogues by the Vilgai
branch between Trincomalee and
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Baticalao. It might probably be ren- it yielded to Holcar a revenue d
dered navigable at Bintenney, but at 199,340 rupees. The fort stands on
present its channel is so obstructed the high banks of the Sepra, but it
by ynd-banks, as to be impracticable has no ditch, and the wall has never
been completed.
even for boats.--(Duoy, Bc.)
On the 2lst December 1817, tho
MAHE(mahi, a j h ) . - A town army nominally commiu~dedby Mulin the province of Malabar, and for- has Row Holcar, but in reality by
merly the principal French settle- Ghuffoor Khan, and other refrnctory
ment on that coast. Lat. 11' 42' Patan chiefs, was totally routed by
N., Ion. 75' 36' E. This place is the British forces under Sir Thomas
finely situated on a high ground on Hislop, with the loss of all their arthe south side of a river, where it tillery. The British casualties in the
joins the sea, the site being in every battle were very severe, amounting
respect preferable to that of the to 174 killed, and 604 woundebneighbouring British settlement at (Public MS. Docurneuts, ~Mrlcolrn,
Tellicherry. It may be here remarked, that generally all the spots se- 4c.I
MAHIM.- A considerable town,
lected by the Freneh for the establishment of their factories were, in point with a small fort annexed, in the
of local circumstances and geogra- province of Aurungabad, situated
phical situation, much superior to near the northern extremity of Bornthose chosen by the English. The bay, and having a ferry for crossing
latter appear to have been influenced to Bandora, in theisland of Salsette.
by the temporary resort of com- Lat. 19O ? N., lon. 72O 58' E. Af
merce, while the first, were guided this place there is a tomb of a Maby more enlarged views, which to homedan saint, with a mosque atthem, however, nevet had any bene- tached to it. Here is also a Portuficial result. The river at MahC is guese church, and college of Roman
navigable for boats a considerable Catholic priests. In 1816, Mahim;
way inland, and in fair weather small Worley, and their dependeat vilcraft can with great safety pass the lages, contained 15,618 inhabitants.
bar. The town has been neat, and
MAHMUDPOOR.-Atown in the
many of the houses good; but the province of Bengal, district of Jeswhole was in a decaying state until sore, seventy-five miles N.E. from
the British con~mercialresidency was Calcutta; lat. 23' 24'N., loo. 89O
removed to this port from Telli- 34' E.
cherry. The principal export is pepMAHMUDSHI
(Mahmudshahi).
per, the staple commodity of the proA zemindary in the province of Benvince.
Mahd was settled by the French gal, district of Jessore, which was
in A.D. 17Z2; but captured by the formerly entirely surrounded by that
British forces under Major Hector of Rajeshahy. In 1784 it contained
Munro, in 1761. I t was restored at 844 sqnare miles, and had been held
the peace of Paris, in 1763; again by the Brahmin family of Deo from
taken in 1793, and again restored at the time of the soubahdar Jaffier
the peace of 1815.-4F. Buchanan, Khan. Like the rest of southern
Bengal, it is intersected by innunleome, $c.)
rable branches of the Ganges, and
MAHEIDPOOR.-A small town in eligibly situated for inlaed commerce*
the province of Malwa, twenty-four In some spots the mulberry is cultimiles north From Oojeifl; lat. $3' 29' vated, but rice and esculents ere its
N., lon. 7b0 46' E. T h u place stands staple commodities.-(J. Grunt, Bc.)
on the right bank of the Sepra river,
MAEOBA. An ancient city in
1,600 feet above the level of the sea;
and in 1820 contained 348 houses, the province of Allahabad, but a t
when, with the pergusnsh a t t ~ h e d , present mostly in ruins; 28 mile4
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S.W. from Banda; Iat. So5%' N.,
Ion. 79' 51'E. Around this town
many temples, tombs, and other vestiees of former maenificence are scattGed, and on the Focky height above
the town are theremnins of a fortmss.
In the neighbourhood there is a large
tank, formed by raising a vast embankment of large granite stones
across a valley from hill to hill, where
during the rains a body of water two
miles in circumference accumulates.
According to Hindoo tradition MRhoba was a town of note, and capital
of a dynasty so early as A.D.1083,
when it was captured by the raja of
D e l h i . 4 Filzclarence, Franklin, qc.)
MAHOMDT
(Mahomedi).-A
town
in the province of Oude, fifty-eight
miles S.E.from Bareily ; lat. 27' 58'
N., Ion. 80' 5' E.

MAHTUR.-A town in the G ~ ~ j e r n t
province, a noted residence of Bhntts
and Bharotts, four miles S.S.W. from
Kaira; lat. 2 4 44' N., Ion. 7 P 47' E
MAHYon MHYERIVE^ (mahy, a
$ah).-This
river has its source ln a
small plain five miles west of Amjerah, and shortly aRer passing Bhopawer, pursues 3 northerly course,
until it reaches the confines of Bagur, where the boundary hills give
it a sudden turn westward past MonI t is subsequently diverted
rom t h ~ direction
s
by the mountains
of Mewar, which bend it south, which
course it pursues, with little deviation, until it joins the gulf of
Cambay, after a winding course of
about 380 miles. Although it flows
through so great an extent of country, the mass of its waters never attain any navigable depth until within
ahout fifteen miles of its mouth.(~llacolm,&c.)

ya.

MAHOMEDPOO~.-A
sn~alltown in
the province of Candcish, circar of
Beejaghur, fifteen miles travelling
distance from Bheekungaum. In A.D.
MAHYKAUNTA
(or Myhie Kaun1820 it contained 229 houses, and fa).-A
fiscal and military division
4c.) thus named in the ~rovinceof Gu1,037 inhabitants.-(~Malcolnz,
MAHONA.-A town in the Agra jerat, not confined, 'however, to the
province soutl~of the Chumbnl, thir- banks of the Mahy river, but stretrhty-four miles S.W. from Gualior ; ing about 120 miles aloog the northern frontier of the province, where
lat. 25' 54' N., Ion. 77' 27' E.
it is bounded by a chain of mounMAHORB.-A district in the pro- tains. This is a hilly tract, containvince of Berar, situated partly among ing forests of great extent, intersectthe Sesachill mountains, and describ- ed by many streams, near the banks
ed by Abul Fazel, in A.D. 1582, but of which the country is of very diffirespecting which in modern times cult access, qn account of the deep
scarcely any thing is known. The intricate ravlnes and thick jungles,
town of Mahore is situated among which have epabled the wild inhabithe hills above-mentioned. to the tants to maintain their independence
south of the Payn Gunga rher ; lat. amidst the revolutions of the sur19' 54' N., Ion. 78' 8' E., 100 miles rounding communities. Towards the
S.S.E. from Ellichpoor.
south the country is more cleared,
MAHOWL.-A town in the pro- and the streams unite to form the
vince of Allahabad. fortv-two miles Saubermatty and Mahy.
At present a considerable pornorth from ~ u a n ~ o o lat:26"
;;
2VN.,
tion of this territory ackno~vledges
Ion. 83' 38' E.
subjection and pays tribute either to
MAHARAJEGUNGE
(Maha Raja the British government or to the
Gag).-A
small town in the pro- Guicowar. The inhabitants mostly
vince of Bengal, district of Purneah, consist of Rajpoots, Coolies, and
thirty miles N.E. from the town of Muckwaries, the remainder MarwaPurneah ; lat. 26' 4' N., Ion. 87' 57' ries and Gujeraties. The first reE.
semble their caste in Rajpootana ;
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the seaond jive mostly in the jungles 4
the third are Coolies nominally converted t o the fi~ithof Mahomed, but
scarcely altered in rites or manners,
and are chiefly found in the southeastern quarter of the Mahy Kaunta.
In A.D. 1621 this territory contained about 121 chiefs. viz. 11 Rajpoots, 79 Coolies, 3 1 Muckwaries,
and other independent Mahomedans.
The most considerable is the raja
of Eder, sprung from the Joudpoor
family, and possessed of a principality yielding about four lacks of rupees per annum ; the next is the raja
of Lunawara ;the rest are pettychiefs,
the lords of from one to fifty villages.
Although nominally tributaries, they
do not appear to have been ever
thoroughly subdued either by the
Moguls or Maharattis. In 1820 the
Guicowar made over his share of the
management of the Mahy Kaunta to
the British government; the chiefs
engaged to abstain from plundering,
and to act against plunderers; t o
give up criminals, refrain f r o ~ npri-1
vate warfure, dismiss foreign mercenaries, refer all disputes to the superior power, and live like hone?t men.
A large proportion of the lower
classes here are Coolies or Bheels,
for they are called by both names iadiscri~ninately. They are of diminutive stature, but with countenances
expressive both of liveliness and cunnlng. They wear small turbans, and
always carry a bamboo bow, with a
quiver of arrows. They are described
as active and hardy, incredibly patient of thirst, hunger, aud fatigue,
vigilant and enterprizing, fertile in
expedients, secret in their movements, and ad~nirablycalculated for
night attacks, surprises, and nmbuscades. They are naturally timid,
yet on some occasio~lshave shewn
extraordinary boldness in their attacks, even on British stations. On
the other hand, they delight in plunder, are averse to regular industry,
addicted t o inebriety, and quarrelsome when intoxicated. Their numbers can scarcely be guessed at. The
whole of the wild parts of Gujerat
and Malwa, all the lllountainous

tracts in Candeisl~and Berar, together
with the range of ghauts and its
as far south as Poona,
neigl~bo~~rhood
are occupied by Bheels and Coolies.
I t has been calculated that there a r e
66,000 in the Kaira district, where
they are not particularly nunlerous,
and the aggregate must consequent1
be considerable. Were the unite4
their numbers would certain5 be formidable; but although the Coolies
have a strong fellow-feeliug for each
other, they never think of themselves
combinedas a nation, and have never
yet made common cause to oppose
a n external enemy.--(Elphinrlone,

4c.I
MAIDUCK
( ~ a d h u c a ) . - A district
in the province of Hyderabad, situated to the north of'the capital and
intersected by the Manjera river.
T h e t a r n of Maiduck stands in lat.
lSO5' N, lon. 7 8 O 94' E, fifty-three
miles north from H y h b a d .
M~~rricsn.-A small division of the
Berar province, situated above the
ghauts, between the twentieth and
twenty-first degrees of uorth latitude.
The town of Maihker stands among
the hilli to the north of the Payn
Gunga river; lat. 20' 6'N, Ion. /ti0
50'E., forty-seven miles E.N.E. from
Jaloa

/M$cotay/.-A
town
MAILCOTTA
in the Mysore province, situated o n
a high rocky hill, commanding a view
of a valley watered by the Cavery,
seventeen miles north from Seringapatam ; lat. 1 P W N . ,Ion. 7 4 W E .
T h e town is open, well-built, and
paved, and cootaim severd pagob,
besides bowlies and choultries The
most striking edifice is a temple dedicated toNarasin ha,or t h e n ~ a nlion,
which coven the gighest pinnacle of
tbe mountain, and is approached by a
staircase cut in the rock, and ornamented a t intervals with smaller temples and arches. The large temple,
dedicated to Chillapulla Rays, is a
square building of great dimensions,
entirely surrounded by a colonnade,
the columns of'which are nearly ten
feet high. The structure, as it stands,
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p n - s ~ u t h - m by%utch.
t
Respecting the
to have been put into
interior of this geographical subdiriform by Rama Aauja &harp,
whoisgenerally supposed tohavelived sion x a r c e l ~any thing is known, the
Yet explored being
about A.D. 1000; but the spot is in- only portion
debted for its sancti to an incarna- that which lies contiguous to the
tion of Krishna, unaer the name of
of the G o m e , from near HIChillapulla R a p , who is said to have cferabad to Alibunder, along which
honoured this scene with his presence,
Small villages are scattered,
and some of his adventures.
with considerable appearances of culThe great tank at the bottom of tivation. The surface is level, and
the hill is a ve fine one, and sur- the soil has a strong saline tendency,
r n u n d d by buTdink for the aceom untiwat t k anth-east corner J t d r
modation of religious persons. The Generates to a salt morass.
natives believe that every year the
MAd~wAa*.-A small town in the
waters of the Ganges are miracurovince of Delhi, division of Sirlou~l~conve~
toeitd by subternneou~ Rind, v i a i n five miles of the Sutuleje
Passages- The jewels
river, the course of which, fifty years
the great temple are very valuables ago, ran close to its walls, but has
and even T i ~ ~ O O
was afraid since taken a more northerly direeto seize them.-4Fullarton, F. Bu- tion; lat. 300 5ofN., ion. 760 YE.,
chanan, 4c.)
twenty-one miles E. from Ludeeam.
MAINA.-A town in the province
of Malwa, pergunnah of Asht.cn, from
PROVINCE OF MALABAR.
which town it is distant eleven miles.
In 1820 it contained 500 houses, and (Mahawar, the regwn of dob bar.)
klonged to the nabob of Bho~aul.
This region extends along the
MA^- western coast of India from Cape
MAIRE(or M,$air,/.-See
WAR
.
Co~norin to the river Chandraghiri,
M ~ ~ ~ ~town
~ .in- the
A province in 1at. la0 30' N. ; but the term is
of Gundwana, thirty
north
to the
E,fichpoor; late a 1 ~ 3 S f Nion.
, , whole tract of country from Bombay
to the southern extremity. The pro77" 44' E.
vince of Malabar is a distinct portion
Mnrssv f Malreri/.-A
town in of the coast to which this designation
the province of Bahar, district of is appropriated, the other modern
Swun, fifty-two miles north from subdivisions being Cochin and TraPatna; lat. a60 21' N., lon. 85" IVE. vancore; but in Hindoo geographical
systems the whole region is denomi& f & ~ ~ r u . - S e e TIEHOOT.
nated Kerala The Malabar language
~ ; r ~ $ v n a n ~ - Atown in the pro- extends as far north as Neeliseram.
vi&e of Malwa, pergunnah of Sone- where commences the countr of
h t e h , which in 1880 contained 4W Tulava (misnamed Canara) andlthe
houses, and belonged to Sindia; lat. Tulara language. In some ancient
%P
6Y N.. Ion. 76' 35' E.
tables. Tulava is considered a subdivisoh of Kerala, which is said to
have extended from Gaukarna ronnd
MAJUB-By this name is distin- Cape Comorin to the river Tumbraguished that large portion of the purni, in Tinnevelly. I t is mentioned
Tatta province lying to the east of by Marco Polo in A.D. lB5. What
the main trunk of the Indus, and immediately follows under this head
bounded on the east by the Goonee relates chiefly to the modem British
banch of the Indus, continued unovince of Malabar, which compreda v a r h a appellations, through the ends several sections of country not
great salt morass called the Runn, strictly belonging to the Hindoo reto the sea; and bounded .on the gion of that name ; but a very large
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proponion of the statistical observe
tions, and of the de~aiptionsof the
manners, customs, institutions, kc.,
are equally applicable to the territo& of Cochin and Travancore,
and a n referred to when these countries are delineated.
According to Mr. TI~acketay,the
British district of Malabar contains
7,249 .quare miles, of which Wynud
oceup~es1,850 square miles, and a
portion of Cochin 745. The countries
of Malabar and Canara lie immediately below the western ghauts, and
the sea is every where in sight.
These conntries are comparatively
low, but broken, and mech interspersed with baek-water, rivers, and
extensive ravines, shaded with forest
and 'ungle, and thickly populated ;
fw t i e upland is barren, and it is in
the ravioea and on the margins of
rivers that the inhabitants reside.
In the month of February the low
country becomes excessively hot, and
thevapours and exhalations so dense,
that it is difficult ta distinguish objeets at the distance of fire miles,
which cnrious promay be viewed
from the tops of the mountains when
t h e cold is scnreely supportab!c. The
heat increasing during the months of
March and April, a prodigionr qmntity of this aerial moisture is collected,
which remains day and nib$ in a
floating state, sometimes. ascending
nearly to the to s of the mountains,
by the cold; htt
where it is rher!ed
deacendingimmediately, is again rarified, and becomes y o u r before it
can reach the earth. I n this state
of buoyant perturbation it continues
until the setting in of the monsoon,
when the whde is condensed into
rain; some falling an the low coontr ,some among the mountains, and
escaps is blown across Mysore, immediately w e r the Seringapatmn valley.
The W i s h province of Malabar,
extending atmost 800 miles dong the
sea-coast, may he divided into two
portions. B far the most extensive
consists of l o r I1218 separated by
mm vallies, and from the Ghauts
this &ways extends a considerable
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distance to the wesfbard, and sometimes even to the sea. The hills are
seldom of any considerable height,and
in general have steep sides with level
su~nmits. The sides possess the best
moil, and are in many places formed
into terraces. The summits, bare
in many parts especially towards the
north, ex ose to view large surfaces
of mck. eh! '
valleys hare in g e n e d
rivulets that drain off the superfluous
water, but in some places the declination is not sufficient, and during
the rainy season the ground is much
overflowed. The soil in these vdliea
is extremely fertile.
The second portion of MaIahar
consista of poor sandy soil, and is
confined to the plain on the seamast, seldom above three miles wide,
and in general not so much. Near
the low hills these plains are most
level and best fitted for the rice 011tivation. Nearer the sea they are
more unequal in their surface and
rise into low downs, admirably adapted for the coro-nut tree. This T i sion of the province is wonderfull
intersected by inlets of the sea, whirl;
oRen run for great lengths parallel to
the coast, receiving the varions monntain streams, and communicatingwith
the ocean by narrow and shalhw
openings. In utherparts, where there
are none of these salt inlets, the low
lands within the downs on the seacoast are in the rainy season totally overflowed; for the fresh r a t e r
has then no vent, and must consequently stagnate until it gradually
evaporates. As it dries up it lesves
the sands fit for some particular kinds
of rice; and it is probab!y owing
t o this cultivation that the etapant
waters do not injure the sah~bntyof
the air ; for Malahar, generally, may
be esteemed a h d t h y conntry. The
rivers and mountain streams are here
very nnmerons, but on account of
the vicinity of the Western Ghauta
to the sea, their courses are very
short. Few of the rivers have any
peculiar appellation, each being
named aRer the most remarkable
place near to which it flows. In the
Irnadu district, gold dust ie collected

MAL
in the river that pmses Nilambar,
and is a b r a ~ ~ cof
h the stream that
falls into the sea at Parupanadn.
There is a great deal of valuable
teak timber about Manarghaut, but
being remote from a navigable river,
the expense of men and elephants
for transporting it, even a short distance, would be too great to admit
of profit. Besides this, the forests
are clain~edby the Nairs, who pretend to pro rietary right in the soil
and trees, wiich, whether well founded or not, they have actually exercised, by selling and mortgaging the
trees to Moplay merchants. The
sandal-wood is not produced in
Malabnr; but as the greater part
g o w s immediately above the Western Ghauts, all that is produced towards the sources of the Cavery
ought to come through Malabar as.
the nearest sea-coast. This sandalwood is of the best quality, but the
few trees found within the limits of
the province are totally devoid of
smell. The brab-palm is so abundant about Puligl~aut, that the jagary
prepared from it commonly sells a t
#. 74d. per cwt., and with proper
care an excellent spirit might be extracted.
Many varieties of rice are cultivated according to soil and season,
the whole chiefly watered by the periodical rains. The inhabitants plough
but superficially, burn the roots and
grass turned up, and manure with
ashes and leaves; in some parts with
salt mud. The seed is sown from
March to July, but mostly in April
and Muy ; the harvest is reaped from
July to January. Some lands are said
t o return only three, some sixteen of
theseedexpended; on some I d two,
on others three crops are produced
annually. The first crop may be sown
in April ; after a month it is weeded,
and In four months the grain is ripe,
having undergone altogether three
weedings. The second crop is ploughed from July to September, in a month
is trasplanted, is weeded twice, and
ripe in three months. For the third
crop (which is probably too many)
they plough and sow in December and

weed every month, and for
Izo?water are obliged to have recour'se to snlall reservoirs of water.
The dry cultivation is of little itnportnnce. The soil on the hills is
gravelly and stony; that along the
coast a sandy, light, poor soil ; a b u t
the ghauts rather more mixed with
rich vegetable ~nould. The heavy
rains of Malubar and Canara seem
to tear away the soil and leave nothing but loose stones and sand on
the hills. Some valleys are ver rich,
because they become receptq$es for
the fine particles of mould which
stop when they can be carried no
fiirther; but on the whole the soil of
the province is poor.
Some good coco-nut trees, well
taken care of, will yield 500 nuts,
while others, in a bad soil and n g lected, will not produce a dozen. I t
has been calculated that in Malabar
there are three millions of coco-nut
trees; but it is an absurd attempt for
a sovereign to count the nuts of a
whole province. At present one.
third of the supposed gross produce
is taken as a tree-tax ; but as the
inhabitants always conceal a great
deal, probably not more than o n e
fifth is realized by government.
Black pep er has long been the chief
article O F Euro ean export from
Yalabar, principdy to Euro e direct,
or to Bombay and China, &r which
last-meotioned market many articles
the produce of Malabar are peculiarly suited. The renlainder is chiefly
exported by native traders to the
bay of Bengal, Surat, Cutch, Sinde,
and to other countries in the northwest of India, and a considerable
quantity goee to the Arabian merchants of Muscat, Mocha, Hodeida,
and Aden.
In Malabar this plant is chiefly
propagated by cuttings, and requires
much care while young, as during
the hot season it must be watered,
and its roots sheltered by leaves.
It is supported by jack trees, which
produce their own peculiar fruit, and
a5ord some nourishment to the
pepper vine, which bears about the
fourth or fifth year, and yields from
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Qkee t o seven pounds weight, ac- seaports, but in the interior the agri-

.

cording t o circumstances. Government takes a share of the supposed
produce, which like tithes in England,
tends to discourage the culture; but
o n the other hand, no en.couragement should be given to the growth
o f pepper, o r indeed of any other
produce of the earth, on which the
land-tax ought to remain fixed and
invariable. By lightening the taxation of the ground appropriated t o
any particular production, government, in fact, offers a bounty for its
culture, and may thus promote t h e
increase of what is already redundant,
and directly discourage the production of something else. The land
ought to be equally taxed, whatever
be its produce, and, if wanted, a distinct revenue may be raised by a
fiscal duty on the article; by which
arrangement the proprietor would
neither be stimulated to the culture
of any particular article nor deterred
by a high land-rent. Pep er is an
krticle of which but a smayl propoc
tion is for home consumption, and
must be exported ; a duty on exporration would consequently be less
oppressive than a direct tax on production so heavy as one-half or one
third or even one-fourth ; and with
reasonable attention smuggling might
be prevented.
For half the year
a contraband trade is not practicable
by sea or land, because the orts and
.passes are equally shut by t i e prevalenceofthemonsoon. Neitherships
nor bullocks can pass from May to
September, and the vexation of custom-house officers would be much
less than a direct assessment on
each pepper vine; in both cases
the frauds and embezzlements would
be about equal.
In Malabar and Canara, except on
the sea-coast, the inhabitants seldom
reside together in any considerable
numbers ;villages therefore, or rather
an assen~blageof houses into townships, are rarely to be seen, a village
here being rather an extent of country than an aggregation of dwellings.
Pelsons employed by government
and nlerchants inhabit the principal
VOL.

11.

cultural population is scattered in
little groups over the face of the
country, each landlord residing apmt
on his own private estata i t is
different in the Carnatic, where the
whole population is congregated into
village communities, each of which
has been compared to a tbwnship o r
corporation. In A.D. 1817 the desams (divisions or villages) in the
Malabar district, all single and independent of each other, were 2,912.
A naad is a sub-division, and they
were all formerly assessed, not with
a certain number of pagodas, but
with a certain number of Nairs. The
gardens are usually enclosed with a
high bank and deep gulley, like a
rampart and ditch ; tile houses are
built within the enclosure, under the
shade of the jack, betel-nut, and
c o c o a u t trees The high g r o u n h
are scarped into terracer, one above
the other, for the cultivation of dry
grains, and the vallies a r e laid out in
rice fields.
The villages or groups of houses
in Malabar are the neatest in India,
and much embellished by the beauty
and elegant dress of the Brahminy
girls. The hor~sesare placed contiguous in straight lines, so as generally to occupy two sides of a square
area, that is a little raised, kept
clean, a d free from grass. The
m r ~ dis of an excellent quality, neatly
snlmthcd, and either whitewashed
or painted; but the houses being
thatched with palm-leaves, are extremely combustible. Both bazars
and villages have been introduced by
foreigners; the Nambouries, Nairs,
and all the aboriginal natives of
Malabar living in detached houses
surrounded by gardens, and named
desas or desams. The higher ranks
wear little clothing, but are remarkably cleanly in their persons; cutaneous distempers being never observed, except among the slaves
and the very lowest castes. T h e
native breeds of cattle and buffaloes are extremely diminutive, and
but little used for the transportation of goods, which ore mostly
N
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No horses, lands to which they had no right;
carried by porters.
asses, swlne, or goats are bred in but their individual usurpations d o
Malabar, or a t least the number is not affect the general rights of the
quite inconsiderable, all those re- proprietors, who consider them fully
quired b the inhabitants being im- as solid and sacred as the tenures of
ported i o m the eastward.
The landed gentlemen in England. If a
original inhabitants had no poultry ; proprietor die intestate and without
but since Europeans have settled heir: the estate escheats to the soamong them the colnmon fowl may verelgn ; but as the laildholders claim
be hadin abundance. Geese, ducks, and practice the right of adoption,
and turkies are confined to the sea- and the power of devising their escoast, where they are reared by the tales in whatevermanner they choose,
more especially to pagodas, the lands
Portuguese.
Almost the whole land of Malabar, seldom revert t o the government for
cultivated and u~~cultivated,is pri- the want of heirs. The exclusive
vate property, held by tenure right, right of the ryot to the hereditary
which conveys full and absolute in- possession and usufruct of the soil
terest in the soil. The origin of is known by the name of jenm o r
hnded property here is ancient and birthright, and may possibly a t one
obscure, and adnlits of much specu- time have existed more generally in
letion. The histo~ywhich appears Hindostan; but in other provinces of
most satisfactory to the natives, India, armies of horse could carry
asserts that both Malabar and Ca- into immediate execution the mannara were created, or rather raised dates of a despot, who never adn~itted
from the bottom of the sea, for the of proprietary rights, because his
use of the Brahmins; but without wants incited, and his power enabled
going quite so far back, it may be him t o draw the whole of the
observed that the present landlords landlord's rent.
and their ancestors appear to have
The succession to landed property
had possession for a space of time is guided by the same rules that rebeyond tradition, and that the va- gulate the succession to other sorts
lidity of their claims has never been of property.
Among the castes
doubted. There are rules established, where the sister's son performs the
of great antiquity, for the transfer, funeral obsequies, he succeeds a9
lease, and mortgage of estates, which heir; in those where the castes
could never have been the case if the follow the common Hindoo law, the
property in the soil had been vested sons perform the necessary solemnisolely in the sovereign. The adjacent ties, and succeed to the estate, excountries of Travancore, Cocbin, cept where some slight differences
Bednore, and Canara, have the same prevail respecting the elder brother's
institutions, and ncnrly the same portion. In one caste the estate is
rules regarding private property, divided among the sons, as in other
which never seem to have been pnrts of India; in another among
called in question, or disputed by the sisters, or rather among the sisany public authority, except Tippoo. ters' sons. The succession of the
I t appears next to certain, also, that sisters' sons has n o particular effect
originally all the lands in Malabar upon, nor does it arise exclusively
belonged to a hierarchy, and were from the institution of private proattached to certain pagodas ; but a t perty in the soil, but ori inates from
a very early period were alienated t o the ancient privileges of the Brahthe present proprietors (Jelmkars), mins to visit the females; for when
and many usurped since the period this sacred body had established
of Hyder's invasion. The Moplays their hierarchy, the probably wanted
under the shortlived Mysore Maho- soldiers and mist esses, and theremedan dynasty, and the rajas, have fore eptablished the Nair caste,. the
probably possessed themselves of males acting in the first capacity, and

the females in the second. The
head peons o r foot soldiers probnbly became rajas, and gradually acquired possession of the land; and
the fathers of the children being uncertain, the succession followed the
mother, about whom there could be
no doubt. Such appears to have
been the origin of this most preposterous custom, which when established among the polished Nairs,
became fashionable, and was adopted
by other castes, and even by the
fanatic Moplays, who are followers
of the Arabian prophet.
The region named Malabar being
intersected by many rivers, and
bounded by the sea and high mountains, presented so many obstacles
t o invaders, that it escaped suhjugation by the Mahomedans, until it
was attacked by Hyder in 1766; the
original Hindoo manners and customs have consequently been preserved in greater purity than in
most other parts of India. The
other inhabitants of the province are
Moplays (or Mahomedans), Christians, and Jews; hot their number
collectively is inferior to that of the
Hindoos, some of whose most remarkable usages and institutions
shall be here described, reserving the
more local details for the geographical subdivisions respectively. T h e
rank of caste on the Malabar coast
is as follows :
1st. Namburies or Brahmins.
2d. The Nairs of various denominations.
3d. T h e Tiars or Tsars, cultivators of the land and freemen.
4th. The Malears, who are musicians and conjurors, but also freemen.
5th. The Poliars, who are slaves
or bondmen, and attached to the soil.
T h e system of distances to be observed by these castes is specified
below :1st. A Nair may approach, but
must not tonch a Brahmin. A Tiar
must remain thirty-six yards off. A
Poliar ninety-six steps off.
2d. A Tiar must remain twelve
steps distant from a Nair.-A Malear

three or four steps forther. A Poliar ninety-six steps OK
3d. A Malear may approach, but
must not touch a Tiar.
4th. A Poliar must not come
near even t o a Malear, or to any
other pure caste. If he wishes t o
speak to a Brahmin, Nair, Tiar, o r
Malear, he must stand at the above
prescribed distances and cry aloud to
them.
The great superiority of the Namburies and Nairs over theother castes,
and the long existence of military tenures, has probably established this
extraordinary degree of subordination. I n some parts of the province
churmun is a term applied to slaves
in general, whatever their gradation
be, but in some other parts it is confined exclusively to the Poliars. Even
among these wretched creatures the
pride of caste has full influence, and
if a Poliar be touched by another
slave of the Pariar tribe he is defiled,
and must wash his head and pray.
T h e Pariar, in the plural, belong t o
a tribe below all caste, all of whom
are slaves, and acknowledge the superiority even of the Niadis, but pretend to be higher than two other
races. The Pariar tribe eat carrion,
and even beef, so that they are looked upon as equally impure with the
Christians and Mahomedans. T h e
Niadis are an outcast tribe, not numerous, but so very impure, that
even a slave of any dignity will not
touch them. They have some miserable huts built under trees, but
generally wander about in companies
of ten or twelve, keeping a little distance from the roads, and when they
see any passenger set up a howl like
dogs that are hungry. Those who
are moved to con~passionlay down
what they are inclined to bestow
and retire; the Niadis afterwards
approach and pick up what has been
left. The Bral~mins here are both
fewer in number and less civilized
than in the other provinces of Southern Hindostan. They subsist by
agriculture, priestcraft, and other devices ; but are not employed as revenue servants, this being probably the
N 2
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The Naim marry before they are
only province of the south where the
Brahmins do not keep the revenue ten years of we, but the husband
accounts.
never cohabits with his wife. He
The next most remarkable caste allows her oil, clothing, ornaments,
are the Nairs, who altho~~gh
Sudras and food, but she remulns in her moare a t once the chief landed proprie- ther's house, or after her parent's
tors and principal military tribe of death, with her brothers, and cohaMalabar. The highest in rank are bits with any person she chooses of
the Kirut or Kirum Nairs, who on all nn equal or higher rank than her
public occasions act as cooks, which own. In consequence of this strange
among Hindoos ir a sure mark of arrangement no Nair knows his own
transcendant rank, for every olre may father, and every man considers his
eat food repared by a person of sister's children as his heirs. His
high& ran! than himsell. The s e mother manages the family, and after
cond rank of Nairs are more particu- her death the eldest sister assumes
larly named Sudras, but the whole the direction. A Nair's moveable
acknowledge themselves, and are al- property on his death is equally dilowed to be, of pure Sudra origin. vided among the sons and daughters
There are altogether eleven grades of all his sisters. All Nairs pretend
of Nairs, who form the militia of Ma- to be soldiers, but they do not all follabar, directed by the Brahmins and low the martial profession, many
commanded b the rajas. Before the practising the arts of husbandry, accountry was Jsturbed by foreigu in- counts, weaving, carpenter's work,
vasion their submission to their su- pottery, and oil-making. Most of
periors was great ; but they exacted the Nairs and Malabar Hindoos are
deference with an arrogance rarely as remarkable for a thoughtless propractised but by Hindoos in their fusion, as in other parts they are nostate of dependence. A Nair was torious for a sordid economy. The
expected instantly to cut down a Nairs generally are excessively adTiar (cultivator) or Mucua (fisher- dicted to intoxicating liquors, and
man) who presumed to defile him by are permitted to eat venison, goats,
touching his person; and a similar fowls, and fish.
fate awaited a Poliar or Pariar who
From the time of Cherumai~Perdid not turn out of his road as a Nair ma1 until that of Hyder, Malabar was
passed. The peculiar deit of the governed by the descendants of thirNair caste is Vishnu, but tiey wear teen Nair chiefs sisters; among
on their foreheads the mark of Siva. whom and among the different
The'proper road to heaven they des- branclien of the same families there
cribe as follows :-" The votary must subsisted a constant confusion and
to Benares, and afterwards per- change of property, which wasgreatl
orm the ceremony for deceased an- increased by several inferior c h i e l
cestors at Gaya. He must then take assuming sovereign power ; the counup water from the Ganges, and hav- try thus became subdivided in a maning journeyed over an immense space ner of whicl~ there is no other exof country, pour it on the image of ample, and it was a common saying
Siva at Rameswara, in the straits of in Malabar, that a man could not
Ceylon. After this he must visit the take a step without passing from one
principal places of pilgrimage, such prince's do~ninionsinto those of anoHyder, taking advantage of
as Juggernauth in Orissa, and Tri- ther.
petty in the Carnatic. He must al- these divisions, subdued the northern
ways speak the truth (a severe pe- division, now called the province of
nance to a native ,give much charity Malabar, while the Rajas of Cochin
to poor and earned Brahmins, and Travancore subdued all the chiefs
and lastly, he must fast, pray fre- of the central and southern divisions.
quently, and be very chaste in his To a European the succession among
conduct."
the Malabar chiefs appears very ex-
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trnordinary, and as an instance, that
of the Shekurry family may be descrihed. T h e males of this family are
callcd Achuns and never marry; the
ladies are called Naitears and live in
the houses of their brothers, a hose
household affairs they manage. They
have no husbands, but may grant
their favours to any person of tlte military caste who is not an Achun.
All the male children of these princesses become Achuns, all the female Naitears, and all ure of equal
rank according to seniority; but they
aredividedinto two houses,descended
from two sisters of the first Shekurry
raja. The eldest male of the fanlily
is called Shekurry, or first raja; the
second is called Elliah Raj:~, or heir
apparent ; the third Cavashiry Raja;
the fourth Talan Tambouran Raja;
and the fifth Tari Puta~nara Raia.
-.
On the death of the Shekurry ; h e
Elliah succeeds to the hiehcst dienitv :
each inferior raja advanies a sGp as.
the oldest Achun becomes Tari Putamara. In 1801 there were between
one and two hundred Achuns, each
of whom received a certain proportion of the fifth part of the rcvenue
granted bp the British government
for their support.
The Cunian o r Cunishun, are a
caste of Malabar, whose profession is
astrology, besides which they make
umbrellas snd cultivate the earth.
In many parts of India an astrologer
or wise man is called Cunishun, yet
they are of EO low a caste, that if a
Cunian come within twenty-four feet
of a Brahmin he must forthwith purify himself by prayer and ablution.
They are said to r s s powerful
mantras (charms) roln fragments of
the fourth Veda, which is usually
alleged to be lost. The towns along
the sea-coast, are chiefly inhabited by
Moplays, who were o inally imported from Arabia, a n d g a v e probably
traded t o the Red Sea since the time
of Alexander the Great: When the
Portuguese discovered India, the dominions of the Zamorin, although
ruled by a superstitious Hindoo
prince, swarmed with Mahomedans,
and this class of the population is
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now considered greatly to exceed in
number all other descriptions of people in the Britiuh district of South
Malabar. This extraordinary progress of the Arabian religion does
not appear (with the exception of
Hyder and Tippoo) to have been
either assisted by the countenance of
the government or obstructed by the
jealousy of the Hindoos, and its rapid progress under a series of Hindoo
princes demonstrates the toleration,
o r rather indifference, manifested by
the Hindoos to the peacnble diffusion of religious opinions and practices at variance with their own. Although thus early imbued with the
Mahon~edan faith, and fanatics, yet
they have retained or adopted many
original Malabar customs hostile t o
the maxims of their prophet. I n
former times. and under relaxed eovcrnments, they were cunning traders,
cles~eraterobbers, servetl as irreeular
infintry, and tuined their hanUd t o
any thing. The Tiars and Mucuas
are very industrious classes, the first
on shore as cultivators, the latter
afloat as boat and fishermen; there
are no weavers or manufacturers deserving of notice,
There are six borts of Chemurs o r
slaves, like the Pariars of Madras,
and no other tribe is bought or sold
in Malabar. The are said t o have
been caught andl domesticated by
Parasu Rama for the use of the Brahmins, and are probably the descendants of the aborigines, conquered
by the Chola kings and driven into
the jungles, but a t last compelled to
prefer slavery and rice to freedom
and starvation. They ure generally,
but not always, sold with the land,
two slaves being reckoned equal t o
four buffaloes; they are also let out
and pledged. Their pay is an allowance of rice and cloth. They sometimes run away, but never shake off
their servile condition, and if reclaimed, the children they may have
had during their wandering are divided between the old master from
whom they fled and the new one to
whom they resorted. I t is probable
that by degrees, under the British
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domination, this class will be converted to free labourers.
In the country about Palighaut by
far the greater part of the labour is
performed by slaves, who are the
absolute property of their devarus
o r lords. They are not attached t o
the soil, but may be sold and transferred in any manner a master thinks
fit, except that a husband and wife
cannot be sold separately, bnt children may be taken from their parents.
These slaves are of various castes.
They erwt for themselves temporary
huts, which are little better than
large baskets. A young man and
his wife will sell for from t 6 . 4s. t o
67. 8s.; two or three children will
add 6 2 . 10s. to the value of the
family. These slaves are very severely treated, and their diminutive
stature and squalid appearance evidently shew a want of adequate
nourishment. There can be no comparison of their condition with that
of the slaves in the West Indies,
except that in Malabar there are a
sufficient number of females, who
are allowed t o marry any person of
the same caste with themselves.
The personal labour of the wife is
always exacted by the husband's
master, the master of the girl having
n o authority over her so long as she
lives with another man's slave; a
practice that ought to be adopted
in the West-lndies.
At a very early period the Christian religion made a considerable
progress on the Malabar coast,
which contains, in proportion, more
persons professing that faith than
any other country of India. In the
creeds 'and doctrines of the genuine
Malabar Christians, considerable evidence exists of this being a primitive church. The supremacy of
the Pope is denied ; the doctrine of
transubstantiation has never been
maintained by them ; and they have
always regarded, and still regard, the
worshi? of images as idolatrous, and
the existence of purgatory fabulous.
I n addition to these circulnstances
they never acknowledged extreme
unction, marriage, or confirmation, t o

be facramenls.
The Portuguese
forced the Syrian Christians t o a
union with the Roman Catholic
church : but after a union of about
sixty years about ten thousand of
them resumed their independence,
and have continued separate froni
the Roman Catholics, forming the
sect now denominated Syrians.
The greater proportion, however, of
the Syrian churches still adhere t o
the Roman Catholic religion, and
with converts from other tribes
conlpose a population of nearly
150,000 persons, divided under three
ecclesiastical jurisdictions, uiz. the
Arctlbisllop of Cranganore, thcBisbop
of Cochin and Quilon, and the bishop
of Verapoly. The two first are suffragans of the Archbishop of Goa, who
appoints the prelates and inferior
clergy ; the other is composed of Carmelite friars, and receives its bishop
and friars from the Propaganda Society at Rome. The Hindoos of the
Malabar coast reckon by the era o f
Parasu Rama, and separate it into
cycles of 1,000 years; the year A.D.
1800 being reckoned to correspond
with the 976th of the cycle. The
characters used in Malabar are nearly
the same with those used among
the Tamuls of the Carnatic for
writing poetry, and the poetic
language of both races is nearly
the same.
Malabar was probably conquered
a t a very early period by some king
from above the ghauts, who established the priests and pagodas, and
governed the province by a theocracy
of Brahmins, which for their own
convenience established the Nairs,
in the same manner as the Velmah
Dhorahs were introduced into the
Northern Circars. In process of
time the Nairs became rajas, and
continued t o govern Malabar like
independent princes, but still as deputies of the gods who occupied the
pagodas, until Hyder's invasion in
1760, prior to which event there is
no proof that any land-tax was levied
in Malabar. The landed proprietors
were certainly previously liable t o
render military service, and probably
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t o contribute a per-centage in case in their succesdve settlements, and
o f invasion. The prieats and pago- their mode of ruling was found to be
das had lands of their own, and be- such as cotild not be tolerated o r
sides lands the rajas had sources of ' protected, consistent with humanity.
revenue from fines, royalties, imposts, A scene of confusion and accumula.
personal taxes, and plunder. There tion of balances ensued, which lasted
Commissioners,
was no standing army except the for many years.
militia, nor any expensive establish- superintendents, and collectors folments to support, so that there does lowed each other in rapid succession,
not seem to have been any neces- but tlmquillity came not. The resity for a land-tax. I n Hindostan venue was inadequate, yet could not
it is only great states that want, be collected ; the government lenieuh
or have the power to collect a yet insurrections were incessant;
while the Moplay rebellion t o
land-tax.
Hyder sent an army into Malabar southward, and that of Cotiote tc
in 1760, and came in person in 1761. the northward, distracted the c o u a
H e then subdued the country, and try, and precluded financial arrangeaccording to his custom drove out menta This deplorable state of
the rajas, except such as conciliated ' affairs was in a great degree attribu11isfavour by immediate submission. table to the restoration of the exI n 1782 Oushed Beg Khan, who was pelled rajas, and the subsequent inappointed his deputy, made conside fluence of the British government
rablc progress in subjugating: and only commenced when they were
settling the country, and matters completely shut out from all interwent on with .tolerable smoothness ference. They were in consequence
until 1788, when Tippoo descended deprived of all authority, and allowed
the ghauts, and proposed to the one-fifth of their country's revenue,
Hindoos the adoption of what he t o support their dignity, which is
was pleased to designate the true more tban any state in Europe
faith, and to convince them he was can spore for that purpose. They
serious he levied contributions on were nevertheless dissatisfied, became
the infidel seculars, and forcibly cir- refractory, and a t last hoibted the
cumcised the Brahmins, Nairb, and standard of rebellion, thereby cresuch other dignified classes as he ating a confnsion that could only
thought deserving of the Mahornedan be subdued by a military force.
In this conclition of &airs, the
paradise. This produced a stout
rebellion : but he returned next year Bengal presidency ordered the transwith so overwhelming a force, and fer of the province to that of Madras,
exercised his power so rigorously, and i t was committed to the charge
that in spite of the local sul)erstition of a military officer havir~gthree subhe confirmed his sway, drove out ordinate collectors. Since the above
the rajas, and circumcised all he !~eriod a great i~nprovernentin the
Internal affiirs of the province has
could get hold of.
On the breaking out of the war taken place, which may be in a great
between Tippoo and the British in degree ascribed to the judicious local
1790, the r a j ~ sand Nairs were lead- arrangements of Mr. Warden, the
ing a predatory life in the jungles, collector, who was appointed t o that
or were refugees in Cochin and Tra- important office in 1803, and disvancore. They were enconraged to charged its duties for eight years.
join the British army, but the war The revenues have since been realized
was terminated without their assis- without difficulty, and a considerable
tance.
The Bombay government proportion through the medium of
immediately reinstated them in their indirect taxation ; the land-tax being
possessions, and made a settlement light in comparison to that exacted
with them for the revenues; but in nlost of the othcr prolinces of
they failed to fulfil their engagements I n d i . In 1816-17 the total public
- -
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revenue collected in the Malabar district amounted t o 6,77,045 pagodas;
and in 1822, according to the returns
made by the collecton, the total
~ o ~ u l a t i o nt o 907,575 persons.
The whole foreign trade of this extensive province, both import and
export, is with a few exceptions confined to Bombay, the Persian Gulf,
and Gujerat. The imports co?sist
of alum, assafetida, cotton, plecegoods, shawls, broadcloth, nankin,
rice, and sugar, from Bengal and Bombay, and coir and coco-nuts from
Travancore. T h e exports are more
numerons and miscellaneous, consisting chiefly of coir, coco-nuts, timber,
rice, ghee, dry ginger, pieae-gooda,
cardamoms, pepper, sandal-wood, sapan-wood, tumeric, arrow-root, betelnut, iron, kc. &c.--(Z4ackeray, F.
Bucharran, Parlipmentary Reports, T.
Munro, Wilkr, Dow, Duncan, Lambton, &.)
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POINT.-A remarkable
promontory on the island of Bombay, where there is a cleft rock of
considerable sanctity, t o which numerous Hindoo pilgrims resort for
the purposes of regeneration, which
is effected by passing through the
a erture. This hole is of considerabye elevation, situated among rocks
of dificult access, and in the stormy
season incessantly lashed by the surge
of the ocean. Near to it are the
ruins of a temple, which is reported
t o have been blown uo bv the idolhating (yet worshipping) Portuguese.
In the neiehbourhood is a beautiful
Brahmin Gllage, built round a fine
tank of considerable extent, with
broad flights of steps down to the
water. Here Brahmins are found
leading the lives most agreeable t o
them, the ceremonies of religion
forming the business of their lives,
and a literary and contemplative indolence their negative pleasure. Some
of them are said to have lived t o an
advanced age on this spot without
having once visited the contiguous
city of Bombay. In the vicinity there
is a temple of Lakshmi, the goddess
of plenty, mu& resorted to by pil-

. .

grims and pious persons, who have
besides the additional benefit of optional regenemtion offered in the
passage through the venerated type
above alluded to.--(Moor, qc.)
MALACCA.

A long peninsula situated a t the
southern extremity of India beyond
the Ganges, end-extending from the
second to the eleventh degree of
north latitude. Theisthmus of Kraw,
about ninety-seven miles in breadth,
connects the north with the British province of Tenasserim ;on all
other sides it is washed by the Indian
ocean. In length i t may be estimated at 775 miles, by 125, the average
breadth.
This peninsula, when examined
more particularly, may be described
8s stretching from Point Romania,
the southern extremity, lat. 1'22' N.,
to opposite the northernmost point
of Junk Ceylon, lat. 8 O 27'N., this
island fornling the northernmost extremity of the east side of the straits
of Malacca, where the peninsula
unites with the isthmus of Kraw.
The Siamese possessions, prior t o
the capture of Queda in 1821, reached to the river Trang, lat. 7 O 20'N.
A t the above date the most important subdivisions and Malay principalities were the following, via.
Queda, Perak, Sale~~gore,RIalacca,
Humho, Johore, including Pahang
and Pakania. Trineano. Callantanand patan): hostlyunam;d from th;
different small rivers on which these
capitals stand.
The Siamese then possessed t o
lat. 7' N.; the Malays the whole of
the sea-coast on both sides t o the
southern extremity, with the exception of Salengore, a Buggess colony. The inland parts to the north
are inhabited by the Patany people, who seem a mixture of Siamese and Malays, who occupy independent dusuns or villagee. Among
the forests are a race of CafFres, not
exceeding four feet eight inches in
stature. The Menancabowers of the
peninsula are named from an inland
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people of Sumatra (Pulo Percha),
between whom and the Malays of
Johore a distinction is made, but
none is perceptible. A range of extremely bleak mountains runs through
this territory from one extremity to
the other, appearing to be a continuation of the chain which commences
a t the Brahmaputra river in Assam,
and reaching without essential interruption to the senthern extremity of
Malacca. From these innumerable
small streams of short course descend
or1 both sides, fertilizing the soil, and
furnishing sites for the towns and
villages. Tliese are so astonishingly
numerous that between a0 20' and 8'
30' N. there are eighty-four rivera,
mostly, however, choked up with
sand-banks and mud bars: Besides
t h e continent many small islands belong to this peninsula, more especially at the southernmost point,
where they are so thickly clustered
together that they seem a prolongation of the main land, being only
separated by narrow straits. The
west coast is also abundantly studded
with villages, and among the rest
Pulo Penang o r P ~ i n c eof Wales'
island; but on the eastern side, in
the gulf of Siam, the sea is more
open and less interrupted.
The peninsula of Malacca is by
the natives named 'the land of the
Malays ' (Tanah Malayu), and from
its appearing to be wholly inhabited
by that people, has generally been considered as their original country; but
this is not the case, Menancabow, an
inland country of Sumatra, having
evidently been the source from whence
the Malay vibes migrated, about
A.D. 1160, and settled near the
souther11 extremity of the peninsula.
Like most other Malay countries,
the sea-coast is well covered with
wood, and exhibits a great extent of
verdure ; but, as far as is yet known,
the teak-tree is thought to be a
stranger. A s in many other parts
of India, the jungles, from their extreme density and luxuriance, are
unfavo~irablet o the ml~ltiplicationof
animals, game is in consequence difficult to be procured. The soil is not

remarkable for its fkrtility, but the
seRs and rivers afford an abundant
supply of fish. Buffuloes are the
rincipal cattle, and elephants of a
gighly esteemed breed are found adjacent to the Siamese territories; but
the horse is 11ot yet naturalized in
any part of the Malay peninsula.
Besides tin it exports bees'-wax,
birds'-nests, cutch, dammer, fishmaws, rice, rattans, shark fins, betelnut, canes, dragon's blood, ivory,
gold-dust, sago, aguilla-wood, sapanwootl, and hides of various -sorts.
The grand import is opium.
Anlong the aboriginal natives are
the Oriental negroes, who inhabit the
interior. Thoogh of a more diminutive stature, they have the wool1
hair, the jetty black skin, the thicK
lip, and flat nose, that characterize
the African. By the Malays they are
named Samang, and they are distinguished into the Samangs of the lower
lands, who from their vicinity to the
Malays have borrowed some slender
portion of civilization, and the Samangs of the mountains, who are
represented as being in the lowest
stage of savage existence. The first
have fixed habitations, plant smdl
uantities of rice, and barter with
e Malays for food o r cloths, the
resins, bees'-wax, and honey of their
forests. The last present the genuine
picture of the hunter's life, and are
divided into petty commnnities, perpetually at variance. The least improved of these tribes inhabited the
mountain Javai, in Queda, bordering
on the dominions of Siam, altogether
not exceding 400 in number, subdivided into petty communities of thirty
or forty families each. They go entirely naked, although the weather,
from the great height of the mountain, is inclement, and are said t o
have no fixed habitations, wandering
through the thick forest in search of
roots and the smaller sorts of game,
which last they destroy with poisoned
arrows. These acknowledge no chief,
and with respect to some descriptions
of goods, appear to have a community of property.
Their language
differs much from that of the Mdaye,
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who describe i t as a mere jargon
which can only be con1 ared to the
chattering of large bir8.. Another
race of the same people have their
station further south, in a less elevated tract within the territories o f
Perak. These are more numerous
and civilized, as they acknowledge a
chief, and are able to destrey the
large sorts of game, and even elephants.
The Malays are named Khek by
the Siamese, and Masu by the Burmese. Their language, which contains a great number of Sanscrit,
many Arabic, and even some Portuguese words, has from its sweetness
been called the Italian, and from its
general diffusion the Hindostany, o r
lingua Frnnca of the East. It is derived from the kingdom of Menancabow,
in the central regions of Somatra,
from whence it spreads over the hlalayan peninsula and the adjacent
islands. I t now exists as a sort of
conventional dialect, peculiarly fitted
for acquirement from the sinlplicity
of structure, and recurrence of vocalic sounds. I t is without complexity or artificial arrangement, juxtaposition being every thing. There is
n o inflexion of any part of speech t o
express relative number, gender, time,
o r mood, and a word is often used,
with alteration, as a noun, adjective,
verb, o r adverb. The tenses of a
verb are sometimes expressed by
auxiliaries, sometimes by adverbs,
but not unfrequently both are omitted, and the reader is left to gather
the meaning from the context, the
sentiments being rather hinted a t
than expressed. After repeated trials,
100 Malay words were found to contain twenty-seven primitive Malaj.an,
fifty Polynesian, sixteen Sanscrit,
and seven Arabic. The best Malay
is spoken and written in the state of
Queda, within sight of Prince of
Wales' Island. I t is written in the
Arabic character, modified by increasing the number of diacritical
points, in order to softendtheharsh
Arabic gutturals. The Malay spoken
a t the island of Tidore, when visited
in 1531 by Peggafitta, the compa-

tion has taken place in the tongue
during the lapse of three centuries.
The great sources of all the Malay
poetic legends are the Javanese,
the Keling (s oken on the west side
of the bay o r ~ e n , and the Arabit languages. Tf?)Malayan literature consists chiefly of transcripts
and versions of the Koran, commeutaries on the Mahornedail law, and ,
historic tales in verse and prose;
principally the latter. Many of these
are original compositions, and others
are translations of the popular tales
current in Arabia, Persia, India, and
the neighbouring island of J a v a
There are also many compositions of
a historical nature. One of this d e
scription, the Hickayat Malacca, relates the founding of that city by a
Javanese adventurer, the arrival of .
the Portuguese, and the combats of
the Malays with Albuquerque, and
the other Lusitanian commanders.
With respect to the religion professed by the Malayan princes prior
to their conversion to the Mahomedan little is known, but it was probably some modification of the Hindoo, much corri~pted and blended
with the antecedent superstitions of
the country. They do not appear,
before their conversion, to have had
any eras, with which the Hindoos
are usually amply provided; and they
appear also to have been ignorant of
the ordinary division of time into
days, weeks, and years, a divisiou
well known to the Javanese. Even
now, however, the more enlightened
of them are seldom able to tell their
own age, or the year of their birth.
The modern Malays are of the Sooni
Mahornedan sect, but do not possess
much of the bigotry so common
among the western Mahomedans.
Men of rank have their religious periods, during which they scrupulously attend to their duties, and refrain
from gratifications of the appetite,
together with gambling, and cockfighting; but tRese intervals of contrition are neither long nor frequent.
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The genuine Malay governments is driven to desperation b misforare of the rudest construction, and tunes, whether they arise g o m unafounded on principles nearly feudal. voidable circumstances or tiom his
T h e head of the state is a raja, who own misconduct. In either caw he
usually assumes the title of sultan, rarely submits to his fate with cool.
introduced by the Arabians, and un- ness, but flies to his favourite opium,
der him are a certain number of dat- t o prepare him for the comm~ssion
toos, or nobles, who have a train of of the desperate act he meditates.
subordinate vassals.
In general, Animated to a phrenzy, he lets loose
however, the sultan is but little his long black hair, draws his deadly
obeyed by his chiefs, or the last by creese, and rushes into the streets,
their people, further than accords determined to do all the mischief he
g short time he has t o
with their fear or inclination. Vio- can d ~ ~ r i nthe
lent acts of direct power are com- live. This is what is usually called
mitted both by the chiefs and their running a-muck, (from his calling
superior, but there is no regulated amok, amok, kill, kill,) and rarely
system of obedience. The heir pre- happens in a British settlement, but
sumptive is in all states named the formerly were of frequent occurrence
raja mooda, or young raja, and, among the Dutch, who were execrawith the institution of the dattoos, ble for the fiend-like cruelty of their
appears peculiar to the nation. The punishments. An unfortunate profree Malays are an intelligent, active, pensity t o gambling is one of the
industrious body of men, engaged, chief causes that drives the Malay t o
like the Chinese, in trade and fo- this state of desperation. S o pasreign commerce.
Many of their sionately attached is he to every
prows are very fine vessels, and na- species of gaming, and more espevigated with considerable skill ; but cially of cock-fighting, that his last
the Malay sailor, although strong, morsel, the covering of his body, his
and occasionally active, is by no wife and children, are often staked
means perseveringly so, and during on the issue of a battle to be fought
extreme cold o r bad weather, is by his favourite cock.
found to skulk sooner than the more
The predominance of the European naval power in the Eastern
feeble but docile Bengalese lascar.
The distinctive character of the seas has tended very much to reMalay is certainly of a very extraor- press the piracies and depredations of
dinary nature, and exhibits a striking the Malays, who are certainly n o
contrast to the mild and timid B ~ Q - longer the bold and enterprizing race
plese. In the pursuit of plunder of buccaneers they are represented
the Malays are active, restless, and to have been. The authority of law
courageous, as in their conquests and justice, however, is still but imthey are ferocious and vindictive. perfectly established ; trading vessels
TOtheir enemies they are remorse- visiting their ports must still be
'less, to their friends capricious, and armed, and, notwithstanding every
t o strangers treacherous. The cou- precaution, are still sometimes cut
rage of the Malay may te considered 06and their crews murdered, under
of that furious and desperate kind circumstances of singular treachery
that acts on the impulse of the mo- and atrocity. In fact, except being
ment, rather than that steady, deli- under stricter coercion, the Malay
berate conduct that preserves its of the present day is not to be discharacter under all circumstances. tinguished from one of several cenI t is equally dangerous to offend turies back, as may be seen from the
o r punish a Malay ;in the one case - descriptions of our early voyagers.
he will stab privately, in the other H e is quite the same animal in manduring the paroxysm of his r g e . ners and customs; but his numbers
By the same in~petuoustemper that probably have not increased, their
renders him impatient of control, he marriages not being pmlXc, and
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their habits unfavourable t o increase.
I t appears from evidence as positive as the nature of the subject will
admit, that the present possessors of
the coast of the Malay peninsula were
in the first instance adventurers from
Sumatra, who in the twelfth century
formed an establishment there; and
that the indigenous inhabitants were
gradually driven by them to the rocks
and mountains, and are entirely a different race of men.
The original country inhabited by
the Malayan race, according to the
best authorities, was the kingdom of
Palembang, in the island of Sumatra,
on the banks of the river Malayu,
from whence they migrated about
A D . 1160 to the south-eastern extremity of the opposite peninsula,
where they first built the city of Singapoor, and akerwards, about A.D.
1252, founded that of Malacca. Up
t o A.D. 1226 the Malayan princes
were pagans. Sultan Mahomed Shah,
who at that era ascended the throne,
was the first prince that adopted the
Arabian religion, and by the propagation of that faith acquired much
celebrity during a long reign of fift)seven years. His influence appears
t o have extended over the neighbouring islands of Lingen and Bintang,
together with Johore, Patany, Queda, and P e n , on the coasts of the
peninsula, and Campar and Aru in
Sumatra, all of which acquired the
appellation of Malayu.
During part ofthe fifteenth century
a large proportion of Malacca appears t o have been in sub'ection t o
Mahthe Siamese sovereigns. S U ~ W
mood Shah was the twelfth Malayan king, and seventh of the city of
Malacca. In A.D. 1509 he repelled
the aggression of the king of Siam ;
but in 1511 was conquered by the
Portuguese under Alphonso d'Albuquerque, and compelled with the
principal inhabitants to fly to the
extremity of the peninsula, where he
founded the city of Johore, which
still subsistlr In 1821 the Siamese
claimed as far south as 7 O north latitude, .having conquered Queda; thc

only independent rajas in the whole
peninsula were those of Pera, Sulengore, Tringano, Pahang, and Calantin.--( Marsden, Craw&rrd, Singopoor
Chronicle, Edinburgh Review, Lyden, Anderson, 4c.)
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f Ma&/.-A
town in
the Malayan Straits, situnted neur the
southern extremity of the peninsula;
lat. a0 14' N., Ion. 1020 1YE. I t is
named from a fruit-bearing tree the
malaka (the myrobalanunl), found in
abundance on the hill that gives the
natural strength t o the position.
The roads are safe here, but the
entrance of the river is iendered intricate by a bar, over which boats
cannot pabs before quarter flood
without much difficulty. Under the
lee of the island nearest to the fort
there is a harbour, where, during
the south-west monsoon, vessels not
drawing more than sixteen feet water
may be secured. The houses in the
town are tolerably well huilt, with
broad and straight streets, but the
part inhabited by the natives ia composed of bamboos and mat-lluts. O n
the south side of the river are the remains of a fort in a most ruinous condition, and on the summit of this
mount stands an old Portuguese chapel, built in the sixteenth century,
but now in a state of dilapidation.
Although so near the equator the
heat is not excessive, the atmosphere
being refreshed by a succession of
land and sea breezes. The rising
grounds in the immediate vicinity
are barren and rocky, and have been
used by the Chinese as places of aepulture. Most of the cultivators,
distillers, sugar-makers, and farmers
of the customs, are of this industrious nation. The vallies produce rice
and sugar, which with encouragement may be much augmented. Considerable supplies of rain are imported to Malacca kom Bellgal,
Java, and Sumatra, but fruit and
vegetables are abundant, particularly yams and potatoes among the
roots, and the delicious mangosteen
among the Fruits. Sheep and bullocks are scarce, but hogs, bufaloes,
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poultry, and fish, are plentiful, and
moderate in price.
Until Malacca
was superseded in importance by
Prince 'of Wales' Island, it was a
great mart both for commerce and
refreshment.
The British territory attached to
Malacca extends about forty miles
along shore by thirty in extreme
breadth inland, but it does not contain an area of above 800 square
miles. On the north it is bounded
by Salengore at Cape RocKado, on
the south by Johore at the river
Muar, and on the east by the Rumbo country. The highest mountain
within these limits, named Lealdang,
has an elevation of about 4,000 feet,
and was named Mount Ophir by the
Portuguese. The principal rivers are
the Muar and the Lingtuah; but
there are also many petty streams.
The clurface cannot be praised for
fertility, as it has never produced
g a i n adequate to the supply of its
own inhabitants ; but the tin mines
are productive, as 4,000 peculs in
one year have been procured from
them. The trade is principally with
Singapoor, to which tin, pepper, sago
(previously imported from Sumatra),
hogs, poultry, bricks, and tiles are exported. According to a census taken
in 1822, the whole territory of Mnlacca, including the town, contained
only 22,000 persons, of whom the
resident inhabitants are Malays, Hindoo and Mahomedan colonists from
Telinga and Coromandel, some Chinese, and the descendants of the
Portuguese and Dutch. When acquired by the British government in
1825 the revenue amounted to only
20,000 dollars, but it has since greatly increased.
Malacca has,aIways been reckoned
one of the healthiest stations in India, althol~gh,like Singapoor, it combines many local defects that ought
to render it the reverse. The temperature, however, is at all times uniform, the thermometer ranging from
7 S to 85O throughout the whole
year. The mornings and evenings
are singularly cool and refreshing,
and the hot sultry nights of Hindos-

tan rard occur. There ere not any
regular
and wet seasons, but the
rains are more constant and heavy in
September, October, and parts of
November, than during the rest of
the year. 011account of its salubrity, central position, and other favourable circumstances, Colonel Farquhar is of opinion that our more
eastern possessions should be erected into a distinct presidency, the capital of which to be fixed at MaIscca.
One of the four great tribes into
which tlie present race of Malays is
divided is called Malayu, which tribe
probably furnished that which iseued
from Menancabow, and at last colonized Malacca. In A.D. 1352 Sri Iskander Shah, being hard pressed by
the forces of the king of Mojapahit in
Java, retired, f i s t to the northward,
andafterwards to the westward,where
he founded a new city, to which he
gave the name of Malacca. I t wan
first visited by the Portuguese in
1508, and in 1511 was captured by
them after an obstinate resistance.
In 1547 the celebrated St. Francis
Xavier, one of the companions of
Ignatius Loyola, surnamed by the
Catholics the apostle of the Indies,
arrived at Malacca. With the Portuguese it remained until 1640, during which interval it was repeatedly
attacked by the sultans of Acheen,
who were with the utmost difficulty
prevented from effecting its conquest.
In 1640 it was assailed by the Dutch,
captured after a siege of six months,
and retained until 1795, when i t was
seized on by the English, but restored at the peace of Alniens in
1801. On the breaking out of s
fresh war it was in 1807 again taken
by a British detachment, and on the
first of June 1811 the rack, wheel,
and other instruments of torture used
by the Dutch were, by order of
the Earl of Minto, then at Malaqca.
publicly burned. At the peace of
1815 it once more returned to the
Dutch; but on the 9th April 1825
was finally taken possession of by
the British, having been received with
other territories in exchange for the
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British settlements on the island of
Sumatra.
(Maraden, Singapwr
Chmnick, Col. Farquhar, Crawfurd,
Captain Horsburgh, Elniore, J o h o n ,
Thorn, &.)

-

MALA~l.-A
in
Hindostan, district of Kumaon ; lat.
30° 41'N., Ion. 79056'E.
this is the largest village on the Nltl
road into Tibet, yet in 1818 it contained
built of
rough stones, cemented with clay
and mixed with wood, from one to
four stories high. The site of Malari is in a triangular plain, bounded
on two sides by streanls and on the
other by steep bills, which in the
month of June are covered with
snow, thin on their projecting points,
and deep in the ravines. The flat
land in the neighbourhood is sow11
with the panicum miliaceum.
The inhabitants of this wretched
hamlet call themselves Rajpoots, but
Pay little or no attention to the restrictions of caste. They are low in
stature, with a mixture of the Tartar
and Hindoo countenance, filthy in
their Persons, and overrun with verniin. They are dressed in coarse
woollens, woven by the females, who
are remarkably industrious. About
the end of September they migrate
further south, where they remain until
next year, towards the cpnclusion of
May, and from dwelling ln two countries are termed Dobasns and Marchas ; the first a ~ e l ~ - k n o wname
n
at
Madras (Dobhash), the latter aPproaching that of the ancient borderers on the Englidh and Scottish frontier.
T h e people of Malariand its neighbourhood carry on a considerable
trade with the Undes country,beyond
the Himalaya, and also with the low.
er ort ti on of the hilla. From the
first they procure borax and salt,
which they carry south, and return
with grain t o Bhutant; but the traffic
can only be carried on during a few
months of the year. The merchnndize is laden on goats and sheep,
which feed as they go, and are easily
driven by a few persons, so that the

charges of transportation are not
great ; the total amount, however,
is comparatively insignificant. T h e
goats used in this traffic are bred in
the country, and migrate twice in
each year. They are short-legged,
of a strong compact form, and tmPel
ten
per day over
extremely dif6cuit and rugged roads.
slaves are much employed in agriculture, and used to be purchased
here by the Gorkhas.-(Moorcrojt,
~ ~&c-c.)
~ 2 ,
MALATXVO.-Atown in the island
of Ceylon, situated on the banks of
a river, which at the mouth is sufficiently deep to admit small craft;
lat. 9' 15' N., Ion. 80° 45' E.
M~~~~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ town
~ l in. - h
the province of Bengal, district of
~
i
in ~ 1808, inde-~
pendent of Nawabgunge, contained
about 3,000 houses, sevCn-eighths of
'which were built with stones and
bricks from the ruins of Gour. The
t o m is miserably huddled together
along the side of the Mahallanda
river, add during the rainy season is
nearly insulated. The improvements
made in Europe in the arts of dyeing
and weaving have greatly injured
tile trade of MaIda, where many of
the largest houses have become
ruinous, among which are the French
~
~ factories,
t
~ many
h
for the purchacp
and cotton goods. The MaIda mangoes have a high reputation, and are
certainly one of the finest fruits in
the world ; but few of these actually
grow a t MaIda, all the plantations of
the most valuable kind. heing on the
opposite side of the Mahananda,
in the Purneah district. I n some
parts the produce is of little value,
for a large portion of the mangoes,
when allowed to ripen on the tree,
contain an insect(a species of curculio) that renders them useless T h e
natives usually ascribe the presence
of the insect to the soil and climate,
but it appears to depend more on the
quality of the fruit, it being remarked
that some trees alwnys escape in the
worst districts; but on this subject

MALDIVES ISLANDS.
great uncertainty still pmai1s.-(15'.
Buchannn, Qc.)
MALDIVES
ISLANDS
(Mulaya Dwipa, the l s k s of MAyal.-These
islands extend from the eighth degree
of north latitude, and are formed of
numerous circular clusters, enclosing
interior smooth shallow seas, Burrounded by chains of coral reefs, in
general level with the water, and extending from fifty ~ a r d sto half a
mile from the shore. In some arts
of the reefs there are opellings arge
enollgh to admit boats, a d where
bays are formed by projecting parts
of the cluster; there are in some
places anchorage over a sandy hottom, mixed with shells and coralT h e total number of the Maldives
isles and islets has been estimated a t
1,200, but they have never been cornlete el^ explored, although so near
t o the course of ships outwardbound. They are certainly numerous, for what viewed a t a distance
from n ship's deck appears .to be
one isle, on nearer approach 1s discovered to be ten or a dozen of rocky
islets. The large islands are inhabited and cultivated, but a great Proportion consists of mere rocks, rocky
shoals, and sand-banks, flooded .at
spring tides; many covered with
coco-nut trees, and a thick growth
of underwood, where fresh water
may be found within a few feet of
the surface.
Mall is the chief island, on which
t h e sultan resides and holds his
court. I t is nearly three miles in
circumference, of. a circular form,
and surrounded on all sides by a reef
except the western, where an artificia1 reef has been constructed, connecting the extremities of the great
reef, and leaving two narrow entrances, passable for boats, and
shut by booms when danger is apprehended. On chis s~!rrounding reef
the surf beats high ; but between the
reef and the mainland the water is
as smooth as a mill-pond, and generally about 100 yards broad. Within
this enclosure the vessels and boats
belonging t o the island are moored,
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and in 1819 these consisted of aeven
vessels for foreign trade, and about
fifty fibhing-boats. Except on the
eastern side, .which is the strongest
by nature, Mall is fortified with baetious and redoubts, ten in number,
on which above 100 pieces of m i l lery, twelte-pounders downwards,
are mounted, but neither the guns
nor the fortifications on which they
are mounted would oppose any s e
rious obstacle to a regular attack.
The town extends over the whole
island, and is remarkably clean and
neat ; the entrance for boats being by
several small gates on the western
side, .where the sultan resides in a
sort of citadel, with high loopholed
walls, encompassed by a wet ditch
fourteen feet wide. The palace
within, however, is but s poor looking house, two stories in height, with
a mat roof; but there are two
mosques of considerable size. T h e
throne is hereditary in the family of
the sultan, whose relations reside
with him in the citadel, along with
his regular troops, which in 1819
amounted to 150 men, clothed in
red and armed with swords and
musquets.
I t does not appear
that he maintains an armed marine,
which would seem indispensable for
the government of a kingdom of
islands. In 1819 the total population
of Mall was estimated a t 2,000
persons, ruled by a sultan named
Mahomed Aynock Khan. The revenues are collected throughout
the islands in cowries, coco-nuts,
and tortoise-shell, and the nearest
islands supply the capital with
fowls, eggs, limes, bread-fruit, $antains, &c.
Some years back one or two vessels used annually to visit the Maldives from the British settlements
t o load cowries, but from the delay
they experienced, and the unhealthiness of the climate, this traffic has
for some time been abandoned by
Europeans, and is now principally
carried 011 by the Maldivians in their
own boats, constructed of the trunks
of coco-nut trees. They arrive a t
Balasore in Orissa, situated at the

,
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mouth of the Calcutta river, in the
months of June and July, when the
south-west monsoon is steady in the
bay of Bengal, loaded with coir, coconut oil, and all the other produce of
the coco-nut tree, their grand staple,
cowries, salted fish, tortoise-shell,
&c. They sail homeward-boundabout
the middle of December, during
the north-east monsoon, with their
returns, more than one half of which
consists of rice from Bengal, the
granary of the Indies, the rest sugar,
hardware, broad-cloth, cutlery, silk
stuffs, coarse cottons, tobacco,&c. I n
1810 the imports to Bengal averaged
about 1,84,129 rupees, and the exports to about 90,182 rupees. Many Maldivian boats go annually t o
Acheen, carrying dried bonetoe in
small pieces, about two o r three
ounces in weight, aud when properly
cured as hard in the centre as
horn ; ships occasionally resort also
to the Maldives to procure dried
shark-fins for the China market,
being esteemed by that gross-feeding
nation an excellent seasoning for
soup, and highly invigorating.
The Maldivians profess the Mahomedan religion, jet in some of their
customs resemble the Biadjoos of
Borneo. They launch annually n
small vessel loaded with perCumes,
gun~s,and odoriferous flowers, and
turn it adrift to the mercy of the
winds and waves, as an offering to
the spirit of the winds, and sometimes
similar offerings are made to the spirit
whom they tern] king of the sea.
With their internal government we
are little acquainted; but i t does not
appear, although separated into distinct islands and groups of islands,
that they engage in war with each
other, or with their neighhours the
Laccadivians. Indeed by such Europeans as have visited them they are
descrihed as a mild, inoffensive race,
and very hospitable, for which they
frequently meet with a most ungrateful return, as happened in 1812,
when Lord Minto interfered, and had
the captain (a Brazilian Portuguese)
aitcl crew of a country ship punished
for the brutality of their conduct,

and sent presents lo such natives as
had suffered by their misconduct.
On this occnsion i t was first discovered that the sovereign of the
Maldives bad long been accustomed
t o send annually an embassy to Ceylon, which has been continued since
the acquisition of that island by the
British government.
According t o some these islands
were first stocked with inhabitants
from Malabar, but from various circumstances it appears more prohable
that a large proportion of the existing
natives are the descendants of colonists from Arabia They are said to
havea language peculiar to themselves,
but this'subject has never been satisfactorily investigated, and at present
the Ilindostany is certainly the language of discourse and most universally understood. The French EastIndia Company had formerly a corporal and some soldiers stationed on
one of the islands, but they were removed by M. Lally in 1759. Whcn
Hyder invaded Malabar i n 1766 he
contemplated the conquest of the
Maldives also, but ncver carried his
intention into execution. -(Public
MS. Docunzentz, Capt. Shallz, Capt.
Andrew Scott, Elttlore, Forrest, Sonnerat, Leyden, 4c.)

MALEBUM
/i&libhum).-A
district in Northern Hindostan, the chief
of which has been some times classed
among the twenty-two rajas, and his
country frequently denominated Parbut, from the immense mountains it
contains. Malebum, the principal
town. stands at the junction (beni) of
the Mayangdi wit11 the Narayani, on
which account it is frequently named
Benishehr, while Dhoral is the name
of the redoubt by which i t is commanded, Maleburn being a term applicable to both. The country was
conquered by the Gorkhas of Nepaul,
during the regency of Bahadur Sah,
on which event the reigning raja and
his son retired to Bulrampoor in the
Nabob of Oude's dominions.
This is an elevated cold country of
considerable extent, one-fourth of the
whole being occupied by mountains

covered with perpetual snow. Ac- situated in lat:17O 10' N., Ion. 77" 15'
cording to native accounts it contains E., eighty-seven miles ~ . h Hym
mines of sulphur, cinnabar, iron, cop- derabad.
per, and sime allege of zinc, and
MALLAVILLY
(Malayawli). - A
also the remarkable hot springs of town in the Mysore province, twentyMuctinath. The copper-mines are said six miles east from Seringpatam ;!at.
to be productive, large quantities being 1%" 23' N., Ion. 77" 7' E. This IS a
sent to the plains, besides what is large mud fort, separated into two
used in the country and Tibet. There port:ons by a mud wall, and was
are three mines of mica, and rock- given as a jaghire with the adjacent
crystal of considerable size is found country to Tippoo by his father Hyin different parts. Gold dust is col- der. About two miles S.W. from
lected from the sands of several rivers, Mallavilly there is a large reservoir.and more especially of the Krishna (F. Budanan, &.)
Gunduck. the Naravani. the Bakhugar, the ~ o d i ,anb the Mayangdi.
MALLIA.-A fortress in the GujeIn its greatest dimensions Malebum n t peninsula, situated on the river
has been supposed to contain 100,000 Muchoo, which having passed Waninhabitants, of whom three-fourths kaneer in the interior, empties itself
are Gurungs occupying the tracts west into the Runn, two miles and a half
and north of the capital. The country below this place. The country is
is cultivated with the hoe, and the low, slopes off towards the Runn,
principal cro s are barley, uya (un- and in the rainy season is a marsh for
certain whetier rye or a apecies of many miles ; 1st. 2Z0 66' N., Ion. 70"
hill-rice), eleusine corocanus, pani- 55' E.
cum italicum, and phapar.
The
MALLAVER.-Avillage in the procountry to the south east of the capital is called Khasant, inhabited pnn- vince of Gundwana, the residence of
cipally by Brahmins of a bastard race a Gond chief, twelve miles south from
(Jausis, who plough and carry bur- Ruttunpoor. From Bouslaghur to
thens), Khasiyas, and various Hindoos this place, a distance of fiRy milee,
of low birth. The houses in general the road is through a country which
have stone walis and arecovered with is one continued wilderness. In this
thatch. Malebum, the chief town, neighbourhood there is a small substands on the west bank of the Gun- acid plum of a very pleasant taste,
duck, here thirty yards broad, in lat. which grows wild.--(J. B. Blunt, gc.)
aBo 32' M., lon. 83" 13' E., eighty
MALLOODOO.-Adistrict in the
miles N.W. from Gorkha- (F. Bu- north-eastern
extremity of Borneo,
chnan, $c.)
and in manv respects the most valuaMALEBAUGH.-Asmall town in ble that that rage island compreNorthern Hindostan, subject to the hends. Numerous rivers fall into the
Gorkhas of Nepaul, forty miles west bay of Malloodoo, which is reported
from the town of Gorkha; lat. a0 to have good soundings throughout.
The tract is populous and well sup53' N., Ion. 83"44' E.
plied with food, which is a rare conMALIPOOTAS
ISLE.-A small island dition in Borneo. Rattans of an exin the Eastern Seas, one of the Soo- cellent quality from ten to twelve feet
loos, which is very low and woody, long may be here procured, aa also
and has shoals all round, extending clove bark.
about two miles to the north-west.
The natives on the sea-coast assert
& ~ n ~ ~ a . - T h i s small division of that in the interior there is a lake
the pkovince of Hyderabad is bound- named Kenneyballoo, which appears
ed on the west by the Beema river and from their description to exceed in
contains no town of note except the magnitude that of Manilla, and to
one from which it derives its name, contain many islands. It is said to
VOL. 11.
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be five or six fathoma deep in mole
a ~ t do be the sourn of mamy
rivers. Around its margin are numerolts hamlets, inhabited by Idaan
or Horaforas; but from their want of
foreign intercourse, and the peculiarity of their customs, they are
little addicted to tr&c.--(Ddrynl-

pie,

I

Mabed, situated on the S.W. bouth
dary of Bundelcund, near the hills
that separate that large district from
Malwa; lat. 24' 17' N., Ion. 78' 32'
E. I t commands the pass known by
the name of Mallown ghaut, the
route by which is the easiest, and
one most usually taken for the invading of Bundelcuod, both on account of the practicability of the
road and because it is plentifully
supplied with water. A~~~~ aan
penetrated by this pass, which may
be called the key to Bundelcund on
the western quarter.-(~ichar&on,

4c.1

MALOD.-A town in the province
ofDelhi, twenty-five miles west from
Sirhind ;lat.30° 38',N, 10n.75~58' E.
M~=oca.-A sn~alllordship or
thakooria in Northern Hindostan,
situated between the Sutuleje and Rc.)
Jumna, which originally depended on
MA~UCERA.-Astrong mud-fort
Keonthul, but was conquered along helonging to the Machcrry rajd in
with the others by the C;orkhas, who the province of Agra, with s ditch
24' N.
levied from it a revenue of 6,512 ru- and stone citadel ; lat.
pees. It contains no fort but that of
T~mour, and formerly furnished a
MALWA.
contingent to the paramount state in
(iMalava.)
these hills of 380 armed men, and
A large province of Hindostag si300 porters. Its revenue in 1815 was
estimated at 8,000, rupees.--(Lieut.
tuated principallybetween thetwentysecond and twenty-fifth degrees of
Roas, gc.)
north latitude. To the north it i s
MALOWN.-Astrongboldin North- b u n d e d by ~j~~~~ and A ~ on~ ~
ern Hindostan, principality of Cab- the
~ to ~
~
by candeish and B
bre,
4 ~ 4 ~feet
8
the the east it has Allahabed and Gundm
level of the sea, and situated in lat. wana ; and on the west, ~j~~~~ and
31' l3' N.9 Ion. 76' 48' E. When Gujerat. In- ten@ it
be eeipossessed by Ammet Si@l), the mated at %ZiJmiles,by 150 the average
Gorkha commander, it coesisted of breadth. when the institutes of
a line of fortified posts upon a very ~~b~. were composed this provmce
difficult and lofty ridge, which Pro- extended indefinitely to the south of
into the river Sutuleje, between the Nerbud&, one angle touching o n
two small rivers. It capitulated to B~I,,, to the south-west, and B~~~~
Sir David Ochtellon~on the 15th 0. the
;but in more recent
181S--(Hodgs0n and Herbert, times that river has been considered
Jar. Frarer, 4c.c.)
its distinguishing southern boundary,
MALPO~RA.-Atown in the pro- on crossing which, the Deccan comvince of Ajmeer, forty-eight miles mences. Towards the north-west,
S.S.W. from the cit of Jeypoor ; Malwa is separated from the division
of Harowty in Ajmeer by a ridge of
lat. 260 20. N., lon. $50 lar E.
mountains stretching cast and west,
L p u a s ~ R1vgg fMolopurva).
near the village of Muckwdra; lat.
-A M Ariuer
in the province of Be&
240 481 N., ion. ;60 12, E.
Poor which rises in the wefitern
Such are the limits of this
ghauts9 from whence it proceeds in its greatest.dimensions, but Malwa
eraterl~with many windinge, until pryperhas more restricM bounafter n course of about 140 miles it
hi^ is a central elevated
joins the Krbhna.
plateau, in general open, but diverMALTOWN
f or Maitone).-A town d i e d with conical table-crowned hills
98nd fortress in the province of Al- and low ridges, watered by numerous

-
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rivers and streams, possessing a rich
soil and mild climate. I t is only in
a few detached spots that Malwa atbins a greater height than 2,000
feet ; but Shaizghur, the highest peak
of the Mandoo range, reaches to
2,628 feet. The city of Indore, by
barometrical measurement, is 1,9:)8
feet above the level of the sea, and
the descent to the vale of the Nerbudda by the Jaum ~qluut, about
thirty miles to the southward, is steep
and abrupt; but so gradual is the
ascent from the northward, tbat a
traveller proceeding from Jeypoor to
Indore, although he has to thread
sever4 defiles, and occasionally t o
cross a low ridge, finds no sudden
acclivity like the brink of a tableland in any part of his journey, and
is only made sensible of the increasing elevation by the decreasing temperatllre. This descent towards the
north from the Vindhya mountains, is
also marked by the course of the
numerous streams which have their
sources in that chain, whence they
flow nearly due north until they join
the C h u m b ~ ~ land
,
ultimately the
Jumna and Ganges.
Although less strongly marked on
t h e east and west than on the south,
there is a well indicated rise over the
hilly tracts (branches of the Vindhya), which on the east has Bopaul,
and on the west separates Malws
Proper from Gujerat and Ajmeer.
T o the north-west there is an arjcent
o f about 200 feet t o Mewar a t the
Chitore range, but the general level
o f Malwa had previously declined
t h a t amount.
T h e temperature of this province
is usually moderate, and the range
o f the thermometer small, except towards the conclusion of the year.
During the two months after the
rains, fevers prevail; yet, on the
whole, the climate may be considered
d u b r i o u s . The seasons are those
common t o western India, the rainy,
t h e cold, antl the hot. T h e fall of
rain during the months of June, July,
August, and September, has been
estimated a t about fifty inches. The
range of the thermometer is then re-

markably limited, being about 7%' at
night, and 7T a t noon. In January
1820, the thermometer stood at 2.8Fahrenheit. During the hot s e w n ,
the parching winds from the north
and west are comparatively mild, and
of short duration.
The soil of Malwa consists either
of a loose, rich, black loam, o r a
more conlpact ferruginous mould,
both noted for their fertility. Among
the principal grains may be enumerated wheat, gram, peas, jowary, bajarp, moong, oorud, Indian corn, and
toour; the two first furnishing the
largest export. Rice is only raised
in small quantities for home consumption, but a snrplus remains of
sllgar-csne, tobacco, cotton, linseed,
til, garlic, turmerid, and ginger. Indigo is also raised in small quantities, as is also the morinda dtrifolia, a red dye plant; antl the luxuriance attained by the vine has long
been celebrated :the Malwa grapea
are consequently of a superior quality, and are raised in sr15cient abundance to furnish the bazars of Oojein
and Indore.
But of all the vegetable productions opium is the most important,
the soil and cliniate appearing singularly well adapted for the cultivation
of the poppy. Soon ufter the British
conquest it was made a fiscal monopoly, but, owing to the facility of
smuggling, not a very profitable one.
In 1821 the Company's opium was
estimated a t 1,500 maunds, and the
sniuggled opium at the same amount.
In 1834 so rapidly had it increased,
that the Company's opium was estimated a t 4,200 maunds, and the
smuggled a t 3,000 : total, 7,200
mnunds. The Malwa opium is particularly esteemed by the Chinese, who
assert that it contains two-sevenths
inore of pure opium than an equal
quantity of the Patna 3ncl Benares
drug. The Malwa tobacco, more especially that of the Bilsa district, is
beyond all comparison the best in
India, and much souglrt after by the
votaries of the hookah.
T h e principal rivers of Malwa are
the Chumbul, the great and little
0
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Cali Sinde, t h e Mahy, the Sepm,
the Parbutty, the Newy, the Ahor,
and the Nerbudda, which bounds the
province t o the south ; but, except
the Inst, none of them are navigable.
T h e sources of the Chumbul and
Mahy are among the Vindhya hills,
where they rise at no great distance from each other; yet the waters of the one ultimately fall into
the bay of Bengal, while those of the
other terminate in the gulf of Cambay. In 1820 the chief principalities
and towns in Malwa Proper were
the following :Oo'ein,
Shujawulpoor,
Indore,
Ashtur,
Dhar,
Shahjehanpoor,
R ~ ~ t l a m , Dewas,
Nolye,
Dug,
Katchrode, Gungraur,
Oneil,
Tal,
Mundessor, Mundawul,
Bampoora, Maheidpoor,
Munassa,
Sarongpoor,
Augur,
Bopaul,
Serouge,
Dohud, and
Bhilsa,
Mandoo.
T h e Rawuls of Doongurpoor and
Banswara, the rajas of Pertaubghur,
Barreah and Ally Mohun, are tributary to the British government ; the
rajas of Rutlam, Seetamow, Lunawara, and Seonth, to Sindia; Jabbooah to Holcar. EaSt of the Chumbut, Kotah is tributary to the British government. Narwar, Chandree,
Ratghur, Bahadurpoor, Sheopoor,
and Raghooghur, have been subdued
by Sindia ;the petty rajas of Nursinghur, Kilcheepoor, and Rajghur, are
tributary to him. Some of these are
not within the strict geographical limits of Malwa, but it is thought best
to exhibit them all together.
N o p e a t number of Mahomedans
ever settled in this rovince, and AXcept the Nabob o F ~ o ~ and
a u ~hi.
dependent chiefs, there are not any
persons of the Arabian faith who can
boast either of hereditary rank or authority. All the Rajpoot tribes of
central India trace their origin from
Oude in Upper Hindoatan, and were
probably no more than leaders or
vicegerents from the Hindoo families

of Kanoje, and their number, it is
likely, increased subsequent t o the
Mahomedan invasion of Delhi. These
Rajpoots never marry into their omn
peculiar tribe. During the confusion
and dispersion of families, many individuals of the Sudra tribe elevated
themselves t o the rank of Rajpoot
by taking the title of Singh, which
addition as a distinctive appellation
is but recent with the genuine Rujpoota.
The return of tranquillity in 1818
afforded strong proofs of the stability
of the native village officers in Malwa, and of the iniperishable nature
of that excellent institution. Many
of the villages had been waste for
more than thirty years, the inhabitants scattered abroad at great
distances, and msny by compulsion become robbers and plunderer# ; yet, under all the miseries of
their condition, a mnstant intercourse
had been kept up, intermarriages
had taken place, and hopes cherished
of their ultimate restoration to their
native spot. When at length convinced that better dnys had arrived,
they flocked to their roofless houses;
and infant Potails (the second and
third in descent from the expelled
one) were in many cases carried a t
the head of these parties. When
they reached their villages, every field
and wall of a house were taken possession of by the owner or cultivator,
without dispute or litigation, and in
a few days every thing was in progress as if the peace of the village
had never been disturbed.
From the long internal dissensions
and the recent apparently destructive
ravages of the Pindaries, it might
have been expected that Malwa (within and on the borders of which these
lunderers were established) would
gave been found, when entered b
the British armies, waste and uncuE
tivated. The direct reverse, however,
of this was experienced ; for although
t h e grain was in many illstances concealed and withheld, the superabundance of forage near all the villages
testified the extent of its production.
Rice was rarely seen, but wheat grew

MALWA.
in considerable quantities, and soon The Ban ries and Moghiesare Hindoo
becanie the conlmon food of the na- tribes of the lowest caste, robbers
tive troops. In fact, after the army and thieves by profession ; originally,
under Sir Thomas Hislop had crossed according to their own traditions,
the Nerbudda, so profuse was the from the north-west of India and
tlbiindance, that the supplies, t r a n s neighbourhood of Chitore. In 1820
ported with infinite labour and ex- s h e total of all these plundering
pense from a distant quarter, became classes, including Bheels, Sondies,
a real incumbrance, while those col- Meenahs, Goo'urs, and Thugs, was
O
Owing
lected by the Bombay government estimated at ~ , W persons.
were never brought forward at all. to the total dissolution of all governT h e above army, when at Oojein in ment throughout thin part of Hin1818, although consisting of only dostan in the early part of the nine8,000 fighting men, was supposed to teenth century, the Bheels were evihave eight camp followers to each dently advancing in political strength,
soldier, besides the quantity of forage and but for the interference of the
required for the artilleq cattle, when British, would have soon emerged
sixty Carnatic bullocks are put in into notice as 3 substantive power,
yoke for the movement of an iron having acquired from their roving
twenty-four-pound battering gun, and predatory habits an ascendancy
fifty to an iron eighteen-pounder, over several petty native states in
their vicinity, such as Rajpepla, which
and forty to a twelve-pounder.
I n this province the savage tribe by their ravages they nlnrost depopuof Bheels are found in cons~derable lated.
Malwa was invaded early in the
numbers, more especial] in the mountains contiguous to t i e Nerbudda thirteenth century by the Patan soriver ;b u t it also frequently happens vereigns of Delhi, and was either
that the plundering tribes of Meenas, wholly subdued or rcndered tributary.
Moghies, Ramooses, and Gonds are Its subjection t o that empire conconfdunded there. The Bheels of tinued very precarious until the fourMalwa, however, are quite a distinct teenth and fifteenth centuries, during
race from any other Indian tribe, with which period it was governed by inhigh pretensions to remote antiquity. dependent sovereigns of the Afghan
T h e common name of this people is or Patan tribe, whose capital was
Bheel (Bhilla), but they are likewise Mandoo, situated among thevintlhya
termed Nishada, both Sanscrit words mountains. After the conquest of
denoting olitcasts. They have no Delhi by the Mogul dynasty Mnlwa
record or tradition of having ever was soon subdued, and continued to
possessed the plains ; but they assert form a province of that empire until
that they have long maintained the the death of Aurengzebe in 1707,
exclusive possession of the hilly when it was invaded and overrun by
trnctn. A t present they are sobdi- the Maharattas, and finally separated
vided into the classes distinguished from the Mooul dominions about
as the village, the cultivating, and A.D. 1733,duzng the reign of Sahoo
the wild mountain Bheels. Their Raja; but that race never succeeded
principal chiefs, usually termed Bhoo- in obtaining possession in the Euroineahs, are nearly all of the Bheelalah pean sense, for it was in fact a contribe, who claim descent fronl a Haj- tinual conflict between the great and
poet father and Bheel mother. They the petty pli~nderingchiefs, each doexercise absolute power, and in the ing as much mischief as he could,
commission of the most atrocious with occnsionallp short intervals of
crimes are implicitly obeyed by their truce, but never of peace. The an-'
followers. In appearance the wild cient landholders still retained strongBheels are a diminutive, wretched- holds over the ~rovince; and partly
looking race, but they are active, and by mutual convention and partly by
capable of undergoing great fatigue. force extorted a portion of the rents
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from the neighbowkg villages, and
are still known by the name of
Grassias. Even at resent the lowest
Drassia chief has Ris prime minister,
and other public functionaries, proportionate to his lands and followers,
over whom his authority is, in theory
and practice, as absolute as the most
des otic prince.
R e banditti, afierwards m well
known under the Pindaries,originated
in this province, the mighty mother
of freebooters, where they a t first
occupied the country in the vicinity
of Nemawur, Kantapoor, Goonas,
Beresha, and part of the Bilsah and
Bhopaul territories; but in process
of time extended themselves towards
the centre, and would ere long have
absorbed the whole. The designation
of Pindary was at first applied t o a
body of roving cavalry which accompanied the Peshwa's armies in their
expeditions ; nnd it is impossible not
t o be stwck with the resemblance
which Pindara bears in sound to Pandour, as Cozauk does to Cossack.
When the Peshwa ceased to interfere
practically with Hindostan north of
the Nerbudda, leaving that division
of the Maharatta empire t o Sindia
and Holcar, the Pindarries split into
two factions, assuming the names of
Sindia Shahy and Holcar Sl~ahyrespectively, according as they attached
themselves to the families, o r rather
t o the fortunes of these chiefs.
With respect to their composition,
the Pindaries were principally, and
their leaders wholly of the Mahomedan religion, but all castes were allowed to associate with them. Rema
nants of former wars and the refuse
of a disbanded soldiery, they constituted a nucleus, round which might
assemble all that was vagabond and
disaffected, all that was incapable of
honest industry and peaceful occu~ation,and all that was opposed by
Labit and interest to the peace of
Hindostan. Like the early Maharattas, they systematically carried on
a war of plunder and devastation on
all their neighbours, and in recent
times were gradually obtaining the
substantiality of organized states,

their prqgresl, being assisted by the
daily augmenting weakness of tke
surrounding powers, and their inability to coerce their own dominions.
Among themselves they lived in societies of one and two hundred, governed by the individual wlro 11;itl
most influence. These nlferior dliefii
were called Mhooladar ant1 Thokdar; .
the aggregate body Tell ; detachments Cozauks ; the maln body L u b
bur; and the principal leader Lubbree In 1814 the total of all these
bands was estimated at 31,OQO horse.
So formidable an assembly of predatory cavalry on the banks of the
Nerbudda, ready t o overspread the
adjacent countries, euuld not be
viewed without extreme horror, and
it imposed the necessity of maintaining an unceasing watch along the
whole frontier of the British dominions, which had been ravaged for
two consecutive years, and at an eqpense nearly as great as would have
been incurre11 to carry on operations
of the most decisive nature. Under
these circumstances, the British government considered itself called o~
t o execute the most imperious duty
of a sovereign, that of protecting its
peaceful subjects from desolation,
and prevent the repetition of atrocities similar to those that had been
committed the preceding year in Gyntoor. The obstacles were formidable,
but the measures adopted by the
Marquis of Hasting were equal to the
exigence, and so vigorously fbllowed
up, that between the 16th October
and conclusion of November 1817
the Pindaries had been expeiled from
all their old haunts in Malwa, and
after numberless rnarches and copnter-marches, sorprisen, routes, a d
flights, their leaders, with the exception of Cheetoo (eaten by a tiger),
were either seized or surrendered t o
the mercy of the British government,
and when tranquillity was restored
had lands assigned them by the British government.
In 1818, after the Pindary war had
been brought to a successful conclusion, an insurrection was organized
in the south-western portion of MPI-
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wn, under a boy impostor named where least expected, and in the
Krirhng who for the occasion was &d totally -routed and dis rsed.
made to personate the reigning and The impostor escaped for t E molegitimate raja of Indore, Mulhar ment, but every one of his principal
Row Holcar. The country chosen adherents were taken, and his cause
by the insurgents for their operations utterly abandoned.
is tbe strongest and most inaccessible
During these proceedings the cenin this quarter of Malwa, comkting trast of past misery and the con.
of a deep line of hills and jungles, eeiousness of present safety wau felt
which extend nor& and south from by all, and the fervour of their graPertaubghur, passing Rutlan~within titude to the British government was
eight o r ten m~les,and stretching on- enhanced by the obviously disinwards by Petlawud, B o w , Baug, and terested character of its interference,
C o o k . , to near the Nerbudda, and so far as pecuniary profit is concerncontinuiog west to an undefined dis- ed. The grand result contemplated
tance, through the territories of was the establishing and maintaining
Banswara, Doongurpoor, Koshalghur, the peace of India, which object Sir
Bareah, and Chota Odeypoor. From John Malcolm personally explained
the country of Mewar to the north to all ranks, to the head of a village
of PCrtaubghur the insurgents could as well as to the sovereign of a kingnot look for support except from dom ; to the leader of a gang of robone or two predatory chiefs, but the bers as well as to the commander of
tracts above enu~neratedteemed with an army. But the feelings that had
the elements of ins~irrection,besides been excited in all classes (not exthe Bheels, Moghies, and a ntimber cepting the military), by their preyof Soondies, who had been driven ing on each other until the means of
into the jungles ; and lasdy numerous subsistence, even to the strongest,
bodies of Arabs and Meckranies were exhausted, could not be ex(from Meckran, in Persia) were scat- pected to last long; advantage was
tered over the country. Those at consequently taken of existing cirBanswara had joined the impostor, a cumstances, ant1 troops distributed
party were at Rutlam, another at in such a manner, that while they
Jabooah, a third at Amjerah, while precluded the foreign mercenaries
a force of 700 or 800, under Muzaf- from tumult or viole~rce,proved to
k r , a Meckrany cMef, were in pos- them that any act of conciliation or
session of Cooksee, Chiculila, and liberality was not the offspring of fear
Ally Mohun. The whole of these or necessity.
Arabs and Meekranies kept up a reThe general result of these and
gular communication, and from in- other operations effected by Sir John
terested motives felt a natural anti- Malcolm was the expulsion of nearly
pathy to the tmnquillizing system, it 4,000 Sindies ahd Meckranies, and
being obviously inwmpatible with the 2,000 of Bapoo Sindia's Mewatties
duration of their ascendancy over and Patans ; the restoration to power
the native states. The leaders of the god security of the rulers of the difrevolters naturally calculated on as- ferent petty states ; the establishment
sistance from the discontentedmerce- of the just claims of Sinditi, Holcar,
narks, who trusted for pay to chance and the Powar family ; the extinction
and plunder; but their plots and corn- of their fictitious ones ; and finally
binations were completely frustrated thd r-eetoration t o their houses and
by the energy and activity of the 06- homes of the ~eaeeableand induscers and troops employed against trious classes-the wholeaccomplishthem. In their first movements the ed without bloodshed. The disrebels were confined to the hills, charged mercenaries were treated
next pureued among their fastnesses, with kindness, and all the petty
h e n aut off from mutual suceour chieftah were warned that the reBy tha intervestion of detachments taining of a e m would be considered

tantamount to a declaration of hostility against the British Government.
On the other hand the reform of the
Grassin, Rajpoot, and Bheel freebooters, was not, when properly managed, so dificult a task as had been
anticipated. Accustomed to oppression aod contempt as these tribes
had been whenever the government
to which they owed allegiance was
strong enough to despise them, they
were gratified by the kindness and
consideration shewn them by a power
whose superior means of coercion
were irres~stible. Although reduced
in some respects, their condition in
others was raised, and they were
particularly pleased during the negociation by the absence of all suspicion of meditated treachery, a mark
of infamy that had hitherto attached
t o the most favoured of their race.
T o inspire them with some confidence in their own honesty, Sir John
M~lcolm employed the most notorious of these robbers near his person, and as guards over property and
treasure, which duties they invariably fulfilled with care and fidelity.
There does not appear to be any
dialect peculiar to this province, as
in a specimen of the Lord's Prayer
in what is called the Malwa language,
the nlissionaries could trace twenty
words as occurring in the Bengalese
and Hindostany examples, while many of the remrunder were found to be
pure Sanscrit. In Bopaul Persian is
generally taught, and at Oojein, Mundessor, and some other towns, reading and writing the Persian character
is imparted by a few Mahomedan and
Kaist teachers, but the knowledge
communicated is very superficial.
The Sanscrit is taught at Oojein by
several who profess to be shastries
or leanied priests, and at Indore,
Mundessor, and some other towns,
there are also a few shastries; but
the common language taught in the
schools is the Rungkee, a mixed dialect of the Hindui.
For ascertaining the population of
Malwa, Sir John Malcolm selected
fourteen districts as containing a fair
proportion of thinly and well in-

habited tracts ; their area occupied,
3,479 s uare miles. The inhabitants,
by a tolerably accurate investigation,
amounted to 342,297persons, or ninety-eight to the square mile, and five
to each house. The proportion OF
Mahomedans to Hindoos was as one
to twenty-one. In 1819 the total
gross revenue of central India
amounted to about Re. 8,36,99,186,
but was expected, afier five years of
tranquillity,to reach to Rs.2,98,76,803
in 1824; about which date the gross
revenue of the British government in
Malwa wn.8s expected to be 3,68,597
rupees.
The British resident at Indore
exercises an extensive authority, having charge of all western Malwa, including the territories of Holcar,
Ghuffoor Khan, Nemaur, the rajas of
Dhar and Dewas, the petty chiefs of
Ally Mohun, and others in the wild
tract adjacent to Gujerat, and also
of the rajas of Pertaubghur, Banswara, and Doongurpoor. He has also
the conducting of all intercourse with
the rcljas of Sillanah, Rutlam, and
other chiefs tributary to Sindia.
Bhopaul has a distinct resident.(Sir J. Malcolm, Fdarton, Hunter,
Rennell, Col. Blacker, Scott, the Marquir Wedlerley, &.)
MALWAN
(or Soonderdroog).-A
town and fortified island in the province of Bejapore, thirty-three miles
N.N.W. from Goa'; lat.15O53' N., Ion.
73' 47'E. This fortress, with a certain extent of territory, was acquired
in 1813 from the raja of Colapoor,
and the fort of Vingorla from the
ranny of Sawuntwarree; but the
whole was of trifling extent, and
originally occupied, to revent them
again becoming, what tRey had been
from the earliest dawn of history,
the rendezvous of piratical fleets.
The streams here are navigable for
small craft as far as the British ter- .
ritory' extends, which are the only
useful description of vessels, the
prevailing winds not admitting of vcssels sailing up and down the rivers. ,
Within this small territory the assessed lands are of two s o r t ~ garden
,
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and arable. The first produces generdly all the fruits of the country,
but only the coco-nut and betel-nut
are regularly taxed, yet a collection
is also made from others. The best
nuts
cOco-nut trees yield about
annually; the second about fifty; and
the third from fifteen to twenty nuts.
The ~ r o d u c eof the betel-nut tree' is
very uncertain ; in some sections of
country it yields three seers, and in
One, which
may
be tolerably
inspection of the tree.
land is taxed according to its fitness
for the wet or dry cultivation ; the
first yields a moiety, the last a thud
of the grain produced,
governThe
productions, such as sugar-cane, saffron,
and gh6e", Pay one-f"urth, but
whole quanti~yis insignificant.
cultivation of hemp, for which the
soil is well adaoted. mav be here carried on to any extent, and iron is
procured and smelted by the inhabitants in considerable quantities.
The ore is usually found in detached
'lumps, bqt sometimes in regular
rocky strata
In this, as in other Maharatta governments, the administration of justice appears always t o have been a
secondary consideration, and no regular system for its administration
was ever established. While subject
to that nation, it was cubtomary for
the complainant to repair to the
principal person in the neighbourhood, who either listened to his story
o r dismissed him, according as the
result promised to be lucrative or
otherwise. Capital punishments appear to have been unknown, the most
atrocious crimes admitting of pecuniary compensation, graduated by the
means of the perpetrator. In 1820
the Malwan villages and town were
incorporated with the Southern Concan district.-(Dunlqp, Public NS.
Documents, 9c.)
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MAMPAVA.-A town on the west
coast of Borneo, situated in tat. 21'
N., Ion. 109' 10' E. This is one of
&he best markets among the Eastern

islands for opium, the consumptinn,
including its dependencies, being
equal f o 600 chests per annum.(Elmore, gc.)
Gulf of
gulf
separates Ceylon from the Southern
carnatiC.
too shallow to
admit vessels of a large size, the
dqth of water is sUfident for sloops,
dhonies, and other small cnft, which
convey goods by thie passage to and
from the continent to Columbo, instead of taking the outward circuitous passage, and rounding the
island by Dondra-head. The rocks
and ridge of sand-banks named
Adam,s bridge, present a
obstruction, and vessels are freqnently
obliged to lighten at Manaar before
they can pass. This is called the
i n n 0 1
pasage, from a
Dutchman of that name who first attempted it.
MANAAR
ISLE.-An island in the
gulf, eighteen miles long by two-andhalf in breadth, partly covered with
palmyra and coco-nut trees ; but
the greater proportion of the surface
is a mere mound of sea-sand, with
scarcely any drinkable water. The
fort stands close to the strait, and
fronts the Ceylon coast. Small boats
ply between Ramisseram nod Manaar, and government have also
boats stationed for conveying over
the letter bags between Ceylon and
the continent. In 1803 Fort Manaar contained twenty-eight pieces
of cannon, mostly unserviceable.
MANADO.-A Dutch settlement
subordinate to Ternate, thus named,
near the north-easternmost extremity of the island of Celebes; lat.
1' 25' N., Ion. 124' 4'E. From this
place the Dutch procure much gold
In exchange for opium, piece-goods,
ifon and steel; it is also productive of
nce. I t was captured in 1810 by
the Dover frigate.-(Thorn, kc.)
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MANAMADUBA.
A Small village
on the left bank of the river Vyar, in
the Carnatic province, and district of
Madura, where there is a large choultry, and bungalow adjoining for the
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MANASAROVARA LAKE.

~ceommodation of Emopean travellers, twenty-eight miles travelling
distance S.E. from the city of Madura
MANAP-.-A
town in the Carnatic province, forty-seven miles
W.S.W. from Tanjore, formerly the
residence of a tributary and refractory P d i p ; 1st. 10'35' N., lon. 78'
30' 6.
MANASR~v~n.-This small river
is only remarkable as forming the
boundary of the British territories on
the north-eastern extremity of Bengal. I t separates the district of Bijnee, pa in tribute to the prince of
the gois l h e deb raja of Bootan)
from another section of country now
subject to the lord of heaven (swerga
deva), that is; the nominal prince of
Assam ; and the river continues from
thence to be in general the boundary
between the said lord of heaven and
the more puissant merchants of Leadenhall-street until it joins the Brahmaputre at Jughigopa, a distance
of about seventeen mlles. Both parties, however, possess on each side of
the river some portions of land that
are not contested ; others are keenly
disputed by the adjacent landholders,
without having as get attracted the
notice of the superior powers. In
the dry season the Manas is navigable for boats of fifty or sixty maunds
as far as Bijnee, where the raja resides, but there is very little commerce carried on by its channel.(3'.Buchanaa, &.)
MANA~WABY
lst~.-A small island
about five miles in circumference situated in the harbour of Dory. on
the F e a t island of Papua; lat. 0'54'
N., lon. 134' 4W E. Here are many
nutmeg trees growing wild, which
produce nutmegs of the long species,
but of inferior quality.-( Forrest, gc.)
MANASABOVABA
LAKE /nzaaasa,
divine, and sarovara, a great lake or
&oI.)-Alakein
Tibet, named by the
inhabitants of the Undes and Chinere
Tartars Choo Mapang. I t in bounded on the south by the great Himalaya range ; on the east by a prolon-

&ation of the Cailas ridge; and on

the north and west by a aery high
land, under thefornls of a a l e , a
ravine, and a slope, all declining towards the lake. I t appears to be of
nl oblong shape, having the east,
west, and south siden nearly straight.
That of the north (especially the
northeast, where tbere is a plain at
the base of the elevated land) indented,and irregularly tendin to the
a s t . The angles are not starp, if
they were, its figure would be nearly
square. In length from eabt to west
it may be estimated at fifteen miles,
and m breadth from north t o south
about eleven miles; !at. 31' N., Ion.
81' E.

The water, except when disturbed
by the wind, is clear and well-tasted.
No weeds are observed on the surface, but grass is thrown up from the
bottom. The centre and the s i k
furtheat from the spectator's eye reflect a green colour, and the whole
has an impressive appemdnce, whether quiet or agitated. But it is seldom allowed to remain tranquil, as
the sudden changbs of temperature
in this neighboiirhood are attended
with violent gusts of wind. The heat
of the sun while near the meridian,
and the cold emanating from the
masses of snow on the h~~l.l.ollnding
mountains, maintain an incessant conflict in the atmosphere. It is not
known at what season of the year
this alpine basin contains the greatest bocly of water, but in the month
of August it is probably at the driest,
as when visited by Mr. Moorcroft in
that month the water-courses from
the mountains were without moisture. No appearance, however, indicated that the bed of the lake ever
rose more than four feet higher than
its existing level at the time he viewed
it, which elevation would be quite insufficient to make it overflow its
banks. The beach of the lake is
mostly covered with fragmenb of
stone rounded, and when of small
size, thinned by the continued action
of the waves ; but in some parts there
are masses of red and green granite,
marble, and limestone, apparently
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fatlw fromthe fnce oftfierock, which it may nevertheless Iteve some drdn
in many places is a00 feet in perpen- for its wperfiuoua waters when more
dicular height, and cut by water- swdlen, and at each greatest elevacourses which proceed from the to- tion perha s co~nmunicateswith Laka
bla l a d in the vicinity of the lake. Rawan
whence the Sutuk$
On the front of this high bank, at flows), conformebly to the oral infrom ten to thirty yards from the formation received from native tmground, are houses of loose stones vellers.
and wood, to appearance only ~ X S - Manasarovara is considered one of
sible by ladders, yet inhabited, pro- the most sacred of all the Hindoo
b ~ b l by religious devotees.
places of pilgrimage, not merel on
geese are ohsened to quit account of its remoteness, a n f the
the plains of India on the a ~ ~ r o ~rugged
ch
dangers of the journey, but
of the rainy season, during which also from the
which cornLdte Manasarovara ia covered with
the pilgrim to bring with him
them ; indeed, the Hindoos suppose both money and provisions, which
that the whole tribe of geese, which last he must frequently eat uncooked
is sacred to Brahma, retire 'to the owingto the want of fuel. ~t has
holy lake when the rains draw nigh. never been a w e r a i d hythe chiThe water's edge is at all times b0r- nese Tartars and inhabitants of the
dered by a line of wrack grass, lilixed Undes call it choo ~ ~ w burg they
,
with the feathers and quills OF the consider it an act of religious dllty
grey goose, which breed in vast nutn- to carry the ashes of their deceased
bers amon the surrounding rocks, relations to the lake, there to be
and here n
!d
food when Bengal is mixed with its nacred waters. On
conceal& by the hundation- Many different parts surrounding the lake
aquatic eagles are also seen perched me the huts of lam= and g l U ~ l s
on the rock crags, and various (priests and monks), placed in rokinds of g u l i skimming along the mantic spou, and d s a a t e d with
water. Clouds of large black gnats streamers of different coloured cloth
hover over the surface of the lake. and hair, flyingfrom long p i e s fixed
and l x ~ o m ea Prey to a species of at the corners and on the roofs of the
trout without scttles, which in their houses. Along the beech at low-waturn are devoured by.feathered foes. ter k
,
a, scattered the bones
There are many water-courses, the many
or bushy tailed rnttle :
streams of which fall into the water but there is no reason to &lime that
when the Snows melt- The most they are the relics of animals that
important, named theKrishna,swefps have been sacrificed. I t is more prodown a ravine between two high bable that they haveeither been sufmountains of the Himalaya chain, focated in the
or starved t o
and expands to a sheet of water as death &ring winter, as while the
it approaches the. lake ; but Mr. herbage lasts the Tartam and JowarMoorcroft considered it certain that
feed their numel-ous flocks in the
Manasarovam sends out no river to
The best shawl-wool comes
the south, north, or we&- HISstay, from the neighbourhood of Ooprang
hpweve:, was too short 40 admit ?f Cote, near the lake, and according
his mak~nga complete clrcult of lt, to native accounts the Chinese have
but a(l'Jerting to the difficulty of s u p
valuable gold-minc in that part of
~ o s i n gthe evaporation of the lake In Tibet beyond the Cailas range northso cold a climate, to be equ~valentto east from ~ , Manassrovam.
~ k ~
--.
the influxof water from the surround- ( ~ ~ ~cCo~ebrooke,
~ ~ ~gc.)
~ f t ,
ing mountains during the season of
MANCAP
ISLE or Pub M a w ) .
thaw, it may still be conjectured,
that although no river n o s from it, -A very small is and in the Eastern
nor any outlet appears at the level at seas situated at the extremity of a
which it was seen by Mr. Moorcroft, mndbank, which extends shout eix
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MANDOW.
tract of country about twenty-five
miles lon by fifteen broad, wliich in
1821 yiefded a revenue of 180,000 .
rupees, out of which 60,000 was paid
as tribute to the British government.
His principal town contains about
9,000 houses, but much of the territory is covered with jungle, and thinly
MANCOTE
(Mancuta).-A
town in peopled by predatory Bhee1s.-(EL
the province of Lahore, seventy-six phinctm, gc.)
miles north from Amritsir ; lat. 3.2"
MANDHA~.-Adistrict in the is37' N., Ion. 74' :55'E. This place
stands on an emlnence skirted by a land of Celebes, bounded on the west
river, and when visited by Mr. Foster by the straits of Macassar, and on
in 1783 was tributary to the raja of the east by a tract of desert mounJamboe, but has since devolved to the tains to which the inhabitants retire
when attacked from the sea by eneSeiks.
mies too powerful to resist in the
MANDARIN'S
CAMP.-A station in field. The overnment of this sn~all
Northern Hindostan, dominions of state was knnerly vested in ten
Nepaul, situated on the east side of nobles, who were in subjection to
the Cali river; lat. 30' 32' N., Ion. the Macassam, before the latter were
80' 50'E. ; 14,500 feet above the level conquered by the Dutch. In 1824,
of the sea.
the inhabitants possessed about 200
trading prows, in which besides being
M~Nnrvl~.-Theprincipal seaport general carriers throughout the arand most populous town of the chipelago, they exported oil, rice and
Cutch province, situated on the sea- some coffee. The name (Mandhar) is
coast about thirty-five miles S.S.W. celebrated in Hindoo mythology as
from Bhooj, the capital ; lat. 22" 50' that of the enormous mountain with
N., lon. 69' 33' E. I t possesses a which the demigods and demons
tolerable harbour and is a place of con- churned the ocean to obtain the essiderable trade with Malabar, Sinde, sence of immortality.
Arabia, and Africa; being equalled
in these respects by few marts in HinMANDODRI.-A~
ancient town, or
dostan, but it possesses no manufac- rather the vestiges of one, in the protures of importance. I t is situated vince of Ajmeer, four miles northwithin gunshot of the beach, and ia east from Joudpoor. I t is supposed
fortified in the Asiatic style and has to have been the capital of the Pargardens in the environs. In 1818, the chara dynasty. The few temples left
annual revenue was estimated at two by the Mahomedans are of Jain
and a half lacks of rupees, and the structure.--(Tad, gc.)
population at 35,000 persons, principally Bhattias,BanyansandBrahmins;
MAIDOLY.-A small island in the
the remainder Lohannas, Mahome- Eastern seas, one of the Gilolo group,
dans and various low castes. The son situated between the first and second
of Hans Raja, the chieftain of Man- degrees of east longitude. In length
davie who styled himself the dewan it may be estimated at twenty miles
of Cutch, was taken under British by four the average breadth.
protection I n 1809. -(Public MS.
M ~ ~ n o w . - T h eruins ofan ancient
Docunlents, Mamaurdo, ge.)
town in the province of Malwa, sixtyMANDAWEL-Atown in the pro- five miles S.S.W. from Oojein ; lat.
vince of Gujerat, district of Surat, 22" 93 N., Ion. 75' 20' E., 1,944 feet
nineteen miles east from Surat ; lat. above the level of the sea. It was
!21° 15' N., Ion. 73' 25' E. The R?j- formerly the capital of the Dhar rapoot raja of Mandawee poslresses a jahs, subsequently of the Khillijee

leagues from the south-western extremity of Borneo; lat. 3' S., ion.
102" 57' E. The tides between this
islet and Suratoo run very strong, and
it should not be approached too near
by ships, on account of the irregularity of the soundings.

.

Patan sovereigns of Malwa, one of
whom, under the name of Urshung
Shah, fixed here the seat of government about A.D. 1404. I t s~ibmitted
to Acber in person in 1561, when
Malwa was annihilated as a separate
kingdom, and in 1582 is described by
Abul Faael as a city of prodigious
extent, twenty-two miles in circumference. In -1615, when visited by
Sir Thornas Roe, it was greatly dila~idnted,and its grandeur had disap
pesred.
This once celebrated city occupies
the tabular summit of a mountain,
one of the Vindhyan chain, separated
by a vast chnsrn (resembling an artificial ditch of gigantic depth and
dimensions) from the ad'acent territory. During the rains tiis chasm is
obstructed by water, and the aproach to the town from the north
apparently the only one) is by a
broad causeway, stretching across
the bottom of the ravine, and then
winding up the mural face of the
rock. Three gateways, still entire,
guard this passage: the firat at the
foot of the descent from the northern
margin of the chasm ; the second at
the base of the.opposite ascent, and
the third at the summit. The luxuriance of the vegetation and the mass
of ruins on the mountain of Mandow,
and for miles around, have a
ral resemblance to the site of Gour,
the ancient capital of Bengal; but
Mandow has a dicided advantage in
the scale of its edifices, and still
more in the magnificence of its natural landscape. The walls of the
town, by actual measurement, have
been found to be twenty-eight miles
in circumference, and the whole
extent within the defences has been
estimated at 12,654 English acres.
The style of the architecture here
is mostly Afghan, as denoted by the
small cupola and other prevailing peculiarities, but of an improved character as compared with the Afghan
structures in Upper Hindostan. The
most remarkable remains are the
palace of Baz Bahauder, a very
striking building placed on an eminence ; the Jehaz-ka-Mahal, stand-
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ing on a sort of lsthmus between
two spacious tanks; the Jumma
Musjeid, by far the finest and largest
specimen of the Afghan mosque to
be seen in any part of India ; the
adjoining college, now nearly a heap
of ruins ; three other mosques; and
the mansoleum of Hussein Shah, a
massive structure composed entirely
of white marble from the banks of
the Nerbudda. The prevailing material in the buildings of Mandow is
a calacreous fine red-stone. For
more than an age prior to the military occupation of Malwa by the
Brltish forces, Mandow seems to
have been abandoned to the tigers,
and to such parties of Bheel robbers
as occasionally sought shelter and
concealment in its halls and fastnesses. The latter have been expelled, but so late as A.D. 1820 the
only resident population consisted of
a few Hindoo ascetics.-(F&rton,
MaIcdm, 4c.)
MANES.-A village of fifty houses
in Northern Hindostan, d u s t e d on
the right bank of the Spiti river,
11,900 feet above the level of the
sea and 400 above the bed of the
Spiti. The land in the neighbourhood bears crops of wheat, barley,
and awa.

MANGAPETT.-Alarge village in
the Hyderabad province, 120 miles
N. by E. from Condapilly. This
place is situated near the S.W.bank
of the Godavery, in the Poloonsha
raja's country, and is the head of a
pergunnah of the same name. The
mountains continue close down t o
the east side of the Godavery opposite to Mangapett, and their wild
inhabitants sometimes extend their
depredations to this side of the river.
At this place there are some remarkable tombs, said to be the work
of evil demons. Some have slabs
of sandstone nearly twenty feet
square, fixed on upright stones, and
in the interior of the area there are
sarcophagi under ground containing
bones. These appear of very remote antiquity, and are surrounded
by stone c~rcles,from thirty to forty

MANGE EDARA.
feet in diameter. Such t o m b are
common all over Telingana, but
their origin is uacertah--(Captain
P l d , VOY~~Y,
4c.I
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MANGALORE
(Mangaloot/.
A
flourishing seaport town in the province of Canara, situated on a salt
lake, which is separated from the sea
b.y a beach oP sand. At high water,
and in fine weather, ships of less than
ten feet water can enter i t ; lat. 12'
53' N., Ion. 74' 57' E. This town,
named also Codeal Bunder, is large,
and built round the sides of the
peninsula, in the elevated centre of
which the fort was placed, and the
lake by which the proniontary is
formed is a beautiful piece of
water. Ten miles further up the
river is the small town of Arcola,
also called Feringhy Pettah, having
formerly been inhabited by Concan
Christians, invited to reside there by
the Ikeri rajas.
I n Hyder's reign the principal merchants a t Mangalore were Moplays
and Concanies ; but since the British
acquired the government many men
of property have come from Surat,
Cutch, Bombay, and other places to
the north. These persons are chiefly
of the Vaisya caste; but there are
also many Parsees, and the vessels
employed in trade general1 belong
t o other ports. R i a is tXe grand
artiele of export, more than threefourths of the whole being sent t o
Muscat in Arabia, Goa, Bombay,
and Malrbar. Next to rice as an
export is betel-nut, then black pepper, sandal-wood, cassia and turmeric. Salt is made on this coast, but
the quantity manufactured being inadequate t o the supply a quantity is
imported from Bornbay and Goa.
Raw silk for the use of the manufacturers above the ghauts, and sup, are imported from Bengal and
China, and oil and ghee from Surat.
Mangalore a t a very early period
was a great resort df Arabian vesmls, the productions being peculiar
ly adapted to that country. I t is
mentioned by Sidi Ali in A.D. 1554
that the Portuguese &o carried on

a n extenaive commerce, and had a
f&tory established here, which was
destroyed in A.D. 1596 by the Muscat Arabs, then a considerable maritime power. In 1768 it was taken
by a detachment from Bombay, but
retaken by Hyder immediately afterwards, and the garrison made prisoners.
In 1783 Mangalore again
sur~endered to a force from Bombay, and after the destruction of
General Mathews and his army,
sustained a long siege by Tiplmo,
during which the garrison, under
Colonel Campbell, made a most gallant defence. The whole power of
that ~ r i n c e ,assisted by his French
allies, could not force a breach that
had long been open, and he was repulsed in every attempt to carry the
place by storm. After the conclusio~~
of the 11eace in 1784 it waw given up
to Tippoo, a mere heap of rubbish ;
what remained was wholly destroyed
by him, having learned from experience how little his fortresses were
calculated to resibt European soldiers, and how great the difficulty t o
retake them when garrisoned by British soldiers. In 1806 the population of Mangalore was estimated a t
30,000 inhabitants, and its prosperity has not since been interrupted
by any calamity. Travelling distance
from Seringapatam 162 miles, from
Budatran,
Madras 440 miles.-(F.
Bruce, Lord Valentia, A. H. Handtoll, &.)
MANGBEDARA.-Adistrict in the
most eastern quarter of Borneo, extending towards the Sooloo archipelago, in a long narrow point named
Unsang. T h e first river in Mnngee
dara is nan~edTawoo, opposite to
the island of Sebatie, to the eastward
of which is a promontory named Birang, the adjacent country affording
pasture for many cattle, near a river
named the Pallas. The peninsula of
Unsang terminates eastward in a bluff
point, a t the north-eastern extremity
of which is a small island named Tambeesan, forming a harbour capable of
admitting ships of a considerable size;
the vicinity abounding with fine tim-

ber. On this coast there are many
rivers, but they generally have barmouths where they join the sea.
Mangeedara produces birdsy-nests,
1acke~-wood,and gold. The most remarkable place for the latter is Talapam in Gioong bay; but the riter,
where it is found, di~emboguesinto
the north sea between Tambeesan
rnld Sandakan. The eastern part of
Unsang abounds with wild elephants,
and Mangeedara in general with a
breed of cattle, originally left here
by the Spaniards, who had a footing
in the deventeenth century, which
they afterwards relinquished by treaty
to the Soo1oos.--(Dalrym+,
&c.)
(Straits of).-These
MANGERAY
straits separate the island of Floris
or End6 fi.om that of Comodo.
In general the depth of water exceeds thirty fathoms. On the Floris
side are many good harbours and
bays, where vessels may anchor.CBEgh, 4c.I
MANGRODE.-Atown in the province of Malwa, pergunnah of Sallana, which in 1820 contained 300
houses.
MANICKPATAM.-A
poor village in
the province of Orissa, of not nmre
thao twenty huts, collected near a
Mahornedan fanc and mosque, with
the remains of a wretched fort : lat.
l?I0 41' N., l0n.85~20' E., sixty biles
S. by W. from Cuttack. This place
stands on the high northern bank of
rhe channel, by which the Chilka
rake communicates with the sea,
where the ferry is near a mile across,
and in one part deep.-( F&rton,&c.)
MANICPOOB.-A town and small
district in the province of Allahabad,
but belonging to the king of Oude,
being within the boundaries of his
reserved dominions. The principal
town is Manicpoor, which stands on
the north-east side of the Ganges, in
lat. 25' 46' N., Ion. 80' 20' E., about
eighty miles S.S.E. from Lucknow.
The other towns of note are Mendigunge, Pertaubghur, and Saloon.
&NICYALA.-A village ia the
province of Lahore, district of dre

Guckers, but now possessed by t h e
Seiks, situated about seventy-two
miles east of the Indus ; lat. 330 28'
N., lon.73' 2Y E. At this place there
ia a remarkable structure, which a t
first sight resembles a cnpola on o
low mound, but on examination i s
found to be solid. The height from
the top of the mound to the top of
the builiding is aeventy feet, and the
circumference about 160 paces. I t
is built of large pieces of hard atone
common in the neighbourhood, mited with smaller pieces of a sandy
stone. The greater part of the outside is cased with the first-mentioned
stone, cut quite smooth, but in some.
pnrts it has either fallen down or
been left incomplete. The top i s
flat, and on it traces of the foundation of walls are discoverable, enclosing a space eleven paces long by
five broad. In the appearance of this
edifice there is nothing Hindoo, it
approaching on the whole much
nearer to the Grecian style of architecture. By the natives it is called
the tope or mound of Manicyala, and
is said to have been built by the
gods. Mr. Erskine conjectures it to
have been a dagop of the Buddhists,
but from the description it appears
much more to resemble a cemetry of
the Guebres or fire-worshippers.(ECphinstone, Erskine, kc.)
MANILLA.-A city in the island of
Luzon, and capital of the Spanish settlements in the Philippines; lat. 1 4 O
38'N., loo. l9OO 5VE. This stands
on the east coast of an extensive b y ,
which presents a singularly rich aod
picturesque scene. The country on
the right hand dopee gradually down
t o the water's edge from a consider.
able height, and exhibits the ap
ance of being in a rich state
tivation ; but a nearer approach discovers it to be entirely the work of
nature. On the l e t the hgh mour*
tains standmore abruptand detached,
but are equally coreredwith verdure
to the summits. Manilla lies in the
south-east corner, in a low situation
en the left bank of the river Paseig,
which d i d a m the watara d . a lake
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thirty miles Inland, and is here about
as wide as the Thames a t Vauxhall,
separating the city from the suburbs.
This river is navigable for vessels not
exceeding 250 tons for' a ahort distance inland, but its rapid current has
h r n ~ e da bar at the entrance, over
which there are only twelve feet of
water at spring tides. Over this river
there is a neat stone bridge of ten
arches, and at the north-west angle
is the citadel of Santiago, a clumsy,
old-fashioned fortification. Vessels
ride about a mile and a half from the
shore in the roads; but during the
S.W. monsoon, from the middle of
April to November, they are forced
to take shelter in Cavite, a small but
secbre port three leagues south of
Manilla.
The length of the city within the
walls is 1,300 Spauish yards from
'N.W. to S E., the width 774, and
circumference 4,166 yards. The landface has a double wet ditch, and towards the sea there is a breastwork
thrown up to prevent a landing.
Within the walls are the public and
religious buildings, of which the
most remarkable is the cathedral.
The houses are large, and on account
of the frequent earthquakes solidly
built, more especially on the ground
floors; and the suburbs, which are
extensive, also contain many handsome houses. In 1820 the population of the city and suburbs (the last
of indefinite extent) was estimated at
175,000 souls of all denominations.
From its advantageous position
with respect to India, China, and
America, Manilla ought to be a city
of the first commercial importance ;
but under the overnment of the
Spaniards, trade%as never been encouraged, or rather, .until recently,
was altogether repressed. In former
times the goods imported were those
adapted to form the cargo of the
galleon, which usually consisted of
one-third in various goods from Madras, such as punjums, longcloth,
and printed calicoes ; one-third muslins, baftaes, and sanees, from Bengal; and one-third in silks, grass

cloths, silk stockings, and other Chinese commodities. The invoice, legally, ought never to have exceeded
one million of dollars, but in general
it amounted to double that sum. The
tonnage of the galleon was divided
into boletas (about one ton) and
fractions of boletss, almost every
individual in Manilla having an interest in the vessel ; for each householder, according to hie rank, civil
or military, hail a share which was
continued to his wife and children.
The consequence was, that a merchant who wanted fifty tons, had to
apply to above 200 families, and make
h ~ bargain
s
with each. The value of
the boleta was of course regulated by
the demand, but it us~~ally
averaged
from 200 to 250 dollars. The time
of sailing was May or early in June ;
the commander was an officer of
rank, and had a privilege of fifty
tons. The king paid all the ship's
expenses, for which he levied thirtythree per cent. duty on the valuation
of the cargo at Accipulco.
The chief articles of- export from
Manilla are cord~ge, resinous subtances, pitch and tar, cloths, ruslles,
rattans, indigo of an excellent quality, rice, and cotton, which last, if
sufficiently cultivated, might prove a
valuable article of export to China,
from whence four or five junks of
about 400 tons each arrive annually. The sugar-cane thrives well,
but little of the juice is manufactured,
and the woods abound with a species
of bastard cinnamon. The tobacco
is good and makes excellent cigars,
which are smoked d l day by the ladies of Manilla. The cocoa of the
island is considered superior to that
of America, .and the tree is much
cultivated on account of the quantity
consumed by the Spaniards. Neither
tobacco nor cocoa are indigenous fo
the Philippines, having been introduced by the Spaniards. Wax is
collected in considerable quantities,
and gold is filtered from the rivulets
by the Indians, who sometimes procure fifteen-pence worth per day.
Native iron IS found in masses, and
there are considerable quarries of
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MANOWLY.
marble, from whence it is procured
t o decorate the churches.
prior to the spaninh invasion
nilla exirted as an Indian, or more
probably Mala torn. In 1571
L e ~ s ~the
i * S~
Migue1
nish commander in the Philippines,
of
sailed in person to the
Luzo", and enter"'3 the river with
his squadron, took possession of MB.
nilla, which he constituted the capita1 of the Spanish possessions in
tbePhilippines. In 1762 it was captured by the British, and suffered
much from the Indianswho had
joined them In 1820 the Indians
rose in a be
and massacred
all the foreigners they could lay their
hands One and
many Chinese* Ic
is said their superstitious fears had
been excited by the sight of a large
collection of dried insects, serpentR,
and otber aninlals, preserved by the
French natumlists, and as they
&ought, intended to poison
.and rivers, and the real origin of the
cholera morbus which then raged
with such violence.
(Singapore
Chroil&*
Biackwood's Magaeines
SotureratS
Zun&S
La Pe~rouseS
9")
M ~ ~ ~ large
~ ~town~ ~
fort in the Lahore province, belonging to the protected Seiks, situated at
the entrance of thepinjir valley, 3,910
feet above the level of the sea; lat.
m0 43' N., Ion. 7 p 4 9 E.-(H0&son Herbert, Be.)
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MANIPA.-A small island in the
Eastern seas, twenty mila in circumference, lying off the western end of
3 21' N., Ion. la?0 51' E.
Ceram; lat. '
Viewed from the sea it h ~ na mountainous appearance, but it is inhPbited and cultivated.-(Forrert,~c.)
MANJAULY.-Atown in the province of Bahar, district of Sarun,
fifty-nine miles N.W. from Chuprah ;
lat. a60 17' N., Ion. 84' E.
MANJERA
Rrvea.-This river has
its source about fiRy miles S.E.
from the cit of Ahmednuggur, from
whence it Bbvs in a south-easterly
direction until it .miv= within rGVOL. 11.

ty-two milea of Hpdurbad, where,
making an uncommonly sharp bend,
it turns due north until itn joins the
course of
G d a v e r ~ ,after a
400 mil-, no where navid'le.
MAurrE.-A t m n in the pm"nce
of Bahar, distrkt of Sarun, situated
at the confluence of the Ganges and
G
~forty-four
~
~ N.w.
~ from
,
;iat. a 5 4w
~ N.,ion. 8 4 35,
~ E.
There is a custom-house eseblished
Bgcendine or db
here,
undergo an examinatioh.
the Ganges, two miles from
thence, is a remarkable. banyan
or burr tree: diameter, from 363
t, 375 feet; circumference of the
at noon,
16; circurnference of the several crtems, fifty or
sixty in number, 921 feet. Such were
its dimensions in ,800 ; but when
visited by Mr. Fullarton in
it
appeared to cover a
greater
space, and the stems were much
more numerolls. Some of the older, however, had decayed, so
the cmtilluity wae occasionally
interrupted, and some parts quite
inlrulated from the rest. Widr the
exmption of the &beer Burr, on
the
~ Nerbudda
, - A (if that still exists),
this is probably the most magnikcnt
s~ecilnenof the vegetable creation
(0 be found in the world, A naked
San~assy(reli 'ous mendicant) formerly sat un& this tree, who had
occupied the station twentydve
years; but he did not continue dwa s fixed to the spot, ns his vow
ob&ed him to lie, during the four
cold months, up t o the neck in tbe
Ganges.--(FulLtlorp, 4 0.)
MANK~A
ISLE.-A
M
small inland in
the Eastern seas, about thirty miles
in circumference, situated off the
west coast of Gilolo; lat. OOZWS.,
10% 127O 3(Y E.
MANOWLY.-A town in the province of Beja loor, situated on the
the MaIpurbP river,
west bank
thirty miles N. by E. from Danvar;
lat. 15O 5@ N., Ion. 75' 17' E. This
place originslly belon ed to Nee1
Khnnt Row Bindia and gis a n m t m .
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MARAWA.

whieh family was ' dispossessed about
'fifty years ago by the Colapoor raja,
who was soon afterwards expelled
by the Peshwa. Purseram Bhow
then held the country until the decline of his power, when it again fell
,into the bands of the Colapoor ra'a. Some time afterwards Dwndeah
fvhanghah's(a freebooter) partizans
obtained possession : but it was res.cued from them by the Duke of Wellington, who gave it to Appah Saheb,
Purseram Bhow's eldest son. With
him it remained a year, when Appah
Dess e came with some troops of
Dowret Row Sindia's, and turned
him out ; and lastly came the Britbh
,government, in 1818, and turned
them all.out.-(MSS. 4c.)
MANWAS.-A small, sterile, and
thinlv-neooled tract of countrv in
the 6rdvinEe of Gundwana, con6ning
on Boebela and the raia Chohans.
The Gwn or village-of Manwas
stands in 1st. 2 4 O 12' N., Ion. 8 P E.,
fifty-one miles S.E. from Rewab.
MARANG-A town in Northern
Hindostan, surrounded by lofty
mountains. Although 8,600 feet
above the level of the sea, it enjoys
a mild climate, the temperature in
lnly varyingfrom fifty-eight to eightytwo degrees Fahrenheit. The rain
never fails heavy here, the height of
the outer chain of the Himalaya being sufficient to exclude the solstitial rains that deluge Hindostan.(M~JJY;.
Qnardr, 4c.)
M A ~ A Wf Maravara).-A
A
subdivision of the Madura collectorate in
the Carnatic, bounded on the east by
the bay of Bengal, and on the south
by Tinnevelly. Although the name
is now principally confined to the
'sea-coast, yet the tribe to which it
owes its derivation is scattered over
the adjacent districts inland to the
hills of Travancore and Dindigul.
This territor possesses considerable
advantages lorn its maritime situation, from the progressive increase of
'its external commerce, and the permment establishment of a large public investment of cloth, which em-

ploys its mailtifactures and- maintain^
a considerable circulating ca ital.
The southern division is remarfably
well supplied with water from tanks,
where it is kept above the general
level of the country. Near the seacoast the country is in general well
cultivated, with the exception of a
wild tract of low rock ~ntermixed
with brushwood, which lies to the
west of Ramnad, and extends to the
point of land opposite to Ramisseram.
The native Marawas are not remarkable for the neatness or conifort
of their dwellings, unless it be in
some of the larger towns, their house6
being ill-built, little raised from the
surface, and badly thatched. Coarse
blankets, which are a common article
of clothing, are here scarcely known,
and truckle-beds or posts are rare,
so that a bleak and moist season is
very destructive to the poor, whose
meagre and haggard looks indicate
a predis osition to epidemics. The
caste oPCoilleries (Calaris), or r o b
bers, who formerly exercised their
profession as a birthright, are found
In this and the neighbouring traets.
They never considered their calling
in any way disreputable, it having
le itimately descended to them as an
inieritance from their ancestors. So
far, therefore, from being averse to
the appellation, a Coillery, if a~ked,
will immediately answer that he is 8
robber bv birth. Darentaee. and education ;1;ut that t'he prac&al exercise
of his avocation is now much curtailed
by the strictness of the Brirish police. I n this territory there i8.a caste
of Totiyars in whirh brothers, uncles,
nephews, and other kindred have
their wives in common.
Like the rest of the Soutbern Carnatic, Marawa exhibits many remains
of ancient Hindoo reliious m nificence, consisting of temples,%iilt
with large massive stones. At
small distances on the public roads
are choultries and pagodas, in the
front of which are gigantic figures of
richly ornamented horses, formed of
cast pottery, and shaded with fruit
and lofty banyan trees. At a remote
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MARTABAN.
period of Brahminical antiquity this
tract was a portion of the great Pan&an empire; but in modern times
came into the possession of the
rajas of Shevsguoga and Ramnad,
the first of whom was railed the Little Marawa, and the secontl the Great
Marawa, both occasionally tributary
to the nabobs of the Carnatic, and
always refractory.
The Madras
presidency collected the tribute of
the two Marawas from the year
1792; and in 1801, by treaty with
the habob of Arcot, obtained the
complete sovereignty.-(Medicd Reports, Lord Valetdin, FarUarton, F i t h
Rqo't, 4c.)
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MARATUBA
ISLES.-A cluster of
six islands in the Eastern seas, lying
,off the east coast of Borneo; lat. a0
15' N., Ion. 118' 35' E. The largeat
has same wells of fresh water made
by the Sooloos, who go there to
collect sea-slug or biche de mar.
MARICKPOOR.-A
town in the province of Orissa, district of Cuttack,
forty miles S.E. from the town of
Cuttack. The extreme dimensions
df the zemindary attached to this
town i s reckoned nine miles from
north to south, and six from east to
west. The produce consists of rice,
salt, cotton, and sugar-cane. The
tribute paid in 1814 to government
was 3,330 rupees, and the zemindar's
estimated profit 29,000 rupees, of
which 4,000 were derived from salt.
---( Richardion, gc.)

M~~~~~~ / M ~ ~ + , ~ ~ . -town
A
io the province of Canara, fifteen
mila

from Onore ; h t 140 28,
Dr. Robertson

N ion. 740 30'E.

ti;historian,

thinks this is the
from whence
siris of the
o+-silk
they ex orted a
rich per!umes, tortoissshell, different
kinds of transparent gems, especislly
dialllonds and lerge quantities of
pepper. Except the latter, none of
the articles above numerated, are
now produced in the countries immediately contiguous to Marjaow.

'

tachment

Nine-tenths
of the surface still
~.
.continue covered with forest . and
-
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MAROOTSfor Marut;).
BORNEO.
M ~ a o ~ n n . - Atown in the province of Ajmeer, twenty miles northeast from the city of that name;
k t . 36' 41'N., lon. 74' 40' E.
Mnaos.-A Dutch settlement on
the island of Celebes, the chief of
those to the north of Macassar, or
Fort Rotterdam ; lat. 4' 5lPS., Jon.
I 19" 35' E . 4 Stavorinur, 5 c.)
MAROWELA.-A
town in the province of Allahabad. twentv-five miles
south from
lat. ,240 23' N.,
Ion. 78' 4Y E.
MAETABAN.--this province is comprehended between 17'30'and 15O30'
N. It is bounded on the east by the
Siamese mountains ; on the south it
is separated from Ye by a small
stream ; and en the west it has the
sea. The northern boundary of the
Burmese portion is uncertain ; the
Britisb portion is terminated on the
north hy the Martaban or Saluen
river, about ht. 16' 3V N. The
whole contains about 13,00On1iles, of
which about one-half (the most
fertile and populous) belong to the
British ; but the town of Martaban
stands on the north or Burmese side
of the Saluen.
Three large rivers, the Saluen, the
Gain, and the Athran, join opposite
to Martaban, where they form an
expanse of water six or seven miles
broad. Inland they diverge, and are
navieable for native craft to an unkno& distance up the country.
Lieut. Low ascended six days' journey above
There are many other streams, the
province geners1'y being
with moisture, and during the monsoon every insignificant rivulet k
swO'len to a torrent. The 'limate is
and the heat
intense
as in Hindostan. The military depreserved its
The
penodical rruns,
seasons, and
are
the same as In

?!
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jun le. The soil and climate are induced ta direct its coctrse to
rel? adapted fur the rice cultivation, Mo~llnleinor Amherst.--(Cnwhrd,
more especially the large island of Lieut. Low, Public MS. Docununt;,
Pooloong, at the mouih of the Mar- Oc.)
taban river, fifteen miles 10% by five
MABTABAN.-ThiS
placeis situated
broad With an adequate population in lut.
3W N., loiL 970 3(YE.,
every tropical ~roductionmight be
Inilea N.N.Eraised in redundance, and a large abO1lt
migration ,of Burmese, -Peguers, Sia- above Amherst town, Three rivers,
mese, a n d . ~ h i n e s may
e be expected, the Saluen, the Gain. and the Athran,
tendingintfact to thedepopulation,of unite
and proreed to
sea
by two distinct channels. Their conthe thFee first-mendoned countries. fluence
forms an expanse of water
At preWnt the stq'leproduce is rice, six or seven mila.hroad, interspersed
the remainder, cottoll, indigo, pepper, with many islands. The Saluen,
cardalnoms, teak,-blacl=ng, tobacco, which is the largest, is navigable for
elephauts' teeth, letel-nut, salt, various dye and &inet woods, and Fafive craft a great way jnland, and
timber; all hitherto procured in lS
with
and
tllrough Ihe Sitang and
very small quantities. The plough
a creek
is not used, the ground, to prepare Peeu rivers,
it for the seed, being merely trampled
~~~~a~~
by buffaloes.
are also considerable rivers,
Internal
and Siamese and said to be navigable for small
devastation having rrduced almost
the whole province to a state of boats and ca?oea into Lao and other
nature, the inhabitants on the arrival remote prov'nces' The navigation
of the British were found mostly
the sea
to
is
congregated about the capital, which intricate, and not practicable for
than ten feet
until the fo~~ndation
of Amherst, watr vessels drawing
the only collection of houses that w ~ ~ r > p r i 1826
l
the torn
Mardeserved the nalne of
In the taban contained, by estimate, about
Burmese portion tbe sites of towns,
temples, a d ~ u d d h i s tmom 9~000inhabitant% J'"'stl5' Pegue"~;
nasteries . may
he traced
the remainder Burmese,Ehinese, and
of whom Mr.Craw18% the t o h l population of the pro- Mahornedans*
vince was estimated at 45,000 per- f"rd found preparing to pass Over
sons, of which nulnber p r o b n ~ y the river to the British territory. I t
ai,,OOObelong to the ~ ~ i division.
~ i h Was captured by the British in Noember 1824 ; but by the provisions
The reliyonid
any subdivision into casks, and few of the treaty of ,1826, relinquishing
bank of the Saluen, is
prejudices as to food; the laws and the
to 'be restored to the Burmese.customs Burmese.
penThere are
practicable (Craufurd# Lielit. Low,
$'')
passes into Siam, but only oneadspted for the passage of an army. The
MABWAB/MarawaJ.-A
large
Burmese illvasions of Siam have and ancient division of the Ajmeer
always been made by the Athran provi~~ce,situatetl
principally between
river, and the-Siamese incursions the twenty-sixth and twenty-eighth
into Martaban by the same route. degrees ofnorth latitude, but in moBy fhe course of the Saluen river all dern times better known as the raja
Pegu, and a considerable portion of of Joudpoor's tercitories. In former
Upper Ava, ape assailable. It is sup- times the word Marwar, as including
p s e d a earavan from the Shan thetown nnd fortress ofAjtneer, hecountry crossee some part of British came almost synonymous with t h e
Martaban on its road to Rangoon, name of the province. The word
which in p r o m $ of time may be Marawa :igni.Eea any dry desert soil,

E:E
:G:$:.~* g:e
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MARWAR.
ssibljf from manl, desert, and stha- ments dictated by the British govern- .
ment. It is certainly desirable to
n
ascertain what peculiar circumstances
war (if so irregular1 mountainous a have led to the srtlwrior barbarity of
country deserve sucK an appellation] the Mhairs and Meenas scattered
rises towards the south, the Marwar over the hilly country of Sarowy,
~ tis
range being probabl 1,000 feet ahove Joutlpoor, and Jeypoor : b ~ it
Mewar, and some o/thc mountainous likely they were as much sinned
peaks 2,000 feet above that plain and against by the neighbouriag powers
the valley of the Nerbudda. The most as they themselves sinned; for on
elevated of the Aboo mountains, as British protec ion being notified to
indicated by the barometer, has been them in 1821, many Bheels nnd
estimated at 5,000 feet above the le- Mccnas left their haunts among the
vel of the sea, the summit producing hills and settled in their former vilEuropean fruits and shrubs. This lages, and disciplined corps of these
division of Rnjlmtnna has been pos- robbers were estal)lished to enforce
sessed by the Rhatore tribe for many honesty among their neighbours.
In 1811 the annual fall of rain,
ages, and contains many forts and
strong-holds, now mostly subject to never abu~rdant,failed in Marrar,
Joudpoor. On invest4gation the mis- which, in addition to the desolasionnries found that the Lord's tion caused by clouds of locuets,
Prayer in the Marwar language cod- drove the inhabittints of that unfortained'twenty-eight of the thirty-two nate country for sllbsibtence into the
words particularized in the Bengalese centre of Gu'erat. Misery still purand Hindostany specimens.
sued them, &in 1812 Gujerat also t
Besides the regular Hindoo and experienced a failure of rain, and
Mahotnedan population this district consequent scarcity, which soon reis partly occupied by savage and pre- duced the already halFstarved emidatory races, who frequently require grants to a most deplorable condithe active interference of the British tion ; yet they most unaccountably
troops stationed at Nusseerahad. declined entployo~entwhen tendered,
One of these, the Mhairs (a race re- even with the prospect of death aa
sembling the Bheels), inhabit the the consequence of their refusal.
Marwar hills named Mhairwara, and The vicinity of every large. town in
have given much trouble both to Gujerat wus then crowded with these
their neighbours and to the British wretched creatures, infirm, dying,
functionaries in Rajpootana. Their dead, aud half eaten by dogs, who
religion does not yet seem clearly as- acquired an unnatural degree of
certained, but the Brahminical and ferocity from having so long fed on
Musstdman infllience is probably by hamao bodies. Even the di.ti~~ction
this time diffused among them. In of' caste was at length forgotten, and
1820 it became necessary to march a the Brahmin was seen selling his
detachment against them, which cap- wife for two or three rupees to hue11
tured Halloon, their principal for- as would receive her; at Baroda, the
tress, and routed them from many of Guicow~r's capitd, the weekly
their strong-holds. Another turbu- return of Marwarie b~irials exlent and thievish race sre the Meenas, ceeded 600 bodies.
Much was
but in what they differ from Mhairs, done byanative charity ; large suhand from low-caste Hindoos and Ma- scriptiona were raised, aided by a lihnmedans, Bheels, Goods, Coolies, beral sum from the Baroda governCatties, andother wild and predatory ment : but all unavailing, the extent
hill races, has never been property of the calamity exceeded the human
investigated. In 1819 they also were power of efficient alleviation. In the
driven out of their fortresses, and mean time the unfortunateemigrants '
the whole country scoured until they spread themselves over the Gujerat
submitted to the amicable arrange- province from the gulph of Cutch to

dry land, region where one tlicq.
kThe
table-land or plateau of MarI
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Surat, and in many instances to
Bombay ; and there is reason to believe that of the whole mass not one
in an hundred ever returned within
the limits of his native province.(Public MS. Docum~ntr,Major Carw, 6
. 4
MASBATE
ISLE.-A~ island in the
Eastern seas, one of the Philippines,
lying due south of the island of Luzon or Lu~onia,and on the route of
the galleon which formerly sailed between Acapulco and Manilla. In
length it may be estimated at sixty
miles, by seventeen the avenge
breadth.

tail0 will be found. The principal
towns are Masulipatam, Ellore, and
Siacollum.
In 1813 this district was much di*
turbed by the incursions of proscribed
or rebellious zemindars, subjects of
the British government, who had
taken refuge ';ln the Nizam's territcb
ries, where they were protected by
the zemindar of Poloonshah, who
shared their profits. The difficulty
of protecting so exposed a frontier
was then experienced, as the employment of regular troops was but a
temporary resource, and had only the
effect of securing the inhabitants
during the time they remained on
M A S ~ ~ LISLE
L I f ' h creek irk.) the Got. The inland parts of this
. -An island in the province of Ben- district have not the same aspect of
gal, lying off the Chitlalpng diqtrict, cultivation as the neighbouring disfrom which it is separated by a very trict of Guntoor, there being extennarrow creek. In length it may be sive tracts of grass plain, and towards
estimated at fifteen milessby ten the the north of wild copse jungle;
aversge breadth. ~t is situated a t the black soil is also much less prethe mouth of the JoaFeah, which is valent. The cotton produced in this
but a small stream, but is rendered district is c o m ~ a m t l v e lof
~ a good
of importance by the tide entering quality, but it is not raised to any
through it into a channel called Pa- great extent, its culture being less
tili, which communicates with the profitable than that of grain. With
'Ramoo river. Prior to 1803 many Proper encouragement, however, it
Mugh refugees from Arracan, un- might be produced in large quantities,
able to bear the tyranny of the many extensive tracts being peculiarlv
Burmese, retired here. I t is not- adapted for its cultivation. In 1 8 1 j
withstanding thinly peopled,andscan- the total gross collection of the pubtily cultivated; but it yields two Eu- lic revenue in the Masulipatam disropean luxuries, sea-turtle and oye- trict amounted to 3,86,043Star Pagoters, of an exccllcnt quality.
d3s; and in 1822, according to the
returns made by the collectors to the
MAsoon'-A town in the province Madras presidency, the total populaof Gundwana, fiRy
by
tion amounted to 4,54,754 persons.
from Nagpoor; late 2'' N., Ion' 7'O
In A.D. 3820 the claims of Rustum
3w E.
Jah, calling himself nabob of MasuM ~ s ~ ~ y p ~ ~ ~ a r .fourth
- T h e dis- lipatam, to certain ho!~ours and pentrict into wllich the Northern Circars sions were investigated, wbcn it was
have been subdivided for the collec- found he had no just pretensions to
tion of the revenue and h e admini- either. Hie father, Hussein Ali Khan,
stration of justice. To the north it had been killadar of Ellore under
is bounded by Rajamundry ; on the the Nizaq, and also managed a porbut he was
south by Guntoor and the sea; to tion of the countr
;
the east it has the bay of Bengal ; merely a common unctionary,
and
and on the west the dominions of his never had done any services to entitle
highness the Nizam. Its present him to the notice or gratitude of the
limits comprehend a large proportion British government. On this occaof the ancient &can, of Ellore and sion Sir Thomas Munro recorded his
Condapilly, under which heads re- opinion against subdividing peneious
spcctively further topographical de- among surviving deacendant~ until
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prt

and it ia the only
h m cipe
Comorin on which t e sea does not
beat with a strong surf, and capable
of receiving vessels of S00 tons burthen. I t became early a port of commercial rewrt, and still cames on
an extensive commerce; but notwithstanding the fertility of the adjacent
country, watered by numeroue small
rivers and channels from the Krishno
MASULIPATAM
(Maurali-patan).
and Gotlavery, large quantities of
-The capital of the receding dis- rice are annually imported. Masulitrict, and a seaport o f considerable patam has lon been famous far
note ; 1st. 1 6 O 10' N., l o n 81° 14' E. chintzes; but tfey are neither so
The fort of Maaulipatam is of an handeome nor of so good a quality in
oblong squarc figure, 800 yards b proportion t s their price, as those of
COO, situated in the midst of a sa t Europe. They are notwitbstandiag an
morass, close to an inlet or canal, article of very general wear all over
which opening a communication with Persia, and there is in consequeuce a
the sea and the K+benlarges the considerable tradecarried on between
means of defence, without exposing that country and this port.
the works to an immediate naval a b
Masulipatam is menuoned by Marco
tack, as no ship can come within Polo in A.D. 1395, and.was conquerreach of cannon shot, nor any ap- ed by the Bhamenee sovereigns of
proaches be made on the land Bide the Deccan so early as A.D. 1480.
except between the north and east I n 1769 the French established a facpoints of the compass. The pettah tory here, and in 1761 received poeor town of Masulipatam is situated session of the town and fort, when
a mile and a half to the north-weet they improved it and modernized the
of the fort, on a spot of ground rising defences. It was taken from them by
above the fort, across which the com- storm in 1759 by the British troops
munication between this ground and under the command of Colonel Forde,
tbe fort is by a straight causeway when the garrison that surrendered
2,000 yards in length. The town is amounted to 500 Europeans and
very extensive, and its site on the 9,537 sepoys and topasses, being
further side is bounded by anotber considerably more numerous than the
morass, both of which are miry even assailants. After this event the town
in the driest season. Such was the and adjacent territor were ceded to
description of this fortress durin the British, with rKom they have
the Carnatic wan of the eighteenti ever since remained. Travelling diacentury ;but since then many altera- tance from Calcutta 764 miles; from
tions and improvements have taken Delhi 1,084 ; from Madras 299 ; and
place!. In 1812 Sir Samuel Auchmuty from Hyderabad a03 miles.--(t)me,
considered it the only defensible post J. Grant, Parlimneata y Reports,
in the Northern Circare ; but, while Awhmuty, 4c.)
its works were just sufficiently strong
MASWEY.-A town in the province
to invite, they were too wed
to
N, W.
for m y length of time the attack of Oudes
of a E~~~~~~enemy. under all from the city of Lucknow; lat. 27"
circumstances, as they then existed,
ion.
"' E'
he waa inclined to think that the best
MATABAna.-A city in java, once
plan would be to demolish the whole, the capiial of an empire which was
m d take up a new fortified positi~n predominant in that island from the
at Ellow, or some other strong point end of the fifteenth century until the
~n the interior.
foundation of Batavia in AD. 1639.
-The shore at Magipetam is still, Towards the conclusion of the six-

they betame almost evanescent quantities, and so 'frittered away as to
be below the wages of a cohmon
labourer, the consequence of which
was, that all the impression made by
such original grant was lost to the
Britiah nation.-(Sir T. Munro, J.
Tad,Fullurfm, Hodgron, Public MS.
Docunzenk, gc.)
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MATHURA.
teenth century the eeat of government and the susuhunun, or sultan
of Mataram? were removed to Cartasum, now In r u m . In AD. 1586
the eenapati or general, f i r ~ tprince
of the house of Mataram, destroyed
Pajang.-(Qawfurd, 4c.)
MATEO.-A village in British Martaban, sit~~ated
above the cantonments at Moulmein. At this place
the tide has a rise of ten feet, and
continues to flow, for twenty miles
higher up : vessels can arrive a t this
place from Moulmein in three tides.
MATRoroo~.-A walled villagebelonging to Holcnr, in the province of
Malwa, division of Mandow, situated
on the confines between the jungle
that
the Vindhya mountains
and the cultivated h k s of the Nerbudda, three miles and a half N.W.
from Mheyshur.

MATHUBA.-A town in the province of Agra, situated on the west
bank of the Jumna, and mentioned
by the ancient Greek geographem ;
la!. 97" 31' N., Ion. 77' 33' E., thirty
miles N.N.W. from
It acqllired much celebrity in the tales of
Hind00 m~thology, a8 having been,
with Bindrabund, the Bcene of the
birth and early adventurea of their
favourite deity Krishna; and on the
Mahomedan ~nvasionbecame one of
the first objects of their attention,
having been taken and destroyed by
Mahmoud of Ghizni so early as A.D.
1018. I t was subsequently rebuilt,
and ornamented with several rich
temples, the most magnificent of
which was erected by Raja Beer Singh
Deo, of Oorcha, and cost thirtj-uix
lacks of rupees. This edifice was
aRerwards razed by Aurengzebe, who
erected a mosque with the materids
on the spot. In the fort are still to
be seen the remains of an observatory, built by Raja Jeyaingh of Jeypoor or Jyenagur.
Math~lracontinued subject to the
Mogul government until its dissolotion, after which it experienced many
mbforlunes, especially in 1766, when
Ahmed Shah Abdalli inflicted a ge-

n e d massacre on its inhabitants.
Towards the conclusion of the eigbteenth century, it came into the possession of the Sindia family, who
conferred it on their commander-inchief, General Perron. This officer
made it his head-quarters, strengthened the defences, and established here
his principd cannon foundry ;it was,
however, taken by the British without
resistance in 1803. On this occasion
the British general not only protected
the persons and respected the worship of the inhabitants, but also ordered his own armv. while encamoed
within the precincts of the town; to
abstain from the slaughtering of cattle, = their doing s~ would be deemed a ~ r i l e g by
e the Hhdoos. Since
that period it has continued subject
to the British government, and has
been the headquarters of a bripde,
whose cantonment8 are to the south
of the city.
Mathura, and Bindrabund in its
vicinity, still continue the resort of
Hindoo votaries, but they exhibit n o
remains of architectural magnificence
to be compared in magnitude with
those of the Carnatic. Several of
the pagodas, however, surpass those
of the Carnatic in elegance, and the
arches and marble gallerien adjoining
the ghauts at Mathura are striking
and curious. Besides the nlos ue
above-mentioned there ie anotger
and larger edifice of the mme d b
scription in the centre of the city,
ascribed to Abdulla Nubbee Khan,
which has been highly decorated with
enamelled tiles, but is now in a d a
plomble state of decay. In the centre of the town is a beautiful temple,
or dwelling-house, or both conjoined,
built by Gocul Paruk, treasurer t o
the late Dowlet Row Sindia, and
c h i d partner in agreat banking-house
here. The cantonments are separated
from the town by an internal 01' b r s
ken ground covered with ruins. The
buildings are very extenaive, and
scattered over the plain, but the
greater part unoccu led; the troops
have been much re&& in number
in consequence of the establishment
of Nusseembad and Neemutdr rr ad-
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MAUNKAISEER.
ranced posts, and the consequent removal of the brigades much further
to the westward. Mathura, however,
is still an important station, on account of its vicinity to so many wild,
independent, and turbulent rajas, not
yet sobered down to their proper dcgree of temperature.
There are a multitude of sacred
monkeys of a large breed fed at Bindrabund, and maintained by a stipend bestowed by Madhujee Sindia.
One of them, in 1783, which was
lame from an accidental hurt, in consequence of his resenlblance to their
patron, who had been lamed by a
wound a t the battle of Paniput, was
treated with additional respect. In
1808 two young cavalry officers inadvertently shot at them, and were
immediately attacked by the priests
and devotees, a d compelled to attempt the p&&e of the Jumna on
their elephant, in doing which they
both perished. Besides monkeys
Mathura swarms with pnroquets,
peacocks, and Brahminy bulls. The
fish in this river, which winds along
the borders of Mathura, are equally
protected by the Hindoo faith, and
are
seen to rise to the sur...- frmuentlv
~.
~ - ~ a
face as if in expectation of being fed.
A u h w Heber. Ma&
-IFullorton.
cd;lI, ~ c o t t ,caPt. &cry
4c.l
3--
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MATURA( ~ a t h u r a ) . A town
and small fort near the southern extreniity of Ceylon ; lat. 5' 58' N.,
Ion. 80" 31' E.; eighty-two nriles S.E.
from Columbo. The fort stands on
the west side of the Neel Ganga, or
blue river; the town extends its
banks towards the sea. Gems abound
in the Matura district, where they
are found by the natives in alluvial
ground. The native rock of the
sapphire, the ruby, the cat's-eye, and
the. different varieties of zircon is
gneiss. These gems, but not of the
first quality, and also the cinnamonstone, occur imbedded in t l ~ egneiss
rock. The Maturn district has declined in importance since it came
into the possession of the -British,
the catch~ngof elephants and the
raising of cinnamon having bee11

abandoned as unprofitnble. I n I813
451 ele hants were taken and dePerstroyed Rere.--(Davy, cord*
civaly &.)
MATURATTA.-Amilitary post in
Cevlon, lying S.S.E. from Ca~jdy,
%,7@ feet above the level of the sea.
The mean annual temperature of the
elevated region in which M~turatta
stands is probably not above 68', and
from the nature of the soil and climate
no part of the island appears better
adapted for the establishment of a
permanent European colony, The
whole tract is government property,
and destitute ofinhabitants, the road
having been interdicted during the
late king's reign. All sorts of European grains and fruitn would probably rucceed, and grapes are already
known to thrive particularly well.(Daou. kc.)
MATWAB.-A town in the province
of Malwa, eighty-five miles E.N.E.
from Broach ; lat. a20 4'N., lon. 74'
3%'E.
MAULPOOR.-Atown in the province of Guierat. fiftv-six miles N.E.
from ~ h m d a b a d ;Lt. 5ZP 21' N.,
Ion. 73' 44' E.
MAUNDYEE.-Atown in the province of Aurunnabad. thirteen miles
S. by E. from komdaj; 1st. 180 47'
N.. Ion. 73' 1' E.
MAUNDWA.-Atown in the province of' Gujerat. situated on the
right bank of the Nerbudda. In
1820 it contained 1,000 houses, principally inhabited by Brahmins. A
considerable trade 1s carried on here
in timber, which is floated down the
river to the sea-coast.-(Malcolm,

-

4c.I
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MAUN~AIRA.-Astrong fortress in
the province of Lahore, in 1809 possessed by the Afghans, and situated
in the moat desert part of the Leia
district. eiehtv miles north from the
city of . ~ & l t i n; lat. 31° 21' N., Ion.
71" 15' E.
M ~ n ~ ~ n r s ~ l r a .town
- A in theprovince of Aurungabad, seventy-four
miles S.E. from Ahmednuggur ; [at.
18' 22.' N., Ion. 75' 43' E.

' M~n~~ooa.-h
town in the province of Agra, belon '% to Jeypoor,
my-five mlles S.W. rom Bhurtpoor ;
lat. 360 SY N., Ion. 760 33' E. This
is a small town on a plain, surrounded
by a mud wall, with eight semicircular bastions and a ditch, all going
faat to decay. The tops of the hills
in this neighbourhood are thickly
studded with castles, some of conniderable 8ize ; several may be passed
in one day's march. In the vicinity
is a plain, traversed by a river called
the Maun nga, which, from the
width of
bed, must during the
rains be a considerable stream, but in
the cold months it is quite dry. The
rocks, when visible through the sand
and withered herbage, are of granite.
The animals here seem to act as if
man was not their enemy : partridges
run among the feet of the traveller's
horse, deer liR their heads to look at
the cavalcade and stoop to graze
again, peacocks walk about as tamely
as in a farm-yard.-(Buhqp Heber,
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MAUNPOOBAR.
-A town in the
rovince of Malwa, pergunnah of
iudhona, froni which town it is distant sis miles; lat. aa0 53 N., Ion.
22' E. In 1830 it contained 300
houses, and belonged to the raja of
Seetamow.
MAUNIA.-A town in the province
of Gujerat, twenty-nine miles north
from Ahmedabad ; lat. 23' 26' N.,
lon. 72" 43' E.
MAWELDOBBO.-A
small and poor
village in the Carnatic province, district of Nellore, and th~rty-five miles
N. from the town of that name. In
the vicinity is a small bungalow for
the reception of travellers, situated
near the sea, in a sandy country full
of wild palmyra trees.
MAYDOUEGHAUT.-A
town in the
northern Circars. twenty-one miles
north from condapilly ;-]at. 16O 54'
N., lon. 80' 43' E.
MAYEB.-A town in the province
of Gujerat, principality of Lunawara,
from,which town it is distant about
sixteen miles south.

no

MAYTBAL.-~~
large d l a g e in the
province of Gu'erat, about thirteen
miles S.E. from!Lunawam In 185%
it was held by the Soonth and Godm
Bheels, tributary to Lunawara.
MAZAGONG
iMahe~~ma).-A
Portuguene vi age on t e isIand of
Bombay, where there is a good dock
for small ships, and also two tolerably
handsome Roman Catholic churches.
The mangoes produced here are so
famous for their excellence, that they
were formerly sent to Delhi during
the reign of Shah Jehan.
MEADAY.-Atown in the kingdom
of Ava, formerly of considerable magnitude, but on the retreat of the Burmese from Prome in 3825, completely
destroyed by fire ;lat. lgOIVN., lon.
95O E., thirty-seven miles N. from
Prome.
M~AHGUNGE
f Miahgad.
A
town in the province of Oude, built
in the time of Asoph ud Dowlah, by
the noted eunuch Almas Ali Khan,
whose name, while in a state of servitude, was Meah ; lat. 2 P 49' N.,
Ion. 80' 32' E.,twenty-seven miles
W. from Lucknow. This is one of the
most handsome and regularly built
of the small. towns within the Oude
territories, and, like most towns in
this part of Hindostan, is fortified
with a brick wall, having round bastions at intervals; but now (1824)
trees, towers, gates, and palaces are
fast sinking into jungle and rubbish.
--(Bkhop Heber, 4c.) '
MEANGISISLE~.-A
cluster of small
islands in the Eastern seas, situated
about the fifth degree of north latitude and the 1 8 t h of east longitude.
The inhabitantb of Nanusa, one of
the largest, are chiefly employed in
boat-building.-( Forrest, 4c.)
MEANNEB.-A fishing village in the
province of Mooltan, division of
Sinde, situated about four miles east
from Tatta; lat. 34' 44' N., lon. 68"
21'E. Opposite to this place the
Indus is about a mile wide, with three
fathoms water. Three miles further
east there is another village, where
the Indus is about a mile and a war-
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MEERC.
the snyer or variable imposts, in 1813,
was 677 rupees on a jumma or assessment of 2,651, leaving a future
annual land tax payable to the government by the zemindar of only
1974 rupees.--(F. Buchanan, Public
MEANNEE.-A town in the Guje- MS. Docunaentx, gc.)
rat peninsula, forty*~nilesS.E. from
MEDNIGUNCE.-Atown belonging
J w t h point ; ]at.: 21°150'.~., lon.
to theling of Oude in the province
W 35'_h.
of ~llahabad,pergunnah of Manichl~~x~?(Miani).-A town in the poor, thirty miles?north frombhe city
province of Lahore, 104 miles N.W. of Allnhabad ; lat. 25" 53' N., Ion.
from the city of Lahore ;' lat.
% 3 36' 81° 54' E.
N., Ion. 720 47' E.
MEECHEOUNG
YAY.-ATtown in
MEASPARA
f ~ e c h ~ a r a . ) - A seg- the kingdom of Ava, situated on the
ment of the Rungpoor district, in the eastlside of the Irawadv. nndin 1795
province of BengalJextending along a place of considerable iiade; lat.190
the south 'side of the Bral~maptra 53' N., Ion. 940-50TLE.
river, about the twenty-sixth degree
of north latitude. Thet,Mech:tribe,
from whom the tract derives its name,
MEEBAP~.-A celebrated volcano
appears to have been once more nu- in the ialand of Java, situated about
merous than theylare at'present, and fifteen miles west from theatown of
to have undergone great changes; nt Doyolallie; lat. '
7 25' S., Ion. 110°
least in this territory they have wholly 30' E. The ascent from that town
disappeared, and are supposed to is steep and fatiguing, but is compenhave assumed the more elevated title sated-by themagnificence of the view
of Rajbungsies. A few families of from the summit, where the mounMech, who according to Brahminical tain seems split to its foundation, the
ideas continue to wallow in the mire central gulf fonned by the explosione
of impurity, frequent the borders giving it the appearance of three aeof the Rungpoor district, towards the parate mountains. After heavy rains
frontiers of Bootat1 and Nepaul, but the crater still bursts forth.
the tribe forms the major portion of
The gardens belonging to the town
the population in all the tract of of Selo, situated at the foot of Meer
country between Cooch Bahar and Apj, produce most kinds of European
the mountains, especially near Del- fru~ts,and the vicinity is cultivated
lamcotta and Luckedwar. In 1809 to the tops of the mountains. DurMechpara still contained 300 Garrow ing the night the cold iszso intense
families; this race having been greatly that a blazing fire is pleasant, alencroached on by the inhabitants of though so near to the equator.the plains, and pushed backwards (morn,4c.I
amongthe mountains. In Mechpara
MEERAT(or MccT~?~).-A f0WU
and the adjacent territory towards the in the province of Ajmeer, thirty-eix
west there are a considerable num- miles W. by N. from the city of Ajber of families of a tribe called Kuri, meer ; lat. 280 38' N., loo. 73O 49' E.
who are said to have been originally This place belongs to the Joudpoor
Mech; but althou h they have adopt-. raja, and wan formerly the boundary
ed the language ohengal, they have between his territories and those of
not been able completely to wean Dowlet Row Sindia.
themselves from their old habits, and
MEEBCABEBAI.-Asmall town in
are not permitted to assume the name
of Rmjbungsi. The compensation to the Chittagong district, thirty-five
be granted to the pro rietor of this miles N. by W. from Islamabad; lat.
large pergunnah for t i c abolition of 2 P 48' N., Ion. 91' 3(Y E.
ter wide, nnd continues so :for about
two piles, after which it becomes
narrower, not exceeding three-fourths
of a mile, with four or five fathoms
water.--( MazJFPld, gc.)

MEE~POOE.-A to^ n in the province of Lahore, 115 nliles N. by W.
from the city of Lahore; lat. 31°12'
N., Ion. 73' 38' E.
MEETAWUL.-Asmall town in the
province of Candeish, pergunnah of
Cheydpoof. twenty milen travelling
distance from Bheekingurn ; lat. 21°
4.2 N., Ion. 76" 10' E. In 1820 it
belonged to Holcar, and contained
I12 houses. The hurrounding coautry is covered with jungle.
MEGNARroea.-R river of Bengal for~nedby the junction of numerous streams issuing from the
mountains tbat compose the northern and eastern boundaria of the
Silhet district, but its course ia s h t ,
and its bulk small until its confluence
with the Brahmap~tra;aboilt la. 24O
10' N., alter which i t absorbs the
name of the latter atream and communicates ita own. Eighteen miles
south-east of Dacca it is pined by
the Issan~utty,bringing the collected
waters of the Dullwery, Boorygunga
(or old Ganges), Luckia, and many
smaller streams, the aggregate forming an expanse of water resembling
sn inland sea. From h c e the course
o f t h e Megna is S.S.E. until it approaches the sea, where its volunle is
uugmented by the great Ganges, and
they conjointly roll their muddy tide
into the bay of Bengal. Many islands rewlt from the s d m e n t deposited by this vast body of water,
amon which are Dukkin Shahabazpoor &kty miles by twelve), Hattia,
Sundeep, and Baminy.
The sand and mud-banks extend
thirty miles to sea beyond these islands, and rise in many places within
a few feet of the surface. Some future generation will probably see
these banks rise above water, and
succeeding onen pOS8eSS and cultivate
them; but while the river is forming
new islands at its mouth, it is sweeping away and altering old ones in the
upper part of its course. In the
channels between these islands, the
height of the bore (or perpendicular
influx of the sea) is mid sonreti~nes

t o e x c d twelve feet. After the
tide is fairly passed the islands t l ~ e
bore is but little seen, except in nome
nnrrow channels formed by sandbanks; the breadth of the main
stream permittin the influx of the
tide without any fateral compression.
-(RcnneU, $c.)
MEGO1s1.s f o r PuIo Meuo).-A
very s ~ l ~ aisland
ll
in the Eastern seas
lying o f the west cmst of Sumatra ;
lan. 4" S.,lon. 101° 5' E. Thin is also
called Pulo Mego (or Cloud Island)
by the Malays; and Triste, or Isle de
Rdsif, by Europane. I t is small and
uninhabited, and, like mmy others
in these seas. is surrounded by a
coral reef,with a lagoon in the centre.
On the borders of the lagoon there
is a little vegetable mould just above
the level of the sea, where some nped e s of timber-trees grow.
All the low islands that lie off the
west coast of Sumatra are skirted
near the sea so thickly with cxo-nut
trees that their branches touch each
other, while the interior parts, though
not on a higher level, are entirely
free from them. When uninhabited,
as is the case with Pulo Mego, the
nuts beconle a prey to rats and squitrels, unless when occasionally disturbed by the crews of vessels which
go thither to collect cargoes Cor the
main-land,-(Marxdcn, 4 c . )
MEHEW*.-A smdl town in the
~rovinceof Allahabad. twentv-three
iniles south from ~ u n & h ;lat.340 %5'
N.; Ton. 80' 10' E.
M ~ n ~ o o a . - A district in the province of Gundwana, which in the
time of Acber was comprehended in
his undefined province of Berar, and
by Abul Fazel,in the Ayeen Acberry,
described in A.1). 1582 as follows,
to which in 1827 we have nothing to
add : " Mehkoor is a p q ~ u l o u s
coulitry, situated between two of the
southern ranges of mountains of this
soubah, one of which is called Bundeh (Vindhya), and on the top of,
which are many forts, uia. Kaweel
Nernalluh, Meelgur, Mehawee, Beroosha, and Rarnghur."
M E H W A ~ The
.
term Mehwas

-

NAM.
ought only to be applied to that por- the Tuptee and Nerbudda-rivers. It
tion of the Gujerat province named is hilly and thinly peopled, and conthe Kakreze, but of late years The- tains many aboriginal Bheel tribes.
raud and both the Neyers have been The principal towns are Sultanpoor,
imluded in the denomination, owing Bejaghur, and Siodwah; the chief
to the disorderly state of the society. streams the Annair and the Tuptee.
The word Mehwas signifies the re(me,
inother ; klong,
MEKLONG
sidence of thieves, but it is now used
inland town in the kingto designate a country through which river).-An
it is difficult to pass, from whatever dom of Siam, situated at sonie discause. The villages here greatly re. tnnce above Bankok, where the river
seoible each other. Tl~ereare a few Meklong joins the Menam. In 18%
tiled houses : but the majority are in it was supposed to contain about
the shape of a bee-hive, thatched, 13,000 inhabitants, Siamese and Chiand exhibit a miserable appearance. nese, and wan a place of conaiderBesides the family, it us~rallyaffords able traffic. From hence the route
shelter to a horse and to a couple of to Bnnkok proceeds across the mouth
of theThachin river, whichdebouches
bullocks or cows.
Formerly in this very turbutent into the sea at the sanie place with
region, any chief who could muster the Meklong. The intervening countwenty horsemen claimed and ex- try in 1826 was mostly inhabited by
torted a tribute from villages belong- Peguera The upper part of the
ing to n power of which he ackriow- Thachin river, as its name ioiport3, is
ledged himself the dependent, and to al~riostentirely occupied by Chinese,
which in his own person he paid who are engaged in the manufacture
tril~ute. l'heraud then levied con- of sugar. A little above the mouth
~ribr~tions
from villagesin the Saclrore of the Thachin in a small river or
district belonging to Joudl)oor, from nullah, which connects that stream
Wow, and from many villages in the with the Menam at Bankok.-(Leal,
Rahtlunpoor territories. Merchants 4 4
travelling ,through the Mehwas were
MELLOON-A town in the kingeccustonied to pay stated sunls of dom of Ava, eighty miles north from
money to particular Coolies, wllo in- Prome, situated on the h n k s of the
sured their safety as far as a certain Irawady, which is here 600 yards
point, beyond which plunder im~ne- broad; 1st. lgO46' N., Ion. 94' 54'E.
diately corn~~ienced.The Rajpoots A treaty was arranged here with the
here have nearly all become Maho- Burmese in 182.5, but after much
medans, and like the Jahrejahs of shuffling and lying, so far from being
Cutch, make no scruple of eating sent to the king for his ratification,
food cooked by a Mahomedan, or was found in he stockade after the
even of eating with him.--(Mam)tur- battle in its original condition. The
fortifications of Melloon were of a
(I.,kc.)
MEINDEECOOND. A waterfall superior de~cription,and had taken
ca~isedby the river Chored, in the many weeks to complete: but were
province of Malwa, about eight ~uccessivelycaptured t)y the British,
miles south from the British can- with much slaughter on the part of
'fiant,
tonments at Mhow. The height of the Burmese.-(Snodgrasr,
this cataract has bee11 measurecl, and kc.)
MELLOOR,
- A town in the Carfound to be 180 feet from the bottom
of the busin to the commence~nent natic province, sixteen rniles N.E.
of the fall. The name Meindee is from Madura; lat. 10' 2' N., lon. 78O
derived froin that of a wocilan, who 16' E.
by accident tell in.--(Mnlcokr, 4c.)
MENAY,or SIAMRIVEB.-This
MEIWAR.-A district in the pro- river most probably has its source in
vince of Candeish situated between Yunan, or in the Shan cou~itry,from
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MENAN
whence it flows in a S.S.E. direction, munication with the a s t e r n side is
until it joins the sea below Bankok, much facilitated by water-carriage,
the modem capital of Siam. In the which consists of a large lake, said
low part of its course it is one of to be thirty miles in length, from
the finest rivers in the world, from which a river flows eastward, which
its depth and security of navigation, afterwards takes the name of lndraand in ascending to Bankok, the giri. Along this, as well as along
boughs to the trees brushing the the other two great rivers of Siak t o
sides, while the lead shews an ample the north, and Jambee to the soothdepth of water. The name is tle- ward, the navigation is frequent, the
rived from nze, mother; and, m m , banks being well peopled with Malay
water, the title of Chao Phya is ge- colonies.
When Sumatra was first visited by
nerally added ; but during its u per
course it has many n a m e s . J ~ e e European adventurers this state
But- must have been in its decline, as may
also S I A Y . - - ( ~ U ~JOU~?IQ~X,
~~C
be inferred from the political impormy, 4c.I
MENAMNOL-A station in Siam, tance at that period of the kings of
where during the war with the Bur- Acl~een,Petlir and Pasay, r h o up to
mese in 1835, the Siamese built two recent times acknowledged the emforts, and posted their army under peror of Menancabow as their lord
the command of General Rong-na- paramount.
In consequence of disturbances
rong, called by the British Hown
Rown. The finest cotton in Siam is that ensiled after the death of Sultan
produced here, which, together with Alif in 1780, without direct heirs,
sapan-wood and ship timber are the government became divided
transported from hence to Bankok among three chiefs presumed to have
been of the royal family, and in that
by the Meklong river.
state it continued until about 1819.
(Me~ncabau).
MENANCABOW
Passaman, a populous country, and
This state, or empire as it is usually rich in gold, cassia, and camphor, has
cslled, is situated in the island of long disclaimed all manner of a114
Sumatra, under the equinoctial line, glance. Each of these three sultans
beyond the western range of high assumed all the royal titles without
mountains, and nearly in the centre any allusion to competitors, and asof the island. In ancient times its serted all the ancient rights and p r e
jurisdiction is understood to have rogatives of the empire, which were
comprehended the whole of Sumatra; not disputed so long as they were
in more modern times its limits were not attempted to he carried into
included between the river of Palem- force. Their authority greatly rebang and that of Siak, on the eastern sembled that of the sovereign pontiffs
side of the island ;and on the western of Rome during the latter centuries.
side between those of Mangnta (near The members were held sacred, nnd
Indrapoor) and Sinkel, where it bor- treated with such a degree of uuperders on the independent country of stitious awe by the country people,
the Battas.
that they suhmitted to be insulted,
The seat, or more properly seats, of plundered, and even wounded by
this now dividedgovernment lie at the them, without making resistance.
back of a mountainous district named The titles and epithets assumetl by
Tip-blas-koto (signit~ingthe thirteen the sultans were the climax of infortitied and confederated towns), flated absurdity, and his salute only
inland from the settlement of Padang. one gun, it being supposed that no
The country is described as a large additional number could convey an
plain, surrounded b hills producing adequate idea of respect ;-by which
much gold, clear o?wood, and mm- expedient he also saved his gunparatively well cultivated. Altho~~ghpowder.
neaier to the western coast, its cornThe kingdom of Menancabow OC-
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cupies the central part of Sumatra, they still continue, smelting, forging,
and claims a paramount jurisdiction and preparing the iron and steel by
over the whole, which in ancient a process of their own, although they
times was admitted, and is still also purchase these metals from Euviewed with a superstitious venera- ropeans. The use of cannon in this
tion by all clanses. It is entirely and other parts ofIndia is mentioned
peopled with Malays. The language by the oldest Portuguese historians,
there spoken is Malay, and no tra- and it must consequently have been
dition exists of the country having known there before the discovery of
ever been inhabited by any other the Cape of Good Hope. Their
race. So strong indeed is this no- gunsare ofthe sort called matchloeks,
tion of their own originality, that they well tempered, and of the justest
commence their national history with bore, as is proved by the excellence
_anaccountof Noah's flood, and of the of their aim. Gunpowder they make
disembarkation of certain persons in great quantities; but either from
from the ark at a place between the the injudicious proportion of the inmouths of the Palembang and Jambi gredients, or its imperfect granularivers,who were their lineal ancestors; tion, it is very defective in strength.
which belief, however futile, serves Their other weapons are spears,
to shew that they consider them- Iances, swords, and a small stiletto,
selves as the orang benua or people chiefly used for assassination. The
of the soil, i ~ d i g wnon adoenre.
creese is a dagger of n peculiar conThe immediate subjects of this em- struction, very generally worn stuck
pFe are all of the Mahomedan reli- in front through the folds of a belt.
gion, Menancabow being regarded as The blade is about fourteen inches in
the supreme seat of civil and religious length, not straight, nor uniformly
authority in this part of the East, curving, but waving in and out,
and, next to a voyage to Mecca, to which probably may render a wound
have visited its metropolis stamped a given with i t more fatal. I t is not
man learned, and conferred a charac- smoothed or polished like European
ter of su erior saoctity. The first weapons, and the temper is uncomsultnn 0 8 ~ e n a n c a b o wis aupposed monly hard. This instrument is ve
by some to have been a Shemf, or richly and beautifulb o r n a m e n t 2
descendant of the prophet; but this and its value is supposed to be entradition claims mn antiquity to the hanced in proportion to the number
empire far beyond the probable era of of persons it has slain. The custom
the establishment of the Mahomedan of poisoning them is but rarely pracreligion in Sumatra. I t is more likely tised in modem times.
therefore that the nation was instructThe warlike operations of this peoed and converted, but not conquered, ple are camed on rather in the wsy
by people from Arabia. The super- of ambuscade and the surprising of
stitlous veneration attached to the straggling parties, than open combat.
b i l y extends not only where Ma- Horses are but little used on account
homedanism prevails, but among the of the nature of the country, and the
Battaa and other
ple still uncon- ranjans, or sharp pointed stakes,
rerted to that f a i t r
which are planted in all the roads and
The arts in general are camed to passes. The breed is small, wella reater degree of erfection by the made, hardy, and vigorous, and
&hays of
than by any never shod. The soldiers serve withother natives of Sumatra. They are out pay, the plunder they obtain bein
the sole fabricators of the exquisitely thrown into one common stock an!
delicate gold and silver filagree. divided among them. The governFrom the earliest period they have ment, like that of all Malay states, is
madufactured arms tbr thew own founded on principles entirely feudal.
q and t o supply the northern in- The sovereign in styled raja, maha
habitants of the island, This trade mja, jang de perturn, or sultan.
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MERCARA.

Near to the hot m i n e d springs a t
Priaman is a large stone or rock, on
which are engraved charactern, p u p
posed by the natives to be European,
but this appears improbable, aa the
European arms unt~lquite recently
never penetrated into this country.
I t may possibly prove o Hindoo monument, for it bas not yet been seen
or examined by any native of Europe.
The territories that formerly composed the Menancabow empire are
now subdivided into innumerable
petty states. The province in which
the Rinchis reside is called Agum, the
distance to which from Siak by water
is seven days', and by land three days'
journey. Co& was first cultivated
In Menancabow about A.D. 1810, and
is now exported from Camphar, a port
in Sink, whence the inland Malajs
receive in return Siam aalr, Bengal
cotton goods, and coarse China ware,
all obtained in the first instance liom
Singapoor.
In 1819 some chiefs of this country complained to the Dutch at Pah g against a sect of Mahomedan
fanatics named Padries, who oppressed their peaceably disposed neighbours under the pretext of converting them to a purer faith. By the
natives they are called Bangsa and
Noriuchi, from the names of the two
principal districts from which they
originally spread themselves. Bangsa
is the capital of Lintow, and the residence of the Twanko of Passaman,
the chief of the Padries. The term
Twnnko, in Menancabow is bestowed
solely on men of learning. The sect
does not appear to be of more than
two generations existence. Their
religious precepts forbid gambling,
spirituous liquors, opium, tobacco,
and sirch, and impose a variety of
personal observances, especially all
those required by the Koran, and
the pre~cribed prayers. .These doctrines they most pertinaciously persist in forcibly imposing on others,
and the Twanko of Passaman has in
consequence become the head of a
league, no less unexampled in Sumatran history, than remarkable for the
concert and; intelligence, by which

such nrlrnerous conquentp have been
first accomplished, and afterwards
kept under the yoke. The Dutch in
consequence of the above application,
espoused the cause of the appellants,
and invaded the ~~rovince,
taking possession of various parts, and anlongst
the rest of Pagger Oodong and Menancabow, the ancient capital, and
besieged a fortified place namml Linto,
in which Twanko Passaman, the chief
of the Padries, had shut himself up.
Various severe engagements took
place, in one of which the Dutch
were defeated with the loss of twentyone killed and 121 wounded; but
they still retained possession of the
conqnered districts in Menancabow
hostile to the reformers.-( Marrden,
Siqapuur Chronick, 4c.)
M E N D Y G H A(&fhCRdi
U~

A town in the province of
tuated on the west side of the Ganges, five miles south from Kanoje; lat.
27' 4 N., Ion. 79" 67' E.
MEB.-A town in the province of
Cutch, fifteen miles sooth from Luckput B~~nder,
on the route from that
place to Mandavie ; lat. a30 32' N.
MERBIDERY.-Atown in the province of Canara seventeen miles
N.E. from Mangalore; let. 1 3 O 5'
N., Ion. 75' Y E . This place exhibits some remains of former Jain
y n d e u r , and is still princillally inabited by ersons of that religion.
Their pago&s are all built of hewn
stone, and the large one is a stately
edifice. The pillars and roof. are
sculptured and carved with various
figures, symbols of the Jain faith.
T o the eastward of this place are a
nuplber of square pyram~ds,now in
rums. From the vestiges that remain this place appears to have been
of great extent, and in remote times
probably the capital of a pri~~cipality,
as a large thatched building on the
south side of the pagoda is still called the raja's house, and a h u t a mile
east of it there are the remains of an
old fort.--(Colonel Lumbton, 4c.)
M e a c ~ a ~ . - A townin the province
of M a h h r , division of Coorg, My
,
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miles N,N.E. from TeHicherry; let. larly s g d l e , both land sad .le0 26' N., long. 75' 50'E. The fort b~eezesbeing cool, ~deedthe first

of Mercara stands on a riving ground more than the laet. Tbe Eunopesn
near1 in the centre of an amptithea- invalids eent bere fiom Rangaon
hills by which it is surrounded. h r i a g the Burmese war cecrovered
tre
Its form is that of an ircegnlar penpa- rafidly.
gon, with towers, bastions, and a small
In 1825 the t ~ w oand aoatte~ed
work to .cover the gateway on the hamlets in the vicinity contained
enst aide. There ape two other bas- about 1,aO houses and 8,800 inhabitions, put nearly in ruins, and the tants, tampnebending in that.nun,be#
No Chinese, !W native -Portuguese
whole 1s encompassed by .a -ow
ditch and double cevert way. -The and other Christians, and 200 phoonrz$aia'spalace is within the fort, on ope ghies or priests, who l i v d in Buddside of an open square, and the front hist monasteries. The streets of
apartroent, in which he receives Eu- Mergui are .wide; the hotl~esbuilton
ropean .visitors, is furnished in the posts, ,and the Bnitiuh officers have
English style, with mirrors, .carpets, ecected some commodious bungalowe
chairs, and pictures.
on the hill. The kyooms or monasDuring the campaign of 1791 the teries are pdrry plaoes, but well
fort of Mercara was in posswswn of supplied with priests, as compared
Tippoo's forces, the .raja being then with the scanty population ef the proin captivity. When the,Bornhay,ar~ny vince. The town is enclosed by a
arrived he effected his eacapf, an$ stockade, formed of entise trees, with
brick gnteways; but the whok
yas offered asvlstance to retake h s O=I,
capital, which be refused, relying on is i n amiserable condition, aud half a
his own exertwns. His plan was-to mile from its wooden walls the surcut off all communica~ionby, gettlng rounding country is an impervious
p~%essionof the dfferent ayenues by jungl. This place having been capwhich supplies .could enter, and a tured by storm in 18M, the religious
ahort time after ,the garriwn, be-ing edifices were much injured and the
reduced to the gpeatest extrellHty, imagps defaaed; but $hey were subnewere on .the eve o f surrendering, quently repoired at the expense of
when a cuourostance occulired which the British government, and restored
postponed it. Just at the time when to their priests. There is every
their psov$ions werenearly expended, reason to believe that the journey
a convoy was sent by Tippeo escorted from henae to Bangnarom, on the golf
$y a considerable force, c o m w n ~ d of Siam, may be performed by an unby achief who had been ias~rumestal enoumbered party in four days; indeed
in effectiag the Coorg raja's escape : in former times there appears to have
who knowing that a failure Lo relieve been a road for elephants, and even
the nwriwn would cost his besefactor for wheeled carriages, from the gulf of
his life, m~panimouslypermitted the Siam to Tenasserim. See also Pnnconvoy to enter, and the evcort to O ~ A ~ ~ . - Fulhtorz,
. ( G ~ . L i d . Low,
return twmnlested. -lCol. Lambton, Mr.aoingy, be.)
9c.C.)

M~ncu~.-This is the modern capita1 of the Tenasserim ~rovince,and
d u b t e d in lat. 12" 1%' N., .Ion. 98"
$5' E. Its harbour is safe for small
whips, having two fathoms over the
bar at low water, with eighteen feet
Gse of tide a t the sprin s, it is likely,
therefare, lhwva@er t o fecome a conqiderableahp, junk, boat, and praw
building port. The climate is singuVOL, 11.

THEMEBGUIAacffi~~uao.-The
coast of T e n ~ w i m.is preteotd
against the violence of the south-west
monsoon by a chain of high, bold,
and generally rocky islanda, disposed
at, intervals m ,a triple and sometimes
quadruple line, with wide, deep, aed
smoqth channels between them. Of
these idands, down to Domel, no suruey ,has w yet bwn ,made, or accurate chart constructed. ~he,isJPnds
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that lie opposite to the t o m of Mergui have much level land, ant1 contain a few patches of cultivation;
but the clusters lying north-east of
Forest's straits are either bleak barren
rocks, or steep rocky islets, covered
with trees. Small trickling rills of
pure water are to be found in most
of them, while their shores abound
with a variety of fish and excellent
oysters. There is a spacious harbour,
capable of containing the largest fleet,
situated to the north of St. Matthew's
isle, formed by that islund, and the
adjacent islets named Phipps, R u c
eell, Hastings, and Bnrwell. During
the last war many valuable captures
were made by French cruizers, which
refitted at M e r y i and among the
hlergui iblands.
A race of men termed by the Chinese Cholomb and Pase are t o be
found scattered throughout the Mergui, but their dread of the Malay
pirates keeps them in constant locomotion to escape slavery. During
the north-east monsoon they are
obliged to remove from the vicinity of
the principal birds'-nest and biche de
mar islands, to shun the Malays,
Burmese and Siamese, who capture
and make slaves of them ; their numbers, unless collected on one spot,
are quite insi nificant. Their home
i s their boat, for they never form settlements on shore or cultivate, their
chief employment being the collection
of sea-slug, birds'-nests, and other
natural productions of the islands,
which they barter with the Chinese
traders for cloths and other articles
brought from Mergui, being as yet
ignorant of the value of' money. They
have adopted the Burmese dresa and
religion, but in their general habits
are a harmless industrious race. Excluding these itinerants, the M e r y i
slands appear almost entirely destitute of inhabitants.
Penrls of a good quality and lustre
are procured along the shores of
nearly all the islar~ds,but hitherto
this trade, and indeed every other,
has been monopolized by the Burmese, who did not employ divers,
but only picked up such oysters as

the tide had left dry. T h e pearlr arc!
small and regulnr, but of a silvery
lustre, on which account their value
is not great, the natives universally
preferring those of a yellowish tinge.
-(Low, Fullerton, Qc.)
MEBIAHDO.-A small town in t h e
province of Allahahad, ten milefi N.
by E.from Huttah; lat. P4O 16' N.,
Ion. 79O 38' E.
MEBRITCH f merichi, producing
pepper).-A
town of considerable
note in the province of Bejapoor,
125 miles S.S.E. from Poona; !at.
lfiO 51' N., lon. 74O 47' E. This IS a
wallcd town of considerable extent,
nntl appears populous and busy ; but
the buildings are low and nleanly constructed of stone and wood mixed,
and covered with. earthen terraces.
There is not a single pagoda or
other Hindoo building of note, but
there are many little mosques rudely built of stone, the nork of the
Bejapoor dynasty, and some centuries old. The most remarkable is
the dirga of a Mahomeclan saint,
conspicuous from its lofty white
dome, but otherwise of heavy coarse
architecture. The raja resides in
the fort, which is a work of some
strength, being protccted by a clirch
and glacis, and ram arts (which are
or mud on a basis oPstone], flanked
with round towers. An avenue of
babool-trees leads from Merritch to
the nearest bank of the Krishna,
where there is a handsome ghaut
of masonry, and a temple dedicated
to Siva, Except during the heavy
floods of the monsoon the river a t
this spot is fordable. In 1820 Merritch with the district attached b q
longed in four shsres to the Putwurduns, a Maharatta family of southern
jaghiredam.-(FuNarton, 4c.)
MERUD.-A town in the province
of Aurungabad, enclosed by a high
wall, and commanded by a fort on its
southern side, in which there is said
to be a gun as large as those nt the
city of Bejapoor; lat. 18' 127 N., Ion.
74O4(YE., forty-seven miles S.E. from
Poona.

~ ~ E R U(or
T

Sodh Sahnrunpoor).

ings, and contair~in=a mosque of

LA district in the province of Delhi, large dinlensions but clumsy archisituated about the twenty-ninth degree of north latitude. T o the north
it is bounded by the district of North
Saharunpoor, on the south by that of
Alighur, to the east i t has the d i s
trict of Moradabad, and on the west
the territories assigned for the maintenance of the imperial fanlily and
t h e domainti of petty Seik chiefs. In
1813 the arrangement for an improved system of police was much
~ m p e d e dby local circunistances, such
as the extent of the surrounding
jungle near the town, the military
cantonments, and the vicinity of the
Begum Soniroo's territories at Seerdhuna, which although within the
limits of the district, are by treaty
exempted from the jurisdiction of
t h e civil power. The distance from
Merut to Alighur i~ eighty-three
measured miles, through a country
co,vered with short jungle, inhabitell
mostly by Goojurs.
Another obstacle originated from
the hereditary feuds between the
Jaut and Goojur tribes of cultivators, who like other races in a similar
atage of civilization, consider themselves pledged to support individuals
of their own fraternity, right or
wrong, by perjury, rapine, and murder. Some of the Goojurs
tracts of land approaching t1:::
o f principalities. In 1814 the zen~indary of Nyne Singh extended forty
miles from north to south by twenty
from east to weit, comprehending
349 villages, assessed at a fixed revenue of only 49,000 rupees. The
principd towns in the Merut district
are Merut, Seerdhuna, Katoulee, and
Hustinapoor.-( Ker, Blunt, 4c.)
MERUT.-A town in the province
o f Delhi, the capital of the preceding
district, thirty-nine miles N.E. from
Delhi; lat. 28' 58' N., Ion. 7f038'
E. This place is extensive, and protected on all sides by a wall of brick,
but the streets are narrow and meanly built. In its centre are the traces
o f a kind of citadel, like the rest of
the town crowded with mud build-

tecture. The chief edifices are the
Mahomedan tombs without t h e
walls, built o f red stone.
The
cantonments nre a t some distance
to the north of the town, from
which it is separated by a long and
bmy baear. Merut rivals Cawnpoor
in extent, end excels it as a pleasant military station. T h e barracks
(which like those a t Cawnpoor and
Futtyghur are only one story high)
are disposed in regular ranges, a t
equal intervals from each other,
along a space of about two miles,
while immediately south of them are
the bunglows and gardens of the
ofticers, arranged in spacious streets
crossing each other a t right angles,
and enclosed by fine hedges of parkinsohia to screen the mud-walls, so
offensive t o the eye at the othet military stations of the D o a h Tbe
church here is the largest ia British
India, being capable of holding 3,000
persons: but it is built of bad
bricks, covered with stucco and
white-wash.
The Begum Somroo
has a house at Merut, where she
sometimes resides.
Merut must have been a place of
some note among the Hindoos prior
t o the Mahomedan invasion, as it is
mentioned among the first conquests
effected by Mahmood o f Ghizni A.D.
lQl8. Subsequently, in 1240, it is
said to have resisted the army of
Turmacherin Khan, a descendant of
Gengis Khan, but in 1399 it wns
taken and destro ed by Ti~nour. On
the departure o j this conqueror ;t
was rebuilt, and devolved to the British government along with the rest
of the tliatrict in 1803. In 1809 on
account of its geographical position
i t was selected as a plinci al military
station. and the .eat o r a judiiial
and revenue establishment. Merut
stands in a wide and dry plain, all in
pasture, which would afford excellect riding if it were not, like the
steppes of Russia, which it much r e
seniMes, full of holes made by a
small marmot which iscommon here.
-(FuClnrton, Buhap tlrber. 46.)
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MEWAU.-ARajpoot division in tk lading to Pam, a d i s omtiguous
province of Ajmeer, and tbe proper to tbe passes of Way, Settarn, and
name of the country at present poa Jothin, which a r e the grand i n k t r
%eased by the raja of Odegpoor, ahll from k C o n c a n to the regions above
aituated betweeh tlretwenty-fifth 'id &e ghanta. Pt is 'eonseqaently very
twenty-sixth degrees 9 f oerth lati- 'hdr&tageawly d i t d fbr caw
tude. The mantry ib a n ekmted m e r c e . 4 h r l o p ,
'plateau equal in elevation eith fhe
MHEYSHUR
(&$dr,
or ~ a % t : %
.southern plvt of Malwa, or a
%,be0fe. By Abul Eszel, in 1584, ;Qsd~a).-A cbnsiderable town in the
i t is ddscribed m follows :-" Mey- 'provlnce of Malwa, beautifully situ'war contains lO$O viHages, and the 'ated on the dght bank of the Ner'whole circar of Cliitore is dependent budda, which here is a clear, rapid,
on it. It is forty covs long and thirty and uhbroken stream about 1,500
broad, ahd has three very coaskkr- feet wide; lat. 9a0 8' N., Ion. 75' 3 1
able forts via. Chitore, Combhere, .E.; seventy-six miles S. by W. from
and Mhdel. In Chowta is an iron Oojein. In 1Sa0 this place consisted
mine, cmd in Jainlmor and some of two wide streets intersecting each
.piaces dependent on Mandel &e other at r&ht angles, paved with
stone, and built of wood and masonry
copper mines."
after the fashion of Oojein. The
fort stands to the west of the town.
MEYA.HOON.-A~
ancimt town in on an elevated bank from eighty td
t h e province ofPegn, formerly named 100 feet above the surface of the
Loonzay, 'and fdmous during thewars river, with the margin bf which 3t
between the Burmese mtl T d i e n s dr communicates by one of the grandest
'Peguers ; lat. 18' 19' N., Ion. 95' 8' range of ghauts in Hindoatsn. Thm
1%.
When visited by Cot. Symes in 'as well as the walls of the fort are of
1795, this town ektdnded two x d m a fine grey stdne ; end there is a
d o n g the westekn margin of the spacious huskway of the same m a t e
Irawadi, and was distinguished by ml sloping down to the town.
Within the fort nre several Hindab
numeious gilded spirm and spkious
convents ; but h e n visited by Capt. temples, and tbe alace which was
Canning in 1809, it was fobnd like tong the chief resicfence of the cele-all other Burmese towns, either t o brnted rincess Alia Bhye. Mheyhave had i t s picture bvertharged in shur stiR continues in the possemioo
1795, br Bince that period to hMe bf the Holcar family, being held by
Baramal Dada, an adopted child df
'nndergone a generaldecay.--(ti'',
Alia Bhye's; every thing is in const?C a n e , kc.)
quence preserved in the highest
MEYANC
LA.-A ridge of moun- order. A dial is pointed ont on the
tains in Tibet, crossed on the road ramparts,snid to have been consttu*
'from ShipkC to Yawo, where in Octo- etl here in former times b an astro~ g ford
e df
ber 1819 there were but few traces of nomer from Jey
snow. vet the elevation above the the river is at xnod;eysir about five
and still funher
,level br' the sea is 17,700 feet ; lat. miles high& u
east at Oncar t i t r e is a high rock
31' 90' N.,lon. 78' 67' E.
resorted to b Hindm fgnatics, for
M ~ n r a s(or &fair:).-See
MAU- the purpose o f sacrificing t h e m d v m
.WAU.
by preci itation into the sacred
MKAB.-A town in the province btrearn o&he Nerbudda.-(Frollarton,
*ofBejapoor, situated about twenty- .&.)
%re milen up the Mahar or Bancoote
MROEEIU.-A town in the . pro.
river, which is navigable the whole vince of Aurungabad, seventy-one
.way. Besides this advantage Mhar miles west from the city of Aumnstands at the Toot 'of a prina~palpass -gabad ; let. 1B058' N., Ion. 74' W 6.
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MHVW(Mhw).-See

Mow.

*f)

He, calk themselves good, cseditable

people, w h i i t h y scarce1 admit tba
MIDNAPOOR
/Mednipur).-A dis- Sontds
the pale o humanity ;
trict in the province of Orissa, but yet the lattw are a mild, sober, b.
so long attached to Bengal that dustrioue peoplec and remarkable for
it may be considered a compouent sincerity and good faith. The zen
part of the province. To the north mindars give them no leases, yet
it is bounded by the districts of on the whole treat them well ;foa
Ramghur and Burdwan; to the such is their timidity that they fly
south by various tributary zemin- oo the. least oppression, and are no
daries; to the east it has Burdwan, more, heard of. Notwithstanding
Hooghly, and the sea; and to the they hold their lands on such easy
west tributary zemindaries and part terms, and scarcely evet have theie
~f Ramghur. In 1800 it was about verbal tenures violated, they are said
130 miles l o ~ gnod from forty to be naked, half-starved, and appat o fifty miles broad; the super- rently .in the lowest atage of humaa
ikial contents between 5,000 and pisery ; R rasult we wauld not have
6,000 square miles. The greater expected from the chameter above
part was then a jungle never culti- assigned them. Their villagm are
vated, but not wholly u~inhabited. g e a d l y aituated between the cult&
Since the above date its limits have wed pltiia and the thick junglea, in
been altered, many of the jungle order that they may protect the c r o p
mabals having been segarated from of their more fortunate neighbaura
it, while some Maharatta pergunnahs from deer and swine. In some iuhave been incorporated.
&ncea they hare h e n known to till
In 1801 the collector was of opi- their lands with considerable succtse,
nion that the cultivation of Midna- and raise good craps of rice and colpoor had not improved oc extended lie ; but qll that tbeir vigilance can
since the first year of the decennial preserve from the ravages of wild
settlement, afterwards rendered per- beasts, is extorted from them hy thq
petual, which he attributed to a sqvere rapacity of the money-lenders. T a
dearth i s 1799, that carried off a cou- these miscreants the Sontab, who
ariderable number of the inhabitapts. have but a slender knowledge of the
He was also of opinion that two- value of money, pay interest at the
thuds of the district consisted of rate of 100 per cent, for &eir food,
jungle, the grwter part inaccessible a d nearly 150 per cent for thein
and unfit for cultivatiqn, wbich ap- seed; so that when their crope acq
pears iqconvietent with the i ~ p m e n s ~ready little or qothing remino f w
population (one million and a half) themselves.
assigned to the territory, both bx
In most parts the increase of cul,
himself and the magistrate. The tivation is almost entirely ekcted by
clearing of these jungles can only be. the increase of population, and ia
effected by their inhabitants, as tha very little promoted by any plana fop
people of the open country are averse the improvement of agriculturd~, on
t o settling there, and very few of tho by revenue regulation. Waste and
jungle zemiudars have the meam jungle land, if in a low situation aod
of improving- their estates. Same fit for rice, may be brought in& culportion of these jungle8 are inhabiterd tivation in one season, and the p o o ~
by a poor, miserable, proscribed racq est man can undertake it. The class
of men called Sontals, despised on of labollrera who work for hire ia noh
account of their low caste by the in- very numerous, mqst of the laod
habitant~of the plein country, who being tilled by the peasantry wbo
would on no account allqw any one pay the rent. The most valuable
of them to fix himselfin their villpgee. articles of agricultural produce are
The peasantry i s the vicinity, by yay indigo, betel-nut, and sugar; but tha
~
0 of tbq
n two
s first in 1801.
qf rpndgring the &st$ctioa 1ntol4p ~
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MIDNAPOOR.
did not cansist of more than a few robbery, they ought to be encouraged
hundred begahs, and the value of the to do. With respect to religious
sugar about 50,000 rupees. A t the buildings there are none of any consame date the value of the rent-free sequence. The natives are sometimes,
lands was estimated a t onafifth of from motives of piety, induced t o dig
that subject to the land-tax, which a tank; but there are few new works
last, although let at the highest rent,is of this kind. The remains of the old
the best cultivated. I n 1814 the net ones attest the superior affluence of
jumma or land assessment to the re- forn~ertimes ;or perhaps rather shew
venue was 14,91940 nlpees, and the that pro erty was then more unequally i v i d e d than at present. T h e
abkarry or excise 10,405 rupees.
The manufacturers of Midnapoor private houses of the zcmindars and
are few, and much declined from what other men of note consist either of
they were a century ago, when the forts in ruins, or of wretched huto;
Europeans principally frequented nor does it appear that they were
Pipley and Bulasorc. T h e inland ever better in this respect. I t may
commerce in 1800 waa stationary, seem surprising that the opuleut and
and there were no extensive commer- respectable natives are so seldom
cia1 enterprizes carrying on except tempted to imitate the commodious
by Europeans, the Company having dwellings erected by Europeans, and
reduced their investment.
Some that they have acquired no taste for
sanaes are made in the district, and ,gardening; but to the climate and
more are imported from the conti- the uniforniitg and simplicity of their
guous countries to the south and mannerv must be attributed their
east; lain gauzes adapted for the perseverance in constructing for their
use o f t h e country w e also woven. own accommodation nothing but the
European planters have introduced slightest and most miserable huts.
the cultivation of indigo, but the
Like the rest of the Bengalese the
quantity exported has never been people here do not work with the
great. There are hardly any instances view of improving their circumstances,
of the zemindars or others of the but merely of subsisting their famivery few who possess wealth, lending lies. They scarcely ever think of
it out to individuals on interest, or procuring then~selvesbetter food o r
vesting it in the Company's funds;better accommodation ; and are not
they prefer hiding it ns their ancestors stimulated to any efforts of industry
did before them. Merchants and by the security they enjoy, ht:t solely
persons having commercinl t r a ~ ~ s a c -by the ealls of hunger. They have
tions with Calcutta, frequently have no luxuries, unless tobacco may he
government paper t o a considerable called one; they are always in debt,
extent.
and borrow at enormous interest;
There are several forts of mud and and when by accident they acquire a
atone in the Midnapoor district, but rupee or two, they remain idle until
they have been long in a state of ut- it is spent.
ter decay. They were built many
Within the Midnapoor jurisdiction
years sgo, and intended for the de- celibacy is extremely uncomnlon, an
fence of the inhabitants against the unmarried Hindoo of twenty-five, o r
Maharattas, for which purpose they an unmarried girl of fifteen being very
were effectual. The western parts rare occurrences. The great bulk of
of Midnapoor were formerly much the people live a sober, regular, doexposed t o the depredations of Ma- mestic life, and seldom leave their
haratta robbers, which obliged the houses, not being called on for the
zemindars to maintain large bodies performance of militar service and
of armed men for their protection. public lahour. Very L w m a m y s
Besides these, few natives keep arms are unproductive; hut the women
of any description, which, perhaps becoming a t an early age debilitated
on s c c o ~ ~ of
n t the prevalence of gang and decrcpid, d o not probably b a r
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so-many children as in Europe ;total
barreanas is, however, extremely
rare. Pol.ygamy, prostitution, religious austerity, and the circumstance of
young widows seldom marr ing a second time, are the c h i e l objects,
though of no great magnitude, to an
increase of the inhabitants. Among
the adju~atingcauses of increase ma
be reckoned the facility with r11icK
children are reared. In this territory no infants perish of cold, of
diseases proceeding from dirt and
bad acco~ninodation; nor, except during fai~~inen,which are so rare as
scarcely to deserve mention, of unhealthy food. The srnall-pox sometimes carries off multitudes of children ; inoculation, although it has
been known for ages, being little
practised. As soon as a child is
weaned it lives on rice, like its parents, requires no care whatever, goes
naked for several years, and seldom
experiences any sickness. A great
majority of the inhabitants have preserved their original simplicity, and
the characteristic features of tlre Ilindoos. They are less quarrelsome,
and give less trouble than the inhabitnnts of the neighbouring districts ;
and being little in the habit of engaging in law-suits they escape the con.
tagion of courts of law.
In Midnapoor there are not any
schools where the Hindoo or Mahomedan laws are taught ; but in every
village there are schools for teaching
the Bellgalebe language and accounts
t o children in poor circumstances.
T h e teachers, though well qualified
for what they undertake, are persons
n o way respectable, their rank in life
being low, and their elnolurnent scanty. The children sit in the open air
or under a shed, and learn to read,
prite, and cast accounts, for from
one to two annas (twopence to fourpence) per month. A person charged
with several thefts being sent for by
the judge, and asked his occupation,
said it was the teaching of children ;
and on inquiry it appeared he was
eminent in his line. On his conviction it seemed to excite no surprise
among the natives that a person of

his profession should turn out a thief,
In opulent Hindoo families teacher*
Persian
are retained as servants.
and Arabic are taught for the most
part by the Moolavies, who in g e n e
ral have a few scholars in their
houses, whom they support as well
as instruct. Thus Persian and Arabic students, although of respectable
familiea, are considered as living on
charity; and they are total stranger6
to expense or dinsipation. There was
formerly a Mahornedan college a t
Midnapoor; and even yet the establish~nentexists, but no law is taught.
There are scarcely any Mogiils ; but
one-f eve nth of the whole inhabitants
are supposed to be Mahornedans.
Throughout this district there exists now a universal impression (and
it applies to all the older British acquibitions) that property is not liable
to confibcation or gross violation by
supre~ne authority, which nothing
but the long experience of the admirably impartial distribution of justice
in BengaI could ever influence a native to credit. I t waj formerly the
custom to bury treasure and valuable
goods, and to conceal the acquisition
of wealth. This is still done, but
generally from the dread of gang
robbers, never from any apprehension that the officers of government
will lay violent hands on private property.
'The principal places in Midnapoor
are the towns of Jellasore and Pipley; but the district aontains no
town of magnitude. I t was acquired
in 1761, by cession from Cossim Ali
Khan, the reigning nabob of Bengal,
and in 1770 was afflicted with one of
the mobt de5tvuctive faminessecorded
in history, which swept away pearly
half the people. Since that period,
except in 1799, when a partial famine
occurred, the number of inhabitants
has been gradually increasing, and in
1801 was estimated at 1,500,000. I n
1814 measures were adopted by the
magistrate for the apprehension and
dispersion of bands of Choars, residing in the north-western quarter of
the district, and of checking their
horrid barbarities, the details of which

ail1 be bund aader the d k l e BAU-do lohg lords
sla6unt of the Phb
-.---(Sir
Henly Struclq, J. H. lippines,have ew establishments hew,
h t the island is otherwise wdl i n h b
E d , J. Gmnt, &.)
M~nnrpoo~.-The capital of the bited. The earlp nthipters, who first

E"

Mindoro on their refurn t o
precedin district, situat~on m lat. visited
insieted that the inllabitant*
2F' 25'
Ion. 8T0 25'E., seventy Bump,
had tails of condd&tble length.riiiles W. by S. from Calcutta. This (iMebrm, 8omwrai, L a Page, +.)
p l ~ c ebeing a frontier station, had forMINHRY.-A small village an t h e
merly a fort, but it has' since been
converted to a criminal prisod. The road from Candy to Trincomalee,
civil gaol and hospital are thatched sitated on the banks of a tank d
buildings ar a distance from the old artificial lake, above f i b e n miles in
fort. Bv the exertions of successive circurnfererice. The embankment is
magistr2es the roads adjacent to this a quarter bF a mile long and at the
t'own have been brought into an ex- tdp a b u t sixty feet broad; but the
cellent condition, being constructed water in 1818, in place of benefitting
of gravel and hard materials, and the country, was running waste, creplanted with avenues of trees. Con- atin swamps and supporting unsiderable progress has also been etiofesome vegetation.-(Day, ec.]'
mad6 in form~nga road from hence
M I N P ~ ~(Minapmi).-A
~EE
waUt o Bissenpoor, which when complet- ed town of considerable i a e , t h e
ed will not only shorten the distance modern capitnl of the Etaweh district,
t o travellers and merchants no less situated about sixty-two milea east
than thirty-three miles ;but by pene- from Agra ; lat. f1° 14' N., Ion. 7 8 O
trating the wild and jungly pergun- 64' E. It etanda on the banks of tbe
n'ah of Baugree, expose to mew the h a , in a fertile and productive counhaunts of Choars and other banditti, try, and has a confiderable popull
and greatly facilitate their apprehen- tion.
sion.--( Winter, Strachey, 4c.)
i + % r ~ ~ o w . - ~ hchief
e
tom Ih the
M ~ ~ o rTEMPLE.-A
n
smdl 'tempre blend of Bmcaf and m t of' the tin
in Northern H i n h a n , nerv the Niti trade, Ir. standa neaF the wa t w
pass, 11,882 feet above the ]eve&of wmd6 the west, at the base of ?
rhe sea ; l a . 3Q $35' N., lon. 80° W E. mountain named Mompin, a d nears
t o the rim Bdembang.
MNDANAO
I s ~ ~ . - s e e MAGINDA-f a oppaite
1810 it eontai~edabout 9,008 inNAO.
frabiianc, of whom a ~najotitywere
M I N B ~ BISLE.--A
O
large island, Chinese, and the rest Malay and
one ef the Bhili~piaes, situated due Dutch half ca*s.
weat from t h e south-western e x t r e
WIRWANAR.-A town in the promity of Laaon, and distant abbutr vince of Delhi. twentr-six miles
twenty milee. In length it may be \vest Prom ~ u r n a u l ;l a i 2 9 " 36' N.,
eatimated at 110 miles, by twentjri fon. 760 6'E.
&re the average bmadth. The i n t e
Mraza~A~wa.-A towd in the prorior of this island is muntainou8,
bht along the m o a s t the height of viuce of Bengal, district of Jessore,
the lsnd is moderate, And the whde hfty-three miles N.E.from Calcutta 9
being covered with trees, makes s lat. 2Z0 56' N., 1011. 89' 13' Ed
beautiful appearahee from on board
MIB~APOOR.
-A district it1 the
ship, THa chahnel between Mindoro province of Allahabad, one of thd
and the shoala n e w the Calarnind fiacal and judieial subdicivions of the
%lm ie only three leagus wide. Benares province, BUS the Hmits of
& ~ d t CaitipAn, on thk eastern ex- the magisterial aiithorlty have never
bemity, otae formeriy passed by
b&eh rcaranely defined, nor has ie
gaklebn o n h~ vo age froni Aca u t m tiny #bpaI*ate collector, the revenue
.
iManilla, be &np.ntatds a d y h beidg paid i n k the Benares trehwry.

i.,

la1 m a g o o r deadbed by
the then j u d p as peeseseing a &urnhing commerce, and being otherwise in a progreesive state of improvement. Besides what proceeded
hom n a t m k eases, the country a
that period reaeived an annual access
ef populatioR by emigrants f r m the
~ontiguoasterritories subject to petty
native chi&, which were constantly
agitated by intemal feuds and diwenwans. The total number of inhabitents in 1801 wes estimated a t
900,000 souls, in the proportion of
ene Mahomedan t o twenty Hindooa
m the country parts, and to one in
ten in the towns. The chief town is
Mirzapoor, but the district contains
many smaller of from five to ten
thousand persons. In 1801 there
still existed many forte built of masonry, and also the remains of many
mud forts. There were then no
schools or semiaaries for instruction
in the Hindoo or Mahomedan law,
n o bridges of any note, nor any public edifice of magnitude. In 1815
the tranquillity of the frontier villages was much disturbed by r e d s
tory incursions from the ~ u n & eraa's country, but ener etic measures
&wing been adopted, ttey were dip
tually suppressed.4 Public MS. Document~,R. Mmuty, 4c.)
M

Mraz~~ooa.-A large and flourishing town in the province of Allahabad, district of Mimapoor, situated
on the south side of the Ganges,
about thirty miles travelling dibtance
W.S.W. from Benares; k t . So
10'
N., Ion. 83' 3S' E. It is at present
m of the greatest inland trading
towns, a d has long been the grand
mart for cotton. The native inhabitants are more remarkable for their
active industry than in any part of
the Company's dominions out of the
three capital&. A considerable quantity of filature silk is imported to
Mirzapoor from Bengal, and passes
here to Upper andcentral Hindostan.
L the vicidity a very durable carpeting an& various fabrics of cotton are
mauuktured. The modern towa
ewsists -of handsome European

bwm native habit.tiom, 4ckteten, of Hincloe temples nowding the
banks of the Ganges, aed seen from
the river the whole maken an mimated appesPaRee. The soil of the
town and l a d s adjaeent is so strongty imgqnated with saline particles,
as matendly to injure buildings wrnposed of bnck and mortar. In 1601
Mirzapoor wan found to contain.
50,000 inhabitants, which have probably since then increased at leest
onghalf, not only from the uninterrupted tranquillity it has enjoyed,
but also from the additional s ~ m u l u s
occasioned by the opening of the
commerce with Europe, and the inrreased demand for cotton, tbe bales
of which are s a t direct do Diamond
Harbour.
About six miles from Minapoor,
near the site of the deserted military
station of Tarah, there is a fine waterfall, formed by the cleecent of a
rivulet from tbe taUdand of the
Vindhya hills into the plain. The
height of this fall is about sixty feet,
and during the rainy season the volume of water is frequently very eonmderable. At Bindbashy, some miles
above Mirzapoor, where the Vindhya
mountains approach the river, there
i s a temple of Devi, much resorted
to by devout persons of the Hindoo
faith. Travelling distance from Calcutta by Moorshedabad 754, by B h
boom 654 mile~.-(Colcbrooke,FuG
W o n , Tsnnani?,Lord Vakntia, qc.)
M r s ~ u nISLE.
-A small island
about fifteen miles in circumference,
lying off the bay of Toppanooly, on
the west coast of Sumatra; lat. 1°39'
N., Ion. 98O 30' E. This is a high
mountainous island, between which
and the main is a navigable channd,
about four leagues broad.4Elmotrc,
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MISMEES
f a tribe).--See Assax.
MITENDAKAT.-A small town in
the Afghan dominions, eituated on
the west bank of the Indus ; lat. ESO
'35' N., Ion. 70' 15' E. At this place
the Indus is jeined by rkers of the
Punjab in one stream h e named the
Punjnud.-(L&, Mucarhey, &.)

MOHUN.
MOAISLK.--Anislandin theEastern
seas, lying off the eastern extremity
of Tirnor, and intersected by the
128th degree of east longitude; lat.
8' 90' S. Although an island of conr
siderable size, having several others
adjacent. nothing is known respecting
it but its geographical situation.
M O A X A B E.la
A ~ tribe).-see

As-

IAM.

Mocoiuoco.-A town on the S.W.
coast of Sumatra, district of Anak
Sungei; lat. 20 31'S., Ion. 10I01WE.
Fort Ann lies on the southern, and
the settlenient on the northern side
of the Si L u g a n river, which name
properly belongs to the place also,
and Mocomoco to a village higher
up. The soil of the surrounding
country is low and sandy, and the
face of the country low and flat. The
first English settlement was formed
here in A.D. 1717, since which tiwe
there has been a standing engagelrlent
of reciprocal protection, the Company undertaking to assist the chiefs
of the interior if attacked, and the
latter to lend then] aid agninat a maritime invasion. During the eruptions
of the great volcano of Tomboro on
the island of Sumbhawa on the I lth
April 1816, the noise was so loud in
this ueighbourhood, although the distance exceeded 1,400 miles, and so
much resembled discharges of artillery, that the inland chiefs supposing
Fort Ann at Mocomoco was attacked
from the sea, armed their dependents
and marched down in a body to assist the garrison.--(Murrden, Public
J o u d r , 5.c )
MODAPILLY.-Asmall town in the
Northern Circars, thirteen miles N.E.
from Ongole; Iat. 16' !2YN., Ion.
80" 6' E.
MOGAUM(Magoung).-A
town
and country lying to the east of Assam and north of Ava, to which kingdom, however, it has beeo for s o m e
time united. The town is supposed
to stand about lat. 45' N., lon. 96O
15'E., and about twenty miles west
of the Irawady.
Nau Quedah, the hereditary raja

of Mopum under the Burnlese government in 1825, was one of the
most ferocious ~xiurdererson record.
When driven from Cachar by the
British troops he seized on several
Bengalese who had gone to trade in
Assam, and being in low spirits owing to his defeat, he had violent fib
of weeping daily, during which he
used to have the uilfortunrte prisonem above-mentioned brought before him, and either beheaded or
ripped open. During his government
of Assam he seized the wife of another
chief and had her roasted to death.
Sham Phokum in consequence revolted, defeated Nau Quedah, and
at last secured the niwster's peraon,
who with his two sons was iiumediately beheaded. His akull was afterwards presented to the Phrenological
Society of Calcutta. - (Public Journal*, &c.)
MOCIILSERAI.-Astation in the
province of Malwa, situnted in ]at.
24' 17' N., Ion. 7 7 O 37' E. As this
place is approached from Seronge the
elevation increases, ant1 the ghauts
are ascended, so that in one day's
march a country is reached 800 feet
higher than in the morning, the whole
of the ad'acent surface being considerably efevated above that of Bundelcund.
MOIIAUN.-A town in the province
of Oude, cont~ining many brick
houses and a bjidge over the Sye,
about sixteen miles west from Lucknow.
MOHIM.-A large town thinly inhabited and in a ruinous condition,
in the province of Delhi, sixty-five
miles west from the city of Delhi ;
lat. 28' 44'N., Ion. 76' 2' E.
MOHINDRA
MALLEE(the chain of
Maha IndraJ.-A chain of hills in
the Northern Circnrs, district of
Guntoor, running parallel with the
sea, at a distance of from five to ten
miles.
MOHUN.-The vestiges of an ancient and now entirely deserted town
in the province of Ajmeer, situated
at the juoctiou of two uullahe, eoutlt

from Chota Odeypoor about fourteen
miles. From the remains of wells,
tombs, &c. it must formerly have
been of considerable extent. At present it belongs to the raja of OJeypoor.-(Malcolm, qc.)
MOHUNGUB.-Atown in the province of Agra, south of the Chumbul,
sixty miles W.S.W. from Jhansi; lat.
25" 8' N., Ion. 77O 21' E.
MOHUNPOOR.-A
town in the province of Malwa, forty-nine miles N.
from Seronge ; 1st. Z4O 45' N., Ion.

77" 36'E.
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M O H V ~ B U N(Moherbenj).
GE
A
zemindary ill the pbovince of Orissn,
bounded on the north by the district
of Midnapoor; on the east by that
of Balasore; on the south by the
tributary estate of Neelghur ; and
on the west by the Gond mountains.
I11 extreme lenoth this territory extends 190, audPn extreme breadth
100 miles, but the area is much less
than the arnount indicated bv these
dimensions. It is but thinly Gopled,
indifirentlv cultivated. and was much
infested b i wild elepliants, until the
raja, a few years ago, by the advice
of a scientific religious mendicant,
had a quantity of a mineral
(mohri) mixed up with rice ba~?;:;
strewed about in the jungles. A great
number were destroyed by the poison,
eighty having becn found deadsand the
restdecamped in alarm, but have since
re-appeared in another quarter. From
the inconsiderable nlimher of which
these herds consisted, it seems probable that the elephant is not indigenous to the province, and the breed
is supposed to have originated from
the escape of some domesticated
elephants many years ago. The hills
yield timber of various sizes, which
1s floated down to Balasore and other
ports. Iron, dammer, and lac are
procured in considerable quantities,
and the country is susceptible of
much iniprovement. I t had suffered
greatly by the predatory inc~~rsions
of
the neighbouring chiefs while subject
to the Maharattas, to which power
the estate paid a tribute of 6,000
rupees pr'linnuln ; hut the raja was

tben alldu'ed to collect r tax on pile
grims going to Juggernauth, which
has since the British conquest been
abolished.
The principal articles produced and
manufactured in Mohurbunge are
rice, timber of all sorts, dammer,
oil, lac, bows, arrows, and spears, a
small quantity of each bein exported.
The revenue accruing to t f e pmprietor was estimated in 1814 at from
40,000 to 50,000 rupees per annum.
Where no battles were fought, and
the natives remain unmolested by
military exactions, and where the
zemindar or his agent remained unchanged, the lands of the Maharatta
districts in the immediate neighbourhood of Midnapoor were found in as
high a state of cultivation and population as the contiguous portions of
the British districts. One cause which
then tended to the increase of a well
superintended Maharatta estate, was
the constant accession of numbem
bv emigration from the neiehbourine
countries. I t is the interkt of thr
~ r o ~ r i e t of
o r a zemindarv to take as
mulh care of his cu1ti;atora as a
farmer does of his cattle, and that is
sufficient to promote their increase.
The peasantry in the British territories enjoy the degree of security
essential to their increase, which is
not the case with the far greater portion of the former Maharatta country,
vast tracts of which still remain desolate. The principal towns are Harriorpoor and Bustur. It is not traversed by any large river, but several
hill streams flow through it to the
bay of Bengal. This zemindary was
formerly of greater extent, but was
much curtailed by the Maharattas,
who separated Balasore and other
tracts of country. Dliring their government it was a dependency on
Cuttack, but paid also an inconsiderable tribute to theBritish on account
of some lands in Midnapoor north
of the Subunreeka river. By the arhngements of 1803 the chief of this
territory was exempted from the t ~ i bute he had paid to the Mahariattas,
and had his estates guaranteed on
condition of his kithfully fulfilling
d
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MONCHABQO.
hiv &pl

BI a ttibutiuy to tbe British
government. The frxed tribute on thii
ltccauut war sufficiently m~derate,
being only 1,000 rupees per m u m .
The pasaa in pos#easion of thin zemindsrjr m l S l 4 was named Trebikram Bhnnb--(Rkhardnm, airling,
SCrmoLey, J, Grsnt, Id -tar,
&.)
Mor~rwon.-A village ip the province of Bengal, five miles distant
from the cantonments of Berhampoor and Moorshedabad. In this
neighbourhood there are several good
European houses, which are generally occupied by the civil authorities
of the city and diatrict
M o r n ~ ~ x i ~ ~ . - sent
An
cky (now
,in ruins) in the i s h d of Jm,dia
trict of Wirraba, thirtythree mila
SrW. from SuFsbaya; lat. 7' 31' S.,
Ion. 1 1 4 84' E. Tbe r u h of tbe
pslaa, and aeveml gutewayn, remains
of temples, kc., c o r n p o d of burned
bricks, areatill visible; but the oouni ~g. e n d L completely covmd
rnth s stately forest afteak trees. The
wah of a tank twelve fe
Ill80
of burned bricks, 1,000 feet oag by
600 broad, are still quite perfsct;
but its RRB in 1813 was one ricb
nheet of rice cultivation. The Nins
cover several square milea, a d are
particuhrly distinguished .e being
principally if not wbdly of burned
bricks, Images of Gaeesa m d other
Hindoo d i c s are occasiondly found
here, but in general the vicinity af
Mojopahit ia remarkable for the tbr
sence of any representations of Braha~inicaldeities; indeed the prevalent
religion is conjectured to have been
the Buddhist. The name means " the
place of the bitter Mojo tree"
The origin of this state remains
unknown, although all aocounta
akee that it was destroyed in A . h
1478, and from presumptive evidence
it may be inferred that it was founded
nbout a century and a half before
that era, and it waa certainly the most
powerfulkingdom in Jivaat the period
of the Mahomedan co~versmn. The
dyna~tyof princes that reigned tit
Mojopahit appeam to have subdued
the finest provinces of the island,

y,

and to bave sprswl- tbe Jamnew
mpps and arms beyond the limitn of ..
the^ own country ; for it was during
this eta that Palembang in Sumatra
wag founded. by a Javaneea colony,
and the Malayaa state of Singhpc~ra
subverted.--(RqdRer, Cmwfurd, 4c.)
Morrrrn~.-A town in the province of Aurungabad, forty-eeren
miles S.E. from Damiwn; lat. lgQ
66' N., lon. 73' a9' E.
MOLUCCA
ISLES
f Maluka/.-This
term in its most extensive application
is understood to signify all the inlands
situated to the eastward of the Molucca passage, in Ion. 126' E., .par$cularly those 6f Gilolo; but m ite
more limited sense it is usually restricted to the Dutch spice idends,
which an, Amboyna, Blank, Ceram,
Ternete, Tidon, a ~ Batchian.
d
When
first vidted by the Portuguese ~ r i gator&desparched by Albuquerque in
A.D. 1510, they were found o m pied by twe distinct races of people,
the Malays or Mahoinedans, on' tho
sea-coast, and the Orieatal negroea,
or mop-beaded Wpucrs, in t h e in*
A r . The latrer have ever h c e
been rapidly decreasing, and in most
of the small islands have wholly diaappeared; but in tbe mom eastern
they stiIL hold their ground, rrad retain undisturbed p o m s i o n of New
Guinea.
The Melavs of t h e islands have
adopted so &iny &reign words, thab
their dideet differs very much from
the common Malay,andin writingAhey
oceasionallgmake use ofLatin characters to express the Malay language.
The ancient Ternata, or Molucca language, appeared to Dr. Leyden to
have been an original tongue. Among
these islands are many of the pmtended desce~dants of Mahomed,
nnmed Shereefs, who are hdd 111
reat respect, more especially if they
6ave performed the pilgrin~ageto
Mecca. Under their respective beads
further particulars ws ecting these
islands will be f o u n l (FOPM,~,
L e y h , 4c.)

-

site la the Burmese domlniona, but
much venerated as having been the
birth-place of Alompra, the founder
of the present dynasty, andduri~ghis
short and active reign the capitel of
the empire. Lat. 2a0 40' N., Ion. 96O
20' E. The distance from fiegoon
to Monchaboo by the Irawady is 500
tniles.-(Symer,
qc.)
MONKAH.-Atown in the province
and district of Bahar, situated at the
junction of the h e and Ganges,
twenty-one miles w,est from Patna;
lat. 25' 39' N., Ion. 84' 52' E. This
place is remarkable for the beautiful
mau~oleumof Mukdoom Shah Dowlet, built of a sort of free-stone, and
perhaps the most elegant specimen
of Mogul architecture below the
Doab. Its dome and pavilioned turrets in 1819 were still entire, nor
had the stone trekces or fret-work
then lost much of their original sharp
ness. In the neighbourhood various
Hindoo remains are scattered about,
rticularly an enormous mutilated
age of the Singh, a fabulous lion,
devouring an elephant, similar to
that which is exhibited on the bridge
at Juanpoor, and whi& is the extermal decoration ofall the Hindoo temples at Almora in Northern Hi&-

c

taaL-(Fdhtoa,

4c.)

MONGHIB
(Mud= gin').-A
celebrated town and fortress in the province of Bahar, district of Boglipoor,
'situated on the south side of the river
Ganges, which here in the rainy sea'son presents a prodigious expanse of
fresh water ; lat. 25' 23' N., Ion. 8 6
26' E. The fort of Monghir is large,
and surrounded by a deep ditch, and
has on account of its physical advantages been probably a place of note
'from the remotest antiquity. I t is
most beautifully situated on a bend
of the Ganges, whicb in the rainy season forms here an immense expanse
of fresh water. D u r i ~ gthe whole
eriod of the Mogul government,
honshir continued to be a place of
importance, and was the statlon of a
series of officers of considerable rank.
I t was strengthened by Shah Shujah,
brother to 'Aurengzebe, and almost a

atkwarda mpaked,by Cosr
sim A I, when he inbeaded to threy
etT his dependence on aha EngFih
government, which had raieed h i te
the throne. He added considerably
to the fortificatione,and endenmured
to discipline the natives for ita d s
fence : but in vain, for it was takep
after a siege of only n k e days.
While Monghir was a frontier town
it was a place of considerable importance, a station of one of the brigedea, and a dep8t of ammunition;
but mince the expansion of the British
dominions beyond Delhi, and the selection of Allahabad for a de@f the
fort of Monghir has been suffered to
go to decay, and is now degraded to
a n invalid station, a lunatic q l y n
for the native military, and a epot
for the army clothing, the neighboub
hood being a noted resort of tailors.
In case of exigence the fortificatiooe
might still be repaired so as to e s
clude R native army; but without a
total change could not resist a regular
attack, the works being of great OG
tent, and appuently never intended
for defence by ordnanoe.
The town of Monghir, as dietinot
h m the fortress, consists of sixteen
diierent market-places, ecatteredovw
a space of about one mile and a half
long and one wide. The only two
'portions of this space that are close
built, or resemble a town, are without the eastern and southern gates
of the fort, at each of which is a
street sufficiently wide to admit carriages to pass, and closely bnilt, with
several brick houses. Between the
river and the northern gate of the
fort is a suburb, which may be con&
dered as belonging to the fort, but is
mostly built on the sand. of the
Ganges, which renders it neceedary
every year to remove many of the
.houses dllring the flood. The number of houses may be estimated at
5,000, and six persons d o w e d t o a
h o u ~ e ,giving a total population of
-30,000 persons. The place of worship
in most repute amongst the Mahome
dans is the monument of Peer Sheh
Lohauni, where both Hindoos a d
.Mahornedan8 mahefrequeat ofbriag,

especially when they are married
and on sinlilar emergencies.
The gardeners of Monghir are
noted thiougl~outB e n p l for their
expertness ; and, as has already been
mentioned, the tailors are not of less
celebrity, much of the army clothing
being made here, benides shoes both
of native and European fashion.
Here also and a t Boglipoor are some
workmen who make European furniture, palanquins, and carriages, and
when furnished with sound materials, and well looked after, are really
clever workmen. The blacksmiths
occupy about forty houses, and make
goods after the European fashion,
very ooarse when compared with
English articles, but still useful and
cheap, a s will be seen by the following prnces, &.-Double
barrelled
guns, thirty-two rupees ; rifles, thirty; single barrelled Fowling-pieces,
~ i g h t e e n ;muskets eight, matchlocks,
four; pistols, ten; double ditto. thirt y ; table-knives and forks per dozen,
six rupees. The barrels of the firearms are made by twisting a rod
rouud an iron spindle, and then hammering it together; the bore is afterwards polished and enlarged by borers
o f different sizes.
The hot spring named Seetacoond
i s situated in aplain near the Ganges,
about five miles from Monghir.
A cistern of brick has been built t o
include the springs, and forms a pool
of about eighteen feet square. A t
different places many air bubbles rise
from the bottom, issuing many at one
time with irregular intervals between
the ascents, and near to where these
rise the water is always hottest.
When visited by Dr. Francis Buchanm in April 1810, the thermometer in the open air being 68' Fahrenheit, rose t o 130' when irumersed ;
o n the twentieth of that month from
84' to 1 9 9 , yet on the twenty-eighth
a little after sun-set the thermometer
only rose from 90" to 9 F . A t another period o n the the 21st July from
@OO to lap, and on the 2 l s t September from 88' to 132'. On the eveni n g of the 7th August 1819, when
v i s i t d by Mr. Fullarton, it rose from

93' t o 1-36". The water is dear, tlie
heat generally preventing its being
polluted by the nativea and other
animals. Travelling distance from
Calcutta hy Birboom 275 miles: by
Moorahedabad 301 miles--(F. Buc
chanan, Rmnel, 4c.)

M o ~ ~ p o o a . - A small town in the
province of Gujerat belonging to the
nabob of Rahdunpoor, 5 5 miles fJ.
W. from the city of Ahmedabad; lat.
23" 33' N., Ion. 71' 50' E. The fortifications of this town are indgnificant, but the surrounding country is
more enclosed than the contigrinus
districte, and has a io~lgh,rugged appearance.- (Carnoc, 4c.)

MONTPEZIR.-A cave temple in
the province of Aurungabad, islanil
of Snlsette, in the vicinity of whish
the ruins of a monastery of Jesuits
are-still to be seen.
MONTRADOKor Badok). - A
Chinese town in t e island of Borneo,
eighty milen inland S.E. from Snmbas ; lat. O0 45' N., Ion. 109' 15' E.
O n the west side of Borneo between
Mampava and Sambas, is a tract of
land occupied by Chinese settlers,
said to be the descendants of the
crews of junks shipwrecked two cellr
turies ago, augmented b.y subsequent
migrations from the mother country.
T o the east It is bounded by a range
of lofty mountains named Tmdok,
aln~ost immediately under which ig
the principal town named Montradok.
Between Soongy Ryah (a safe hnrbour) and Sillaca are several small
ports of trade, occasionally visited b
European veasels, from each of whici
there is a road of easy access to Montradok, through a cultivated country
ornamented with Chinese villas o n
each side. The face of the country
is a mixture of hill and dale; the
passes are guarded by small forts,
and the streams crossed by bridges.
The journey occupies from two t o
four days.
The town of Montradok is situated
on a plain under n range of moun-
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MOO LTAN.
46' N., Ion. 74" 6' E.; sixty-nine
miles S.E. from Surat. The river
Moosun here forms a cataract of
twelve feet, and the scenery of the
mountnins and valleys, covered with
jungle and swarming with wild beasts,
is singularly grand and picturesque.
The climate is healthy during the wet
monsoon, the excessive heat being
moderated by the copious rains
arrested in their passage by the surrounding mountains.
The fort is
about a mile to the south, and is
formed by a naturally perpendicular
rock, extending about half a mile
east and west, and by a rough estimate 1,000 feet high. There is said
t o be a considerable space on the top,
and tanks excavated from the solid
rock. The land here is mostly cultivated by Bheels from the surrounding hills, who have here att~iinedto an
advanced stage of civilization, as they
also manufacture coarse cloth for
sale. Moolkier in 1814 had much
decayed and did not contain above
$200 inhabited houses, although the
ruins of many handsome edifices indicated a former state of greater
prosperity.- (Sutherland, 4c.)
MOOLKY.-A town in the Canara
province, sixteen miles N. by W.
from Mangalore; lat. 13O 7' N., Ion.
74' 55'E.
MOOLOOPETTA.-Atown remarkable for its salubrity, on the sea-coast
MOOHNEE.-A town in the province of Lahore, eight miles N.W. . of the Carnatic, district of Tinnefrom Nadone; lat. 31' 53' N., lon. velly, ninety nl~l'es N.E. from Cape
Comorin ; 1st. 9' 13' N., Ion. 78"
'16"av E.
55' E. During the months of March
MOOJABAD.-A considerable town and April, invalids resort here for
in the province of Ajmeer, thirty the benefit of the sea-breeze and
miles S.W. from Jeypoor; lat. 26" change of air.
42'N., Ion. 75' 10' E. There is here
a mosque, some good gardens, and
MOOLTAN.
several temples, the largest of which
belongs to the Jains, who are more
In its greatest dimensions this pronumerous in this quarter than further vince extends from the sea to Lahore,
east, engrossing a large proportion of and formerly comprehended the counthe banking and traffic of the western try on both sides of the Indus, behalf of upper Hindostan.--( Bishop tween the twenty-fourth and thirtieth
Heber, 4c.)
degrees of north latitude. T o the
MOOLKIER.-A town in the pro- north it is bounded by Lahore; o n
vince of Candeish, which in 1816 the south by the Indian ocean ; t o
belonged to the Peshwa; lat. XOO the east it has the g n g t desert of

tains, and% about three miles long
by half a mile broad, and divided into
bazars or quarters, each inhabited by
a distinct trade. T h e purchases from
foreign vessels are made by the headmen; if large or on account of the government, by the Chinese captain of
Montradok ; the returtls are made in
golddust the produce of the mines.
According to Chinese traditions the
religion of the natives when their ancestors landed was Hindoo. From
the patriarchal nature of Chinese
institutions, the population is likely
t o increase, and they are now independendent of all external control,
Malay or Enropean.--( Public Journals, 4c.I
MOODAPOOR.-A t o r n in the province of Bengal, district of Mynlunsingh, sixty-eight miles N. by W.
from the cit of Dacca ; lat. 24' 36'
N., lon. 9025' E.
MOODHILL.-A t o r n in the province of Beianoor. fort!,-six miles
S.S.W. from *tie ci'ty of' Bejapoor ;
lat. 16O 50' N., Ion. 75' 21' E. In
1820 there wasa mint here conducted
on the most dishonest principles, the
jaghiredar (the head of the Gorapena
family) assuming the privilege of
coining a rupee, a lac-simile of the
Bagulcot o r hlulhar Shahy rupee,
but sixteen per cent. below its in. trinsic value.--(Marshll,
4c.)

-

qimeer or Rqjpao; and en .dae
west the course of the Indw sew.rates it from the Baloocbiatan and
the Cabul dominions. When Abul
Fgzel composed the Institutes of Acher Mooltan was one of the lar est
provinces of the empire, extenfins
to the frontiers of Persia, and incltiding within its limits themodern
countries of Mooltan, Baloochistan,
Sinde, Shekarpoor, .Sewistan, and
Tatta, besides a ortion of the Doabs
now attached to Lahore. Since that
period its limits have been so contracted, that the extent of territory
exclusively assigned to the name does
not exceed 110 niies in length, by
seventy in breadth. By Abul Fuel,
in 1582, it is described as follows :
"The soubsh of Mooltan lies in
the first, second, and rhird climates.
Before that Tatts was comprised in
this soubah, i t measured in length
from Ferozepoor to Sewistan 403
coss, and was in breadth from Khutpoor to Jesselmere 108 coss; hut
with the additional length of Tatta
it measures to Cutch and Mekraun
660 coss. On the east side kies Sircar Sirhind ; the pergunnah of Jhoor
joins it on the north; on the south
i t is bounded by the -province of
Ajmeer ; and on the west are Cutch
and Mekmun; both of which are&
dependent territories. The sir r i v m
described in L 8 h o r e . p ~
through this
soubah. The river of Behnt, near
the pergunnah o f Shoor, unites with
t h e Chiaub, and then after running
twenty-seven coss, they diserubogne
themselves into the river S i d e , near
Ooch. For the distance of twelve
coss near Fwozepoor the rivers Beyah
and Sutuleje unlte ; and then again
as they pass along separate into four
streams, oh. the Hur, the Haray, the
Dund, and the Noorny, and near the
$!y of Mooltan these four branches
JOln aga~n. All the rivers that diaembogue themselves into the Ginde
(Indus) take its name ; but in Tatta
*he Sinde is called Mehran. The
mountains of this soubah lie on
,the north side. In many respecte
i t resembles Lahore, except that
but lit& rain .falls hre, .and the

heat is exceslive. Between t h e e
and Behkar (Backar) is a large desert,
over which during the summer months
there blows !.he pernicious hot winds
called the simoom. The river Sin&
some years indines to the north, a d
.some"mes to therouth, and the villwes change accordingly. This soabah contams three circars, divided
into4ght pergunnahs. Themmuretd
lands are 3973,932 begas; the r e v g
nue 151,403,61,9 dams, out of which
659948 are uyurghel. I t Lunishes
13,785 cavalry and 165,650 infantry."
Such is Abul Fazel's delineation of
this province during the reign of Acher, when it was probably but littk
known, as the detail is more than
usually replete with geographical
errors. The princi a1 modern territorial divisions witgin the limits of
Hindostan are the following, commencing from the nonh :
1. Mooltan Proper,
9. Bah&wulpor,
3. Backar,
4. Sinde,
5. Tatta,
6. Chaichkaun.
As has been mentioned above, the
greatest l e q t h of the territory now
distinguished by the name of Mooltan is 110 Ales, by about seventy
its reatest breadth ; and it is corn.prepended between theSuudeje (her.
named the Gurrah), the Ravey, and
the Chinaub. From the right bank
of the Sutuleje, journeying from Ba.hawulpoor in a north-westerly direction, after the first five miles, in the
month of December, the country ia
arid, sandy, and destitute of grass,
but scattered over with hardy bushes,
which can withstand the parched and
,saline soil. In the immediate vicinity
of the villages, which are .numeraw,
fields of wheat, cotton, and corn are
to be seen, .and also a number of
laege m d deep water-courses. The
.north-west corner of. the dwert is
cut off by the streams of the funjab,
land tbe .trm thus formed ,within
reach of the periodical inuedation is
fertile, while the pest is sandy and
barres, and but very thinly inhabited.
Of thim cliaracter are the districts of

,

Proper, Bahawulpoor, 3 4 its politicat situation without. Wel
Lei, which are aU situated to the placed at a distance from tbe ~ r i r i s 7
M&n

%

eouth of the salt range of mountains,
and east of the Indus. Besides i b
natural sterility this miserable cwntry has suffwed greatly from the incursions of ti~eSeiks,Afghaw,the Ameera
of Sinde, and other depredators.
Anterior to the invasion of Hindostan by Mahmood of Ghizni thk
rs to have been occuas he is apF:~?;MTmedans,
plauded by Persian authors for having
In A.D. 1006 subdued Daoud Khan
an Afghan heretic who then occupied
the country, and compelled him to
embrace the true faith, from which,
however, he soon after apostatized.
I t continued sabjeet to the Patan and
Mogul empires u11til the dissdution
of the later, after which it underwent many changes. i t wae takea
from Mahomed Shah the Delhi so.
vereign by Nadir Shah, and on the
death of that conqueror devolved to
Ahmed Shah Abdalli of CahuL For
a short time before the battle of
Paniput it was under the yoke of the
Maharattas, but was then wrested
from these plunderers and never recovered.
At a later period the Seiks held it
for two years, and continued annually
to extort pecuniary compenmtione
for abstaining from plundering it. In
1809 the total revenue was estimated
at five and a half lacks of rupees, af
which two and a half were paid to
the Cabul sovereign, to who111 the
Moaltan n a b b wae a feudatory. At
that date the troops within the city
of M d t a n were estimated at 9,098
men, th twenty brd guns ; but on
an cm&ency it w upp pod th*
I!Z,QOO additional militia might be
collected. Since the above date it
has been subdued by Runjeet Sin&
of Lahore, to whom it still continues
tributary. The former government,
howwer, with respect to mayp
e
a and other exutiong 10
nown to have been execrable, the
oppressions of the civil government
having been aggravated by the extortions of rapacious and ungovernable
troops witbin, and by the miseries of
VOL. 11.

territories, poesessing no political o r
commercial importance, and being
but seklorn visited by Euro
are probably less acquaintecf%~t.~~
than with any other of the orighd
pmvincesof Hindostan.-(AbulF~
Elphirutone, RerneU, MS., &.)
MOOLTAN
(Mu&un).-The
capit.1
of the preceding province, situate$ ia
lat. 30°Y N., Ion. 71'7' E, four m i l ~
from the left bank of the Chinaub
or Aeesines, which haa previously
received the waters af the Ravey
(Hydraat-) and the Jhylurn ( H y b .
pes). I t is enclosed by a fine w d
from forty to fifty feet bigh, with
towers at regular distances. I t h a
also a citadel on a rising ground, and
several fine tombs, two of which are
ornamented with painted and glazed
tiles. There are many other placa~
of interment scattered round the
town, and three milan from the north
bank of the river the maootaitm of
Afghanistan may k &cerned, dia
tant from seventy to eighty miles.
During the cold season the joint
streams ofthe Jhylum, Cbinaub, and
Ravey at Rajghaut near this city is
500 yards broad, with an average
depth of eight feet and a half; and
the town itself stands d y .t th.
name distance &om the ssa u Alhr
habad, that is, about 800 British
miles by the course of the rivers.
Mooltan is noted for its silks sad
ibr a species of carpet much interior
to those of Persia The eountry in
the vicinity is pleasing, fertile, and in
1809 was tolerably cultivated, being
supplied with a sufiiciency of water
from wells. The land is in g e n e 4
naturally good; but a large proportion of the adjacent villages have
long been in rums, and the whole
exhibit the appeawce of a country
once prosperous, but w w in a state
of decay. In 1809 about one-half
of the fields were in tillage, pod
abundantly watered by means of Persian wheels, producing wheat, cotton,
millet, turnips, carrots, and indigo.
The trees are chiefly neem and date,
B
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with a few dispersed peepul trees. the province of BJlor, district bf
The uncultivated country near the Shahabad, forty-two miles E. b S.
river is wvered with a dense copse from Ben-;
lat. 25' 12' N., ion.
wood of tamarisk mixed with a tree 83" 40' E.
resembling the willow. At a distance
M ~ ~ ~ ~tOwn
~ ~
in the
. - proA
from the river the countr is bare, vince of A~~~~ bad
on the
thhy-six
except where scattered witi t u f d h n k a of tb
pass and a few date trees* the
miles S. by E.from the city of Auswarming with all sorts game.
rungabad ; lat. lgO !ZY N., Ion. 75"
This city is supposed to have been 41' E.
the Malli of Alexander's historians,
MOONDUE.-A large Bheel village
and in 1583 is described by Abul
the ~r0vi"ceof Ma'wa, belonging
ancient
~~~~l an one of the
cities of ~
i
~withda brick
~ for~ to~the All)'
~ Mohun
,
Raja, from whose
minaret, and possess- capital it la distant thirteen miles to
tress and
ing the tomb of Sheikh Baha ud the south-west.
Deen, an orthodox Mabomedan saint.
MOONVK-A town in the province
I t appears to have been the seat of a of Delhi, twenty-three miles S.W.
princ~pdityso early as A.D. 1006, from Patidah ; let. 59' 44' N., Jon.
when it was lundered by Mahmood 77" 57' E.
of Chizni ;a
it again crpcrienrrd
M o 0 ~ ~ o N D A ..illsge
-~
in the
in 1398, when captured by the srmY Balaghaut ceded districts, division of
of Timour. For many Ymrs the na- Curnoul, situated on the south side
bob of Mooltan acknowledged sub- of the Krishna, 110 miles N. by W.
jection to the Cabul sovereign, and from Cuddnpah ; lat. 16" 57' N., Ion.
p i d him annually a large tribute for 780 13, E. The bed of the Krishna
protection. In 1806 Mooltan was here is 1,000 feet above the level of
attacked, captul.ed, and plundered by the sea. This place is at present
the Seik raja of Lahore, Runjeet much reduced, but appears from the
Sillgh, who was then compelled by ruins remaining to have been at some
hmine to evacuate it; btlt subse- period a town of greater importance.
uently, in 1818, estabfished his Pre- At present the fort is deserted, and
%ominance, and rendered fi t:lbutary. the inhabitants for the
pa*
Besides these annoyances
lso9 subsist by transporting passengers
~ h is~ done
~ , in
this unfortunate nabob was compelled a,r08s the ~ ( ~ i which
t o pay tribute to h e Ameers of Sinde, large circular flat baskets covered
who, according to the Asiatic system ~~h hides, the only vessel
of oppressing the falling, took advan- for so rocky a asssge. Six mild h i feeblenus
him above ~ o o r i c o n dis
: the junction of
(EbJhiwtofle, MmartYY, the Toombndra with the Krishna,
down.
Abd Fazel, Rennell, 4c.)
which, like other junctions, snngums
MOO~TANm-A
town in the pro- Or p m W s is esteemed of great
the Hindoos. q w a t e r e
vince of Malwa, pergunnab of Bud- Sanctity
the
are here renlarkably
nawur, nine miles travelling distance
from ~
~
~ In 1k 8 ~ 0it~ con-~ sweet
~ and hclear, ~and are
~ said
. to be
of the
tained 400 houses, and belonged to greatly '"'proved
Toombudra,
which
are
reckoned
by
beraja of ~ h ~ ~ . - - ( B~.)
~ d ~ ~ l ~ ,
water-drinkers of a superior quality.
MOOLTAYE.-An extensive forti- In Mooriconda there are many small
%ed village (in 1819) in the province places of Hindoo worship, but they
of Uundwana, situated near the scarcely deserve the name of temsources of the Tuptee, sixty-eight ples, or even chapels. -(Hyne,
N.W. from Nagpoor ; lat. 21° 4.5' N., Y o y q , *.)
lon. 7 7 O B' E.
MOOBLEY
f Murdi).-A
town in
MOONSEE/Manir).-A town in the province of Bengal, district of

Pu.
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Jeeaore, 'of which it is the capital, these united streams formin
sixty-two m~lesN.E. from Calcutta;
iat. a30 5' N., Ion. 89' 15' E. I t is
also named Jessore, and is the residence of the "iudee and collector.

.,

MOonLsvnua SEaal f
k Serd/.-A
in the province
east from
of A@'%
the city?f *gm; lat.270 N., Ion.
5'8" 34' E.
MooxsAn~.-A town in the provinco of &p,district of Alighur,
twenty-nine miles north from the city
of Agm ; lat. 210 36'N., Ion. 7 7 O 5W
E. Until 1817 this was the head of
an independent eemindary, and a notorious resort of Thugs and Buddicks, two tribes of rohbers by profession It was then, for that and
other reasons, captured and dismantled; but the eemindar, Bhugwunt
Singh, hsd his landed and personal
property conceded, although he was
the same individual who in 1803 hsd
resisted Lord Lake in Sasnee with
eo much resolution.
Moorsaum
stands in the midst of a highly cultisated country, and like Hatraa is a
considerable commercial thoroughfare.--(Blunt, Fultarton, 4-c.)

'

M o o n s u ~ n n ~ ~ n . - Adistri!t .in the
province of Bengal~ cor?Prlzlng a
portion of territory in the nnmedlate
vicinity of the city- In 1814 it was
described by the superintendent of
police as larger than Hooghl~,and
equal in extent to Burdwan. The
magisterial 'uristliction then comprebend& eigiteen tttnnahs or police
stations, and.four choke~s,and the
court of the ~ u d g ewas held at Galcapoor, seven miles distant from the
city. This district, likepeveral other
of the B e n d jurisdlchon% has undergone such frequent modifications
that it is i m ~ o s ~ l b ltoe assign any
precise limits. The Jellinghy river,
by which it is interseoted, is one of
the most westerly branohe# of the
Ganges, from the main stream of
which it STamteS at the town of
Jellingh~, and after an uncommonly
winding course joins the Bhngirathi,
or Cossinabazar river, at Nuddea;

the
~ o o g h l or
y Calcutta river.
there is water in the Jellinghy
throughout the year, it is sometimes
unnavigable during two or three of
the drkst months.
According to reports received from
the
functionaries in 1801, the
cultintion of the landa had greatly
increa..ed since the commencement
of the decennial settlement, a great
extent of jungle having been brought
under tillage. The most valuable
products are silk and indigo. At the
above date there was said to be only
one nchool in the district for instruction in the Mahomedan law, while
there were twenty for instruction in
the Hindoo laws and customs. The
total population was then estimated,
including the city, at 1,020,572 persons, in the proportion of two Hindoos to one Mahomedan. The neighbourhood of Moorshedabad is the
chief seat of the manufacture of
wove silk, taffetas, both flowered
and plain ; and many other varieties,
for inland commerce and exportation, are made in large quantities.
The external appearance of the
country indicates an improved stateof agriculture, but none whatever in
buildings for religious or domestic
purposes. Individuals occasionally
build a temple or dig a tank, but similar endowments of former days are
going to decay, and among the natives in general no degree of opulence appears ever to tempt then1 to
improvement in their c~oloesticar.
mngements. In 1814 thelumnla, or
land revenue, amounted to 18,74,588
rupees ; the abkarry or excise to
97,000 rupees. Until about the year
1793, the Moorshedabad district
reckoned by the natives rpther saluhrious J but a sad reverse has siuce
taken place, at least i p thevicinity of
the city, which, whether owing to a
d l l n d a n t population or some more
inscrutable cause, Is almout every
ear visited by a severe epidemic.{J. Shahwpear, H a y , 5th Report,
Cdebrooke, F. Buchnnan, g c . )
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MO~R~HEDABAD.-A
aity in the
R 2

province of Bengal, the &pita1 of the neighbourhood, is one of the windpreceding district, situated on the ings of the former channel of the COBmost sacred branch of the Ganges simbazar river. During the reign of
(named the Bhagirathi), about l a 0 Aliverdi Khan a palace was erected
miles above Calcutta; let. 24O ll'N., on it, nod or~mentedwith pill- of
Ion. 88' 16' E. I t WIW originally black marble b r o u e t from the ruins
named Mucksoosahd; but in 1704, of Gour, the ancient capital of BenWhen Moorshed Cooly Khan trans- gal ; but in 1819 a terrace, with some
ferred h e seat of 4overnment to this h e arches of the marble, was all of
place, he changed its name to Moor- the edWce that remained. In 1814
shedabad. The town extends eight the whole number of housc!~was eemiles along both sides of the river, timated at 30,000, which, allowing
and was never fortified except by an five and a half individuals to a h o w ,
occasional rampart in 1748, during would give a total population of
the Maharatta lnwion. The build- 165,000 souls.
inga are in general bad, and the old
Moorshedabad became the c a p i d
palace of the nabobs, named the of Bengal in A.D. 1704, when the
Laul Baugh, so insignificant as to be seat of government was removed from
p a d without observation ; but to Dacca by the nabob JaiTier Khan
the north of that range the nabob has (named also Moorshed Cooly Khan),
recently erected a lofty modem Eu- and it continued to be the metropolis
n house (named the Aina Ma- until the conquest of Bengal by the
:=hi&
now forms a con~picuous British in 1767, when it wrv virtually,
object viewed from the river. With although not nominally, superseded
the exception of the chowk and the b Calcutta. Until 1771 it continued
streets leading to it, the city of Moor- t i e head station of the collectur.geshedabad may be described an a vast neral and revenue board, being more
assemblage of mud a d straw huts, central than Calcutta, but in that
built without the least r ard to year they were both transferred t o
order, choked up on dl 9% with the latter place.
The Nabob J d e r Khan, who fimt
trees and vegetation of d l sorts, interepersed on the side next the river made the city his capital, was born of
with a few brick houses, and a con- n Brahmin, bought while an infant,
siderable number of paltry mosques, and educated in Persia in the Mahobeing on the whole, with reference medan faith. He was appointed eouto its size and population, probably bahdar of Bengal I)y Aurengzebe, and
the meanest capital in Kindostan.
on hie death, with the assistance of
Moorshedabad is a place ofgreat Juggeth Seth the banker, he purinland traffic, and the river is seen chased the continuance of his office;
constantly covered with boats, which berides which he discomfited two
are examined at the custom-house. other soubahdam sent by the court
From October to May the Bhagirathi of Delhi to expel him, although
is almost dry, when much of the traf- he remitted the annual tribute with
fic is conducted at Bogwangola, a great punctualit
He died in 1706,
port on the Gange~,about nine miles and w u succemfed by his son-in-law,
rom Moorshedabad. In 1813 a ca- Ghu'ah ud Dowlah, who reigned unnal was dug between the Bhnginubi til
and on hia decease hia son,
and great Ganges, partly to amelioBerferauz Khan, ascended the
rate the unhealthiness of the town throne, but was dethroned and killed
and adjacent villages, by maintaining after a short reign of one year and
permment stream of wholesome two months, by
water, and attracting a current of
Aliverdi Khan, who after an active
f m h air; but notwithstanding these and eventful reign, died in 1756, and
exertions the city never recovered wan mcceeded by his grandson
its reputation for salubrity. The
Seraje ud Dowlah. Two months
Mooty Jeel, or pearl lake, in this after his accession, this pHnce at-
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tdced and captured Calcutta ;but fected from within mentg-five miles
next year was defeated at Plasaey by distnnce of the western cotlet of Im
Colonel Clive, and soon afterwards die, to the bay of BengaL

awmssinated, in 1757, by Meer M e e
raun, the son of his successor,
Meer J&r Khan, who, on account
of his incapacity, was dethroned by
thc Britiah in 1760, and
Meer Cossim Ali Khan raised to
the throne. In 1763 this Nabob WEE
expelled by the British after much
hard fighting, and his predecessor
Meer J a r reinstated. After reigning one year, in l 7 6 4 he was suweede d by his oldest existing son,
Nud'am ud Dowleh, who in 3766
d k d o#the small-pox, when his brother
Seif ud Dowlah asdended the
tbrone, and died in 1769, when the
famine prevailed, and an epidemical
distemper rnged with much violence.
Mubaric ud Dowlah was the next,
m d had his allowances reduced from
-My-four
laeks per annum to sixteen lacka in 177%. He died in 1796,
@nilwai~succeeded by his son
Nizim nl Muluck, who quitted this
wwld in 1810, and was succeeded by
his son
Seid Zin od Deen Ali Khan, then
seventeen years of age, who died in
18a1, after a reign of eleven years
and a 9 w moqths.
B e d e s being the residence of the
native prince, Moorshedabad is the
head-quarters of a court of circuit,
having the following subordinate districts, a.1st. Boglipoor; 2d. Purneah; 3d. Din
or; 4th. Rung;5th. ~ a ~ x;6th.
$ Birboom ;
th. The cit and district of Moorahedabad.-hcott,
PtJlarton, Lord
Vakntia, PPuic MS. Dmmenta,

+.I
M ~ T Moan.-A
A

i v e r in the
province of A w n bed, composed
ofthe Moota a n d z t g Moola. The
Moot. river joins the Moola at Poona, their union forming the Moota
Moola, which flows into the Beemq
w h i l afterwards forms a junction
with the Krishna.. By this route,
.during the rai season, a journey by
water in a i
gt a w e
be ~ f

MOOTEJEBNA(Mut$jUlm).-A
wnterfall in the province of Ben
between Rajmahal and Giclygul y,
from which it is distant about twelve
miles. I t is three miles inland from
the Ganges, and of very difficult access, the only approach bein by a
rugged and narrow pathway tfroq$
the thickest jungle. The sc~ev'mf
this dell is w.er wild and st~jklri
but I L ~f a
exists bring
height of the rains.--(F&tton,
4~:')
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Moaanns~o.-A district in the
province of Delhi, formed of the
western portion of Rohilcund, and
situated between the twenty-ei
and thfrtieth degrees of north atitude. T o the north it is separated
from the province of Serinagur or
Gurwal by a range of mountains
through which rushee the Ganges a t
Hurdwar; on the south it has the
districts of Bareily and Alighur; to
the east it has the Xumaon mouotaim and district of Bareily ; and to
the west is sepatated by the Ganges
from the districts of North and South
Sabartanpoor. In 1808 Moradabad,
exclusive of the woods and forests
contiguous to the hills, wes estimated
to contain 5,727,381 large begas, distributed in the following proportions,
via.
Land under cultivation
l
,
;
T
3
Lands uncultivated, but fit
for tillage, &c..
2,093,437
h n d s not fit for tillage
727,860
Lands stated to be held
1,195,640
rentfree

Pth

...
...........
...

.................. -Total

...., -5,727,381

The above computation, however,
having been made from native docu,merits, falls short of the truth aboqt
700,000' begas. The total surfaoe,
according to Col. Colebrooke's map,
may be estimated at 6,800,QOO begas.
-Even the tract under the hills .is' 8s

pable o~cultivation,and various spots
are in fact cnltivated ; the quantity
also stated as unfit for tillage is of
meat utilitv as nasture.
The perg$nna'hs of Cossipoor, Roodernoor. Thnkoordwara. Reher. Nu'ib~bad,~eercote,~fzul$hur,
and Suriurrab, as also the northern parts of
Nuggeenah, contain extensive tracts
of rich land which are not cultivated.
One obstacle to their coniplete improvement is the insalubrity of the
climate, owing to the vicinity of the
hills ; another is the absence of population. The soil is natural1 moist,
and in most paru the tilled finds, if
it be required, can be irrigated; dry
weather therefore in these tracts does
not injure the crops, but the reverse,
as it permits the fielda to be ploughed
and sown to greater atlvantage. I f n
greater quantity of this sort of land
were cultivated, the supply of grain
would be grenter during times of e
neral scarcity occasioned by drougftL
Of the remaining pergunnabs those
bordering on the Ganges are productive, but liable to inundation.
The most valuable articles of agricultural produce ere sugar and cotton. The planting of the sugar-cane
hasprogressivelyincreasedsince 1803,
and the demand for it is unusually
great, both in the Doab and across
the Jumna, the culture of the plant
being well understood in Rohilcund.
The quality of the sugar, especially
about Kerutpoor and Nuggeena,
nearly equals that of the Havannah.
In 1808 the price here of chenee or
fine sugar, was only eight rupees per
maund. Wheat is another considerable article, and its exportation
constant; but the main food of the
peasantry is derived from joar, bajera,
and some smaller cropa. The populntion of the Morndabad distrlct in
1808 was estimated by Mr. Lloyd as
follows, aiz.
Six ~rincipalcities from !ZO,000 to
50,000 inhabitants each 180,000
Ten large towns at 7,000
70,000
Ten smaller at 4,000.
40,000
9,430 villages at 120 each 1,131,000

--

.

~

~

.....

--

Total 1,421,000

The principal towns are Moraddwd,
Rampoor, Nujibabad, Daranupgur,
Nuggeena, and Sumbul.
During the Patan swav. the territory theioccu ied, whic6 iecived in
consequence i e name of Rohilcund.
wss in a highly flourishing state; thd
falling-offmay be dated from the Maharatta invasion, from the desolating
&ctn of which, rendered permanent
by other causes, the Moradabad dietrict hao not yet entirely recovered.
The invasion of these provinces was
so long protracted as to cause a revolution in the agriculture of the
country, b s i d a occasiouing the d c
struction of a la e portion of the
inhabitants and
their d w e l l i
and after the annexation of the pro- '
vince to Oude, the revenues being
administered in the worst possible
manner, the cultivators and farmers
were in many par& in a constant
state of insubordination. I t was
transferred to the British pvernmeat in 1801, but not formed into
a separate jurisdiction until 1804,
since which period the progressive
increase of the revenue haa been
more general and considerable than
in any of the ceded districts, except
Bareily. The amount of jumma or
land assessment to the revenue in
1813 and 1814 was 35,46,599 rupees,
and the large proportion of land
which still remains to be brought into cultivation, promises a large augmention of the futurerevenue; which
would probably be further increased
by a revision of the tenures on which
the rent-free lands (one-fifth of the
whole) are held, a large proportion
having originnted in frauds on the
public revenue, when the intended
cession to the British was generally
known.
Prior to 1809 .this district wss
overrun by formidable bands of gangrobbers, the leaders of which were
entitled more to the name of rebels
than robbers, their strength and
means of resistance keeping the ordinary police ~estnblishmente wholly
at bay. Many of the ganga had subsisted in the country long prior to
the cession of Rohilcund by the Na-
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bob of Oude, and the dmmand regularly descended as a matter of property to the next legitimate heir. .At
this period one mounted gang was
so effective as to be able to cut its
way through a detachment of regular troops commanded by European
officers, which had been sent to apprehend them. These depredators
from long practice
fect knowledge of t ~ z z t :
gles, and of the numerous fords of
the Ganges, which enabled them to
cross and return without molestation, and the inhabitants were so intimidated by the ferocity of their revenge that they could not be brought
to act against them. One gang could
muster 400 men, mostly Jauts, and
it is well known with what alacrity a
force of this description, or any force
intent on plunder, could formerly be
augmented in Hindostan. By the
great exertions of the British magistrates, and more especially of Mr.
Oswald, these bands, with their leaders, had rbr to 1814 been
extirptel
mostly of
These banditti
the Jaut and A h e r tribes, who gen e r d y are husbandmen or common
Isborners, of Mewatiea and other
persons caliing themselves se oys,
and of 'be poorer classes of' randholders, r h o became robbers for the
sake of plunder, from being related
to lePders of ganp, or in consequence
of their remindary brving gone to
min. B~~~~~~ the jaut and the
Goojer castes there exists an animosity of such duration that its origin cannot be tmced, but it appears
to be utterly implacable, descending
from generation to generation. A
Jaut leader of banditti is consequentiy sure to find refuge and Ruccour
from the whole Jaut tribe, so long
as he restrains his depredations and
cruelties to the property and lwrsons
of their antagonists.
The d i c e of Mordabad labourn
under considerable disadvantagefrom
the centiguity of the independent
jaghire of Rampoor, within the limits
of which robbers and other public
offenders can evade the pursuit of

justice. The M&aty and Aheep
tribes also dwelling on the northwestern border had long been accustomed to predatory descents on
the plains, which they ravaged, pillaging the villages, and driving off the
cattle. Military force had often been
employed against them, but, owin
to the insalubrity of the jungies nnf
other impediments, always without
effect, until Mr. Seton tried the p1.n
of conciliating the chiefs by assigning them lands and money, and employing them and their adherents ro
protect the couptry the had been
habituated to plunder. i t first they
accepted the occupation rather reluctantly, but gradually became sttached to it, by'which expedient the
district was relieved at a very small
expense from an evil which greatly
annoyed the inhabitant8 and injured
the revenue.--(C. Lloyd, Orwald, Sir
E. Colebrooke, Guthrie, 4c.)
~ ~ O I ~ A D A B A town
D - - Ain the province of Delhi, district of Morsdabad;
of which it is the capital, forty-eight
miles N.W. from Bareily; rat- 4180
61' N-Y
Ion. 78' 4%' E. This lace
on the weatern bank o r the
RBmgung% and
no longer
m t
a mint, Is still one of
0
'"
O P U ~ Oand
~ ~ flourishing
cOmmerciaPtowns in the
Provinces- I t does, not contain any public or religious ediicc of the slihtest
but the chowk or
grand market-place, and another adjoining street named the cutterah,
both
modern
hear a
comparison with the most spacious
bazars of Hindoshn. The
Parts,
though thickly ~ol'ulated, are meanly
built. The Ramgun@ here has a
sluggish current, shallow, and for&ble in several ~laces- (F*ton,
Bich'Y
Heber, &c.)

-

M o a ~ ~ ~ n o u a . - Asmall town in
the province of Delhi, district of
Merut, twenty-two miles W.S.W.
from the town of ~
~
~
t
Moaass~.-The curbah or head
of n pergunnah in Gujerst which
was formerly much more p o p u l ~ q

.

but in l%ao did not contain mere by p r e d a 3 Coolies, aor unwillinp
cbm 6,000 iababitnnts, and yielded a Iy convert to honest men.

rereatst?d w l y 6,080 rupee#. A large
Moa~x.-A fort among the h e r
p @ o n of Y e d l
am here hils of Northern Hindostan, behabited
a race of (=erlyly) tur- the Sutuleje and Jumna, belonging

7

bulent Coo ies, accustomed to plun- to a Mahomedan chief, who also osder friend and foe, but the rout and a w e d lands at the bare ; la+. d 4 1 '
strngbte of a considerable body in N., Ion. 7 7 O 4'E. ;elevation above the
1819 at Lohar, spread wch dismay level of the sea 9,713 &t.
m o n g the Mewaasiea, chat the reveI t is curious to obsene in the midst
nnesettiemeota narc atbrwards com- of the hils, and surrounded by Rajktedin tranquillity. Let. W WN., poot princes, a amdl Mahomedan
n. 73" a ( ~E. - ( ~ u d l i c MS.~ a u - rincipality yielding a revenue of
4c.)
000 rupees er annum. The fort
Mox~~s~iwaa-A
town of consi- of Morni was k i l t by a Seid, whose
derable extent in the province of descendants in 1814 occupied a fort
bad, thirty-four miles S.E. named Kotaha, which the possessor,
EE%ona;
at. IP
1~ N., Ion. Meer Jailier, contrived to maintain
74O 26' E. At thin place there is a against all the efforts of the Seiks.
very handaome dome, erected over a On the amval of the British army in
w a l l square building in the follow- the hills he joined Sir David Ochtering manner:+
mound of earth is lony with a body of irregulanr, in
&rat raised the intended he' ht and consequence of which co-operation
hapa of the done or a r 3 , over the fort of Morni was restored to
which the atones are placed, and him.-(Public MS. Documents, 4c.)
MOBTEZANAGI~X.
The Mogul
w h completed on the outside the
rmpport is removed. The inhabitante name for Guntoor, which see.
of mechahave but little know1
&fo~lrrz~sA~.-Alarge division of
nics, in consequence o which, when the Bejapoor province, situated prina large stone is to be raised, it is cipelly between the seventeenth and
dragged up a dope of earth raised eightee-hth degrees of north latitude,
for the purpose by main force, and and hounded on the west by the
in this manner it is probable tbat the western ghaut mountains. Being siSfgyptiens r a i d their enormous ar- tuated withid that chehq the surface
obitecaual masses.-( Moor, &.)
has a consirlerable elevation above
MOBEVEE.-A town- in the Gu'e- the sea, and is divemified by irregurat peninsula, and capital of the d u - lar hills and vallies, many of the
cboo Kaunta, or tract of country h t studded with fortresses, now
V n g along the river Muchoo, and mostly dismantled. I t is traversed
mtuatdabout twenty-one miles south in its whole extent by the Krishna
of the Rann ;lat. 129' 3Y N.,lon. 70° river in its early stage, and also con68' E. The town and lands attached tains ita source at Mahabillysir. The
were granted to the ancestors of the southern portion of Mortizabad
present family (a younger branch of nbonnds in the black vegetable soil
the Cutch Row's) in the thirty-se- so prevalent throughout Malwa and
venth year of the reign of the Empe- Che Deccan, and is for the most part
ror Acber, in return for the surren- highly cultivated. The villages are
der of the unfortunate Sultnn Muzuf- numerous, well shaded by trees, and
eenerally surrounded by a wail havfer of Gnjerat.
Ing a stone base, but mud superMOILEWARA.-Atown in the pro- structure, in which manner the h u b
vince of Gujerat, nineteen miles N.W. within are also formed. The prinoifrom Rahdunpoor ; lat. W 48' N., pal towns are Sattara, Merritch,
Ion. 7J015' E. The surrounding Keraur, Tajgaon, and Sanglee.country was formerly much infested (Fullurton, qc.)
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a p t r br.s (or M h f d y I&). of Bgkpntpoar, laid cMa te the
- A n island in the Eastern seas, ly- whole extent of tbis wilderness, and
iag off the north-eastern extremity the G o f i a local authoritiee, with
of Gilolo, nod cornpreheadd p h - equal pertmadty, aessrted a right t o
cipaliy between the second aud tfdrd the whole Ferest down to its southan
degrees d north latitude. In length extremit~. T o settle disputed preit may be estimated st sixty-five Censlons of this d e s c r i p h by native
miles, by eighteen miles dhe avenge teatimoay has been always found
breadth. This islend has a pleaskg quite irnpmctide, as either side
appesraace when viewed from the can ledl forth a cloud ef m-itmesses
sea, the land rising gendy from the n a d y to swear ta the truth of any
beach t o a connidaable height in the fict whatever. Particulv ciroutncentre, but without any abrupt or stances, hcmwer, tmded to sobstanprecipitoos elevatioa. The csuntry ti& the zemindar's claim, his family
4s thinly inhabioed, but is said to hnving long d e d in tihe centre of
abound with sago-trees, to cut down the tract clatbed by the Gorkhas ;
which ,for the pith d fleur, prtiea but after all i t is to be prarumed that
go from Giblo. The sultan df T ~ Fa wild space sIhnted on h e fioatia
aate krmerly claimed the sovereignty of either territory bas frequently
of this island.--(&rrnt, %&)
changed maatem, and during periodn
df hastility been occupied by the most
)dorune pqyrranca, remarha- powerhi.
6kfor p e w r).-A large district in
In its physical and gedgra hical
Northern findostan, belonging to &cumstances Mo
entire!y rethe Nepanlese, the S i s of which sembles the l o w e r z t of Ne-pad.
have never'been clearly defined As a The Temiani, or low conntry, a s h
general descri tion, however, it may t o support immense herds of mttk
=be consideretf e extending in the bred in the P s m a h district, rhkh
Jow country from the Cesi to the must otherwise pe&b dwing the
Teesta, dthrmgh the level tract be- heate of the dry a m , t h e n h o s t
tween the Mutchee and the Teesta, everyvegetdbleprodncbion (indud'
thatformerly belongedto Sikkim, has, the h b e o ) in withered nd
8ince.the concluaian of the war in v, and the atmosphere glows wifL
1816, been relored to thet principa- Ltea%eheat. Even then the woods
Xiy On the low hills Morung s t the base eE the mountains mtain
atretches from the Conki to thecoai, mme d v of moisture, and the
%ut it includes scarcely any high teins d tbe sprisg are commonly
trabts, and of the Himalaya nothing early and copious, hastening a strong
st all. Before 1816, the sonthern- and succulent vegetation. A great
m a t point at which l o r u n g touched deal df timber is exported from heam
3he Rungpoor disttict was Sanyasi- to Calcutta, the Morung
totta, from which spot for a tlistmce tneay tmes, valuable for eu scent
of five miles the river Mahananda rrnd the polish they are capable of
b e d the bundary like betmen .ttrEing, as well ss for strength and
ahe two countries, aft& whioh bhe durability; but the mu], or shores
,Ne+ulese terFitoriea m s r e d thet ri. &&a,
is ahnost the only one much
ve?, and intermixed at Debgong in .in request. The cutting eeason lasts
tbe most irregular manner. The line from the middle of December to the
ef d e m d o n , which e*en +n ah middle of April, when the h ~ e s t e
.open country is merely preeerved by beoome dreadfully unhealthy. Eu.the memery ef the inhabitnntq soon ropeans who purchase floatti of timk e m e a quiteepanescent in a &hi& ber in the Morung for the Calcutta
mu1jungle, from which peint the com- market, we greatly imposed on UAmon b o d a n y was keenly c o n ~ t e d less they personally accompany .the
*toughout the coliree of the river rafts. During their progress s o u d
W t a . Suroop *Dee,the seminder many floats are lost, and only part
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the timber recovered, while the that he (the mountain chief), bein
as they pase the various an impure beefearing monster, ha!
townson
e route gradually diminiI presumed to defile a Hindoo woman,
O
- 2
in size, so that even when the nuthe son of the beefeater expelled
ber despatched is delivered complete, the raja, and entablished his own dytheir d~mwsions,owing to fraudu- nasty. According to tradition, the
lent exchan es on the road, differe S i raja made manJ conquests in
r a y much 16m their measurement thie quarter; hut the whole wan
overrun by the Gorkhas in 1774,
s t the place of embarkation.
The most remarkable places in when Agom Singh, the reigning chief
this district are Vijayapoor ; Samri- of the Kiraut family, sought refuge
gari, a small fort ; Chaudanda, in re- in the British temtories. B the
mote times a seat of government, but treaty of peace concluded wit[ the
now deserted ;Sorabaugb, and Chat- Nepaulese in ,1815, and ratified in
tra. The marketplaces are tweoty- 1816, that state waa allowed to refour, and the custom-housea are f r s tain Morung, with the exception of
quently transferred from one place the segment situated to the east of
to another. In 18W the Morung the Mutchee, a small river thirty-fire
was separated into three liscal divi- miles west of the Teeeta-J,F. Bueions, each in charge of a de ut
chanan, &on, djc.)
mllector, and yielded to the k r i :
MOSE IBLP.-An island in the
has from every source a total r e v s
nue of l,31,& rupees. The duties Eastern seas, about thirty miles in
called sayer include a capitation on circumference, situated due north
artists, a duty on the sale of oxen from Timorlaut, and about the one
and buffaloes, on marriages, on con- hundred and thirty-second degree of
tracts with concubines, on arain ex- east longitude.
ported, on all things sold i i bazars,
MO=~.-A t o m in the province of
and on adulterers.
Allahabad, twenty-seven miles E. by
The inhabitants of Morung to the N. from Ditteah; lat.
45 N., Ion.
east of Vijayapoor are chiefly Cooch 78O 54' E.
o r Rajhungsies, who are considered
MOv~~aun.-A
in
rothe same tribe, live on the plain, and
vince of Moolcan, forty miles
. p .the
~ dhlst of B~~ 1; on
many o p t h e MeCh from Bahaw~lpoor;1.t- 28' 58' Ns
lower bills
tribe ; in the western arts most of Ion. 71° 57' E. This town is enclosthe oanPyi ed blr hkh wallsand tower81 and Conthe cultiraton
a t e , who speak the dialect of Mi- tains a mosque, placed over the gatewith a
thila (Tirhoot), and adhere to the way; as alnO a
doctrines of purity established in adorned with painted tiles; but the
a place
defence, in
that country; on the hills the pea- fort,
are mostly Gas,or a mixed and weak. Water is found here in
breed between the mountain Hindoos
Moollrxr~ fMdo M a i d . - A
and the natives, with some Rajpoots
and iagars, which last have bea, station in British ~ a r t a f a n ,which
recently introduced. No event of Sir Arch. Campbell, in 1895, fixed on
importance ie recorded in the history an an eligible spot for the site of a
s f this state until the reign of a raja military cantonment ; lat. 1 6 O 30'N.,
named Vijaya Narrain, r h o is m d Ion. 97O 38' E. I t stands on the letl
t o have come originally from Cam- bank of the river, twenty-seven milea
roop, and having subdued this titate, higher up than Amherst, and nearly
assumed to himself the title of wn- opposite to the Burmese town of
F o r of the earth. He also built Martaban, and appeare at one time
Vijnyapoor, the capital ; but having to have been the seat of an encamput to death a mountain chief of ment. The banks rise by a gradual
k k u t o e i n , under the pretence ascent to the height of a00 feet above
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vince of Allahabad, situated on r
small bund or lake, twenty-one miles
N.N.W. from Teary ; lat. '
5.2 1' N.,
Ion. 78' 40' E.
M~~~~ DILLY.-A hill in the &falabar province, which is separated
from the~nainlandbysalt-watercreeks,
and forms a remarkable promontory
and sea-mark, possessing a most extensive view. ~h~ native name is
yishy ~
~but our
l seamen
~ call~ it ,
Mount Dilly ; late 1 p N Ion. 76'
16' E. l-he beach here fo,&, a PrO1
jetting point to the south.west, and
embraces the whole mountain. On
the extremity of this point is a rocky
hill, SepPratedfrom the range by a ra,in,, on which stands a
fort
with two bastions towards the west,
and an enclosed hi& tower towarda
the northeast. The rock round froln
the N.W. to the S.W. is steep, and
washed by the surf at the base ; the
upper part forms a
lacis on
hm
the lop b n t
B ~ .ides.
l
Dilly peak, which was a principal
station in Col. Lambtoll's survey,
cananore
may be distinctly seen.(col.~ ~ ~fi-c.1b * ~ ~ ,
MOuNT M ~ ~ a A .A
oeak in Northern Hindocltan. near the
_ Loatr.
-IF
a
head of the Ganges, elevatdd %2,793
From hence to Praw Toangh~sOr feet above the level of the sea ; 1st.
the three pagodas, which mark the 30' 51' N., loo. 78' 59' E.
Siamese frontier in this quarter, the
MOOTAPILLY
clirect distance is ninety-four miles,
the travelling distance 134 miles, the
lat.
country consisting mostly of jungle mity of the Northern1 9Circars;
E. A conmixed with teak-trees, some of a good 15O 28' N., Ion. 80'
size, but others stunted. The surface siderable coasting trade is carried on
is undulating and hilly, but not moun- from hence in craft navigated by the
tainous; the population thinly scat- natives.
MOUTZA.-A town in the kingdom
tered, but abounding with herds of
elephants. Among some cocoaut of Ava, situated on the banks of a
trees is the source of the Ya boo large lake or morass, twenty-two miles
Keown, the water of which boi s up N.W. from Umerapoora; lat.W3'N.,
from the bottom of a circular rocky Ion. 96O 2' E.
basin. Its action has etrified the
Mow (Mae).-A town in the proadjacent soil, and d l tpe betel-nut vince of Auahabad, ceded by the nntrees in its vicinity have perished. At bob of Oude in 1801, at which period
the margin the thermometer rose to it was a town of considerable com' %3 1
Fahrenheit; but it is suppos- merce; 1st. 25O 57' N., Ion. 8 3 O 37'E:,
ed t o be much hotter towards the fifty-three miles N.E. from Benares.
centre.--(Public M8. Documents, &c.)
Mao/.-A town in the proAllahabad, situated about
MOUNGHUB.-Atown in the prothe river, and are open to the seabreeze in front, while inland exteneive plains separate it from the mountains. Above Moulniein detached
rocks are frequent in the plains, and
contain some spacious cavemS,which
appear to have been places of wOrA
ship. One of these rocks, by its perpendicular walls, confines the river
Attran for several hundred yards on
its right bank; and about the middle
~t is penetrated by a branch of the
river, which flows quite through under a magnificent arch. This river,'
the Attran, is said to be navigable for
fifty miles above Mou1mein for resgels of 300 tbns burthen ; and besides
other fish contains abundance of the
celebrated manEoe fish, which continue in roe from December to Augustinclusive, Or nine months; where
in tlre Hooghly three month^ is the
utmost limit of their season. In 1 8 g
this station contained about 3,000
inhabitants, chiefly camp followers
and emigrants from Ava and P e e .
In the same Year the Dlana steamboat reached Amherst in twenty-four
hours from Rangoon, and next day
ascended the river Saluen (or Martaban) to Moulmein in three hours and
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og to J v , in tbe prorims
reventydx miles 8.W.ftore Bemra,
.od tb. . a t of a chief of the Singh- !?&a.
Tbls place bas a large mud
mnee tribe g lat. 24' 37' N, lon. 81' fortrean ; and on a hill about two
miles distant is another, and appa56' E.
Mew Mooj,-A town in the r- m t l ~
a more mneiddle
Indeed, until l a d y a fort in this quar.inn o Malwa, m mila a u t g of t- of Hindost.a
nemw
Indore, and 2,019 feet above the level the
as a barn in England
of the sea ; lat. 92" 33' N., Ion. 7S0 - ( B Hcber,
~ ~
MY E. In 1890 thin was not a town,
but m d y a huge cantonment, SituMOYAUB
RIVEL-A ra id monoated on a mnkar eminence, en-wd
tain stream (impassable Burins the
by streams of water, and restin on rains for a great part of ite course)
a background of mountains, w ich which r i m in the Western Ghauts,
extend to the Nerbudda, while an- between Malabar and Coimbatoor,
ther ridge of hills to the north sepa- and joins the Bhavani near a small
ratea the valley from that af Indore. village named Poongaur.
I n 1890 the lar e force at this place
wm not r , l a i $
hoosed, and the
MOrm~.-A
of India
oftents with temporary huts the Ganges, situated on the east bank
-and 4 bungalows pve the scene of the I r a 4 river, in the Casi
8h.o country, tiirty-five miles to the
very a i m maiau
a ~,.hame
b. ~t M~~ there is a permanent muth-west from Ballmo, or b o o ;
sMioned, and another at lat. a4* N., loo. 9@
E.
N e q ~ u t c htowards Odeypm, conMaxnar~n-A hill village in Arthe grand cantonments at the racan, not far from Tldak, principallg
;$?~'meer
with Malwa and Gu- inhabited by mountaineer ISaynh
pat.
189% the b m r a h here whose language, drem, and manners .
were completed, and a considerable differ essentially From those of the
fortress was erecti
In 1824 the
sins.. The females make a particucivil and militav ea8lishmenta were frlY p k q o e ap-w,
from the
*ransferred to Bombay.
peculiarity of their dress, and the
Mow, as a military cantonment, is extraordinary manner in which their
~f o f t importance, as the troops sta- faces are tattooed, @ping to the face
tioned here are d i e convenient to the semblance of brig covered by a
Western Malwa, South Ra'pootana, ma&.
m d the eastern fmntier d ~ u ~ e r a t . MucKum'"'-A
in the pro'Its distance throu h the latter 1s not
& ~ a l ~ ~ h < ~
m o than 0 s
f
Bombay; :$:
fiom Burat¶ 'b the Soneghur pass¶ 5O/ N., ion. 750 55' E. This place
about OW mYm; and
~tandsin a valley,
nearly circular,
stores] threfourths
of a mne in diameter,
(whence it is supplied with Broach
the distance is - miles;
pnd
a1
camied more and surrounded by eteep hills, and
LeevsuMtsacee can water.--(pd
only acces'ible "Y an op'n'ty '0 the
?than half the way
south and another to the north, each
&arton, Makolm, 4c.)
defended by a wall and gate ;but the
Mow.-A small town and g h u q latter in 1819 was in ruins. There
Sn the rovince of Allahabad, twenty- is also an old fort above the village,
mix miea west from Jeitpmr; lat. the whole belonging to the Kotah
So
W N., Ion. 79" 7' E.
raja, who keeps a
the On 7 pws here.
MOWAH.-A town in the province Mudtundra through
a ridge of moun.of Bahar, district of Trhoot, thirtyw e n miles east from Patna; lat. 2S0 ~
~
~
~
3 4 ' N., Ion. 85O 60' E.
arowtv. a countrv of the Hara tribe,
Mowan.-A frontier village be- in Ajmeer. The toad from ~ a r o w t y
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wiads among low hiils, with scarcely inspection. The Oarkhaa, mote canany perceptible ascent.--(F&rton,
fident in their own rtrength, have
cleared much of the country, and
4 4
are able to export considerable quan~ U C K U N ~ G U N( ~M
ET
j
j titiespf grain; but much remains still
-A village in the province of ahar, to be done. ~h~ tobacco produced
district of Ramghur, 114 miles 8. by is said to be of an excellmt
E. from Patna ; 1at. 23' 57'N., Ion. and the raising ofthe
Cotton8 5 O %' E. Considerable quantities
on the increase. The climate
of iron ore are obtained by smelting ;B inferior in point of salub,+t, to.that
a black sand found in the mountain of the contiguous British
about
of but seems entirely owing to its being
Hazarybaugh.
less cleared and cultivated.
Bounding the plain abovimention/Macwanpura/.MUCKWANPOOB
A district in Northern Hindostan, ed to the north is a region of nearly
belonging to the Nepaulese, formerly equal width, extending from the
much more extensive, but now limit- Gunduck to the Conki, but only a
ed to the tract immedintely south of portion of it can be considered aa
the Nepaul valley and San Cosi river. belonging to Muckwanpoor. This
One half of Muckwanpoor is in the consists of small hills 'ris~ngin gradalevel country called the Terriani, and tions towards the north, and watered
in its hysical aspect exactly resem- by small rivers issuing from the
southern face of the loft mountains
bles e!t
low country of Mom
to which these hills gra~uallyunite.
Baptari, and Mahatari, the whole
being about twenty miles in breadth. In many places they are rocky, and
In this space there are a few scat- abound with incrustations formed by
tered sn~allhills and much poor land, the depositions of calcareous matter ;
overgrown with trees and bushes of but it 1s said there are not any exuvia! found of marine animals. The
little value; but there is also a lar
proportion of rich land, and on t e calcareous matter has formed itself
whole the soil is much better than into crusts covering the surface of
that of the British territories imme- the rocks, or has assumed the form
diately adjacent. Its productions are of lichens and similar plants that it
nearly the same as the northern parts bas covered. The hills on both sides
of Purneah, except that being less abound with pines, and this is the
cultivated there are more wild beasts, most convenient quarter from whence
especially elephants and rhinoce- to procure them. The most remarkroses. The breed of the former is able laces of strength are the fort of
uncommonly bad, and it haa been ~uol!wan w r y where the rajas forremarked that each of them has a toe merly dwe\; Harriapmrmmmanding
on some of its feet very much length- the Bogmutty Seedly and Cheesaened, which gives the foot an un- pany, commandingtwopasses through
seemly appearance. Before the con- the Lama Dangra mountains; and
quest of this tract by the Gorkhas, Chaynpoor on the San Cosi; but
the native pe'tty ra'as, being much in the whole dirrtrict there is not one
afraid of their neig$bollrs, did not considerable town or mine of imrtance. At Hethaura, Seedly, and
encourage the clearing of the low
land, but on the contrary fostered f&chiaco customs are co~lected,hut
the jungles, and contented themselves they are not'marts for goods, which
in a great measure with the natural are principally exchanged at the
productions of the forests, the timber, markets on the plain.
elephants, and pasture. Even then,
The population on the lains conhowever, many rich spots were occu- sists principally of the $ham and
pied and rendered productive ; but Daniwar castes, the chief tribe on the
they were so concealed in the depths hiils being the Murmi. About the
of the forest as to come little under different forts are some Rtrjpoots,
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MUCKWANPOOR.
many of tbe ~ ~ ~ u r ibreed
oa# n
d
Khan, a great number of Magars, and
but few Kiiuts. The inhabitants
of the Terriani or low country entirely rwmblein their circumstances,
language, dress, persons, and customs,
the Hindoos of the northern portions
of Bahar. . The peasantry are extremely nasty, and apparently indigent. Their huts are small, dirty,
and very ill calculated to keep out
the cold winds of the winter s a w n ,
while their clothing consists of some
cotton rags, neither bleached, dyed,
or ap arentl wsshed. They are
a sm& barhavoured people, and
by no means fPirer than the inhabitants of Bengal, who are comparatively in better circumstances ; yet
these miserable tribes have plenty of
spare land and pay few taxes.
According to native traditions, a
Khetri dynast was established a t
Gammaran ( t i e ruins of what are
still visible) in A9.1089, which terminated about 1315, in consequence
of the progress made by the Mahomedan kings of Delhi, then a warlike
race. A new dynasty of Rajpoots
succeeded in the tract now called
Muckwanpoor, the most remarkable
of whom was Ra'a Lohanga, who
subdued and e x p e l b XI many of the
petty chiefs that he became aramount over a lar4e portion o f the
country now forming the Nepaulae
empire. After his death the kingdom
bang great1 weakened by treacbery
and ii~terna~dissensions,
it was reduced to confined limits, although
the Mahomedans for many years subsequent to the conquest of Bengal,
did not take possession of the tract
a t present forming the northern portions of the Sarun, Tirhoot, and Purneah districts. This occurred about
the middle of the eighteenth century,
and in 1762 Goorgheen Khan, the
Nabob Meer Cossim's Armenian generd, endeavoured to complete the
con uest of the whole by an attempt
on
fortrest3 of Muckwanpmr, but
did not succeed. After thefnilure of
the expedition against Nepaul under
Captain Enloch,in li65, that officer
was employed to reduce the Terriani
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of Muckwanpoor, for theqmrpose ofreimlwrsiug the expenses of the war ;
but &er retaining the Terriani and
making the collections for two years,
it was given up to the Gorkha raja
of Nepaul, who had established his
authority over Muckwanpoor I?y the
expulsion of the raja.
After the termination of the Nepauleae war in 1815, tlie British
government (in pursuance of the
general system of restoring the exiled hill chiefs to such .territories
conquered from the Gorkhas as might
not be necessary or expedient to
retain) determined to eKect the rertoration of the ancient rulingfamily
in the person of Raja Oodee Pertnub
Singh, its legitimate representative.
This young man and hin brother, with
some faithful retainers, had resided
for several years within the British
district of Bettiah, where they subs h e d on the produce of a village
granted them by Raja Beer Kibhwar
Sinkh. In process of time, by the
ext~nctionof the other brancbes of
the family among whom the Muckwmpoorprincipality had beendivided,
Raja Oodee Pertaub had become
heir to the whole inheritance, which
originally comprehended the lower
ranges of hills from the Gunduck
eastward to the Teesta, including
the Trrriani or low-land of Muckwanpoor, and part of that belonging
to Morung. When war with the
Gorkha dynasty commenced, Raja
Oodee Pertaub was encouraged to
raise a corps of Kirauta, nnd to exert
himaelf in any way calculated to promote the attainment of the comluon
object; but owing to the long period
of time that had elapsed since his
ancestors were deprived of the sovereignty, no beneficial consequence
of any importance resulted. The re&
toration therefore of this chief to
an portion of his territory was not
ob&atorY, but as the failure of hit
exertions were more owing to events
which he could not control, than to
any ddiciency of zeal, the British
overnment was dis obed to admit
Ris claim to consiYeration, and to
grant him n tract of the low country

sufficient to maintrjn bim in decency
and comfort ; and in a political point
of view it appeared desirable to eatablish a friendly and independent
power between the British territories
and those of Nepaul. The arrangements relating to this establishment
were in progress in 1816, but there
is reason to believe that owing to
the pertinacity of the Gorkhs nqociators they never were completed.(F. Buchanan, ,Public MS. D o w
me&, Kirkpattick, qc.)
MUCKWANPOO~.
-A
fortress in
Northern Hindostan, the capital of
the preceding district, situated on a
h i h hill about seventeen miles south
from Catmandw ;lat. Go97' N., Ion.
8&0i 1' E. I t is a place of considerable strength, and held of importance
by the Nepaulese, as its possession
commands a large portion of the
Terriani. In 1792, when the Gorkhas were hard ~ressedbv the Chinese
army from ~ i b e t , th6 regent and
some of the principal chiefd deposited
a great part of their most valuable
property in this stronghold--(Kirkpufrick, djc.)
MUDDEE.-A small village in the
Gujerat peninsula, situated on the
banks of the Runn, about ten miles
S.E. from Juggeth or Dwaraca. This
strange morass (the Runn), viewed
from hence at a distance, appears
covered with water, but when a p
proached. the deception is discovered to proceed from a thick coat of
salt as white ae snow.
M~DDUNQH~~-A
fortress in the
province of Bejapwr, district of
Concan, eighty miles S.S.E. from
Bombay, and ten miles E.S.E. from
Fort Victoria.
MUDE~GHUR-A
town in theprovince of Lahore, thirty miles N.N.E.
from Belaspoor ; 1st. 31' 4WN, Ion.
780 58'E., 6,168 feet above the level
of the sea.
MUDGUL(Mudgala).-A
small
district in the province of Be'apoor,
situated to the south of the drishna,
being comprehended between that
river and the Toombudra Its sur-

f~ if for the m ~ part
t undulating,
w ~ t hllttle culuvat~on,and naked of
trees, except occasionally a tract of
thin baubool jungle. The southern
portion, however, is hilly, and more
pleasing to the eye. The inhabitants
In 1820 were mostly collected within
walled villages, built chiefly of stone
but thinly cultivated. This tract belongs partly to theNizam and partly
to the British government; but its
geogrnphy has not yet been accurately delineated. Mudgul is a considerable town belongin to the Nizam ;
stands in lat. lGo N., Ion. 766 a6'
E., fitly-five miles north from Bijanagur. It was ravaged by the Mahomedans so early as A.D. 131%
during the reign of the Delhi emperor, Alla ud D e e n . 4 F&rtm&c.)
MUDMESUE
TEMPLE.-A temple in
Northern Hindostan, thirtytwo m i l e
N.E. from Serinagur ;let. 30° 37/ N.,
Ion. 79'
- 11' E.
MUQANAYAKANA
COTAY.
-A village in the province of Mysore, dietrict ofHsgalwadi ;lat. 13" N., Ion.
760 58' E. During the war of 1790
it was besieged for two months by 8
force consisting of 2,000 of Purseram
Bhow's Maharattas,with one cannon,
which they firedseveral times, but they
never succeeded in hitting the place.
In A.D. 1800 it contained about ,000
houses, and was fortified with amud
wall.
MUGHK-See APBACAN.
MUGBOO.-A fortified post in the
province of Lahore, district of Mundi. twenty-seven miles E.N.E. from
Belaspoor ; lat. 21' 3
!
Y N., loo. 77O
15)E.
MUHRA~AON.-A
small town in
Northern Hindostan, district of Kumaon, sixteen miles S.S.W. from Almora ; let. a90 W N., Ion. 79" 35' E.
MUHUL.-A town in the province
of Lahore, twent -five miles N.N.E.
from Belaspoor ; fat. 31' 40' N, Ion.
760 40' E.
MUKEANA.-A town in the prvince of Ajmeer, about thirty-five
miles N.W. from the city of Ajmeer.
This place is remarkable in Upper
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IIindostan Por the fimese of its
marble, m h of the white being
transported to distant places. The
grain, however, would be considered
coarse in Burope, and would not suit
the statuary.--(Jm. Fraur, kc.)
Mutis~~.-A town in the province
of Malwa, pergunnab of Jonkur,
which in l8eO belonged to Sindia,
and contained MH) houres--(M&
d m , 4c.I
MUSTINATE.-T~~
Narayani river
(a contributary stream to the Gunduck) risen near the perennial snow,
from the warm wurcea of Muktinath,
a celebrated pie of Hindoo pilgrimage in Northern Hindostan, eituated in la+ a90 Y N, Ion. 83O 18'
E., about eighty miles north of the
frontiers of the Gortx
r district.
The usual lore of f b l e
tbese sources to 1,000 in number,
but an intell' ent native, who had
visited the Jace, reduces them to
seven, the most remarkable being the
Agaicoond, or fire spring, which is
in a temple where it issues from
amoog stones, accompaniedby a flame
that nses n few inches, and although
not copious, is continual. The water
fall8 immediatelyinto a well or cistern
about two feet wide, and the whole
appears from description entire1 to
resemble that of Seetacoond in &ittagong; that is to my, the water has
no connexion with a subterraneous
fire, the h e being occasioned by
the combustion of an inflammable air
iswing from the crevices of a rock,
over which the water has been nrtiScially conducted.-(F.
Bycbuaat,

multiplied
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MULABBE.-Avillage in Northern
Hindostan, situated on the left side
of the Daub river, twenty-two miles
east from Bhadrinath temple; Iat. 3(P
40' N, lon. 79' 5 9 E, 10$%0 feet
above the lev$ of the sea.
MULAYNE.-A lar e village in the
province of Oude,
miles N.W.
from Lucknow; lat. 27' 31 N., Ion.
SO0 50' E. The inhabitants are numerous, but the place is mean and
irregular, consisting almost entirely
of mud Iiuts.

afry

Mntcrmn.-A town In the province of Bejapoor, fortgeeven miles
west from Merritch ; lat. 16O 64' N.,
lon. 74O d E.
MULCHAND
KALANDY.-A small
building for the accommodation of
travellers in the province of Mooltan,
ditrist of Tatta, ten miles east from
Corachie ; lat. 24' 50' N., Ion. 67O
5?7' E. The surroundin country is
a hard nndy a i l , tauntfed by rock
hills to the north, and covered wit{
clusters of the milk bush, a shrub
called lye by the Sindees,and a small
prick1 shrub, the whole abounding
with iares, jaeknls, and partridges.
At this place there is some good
water. Five miles further on, a p
proaching Tatta, there is a choultry
erected by Hajee Omar, and near to
it a well of excellent water 140 feet
deep,dug tosupply travellem, an act of
charity duly estunatedin this parched
and sultry region. The country d l
round this choultry is so hard, and
the water so remote fiom the rmrfaee,
that the labourers must for a long
time have been supplied with water
brou ht from a distance, before th
reach that they were in s a x
MUM, kc.)
of. (ha,
MULHARA
(Mulahara).-A
town
in the ~rovince of Allahabad. ten
miles n&th from ~hatter~oo;; lat.
24O 34' N., Ion. 7g0 W E .
MULHA~GHUE.-A
town in the
province of Malwa, sixteen miles
north from Mundessor; lat. W' 17'
N., Ion. 7b0 3' E
MULXAXABOO~.
- A town and
mdl district in the province of MJ.sore, forty-one miles N.N.E. from
Chitteldroog ; lat. 14' 41' N., Ion
5WE. The tract of country in
this vicinity is still remarkably illdelineated in the k s t mapa
MULKAN.--A
town in the province
of Lahore, ninety-five miler S.S.W.
from the city of Lahore; l a t 30°W
N, lon. 73O 13' E.
MULKAPOOA-A
forfified town in
the province of Berar, thirty miles
south from Boorhanpoor ; lat. 20' 5 y
N.. Ion. 78" W E.
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MUNDATTA.
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A
M u t ~ n ~ r o o l rfMsJapilc).
town in the province of Oude, sixtyone miles N.N.E. from Lucknow ;
lat. 27' 41' N., Ion. 81' 11' E.
MuLLAr.-The northernmost town
of Afghanistan, situated at the confluence of the Abba Seen river with

the E.
Indus; lat' 340 57' N's Ion'
48'

7k

MuLLA1n.-A t?wn in the province
of
mlles W.S.W' from
Sirhind ; lat. 320 3V N., Ion. 75" 55'

E.
M ~ L L A N G ~ ~small
- - A sub4ivision
of the Hyderabad province, sltusted
t o the north-east of the capital. The
town ofMul!angur, from which this
t a c t denves Its name, stands In lat.
18' 12' N., Ion. 79' 18' E.6 seventyseven miles N-E- from H~derabad.
MULLAOW.-Atown ih the province of Gujerat, sixty miles E. by
N. from Cambay ; lat.226 38l N., Ion.
73' 42' E.

M~~~~~~~~ (M*~~,,~~).
-A

town and strong fortress in the province of Candeish, situated on the
river Moosy just above its confluence
with the Girna, seventy-five miles
N.W. from Aurungabad; lat. 21' 31'
N., Ion. 74' 36' E.
The imer fort at this place is a
quare 250 fect, with
round
tower at each comer, and another in
the centre of each face, except the
eastern one, in which are gates with
two towers, on a wall advanced sixty
feet from the body of the place. The
walls are fifty feet high and sixteeh
broad ; the ditch twenty-four feet
broad, and from twelve to twenty-six
deep, which runs all round, forty-five
feet from the curtain. the inner wall
of which is carried sixteen feet above
the soil, and a strong terraced stabling
against it forms two tiers of l o o p
holes, through a five-feet wall, corn
manding the ditch and outworks.
The outer wall, of stone and lime, is
washed by the Moosy on the western
side, and stands forty feet fmm the
ditch; but at other parts more than
three times that distance. On the
east, where it is of mud, there ia a
second much out of repair; and on
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the north when tha ditch is paased,
and also at the ninth and last
way, a double wall extends nearr't?
the western corner, of about twenty
feet high and
covering
entirely frolp
the Centre Or Paga
view.
Such a strong-holdis proof against
all irregular approaches, and the rock
on which Mulligaum stands being unfavourable to mining, the fort, if properly defended, is capable of a very
protracted resistenre. ~~~i~~ the
war of 1818 it was besieged by a
British detachment. when an attempt
was made, in the nIonth of May, to
it b storm, which failed, with
the 10s. orthree oficers killed, two
wounded, and
nlen killed and
wounded. On the 11th of the ensuing June the grand magazine of
the fort blew up, carr)ing away the
works between the two towersof the
inner fort to the right of the gateway from their foundations, and the
surviv'ors of the garrison surrendered
on the 14th.--(public Journak, 4c.)
M u ~ r r a . - A town in the province
of Malabar, fifty-two miles S.E. from
Calicut; lat. 10" 68' N., Ion. 76' 35'

E.
MUNADA~.-A
town in the province of Malwa, which in 1820 contained 200 houses, and belonged to
the
of D
~
~
~
~
.
MuNAS5~.-At0wn
in the province
~f.Ajmeer,which in 18% contained
and a gmd bazar; lat.
feet
240 29' N., Ion- 750 15' E-,
the level
the sea. lt helongs to HO1car, and 's the head of
fifty-six
in the R a m ~ O O r a
pergunnah. Ma'm1n1,
MUNDATTA.-Asmall town of 100
houses in the province of Malw~,situated on the soutli side of an island
in the Nerbuddr, and famed for the
sanctity of its pagoda; lat. 22"14'N.,
lon. 76O 17' E. The Nerbudda here
is confined between rocks, and not
more than 100 yards broad, h l t very'
deep. About three-quarters of a
m ~ l eto the eastward is a ghaut, which
becomes fordable in January or Fe-'
bruary, but never earily, owirrg to

d,
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the rapidity of the stream and the the province of Mdwa, situated tuhrge round stones in its channel.
wards the western extremit
and
The Ymd of l l b d a t t a is a hill intersected by the ~ h u m b u p r i v e r .
of moderate height, and was formerly The city of Muudessor lies in lat. 24O
hrtified, but there we w w onby the W N, lon. 75O WE, eightp miles N.W.
remains of a few gateways and old from Oojoin. The interior is in a
sgodss, all covered wlth jungle. ruinous condition, but the walls and
$he town stands on the slope of the gateways are still good. The fort i s
kill. The neighbouring country con- a square of nearly 120 yards, snd
h t s of a succession of low hills, sufficiently elevated to command the
deep ravines, and wmter-rourses, the country. In 1820 it contained about
+ole covered with high thick fo- 3,000 houses and belonged to Sindia.
rests, which for seven or eight mitea In 1818 the treaty between Holcar
from the river sre ooly passable on and the British government was
foot. The pagoda here is dedicated signed here.-(Malcolm, 4 c.)
to Siva Or Mahadeva, and
Mvunr. -A
district thus
- three quarters of a
further
named in the province of Lahore,
is the Rock of Sacrifice, whence de- situated to the south of
votees project tl~emselvesduring the which it is
to excel in fertility.
Accordingto native report it
feast of the Cartic Jhattra.- (1d m , 4 c.)
one mine qf iron and another of
MUUDAWUL.-Asmall town in the culinary salt (probably impure rockprovince of Malwa, seventeen miles salt), which yield the raja 1,50,800 ruN.W. from Maheidpoor ; Int. 23'35' pees per annum ; beciides which h e
N., lon. 75' 29' E. In 1820 it con- receives a land revenue of about the
tained 268 houses, and along with same amount. The chief's name in
the pergunnah was .the property of 1810 was Iswari Sen, and his capital,
Ghuffoor Khan, having been granted Mundi, was then reckoned to contain
to him as a jaghire by the British go- about 1,000 houses. Csmaulgtiur,
vernment. I t hen yielded a revenue situated on a hill towards the southof 73,282 rupees.--(M&colm, &.)
e m frontier, is reckoned a strong
MuNDEsaa.-A town and dirtict place. In 1820 bfr. Moorcroft's party
in the province of Cabul, seventy- was stopped by a Seik Sirdar, who refour miles mst from the city or Ca- fused them leave to proceed to Cooloo
bul ; late ,740 111N., lone 700 3y E. wjthout permission from Runjeet
By Abul Faze1 in 1582 the district is Slngh.-(F.
Buchanan, gc.)
M~~~~~~ /or ~ ~ ~ d ~ dil ~ ) . described as follows. " Tooman
Mundersr abounds with mOnkies- vision of the province of Chndwana
Here the rivers A1khung and A1inkr
formerly subject toNagpor, but since
unite their ?treams, and disembogue 1818 comprehended in the British
~ h .
themselves Into the rlver Baran. The district of ~~~~~~h~ ~ ~ d llt is
river C h u ~ s e r a i , after passing situated principally to the north of
north-east Yarter,en- the Nerbudda river, which pacbeu
ters Kuttore. Revenue of Toomaun through it, and
to
a
Mllnderar 26,843880 dams." At the short distance of its source at Omertown of
the waters of the kuntuc. The capital stal~dsin lat.
Alingar join the Cabul river. The 220 e t ~ion,
. , 810 9 E., 155 maes
firstmentioned stream flows down a N.N.E. from Nogpoor.
" the 'PPer Part of which
The town and fort of Mundlah me
two others join and form a figure like se mated by an artificial dach, but
col~ectivelythey for,,, an q u i the letter y; the eastern branch is
nanled the Alingar,
the western lateral triangle. T~~ sides of this
the A1i5hung. (El~hinstow, Abul me washed by the Nerbudda, which
Fad, $ c.)
makes a sudden change of course a t
Mur~~ssoa.-A large tiistrict in the apex formed by the fort, opposite
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MUNCDOO.
t o which it receives the accession of
a small strean1 named the Bunjar.
The foruess therefore is situated on
an island in the Nerbtidda, which fills
the ditch, it being only pasaable by r
narrow causeway a t the eastern extremity. The north side of the town,
or base of the triangle, is a straight line
of works, connecting the bank of the
~ i v e rbefore and aRer its abrupt turn.
The principal entrance of the town is
in the centre of this ad, which contains at frequent intervals the usual
defedces of round towers.
-flanking
Such was the k r i p t i e a of Mundlah in 1818, when it was one of the
Nagpoor raja's strongest fortresses,
and taken by assault by a detachment
under General Marshall, with much
slaughter on the part of the besieged.
In 1835 both town and fort were
going rapidly to decay, the whole interior of the first having already be.
come a heap of ruins. In 1776 the
death of the Mundlah raja induced
Woodhajee Bhoonsla to attempt the
conqueat of this principality, but i t
wns not acquired until 1798, when,
aloog with nearly the whole of Gurrah
aod the valley of the Nerbudda, it
came under the Nagpoor state. Tezghur and Mundlah were given up by
the Muharatta chief of Saugur in recompense for aid afforded against
(Blacker, Mdony,
Ameer Khan.
Jenkinr, &c.)
MUNDLAYEB.-Atown in the province of Agra, N.W. of the Chumbul
river, and seventv-five miles S.W. of
the Aty of Agra; lat. 280 f?O' N., Ion.
97' 7' E. In A.D. 1583. when Abul
Fazel compiled the
Acberry,
this was a town of considerable inlportance.

-

ha ken

M v n ~ ~ s ~ s r a . - As m d town iu
the province of Malwq situated on
tbe north bank of the Nerbudda, five
miles east from Mhyshwar; lat.280
10' N., Ion. 45" 30' E. The adjacent
country is elevated 696 feet above the
level of the sea, but is 1,832 feet
below the Jaum Ghaut. There is a
ferry across the Nerbudda, the channel of which is here much broken by
rocks, and may be forded in the dry
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season. Even in the month of March
there ir rarely more than thr Eect
of watws The town is s u r r a d e d
by a mud wall, and has a small wellbuilt fort of masonry. Mundleysir
being the grand commercial and military thorotighfare between Hindostan Proper and the Deccan, a cantonment was formed here in 1818,
which is still occupied b a s m d detachment. On a m k y &lo& about
a mile to the north, several clusters
of basattic d u m w are cleen rising to
the height of four or five feet above
the surfme of the soil--(iUakdn,
Fdlorton, 4c.)
Mu~noua.-A small towu in the
provinee of Delhi, thirty-four miles
south from Hurdwar 4 lat. B029' N.,
lon. 78" 11'E.
MUNDBAH.-Aseaport town in the
province of Cutch, thirty-two miles
south from Bhooj; lat. 22" 47' N.,
lon. 69" 55' E.
MUNEAH.-A town in the province
of Agra, twenty-six niles south from
the clty of A p ; lat. 26" 49' N, loo.
77" 47' E.
MU~EEYAJRA.-A
town in the province of Delhi, twenty-five m i b
E.N.E. from S i r h i d ; lat. 30' 41' N.,
lun. '160 4Y E.
MUNGAL
(Manfa).-A
town in
the province of yderabad, which
together with the ergunnah has Ibn
been attached to JYderabad; Iat. l +
4' N., Ion. 79O 48' E, eighty-four
miles south by east from Hgderabad
city.
Mu~onoo.-A small and miserable
town in the province of Arracan, situated on the line of march from
Chittagong to the capital, from which
it is thirty-six miles N.W. ; 1st. 20'
46' N., Ion, 99" '2Y E. In l H 7 a new
mad was ~ 0 n s h u C t i ~tgh m g h thin
place, from Chittagoag town to the
British cantonments at Akyab in Arncan, to pass eastward of the WeG
ladong and westward of the Mungdoo
mountains, to Myoo fiver, where a
fotilla iy always stationed which can
transport troo s to Akyab in two
L a v a The pCins about tbb plw*
r 2

,
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are almost dutitute of inhabitants,
and if the road^ were improved
might be peopled from Chittagong.
MUNGOWLEE. A considerable
walled village in the province add district of Bejapoor, fifteen miles travelling distance S.S.W. from the cit of
that name. i t is chiefly inhabitecf by
Brahmins, and has several small Hindoo temples in the neighbourhood.(FuUortoia, &c.)
MUNGUL(Mangala). A small
lordship in Northern Hindoatan, situated between the Sutuleje and Jumna, and consisting of a few villages in
the north-eastern corner of Cablore,
which in 1815 yielded to the proprietor only 300 rupees* after deducting
CahlOre as the
rupees paid
superior power.
M u N G U ~ ~ ~ ~ town
a ~ ~ in
. - the
A
Northern Circars, district of Guntoor,
situated about twelve miles N.E. from
the town of Guntoor. This is n place
of some comnlerce and neatly built,
the principal street being wide, and
the dwellings striped red and white.
I t stands at the bsse of a high mountaia, on the acclivity of which about
half way up is a pagoda of high r e
puted sanctity. Another temple has
been erected at the foot of the hill,
with a gateway of twelve stones about
160 feet in height, r~sembling the
great works of a similar description
in Southern Bindostan, but distinguished by its slender obelisk form
and greater simplicity of style.
MuNovLwAaA
f&fanga~aoara).A town in the province of Bejapoor,
fortified with a stone wall ; lat. 170
31f N., lon.'75O 33'E., sixteen miles
S.E. from Punderpoor.

-

-

M~NGROwLEE.-A
in the pro- vince of Malwa, thirty-one miles N.E.
from Seronge; lat.24°24fN-,lon.77aE.
MUNGULAAUT
(mangala k t a , a
-fZoatirbing market).-A
considerable
inland trading town in the province
of Bengal, district of Rungpoor,
twenty miles north from the capital ;
l a t 35' 5Y N., Ion. 89' 2VE. This
place stands on the south side of the
33url& river, which separate6 Rung-

poor from Cooch Bahnr. f i e houare uncommonl good, the streets
spacious, and tge whole town has
s u ~ e r i o ra P P m n c e when compared
with those in the vicinity. On the
liver w e numerous boats of great
bu*hen.
are the Etapie c 0 m m a l i t ~ 9
and Mungulhaut furnishes a condderabte part of the
return cargo carried annually by the
Bootan caravan from Rugpoor.(Capt. !Zbrner, 4c.)

~ ~ u N I P O O B( M ~ ~ the
; tow,,
~ ~ ~ ~ ,
$jewelr).-A
town of India east of
the Ganges, and formerly the capital
the cassay
country ; lat. 240 2 ( ~
N.,Ion. 940 3 ( E.
~ hi^ town
captured by the Birmans in 1774,
and with the district attached, remained tributary onril the peace of
Yandaboo in 1824 when the Burmese
government not only acknowledged
the complete independence of Assam
and Cachar, but also of Muni~oor.
This last fortunate circumstance for
the Munipooreans,originated from the
article of the treaty of Yandaboo, r e
ferring to Munipoor, having been
more distinctly and fully worded in
the Burmese than in the English version of the treatjr.
From Banksandy on the frontiers
of Silhet to Munipoor, the road runs
generally through ranges of low hills
and thick jungle, interspersed with
Naga villages at great distances from
each other ; but some of the K h a t
bund range of mountains are supposee'l to attain the elevation of 4,000
feet above the plains of Cachar. One
of the principal villages, named Kala"a@ and perched on one of the
loftlest peaks, contains sixty houses
and 300 inhabitants ofthe Naqa trihe,
that of Komberoon from 500 to 600
inhabitants. M~~~ streams are crossed, deep and rapid, but none that are
navigable.
The amphitheatre in which Munipoor stands varies from twenty to
thirty miles in length, and from ten t o
twelve in width. A broad causeway,
now overgrown with jungle, still leads
from the base of the hills. It is watered by many streams yhich rise in
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the hills to the north, and flowing in
a southerly direction, afterwards fall
illto the Ningti or Khyndowain, the
western branch of the Irawady. The
whole valley of MuniPoor is now covend with grass jungle, or extensive
swamps; but small hills are interspersed, and numerous clum s of
trees mark the sites of former vi1yages.
~h~ ,incipal
from
are
by
Kubber pergllnnah; one lies
through a defile south of Munipoor ;
the other crosses an extensive range
of hills inhabited by Nagas.
~h~ spot called ~~~i~~~~ (1896)
presents few vestiges indicative of its
ever having been a metropolis. Two
broad and deep ditches ellclose two
areas, the inner of which was formerly
occupied by its rajas and their families, the outer by their officers and
dependents; but of their dwellings no
traces remain, the only ruins now
perceptible being those of some
small brick temples. The richness
of the surrounding soil is manifested
by the luxuriance of the grass, and
the abundant supply of water.
In
June 1Y25,after the
of the Burmese formerly stat~onedIn
Munipoor had retreated to the south,
Lieut. Pernberton, accompanied by
~~j~ ~
~ ,cjingh and
~ five bunb
dred followers, after surmounting
many obstacles, succeeded in penem
trating through the Nags country to
this place ; but such was the scarcity
of food that the ra'a was obliged to
return with all speed to Cachnr, Ieaving 300 men in Munipoor, who with
difficulty kept themselves alive until
the ensuing harvest. The weakest
part of the British frontier towards
Ava is On the side
Muni~OOrs
which may be easily invaded by the
Keynduem river or by land, there
being a practicable car,.jqe
road of
twenty-seven stages of about twelve
miles each from Ava to Munipoor,
by which route the Burmese invasions
of Cassay always took place. We
shall in consequence be reluctantly
obliged to connect ourselves more
closely with this petty and miserable
state, which we have by accident rescued from the diabolical sway o :he

tEe

Burmese.--(Public MS. Docnt)ienk,
Crawfurd, gc.)
M
~
~ A , ,,illage
~ in ~the ~
province of Mysore, division of Bub
lum, seventy miles N.W. from Serin@patam ; lat.
55' N., ion. 750531-

-

E.

Mu*NAw~B.-A town in the Province of Malwa, situated on the west
bank of tho M u n river, thiny-four
miles N.W.
WMhy~ir;lat.
13' N., Ion. r50
E. It has a
fine stone ghurry, and in 1820 contained 400 houses, and belonged to
the raja Amjerah.--(Mak02m,4c.)
MUNOHUE.-A town in the province of Ajmeer, division of Harrowtee, surrounded by a stone wall, and
defended by a ghurry of masonry.
In 1820 it contained about 4,000 inhabitants. At this place there is an
annual fair for horned cattle, which
are brought from a great distance,
the average number being from 12,000
to 15,000.
M ~ ~ ~ ~ town
. - Ain the province
of Aurungabad, thirty-four miles S.E.
from Jalna; lat. 19' 41' N., Ion. 76"
371 E.

,

MuR~~xA.-A
in the Prs
on
vince
situated
h of Candeish,
~
~
~ the
bank
the Nerbudda, twelve
miles east from Mundleysir. In 1820
it belonged to Ijolcar, and contained
200
MURFAA
-A town in the province
of Al!ababad, fourteen miles E.N.E.
from Callir~jer; lat. 25O 21' N., Ion.
80' 43' E.
M ~ ~ ~ ~town
~ in
~ the
. - proA
vince o f ~ g r a ,ten miles south from
Kalpee ; lat. 25' 59' N., Ion. 79'45%.

in lhe ProMuR~OnE.-A
vince of Bejapoor, twenty-nine miles
north from Darwar ; late 15' 52'N.s
Ion- 75' 6' E.
Mu~~cnoar.-A small village in
Bootan, situated on tbe west side of
the Tehintchieu river, forty-five miles
south from Tassisudon ; lat. 527' 4'
N., Ion. 8g035' E. In 1783 this place
consisted of only twenty-four houses,
but of a superior construction to tha

~

~
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;

generality of Bootan dwellin 8 . They
are built of stone cetnent$by clay,
of a squarish form, but the walls warrowing fram the foundation t o tha
top- The r o d i s supported clear of'
the walls. and is commsed of fir
boards
lengthwz$s on cross
beams and joists of fir, and confined
bv large stones placed on the top.
Ishe lowcr part of the house accommodates hogs, cows, and other animals; the first story is occupiedby
the family, and ascended by a ladder.
Murichom occupies a spot of even
ground on the top of a mountain,
and has much cultivated land in the
vicinity. The farmers level the ground
thev cultivate in the slones of the
bill; by cntting it into sheives, forming beds of such size as the slopes
will admit. The native cinnamon,
known in Bengal cookery by the
name of tezput, grows abundantly
in the neighbourhood, and in the
season there are plenty of strawberries, raspberries, and peaches. The
country surrol~nding Murichom is
much infested by a small fly, which
draws blood with 3 proboscin, and
leaves behind a small blister full of
black contaminated blood, which
festers and causes much initation.(Capt. Turner, &.)
MUBRAUD.-Alarge village in tbe
Carnatic, containins R Hindoo temple, and several choultries situated
on the high road to Ramisseram,
along the southern rocky coast of
the Marawa division, district of Madura, about twenty-four miles travelling distance S.E.by E. from Ramnad.
Mcsoo~o.-A sn~alltown in the
province of Agm, seven miles S. hy
W. from Kalpee ; lot. 26' 4' N., Ion.
79" 4WE.
Muss~'R~ven.-A river of the
Deccan which has its .source at the
Anantghur pagoda, forty-three miles
west of Hyderabad, from whence it
flows in a south-easterly direction
.past that city, and after a course of
180 miles, windings included, falls
into the Krishna near Tangada.

Seik town in the province of Delhi,
situated about IM miles north from
the city of Delhi ; 1st. 30" 1W N.,
Ion. 77O WE.
MUSTAPHANAGW.
See CONDA-

-
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MU~TUNG.-Atown 'in Tibet, situated near the supposed source of
9' 5 8 N, Ion.
the Gunduck ; lat. 2
830 5' E. The Muntung raja is s
Bliootea chief, who in 1802 war tributary to the Gorkha dynasty of Nepaid; but there is reason to believe
tbat since that date the Gorkhas have
been compelled to cede both M u ting and Kheroo to the Chinese.( F . Bwhanan, ac.)
MUTCHEBAUTTA
f matryahda, the
$sh market).-A
town in the province of Oude, forty-one miles N. by
W. from Lucknow; lat. 27' 2 4 N.,
Ion. 804 36' E.
MUTEODU.-A small town in the
Blysore raja's territories, which in
1800 contained about 200 houses ;
lat. 1 3 O 39' N., lon. 7 6 O 2.5' E. At
this place there is a manufacture of
the glass used for making the
rings worn by native women round
their wrists. It is very coarse and
opaque, and is of five colours: black,
green, red, bliie, and yellow. All the
materials are found in the neighbourhood, and great quantities of the
glass is brought by the bangry (ring)
makers to the westward. During the
hot season soda is found in the form
of a white efflorescence on the adjacent sandy fields. The European
glass is considered by the ring manufacturers as useless as our cast
iron ; for neither of these substances
is in a state upon which the fires of
the natives can have any effect.( F . Buchanan, &.)
Mu~owua. f Mutighar).
A
town in the province of Oude, district of Gorucpoor, sixteen miles
west from the town of Gorucpoor ;
lat. 280 45l N., Ion. 83' 4' E.
MuTTItn.--See
MATHUBLA.
MITZAFFPRNAGUR.-A
town in the
province of Delhi, district of Saharunpaor, sixty miles N.E. from the

-
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MYMATGHUR.
rit of Delhi ; lat. W'97' N., loo.
77 401 E. This in a populous town
with two considerable bazars, a large
proportion of brick buildings, and an
.
old fort.
M U Z I F F E ~ A (~uanfar-abad).
~AD
-A il'ision of the Lahore province,
situated to the east of Puckely, inhabited by tile Bumbas and Cukkas,
both Mahomedan tribes. The former
are under two or three chiefs, styled
rajas, the principal of whom resides at
Muzifferabad. Their territories consist of difficult passes, vast mountains, and dense forests, yet they
form the only communication between CabuI and Cashmere.
The town of Muzifferabad (lat. 34'
35' N., Ion. 73O 45' E, sixty-three
miles west from Cashmere city), when
visited by Mr. Foster in 1783, was
small but populous, and was then
t h e residence of a chief named Sultan Mahmood. The face of the surrounding country exhibits a continued view of mountains, on the
sides of which cultivated patches of
ground are seen, and ~catteredhsmlets of three or four cottages. The
inhabitants of the tract, named
Bumbas, 8 r e Mahomedans of an
Afghan origin, and i~sually at variance with the Cashmerians, who
are their nearest neighbours. The
Kishengunga river runs to the west
of this town, with a course nearly
SW., and falls into the Jhylum,
among the mountains at the head of
the .Punjab. A common mode of
passlng the river here is on an inflated sheep or dog's-skin, which supports the head and breast of the p a 5
senger, while it is impelled and
guided by the motion of his legs
The road between Cashmere and
Muzifferabad, which is half way to
the Indus, tends to the south-west,
and leads over a country covered
with mountains intersected by deep
vallies.-(Foster, Elphinstone, 1l t h
Register, 4c.)
b1uzu~~su~ooa.-Atown in the
of Bahar, district of Tihoot, about thirty-five miles N.N.E.
from Pstna It is the capital of the

'2

district, and headquarters of the
judge, collector, and their civil estm
blishments.
TXBBA.-Apeak on the
MUZUREA
second range of hills in Northern
Hindostan, situated in a direction
north-east from Deyrah ; Int. 30° 30'
N. It attains a height of 6.600 feet
above the level of the sea, and
with regard to vegetable geogrtiphy,
600 feet of elevation is reckon&
equivalent to one degree of latitude.
This spot has been recommended m
an eligible eisuation for a botanic
garden, and also as an esyhim for
European invalids, being at no great
distance from Delhi, Merut, and Saharunpoor. In 1827 specimens of
rhubarb and acorns calamus, from
plants wared on the Muzurea Tebba,
were exhibited in Calcutta.--(Medicd Tramactienr, 4c.)
M ~ c o ~ n r . - Atown in the Mysore
province; twenty miles N.W. from
Chitteldroog; lat. 14' 16'N., Ion. 766
13' E. The fort of Myconda is
reckoned of importance, being situated at the entrance of a pass from
the westward into the valley of
Chitteldroog.
Mrsn.-A
large and meanly buat
town, surrounded by 8 mud wall, in
the province of Allahabad, about
sixty miles S. by E. from Callinger;
lat. 2 4 O 17' N., lon. SO0 60' E This
place belongs to an independent chieftain, who resides in a s~otlll but
strong fort cloee to the town, and
possesses a tract of country extending from the territory of the N a g a x
chief to a villagecalled Tacka, where
the dominions of the Nagpoor raja
formerly commenced.
MYRESATH.-A village in British
Martaban, situated on the Uttran
river, where its inland navigation
terminates. In 1826 Siamese troops
were found posted hdre.
MYMATG~~UB.-A
town in the province of Bejapoor, situated among
the Weetern Ghauts bordering the
Concan, forty-eight miles N.W. from
Colapoor; lat. 17' 10' N., lon. 73O
53' E.

.
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MYSPAUT.

. MYXUNKIN
(Mynrunringhl.-A
~II

are Nusritabad, Bygonbarry, Semjcdistrict in the province of Bengl, si- gunge, Bokanagur, and Cal~gmary,
tuated principally between the twen- the first named after the late nabob
ty-fourth and twenty-iikh degrees of Dacca.
of north latitude. To the north it is
There are not any regular seminabounded by the Garrow mountains ries in the Mymunringh district for
and district of Rungpoor; on the teaching the Mahomedan law, but
south by Dacca Jelalpoor; to the there are two or three schools in
east it has Silhet und Tipemh ; and each perpnnah for instruction in
on the west Rajeshahy and Dinage- Hindoo learning, where scholars are
taught gratuitously, it being deemed
poor.
This district is of more recent disgraceful to receive money for information than the adjacent fiscal struction. Jn 1801 the total pop~land police divisions, on which ac- lation was estimated by Mr. Crisp a t
count it underwent no separate men- 1,300,000 ruons, and in 1821 the
,ration in 178l, but in l8Dl it was majority o g h e inhabitants were Masupposed by Mr. Crisp to compre- hoawdans in the proportion of five
hend 6,700 square miles. I t is in- t o two Hindoos.--(Crirp, D. Scot),
tersected throughout its whole ex- Le Gror, J. Shakegear, PvdCic MS.
tent by the great river Brahmaputra, Documentr,4c.j
and the innumerable streams flowing
MYNPAUT. An elevated table
into it ; and the surface of the country being low and flat, it is, during Iand in the province of Gundwans
tile height of the floods, nearly sub- and division of Sumbhulpoor, but
merged. It is subdivided into ninteen which has-not yet been co~npletely
pergunnahs and six tuppas, in all explored, ~ndeed,has only been distwenty-five local divisions. The soil covered within these few years. The
'j, nevertheless very fertile, and pro- height of this plateau is still unduces large quantities of coarse rice known, but is said to be so consiand mustard, which are the staple derable as to affect the temperature.
commodities. The cultivation, in- Its surface presents a wide expanse
land colnmerce, and general condi- of forest and jungle rarely disturbed
tian of the country, have greatly im- by man, containing some wild asiproved since the decennial settlement mals hitherto but rarely seen by
of the land revenue, afterwards ren- Europeans. One af these is the
&red ~erpetual;yet in 1801 it was gaour, a non-descri t of the bos
computed by the collector that one- tribe, marked b tfs peculiaritia
fourth of its whole area remained in thnt distinguish t i e bison.
The height of this animal from the
a state of nature. In 1790 the country near Bygonbarry, now thickly in- hoof to the withers exceeds eighteen
habited, was a complete waste, the hands, and length from the tip of
haunt of wild beasts and river pirates, the nase to the extremity of the tail
who infested th6 Brahmaputra for a twelve feet. The form of the head
circuit of 100 miles. Raja Raj Singh, and horns resemble those of an Ellgof Susung in Mymunsingh, besides lish bull ;the colour dark brown, but
his estates within the British domi- owing to the fineness and density of
nions, possesses a small independent its coat looks a shinin black. The
territory beyond the hills. In 1814 gaour is very muscufar, and has
the amount of the jumma Qr land great width of chest and quarters,
assessment to the revenue was and its legs being short in proportion
.7,57,550 rupees. In 1821 there were to the bulk of its body, gives it the
thirty distinct estates that paid di- appearance of immense strength. Its
rect into the government treasury distinctive character from others of
lesu than four annas (sixpence) each, the bovine race, is H thick and elevaalul 1,48%that paid less than eighty- ted spinous ridge which extends in
ellorupees each. Theprincipal town# the form of an arch from the end
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ISLE.
of the cervical v e r t e h to half way
down the dorsal vertebrae, the elevation over the shoulders being nearly
seven inches above the line of the
spine. where the ridge gradually terminates. At a distance this ridge
.has the appearance of the hump on
bullocks, but instead of flesh it is
formed of spinous processes. I t is
gregarious, going in herds, and in defence of its young it is said by the
natives to be extremely fierce. They
do not all mingle with the wild
buffaloe, and of the two the gaour
is unquestionably the most powerful
animal, Its haunts on the Mynpaut
are in the deepest jungles, probably
on account of the superior verdure
found in these secluded spots, and it
is extremely difficult to catch them,
or to rear them after they are caught.
Although Mynpaut be its principal
habitation gaoure are frequently found
in other districts, and have been killed in Ramghur, Palamow, and Chuta
Nagpoor.
Another inhabitant of this tableland is the mirgee or mooaedeer,
probably from the form of its head
resembling that of a mouse. This
pretty little animal is the smallest of
the deer s p i e s , being about the size
of a full grown English fox. There
is another remarkable animal called
the quyo, which is conjectured to be
a kind of wild dog. The natives say
it hunts the tiger in packs, but this
seems improbable. The pangolin is
' also occasionally seen, and is called
the diamond-reptile by the natives
on account of the shape of its
scales; there are also a great variety of snakes and serpents, and
among others the boa-constrictor.
In the Mynpaut and other forests
i n this quarter of Hindoutan, a large
species of caterpillar (the hmbyxpappia) is found, which attaches itself principally to the branches of the
ausun (ternzinalia d a t a torrnetrtora)
common in the Indian jungles, and
fornle a cocoon as large au a turkey's
egg. From this the tusser or coarse
silk is obtained as from the regular
,cocoon, and is used in the coarse
mlk and cottotl fabrich The I n : in-

nect also abounds, and its produm
is a principal article of traffic. I t
consists of two kinds:; one containing
much colouring matter (which is in
fact the insect itself) is,preferred for
the extraction of the lac dye, the
other (which is the nidus of the insect) for the manufacture of stick
lac. That found on the butea-frondosa yields the largest quantity of
colouring matter. (Medicnl Trowacfionr, gc.)

-

MYO
ISLE.-A small island in the
Eastern seas, situated in the Molucca
passage, which separates Celebes
from Gilolo ; lat. l o 23' N.,Ion. 126O
15'E.
This island was inhabited
while the Portuguese held the Moluccas; but the Dutch expelled the
inhabitants lest it should become convenient for the smuggling of spicea.

MY~AULGKUR.-A
hill-fort in the
province of Bejapoor, division of
Azimnagor. about fourteen miles
W. by N. from Belgaum. This fortress, now deserted, appears to have
been several miles in extent, occupying t h e summit of a lofty -and abrupt
mountain, scarped a t the top to increase the difficulty of ascent.
MYSOLISLE.-An island in the
Eastern seas, situated about the second degree of south latitude, midway between the large islands of
Ceram and Papua. In length it may
be estimated at fifty miles, by fifteen
the average breadth.
On the east coast of Mysol is the
harbour of Ef b6, formed by a smdl
island of the same name, on which
fresh water may be procured in great
abundance without any risk from the
winds, as the harbour is perfectly
land-locked. Like the rest of the
islands east of the Molucca passage,
it is inhabited on the sea-coast by
Mahomedans, cornmonly called Malays, and inland by the aboriginal
natives or Horaforas. The chiefs of
the former are denominated rajas,
which is a noted Hindoo title on continental India.
Birds of Paradise arrive here a t
certain seasoar of tho y w in flocks

.

MYSORE.
from the tartward, and settling on
the trees are caught with bird-lime.
T h e bodies are afterwards dried with
the feathers on, as they are seen in
E u r o p . The black louri, which is a
very scarce bird, may alw occasionally be purchased here. The other
articles of export are biche de mar,
~nissoybark, ambergris, pearls, pearl
oyster-shells, all small in quantity,
and slaves. The imports are coarse
piece-goods, cutlery, beads, iron in
bars, chinaware, looking-glusses, and
brass-wire. The industrious Chinese
settled at Amboyna are the principal
traders, but the whole amount is
Lab&
quite insignificant.-(Forrat,
Iardiere, #c.)
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MYSORE.
(Mahe8hozura.)
A large prolri~lce in the south of
India, situated principally between
the eleventh and fifteenth degrees of
north latitude, and now surrounded
by the British territories under the
Madras presidency. In length it may
be estimnted at 210 miles, by 140 the
average breadth. The whole of this
country is enclosed on two sides by
the eastern and western ghauts, and
consists of an elevated table-land or
p!ateau, from which rise many lofty
h~llsand clusters of hills, containing
the nources of pearly all the rivers
that intersect and fertilize the low
countries. The altitude varies at different places; at Peddanack Durgum
pass barometrical observations gave
1,907 feet ; at Baitamangalum 2,435
feet; at Bangalore 2,807; at Hurryhur 1,831 ; while the same method
ofmeasurement assigns to Sivagunga,
the highest mountain in Mysore, an
elevation of 4,600 feet. The descent
proceeding northward is very perceptible. At Sera, on the high ground
near to the Mahomedan mnusoleum,
the height is only about 2,223 feet
above the level of the seqwhicl~in a
distance of eighty-four miles gives a
declension of 684 feet. The climate
of this elevated region is temperate,
.and healthy to a degree anknown in
any other tract of the tike extent

within the tropics. The monsoon8
o r boisterous periodical rains, which
at d&rent times .deluge the coasts
of Malabar and Coromandel, have
their force broken by the ghaut mountains, and spread from either side
into the interior in frequent showers,
which, though sometimes heavy, are
seldom of long continuance, and preserve both the temperature of the
cliinate and the verdure of the fields
throughout the year.
T o enter the Mysore province
there are several passes, such as the
Muggler, the Palicaud, the Amboor,
the Guzzelhutty, the Changarna, and
the Attoor ; but these passes, while
they facilitated the operations of
Hyder when invading the Carnatie
from the Baramahal valley, offered
no similar advantbges to the invadors
of his country; for as the only practicahle roads then united in Pnlicaud
which leads to Ossoor, be had but
one entrance to defend. The droogs
or hill forts in this province are very
numerous, and of a peculiar character,
the sites chosen for such workti being
genernllysomeofthevast rounded and
nakedmasses of primitive rock seen in
ewry direction rising above the surface of the table-land, and which, although ofasteep and difficult ascent,
are not like the scarped rocks north
of the Krishna wholly inaccessible. In
consequence of this circumstance, to
complete their security, it has usually been found necessary to fortify
them with successive lines of works,
carried tier above tier from the base
to the summit.
The rock that forms the basis of
the whole country is akind ofsyenite,
composed for the most part of four ingredients,quartc,felspar,horneblende,
and mica. Common salt occurs in
considerable abundance o n the surface of the red soil, where it effloresces during the dry season. Carbonate of soda is also found, especially among the Chitteldroog hills,
but considerably mixed with common
salt. The principal rivers are the
Cavery the Toombudra, the Vedavati, t i e Bhadri, the Arkanati, the
Pennar, Palar, and P a n w r ; but, ex-
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cept the Caretp,none of these atreams
attain any magnitude until they have
ql~itted{he h i t s of the
There are no lakes in the northern
pnrts of Mysore, but many large
tanks and artificial reservoirs in the
high grounds. The liquid in these
being rain-water is always sweet, nnd
o n that account preferred by tbe natives t o that of wells, which is frequently brackish. At Bangdore in
particular there are several wells of
what the natives call salt water, some
of them situated close to others that
are perfectly fresh, which is to be
accounted for from the vertical position of the strata.
The dominions of the Mysore raja
are at present subdivided into three
great districts or subayenas, called
the Patana (or Seringapatam), the
Nagara (or Bednore), and the Chatracul (or Chitteldroog) subayenas.
The Patana division is by far the
largest, and contains alone a greater
extent of territory than was originally
subject to the raja's family. It comprehends ninety-one subdivisions, arid
was originall under the immediate
inspection o[ the dewan or prime
minister. In addition to the above
territories, since his connexion with
the British government he has acquired the Chitteklroog subayena,
containing thirteen, and the Nagara
containing nineteen subdivisions,each
superintended by a soubahdar. The
chief towns are Seringapatam, Bangalore, Bednore, Ghitteldroog, and
Sera.
From the remains of hedges and
other signs, the My sore province appears at some remote period to have
been in a much higher state of cultivation than it at present exhibits,
although it has greatly recovered during the long tranquillity it has enjoyed since 17W. E~tensivetracts are
overrun with forest jungle; more especially with the wild date, which
grows here in the greatest luxuriance.
When land here is once brought into
cultivation for rice, it is considered
as having amved at the highest poasible degree of improvement, and
all attempts to render it more pro-

doctivo, by a succession of crops, neglected as superfluous. Besides rice.
the lands $educe the following ar:
ticles : the checadu, the dodada, the
phaseolus m u n n the dolichos cntjang, the sesamum orientale, and the
sugar-cane, for which a black clay is
the best soil. The raggy crop is by
far the most important, as it supplies
all the lower ranks of society with
their common Food, wheat being only
cultivated in gardens and spots of
rich soil. The ricinus palma cbristi is
cultivated, and produces abundance
of castor oil, which is used for the
lamp and a variety of other purposes.
The betel-leaf tree thrives be& in
low grounds. About Colar the poppy
is cultivated both for making opium
m d on account of the seed, wbich
is much used in the sweet cakes eaten
by the higher ranks of natives. Tobacco is not much raised, and its
quality inferior, but the com-nut
palm is genersl. The success with
which this palm is raised in the centre of Mysore, refutes the old opinion that it will only thrive on the
sea-coast ; it appears, however, in
every situation to require a soil impregnated with salt. The aloe is a
very common plant in Mysore, and
usedalmost as generally for hedge enclosures as the prickle-pear and milk
bush in tbe Deccan.
Owing to the extreme imperfection
of their instruments, and want of
strength in their cattle, the fields in
this province are very imperfectly
cleared. After six or eight ploughings in all directions, numerous small
bushes remain as erect as before the
labour commenced, while the plough
has not penetrated three inches deep.
The latter has neither coulter nor
mould-board to divide and turn over
the soil. Two crops of rice are setdom taken from the same field in one
year. l n some parts the first quality
of land will produce from forty-seven
t o fortyaine busbeis; the second
from thirty-five to forty-two ;and the
third quality from seventeen to twenty-four bushels of rice in the husk, in
which state it is usually preserved,
m d will keep two years without da-
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teriomtion, and four without k i n g ancient Hindoo aascnsment on the
lands. In 1804 the number of faunfit for use.
The cattle reared in the vicinity of milies in the Mysore raja's territories
Seringapatam are cows, buffiloes, was estimated at 482,613, and the
sheep, and the long-legged goat. T l ~ e total inhabitants at 2,171,754, since
natives of Mysore and India gene- which they have no doubt g e a t l y
rally, seldom use butter after the increased. Of these families there
manner of Europeans, but prefer does not nppear t o have been more
what is called ghee, not only because than 17,000 of the Mahomedan reit keeps better, but also on account ligion, which is rather extraordinary,
of its having more taste and smell. considering that it had been thirtyIn order to collect a quantity suffi- ei@t years under two zealous sovecient for the making of ghee the reigns of that faith. The Brahmin
butter is often kept two o r three families where then 25,370; the
days, which in a warm climate ren- Lingnit 72,697 ; and the Jain 2,063.
ders it rancid. I t is then melted in The gross revenue of the Mysore
a n earthern pot, and boiled until all raja a t the above date was %5,81,&50
the water has evaporated. when it is pagodas. Accounts are here kept in
poured into pots, and kept for use. canter raya pagodas, and the seer
The native hreed of horses here, as is the standard weight. Cloth and
in most parts of India, is a small, timber are usbally measured by the
ill-shaped vicious pony, a l t h o u ~ hcon- purchaser's cubit, which may be conaiderahle pains were taken by Hyder sidered in all nations as eighteen
and Tippoo to introduce a better inches on an average. Notwithstandkind, but without success; and their ing the despotic authority of Tippoo,
cavalry continued t o the last ill- the last sultan, he was never able t o
mounted. Swine were once very establish a uniformity of weights or
common in Mysore, hut Tippoo suc- measures, or even an approach to it.
ceeded in banishing the unclcan ani- In this country and throughout Mymal from the neighbourhood of his tioregenerally, a great deal of bullion
is lost to the world by being buried,
capital.
Mysore, upon the whole, is but as when the owners get old and
thinly inhabited, and not to be com- stupid, they forget where their treapared with Bengal or any of the sures are hidden; and sometimes
Company's old provinces. In con- when they do know, die without
sequence of incessant wars and ca- divulging thk secret.
Since the conquest in 1799, selamities prior to the final conquest
,in 1799, many districts, formerly veral excellent roads have been made
well-peopled, still scarcely exhibit the to facilitate the conveyance oftroops,
vestige of a human being. In 1761 guns, and stores, and have greatly
it was ravaged by Bunee Visajee exalted the reputation of the miPundit ; in 1765, 1767, and 1770, by nister Purneah, by whom they were
the Peahwa Madhurow; in 1771 by constructed. Like many other in.Trimbuck Row ; in 1774 by Ra- stitutions in the south of India, they
goonauth Row ; in 1776 and 1786 by contribute to the ease and pleasure
Hurry Punt Phurkia; and in 1791 of travellers, especially European
and 1792 it sustained most merciless ones, and also to the advantage of
ravages from the troops of Purseram government ; but many years must
Bhow. I n 1799, when the conquest pass a w q before commerce could
of Mysore was finally achieved by either make or keep such roads in
the army under General Harris, the repair. A turnpike or toll would not
new administration established by the defray the expense, unless it were
British government commenced its taken on the guns, stores, and arrack
proceedings by proclaiming an un- of the army; it i consequently unqualified remission of revenue ba- just t o compel the neighbouring pea'lances, and the. restoration of the santry either to make or repair the
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higliways. I t may be said that at
one season of the year the peasantry
have nothing elne to do; but to make
them work gratuitously on the roads
is to levy an extra assessment in labour instead of money. A military
road is meant to facilitate the march
of armies for the national defence;
a general assessment ought consequently to be made to defra the expense; the treasury, there&, and
not the unfortunate villagers who
happen to be in the tract through
which the great road is to be carried,
should disburse the funds from which
the charge is to be defrayed. In India
a corvBe is always productive of much
oppression. If an extra assessment
of either land or labour be once admitted, the door to abuse and petty
tyranny is spread open. Besides this,
the people of the villages through
which these roads pass have no more
to do with them than others five
hundred miles off, except that they
are more exposed to the inconveniences that travellers and detachments invarinbly occasion. In England, where the king has lost his
privilege of purveyance, a village gets
rich by becoming a stage on a great
road ; hut in India the reverse hapr n s , and a village is infinitely moested and impoverished by the applications, or rather the exactions of
troops and travellers.
Mysore having submitted to the
Mahornedan yoke at a very recent
period compared with the rest of
Hindostan, retains the primitive Hindoo manners and customs in considerable purity. From persons of
this faith information is best collected when a considerable number of
them are gathered together; for when
a few are present they are afraid of
reflections from those who are absent, and in general Hindoos are rather inclined to have mstters of business publicly discussed. The person
receiving charity is here considered
of higher rank than the donor; but
by charity must be understood something given-to a person asking for it
in the name of God, as having dedicated himself t o a religious life.
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When rick, Hindoos often make a
vow of subsisting by begging for a
certain number of days after they
recover.
When two parties in a village have
a dispute, one of them frequently has
recourse to an expedient by which
both suffer, and this is the killing of
a jackans in the streets, which ensuree
the immediate desolation of the
place, where no Hindoo would sojourn another night without compulslon. Even the adversaries of the
party that killed the ass, would think.
themselves bound in honour to fly.
The natives also have recourse to
something similar when they think
themselves oppressed by government
in matters of caste. The monkeys
and squirrels are here very destructive, but it is reckoned sinful to kill
them. The proprietors of gardens
used formerly to hire a particular
class of men, who took these animals
in nets, and then by stealth conveyed
them to the gardens of some distant
village; but as the people there had
recourse to the same expedient, all
parties became tired of the practice.
The washerman of every village,
whose function is hereditary, washes
all the farmers' clothes ; and according to the number of persona in the
family, receives a regulated proportion of the crop. They also wash the
cloths of the Panchanga, or village
astrologer, who (they say) in return
visits them occasionally, and tells
them some lies, for that he is never a t
the trouble of predicting the truth
except to the rich. Indeed, a rich
man in India, as elsewhere, has many
friends; but none are so anxious for
his welfare as the astrologer. The
opulent retain one as they retain a
physician, and he is deemed as necessary as the family guide in spiritual
matters ; the one prescribing for the
future, the other for the present moment. The dress of the Mysorean
females is generally becoming, and
they have fine forms; the men are
mostly stout and healthy, and rather
taller than the nntives of Coromandel, with complexions a tinge fairer.
In villages not far from Seringapatam

MYS
many of the farmers eat wk;but the H i n b castes are dlowed by
although thecarer aboundswitl~fish, their religion t o eat animal food, and
very few are caug t by the nativeq a considelrble number t o drink spiriThe circumstances
who are not, like those of Bangal, tuous liquors.
partial t o this species of food. The that add dignity to a caste in this
Hindoos seldom erect magnificent country are,ita being restricted from
building ; and the Mahomdan lead- the pleasures of the table; the folers under Tippoo were too uncertain lowing of no useful employment;
dedicated t o &at w e
to lay much out on
of their pyhouses. Every thin they acquired here call piety and learn&. Every
ww in general immJmteb expended man consequently endeavours to asequipage, and amusements, w n e as much .e possible the a p
on k ,
which partly accounts for there being penrance of these perfections; and
in reality no private buildings in My- among the inhabitants of Mywre a
ritical cant is a very prevailing
sore of any grandeur. The cottages
of the peasantry, however, are on the k ~ n .
The males of the Mgsore raja's
whole more w s t and commodious
than in most parts of I d a , get are fanlily are divided into two great
almost universally coustructed of the branches, the raja Bundns and the
red soil of the country and roofed Collalays, who intermarry. The head
with tilea. Nor are the best habita- of the first is the curtur, or sovetions composed of superior materials, reign; and of the last the dalawai.
or further distinguished frem the cot- Some of the males of each family are
tages than by their bize and white of Vishnu's side, and Borne of them of
Siva's ; but none wear the Iulga, and
wa~hedcoats.
Owing to the practice of polygamy all acknowledge the Brahmins ad their
very few females in this country live spiritual guides. The curtur, i m m e
in a state of celibacy except young diately on ascending the throne,
widows of high caste, who cannot whntever religion he may have been
marry again. These, however, are educated in, always adopts the c e r e
numerous, matches between old men monies at least of the Sri V a i s h n ~
and mere children being quite fre- vam. On the contrary, the ladies d
quent. The comfort of having chil- both families wear the linga, reject
dren is, in general, all the pleasure that the authority of the Brahmins, and
married women of high rank enjoy in are under the spiritual guidance d
I n d i i Where polygamy prevails, the Jangamas. This arrangement
love is but little known ; or if it does among other nations would be conpossess a man, he is usually cal~tivat- sidered extraordinary, but among
ed by some artful dmcing-girl, and IIindoos it is not uncomnlon. With
not by any of his wives. With a few t h b religious sect a man is reckoned
exceptions, the females are not con- good who prays constantly, bestows
fined; but on marriage they usually large alms on religious mendicants,
adopt the religious forms of their h u 5 and who makes tanks, choultries, r e
bands. Inevery part of India a man's servoirs, and garden9 To be ahmarrying his uncle's daughter is look- sorbed into the substance of their
ed upon as incestuous.
gods is supposed by the Hindoos to
The divinion and subdivision of be the greatest possible felicity, and
caste throughout Wiudostan is infi- only happens to particular favourites.
nite. The Brahmins assert that they The rich among the lower cnstes proare divided into at least 9,000 tribes, cure al~solutionfor their sins by givwhich never intermarry, although ing charity to the Brahmins; the
permitted to do so without infringing poor, not having this resource, must
their caqte. In Mysore there are trust to the mercy of God.
three principal sects : 1. The SmarThe Mysore raja's family tracee
tal ; 2. The Sri Vaishnavam ; and 3. its origin to the Yadava tribe, which
The Madual. A great majority of boasts among iLa eminent characters
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Kribhna, the celebrated Hindoo Apoll o ; and at a remote period had its
domicile at Dwaraca, in the Gujerat
peninsula. The first sovereign on
record is Cham Raj, who ascended
the throne in A.D. 1507; Tim Raj,
who reigned in 1548; Heere Cham
Raj, who died in 1576; Cham Raj,
who died in 1637 ;Immader Raj, who
reigned one year ; Canty Revy Narm
Raj, who reigned until 1659 ; Dud
I)eo Ra' until 1672 ;Chick Deo Raj,
until l$b;
Canty Raj, in whose
reign began the influence of the dalawais, or prime ministers, until 1714;
Dud Kishen Raj, until 1731.
Chick Kishen Raj, whose ministers
were Deo Ra.i and the younger Nnnseraj, who undertook the long siege
of Trichinopoly, where he was b d e d
by Major Lawrence. In this reign
appeared Hyder Ali Khan, r h o aherwards becnme supreme monarch of
Mysore and many adjacent provinces.
He was twenty-seven years of age
&fore he entered the military service, in which he afterwards made
so distinguished a figure, and was
through life unable either to read or
write. His career began about 1749,
but it was A.D. 1755 before he had
his first separate command, when he
was sent by the Dalawai Nunseraj to
subdue Dindigul.
In 1760 Hyder assumed sovereign
power, having banished Nunseraj, his
patron. In 1780 he invaded the lower Carnatic, which he desolated with
fire and sword, carrying his ravages
to the gates of Madras. By the firmness and exertions of Mr. Hasrings,
and the great military talents of Sir
Eyre Coote, his progress was nrrested; but being powerfully assisted by
the French, he was enabled to carry
on an indecisive warfare until the 9th
of December 1782, when he died,
leaving the throne to his son Tippoo,
who had already established his reputation as a commander.
This prince was born in 1753,
while his father served in the Carnatic, and was named after Tippoo Sultan, a celebrated Mahomedan devotee of Arcot, where hi mausoleum
continues a favourite resort of the

pious, and for whom Hyder hed 8
particular veneration. This ascetic,
like other sophis, or purely abstracted saints, assumed the royal designation of shah, or sultan, as the subduer of himself, and conqueror and
spiritual lord of his passions; in the
Cansrese, Tippoo signifies a tiger.
Kurreeta Saheb, Tippoo's elder brother, was set aside as a madman, who
occabionally had lucid intervals ; but
in general his intellects were those
of a child, with the obstinacy of a
mule, both depending greatly on the
quantity of opium or bang he had
swnllowed.
Pursuing the steps of his father,
Tippoo prosecuted the war until the
I Ith of March 1784, when being deprived of the co-operation of his
French allies by the peace in Europe,
he concluded a treaty on extraordinary honourable terms. From the
above date he was occupied in harassing and subduing his neighbours until 1790, when he made an unprovoked attack on the raja of Travanrore,
who cdled on the British government
for the assistance stipulated by treaties. A war commenced in consequence, which terminated on the 16th
of March 1795, in a peace concluded
by Lord Cornwallis under the wall&
of Seringapatatn, which deprived him
of onebalf of his dominions and rendered the other of uncertai~tenure.
To recover his lost ower, and gratify
the intensity of his patred to the British nation, he solicited the alliance
of the French republic and of Zemauo
Shah of Cabul, and endeavoured t o
excite -disaffection and rebellion
among the M~~ssuln~nun
natives of
the British provinces. A second war
ensued, which for him had a fatal
conclusion. On the 4th of May 1799
Seringapatam, his capital, was stormed by the army under General Harris, when he fell by an unknown
hand, and with him terminated the
Mahomedan dynasty of Mysore, having lasted thirty-eight years. This
sovereign had considerable talents as
a military man; hut he wanted the
prudence and common sense of his
father Hyder. He succeeded best in

attaching the lower Jaasen of Maho- lar Pindariea WDS formed and nomimedans; and he possessed all the nally headed by the son of Kurreem
cant, bigotry, and zeal, necessar for Khan, and grandson of Hyder, who
decting that object. None o r his had been seduced away by a northern
Mussulmaun soldiers entered the Brahmin soon after the fall of SerioBritish service, although many suffer- gapatam, and whose intellects were
ed extreme poverty ; and they still even more deranged than those of his
revere his memory, considering him father. His name, however, as the
as a martyr fallen in defence of their nephew of Tippoo Sultan, was sufficient to attract a numerous band of
religion.
On the B d June 1799, the British plunderers ; but they were put down
government raised to the throne along with the other corps of depreMaha Raja Krishna Udiaver (then dators during the campaign of 1818.
six yeers of age), a legitimate descen- In April of the snme yeur Moiz ud
dant of the ancient Mysore family, Deen, another of Tippoo's sons,
which had been superseded, first by died at Calcutta of the cholera
the dalawais or prime ministers, and morbus.
afterwards by Hyder and his son.
In 1812, Raja Krishna Udiaver
By a subsidiary treaty concluded with having attained the age of nineteen,
him on the 8th of July that year, it expressed a strong desire to assume
was stipulated that the British go- the active charge of his dominions,
vernment should n~aintaina military which so much incensed the dewan
force for the defence of Mysore Purneah, who had hitherto adminisagainnt all invaders, for which the tered the whole, that he used insultraja should pay an annual subsidy of ing expressions to the raja, for which
seven lacks of pagodas. To conduct he was reprimanded by the acting
the affiirs of state an experienced resident. This rupture proceeded to
native named Purneah, who had dis- such an extremity that a cordial retinguished himself as chief finance conciliation appeared impossible, and
minister under Tippoo, was appointed the raja having not only attained a
dewan, and under his able manage- mature age, but shewn considerable
mel~tthe country coiitinued to ad- talents for business, and moderation
vance with unprecedented rapidity.
of disposition, it was determined to
The surviving members ofTippoo's invest him with the whole power to
fmily were for some years kept in which he was entitled by the origicustody at Vellore, where they were nal treaty of federal alliance in 1799.
aabrded a liberal allowance, and eve- This arrangen~ent was accordingly
ry practicable indulgence consistent carried into execution; hut the old
with their safety, hut in consequence dewan whose temper was imperious,
of the part they took in instigating and who had been long accustomed
the mutiny and.massacre at that for- to govern, did not long survive what
tress in 1806 they were removed to he considered a degradation. The
Bengal, wherein 1811 Mohi ud Deen, same year he had a paralytic stroke
the third and only legitimate son of which affected his understanding, ancl
the late Tippoo Sultan, put an end to he shortly afterwards quitted this life
hisexistence by shootinghimself with B altogether. On this event the raja
gun, an instance of suicide rare among continued the stipends t o his family,
the followers of the Ambiin prophet. cancelled a debt due to his treasury
In 1812 Padeshah Begum, the first by the dewan of six lacks of pagodas
and only surviving wife of Tippoo, (L240,000), and in every relipect
who had all along refused to accept manifested n degree of liberalit and
any pension from the British govern- magnanimity highly honourabfe to
ment, expressed herself desirous of his character.
it, and it war immediately granted,
It has been said, and certainly with
besides a sum per annum for cloth some a pearance of truth, that the
-nay. Oruoftbefirnttbodie~of r q a - elfact o f the British subsidiary a y r
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tem on the part of the protected
prince, is t o generate an indifference
to the welkre of his s~lljects,and a
propensity to sensual indolgencies or
the most sordid avarice, or both.
That this has been too much the case
is sincerely to be lamented ; but the
reigningraja of Mysore, Krishna Udiaver, exhibits an honourable exception to this general stagnation of
intellect, his rule being e uitable
(Is=), and his private con%uet in
every respect correct.- (F.'Buchanan,
Wilka, Dirom, FuUarton, Thackety,
Public MS. Docunaewtr, gc,)
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MYBORE/Maheahaaura).
The
ancient and modern capital of the
province, having been for about thirty
years superseded by Seringapntam,
from which it is distant about nine
miles ; tat. la0 1Y N., Ion. 76" 4!2' E.
This place has increased so rapidly
since the revival of the old dynasty,
that in 1820 it already covered s vast
space of ground, with its white buildings mnged in regular streets, and
i~itermingledwith trees and temples.
I t is enclosed by a wall of red earth,
and the architecture closely resembles that of Seringapatam ; but the
houses are larger and better, and
there is an appearance of much
greater activity and population. The
fort, separated from the pettah b an
esplanade, is an extensive worg m
imitation of the European st le, and
contains besides the raja's p ace (an
irregular building forming three sides
of a square), the dwellings of the
principsl merchants and bankers, and
many other private edifices. There
is likewise a large and handsome suburb to the south of the fort, and the
British residency stands on a rising
ground at a short distance from the
pettah.
A vast tank or embanked lake extends from the vicinity of the fort
towards the base of the Mysore hill,
8 conical eminence &out 1,000 feet
high, which rises from the plain about
five miles distance from the city.
The resident has a house on the
sumn~it,which is renched by a wide
but not very easyroad. On the south-
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western declivity, in the midst of 8
Brahmin village, thereare two Hindoo
temples of great local repute, to
which the raja makes a yearly pilgrimap; and still lower dawn there is
a ggantie figure of the bull Nundg
(named here Baswa), cut out of the
rock, sixteen feet high, and surpassing
in execution the bulls of Bijanag~ir
and Nundydroog. The view from the
top of this hill is much celebrated.
The late dewan, Purneah, had conceived the design of supplying Mysore
with water brought by a canal from
the Cavery, thirty miles in length,
between thirty and forty feet in
breadth, and sunk in. some places t o
the depth of eighty feet through
strata of solid rock. Vast sums
were expended on this undertaking,
and there remained only about half a
mile of the cut to be completed, when
it was discovered that the level wan
too high to admit of its being filled,
and the work was consequently relinquished. The raja having been
bred up under the protection of Europeans, is in the habit of receiving
them at his court without much restraint of Eastern ceremony. On
state occasions, however, he sometimes goes abroad in s carriage drawn
by four elephants, and capable of
holding sixty ersons. Mysore is a
corruption o r Mahab Asura, the
name of a buffaloe-headed monster,
whose overthrow constitutes one of
the most celebrated exploits of the
goddess Cali.--(Fulhrton, bc.)
Mreoav ISLE
( o c S ~ O Y ~irk).R'C
An island in the Eastern seas situated to the north of the great bay in
Papua or New Guinea, about the
first d ree of south latitude, and
one day"8s sail distant from Dory harbour. In length it may be estimeted
a t seventy-five miles, by twenty the
average breadth. I t was originally named Hornsr ialand, but the
crews of Shoutenss and of Marie's
ships in 1616, thought proper t o
change its appellation t o Shouten's
island. The name by which it is
known to the natives of the adjacent
inlands is Mysory. Captain Forrest;
T

from Malay information, describes it {hat none exists; on the contrqry
ps well inhabited, under the govern- springs, aboqnd and might be kasily
(l).a~lt,
pent of rajas, and very productive collected into reservoirs.
of ca1avance.s.-(Forred, &c.)
4c.I
NAGAMAXGALUX.-A
large square
Nnn~s.-See N E E L G H E RMOON~Y
mud fort in the Mysore province,
TAINS.
twenty-six miles N. by E. from SeNACKAPILLY.-Aneatly-built vil- ringapatam, containing a square citalage situated in a beautiful valley in del in the centre; lat. 12O 48' N.,
the Northern Circars, district of lon. .76' 48' E.
Vizagapatam, and a b u t five n~ilee
travelling distance from the town
NAGABAM.
-A town and fertile
pf that name. A fine tank extends tract of country in the Northern Cirto the eastward of the village ; and cars, insulated by two branches of
beyond it is an insulated green hill, the Godavery river, which here forms
at the ,foot of which is a Brahmin a delta.
village and venerable temple, dediNAGAS.-A singular race of hill
cated to Krishna by the name of Gopaul Swamy. In another is an image people in India eiist of the Ganges,
of Vishnu under the title of Ballajee. who extend from the north-western
Archways are thrown across the ap- extremity of Cachar to Chittagong,
proaches of both pagodas, and a steep between 93' 8' and 94' 15' E., and
flight of steps condpcts to that on the principally between Banscandy on
the frontiers of Silhet and Munipoor.
hill, which is covered with jungle.T l ~ eNaga villages are perched on the
( ~ & r t o n , &.)
most inaccessible peaks of the mounNADONEf Nadaun).-A
town in tains, from whence they can perceive
the province of Lahore, division of and guard against danger. Their
Kangra, of which it is the modern dwellings consist of ,extensive thatch
capital. It stands on the south side houses from thirty to fiFty feet long,
of the Beyah river, eighty-seven resting on posts, but almost on the
miles E.N.E. from Amritnir ; lat. ground, the whole constructed in a
31° 55' N., Ion. 76a 11' E. The dis- solid and compact manner. Their
trict attached to Nadone is a moun- country is nom~rlallydivided between
tainous tract of country, which bor- tbe Cachar and Munipoor states. .
ders on the Pnnjab, and is at present
Some differences are perceptible
tributary to Raja Runjeet Slngh of between the hill Nagas and the
Lahore. In 1806 it was overrun Koochung tribes, scattered along the
by the Gorkhas of Nepaul, who then ranges south of the Barak river. The
obtained possession of the town (said lattelr are emaller in stature, darker
to contain 500 houses), from which in complexion, and generally woFse
they were subsequently expelled. In looking. Their rapacity and sangui1824 the British native news-writer nary habits have depopulated the hills
at Nadone was suppressed, the infor- inhabited by the less martial tribes,
mation of occurrences in that quarter and they make predatory incursions
to be supplied by the news-wr~terat
to a considerable distance. The
Lahore.--( Malcolnr, Foster, Qc.)
Northern Nagas have some resemNAEEBAGAIN.-AS
stockadein
~~~~
blance to the Chinese, but the whole
Arracan, built on the Aeng road, tribe are described as possessing conwithin the British line of demarkq- siderable muscular strength and sym$on, and a g ~ o dmilitary position. metry of form, and are remarkable
I t ig a complete key to the Aeng for a characteristic restlessness.
road, cornvanding the eastern and They carry cotton to the Banscandy
western ascents. Water, although and Munipoor bazars, which they
of d i c u l t access, is to be h4d in exchange for fowls, dried fish, toabundance, and it is quite a mistake bacco, and cloth. Their dninties are
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rice, fowls, pi 8, and kids, but they
reject milk, wfich they execrate and
abhor. The Naga females, as in all
similar stages of society, are most
cruelly oppressed, and doonled to
incessant labour. We have as yet
110 authentic account of their religious
tenets, but they probably remain unconverted to any foreign persuasion.
--(Lie&. Pe~nberton,Public Jovtnalr,
B.)
A
N A G ~ R E(Or
E Nagricote).
fort and important military station in
Northern Hindostan, principality of
Sikkim, eighty-seven miles N.N.E.
from the town of Purneah ; lat. 26'
56' N., Ion. 88' 8'E. After the pacification of 1815 the Gorkhaa for a
long time evaded the cesvion of this
fort, to which they attached much
importance; but it was at length
occupied by a detachment of British
sepoys in April 1816. When examined it was found to be of extraordinary natural strength, to increase
which two iron three-pounders were
despatched from Bengal, no larker
pieces of ordnance being conveniently
transportable in this rugged quarter.
These with a due proportion of Rmmunition were presented to the Sikkim raja, as an acknowledgment for
his zeal and fidelity. Naggree may
be considered as the key to the hills
in this quarter, as by having possession of it, it would be practicable, in
conjunction with our allies the Lapchas, to get into the rear of Dellamcotta, and some of the principal
passes into Bootan. ( Public MS.
Domtnents, Capt. Latter, 4c.)
f Nagmi).-A town in
NAGHEBY
the Carnatic, fifty miles W.N.W.
from Madras ; lat. 13O 1Y N., Ion.

-

,

-

79' 3 Y E.
NAGJEERY.-Atown in Candeish,
twenty-nine miles W. by N. from
Boorhanpoor ; lat. 21' 26' N., Ion.

75' 50' E.

-

NAGNEE. A small hamlet in
Northern Hindostan, twenty-sixmiles
north of the Chour station : lat. 31"
5' N., lon. 77" 26' E., 8,808 feet
above the level of the sea.

NAGNE
RIVER.-A small rive'r in
the Gujerat peninsula, which rises
in a range af hills fourteen miles
to the S.E. of Lawria, passes the
city of Noanagur, and falls into the
shallow part of the gulf of Cutch,
here called the Runn. The name of
this river is derived from a fabulous
traditionary story of an enormous
nag or snake which dwelt in a tank
among the hills, and endeavouring
t o escape from his enemies, burst the
tank, and formed the channel of the
river. Its waters are esteemed by
the natives as having a quality peculiarly suited for the dyeing of cloth.
NAGONE
for ,Vagound).-A
large
village in the province of Allahabad,
meanly b~liltof mud and tiles, situated about thirty miles south of Callinger; lat. 24' 37' N., Ion. 80" S'E.
N A G O R B I J ~(Nagara
SY
bashi).
A town in the province of Bahar,
district of Tirhoot,- forty-two miles
'N.E. from Patna: lat. 25' 33' N.,
lon. 85' 51' E.

-

-

/ hTagsra).-A town in
NAGORE
the province of Bengal, district of
Birboom, sixty-three miles W.8.W.
from Moorshedabad; lat. 23' 56' N.,
lon. 87' 2V E. This place is mentioned so early as A D . 1244 as a
Mahomedan fortress, when it was
the cspital of Birbooni, and the bulwark of the Bengd province against
the incursions of the western mountaineers. An area of ten miles in
diameter round the town was formerly enclosed by a mud rampart and
entrenchment. This extensive and
feeble barrier is still in tolerable p r a
servation, and about twelve miles to
the north-wgst; a pass near the village of Dolea is crossed by a similar
line of fortification. The ruins of
the palace of the now decayed rajas
of Birboom, seated on the nlargirl of
a fine tank, with n s~nallbowlee and
several mosques, are all the vestiges
that now reiuain of this ancient capital. Seven miles diatant are the
hot-springs of Bucc1essore.--(Fzlllarton, $c.)
NAGORE.-A sea-port town in the
T 2
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the rincipal arms of the Cavery,
whicR separates from the main stream
about ten miles below the city of
Tanjore, and afterwards divides into
two branches, which enter the sea
at the towns of N re and Negapatam resyxively, r r n l i n g the harbours o these places.
NAGOTAYA.-Alarge and respectable town in the province of Aurungabad, situated about thirt -five miles
ma, beup the river that joins
tween the southern point of Caranja
and Tull point, about thirty-seven
miles S.S.E. from Bombay; lat. lBO
30' N., lon. 7 3 O 16' E. The road
from hence to Pooiia leads through
several large and populous villages
up the Koarree ghaut, and can without much difficulty be made practicable for wheeled carriages. In consequence of these facilities, the Bombay government in 1818 had it in
cont~mplation to abandon the old
route to Poona by Panwell and up
the Boorghaut, and to forward the
public stores, &c. by the route of
Nagotama, which, besides other advantages, would reduce the distance
of land-carriage about eighteen miles.
At this place there is a remarkable
stone bridge of admirable masonry,
built about 240 years back b a Ma- NAGORE
(iVagara).-A
Rajpoot hohedan named Kbauja h a ud
district in the province of Aj~neer, Deen of Choul, at an expense of
subject to Joudpoor, situated prin- three lacks of rupees. Length, 480
cipally between the Wth and 28th feet; breadth within the parapet, ten
degrees of north latitude. The town feet; s an ofthe main arch, twentyof Nagore stands in lat. 27' 8' N., three k t ; height from the b ~ t t o m
Ion. 73' 33E., about sixty-eight miles of the river, nineteen feet. So subN.N.E. from Joudpoor, and in 1807 stantial is this fabric, that in 1821
was the only place of importance pou- the engineer reported that an outlay
sesued by the adherents of Dhokul of 2,500 rupees (which was gmnted)
Singh, the young and legitimate pre- would enable it to stand for a consitender to the Joudpoor throne.
derable number of years.--(Public
This place is built on a bank of MS. Documents, gc.)
conker, which roduces ~ ~ o t h i nfor
g
more than a mire round a great part
of the city; and the view to the
D ~ s r n r c ~ . - Adistrict in
weetward 1s equally dreary, being a , NAGPOOR
succession of barren sand-hills, s ot- the Bhoonsla dominions formed in
ted with brown and blssted hus\es. 1819 by the British functionaria,
Water is scarce, and from 150 to and consisting of lands lying adjacent
to the citv of Nannoor. In 1826 the
a 0 feet under the surface.
Gunga districts,
Nagpoor ;nd
NAGORERIVE^.-This is one of although reckoned the most cultivated

Carnatic
vioce, and district of
Tanjore, tLn
miles a u t h from
Tranquebar; lat. 10' 45'N., Ion. 79'
54' E. This is a populous and
busy place, with several tolerably
good streets, and a well stocked bazar, and possessing from thirty to
forty trading vessels of considerable
size. The main branch of the Nagore river bounds it on the north,
and forms its harbour. The famous
minar of Nagore is a strange heavy
quadran ular structure, 150 feet high,
and mu% l i e the base of an unfinished steeple of rude architecture,
covered by a sort of dome. It stands
before the gate of a Mahornedan dirgah of eminent sanctity anlong the
Lubbies of these parts, and around it
are four similar and smaller minars,
~rnddiverse mosques, erected by the
nabobs of the Carnatic and other
pious individuals, all curiously whitewashed, and in high order. There
is a spacious road from Nagore to
Nega atam, shaded by extensive orc h a r 4 of coco-nut and other fruittrees, where half-way between the two
towns are the buildings occupied by
the commercial resident and the collector of the Tanjore district.-(FuL
lartun, 417.)
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in the raja's dominions, were considered by the British superintendent
as one-third occupied by jungle, and
an equal extent by a hilly and barren
tract. There are several fine tanks,
particularly one near the city, and
another at Hamtek. The Hindoo population of this district, including
Mahomedans and outcastes,is divided
into 119 different castes. The total
male population in 1825 was about
249,884 persons. The greater number of tribes trace their origin to the
different parts of Berar and the Deccan generally, and it appears from
their traditions that fifty-three tribes
are from Berar, twenty-three from
Hindostan Proper, twelve from Telingana, nineteen itinerant ; and that
three tribes of Brahmins, the Mahornedans andvidoors, are from different
parts of India indiscriminately.
The Hindoo outcastes in this district comprehend the four divisions of
Mhers or Dhers, Chumars, Maungs,
and Bhungies. The Mhers outnumber
the others in the proportion of eight
to one; many of the Dhers are weavers. In Choteesghur besides those
above named are the Khundaris, Gondas, Punkas, and Gusseah tribes of
outcastcs, and in Chanda the Majee
and Katicks. Owing to this endless
diversity of caste among the Hindoos,
persons are usually little acquainted
beyond their own immediate tribes,
being assisted also by professed genealogists, who under the name of
Pooshtnkae, Gooroos, and Bhauts,
keep registers of the kools or tribes
of each caste, and of their gotree or
pedigree, some knowledge of which
is requisite for the regulation of intermarriages. Similar subdivisions
into kools subsist among the Gonds
and outcastes, and they have the same
variety of prohibitions with res'pect
to intermarriages, the result of vanity
and priestcraft. The Gonds have their
bards called Oojahs, ,who sing the
exploits of their chiefs, and even the
unclean Dhers have their classes of
genealogists and eulogists.
The terms Gowala and Aher are
here indiscriminately applied to the
whole cli~ssof cowherds, the greater

portion of whom trace their origin to
Hindostan Proper. Almost every one
claims a high descent, and traces his
pedigree through the petty rajas to
some of the gods.
The food of the lower classes here
consists of the cheapest and coarsest
grains, and exhibits little change all
the year round. The consumption of
animal food is very limited, but is abstained from by the great mass of the
people, more on account of its expense than from religious motivea ;
indeed out of 111 tribes only eighteen
entirely reject it. Many of the cultivating classes have no objections to
the flesh of the wild hog, but except
at feasts and festivals, they rarely
taste animal food, and all classes of
Brahminical Hindoos abstain from it
on particular days. The classes that
eat much animal food are also usually addicted to the drinking of spirituous liquors, females as well as men.
There is little demand for the labour
of mechanics, as almost every villager builds and furnishes his own
house without the assistance'of masons, carpenters, or blacksmiths.
The Brahmins of the Nagpoor district profess to respect equally Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, but nine-tenths
of them, nevertheless, are considered
to be followers of Siva the destroying
power, who is their peculiar object of
adoration, as well as of the cultivators and lower classes, the latter increasing their pantheon by the adtlition of demigods, demons, and malignant spirits. Religious rites and
ceremonies, however, occupy little of
the time of the common cultivator,
except during the periodical feasts
and festivals, when the rural deities
are worshipped, and while performing
pilgrimages to the sacred fanes. Almost every peasant has an assortment
of household gods, usually little
images of Siva, Devi, and Khundeba,
a partial incarnation of Vishnu. All
the working classes on stated days
sacrifice and perform worship to the
inlplements by which they gain their
daily subsistence. Bankers and merchants perform worship to their ledgers, and hoards of treasure ; revenue
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eervants t o the public records and
fiscal documents of their respective
departqents. T h e grand place of
pilgrimage is the temple of Ramtek,
but in every district there is one o r
more hol places frequented by the
people o r its immediate neighbourhood. Out of 453 temples in the
Nagpoor dominions, only fifteen are
maintained by the government, a t an
expense of 11,000 nlpees per annum.
A t Guwur, forty miles south of
Nagpoor, there is a hill supposed t o
contain the tomb of the celebrated
Sheik Fereed, a Mahomedan saint
almost equally respected by the Hindoos, and visited annually by the
Nagpoor rajas ;but there are no other
Mussulmaun shrines of note.
The Brahmins here are mild and
courteous in their manners, particularly in the presence of their superiors; but in their intercourse with
their inferiors they are rapacious and
arrogant. They are quick and penetratin4, adepts at flattery and disaimulat~on,with an imperturbable command of temper. They are not naturally cruel, yet to gratify the incessant craving of their avarice, which
js insatiable, they do not scrul)le to
employ torture and the most atrocious inflictions. Their venality is so
inherent, that if they recommend a
wlation for employment under government they either force him to give security, or hire a person to watch his
proceedings. Such are their vices.
On the other hand the Brahmins are
quiet, orderly, sober, and intelligent,
kind to their females,and fond of their
~hildren.
The manners of the lower classes
both in the city and country are
rougher than those of the Brahmins,
but more pleasing to Europeans. The
most remarkable ffaturein thegeneral
Maharatta character is the little rep r d they pay to pomp and ceremony
In the business of cominon life. A
peasant or mechanic, when summoned
before his superior, will sit down of
his own accord, tell his story, and
converse on terms of equality, and
set forth his clnims with a lood and
koisterous voice. Their expressions

are ohen indelicate, and many of the
proverbs they are in the habit of introducing into their conversation,
filthy or indecent. Although all classes evince the utmost disregnrd t o
truth, they are not given to drunkenness, robbery, or murder, the Gonds,
outcasts, and other low tribes being
tbechief perpetratorsof capitalcrimes.
Careless ahout human lire when their
passions are to be p t i f i e d , they meet
their subsequent fate with the greatest
indifference. Since the British interference the numerous gangs of professional robbers, the prior scourge
of the country, have been alnlost
extirpated. The low castes who are
addicted to drinking are also notorious for their ill-treatment of their
women and children, the other castes
being rather mild and temperate in
their domestic conduct. Generally
speaking the Maharattn females are
under little personal restmint, and are
allowed to visit their relations for
days apd weeks without restriction o r
supervlslon.
The temples and houses in this
district are of an inferior description,
yet the stone-masons of Nagpoor are
above mediocrity, and good materials
abound. When the skill of the seulptor, however, is required, recourse is
had t o the holy city of Benares, o r
t o some other noted workshop for
the manufacture of idols, either for
ready-made ones, or for artists capa:
ble of cnrving them. The modern
temples in the vicinity of Nagpoor
are much superior to the older, but
still very inferior to the ancient reli&ous structures of Gurra Mundela,
Choteesgllur, and Chsnda, where fine
s ecimens both of sculpture and arctitecture are still to be found. T h e
villages (for there are no towns) in
the vicinity of Nagpoor city, are
usually clusters of miserable huts
huddled together, their lanes fillcd
with filth and rubbish, and the npproaches strewed with the skeletons,
carcasses, and bones of defunct ani:
n1a1s.--(Jenkins, &c.)
N ~ o r o o n . - A large town in the
province of 6 u n d w a n 5 t11e capital

of the Bhoonda Maharnttas ; lat.
Ion. 79' 11' E. It has generally been supposed that Nagpoor
is the capital of Berar; but this is a
mistake, the inhabitants considering
Berar to be an adjoining province, the
capital of which is Ellichpoor.
In the immediate neighbourhood
of Nagpoor the absence of trees and
enalosures gives the country a bare
appearance; but in other parts, espepally in the vicinity of the hills,
plantations of tamarind, mangoe, and
other fruit-trees,with detached patch;
of jungle and mowah trees, render
1ts aspect less sterile. The elevation
of Nagpoor, or rather of Taklee,
which is near to it, has been found to
be 1,101 feet above the level of the
sea, but the general level of the plain
may be estimated at 1,050 feet. The
country declines towards Bhundara,
and also towards the north, rising
again near the base of the ghai~tsto
the level of Nagpoor. In the hot
season this city has a most decided
advantage over man other stations,
the nights being a L o s t invariably
cool and pleasant, while in the cold
deason the thermometer falls so low
es sometimes to produce hoar frost
and natural ice.
The site of the town is low, and
was formerly swampy, which has been
partly corrected by the constructionof
tanks and conduits, yet it is still very
wet and muddy during the rains. I t
is seven miles in circumference, and
of a very irregular straggling figure.
The principal streets, except one, are
narrow, mean, and dirty, intersected
by many lanes and water-courses,
which last during the rains swell to
torrents frequently impassable, while
the great number of trees mixed with
the huts and houses give it at a distance the appearance of a large wood ;
all circumstances adverse to health
and cleanliness. As the seat of a
court and capital Nagpoor might
have been expected to contain some
tolerable specimens of architecture,
of which, however, it is totally destitute. The raja's palace is the most
substantial edifice, but has not any
pretensio~uto beauty or splendour,

el09' N.,

s a d doed not even present the imposing effect which usually accompanies large massea of masonry, being
corhpletely choked up by mud and
thatched huts close under the walls,
and a considerable portion of it being
still unfinished, and likely to remain
so. Some of the principal chiefs and
bankers have large houses of brich
and mortar, with flat roofs ; but these
for the greater part are old and dilapidated. In 1825 this city contained
Matted huts of the worst descrip
48
tion
Thatched ditto, of a better
14,680
kind
11,120
Tiled houses
1,301
Houses built of maaonry

...........................
...........................
.....................
......
Total

.........97,149

According to the census of 1835 the
population of Nagpoor and its su.
burbs amounted to 116,!228 persons.
The trade and n~anufactures of
Nsgpoor have evidently declined
since 1818, but in fact it never ranka
ed very high in the commercial scale.
This falling-off has been partly attrii
buted to the great and sudden reduc-'
tion of the opulation by the ded
throning of l p p a Saheb, the dispersion of his army, and the cessation
of a profi~secourt expenditure. The
cloth manufacturers also suffered
greatly by the extinction of the Poona
empire, as from 'twelve to fourteen
lacks worth were formerly ex orted
to that ca ital, whereas in 18& only
three la& worth went there, and
about one and a half lacks to the exPeshwa and his adherents at Bittoor.
The bankers and money-changers,
however, have greatly benefited, as
they now escape the capricious ex-.
actions of the native ruler. R ojee
the second, in particular, h 3 recourse to the most iniq~~itous
methods, even to the planning and directing of robberies to be committed
on certain individuals possessing considerable sums of ready money, who
had declined the honour of being his
highness's creditors. As may be
readily supposed, the monied interest
here,as throughout Indialgoes whdly
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with the Britiah gorermuent, .ad w iha reel number. When a l k v e comlese than fifieen new banki Aouaea mits r crime that r e q h severe
chrstiaement, he is carried before a
have been established at%
of justice, or turned out of the
sinee its functionuiea . ~ u m Z court
t
house by his maata and emaneip.ted,
management of the eoun
The reigning family and e officers the laet being by them conddard a poand peneionem of the late and re- nisbment instead of a favour. Indeed
m government form the hiifest it may be h e d that slavery, in the
clam or gentry of the city. The man- European rmse of the word, is altoners of the reigning family, and the .gether unknown, and that so far from
Mabaratta cbkfs in general,. p e e being a state of degradation and mimuch of the plainness and slmpllc~ty sery, it ie one of respectability and
of the peasantry, a little modified by comfort, compared with that of the
the more polished demeanour of the labouring populatiw.
Reading, writing, and accounts are
Brahmins. With respect t o m d s ,
what has been eaid regardin6 the the uwal objects of education, and
Brahmins of the district a p p l ~ sid these are on1y taught t o the extent
a more aggravated degree to those thou&t neressar for each individual
of the court and qpital, while it profemion. B r a k i n e are the only
may be safely & m e that no where readers of booka, moetly on Hindoo
are more depraved habits to be found divinity ; but the knowledge of Sansthan within the precinct9 of the pa- crit is rare even among this class.
lace. In fact, the most res ectable There is no allowance for schools,
persons are to be found in tEe mer- either in land or money, from the gocantile community, consistin prin- vernment, the attention of which has
cipally of a-aries,
B o h d s , ~ e -nexer been drawn t o the encouragerewam, and Gosains. The common ment of public education. In 18%
people are grossly ignorant and su- there were in the city and suburbs
perstitious, and so addicted to lying 102 instructors, including teachers
that they are not to be believed, even at public schools, private tutors, and
on their oaths, unlese their testimony others who instruct scholars gratuibe corroborated b circumstantial tously as a public duty.
Travelling distance 331 miles ;
evidence or collater$proof.
Suicide
is so common in Nagpoor, that from from Oojein 340; from Poona 486;
June 11333 to December 1825 not from Delhi 631; from Madras 673;
less than seventy-five cases occurred, from Calcutta 733 ; and from BornPublic MS. Dogenerally from causes of a very tri- bay 677.-(Jenkinx,
fling nature, such as petty domestic cutnenk, g ~ . )
quarrels among relations. I t is also
resorted to as a means for procuring
NAGPOOR.
revenge for injuries real or supposed,
f Nagapura, the towu of rprpentr).
and is usually effected by poison,
A Maharatta kingdom in the Decjumping into welts, or hanging.
In this country slavery is little can, formerly of great extent, but
known, it being only the richer class- dnce 1818 limited to the following
es that possess slaves, chiefly females, districts oiz.
who have been purchased while chil1st. Deoghur above the ghauts.
dren, and generally well treated. In
9d. Deoghur below the ghauts.
1825 the number in the city of Nag3d. The Wyne G u n g district and
poor amounted to about 1,2438 pur- Lanjee.
chased and L $96 bonded slaves, be4th. Chandah.
sides those belonging to the raja and
5th. Choteevghur and its depennobiii~y,who declined giving any re dencies.
turn ; the whole amounting to about
The general situation of these ter3,500, which, however, may be con- ritories is between 18' 40' and POo
aud
sidered as ouly an al~proximationto 4(Y north latitude, and 78O I@'

3,'
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83" east longitude. Their extreme
length is about 460 miles from north
to south, and the total area in square
miles, as computed by Col. Blacker,
about 70,000. Its general aspect may
be described as mountainous and
woody, interspersed with occasional
tracts of cultivated land of various
forms and sizes. The east and southeast quarters u e particularly mountainous, and inhab~tedby wild tribes,
chiefly Gonds, who pay only a tribute or quit rent, and exercise almost independent power within their
own boundaries.
Taking for a guide the system of
its rivers, the country again seems t o
divide itself naturally into two parts.
The first comprehends the western
districts, watered by the Wyne Gunga and Wurdah rivers, and their tributaries, that is to say, the whole of
the Nagpoor territories west of the
Lanjee hills; the second iucludes
Choteesghur and its dependencies,
watered by the Mahanuddy river
and its subsidiaries. The beds of
the larger rivers are usually confined
by liigh steep banks, becoming less
abrupt where the country is open
and level. The channels are sandy,
crossed in many parts by ledges
of rock, sand.banks, and shallows,
which render them not navigable
sqon after the conc1usion of the
ram. During the rainy season,
however, they may be navigated by
rafts and loaded boats, but they
have not hitherto been much used
for the purpose of commerce.
The springs of the different rivers
furnish some natural pieces of water,
such as the coond or pool at Omerkuntuc, from whence the Nerbudda
rises, which pool, as also those at
the sources of the Sone and Wyne
Gunga, have been built up as tanks.
The first indications of the Mahanuddy river are some pools of considerable size and depth, kept full the
whole year by the moisture of the
neighboudog plains ; and at the top
of the first table-land between Omerkuntuc and Ruttunpoor there are
very deep and extensive bogs, wheuce
the Arf and other streanis that flow

throltgh Choteeaghur take their rise.
The largest artificial tanks and in the
greatest number are to be found in
the districts east of the Wyne Gunga. The.most deserving of notice,
art havine had little to do with their
eonstrtlctlon, are those called the
Noagong-bund, and the Seonee-bund
of Sahungurry. The first is about
twenty-four miles in circumference,
and is fopmed by two embankments
of small extent. The circumference
of the Seonee-bund is only six miles;
but both assist the cultivation of the
rugr-cane and rice, with which products the districts east of the Wyne
Gunga abound.
In the hills on the confines of
Deoghur above the ghauts,good teak
and a great variety of other timbertrees are produced, and afterwards
floated down the rivers Peeh and
Kanhaun to the British cantonments
at Campti, near the city of Nagpoor.
In the Lanjee range timber of a still
larger size is found, and brought into
the Wyne Gunga by means of the
small streams that flowinto it from h e
eastward. Timber of a similar description and in considerable uantity
is found in Chandah, and in &ur
above the ghauts, but from the absence of water transport has not
hitherto been made available. Teak
is not abundant in Choteesghur, but
in Bustar is found in large quantities.
The rall or rosen-tree and other large
wood is obtained in the forest of
Kaksir and in the hills north of
Ruttunpoor. The saul attains a considerable size, and is the commonest tree observed in the Omerkuntuc
range.
The grains produced in the greatest quantltles are wheat, chuna,
jowary, and rice. The two first
are raised almost every where ;jowary principally in the vicinity of
Nngpoor ; rice in the Wyne Gunga,
Chanda, and Choteesghur diatricta
Tlle pulses are of various kinds cornmoo to the rest of India. A great
variety of gums are produced in the
jungles, particularly those of Lanjee
and Choteesghur, where the p m s of
diKerent trecs after being ln~xedto-
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ether are used as food or converted
nto sweetmeats. Large quantities
of these gums are also exported, and
some are said to possess valuable
medicinal properties. The cultivated dyes are d o w e r , morinda, and
turmeric, and otllers are procured
among the natural productions or*the
jungle. Indigo, although not uncommon in its wild state, has never been
cultivated; the oil plants are the
same ns in other quarters of the Deccan.
There are no metals extracted from
the earth in any considerable quantities except iron, the ore of which is
foundin theLanjeedistrict,at Oomeer,
in Deoghur nbove the ghauts,in Chanda, and in most of the hilly tracts.
Golddust in very small quantities is
found in the Jonk river near to Sonakhau, in Choteesghur, and in the
rivers of Lanjee. A caste in the last
mentioned country procure a miserable subsistence by collecting and
washing the sand of the river, separating the gold particles afterwards
by means of quicksilver. The diamond mines of Wyraghur were formerly celebrated, but they do not now
yield adequate returns, and have in
consequence been abandoned. A t
Dongaree, Pallorah, and Parseeanee,
marbles are found capable of receiving a fine polish ; and at Rorasu
near Nagpoor, a magnesian marble
is much used in building. Talc is
also found in diaerent quarters, and
red-ochre dug out from the Lanjee
hills is exported and used for domestic purposes. Lime-stone abounds,
but good clay for making bricks is
scarce. The other productions .of the
Nagpoor dominions are cotton, sugarcane, hemp, tobacco, ganja, opium,
arrow-root, betel-leaf, bees'-wax, and
a great deal of wild coarse silk called
tusser.
Few good horses are now bred in
this country, which is not considered favourable to the rearing of that
valuahle and ill-used animal. Indeed,
except the raja's own stud, and those
of a few Maharatta chiefs, there are
scarcely any breeding establishments.
Foreign importations of horses from

Upper Hindostan and the Decena
have long ceased, except a few
Arabs brought to the British cant
tonments.
The Berar rajas were
formerly famed for their excellent
horses, but few now remain. Bullocks and buffaloes w e reared in
great numbers, but the first are of
an inferior quality, and frequently
swept away by contagious distempers. Many are in consequence imported from the northward,and from
the British grazing district of Doongertaul. Buffaloes, though large and
indigenous to the cpuntry, are not
numerous. The cohntry above the
ghauts was formerly noted for its
herds of cattle, but they have long
disappeared, partly owing to the
havock of war and partly to the
great demand for agricultural purposes, in consequence of which the
prices of working cattle have nearly
doubled since 1817.
In this quarter of India there are
three well distinguished seasons, the
cold, the hot, and the rainy. The
decidedly cold months are November, December, and January ; February is mild and pleasant, March
becomes warmer, and the hot winds
blow in April, May, and until the
first general fall of rain in June ; but
for some time after the weather is
still close and sultry. In July, August, and September, except during
the rains, the air is clear and comfortable t o the feelings. In the cold
season the thermometer falls very
low, and in the small shallow tanks
on the table-land, elevated about
2,000 feet above the level of the sea,
to the north of Nagpoor, .natural
ice is frequently obtained. On the
same, or nearly the same level, a few
marches eastward, the thermometer
has been observed at sun-rise below
the freezing r i o t , while the grass
and stumps o trees are covered with
hoar-frost. Rain falls occasionally
during every month in the year, but
except while the regular lnonsoon
prevails i t is very partial, nnd sometimes only a single shower. Although the uorth-east monsoon influences the winds i t does not bring
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much rain. Hail-stones are common in January and February, when
they frequeutly d o much damage to
the crops.
The internal commerce of this
kingdom is small, consisting chiefly
of the necessaries of life, cloths, &c.
imported into the city of Nagpoor,
which receives besides, salt, saltpetre,
metals, coco-nuts, spices, &c. ; the
chief exports are cloths, raw cotton,
goor, grain, and a small quantity of
sticklac. The trade with Mirzapoor
and Benares, in silks, brocades, muslins, &c., is chiefly conducted by Gosain merchants, domiciled a t Nagpoor, many of whom were men of
great wealth ; but the restoration of
general tranquillity has greatly diminished their profits, by opening new
and safe roads ta merchants of small
capital. Oxen and buffaloes are generally used for the carri~geof goods,
more especially the first. A considerable traffic has always subsisted
between Nagpoor and Poona. Under
the late government the rate of interest was three and four per cent.
per month, and never less than two
per cent., even on pledges or the best
security. In 1825 the rate still
continued two per cent. on the
best securitieb, while artizans, mechanics, and cultivators paid still
more.
Under the Maharatta government,
a good groundwork for a census of
the people existed in the Khana Shumari, or annual enumeration of the
houses of each district, with a specification of the castes and professions
o f each householder, for the purpose
o f adjusting the dues of government.
A census was ordered by the resident in 1819, on which occasion there
was no reluctance shewn by the inhabitants to furnish information, except in Choteesghur, where the jealousy of the people respecting their
females, and other prejudices from
the supposed fatality of a census,
prevailed to such an extent, as t o
preclude an accurate or effectual enumeration. In 1835 the following was
considered a tolerably close approximation to the real number.

Deoghnr below the ghauts
(6,000 square miles)
T h e Wgne Gunga district
Choteesghur
Chanda a....
Deoghur above the ghauts
City and suburbs of Nagpoor

...
...............

674,792
690,770
639,603
306,996
145,363

........................ 115,228
Total ...... 2,470,759
-consisting of :
Hindoos of various castes 2,120,795
Mahomedans ............... 58,365
Gonds ........................ 291,603
Total

...... 2,470,766

The Gondy language is spoken
more or less throughout the whole extent of the Nagpoor province. It hae
n o peculiar written character. T h e
Gonds in the government lands of
Deoghnr above the ghauts, compose
more than one-fourth of the whole
population, but their numbers have
not been ascertained in the tributary
zemindnries. In Deoghur below the
ghauts they are not more than onethird; in the Wyne Gunga district
one-seventh ; in Chanda one-fourteenth ; and in Choteesghur about
one-twenty-fifth of the whole population ; but there are a larger proportion in Bustar,Kuronde, and the other
dependencies of Choteesghur and
Chanda. The languages most generally prevailing in these districts are,
in Deoghur above the ghauts, a mixture of the Rangri or Hindi of Malwa
and the Maharatta, with the Gondy
and Mahnratta languages. The two
first are common to the whole popib
lation, whilst the Gondy and Goalee
are familiar only to the peculiar tribe
t o which they belong. In Deoghur
below the ghauts the Maharatta i s
the prevalent language. Besides the .
Gondy, Telinga is also spoken by
some tribes of artizans, and there are
several other petty tribes speaking
distinct tongues. In the Wyne Gun-,
ga district Maharatta is the most
common language; in Chanda, the
Maharatta and Telinga. The priniitive inhabitants of Choteesghur speak
either the Gondy or Choteesghuree,
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which is a mixture of Gondy and
Hindostany. In Kuronde, the Koand dialect (a mixture of Gondy and
Ooriya) is spoken. The Maharatta
is the language of the city and court
of Nagpoor, and of all, the government functionaria throughout the
kingdom.
The armies of the Nagpoor state
were seldom recruited within ita own
limits, the cavalry consisting mostly
of Poona and Decanny Maharattas
and Mahomednn adventurers, while
the infantry consisted of Arabs, Gol
sains, and Purdeses. It seems re' markable that so ver
few of the military adventurers w o accompanied
the first Ragojee from Berar, should
have fixed themselves permanent1y
in the Nngpoor dominions, and it
seems probable that this absence of a
distinct race of native soldiers, so
numerous elsewhere,contributed conciderably to the speedy and effectual
settlement of the country, besides saving the expense of providing for a
troublesotne and turbulent class of
individuals 8 in fact, the Maharatta
soldiers do not seem ever to .have
considered this country as their home.
The total amount of the Nagpoor
revenue in 1 8 5 % way 47,45,379 rupees. The civil charges were 9,03,526
rupees ; military charges 18,90,229 ;
the expenses of the religious establishments, jnghires, pensions of the
raja and his court, &c. 16,70,404;
leaving a balance of 2,81,220 rllpees
of the receipts above theexpenditure.
I t is probable that, at a remote period, of the conntries which now form
the Nagpoor don~inions,a great proportion of the northern parts were
subject to the Gond raj.ds, who reigned In Kherlsh near Baitool, while the
tracts t h v e the ghauts were possessed by petty Gond rajas tributary
to the princes of Gurra Mundela, until the latter were overturned by the
Mahomedans in the reign of Acber.
Of the districts between the Wurda
and the Lanjee hills, some were subject to Gownla chiefs, some to the
Deccany dynasties, and others subdued by the powerful Gond rajas of
Deoghur.

K

The early history of the Nagpoor
Bhoonsla family is obscure, and their
pretensions to defined relationship
with the Sevajee sovereigns of the
earl Maharattn empire have either
sunE into oblivion, or were never seriously believed. The first Ragojee's
appointment to Berar (then, and still
a province of undefined limits) is
usually referred to A.D. 1731, but
he came to Nagpoor in 1788, when
he destroyed the Gond Raja of Deoghur, then possessor of Nagpoor, set
np several competitors for the throne,
and finslly occupied it himself, fixing
his capital at Nagpoor, then a place
of little note, about 1743. Ragojee
the first died in 1759, leaving four
sons, Janojee, Subajee, Moodhajee,
and Beembajee. He was succeeded
hy the first, but dissensions arising,
the districts were partitioned among
them; Janojee, however, the oldest
son, ultimately acquired the ascmdant, and in 1763, in conjunction with
the Nizam, took and sacked Poona,
the capital of his own nation. He
died in 1772, and many contests ensued between Beembajee and Moodhajee until 1788, when the tbrone was
ascended by Ragojee Bhoonsla the
second, under the regency of his
father, Moodnjee.
In the succession to the throne it
seelrls to have been admitted that
the reigning prince had the right to
nominate his successor, even to the
exclusion of the legitimate heir; but ,
in practice the latter, unless ~lniversally disliked, would almost always
prevail. The legitimate heir in any
given case is always the nearest in
the male line, the female line being
considered as almost totally removed
from any pretensions to the succession, unless by adoption into the
name and family of the reigning
prince.
For a series of years the policy of
this state was to interfere as little as
possible with the concerns of the
neighbouring potentates, and for a
long time its internal dissensions furnished its sovereigns with sufficient
occupation.
The territories over
which they ostensibly reigned being

of grest extent, wild, and desolate,
presented many obstacles and few
attractions t o the cupidity of their
neighbours ; they in consequence remained for many yearn exempt from
external warfare. At length, in 1803,
Ragojee Bhoonsla in an evil hour
was induced to depart from this system of neutrality, and joined Dowlet
Row Sindia in a confederacy against
the British government. The signal
defeats they sustained fr6m General
Wellesley at Assye and Argaun~,
soon compelled the Bhoonsla to sue
most earnestly for peace, which was
granted on the 17th December 1803,
when a treaty was concluded, which
involved large cessions of the Nagpoor dominions, and shook the state
t o its basis. By the conditions of
this treaty the large district of Cuttack, including the port and pergunnah of Balasore, were ceded to the
British government, while the Nizam
received all the territory of which he
collected the revenue in conjunction
with the Nagpoor raja, whose western frontier was in consequence defined by the river Wurda, from
whence it issues from the Injardy
hills to its junction with the Godavery. The hills on which Gawelghur
and Nernallah stand, with a contiguous district of four lacks, were allowed to remain with the rsja, who
agreed to refer any tlisputes he might
have with the Niznm to the arbitration of the Britirh government.
Hagojee Bhoonsla continued to
reign over his remaining territories,
the resources of which were progressively diminishing, and his danger
from the impending hordes of Pindaries augmenting. In 1808 the Bengal government had a plan in agitstion for the protection of the Nagp m r dominions and the eastern part
of Berar, by ajoint system of operations to be undertaken by the Nagj ~ w rand Hyderabad governments ;
but to get these infatuated states to
act rationally or in concert was found
ilnpracticable. The views of the
raja were at that time bent on the
conquest of Bhopaul, for the attainnient of which every nerve was

strained, while the protection of hi8
own country against the attacks of
the Pindaries, who even fired his capital, was wholly neglected. Under
these circumstances, the irruption of ,
Ameer Khan, in 1809, would have
terminated the political existence of
this dynasty, had not the British government interfered to prevent it by
a simultaneous movement from Hindostan and the Deccan, 011 which
occasion a Ben@ and Madras army
met for the first time north of the
Nerbudda.
While thus indifferent about his
external relations. Raeoiee was busily enlployed within ii ;he amsseing
of treasure. which was arinci~allv
effected through the agencj of a'pe<son named Dhermajee, who for many
ears had charge of that portion of
[is territory, including the city of
Nagpoor, ' which the raja retained
under his own management, and also
of his highness's private trade, which
was very extensive in almost every
branch. Exclusive of these resourcen,
this individual conducted the open
and authorized robberiea committed
in every shape on the property of
subjects and strangers, which were
latterly carried on to an extraordinary extent. With these facilities
Dhermajee amassed about a crore of
rupees, ostensibly his own ; but it is
clifficult to suppose that a prince
so sharpsighted in money matters,
would have quietly permitted such an
accumulation, and it was conquently suspected that his highness
covered mamy of his own depredations under his minister's name.
The res111tof such s nefarious system
was experienced in 1817, at which
period the Nagpoor subjects along
the banks of the Nerbudda were
found as averse to the restoration of
tranquillity as the Pindaries were,
and the raja's own troops more refractory than either. When a plundering party crossed the Nerbudda
from the north to make an incursion
into the Britiah territories, it was immediately joined by many of the inhabitants,~
that
~ as the hnndittiproceeded south their numbers increased.
~~
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Ragojee Bhoonsla died on the B d tenlpt on the life of the resident o n
March 1816, when his son and legi- the part of the British government
timate successor, Persojee Bhoonsla, accredited at his court. In prosecuwas placed on the throne. The tion of this treachery his army, estiblindness and notorious imbecility of mated at 10,000 infantry (of whom
this prince, owing to paralytic afTec- between 3,000 and 4,000 were Arabs),
tions, placed the struggle for power and an equal number of horse, on the
between Appa Ssheb, the late raja's 26th November 1817 attacked the
nephew, and a party headed by Buka British detachment untler Colonel
Bhye, one of his wives, In conjunc- Scott, consisting of 1,350 men, then
tion with Dhermajee, the treasurer encamped on the Seetabaldee hills.
already mentioned. Appa Saheb, A most trying contest ensued, which
sensible of the powerful means pos- was closed abont noon on the
sessed by his opponents, from the 27th November, having lasted eighbeginning eagerly sought the support teen hours without intermission, the
of a Btitish connexiorr, and made result proving the insignificance of
overtures accordingly to Mr. Jenkins, numerical superiority against discithe resident. After some negotiation, pline and valour. The British loss
Appa Snheb made secret arrange- was 333 killed and wounded, includments, seized the person of Dherma- ing four officers, and the resident's
jee,andwasinstalletlregent under Per- first assistant killed, and seven
sojee, who evinced some alacrity in wounded. Finding his villanous efextorting the wealth they had accu- forts ineffectual, Appa Saheb's coumulated from the treasures of his rage, of which he had no large stock,
adberents. Appa Saheb, after his failed him, and he sued for peace,
success, continued as urgently a s be- which was granted, and oontinued
fore to solicit the alliance of the Bri- until he was detected a short time
tish eovernment. and in 1816 a treatv afterwards in a new cons~iracv.when
for 6 e maintenance of a subsidia6 the instinctive principle' of Ykif-peforce and contingent was accordincrlv servation demanded his removal
arranged in the h o s t amicable m;;d- from the throne. His army, howner. The resources of the Nugpoor ever, still continued to resist, nnd
state were then estimated at sixty or, t o defend the batteries where they
including the regent's revenue, at were attacked, and after considerable
seventy lacks of rupees per annum. loss compelled to capitulate by the
Soon after Persojee, the blind and forces under General Doveton. I n
paralytic raja, died (as was then s ~ ~ pthin
- manner the military operations
posed) a natural death, bhen his against the Nagpoor state terminated
wife Casi Bhye ascended the funeral on the 30th December 1817, in little
pile, and burned along with the more than a month after the date
body: but after Appa Saheb's depo- of the raja's defection.
sition, when access was obtained to
After the experienced treachery of
the females and servants of the inte- Appa Saheb, it was determined to
rior, it was positively ascertained exercise a complete control over
that Persojee had been strangled on him, and certain tracts, equal to
the morning of the 1st of February twenty-four lacks of revenue, north
1817, having previously refused poi- and south of the Nerbudda, were a p
son because i t was bitter.
propriated in lieu of the subsidiary
Appa Saheb was immediately pro- force. These consisted of Mooltye,
claimed by the name of Moodhajee Alnu, Pawlee, Saoleeghur, Maisder,
the second; but it was soon disco- Baitool, Musood, Mubdelah, Seo,vered that while exhausting himself nee, Chupara, Akote, &c. ; Choui n solemn protestations of devoted raghur, J~:l:l.ulpoor, and Puttun, to
friendship to the Britisb, he was ac- the s o u t l ~of the Nerbudda; Sumbtively engaged in all the intrigues of hulpoor,Sohagepoor, Sirgoojah, Jushthe Pwhwa, and meditated an at- poor, &c. to the north. Before the end
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o f January 1818, with theexception of
the forts of Chouraghur and Mundela,
the whole had been brought under
subjection, and furnished considerable resourc& for existing exigencies,
and have since been arranged in districts under British functionaries.
The country remaining to the raja
after these cessions were calculated
t o leave a revenue of forty-two lacks,
but the Nagpoor ministers did not
expect t o realize more than thirtyfive lacks.
The European reader will scarcely
believe that after submitting to be
reinstated on the throne of Nagpoor
by the hands of the British resident,
Appa Saheb should instantaneously
commence a new series of intrigues
for the overthrow of the British
power. Having this in contemplation,
he not only consented with great apparent willingness to all the terms
proposed, but even proffered more
than was asked. Without occupying too much space, it would be
impossible to narrate the complication of plots through which he attempted to connect his hostile machinations with those of the Peshwa.
Strong suspicion had been originally
excited by the discovery that instead
of bringing his treasures back to
Nag oor along with the females of
his [mily, he had secretly issued orders to have the greater part carried
to Chanda and other fortresses. From
many years' experience, the British
diplomatists at the native courts
were quite practised at the development of similar mysteries, which,
although arranged with much appnrent subtlety, are easily discovered,
generally through the intervention of
the native agents employed to conduct them. A profusion of documents directly implicating the raja
being obtained, Mr. Jenkins determined to anticipate the danger by
placing him under close arrest, wbich
was accordingly effected, without
rendering i t necessary to enter the
apartments reserved for the women.
Nagoo Punt and Ram Chander
Wagh, the two chief ministers, were
also confined, and spontaneously
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confessed the multiplicity of intrigues
going on 5 the circumstances attending the murder of Raja Persojee,
were also then for the first time
disclosed.
All future confidence in Appa
Saheb being utterly hopeless, he was,
with his two ministers, despatched for
Allababad on the 3d May 1818. On
the 12th of that month he arrived a t
Rychore, one days' march from
Jubbulpoor, whence he effected his
escape. Before long it was ascertained that he had fled to Heraee,
about forty miles south-west of
Rychore, and thence to the Mahadeo
hills, where be was harboured and
concealed by the Gonds, ant1 more
especially by a chief of considerable
influence named Chyne Sah. By the
close of the rains he managed to collect a few followers round his standard, from the dispersed army of Bajerow and the Arabs expelled from
Candeish. Thus reinforced he gave
considerable trouble, for no country
was ever better adapted for the carrying on of 8 desultory warfare than
the one he had chosen for his asylum, the whole being a cor~pletesuccession of mountains, ravines, rivers,
and jungles, and experience has
proved how easily under such circumstances a desultory warfare may
be prolonged.
The extensive sacrifices that had
been demanded of Appa Saheb on hia
restoration, had left the Nagpoor
state little more than half of its
prior possessions, while the British
control in the internal management
of the remainder was specially authorized. After the treacherous defection of the ex-raja no new conditions
were exacted, and his escape afterwards made no alteration in the designs of the British government. O n
the 25th June 1818, the grandson of
the late Ragojee, then nine years of
age, was placed on the throne, having,
according to the Maharatta custom,
been previously adopted by the widow
of the last raja, to entitle him to the
name of Bhoonsla. Bucka Bhye was
appointed regent, and Narrain Pundit
prime minister ; but the general SU-

perintendence of &in was from that
period assumed by the British resident, acting in the raja's name, with
the assistance of British officem at the
head of every department, which
arrangement continued up to March
1896, when the reigning raja WE in
his nineteenth ear. The d ~ s
of h e great body of the p
e
~
present order of thingsis good ;but the
great majority of the public functionariex cannot of course be expected
to view existing circumstances with
much satisfaction. To these may be
added a few of the leading potails
and zemindars, who would no doubt
pr&r the old system, under which
they enjoyed great influence; but
with these exceptions it may be safely
asserted, that all the other classes,
and mote especially the cultivators,
are highly please11 with the actual
vernment, and feel and aeknowedge thebenefits they now experience
fiom the interposition of British
agency between them and their native ruler&--(Jenkiru, Prinrep, Public MS. Docurnentr, the Marquu of
Harting:, Leekie, Rennell, Fa&
rmce, 4c.)
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NAHAN( N a k n ) .
A town in
Northern Hindostan, principality of
Sirmore, of which it is the cap~tal;
lat. 30° 33'N., Ion. 77' 16'E., fortysix miles N. by W. from Saharunpoor, and elevated 3,207 feet above
the level of the sea. This is a neat
open town, one of the most considerable within the mountains, situated
on a level spot of tableland on the
summit of a lofiy hill, part of the
north-western boundary of the Kardeh Doon. In the neighbourhood
about five miles further up is a fortress named Jamptq placed on the
top of an immense conical peak.
During the winter the snow at Nahan
is frequently from two to three inchee
deep, and a t Jampta from seven to
eight. The valley of Nahan is sheltered from the rising and setting sun
by the surrounding hills, which are
not separated into parallel and separate ridges. From the top of these
mountains the plains of Sirhind and

Seharunpoor present a wide prospect
to the south, wth-east, and southwest; but the view to the north is
bounded by the snowy mountains.
In 18% tracrv of a coal or lignite
formation were discovered here.(Public Jourrurk, Hodgroo and Her-

k t , 4c.I
p
~
~
~
~
NAHANPABA.-A
town
in~ the Oude
territories, seventy-eight miles N.E.
from Lucknow ; lat. 27O 50' N., Ion.
81" ajr' E.
N n r r s w a u ~ ~ ~ . - Asmall town in
the Mysore province, pleasantly situated about twenty-one milee northwest of Chitteldroog.
NAI~.-A town in the rovince of
from
Berar, twenty-one miles
Ellichpooor ; lat. SO0 31'N., Ion. 78O
7' E.

B.s.E.

Nnro.-A Tdrtar village in Tibet,
division of Haganrang, belonging to
the raja of Bussaher, situated on the
left bank of the Spiti river; Int. 31'
52' N., Ion. 78' 36' E. 11,975 feet
above the level of the sea, at which
enormous elevation luxuriant crops
of barley, wheat, phaphen @olygonfm), and turnips, are produced,
wrth poplars, juniper, and willow
trees of a prodigious size. The grain
is sown in March and April, and
reaped in August and September.
A vast expanse of arid surface on
every side reverberate here a surptisingwarmth, the consequence of which
is, that although placed 3,000 feet
higher than Narnja, its crops arrive
earlier at maturity.--(Mersrr. Gerat&, Hodgron and Herbert, gc.)
NALAPANES.-Afortified post in
Northern Hindostan, twenty-seven
miles north froin Hordwar ; Iat. 30'
211N., Ion. 78' YE,
NALDEOOG.-A small diitrict in
the province of Beeder, situated near
the south-western extremity. The
town of Naldroog stands in lat. 17O
44' N., Ion. 76' 23' E., eighty miles
west from the city of Beeder.
NALCHA.-A town in the province

,

NANCO W R Y ISLE.

-

in the Salem province, fifty-two miles
N.W. from Trichinopoly ; lat. 11'
17' N., lon. 78' 16' E.
NAMGIA.- A Tartar village in
Northern Hindostan, situated n little
above the confluence of the Spiti and
Sutuleje rivers, and on the left bank
of the latter; lat. 31' 48' N., lon.
78' 39' E., elevation above the sea
8,371 Feet. This is the last and most
eastern village belonging to the principality of Bussaher, and in 1821
contained eight houses built of g a nite. There is a joola or kbazaur
here for crossing the river, constructed of osier twigs.-4Hodgson
and Herbert, Messrs. Gerards, 4c.)
NANAMOW.-A town in the province of Agra, district of Etaweh,
fifty-two miles west from the city of
Lucknow. This place stands on the
right bank of the Ganges, and here
is one of the principal public ferries
over that river.
NANCOWBY
ISLE.-One of the Nicobar islands, abaut twenty-five miles
in circumference ; Iat. 7' 57' N., Ion.
93' 43' E. The island of Comarty
or Camorta lies contiguous, but being
excavated by a deep bay, does not
probably contain more square miles
than Nancowry. The space between
these two islands forms a capacious
and excellent harbour; the eastern
entrance of which is sheltered by
another island called Trikut (Trinkutte), lying a t the distance of a
league. The inlet from the west is
narrow, but sufficiently deep to admit
the largest ships.
T h e soil is rich, but littlecultivated.
The natural productions are coco.
nuts, papias, plantains, limes, tamarinds, betel-nut, and the mellori, a
species of bread-fruit.
Yam6 and
other roots are cultivated and thrive,
but rice is unknown. The mangosteen tree and pineapples grow wild.
The two islands of Comarty and
Nancowry were said in I788 to contain thirteen villages, each possessing
4c.I
from fifty to sixty inhabitants, and
N ~ B i n u n ~ ~ s . - S e eADANAD,and the population of both was then esMALABAB.
timated at only 800 persons. They
NAMCOOL.-A town and pergunnah live mostly on the sea-shore, where

bf Malwa, formerly a krge place 8
lat. W' %' N., Ion. 75' 29' E ;
2,022 feet above the level of the sea.
T h e old town, situated in a wild
and mountainous country six miles
N.N.W. from Mandow, has been
long in ruins, but in 1820 i t contained 144 houses, having been repeopled
in 1819 by Sir John Malcolm, and
made the head-quarters of a Bheel
corps. There are still the remains
here of a palace, mosque, and noble
artificial lake or reservoir; and the
surrounding landscape is quite loxuriant from the profusion of old mangoe and other trees. The whole
route from hence to Msndow is
strewed with the ruins of mosques
and other public buildings, partly
covered with forest jungle.-(Fuicllorton, Malcolm, 8c.)
NALGONDA.-A district in the province of Hqderabad, intersected by
t h e Musah or Mussy river, and
bounded on the south by the Krishna.
Much of this tract, although capable
o f being rendered very productive,
r e n ~ d n sdesolated and uncultivated.
T h e 'town of Nalgonda stands in lat.
1 7 O 5' N., lon. 79' 16' E., forty-nine
miles E.S.E. from the city of Hyder.
abad.
NALLA MALLA MOUNTAINS.-A
range of n~ountainsi n the Deccan,
situated principally between 7 7 and
80' of east longitude. Their highest
points are between Cummum in the
Cuddapah district, and Amrabad, a
town in the Hyderebad province
north of the Krishna. They vary in
height from 2,000 to 3,500 feet above
the level of the sea. In a southern
and south-west direction they piobnbly extend as far as T r i p e y . T h e
breadth of this range varles, but
never exceeds fifty miles. It is intersected by the Krishna and Pennar
rivers, both of which appear to pass
through gaps or fissures, produced
by some great convulsion.-( Voysey,
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NARNOUL.
N~n~~~~~~~(Naringa-abad).-A
the city of Mysme. The resident has
a house. here, and a short distance town in the rovince of Oude, sefurther up the broad and fine stream renty-two mires N.W. fmm Hyderof the Kapini is traversed by a bridge abad ; lat. 27' 46' N., lon. 80' I8'E.
of native construction, remarkable
NARBAH.-A small town in the
tkr the solidity of its architecture, province of Delhi, twelve miles
being paved with large slabs of gra- W.N.W. from Pattiallah ; lat. 30' $23
site, which rest on s long series of N., )on. 76' 12' E.
tall pinked arch- each above five
Nnnco~nnm1s~~.-An island in
k t wide, and separated from one
another by piers of the same dime* the Eastern seas, situated about two
degrees east of Port Cornwallis in
oions.--(Fallarton, Qe.)
the Andainans ; lat. 1 3 O ZW N., Ion.
NANTOY.
- A village in British 94" 45'E This small island, which
Martaban, distant about three miles in form and shape is a perfect spefrom Moulmein, situated on the cimen of the volcanic cone, rises to
banks of Attran river, which is here about 2,m feet above the sea, and
about 158 yards wide. In 1827 this may be seen eighteen leagues OK
village contained about fifty houses, The interior does not appear to have
the inhabitants of which, mostly been ever ex~dored.-(Finlayro~,
&c.)
emigrants from Rangoon, had settled
NAPDINPETT.-Atown in the prosince 1825.
vince of Hyderabad, twenty-ninemiks
NAIIZEBEH.-A town in the pro- south-east from Hyderabad city; l a t
vince of Bejapoor, forty-five miles 15' 9' N., Ion. 78' 57' E.
N. bv E. from Merritch; lat. 17' 23'
N., Ln. 75w10' E.
N ARING AP AT AM.-A village with a
large and well-built choultry in the
N ~ o r o a c ~ T~r,--Aseque8teled
Er
and beautiful lake situated among province of Orissa, district of Cutthe mountains of Northern H i n d o ~ tack, eight miles S.W. from Juggertan, about thirty-one miles travelling nauth.
distance south of Almora. See also
Nn~cnua.-A town in the roBHEEM
TAL.
vince'of Malwa,sixteenmiles ~ . ~ . R u r n
NAPANEER.-A village in the pro- Mundessor ; lat. 24O 1W N., Ion. 75O
vince of Malwa, division of Omut- 16'E. In 1820it belonged to Sindia,
wara; lat. 24' 2' N., lon. 77' Y E. and contained about 500 houses.Its ghurry was besieged by a Maha- (Makolm &.)
ratta chief, Ballarow, with a battering
NARLAH
f Naralnys).-A town in
train of cannon, but he could never the province of Or~sse,thirty-seven
manage to hit it. To the east there miles east from Bustar; lat. 1g03T
is afine lake, always full.-(Malcolm,
N.. Ion. 83' Y E
4c.I
N A R N O U L . - ancient
~
district in
Napmi M~w.-A
m a t the north-western quarter of the Agra
On the Aen.g
fr*m Ava
nrovince.situatedhetween thetwentvArracan, situated on a rising ground &hth-and twenty-ninth degrees Gf
commanding the wbole surrounding north latitude. Narnoul, the capital,
plain, and during the war occupied stands in 1at. 28' 5'N., Ion. 75' 52' 33..
by 3,000 Burmese militia. This is eighty-six miles S.W. from the city of
the last Burmese town or village ap- Delhi, and is the frontier town of the
proaching the Arracan n~ountains, J e poor raja. It is a place of conthe reet are merely hamlets of the sderable antiquity, but at present
wild tribes.--(Z'ramt, 4e.)
greatly reduced in size, being only
NAPPAH,-A town in the ~rovince one mile in length. with a small nuiof Gujerat, thirty miles N:E. from lah or water-course through the cenCambay; \.at. 220 3ZLN., lon. 7 3 O 9' tre. In 1805, government received
an offer of 1,47,000 rupees, for the
E.
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NARWAR.

perynnahs of Kanoon, Kautic, and
Narnoul, situated between the temtories of the Macherry raja and the
Shekawutty country.--(Lid. White,
Metcdfe, Qc.)
N~aaaa.-A town in the province
of Gundwana, seventy miles west by
south from SumbhuIpoor;lat. a00 63'
N., Ion. 8 P W E .
N n a a a ~ ~ a ~ u a . - Asmall town in
the province of Delhi, thirteen miles
S.W. from Nahan; lat. 300 %' N.,lon.
77O

7' E.

NA~RAINGUNGE
(NarayanaGanjej.
-A town in the province of Bengal,
district of Dscca Jelalpoor, situated
on the west side of a bra~rchof the
Brahmaputra named the Situl (or
silver) Luckia, about eight miles S.E.
from Dacca ; Iat. 23' 37' N., lon. 90'
35' E.
This is one of the mowt considerable
inland trading towns in the province,
and in 1810 was estimated to contain
a population of above 15,000 persons.
The inhabitants are nearly all commercial, and carry on'a great trade in
salt (of which it is the grand mart),
grain, tobncco and lime, and the town
exhibits a scene of bustle and activity
seldom discovered in a community
entirely composed of Bengalese Hindoos. A majority of the principal
merchants, however, are not natives
of the town, nor of the surrounding
oountr); but accidental settlers from
distant districts, who do not bring
their families along with them. During the height of the rains, the adjacent tracts are almost wholly covered
with water, but when within bounds
the Luckia is one of the most beautiful rivers in Bengal, and presents an
extraordinary scene of animated industry. Its banks are now studded
with indigo factories, and being composed generally of a firp red soil, are
not subject to the incessant corrosion,
which those of almost every other
river in Bengal are continually undergoing. One consequence of this is
that the waters of the Luckia are remarkable for their trans arency, and
another, that its bounkries are at

thii day the same as when Major Rennell made his survey m 1784.
On fhe magins of the rivers in the
vicinity of Narraingunge are the remains of many fortifications erected
to repel the ,invasions of the Mughs
of Arracan, but which'do not to a
scientific eye appear well calculated
for the purpoee intended. On the op-,
posite side of the Luckia, a short
distance further up, is a Mahomedan
place of worship, named Cuddumre8001, where is shewn the foot-mark of
the Arabian prophet, much reverenced by the pious of that faith, who
resort to it in great numbers from
Dacca and the adjacent towns. A
similar fiction gives sanctity to one of
the mosques at Gour, and it is not
uncommon in other parts of India.
N n a a o ~ o ~ ~ . - .town
A
in the province of Gujerat, thirty-seven miles
east from Baroda; lat. 22' 21' N.,
Ion. 73O 5Y E
N r n s ~ ~ o a ~ . - town
A
in the province of Orissa, sixty miles west by
north from Cuttack ; lat. 200 3j' N.,
Ion. 85' 11' E.
NARSIPOOB.-Atown in the Northern Circars, thirty-four miles east
by north from Masulipatam; lab. 16O
21' N., Ion. 81° 51' E.
NARWAH.
-A
small Portuguese
town in the province of Bejapoor
territories of Goa, situated nbout
four miles distant from bld Goa, and
formerly one of its most important
dependencies.-(Fdarton,
4c.)
f ~aranara).-A town in
NARWAE
the province of Agra, situated on the
east side of the Sinde river, forty
miles south by west from Gualior ;
lat. 25O 40' N., Ion. 77' 51' E. The
face of the country in this quarter of
the Agra province is hilly and woody,
but the soil, when properly cultivated
and supplied with moisture, is extremely productive. I t is intersected
by the Sinde, which is the chief river ;
the principal towns are Narwar, Collarasa, and Shepoor.
The town of Narwar makes some
figure in history, having been c o y

NATTORE.
quered by the Mahomedam so early villages appropriated, which were alA,D. 1251. I t appears, however, ways considered sacred by the cont o have subsequently regained its in- tendingRajpmtandMdamttaarmiw.
dependence, as in 1509 we find it TheGossalns(Hindoodevotees)caq
@n ruled by a Hindw prince, from on a considerable trade with Gujerat
whom it waa taken by Sultan Secun- and Tatta, and also with the rest of
der Lodi. At the peace concluded Rajpootana and upper Hindoatan.with the Mabarattas in 1803, the fort (BrougIrton, 6th Re@&r, 4c.)
and district of Narwar were guaranNATALfar Fatar).
A ~~l~~
teed by the British'govemment to town on the S.W. coast of Sumatra ;
Raja Umbajee Row, and its revenues lat. o0 18' N., Ion. 9g0 5/ E, The
were then estimated 50 high as ten English had a settlement here &om
lacks of rupees Per annume The 1752 until 1823, when it was given
Parantee for some r m ~ o na Pears to up with a11 their other stations to the
have been ~~frerwards
with raw% as Dutch. There was formerly a conin 1810 the place was surrendered to siderable vent here for imported
Dowlet Row Sin&% who had ma- goods; the returns were camphor
naged to corrupt the
In and gold, both procured from the in1818 Madhoo Slngh, t e ex-raja of terior. Some of the gold mitles were
Nuwar, and Je~sirlghof R@3mghur, said to be only ten miles from the
were both at the head of predatory factory. As it is enerally received
bands, which Sinfia Was (lute unable here in the form of dust, great care
t o coerce.
should be taken by strangers to have
N a s s r r c ~ . Alarge town and place it proved before a bargain is struck.
of pilgrimage on the ~
~p,.in- Aquafo~tis
d
~is the best~ test, but~ if that ~
be tried with
cipally inhabited by Brahmins, which 18 not at hand it
in 1820 Mr. Etphinstond estimated to spirits of ha*shorn. The principal
contain 30,000 inhabitants ; Idt. 19O impofis formerly were ~iece%oodss
56' N., lon. 73O 56t a. Besides two OplUm, coarfje cutlery, ammunitios
palaces belonging to the Peshwa, this and guns, brass-wire and ch~naware.
place in 1818 contained some band- The exports gold, camphor, and some
some buildings with gardens and vine wool.-(~arrden, Elmore, 4c.)
yards. Near Nassuck, the very seat
NATTBADACOTTA
f %tha Radha
and centre of Brahminism in the Dec- ~ata).-A town in the Casnatic procan, are extensive Buddhist excava- vince, district of Tinnevelly, sixtytionq vulgarly called Dberm Raj eight milea N.E. from Cape Comoria;
Lena. They extend round a high lat. 8O 46' N., Ion. 70' 1Y E.
conical hi five miles from the town,
NaTTAu(zvatham).-~ considerand have every Character of Ihddhist able town In the Carnatic province,
excavationswithout the slightest Hin- situated in the Poligar*s territory,
do0 vestiges : the long vaulted cave twenty miles S,E. from Dindip! ;lato
and dqop, the huge statues of the 100 lr N., Ion. 7s01Y E.
meditative curly-headed Buddha, inNATTO'E
(Nathaver/.-A
scriptions in the unknown character,
the umbrella and snake-headed can+ in the proGnce of Ben@1, distriat of
pies, the benched palls and the nume Rajeshahy,f~rty-threemilesN.E.frorn
rous cells. (Erskiw, &&itinstone, Moorshedebad ; lat. 24' 25' N., lon.
88' 55' 6. Appearances here favour
4c.I
the supposition that the Ganges once
NATHDOEAf N a t h devara, the had its bed in the tract now occupied
temple qftke My).-A town in the by lakes and morasses between Natprovincc of Ajmeer situated about tore and Jatiergunge. During the in.
thirty-four miles north from the city undation there is a straight navi aof Odeypoor, kt. 250 8'N., Ion. 74Q tion of LOO miles ftom Dacca to tfis
11' E. Here is a celebrated Hindoo place across the jeels or shallow lakes,
temple of great sanctity, having many leaving the viHages, erected on arti-
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NAUTHPOOB.

d e i mounds, and the clumps of trees, district is tributary to Maharatta
projecting out of the water, t o the
right and lefr, while the curreot is so
gentle as scarcely to exceed half a
m i l e r hour. Nattore is the capital e the Rejeahah district, being
the hadquartem o l the judge and
collector and site of the gad,always
the most prominent edifice in a Bengal collectorate. In 1919 it sustained considerable injury from the rise
of the floods ; indeed, at eoy time it
owes its existence solely to the residence of the local suthorities, who in
1822, intended to migrate. -(Re+
=-l, +.I
NATUNA(great &).-An
island
m theEastern seas lying offthe northeast coast of Borneo, about the fourth
degree of north latitude. In length it
may be estimated at tbirty-four miles,
by thirteen the average breadth, and
m surrounded by numerous small
rocky isles. Some of the high mountains on this island may be seen fifteen leagues OK I t i a inhabited by
Malays.
N A T U N (north)
A~
IBLEB.-A CIUSter of very small islands in the Eastern seas ; lat. 4O 45' N., Ion. P09° E.
From October to December the best
course for ships bound to China is
past these islands to the north.

N~TUNAE
(routh) Isms.-A clmter of very m a l l islands lying off the
north-western coast of Borneo, about
lat. '
3 N., lon. 109' lL
N n u ~ ~ o o n . - A town fn the province of Candeish, which in 1816
belonged to the Peshwa ;lat. 20° 4 3
N., Ion. 74' 18'E., ninety-three miles
S.E. from Surat. I t stands on the
river Moosun, which contains water
the whole year. The adjacent country is fertile, and a large fair is held
here once a week for the sale of
country produce and manufactures.
--(S&rhnd,
4c.)
N A U N ~ D E . - Adistrict in the province of Gujerat, situated between
the Nerbudda and Tuptee rivers, and
bounded on the west by Broach;
much the greater portion of this

chiefs, but the town and pergunnah
of Naundode, which stands in lat.
21° 55' N, Ion. 73'43' E, thirty-two
miks E. by N. from Surat, is comprehended within the jurisdiction of
the Broach magistrate, being the modern capital of the Rajpeepla territory.
NAUNDOOR.-Atown in the province of Awngabad, forty-two miks
S. by W. from the city of that name;
lat. 19' 20' N., Ion. 75O 17' E.
N~n~woa~aa.-A
town in the
province of Candeish ; lat. 91' W
N. Ion. 74' 18' E. This was once a
large town, but in 1816 was nearly
in ruins, not more than 500 houses
being then inhabited. I t formerly
belonged to the Peshwa, but was
subsequently ceded to Holcar, and
with the ad'oining perynnahs suffered dreadi?lly from the nuages of
the Pindaries. There is a small river
dose to the tow~,butin the dry seasou it is destitute of water, which is
an unfortunate deficiency, as the soif
is naturally good.
The tomb of a Mahornedan saint
(Seid Saddat Peer), said to have been
built 750 years ago, stands conspicuous on a rocky hill, and is much resorted to by pll rims. I t was also
g r t y venerate$ by the Pindaries,
who generally etopped here a few
days to make offerings at his shrine,
and for his sake spared the town,
while the plundered the country,
over whici are the scattered ruins
of many tombs and pago@.--(Sp
therland, gc.)
NAIRHPOOB.-4 town in the province of Bengal, d~strictof Purneah ;
lat. a60 17' N., Ion. 87'3' E. In 1808
it consisted of four market-places,
containing 1,915 houses. Dunng t h e
floods it stands on the side of the
Cosi river, but in the dry season very
extensive banks intervene between
it and the navigable stream, so that
goods must be carried on carts t o
and from the boats at Dimiya ghaut,
about five miles from Sahebgtmge,
where the principal merchants re-

NEAS.
side. At Sshebgt~ngethere is a good
Hindoo temple, dedicated to Huniruaun the gigantic monkey, who was
priute minister to Rama the great
emperor of India ; but it has not attained much celebrity.--(Fa BqchaRan, &.)
NAWADA.-Atown in the province
and district of Bahar, fifty-four miles
S.S.E. from Patna; lat. 24' 54'N.,
lon. 85' 4V E.
NAWAUBGUNGE.
-A town in the
rovince of Oude, thirty-eight miles
.E. from Lucknow ; lat. 2
7' 6' N.,
ion. 81' 26' E.
NAWEEGHAUT.-A
pass i s the province of Bejapoor between Rehmutpoor and Poosasader, and about
twenty-one miles travelling distance
S.E. from Satara. The ascent
from the side of Rehmutpoor is
ed and rocky, but not very difcu t, and leads to a high1 cultivated
plain at the summit, wKich slopes
- . to the southward.--(FuUarton,
gently
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NEAS(or Pulo iVeaa).-An
island
lying off Tapanooly Bay, from which
it is distant about sixt miles, and
the largest of the chain t i a t skirts the
western coast of Sumatra. In extreme length it may be estimated at
qeventy miles, by about sixteen the
average breadth. Its surface is diversified by numerous hills, whose
sides, as well as the suhjaceilt plains,
eld abundant crops of rice, of which
c r g e quantities are ex orted, Pulo
Neas having become tRe granary of
thb western coast of Sumatra. It is
traversed by several rivers of considerable size, capable of admitting
native craft and vessels; besides
which there are severalgood harbours
on the sea-coast.
The villages are usually situated
on the pinnacles of hills or other
strong positions, the different clans
or tribes being in a state of perpetual
hostility, on which account they never quit their arms, which consist of
a s ear, a short sword, an oblong
shiefd, and stiff leathern jacket.
In such a condition of society,

995

it is difficult to account for the
dense population assigned to the
island in 1821, viz. 950,000 persons,
or about 150 to the square mile,
mostly employed in agricultural voc a t i o n ~ Rice is the staple commodity, of which, at the above period,
about 12,000 bags were exported annually. I t is, however, very little
used by the common people, who
qubsist chiefly on the sweet potatoe
and other farinaceous roots, and are
said to be almost unacquainted with
the use of d t . Neither buffaloes,
horses, nor cattle are indi enous t o
the island, though a few f a r e been
imported by the Malays. About
1,500 slaves are annually exported,
mostly from the .southern quarter,
where they are purchased by the
Acheenese and Ch~nesetraders, who
afterwards transport them for sale to
different quarters of the archipelago,
principally to Batavia. Hogs are an
important article of the domestic
establishment, and the most general
flesh meat of the inhabitants. who
feed them on coco-nuts, boiled rice,
and the sweet potatoa.
The natives are an active athletic
race, about the middle stature, fair
as Asiatics, and with much finer
features than the Malays. In the
north they are much intermixed with
Acheenese and Malays, but in the
south all strangers are excluded.
The females are not kept in a state
of seclusion. Marriage by jujur (the
purchase of a wife) is universal, the
price varying from 60 to 500 S anish dollars, usually aid in goPd;
the number is only k i t e d by the
wealth and inclination of the purchaser. The bodies of the dead are
enclosed in a wooden shell or coffin,
which is elevated on four posts, and
there left exposed to the elements;
flowering shrubs and creepers are
generally planted beneath, which soon
climb up and cover the coffin with
foliage. The inhabitants of Neas are,
without exce tion, the most original
people that Rave hitherto been discovered in the Eastern archipelago,
and, unlike the other tribes, not a
trace of Hindoo or Mahornedanism
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peaks, named Moorchoorti Bet, har
been estimated a t 8,800 feet above
the level of the ocean. The mean
temperature of the air in April 1 8 m
was 65O Fahrenheit, in May 64O.
In fact there are here no sultr nights,
a blanket being agreeableat drseasons
of the year. During the cold season
the m~nimum is 31' Fahrenheit, the
maximum 59'; indeed these hills are
remarkable, not only for the mildness of the climate, but also for its
equability. The air here is perfectly
clear, being beyond the aone af clouds
and mists, while the tabk-land of
Mysore is covered with both. The
region of fever does not ascend higher than 3,500 feet; a t 5,000 feet all
danger is over, even from cholera.
These mountains feel the influence
both of the south-west and north-east
monsoons ; the period of the rains,
however, is the most healthy season
NE~DAMGNGALUM.-A
considera- of the year. The elasticity of the
ble town in the Carnatic province, air is proved by the distance to which
district of Tanjore, twentY-two miles sounds are conveyed, and its cheerW.by s. from the city of Tall~ore. ing effect on the animal spirits.
I t contains several ehOultries and
One remarkable feature of these
Hindoo temples.
mountains is their freedom from iunNEELAB(blue water).-A
town in gle, a ,$reat portion of the country
Afghanistan, situated on the western being in a high State of cultivations
bank o f ~ h el,,dus,
is here dfep and what remains untilled is generaland rapid, and its bed so contracted ly covered with fern or with the
a s to be orily a stone's t'lrow across ; mountaid goosebemy bush- T h e following is a tolerably correct list of
lat. 3 3 O 50' N., Ion. 71' 5WE.
the European plants and flowers
NEELGHERRFMOUNTAINS(nil found on the Neelgherries. The red
ghiri, blue naountainrj.-A range of and white rose, honeysuckle, white
mountains (named also the three and red jasmin, myrtle, violet, balsam,
Naads) in the south of India, situat- marygold, geranium, and daisy; and
ed N.N.W. from the town of Coim- the fruits are red and white mspberbatoor, towards the Wynaad, forming ries, hill gooseberries, and strawa connecting link between the east- berries. European vegetables of a n
ern and western ghauts. From east ex6ellent quality are also produced.
to west they extend about thirty-four The animals m e black cattle and bufmites, and from north to south about faloes, the wild elk, a species o f
fifteen miles, composing a sort of sheep, but no tigers.
table-lnnd, almost insulated from the
In 1821 the population was estieastern and western ghauts. The mated at 5,000 persons, distributed
rivers Myar and Bhavani rise among into three Hindoo tribes, the Koters,
the highest peaks. The foHowing Bergers, and Joders, all dwelling in
are the barometrical heights of some separate villages. The first are a
stations above the level of the sea : black miserable-looking race ; the
oiz.Jackanairy, 5,659; Jactally,5,976; second, who compose the largest.
Di~nhutty, 6,011 ; Oota Kamund, number of the population, are some6,416 feet; but one of the highest what better-looking; but the last
is to be found among them, except
where the Malays have settled. They
have no form of worslii and are
without any institution of?a religious
nature, and being without prejudice
o r preconceived opinions on these
subjects, are open to the introduction of the Christian or Mahomedan
faiths; to which last, if not anticipated, they are likely to fall a prey.
In 18.70 land was purchased and
a British settlement formed by Sir
Thomas RafRes at the south-east
coast of Pulo Neas, and treaties concluded with several of the native
chiefs with a view to the supression
of the slave trade; but these proceedings having been disapproved of
a t home, the further prosecution of
the plan was abandoned. (Malay
Misce/lanies, RaJ??es, M a r s h , Public MS. Documents, &.)
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NEGAPATAM.
are a superior race, equal in stature
to Europeans, nearly as muscular,
with regularly handsome features,
and healthy constitutions. They are
a pastoral people, subsisting on the
produce of their buMoes, migrating
when necessary, but never settling as
cultivators.
The road up these
mountains io now practicable for palanquins and loaded bullocks, and
bungalows have been erected at different stations for the accommodation
of invalids. Four days' journey from
Calicut in a palanquin conveys the
traveller to the loftiest uummit, being
a distance of eighty-five miles, but
fi the south-west monsoon Negapatam is the best place of departure.(Public MS. Reports on the Ned
glrerry Mountains, Dr. Gound, gc.)
j, NEEMAIIEIRA.-A
town in the province of Malwa, seventeen miles
N.W. from Neernutch ; lat. 24O 38'
N., lon. 74O 50' E. In 1820 it contained 500 houses, and belonged to
Ameer Khan.--(~Malcolm, 4c.)
N~smoon~a.-A village in the province of Gujerat, district of Raj eepla, three milea to the east of wRich
lie the celebrated cornelian mines.
The country in the immediate vicinity of the mines is but little cultivated,
and on account of the jungles, and
their inhabitants the tigers, no human habitations are found nearer
than Ruttunpoor, seven .miles OK
The carnelians are carried from hence
to Cambay, where they are cut, polished, and formed into the beautiful
ornaments for which that city isjustly
celebrated.-(Copknd, 80.)
NEEMIITCH.-Atown in the province of Ajmeer, division of Mewar,
thirty-six miles S. by E. from Chetore ; lat. 24' 27' N., lon. 75O E.,
1,476 feet above the level of the sea.
I t is the head of a pergunnah belonying to Sindia, from which in 1820
he derived a revenue of 77,000 rupees. It contains a good bazar, to
the north-west of which is a British
cantonment. In 1823 application
was made to the Governor-general
for money to construct a residency
at Neemutch as the most eligible Eta-
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tion for the headquarters of the
civil and military establishments in
this part of Hindostan, when 50,000
rupees were granted. Its principal
recommendation was its salubrity,
for materials of every description
were scarce and distant. Clay fit for
bricks, after the most diligent research, could not be found, and
timber of every 'description would
have to be brought by land carriage
from Agra, a month's journey. In
1826 Neemutch was recommended
by Sir John Malcolm to be selected
as the headquarters of the Lieutenantgovernor of Malwa, on account
of its equi-distance from the capitals
of the principal RaNoot and Malwa
chieftains, it not being more than two
days' journey from any of the important stations in Malwa and Rajpootana, and little more thsn 200
miles from Baroda in Gujerat.(Malcolm, Public MS. Docurnmk, #c.)
N s ~ ~ n ~ o o a . - Atown in the province of Salem and Barramahal, situated on the north bank of the Panaur river, eighty-six miles W. by N.
from Pondicherry ; lat. 1P5' N., Ion.
7s' 3a E.
NEERA RIVER.-A considerable
river in the Deccan, which rises in
the Western Ghauts t o the south of
Poona, and passing eastward, divides,
the province of Aurungabad from
that of Bejapoor, and falls into the
Beema at Nursingur.
NEE~GOOND.-A
hill fort of considerable strength in the province
of Bejapoor, situated between two
brsnches of the hlalpurba river, thirty:one miles N.E. from Darwirr ; lat.
15' 41' N., Ion. 75O 35'E.
NEEBYUL.-A town in the Beeder
province, seventy-two miles E. by N.
from Nandere; 1st. 19O 19' N., Ion.
78O 40' E. In 1815, 6,000 Pindarien
crossed the river at this place.
NEGAPATAM.-Asea-port town in
the Carnatic province, district of
Tanjore, twenty miles south from
Tranquebar ; 1st. 10' 45'N., Ion. 79'
54' E. This place was taken from
the Portuguese by the Dutch in A.D.

1660, who strengtheoed its fortifications, and made it the capital of their
possessions on the coast of Coromandel. They also established a
q i n t here, wh~ch used to coin gold
to the amount of four or five lacks
of rupees annually. In 1820 two
rows of old-fashioned Dutch houses,
lbrming two sides of a square, having the ruins of a fort in the centre,
with some straggling houses along the
beach and river, were all that remained of this once flourishingsettlement,
and the obelisks and cupolas of an
extensive burying-ground the chief
subsisting indications of a former population. Many of the houses had
been pulled down to rocure theglass
w h windows, whicE were sent to
Madraa and sold. Of the fort, which
made a stout resistance in 1781,
scarce a foot of masonry remains
and one solitary Dutchre~idsamostly at Madras,
the only genuine representative of its
ancient garrison. At present the
Indian descendants of its former colonists are the denizens of the European quarters.
The native portion of the town is
more extensive, and appears to have
been laid out originally with considerable regularity, but like the rest
is now decayed and depopulated. A
church of tolerable appearance has
its place on the north side of the
quadrangle, and the whole spot is
luxuriant with avenues of trees. Negapatam is now a lace of inconddenble trade, but $uently
touched
by shi s for refreshments, which are
lentit*. There is a strange ruin
[ere of very masdve brick masonry,
about eighty feet high, named by
seamen the Chinese pagoda. I t is
conjectured to have been a Jain temple, but has much more the character
of an old Dutch steeple, or huge unfinished minar, intended to rival its
neighbour at Nagore. I t must, however, be admitted that images either
of Jain or Buddhist origin have bees
found in the adjacent territory.(Fuhrton, Fra. Paolo, 4c.)

g$%b

@ rcrpcnk).-A town and small fort
on the west coast of Ceylon, twenty
miles north from Columbo; lat. 7 O
11' N., lon. 79' 44'E. The fort is an
irregular pen
n, constructed mostly of sand an turf, and the town
contains n conniderable number of
reduced Dutch families, attracted to
Negombo by itn cheapness and salubrity. Fish abound and are exported,
and there ia an inland navigation for
twenty-four miles all the way to Columbo. Before the bouees teak trees,
which appear to thrive, are planted,
and in this neighbourhwd the cinnamon plantations commence, stretching to the southward. The population of Negombo is considerable, and
the adjacent country fertile, yielding
rich crops of i c e ; the areca-nut, betel-leaf, coffee, and the black pepper
plants also flourish.--(Cordiner, gc.)

?“

N ~ c s a r s(or Bmsein) Drsrsrcr.
district in the Burmese dominions, situated at the south-western
extremity of the ancient kingdom of
Pegu, the area of which has been
eomputed at 9,000 square miles. I t
is watered by the two great branches
of the Irawady, the most westerly of
which falls into the sea at Cape Nep i s , and is known as the Bassein
rlver. In the rains, ships of burthen
may ascend fifty miles above the
town, but during the dry season no
water flows into it from the Irawady,
the communication being stopped by
sand-banks. At the height of the
rains the country is almost completely submerged. The climate is
mild and moist, the excessive heat
bein moderated by the sea breeze.
face of the country is low, and
except where cleared for culture,
overrun with jungle and forest. Rice
is the principal grain cultivated, but
mane, yams, sweet potatoex, and farinaceous roots are also raised. Wood
oil for lamps is procured from the
seed and fruit of a tree named Tungopen, which grows wild in the jungles. Tobacco, su r, indigo, an4
cotton, are but E U e cultivated.
Palms are rare, and the areca-nut is
NEGOXBO(Nagambhu, the land imported from Bengal, and coco-nuts
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f m the Nicobars. Silk and cotton
coarse goods are manufactured in the
province, but the finer ualities are
Imported from Ava and 8engal. The
internal trade consists of rice, salt,
bdachong, salted and dried fish sent
inland from Bassein, for which the
returns are silk goods, lacqueredware, tobacco, onlons, tamarinds,
.cotton, lac, lacquer, petroleum oil,
dammer, iron, saltpetre, and sulphur.
Boats of a large size were formerly
sent to Chittagong, Dacca, and Calcutta
The province of Baasein is said to
have formerly contained thirty-two
townships, but of these only eight
sow remain, with very scanty population. During the British sway in
1824 the three townships of Bassein,
Pantano, and Kaybong, were found
to contain about 50,000 persons,
Burmese and Taliens, and 30,000
Carians and Kayns. The first inhabit the banks of the large rivers, the
Carians those of the smaller nullahs,
while the Kayns and Zabaings seek
refuge in the forests that are too unhealthy for the other tribes. Their dialects diier essentially, but they render
themselves intelligible to each other
through a jargon of the Burmese, and
a lnrge proportion of the Taliens and
Birmans can read and write. The
taxes are numerous ; in fact, everything that can be extorted from the
labouring classes is extorted.
Large quantities of salt are manufactured on the seq-coast by an eaa
process, and exported. The t e d
forests within the limits of Baqsein
a r e not extensive, but good timber is
procured from the district of Lamina.
Of the hill and forest tribes the Carinns are the best, being athletic and
industrious, although they are said to
have neither law nor religion, and
seem much inclined to adopt those of
the Burmese. The Kayns and Zabaings are also robust races. The
Carians follow principally agriculture,
the Kayos wood-xtting,l and the
the rearin of silk-worms.
E T X e a t animal bod, and are not
particylar as to the uality, dogs and
monkie~being tho& palatable, and

when they can procure them, strong
liquors are always acceptable.-(Public Journals, gc.)
NXGBAI~.-A small island and excellent harbour in the Burmese dominions, situated at the mouth of the
western branch ofthe Irawady, named
the Bassein or Negrais branch ;lat.
16O S N., lop. 98' 1W E. Cape Negrais, the most south-western e x t r e
mity ofIndiabeyond the Ganges,is in
lat. 16O N., Ion. 93O 15'E., and is, or
rather was known by an Indian temple or pagoda which wan erected on
~ t . Negrais harbour is, without ex.
ception, the most secure in the bay
of Bengal, as from hence a ship
launches at once into the open sen,
and may work to the southward without any other impediment than what
the monsoon opposes.
The Madras government established a small settlement on this island,
so early as A.D. 1687, but little benefit being derived from it, it was
subsequently relinquished. In 1761
it was again occupied by the English,
mismanaged, and abandoned. In
1757 Alompra, the founder of the
present Birman dynasty, granted the
English some valuable ~mmunities,
and ceded the island of Negrais in
perpetuity, which was taken possession of with the usual ceremonies on
the 33d of August of that year. In
1759 the Burmese murdered all the
E n lish settlers they could lay hold
of &bout nine-tenths), and compelled
the remainder to evacuate. In May
1834, when this island was occupied
by a detachment from Sir Archibald
Cam bell's army, it was found cover e l with jungle, intersected by saltwater inlets, and destitute of inhabitants except a few miserable fishermen. In 1834 the town of Bessein
contained only 3,000 persons.
(Symer, DaJrymple, 4c.I
NEHRWALLA.-S~~
PUTTUNWAR.
NELLEMBOOB.-Aninland town, o r
collection of sricultural dwellings
not very close together, in the province of Malabar, thirty-three miles
E. from Calicut ; lat. 1lo17' N, 10x1.
76' 20' E.
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NELI

NILLISE~AM
(Nelirwamm, an epiof Siva).--4 town in the Malabar province, forty-eix miles S.S.E.
from Mangalore; lat. la0 16' N.
Besides large forts there were formerly between Mangalore and this
place no l e a than eighteen small
forts, intended to defend the numerous inlets and harbours, with which
this coast abounds, capable of sheltering vessels that do not draw more
than six or eight feet of water. Since
the British ascendancy these have
been mostly allowed to crumble to
decay, for whatever importance we
may attach to fortifications, one thing
is certain, that the troops required to
defend them are lost to general purposes, for no force ought to be stationary except under very peculiar
cucumstances, such sr the protecting
of arsenals, and the maintaining a
line of coplmunication. On thin
coast, whatever power has the harbour of Goa and a superior fleet may
command the whole. (Col. Lainbton, 4c.I
NELLOBE(including Ongob).-A
district in the Carnatic province, situated principally hetween the fourteenth and sixteenth degrees of north
latitude, which besides the tracts
above-named, includes also some of
the western pollams. To the north
it is bounded by Guntoor; on the
south by the northern division of Arcot; to the east it has the bay of
Bengal ; and on the west the district
of Cuddapah. The principal river is
the Pennar, but the country is also
traversed by many small streams that
flow from the eastern ghauts into the
bay of Bengal. The principal towns
are Nellore, Ongole, and Serapilly.
In 1801 several copper mines were
discovered in this district, portions
of which were sent to England and
assayed. A parcel of the ore, weighing twenty cwt., yielded nine cwt. and
a qdarter; but as no further exports
of the article took place, it is probable they did not continue equally
productive. The manufacture of salt
is carried on to a greater extent on
the sea-coast of Nellore a d Ongole
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than in any other district under the
Madras presidency. The quantity in
1808 amounted t o 221,600 Bengal
maunds, all on government account,
being a fiscal monopoly. In 1817 the
total gross collection of the public
revenue amounted to 6,88,528 rupeea.
The condition of the peasantry in the
Nellore collectorate appears to be
more comfortable than in many other '
parts of India; for with the exception of the single zemindary of Vencatigherry, the cultivator universally
pays his rent to the revenue officers,
without the intervention of any intermediate proprietor. Much of the
country, however, is still in an uncultivated state. In 1828 the total population, according to the returns
made by the collectors to the Madras
government, amounted to 439,467
persons.--( Public MS. Documents,
F:>h Report, FuUorton, 4c.)
NELLOBE
f Nelaver).-The
capital
of the preceding district, situated on
the south side of the Pennar river,
from which it is distant about 600
yards; lat. la0 4W N., lon. 80° I' E.,
100 miler N.W. from Madras. In
1757, when besieged by Col. Forde,
it extended about 1,200 yards from
east to west, and 600 yards on the
other sidee. The walls were of mud,
and only the gateway and a few of
the towers of stone. The parapet
was six feet high, with many l o o p
holes for small arms, made of pipes
of baked clay, laid in the moisb
mud while raising, and afterwards
consolidated with the mass, which is
the common mode of making these
defences in India. On this occasion
Col. Forde, although an o$cer of the
first ability, was obhged to raise the
slege. It was subsequently acquired
by the nabobs of Arcot, and in 1801
ceded by treaty along with the district, and placed under the presidency
of Madracl. f t is still (1820) a populous and busy town, about three quarters of a mile long, and full of shops,
well stocked with commodities, but
without a single public or private
building of note. The suburbs without the walls 'are also considerable.

NEMAW UR.
The civil station is situated on an
elevated ridge south of the town,
overlooking an extensive tank or lake,
which approaches near it towards the
west. There is a ferry here across the
Pennar river, which streams over a
bed of sand about three-fourths of a
mile wide.
IQA.D. 1787 a p e a s a t sear this
town found his plough obstructed by
some brick work, and having dug,
discovered the remains of a small
Hindoo temple, under which a little
pot was found, containing Roman
coins and medals of the second century. He sold some of them as old
gold, and many were melted ; but
about thirty were recovered before
thep underwent the fusing operation.
They were all of the purest gold,
and many of them fresh and beautiful. Some, however, were much defaced and perforated, as ~f they had
been worn as ornaments on the arm,
or round the neck. They were
mostly Trajans, Adrians, and Faustinas.--(FncUarton, Damhon, Ome,
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NEaraoB.-An ancient division of
the Candeish province, situated in
'that part of the valley of the Nerbudda that lies between Hindia to the
east and Chiculdah t o the west, and
between the Vindbya chain to the
north and the Satpoora hills to the
it is 130, and
In
general breadth from thirty to forty
miles ; but in the middle it
to a much grmter width. North of
the Nerbudda the boundary mounrains seldom recede more than eighteen miles from its banks, and at the
Herrin Pahl the two ranges are only
separated by the river.
~h~ larger portion of N~~~~~~
is a
fertile, undulsting plain, once floufishing and highly cultivated, but of
late years a mere wilderness, overgrown with brushwood and low jungle. The western tracts on both
sides of the river, including Burwanee, Chiculdah, Durrumpoory, Sultanabad, and as far as Kurgoond, are
generaly level and partially cultivated; but the eastern portion from the
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island of Mundatta to Kautko& is,
on the north bank of the Nerbudda,
a congeries of low hills, covered with
jungle, and almost entirely dewlate
except on the immediate borders of
the river. On the southern side, to
the distance of t h e e or four miles
from theNerbudda, the country greatly resembles the northern section,
except that it is still more desolate.
The greater proportion of the lands
north of the river belong to Holcar
and the raja of Dhar, except Bancaneer, which belongs to Sin&, and
some of the hilly parts possessed by
Bheel and Rajpoot chiefs ;of those to
the south much the largest share has
devolved to the British overnment,
as representatives of t f e Peshwa.
Mheyshwar is the principal, if not
the only place of note in Nemaur.
Excepting the subdivision of Burwanee, the greatest part of Southern
Nemaur consists of the ancient Mogul circar of Bejaghur, the name of
which is now only preserved by the
ruins of the ca ital, situated within
the limits of a rarge hill-fort in the
In recent timea the
Satpoora
range.suffered
whole
district
greatly from
the ravages of the Pindaries; but on
the restoration of tranquillity, by the
establishment of the
supre
macy in 1818,every
arrearh
Was given,
reduction of rent, and advances of
money,
the peasantry
their deserted
v i l l ~to
es,
rep0
'lateto induce
had a l r n d ~ been Pmdone'
tially
'
Nemaur, together with the contiguous territories generally within the
valleys of the Nerbudda and Tuptee,
is probably the least elevated portion
of the inland regions of the Deccan.
during
The dimate is
the year,
a Part
thethermometerin March 18% under
the cover
Mr. Fullarton's tent,
reaching to 108' Fahrenheit.-(Malco"n, FuMarton,
NEMAWUB,-A small town in the
province of Malwa, situated on the
north bank of the Nerbudda, almost
opposite to H i n d i ; lat. 2%' 97' N.
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Ion.'77O E. In 1830 it contained 800

6. Khatang.

housee, and was the head of a pergunnah belonging to Ho1car.-(Alcrlcdm, &.) .

9. Morung.

-

7. Chayenpoor.
8. Saptai.

Fnrther local details will be found

under the above hesde respectively;

NEPAUL.
/N*J
A kingdom of Northern Hindostan, which although greatly curtailed
of its modern ussurpations to the east
and west by the peace of 1815, still
remains one of the largest and most
compact independent sovereignties of
India. T o the north it ia separated
from Tibet by the Himalaya rnouot a b s ; on the muth it ia boynded by
the British territories in the provinces
of Delhi, Oude, War, and Bengal,
with the exception of about sixty
miles, beloogiug to the nabob of Oude,
w b i h interyene. To the emt the
Nepaulese territories are separated
from those of the British by the river
Mitchee; from thence to the Himalaya mountains the are bounded by
the principatity of S i k k b , which
atretches north to the Chinese frontier. To the west the limits are accurately defined by the course of the
river Cali (the western branch of the
Goggra), beyond which is the Britisb
district of Kumaon. The limits
above assigned describe the kingdom
in its greatest dimensions ;but a very
small portion (the valley) has any
claim to the peculiar name of Nepm~l,
the rest being an aggregate of conquest8 obtained within the last sevent y years from a greet many petty
hill states, and kept under by the p r e
dominant power of the Gorkhaa
The whole are mostly situated bs
tween the twenty-seventh and thirtpfirst degrees of north latitude, and in
extreme length may be estimated at
460 miles, by 115 the average breadth.
The principal modern territorial subdivis~onsare the following,
1. Nepaul Proper.
2. Country of the Twenty-four
Rajas.
3. Country of the Twenty-two Rajas.
4. Muckwanpoor.
5. Kimuts.

&.

the obsemations which immediately
follow having reference to the Nepaul
dominions generally, and aa these in
their utmost dimensions comprehend
nearly two-thirds of Northern Hindnstnn, the geographical and physical
details may be considered as applicable to the whole region. At present,
in consequence of our possessing the
mowtainons tract west of the Cali,
and the protection afforded to the
S i k i m raja, the Gorkha dominione
exhibit tbe form of a parallelogram,
three sides of which are in immediate
coatact with the British territories,
while the fourth is bounded by the
Himalaya chain and empire of China.
The lowest belt of the Nepaulese
dominions is part of the great plain
of Hindostan. In a few spots the
British districts reach to the bme of
the Himalayamountains which bound
the great plain to the north; but in
moat arts the Gorkha possessions
about twenty miles into the
plains. Bounding this low country
or terriani to the north is a region
nearly of the same width, consisting
of small hills that rise gradually towards the north, and watered by
many streams springing from the
southern faces of the first lorty
mountains, to which these hins imperceptibly unite. The channels of
these rivers or torrents, even where
they have no connexion with the
high mountains, are filled with fragments of p n i t e and schistose mica;
but the hllls themselves are generally
composed of c:ay, with various proport~onsof sand, mica, and gravel.
The lower portion of these hills and
some of the ad'acent plains are the
grand site of the Saul forests, among
which are many sissoo and toon trees.
Higher up the hills are covered with
a great variety, and on the hills of
the north are many pines, and an
abundance of the mimosa from which
catechu is made. In these woods

NEPAUL.
there are also a great number of
birds, such as parrots and parakeets,
which are tamed by the natives on
account of their singing or imitating
the human voice. Petty dealers
come ftom the low countries and
disperse them throughout Bengal, t o
the infinite annoyance of its European conquerors.
In several places these low hid18
are separated from the high mountains by fine vallies of some length,
but considerably ekvated above Bengal and the Gangetic plains. In the
country west from the Ganges these
vallies are called by the genetic nnme
of doon, analogous to the Scottish
word strath; but towards the east
the term is unknown, although such
vallies are of frequent occurrence.
These doons or straths are tolerably
well cultivated, but among the spurs
and ridges of the hills there are many
narrow valleys or glens, which as
well as the adjacent hills possess a
rich soil, yet are totally neglected.
A few straggling villages, however,
are scattered throughout the woods,
especially in the higher parts, where
the inhabitants cultivate cotton, rice,
and other articles, with the hoe, after
having cleared away patt of the forest.
The chief reason of this desertion
seems to be the extreme unhealthiness of the tract, which in all probability is owing to the absence of cultivation ;for Vijayapoor, Chattra, and
some other places in the same division, having been well cleared, are
reckoned healthy.
On arriving at what may be called
the mountains, although they are
not separated from the low hills by
any distinct boundary, a very elevated
region is reached, consisting of one
mountain heaped on another, rising
to a great height, so that when any
snow happens in winter, their summits for a short time are covered
with snow. The inhabited valleys
within h e s e are generally very narrow, and are of various degrees of
elevation, probably from 3,000 to
6,000 feet of perpendicular height
above the plains of Bengal. The
fcrnprature under these circum-

stances of course differs also ;so that
while some of them abounds with
tattans and bamboos, both of enormous dimensions, others produce
only oats and pines ; some ripen the
pine-apple and sugar-cane, othere
yield only barley, millet, and similar
small grains. As the periodical rain8
extend to the Nepaul valley and
tracts mmilatly situated, the country
is not favourable for most kinds of
fruit, the heato of spring not being
sufficientto bring them tomaturity before the rainy seson begihs. Peaches
grow wild by every rill, but one side
of the fruit is rotted by the -rain
while the other is still peen. There
are also vines, but wlthout shelter
from the rains the fruit must always
be bad. Two kinds of fruit, however, arrive here at the utmost perfection :the pine-apple in the warmer
valleys is uncommonly fine ; and the
orange, as it ripens in winter, is n o
where better.
Owing to the abundance of rain in
the warm season, the country, considering its inequality of surface, is
very productive of grain. Wherever
land can be levelled into terraces,
however narrow, it is excellently
suited for transplanted rice, which
ripens after the rains have ceased,
so that the harvest is never injured,
and ss most of the terraces can be
supplied with water a t pleasure from
springs, the crops are almost certain.
In some parts the same land gives a
winter crop of wheat and barley, but
in most parts this course of tillage i s
better avoided. Where the land i s
too steep for terraces, it is generally
cultivated after fallows with the hoe,
and produces rice sown broadcast,
maize, cotton, three kinds of pulse,
a kind of mustard, munjeet or Indian
madder,wheat, barley,and sugar-cane.
Besides these a most valuable article
of cultivation in these mountainous
parts is a large species of cardamom,
and in the country between Nepaul
Proper and the Cali, ginger is a valuable production ; but transplanted
rice maygenerallybe consideredirlthia
quarter as one-half of the whole cultivation.
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The mountain plutum, although
not so harsh and watery as that of
the low country, is by no means
good; yet considerable flocks of
sheepare fed,enpecially by the Gurung
and Limboo tribes. In winter they
retire to the lower mountains and
d l i e s , but in summer they climb
the alpine regions which bound their
country to the north, and nourish
their flocks on the herbqe of some
extensive tracts in the viclnity of the
regions perpetually frozen, but which
tracts in winter are covered several
feet deep with snow. The sheep
which theae people posaess, named
Bbarals, are of considerable size,
with fine wool, but there is another
npecies of sheep which is never sent
t o the al ine pastures. The cattle
of the oxgind resemble those of the
low countries, and are not numerous.
Bufiloee are brought from the
plains and fattened for slaughter, but
are not bred; which is also the case
with hogs end goats, although the
countr seems so admirably ad ted
for botb. Horses are imported%om
Tibet, none being bred to the south
of the Himalaya, which is also the
case with the Chowry cattle, or bos
grunniens, nnd the goat that supplies
the shawl-wool. The frigid regions
are the constant abode of two of the
finest birds that are known, the
marral (nukagrir ratyra), and the
damphiya ( harianu inpeyanur), and
also the ctakoor ( p r d i r rujn), or
fire-eater, thus named from its pecking at sparks of fire.
This mountainous region consists
in many parts ofgrxnite, and contains
much iron, lead and copper, with
some zinc, and a little gold found in
the channels of the rivers. Thd c o p
per mines are quite superficial, the
ore being dug from trenches entirely
open above, so that the miners cannot work in the wet season. Each
mine has certain families attached,
who a p p q to have a property in it,
but as the raja sharea with them they
are entirely at the discretion of his
o5cers. The iron ore is also found
near the surface, and the mines are
subject to the same regulations as

those of copper, except that the same
persons dig and .smelt, and are allowed one-third of the whole produce,
while the raja and superintendent
each receive as much. Mines of sulphur are reported to be numerous,
but little is known respecting them.
Corundum of the compact kind, such
as is found in the western provinces
under the Ben$ presidency, is procured in great quantities among the
hills of Ismall and Mussikot, but that
which is most esteemed at Catmandoo
is said to come from Tibet.
The valley of Nepaul Proper is the
largest in the Gorkha dominions, yet
in this elevated plain there is not
naturally a single stone of any considerable size. The whole, so far as
man has penetrated, consists of dluvial matter covered by soil. In some
parts the alluvial matter consists of
beds of fine gravel and sand, much of
which is micaceous ; but a large proportion of the alluvial matter consists of a blackish substance resembling clay, and probably of a vegetable
o@n, with which a kind of blue
martial earth is found mixed. The
greater part of the mountains that
enclose the valley of Nepaul consist
of grey granite, the surface of which
is very much decayed wherever it
has been exposed to the air. The
stone usually employed for building
in Nepaol is a rock containing much
lime, but so impregnated with other
matter, that althoi~gh it effervesces
strongly with acids, and falls to pieces
in a sufficient quantity of these solvents, yet it cannot be reduced by
calcination to quick-lime tit for use.
The latter is consequently so scarce
that clap is the only mortar used by
the natives. The surface of these
mountainous regions is copiously watered by springs, and the vegetable
roductione are remarkable for etate[ness, beauty, and variety. Except
near the very summits, the trees are
uncommonly large, and every where
and at all seasons the earth abounds
with the most beautifill flowers, partly
resembling those of India, but still
more those of Europe. The tirnbertrees consist of vanous oaks, pines,
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warnut, horn-lacaw, W e y m o d pine,
arld commqn spruce fir; but the greeter part are of little value, owing t o
the inaccessible nature of the country.
With respect to the breadth of this
mountainous belt, *ere is rea49n to
believe from the observationm of Col.
Crawfurd, that immediately oortb
and east of Catmandoq, the horizontal djrect extent across may be from
thirty tq forty miles f r ~ mn o ~ t hto
south, but furthpr pleat the breadth
is probably greater. The alpine region belonging f~ the Gorkhas, which
bounds the niountainaus district on
the sorth, is probably of nearly equal
extent, that is t,o say, over a space d
t h u t or forty niiles from north to
imminent peaks are scattered,
covered with perpetual snow, before
t h e pusses are reached where the
Tibet boundaries cornmeace, and
where the whole country is subject
t o everlasting winter. Between these
scattered peaks are narrow uallies,
some of which admit of cultivation;
a n d being of the same elevation from
t h e plains with the higher parts of
t h e third region, last alluded to, are
capable of yielding similar productions. By far the greatest portion
o f this fourth aod alpine re,'wlon consists of immense rocks, rising with
sharp peaks and tremendous precipices, covered with perpetual snow,
a n d almost constantly involved in
clouds. Dhayabung, one of tliese
peaks, but not the highest, was comp u t e d 9 Col. Crawfurd to be 19,960
feet above the level of the Nepaul
valley. The country on the nokth
s i d e of these lofty peaks is said to be
high and bare, but not mountainous.
T h e ridge of the snowy alps, dthough it appears to wind considerably, has few interruptions, and in
m o s t places is said to be altogether
insuperable. Several rivers that rise
i n Tibet pass through among its
peaks, but amidst such enormous
precipices, and through such narrow
chashs, that these openings are in
general quite impracticable. By far
the widest break gives pass
K i n , the chief branch.of ret:!;
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where Maingmo on the west, and
1\4ergu on the east, leave a very wide
opening, pccqpied by mountains of a
spoderate height, which pdntit of
cidtivation. The m o d northern, or
Cailaa ridge, approaches Hipdastan
only at the Lake Manasarovar
where the remarkable peak nam
Cailas mey be corisidered as the
centre.
The numerous vallies among the
prodigious mountains of which Nepaul in its exteqded senoe consistcl,
are inhabited b j uarious tribes, that
differ very much in langu e, and
th.*
considerably in custom*.
have any pretensions to be considered
aboriginal, like their seighbours of
Baotan on the east, are by their fcatures clearly n~arkedas belongiw to
the Chinese or Tartar race of men,
having no s o r t of resemblance whatever to the Hindoos. The time when
this latter people penetr~ted into
tbese regions is very uncertain.
Bheem Sen, one of five Pandoos; ip
said to have entered them, and was
robably the first who introduced any
eind of improverpent. He still continues a favourite object of veneration with the rude tribes, both on
the mountains and their vicinity.
Probably at no great distance from
the time of that warrior, and about
the commencement of the Christian
era, Sakya, the last great teacher of
the Buddhists, passed through the
country and settled at Lassa, where
he is supposed still to animate the
mortal elements of the grand Lama.
His followers seem to have acquired
a great ascendancy over the tribes of
Nofthern Hindostan, as well as in
Tibet and Bootan, which they retained untiY a subsequent tribe pf
Hindoos, settled in the first-mentioned country, introduced the Brahmins, who had considerable success
in destroying the heretical doctrines,
although these have still many sectaries.
According to the traditions most
relied on in Nepaul, the Hindoos of
the mountains (or Parbutties) I&
their own country on its being in;
vaded by the Mahomedan sovereign
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of Delhi, who wished to marry a eat and drink whatever they find
daughter of the Chitore rnja, cele- palatable. In the eastern parts OF
brated for her beauty. A refusal the Nepaulese dominions the mounbrought destruction on her father tain Hindoos are far from having
and his capital, and to avoid a hated extirpated the aborigii~altribes, most
yoke many of the people fled to the of which, until the prodominance of
hills, about the fourteenth century. the Gorkhas, enjqyed their religion
Several chiefs, especially those of and clistorns unmolested; but west
Palpa, Tannabung, and Muckwan- of the Cali the case is very different,
poor, clairn descent from the Chitore almost all these pretending to be deprincess, but on very doubtful pre- scended of colonies from the south.
mises. I t would appear, that when The various classes of inhabitants
the highland chieftains were per- that have taken the Brahmins for
suaded t o adopt the Brahminical doc- their guides have not for any long
trines, many of their subjects or clans period composed the bulk of the powere induced t o follow the example, pulation, or entered the country as
and in this manner originatetl the residents; but at present they or
tribes called Thappas, Ghartia, Maj- their converts form a large proporhis, Beshtakos, Ranas, and Kharkas, tion of the inhabitants of Northern
all of whom are called Khasipas, or Hindostan.
Theaboriginal mountain tribes have
natives of Khas, but they wear the
string, and live like pureKhetries, and Chinese or Tartar faces, and before
are in fact included among the fenci- the arrival of the Hindoos from the
bles or military strength of the coun- south appear to have had no idea of
try. Some of these, such as Ammer caste. The triben that occupied the
Singh and Bheem Sen, attained the country east of the Cali (for those t u
highest honours of the state.
the west appear to have been early
The Rajpoots that pretend to be converted or extirpsted) were chiefly
descended froin the Chitore colony Magars, Gurungs, Jariyas, Newars,
are very few in number; but the Murmis, Kirauts, Limbws, Lapchas,
families o f the mountain chiefs, who and Bhooteas. The Magars occupied
have adopted the Brahminical r~iles a large portion of the lower hills in
of purity, and even some who have the western quarter, were soon conneglected to do so, are now univer- verted so far as to abstain from beef,
sally admitted to be Rajpoots. On and at present compose a great majothe other hand, the Chitore families rity of the regular troops maintained
have so often intermarried with the by the Gorkha dynasty, which alaboriginal that several members have though claiming descent from Chiacquired the Tartar countenance; tore, is strongly susl)ected to be o f
while s o n ~ eof the mountaineers, by Magar extraction.
The G u r u n g ~
intermarriages with genuine but indi- were a pastoral tribe, who frequented
gent Rajpoots, have acquired oval the alpine regions in summer and
faces and aquiline noses. Not only returned to the vallies in winter; a
the colony therefore (real or pretend- great proportion of these still adhere
ed) from Chitore, but all the descen- t o the Lams priesthood and Buddhist
dants of the hill chiefs, are now called religion. They live much intermixed
Rajpoots ; and until the absorption with the Bhooteas, cultivate with t h e
of all power by the reigning Gorkhn hoe, are diligent miners and traders,
family, held the principal offices, civil conveying their goods on the numeand military, of the petty states into rous flocks of sheep they possess.
which the country was subdivided. The Jariyas formed a numerous tribe,
Even a t present the nominal Raj- and occupied much of the lower hilly
poots have not adopted the rules of region between the Cali and the Nepurity; for while some branches are paul valley ; but they are now nearly
strict observers, others reject the all converted to the Brahminical d6cadtnonition~of the sacred order, and trines.
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The more fertile part of what is
~ a l l e dNepaul Proper was chiefly occupied by Newars, a race addicted to
agriculture and commerce, and far
more advanced in the arts t h ~ nany
other mountain tribe. Their style
of building and most of their Rrts
appear to have been introduced from
Tibet, and the greater number still
adhere to the Buddhist tenets; but,
on the other hand, they have adopted the distinction of caste, have rejectetl the Lamas, and have a priesthood of their own, named Bangras.
Their own chiefs, called by the title
of Mull (Mal) at the time when conquered by the Gorkha raja, had separated into three branches, governing
Catmandoo, Lalita Patan, and Bhatgong. In point of religion a few have
forsaken the precepts of Buddha,
while by far the most numerous class
still adhere to the doctrines inculcated by his minister, Sakya Sin h. I t
may be observed, that the aistinctions of caste and the nature of the
priesthood are essential differences
bctween the religion of the Burmese
of Ava and that professed by the
Buddhists of Nepaul; but both are
held in impartial abhorrence by the
Brahmins of Bengal. All the Newars
burn their dead; all eat buffaloes,
sheep, oats, fowls, and ducks; and
all dri& spirituous liquors, to the
use of which they are excessively addicted. They all live in towns or
villages, in houses built of brick, cemented with clay and covered with
tiles, their bricks being ood and
their workmen expert. ~ t e i dwelr
lings are three stories high ; but the
rooms are low in the roof, mean and
dirty in appearance, and swarming
with vermin, which in addition to the
filth, including the ofElls of the shambles, and the blood of sacrifices collected in the street, render their
towns sufficiently disgusting. The
Newar females are never confined to
the house. A t eight pears of age
they are carried to a temple and married, with the ceremonies usual among
Hindoos, to a fruit called bel, the
aegle marrnelos of Roxburgh. When
she arrives a t the age af puberty, her

parents betroth her t o some man of
the same caste, and give her a dower,
which becomes the roperty of her
husband, or rather o her paramour,
for the manners of the Newars are
extremely licentious.
In the more rude and mountainous parts of Nepaul Proper the chief
population consist of the Murmi,
who are considered s branch of the
Bhooteas, or of the Tibetians, but
although similar in religion there is
a marked difference in their languages. Their practices also are .so
obnoxious to the Gorkhas, that under
pretence of their being thieves, no
Murmi is allowed t o enter the valley
of Catmandoo. The Gorkhas likewise, by way of ridicule, call them
Sipena Bhooteas, o r carrion-eating
Bhooteas, for such is their craving
for beef that they cannot abstain
from oxen that have died a nntural death, and they are not now
permitted to murder the sacred animal. Thev have in conseauence.
since the concluest ofNepaul by t h i
Gorkhas. retired to places of diffictl't
access, snd before' the su1,jugatioh
of 6ikkim many found an asylum in
that country. The enmity of the
Gorkhas, however, pursued them into
their retirement and compelled them
t o disperse, as they were supposed too
much to favour the cow-destroyin:
chief of Sikkim. I t daes not appear
that the Murmis ever had any share
in he government or were atldictecl
to arms, having always preferred
agricultural pursuits, or been carriers
of burthens, for which they are well
calculated by the robustness of their
frames. Their buildings are thatched
huts, often supported on posts, like
those of India east of the Ganges.
Three of the most considerable of
the other aboriginal tribes, the Kirauts, the Lapchas, and the Bhootcas,
still remain, and will be found dcs-,
cribed under their respective heads.
The Mahomedans have latterly become numerous in the Nepaul dominions, and are increasing, as they are
zealous in purchasing girls and in
propagating their sect. In 1802 the
C h r ~ s t ~ achurch
n
at Catn:antloo was
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reduced to an Italian padre and a
native Portugue~e.
Although the aboriginal mountaia
tribes had Tartar o r Chinese fecea,
eech had a peculiar dialect. Some
used a written character altered from
the Nagari, so as t o enable it to express their utterance ; others bad
not the ure of letters. Before the
arrival of the Hindoo colonies they
bad no idea of caste, but some of the
races confined their marriages to
-their own wtion, while oihers permitted intermarriages with strangers.
Among all these llill tribes the females
were weavers, snd seem to have enjoyed great privileges; hut the poljandria system of marriage, ehcept in
a very few parta, hod not been introduced with the religion of Tibet.
Until the arrival of the Rajpoots they
appear to have eaten every kind of
.animal food, and still do so, as well
as drink ardent spirits, when they are
.at liberty to indulge their incliqations.
Each tribe seems originally t o have
had a priesthood, and duties peculiar
20 itself, although the worship of
Bheem the son of Pandoo appears to
have been very general, and to have
preceded tbe doctrines of the Buddhists; but first thelamas, or perhaps
the Jogies, and then the Brahtuins
,made encroachments, and at the
same time introducetl new customs.
The mountain Hindoos of pure
birth are not numerous, but there
are a great many of a spurious
race, from intermixture with the
aboriginal tribes. These mountain
Hindoos are described as a ueacherous and cruel people, at once
arrogant and abject.
Their men
of rank, even of' the second grade,
are very debauched, passing their
nights in the company of male and
female dancers, and by excessive
indulgence bringing on premature
debility. Except a f'ew of the Brah. mins they are in general drunkards,
which joined to a temper uncommonly suspicious, renders them frequently so frantic with jealousy, that
assassinations are perpetrated in the
fury of the momellt. For this they
are always prepared hy wearing a

large knife in their girdle, and the
point of honour requires that they
never rest until they have spilled the
.blood of the man who has been susc
pected of a criminal intercourse witb
their wives. The frequently imaginary cuckold watches his opportunity
for months and yearn, until he fin&
his edversary off his guard, when
having at length found a favourable
moment, he plunkes his knife into
his body and satisfies his revenge.
This procedure is considered so commendable, that at Catn~andoothe
police, which in other respect8 is
very strict, doe4 not at all interfere
in huch matters, although the assassin
is frequently actuated by mere suspicion. The highest ranks, whel~not
compelled by the most urgent necessity, conceal their women, and their
widows ought to burn themselves
with their husband's corpse; the
custom being more prevalent than
in most parta of India, the vicinity
of Calcutta and the Concan excepted. The Brahmins are of the Kanoje nation, and Sacti sect, following chiefly the tenets promulpted
in the hooks qamed Tantras.
Prior to the Gurkha conquest the
management ofaffdrs in all the petty
states was in many respects the same,
differing chiefly in the nnmes applied
to similar officers, and the nature of
the military establishment in the two
regions lying east and west of the
Cali, the Hindoo rules of purit
having been establibhed with much
lcss rigour in the first than in the
last. The five severe punishments
were confiacation of the whole estate; banishment of the whole family ;
degradation of the whole family by
delivering all the individuals composing it to the lowest tribes; maimlng the limbs, and death by cutting
the throat. In addition to these the
Gorkhas introduced solue new and
horrible tortures. Women, as in all
Hindoo governments, are never put
to death, but the torments inflicted
on them are dreadfully severe, qome
of them such ns do not admit of
description.
Since the predominance of th!
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Oorkhas, a snubah kos usndly been
established in the place of the con.
quered raja, but they are not permitt,ed to in&& any of the severe punish.
men- without special imtructions
&om Catmandoo, t o which the case
must be referred. The eoubah is a n
&er of justice, revenue and police,
and in fact farms the whote revenue
of t h e district, sometimes collecting
it w h d l y on h k own orcount, a t
others farming particular branches to
individuals, Besides annual presents
paid by the soubahs, and exclusive of
the presents with which every one
must apaaoach the court, a rajanka,
er kind of mbitrary kame-tax, ia
frequeatly levied, extending to dl
degrees, and even t o such of the
sacred order as possess renhfree
lands. When General Kirkpatrick
visited Nepaul in 1792, 11e learned,
on what he considered good authority, that therevenue which actually
reached Catmando0 never exceeded
thirty lacks of rupees, and fluctuated
between that and twenty-five lacks.
The subsequent addrtion of territory,
although it increased the means of
supporting a large army, probably
sent little money to the cap~tal,and
the Gorkha territories having been
a g i n reduced under the status quo
s f &hat period, the revenue has of
coucse sustained a corresponding
diminution.
T h e barradar, or grand council of
state, consists of twelve principal
officers, who usually attend the raja,
but frequently act without him. On
great emergencies a kind of assembly
e f notables is held, in which men
who have neither office nor any considerable influence in the state are
allowed to speak, but very little importance ir attached to what they
any. Before the Gorkha predominance the mi1itsr.y force among the
petty chiefs was always large in proportion to their means, but consisted
of an undisciplinetl rabble, although
of good bodily endowments. Since
then much improvement in the art
of war has been introduced by the
Gorkhab; their soldiers, however, are
still far behind the regular corps of
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British sepoys. They have all firek k s of an inferior description, but
do not load with cartridges. Neither
tb they use the bayonet, being provided with swords, which are perhapq
better suited for such a mountainous
country, when backed,by a large knife
or dagger used for a variety of purposes The jung neshaun, or war
standard, is on a yellow ground, and
exhibits a portrait of Hunimaun,
gigantic monkey and Hindoo demi~ o d . The expenses of the military
astahlisbments are for the most part
discharged by assignments of land,
though in some instances the soldier
receives his pay direct from the treasury.--(F. Buchanan, 4c.)
NEPAUL
PROPER-The mostselpct
portion of the Gorkha territory consists of two delightfr~lvalleys, separated by the mountain Chandragiri;
but these valleys, called great and
little Nepaul, do not include the
whole o f ~ e ~ a Desa,
la
which is one
of the fiftpsix regions of Hindoo
geography. It extends a conbiderable way over the countries watered
by streams flowing from the outside
of the mountains that snrround the
valley, and which fall into the Gunduck on the west, and the Causiki
on the east. The real boundaries
are four celebrated places of pilgrimage; Nilkantha, eight dajs' journey north from Catnlandoo; Nateswara, three days'journey sooth ; Kaleswara, two days' journey west; and
Blieemeswara, fourdays' journey east.
The territory included within these
places is holy ground, and is called
Dhama; but the whole was not subject t o the Newar chiefs who formerly governed Nepaul; and a large
portion, especially in the vicinity of
Nilkantha, until theascendant of the
honse of Gorkha was ~ubjectto Tibet.
The large valley ofNepaul is s o m e
what of a circular form, and is watered by numerous streams contributaries to the Bogmutty, which flow
from the surrounding hills towards
the centre, and unite a littIe way
south of the capital. From the spot
ef junction the Bogmutty runs south,
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and enters the terriani or low country, after having forced a passage
through the mountains. Taken in
the largest sense, therefore, the valley of Nepaul comprehends all the
ground watered by the sources of the
Bogmotty, and according to this definition is twenty-two miles from east
t o west, and twenty fronl north to
south. This extent is every where
bounded by a chain of hills, all of
which are steep, and some rise to
high mountains. Of these the most
remarkable are Sivapnri, on the
north ; Nagarjun, on the west; Chandragiri, on the sbuth-rest ; Puliher,
on the south-east; and Devicot, on
the east. From these hills various
spurs reach a considerable way into
the plain, nnd separate from i t small
vallies, most of which are considerably elevated above the general level,
and from these minute rallies issue
the numerous streams that irrigate
the country. The larger valley, reduced by these branches, may I)e
about fourteen miles each way.
Viewed from the centre, the whole
appears on a level ; but by exploring
deep hollows are discovered, excavated by different currents of the river, which flow with a gentle stream
over large sandy beds. Except after
heavy rains, these are always fordable, end are conlmonly sunk fifty or
sixty feet perpendicular below the
general level of the plain.
Dr. Francis Buchanan agrees with
General Kirkpatrick in supposing
that this valley was formerly a lake,
which has gradually deposited all the
~lluvialmatter that composes the
different sub-strata of the plain. The
extent of the lake may in all places
be traced by that of the alluvial substances, above the edges of which generally appear large irregularly shaped
stones, which having rolled down
from the mountains, stopped at the
water's margin, as is usual in the
lakes of hilly countries. The existeace of the lake is still preserved in the
mythological fables of the natives,
where the name of the deity (Menjoo
Deva), who cleft the mountain with
hie bcymitar, is recorded, together

with numerous particulars equally
authentic connected with that exploit. While the lake existed there
must have appeared in it two islands,
which now form hills; the one named
Sambhunath is a beautiful hill, much
venerated by the Buddhists ; t h e
other is large, but not so high, and
is grqatly reverenced by the Brahminical followers of the Vedas, as having been the residence of Siva and
his wife, to each of whom a temple
is still dedicated. These sanctuaries
are frequented by great numbers of
pilgrims, who by viniting all the fanes,
hope to escape degradation below
the scale of man in any future metempsychosis. The hill in a large
proportion of its circumference is
washed by the Bogmutty, which is
here so holy a river, that all Hindoos
of Nepsul wish to expire with their
feet immersed in it^ stream, and
after death to he burned on its banks.
The northernmost boundary of the
Nepal11valley scarcely lies in a higher
parallel than lat. 2j0 50' N., yet i t
enjoys in some respects the climate
of the south of Europe. Catmandoo,
according to barometrical observations, strinds 4,784 feet above the
plains of Bengal, and t o this grrat
elevation must be attributed the degree of cold experienccd in so low a
latitude. A tolerably accurate estimate of the average heat of the valley
may be obtained from that of its
springs, one of which on a level with
Catmandoo, was found to be sixtyfour degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer. In n few hours the inhabitants, by ascending or descending
the mountains, can pass to a variety
of temperatures; and in three o r
four days' journey, by moving from
Noakote to Kheroo or Ramica, may
exchange the heat of Bengal for the
cold of Russia. T h e periodical rains
extend to this spot, and are nearly
of the same length and duration as
those of Bahar, or perhaps a little
earlier; but us they occupy thegreater
part of the summer, the country is
not favourable for many sorts of
fruit, the heat of the spriug not being sufficient to ripen them before
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the rainy season commences, as is
the case in Bengal.
The whole lands of Nepaul Proper
have been long partitionedinto fields,
each of which in ordinary seasons is
estimated to produce 234 bushels of
rice .in the husk. Pastures and forests are mostly common, but few cattle being bred in the country. Buffaloes and horsea are imported front
the plains ; and horses, chowry cattle,
ehawl goats,common goats and sheep,
from Bhote and Tibet. The arable
lands are partly retained as the immediate property of the crown for
defraying the household expenses of
the raja, and most great proprietors
employ stewards with their servants
and slaves to cultivate s o n ~ eland for
supplying their families. The great
here seldom go to market, which
among a lawless people is no small
advantage to the lower classes, although, as occasioning a want of regular markets, ofequal inconvenience
t o travellers. The hoe is the grand
~griculturalinstrument ofcultivation,
yet it is of so awkward a shape, that
the labourer must either stoop exceedingly while at work, or sit on
his heels, a posture he usually prefers. They have, however, niade
one step in advance on Southern Hindostan, as they have numerous watcrInills for grinding corn, although in
Nepaul rice is the grand crop. Many
other sorts of pulse and roots are
-cultivated, and sugar-cane is planted
in considerable quantities, but more
is rarely raised than is required for
the consumption of the principal
landlords. The Newar cultivators
make a little extract, soft sugar and
sugar-candy, but a large proportion
of the cane is chewed without any
preparation Among the spontaneous
productions of Nepaul are the raspberry, walnut, and mulberry; but
none of the frnits are good except the
pine-apple and orange.
A s a general summary Nepaul may
he said to export to British India eleants, elephants' teeth, rice, timber,
ides, gin ger. terra japonica, turmeric,
wax, honey, pure resin of the pine,
walnuts, oranges, long pepper, ghee,
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bark of the root of bastard cinnamon,
dried leaves of the same, large cardamoms, dammer, lamp oil, and cotton
of the simul tree; and that the following articles are exported from the
British dominions to Nepaul, either
for the consumption of the country
or for the Tibet market, aiz. B e n g l
cloths, muslins, and silks of various
sorts, raw silk, gold and siver Iaces,
carpets, Engl~sh cutlery, saffron,
spices, sandal-wood, quicksilver, cotton, tin, zinc, lead, soap, camphor,
chillies, tobacco, and coral ; but the
rota1 amount is quite insignificant.
A considerable trade subsists between
the Nepaul territories, and the district of Purneah in Bengal, which,
as it consists mostly in the exchange
o f articles in a rude state, and for
which there is a mutual necessity,
might, if liberally conducted, prove
of great utility to both countries.
The chief import by this route from
Nepaul is grain, and the principal
export salt. In 1808 the whole exports to Nepaul from Purneah were
estimated at only 71,000 rupees, while
the imports into the latter amounted
t o 3,64,000 rupees, the difference
being paid t o the Nepaulese in silver.
Of the first, however, as containing
a great value in small bulk, it is
probable much was concealed. By
this route some gold-dust, originally
from Tibet, was received, but no
computation of the amount can be
made, all transactions in the precious
metals being carefully concealed, no
subject of Nepaul wishing t o be
known as dealing in so very tangible
a commodity.
The great mass of the inhabitants
of Nepaul dwell in the valleys; the
hills and the terriani or low country
being but thinly populated. In Nepaul
Proper theparbuttiesor mountaineers
are not near so numerous as the Newars,who are described among theaboriginal tribes in the preceding article.
T h e valley of Nepaul is certainly
popolous, but the number of inhabitants is much exaggerated by the
natives, who assign 18,000 ho~lsesto
Catmandoo, 24,000 to Lalita Patan,
and 12,000 to Bhatgong, which nuni-
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b s are p r o b l y equal bo the aggre- manuscripts haring been diecovered
gate persons of all q e s and sex- in among these rude tribes, whom Bra&
each tbwn reapectlvely, allowing a mins arl m d 6 thatt ustidly i l l i m t e ,
ho Jdiiional to Catmandm the ca- and whoae doctrjnes are ascertained
pital. There are besides within the to have been comparatively a recent
valley sevefal o h cwaiderablt innovation, imported from the w t h ,
towns, sucb ae T i i , Kirthi w r , De- a d rtill progr~sivein the w ~ r kof
wapat@n,Sangke,and~haniote.The conversion.
highlanders do not, like the Newam,
Throughout Nepad Pr
delight in towns, or even villagee, vation i~ nearly confined toE$%:i
and except the followers of the court tribes, who also exercise the useful
few reside st Catmandw, or other arts; but they enjoy little security or
eities of Nepaul ; neither are they happiness under their present rulera
so much addicted to large brick build- They probably never were of a marings. The prhcss of the Gorkh. tial disposition, and are held in great
dynasty, notwithstanding they have contempt by the mountaineers. They
united very extensive dominions un- nre of a middle size, broad shoulderr
der their authority, have been con- and chest, stout limbs, round, and
tented with the original palace of the rather %at faces, small eyes, low pnd
petty chief of Catmandoo before his somewhat spreading noses, with q
subjugation, which, although of mag- complexion between a sallow and a
nitude (considering the small chief topper colour. Rice is the grand
for whose accommodation it w y basin of subsistence in Nepaul, where
qrected), possesses no architectural along with it the poorer classes eat
mag~rificence,and is, in fact, inferior rav garlick and radishes. They also
to the palaces of Lqlita Patan and fry radishes, fenugreek, and lentils in
water, mixed with selt, pepper, and
Bhatgong.
A large proportion of the moun- 'turmeric, and to these people in more
taineers retain their old manners, easy circumstances add oil or ghee,
each man living on his own farm. and the rich a great deal of animal
The language universally spoken by food. Even the poorest are occathem in the viciniry of Catmandoo is sionally able to sacrifice a pigeon,
called the Parbatiya Bhasha, or moun. fow), or duck, and of course to eat
tnin dialect; but west from the ca- d l these birds. No Hindoo eats any
pital it is more cornrnoi~lyknown by meat but the flesh of sacrifices, for
the name of Khas Bhasha, or dialect he considers it a sin to kill any aniof the Khas country. The character mal merdy for the purpose of indulin which it is written is derived from ging his appetite ; but when a sacrithe Nagari, and the language itself fice has been made, the votary think8
appears t o be a cloae dialect of the he may with safety eat what the god
Bindui, which is making rapid pro- does not use. The Rnjpoots of Nec
in extinguishing the aboriginal paul a p in fact so fond af animal food
anguages of the mountains, gloesa- that, to the astonishment of the Benries should therefore be collectecl in &ese, they drink the blood of a satime. General Kirkpatrick was d crifice as it flows from the victim.
opinion that, were a search made after
In Nepaul most of the dwestic
ancient Sanscrit manuscripts in the servants are slaves 8 and there are
Nepaul valley, much valuable inbr- some Brahmins wbo are slaves to
mation might be gained, as there was Hajpoots, and in high families are emreason to suppose the religion of ployed as cooks (an ~ f f i c eof great
Brahma had been established there dignit ), or in the service of public
without interruption from the re- chapefs. AH other r ~ n kare
s aold for
motest antiquity. The process of common slaves, and persons of the
time and events, however, has proved best family have been degraded by
that both the conjectures of that able the ra' and given to damais, or tcuofficer were erroneous, scarcely any L o q
which they not only low
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rhek I b e t y bu6 abo the5 d a t e , mnch clouded w l h mybldogkaleon~
mhieh to.& HinBoo ie uf nnich m e fnabn. The inhabitants hare a l i e
itnpd~ance,as in general among tfw of prince8 f w m n y ages Baek, of
M b g elaslws the caste of a sbve is wbom Ny M,
who communicated
n s p e c t d . I t i s reckoned very dib his name to eke valley, w a s the m.

graceful to sell their children to m y Like 0th- Eastern &aka it often WBOR
of impure bicOh OF to an inti- changed masters5 Bnt the rev&
de4 : yet in cases of exigence it is tiona appew +her tvhare o-ated
h t p e n r t g done, and the p a r e m do intemdlp, or tvHaw been connected
not bw caete, wtkch, b a v & r , with their immediate neighbears, as
they inevitably would, if they a h - we never iiRd them subjected either
wards admitted their child into their to the Delbi emperers o r t o any
Lmily, even were he liberated by his other great Asiatic power. About
master. All the female slavee or A.D. 1323 NUTSingh Deo, raja of
hatite, not excepting tbose belonging SemroungRvr (then a pocenc state),
ta t h e queen, areprostkutes, dtb@
and of the posterity ofr Barndeb, of
the 13tter are ailowed some privileges, the Surpa Bsnsi princee ol Oude,
and have consirterabk i d u at entered Nepwl, and is mi4 to have
court. In the day-time tlwy attend mmpletely subdued it ;but f r a u that
t h e maha ranny, or queen, and when p r b d scarcely any authentic infors h e goes out some of them, armed mation kes been obtained, either of
with swords, follow her on h o r s e h e dynnsties that ruled during the
back, and form her bodyguard, on mtewal, M of the race of prineca wko
which m&on they are dressed and gowned NepauI at the time of the
ride like men.
Gorkha conguest. For some time
The Nepaulene constitution is es- prior to that event the N e m , who
sentialiy despotic, modified by certain are the aboriginal inhabitants of the
observances enjoined by immemorial d e y , appear to have been subject
aistom, the Dharma Shastra forming to a family of their own nation, nlt
the banis of their jurisprudenae in the members of which had assumed
civil and criminal casen.
N q a u l the name of Mull, and had separated
?raper is under the barradnr, or into three lordships,Catmandoo,Luligreat officen of the court, for the ta Patan, and ahatgong, which cirsupport of which Catmandoo pays cumstance greatly facilitated the eaf 8,000 rupees ; Lalita Patan. 18,000 ; terprize of the Gorkha iwadee.
Runjeet Mull of Bhatgong was the
Bhatgong, 14,000 ; and Kirthipmr,
2,000 rupees. About 1806 a kind last pnnce of the Surga Bansi (05
af perpetual settlement was made of spring of the sun) race that reigned
t b e crown lands, when each farm ww over Nepaul. He formed an alliance
assessed at a certain quantity of grain, with Prithi Narrain, the raja of Gork.
which the farmer might either pay in ha, with the view d strengthening
ki?J, or in money at the market himself againat the prince of Catmanended in the
price. A very large proportion of doo; but this con~~exion
t h e valley has been alienated, either total subjugation af Nepaul by his
in fee, or as charity land, A fine akly in the Newar year M,correw
town named Sanghoo, worth aunuw ponding wit4 A.D. 176s. Prithi
ally 4,000 rupees, is the jaghire or Narrain wars a chief, of sound judgjoisture of the queen regent; and ment, great courage, and insatiable
Dew+patae, a still larger place, be- ambiiion, Kind and liberal, espm
!oage entirely to certwip temples, cielly of promiseti, to his friends and
which in the valley are redunda~rtly dependents, he was regardless of faith
oumerous, there not being a fountain, with mangers, or of humanity to hie
fiver, or hill within its limits that irr oppmenrs. Besides his personal en,
not consecrated to some deity of the dowments he was mucll indebted for
Hindoo pentheon.
cuccess to the introduction of f i r e
T$, qpciept history of Nepaul is locks, which, until his time, were
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totally unknown among the hills;
and RO far BS he was able he introduced European discipline, the value
of which he fully appreciated. The
Gorkha dynasty first came into collision with the British in 1769, when a
force was detached by the Bengal
government under Captain Kinloch,
who penetrated as far as Sedowly,
an important post at the foot of the
Nepaul hills; but not being able to
proceed further, and the troops becoming sickly, the enterprize was
abandoned.
Afler a life of incessant activity and
monstrous cruelty, Prithi Narrain
died in 1771, leaving two legitimate
sons, Singh Pertaup, who succeeded
his father, and Bahadur Sah, who
after his brother's deatli was regent
of the kingdom during his nephew's
minority. Singh Pertaup's attention
was principally directed to secure
the eastern conquests ; but dying in
1775, the kingdom devolved to llis
infant son, Run Bahadur, under the
charge of his uncle, Bahadur Sah, an
active and energetic chief, and his
mother, Rajindra Lakshmi, a princess
of similar talents.
Under these
guardians the conquests were prosecuted; Palpa and many other petty
states to the west, Bhote to the
north, and Sikkim to the east, were
compelled to acknowledge the Gorkha predominance. Towards the end
of Mr. Hastings' government, the
Teshoo Lama of Tibet proceeded to
Pekin, and dying soon after his arrival there, Sumhur Lama, his brother,
fled from Lassa to Nepaul, taking
with him a considerable quantity of
the treasure hoarded at Lassa for so
many ages. By the tenour of his communications he excited the avarice of
theNepaul government, which marched a body of troops towards Lassa,
whose troops being beaten, the Lama's priesthood agreed to pay a tribute of three lacks of rupees. In
1790 the Nepaulese, influenced with
a rage for plunder, detached a second
army against Teshoo Loomboo, the
residence of another sacred Lama,
which pillaged the place and all its
temples, and succeeded in carrying

off a large booty, although closely
pursued by theChinese army. During
their retreate they lost 2,000 men by
the severity of the weather, great
numbers of whom appear to have
been frozen to death.
In 1792 the emperor of China, as
the earthly superior of the Lamas,
whom he at once protects and worships, despatched an army of 70,000
men against the Nepaul raja, which
beat the Gorkha troops repeatedly,
and advanced to Noakote, within
twenty-six miles of Catmandoo and
sixty of the British territories in the
province of Bengal. The Nepaulese
were in consequence obliged at last
to make peace on ignominious terms,
consenting to becorrle tributaries to
the emperor of China, and restore all
the plunder they had acquired from
the Tibet Lamas. The submission,
however, was merely temporary, nor
does it appear that restitution was
ever made, or the tribute ever
exacted. A treaty of commerce was
about the same time attempted by
Lord Cornwallis, and Csptain, afterwards General Kirkpatrick, sent t o
Catmandoo; but the extreme jealousy of the Nepaulese frustrated all
his endeavours. The above event,
on the whole, proved beneficial to
the Gorkhas, as it gave them a pretext for appealing for protection to
the Chinese, with whose influence
over the British nations, through the
medium of the tea-plant, they are
much better acquainted than is generally supposed.
In 1795 Run Bahadur, the young
raja, suddenly assumed the government, threw his uncle into chains,
starved him to death, and beheld daily tortures and mutilations
with the most savage joy, subjecting
females of all castes, even the sacerdotal, to the abuses of the basest
wretches. He had a son by a Brahmin widow, in 1797, in whose favour,
from superstitious motives, he made
a nominal abdication, to save the
mother's life, who nevertheless died.
On this event his conduct became
that of a madman, and he perpetrated
atrocities in the paroxyam8 of his
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rage at which the Nepaulese still
shudder.
When encturadce was
exhausted the chiefs confederated
against him, and the tyrant being
abandoned by the military, absconded during the night and fled to Benares, which he reached in the month
of May 1800. In 1802 Capt. Knox
was despatched to Catmandoo to
attempt another commercial treaty,
and n sort of treaty of alliance was
concluded with the existing members
of the Nepaulese atlnliniatration under the infant raja; but although
man? advantages were apparently
obta~ned, the whole were rendered
nugatory by the jealous opposition
of the subordinate Nepaulese officers,
probably privately instigated by their
superiors. Run Bahadur, the expelled raja, resumed his throne in
1804; but continuing to rule with
his former barbarity, was assassinated
in 1806 in his own durbar. A conflict then ensued between the rival
factions, which did not terminate until nearly all the chief men at Catmandoo were slaughtered.
From the above date, although
agitated by intestine feuds, the Nepaulese, under the minor raja, and
t h e thappas, his ministers, continued
t o extend their conquests in all directlons. The hill chiefs towards
the Jumna and Sutuleje, being accustomed to encroach on each other's
possessions, viewed all their neighbour's movements with the utmost
jealousy, and had no common principle of mutual defence. The cons e uence was that each fell singly
be?ore the Gorkhas, a d offered but
little resistance to a body of halfdisciplined barbarians, who imposed
o n them by a wretched imitation of
the dress, constitution, and accoutrements of a British sepoy. That they
might have successfully defended
such a country scarcely admits of a
doubt, yet the invaders were snffered
t o capture, without the aid of artillery, every hill-fort from the Ganges
t o the Sutuleje. When Ammer Singh
Thappa first attracted notice, he was
employed in subduing the intervening
states, and as he advanced west he
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erected forts and rtockades a t convenient distances, especially a t Almora, Serinagur; and Malown, and
on the Seik frontier he established a
strong line of fortificati~no. A series
of encroachments also began on the
British possessions along the whole
northern frontier, more especially in
the districts of Goruckpoor and Sarun, where at length in 1814 two
thanas o r police stations wall attacked
by a large body of Gorkhas,and~early all the garrisons exterminated.
The sword was now drawn, but the
war lingered, and several bloody
checks, such as the British troops
had not been lately accustomed to,
were experienced, until 1815, when
Sir David Ochterlony having assumed the chief command, penetrated
the hills, and by a series of skilful
operations dislodged the Gorkhas
from the fortified hei hts of Malown,
and ultimately so baked and pent up
their renowned commander Ammer
Singh, that he was glad to capitulate,
and abandon the whole territory west
of the Cali. A treaty of peace was
subsequently concluded on the 98th
November 1815, but owing to intrigues in his cabinet, the raja's ratification having been withheld, i t
was determined to strike a blow a t
Catmandoo his capital, with an army
of 46,629 regulars and irregulars, directed in various quarters against the
Nepaulese dominions, complete in
every respect. On the 3d February
1816 it crossed the frontier of the
Bettish district, advancing north towards Catmandoo, and after several
desperate actions, on the 1st March
had approached so near that three
days more would have decided the
fate of that capitnl. This circumstrance hnd so sedative an influence
on the Nepaulese councils that an
ambassador reached the general's
camp on the 4th, entreating him to
accept the unratified treaty of 18 15 ;
and in this manner, by the decisive
activity of Sir David Ochterlony, the
war and campaign were concluded
within the short space of a month
and a day.
By the conditions of this treaty the
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Napaalesc r e h o u n d

all

the lands done. With rdrpsct to Nepaul, &a

mpecting which tbere had been any
prior discusaim, all the territories
witbin the hills eastward of the river
Mitchee, including h e fort and lands
of Nagree and the pass of Nagorcote,
and ail claims of every description to
the country lying west of the Cali
branch of tbe Gopua river. Within
the large tract l a s b m c s t i d , Kumsolr, the D
e
y
e Doon, a d soma
other small poruons of territory,
were aqnexed to the Britiah dominions; but with these exceptions, the
whole country west of the Cali was
reatosed to the s u r v i v h repreeentrtivas of t b Amiliw which &sd
gossessed it before the Gorkha invasion. In cases where the ancient families h d become extinct, the land8
were bestowed w chief8 who had
served with zeal and fidelity.
Duringthe rogresa of these events
&d now view with unthe Chiconcern the operations of a war so
amr their own frontier, and appeals
for assistance had been repeatedly
made from CatmaaQo ; insinuating
t h t the red cash were only desirous
of penetrating through Nepaul, in
order to attack the grand Lama and
the Celestial Empire. After a lapse
of four month, however, a reply
arrived from the emperor, in whicb
be expreesed himself convinced that
the Gorkhas had brought the war on
themselves by their pertinacious ene r o a c h ~ e n b ,aqd tbat whenever the
&ti& invaded his dominions, he
would know how to act without i e
rptructiws from Nepaul. Under pre
tqnce, however, of puRishing the contumacy of the latter, a Chipese army
of 15,000, commanded by five generals of ~uperiorrank, was assenb
bled, and actuslly ndvanced t a Tingri,
t$e scene ef important operation* ip
the w a r of 1798 A complete change
c$ political relatioqs now to04 place,
for the ministers of Nepyll eagerly
supplicated the protectIan of the
Vyitish gqversrnent, which recommended their sending a4ents to negatiste an arrangement wlth the Chinese, which, after some blustering on
She ~ P F Z of the latter, was emiqbly

Chinese were probably themaelves
sensible of the embPmsment attending w distant a anquest, opening to them new relations and C O I ~
nexions, the cultivation of whicb
could scuaely be compatible with
tbeir long-estnbliahed maxims of pol i t i d wiadom. On the orher hand,
w motirca of interne or ambition
prompted the British gorarnment
to exteud its influence beyond the
barriers, which appear to have
been placed by nature between
the vmt empirea of Elindostan and
China
On the 29th July 1816 Ammer
Singh Thsppa, the distinguished
Gorkha commander, who fought so
hardily against Sir D. Ochterlony
(who, like a tfue soldier, did bim amplejustice), died, aged 68, at Nilacantha, a place of reputed mnctity five
da 6' jou~eeynorthfrom Cgtmandoo.
this veteran,
~ i S 8e =rood
to the last day of his lifq was actively engaged in negotiations and
intrigues (principally with China),
with the view of stirring up enemies
to the enemies of his country. Two
of his widows devoted themselves oq
the occasion, one having sacrificed
hereelf on the spot, while the olher
was under preparation for burning at
r temple within thg valley of Catmandoo.
On the 20th November 1816 the
young Raja of Nepaul, while his ministers and principal functionaries
were deliberating regarding the expediency of having bim vaccinated,
died of t& small.pox, caught in the
sat\lrol wpy. One of his rannies or
queens, oqa of his concubines, and
five female ~ttendants, burned WU$
the corpse. The last words of the
unfortunate rmny were collected and
treasured up, as whatever a suttee (a
widow burning with her husband)
utters at the pile i s supposed to be
prophetic. The deceased prince l&
one sou three years o l age, named
Rajindra Bickram Sah, who succeeded to the t b r ~ n e ,under theguardianship of Bheerp S i h Tbappa, without bloodshed or &iturbance, a cir-

cumstance iinprecedented In the annals of Nepaul.
I n 1820 the cabinet at Catmandoo
despatched Gooroo Raj Misser on a
friendly mission t o the Govermrgeneral, then on a visit to tbe upper
provinces, and this envoy dying soon
after, the jaghire he held in Benares
w a s continued by the Bengai presidency to his two widows. In 1821
Bheem Singh Thappa,commonly d l ed the general (the English word being
u s e d by tbe natives) still continued
prime minister, in which capacity he
despatched Nursingh Thappa (a
younger son of the late comruander
AmmerSinghThappe'sj to Kootee on
the Tibetfrontier,to receive amandate
from the Emperor of China, which
however did not arrive, having been
deferred until next year, being the
fifth, in each of which periods a complirnentary mission is sent from Cutmandoo to Pekin. I t accordirigly
t o o k place in 1832, but under Dulbunjun Pandi.--(F. Buchanav, Kirkpatrick, Knox, Prinsep, Gardner,
Public M S . Docun~ents,N. Macleod,
J. Ahmuty, 5 c.)

NERBUDDA
(Narmada, from narplearure; da, she who bestowr).
-The source of this river does not
y e t appear to have been explored by
any European, which is rather extradinary considering its vicinity to the
British possessions. According t o
native tesdnlony i t rises in a pool or
well on the tableland of Omerkunt u c in Gundwana, 2,463 feet above
the level of the sea, close to the
source of the Sone, which flows
N,E. until it join^ the Ganges, so
,that the spot is probably one of the
highest in this quarter of India.
From hence its course is due west
with fewer curvatures than 111ost Indian rivers, until after a journey of
about 700 miles, including windings,
i t fulls into the sea below Broach
almost due west from its source.
During its passage it is much obstructed by rocks, islands, shallows,
and rapids, which render its navigation in most parts difficult or impracticable until i t enters Gujerat,
ma,

where i t is navigable for small craft
eleven miles above Tulluckwara,
above 100 miles from the sea. Here
commences a wild and hilly tract,
which extends ninety miles east, in
some parts of which the breadth of
the stream is so contracted, and its
channel so much obstructed, that its
further ascent by water is i~npracticable. Above the Herrin Pahl, o r
deer's leap, it is narrow and rapid,
but it becomes again navigable about
fifteen miles below Chiculda, and,
with the exception of a few places
where short portages might be established, continues so for some distance to the east of Hussingabad.
With respect to its breadth there is
much variation. At Sacur, to the
west of Jubbulpoor, it is about 600
yards in breadth; a t Mundleysir,
1,200 ; and above and below Broach,
where there are several islands, i t
expands sometimes to the breadth d
three miles. In the month of March
a t the Mundleysir cantonment, it is
671 feet above the level of the sea,
from which i t is distant by the course
of the stream 210 miles. Could this
river be rendered navigable and connected with the Mahanuddy,it would
greatly enrich the provinces through
which they flow from the west of
India to the bay of Bengal. During
the wars of 1817 and 1818 the British
government acquired large tracts o f
country contiguous, which in 1819
were denominated the Nerbudda districts, with the distinguishing names
of North Gurrah or Jubbulpoor ;
South Gurrah or Nursingpoor, and
the western districts, or Baitool,
Hoshungabad, and SeoneeChuparah.
The jumma of the whole in 1820,
including collections of all kinds,
amounted to 18,76,398 rupees.
The name of Deccan was formerlv
applied by Hindoo geographers to ths
wliole of the countries situated to the
south of the Nerbudda, but the term
Deccan now signifies in Hindostan
the countries comprehended between
that river and the Krishna. Besides
its use as a geographical boundary,
the Nerbudda serves to divide two
sects of sstronomers, who distributp
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time on different principles. Thus, note, and is ?endoned by Abul Fatel
whereas the Vrihaspati, or Jupiter's in 1582, as a large fort, containing
year of the cycle of sixty, is reckoned many buildings, and situated on the
a t Benares, Oojein and south t o the top of a high mountain." The ~ r i n Nerbudda, to be equal to the time cipal river is the Purna, into which
during which that planet describes numberless little contributary streams
one sign of its orbit ; in all the Dec- flow from the mountains, but the
can and south of India it is taken to country in general is thinly peopled,
be equalto a solar year; and while and indifferently cultivated.
the northern astronomers reckon the
NEOBALYIA
PAT~AN.-An elevatlatter to be 365 days,six hours, twelve ed mountain tract in the island of
minutes and thirty-four seconds, Ceylon, situated about thirty-three
agreeably to the doctrines of the miles south from Candy. In point of
Surya ~iddhanta,those who reside elevation this region probably sorsouth of the Nerbudda make it only passes any other in CeJlon, as for a
365 days, six hours, twelve nliinutes space of from fifteen to twenty miles
and thirty seconds. BYP t o l e m ~the in circumference the avera e height
Nerbudllu (properly Narmada) is de- may be estimated at 5,300 k e t above
signated the Namadus.--(Makol%
the level of the s e a Being surroundWatren,Glunt, Cdbrooke, Wifi~,$c.) ed by the tops of mountains, which
NanlA~.-A town in the province have the appearance of moderateof ~ ; ~ district
j ~ ~ oft &imp
,
twenty- sized hills, its appearance is that of
eight lniles N.N.E. from cPIIlbay; a table-land, elevated and depressed by numerous hills and I ~ o l l o ~ s .
late 2~ 44, N., ion, 730 E. hi^ place
and pergunnah was ceded in 1803 by Beautiful as this tract is, and posa probably
climate,
the Guicowar, in part payment of
the subsidiary force,.,hen the revenue like the similar he~ghtsof Mat~rratta
was "allled a t 17,000 rupees per and Fort Macdonald, it is wholly
abandoned to the fcre nature, more
annum.
especially to the grave elephant,
NEBINJAPETTAII.-A small town which notwithstanding the coolness
in the nortllern division of Coim- of the temperature,
it his
brtoor, eighty-eight miles S.E. from abode, being attracted by the excelSeringapatam; Iat. 11'40' N., Ion. 77' lence of its pasture, the seclusion of
above all by tile
48' E. This place is situateil on the its recesses,
west bankof the Cavery, which here absence of his persecutor, the two9/c.)
begins to rise about the 26th of Mas, legged miscreant.-(l)avy,
and is at its highest from the 13th of
NEwAny--A
in the province
July until the 13th ofAugust, before
the rainy
commences.
of Ajmeer, thirty-seven miles S. by E.
this advances it decreases in size, but fromthe city of Jeypoor ; tat. 26'33'
does not become fordable until after N-s lone 750 44' E. This is a large9
the I l t h of January. Among the hills and Was Once a ProsPerous place, but
Ameer Khan,
in the neighbourhood are many bluck having been sacked
bears, ,.,hirh are very harmless ani- was clcserted by its inhabitants, who
however, after the ~ a c i f i nials, living chicfly on white ants,
wild fruits, and that of the palnlyra. Cat'On ~f 1818. Newuhy stands at
the base of an abrupt rock on the
-4F. Buchanon, kc.)
verge of a plain that stretches from
N E ~ N A L LfANnrwnalayal.-A
H
hence to Jeypoor.
On the rock
district in the province of Berar, si- above is the stfine fort of Nharghllr,
tuated above the chain of mountains with fifteen round bastions. The
extellding from Ajuntee to the Wur- swelling sands in front of the town
da river. The town of Nernalluh, are verdant with groves of tanli~rinci
which Communicates its name to and peepul trees, and strewed in
this tract, has 10% been a place of every direction with monunirilts of

retrrned,

widow burnings, artificial reservoirs,
temples, and gardens.-( Fullarton,
4c.I
NEWARY.-A town in the province
of Malwa, sixteen miles S.E. from
Dewaw, which in 1820 contained 200
houses ; lat. 22O52' N., Ion. 7G022' E.
NEWTEE.-A town in the province
of Bejapoor, captured from the Maharattas in 1818; lat. 15'55/N., Ion.
73O 40' E., thirty-eight miles N.N.W.
from Goa.
NEYER.-A small district in the
~rovinceof Guierat.r and situated at
:ts north-westem extremity. T o the
west it
the R u n n s and
the country generally is of an arid
and sandy nature, without streams or
rivers. The desert encroaches to near
the banks of the Lonee, where a fertile tract commences, inhabited by
Rajpoots and suhject to Joudpoor.
Water for drinking is procured from
wells, but these in some seasons afford but a precarious supply. The
inhabitants consist principally of
Coolies, a proportion of Rajpoots,
and of late years Mahomedanq all
until late years robbers by profession.
The principal town in this province
is Wow, to the westward of which
are Bakasir, Gurrah, and Rhardra,
the last being about forty miles west
from Wow. In 1820 the Sonegiras,
a branch of the Chowhan Rnjpoots,
occupied the Neyer from Jarnpi to
Gusra, the nominal head being the
raja of Chitulwara. At that date
the Neyer and the Thull were almost
completely desolated. This. district,
like most sandy countries, abounds
with horses of a superior quality,
which formerly enabled the plundering Rajpoots t o extend their ravages
over a great tract of country ae. far
as Jhingwara in Gujerat. The Coolies here are armed with the teerkampta, hardened by smoke, and
curved
like the
blade
This
they
can of a sabre.
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NEYNWAH.-A etrong town in the
province of Ajmeer, principality of
Boondee, thirty miles travelling distance from its capital. This is a large
place enclosed by an irregular stone
wall, and nearly inaccessible from the
extensive jeels that almost surround
~ t . Towards the south-east, where
there is no jeel, the wall is double and
protected by a wet ditch. Hindoo
temples, images, chetries, &c. are
scattered in profusion about the
neighbourhood. In 1820 strangers
and travellers were not permitted to
enter this fortress.-(F&rton, gc.)

N B A u a G H u n . - ~ town in the pmvince of Malwa, fifty-four miles E.
by S. from Kotah ; lat. 25091N., Ion.
76" 36' E.
NHO for Noun/.-A
town iri the
province of Agra, situated N. by W.
from the town of Agra ; lat. 2r0 51'
N., Ion. 7 7 O 31' E. This town has
long been noted for the manufacture
of a culinary salt distinguished by
the name of sdumba, and procured
by crystallization from the water of
saline springs in the neighbourhood.
In the financial year 1215 (1808-9)
the stock on hand amounted t o
880,000 maunds, being the produce
of between three and four years.
The quantity annually required for
consumption and exportation prior
to that date averaged about two and
a half lacks, but a considerable increase was anticipated in consequence
of the general tranquillity and the
opening of new marts. The price at
the wells is from two to five annas
per maund, according to quality for
exportation, and eight annas for local
consumption on the right bank of the
Julnna, the duty on the importation
into the Doab being then the principal
profit accruing to government.---(J.
T. Brown, E. W. Blunt, -c.).
NIAGun'-A
town in the province
of Gundwana, thirty-two miles south
from Omerkuntuc ; lat. 22O 26' N.,
yards, at which distance, they assert,
they can break a man's leg, or kill ion. 840 4, E.
him if they strike the head. In 1820
NICOBAR
I s ~ ~ ~ ~ s . - T h eislands
se
Neyer was subject to Joudpoor.are situated in the SB. qunrter of
(Macninrdo, Elphinstone, Miles, qc.) thc bay of Bengal, between the sixth

and tepcb deqseer d w
kb W a d e ,
and occupy the irtterveniu s w e
from the N,W. p b t of Sumatra to
the most southerly of tbe A n h s n s .
The largest of this cluster is named
.hmbelong, but thaw most known
t o Europeans are Cwuicobar and
Nancowry. There are R ~ Wthe islands
of Batty, Malui, C h o ~ ~ r yTheresa,
,
h m p k a , Katchal, Camorta (M Com r t ), Trincutte, Tellachong, and
t b {ftle Nicobar, besides a multitude of small islets without m y dis(tinct appellation.
Most of t b s e islends we hilly,
and some of the mountains elevated,
but Trincutte and Carnicobsr are flat
.and covered with coco-nut trees.
The other islands have also a large
proportion of coco-nut and areca
alms, with timber trees of various
finds, some of an enormous size.
T h e vallies and sides of the hills are
so thickly covered with them that the
sun's beams cannot penetrate through
their foliage, and in some places they
nre so thickly interwoven with rattans and bush rope that they appear
spun together! and render the woods
almost dark. The leaves, twigs, und
fruits falling down rot below, which
circumstance contributes to render
the island extremely unhealthy, and
absolutely pestilential to a European
constitution. There are trees of
great height and size in these woods,
of a conlpact substance and fit for
naval purposes ; some have been
cut above thirty feet in circumference.
There are none of the beasts of
prey here, such as tigers and leopards, so common on continental
India. Monkeys are found in some
islands; in others cattle and bu,ffaloes, originally in~portedby theDanes,
but whirh have run wild in the woods
since the colony was abandoned.
Dogs and swine are found in most of
t l ~ eislands. Snakes are plenty, but
not so nllmerous or venomous a~ on
the coast of Coromandel. Alligators
of great size are numerous, and crabs
swarm over some of the islands.
The number and variety of shell-fish
is so great, that the most beautifid

collectione map be IBPds witb verJ
little epuble.
The natives of these islands appear
t o be a mild, inoffensive race, without
any destructive weapon except a
fishgig, their occtlpations being principally fishing and trading to the
neighbollring islands. The females
are employed in preparing tbe victunls and cultivating the grwnd.
There is a considmqble -tmfic d d
an among tbt inlands, the c h i d articles of which are cloth, silver cob#,
iron, tobacco, and some other commodities obtained from Europeans ;
and also the produce of t h e ~ rown
islands, such as coco-nuts, betel-nuts,
fowls, hogs, canoes, spears, birds9nests, ambergris, and tortoise-shells.
Thechief productionsof the Nicobars
are the coco and betel-nut trees.
Motit of the country ships bound to
Rangoon touch here in order to procure a cargo of coco-nuts, which they
purchase at the rate of four for a leaf
of tobacco, and 100 tor a yard of blue
cloth. Wild cinnamon and sassafras
may also be procured, and p nutritive
fruit called JJy the Portuguese the
mellori, which in some respects resembles the jack fruit of Bengal, and
prows on a sl~eciesof palm abundant
In the woods. Both the dogs and
hogs are fed on coco-nuts, here the
staff of life, and the quality of the
pork is excellent. Tobacco is the
current medium of all exchange and
barter.
Ten or twelve huts compose a village, each of which has a captain,
who carries on the bartering trade
with the ships that arrive, but he has
otherwise no eculiar privileges. The
chief food o f t h e inhabitants is the
mellori bread, which is very palatable,
together with coco-nuts and jams.
The clothing of the men consists of
a narrow piece of cloth a b o ~ three
~t
yards long, which they wrap round
their waist, then passing it between
their legs, and throughithe girth behind, leave the end of i t to drag behind them; and from this circumstance originated the fabulous stories
of men with tails,' related by Kiopiog
the Swedish navigator. They are so
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jealous of their kmales, that tieut.
Collinson, who in 1833 remained for
some weeks on the small island of
Bempoka,andfrequentlyvisitedthenatives in their huts, declares that during the whole time he never saw one
The inhabitants of the Nicobars
do not follow any of the systems of
religion prevalent on the Indian continent, or among the Eastern Isles,
and their notions of a divine being, if
they actually have any, are extremely
perplexed and unintellible Their
paters (an appellation bormwed from
the Portuguese) act in the treble capacity of conjurer, physician, and
priest. For the ex ulsion of evil
spirits they depend ekefly on exorclsmq the precess in effecting which
is accompanied with the most horrible grimaces. Mr. Haensel, the
Danish missionary, relates that he
was present when one of these physicians undertook to cure a woman
who was unwell. After a succession
of most hidedus faces the sorcerer
roduced a large yam, pretending that
Re had extracted it from the body of
the woman, and that the enchanted
yam had been the cause of her disorder.
T h e missionaries never attained
any considerable proficiency in the
Nicobarean languige, which they
found attended with peculiar difficulties. I t is remarkably poor in words,
and such is the indolence of the n e
tives, that as long as they cam express
what they mean by signs, they are
- unwilling to o en their mouths for
the purpose o!spe&ink
Both men
and women carry always in their
mouths a large quid of betel, which
impedes their articulation, and renders their speech a sort of indistinct
sputtering, accompanied by a shower
of saliva In their common jargon
there are many Malay wotds borrowed from European and Asiatic languages. It is said they have no expression for numbers beyond forty,
except by multiplication.
A commeraal establishment was
formed on these islands in 1756 by
the Danes, who new-named them
Frederick'sIslands; but the enterprize
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was unsoccessful, all the colonists
from Tranquebar dying within a few
years. A new Prrangelnent wan
formed in 1768, in conjunction with
the Baptist missionaries; but they
also died so fast, that in 1771 only
two Europeans and farr Malabar
servants survived. A few intrepid
and indefatigable miashmrieti continued to reside on the islands,
receiving su~pliesfrom Tranquebar,
m d also add~tionalbrethren in place
of those that died; but the mortality
continuing incessant, and noprogrew
whatever havingbeen made in theconversion of the natives, the mission
was finally nbandoned in 1787. Since
then but little intercourse has taken
place, except with casual passing v e 5
sels, until 1823, when Lieut. Collinson was sent from Prince of Wales'
island to make inquiries respecting
two country ships reported to have
been cut off among the Nicobars.
The rumour proved to be unfounded,
and the natives remained the same
quiet race the Danes had left them.
They complained bitterly d the d e
predations committed by the crews
of the Burmese boats that came to
fish for sea-slugs, who stole their
Fonhog8 and poultry.-(HoerueI,
tarur, CoUinron, 90.)
NIDGULL.-A small town and district in Mysore, forty-five miles east
from Chittledroog; lat. 1 4 O lWN.,
Ion. 7 7 O 1 0 ) E.
N I L ~ N T H -A
A . town of
mage in Northern Hindostan, said to
be eight days' journey north from
Catmandoo, although only thirtyseven miles of horizontal distance;
lat. 2
4
' 22' N., Ion. 85' 4' E. This
place is visited a b u t the end of July
and beginning of August, yet the
road is scarcely passable on account
of the great depth of snow ; avalanches being common, and glaciers of frequent occurrence. During this short
season a fair is held and many temporary shops opened; but when the
cold season sets in it is abandoned
by all, who seek a mild climate. According to native reports there are
eight springs here, one of which is
Y

hot. Another pool, named Surya- been found thirteen feet in circumcoond, is about a mile further east, ference. The varnish k axtraded
and immediately beyond it risen the annually through an incision at the
immense peak of Gosain Sthan, from commencement of the rains, each
the east side of which a branch of hee yielding about a gallon.--(Public
the Causiki rises. The name (Nil Journok, qc.)
Kantha) means blue throat, an epiNITI for Lifi).-A ghaut or pass
thet of Siva, originating from an exploit performed by him while the thus named, leading from Northern
gods were churning the ocean, and Hindostan to Tibet, stretching along
related at great length in the Hindoo the banks of the Dauli, which from
mythological poems.--(F. Buchaman, it8 size and length of course ought to
be considered the principal branch of
Kirkpatrick, 4c.)
N ~ ~ ~ T~~~~~
~ . - village
A
in ~ i b the
~ ~Ganges.
,
The mountains on either
of rocks
situated on the Jahnevi or Nilun i d e are generally
~ sides
~ ~of ~ ' ~
river, in the district of Chungsa, scarped P ~ T ~ ~ the
and dependent on Chaprang, said to the chas'ns in some parts 'pproachbe six days9easy journey further up ; in6 SO close as to admit their being
~ crossed
i on~ wooden
h scaffoldings,
~
suplat. 310 6, N., lo,,. 780 59, E. ~
above the level of the sea 11,127 y r t f d
When
feet. From hence there is said to thlsm not tactlcable It Is necessary
tffe m 0 u n ~ n 8 , where in
be a mad pnqsable for horses to
Chaprung.--(Hodgson and Herbert, One instance, to gain a horizontd
distance of 980 yards, forming the
4c.I
base of a triangle, one mile must first
NILUNRIVEB.-~river
be amended and another descended.
ern Hindostan which has its rise ~h~ villsRe of ~ j stande
i
at the be
in Tibet, whence it flows from the of a
range of hills which defend
north-east, and having penetrated the i t from the north and west ; lat, 30°
Himalaya, ultimately joins the Bha- 47PN., lo,,. 79 5 6 ' ~ . A gorge be
garithi Or
Ganges. A ~ ~ a r e n ttween
l ~ the western hills and those to
this is the remotest souroe of the the south admite the ~ i river,
~ but
i
river that passes Calcutta, under the the valley is closed up about a mile
name of Hooghly.
to the east, by an ascent covered
NINGTXRIVER.-A river of the with birch trees, and leading to many
interior of India beyond the Ganges, gorgea and ridges of a high mountain
not far from the frontiers of Silhet, topped with snow. In front of the
and supposed to be the commence- town towarde the river are small
ment of the western branch of the terraces, descending by steps, which
Irawady. From Tummoo (a Bur- are cultivated. Owing to its p a t
mese stockade) it is five marcbes to elevation persons from the low counthe Ningti river through a mu1 farest tries experience a diiculty of breathof large trees. This river is described ing. In the beginning of June the
as a magnificent one, and eight huo- thermometer ranges from 40' to 60"
dred yards broad even in the month in the morning, to 70°and 80° in the
of February. From the Ningti to middle of the day, with rain and
Amarapoora the road is said to be slight snow at night. At that season
quite practicable. The Kheeoo or of the year the birch trees and rose
varnish tree (melamrhea uritatic- bushes are just bursting into life, the
rirtlrr) is particularly abundant in furze coming into blossom, and the
Kibboo, a valley on the banks of the barley and other rmus sown. V e
Ningti, between Munipoor and Am, getable life on t f e return of the
where it grows to so large a size that warm season is here called rapidly
it affords planks above three feet in into actiod, after having had its
breadth, and io appearance and grain vital powers M, long torpid and susvery like mahogany. Same have pended.

NOAKOTE.
The changes of the ~ m o s p h e r eat
Niti are very sudden and violent.
The cold of the evening comm'ences
so early as three P. M., about
which time the flying clouds become
murky and stationary, envelope the
tops of the mountains, and roll down
their sides, discharging their contents in snow on the higher, and rain
on the lower ranges. Lightning
and'thunder rarely occur; b u t a glow
of clear-coloured light overhangs the
summits of the snow-covered peaks
on the darkest nights. In the begiuningof June. in the morning, the
tops of the highest mountains are
covered with snow ; about noon the
ravines between the ridges are cleared,
but it remains in the clefts andgorges.
Between three P.M. and next morning the mountain resumes its robes
of white, which process of deposition
and dissolution goes on during the
dry months. When the cold season
sets in the mountaineers are obliged
to quit their temporary habitations,
and leave them to such wild animals
as prefer them to glens and caverns.
The whole surface of the vallies as
well as of the ~nountainsis then covered with snow, which in some parts
melts under the influence of heat
and rain, but in others continues unchanged. To this mass of: melting
snow, many of the large rrvers are
indebted for their tributary waters,
which pour down in numberless
streams and torrents, and are the real
sources of the Ganges.
I n 1818 Capt. Webb, under the
character of an European merchant, endeavoured to open a commercial intercourse with Deba, the
nearest Chinese post to Niti, in hopes
of being ermitted to advance to the
banks o the Sutuleje, only about
fifteen miles distance to the north,
where, in the rear of the great Himalaya range, many interesting obseraations might have been made.
All his attempts, however, were
baffled, although dextrously conducted, by the invincible caution or obstinacy. of that jealous people, the
chain of whose authonty appears
to stretch with. unbroken strength

P

from Pekin to this elevated and
secluded station.
By a mean of
four barometers Capt. Webb found
the crest of the Niti ghaut to be
16,814 feet above the level of the
sea; the valley of the Sutuleje he
estimated at 14,924 Feet.-(Moorcroft, Trail, We@, gc.)
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NIZAMPATAM.A town in the
Northern Circars, forty-three miles
S.W. from Masulipatam ; lat. 15' 54'
N., Ion. 80' 45' E. A considerable
coasting trade is carried on here in
craft navigated by the natives.
fnnva cnta, the new
NOAKOTE
fort.) -A town in Northern Hindostan, division of Nepaul Prol~er,situated on a hill on the east side of
the Triuoolgunga, seventeen miles
N. by W. from Catmandoo; lat. 270
53' N., Ion. 85' 5W E. This place
is not of any great extent, but it
contains some of the largest and
best looking houses in Nepaul. It8
position is also of importance, as
commanding the only entrance into
this quarter from Upper as well as
from Lower Tibet, and atanding close
to Mount Dhyboon, by which the
Chinese army was obliged to descend
in 1792, when penetrating into Nepaul. The temple of Noakote is
dedicated to Mahamsya or Bhavani,
and is a brick building on the face
of a hill, with nothing remarkable in
its appearance. Frorn the roof there
are numerous offerings to the goddess suspended, consisting principally of brass vessels ~ n dweapons of
various sorts, among the latter some
trophies acquired from the Chinese.
The valley of Noakote is about six
miles in length, by one and a quarter
in breadth. The soil is extremely
fruitful, and notwithstanding its proximity to the snowy mountains which
enclose it to the north, it is capable
of bearing all the vegetable productions of the province of Bahar. The
Trisoolgunga river which traverses
it is held in much veneration. Tbis
valley, although so near to tbe hillr,
is reckoned one of the least elevated
Y 2
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in Nepaul Proper, which accounts for
its greater temperature as compared
with that of Catmandoo, from whence
the court frequently migrates, to pma
the winter at Noakote. ARer the
middle of April the heat is intense.
Besides rice, considerable quantitiw
of sugar-cane are raised in thin valley, and the gour or impure sugar ir
here brought to market In a more refined state than is usual in Bengal.
The garlic has remarkahlelerge cloves,
and the pine apples, guavas, and mangoes, are excellent. (Kirkpatrick,

titp of coarse and fine cloth, some
sorts of a very beautiful fabric; and
the river Napi, which flows under
the walk is supposed by the natives
to possess some quality peculiarly fsvourable to the dyeing of cloth, for the
excellence of which the town is celebrated.
All the Noanagur villages within
twelve or fiReen miles of the Runn
are fortified with walls for their d b
fence. The cultivators generally pay
one-third to government, which appoints a person to value the crop;
besides this a tax in levied on ani5-.I
mals, and another on men. Korees
NOANAGUB
(Nava~garo,the new are struck in Cut& under the authocity).-A town in the province of rity of the row, and others under
Gujerat, situated about seven miled that of the jam of Noanqur. It is
south from the Gulf of Cutch; lat. a small handsome silver coin, and its
92" 55' N., lon. 70' 14' E. The jam average value four to a rupee. Not
of Noanagur, in respect 10 tenitor
far from this place are two or three
revenue, and resources, may be r e c i ~
1 oysters, which contain
nd
w e d the most considerable chief in ~ ~ l ~ : ~ i n f e r i o r q u a l i t y , aeven
the Gujerat peninsula.
these by improper management are
The district of Noanagur consists almost exhausted.
of four divisions, ma. Nuggur, KamThe appellation of jam to the chiefbalia (or Surya), Sutchana, and Joo- tain of Noanagur, is a title of honour
riasthe last of which has been alinat- which has descended to him from his
ed by the Khowas family. The coun- ancestors. The Hindoos derive it
try inland from the city is extremely from a Sanscrit source, and the Marocky, but it produces plentiful crops homedans from Jumsheed, a renownof jowary, growing apparently out of ed sovereign of Persia, but both are
the stones, so entirely is the soil con- ignorant of its true import. It is,
ceded. What is sown in the narrow however, asaumed by the chief of
vallies in October, is reaped in May Noanagur only; the other chiefs of
and June. In the neighbourhood of H R ~ ~prefixing
R U ~ the word Jahrejah,
the small villages the sugar-cane is before their names. Their sons are
cultivated. This crop is so hazard called kooer. The Jahrejahs geneous that in India it is usually only rally pay but little regard to any r e
raised under peaceable governments, liiion. In 1808 Jam Jessajee of this
where the peasantry are in good petty principality was considered a
circumstances, and secure of reap- convert to the Mahomedan faith, of
ing where they have sowrl. The which he observed the external forms,
crops of grain here are comparatively and held Brahmins in execration.
small, water being so near the surThe British ~overnrnentcame first
face, and the Gujerat peninsuls ge- into contact w ~ t hthis petty state in
nerally havini many small streams the year 1808, when Jessajee, the
with low ban s, so as to admit of reigning jam, entered into a treaty
imgation.
with the Bombay govemrnent, which
The town itself is asserted by the fixed his tribute to the Guicowar at
natives to be three cogs in circumfe- 95,000 rupees. From this period the
rence, and defended by a wall of no Noanagur state afforded the best exgreat strength, built about forty-five ample of good order and subordinavears ego. It contains many weavers, tion to the other principalities of the
.whomanufacture a considerablequan- Gujerat peninsula : in consequence,
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51 1815, the British government was
induced to support the jam against
the rebellious proceedings of the Jooria chief, who had imported a large
body of Arabs from Cutch, and treacherously possessed himself of seve
ral forts the property of Noanagur.
On this occasion Jam Santajee, who
in 1818 had succeeded his brother
Jessajee, defrayed the expense of
the Bombay detachment, amounting
to 8,50,000 rupees.
(Macmurdo,
Walker, Public MS. Reportr, &c.)

-

NOAPOORA.-Atown in the province of Gujerat, forty-five miles east
from Surat; Iat. 21' 10' N., lon. 73'
15' E. In 1818 it was made a temporary depBt of supply for the armies
serving to the north of Bombay.
NOAPOORA
(NavaPura).-A
small
and thinly inhabited village in the
province of Candeish. The surrounding country consists of low
hills, interspersed with Bheel hamlets, this rude tribe forming the
great bulk of the population. There
is a square ghurr near the village,
the inhabitants ozwhich are mostly
Brahmins.-(SuthIand,
gc.)
NOELGUNGE.-Aconsiderable town
in the province of Oude, fortified with
brick walls, fifteen miles W.S.W. from
Lucknow; fat. 26" 47' N., Ion. 8U0
33' E. There is an extensive manufactory of the different kinds of brass
vessels used by the natives of Hindostan for domestic and culinary purposes.
NOGUILBEILA.-A
frontier town and
custom-house in Assam, situated on
the south bank of the Brahma utra,
twenty-six miles east from ~ o a k a r ;
a
lat. 26O 4' N., Ion. 91' YE.
NOLYE-A considerable town belonging to Sindia in the province
of Malwa, which in 1820 contained
1,000 houses; lat. 23O 3'N., Ion. 75'
27' E., twenty-nine miles W.S.W.
from Oojein, and 1,698 feet above
the level of the sea. Nolye was built
by Raja No1, from whom its name
originated; but its modern one is
Burnuggur, the first being thought

of bad omen if pronounced before
breakfast.
NO~~VEDIES.
-When Abul Faze1
wrote in 1588, one of the chief Baloochy tribes was named Nomurdies,
as appears from his description of
them, via. "Another chain of mountains runs from Sehwnn to Sewee,
where it is called Khuttee. Here
dwell a tribe named Nomurcty, who
can raise 300 cavalry and 700 infantry.
A t the foot of this territory is another tribe of Baloochies named Tehzing, who have a thousand choice
troops. There is another range of
mountains, one extremity ofwhich is
on Cutch, and the other joins the
territories of the Kulmainies, where
it is called Kareh. I t is inhabited
by 4,000 Ba1oochies."--(Abul Ehael,

4c.I
NOOXKUR.-Asmall town in the
province of Delhi, fourteen miles W.
by S. from Saharunpoor ; lat. a90 56'
N., Ion. 77' 17' E.
NOONY(kavani, brackuh). - A
small town an the province of Bnhar,
district of Bo lipoor, seventy-four
miles W.N.W. from Moorshedabad ;
lat. 24' 28' N., Ion. 87' 8' E.1
NOOILABAD
f of light, the abode).-

A large village in the province of
Agra, situated on the south of the
Sank river, thirteen miles N. by W.
from Gualior ; lat. 26O 45' N., lon.
7t0 56' E. Adjoining to Noorabad
is a large garden laid out by Aurenp
zebe, within which is a monument
to the memory of Goona Begum, a
princess celebrated for her m e n d and
rsonal nccomplishments. Many of
E r compositions in the Hindostan
language are still sung and admirel
The shrine bears this inscription in
Persian,
" Alas ! alas !
Goona
Begum !"
NOOBCONDY.-Atown in the province and district of Bejapoor, about
thirty-eight miles travelling distance
S.S.W. from the city of Beja oor.
This place stands on a base otreddish stone, and is built of the same
materials. On an elevated rock to
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the south-west is a remarkable etonr
fort, of rude architecture, with lofty
circular bastions.-(Fullorton, Qe.]
N o o a ~ o o -~A. small district in
the province of Bejapoor, situated in
the doab (or space included by) of
the two rivers Gutpurba and Malpurbn. The principal towns are Badeumy and Ramdroog.
Noosr.-A village in the province
of Mooltan, division of Sinde, situated on the banks of the Fulalee.
fifteen miles below Hyderabad ; lat;
$25' 8' N.
NOORNAGUR
f Numgara, the city
of liglrt).-A
small t o r n in the province of Bengal, district of Tiperah,
fifty miles E. by N. from Dacca; lat.
So
45' N., Ion. 91' 5'E.
Noos~rr~ar.-A town in the province of Mooltan, division of Sinde,
fifty miles N. by W. from Hyderabad;
lat. 26" 4' N., loo. 68' 33' E.
NORA.-A country of India beyond
the Ganges, south of Assam and
north of Ava, between the Irawady
and Keynduem rivers, which in 1795
was tributary to the Burmese sovereign, but had nevertheless princes
of its own, derived from the same
stock as the family that then governed
Assam. The natives are said to speak
a dialect very little different from that
of Siam, and call themselves Thnylown; but they nre also designated
as the Cacii Shan or Kathi Shan.(3'. Buchnnan, 4c.)
NOETA-EASTMONSOON.-See Co-

S.W. *om Sumbhulpoor ; lat. 20° 49'
N., Ion. 820 4YE. This is one of the
most productive pergunnahs in the
Choteesghur division. I n 1819 the
Nowagbur zemindar was described sa
a wild Gond, whose estate consisted
of villages extorted from the rajas of
Bustar, Jeypoor, Kharound, Conkair,
and Pstna for military services.(Roughedge, Qc.)

NOWAH,-Anntive fortre.bs inBerar,
twenty miles N.E. of Nandere, which
in 1818 was occupied by Nowsajee
Naik, the chief of a refractory banditti, with which the province then
swarmed. It was in conseouence
stormed by a detachment under'~ajor
Pittman. commandinn the Nizam'a
regular infantry 'in ~;rar, and c a p
tured after a deswrate resistance.
The garrison amobnted to 600 men
mostly Arabs, of whom not above
twenty remained unhurt : 439 bodies
were buried next day. The British
casualties were thirty-two men killed
and 176 (including six British and
ten native officers) wounded. Nosah
had been fortifieh by an Armenian
who had acouired some knowledge
of the ~ u ~ o i e asystem
n
of fortifi&
tion.
NOWAPOOBA
f Nava pura). -A
town in the province of Malwa, fourteen miles E. of Soneghur. The
hills to the south produce tolerably
large teak trees.
NOWGAON
(Nava grams).-A
town in the province of Gundwana,
which in 1820 belonged to the Brip
tish government, and contained 200
BOMANDEL.
NOBUNQA.-A town in the pro- houses ; lat. 22042' N., lon. 75'28' E.
vince and district of Bahar, situated
N u B B E E G u N c B ( ~ ~ ullge).
~?)~~~~)J
on the great Benares road, 331 miles -A town in the province of Agra,
N.W. from Calcutta, and about eighty eighteen miles S.W. from FurruckS.S.W. from Patna.
abad ; lnt. 27'14' N., Ion. 79'15' E.
NORUNGABAD.-A
small town surN U ~ D E fNavadwi+a,
A
the new
rounded by a brick wall, in the pro- bland).-A
district in the province
vince and district of Aga, about five of Bengal, situated immediately to
miles S. by E. from Mathura.
the north of Calcutta, between the
NOWAGHUR
fNaua ha?).-A town twenty-second and twenty-fourth dein the province of dndwana, situ- grees of north latitude. On the
ated at the junction of the Hatsoo north it is bounded by Rajeshahy ; on
with the Mnhanuddy river, 110 milea the south by the twenty-four per-

NUDDEA.

.

gunnahs and Jessore: to the east it
h a s Jessore, and to the west it is
separated from Budwan Ily the river
Hooghly.
T h i s district is large and wonderfully rich in all the dearer productions
o f a n Indian soil, but this being
remarkably light, the land is only
capable of undergoing tillage for
t h r e e successive years, after which it
m i s t he left fallow for an equal period. The irmst valuable articles of
produce are mulberry trees, hemp,
flax, tobacco, sugar, and oush, a
p l a n t from which a red dye is procured. In 1802 it was supposetl that
t h e caltivation of the district subseq u e n t to the first ear of the decennial settlement, aierwards rendered
permanent, had increased one-eighth,
and that the proportion of the cultivated to the uncultivated land as it
then stood was as follows :
Jungle
Bc?g.de. 105,000
Ground lying fallow. 1,959,500
1,959,500
For cultivation
In Nuddea there are seven descrip
tions of rent-free land, the aggregate
of which may be computed at 900,000
begas, but the revenue lands are
generally observed to be the best cultivated. The possessors of these
rent-free lands seldom give leases, on
which account the tenants are liable
t o be much imposed on and dinpol;
sessed, should their farms improve
and crops prove redundant ; government renters, on the other hand, being protected in the occupation of
their lands, take more pains, and
refer it although encumbered with a
&nd tax. In general proprietors of
estates receive much more than ten
per cent. on the jumma, or assessment to the revenue. With regard
to water carriage this district is singu!arly happ.y, possessing an easy and
qulck transportation by the rivers
-Hooghly, Jellinghy, and Issamutty,
yet the revenue bears no comparison
to that realized in the adjacent district of Burdwan, which does not
enjoy so important an advantage. In
1814 the total produce of the landtax amounted to 3,191,133 rupees.
There are here many embankments

............
......

to prevent the devastation of rivers;
but the soil is so light and sandy,
that it is ill adapted for the formation
of embankments capable of resisting
any great lateral pressure.
In 1802 the collector, in reply to
queries circulated by the Bolvd of
Revenue, stated that in the di~trict
of Nuddea there were then 5,749
hamlets and villages, supposed to
contain 127,405 houses, which at
six persons to a house' wolild give
764,430 inhabitants, of which number he supposed 5386,661 were Mahomedans; but from the returns of
other districts, since made with increased accuracy, it is probable that
the above sum total is much undm
.the real amount. With respect to
the police of Nuddea, it appears to
have greatly improved since 1807,
when dtwoity (or gang robbery) in
Bengal had attained its acmC. In
1784, according to Major Rennell's
mensuration, this collectorate coorained 3,115 square miles, but it has
probably since received a considerable
accession of territory, as one of the
reasons stated in 1814 for the difficulty of establishing m efficient police, was the great extent under the
supervision of the mngistrate.-(L
Grant, Sir A. Seton, 4c.)
a

NUDDEA.-Atown in the province
of Bengal, situated at the confluence
of the Jellinghy and Cossimbazar
branches of the Ganges, where their
junction forms the Hooghly, about
sixty miles north from Calcutta; lat.
23O 2Y N., Ion. 88' 24' E.
This was the capital of a Hindoo
principality anterior to the Mahomedan conquest, and was taken
and entirely destroyed by Mahomed Bukhtyar Khilijee, the first MusIn
sulmaun invader of Bengal.
more recent times it has been the
seat of Brahminicd learning, which
apparently must have declined to a
very obscure condition, as in 1801
the judge and magistrate, while replying to the Marquis Wellesley's
queries, declares that he knows not
of any seminaries within the district
in which either the IIindoo or Ma-

sas

NUMHULECOTE.

homedan law is taught. We learn, wet ditch. Up to 1DO European
however, from the government re- had been permitted to enter t h i
cords, that prior to 1811 a certain strong-hold.-(Fullarton, 4c.)
sum was disbursed for the support of
NuGualA town in the province
the Hindoo college at Nuddea, but
ekht~-otle S.S.W.
inefficient for the attainment
of the end proposed, he
from Chatterpoor; lat'
54' N.,
and revival of Hindoo literature. lon. 79' 8/ E.
N@JIBABAD.-Atown in the proDuring that year, under Lord Minto's
administration, more vigorous m*
vince of Delhi, district of Moradasures were carried into execution to bad, ninety-five miles N.E. from
re-organize and augment the existing Delhi; lat. 29' 37' N., Ion. 78O 1%'
college, but it does not appear with E. In length it is about six furlongs,
with some regular broad streets, enany better success.
, close dosed by barriers at different diswithin mile of ~ ~ d d -and
to the point of junction of the tances, and forming distinct baears.
Cossimbazar with the Jellinghy and The fort of Putturghur, built of a
Hooghly rivers, there is a temple de- fine blue stone, and situated about
dicated to Krisbna, ornamented with a mile to the east of the town, is a
a handsome dome in imitation of the noble piece of masonry, and though
Mahomedan style of architecture, 10% consigned to neglect, it8 walls,
rapidly ggteways, and turrets still remain
which in 1819 the river
undermining, &hough in all proba. 1" high preservation. The situation
bility o@nally built at aconsiderabb of the town, however, is low, and
distance from its channel ; such is the surrounding cOL1ntrY SwampyThis town was built by Nujib ud
the transitory nature of this light
alluvial soil. -(lord M;,,!,,, ~ b , , ; Dowlah with the view of attractin
the~
commerce
between Cashmere an2
pawl,J. ~
~~ ~
f id
bc.)
~ *
, ~
,
Hindostan ; and a traffic is still carf Ncrduja grma).ried on in wood, bamboos, copper,
NUDYAEONQ
A town in the province of Allahabad, and tincnl brought from the hill&
principality of Ditteah, nineteen The founder above-named lies buried
miles W. by S. from Jaloun; lat. 26O in a grave here without ornament of
7' N., Ion. 78' 56' E.
any kind.-(Hardwicke, Foster, FuL
brton, 4c.)
NUGGEBNA.-Atown in the proNUJ"GHUB.-A town in the province of Delhi, district of North
Sharunpoor,
in ,809 contaib vince of Allahabad, district of Cawned 18,000 inhahitants; iat. 290
poor, situated on the right bank of
twenty miles 6.E. from
N., Ion. 78' 26' E., forty-seven miles the
N.N.W. from the town of Morada- the town of CawnPoor- This is a
busy commercial place of modern
bad. Near to this place are
native works named Kuloo Khanye dates having been chiefly indebted
for its existence to the vicinity of an
fort.
extensive indigo work established
NUGGU~.-A strong town in the here by the late Geneml Claude
province of Ajmeer, belonging to the M a r t i ~ e . - ( F & ~ t ~ bc.)
~
Row of Ooniara, sixty-nine miles traNULDINGAH
f Ndhrzgo).
A
velling distance south from Jeypoor.
This place is covered by a lake on its town in the province of Bengal, diewestern face, and encompassed with trict of Jessore, seventy-four miles
modern fortifications in better order N.E. by N. from Calicut ; lat. 2 P
and of a more formidable aspect than 25' N., Ion. 89' 7' N.
perhapa any town in Rajpootana. A
N~XI~ULECOTE.-A
small town in
very lofty inner wall ofmud is covered the province of Malabar, fifty-two
by a fine rampart of Stone masonry, tniles E.N.E.from Calicut ; lat. 1lo
and the whole protected by a spacious 3.2' N., lon. 760 35' E.

,
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gate, the garrison being otational in
the pettah. In a pass through the
hills, about a mile to the west, an
image of the bull Nundy, about nine
123' E.
feet high, in his usual recumbent
NIINDEAL
fnaaaed also Ghnzipoor). posture, has been cut out of the rock;
opulous
town in the Bnlaghaut and in a temple within the pettah an
-*JJ
.
c e d e districts, surrounded by a n ~ u d image in the human shnpe is worship
wall and protected by a mud fort ; ped under the name of Nundy Iswara,
the god Nundy,
lat. 15' 2S1N., Ion. 78' 37'E., sixty- or In
1791 this fortress ranked in
seven miles N.N.W. from Cuddapah,
point
strength next to Severn717 feet above thelevel of the sea. droog, ofChitteldroog,
and KistnaA small river which runs on the
north side supplies the inhabitants g h e q and was then stormed by a
with water for irrigation and other detar ment under Major Gowdie,
purposes. The pass between Cum- after an obstinate defence of three
mum and Nuedeal is 1,767 feet above weeks. When Hyder took it from
the Maharattas,it was after a tedious
the level of the sea.-(Heyne, 4c.)
blockade of three vears. Near to
NUNDERBAR.-Atown in the pro- this place, among tile hills of~bi":
vince of Candeish, formerly of great raya Conda, the Pennar river (called
extent, and still surrounded by an in Sanscrit the Northern Pinakani)
old wall, mostly in ruirts; In X I 0 25' has its source. It runs towards the
N., Ion. 74' 15' E. The so\ in the north, while the Pnlar, w l i h also
vicinity appears good, but the scar- springs from near Nundy, flows southcity of water Impedes cultivation. wards. These hills may therefore
The tomb of Saadet Peer stands on be looked upon as the highest part of
a rocky hill a quarter of a mile from the country in the centre of the land
the town, and is said to have been south of the Krishna. The sources
built 750 years ago. Besides this of the Cavery and Toombudra rivers,
there are many tombs and pagodas towards the western side, are probain the vicinity. In 1820 Nunderbar bly higher.--(Rdkarton, Diront, F.
belonged to the British government, Buchanan, #c.)
and contained about 500 houses.NURAT.-A town and pass in the
(Makolm, &.)
province of Allahhd, thirty miles
S.S.W. from Teary ; lat. 24' 24' N.,
NUNDYDROOG
f Nandidurga).-A
strong Gll-fort in Mysore, thirty- lon. 7B0 34' E.
one miles N. bv E. from Bangalore;
NUBOENHOTEE. A hamlet in
lat. 13O 22l N., 'lon. 77' 44/ E. This Northern Hindostan. thirtv miles
place is built on the top of a moun- N.N.E. from ~ e r i n a y ;
r lac 30° 3 4
tain sha ed like a tadpole, 1,700 feet N., lon. 79' 5' E.
high, orwhich three-fourths of the
NURPOOB.-A town in the procircumference is inaccesfible. The
w e n t is by a steep and slip ery vince of Lahore, forty-four miles
path, mostly cut in steps out o?the N.N.E. from Amritsir ; lat. 31° 58'
rock, and about a mile and a half in N., Ion. 75' 22' E. This place stands
length. It passes under several gate- on the top of a high hill, ascended
ways and choultries, but meets no by steps, and in 1783, when visited
fortified lines until the summit is at- by Mr. Foster, had the appearance
tained. There is a Hindoo temple of opulence and industry. Towards
on the apex, and the barracks, ma- the S.E. the country is open and
gazines, &c. are still standing, nl- pleasant, with a winding stream of
though no longer usecl, the custody fine water, the heat being much moof the droog being now left (I 820) to derated by the cool breezes from the
a small sepoy guard pooted at the northern hills, which during a con-

Nuaroo~zm.-A town in the province of Aorungabad, seventy-two
miles W. by S. from the city of Aurungabad; lat. 19" 41' N., Ion. 74'
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NUSSEERABAD.

ridarable part of the y e u are covered
with snow. At the above date the
Nurpoor district was bounded on
the north by the Ravey ;on the east
by the Chambah country; on the
west by some small Hindoo district8
I j h g at the head of the Punjab and
the Beyah riven ; and on the aouth
by Hurreepoor. According to native
authorities, in 1810 Nur
@inn1 7,500 houses, and
employed in the manufacture ofcashmere shawls. The reigning chief,
named Beer Singh, w w a Pathaniya
Rajpoot; his revenue two lacks of
rupees and a half.
N U ~ S I N G ~ U R -small
A
town in
the province of Allahabad, situated
on the south bank of the Sonar river,
fifteen milea S.W. from Huttah ; lat.
$?4O W N., lon. 79' 24' E.
N u a a l ~ c n u a(Nora Singha guru).
-A petty state in the province of
Malwa, tributary to Holcar, which
from misrule and internal commotion had become impoverished, and
an annoyance to the neighbouring
country. In 1819 a complete settlement of this disturbed principality
was made by Captain Henley, when
the gross revenue amounted to about
60,000 rupees per annum. Lar. 23'
45' N., Ion. 77' 1W E.--(Public MS.
Docurnentr, gc.)
N u a s ~ ~ o m ~ ( N Singha
a r a pura).
town in the province ofBejapoor,
ninety-three miles E.S.E. from Poona; lat. 17' 55' N., lon. 75' 16' E.

-A

NUBSOBAR.-Asmall village in the
province of Bejapoor, principality of
Colapoor, situated on a point of land
formed by the unctions of the
Krishna and the kaunchoo Gunga.
This place derives its name from a
tem le dedicated to Nurmba (Nark
d$a Deva), which stands by a welL
built ghaut or flight of steps descending to the river Krishna, aud is pro..
vided with an establishment of Brahmins. The ghaut on the opposite
dde of the river in magnificent, and
the town of Corundwar, a short dis-

tance further,

haa r fine appaPraace.

-4 FuUortom, gc.)

-

NusesxaAean f Narirabad).
A
town in the province of Ajmeer,
about twelve travelling miles distant
from the city of Ajmeer. I t stands
in a plain destitute of trees, and intersected by small ranges of barren
hills, covered with pieces of loose
rocky flint, the fragments of larger
masses that protrude from the earth.
Water of a brackish taste is only
procurable From tanks and wells.
which have been excavated at a great
expense. The derivation of the
name comes from Nadr ud Dowlah,
a Persian title bestowed by the court
of Delhi on Sir David Ochterlony.
Soon after the conclusion of the
Pindary war in 1818 the cantonments of the British force employed
in Rajpootana were established at
this place. They are regularly laid
out, and the public buildings well
constructed; but timber beingascarce
commodity, it is sparingly used both
for building and fuel, and on the
whole Nusseerabad is one of the most
expensive stations in India to an OF
ficer. It is, however, general1 esteemed a healthy station, a n 2 the
climate pleasant, except during the
hot winds. The mine are most refreshing, but seldom heavy or of long
duration. Garden vegetables thrive
well, although the soil is light, and
the rock so near the surface. The
grapes are considered the largest and
best in Hindoetan, and equal to the
Shiraz, but fruittrees will not grow ;
large supplies, however, are procured from Pokur, which is noted
for its gardens and vineyards In
1824 English cotton cloths, both
white and printed, were to be seen
among the natives in common use,
and were sold remarkably chea as
well as English hardware, crockry,
writing-desks, &c. at Paulee, a cele
brated mart in Marwar, on the borders
of the desert. Immediately in front of
the cantonments is the royal city of
Ajmeer, now greatly fallen from its
ancient grandeur; and the fort of
Tarsghur, which, although only five

ODBYPOOR.
niiles distant in a direct line, is twelve sultrnl of Batchian, who has a pearlfishery on the coast. The Dutch
by t h e windings of the road.-(Bishop
formerly had a small fort on the west
Heber, Pdlic Journalr, qc.)
side of 0by.--(Forrest, 4c.)
NUSSERABAD
(~nrirabad).
A
OCLASEER.-A town in the prosmall town in the province of Bengal,
district of Mymunsingh, of which it vince of Gujerat, about five miles
is t h e capital, situated on the west due south from Broach, on the opside of the river Brah~naputra,about posite side of the Nerbudda river;
s i x miles S.E. from Bygonbary, and lat. 21" 41' N., Ion. 73" 13' E. In
seventy-one miles N. by E. from the 1812 this town contained 7,911 inha.
city of Dacca; lat. 24" 26' N., Ion. bitants, and the pergunnah 21,056 ;
90° E. In 1819 it was the resi- total 29,969 persons.
dence of the judge, collector, and
O D E Y P O ~(Udayopura).
R
A
o t h e r civil functionaries of the dis- Rajpoot principality of the highest
trict.--(FuUarton, D. Scott, 4c.)
rank in the province of Ajmeer, of
NUTTAREAH.-A small town in which it occupies the nouthern ext h e province of Malwa, which in tremity, bordering on Gujerat. From
1820 contained 200 houses, and be- Sarowy to Ajmeer its territories are
longed to the raja of Seetamow ; lat. protected by a chain of mountains,
of which it commands several of the
24O 7' N., Ion. 75" 25' E.
pasaes, and it is besides the country
NYA~PKT.-Asmall town, with a through which the commerce between
busy bazar, in the Carnatic province, Bombay, Cutch, and Gujerat, and
a:ld northern division of Arcot, about the north-western parts of Rajpooseventy miles north by west from tana and Upper Hindostan must pass.
Madras.
I t also connects many of the British
military positions,and-in the course of
NYNABCOIL.-Atown in the Car- time the great commercial roads that
natic province, containing several pa- formerly existed will be re~tored. A
godas, situated in the Madura district, considerable ortion of the Odeypoor
and subdivision of Marawa, about principality fad anciently the np eL
seventeen miles travelling distance h t i m of ~ e w a r or
, Meywar, anBia
N.W. from Kamnad.
chief in historv is freauentlv stvled
NYTHANA.-A ruined native forti- Rana of chitire, untii that *eitydwi
fication in Northern Hindostan. tweo- taken by Acber in 1567. I t is diffiti-four miles N.W. from ~ i m o r a ; cult to define the real extent of the
Odeypoor territories, owing to the
lat. 29" 46' N.. Ion. 79' 17' E., 5.835
incessant fluctuation of their limits,
feet above t h e level-of the sea.
but they may be considered generally
as comprehending the districts of
Chitore and Meywar. Under this
point of view they are bounded on
the north by the Joudpoor territries; on the south by many native
OBYI ~ L E . - A ~island in the East- principalities in the provinces of Mal.
em sens, situated principally between wa and Gujerat ; to the east are the
tlie first and second degrees of territories of Kotah, Boondee, and
south latitude and the 198th and Sindia; and on the west the dietrict
159th of east longitude. In length of Sarowy. In 1818 their total area
it rnay be ' estimated a t sixty-five mi ht be estimated a t 7,300 square
miles, by eleven miles the average mifes of turbulent, ill-subdued tem.
breadth. On this island live many tory. Cambay, by the road of Ahrunaway slaves from Ternate, who medabad and Eder, once a greaieomcultivate cloves, which they sell to mercial route, is not more than a00
the Buggenes. I t is claimed by the miles from Odeypoor, and an im-
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portant road from Jumbosier run8
through the eastern parts of Odeypoor, and passing by Baroh, Doongurpoor, and Sillumber, reaches Ajmeer in a distance of little more than
three hundred miles, so that stores
might be brought by this route from
Bombay.
The surface of Odeypoor is rather
hilly than mountainous, and possessing many ~trerunsand rivulets, independent of the solstitial rains. I t
produces, when properly cultivated,
sugar, indigo, tobacco, wheat, rice,
and barley; there are abo mines of
iron, and fuel is abundant. Thirty
miles north of the city of Odeypoor
sulphur is foond, but of a quality inferior to that procured from Sumt.
The country is naturally strong, and
the paths wild and intricate. In 1818
Cheetoo the Pindary b d e d every
effort to overtake him, when he escaped from Jawud in Rajpootana, by
penetrating through a most difficult
country to the south of the Mewar
district, emerging near Dhar, to the
south-west of Oojein, where there is
a high range of mountains, whence
issue the streams that afterwards form
the Mahy river. The city of Odeypoor, which is situated within an amohitheatre of hills. is rmarded in the
kpproach by n deep land dangerous
defile, which admits of only a single
carriage passing at a time ; i e t so extensive is the circuit protected by
this pass that it is said at one time
to have comprehended between 400
and 500 villages. The cultivntors
are composed of Rajpoots, Jauts,
Brahmins, Bheels, and Meanas, and
nearly the whole are of the Brahminical persunsion. Their language
is of Sanscrit origin, and the Lord's
Prayer, when translated into it, was
found to contain twenty-eight of the
roots found either in the Bengalcse
or Hindostany specimens.
The rana of Odeypoor is of the
Sesodya tribe, nnd is considered the
most noble of the Rajpoot chiefs, but
in temporal power has long been inferior to the rajas of Jeypoor and
J~udpoor. He is also much revered
by the Mabo~nedans,in consequence

of a tradition that he is descended,
in the female line, from Noushirvan
the Just, who was sovereign of Persia
at the birth of their prophet, and
thus to havc a common origin with
the Seids, descended from Houein
the son ofAli. In 1807 the rajas of
Jeypoor and Joudpoor contended for
the honour of marrying the Rana of
Odeypoor's daughter, and each supported his pretensions by the sword,
thereby originating a war, the source
of woes unnumbered to Rajpootana.
The nobility of the country are
Rajpoots (Rajaputras, off8 ring of
rajas) called Rhatores in t i e vulgar
tongue. They are of the Sesodya
tribe, which is esteemed the purest
and most elevated in rank. The
lands are mostly held by feudal tenure, but in the late distracted state
of the Rana's dominions, the government dues were rarely paid except
when levied by force, and the feudatories an rarely obeyed his summons
to appear at court. Madhnjee Sindia,
by repented invasions, threw the
country into confusion, and dissolved
the attachment of the inferior chiefs,
so that the revenue of the Rana in
1805 had dwindled down to eight
lacks of rupees, while the separated
chieftains established nettv states.
such as Shahpoora, ~h'ereihur,and
others. clninline inde~endence. This.
however, was Lot thd worst the ~ a n a
was doomed to suffer, for under the
Maharatta regim6 his poverty became
so great, that in 1818 no money whatever remained in the Rana's treasury,
and the prince himself daily disbursed
the small sums necessary for l ~ i s
dinner expenses.
Besides others of his lands occupied
by desultory and predntory bands,,
the usurpations of recent years, the
following had been assigned to the
Sindia and Holcar families, viz.
In Jeswunt Row Bhow's
hands.
Rs. 11,00,000
In Bapoo Sindia's ditto... 1,85,000
Ruttunghur, &c
3,00,000

.................

.............

Total lands held by Sindia 15,85,000

Ditto held by Holcar...

14,75,000

,

T o these might be added the respective shares of Bapoo Sindia and
Delil Khan, each three lacks and a
half annually, being the aggregate tribute of the collective body of feudal
chiefs, eettled long before at a meeting of Bapoo Sindia, Jumsheed Khan,
and their officers, with the chiefs of
Mewar and the Rana's functionaries,
near the city of Ode poor; which
convention was intenLd for ever to
suppress all predatory extortions from
t h e province. The most sacred oaths
were exchanged; Ba o swore on
t h e Ganges water, ann80Jmsheed on
t h e Koran; but the ink was scarcely
dry and a few instalments-paid, when
t h e old scenes recommenced with increased violence and barbarity, while
Jumsheed bestowed the most opprobrious epithets on the Rana within
t h e precincts of his own palace.
From this most horrible bondage
, t h e Rana was rescued by the British
government, and a treaty conclucled,
by the conditioi~sof which the latter
WM to receive one-fourth of the revenue realized for the first five years,
and three-eighths ever after; the
last proportion to be also received
from any acquisitions recovered for
the raja. After this his prospects
brightened, and the chiefs and nobles, his former feudatories, daily repaired to offer him that obeisance
they had so long withheld. But his
poverty still continued, and the consequence was, that inferior officers
were detached with bodies of troops
t o manage forts and pergunnahs,
without any provision for their expenses, and it mattered little to the
scanty population whether the rod
were used by the Rana's own rapacious functionaries, or by the miscreants who had been expelled by
the interference of the British armies.
I n January 1818 General Donkin
describes the country as equalling, in
richness of soil, any tract in Hiudostan that he had ever seen, with the
exception of some pergunnahs round
Tonk Rampoora; but that the first
cultivation that he had met with
since he entered this desolated principality was immediately adjoming

the fortress of Sanganeer, halC a mile
from which the land still continued
an unproductive waste. Unfortunately the Rana's personal character
was little adapted to the existing
emergency, having (besides his habitual indo1ence)had his mental faculties
injured by his long and hopeless depression, while no confidential advisers remained whose talents were
adequate to the crisis. One of the
most ruinous course8 pursued by the
Rana, was the lavish and indiscriminate grants of land bestowed for various purposes, through favour and
faction.
The British government felt a natural anxiety to restore the prosperity, and regenerate, if practicable,
the decayed institutions and misap
plied resources of this ancient state ;
but any systematic interference with
the Rana's internal management was
equally precluded by the conditions
of the treaty and considerations of
general policy. Under these circumstances the appointment of a minister
of capacity and integrity, disposed to
act in concert with the British government for the good of his prince
and country, would be the most advantageous arrangement : but even
this was rendered hopeless by the absence of talent, experience, and influence, among those whose birth and
station would have otherwise rendered them conspicuous. Notwithstanding these untoward circumstances some amelioration has taken
place, and in 1818 the Rana's court,
when visited by Capt. Tod, was found
respectably attended by various chiefs,
who had not been there for many
years, and by others who had never
been there at all. , Hopes were also
entertained that the whole would attend, and yield up the crown lands
they had usurped, without any direct
interference on the part of the British
government, now that tlie barrier
which had so long separated them
from their legitimate sovereign, and
retained both in thraldrom, had been
removed.--( Public MS. Documents,
Tod, George Thonzas, Broughton,
WiJford, 40.) .

ODEYPOOR.
ODEYPOOB.-A town in tlu province of Ajmeer, or Rajpootana, the
capital of the preceding principality,
situated 2,064 feet above the level
of the sea ; Iat. 24' 35' N., Ion. 7 3 O
44' E. To the west of this city is o
large lake, enclosed on all sides except where the town stands by wild
and rugged hills, between which and
the margin of the lake there are some
villages, tombs, and gardens, with
narrow slips of cultivation. A great
bund or embankment, along whicli
there are many trees and several
buildings, defends the town from any
overflow of the lake. The summits
of the hills are composed of granite
and quartz, and at their base schistus
of various sorts is fouud.
The appearance of Odejpoor froni
a distance presents an imposi~igappearance, which a closer spectio ti on
does not justify. The palaces and
garden residences on the lake are all
of marble, and the sculptural decorations are not only highly finished, but
display considerable taste. Images,
toys, and a great variety of articles
of marble, rock crystal, and steatite
are sent from hence and from Jeypoor to the neighbouring provinces.
Copper and lead are said to abound
a little to the northward, but during
the late anarchy all mining operations
were suspended. In 1818 this place
presented a miserable collection of
ruined temples and deserted houses ;
but it has eince, under the Brititih
protection, greatly recovered from its
then state of extreme depression.
The whole of the tribute of Marwar,
during the first four years of its British connexion, were absorbed by its
expenses; but in 1823 more than
eight lacks of net revenue had been
realized, of which 4,00,123 rupees
,were appropriated by the British government; three lacks as its share of
tribute, and the remainder for the
liquidation of debt.
The British
claims on the Odeypoor net revenue
amount to threeeighths annually, but
more than a quarter has not yet been
taken. Within the Odeypoor dominions there are three high and privileged claases of Rajpootn: 1st. sixteen

rajas ;ad. thirty-two tbakmrs, or feudal barons; 3d. the descendants of
these two, settled on lands of their
own; each mnintaining bodies of
armed followers.
The city of Chitore was for several
centuries the capital of this principality, and much celebrated for its
strength, riches, and antiquity, when
taken by the Emperor Acber, in A.D.
1567. It is still a good-sized town,
with n any pagodas, aiid a meanlybuilt, but apparently busy bazar. The
fortress rises immediately above the
town, and extends for a considerable
distance to the right and left of it.
The rock where not naturally precipitous has been scarped by art all
round the summit, to the height of
from eighty to 120 feet. It is surrounded by a rude wall, with semicircular bastions, enclosing, according
to native report, a circuit of twelve
miles; but its real area is not in
proportion to its circumference, its
form being extremely irregular, and
the ridge of the hill in illany places
narrow. The length, however, is
not short of four miles, and the
length of the wall, with all its windings, is probably not much exaggerated.
The approach is by a zig-zag road
of very easy slope, but stony ~ n in
d
bad repair. Passing under six gateways, with traverses and rude outworks, the main entrance of the castle is reached. The whole face of
the hill, except the precipice, is covered with trees and brushwood, and
the ascent about a mile. In advance
of the a s t l e gate is an outwork or
barbican, with a colonnade; internally, of octagonal pillars and carved
imposts, supporting a flat terrare, and
with a hall In the interior. The gateway itself is very lofty and striking,
with a good deal of carving in the
genuine style of ancient Hindoq architecture, without any Mahomedan
intermixture, something approaching
to the Egyptian.
On entering the gateway a small
street leads to an ancient temple,
and afterwards through many interestins buildings and temples, some
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QDEYPOOR.
of which are extremely solemn and
beautiful. There are also two or
three Ettle palaces, chiefly remnkable
for the profusion of carving bestowed
on rooms of very minute dirrrensions,
and arranged with no more regard to
convenience than a comlnon prison.
Just above the crest of the hall
stands the largest temple in the fort,
dedicated to the destroying power,
with the trident of Siva in front, and
lighted within by some lampa. In its
furthest dnrk recess is a frightful
figure of the blood-stained goddess
Cali, with her lion, her many hands
full of weapons, and her chuplet of
skulls. A tiger's skin is stretched
before her, and the pavement is
stained with the blood of sacrifices ;
'adjacent sit the Brahmins and offi.
ciating priests.
In this and all the other temples
the excellence of the masonry is remarkable, as also the j~ldic~alconntruction of the domes that cover
them, as well as the solemn effect
produced by their style of architecture, originating possibly in the low
massive proportions of their pillars,
in the strong shadows thrown by
their rojecting cornices and unpierce{ domes, in the long t i i h t of
steps leading to them, which give
consequence to a structure of very
moderate dimensions, and in the character of their ornaments. which consist either of mythologicai bas-reliefs,
or in endless reoetition and continuitv
of a few very 'simple forms, so aa tb
give an idea of a sort of infinity. The
construction of all these
buildings is the same. A small courtpard, a portico, a square open building, supported by pillars and surmounted by a dome, and behind
this a close square shrine, surmounted by an ornamented pyramid. There
is only one building in the Mnhomedan style, said to be the work ofAzim
Ushaun, the son of Aurungzebe, who
was fortunate enough to capture Chitore, and consequently named it Futteh Mahal ; but it is singular enough
that such a building should have been
allowed to stand when the Hindoos
recovered the place. Although unin-

babitd and falling into decay, it is
still tolerably entire.
There are many pools, cisterns,
and wells, .in different parts of thii
extraordinary hill, nmounting, it is
said, to eighty-four, of which, however, in the dry season, only twelve
have water. One of these is a lar e
irregular pool cut in the solid roci,
and fed by a beautiful spring, with a
little temple over it, is a most picturesque spot. It has high rocks on
.three sides, covered with trees and
temples; on the fourth side are some
old buildings. also of a religious character, erected on the edge of the
precipice that surrounds the castle.
A long flight of rock-hewn steps kads
down to the water, and the whole
plnce breathes coolness, seclusion,
and solemnity. Below the edge of
the precipice, and with their foliage
just rising above it, grow two or
three large plantains of a very large
size, which are considered great
curiosities, as they produce excellent fruit ever year, slthough
there he s w c e & any earth on
the rock where they are rooted.
They probably, however, derive
moisture from the water flowing
through the rampart, which assistcl
to dam the pool.
The most extraordinary buildings
in Chitore are two minarets, or tower
temnles. dedicated to S i v ~ . The
smalleclt is now ruinous ; but the
lareest. which resembles it in form, is
a Gu&e tower nine stories high,- of
white marble, nlost elaborately carved, surmounted by a cupola, and the
two highest stories projecting like
balconies beyond those beneath, so
that it stands on its smaller end.
There is a steep and narrow staircase of marble within, conducting to
seven small and two large apartments, all richly and delicately carved with mythological ligures, of which
the most conspicuo~sand most freqoehtly repeated are, Siva embracing
Parvati, and Siva in the character of
the destroyer, with a monstrous cobra di capello in each hand. As far
as can be guessed by the eye, this
building is about 115 feet high, and
8
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the view from the top of it most ex. is a stmm of frerh water, and good
tensive.
nnchoraec.
-..- ..- .-a-There rue few cannon h u e (I824),
O o o a r ~ o o n r f Aprapura).
A
and the garrawn is very insignificant ; town in the province of Orisss, sevenbut it might be made impregnable, tyseven miles N. N. W. from Cutits situation being such t h a t to batter tack; lat. 21' 21' N, Ion. 85O 24' %
i t would be of l~ttleune; and from
OKAYUNDEL~ k ~ a d o h ) . - I n
its great extent, shells would give the
defenders but little mnorance. On modern timen t e term Okanlundel
pnnci~a119applied to the western
the other hmd, to m& its walls
require an army. A consider- extremity of the Gujerat peninsula,
able population resides within the separated from the main land of Halfort, but they are mostly Brahmins hu* and Burudda by a runn or swamp,
formed by the sea making a breach
and market people.
The journey from c u n p
to chi- from the north-western shore, near
tore, about twelve miles distance, i~ Pindtaruk, and extending in a S-E.
through a wild but interesting road, direction again connects itself with
winding through woods at the base the sea at Muddeep about fourteen
of some fine rocky hills; and the miles distant from Pindtaruk. The
situation of Chitore is conspicuous breadth of this channel gradually defrom a considerable distance, owing Creases; at Muddee it is not more
to the height of the rock on which than a mile, and is s e ~ m t e dfrom
the fortress stands. From Chitore to the ocean by a low bank fifty yards
Saws, on the other side, ten miles wide, which is wearing away. Twelve
distance, is through a count almost miles north from Positra thls runn or
cove&
jungle, not
and 8wamp is five and a half miles broad,
matted with long grass, but open, of the bottom of firm sand with Very
wattered tand bushes, abounding little mud. The highest spring-tides
with deer and hop, but hot many flood it to the depth of sixteen or
bgers! those last preferring long eighteen inches, at other times it is
grass In the neighbourhood of water, dry 0' merely moist, and may be
marched across with ease. The Oka
which article is very scarce here.
Chitore was first conquered by the shore is much more abrupt and unMahomedans in A.1). 1.W3, during even than the other, and is thickly
the reign of Allah ud Deen, empha- covered with milk-bush, baubool, and
tically named the scourge of the Hin- other wild and astringent shrubs. Afdoos, at Delhi. I t was subsequently ter ascending the coast the descent
taken by Acber, in 1667; and
into the country is gradual, the gein 1680 subdued and plundered by neral level of the country beingmuch
Azim Ushaun, the son of Aurung- lower than the beach of the Runn.
zebe; permanent posseseioa, there- The word aka signifies every thing
fore, does not appear to have been bad or difficult, in which sense it is
retained by the Patan or ~~~~l dy- applied to this wild and uncouth dienasties. In 1790 it was taken by trict.
Madhnjee Sindm from Bhem Sin&,
In 1809 Okamundel contained five
the rebellious subject of the mna of forts and twenty-seven villages. The
Ode poor, to whom it was restored, first are Bate, Positra, Bhurwalla,
conirmably to a previous I r e & Dwaraca, and Dhenjee. The soil is
ment, and under whose dominion it generally of a light red colour, and
still remains. I t stands in lat. 24O of no great depth, jowaree and ba62' N., lon. 74O 45' E . A B k h V He- jeree being the only crops it is capable of yielding. Camels of an inferior
ber, 8ir John MaIcoIm, Jar. FrOLer,
Mojor Rennell, 4c.)
.
sort are bred here, the sea-beach and
extensive sandy slips (called Wudh),
OPPAK.-A harbour thus named covered with shrubs, being suited
in the island of Wrigeeoo, where there to the rearing of this animal, which
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requires iittle mre, atid is 8ufFered to
roam wild anlong the jungles, where
tigers have never been found, nlthough leopards have occasionally
been seen. The rock of Oka is
much impregnated wit11 iron, brrt is
little fused, beyond what the blacksmiths require for building and repniring boats. Salt is manufactured
In small quantities, and the shores
abound with oystcrs and other shellfish. The population consists mostly
o f Wagheres, a Hindoo race of men
originally from Cutch, but who apr t o possess as much of MaEedan
as of Hindoo principles,
and their appearance and manners
are barbarous in the extreme. T h e
Rajpoot families in general live in
villages distinct from the Wagheres,
and p3.v a consideration for their
lands and crops, which the others
d o not, their maxim being t o plough
and eat.
The piracies for which Oka has
been celebrated are of very ancient
date, and the natives continue prone
t o this mode of life, t o which they
are stimulated by the peculiar advantages the numerous creeks, bays,
channels, and inlete of the coast
afford them, besides their reliance
on the power of their deity at Dwaraca, whose priests and attendants
are t h e strongest instigators t o depredation, and the ultimate receivers
of the stolen goods. Before embarking i t was formerly a practice with
these pirates to promise a larger
share t o the god than he could
justly claim, provided he would enRure success and safety to their trip.
Many vessels were fitted o ~ in~ the
t
name of Itunchor (the deity), as sole
owner, and actually belonged to the
temple, which received whatever
plunder they brought back.
T h e ancient hilitory, as narrated in
the sacred writings of the Hindoos,
is s o mingled with fabulous tradition
that it is impossible to separate
truth from romance. Theee anthorities, such as they are, derive its
name from a celebrated demon of
the name of Oka, who occupied this
tract o f maritime coast, until he was
VOL. 11.

slain by Krbhnn. Such historical
Fragments ae are now extant comnience about A.D. 3054, a t which
ern Oka was partitioned between the
Herole and Chowara R;~jpoots,who
were afterwards erpelled by Rhotore Rajpoots from Marwar. The
more modern history of Okem~lndel
commences about the end of the
twelfth century, since which date
many chiefs have reigned, but to enumerate them would only expose a barren list of names all ending with the
syllable jee. After the interference
of the British government in 1809
for the suppressiotl of piracy, the
improvement of Okamundel was very
tardy, both from the barrenness of
the soil, and thc difficulty of withdrawing men from habits that had
existed for centuries, and which in
this instance were also interwoveu
with religious prejudices. The inver
teracy of their piratical habits prored
so insurmountable that the complete
subjugation of Okomundel appeared
to be the only remedy, and this was
effected by a detachnle~ltunder Colonel East, in 1816.
The poverty of Bate snd Okamundel woultl have rendered them unprofitable acquisitions t o the British
government, but the sanctity of the
territory rendered it gratefill to the
Guicowar, who was willing to accept
it at the hazard of a
sacrlfice. In 1816 the highest rerenue of
Okamundel was estimated at 40,000
rupees, three-fourths of which was
realized by the pilgrim-tax, which
under the British government would
have undergone n reduction, as had
happened at Juggernauth ; all extra
profits had been destroyed by the
suppression of piracy. After much
negociation and hesitation on the
pnrt of Futteh Singh Guicowar, the
district of Okamundel, with its holy
places of Bate and Dwaraca, was
finally transferred t o the Baroda sa.
vereign in 1817.-(Macnzurdo, Carnor, Public MS. Documents, EM,
4-c
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Orrnr~.-A town in the province
of Bengal, district of Birboom, 150
Z
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ONGOLOGUR.

OYEEBIIBEB.-Avillage in the pr*
vince of Cutch, situated about eleven
mileg south from U C BU**
IU.P3643' N.
OMETA.-A town m the prodnce
of Gujerat, twenty-nix miles ea%tfrom.
Cambay 5 lat. 2%' 24' N. Ion. 73O
f 3 E.
OMBAIZ.-A small fortified tows
in the province of Aga, twenty-sin
miles E.from ~ i ~but~bdonging
~ ~ h
to jaloun ; lat. 250 4 ( N.,
~ ion. 784
66t E.
Omv~wnnn.-A small district in
c1cy.
the province of Malwa, bounded on'
OYBAYISLE.-A~ island in the the west by the Cali Sinde river, and
Eastern seas, the inhabitants of on the enst by the Parbutty. The
which are described no fierce nnd designation of this tract is traced
treacherous, and in I820 had the from a class of inferior Rajpootq
reputation of being cannibals with originally from Mewar, who while the
the dark colour and frizzled Lair of Mogul em ire flourished were prothe Papuas. In other circumstances prietors o r large herds of camels,
Ombay is said entirely to resemble from which the name Omut is dethe island of Sabrao, to which refe- lived. In process of time their two
rence may be ha8.
Mohun and Purserani
-I-d--i -n--0e chiefs
-- O M E ~ K U N(Amara
T U ~ CadacO).acquired possession of 1,500 villages,
A celebrated place of Bindoo pil- whlcli they named collectively Omutgrimage in the province of Gund- wara, and having divided them into
wana, twenty-eight miles N.N.W. two equal portions, they ruled them
from Ruttenpoor; lat. 2 P 55' N., under the titles of rawul and dewan,
lon. 8P 7' E., 2,463 feet above the still retaining a strong predilection
level of the sea The country around towards their ancient plundering haOmerkuntuc is very wild, and thinly bib. On the Maharatta conquest of
inhabited, and rarely frequented ex- Malwa they were in their turn co~gt
cept b Hindoo pilgrims, who go to pelled to yield to more powerful robvisit t i e sources of the Sone and bers, and are now tributary, the first
Nerbudda rivers at this place, the to Sindia, and the last to the young
usual road to which is by Rutten- renresentative of the Holcar family.
poor. No European traveller (as far
ONAIL.-A town in the province
as was known in 1828) has yet visited it, but accordin to native aotho- of Malwa, eighteen miles N.N.W,
rities, these riven Serive their origin from Oojeio ; lat. 23' 21' N., Ion. 75O
from the water that is collected in 35' E.
and issues from the cavities of the
ONGOLOGUB
(Angda-ghar/.-h
mountains which form the elevated town in the province of Orissa, distable-land of Omerkuntuc. Of this trict of Cuttack, fifty-nine miles W.
territory the Nagpoor raja formerly from the town of Cuttack; lat. ZOO
claimed a art, the raja of Sohaee- 32' N., lon. 85' 11' E. This i s the
poor anot er part, and the wild capital of a large zemindarg, bounded
Gonds a third, but the whole is on the north by the Brahminy river;
comprehended within the British do- on the east by the hereditary stateof
ainions, and it is to be hoped will Talchere; m d in extreme dimensions
not much longer remain unexplored. is 126 miles from iiorth to south, bg
ACkptain J. B. BLunt, Mr. Jezlkins, ten from eaat to weat. This tmet
produces rice and most of the Indian
4c.I

d e s N.W. from Calcutta ; lat. W
38' N., Ion.
16' E.
O L ~ A B/ ULU a m ) .
A town in
the province o!~ujent,
situated in
a rich country, with few trees, seven
miles north from Surat ; lat. 21' 21'
N., Ion. 73' 3 E. With the surrounding valuable pergunnah it was
hnally acquired by c o n T ' e from
the Vinchoor Cur, one of the Pmhws's chief functionaria, in 1817, but
i t had previously, on account of ite
vicinity to Surat, been under the jurisdichon of the magistrate of that
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gains; also oil, cotton, wax, honey,
iron, and timber. In 1814 the pro-

Roopoor, Sydanpooram, and Accam.
pttah.-(Iiiclfarfon, Public MS. D e

ONCOLEf Anguh).-A
town and
subdivisioi~of the Northern Carnatic,
153 milert north from Madras; lat.
1bo 13'N., Ion. 7g0 S'E. This is a
mean and irregularly built town,
composed entirely of red earth huts
with thatched mof& The fort is a
detached work, with round bastions,
the ramprt
with uncemented
.stones, and protected o n three sides
by a wet ditch and on the fourth *by
a lake
great beauty, with wooded
banks,
groQPs Bf
th3
approach the marginparty
invalids under a European commandant
eompose the garrison, and a conveaient bungalow is provided for the
u s e of travellers.
Ongole was formerly dependent on
a h e Cuddapah principality, but was
afterwards incorporated with the Carhatic below the ghauts, and subject
t o the nabob of Arcot, from whom,
in 1801, it was received by theBritish
eovernment. I n point of fertility
Onple is inferior to Tanjore and
several ofier districts; but i t is r e
rnarkably rich in copper ore, and
yields abundance of excellent s d t
along the sea-coast. The Gondegama
which bounds it to the north, and the
Mussy, are the chief streams. The
principal towns besides Ongole are

streams, which during the rainy monsoon become torrents, and render the
whole fresh. I t abounds with sb,
which when mlted form a consi erable article ofcomtnerce with the interior.-@'.
Budanan, Bruce, 4c.)
Qwsu6~IB~~.-A
small islet in the
Eastern seas,
a quarter of
mile ill ,circumference, and about two
a half
distnnt from Behvia
~h~ immense
arsend
and warehouses which theDutch had
erected here were d l destroyed by
i
r Edward PeG
the squadron uodet* S
lew during the rmoiutionary war.

prietor colledLed annually about r u h , 4c.)
10,000 rupees from a tax levied a t
sea-pO*
Oxon" (Hauuvaraj.-A
P e r g w p r a h ghaut, on I 1 merchanaepassing that road me
town in the province of Canara, situ4
1 16' N-, loll. 75" 3,0'E,
then ated in l a t '
hibnte paid by tke zemindar
only 1,550 rupees; his estimated pro- This was formerly a place of great
fit =,be8 rupees. ~~~~h of thg commerce,where Hyder hadestablishships
eduntry is still in a state of nature, ed a dock-~ard for
it was totally demolished
r1, 181d war,? ' but
sfid
,,,itfi jun,+.
i ~ ~ O
after
~ i t was recovered by
ahe succ&sion was disputed by two
treaty
claimants, IIIoknruthSingh and P d t h t o m has been since rebuilt, and
thee Singh, both stroe
of illegitimacy. After a tedious in- it "OW possesses a custOm-hOnse*
eestigation the ~~~~~igovernment T h e P~rtugue* erected a fort here
a5w' The lake of
ePrly as
decided that neither had any just
owner being Sam- Onore is of great extent, and, like
title, the
n ~ u t hBingh, who was installed ac- that at Cundapoor, contains many
eordingly by tilc ~ ~ ifunctionaries.
~ i ~ h island% some sfwhichare cultivated.
Pzlblic MS. l)ocrcIt
to the ghaut% and
L(Ri&nrdmn,
in the dry season is almost salt ; but
nrmtr, 6.)
it receives many small fresh-water

3

0acn.-A town in theprovince of
Modtan, where, accardlng' to MG
Elphinatone, the Indns receives the
Punjnud, a river formed by the unioa
of the Punjul, w&er% which, althollgh
of a large v o h m e is much inferior in
d z e to the Indux above the jtinction~
there is rewon, hovwever, to believe
t h a t during the dry season the confluence takes place m c h lower down.
When the floods are a t their height
the whole intwven-ing space between
(Ooch and the maln channel of the
Indus is one vast sheet.of water.
T h e town ~f Ooch is situated
within the Bahnwulpoor principality,
about sevbnty-five miles &. by W,
z2

from the city of Mooltan ; lat. W 0
11' N., Ion. 70° 60' E. It has probably at some remote period been of
greater importance, as its name designates a peculiar language called the
Ooch or Wuch, which, when examined by the missionaries, was found
to contain (radicnlly) twentyaix of
the thirty-two words that compose
the Lord's Prayer in Bengalese and
Hindostany.-(Elphimtone, Missiona r k , &.)
(Ujtryini darga).
OOCHINADILOOG
strong hill-fort in the Balqhaut
ceded districts, subdivision of Harponellv ; lat. 14' 39'N., loo. 7GO 10'
E. This fortress is situated about
twelve miles to the eastward of Hunghur, and has the appearance of great
strength, being of considerable height,
nncolinected and abrupt, es cially
tothe northward and westwarrwhere
it is dmost perpendicular.-(Moore,
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OODEEPOOB
(U&ya PUM
J. A
town in the province of Gujerat,
where it is nearly nnrrounded by the
windings of the Oresung river; lat.
W
N., Ion. 74O 7' E. It is built
on a rising ground, and in 1820 contained about 1,000 houses. The
general road from Malwa passes
through tt,is place, which at the
above date belonged to a petty raja
of the same tribe with Zalim Singh
of Kotah.--( Mulcoln~,$c.)
POOB f Udaya ~ u r a ) .- A
OODEY
town in.the province of Malwa, formerly of considerable conseqnence,
as is indicated by its extensive ruins;
lat. 23' 52' N., Ion. 78'W E. With
the temtory attached it belongs to
Sindis, and in 1820 yielded a revenue
of 70,000 rupees per annum.--(MaL
colna, 4c.)
OODUNPOOR.-Amodernte sized
town in the province of Delhi, about
thirty miles N.E. from Furruckahad, and about twelve from Shahjehanpoor. The frontier here between
the Oude and British dominions is
only an imaginary line.

OOJEINFUjja?/ini).-A district in

the province of Malwn, rrituatml towards the south-western extreniity,
and containing the capitals of the
Sindia and Holcar families. The soil
in the vicinity of Oojein and over
the greater part of the Malwa province is a black vegetable ruould,
which in the rainy season becomes
so soft that travelling is hardly practicnble. When dry it cracks in all
directions, and the fissures are so
wide and deep by the road side as
to make a journey dangerous. The
quantity of rain that falls in ordinary
seasons is so considerable, an11 the
ground so retentive of moisture, that
wells are little used for watering the
fields; but this makes the sufferings
of the inhabitants more severe if the
periodical rains foil, there being no
wells to supply the deficiency. I t is
singular that the vine in this tract
produces a second crop of grapes in
the rain season, but tbey are acidnlolls ancfof an inferior quality. The
other fruits are the mangoe; guava,
plnntain, melon, and several varieties
of.the orange and lime trees. In
the villages near the city of Oojein
the houses are entirely built of mud,
the roofs, walls, and floors being all
of that comporition, wtlich the inhabitants assert resists the heaviest
rains. In 1820 the portion of this
district belonging to Sintlia and nttached to tllc city of Oojein yielded a
revenue of near .2,80,000 rupees,
nearly half of which was eranted in
asuigiments.
(Dr. IV;. Hunter,
Malcolm, 4c.)

-

OOJEINf Ujjayini).-A
town of
great celebrity in the Malwa province, and until the recent transfer
to Gualior, the modern capital of the
Sindia Maharattas, 1,698 feet above
the level of the sea ; lat. 23' 11' N.,
Ion. 75' 35' E. By Abul Fazel, in
1582, it is described as follows :
" Oojein is a large city on the banks
of the Sopra, and held in high veneration by the Hindoos. I t is aatonishing that sometimes this river
flows with milk."
The city of Oojein, called in Sanscrit Ujjayini and Avanti, boasts a

most remote antiquity. A chapter
in the Hindoo mythological poems
named the Puranas is devoted to the
description of it, and it is mentioned
in tlie Periplus of the Erythrean Sea,
as well as by Ptolemy, under the
name of Ozene. I t is also considered by tlindoo geographers as the first
meridian, and due north of Lanca,
an imaginary place on the equator,
somewhat S.W. of Ceylon, without
latitude or lon 'tude. The modern
town is situatefabout a mile to the
eouth of the ancient, which is said to
have been overwhelmed by a convulsion of nature about the time of raja
Vicramaditya, when it was the seat
of arts, learning and empire; b ~
Mr. Fullarton is of opinion that no
appearance, either in the vicinity or
place itself, indicates that any such
co~ivulsionever took place. In fact,
the site of old Oojein presents the
same irregular surface, the same undulating heaps of brick-coloured rubbish, intersected by ravines, which
mark the sites of the other decayed
towns throughout Hindostan. The
depth also nt which pillars and other
fragments of masonry have been occasionally found, may be sufficiently
accounted for, from the accomulntion of soil with which the perishable
habitatiol~s of an Intlian town are
continually enveloping those that
have passed away, without having
recourse to the Brahminical fable of
a shower of cold earth, or to any
sl~~ernatural
convulsion. What has
been called Raja Bhirtery's cavc is no
cave a t all, but part of an ancient
building of masonry, buried in part
under the ruins of the old city, an-d
so far become subterranean, and a t
present the only appearance that
deserves the name.
Connected with it, and probably
part of the original edifice, 1s a sort
of elevated court or portico, with
several ancient columns still erect.
In the bank adjoining this to the
northward there are two cleared
apertures or doorways. That nearest the river conducts to a suite of
four low and narrow stone chambers,
supported by massy pillars curiously

carved, the floors nearly on a level
with the present surface of the soil ;
and under these is another suite of
small low a artments, t o which the
descent is tRmugh an a perture in
the pavement, and whicE are now
strictly subterranean. It is in this
part of the building that the fabulous
passage leading to Benares and Hurdwar is pointed out. The other aperture leads to a sort of gallery about
three feet below the present level of
the ground, its roof supported on a
long range of pillars, curiously embellished with figures in relievo.
The modern town of Oojein is
of an oblong shape, was formerly
aabout six miles in circumference, and
the interior crowded with buildings
and population ; but the latter have
been gradually diminishing, many
having been attracted to the neighbouring city of Indore, where Holcar
has a t length fixed his hitherto migratory court. Some of the houses
in the principal streets exceed two
stories In height; that inhabited by
the widow of Madhnjee Sindia in
1820 was of four stories, and very imposingin its appearance. The wooden
fronts of many of the principal buildings are elaborately carved, the tile
roofs sloped after the fashion of Europe, and the main street paved with
a granite causeway. The most remarkable biiildings are the pagodas in
the vicinity of the palace (itself a poor
edifice), and bordering on a fine sheet
of water; more especially the temple
of Maha Cali, w ~ t h its portico of
many pillars; and those of Krishns
and Rama at Unkpat. The most
striking scene, however, at Oojein is
the view from the Sipra of a noble
range of ghauts that line its banks,
with the gardens containing the cheteries of the Sindia family, intermingled with cupola pavilions, old trees,
Hindoo templea, and tombs of Mahomedan mints. Some of the cheteries
are really fine monumei~tal structures. In a temple dedicated to Mahadeva, adjoining the mausoleum of
one of Madhajee Sindia's wives, there
in a large white mnrble statue of Siva's
bull Nundi, with its mouth resting on
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early gs A.D. 1008, and it w a s k t
gam, and held up hy two figures in conquered by the Mabmedans about
the hebit of fakewe, which for this l%30. The celebrated raja Jeysingb
country ie ertainly an extraordinary held the city an3 territory of Oo*
piece of sculpture. Sindim's palace d the emperor Mahomed Shah ;hut
M a pile of buildiog no wri~remark7 it saon afterwards fell under the
able,but in its vicinity are the remains Imwer of the Maharattas, and hPs
of an ancient gateway, called the heen powssed for bur generations
Chowbees Derwazeh (or twenty-four b~ the Sindia family. Jyapa Sindim,
doors), reputed to be nearly coeval the first of the race on racord, was a
with the time of Vicmmaditya, yet servant to Ba'erow the fiat Peshwa,
Blfering little in it. style from similar who del ated him to several military
WWings of the prosmt dry. The comman%. B e was followed by his
nstronomical observatory built here son Junkqjee, who wee murdered
by raja Jeysingh stands without the after the battle of Pnniput ; and
city on the south-west, and is a much his uncle Ranojee sucreeded to his
inferior structure to his other este- territories. This chief left two sons,
Mishlnent in Upper Hindostan, and Kedarjee the father of Anund Row,
trss long been consigned to negkd the father of Dowlet Row Sindia ;
and Madhajee Sindia, who enpplanted
w d decay.
Until the recent transfer of the his eldest brother and seized the
seat of ggvernment to Gualior, Oo- throne. This last chief early isn life
jein waa reckoned the ce i t d of lost a leg at the battle of Paniput,
Bindia's dominims,and is stigthe re- so fatal to the Maharattas : but notsidence of some of the most diitin- withstanding his mutilation, he disguisbed individimlls of ttbat prince's tinguished himself as an active indehmily ; but notwithstanding its sci- fatigable commander, and during hi,
sntific celebrity it does not appear to life-time completely mntroHed the
have ever been a plade of Hindoo Mahnratta em ire. By introducing
pilgrimage, Mahomedam form s European dicip\ne among his t r o o p
cauiderable portion of the popula- he subdued a considerebb pro ortion
o n , this being the head-quarter of Hindostan Proper, c o n i d e d the
of the Borahs (Mussulman oedlars). Raioaot chiefs to nav tribute. obtmnamountin to 1,900 familie4 dirt& ed "bnaession of ~ e i h and
i
the Mobuted in four sections, separated hv RUPSmman, and brought his domistrong getw from t h e reat of thk pions' into contact witlh those of t h e
aty. They have a mdullah, or high British natim under the Bengal pre'priest, deputed by their chief ponh%; sidency. Having no issue but daughwho r e s ~ d eat~ Surat. Oojein, like ters, he adopted his nephew Dowlet
Ipdore, has always been noted for a Row, who on his unclel decease,
profusion of excellent fruit, especially in 1794, succeeded to his hereditary
grapes of which theyhave two gather- paesessiona and conquest& in preIngaper annumfrom the samevine,but krenae ta the son of h d h a j e e ' s own
one is acidulous and of an inferior daughter, Balla Bhye; which youth
quality, In A.D. 1819 there were waa subsequently adapted by Dowlet
two coca-nut trees growing in R a m Row, but died soon after.
Khan's garden which were juatly
The whob course of thia chieC
reckoned great curiosities, and pre- tein's operations, from the moment
served with much care, it being a he ascended the throne, manifested
tree scarcely ever seen at such a a systematic design of establishing an
distance from sea-air and the ocean. ascendancy in the Maharatta state on
Ptolemy laces Qojein about e55 the ruins of the Peshwa's authority.
geographicarmilea from the mouth of For same succeeding years Dowlet
the river Mah ,but the roal distance Row continued t o augment his dojs not more tian 400 miles R a j u minions by unceasing encroachments
sf thie city are mentioned by Feriata on his neighboup, until 1803, when
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rhe venhrred t o try his strength with poverished by m k e n a ement, and
t h e British, having previously entered his government in suet confusion
on a hostile confederacy with the that it scarcely deserved the name,
Nagpoor raja and Jeswunt Row Hol- while his authority was almost concur. A short and vigorous war of fined within the walls of Gua1iop.i
only four months' duration ensued, where he was in a manner besieged
3n the course of wrhich his armies ex- by his owu turbulent and unpaid
perienced such signal defeats from army. His external politics were not
Generals Lake and Wellesley as less culpable than his internal admG
threatened the utter extinction of nistration, for by inviting the Pin.
his sovereignty. Reduced to this daries- to invade the British domiextremity, he agreed to a peace, by nions, and by promoting the proflit h e conditions of which he relin- gate intrigues of the Peshwa for the
quished nearly all his distant posses- subvermon of the British supremacy,
sions, amounting to more than one- he had dissolved the treaty of 1806,
half of his don~inions,including Delhi His intention of making common
and the Mogul's person, and sunk cause with the first was clearly estadown to a condition of very secon- blished by the Pindary chiefs themdary importance. During this carn- selves ; and with respect to the laat
,paign the city of Oojein was occu- the Marquis of Hashngs caused t s
pied by the Bombay army, but was be delivered to him in open court his
restored an the reestablishment of own letters, signed wlth his awn
peace. While the above negocia- hand and sealed with his own private
tions were going on a curious in- seal, evincing the most hostile mastance of Maharatta character was chinations against the British governexhibited, in the, perverted spirit of ment. Nothing more was said on
reluctant sincerity with which Sin- the delivery of these letters, except
dia's ministers, aRer the conclusion that the Governor-general had no
of the war, not only confessed the d e i r e to peruse them, and that his
existence of the hostile confederacy highness would perceive the seals
before so repeatedly and strenuously were unbroken.
After so complete a detection a
denied, but actually called upon British justice and good faith to punish new and more binding treaty became
the treachery of Holcar for not hav- necessary, which was accordingly aring fulfilled +e stipulations of the ranged in 1817, and the two fortresses
said offensive alliance against them- of Hindia and Aseerghur required as
pledges for its performance during
selves.
Notwithstanding the heavy losses the war. Being freed from the re,
sustained during the course of the ~traintsof 1805 the British governpreceding war, Sindia's possessions ment became now a t liberty to form
still remained considerable until-181 1, engpgements with the Raj oot states,
when the death of Jeswunt Row from which it had been litherto re,
Holcar, and the never-ending dis- stricted, all Sindia's just and lawful
sensions of the Rajpoot states, opce tributes being guaranteed to him.
more raised him to comparative im- Notwithstanding the moderation of
portance. But new enemies, partly this treat ,Sindia evaded the signing
of his own creation, arose in the very of it untirthe 5th of November 1817,
heart of his dominions. These were when two powerful British armies
the Pindaries, whom in the beginni~~gwere on his frontier; qnd the day he'
he fostered, as the system placed a t did affix his signature happened tq
his disposal a large body of horse ; be (although thep unkpopn to him)
but they noon outgrew his means of the very one 90 which the Peshwa
control; and latterly, if he had had attacked .Mr. Elphinstqne and the
the inclination, he certainly had not British residency st Poonq. Had hg
the power to suppress them. In delayed twbnty-four hours, longer,
addinon to this his country was im. much severer terma would have beeq

imposed on him. Even aker its two daughters, married into familiar
conclusion, notwithstanding tbe r e hostile to each other. On the 2lsc
cent alliance, the British armies were March 1827 Dowlet Row Sindia
compelled to maintain the same atti- died, aged forty-seven, wlwn the sotude as i t in daily expectations of vereignty was assumed by his widow,
being attacked. This suspicious line Baiza Bhye, who soon afterwards
of policy continued until the battle adopted Mookht Row, the son of n
of Maheid oor, when the in~pression distant kinsman ofher late husband's,
made by t k t sudden annihilation of then eleven years of age, who mountHolcar's power became apparent in ed the throne on the 18th June 1827,
the altered conduct of the Gualior under the title of Maha Raja Junkocabinet, which at once gave in, and jee SiPdia, having previously married
from that epoch resigned itself to the widow's youngest daughter. He
every arrangement required or sug- was placed on the throne by the resident, and shortly afterwards lent
gested by the Governor-general.
The do~uinions at present pos- the British government fifty lacks of
sessed by Dowlet Row Sindia are rupees.
Travelling distance from Calcutta
still considerable, but they are so
much intermixed with those of petty to Oojein by Mundlah, 997 miles;
native chiefs that it is difficult to dis- from Bombay by Boorhanpoor, 500;
criminate them. In 1818 some ex- from Delhi, 410; from Hyderabad,
changes of territory and other ar- 534 ; from Nagpoor, 340 ;and born
Hunraugements took place, in which he Poona, 442 n~iles.-!$'darton,
transferred t o the British government ter, Marquis of Hqstinga, Prinsep,
the fortress of Ajmeer, the Boondee Malcoln~, Close, Public MS. Docutribute and all other dairlls on that nwnls, Rennell, Fe~.ishta,Wilford,
- - 4c.l
state, and the fort and district of
OON.-A town in the province of
Islarnnagur. His strongest fortresses Gujerat, situated on the borders of
in 1820 were Gualior, Powahghur, the Kakreze, about fifteen miles north
Narwar, Chanderee, Ragliooghur, from Rahdanpoor. In 1809 this was
Ratghur, Bujrunghur, bheopoor, an open town, with one long bazar
Esauehur. and Gohud. Hisarmv then street, the houses of which were toconsGtedof 13,000 regu!ars and9,000 lerably well constructed, several with
horse. besides artillery and irregular upper stories. It then contained
corps: His income was under h e - about 2,000 houses, 806 of which
ty-five lacks of nlpeev per annrlm, were inhabited by Coo1iee.--(Macfor his possessions in Central Hin- murdo, 4c.)
dostan did not yield him more than
OONAEE.-A small village belongeighty lacks of rupees, and he derived little frorn his possessions in ing to the Guicowar in the province
Candeihh and the Decmn. From of Gujerat, situated about fifty miles
1809 to 1827 the control of Sindia'a SJ3. from Surat. At this place there
afFairs were n~ostlyin the hands of a is a hot well, which, like other exbanker named Gocul Paruk (who died traordinary phenomena of nature, is
in the year last mentioned), necessary herd sacred by the Hindoos, and refor his financial abilities ; but his ad- sorted to by pilgrims of that faith,
ministration must in other respects who are su plied by the officiating
have merited praise, as in 1820 the priest with t i e miraculous history of
acting resident at Gualior reported lts ori 'nal formation by Rama Chanthat in the whole of Sirrdia's po* dm.-~Drunanaond, 4c.
sessions in Malwa there was not one
OONCRODE.-Atown in the propredatory chief to be found, while vince of itlalwa, thirty-three miles
highway robberies were by no means travelling distance from Dewass, to
frequent ; a change next to miracu- which state it belongs ; lat. 2F' 45'
lous. In 1819 Yindia had not any N.,lon. 76' 35' E. In 1820 it conlcgiti~aatemale dejcendants, but had tailled 300 houses. The Viudhya

OOSCOTTA.-Asmall town in the
range of mbuntains are within four
Mysore province, sixteen mileu N.E.
miles distance of this town.
Bangalore ; lat. 13O 5' N., Ion.
OONJARA.-A large town in the from
77O51' E. This is a neat little town,
province of Ajmeer, eight miles S.W. separated by a valley from a I~ill-fort.
t'ronl Rampoora ; lat 25" 51' N., Ion. Here, as in other parts of Mysore,
75O 52' E. I t is surrounded by a the sinall river has been converted
wall, partly of nlud and partly of into a tank, by a lofty mound carried
stone. The raja has a handsome across the valley.
house within a stone enclosure, pro0osooa.-A town in the Mysore
tected by a ditch. Bheem Singh, the
reigning Row in 1819, was a feuda- province, twenty-five miles S.S.E.
tory of Jeypoor, and sprung from from Bangalore ; lat. 12' 42' N., Ion.
that family, but has long acted as 77" 52' E.
an independent prince. Besides
OSSO~EE
(Asuri, a enraze detnon).
Ooniara, he possessas the strong for- -A large village in iGyaore, thirtytress of Nuggur, and a considerable five miles travelling distance W.N.W.
tract of country.
from Nundydroog. It has a noble
OONTERALA.-Atown in the pro- reservoir in its vicinity, connected
vince of Malwa, pergunnah of Gar- with the town by an avenue of trees.
rote, which in 1820 contained 300 -(FuUarton, 4c.)
OOTRADBOOG
f rdtara durga, the
houses.
norfhern fort).-A
town in the MyOOBCHA
fArcaya).-An
ancient sore province, forty-eight miles N.E.
town in the provlnce of Allahabad, from Seringapatam ; lat. %
'1 57' N.,
situated on the left bank of the Bet- Ion., 77" 12' E. The rock of Ootrawa, about eight miles south from droog forms the northern terminaJhansi; lat. 25O26' N., lon. 78' 38' E. tion of a chain of hills that intersect
In remote times this was a city of the table-land of Mysore. I t is not
great note, the raja of Oorcha being very high, yet on the side next the
then the head of the Bondelah tribes, pettah presents five distinct lines of
from whom the other inferior chiefs fortifications rising one above the
received the teeka, or token of in- other. The walls of the pectah envestiture. Subsequently the seat of close a tolerable large and well-peogovernment was removed from Oor- pled village, situated on a lower
chs to Tehree, the dependencies of eminence distinct from the Droog.which now compose the whole pos- (Pullarton, gc.)
sessions of the Bondelah chief; but
f Uftarave~ur).-A
OOTRIVALOOR
the principalities of Jhansi, Ditteah,
and Simpthir, have all emanated from town iu the Carnatic provioce, fiftythis the parent state. In 1851 an two miles S.E. fronl Madras ;Int. 12"
atfray took place near Tehree, in the 35' N., lon. 79" 46' E.
I)rincil':llity of Oorcha, between the
ORAL.-A small town in the prosubjects of the latter state and a vince of Agra, fourteen miles S.E.
battalion of Dowlet Row Sindia'a, from Jaloun; lat. 25" 23' N., Ion
in which the latter was totally d e 79" 25' E.
feated, but for which exploit theBriOREENO.-A town in the province
tish governrnent was obliged to re- of Allahabad, twenty miles N.N.E.
primand both the raja and his son, from Ditteah ; lat. 25" 53' N., Ion.
no internal fighting being permitted. 78" 37' E.
-(Hunter,
Franklin, Pzrblic MS.
Docurrre~rts,4c.)
ORISSA.
OOBUN.-A town in the province
f Ordesa).
of Allahabad, twenty-five nl~lesS.E.
A large province ill the Dcccan,
from Ban&; 1st. 25' 22' N., Ion. 80"
extending fi.0111the eighteenth to the
45' E.

twenty-third degree of north lati- difticdt ; the jealousies, however&
tude. T o the north it is bounded by a people subdivided into petty and
Bengal, on the south by the Godavery hostile communities, the absence of
river; t o the east it has the bay of civilization, added to the habitual inB e n d ; and on the west the province dolence and apathy of the natives,
of Gundwana. Ordesa or Oresa, the have for many years rendered it an
peculiar country of the Or or Odra easy prey to invaders, and they have
tribe, had originally less extended repeatedly passed from yoke to yoke
limits, but in the progress of m e - without a struggle.
tion and conquest the Ooria nation
With regard to the population, the
carried their name and langunge over four great castes are the same here
a m t space of territory, both on the in name and function as in the other
sea-shore and among the hills, in- portions of Hindostan ; but the ordii
cluding besides Orissa Proper a por- nary trades and professions are subtion of Bengal and Telinpna.
divlded into thirty-six classes or patAccording to the institutes of Ac- hacks, all either Sudras or an impure
ber, Orissa in its greatest dimensions, race named Sankara Verma. The
in A.D. 1582, was divided into five proper genuine Khetries are supposed
districts, oiz. 1st. Jellilsir, compre- to be extinct, those who represent
hending Midnapoor and the Br~tish them under the titles of Dhir Qhal,
possessions lying north and east of Towang, Mal, Bhanj, Ray, Rawut,
the river Subunreeka ;ad. Buddruck; and Khandait, being held by the
3d. Cuttack ; 4th. Culling (Calinga) learned to be Sudras. The only
or Cicacole; 5th. Rajamundry. At pure Vaisyas are two classes of Bapresent the principal modern territo- niyas, who practice the trades of
rial s~~bdivisions,
commencin from dru ists and money-changers. The
the north, are the following h u t be- wilptribes of the hills are name(
sides the province, it includes many Coles, Khands, nnd Sours, by the
other petty states and large zemin- Oreas, in Sancrit, Pulinda.
daries) :-1st. Singbhoom ; ad. KunThe Oorea nation are justly dejeur; 3d. Mohurbunge ; 4th Bala- scribed by Abul Faze1 as effem~nate.
sore; 5th. Cuttack; 6th. Khoordah. They are likewise so dull and stupid
The modern extent of the Orissa that in aH ages, and under all goprovince may be roughly eatimated vernments, since the downfal of the
a t 400 miles in length, by about Orissan monarchy, the principal ofhseventy the average breadth ; but cial employmeuts have been always
Orissa Proper has much more limit- engrossed by foreigners : Bengalese
ed diienslons, and may be consi- from the north, and Telingas fronl
dered wholly comprehended in the the south. The cultivating classes,
British district of Cuttack, to which, however, are industrious, althou h
and the other heads respectively, the they work without s irit and i n t e k
reader is referred for authentic topo- pnce, and those !o the lains are
gra hical information.
mild, quiet, inoEensive, a n 1 as easily
~ %interior
e
of this province remote man ed as the Bengalese. They
from the sea remains m a very savage f u m 8 also the class of servants
state, being composed of rugged hills, known in Calcutta as balasore-bearuninhabited jungles, and deep water- ers, in whom honesty and fidelity
courses, surrounded by pathless de- (according to their own notions of
-serts, forests, or vallies, and pervaded these virtues) are conspicuous. The
%ya pestilential atmosphere. I t forms inhabitants of the hills and jungles
a national barrier to the maritime dis- are more shy, sullen, inhospitable
tricts, being only traversed during the and uncivilized, and their chiefs are
driest season by the Lumballies or in- grossly stupid, debauched, tyranniland traders. With such a barrier to cal, and slaves to the most gavelling
the west, and the ocean to the east, superstition.
the defence of Orissa does not appear
The language of the Or or Odra

ORISSA.
nation is a tole&
pure dialect of and eat dl kinds ef flesh and @a,
the S a n a i t , close& renembling the .salso v u a u s roo& that grow q o n Bengalese, and remote from any af6- tanaously in the jungles. The flesh
nity to the Telinga. On the west of the hog is universally prized. They
the Ooria and Goud languages pass are governed chiefly by numerous
into each other; but the Oria still petty Si~dare,or heads of villages,
prevails at Barwa, forty-five miles called mankies and m~mdas;but in
south of Gan'am, on the lop lands, some cases pay tribute also to the
and among t i e hills aa far as^ Kime- bill-remindam whose countrtee they
dy, beyond which the T e l i i g predo- inhabit.
minates. In the interior mountains,
The Wends probably di& little,
however, from Goomsur t.a Palcon- if at all, from the Gonds. The
dah, Bustah, and Jeypoor, the Ddra Sours are found chiefly in the jungles
is used by a great majority of the of Khoordah, and in the woods that
inhabitants.
skirt the base of the hills. They are
The Pykes, or landed militia, com- in geneml a harmless race, but so enbine with the greatest barbarism, and tirely destitute of m o d sense, that
the blindest devotion to the will of they will as readily and unscruputheir chiefs, a ferocity and restless- lously deprive a human being of life
mess that have always rendered them as any beast of the forest, a t the
a formidable class of the population ; order of a chief or for the most
by Abul FBzel, in 1584, they were trifling remuneration ; and the quanestimated at 165,000. The Pulinda, tity of blood they shed during the
or still more barbarous mountaineers, insurrection is almost incredible.
are distinguished as Coles, Khands, The? are distinguished from the
and Sours, all quite distinct in Ian- Oorlas by their low stature, mean
guage, features and n~annersfiom appearance, and jet black colour,
the Hindoos of the plains, and pro- and by a wood axe which they albably the aborigines of the provlnce ways carry in their hands. Thelr
before the arrival of the Brahminical language is scarcely intelligible to
priesthood.
the Oorias, and they worship stum s
The Coles are subdivided into of trees, blocks of stone, and cle&
thirteen tribes. Their proper coun- of rocks, suggesting impure ideas.
try is said to be Colaut Des, which Some are fixed in small village comthe natives describe as a hilly tract munities, others lead a migratory
lying somewhere between Mohar- life, clearing annually spots of junbunge, Bingbhoom, Jynf Bonye, gle, where they erect huts, and sow
Keunjein, aud Dalbhoom, from different kinds of millet, but they eat
whence they have encroached on likewise almost every kind of food
and penetrated the admacentterrito- animal or vegetable, roots, seeds, and
ries. They are a hardy athletic fruitn.
race, black and ill-looking, ignorant,
The earlier native histories of
and savage, yet their houses are Orissa are fabulous legendary tales,
wholly built of wood, and they copied from the Puranm, and rencarry on a regular and extensive dered plausible by a mixture of local
cultivation. This people admit none tradition. About A.D. 473, when
of the Hindoo deities, and seem the family of Kesari mounted the
scarcely to have any system of reli- throne, the annals approach authengious belief, but they venerate the ticit before that they were a tissue
sahajna tree (the hyperantdera mo- of &sehoods, contradictions, inconrunga), paddy, mustard-seed, oil, and sistencies, and anachronisms. Raja
the dog, and they strike a bargain Anang Bheem Deo, of -the Gangs
or conclude a pacification by break- Van's line, ascended the throne of
ing a straw (stipda), which act rati- Orissa A.D. 1174. He erected the
fies the compact. The Colos are great temple at Juggernauth, and
extremely fond of fvnreated liquors, measured the whole of the lands
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within his dominions. In A.D. 1558,
Kdo Pahar, general of the h n g a l
forces, invaded the province with an
army of Afghan cavalry, defeated
Muckund Deo, the raja, and finally
overthrew the independent sovereignty of Orism. The Af halls
were in their turn attacked anfsubdued b j Khan Jehan, Acber's g e n e
rat, in 1578,and Orissa annexed to
the Mogul empire. In 1583 Todur
Mull, the celebrated dewan of the
empire, visited the province, and superintended the introduction of his
own land-revenue system.
In 1743 Orissa was invaded by
a lar e army of Mabarattas, under
Bhasier pundit, a ho swe t the country, and continued mnua~plundering
incursions until about 1750, when
a temporary arrangement for chout
was made by Aliverdi Khan, then
soubohdar of Bengal, who finally
transferred it to the Maharattas iri
1756. From this date Orissa experienced such a complication of misrule, anarchy, weakness, rapacity,
and violence, as excites wonder how
communities could keep together, or
even exist tinder so atrocious a tyranny, and. in this condition it wae
found when conquered by the British
arms in 1803; but the don~inion of
the Khoordali raja (the representative of its ancient monarchs), WRS
not finally extinguibhed until 1804.
At present the most fertile and
best inhabited portion of this eltensive region is under the jurisdiction of the Briti41 government, the
remainder possessed by tributary
zen~indars called ghurjauts or !]illchiefs, who l~~oatly
pay a fixed rent,
and are under British protection, so
far as refers to their external relations; but some few are also directly
amenable to the European courts of
justice. For a description of the
British portion the reader is referred
to the district of Cuttack. A lage
proportion of the tributary part of
Orissa is a barren unhealthy tract,
infested hy wild beasts, and unproductive to the cultivator. The rivers
and waters swarm with fi6h, aquatic
rel~tiles,and alligators, the plains and

jungles with winged vermin. The
chief rivers are the Godavery, Mahanudcly, and Subunreeka, bexides innumerable streams of a short course
and temporary duration. The principal towns are Cuttack, Juggernauth,
and Balasore.-(Stirli~ig,Richardrun,
J. Grant, 9 c.)
0ssaners.-A
town in the province of Delhi, district of Bareily,
fortv mileu south bv r e s t from the
town of Bareily ; 1.; 37' 49' N., Ion.

79" 6' E.
OTTAH.-A small town in the rorince of Age, ten ~uilesS.W. loom
Kalpee ; lnt. 2@ 4' N., loo. 79' 35'E.
O U D A N U LfIUdayala
.~
Nayla).A sniall town in the Benpl portion
of the Boglipoor district, sixty-two
miles N.W. by N. from Moorshe&bad ; lat. 24' 56' N., Ion. 87' 52' E.
There is not any substance so coarse
as gravel either in the delta of the
Ganges, or nearer the sea than Oudanulla, which is 400 niilea distant
by the windings of the river. At this
place a rocky point, part of the base
of the neighbouring hills, projects
into the river. Besides an elegant
bridge erected here by the unfortunate Sultan Shuja (brother to Aurengzcbe), this place is noted for the
extensive lines constructed here by
Cossim Ali Khan, and forced by the
troops under Mnjor Adanis in 1764.
These.lines, in fact, could only be of
use during the rainy season, as between the right flank and the hills
there is an extensive tract of rice
ground. The whole is now a complete ruin, and very few traces remain of the approaches made by the
assailants, where they were stormed
by Major Adams, and during the
ralny season, when they were thought
impregnable; but in reality they
were of no strength a t any t*e,
and only served to make the rrlnon
think them secure from attacf;: when
the fact was exactly the reverse.(F.Buchanan, Rcnnell, Hodgco, &.)
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(1ly0dhyu.j
This is one of the smallest pro-
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vinees of Hindostan Proper, and is
situated prihcipally between the
twenty-sixth and twenty-eighth degrees of north latitude. To the north
it is bounded by various petty districts
tributary to Nepaul, from which it is
separated by a range of llills and forests ;to the south by Allahabad ;on
the east'it has Bahar, and on the west
Delhi and Agra. In length it may
be estimated at 250 miles, by 100
the average breadth. The whole
surface of this province is level, and
extremely well watered by large rivers or copious streams which intersect the cyuntry, flowing all nearly
in a south-east direction. When
properly c~~ltivated
the lnnd is extremely productive, yielding crops of
wheat, barley, rice, and other grains;
s~~qar.cane,indio,
poppies for opium,
and all the richest articles raised in
India. Theair and cflmateare suitedto
the spontaneous generation of nitre,
from the brine of which an impure
culinary salt is procured by evaporation. Lapis lazuli is also a mineral
production of Oude. The modern
subdivisions are the same as the ancient, detailed hy Abul Fazel in A.D.
1588 Of these Lucknow, Fyzabad,
Khprabad, Baraitche, with a section
of Manicpoor, compose the king of
Oude's reserved dominions, while
the district of Gorucpoor belongs to
his British allies. The principal rivers are the Ganges, wh~chbound it
t o the west; the Cloggra, and the
Goomty; the chief towns are Lucknow, Fyzabad, Oude, Khyrabad, Baraitche, and Tanda.
T h e Hindoo inhabitants of Oude,
Benares, and the Doab of the Agra
province, are a very cluperior race,
both in their bodily strength and
mental faculties, to thofie of Bengal
and the districts south or Calcutta,
although the latter have fully as much
acuteness, and more cunning. The
Rajpoots or military class here generally exceed Europeans in stature,
have robust frames, and are possessed
of many valuable qualities in a military point of view. From the long
predominance of the Mahomedans a
considerable proportion of the inha-

bitants profess that religion, rncl
from both persunsions n great number of the Companj's beat sepoys are
procured. Their martial habits were
kept on the alert, for until the supervision of Oude was assumed by the
British government the whole region
was in a state of political anarchy.
Every individual travelled with the
prospect of having to defend himself
against robbers, or of exercising that
vocation Ilimself, for both of which
events .he wss provided. The p n gantry sowed and reaped with their
swords and spears, ready for defence
or plunder, as the occasion offered ;
and the rents were collected by an
irregular banditti, under the detlomination of an army, which devastated the country it pretended to
protect.
Oude is much celebrated in Hindoo history as the kiugdom of Daaaratha, the father of the great Rama,
who extended his empire to the
island ofCeylon, which he also subdued. At an early period after t11e
first invasion it was subdned by the
Mahomedans, and remained, with
different vicissitudes, attached to the
throne of Delhi, until the dissolution
of the Mogul empire after the death
of Aurengzebe. The first ancestor
upon record of the reigning family
was Saadct Khan, a native of Rishapoor, in Khorasan, wbo was appointed soubahdar of Oude during
the reign of Mahomed Shah. He
was succeeded by his nephew Sefdar
Jung, who died in A.1). 1756, when
the throne was ascended by his son
Sh~ljaud Dowlah, who reigned until 1775. On his decease his son,
Asoph ud Dowlah, became his successor, and reigned until 1797, when
the dignity was for a short time
usurped by a spurious fion named
Vizier Ali, whose illegitimacy being
discovered, be was dethroned by
Lord Teigumouth, and the government confided to Saadet Ali, the late
nahob's brother, who was proclaimed
vizier of Hindostan and nabob of
Oude the 21st January 1798.
In A.D. 1790 the dominions of
Oude occupied all the flat country
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In 1807 an extraordinary intrigue
1 in on both sides of thc Chnges
L i t f the exception of Rampoor) was d i v e r e d , in which Saadet Ali's
between that river and the northern second brother, commonly called
mountains ; M a h the principal por- M i m Jungly, WIM implicated, which
tion of the fertile tract between the terminated in his removel from LuckOmgee and Jnmna named the Doab, now to Patna. In 1808 the c e l e
t o w&m forty m i l a of Delhi. Ever brated eunuch Almas Ali Khun died,
since the p s c t b t i o n between Lord on which mot his * d h , which was
C k e and Shuja ud Dmlah, in 1766, ~onsiderable,was chimed both by
thin territory had been protected fnrtn the Bhow Begum (the nabob's m s
external enemies, its internal pence ther) and by the ntbub. The first
preserved, and its Qminions extend- grounded her pretensions on the cired by the assistance of a Hritish sub. comstance of Almes Ali having been
aidii force, the expense af which her servant ; while the latter asserted
naa defrayed by the nabobs of Oude. that all the roperty having been ac8ubapuent t o the b r d i n g out of quired in t i e service of the Oude
the French revelation the exigence sovereignty, and from the resources
of the times compelled a large mag- of the country, the reigning prince
mentation of this standing army, and WRS the legitimate heir of a person
the disbursements increased propor- who could have no natural ones, and
tionally; but owing to the m
b in this view of the subject be was
nagement of the nabob's financial supported by tha Supreme Governconcerns an uncertainty attended its ment. Besides this, many other petty
regular p a p e n t , although his r e v e and vexatious disputes arose betwen
nues, uuder a proper administration, the two begums and the nabob, who
were not only equal to d l tile neces- dways evinced a strohg disinclination
sary expenditure, but capable, as the to employ British troops in suppressresult verified, of realizin an enor- ing the disturbances that occasionall$
mous surplus. By a fatatty attend- bmke out in thejaghires of the Bhov
k g the British influence in Hindos- Begum, the younger Be~um, and
tan, it was frequently obliged,in con- other persons under the d~rectprosequence of remote treaties, to main- tation of the British government ;
takr oa the throne weak and prdli- indeed he seemed to have no desire
gate princes, who without that s u p that they should be suppressed by
port would, in the aatural progression any means. According to the conof events, have Been supplanted I>y atruction of subsisting treaties, it did
some more able competitors. Their s o t appear that any other measures
dominions in the mean time suffered o n the part of that government wew
by their vices, and their subjects were admissible beyond those of reinonabandoned to the rapacity of the un- strance, and the resident was directed
principled associates of their low to endeavwr to convince his excelpleasures, who b their cruelty and lency of the impolicy, as well as inextortion depoptlEted the country, justice, of c o u n t e n r i n g disturbances
and drove the inhabitants to a state within the lauds of his jaghiredars,
o f desperation. These observations and the danger ta which the general
more q e c i a l l p applied to the Oude tranquillity of his country would be
territories during the long reb of exposed, not to mention the injury
Asoph ud Dowlah, m d as an oppor- his own reputation would sustain by
tunity now occurred, the members of tolerating insurrection within the lithe Bengal presidency deemed it a mits of his own dominions.
duty imposed on them to endeavour
Such, exclusive of some petty into procure for the natives n better snrrections of zemindars, were the
system of government, and at the principal causes of internal irritation.
same time remove the uncertainty With his powerful allies of Bengal, vawliich attended the payment of the rious collisions of interest and authosubsidiary force.
rity took place, for the British func-

tionaria on his frontier, after seveml .tterwards retracted it ; and as no
years' experience, found that all their hopes of success could be entertained
applications to the nabob for the from any further endeavours, short
apprehension of offenders who had of compulsion, the further prosecusought refiye within hi territories, tion of the original arrangement was
almost invariably failed of success. desisted from, and all attempts at a
Although on these occasions this po- modification were put an end to by
tentate issued strict arders t o his offi- his unexpected death.
cers, they were either mere mattem of
In 180) a treat was concluded, by
form, or so considered by the persons the conditions ofYwhich certain dinto-whom they were addressed. Of tricts yielding a gross annual revenue
these two conclusions the latter of 1,35$3$74 rupees, were ceded to
seemed themoat probable, as it would the British government, in commutahave greatly derogated from his ex- tion of subsidy and of every other
cellency's character to have s u p p o d claim whstever. It was further stihim indifferent to the bringing of pulated, that until the formation of a
public offender8 to jnstiee, or that commercial treaty,mutually beneficial,
the orders issued by him on such the navigation of the Ganges and of
occasions were not intended to be all the other boundary tivers of the
authoritative. Yet, when the feeble two states should remain free and
and inefficient system of all native uninterrupted. When these arrangeadministration is considered, it night ments were concluded, Saadet Ali
reasonably be doubted whether hein assumed the uncontrolled managereality possessed a degree of control ment of his reserved territories, and
over his o5cers sufficient to enforce being a man of abilities greatly s u p
their obedience, especially as the nor to the generality of native princes,
granting of an asylum within juris- and habitually dispored to business, he
dictions to deriders constituted a retained the conducting of the affiira
regular source of their profits.
of government under his own immeOn some occasions the nabob diate direction until his death.
evinced a favourable disposition, by
This event happened on the 11th
rrnitting British troops to act within July 1814, when he was suddenly
territories for the e x p r purpose
~
taken ill, and expired before medical
of apprehending delmquents; but at assistance could be procured, s u p
other times he proved restive, and posed from apoplexy, or the bursting
withheld his consent without assign- of a blood-vessel. On this emergency
ing any reason The inconveniences every necessary precaution was taken
resulting from this line of conduct, by the resident, and the accession of
and the obstruction it occasioned to the nabob Ghazi ud Deen Hyder took
the due administration of justice place without the smallest interrupwithin the Britinh districts contiguous tion or disturbance. He confirmed
t o those of Oude, were such, that one all the subsisting treaties ; acceded
of the first stipulations entered into with ap arent alacrity to the adjustwith his successor, authorized the ment ofmany questions long pending
British magistrates to pursue and with the Bntish government; and,
seize public offenders within the r e agreeably to the course followed on
served dominions of Oude. The in- the accession of his father, Saadet
tenor management of Saadet Ali's Ali, assumed the title of vizier, withterritories was also extremely defec- out any reference to the Mogul at
tive, and he was repeatedly urged by Delhi. In 1814and 1816 he lent the
the Bengal government to adopt a line Britinh government two crotes of ruof conduct more creditable to him- pees a t nix per cent., exhibiting the
self, a d more consistent with the novel spectacle of a native prince a
obliitions of existing treaties ; but creditor of the British government to
in vain, for although at one time he an amount exceeding two millionti
had given his consent to a reform, he sterling, and regularly receiving the
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intermt thereon. At a subseqc~ent daily grounds for the imprisonnie~~t
riod the transfer of the terriana, or of some subject or servant with a
country, acquired from tbe Ne- view to confiscation and forfeiture.
paulese, wss made the means of re- The expense of it is nearly equal to
deeming one of the crores borrowed. an d c i e n t police, and the channels
For almost half a century the Bri- of corruption and oppression which
tish government had been endeavour- it opens, by encouragmg false accusaing to prevail on the sovereipr of tions, are destructive to the morals
Oude to establish an improved sys- of the people and of the safety of
tern of administration, especially in their property, as well as of the true
revenue matters, within their here- interests of the sovereign. On the
ditary domiuions, but uniformly with- scceseion of Ghazi ud Deen the acout success. The aceasion o t ~ h a z i bnr establishment was abolished, but
ud Deen held out another opportu- the system is so congenial to the hamiry, and at the recommendation of bits and principles of native chiets,
the British government tehsildprs and to the personal character of the
(native collectors), with acommission reigning king, that he soon revived it.
of ten per cent., were appointed, with At the earnest solicitation of the Bria view of making a triennial settle- tish government, soon after the comment to ascertain the resources of the mencement of his reign, he appointed
nabob's dominions, and fix the prin- ostensible ministers for the transaeciples on which a future and perma- tion of public business ; but in pronent settlement should be made. cess of time, aRer much wavering
Nazims (native 'udicial officers) were and inconsistency, the arrangement
also appointed b r the distribution of tcrnlinnted, fiat in their suspension,
justice. With these nleasures, how- and aRerwards in their dinmisshl.
ever, the nabob being very soon dis- The inherent fickleness of the nasatisfied, he surerseded them, and bob's disposition, his ready and impromulgated regulations of his own, plicit belief in the scandalous reports
the result of which threatened an ex- of his news-writers, and of the intraordinary defalcation of the instal- triguing persons around him, destroy
tnents for the approaching year, and the confitlence and subvert the aua recurrence to the systeo~of farm- thority of his ministers, and preclude
ing as established in the tinle of his the beneficial exercise of any one
father. Since that distant period of their functions, so that if one set
(1814) to the present day (1827) no- retire or be dinmissed, a similar state
thing has occurred to shew that any of affairs within n short period of
improved revenue and judicial system time will be produced with renpect
has been seriously contemplated, far to their successors.
Jess estnblished. Recently, indeed,
On the 9th of October 1819 Ghazi
his majesty has admitted the expeili- ud Deen, the reigning nabob, reency of abolishing the farming sgs- nounced all titulnr subservience to
tem,and has expressed his willingness the throne of Delhi, assuming the
to introduce gradually the plan of title of king instead of vizier of
collecting the revenue through offi- Oude, and issuing at the same time
cers immediately resl~onsihle to go- a new currency, impressed with his
vernment for the amount of their own name and legend, but of the
actual collectionu, but no overt act same weight and standard as bdore.
towsrds the carrying of this scheme This change was clleerfullyacquiesced
into execution has as yet taken place. in by the British government, whose
Under an Indian prince the de- interest it was to tletach the rich and
partment of acbar (intelligence) is a populous province of Oude fronl all
system of espionage, u hich pervaded subordination to the Mogul empire,
every district of this country,as well or ~ympathywith the Mussulman
as the court and capital, tillring the cause generally. On this occasion
lifr-tinre of Sandet Ali, and fyriiibhed the ex-nabob assu~vedInany p o n r p w
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titles, such as " king of the age," nine miles east from Lucknow; lat.
and " king conqueror of infidels," P6O 48' N., Ion. 82" 4' E. By Abul
hitherto peculiar to the house of Fazel in 1681 it is described as folT i o u r , and not at ail creditable to lows. " Oude ia one of the largest
his majesty's common sense, or com- cities of Hindostan. In ancient times
pbentary to his infidel allies. While this city is mid to have measured 148
the Marquis of Hastings was Gover- coss in length and thirty-six coss in
nor-general he used to address that breadth. Upon siRing the earth which
nobleman and the Britieh government iu round this city small grains of gold
figuratively as his uncle, and tile re- are sometimes found in it. This
ply was addressed to the nabob as town is enteemed one of the moBt
nephew ; but so much familiarity ap- sacred places of antiquity."
pearing inconsistent with his augPilgrims resort to this vicinity,
mentation of dignity, he requested where the remains of the ancient
the form might be abrogated, which city of Oude, the capital of the great
was done accordingly, and he is now Rama, are still to be seen ; but whataddressed as Ghazi ud Deen Hyder ever may have been ite former mngShnh (Padshahi Oude, king of Oude). nificence it now exhibits nothing
In 1827 he lent the British govern- but a shapeless Inus of ruing The
modern town extends a considerable
ment a crore of rupees.
The reserved territories of Oude wayalong the banks of the Goggra~adoccupy an area ofabout 21,000 square JOlnlng Fyzabad, and IS tolerably well
miles, and contain a population of peopld; but inland it is a mass of
a t least three millions; but the so- rubbish and jungle, among which are
m j g n t y is too dependent on the the reputed sites of temples dedicathis wife, L d s h British government to be regarded as ed to Ram%
6ne of the political states of Hin- man, his general, and Hunimaun (a
dostan. On account of a defective large monkey), his prime millistar.
system the revenue derived from The religious mendicants who persuch an extent of fertile country is form the pilgrimage m Oude are
very inferior to what it might be made chiefly of the Ramrta e c t , who walk
to produce under a more enlightened round the temples and idols, bathe
system of taxation ; but the income in the holy pools, alld perfornl the
of the Oude sovereigns is to be
customary ceremonies.
mated rather negatively than posiO u ~ o a ~f u&Yaghiri).-A
a
potirely, rather from the absence of pulous village, with a fort and cytaxation than the magnitude of the press garden, i11 the province of Beereceipts; for being relieved by their der, forty miles N.N.W. from the
alliance with the British government city of Beeder; lat 18' 18' N., Ion.
from all external alarms, and h3vin~ 770 16' E.
no funds or national debt, their exLAKE.-A
lake in the
OrrlLea
penses are merely fiscal.and ersonal
splen-; pmvince of Cmhmere, ad'acent to
diminishing
the city of Cashmere, whicd in A D .
dour of his
Or the
of 1583 wasdescribed by Ahul Fazel as
his style of living, Ghazi attention,
ud Deen twenty-ei ht coss in circumference
might, with the
with a aface in its centre built by
aside
(as by
washissupRther,
osed sultan gein ul Abdeen. Its modern
to have lay
been
done
Saadet Ali) half a million sterling.dimensions are much less, but it
does not appear to have ever been
@'&jc
Haatingr, Major
Documerrfr9
Baillie,
Marquio
Guihrie,
of accurately surveyed by any European.
OUND.-A town in the province
BenncU, &.)
of Aurungabad, divisioa of Jooneer,
OUDE.-The ancient capital of the about five miles N.W. from Poona.,
province of Oude, situated on the I t is remarkable for the handsome Hin-,
south side of the Goggra, seventy- doo telnpk it contains, and its fine
VOL. 11.
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Owan.-A town in tbe province of
situation on the Moota river.--( FulMnlwa, situated on the Chumbul rilarton, 4.c.)
ver in the pe nnah of ChundN., ion. 750 46'
omr~.-One of the ancient Can- wa&,a ; lat. 9P
dim provinces in Ceylon, stnatcd to E.
1820 it belonged to ~
~
the south-enst of the town of C m d ~ . and contained about 400 hou-Viewed from the top of the Id$gashe- (~d~,,,,
na pass, it presents an extensive sur*
face of green grass hills, walled round
by lofty blue drountains free from jungle, exhibiting in this respect a remarkable contrast to the neighbour,
ing province of Suffragam. Lower
great
Onva is nearly flat, and in
PAIIIRRIVER.-A river of Northmeasure overgrown with wood, and ern Hindostan, which runs
uninhabited. It is also extremely the Himalaya mountains. Its course
unhealthy, yet contains strong
in lat. 31° 3If N., Ion. 78O laf E. is
tkes of ancleat cultivation and Po- from east twenty-five degrees south
ptilation.
to twent five de rces to the north of
10 the dry Season the hilb of west. &e nortfern b s e s of man,
Upper Ouva appear bare, and wood of the snowy peaks seen from Hinscarce, owing probably to a long dry dostan are washed, by its waters.season, strong winds, and more espe- ( H e o n , 4~.)
cially to the annual burning of the
g m s by the natives. The same obP ~ c c n L u N G A " ~/Pakdung(~fll.servations apply to B o u l u t p 6 , the A town and district on the northhills of Kotmali, and to a east coast of Java, a82 miles east
conbiderableportion offarther Drom- from Batavia ; late 6' 5 4 S., Ion. 109'
bera. Upper Ouva presents another 40' E.3 and forty-eight miles west
striking peculiarity, which is its un- from Sqmarang. This is the headdulated surface of hills and valleys, quarters of a landrost or rwident, and
rounded and smooth, owing has a numerous populati~nofnatives
probably to the rocks being so n a r l y and Chinese. According to a cenqus
of the same quality throughout as to faken by the British gpvernment in
a regular disintegration from 1815, the division of Paccalungang
the action on it of air a ~ water.d
contained an area of 607 square milerr,
and 115,442 inhabitants, of which
(Davy, 4c.I
number 2,046 were Chinese.--(&+
0 w ~ a ~ n r a . - A fortified town in fi,, morn,+
..)
thk province of -,
captured
PACEETE
( ~ a b r ) . - ~large zefrom the ex Peshwa Bajerow in the
mindary in the province of Bqhar, a t
campaign of 1818.
present incorporated with the .Tun$e
OWLA(Ada).-A
decayed town Mahal district. In 1784 it cont9ineq
in the province of Delhi, about six- h u t 2,779 square miles of surface:
teen miles N.W. from the tow11 of ft was formerly a frontier ferritoiitoBareily, with the Nawaul Nullah wards the western confines of Beneal,
siream on the south-western side. and purposely left in a jungly
On the summit of an eminknce is a tion; but of late years cultivation hqs
hrick fort, erected about eighty years been much extended, nod ney and
10
by Ali ~ a h o m e d ,the founcler of populous villages created. The pri+
the Rollillah state, who held his cipal towns are Ragoonauthpoor, Rpcourt here. In the environs, which goonauth Cunge, and Jaulda,
during the Oude government were troops wereformerly stationed. Coal
waste, are to be found the ruins of of a good qualityehasbeen follnd pn
alaceg mosques, and gardens.this estate.
Franklin, 4c.)
A few miserable huts is d l that re-
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PADSHAPOOR.
~ra"1rrsof what wak thl! to*n

of PaAete Iat. 23' 36' N., lon. 86" 50'
E., I& mites N.W. frod Catcutts.
TRd fort is now a ~ilJernesa,some
miles in extent, situated at the base
of a high wooded mountain. It was
no doubt at one period a very formidable strong-hold, being surrounded
by a treble labyrinth df moats and
mounds. Ever since the rebellion
and flight of the Pachete raja, about
thirty years y o , Pachete hns been
deserted b hrs family, whicli now
resides at klishengunge in the southern quarter of the zemindary.-(Fd
Iarton, Jas. Grant, gc.)

-

?''

48I S., Ion. 9gb 55' E. The town
ok pada'ng lies one niile within the,
river, where, towards the sea, the
country is low, but inland mountain.
ous. Sonie camphor, benzoin, and
pepper, and a considerable quantit
ofgold from the in erior, is collect2
here, a"d sent to datasip. In 1816
a war was going on with the fanatical'
Patlries of the interior, from whom'
some territory was acquired.--( Marsdm, Elmore, 4c.)

PADANG
MEW.-A small town in
the province of Pegti, from whence
a party of sepoys under Lieutenant
Brown marched in 1826 across thb
PLCI~~TAN.-A
district on the mountains over a most difficult qnd
south coast of the island of Java, almost inaccessible road to Ramree
which, according to a census taken in Arracan.
by the British governmebt in 1815,
PADSHAPOOR.-.4 su4divisioa of
contaided 22,678 inhabitadts. The
town of Pachitan stands in lat So 21' dejapoor, situated chiefly near the
S., lon. I 1l o 2
' E., 100 miles S.S.E. river Markunda, before it, joins the
Malpurba at Gokayk. Its greateq
from Samarang. -4 Rases, 4c.)
length is thirteen miles, bur the total,
pAcraaca.-~
tbwn on the east contents of its area do not exceed
c.ast of the ~~l~~ peninsula, sitLt- 100 square miles. It is consider*
ated on a river of the same name. 89 forming part ofthe ancient r e g i ~ n
of Kanara, and Kmarese Cor Kenree,
was formerly
lat. p 3 9 N. n,js
$ace of' some note, btrt has long fa[- as pronounced by the natives) is the
len to &cay, a\thoug'li &llated on a prevailing langu e*
deep fresh-water ri*br capable
be
un erstOOd. The hills
are covered with brushwood, but no
hitting at its mouth vessels of
tons burthen. The exports formerly tree of any "wnitude to be
v a l 1 perennial Sveams
were gold d u ~ tih,
, and tattans.issue from those hills, and on their
(Elnrore, qc.)
banks the villages are bhilt. These
pADAoruY
(padma gramal.
-A streams afterwards fall into the Marpoor villa@ in the province kunda, thereby indicating the general
small
lhe
qt Chikuldeof Bejapoop, within the reserved ter- slope
W-S-W- from
ritories of the Sitan raja, and about nee, only nine
t m y - m e miles tmVefhng distance P 3 d s h a ~ o ~ ~ z On the same le%&taras vel, and with scarcely an interveniug
W. by E. from the
half north of this hill, it is supposed the annu4 fall of
T~~ miles ahd
piacea great brieeformed ,,fwooden rain is dmost three times what it is
piles, supported on piers of madonry, at Padshapoor.
In
the
number
inha,
and propped by sbpingbeams against
the strength of the current, has been bitants in the PadshawOr
tP1OOk
lo4 Persons to
thrown across the impetuous and W a 109443s or
the square mile. This population ia
curbid stream of the N~~~ fiver.of a mixed description, the most nu( Fulldttm, gr.)
merous class being the Jungum, next
PADANG.-ADutch settlement on the common Mshwatracl, then the
t8a west coast of Sumatra, found- Brahmins, Beruds, Mahomedans, and
ed pripr w 1649, to which several a few Jaina The Jungum corn
other kctoriea m subordinate; lat. the bnlk of t6e cultivating anE:
2
~
2
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PAGAHM.

-

bouring tribe in Kanara. The lay
members of this community, known
by the name of Lingayets, are remarkable for the exclusive worship of
Siva, in the form of the lingam, of
which they always carry a symbol.
They also reject the spiritual control
of the Brahmins with signs of contempt and aversion; but they do not
appear to have gained much by this
emancipation, as they are kept in
kqually servile subjection by spiritual
guides of their own sect.
The Berqds form a perfectly distinct class of society, corresponding
in some measure with the Bheels of
Gujerat, and Ramooses of the Poona
district, but not identical in their caste
and habits. They present the curious union of notorious and professional thieving, with thk guardianship
of the public property, frequently
performing both occupations at the
same time. The village of Chikuldenee, near the western hills, is entire1 peopled by them, under a naik
of tgeir own tribe, who, having in
1820 become mad, his plundering
avocations were exercised so vigorously by his wife, that the British
gwernment found it necessary totally
to suppress the Chikuldenee state.
Before this interference it was customary for village communities to
place themselves under the protection
of a Berud naik, or chief of a band
of robbers, assigniv to him a piece
d l a n d for his guardutnsbip and abstimnce from plunder.
The Jains are now few in number,
but their temples are numerous, and
distinguished by the superiority of
thew sculpture and architecture.
Bears are numerous and destructive
to the crops, their food being wholly
vegetable, for though instances occur
of bears attacking a man, it appears
to be alwa a for the pur ose of chewing him adover, oat o P a c t u a l ~de~
vouring and swallowir~ghim. Latterly under the Maharitta sway, revenue from land, like every other
species of fixed property, appears to
have been of so uncertain a tenure,
that the land dordin it was not a
uleable cb*modity.-f~arihall, 4c.)

P m s ~ ~ ~ o o a . - considerable
A
ril.
lage in the province of Bejapoor, situated about twenty-three miles travelling distance N.E. by N. from Bella+ 16" 17' N., Ion. 74' 5P E,
his place
;
standn on the banks of t h e
Hurncassy river, and is built of stone,
with a fort on an eminence in the
midst.--(Fullartor, 4c.)

vm

P A Q A ~ M . -town
A in the kingdom
of Ava, situated on the east side of
the Irawady, 120 miles S.W. from
Umerapoora ; lat. 21' N., Ion. 94' 40'
E. In remote times this city was
the residence of a long dynasty of
kings, and in still fanlous for its numerous temples, to count which is
among the proverbial impossibilities
of the Burniesa Scarcely any thing
now remains of ancient Pagahm, except its irlnumerablemouldering temples and the vestiges of an old brick
fort, the ramparta of which rnay still
be traced. When visited by Col.
Symes in 1795, the bazars were well
rovided with rice, pulse, greens, garhck, onions, and fruit, besides fresh
fish, gnapee, and dead lizards, which
last the Burmese account a great delicacy when well cooked; but the
markets did not contain any butchers'
]lieat. Pryahm is said to have been
the residence of fort -five successive
monarchs, and abandbned 500 years
ago in consequence of divine monition. Indeed its remains prove it to
have been a place of no ordinary
s lendour. Many of the ancient tempTes here are not solid at the bottom.
A well-arched dome supports a ponderous superstructure, within which
an image of Gaudma sits enshrined.
Hiri general posture is sitting on a
pedestal, adorned with representations of the sacred lotus leaf. Even
after it ceased to be the metropolis,
Pagahm was long reckoned the second city of the empire, but when
visited by Capt. Canning in 1809 presented a strange scene of desolat~on.
In 1835when captured by theBritish,
army under Sir Archibald Campkll
advancing on Ava, its condition was
not found improved, while the surrounding country was covered with

PAINKIIANDI.
interminable heaps of ruins and rubbish, and more resembled an enorniolls cemetery than a town. In the
Shoezeigon temple were four htupendous gilt images of Gaudma, fifty feet
high, facing each entrance, according
to Burmese traditions of the remotest
antiquitJ; and built by supernatural
agency. F~~~hence to
the
pihl, the country consists of extensive lains of the finest land watered
by
~
~ interspersed
~
~
with
evergreen woods, while the banks
of the river are studded with villages,
pagodas, temples, and monasteries.
For several days march south of
Pagahm the British officers had an
opportunity of observing the singularly strong petrifying property of the
soil or air, in converting wood into
stone. Water did not appear to be
the agent, as the most beautiful specimens are found in the driest parts,
where almost every stone appears to
have n ligneous origin. Large trunks
of trees, branches, and even leaves
are to be found at every step ,.han6ed
illto solid mssses of atone, retaining
the different hues, and showing distinctly the most delicate fibres. Many
are seen that have not undergone
complete transmutation but retain
part of their woody substance, but
still in these the petrifying process
some
appears to be going on.
instances the pillars that supported
the kioums or convents, were found
cbmpleteIy petrified at the base, while
a little higher the change was only
incipient, and the summit unaltered
wood.
(S'mex, Tmnt, Snndgrasx,
Canning, 4c.)

-

PAHANG.-A territory in the Malay peninsula, which extends from
Sedile, in 1st. F 15' N., to Kamamung, in lat. 4 O 15' N. It yields tin
and gold; the first to the amount of
1,000 peculs annually; the last,
wrought by the Chinese, about two
peculs. In 1845 the total population
was estimated at 80,000 persons.
The Pahang raja, is nominally no
more than bindara (treasurer or firat
minister) to the sultan of Johore;
in reality quite indepepdent. By the
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early Portuguese writera he is described as " King of Pan."--(Singcr-.
poor Chronicle, gc.)
P A 1 ~ a A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n .town
- A in
the northern Circars, district of ViZ8RaPatam, situated On a plain
bounded by hills, within six miles of
the sea-coast, and about sixty-six
miles travelling distance S.W. from
the
Vizagapatam- It stands
ond the north
~ bank, of the small river
Settiveram, which
that
district from Rajamundr~,and is
jnhabited
weavers.-Frdkrrton, &c.)
PAINDBA.-A. zemindary in the
province of Gundwana, situated near
Omerkuntuc, the zemindar of which,
Ajeet Singh, had bee11 displaced about
1800, by the Maharatta soubahdar
of Choteesghur, but who was restored
when the country was acquired by
the British government in 1818.(Major Agnew, 4c.)
PAINKHANDI.-Asubdivision of the
British district of Kumaon in Northern Hindostan, composed of cessions
from Nepaul in 1815, and situated
between the thirtieth and thirty-first
of north latitude. The surface Is extremely abrupt and mountai"0u~s abounding with chasms and
mountain streams. The high and
peak of Ramnee, visible from
B"reil~, is said to be %7oo feet
the level of the sea. In this
tract, wild hogs* deer, bears,
and pheamnts, are found among the
T U R U Srange
~
of woody mountains.
The forests contain fir, cedar, pine,
sycamore, horse-chestnut,walnut, and
yew-trees. Some of the cedars are
of enormous dimensions; instances
have occurred of trees measuring
twenty-seven feet in circumference,
four feet from the ground, with a
height of 180 feet. Service trees are
also found bearing much larger fruit
than in England. Hemp grows to
the height of ten and twelve feet,
and when thinly sown with thick .
stems, sending out side branches, exhibiting a state of luxuriance rarely.
seen elsewhere.
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In Painkhandi there is also found
a conlmon plant resembling butchers'
broom, said to be the sebburoa, from
which the mountaineers make a paper, sold at Serinagqr and Almora,
and which from thence f i ~ d sits way
into Hindostan, where the native
bankers use it in preference for their
bills of exchange, an the ink does not
sink further into the substance than
is necessary to retain the writing. I t
stronger than other paper,
heor,,
water.
and does not
Birch bark is likewise used by the nativeato write Onpaad is sent to Lucknow, where it is used for the inner
covering of hookah snakes.
This pergunnah contains twentyten are situatwo villryes, of
ted amon the snowy mountains, and
solely inftabited by Bhooteas. In
~pain1813, under tile ~
khandi was assessed at 4,051 Garkha rupees, half in money and half in
~nerchandize. In 1816, after its
acquisition by the British, a lease
~ S gaa~ted
S
ia the first instance to
the Seannas, or headmen, for 3,500
eorkhe rupees, with the usual agreement as to money and merchandize.
On the payment of the first instdment at Serin agur by the Seannaa,
it was found $at for many of the
articles given there was no sale whatever, while of the others the market
price was far below the rates specified i~ the engagement. Under these
circumstances the Seannas were
directed in future to pay, in lieu of
one-half n~erchandize, one-third of
its amonnt in money, (equivalent to
'37
rupees) the other
two-thirds being granted as a deduction to compensate for a probable
loss on the sale.-(ilfoorcroft, PPu
lic &@. Documents, 4c.)
PAIXOMJEUNG.-Acastle in Tibet,
which, from its perpendicular heigbt
and the irregularity of itR cliffs, a p
impregnable. Lat. 28' 40' N.,
on. 8Q0 18' E. ; seventeen miles
E.S.E. from Teshoo Loomboo. The
valley of Jhansu is very extensive,
and has greatly the appearance of
having been once under water; the

bed of a lake. I t is populous and
well-cultivated, and partlct~larly famous for the manufacture ofwoollens
of two colours, garnet and white,
which seldom exceed half a yard in
breadth. They are close woven, and
thick like frieze, and are very sotl t o
the touch, the fleece of the sheep
being remarkably fine.--(Capt. Turner, $c.)

PAITAN.-A district on the northcoast of Borneo, containing a
It
bay
and
river offorthethesame
name. of
is reinarkable
abundance
camphor, and also yields clove-bark,
and plenty of lisPng (cacrle).
bay is very full of shoals, and the
coast on both sides extremely foul.
There is a creek leading from Paitan
into a large bay, between it and ~ ~
Joodoo
~
baJ'~in~ which are~"a'ny '''an&l
much encumbered with &pals; indeed the islands, isley and shoals
in this portion of the h.,, seas
re beyond number,-(~~rym&,
4c')

PAKING.-A mart in Northern
Hindostan, situated on the frontiers
of Tibet and the C ~ r k h a rovince of
lon. 86O
Chayenpoor ; Iat. 47O 66'
58' E. According to native reports
the coontry here is not very hilly, but
its elevation is so great, and the cotd
in winter so intense that it remains
uninhabited, except duringthe hottest
of the summer months, when it is
resorted to by shepherds and traders.
-4F.Buchanan, 4c.)
YE.-A town io the mrmese dominions, situated on the
banks of the rrawady,
is here
ya;dswide with a moderate
current'
f uk, mouth, nam, water
PAKNAY
or river).-1 town in Siam, four
miles from the mouth of the Menam
(or Siam) river, which is here at l a s t
three-fouths o f a mile wide, and very
de!p,
w i l wood-covered banks.
Thur place extends above two miles
along the margin of the river, but
with seldom more than two or three
houses inland from its bapks. T h e
foit here'haa been of late much en-

k.,

1

PALAN TONG.
&rged, and both sides of thi: river
with batteries. The word
Xknam is of frequent occurrence in
&am, apparently signifying the mouth
of a river, and from hence ships proceed up to Bankok, the motlern capital of Siam.-(Finlaysota, gc.)
PALACHY
f Pdasi).A town in
the province of Coimbatoor, sixteen
miles S. by E. from the capital of the
same name ; lat. 10°W N., Ion 77'
6' E. This place in 1800 contained
a small re'mple and about 300 houses,
with a small fort adjacent, and froth
this point the streams run east and
west to the Coromandel and Malabar
coasts. In the vicinity of Palachy,
in the year above-mentioned, a pot
was dug up containing a great many
cciins of Augustus and Tiberius.
They were of two kinds, but all of
the same value, each weighing fiftysix gra~ns.

# rtified
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PALAMCOTTA
(Palincata).
town in the Carnatic province, distpct of Tinnevelly, fifty-seven miles
N.N.E. from Cape Comorin, and
2d0 feet above the level of the sea;
lat. So 35' N., Ion. 79O 37' E.
PALAYCOTTA.
-A town in the
Carnakic province, thirty-nine miles
S.S.W. from Pondic11erry.-lat. 11'
27' N., Ion. 79' 37' E.

-

PALAMOW
(Palamo).
A hilly
and jungly zeu~indaryin the province
or Bahar, and district of Rarnghur,
estending from the southern extreniity of Ontaree to Burwa, in Chuta
Nagpoor, a distance of sixtj-five
miles, and formerly bounded by the
Maharatta pergunnahs of Sirgoojah
and Jushpoor in Gundwana. It contains many ghauts or passes of variaus
degrees of strength; hut it was experirnentally found they presented
nb insurmountable obstacles to the
predatory incursions of the Pindaries.
There are no rivers of any magnitude,
but many small streams and rivulets,
and the soil is in many parts strongly
impregnated with iron. The mimosa
fiom which the drug named catechu
or terra japonica is extracted abounds
i i Palalnbw. By the natives tHe tree

ia named kheir, but the extract when
prepared kut'h. Although the lion is
not usually considered an inhabitant
of this part of India, one was shot by
the natives in 1814 near the village of
Koondra, and the body being taken
to the magistratd of Ramghur was
recognized as that of a lion: it may,
however, have been a stray one from
the north. The revenue unposed on
the raja of Palamow fur so vmt an
extent of country was originally only
12,182 rupees, yet in 1805 Raja
Chooramun Ray, the zemindar, was
17,199 rupees in arrears, which in
1814 had accumulated to 55,700
rupees, owing to the incapacity of
the raja, and the refractory conduct
of his jaghiredars. This uhfortunate petgunnah was in consequence
brought to the hammer, and being a
frodtier station, was bought in by
government for 51,000 rupees.
The t e n ~ ~ r eofs the jaghiredars in
Palamow, are rather of a singular
description, and are said td be toeval
with the establishment of' the late
zemindar's family thirty years ago.
There is no doubt, however, that
they were ali originally removeabfe
by the mja, who, befbre the British
code, exercised the power of life and
death without restmint, and the renewal of sunnuds or grants at the
succession oT each raja, implies the
discretional power to grant or withhold it. Like the rest of the Ramghur jurisdiction, Palamow is thinly
inhabited. and on account of the
irregular and rocky nature of its surface, and want of navigable rivers,
without facilities for the prosecution
of commerce. In 1814 it d ~ dhot
contain any collection of houses
larger than an ordinary village.( Public MS. Documents, Rozcgh~edSe,
4c.I
PALAMOW.-Avillage ip the province of Bahar and district of Ramghur from which the above zemindary derives its name ; lat. 23'5VN.,
Ion. 8 4 O 8' E. ; 135 miles S.W. from
Pntna.
PALANTONG.-Atown of India
beyond the Ganges, situated in tllc

country of the Kathi Shans fifty
miles S.E. from Munipoor ; lat. 24O
!25/ N., Ion. 95' 20' E.
town
PnLApz'.ry(Ph~i~'-A
in the Carnatlc province, district of
Dindid*
fifty-two miles W.S.Wfrom Trichin*ol~
la'. loo w N v
Ion. 78O 4/ E.
PA LA^ RIVERf o r milk river).This river has its source in the Mysore province among the hills of
Nundydroog, not far from the Pennaur, the first flowing to the south,
the latter to the north. The Palaur,
after a winding course of 220 miles,
falls into the bay of k n g a l near
Sadras.
. PALAWAN
ISLE.-A large island in
the Eastern seas, extending between
the northern extremity of Borneo,
with which and the Philippines it
forms an extensive chain of islands.
Its extreme length may be estimated
a t 275 miles, and the average breadth
about thirty-two miles.
The surface of the country is described as being low and flat at the
base of the hills. The productions
are cowries, wax, tortoise-shell, and
sea-slug, the last in abundance.
There is also much ebony and laknwood, and it is said there are gold
mines and hot springs. The west
side is chiefly inhabited by a savage
people who seldom frequent the coast.
The greater part of Palawan was formerly subject to the Sooloos, but it
is little known to Europeans.--(DaC
rympk, &-I
PALCOTE(Palacata).
A small
town or hamlet in the province of
Bahar, division of Chuta Nagpoor,
220 miles W. by N. from Calcatta;
lat. 22.O 68' N., lon. 84' 40' E.

-

-

PALEMBANG.A principality on
the south-etistern coast of Sumatra,
extending along the river Moosee,
which rises within two days' journey
of Bencoolen, and runs nearly across
the island. On the north and east it is
bounded by the straits of Banca ; on
the south by the Lampoon country;
on the west and south-west by ranges

of mountains which aepamte it from
Bencoolen and its dependencies ; and
on the north-west its limits adjoin
those of the sultan of Jambi. The provinces and their subdivisions derive
their names from the diferent rivers
andtributarystreamsthatflowthrough
them. The most ~Rhabledistrict,
named Ansk Moosee from its being
at the confluence of several streams
with the Moosee, is situated a considerable distance mland. The names
of anme other rivers and districts are
Mooete, Lamatang Ogan, Re~nbang
Ogan, Beldida, and Kamareeng. T h e
Soosang branch of the Moosee, on
which Palembang stands about seventy miles from the sea, is the most
safe, and navigable For large ships ;
but the town is also accessmLdeby
other branches. The adjacent traet,
however, is so low and swampy that
there are scarcely any villages from
its mouth up to the city, the country
bearing in many respects a strong
resemblance to the Sunderbunds of
Bengal.
The town of Palembang occupies
both sides of the Moosee, which i s
here 1,200 feet in breadth. Some of
the houses are erected on large rafts,
anchored near the banks, while on
shore the adjacent houses being
raised on posts, are; during high water, insulated. Behind these are other
rows of housesbuilt on higher ground.
The sultan's palace is a farge brick
structure surrounded by a high wall,
and many of the chiefs, and wealthy
Arabs andChinese arecommodiously,
and for the climate, comfortably
lodged. From one extreme to the
other the town may extend three
miles along each bank, and in 1820
was estimated to contain 25,000 inhabitants.
The foreign trade is carried on
with Java, Malacca, Penang, Rhio,
and the coast of Borneo, by Chinese,
Arabs, and Malays. Two large junks
arrive annually from China with the
north-west monsoon in January, and
depart with the south-east in August.
The imports consist of English, Madras, and Bengal cotton-piece goods,
copper, iron, steel, raw and manu-
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factured; teas, drugs, Chinese silks,
raw and manufactured; nankeenb,
earthen-ware, salt, and Java cloths.
Theexports are pepper (about 15,000
peculs), cotton (of two sorts), rattans, bees'-wax, dragonsv-blood,benzoin, gambir, ele hants'-teeth, kayooIscker, and bir&-nests.
As in all
Malay-states, the sovereign is also
the .chief merchant. 'The port and
Palembang river, of all Malay harbours, hnve always been cons~der.ed
the safest and heat regulated; Indeed, there is scarcely another town
of note within the sultan's dominlons. In 1820, from the number of
men registered for feudal services, a
r ~ u g hestimate gave a population of
75,000 scattered over the provinces,
t o which 25,000 being added for the
capital, gave a total of 100,000 souls.
Palembang holds the first rank
among the native Malay states of
Sumatra, and the Malay language
here spoken is esteemed a standard
of perfectign. The present rulers
and n large portion of the inhabitants are of Javanese derivation ; but
Palembang is supposed by the best
authorities to have been the original
country of the Malay race. In the
interior there is a wild people named
Orangkubu by the Malays, who refuse all personal intercourse with
the letter, yet manage to carry on a
kind of trade by leaving articles on a
certain spot, beating a gong, and retiring, when the Malays take them
up, leave an equivalent, and withdraw. Palembang was taken and
burned by the Dutch in AD. 1664.
In 1812 it was taken possession of
by the British, but subsequently restored to the Dutch, who were expelled by the natives in 1819, but
after several repulses reconquered it
in 1823. (Mircelkzries, Marsden,
Thorn, &c.)
PALCUNGE.
A town (formerly
fortified) in the province of Bahar,
district of Boglipoor, 122 miles S.E.
from Patna; lat. 2.1' 5' N., Ion. 86"

'

Malebar, dxty+ht miles S.E.from
Calictlt ;lat. 10'45' N.,lon. 76"38'E.
The foft here was built by H &r on
his conquest of Malabar, in t i e tract
called Palighautcherry, which then
belonged to the Shekury raja, one of
the petty chiefs of Malabar. Round
the fort many d e w (estates), vil-.
lagea, and bazars, are scattered, containing altogether a considerable population, but there is very little of
the appearance of a town. In A.D.
1800 this small district contained
106,500 free inhabitants, and 16,574
slaves, total 123,074 persons, yet the
proportion of it occupied by thick
forests, and not inhabited, is asserted to be considerable. These forests
have a great advant
from being
intersected by severaybranches of
the Paniany river, by which, during
the rainy season, the timber may be
floated to tbe s e a About 45,000
feet of teak may be procared annually, but it can only be done with
the assistance of a large body of
trained elephants.
(3'. Buchnan,

9.-1

-

PALEANPOOB.-Atown, ihe capital of a Mahornedan princi ality, in
the north-west quarter of t i e oujerat province, within the limita of the
Mahy Kaunta, situated about eighty
miles N. by W. from Ahmedabad;
lat. 24' 11' N., Ion. 7aO 20' E. The
~ergunnahattached to this place is
in the Mahy Kaunta division, and in
1813 was reckoned to contain 130
villages, producin annually about
two and a half lacfs of rupees. The
boundaries of the distnct are no
where more than forty miles from
the capital. T o the north are the
lands of Kheyraloo and Sidpoor, belonging to the Guicowar, to which
there is an open road. The town of
Deera is distant to the west about
twelve miles, and the country between them a plain. The town of
Dhunteewara is fifteen miles distant
towards the north, and the intermediate country is level and intersected
IS' E.
by the river Banass. To the north
PALICBAUT.-A town and district of Dhunteewara is bwree, a erattached to the modern province of gunnah of a muntainous suAe.

-

-

-
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Fnreed Khan, the jcthrdar, had d i l l
suddenly, so that the place rras TeR
exposed to all the contention4 of a
disorganized governmeht. It became,
consequently, n&esearJ, for the British
government t o Interfere, and to &ct
the entire expulsion of the Sindean
faction. It was also of importcmce
to allay the prevailing dissensions,
barity.
The fort of Rdh8npoors built by and reatrain a propensitt to etfect
Bahadur Khan, is of' Mck and mar- revolutions common to njl the petty
t ~ with
,
twenty-nine towers, mostly states of Hindostan, arid extremely
ia a state of eat dela idation, and prejudicial to industry and good orabout one a n f a half mfes in circum- der. An inquiry was accordingly inference. There are also two suburbs stituted regarding the political ciradjacant, the whole surrounded by a cumstances of this petty state, when
ditch twelve feet deep and twentp- it was discovered that the Sindean
two broad. The @tea are defended garrison of Palhrnpoor had assasby mvebs, in which thew are some sinated the Dewan Feroze &tan,
small guns, two snd five pounders. imprisoned his son add Mother, and
In 1813 i t aaa reckoned to contain being for some short time in posses6,100 houses, which at five to a h m ~ e sion of the sovereignty, had placed
w o l d give a population of 30,600 the chief of Deesa bn the throne.
persons. In a pditiml point of view, They also disputed the right of the
the kerrtioo of Palhanpoor is of wn- Guicowar tb Interfere with the intersiderable importance, as it is the o~rt- nal jutisdietibn of t l ~ eprincipality.
let to Rajpootana, and borders on the The immediate heire to the sucessibn
desert that separates Gujerat from were the sons of Taje Khan, lineally
Sinde and Cutch. r h e tribute paid descended from the founder of the
to the Guicowar is 58,000 rupees per stnte, but they were bbth disquali
fied fot the exercise of authority,
mum.
Ghizni Khan, in the reign of Ac- the elder by nientnl incapacity, the
ber, first brought this place into yonnger by bhdaess. The next id
notice, that emperor haring also as- propinquity was Futteh Khan, a deed him the charge of various scendnnt of the senior bfanch of the
i r w p h , such as Jdore, Saajore Palhsnpoor family; bat there was
(then possessed b the Chohan Raj- stilt another cldmant in the person
pea); Theraud
the Vagela Raj- of Shumshere Khan, the chief of
e m ) ; Deem (by t i e Cusbatty Ma- Deesa, whose cause wss espoused
Enowians) ;and Bhalmul, by another by the Sindean gatrison, and whose
Rajpoot tribe. From that period, uh- pretensiod~,neeording t o native ideas,
d t r many vkissitudes of fortune, his were better founded thah those of
(Ghizni Khan's) descendants are said' Fatteh K h n , the nephew. T o ret o have continued clirefs of Palhan- concile these confticting interests,
poor. In 1808 the British govern- th'e former, who bad no son, was
mem mediated a decennial settle- appointed guardian to the latter (a
ment of the tribute paid t o the Gui- boy), und indaeed not oniy t o becowar, on the ptintipal of the settle- stow his daughter on hid in marment effected by Colonel Walker in riage, but. also to adopt him as hi
Cattywar; whieh terrnu were pnnctu- heir generally, by which all differences in this respect were amicably
ally e~ecutedup to 1813.
Ih that year information wbs r e adjusted.
The expulsion of the Sindean garceived at Bombay that the dewan or
chief of Pathanpoor, Feroze Khan, rison still remained, to e&t which a
had beenasaaasinated by the comrnm. British detachment was ordered t o
der of the Sindean garrirron, and that besiege the town, whkh was, how-
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c h t a of the Coolie
inhabimts throoghout this tfact,
4 the great natural obetncles op
to the passaga of troops by
~ s p a v i o uwoods
s
and nlprow detiles,
among rocks and hills, tend to ret.iR the nativa in their preeent ntate
dsemiindependence sad entire bar-

6

of Chopm TBi porgunnah ir in
extent from east t o weet euty muss
and in breadth from twenty to twentyfive miles. I t is said to consist of a
rich black mould, is naturally fertile
and intersected by numerouaatrsam.
It has be& deeerted, however, fm
above eighty years, and is now mu&
infested with wild beasts. The temple of Pall Deo, gnd a magnificent
mosque, but the remains of 137 villages and hamlets that once existed,
are not now to be traced. In 1820,
an offer was made by a native speculator to reclaim and repopulate the
valley, upon two and a half lacks of
rupees being advanced to him by instalments, but the scheme was rejected by the Bombay preaideney, an
it could only be carried into effect b
abstracting cultivators from the
ready too scanty population of Cendeish and the adjacent provinces(Briggr, 9c.I
PALLA
ISLE.-kmall island in the.
Eastern seas, abmt six miles in cirPALL-A, village in Northern Hin- cumference, situated to the south of
dostan, which in 1818 consisted of Sangir Island ; 1st. 30 b'N., Ion. IW
fifty large houses. In this neighbour- 3WE. I t is inhabited and cultivated.
Iwod Capr Hodgson's people killed
PALLE~A~GAN ~
IL~
E
-.
small law
a, pheir, a rare specks of a n i d woody island one of the Sooloo ar+
which browses on the short herbage at chipelago, havi~ga salt-water lakein
the edges of the mow, yet the Aoeh the centre.
was coarse, and of a musky flavour,
-A
neatlf'-rn
PALLICWNDA.
It was, notwithstanding, g r e e a y desmall town in the Carnatic pnoviuce,
voured by the Gorkha sepoys and northern
district of Arcot, situated
qoqntaineer Coolies, neitherof which about fourteen
n~ileswest by south.
will eat muttw. (Capt. W g m n , from Vellore. There is a temple here
&c.)
dedicated to Rlrnga Swamy, zi conPALICONDA.-Atown in the Car- siderable building in the usual style
natic province and district of Nellore, of the.south of Indii pngodas.
tyenty-one miles R.S.W. from OnPN,NAUD(P&nutha).-Thin
is a
gole ; 1st. 15' lWN., Ion. 79' 38'E,
section of the old Carnntic, or form=
PALKAEI
(Pdica).-A
town in the domioio~s of tbe Armt nabobs,
Kohistan or highlands of the Lahore which from its contiguity has been
province, 110 mikes S.E.from Cash- annexed t o the Gontoor collectorater
A great proportian of the land here
mere; lat. 33' 1W M., Ion. 75' 55'E.
is uncultivated, and presents to the
PALL(or ~nlnmraur).-A desert- eye scarcely any thing but a continued
ed valle in the province of Candeish, jungle of underwood; and the valley
situat+zblto the west of Boorbanpoor, through wbich the Krishna flows is
wiJlin the two ranges of the Satpoo- a sterile, stony, jungly desert. In
r a hills, and stretching to the neigh- the rainy s e w n . it is covered wkh
%hood of the Dowlet Barry, north verdure, but during the hotmdnth+

ever, eurrendered, after a vexatious
negociatian, without resistanc~,thereby preventing the lamentable conaeuences that would have followed
%e stormin. of so populous a town.
The subsequent arranqements provided for the due adm~nistrationof
affairs during the minority of Futteh
Khan, who having been corstitu d
heir to Shumshere Khan, and of t e
fortresses of Deesa and Dhenassa,
the Palhanpoor state was by this
consolidation rendered more respectable in itself and more efficient as a
tributary: Thua concluded an attempt to revolutionize the principal7
ity of Palhanpoor, which escaped the
fate of many of the petty chiefships
of Gujerat ; their history, through
many generations, exhibiting an uninterrupted scene of anarchy and
turbulence, terminating in tho establishment of the power of mercenary soldiers with every aggrava(Public MS.
tion of oppression.
D m # , Carnac, &c.)
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when the foliage b withered and the
lmd-wind prevails, searcely a vestige
of vegetation is to be seen. A considemble space of the country is
covered with stones of a calcareous
nature and slaty texture, and the surroundmg hills are composed of the
same s~ibbtance.
A portion of the revenue of Palnaud arises from duties levied on the
internal trade to and from the mcoast, and collected principally at
Timerycotta. Indian corn is the grain
most generally cultivated, and n
brownish sort of cotton is also raised,
and much esteemed by the Punjum
weavers about Samulcotta. Cassia,
senna also grows abundantly. The
jungles of Palnaud are resorted to hy
herds from the adjacent countries,
their proprietors pnying a sum to
government according to the number
af cattle. Diamonds and other precious stones were formerly discovered
in this district, and more especially
in the bed of the IDishna, and
petre of a superior quality is manufectured here. Palnaud is infested by
the ~
h
i race
~ of ~
h
~
a& in 1816 was visited hy the Pindaries who penetrated through the
Bodratee pass, which is long, narrow
and stony, and requires six hours for
eve11 a small party to pass through.
- - ( H ~ odes,
~ ~ ~ F.
, W. aobertron,

&.I
P ~ ~ o o ~ s a n ~ . - T capital
he
of a
large zemindary tributary to the
Nizam, situated in the north-west
quarter of the Hyderahad province,
eighty-eight miles N.W. from Rajamundr lat. 17' 56' N., Ion. 31° f
E. T(; town stands in a rich luxuriant valle , about four miles wide,
surroundeion d l sides by lofty range8
of monntains, the passes through
which are the only accesses to Paloonshah. The fort is 150 yards square,
built of stone, with octagon bastions,
but it is a post of no strength, being
commanded by a high hill to the east.
The rampart may be ridden up and
down on either side and resembles the
bank of a tank. When visited by
Captain Blunt in 1394, the town was

populous and two miles ill circurnference, but consisted mostly of poor
Telinga huts. I t had then a manofactory of matchlocks, jinjalls, spears,
sabres and other weapons; but it has
since greatly decayed, for when c a p
tured by a Madras detachment in
1813, it presented a ve miserable
appearance. Palmnda wLre the zemindar resides is a common mud
ghurry or native fort in the plain, not
difirent from those secn in nearly all
the large villages in the Nizam's domalns: besides these he possesses
several other ghurries in the neighbourhood. The country is naturally
strong and the climate sickly and
unhealthy. In 1812, in consequence
of the robberies instigated and protected by Ashwa Row, the zemindar
of Pnloonshah, his possessions were
seized by a British detachment and a
heavy fine imposed.-(J. B. Blunt,
Col. G. Handton, J. 0. Tad, &c.)

-

PALPA. A division of Northern
Hindostan, aubject to the Nepaulese,
and bounded On the south
the
British
~ district
~
~ of Gorucpoor. The
Palpa
But001 is in general lower and warmer
than the
N e ~ a u lProper.
The most
is
planted rice, next to that rice broadcast, then maize, then a pulse named
urid, after that the latl~yrnssativa,
called dubi keras, with various other
gains, pulses, agd oil seeds. There
are many routes from the plains t o
the hills of Palpa, but except by a
few smugglers, they have been mostly
deserted since the Gorkha conquest,
that people not wishing for many
open routes by which armies might
ascend the hills.
The Palpa Rajas possessed alm a
very important mart named Rerighaut, situated on the banks of the
Gunduck, here named the Narayani.
The only practicable roads in the
country pass this way, and the position is important both in a military
and commercial point of view. During the cold season there is a mela or
fair held at Rerighaot, to which, it is
said loaded canoes can pass up, ex-

PANAROOCAN.

cept at s narrow rapid between two.
rocks at a place named Gongkar, a
little above Dewghaut, where there
is a portage. Canoes can ascend to
Dewghaut with little difficulty, although three rapids intervene. Duriqg the floods this navigation is altogether unadvisable, the Gunduck
being 'then of tremendous volume
and rapidity. Near Tailsen, the prerent capital, there was formerly an
iron mine, and since the conquest a
copper mine has been discovered
there, which, in 1809, is said to have
yielded metal to the value of 60,000
rupees. Lead is also found in the
small territory of Khidim.
According to native traditions,
when the Hindoo colony from Chitore first took possession of Palpa, it
belonged to a Magar chief, and the
people were a l ~ oof that tribe. Brahmins, chiefly of the spurious breed
called Jausi, are now the most numerous class; next to these are the
Khas, while the Magars occupy only
the third lace. Since the Nepaul
ra'as seizeion this country, the seat
o i overnment has been transferred
to &ansen, a town at some distance,
west of Palpa, which in 1809 was
the head-quarters of a Gorkha cornmander and his staK--(F. Buhanan,
Public MS. Document:, 4c.)
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gunnah hs the Northern Curnatic,
district of Ongole, thirty-six miles
S.W. from the town of Ongole; lat.
JbO 2' N., Ion. 7S0 26' E. At the
village of Yerrapilly in this
nah, by digging about two athorns
under ground, copper ore of a rich
quality is procured, said to yield fifty
per cent. of the ure metal. The s ecies of ore is tRat named the anlydrous carbonate of copper. Thegeneral use of brass and copper vessels all
over India, and the preference given
to them by the natives, render it probable (and appearances indicate) that
large quantities of copper s e r e a t
one time collected here; but the
European metal cen now be imported at so much cheaper a rate, that the
working of these mines has for many
gears been intermitted.

Pergund

PANAG~R.-Atown of some antiquity in the province of Chlldwana
and diatrict of Gurrah, eleven miles
north from the town of Gumall; lat.
23O 19' N., Ion. 80' 17 E. This lace
contains several Hind00 tem~les,and
there is a magnificent tank in the
vicinity.4Fit=&renceJ gc.)

PANAMAO
Is~s.-An island the
Eastern seas, one
Phili~~ina,
about forty-fivemilesin circumlkrence,
and situated between the eleventh
P A L Y A D .inland
- ~ town in the and twelfth degrees of north latitude,
Gujerat peninsula, division of Cattyin~the
PANAMGOODY.-A~
W ~Carwar, forty-six miles west from the
gcrlf of cambay ; late 2 p 14fN., lo,,. nntic province, di~trictof Tinnevelly,
this place, in 1809, twenty-two miles N.N.E. from Cape
710 41' E.
n ; 8' al' N.3 lone 77'
there was a detachment of the Born- C ~ m ~ n ]at.
bay army permanently stationed, to b3'E.
protect British interests in this quarP ~ ~ ~ town
~ ~and ~ dis-~ ~
MS. document^, k )
ter.---(I'&ic
trict at the north-eastern extremity
of Java, formerly the capital of an
Pnmpaa.-A
in the province ancient principality, but now subject
of Beder, seventy-three miles N.W. to the Dutch ;lat. 7O 40' S., Ion. 1130
from HyderabRd; 'at. 170 49' N-9 4Sf E., eighty-five miles E.S.E. from
Ion. 77" 64' E.
Surabhava. This extensive district
p A M P E a " town in the province is comp;ehended wiihin the jurisdicof Cashmere, situated on the "orth tion of Probolb"' and consists of a
side of the jh,.lurn river, twelve miles fine flat table-land, but almost destil ~ the
e a ~ from
t
the city of Cashmere; lat. tute of water, more e s ~ e c i din
portion adjoining Bangyuwangy. The
34' 20' N., Ion. 74' 55' E.
population is consequently scanty.
PAMOUB.-A town and small per- At the river Calatiyaa, about fiheen

~

,

PANIANY.
mikn h y m d the tewn of Paawocaa tbe carriage-reed from B a t h
ternlinates. This grend military highway measures 684 miles.--(Refis,

m m &.I

'PANAUR RIVER.-A river in the
wuth of India, which has its source
among the Nundydroog hills, from
whence it flows in s south-easterly
direction, uutil it f d s illto the sea at
Cuddore, aRer a course of about
9.50 miles, including the windings.
Pnwea~.-A village with a ehoultrg, onthe islandof &mimeram, sin^
med Lrectly opposite to the main
land, and the usual landing and embarking place of the pilgrims.-See
W A M X ~ ~ Eand
B A TONITOY(I.-(F&
Y

mhge bf trtbanCaihs. It cahtalhs ten
or twdve villages, avehging f m WtJ
to 300 persons. Th\? surface ton&IS of hills of various dfmensions,
covered kith weod, except in the vicinity of the villages, where spots are
e k e d fbr the cdtivation of the
sweet potatoe. Gtnama ate ubundant, and vegetatioh pmfust. Cam.
phor, gambir, and benzoin-trees art!:
plentiful, and the country k e fr6m.
wild beasts.--(Bar~on and Wdrd, qc.)

PANGA~AN.-A
large village in the
h e r Candian territories, ih the
inland of Ceylon, thirty-e&ht miles
S.E. from the city of Candy; lat. 7"
33' N., ton. 81' 5' E. This plltce
stando on the banks of the river Mahavaligunga, which pwsea Candy, and.
krdon,4c.1
is here about 150 yards broatl. Pan*
POMT'
A
garan is chiefly inhabited by Lubbim,
point in the "lpnd
a trading class of &fabomdeda, thus
at the nod-tern
extremity, at the
at ~ ~ d ~ ~ ,J ~- ~- W( , ,~~ ,~ j
mouth of the western edtrance of the
Straits of Madura. At this place &.I
PANGOOTABAN.-A
small idand in
Javanese and European pi\ote are
d o n e d , who, as soon as vessels the Eastern sess, one of the so0100
ere discovered etanding for the chan- archipelago, about ten lniles long by
ael, go before to pilot them to Gres. four, the a v e m g h m d t h ; lat. 6"9 N.,
sia and Surabhaya.-(Tombe, .~kc.).
Ion. 1% 36' E. This island iscah
entire bed of c o d , with scarcely any
' P A N ~ H B E R A S A ~place
~ . - A in the appearance of soil; yet it abounds
province of Cash~nere,a dependency d t h coca-nut trees, which are tail'
of Uneej, which had formerly been a and fruitful, end of great use to the
lmge city, snd to whieh, in the Ayaen inhabitants, as it is destitute of good
Acbery, Abul Fazel aseribw great fresh water. Notwithstanding this
sanctity.
important deficiencf, the island is dePANPALAM
GWRCHY.-A towu in scribed aa hwin plenty of cattle,
t h Carnatic province, &strict of Tin- goats, and fowk, and tolerably
nevelly, eigbty-eight miles N.N.E. well inhabited. It was formerly setfrom Cape Cornorin ; lat. 9' 5' N., tled by the Spaniards, who left here
Ion. 78' 24' E.
a lar e breed of hogs. Sorne of the
PANQAN~ANE
ISLE.-An island in chir8personsy houses aw built on four
the Eastern seas, lying off the south- trees, lopped o f for posts; and pereastern extremity of Celebes, about haps something of tbis kind may hare
the fRh degree af south latithde. In given rise to the reports of people
length ib may be estimated at fifty-two living on trees, as the trunks cootid e a by sixteen miles, the average nue to ve etate and send forth
&.)
breadth. Part of this island is very branches.-fDolrynp&,
low,
and
with fine trees;
pANraNy.-A seaport town on the
ip general it is *O
peopled.
Malabar coast, thirtpsix miles S. by
PANGAUNLAM BUN^.-A small E. from Calicut : lat. 10' 45' N.. ton.
B a t h distriutin theisland of Sumatra, 75' 38' E. In k.D. 1800 this $ace
inland from the bay of Tapanool~, contained 500 houses, belonging to
which oecupies a space bounded by traders, forty mosques, a d a t least
a prolongation of the first and second 1,000 huts. The last are inhabited

-
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tiahernen, formerly a low cwte of attack on the liven, persoas, and p
have perty of the Hindow, bosme a net
all embraced the faith of Mahomed. of fierce, blwhthirsty, bi tted mtl
Themouthof tLePanirn).r
is shut ~ ~ I J Swhich
,
dirpairion
British
by a bar, which admits only tradipg government bad conriderable d i f f i l boats, such as pattamars, capable of ty in reformi~g. Prior to tbis the
carrying 50,000 coco-nuts, or 5a0 Moplaye had no authority, except in
Bengal bags of rice. About seventy the srnall division sf Cananore, even
year3 ago the Moplay merchants herg over their own eect, but were en.
were very rich, and poqsessed vessela ti~elysubject to the HkQo p r i n m
that sailed to Surat, Mocha, Madras, in whcse dominions they resided. '
and Bengal; but the oppressions and l'ippoo's code of laws was never extortions of Tippoo reduced them known beyond the limita of C a l i c u ~
t o great poverty. The exports from During that period of total anarchy
hence are teak-wood, coco-nuts, iron, the number of Moplays considerably
rice ; the chief imports, wheat, pulse, increased, multitude of Hindoor
sugar, Jagory salt, cut (terra J a p o n ~ hlrving been cipcumcised by force, and
ca), and spices.
many of the lower orders woverted
Paniany is the residence of the In religious matters the tangul is still
tangul, or high-priest of the Moplays, the head of the sect, and the offiae
who asserts his descent from Ali and contipues hereditary in ths female
Fatima, the daughter of Mahomed. line. Mosquelr are numerous, and
Although a Mussulman by religion, in each of them an imaum or
the tangul's sister's son, according moullah presides, nominated by the
t o the custom of Malahr, is con- tangul, who usually bestows the &ce
sidered the heir to this hereditary on the sister's son, the heir of the
dignity. These people are called person that last held it.--(F. BUC&k
Moplayar on the Malabay coast, and nan, 4c.)
Lubbaymp at Madras; but amopg
themselves they acknowled e no - P A N I ~ W
(Panipata).-A
T
town in
other designation than that of Mus- the province of Delhi, ~ i t u a t nal u t
sulmauns or Mahomedans. Beiqg of fifty miles N. by W. from the city OF
Arabiqp extraction, they consider Delh~; lot. aSO2 4 N., Ion. 76' 51' E.
themselves of more honourable birth In its greatest extent it is four milea
than the Tartar Mahomedans, who, in circumference, m d wag f0r-b
as may be expected, hold a coatr(rry surrounded by a brick wall, which
opinion. The Arabians appear t o partly femains- I t was formerly
have settled in this country sooq a m n s l d e r w Mxnme~iale r ~ p o ~ ~ ~ ~ ,
rbs
the promulgation of the faith but suffered great detriment f r ~ m
of Mahomed, and have made nume- incessant trowbleo w h i for aceatury
rous converts; yet in many fernilies agitated the Delhi province. Tb*
the Arab blood seems still unconta- b p q r k are sdt, gralQ, fwd- CsttM
d a t e d , The Moplajs u q a wrjt- cloth4 ; tb sll~royndiwc ~ u n w
t e n character p e d a c to t h e m s e l v ~ duces and exports coaCse q a f f .
and totally different from the present
ia the shrbae d a h
At this
Aiabie, which language ia known to b n e d a a saint of gmt4 repute, n a n d
very few besides the priests, and to Sbeneef ud Dee0 4hu ali Cdlhder,
them imperfectly.
wboae deetb hrppensd in the ;[%4th
The Moplays of Malabar are both year of tbe Hejirlt To thia shrine
traders and farmers; the Lubbies of the pseeeot e q m v r of Dell&, Acber
Madras confine themselves to the Js Second, wns carried while young
first-mentioned profession. As trathe unfortunate Sb11Alum, r b s
dern they are a remarkably quiet, in- consecrated on the spot a lock of his
dustrious people ; but some of them hair to the saiot interred below. This
in the iuterior having k p n eqa,cou- ceremony imposes the digation of
raged by Tippoo in a most l i c ~ q t i o q s u f f i n gthelockofhair toremain un*

Ej:~ndoos,named Mucuas, who
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touched until after the lapse of a cer- the Maharatta army being reduced to
tain period of time it can be cut offon great distress for want of supplies,
the very spot where it was originally the Bhow determined t o quit his enselected for consecration. The em- trenchments and give battle. The
peror ia said to have the consumme- conflict continued nearly equal from
tion of this rite much at heart, but morning until noon, about which
as the pilgrimage would occasion a time Biswass Row, the Peshwa's son,
great expenditure, and create other- a youth of seventeen, was mortally
wise much confusion, he has h.itherto wounded, which' appears to have debeen persunded to postponelts per- cided the fate of the battle, as the
formance.
Maharattas then fled in all direc. Paniput is famous for having been tionq puraued by the victors, who
the scene where two of the greatest gave no quarter in the heat of the
battles ever fought in India took pursuit.
place, both deciaive of the sway of
Of all descri tions of men, women,
Hindostan. The first was in A.D. and children, tRere were said to have
1535, between the army of Sultan been half a million in the Maharatta
Babe and that of the Patan empe- camp, of whom the greatest part
ror of Delhi, Ibrahim Lodi, in wh~ch were killed or taken prisoners, ~ n d
the latter was slain and his army to- of those who escaped from the field
tally discomfited. With him the Patan of battle many were destroyed by the
dynasty of Lodi terminated, and the zemindars. About 40,000 prisoners
Mogul one of Timour commenced.
were taken alive; those who fell into
The second took place in 1761, be- the hands of the Durranien were
tween the combined Mahomedan mostly murdered by them, nlleging
army commanded by Ahmed Shah in jest as an excuse that when they
Abdalli, the sovereign of Cabul, and left their own country their mothers,
that of the Maharattas commanded by sisters, and wives desired that when
Sedasiva Bhow. The Mahomedan they defeated the unbelievers they
army consisted alto ether of 42,000 would kill a few of them on their achorse and 38,000 foot, besides ba- count, that they also might possess
mels, and between seventy and eighty merit in the sight of the ro het.
p i e m of cannon. These were the
The commander-ineke? of the
regular troops, but the irregulars that Maharattas, Sedasiva Bhow, was
accompanied them were sometimes probably killed in the battle, but this
more numerous. The Durranies of fact was never to a certainty estaCabul, who were the strength of the blished. Many yenrsafterwards,about
army, being about 29,000, were all 1779, a person appeared at Benares
men of great bodily vigour ; their who said he wae the Bhow, and some
horsea of the Turkish breed, and very Maharattas acknowledged his claim,
hardy. The regulars of the Maha- while others treated him (and proratta army consisted of 55,000 horse bably with justice) as an impostor.and 15,000 foot, with 200 pieces of (AaiaticBesearches, Ferirhta,G. Thocannon, and camel pieces and rockets mas, Archibald Setoa, 4c.)
without number. Besides the regular troops there were 15,000 PindaPAN~'Na
for PdO Pan?ad.-A
(plunderers), and the camp fol- island on the west coast of the Malowers may be estimated at four times lay 'eninsula, intersected by the
eightk degree of north latitude, twenthe number of the regulars.
The armies continued in front of ty miles in len th by about four, the
ea& other j+om the 96th of Octo&,r aver%e breadtf- It lies close to
1760 to the 7th of January 1761, Junkce~lon,due South, and in every
during which interval
bloody respect resembles that island or isthskirmishes took place, which gene- mus.
.rally terminated in favour of the DurPANJIM.-A handsome and wellran~es. At the date last-mentioned, built Portuguese town in the province
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of qejapoor, situated on the island tivals in flavour the renowned mangoe
of Ooa, five miles below the ancient
city of that name. This lace is
now the seat of business, tit? residence of the viceroy, and of the principal Portuguese inhabitants, and may
be considered, in fact, t o have superseded ancient Goa as the metropolis
of the settlement. The lower classes
are almost universally native Christians, and so cheap has shelter become in the resent deserted state of
the country, tRat there are no mean native huts, every man, however low his
condition being housed under a roof
of tile, and within walls of stonea predicament no where else to be
found in I n d i a Instead of a sinrle
pent roof or terrace covering the
whole building, there is a four-sided
peaked tile roof to each apartment,
so that the top of every house presents a cluster of pyramids. Venetian
blinds are not used, the verandas
being shut in by immense sashes, consisting of little panes, each about two
inches and a half square, and composed of oyster-shells in the place of
glass. These moderate a little the
mtensity of t h e sun's rays, but contribute with other circumstances to
render the interior exceedingly hot.
A magnificent terrace or causeway,
three miles in length, connects Panjim with the little town of St. Pedro.
This great work was executed about
a century and a half ago by the Jesuits, and remains still in the most
perfect preservation. I t serves t o
s h u t o u t the sea from an extensive
tract t o the eouth, partly in cultiyation, a n d artly occupied by pits for
t h e r n a n u L t u r e of salt from the seaa s t e r admitted by means of sluices.
T h e most common vehicle of conveyance here is a light boat, with a
canopy o f painted canvas, somewhat
after t h e fashion of a Venetian gondola. O n shore, the substitute for
a palanquin is a sort of hammock
slung o n a pole, with a sheet of
enehouse awning, carried on the
Beads of two porters. A variety of
she mango-tree reared in this neighbourhood, and long celebrated under
the name of &he Alphonso mnngoe,
VOL.
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ofMazagong, on the island of Bombay.--(Fullarton, $c.)

PANKOUR.-Asmall island situated
in the direct route of ships passing
through the straits of Malacca, near
the entrance of the Perak river ; lat.
4' 16' N., Ion. 100' 68' E. In 1819
this island was offered to the governor of Prince of Wales' Island by
the captain of a country ship, who
said i t had been given to him by
the deceased raja of Perak ; but i t
appearing tbat the raja's intellects
were unsound at the time of the reputed grant, and that the gifr had
never been sanctioned by the constitutional authorities, the offer was
declined. Pankour produces canes,
rattans, trees yielding oil, dammer,
and crooked timber. The ruins of
a Dutch fort, dated 1743, are still
visible. (Public MS. Documents,
A d m a o n , 4c.)
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PANNAH
/Panna).-A
town in
the province of Allahabad, situated
above the ghauts on a barren rocky
plain, thirty-seven miles S.E. from
Chatterpoor, and fifteen from Adjyghur; lat. 24' 45' N., Ion. 80' 13' E.
I t is still an extensive lace, and contains several dwelling-louses built of
stone, many handsome temples, in
one of which is an idol reported t o
have a diamond eye of immense value and great brilliancy. There are
also severai large tanks or lakes of
water, abounding with geese, ducks,
and other aquatic birds; and on the
margin of the largest are still to be
seen the ruins of a palace in which
Raja Chuttersal resided when sovereign of Bundelcund.
In approaching Pannah from Bani a , the table-land above the ascent
is more level and free from rocks than
that in the Sbahabad district ; b r ~ tit
exhibits no signs of c~iltivation,even
within three miles of Pannah. The
whole plain on the table-land around
Pannah, wherever it happens to be
of a gravelly nature, is said to produce diamonds. In most parts the
soil is very red, in others it has only
2 B
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a slight tinge of that colour, and is
of a dark brown. This soil is from
two to eight cubits deep, and where
diamonds are found contains many
small pebbles, with which the diamonds are found intermixed, but
never adhering. The deep mines
which are the most productive are
opened about a month after the conclusion of the rains, from whicb period until the next rainy season when
they fill again, the miners are employed in carrying out the diamond
soil, here named kuckroo. The
workmen on the spot assert that the
generation of diamonds is always going forward; that they have just as
much chance of success in searching
earth that has been fourteen or fifteen
years unexaminecl, as in digging
what has never been disturbed. A
similar notion with respect to tin
prevails among the operative stream
miners in Cornwall.
The Pannah diamonds are generally thought thin and flat, and fit
only for the table diamonds worn by
natives of rank, who prefer them to
brilliants ; but Captain Bulkley asserts that the table sort bear but a
small proportion to the whole. In
1820, in prosecuting a mining experiment on a small scale, that officer
procured 203 diamonds, valued a t
$000 rupees ; the expenws incurred
aniounted to 900 rupees. Very large
diamonds still continue to be found
in the Pannah mines ; but all above
ten carats are claimed by the raja,
who in the above year had procured
one valued at L400 sterling. They
lose remarkably little b cutting,
scarcely more than a fifti; indeed
8 large proportion, having no opaque
coat, nlay be worn in the condition
in which they are found.
These diamond mines are supposed
to have been the Panassa of Ptolemy. During the reign of Acber
they were estimated at eight lacks of
rupees annually, aild they also formed
a considerable source of public revenue and mercantile profit during the
sway of the native Bondela chiefs.
Part of the mines helong to the British government, but the larger pro-

portion to Raja Bukht Balla of Pannah, which being an independent
principality, the British government
In 1820 declined the working of them
as a monopoly, and relinquished
whatever profit might arise from their
own share to the native chiefs in t h e
vicinity. In 1834 a manager was appointed to conduct the affairs of
Pannah, which had suffered pievously from the mismanagement of
Raja Kishore Singh, the reigning
chief.--( F. Buchanan, C'optain Bulk-

ley, &.)
PANOMPIN.-A town belonging to
the Cochin Chinese, situated on a
river of the aame name, and said to
be the modern capital of Cambodia.
It has been long frequented by Europeans, and is now the only consided
rable port in the gulf of Siam which
affords diict aceess to the interim
of Cambodia,
PANOWLEE.-Avillage fn the province of Aurungsbad, diviaioa of
Jooneer, aituated on the P w n a river, eleven miles N.W. from the city
of Poolla Here is one of the bungalows erected by government for the
accommodation of travellers ou the
route from Bombay to Poona.
PANTEEIsLE.-A~ island in the
Eastern seas, separated from that of
Lomblem by the straits of Aloo, and
situated between the eighth and ninth
degrees of north latitude. In length
it may be estimated at thirty miles,
by twelve the average breadth.
PANTUBA.-A village in Ceylon,
situated at the mouth of a river of
the same name, twenty miles south
6 4 3 N., Ion.
from Columbo; lat. '
79" 49' E.
PANWELL.-Atown in the province
of Ailrungabad, situated on the river
Pan,to which the tide flows up several
miles from the harbour ; but during
the prevalence of easterly winds, the
passage to Bombay, from which it is
distant twenty-one miles E., is tedious and uncertain; lat. 18' 69' N.,
Ion. 73' 15 E. This place is extensive, and being eligibly situated for

business, carries on a considerable
commerce, although it stands in the
midst of a salt morass. Panwell is
the grand ferry to Bombay, and contains the rare convenience of an inn,
although not of the first quality.
P A N YISLE.-An island in the Enstern seas, one of the Philippines, situated due south of Luzon, between
the 1 B d and 123d degrees of east
longitude. In length it may be estimated at 110 miles, by thirty-eight
miles the average breadth.
This island, when viewed from the
sea, exhibits numerous villu es on
the declivity of the hills, the touses
of which are well built, and arranged
with great regularity. The sea-coast
abounds with coco-nut trees; and in
the interior are lenty of wild game,
such as deer, Ross, and buEaloes.
Cattle and horses are said to be so
plentifulas not tope appropriated,but
allowed to range at pleasure. The air
of the island is unhealthy, on account
of the morasses, and the thinness of
the cultivation. Like most unexplored countries, it has the reputation of containing mines of silver and
gold.
The principal establishments of the
Spaniards on this island tire a t 110-ilo
and Antigua, on which coast there is
good anchorage. Antigua stands in
lat. 10' 42' N., where the anchorage
is in ten fathoms at a considerable
distance from the shore. Vessels
cannot anchor here in November,
December, and January, without
considerable risk, for it is then the
winds from the S.W. and W. prevail.
Water is to be had here from a rivulet and also from s river, which
serves s s a ditch to the fort, up which
boats may proceed a considerable
way, but the water is brackish even
during neap tides. Antigua, l i e
other Span~sh settlen~ents, is extremely ill governed and defended,
vessels being plundered in the harbour by pirates, who carry off the
crews into slavery. The fort is built
of wood, and garrisoned by about
twenty country Christians. The inhaLitants of Pany are said to be

more indwtrions than those of Luzon, and manufacture from cotton,
and from the fibres of another plant,
handkerchiefs and cloths, which they
wear and export to the neighbouring
islands. A coloured cloth, made from
a plant raised on this island, is much
worn by the females of Manilla.(Sonnerat, Mears, 4c.)
PAPH~EK.-A considerable town
in the interior of Siam, up the river
Meklong, above Bankok, which in
1828 was estimated to contain 8,000
inhabitants. I t ia nlso named Kanbouri, and in 1760 was destroyed by
the Siamese.--(Leal, $c.)
PAPPAL.-A district on the northeastern coast of Borneo, the limits of
which are the Sampanmangio on the
north, and the Keemanees river in
5 3W N. The general produclat. '
tions of this coast are sago, rice, betel-nut, coco-nut oil, catnphor, wax,
some pepper, and coarse cinnamon.
The country ia populous, particularly
the interior, which is inhabited by
Idaan, or aborigines, as are also a
few places on the sea-coast.
This part of Borneo is well supplied with moisture, and has the additional convenience of many rivers
navigable for boats, and some even
for large vessels. The river Tawarran leads to the lake of Keeney baloo,
from whence its mouth is fro111 ten
to fifteen miles distant, and is accessible by boats. T~mpaeook, Abai,
Loobook, and Amboony are small
rivers in the Pappal district, the borders of which are inhabited by Mahomedans. The harbours and rivers
of Abai are superior to any between
Sampanmangio and Portgaya, and i t
is the only place where vessels can
have shelter from westerly winds.
The country here abounds with grain,
and if cultivated might be made t o
produce considerable quantities of
pepper and cinnamon.
The banks of the river Tawarran
' are inhabited chiefly by Idaan, among
whom a few Chinese are settled;
those of the Mancaboony are inhabited by Mahon~edansand well settled. T o the eastward lie Port Gaya
2 ~ 2

complexioned, long-haired natives of
the South Sea islands.
Like Celebes, Gilolo, and other
Eastern isles, Papua is indented with
such deep bays that it resembles a
chain of peninsulas, so near does t h e
sea approach on each side, and it is
only separated from New Holland by
Torres Straits, re-discoverect in modem times by Capt. Flinders in the
Investigator. Viewed from the sea, the
coast of Pnpua rises gradually from
the shore to hills of considerable elevation ;but no mountains of remarkable height have us yet been seen,
such as Mount Ophir in Sumatra.
The whole being covered with palm
trees and timber of large size, the
soil may be presumed to be naturally
fertile, but it has ~ e been
t
little disturbed h cultivat~on. The coco-nut
tree an% two species of the bread&c.)
fruit tree are found here, and also
PAPBA.-A Siamese town in the pineapples and plantains. The Hoprovince of Junkceylon, which was raforas of the interior l~racticegarformerly a flourishing settlement, but dening, and some sort of agriculture,
was almost totally destroyed during as they supply the trading Papl~ason
the wars between the Burmese and the sea-coast with food, in exchange
Siamese ; lat. 8' 8' N., Ion. 98'1 6' E. for axes. knives. and other kinds of
coarse cutlery. Nutmeg trees grow
PAPRONE.-A town io the province here in a wild state, but they are
of Malwa, division of Keecheewm ; known not to be of the proper quality
!st. 24' 4W N., Ion. 76'58' E. In as a spice. It is said there are no
1820 it belonged to Sindia.
quadrupeds on Papua except dogs,
wild cats, and hogs, and that to the
east of Gilolo no homed animal of
PAPUA.
any sort is to be found. The woods
Tannah Papua, or papua land.
abound with wild hogs, which the naThe Papuan Isles extend from the tives kill with spears and bows and
south end of Gilolo, and the north arrows. With the latter they are
end of Ceram, to the west end of particularly dexterous, and discharge
Papua or New Guinea; the exact arrows six feet long with bows made
dimensions ofwhich have not to this of bamboo, having a string of split
day been ascertained ; nor is it certain rattan. Gold is known to exist in
that it is not a cluster of large is- this immenseisland,and,there is room
lands, instead of one of enormous size. to conjecture, in considerable abunIf the latter, its longitudinal extent dance.
is so great, that it appears to ApperOn the north-west coast of this
tain partly to the Asiatic isles and island, which has been most frequentpartly to those of the Pacific, the ly visited by Europeans, the natives
~nhabitantsof the two extremities ex- build their houses on posts fixed
hibiting considerable generical dif- several yards below low-water mark,
ferences. The western is appro ri- from which there is a long stage t o
ated to the remarkable race of Bri- the land, and also another towards
ental negroes, while the natives of the the sea, on which they haul up their
eastern approximate to the yellow canoes. This semiaquatic mode of

and some other islands, which with
the shoats form a harbour for small
vessels. The banks of the Batuan,
Inanam, Mangatal, Poolatan, and
Kinaroot riven are inhabited by Mahomedans, and produce sago, rice,
betel-nut, cinnamon, and coco-nut oil.
The next river to the southward is
Pangalat, which is also peopled by
Mahomedans, and elds camphor
is the
dother
last river of what was the Sooloo
dominions in this quarter of Borneo.
The inhabitants are Idaan, and carry
on an extensive traffic in their own
prows to Java, &c. The country
besides a considerable quantity of
coarse cinnamon and other commodities, roduces tenjoo, which is the
gum o f a certain tree, found also in
Palawan and Magindana0.-(Dalryjn-
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dwelling is intended] to provide
against attacks both by sea and land ;
if the assault be from the first, they
take to the woods, if from the last
they launch their canoes and sail
away. The furniture of these cabins
consist of a mat or two, a fireplace,
a china plate or basin, and some sago
flour. r h e females make earthen
pots with clay, which they bake with
dry grass or light brush-wood.
The Papuas on this part of the
coast are so far advanced in civilization as erfectly to understand the
nature o!traflic,
which they carry on
with the Buggesses and Chinese, but
more particularly the latter, from
whom they purchase their iron tools,
blue and red baftaes, axes, knives,
China beads, plates, and basins. In
exchange, the Chinese carry back
missoy bark, slaves, ambergris, seaslug, tortoise-shell, small pearls, black
and red loorics, birds of paradise, and
many other species of dead birds,
which the Papuas have a particular
method of dressing. Formerly the
Dutch government did not allow the
burghers at Ternate to trade to the
coast of New Guinea for missoy bark,
the powder of which is much used
by the Japanese for rubbing their bodies, the discreet Chinese only being
allowed to prosecute this species of
commerce.
In the Malay peninsula, Luzon,
Borneo, and in most of the larger
Glands of the Eastern seas, there are
occasionally found in the mountains a scattered race of blacks
entirely distinct from the rest of the
population. A more robust people
of the same race are said to occupy
Papua and some of the adjacent
islands, but their country has been
so little frequented that they still
remain almost unknown. The origin
of this woolly-headed race appears
now beyond the reach of human investigation, for in many respects they
differ radically from the African negro,
more especially in the following particulars. The Papuan's skin is of a
lighter colour than that of the African ; the woolly hair grows in small
tufts, and each hair has a spiral twist.

The forehead rises higher, and the
hind head is not so much cut OK The
nose projects from the face; the uper lip is longer and more prominent.
$he lower lip projects forward from
the lower jaw to such an extent, that
the chin forms no part of the face,
the lower part of which is formed by
the mouth. The buttocks are so
much lower than in the negro, as to
form a striking mark of distinction,
hut the calf of the leg is as high as in
the negro.
On the north-west coaat of Papua,
which is the only quarter we are acquainted with, the natives wear their
hair bushed round their heads to the
circumference of two and a half and
three feet, and to make it more extensive, comb it out horizontally
from their heads, occasionally adorning it with feathers. From the short,
close, woolly nature of an African
negro's hair, it could not be dressed
exactly in this manner, as no skill
could make it stick out so far from
their heads. The men wear a thin
stuffmade from the fibre8 of the coconut tree, tied round their middle and
between their legs, fixing it up behind. The females in general wear
blue Surat cloths put on in the same
manner as the men; the children,
until the age of puberty, go entirely
naked. Both sexes are fond of glass
and china beadr, which they wear
round the wrist. Capt. Forrest says
he did not see any gold ornaments
among the Papuas; but that they
declared it was found in their hills.
As among all barbarous tribes, the
women appear to be the laborious
class. As before-mentioned, they
make a sort of earthenware of clay,
and mats of the palm trees.
Some of the horaforas of the interior are said to have long hair, but
this ap ears doubtful, at least so far
as app&s to the western extremity,
where all the inhabitants yet seen by
voyagers presentedthe expanded mop
head of the oriental negro. The
people of the more eastern have the
character af being extremely ferocious, and prone to war and carnage. It is said, however, that they
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deal honest1 with the Chinese who
t d e with Xem, and advance them
goods for several months before the
returns are made.
The word Papua is a corruption
of pua pua, the common term by
which the brown complexioned tribes
designate the whole n
It
L mid they term themwzyEiot6;
by the Spaniards they:are named Negrotos del Monte, from their colour
and bushy hair, They appear to be
a second race of aborigines in the
Eastern isles, in several of which they
me still to be found, and in all of
which they appear at one time to have
existed. In the more western of the
Papuan isles some of their.divisions
have formed small savage states, and
made some advances towards oivilization ; but the g r a t e r part, even
with the example of more civilized
races in their immediate vicinity, have
betrayed no symptoms either of a
taste or capacity for improvement,
and they continue to enjoy their primitive nakedness, sleep~ngon trees,
devoid of houses or clothing, subsisting on the spontaneous products
of the forest, or the precarious success of their hunting and fishing excursions. The natives of the Andamans seem to be of this race, and
also the black mountaineers of Malacca ; but a considerable diierence
may be discovered in the bodily
frames of these miserable wretches
and the structure of the genuine
Papuas. The former are a dwarfish,
diminutive race, while the latter are
robust and of a good stature, though
still much inferior to the African negro in muscular power. The skin of
the Papua, instead of being jet black
like the African, is rather of a sooty
colour. The language spoken by
the negro rnces that inhabit the
mountains of the Malay peninsula
and islands has hardly one word iii
common with those of their brown
complexioned neighbours, and besides which they differ so much from
each other, that Malay interpreters
are necessary to conduct the little
intercourse that sqbsists between

them,

The oriental n
divided into s m a ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~
families, little connected with each
other, their language is broken into
a multitude of dialects, which in process of time, by separation, accident,
and oral corruption, have nearly lost
all resemblance. The Malays of t h e
peninsula consider the language of
the blacks of the hills as a mere jar'$on, which can only be compared to
the chattering of turkies and other
large birds, and the Papuan dialects
in many of the Eastern islei are
generally viewed in the same light.
The inhabitnnts of the more western isles of the nrchipelago buy the
Papuas for slaves, and the natives of
the west coast of New Guinea make
slaves of those of the east, in order
to sell them to strangers,
The
eastern Papuas have the gristle be.
tween the nostrils pierced with tortoise-shell. About April and March,
the Papuas of New Guinea and Salwatty formerly used to assemble in
great numbers, and make war on
Gilolo, Ceram, Amboyna, Ambloo,
and as far west as Xulla Bessy.
The Arabians in their early voyages
appear frequently to have encountered tlie Papuas, whom they describe in the most frightfill colours,
and constantly represent as cannibals. Tannah Papua was first d i
covered by Europeans in 1511,
when it was visited by Antonio Ambreu. It was again visited by Don
George de Menezes about 1530,
when during a calm he was carried
by a strong current to the eastward,
until he arrived at a country inhabited
by a race of people as black as neHe visited the king, and
oiind him black like the others. The
monsoon detaised Menezes here
during some months, during which
he maintained a friendly intercoursewith the natives, bartering for what
he wanted; but they told him that
in the interior there were men who
eat human flesh and liked it mightily.
What he subsequently says, however,
throws a doubt on the whole ; " here
our people saw both men and women,
white and fair as the Germans, and
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on asking whnt those people were
called they answered Papuas." Be
thpt 88 it may, from the number of
Portuguese names given to certain
hartlours, bays, and islands, on the
north coast of New Guinea, it is
evident that that nation in former
times had much frequented thin region ; for its modern appellation of
New Guinea it is indebted to the
frizzled locks of its inhabitants.
When the Molucca islauds were
first discovered by the Portuguese,
the interior was in most of them occupied by this race; but they have
ever since been rapidly decreasing,
and in most of the smaller islands
have wholly disappeared. Captain
Forrest endeavours to account for
this decre~seby attributing it to the
numerous pro~elytesgained to the
Mahomedan faith, on which event
they either cut their hair off or
smooth it down straight with n comb;
other physical properties, however,
would baray their lineage, and the
success of the last-mentioned expedient (the comb) may reasonably be
doubted. New diseases, vices, and
wants, the consequence of a civilized
vicinity, and the being driven from
the sea-coast to the unwholesome
jungle and swamps of the interior,
rupply more probable causes for the
gradual disappearance of the Papuas,
where the Malays have established
themselves in any numbers.
With the natives of Papua the
British have as yet had remarkably
little intercourse. In 1778 IC was
visited by Capt. Thomas Forrest in a
large Malay prow on a speculation of
his own, and from his narrative more
information has been derived respecting its natives than from all other
sources put together. About 1796 it
was partly surveyed by Capt. McCluer,
who discovered the deep inlet named
after him, which penetrates so far asalmost to cut theislpndin two. In 1791,
when the Panther, a Bombay cruizer,
was off the coast of New Guinea, the
natives decoyed the surgeon into
their canoes and murdered him, after
which they discharged a shower of
arrows -into the ship and wounded

four of them, when they were dispersed by great guns and small arms.
--(Forrest, Sir Thomas Rafla, Craunfwd, Leyden, Sonnerat, 4c.)
PARACELS
I ~ L E ~ . - A group of
shoals, reefs, and islands, lying off
the coast of Cochin China, between
the latitudes of 15' 46' and 17' 6' N.
and 1.11' 2' and 112O 42' E. There
are channels between them, and safe
anchorage for vessels.
PARASSEN.-A town in the province of Allahabad, thirteen miles
S.S.W. from Calpee; lat. 25' 59' N.,
Ion. 79' 22' E.

PAIBUTTY
(Pamati, tk zvfe of
Sioa).-A
river in the province of
Malaa, which has its source south of
Asta, and to its confluence with the
Chumbul river describes a winding
course of about 320 miles. During
the rains the Parbutty swells so as
not to be fordable.
PABGPUL.-A station in Tibet, just
above Nako ;lat. 31' 52' N., Ion. 78'
36' E. In 1818, when passed by
Messrs. Gerards, their barometers
indicated the height to be 19,411 feet
above the level of the sea; in 1830
two other harometers on the same
spot shewed 1,467 inches. In 1821
a trigonometrical measurement made
the extreme height 19,442 feet above
the level of the sea, differing thirtyone feet from the bsrometrical measurement.--(Messrs, Gernrds, q c . )
PARKUNDY
f Parakhandi).A
town in the province of Malwa, fiftysix miles north from Oojein ; lat. 23'
58' N., lon. 75' 40' E.
PABKUR.-A district and town in
the division of the Mooltan province
named Chalchkalin ; the last situated
about lac. 24' 15' N., lon. 70' 40' E.
Directly north of Wagur in Cutch
lies a desert Runn of thirty miles, beyond which is situated the 'district
named Parkur, forming an insulated
tract of country about forty miles in
length, surrounded by the Runn, or
else by the Thull, or sand-hill desert.
It is accessible from Wagur by the

Runn abovementioned ; from Rahdunpoor on the east, across a branch
of the Runn, tbidy-five miles broad 5
from Marwar and the north through
the great desert and a thinly-inhabited waite country; and from Sinde
by a route directl~rthrough the desert.
The district of Parkur is a sandy
plain, hsving a ran of rocky hills
near the eastern &rder, running
north and south. This range is generally considered as one hill, is
covered with jungle, has abundance of
tankwater and some arable land. On
account of its insular situation and
natural strength it is resorted to
as an asj.lum in dangerous times.
The soil of Parkur is sand upoa a
li ht day, and produces scanty crops
o f bajeree and the poorer mrta of
grain. Water is found in wells at the
depth of forty cubits, but in generd it
becomes brackish during the hot
months. Here are a few tanks, but
the soil is such that the water canpot
be retained ttiroughout the ear. T o
the west of the Callinjer &lls there
is a pool of water that lasts throughout the year, originating from springs
a t their base.
l o Parkur there are about thirtyfive villages, not more than half of
which, in 1820, were inhabited. The
rapital is Pztrinuggor, for distinction
named Nuggur, or the city, containing 600 wretched hovels; but it is
s a ~ donce to have contained 10,000
inhabitants. Along with the district
it is comprehended in the Sinde dominions, the government of which
levies a plough-tax and receives half
the road-taxes, which formerly were
considerable. Next to Parinuggur
Weerawow is the largest place ; but
the whole country does not contain
a substantial well-built house. Porph ry is the prevailing, if not the
on$ rock iu the Parkur district, and
near the town of Parinuggur rises in
a mnge of hills to the height of 1,000
feet, assuming in its rugged features
a reglllarity equally singular and grotesque.
Some years ago the principal chieftain in this quarter was Poonjajee, of

Weerawow, whose principal source of
revenue sprung from a celebrated idol
he possessed n.med Goreecha, from
its originally having come from G o r
Bangala, probably Gour in Bengal.
I t is carved of white marble, rather
more than a cubit high, in a sitting
posture, with his right foot placed o n
his left knee, his hands &sped, a precious stone of some sort fixed between his eye-brows, and two others
in the sockets of his eyes. At a remote period, when Parinu~gurflourished, it was inhabited by numerous
bands of Banyans or Shrawaks (of
the Jain religion), whose t e q l e s
w e n famous for their elegance and
~anctity,and resorted to by Shnwaks
from every quarter, t o perform their
devotions at the shrines of Goreecha
and Mandow Ray, who were conddered as brothers. During the anarchy that followed the Mahornedan
invasion, Mandow Ray fell into the
hands of a body of Purmar Ra'poots,
who removed him from ~ a r h u rto
Mooter in Chalawar, where they built
a magnificent temple for him, when
he stillresidea. Goreecha had a harder fate, for during the disorder he
wee seized on by a Rajpoot family,
and concealed in the sand-hills northwest of Parkur. Some years afterwards, when the influence of the Mahomedans of Sinde had declined, and
the Soda Rajpoots gained the amendancy, Goreecha emerged from his
concealment, and the news of his
safety attracted Shrawaks to worship
from every region ; for permission to
do which the possessor of the image
exacted a heavy fine, for hi own
emolument Subsequent to this period the idol passed from hand t o
hand, and in 1809 was in the custody
of Poon'ajee of Weerawow, whose
grandfader, Suttajee, stole him fmm
a Rajpoot.
The pilgrimages to this w b i e marble deity are made in caravans of
many thousand persons, who have
agents at Rahdunpoor, who settle beforehand with the different predatory
chiefs for a safe conveyance to the
spotwhere theimageis to beseen. H e
is then dugout of the sand and placed

under a @ of hjpoots, with
drawn sabres, while the pilgrims perform their worship, and make o&rings in proportion to their circurnstances. These gifts are deposited
in a large chest, and are afterwards
divided between the Sods Raja and
his attendknts. Numerous fees are
exacted during the ceremonies, and
paid with extraordinary IiberaIity by
the votaries, who- are .on other occaslons a most parslmonmus race. After the customary ceremonies have
continued for a few days the idol is
p~ivately m o v e d , and parties of
horsemen gallop off in every direction, w e of whom has charge of the
deity, whose real place of concealment is known only to a confidential
few. In 1809 one party, or sungh as
it is called, from Surat, amounted to
9,000, besides pilgrims expected from
other quarters, the whole being computed at 70,000 persons, who were
to assemble a t Morwara, where the
ceremoniee were to be performed.
The raja who possesses this stone
frequently anticipates his revenue,
and mortgages the appwaching fees
and offerings expected to be realized
for so large a sum as a lack and a half
of rupees. Besides the sums levied
at the place of worship, all the adjacent fowns and chiefs extort contributions from these pious devotees,
who, owing to their immense numbers, suffer besides many hardships
in this barren region.
The desert to the north of Parkur
is occupied by migratory tribes, the
princi a1 of which are the Kozas,
who Rave ied a predatory life ever
since the expulsion of the Abassy family from the throne of Sinde. These
Kozas are a tribe of Balooehies, remarkable for their rest!ess habits and
courage; and nothingcan morestrongly prove the security of their resent
retreats in the desert &an tKe fact
that .the Talpoories (the reigning dynasty o f Sinde), although urged by
evexy incentive of revenge and selfpreservation, have not only been unable toextiirpate the Kozaa, but obed to conciliate their forbearawe.
oacuptions of this trjbe are

k

y pestoral, such ne rearing attle, camels, and horses ; w that when
a plundering harvest presents itselcthe
means of rapid transport are always
at hand. In 1819, while a British
detachment, under Col. Barclay, was
marching past Parinugur, the Kozas
and inhabitants began to fire on the
troops, and wounded several. Theenemy was in consequence driven out of
the town, and took refuge on the
Callinjer mountain, where they were
again attacked and almost extirpated,
while during the confusion the town
was completely sacked.--(Macvrurdo,
Carnac, Cap/. J. Steurart, $c.)
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PARNELLAH
(Parnalaya).
A
town and pergunnah in the prwince
of Bejapoor, thirty-two miles west
from Merritch ; lat. 16" 47' N., lon.
' 74" 17' E. Powanghur (the fortress
of the wind) is the capital fortification, and is a place of considerable
strength.
On the 4th of April I701 Sir Wm.
Norris, the ambassador from the
English East-India Company (while
two separate and rival companies existed), arrived in Aurengzebe'e camp,
then stationed a t Parnellah, and on
the %th went to the audience with
vast pomp. He remained in the
camp until the 5th of November fdlowing, endeavouring to accomplish
the ohect of his mlssion, pramsi
svery Eastern intrigue, and l i b e a
both of bribes and promises. He was,
however, completely out-intrigued by
the Mogul courtiers, and returned
much dis sted and chagrined, the
embassy E m the beginning having
cost the English East-India Company
L80,000 sterling, an enormous sum
a t that period. Towards the conclusion of the negotiation it was intimated to him by Aurengzebe, " that
the English best knew if it were their
interest to trade in his dominions,
a d that if the ambassador persisted
in nefusiog the obligation required, he
knew the road back to England by
which he had come." The obligation
required by Aurengzebe was, that the
English EaseIndia Company should
makegood all losses which hie Mogul

subjects might sustain from pirates.(Bruce, Moor, gc.)
PABO.-A town, with a district attached, in Bootan, eighteen miles
south by west from Tassisudon ; lat.
43'N., Ion. 8y0 32' E. The governor of the district, whose jurisdiction is of the first importance in
Bootan, haa his residence here. Its
limits extend from the frontiers of
Tibet to the borders of Beh@, and
thence to the boundaries of the Sikkim Raja. I t also com rehends the
low lands at the base o?the Luckidwar mountains. The palace or castle
of Paro is constructed, and the surrounding ground laid out, more with
a view to strength and defence than
almost any other place in Bootan.
The valley of Paro exceeds b a t of
Tassisudon by a mile. It lies N.W.
and S.E., end is irrqularly interseeted by the river. This lace is
noted for the manufacture o!images
and the forging of arms, more particularly swords, daggers and the barbs
of arrows.--(Turner, 4 c . )

Mount Samepa or &met.-(wbrooke, &.)
PASAY.-A town in Sumatra, once
the seat of government in this extremity of the island. It stands in a
fine bay, where cattle, provisions, and
grain are in plenty, with timber fit
for large masts growing close to the
shore.
pAsSAGE
rSLE.-~low sandy isle
covered with tree% lyin offthe west
of sumatra,
here forms
t,
a dep bay
B
~ where ~
are =remi 1.1~.
; lat.
31'
N., ion, 970 55' E.
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PASSAMAN.
A small district in
Sumatra, situated nearly under the
equinoctial line, formerly under the
doininion of Menancabow, but Iatterly subject to the Acheenese. Formerly t h was
~ ~a place of considerable trade, and besides a great export
of Pepper, received much fine gold
from the mountains'of the Rau country. 'I'he ~ e o p l eof these mountains
are said to be Battas converted to the
Arabian faith, mixed with Malays.
PAUOLA.-A large and well-built The greater part of the gold they
town in the province of Candeish, now collect finds its way to the Siak
eighty-five miles Sew.from k r h a n - river, and from thence to the southpoor ; lat. ,20° 56' N., Ion. 76' 14' E. enstern side of the island.- (MarsIn 1816 this place belonged to the den, $c.)
[ ~ h ~ ~ j I $ ~i ~ ~ ~ 8
8 PASSABOOAN.-A
~
~
~
~ large
n district in
quarter of the "land of
flourishing condition, strongly fo& the
fied, and capable of makin? a pro- Java, which according to the census
tracted defence, if resolute garri- taken by the British government contained an area of 1,962 square miles,
soned.--(Sutherlond, &.)
and 108,812 inhabitants, of which
PAESEES. See GUJEBATPBO- number 1,070 were Chinese. The
VINCE. and BOMBAY.
town of Pasearooan stands in Iat. 7 O
40' S., lon. 1120 50' E., thirty-two
PABSONAUTH
(Parswanatha).
miles S.S.E. from Surabaya. I t is
Samet Sichara, called in Major Ren- intersected by a river, which is navinelPs map Parsonauth, is situated gable for some leagues up the country,
among the hills bordering Bengal and and crmsed by a wooden bridge.Bahar, about 136 miles S.W. of Boglipoor. Its holiness is held in great (RajYea, Tontbe, &.)
PASSIR.-A town and district on
reverence by the Jains, and it is said
to be visited by pilgrims from the r e the eaut coast of Borneo ; lat. lo67'
motest parts of India. Parswa or S., lon. 116' IWE. I t stands about
parswanatha, the twenty-third dei- fifty miles up a river of the same name,
fied saint of the Jains, and who which has sixteen reaches, and is
p h a p s was the real founder of the joined by five other rivers. The
sect, was born in the suburbs of Be- town consists principally of 300
nares, and died aged 100 years, on wooden houses, on the north side of
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the river, mostly inhabited by Bug- which is so artfully done that the imgess merchants, the house andwooden position cannot be discovered unless
fort of the raja are on the south side. the bars be cut quite through. At
The tide in Passir harbour rises nine the mouth of the Passir river there
feet, and runs a good way above the are many Biajoos settled, who subsist
town. Over the bar at its mouth, by catching small shrimps, which after
there is two fathoms water with a washing with fresh water, and exposmuddy bottom. The river up at the ing to a hot sun until putrid, they
tow11 is freah, but there are no water beat in a mortar to a paste (named
lanes of floating houses asat the town balachong) with a considerable haut
gout, but not unpalatable as an acof Borneo.
The surrounding country is very companiment to boiled rice or bread
unhealthy, as it lies in aflat for many and butter. The language used at
miles, which is encircled by woods, Passir is the Malay mixed with much
and overflowed annually. When the Buggess.--(Elmore, Sonnerat, Forwaters retire, a muddy slime is left rert, Stavorinus, Leyden, &.)
on the surface, upon which the shinP"8sirM~H.-A district in Sumsing of an almost vertical sun extracts
thick fogs, which towards evening fall was, which nearly borders on Rejang
down in showers, with cold chilling southwards. This is an extensive,
winds off the land. Another circum- and c o m ~ a r s t i v eal ~populou8 counthat of
stance that contributes to render the "y, bounded On the
and on the south-east by
air unhealthy is the great number of
frogs and other reptiles left in the that Lampon& I t is governed by
mud, which being destroyed by the four Pangerans, who are independent
heat of the sun, occasion a most in- of each other, but ackno\vledge a kind
of sovereignty in the sultan of Palemtolerable stench.
bedns in ~
~and ~bang.
i In
l the low countries where
~h~ dry
continues to September, during which the pepper-planters reside, the title
k a l i ~ ~ arevail% which is a tortime the wind is easterly between the
south coast. of Borneo and the island "ption of
Anbic word khdifah,
of Java ; bllt from September to
a vicegerent. (Maraden,
April the winds are westerly, attended by violent storms of thunder,
PATIISLE.-A small island in the
lightning and rain. Exclusive of Eastern seas, one of the Sooloo
rice which is very plentiful, the archipelago, lying due south from
exports are benzoin, musk, aloes, the main island. I t is inhabited, and
pepper, cassia, nnd Ion nutmegs ; contains a good stock of cattle. I t
also various kinds of knit, excel- also contains three pits of very white
lent mastic and other gums, parti- saltpetre earth, which yields onecularly dragons'-blood; honey, gold, eighth of saltpetre.
dust, and camphor are likewise proPATINAGOH.-A town in the kingThe
are 'piurn, dom of Ava, situated on the banks
guns, muskets, pistols, gunpowder, of the Irawady, directly opposite to
lead in pigs and sheets, iron and ~
~
l lat.l 190~46, ~N., Ion.
~ 940
;
steel in narrow bars, hangers, knives,
E., eighty miles N. by W. from
scissors, and other cutlery, cloths,
Prome.
chintzes, carpets, spectacles, lookingglasses, spy-g!asses, clock-work, &c.
PATANY
(PataniJ.
The largest
The ~nhab~tants
of this quarter of and most populous statein the Malay
Borneo are very fraudulent, and have peninsula, situated on the east coast,
cut off many ships by treachery. In and extending to lat. 7' 20' N.; the
their weigbts and measures they are boundary between it and Siam Prounjust, and they make compositions per being a place named Tana The
t o imitate some of the most valuable territory of Patani is more fertile than
metals, more especially bars of gold, that of the other Malayan states, and
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yields a considerable quantity of rice,
b u t little tin. Salt is procured in
abundance. This petty state is cornpletely subjected to, and indeed in
part occup~edby the Siamese, who
assess it with a tax payable in grain
and money. The English arrived at
Patmy so
as A'D' 1613, where
they for some time had a factory
which had been long abandoned, but
since the colonizing of Singapoor
the intercourse has been renewed,
The town of Patany stands in lat.
70 N., ion. 101' 35' E._(SingaPoor
.Chronicle &c.)
PATATAN
-A small towe on the
north-west coast of Borneo. situated
on a river of the same name, which
lies to the soutb of Pulo Gaya, and
%as a smooth and shallow bar. The
town stands three or four miles up
the river, and contains *out 100
houses fronting the water.- Above
the town are many pepper gardens,
belonging to the Chinese. Further
down the coast is Papal river;
the banks of which are so crowded
with coco-nut trees that during the
floods many nuts are carried out to
sea. Lat. 5O 501S., Ion. 116O 5' E.

-

ISLES.
great
PATEB~~OWEB
number of small rocky isles in the
Eastern seas, surrounded by numerous shoals,;which render the navigation extremely dangerous. They are
situated about the 118th de ree of
south
east longitude, and the 7th
latitude.
PATGONG.A town in the province of B e n d , district of RungDoor. thirtveipht miles N.N.W. from
2he iown of gungpoor ; lat. 26O 18'
N., lon. 88'55' E.
PAT.HREE.-A district in the p r s
vince of h e d e r , situated to the north
of the Godavery river, and intersected b many streams flowing from the
norti into the channel of that river.
By Abul Fazel, in A.D. 1582, it is
described as follows :-" Circar Pahtery, containing eighteen mahals, r e
venue 80,705,954 dams ; Seyurghal
11,580,594 dams!'
Remote as the
period is when the above details

di

were given we have nothing more
recent to offer, the tract remaining
nearly a blank in the best maps. The
town of Pathree stands in lat. 19O
19' N., Ion. 77' 13' E., thirty-one
miles N.W. from Nandere.
PATHIN.-*
on the west
side of the gulf of Biam, which in
1836 contained about200 inhabitants,
mostly fishermen. I t stands about
11011,N.
PAT~NOOB.--A
towP in the Carnatic province, division of Marawa,
130 m~lesN.E. from Cape Comorin ;
lat. 9' 40' N., Ion. 78' 38' E.
PATN.-SW LALITAPATAN.
PATNA
(Padmavati).-A large city
in the province of Bahar, of which it
is the modern capital; lat. 85'37"
N., Ion. 85' 15' E. This place is
situated on tbe south side of the
Ganges, which is here five miles
wide during the rainy season, and
the eastern limits scarcely discernible. About the extremity of the suburbs at Jaffier Khan's garden, the
Ganges separates into two branches,
which surround a very large island,
divided into two unequal portions,
and about nine miles ie length. The
river here taking a bend to the south,
the branch that goes to the east of
this island is by far the largest, but
boats of any size can at all seasons
pass through the western channel
between the island and Phataha.
This magnificent stream does not
here perceptibly increase until the
Dusahara, which happens on the
tenth day of the moon, in the month
of Jaishta, which is, in fact, about
the commencement of the periodical
rains.
I t is difficult to settle the exact
boundaries of Patna, for to exclude
all beyond the walls would reduce
it to a trifle, while the suburbs are
built in a very straggling, illdefined
manner. Including the latter, and
JafEer Khan's garden,it comprehends
an extent of nine miles along the
banks of the Ganges. The width
from the borders of the river is on an
average two miles, but some part of
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the channel of the Ganges, and of
the islands opposite m the cityt must
also be considered as h l o n g n g to
this jurisdiction; so that on the
whole an extent of twenty square
miles may be allowed. Within the
walls Patna is rather more than one
and a half miles from east to west,
and three-fourths of a mile from
north to south, the whole exceedingly closely built. Many houses are
built of brick, more of mud with tiled
roofs, but' few are thached. There
is one tolerably wide street that
reaches from the eastern to the
western gate; but every other passage is narrow, crooked, and irregular. During the heats of spring
the dust is beyond idea, and in the
rains every lace is covered with
mud. East oFthe city is a very large
suburb called Maruspnge, which
contains many well built storehouses, but of such combustible
materials that the whole are u$uallp
burned to the ground once in five
or six years, sometimes oftener.
Above the town is a long narrow
suburb, through which the European
houses are scattered, chiefly along
the banks of the river ; but notwithstanding that Patna is one of the
chief European settlements in India,
the seat of a court of appeal and
circuit, of a city-judge and magistrate, of a collector, commercial resident, opium agent, and provincial
battalion, the number of European
houses and settlers is surprisingly
few.
Patna was formerly fortified after
the Hindostany manner, with a wall
and small ditch, but these are now in
the last stage of decay, and the gates
totterin to their base. Neither are
the bri$ps in a much better condition, being mostly in a ruinous state;
the one over the west ditch was repaired by Mr. David Colvin at his
own expense. The gates at-the east
and west ends of Patna are of no
use, as the ramparts are demolished,
and from their dilapidated and dangerous condition in 1801 were a disgrace to the city. Many yeam ago
the Cdmpany erected here a depbt

to contain rice, consiati of a brick
building in the s h a p
bssbive,
with two winding s d r c q on the
outside, which have been ascended
on horseback. By means of these
stairs it was intended that the ain
should be poured in at the top, x e r e
being a small door at the bottom t o
take it out. The walls at the bottom, altllough twenty-one feet thick,
have given way, a circumstance of
very little consequence, a s were it
filled (which it never was) it would
not contain one day's consumption
for the province. I t is now used as
a depat for military stores, and is
usually vieited by strangers on kccount of the echo, which is remarkably perfect.
I t is a common ides among the natives that the fort was built by Azim
Ushaun the grandson of Aurungzebe, and that Pataliputra had been
destroyed before that prince arrived.
I t appears from history, that in A.D.
1366 Patali had become a den of
robbers, but there is nothing relating
to the fort until 1611, when a convention of Afghan chiefs assembled
at the place, which was then the capital of Bahar. At this eriod the
city was not only h r t i i i k k but had
within it a palace where the smbah
dar resided. The inscription on the
gate of the fort attributes its erection
to a Feroze Jon Khan. It in alleged, that until t i e Maharatta invasion, the city walls contained all the
inhabitants, and that its subsequent
enlargement and prosperity were owing to the European commercial factoriesbelonging to theEnglish,Dutch,
French, and Danes, who traded to a
great extent, especially in cottoncloth. This trade has greatly declined, and although those of opium,
nitre, and indigo have increased, Jjet
the town adjatellt to the factorles
has rather fallen awny. The city on
the whole has, notw~thstanding,been
greatly augmented, and the value of
the ground within it, on account of
the small quantity in the market,
more than doubted within the last
twenty years.
The chief Mahomedan place of
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worship is the monument of Ghah
Arzani, about the middle of the western suburb. He died here in the
year of the Hijera 1033,and his shrine
1s frequented both by Maholnedans
and Hindws. I t is not customary
with the Mahomedans of Bengal and
Bahar to meet in their mos ues, as
Europeans do in their chur%es, to
have ublic prayers and to hear their
sacreg books expounded. The only
remarkable places with the followers
of the Brahmins, are the temples of
the great and little Pstana Devi, or
Patan eswari, both signifying goddess
of Patna. The image of this goddess
in 1811 was a 11lale figure, and a p
peared to be a representation of Gautama, with two of his disciples, as is
usual in Ava. The Seiks or followers
of Nanoc have at Patna a place of
worship of great repute. It 18 called
Hari Mandir, and owes its celebrity
to its having been the birth-place of
Govind Singh, the last great teacher
of the sect. The Mandir itself is of
little consequence, but it is surrounded by buildinga for the accomrnodation of the proprietors.
In the middle of the city the Catholics have a church, in 1811 the
best looking in the place, although
the flock only consisted of about
twenty families of native Portuguese.
Near to it is the common grave of
the British wbo were treacherously
murdered, in 1763, by order of Meer
Cossim, before his final overthrow.
This massacre was perpetrated by
the German adventurer Somro (Summers), whose widow still makes a
figure in Upper Hindostan, and immediately afterwards the city was
captured by the army under Major
Adams. The grave is covered with
an'uncouth pillar, partly of stone and
partly of brick, without inscription.
There are many mosques here, but
none large. Some of them are now
let by their owners as warehouses,
especially the handsomest, built entirely of stone; and although the
proprietor has thus debased his
mosque, he persevered strenuously
in daily calling the faithful to prayer.
In this vicinity and near Dinapoor,

potatoes are cultivated to a great extent. The large ones are exported
to varioua lrarts for the use of Europeans, and the smaller ones are consumed by the natives. About Gays
also there are large plantations of potatom, and the quantity used by t h e
natives is considemble. They are never eaten as a substitute for grain,
but are dressed merely as curry, t o
give a seasoning t o rice and cakes,
and they are considered as unwholesome. They require to be watered,
and are manured with dung and ashes.
The same field usually gives potatoes
every year, and in the intervals between the crops of this root, it gives
one of vegetables and another of
maize. Such land is of s good soil,
and lets for $3 per acre. Most of
the common European vegetables,
such as cabbage, cauliflower, lettuce,
and turnips, have been introduced by
Europeans, and thrive uncommonly
well, and are now eaten by Mahomedans and the Hindoo castes that use
garlic and onions, but all Brahmins
reject them as impure. Most of the
European vegetables live only during
the cold season, but the artichoke is
plenty in the heats of spring. The
common vegetables thrive so well
here, that the seed is preserved, and
sent to other parts of India, where
the climate is less favoursble.
Those who extract essences have
several flower gardens at Patna and
Bar. At the former two or three
persons have rose-gardens, containIng from one-fifth to one-third of an
acre. The rose which is cultivated
in these gardens is said to have originally come from Bussorah, and at
Patna is called by that name; but in
Bengal it is called the Patna rose. I t
is propagated by cuttings in the rainy
season, and flowers from the middle
of February to the middle of May,
and during the dry season must be
watered. The flowers, which are rather smaller than those of Europe,
sell to the distillers at from 1,000 to
4,000 per rupee, and are allowed to
expand fully before they are sold.
At Bar, those who make essences,
use almost entirely the chambeli,
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which botanist8 call the jasminum
grandiflorum. The whole extent of
the flower-gardens is said to he only
seventeen acres.
Such are the vicissitudes of Indian
cities, that Patna may now claim recedence of Delhi and Agra, b o 8 as
to size and population. According
to Dr. Francis Buchanan, in 1811 it
was reckoned to contain 52,000
houses; of which 7,117 were said to
be built of brick ; 11,639 of two stories, with mud walls and tiled roofs;
22,188 mud-walled huts covered with
tiles, and the remainder mud-walled
huts covered with thatch. If the investigations of the police officers may
be relied on, six persons may with
safety he allowed to each house,
which would give a total population
of 318,000 ; besides which there is a
considerable floating population, consisting of sepoys, camp-followers,
boatmen, &c. Of the nuniber ahovementioned 97,000 were supposed to
be Mahomedans, and 214,500 Hindoos. The extent of surface composing the small district attached to the
city of Patna comprehend: 403
square miles, and in 1811 the = r e
gate population of the city and d i 5
trict was estimated at 199,745 Mahomedans and 409,425 Hindoos; total
609,270 persons. There are not an
fegular schools or seminaries in whici
the Hindoo or Mahomedan law is
taught, students in these branches of
knowledge being instructed by private
tutors, and it was remarked by the
magistrates in 1801, that no new r e
ligious buildings of any sort were
constr~icting,while the old ones were
going rapidly to decay.
In 1811 there were twenty-four
bankers at Patna, who discounted
all bills payable either there, or at
Calcutta, Benares, or Moorshedabad.
Some of them had also agents a t
Lucknow and Dacca; one had an
agent at Nepaul, and the house of
Juggeth Seth had agents at Bombay
and Madras, and at all large town8
under British protection ; but prior
to theabove date they had withdrawn
!heir factories from places subject to
'"dependent native powers. Besides

money transactions, some of them
trade in European woollen cloths,
jewels, foreign rpecimens, metals imported by sea, and the fine kinds of
cloth of cotton, silk, and lace. Cash
can always be procured here for
Calcutta bank-notes, sometimes without discount, and never more than
one per cent. In 1811, gold had almost wholl disappeared, although it
had been tKe common currencyy and
cowries were scarcely current; the
only smallcoinage were co per pieces,
of' which fifty-six passed t!~ a rupee.
A large quantity of saltpetre is annually despatched from hence to Calcutta for export and internal consumption. The Patna division of
the court of a peal and circuit comprehends the &llowing districts ; viz.
1. Ramghur ; 2. Bahar ; 3. Tirhoot ;
4. Sarun ; 5. Shahabad; 6. the city
of Patna. In 1813 the police of the
latter was reported by the superintendent to be in a very inefficient
state, the large islands in the vicinity
covered with grass jungle affording a
secure asylum for robbers. The city
of Patna is of a shape apparently well
adapted for the exercise of an effectual control, as it consists principally of one very long street running
through its entire extent, with lanes
branching to the right and left ; and as
the majority of these open at one end
into the same street, through which
alone they are connected with each
other, a proper watch maintained in
the great street, would prevent nocturnal depredations to an great extent, unless collusion too$ place on
the part of the native police officers.
Travelling distance from Patna to
Moorshedabad, 400 miles ; by Birboom, 340; distance from Benares,
by Buxar, 155; from Delhi, 661;
from Agra, 544 ; and from Lucknow,
(F. Buchanort, J. D.
316 miles.
D o u g h , Fullarton, &.)
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PATNA.-A town and large zemindary in the province of Gundwana,
the latter adjoining the division of
Sumbhulpoor. Along with the adjacent terntories it was transferred to
the British government in 1819, and
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in 1919 was much disturbed by the
refractory conduct of Achil Singh of
Borasambah, a powerful and savage
zemindar, then in a state of rebellion
against the British government. Its
enrlier history is as follows :Twenty generations prior to A.D.
1818 (for the natives here keep no
reckoning by the Hindoo or Mahomedan eras) this principality is said
to have been governed by seven individuals oflow castes, who each in his
turn ruled one day, acknowledging
for their supreme head a fruit of the
citron species, also daily replaced, and
distinguished by the title of the Limboo Raja, or kmon king. About this
epocha a Chohan Rajpoot female,
expelled froin Rohilcund by the Afghans after a nerd carnage of her
t r i i reacliefthe town of Patna,
where she brought forth a child, who
growing np to maturity, wan (by the
recommendation of a priest) promoted to the supreme dignity instead of
the lemon king, by the Reven diurnal
chiefs. A conseqnence of this substitution was the speedy destruction of the above seven ephemeral
monarchs, and the assumption of
absolute power by Ramei Deo, the
Ra'poot stranger.
+he territory thus acquired was of
great extent, including many of the
adjacent districts; but the two Eons
of the ninth in descent, Hera Dhur
Dco and Bulram Deo, disagreeing,
the latter quitted Patna, and conqyered a large tract on the eastern
bide of the Mahanuddy, which he
hamed Sumbbulpoor, after a town in
Rohilcund, In 1818 Rnmchunder
Deo, the ninth in descent from Hera
Dhur Deo above-mentioned, was raja
of Patna. When acquired by the
m t i s h , the country being in a state
df complete ruin, all former ar*rs
and balances were remitted,
and a money assessment of 9,684
Nagpoor rupees (one-third less than
Gicca) imposed on Patna and its deendencies, consisting of Borasamah, Phooljur, Nowaghur, and Kciih.
The soutbern portion, or
&lidwan, of Patna touches on Jeypoor, which is under the Madras

.
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(Major Roughredge,
presidency.
Public MS. Document;, 4c.)
PATREE.-A town in the province
of Gu'erat, sub-division of Jutwar,
forty-kur milea S.S.E. from Rahdun3
' 7' N., Ion. 71' 61' E.
poqr ; Iat. 2
T h ~ sis a large and populous place,
defended by three distinct walls,
and in remote times wae reckoned
a place of considerable strength, but
the fortifications are now in a state
of decay. A beautiful tank protects
the northern face. The country to
the north is (1800) tolerably well cultivated, but much interspersed with
milk bush and low baubool-trees, the
rind of which is a strong astringent.
Patree originally belonged to Darangdm, Formerly an independent principality in the Gujerat penissula. The
present chief is of the Koopbie caste,
and only entitled dessaye, although
he is in reality thakoor (lord of the
pkae and its dependencies. h e inhabitants are chiefly R a j p o t s and
Koonbiea (cultivators), and formerly
the latter, while tilling their fields,
were seen armed with the bow and
arrow of the Coolies.--(Macmurdo,
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P ~ T ~ ~ n c o ~ ~ a ' / ~ a f a r ~rilhaf).-A
la e in the province of Bahar, district
o f ~ o g l i ~ o o rabout
,
five miles below
Colgong. There is a small temple
of Siva here, built on the face of a
steep rock which projects into the
Ganges; and in the rock itself are
several excavations, apparently of
considerable antiquity, which still
afford occasional shelter to Hindoo
mendicants. During the rainy season, the Ganges at Pattergotta forms
a strong eddy round several detached
masses of rock, ,on which some rcmains of nlythological sculpture may
still be traced.--(Fullarton, 4c.)

PATTIALLAHfpafi alaya, the
capital of a
chie s residence).-The
Sei principality in the province of
Delhi, situated ahout 117 miles
N.N.W. from Delhi; lat. 30" 16' N.,
lon. 7GO BYE. This is a town of
considerable extent, and now the
most flourishing in the old Mogul

c

-

division .of Sirhind. It id surrouhded
by a mud wall, and in the centre
there is a square citadel, in which tlre
raja resides.
. f u 1819, on account of the habitual derangement of intellect to which
Saheb Singh, the raja of Pattiallah,
was snbject, although with lucid intervals, theinterposition of the British government became necessary to
prevent the anarchy towards .which
this small principality was tending,
Charge of the government was in
conseqtlence committed to the ranny
bv Colonel Ochterlonv. whose life
thereupon attempted by an intoxicated ruffian, who soon afterwards lost his own. In 1813, Raja
Kurm Singh was placed on the guddee or throne, vacant by the decease
of his father. Like all others throughout. India similarly situated, this
petty court is a perfect hot-bed
of intrigues and machinations, and
the ferment always becomes particulnrly animated on the death of the
chief. Indeed, were it not coerced
by the strong hand of the British government, the most sanguinary outrages would be perpetrated; but under existing circumstsnces the effervescence is restricted to talking and
wnting. In 1814, when Colonel
Ochterlony made the tour of this
comer of the Delhi province, he
found Kurm Singh, the young raja,
engaged in correcting prior abuses ;
in 1819 he was entrusted with the
direct management of the whole principality, which was delivered over to
him iu a flourishing condition.
In 1815, after the expulsion of
the Gorkhas from the hilly country
between the Jumna and Sutuleje,
the territory of Bughat (one of the
twelve lordships) wan transferred to
Pattiallah for one lack of rnpees,
with the reservation of four pergunnahs to be appropriated to the maintenance of the expatriated thakoor.
The fort of Juggethghur, being surrounded by the Bughat lands, was
also transferred to Pattiallah for
30,000 ?pees. I t was thought by
the Brit~shgovernment that great
advantage resulted from placing a na- VOL. 11.

tite power which could command a
considerable force, in a central district between the Jumna and Sutuleje, to maintain good order, and restrain the turbulence of the inhabitants. In 18fl Raja K~llrm Singh
was still on the throne.-(Sir David
Ochterlony, Public MS. D o c a n d ,

4c.I
P n ~ t t x - A t6wfi id the province
of Ajtneer, fifty-three miles S.E.from
Kotah ; Iat. 24' 32' N., Ion. 76' IW
E. This is quite a modern town,
having been built within the last
twenty-five years by Zalim Singh, regent of Kotah, apparently after the
model of Jeypoor, the streets being
wide and regular, and intersecting
each other at right anglee. The
whole is surrounded bv a substantial
wall eight or ten feet thick, and from
twelve to fifteen feet high, with
round bastions, on some of which
light pieces of artillery are mounted.
The town is well a d compactly
built, and the population includes n
large proportion of the commercial
classes. On the r e s t of Patun there
is a lake nearly a n~ilesquare, from
which throughout the whole year it
is abundantly supplied with water.-

(Makoina, g-c.)
P~ucnun.-A town and pergunnah in the Mysore province, sixty
miles east from Chitteldroog ; lat.
' N., lon. 77' %
9' E.
14' 6
P n u o ~ ~ o o a . - Atown in the province ofBojapoor, 101 miles S.S.W.
from Hyderabad ; lat. 15' 57' N.,
lon. 78' 9' E.
PAUKPUTTUN
(pakapatana, the
pure nty).-A
town in the Lahore
province, 100 miles S.S.W. from the
city of Lahore; lat. 30' 211 N., lon.
73' 16' E. Near to this place is the
tomb of Sheikh Furreed, which w ~ s
visited oy Timour.
P A ~ T E . - A village in the kingdom of Ava, on the north bank of
the Irawady, about six miles belt w
the city of Ava. On the opposite
side of the river is the enormous pa2 c

.

Mhudaw, possibly of Aurnugabad, twenty-eight ma&
N. b E. from Poona ;lat. lsO5WN.,
h i a h n d e v a . ~ ~ ~ ~4c.)
J~~d,
Ion. $C 14' E.
P A U L L ~ . - Afortrem in the proPATN
GuN~A.-A river in theDec*
eince of A u r u ~ b r r d , placed near
the top of an insulated h o ~ t a h r can which Bows through the VeIley d
1,500 feet in height, about three Berar From west to east, and after a
milea to the south-east of the Nago- course of about 350 miles, including
tame river, and forty miles SB. windings, falls into the Wurda not
from Bombav: lat. I f f 93' N.. Ion. f a from Chanda.
E'
was besieged'by a
ficno~.-A considerable town id
detachment in l8I8, and the province of Agr4 twenty-four
the houses being set On fire by a milea S.S.E. from Gualior; lat. G0
well-directed bombardment, the gar- sO, N.,
790 1gE.
rison lost heart and surrendered,
complaining bitter1 that whichever
PEDDABALAPOOB.-Atown in the
way they turned t i e shells always Mysore province, twenty-three miles
(Public Joumrrlr, north from Bangalore ;lat. 13O 17'Ff,,
followed them.
&c.
Ion. 7f0 37'8. Bv the Mahomedans
- .
PAULNEXAUR-SeeNEXAUB.
this
is n a m e d ~ u r r a hBalapoor;
in the Telinga, Pedda Balapoor ; in
the Carnata, Doda Balapoor ; by the
P A u ~ ~ E ~ w a ~ A . - A in
province of Gu'eraf, f % h t ~ ~ o ~ r m ~English,
les
Great Balapoor ; and occa*
E.N.E. from ~ i m e d a b a d l lat; 23'25' ionally by the natives, Paddy BdaN, Ion. 730 44' E.
baram. The fort. althoueh
built
of
n
PAUN~UI..-Aamall district in the mud, is large and strong, but the paprovi?ce of Hyderabad, of which it lace and other edifices which once
occuples the southern extremity, occupied its area have nearly disapwhere it is bounded on the east by peared. One side is hordered by
the Krirhna. The town of Paungul gardens, and the other by the town
stands in lat. 16O 1ltN.,:lon. 78O 6' E., of Balapoor, which in 1800 contained
eighty-five milee S.S.W. from the city above 2,000 houses, protected by a
hedge and mud wall.--(F. Budanan,
of Hyderabad.
FuUorton, &.)
PAUNKEIRA.-Atown in the province of Candeish, sixty-four miles
P ~ D D A P (~ P~ aB d ~ ~ a ) . A
S.E. from Surat; lat. 200 55' N., Ion. considerable town in the Northern
Circars, district of Ra'amundry, se74' 6' E.
venteen miles north f!om Coringa;
Pau~nss.-A large village in the lat.
6' N., Ion. 8z0 15' E. The
province of CandeiSh~ belonging to adjoining rocks are clustered with
the British government, and chiefly round towers and other ruins of the
inhabited by Koonbiea or cultivators. old fortifications, and the native hapAUTUN.-~
tolerably good fort bitations are in the best style of the
d
~
Deccan.
~
, Sugar-cane to a considerain the province of ~
on
declivity of a hill. A fine ble extent is cultivated in the Peddastream runs past which contains wa- Poor zemindm~along the banks of
ter throughout the year. In 1820 it the Eliseram river. A battle was
belonged to the mja of Dewass.fought here in 1758 between the
French army under M. de Conflans
(Malcolna, $c.)
and the English commanded by Colo(Pavana g h r s the nel Forde, in which the former were
f_ortrea~of the windj.-A fortified totally defeated. (Fullarton, Rorgoda of Ka
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PEELAS
ISLES.-A cluster of small
isles in the eastern sens, situated clue
PAWUL.-A town ill the province west of Bnsseclnn. Plenty of cow-

PBQU.
IIe

found alallg the beach of
said to be
destitute of fresh water.
Psnra.-A town on the west coast
of Sumatra, formerly of considerable
fomniercial note, The soil in this
neighbourheod is fertile and well-watered by rivulets,butboggy andmarshy
near the sea, producin only reedsirattans, and bamboos. l%e principal exports are betel-nut, pepper, gold-dust,
~ i n e s ,rattans, beess-wax, camphor,
and benfoin. Poultry may be had in
abundance,andmoreespecially ducks.
-( Elmore, 4c.)
P ~ ~ BLANCA.-A
P A
large elevated
focka ~ r f e c t l ywhi@ situated in the
sea o China; lab
' % 2 19' N., Ion.
114O 51' El
PEEPLXA.-Atown in the province
bf Malwa, fourteen miled travelling
distance from Jawud j lat. 24' 3WN.,
fi. In 10.20 it had a fort
ion. 75'1%
of msanry, contained about 4 0
bouses, and belonged to Sindial-(Malcdm, 4e4)
PEEPLOO.-A tdwti in the
af Mal wa, pergunnah of Deypauloar, which in 3820 belonged to
Lolcar, and contained about 600
houses.-(Malcdm, 4c.)
PEEPLOWDA.-Atown in the protince o f Malwa, which in 1820 was
held by one of the Botlam family ;
lat. a30 18' N., 1011.75~28' E.
PEGU. An ancient kingdom df
indim beyond the Ganges, which now
forms one of the southern provinces
of the Burmese empire' The word
Pegu appears to be a corruption of
Bagoo, the vulgar name of the capital. The original inhabitants denominate themselves Mon, by the Chinese and Birmnns they are termed
Taleins (or Talayns). I t is contained
between latitudes 16O and 19' north,
and from 94O to 98" east; average
length a40 miles, breadth 180, with an
area ofabout43,UOOsquare miles. The
chief provinces in 1825 were Bassein,
Rangoon, Henzawuddy, Martaban,
Tongho, Prome, besides seven smaller districts named Shoedong, Sara~ a d y , Dopabew, Syriam, Sitang,
tier

these idande, but they are

-
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Shagoag, an& Kpari, 8'into
townships, and these subdividided isto
an infinite number of villages and
in the

entered
eoVern-

books
The boundaries

merit

the .qcieat
kingdom df
COmmenCedOn the
about
On the
the
Creelr* and
tb east
Tmp Mew, Or
and
All to the south as far as the
from
the Sitangs the
a Idw fbt cOum
delta
id
directions by
branches of that river. The country
of the Birmans is marked by oppw
dorth from Prome,
site featurer,
hilb .nd mount.lnou.
the w y t e
in
of more
3 0miles the Irawady scarcely throw8
out a singte branch.
The face of the country from the
city of Pegr~east to the Sitang r i v q
is an extensive low lain, covered
with m k p s in tRe dry season,
and inundated during the monsoon,
North of Sitrrng town the countk ia
quite unknown, but is SUPPOJto
be more elevatedmdjungl~. Atthb
w t b - e a ~ t e r nextremity the 6it.n
rivers form an
and
doab called the l j n e i t mdunt.inq
adme bf which exceed 2,000 feet in
height; but &is
belongs
perly to the
of ~~~~b~
llnd thinly inhabited by wild cdan
mountaineers.
The three principaI outlets of trade
in Pegu are the rivers bf Bassein,
Martaban, and Irawady ; the Sitang.
although of considerable breadth at
the mouth, being dry at low water.
The port of Baasein, or rather N e
grais, has more depth of water than
h a t of Rangoon: but this laat
taking it altogether, is one o the
finest in the world, to which loaded
ships of twelve hundred tons
ascend without pilots at all times of
the tide, and being only twenty-six
miles from the river s mouth, may be
reached in one tide. The rise and
fall of the tide is commonly from
eighteen to twenty-eight feet. By
commodious inland navigation R ~ I I goon is connected with every pr*
Z c 2
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PEGU.

beweeo M

e on the

one '
e, P
the sea on the other, and
""
Amarapun on the north. The prin-

The a e r i e s of natural and artikial
ponds, lakes, and creeks, composed
an important branch of the public
cipal teak forests below Prome are revenue, much exceeding that ylelded
those of Sarawady, Pinge, Salidan, by the land-tax. A capitation, or
Lain, and P a . I t is also found rather family tax, arbitrarily assessed.
i n Tongho, Kaori, and some parts of was another resource, but no revenue
Martaban. The teak foreste were was levied on the sale of intoxicating
formerly held in jaghire by individuals drugs or spirits, they being a religious
of the royal family, but that valuable ~rohibition. In 1825 the total direct
timber every where paid a tax to the revenue From the provinces south
crown.
of Prome was estimated at only
- The districts of Dalla snd Syriarn 36,85,000 rupees or tickals, the inyield three crops of rice without tba direct extortions of an sorts probably
assistance of the plough or of plant- amounted to twice as much.
ing, simply b dividing the inundated
P e g having been long subjected
a011with a ruBe harrow, and scattering to the Burmese, the history of its
the seed after the usual dykes hare conquest by that nation, and other
been constructed to retain the moie- part~culars, will be found narrated
ture. Under the Burmese govern- under the article Ava So early as
ment rice used to sell for from 1s. to 1/07 the Arabs of Muscat, then a
4;. 6d. sterling per maund of eighty considerable maritime power, were
pounds, nor has any scarcity of more accustomed t o build teak shi s here,
than a few weeks been felt since 1805. some earryingfrom thirty tofi ygune.
.In 18436, while Rangoon was occu- For the procuring of this valuable
pied by the British, a Burmese la- timber, a great intercourse hasalways
bourer received fifteeen, a carpenter subsisted between Pegu and all the
twenty,and a Chinese carpenter forty- British provinces, more em ecially
five ru es per month. This high Bengal, where vesselri of bur!are
price o!%bour when the nece~sarien almost wholly fabricated d Pegu
of life were so low is to be accounted teak, with the asaistance of timber
for by the high taxes on the wages of from the woods thst skirt the base of
labour, and the nunlerous arbitrary the lowest range of the Himalaya.
taxes to which workmen and meThe inhabitants of Pegu appear t o
shnnics were liable.
, have attained civilization a t a more
The principal clseses of inhabitants early period than the Burmese, and
in the provinces south of Prome are though reduced to a vassal province,
*he Burmese, Taliem or Pguers, the were formerly a great and patent o r
Jhriins, and the Zabaings; but there tion. In the em y Portuguese histoa r e severaltribes less numerous, more ries they are denominated the Panuncivilized, and less industrious. To dalus of Mon, and they are supposed
be a pure Birman was reckoned a t o have founded the ancient Kalamatter of dignity ; yet the law made minham empire. The name Calaminno distinction between a genuine ham mentioned by the Portuguese,
Burmese and a native of Pegu. In- is probably connected with the Siadeed the total disappearance of the mese appellation M i n p o n . The
royal family of Pegu, the expulsion Mon language is still used by the
or extermination of every influential inhabitants, and appears to be quite
leader,andthejudiciousamslgamation original.
of the conquered with the conquerors;
After the conclusion of the Burhad almost completely obliterated mese war, Rangoon, on the 9th Defrom the minds of the Peguers every cember 1826, was evacuated by the
recollection of their former indepen- British garrison, which embarked for
dence. Before the British invasioil Moulmein, and the place was deliof 1894 dl the best land was private vered over to the Burmese authoriproperty, and daily bought and sold. ties. Imn~ediatelyon this event the
bi
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PEGU.
Peguers revolted, and commenced
hostilities against their former masters: but were defeated with much
slaughter, some flying to the woods,
while a great number migrated into
British Martaban and other aettlements south of ran goo^^. (Crawford, S p e s , Snodgrars, Leyden, Canning, 3'. Buchanan, COX,&.)

-

PEGU.-The capital of the preceding province, situated about ninety
miles above the seaport of Rangoon ;
l a t 1 7 O 4VN., Ion. 96O 12'E. The
extent of ancient Pegu may be still
traced by the ruins of the ditch and
wall that surround it. From these
it appears to have been a quadrangle,
each sidemeasuringabout2,600 yards;
the breadth of the ditch was about
sixty yards, and the depth from ten
to twelve feet when in repair ; even
during the dry season the ditch had
seldom less than four feet of water.
The wall itself was constructed of
brick, badly cemented with clay mortar, about thirty-five feel thick, with
small equidistant bastions about 300
yards asunder, but this is now in
ruins. Alompra, the Burmese monarch, when he acquired possession
of the city in 1757, razed every
building to the ground, and dispersed
or led into captivity the whole population. The temples or praws alone
escaped his fury, and of these the
great pyramid of Shoemadoo has
alone been reverenced and kept in
repair.
About 1790 Minderajee
Praw, the reigning monarch, to conciliate the natives, issued orders to
rebuild Pegu, and invited the scattered families to assemble and repeople their deserted city. I t is a
much easier task to destroy n city
than restore it, for when ca tured by
the British in 1824 it was Pound in u
state of great desolation, part of its
interior having been ~loughedup,
while the inhabitants had built a
Ion straggling village on the banks
of t\e river.
The object in the city of Pegu that
attracts most attention is the temple
of Shoemadoo Praw ; Shoe or Shoo
in the Burmese language signifies

gold, and Madoo aeems to be a corruption of Mahadeo. This temple
is a pyramidical building composed
of brick and mortar, without excavation or nperture of any sort, octagonal a t the base and spirnl at the top ;
each side of the base measuring 162.
feet. The great breadth diminishes
abruptly in the shape of a speaking,
trumpet. The extreme height of the
Shoemadoo above the level of the
country is 331 feet, and the style of
architecture is superior to that of the
Shoedagon at Rangoon, althougl~the
structure itself is not quite so higb.
On the top is an iron tee or umbrella.
fifty-six feet in circumference, which
was gilt, and it was formerly the
intention of the king to gild the
whole building. On the north side
of the building were three large bells
of good workmanship, suspended
near the ground to announce to the
spirit of Gaudma the approach of a
suppliant, who places his offering,
consisting of boiled rice, a plate of
greasy sweetmeats, or a coco-nut fried
in oil, on the bench near the base of
the temple. After it is presented;
the devotee seems indifferent as to
what becomes of it, and it is often
devoured before his face by crows
and dogs. Numberless images of
Gaudma lie scattered about. A
pious Birman who purcl~asesan idol,
first procures the ceremony of consecration to be performed by the.
rahaans or monks; he then takes'
his purchase to whatever sacred
building is most conveniently situated, ancl there places it within a
kioum, on the open ground before
the temple, nor does he seem to
hare the least anxiety sbout its future preservation. Some of these
idols are formed of marble found in
the vicinity of Amarapura, and capable of receiving a very fine polish;
many are of wood 'Ided, and a few
of silver; the last, rowever, are not
exposed like the others. Silver and
gold are rare1 used, except in the
com osition ofhousehold gods. The
mones assert that the temple of
Shoemadoo Praw was began 2,300
years ago, and built by the exertions

b WA.
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snccersire monarchs. On the
dgture of Pegy in 1824 by the British tbis sacred edifice was found in
& very neglected condition, the gildfog having been destroyed by age,
hrd the wdls injured by the weather;
(here wan still, however, great store
MGaudmas gregt andsmall.-(-8,
crawford, 9.)
P n l ~ e a ~ . - A town in the pro+nee of Pegu, situated on the west
side of the Irawady ; lat. 18O 31LN.,
Ion. 94O 50' E. In the vicinity of this
place a great part of the teak timber
1s procured, which is exported from
Rangoon to British India, The forests extend along the western
mountains, and are in sight of the
nver. The trees are felled in the
dry season, and when the wet monsoon sets in are borne down by the
current of the Irawady. Here also
ships of 400 tons have been built,
althovh the distance from Rangoon,
krclud~ngwindings, be 160 miles.( & ~ 8 ,&-)

P s r ~ o ~ o o a - Atown in tbe provineeof Gujerat, nineteen miles north
from the city of Ahmebabad ; lat. 23'
17IN., loo. 7 P 4Y B.
PELING
ISLE-A~ island situated
on the east coast of Celebes, between
tbe I N and 194th degrees of east
longitude. In length it may be estimated at fifty miles, by fifteen the
average breadth; but excepting its
geographical position, scarcely any
thing is known respecting it. T o
the east of Peling are many smaller
isles, with numerous rocks and

shoal&
PZLLOEE.-A village surrounding
a large square fort, with bigb walls
and round bastions, situated in the
Carnatk province, and district of
Wdlore, about three miles south from
the tnwn .of Ongole.
PEMBURTY.-A town in the province of Hyderabad, forty-four miles
N.E. from the city of flyderabad;
lat. lrO 38'N., lon. 79' 10' E.

north from Bangalore ;, lxt. Id0 4 NPB,
Ion. 710 45' E.
.PENANG
for Pulo Penang) ISLZ.
-See PRINCEOF WALES'ISLAND.,
P~wr~oon.-A village in the Carnatic province, and southern distrie
of Arcot, situated about fifteen wiles
travelling distance from Gingpe,
There are the remains of a small
mad fort here, enclosing some religious buildings,
PENNAB
RIVER.-Thii river rises
among the Nundydroog mountains,
in the province of Mysore, whqe on
account of its northerly course it is
called the Uttara Pinakani. It receives great part of its waters from
the Pennacondah hills, after which i t
winds with a very shallow bed towards the Gandicotta bills, passing
through a very narrow break in them.
f t then proceeds to the eastern ranges, wh~chit enters about five miles
above Cuddapah, from wbence it traverses the Nellore district, where it
feeds tbe great Nellore tank, and
irrigates an extensive tract of land
contiguous to its banks. The chant
nel is in general sandy, but also
rocky in many parts to the e a t arld
west of Gandieotta. In the hot season, when the stream is very row, the
water is brackish, with a taste of
lime, and throughout Cuddapah it is
usually so shallow that there are few
day3 In which it is not fordable.(Heyre, Fw'azfon, &.)
PEBAfnr P& Peru).-A barreq
rack ns high as the hull of a large
ship, lying off the west coqst of the
Malay peninsula, which may be seen
mans leagues off; lat. 6' 5Q' N., lon,
90' IB'E.

PERAMBOOB.-A
s ~ n dtown
l
in thg
Carnatic province, and district of
Madura. eieht miles N.W. from the
district 'of -~adurtl; lat. !I0 59' N,
Ion. 7B0 2VE.
PERAWA.-A small town in the
province of Malwa, which in 1890,
with the surrounding pergcmnah, was
P~NACONDAX.-A
town in the pro- held of Holcar by Himmut Khan, the
viPce of Mysore, sevmty-three miles son of Ameer Khan,. situated about.

seventy-five miles travelling distance
N. by E. from Oojein ; lat. ,04O lVN.,
Ion. 76" 5' E. This is an irregular
and meanly built place, containing an
old stone fort, encompassed with a
low decayed wall of mud and brickwork, scarcely sutficient to oppose
the trespassing of a stray bullock.(Fullarton, $c.)
PEBASUNGUM.-Avillage in the
province of Aurungabad, rendered
conspicuous by its Hindoo temples,
and situated at the confluence of the
river Pera with the Godavery opposite to Toka. During the rains there
is a ferry here, but at other seasons
the river is fordable.-(Fullarton, $c.)

PEBAK.-Apetty state in the Malay peninsula, situated on a river of
the same name, capable of admitting
vessels drawing twelve feet of water,
but with an intricate channel. From
Kota Lumut to Passergaram by the
river is about thirty miles, through a
pleasant country. The towns of Bindm and Pantong Panjang extend along
the left bank, and there are other
campongs or villages at intervals.
The Perak river inland is shallow,
except during the railis when it overflows its banks. The country generally is but little cultivated, the inhabitants depending on t l ~ eexport of
tin to procure rice and other articles
of nourishment. Nearly all the inhabitants are slaves to some raja or
chief, without whose permissiqn they
can neither buy or sell. They are
very ignorant, not one in a hundred
being able to read or write, yet they
are described as more civilized than
the generality of Malays. The Perak
territory is so remarkably productive
of tin, that before the troubles 9,000
peculs of i40lbs each were exported. The Dutch had formerly a factory and small stockaded fort here.
The present chief, Sultan Tauj ud
Deen, ascended the musnud in 1818,
a t which period this petty state was
a scene of anarchy and confusion.
The h e s e king, instigated by the
ahkfa d Singora and bigor, claimed
superiority over it, and demanded the
booogbamas (golden Bower) or tri-

ennial token of vassalage, whicb being
refused, Perak was attacked by the
Quedah forces, this state being feu.
datory to Siam, and compelled to
obey, however unwillingly, ~tsorders.
Perak was obliged to submit, and on
this occasion the d o l e existing population are said to have taken to
their boats, ready to retreat when the
Quedah forces made a forward movement In 1822 the chief of Salen.
gore expelled both the Siamese and
Quedah troops, and restored the Sul.
tan Tauj ud Deen to his uneasy
throne.--(Cracrof, Aderaon, Publia
MS. Docurnenta, gc,)
"
PERIACULLUM.A town in the
Carnatic rovince and district of
Madura, t!irty miles S.W. from the
town of Dindigul; lat. 10" YN., lon.
77" 4 v E.
P~~I~POLL
-AA Mtown
.
in the
Carnatic province, twenty-four mil=
N.N.W. from Madras; lat. 13" 18'N.,,
lon. 80" 4' E.

-

PEBIAPATAM
fpriya patana, the
town in the Mysore
province on the borders of Coorg,
thirty-seven miles west @omSeringa-,
patam ; lat. 12' 22' N., lon. 76" 11'
E. The fortifications are now quite
ruinous, and in the inner fort there
are not any inhabitants except some
tigers. Bettadapoor, a hill about fifteen miles north from Periapatam, is
probably about2,000feet above the level of the surrounding country, whicb
has been conjectured t o be 4,000 feet
above the level of the sea: yet t h e
natives in the vicinity declare they
have never seen ice or snow on the
top even of their highest hills.
Sandal-wood grows on the skirts
of the forest. I t is a strpng soil that
produces the best wood, which in'
twelve years attains the most suitable size for being cut. Among the
trees there is abundance of teak.
Hegoder Deva Coiay, about twenty
miles south of Periapatam, is one of
the most considerable districts for tbe
production of sandal-wood, to prepare which the billet must be buried
m dry ground &r two months, d.w,

chosen city).-A
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ing which time the white ants will
eat up all the outer wood, without
touchlng the heart, which is the
fumed
The de*xrthe c0 Our
er lbe
but the
modal is the best* The largest bi'lets are sent to China; the middle
sized are used in India. The chips,
frsgmente, and smaller assortment of
billets, are best for the Arabian mar:
the essenbt,and fronl them
tid oil is di,,tilled. ~h~ whole Bandal
wood of Hindoatan is now in the
possession of the British vernment
and the Y y u m raja, anbDu is an
article of luxury, it is a very 1eg;itimate subject of monopoly.-(F. B*
chanan, 4c.)
P E ~ M A C( O
p a~t aLw d , the
cliief t m p k ) . - - A small town in the
Carnatic, seventeen miles north b
west from Pondicherry ; Iaf.
N., lon. 79" 4 9 E. During the Carnatic wars this was a place of importance, from its position on a high rock
of considerable strength. It wan
taken by Col. Coote in 1760.
P~alaroooo~.-A largevillugewith
a chouitry in the Carnntic province,
and distnct of Madura, situated on
the V ar river about forty-two miles
8.E. A m the city of Madura.
P E ~ P E N A Af D
Parapanado - A
Moplay town on the sea-coast of
Malabar, fifteen miles south from
Celicut ; lat. 1lo
3' N, lon. 75' 64'
E. In 1800 this place contained 700
houses, mostly built of stone and well
aired,and which would be comfortable
even to Europeans. When compared
with that at Madras, the surf on this
coast is trifling, and except where
rocky headlands run a little m-ay into
the sea, boats of any kind may without danger land on the beach.--( F.
Buchanan, kc.)
P~nnn~~nr.-A.district
in the province nf Aurungabad, situated be
tween t l ~ ceighteenth and nineteenth
degrees ofnorth latitude. Thisis comparatively a populoiia and well-cultivrted country, and is intmected by
;he Seena and Beema and their tributary streams. The-principal towns

r-
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are Perrain&, Kurmilla, Maunkaiseer, and Kurdla.
pEaaAINDA
large
- ~ town with a
stone fort, both much decayed, in the
province of Aurunpabad, the capital
of the preceding &strict situated in
lar. 180 1st N., lo,,. 750 44E.,seventy
milee S.E. from ~
~
f i i s A u " ~ ~fPurmu Rams/. -A
town in the province of Bahar, district
of Tirhoot, ninety miles E.N.E.from
P ~ t n a ;]at.
1' N., l0n. 86O %! E.
P e a ~ ~ u e ~ (Pertava
aua
ghr).A hill fortress in the province of Aurungabad, situated among the Western Ghaut mountains, forty-one miles
S.S.W. from Poona ; lat. 17' 66' N,
lon- 73' 46'E.
PEBTAUBCAUB
DEOLA.-A fortified
town in the province of Malwa, division of Kantul, Iat. PI0 PN., lon, 7 P
61' E., 1,698 feet nbove the level of
the sea. The surrounding country is
very rugged, and much covered with
jungle. This place belongs to Raja
Sawunt Sinnh. who rmides at Deola.
eight mile; &est of ~ e r t a u b ~ h u r ;
which last is the abode of his son
D b p Singh, who in 1820 conducted
the a5aira of the principality. A t
the above date there were forty-six
subordinate Rajpoot chiefs, who each
kept in readiness a stipulated number
o l troops, which with the ra'a's own
amounted to 156 horse and d23 foot,
besides infantry, not. of the Rajpoot
race. The revenue then amounted
to PS4,313 rupees, out of which the
British government annually received
a tribute of 46,000 rupees, formerly
paid to Holc~~r,The raja of Pertsubghur is descended from a junior
branch of the Odeypoor family, and
Ilia temtory in remote times was
feudatory to that ancient Rajpoot
kingdom.--( Molcdm, gc.)
P x n ~ ~ n ~ ~ a u n . large
- A pergunnah in the province of Gundwana,
connisting of many talooks, and at
one time containing 360 villages. On
the east i t k bounded by Sonepoor, and
on the west by the Puchmurry range
of hills ; to the north b Bhutkagurnh and the valley of t k Nerbuddr

~

PBSHA
I t is diversified by smaller clumps of
hills; but one portion is a most beautiful valley, the northern, or arable
portion of which extends thirty miles
In length, and in some rarts expands
t o fifteen miles in breadth. The soil
is rich and productive, when properly
H. d. Montgocultivated.-(Capt.
me&,

$c.)

PERWUTTUM
(Parvatam, the mountain ).--A town in the Balaghaut ceded dis~ricts, situatea on the south
side of theKri6hna river, at the northwestern extremity of the Curnoul
territory, eighty-three miles S. by
E. from Hyderabad ; let. 16' 12' N.,
lon. 7S05'E., 1,563 feet above the
level of the sea. The surrounding
tract is a wild country, almost uninhsbited, except by Chinsuars. The
mountains in this neighbourhood are
the matrices of diamonds; but they
are of clay, slate and sandstone, not
granite. The labour, however, of
procuring them is so great, and the
charlce of meeting with veins so uncertain, that the search for them has
been long discontinued.
Here is a remarkable pagoda
(named also Sri Sailam), to which
three causeways lead from different
points of the compass. One of them,
above thirty miles in length, is carried up and down a number of great
precipices. The enclosed deity, called by the officiating Brahmins Mall*
carjee, is shewn by them with much
caution and mystery. He is generally
exhibited in the back part of the
building, by the reflected light of a
brass speculum, and of course can
only be seen as the flashes-fall on
him. This idol is probably nothing
more than the lingam, so much rev*
renced by the votaries of Siva. The
revenue8 accruing from the resort of
pilgrims are collected by a manager,
who resides within the knclosure.
There is a goddess also worshipped
here named Brahma Rumbo. The
several pagodas, choultries, courts,
&c. are enclosed by a wall, 660 feet
long by 510 broad, which is covered
with an infinite variety of sculpture.
c(Mackmie, Voyxey, 40)

'

PESHWA.-See M l u ~ ~ a ~ n a s .

PECHAWEB
(the advanced post).-A
large town in Afghanistan, and the
occasional residence of its sovereigns;
lat. 34O 6' N., Ion. 71' 13' E. Baber,
in his personal memoirs, calls the
country Bekram ; and by Abul Fazel,
in 1582, the town and district are
described as follows : " The district
Bekram, commonl called ~eeshorei
enjoys a delight&] spring season.
Here is a temple named Gorehkehtery, a place of .religious resort, particularly for Jopes."
The plain of Peshawer is nearly
circular, and about thirty-five miles
in diameter. With the exception of
a slip of barren sandy country, about
fiftecp niiles broad, extending along
the banks of the Cabul river to the
Indus, Peshawer is surrounded by
mountains; the Indian Caucasus being conspicuous to the north, and the
peak of the White Mountain (Suffraid
Coh) to the south-west. The nortbern portion is intersected by three
branches of the Cabul river, which
unite before they leave the plain; and
it is also watered by several rivulets,
'fringed with willow and tamarisktrees. The soil of the plain is a
black mould, the surface wavy, and
on account of the superior elevation
of the boundary h i s , abundantly
supplied with moisture. The orchards
scattered over the country produce a.
profusion of plum, peach, pear,quince,
and pomegranate trees ; and the
greatest part of the plain is in a high
state of cultivation, being irrigated b
many water courses. Thirty-two v i
lages have been counted within a circuit of four miles. These are generally ren~arkablyneat, adorned with
mulberry. and other fruit-trees; and
over the streams are bridges of masonry, having two small towers at
each end.
The town of Peshawer stands on
an uneven surface, and is about five
miles in circumference. The houses
are built of brick(genera1ly unburned),
in wooden frames, and are commonly
three stories high, the lowest appropriated to commercial purposes. The
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streets are paved, but narrow, and 1809 was covered with snow, while
have the kennel in the centre. There the thermometer in Peshnwer stootl
are many mosques ; but none of the at 113O of Fahrenheit. I11 1824 Yar
public buildings are deserving of any Mahomed Khan, the governor of
notice except the Bala Hissar and a Peshawer under Runjeet Singh of
fine caravanserai. The Bula Hissar is Lahore, was fully eml~loyeddefenda castle of no strength, on a hill ing his province against .the assaults
north of the town. I t contains sevc- of the surrounding Afghan tribes. I n
ral fine halls, commands a romantic January 1847 Peshawer was garriview, and is adorued with some spa- soned by two battalions of Runjeet
Foscious and pleasant gardens ; as it is, Singh's troops.-(Elplrinstoiw,
however, only the occasional resi- ter, 4c.)
dence of the king, i t is in general
P ~ s l r ~ w (orBesawer).-A
sa
sddl
much neglected. Some of the pa- town in the province of Agra, near
laces are splendid,'but few of the no- the town of Wyre, situated on the
bility have houses here. The inha- side of a little rocky eu~incnce,hav-.
bitants in 1809 were estimated at ing a ruinous palace on its summit,
100,000. They are chiefly of Indian surrounded by trees. In this neighorigin, hut speak the Pushtoo, or Af- bourhood large flocks of deer are t o
ghan language, as well as ljindostany, be seen, aud the fruit-trees near the
and there are also inhabitants of villages swarm with enco cocks. Peshaother nations. The shops display for wcr is a frontier town of Bhurtpore,
sale dried fruits, nuts, bread, meat, nnd a cousiderablc traffic passes
boots, shoes, saddlery, bales of cloth, through it. Lat. 27'2' N., Ion. 76'
hardware, ready-made clothes, hooks, 58' E.--(Bishop Heber, &c.)
and sheea-skin cloaks. The followinr!
are gene;ally termed the tribes of ~ e ' : PESHTA.-A small town in the proshawer, via. the Mahornedzeis, the vince of Allahabad, fourteen rniles
Gugeeanees, the Mahmends, the east from Banda; lat. 25' 27' N.,
Khulleels, and the Daoudzeis.
Ion. 80' 32' E.
The city of Peshawer was foundedPETALNAIG
(Patalaya Nayaca).by the great Acber, who encouraged
theinhabitants ofthe Punjab to resort A town in the Csrriatic province, dis,
to his new settlement, seein the Af- trict of Tinnevelly, ninety-two miles
ghans, were so averse t o t e occu- N.E. from Cape Comorin ;lat. 9' 13'
oations of miculture and commerce. N., Ion. 78' 27' E.
PETLAUD.-A large town with a
Prom the ckvenience of its position
i t unites b a commercial intercourse good stone rampart in the province
Persia a n 8 Afghanistan with India, of Gnjerat, fifteen miles N. by E.
and has become an important entre- from Cambay ; lat. 2.2" 32' N., Ion.
$t,
the residence of many wealthy 7%' 57' E. The soil of this perynmerchants, and especially of shawl- nah is good, and the population condealers. During the summer the siderable. When first acquired, in
heat is very great ; and in the height 1817, the revenue collections amountof the solstice the atmosphere is al- ed to 5,10,000 rupees ; but they have
most insupportable, although in the since greatly increased. I t was then
immediate vicinity of everlasting under the village government, which
snow. From the plain of' Eeshawer seems so congenial to Hindoo habits ;
four ranges of mountains are distinct- and generally so efficient, that Capt.
ly seen to the north. Towards the Robertson was desired to report o n
end of Februnry the snow disappears ite virtues and defects, the degree in
6wm the lowest, the tops of the se- which it provided for the gaod order
cond continue covered, and the third of each little community, and what it
half-way down. The height of one !eft t o the wisdom of government to
of these peaks was estimated by Lieut. Improve.
Macartney at 20,493 feet, and in June
The D l ~ e rcaste are here exempted

%
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PHARI.
from the general duty imposed on
them all over Gujemt, of serving as
guides to strangers. Formerly in this
pergunnah a traveller might seize on
the first person he met, and compel
him either to act as guide or find a
substitute.-( Ptrblic MS, Documentr,
Bishop He6er, gc.)
PETLAWAD--A large town, the
bead of a perglnnah fn the province
of Malwa, situated near a strean],
twenty-six miles S.W. from Rutlam ;
lat. 23O 4' N., Ion. 74O 50' E.

89s
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wry on the hills and plains covtained
about 2,500 houses, the inhabitant&
of which were five-sixteenths Khasiyas, three-sixteenths Brahmins, and
the remainder low cultivators and
tradesmen.-(F. B~uchancm,gc).

PEYTUN
f Puttun or Paithanu).A town and small district in the province of Aurungabad, situated on the
north bank of the Godavery, fortytwo miles S.E. from the cfty of Aurungabad; lat. 190 261 N., ion. 750
35' E. This place was formerly noted
pETaoLEuM~ELLs.-~eeyANANGfor the manufacture of cloths with
beautiful silk, gold, and silver borHEQUM.
ders.
PETTORAH.
-A British post in
Northern Hindostan, district of KuPHAK.-A district in the province
maon, about sixteen miles north from of Cashmere, bounded on the west
Lohoo ghaut. This spot is much ad- by the Jhylum, and described by
mired for the magnificent alpine Abul Fazel, in 1582, as abounding
scenery of its vicinity, being the with odoriferous plants. Adjoining
nearest British station to the snowy to it is the lake of Cashmere, Ily. him
peaks of the Himalaya. Five com- named Dall, one side of which at the
anies of the second Nusseree batta- above date was close to the town of
Eon are usually stationed here; lat. Phak. On this lake were artificial
W 35' N., Ion. 80' 13' E.-(Fullar- islands, made for the purpoaes of
cultivation, portions of which were
h,8c.1
pETTYCoTTA
/ p a t i cata).
A
cut
by
w h ~
province, dis- absconded with their booty to a diftown in the
@ict of Tanjore, twenty-seven miles ferent part of the
6. by E . from' the city of Tanjore ; 4'')
1st. lo0 20' N., lon. 79' 20' E.
PHARI
(or Parisdong).-A fortress
PEYAUNEY.-A
town in the pro- in the southern portion of Tibet, tovince of Oude, sixty-eight miles wards the Bootan frontier; lat. SP
N.N.W. fronl lucknow ; lat. 270 38' 48' N., 10". m014' E. This fortreM
is a stone building of an irregular
N., Ion. 80° 1 W E.
form, but deemed of great strength
This by the natives. On the north-west
PEYT.+HN(or Paithana).
was formerly one of the most consi- there is an extensive suburb, and on
derable of the twenty-four rajaships the south a large basin of water. The
ip Northern Hindostan, but it is now valley of Phari is extensive cowcomprehended within the dominions pared with the narrow blips of land
of Nepaul: The hilly tract contains in Bootan, and is the head-quarters
no mines of value, but the raja for- ~f the Phari Lama; here a little POmerly possessed a considerable tract tentate, being superintendent of a
on the plains. The town of Pey- monastery, and governor of an elevatahn stands on a hill in lat. 28: 35' ted region of rocks and deserts, yieldN., lon. 8 P 4 E., sixty miles S.E. ing verdure ouly during the mildest
from Jemlah.
Round the chief's season of the year, at which time
hpuse, which was built of brick, for- this neighbourhood is frequented by
merly about 400 houses were congre- large herds of the long-hnired bushygated,mostly mud-walled with thatch tailed cattle. The mudt-deer a!.e
roofs, having the Rapty river passing found among these m o u n t i s ID
qn t.lp south side. The whole terri- great nuutbers.

-
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At t h b station perpetual winter
may be said t o reign. Chamalari is
for ever clothed with snow, and from
its remarkable form is probably the
mountain occasionally visible from
Purneach and Rajhmahd in Bengal.
Wheat does not ripen here, yet it is
occasionally cultivated, as forage for
cattle during the depth of winter. In
summer the vallies and ad'acent
mountains are frequented by droves
of cattle, shawl-goats, deer, muskdeer, h a m , foxes, and other wild
quadrupeds; of the feathered race
are
pheasants, and quails.
Suc 1s slud to be,the intensity of the
cold at Phari, although in so low a
latitude as B0N., that animals exp o d in the open field. are found
dead with their heads split open by
its force. In 1792 the Chinese enteblished a militar post at Phari, which
put a stop to df direct communiu
tion between the Lassa viceroyalty
and Bengal, the advance of strangers
from thence being utterly prohibited.
-(Captain Turner, #c.)
PIXOONGA.-Atown belonging to
the Siamese, situated on the bay of
Bengal, north of Junk Ceylon and
went side of the isthmus of Kraw. The
tin and other produce of Junk Ceylon are carried from hence on elephants, and by the river Bandon to
Chaiya in the gulf of Siam, and
tbence to Bankok. --(Captain Bur-

riw,

rey, 9c.)

PBOOPI~IN.-Atown on the west
mast of the gulf of Siam, situated a t
the mouth of the river Thakham, on
the road from Ligore to Bankok,about
lat. go 38' N. In 1836 it contained
1,200 Siamese inhabitants under a
Chinese functionary, and it is noted
for the excellence of steel and iron.
I t stands at the mouth of the Thakham, a broad and rapid river, which
marks the northern boundary of the
raja of Ligore's territory. Thin river
proceeds nearly across the peninsula,
passing to Pennam, a town three
days' journey from Phoonga on the
western coast o p y i t e to Junk Ceylon, the tin an other produce of
which find their way by this route

to Bcmkok.-(Captain Bwwey, Mr.
Hart+, Mr. LraC, #c.)
PHILIPPINE ISLES.
The Philippines extend from the
fifth to the twentieth degree of north
latitude, and comprehend a great
number of inlands, as yet but imperfectly known. The largest isle
1s Luzon or Lu~onia,to the south of
which the princi al islands are Minb&arindique, Nqros,
Z:iaz,%bu,
~ o h o l ,L e te, samar, and Magindanao. ~esidYesthese
there are many smaller 'ones, the
aggregate of the whole being denominated the Bisayas, or Islas de Pintador, or painted Indians, the inlrabitants having been accustomed t o
print their W i e s before the arrival
of the Spaniards. The whole Philippine archipelago is nominally subordinate to the Spanish government
at Manilla ; some are partially colonized, and pay tribute collected by
the corrigidores or alcades mayorof the provinces into which they are
subdivided; but others, such as Magindanao, are not only independent
of, but carry on perpetual warfare
against the Spanisb establishment in
the Philippines.
This appellation
was given them by Ray Lopes de
Villabolos, in compliment to Philip
the Second of Spain, at that time
prince of the Astnrias. They were
first named the Western Isles, or the
archipelago of St. Lazarus, which appellation was bestowed by Magellan
when he discovered them.
These islands being situated within the tropics, the sun twice passes
the zenith, and exhales the moature,
which afterwards descends in copious
showers. The rainy season g e n s
rally lasts from May until September, sometimes so late as the beginning of December, from which latter
period until the succeeding May
there is perpetual verdure. The regular winds are the north, the east,
and the north-west, each prevailing
from three to four months; and
when the change arrives terminated
with violent storms of rain, light-

.

ning, and thunder, sometimes accompanied by tornadoes and typhoons
and whirlwinds, blowing from every
pdint of tbe compass within twentyfour hours, tearing up trees by the
roots and devestating the country.
Notwithstanding their tropical latitude, the beat of the Philippines is
not excessive,and as a general spring
continues\for a large proportion of
the year, if the atmosphere were, less
nloist, the climate would be unTo this redundant
objectionable.
moisture, however, must be attributed the great luxuriance of the
country, the trees being always covered with leaves, and the soil with vegetation, which nnders it a difficult
task t o keep the cultivated land clear
of weeds, insects, and vermin.
The Pbili pines,ffom their extent,
climate,andkility,are capableofproducing all colonial commodities, and
their geographical position is most
advantageous for the commerce of
India, America, and Chinu. One of
their most distinctive peculiarities is
their vicinity to the latter empire,
the eastern end of Luzon being little
inore than 400 miles from the coast
of the Chinese province of Fokien,
and scarcely half that distance from
the southern promontory of Formosa. This proximity has excited at
different times the jealousy of both
nations, and would still more alarm
the Chinese if their European neighbours displayed more energy and activity. Rice is the chief production
and daily food of the natives, who
appear to have cultivated it in large
quantities before the arrival of the
Spaniards. The other products resemble those of tropical countries in
general, which observation also applies to the animals wild and domestic. Fish abound in the bays and
creeks, and are much sought after by
the native Bisayans, as it is a pursuit
that at once indulges their indolent
habits and gratifies their appetite for
this particular species of food. In
like manner the pith of the palm, the
young shoots of the sugar-cane, green
witbes, and other succulents, serve
as food t o those who are too lazy to

work for better. The natives, however, rear the bread-fruit, beans, and
cacavata, and take great care of the
palm-tree as it yields them spirit, oil,
and a kind of sweatmeat named chanaca. The fruit trees are few in number and of an indifferent quality, except the plantain,orange,and mangoe.
The nreca or betel-nut palm is also
reared, and used profusely both by
natives and Spaniards.
Inland there are mines of gold and
iron, but they are little attended to.
The gold is procured by washing the
sands of the rivers that flow in small
streams from the mountains. Timber for shipbuilding of an excellent
quality is found on Luzon; that termed molaria has been reckoned superior to the teak. The pala maria (fit
for masts) grows to an immense
height and thickness, and of this the
galleon was formerly masted. Dammer and a species of native hemp
are abundant. A little cotton is
also raised, and indigo of an excellent unlity, wax, wild honey, amber,
s
,brimstone, and many
marble, t
-lesser objects may be named among
the articles of traffic in theseislands.
To their indigenous productions the
Spaniards added horses and horned
cattle, which havemultiplied so much
that they run wild among the mountains without being claimed by any
master,fro~nwhich fact wemay conjecture that there are few (if any) tigers
or strong carnivorous animals. The
Spaniards also introduced sheep,
geese, grapes, figs, wheat, pepper,
coffee, cocoa, sugar, tobacco, and various other plants, which have thriven
remarkably well. More recently the
enormous profit attending the sale
of opium in China has occasioned
the introduction aud cultivation of
the poppy, for which the soil and situation are so favourable, that it is
surprising it never was introduced
before; and placed as these islands
are in the very centre of the opium
consumers, its production may ultimately affect the Bengal revenue derived from the monopoly of that
drug. Among the curious birds is
the species of swallow (the hirunda
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esculenta) that forms the edible nests nem and steersmen (or seacullits),
high1 esteemed by the Chinese offices to the filling of which depart/
and in t i e sea is the biche de mar, ments it bas in vain been tried t e
another Chinese delicacy, and the train the Malays and natives of Hinenormous kima cockle, some of the dostan. '
shells of which will hold a gallon,
A considerable intercourse is mainand are used in churches as vessels to tnined with the east coast of China
ea far north as Nankin, frbm twenty
contain the holy water.
For internal administration these to thirty j u n b of various sizes being
islands are distributed into thirty-one constantly employed in that trade.
provinces; Luzon contains sixteen, The imports are peltry, silks, and
the remainder comprehend the other cooking utensils ; the exports to
islands, including the distant Maria- China, spices, dried hides, saffron,
nas. The aggregate population of timber, &c. The sqnare~rigpdv s
the Philippines in 18%) amounted to sels that cleared out for foreign ports
9,949,869 persons; ofwhich number in 1818 were nine Spanish, five
Luton contained 1,376,033; Panay, French, four Portuguese, seventeen
-2,760;
Zebu, 108,246; Samar, English, and ten American. T h
67,933; Leyte, 40,623 ; and Negros, imports amonnted to 3,054,611 dol35,415. These consist of the fol- lars,the exports l, 205,649. A number
lowing races, via. Europeans, Creole of small galleys from twenty to fifty
Spaniards, Spanish Mestizod, Maho- tons are kept constantly in a state of
medans of Western India, Negroes, equipment to act against the Moors,
Chinese, and other Eastern tribes. as the Magindanese and Swloo iEuropeans of every description rates are called by the ~ ~ a n i a r i ;
throughout the islands amounted to and as a further check the latter also
only 2,S37 ; people of colour, 6,170 ; maintain a fort and garrison at SamChinese, 6,201, of whom 1,569 had boangan ;but their authority scarcely
been converted to Christianity. The extends beyond the glacis of the fort.
native population consisted of variolio k t Manilla there is a particular fund
tribes, quite distinct from each other, from the retigious order of Mercy,
the most considerable of which in- appropriated to the rescue of such
habited Luzon, and were named the unfortunates as may have been c a p
Tryala, the Pampanga, the Patagasi- tured by these pirates.
nnn, the Yloeos, and the Cayagan,
The Spanish revenue is principally
The converts to the Catholic religion realized in Luzon, and arises chiefly
are very nnmerous arttong the na- from the monopoly of Tobacco,
tives, which enables the Spaniards which in 1798 yielded about 500,006
to control so disproportionate a mul- dollars. The government manufactitode, and rapidly increasing.
tory of tobacco employed then from
The natives of the Philippines who four to five hundred persons, the inare Christians possess a share of ener- dulgence of that luxury being unigy andintelligencenot only superior t o versal, even with children not above
their pagall and Mahomedan brethren five years of age. The duty from ti
of the same islands, but also to the spirit extracted from the palmyra
inhabitants of all the western portion produced about 300,000 dollars; the
of the great eastern archipelago, snr- export and import duties abouE
pfrssing them not only in comparative 180,000; and the grand total about
e~vilization, but also in vigour of one million of dollars per annum.
mind and general capacity. This fact
The native Indians carry on amonej
Is established by the circumstance themselves a barter for the different
that, in conducting the intercolonial productions of their country in which
navigation of India (and even to Eu- gold is the representative of value
rope), the natives of Manilla are uni- and medium of exchange. They
versally employed in the country carry on likewise a small trade with
ships belonging to Europeans as gun- the Chinese and Malays of Bornee
w,
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far @stones,
copper, and articles
bf furniture; but their wants being
few, the quantity required is insignificant. With respect t o clothing, they go almost naked; their rice
they cook in a joint ofgreen bamboo,
and eat i t on a leaf of theplantain
tree.
The early Spanish navigators who
visited the Philippines framed extraordinary narratives regarding the
original inhabitants, whom they divided into three classes : satyrs, men
with tails, and sea-monsters. I t i s
probable they found only two,-the
various tribes of Bisayan Indians, and
the strange race of Oriental negroes
who still occupy the Papuan Isles ;
the latter roaming the woods and
mountains almost in a state of nature, merely covering the fore part of
the body with the bark of a tree, and
subsisting on roots and such animals
as they could kill with a bow and
'urrow. They slept wherever they
happened to be benighted, and a p
proached in their manners and hubits
extremely near to the beasts of the
forest. The Spaniards have at last
succeeded in domesticating and converting some of them to Christianity,
in which they acquiesce so long as
food is supplied without labour, but
if they be compelled to work to procure i t they fly again to the mountains. The Spaniards are of opinion
that these negroes are the original
inhabitants of the Philippines, and
that the Bisayan Indians, like themselves, were foreign intruders, who
never could completely subdue the
interior. A t present these Papuas are
few, and their power limited; but
their hatred to the Bisayans flourishes in all its pristine perfection. When
the latter kill a negro it is customar
for another t o bind himself by oat{
that he will disappear, and not return
until he has killed three or four Bisayans. T o carry this purpose into
execution he watches the Bisajan
villages and the passes of the mountains, and if any unfortunate wanders
within his reach he murders him
forthwith.
Besides the Tagala nation princi-

pally found in the islnnd of Luzon,
there are many other races who diier
in features, language, and the various
relations of the social state. Such
are the Pampangas, who reside to
the north of Manilla, and the painted
racea termed by the Spaniards Pintados, who are by some reckoned a
branch of the Bisayan, and related
t o the Tagala and Buggesses, while
by othere they are su posed to be of
Horaforas o r
the same origin as
Idaan of Borneo. T h e Indians found
in the Philippines by the !$aniardr
were of regular stature, olive complexion, flat noses, large eyes, and
long hair. They all enjoyed some
form of government, and each tribe
was distinguished by a peculiar name;
but from the eimilarity of their dress,
manners, and customs, they probably
had all the same derivation.
The chiefs are described as acquiring their dominion both by hereditary
descent and personal valour, bub
their authority rarely extended over
more than one or two villages, and
between neighbouring communities
evtlasting warfare prevailed. The
prisoners on each side were sacrificed
o r condemned t o slavery, out of
which custom arose three clasaes of
persons: the chiefs or masters, t h e
slaves, and those whom tho chieh
had enfranchised with their descendants, who nre to this day named
Timavas, which properly signifies
children of liberty. In some parts
Indians were discovered whiter than
others, the progeny probably of Chinese or Japanese who had been s h i p
wrecked on the coast, and who had
intermarried with the natives ; more
especially the tribe Igorrotes or Ylocos, whose eyes have a Chinese shape.
According to their cusbonis they
are pcrn~ittedto have only one wife,
but the principal persons have many
concubines, who are usually slaves.
As among certain tribes in Sumatra,
the bridegroom of the Philippines
purchases his wife, and frequently, as
among the ancient Jews, by a previous apprenticeship to her father of
several years. During this probation
it i's incumbent on all the suitor's re-
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lations t o behave respectfiilly to the
future bride and her relations, as if
any insult be offered it vitiates the
sgreement,which is always acceptable
t o the parents of the female, who
are I& a t liberty to diepose of her a
second time. The husband, to make
up for the hardship he sustained during his protiation, treats hie wife like
a slave the mopent it has expired,
compels her to perform every species of labour, rewards her with a
daily beating, and liven himself in
idleness.
The interest which the
thus have in the disposal of
male children, dooms them to a life
of misery, and ia in the highest degree rep nant to humanity and good
morals. %he Sipniud. (whose colanial aystem, w ~ t hthe exception of
com ulsory conversions, is on the
rhore merciful) endeavoured to effect its abolition, both by ro al edicts,
and by the influence of d e clergy,
but, such is the inveteracy of custom
among barbarians, as yet without success. The marriage ceremony is accompanied by the im~nolationof a
hog, whicb, with many grimaces, is
slain by a priestess. After this she
bestows benedictions, and an old woman having presented the company
with some food (part of the hog), the
ceremony is concluded with dancing,
drinking, feasting, and various obscenities.
The Catholic missionaries. complain, that even the Bisayan converts
persuade the others not to be baptized, that the may escape tribute
and imposts, wech are, nevertheless,
very moderate. The customs of one
tribe revenging the murder of an individual on the whole tribe of the
perpetrator, likewise very much impedes conversion and civilization, for
from this results to the weakest tribes
a necessity of ' migrating, or confederating with others. In such instances the baptized Indians must
accompany those who are still unconverted, and remove to a distance
from the misionsaries; besides which,
they are constantly exposed to hostilities from their Pagan associates.
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The Tagda or Gala language, is
among the Philippines what the Malay is in the Eastern archipelago, and
the Hindostany on continental India.
On the island of Luzon six dialects
are reckoned, and two in Atton.
Some of these are current in several
islands, but the most universal are
the Tagala and Bisaya; the last o f
which is very barbarous, the other
more polished and- refined, having
been cultivated by Spanish missionaries. The alphabet consists of seventeen letters ; three vowels and fourteen consonants. The Tagala character is still used in Comintan, and
in general among the Tagalas who
have embraced Christianity. The
idioms of this lnnguage are rendered
so complex by a variety of artifices,
that it becomes quite impossible for
a pernon who understands, all the
original words of a sentence, either
to recognize them individually, o r
com rehend the meaning of the
whore.
The ancient traditions of the Tagala race, their genealogies, and the
feats of their gods and heroes, are
carefully preserved in historical poems
and s o n g ; from which in general the
whole substance of Eastern history
must be gleaned. These original
memorials of the race, the Spanish
missionaries with pious care have
wished to extir ate, and have sedulously employ~tbemwlvesin composing religious tracts, both in prose
and verse, in the Tagda language,
with the hope of their supplanting
the legends of national and Pagan
antiquity. Many psalms nnd hymns,
and even some of the Greek dramas,
composed by Dionysius Areopagets,
have in this manner been translated
into the Tagala language. The other
dialects of the Philippines are many
and various, so .that the inhahitants
of one province are unintelligible to
those of another ; yet notwithstanding this complexity, it appears from
their construction that they are all
derivatives from one parent language.
The prepositions and pronouns are
snid to be nearly the same in all ; the
numerical characters di&r but little,
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and they have many words in com- alao is the imbecility of the natives,
mon of exactly the same structure.
that although they consider these
In their religious ceremonies the customs sinful,and have strong doubts
original Bisayans use neither idols as to their efficacy, jot they continue
nor temples, their sacrifices being to practise them, thinking chance,
offered in arbours, which they raise they know not why, may effect somefor that purpose; nor have they any thing in their favour. The Spanish
external address of adoration to their missionaries have also found them
gods. They have priestesses whom but superficial Christians, and more
they term babailonas o r catalonaa, influenced by a dread of power, than
to whom the function belongs of per- by any religious in~pressionsor raforming the sacrifice. Taking a lance tional piety. Although they do not
in her hands, with extravagant ges- acknowledge any future state of retures she works herself up to a frenzy, tribution, they admit the immortality
muttering unintelligible words, which of the soul, and constantly apprehend
are received as prophetic; she then mischief from the spirits of the depierces a hog, and-having distributed ceased, who they suppose retain all
the carcass among the bye-standers, the wants incident to man, during
the ceremony concludes with dancing his sojourn on earth. For this reaand drinking. These sacrifices are of- son they place on the tomb clothes,
fered alike to evil spirits and to the arms, and food; and on the fourth
manes of their ancestors ; the latter day from the funeral ceremony a
of whom they are taught to believe vacant seat is left a t table for the
inhabit very large trees, rocks of a deceased, whom they believe, like
kntastic shape, or any other natural Banquo's ghost, to be actually preobject, varying in respect to magni- sent, although not perceptible. T o
tude o r formation from the usual verify this fact sand is strewed on
course. Of this fact their conviction the flqor, on which the prints of the
is so strong, that they never pass feet of the defunct are asserted to be
such ohjects without asking permis- seen ; and in order to deprecate hid
sion of their imaginary inhabitants. supposed wrath eatables are presentThey have many other superstitions, ed, fear and superbtition forming the
one of which is the Patianac, a spirit basis of the Bisayan character.
or ideul being, whose en~ployment Magellan, whose ship first circum~ n dam~xsement consists in prevent- navigated the globe on the day of St.
ing, by a method peculiar to itself, Lazarus, in A.D. 1561, discovered a
the delivery of a woman in labour. great many islands, which he named
T o counteract the malignity of this the archipelago of St. Lazurus, and
demon, the husband having made on Easter day he arrived at the island
fast the door, strips off his clothes, of Magindanao. Several voyages
lights a fire, and arming himself with were subsequently undertaken by the
a sword, flourishes it about furiously Spaniards for the purpose of taking
until the delivery is accomplished. possession of these islands; but noThe Tighalong is another object of thing was effected until 1564, when
their a prehension,. and is described iu consequence of orders from Philip
u a plantom that ausumes a variety the Second of Spain, a fleet was desof uncouth and monstrous shapes, patched from Mexico under Miguel
and interposes its authority to pre- Lopez de Legaspi, which arrived a t
vent the converted Indian from per- the Philippines in February 1565,
forming the duties of his religion.
first stoppxng at Zebu, which was
These and other superstitions for- soon subdued.
merly had an extensive influence, and
In 1570 a fleet sailed from the
are still extolled by impostors, who island ofpanay for Luzon, when after
find their account in recommending several engagements with the rajas OF
these and other absurdities as pana- the country, who appear to have
qeas for illness and misfortune. Such been principally Malays, they efkcted
VOL. 11.
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a settlement at the mouth of the island of Sodoo, named by t h e m

Manilla river. In 1671 Leeanpi in
pereon sailed to Lumn, and enterlog the river on tbe 10th of May,
captured the town of Manilla, which
he co~latitutod the capital of the
Gpanish dominions in the Philippines.
He afterwards sent detachments to
difl'erent parts of the island, accompanied by friars, without whose zeal
little progress would have been made.
Various settlements were in conseuence made on the sen-coast ; but
gown to the present day the interior
has never been either explored or
subdued. In 1572 several Chinese
jnnks arrived with merchandize, and
many individuals of that industrious
nation colonized on Luzon, much
against the inclination of the Spaniards, who repeatedly expelled them.
In this year Legaspi, the first viceroy
of the Philippines, died.
In 1574 the existence of the colony was endangered by an attack
from Limahon, a great Chinese pirate, who arrived with sixty-two
junks; but after many bloody engagements, he was expelled and great
part of his army destroyed. Towards
the conclusion of the sixteenth century a considerable and open trade
was carried on with Japan, the natives of which, very different from
their descendants, navigated all over
the Eastern seas, and brought cargoes
of their richest merchandize to Maaill la, both for the consumption of
the colony and for the export trade
to Acapulco. The Japanese emperor,
Taycosuma, even wlshed to be acknowledged king of baanilla, but with.
out success. Through the medium
of this commerce, several friars were
introduced inta Japan, for the propagation of the Catholic religion.
About the same period the king of
Cambodia sent the governor of the
Philippiues a present of two elephrtnts, and solicited his assistance
against the sovereign of Siam. In
1596 commerce flourished, and an
intercourrre subsisted with China,
fiva, the coast of Coromandel, and
Mexico.
In 1590 the Spaniards attacked the

Jolo, but were repulsed with great
slaughter ; nor could they ever make
any impression on the Sooloo pirates, who for three centuries have
been the scourge of the Philippines,
and still continue so. When the
Dutch established themselves in lodia a war commenced between them
and the Spaniards, which lasted near
half a centu
By the year 1639 the
number of ~Xineseon these islands
amounted to 30,000, mostly settled
8s cultivators in Calamba and Binan.
The Spaniards appear to have been
always jealous of them, although the
most industrious and profitable class
of their subjects. In 1639, in consquencq ot some disaffection, real
or lmapnary, the Spaniards commenced a war against them, and made
so dreadful a havock, tbat in a short
time they were redueed to 7,000,
who surrendered at discretion. During this disturbance the native Indians remained neuter, having a
greater hatred to the Chinese than
egainst the Spaniards. In 1663 Man~llawas threatened with an invasion
by Coxinga, a great Chinese pirate,
who had subdued Formosa and expelled the Dutch, but it never was
carried into effect.
In AD. 1757, the governor of t h e
Philippines despatched all the Chinese
to their own country, and in o r d e
to prevent their future establishment
in the archipelago, he appro riated
the quarter of St. Fernando k r the
reception of such Chinese as should
come for commercial purposes, and
made regulations to ennure their re,
embarkation, with the exception of
such as should embrace Christianity,
who were permitted to remain and
become cultivators. In 1739 the
galleon from Acapulco,aith a miltion
and a-half of dollars, was captured
by Lord Anson.
In 1762 Manilla was attacked by a
British fleet and army under Admiral
Cornish and Sir William Drapeg
which arrived on the 23d ofSeptember, and after a short siege, stormed
the walls on the 5th October. The
archbishop, who acted aa governor,

.
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was admitted to capitulate, gnd, to
prevent a general plunder of the city,
agreed to pay the conquerors four
millions of dollars ; but of this, little
more than half was ever realized. By
the terms of the capitulation, the
whole of the islands were surrendered 3 but in the remote provinces the
Spaniards maintained their independence, and the British force was
scarce1 sufficient to garrison the
town, Par less to subdue the country.
Skirmishes and small actions continued to occur between the Spanish
and British, in wbich the latter were
joined by the Chinese settlers, while
in many districts the Indians rose
against their conquerors. Much confusion it1 consequence prevailed until
the a3d July 1763, when an English
frigate arrived with the armistice, but
Manilla was not conclusively delivered up until March 1564.
Since that period the Spanish colonies in these fruitful islands have
not been disturbed by any European
enemies, although often threatened
with invasion from British India. At
present their power does not extend
beyond the immediate reach of their
arms, and influence of their religion,
for they have never established their
dominion in the Eastern Archipelago
over any nation considerably civilized.
In fact, they have either wholly conquered and colonized, or they have
been completely batfled, and have
continued in a state of perpetual
hostility with the adjacent tribes that
they have not been able to subdue.
The most considerable of these are
the Malays of Borneo, the natives of
the Sooloo Isles, and those of Magindanao.--(Zuniga, Simgapoor Chronick, Crawfurd, BlackwovlPa Megaeiw, Sonnerat, Leyden, Maraden,
Foreat, qc.)
PHOOLJUR.-A pergunnah in the
province of Gundwana, a dependency
on Patna, and situated about sixty-five miles W.S.W. from Sumbhulpoor. In 1817 it was assessed
at 1,750 Berar rupees, which were
realized.
PHOOLMUBRY.
- A town in the

province of Aurungabad, seventeen
miles north from the city of Aurunpabad ; lat. !ZOO 7' N., Ion. 76' 38/ E.
This place is finely situated on the
banks of the Girjah, at the base of a
hill in the midst of mangoe groves;
but the interior is gloomy, and thinly
peopled.-(Fullarton, $c.)
PHRIPHRI.-A town on the west
coast of the golf of Siam, situated
about lat. 13' 2W N., and said to
have been once the capital of the
Siamese empire. By the French missionaries it was named Pipley.
PHULTAMBA.-Atown in the provinceof Aurungabad, fifty miles N.W.
from, and situated on the southern
bank of, the Godavery. Dr. Taylor
conjectures it to have been the sncient Plutana.
PILLAMEBCUM.-Alarge choultry
in the Carnatic rovince, district of
Madura, situatei by the sea-side, on
the verge of a wild country interspersed with low rocks, about nineteen miles travelling distance E. by
S. from Ramnad. Remains of a paved
road, much obliternted by the sand,
may still be discerned between this
place and Tarito~ly, where the pilrims embarked for Ramisseram.FuIlarton, gc.)

f

PILLIBBETf Pilibhill.-A town in
'the province of Delhi. district of
Bareily, thirt miles N.E. from Bareily ; lat. 28 42' N., Ion. 7S0 42/ E.
This place stands on the banks of
the Gurrah, which is navigable during
some part of the year. Duriug the
Rohillah prosperity Pilibeet was an
emporium of commerce, and was
greatly enlarged by Hafez Rehmut,
who erected a mosque here, elegant
in structure, but deficient in magnitude, and which in consequence
makes a more superb show as a picture than the reality justifies. He
also built a spacious pettah four
miles in circumference. After the
transfer. of Rohilcund to Oude in
1774its commerce was mostly annihilated, but it has since revived considerably. TLq rice d e d the Pilli2 D a

B

heet rice, grown to the north of
Deekhalu, is of a very superior qua.lity, and celebrated all over Upper
Hindostan for its whiteness and firmness. I t is generally called Pillibeet
rice from its being sold here a t a
great hir, but it is to be p u r c h d in
the greatest perfection at Chi1keah.(FulCarton, Buhop He&r, #c.)
PIUINGPASS.-In Northern Hindostan, the boundary between Bussaherand Chinese Tartary, and 13,518
.feet above the level of the s e a Beond the Sutuleje, and visible from
ience, is the mighty Pargeul, an immense mass that rises 13.500 feet
above the bed of the riier, and
91,000 above the level of the sea.(Mescrr. Gerarh, &.)
PINAGRA.-A small town in the
Salem and Barramahal districts, ninety-two miles E.S.E. from Seringapatam ; lat. 1%' Y N., Ion. 77' 57' E.
PINDARIES. See MALWAPRO-
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PINDEE
DADAKHAN.-A town in
the province of Lahore, situated on
the north bank of the Jhylum, 106
miles N.W. from the city of Lahore;
lat. 320 3Y N., Ion. 78O 471 E.
-

PINoEE MAKOuLEn.-A
in
the province
eighteen
miles E. from the Indus; lat. 3 3 O 26'
N., lon. '/lo 69' E.
PrNDTrauKH

for

A

small village in the Gujerat penin~"h
situated On a
plain, extending about two miles
western shore, and twenty
from the north-weatern extremit of
the peninsula; la' 220 I' N'* 'On'
69O 24' E. In this vicinity there is
a spring of pink-coloured water, celebrated among the natives as a place
of pilgrimage, the Hindoos consi-dering it to have been the spring
where the five Pandoos procured their
pardon for h e crime of cow-killing,
s~tbsequentto their expulsion from
IIastinapoor.-fMm~~aurdo, gc.)

thirtydne miles N.E. from Sirhind ;
lat. 30° 47' N., Ion. 760 64' E. This
valley belongs to the raja of Pattiallah, who ha3 here a garden constructedoriginally by a nobleman of t h e
emperor Acberss court. The grounds
are laid out in a succession of terraces,
and are supplied with abundance of
water by canals from the neighbouring
hills,forming cascades and jetd'eaux
throughout the garden.
PIN NATHTEYPLE.-A temple in
Northern Hindostan, eighteen miles
N. by W. from that of Bhadrinath ;
lot. 29O 50' N., Ion. 79O 32' E.; 7,111
feet above the level of the sea.
PIPLOUD
f Pippalavati)-A town
in the province of Candeish, thirty
miles N.E. from Boorhanpoor ; lat.
21° 37' N., Ion. 760 37' E.
town in the
PIPLY(Pi &).-A
province of %)rissa, district of Cuttack, twent -seven mile8 south from
5 N., .
the town ofkuttack ; lat. 20° '
Ion. 85O 68' E.
PIPLY.-A town in the province
of Bengal, district of Midnapoor,
twenty-eight miles E.N.E. from Balasore ; lat. 21° 42' N., Ion. 87O 20'
E. About the middle of the seventeenth century this was a great resort
of European commerce, and from
whence the Dutch shipped annually
2,000 tons of salt. ~h~ firstpefmission that the English received from
the Mogul emp&ors to trade with
Bengal was restricted to Piply, now
almost unknown. Since that period
the floods have washed away a
part of the town, and formed a dangerous bar in the river. The town
stretches
length, but in
1819 was a dull, thinly inhabited,

and Poor place'
PITT'S S ~ n r r ~ s . - T h e straits that
separate the islands of Salwatty and
Battanta, lying off the western extremity of Papua, or New Guinea,
are thus named. In length they may
be estimated at thirty miles, by six
the average breadth.

PINJO~.-A small town and valley . PLASSEY
(Palmi).-A town in the
or doon in Northern Hindostan, province ofBengal, district of Nud-
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den, a b u t thirty miles nollth from
Moorshedabad; lat. 23' 45' N., Ion.
88. 15' E. The battle or rout of
Plassey, which deci~led the fate of
Bengal, and ultimately of India, was
fought on the 23d of June 1757.
The British forces under Colonel
Clive consisted of 900 Europeans,
100 topasses, and 3,000 sepoys, with
eight six-pounders and two howitzers.
T h e young nabob, Sern'e ud Dowlah's
army, if ~ u c ha rabble deserve the
name, was estimated at 50,000 foot,
fifty pieces of cannon, and about
forty French fugitives from Chandernagore, the only trustworthy portion
of the whole despicable mass.
The field of t h ~important
s
achievement can now with extreme difficulty
(if a t all) be traced, owing chiefly to
the encroachments of the river, which
has here entirely changekl its course.
T h e nabob's hunting seat,in common
with almost every other memorial,
has been long ago swept away, and
even the celebrated man oe grove is
no longer to be found.-fOrm, F&
brton, qc.)

PLAS~IA
f Paloriya).-A
town in
Northern Hindostan, the residence
of the Hindoor raja, situated some
miles from the left bank of the Sutule'e; lat. 31° 2' N., Ion. 7 6 O 38'E.
~ k country
e
is a little open down to
Roper, where a low range of hills,
or rather hillocks, marks a kind of
separation from the ~lains.-(Hod~;on and Herbert, 4c.)
P O G ISLES
~ Y (Pulo Paggy).-The
Poggy or Nassau isles form part of a
chain which lie off the whole length
of the west coast of Sumatra, at the
distance of from twenty to thirty
leagues. The north extremity of the
Northern Poggy is situated in lat. a0
18' S., and the southcrn extremity of
the most southern island in lat. 3' 16'
S. The two are separated from each
other by a very narrow passage called
See Cockup, which affords very safe
anchorage for ships.
The surface of these islands is
rough and irregular, consisting of
high and precipitous mountains, co-
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vered with trees to their oummits,
arnon which are the species called
paon &uhn), fit for the largest masts.
The woods in their present state are
quite ilnpervious. The sago-tree
grows in plenty, and is the cliief food
of the inhabitants, who do not cultivate rice. The coco-nut tree, ba~nboo, and a great variety of fruits,
such as mangosteens, apples, plantains, &c. are also to be found. The
wild animnals are the red deer, hog%,
and various kinds of monkeys; but
there are not any buffaloes, goats, or
tigers. Fish are procured in great
plenty, and with pork constitute the
favourite food of the natives. The
shell of the nautilus is oRen driven
on uhore empty, and the natives d e
clare they have never yet caught its
inhabitant (a sepia) alive in the shell.
Notwithstanding the proximity of
these islands to Sumatra, the inhabitants and their language have no reseniblance to those of Sumatra, but
a strong one to those of the South
Sea islands. Near the entrance of
the straits of See Cocku (Si Cakap),
on the northern island: are a few
houses inhabited by Malays from
Bencoolen, who reside for the purpose of boat-building, on account of
the abundance of timber. The natives are few, and subdivided into
small tribes, each occupying a small
river, and dwelling in one village.
On the Northern Poggy are seven
villafes, and on the southern five;
the aggregate inhabitants not exceeding 1,400, as the interior is uninhabited. Their clothing is a piece of
coarse cloth made of the bark of a
tree ; their stature about five feet
and a half, and their complexion a
li ht brown or copper colour like the
dalays. The use of betel is unknown, and the tattooing of the skin
(two marked distinctions) universal.
They have no metal except what they
rocure from Sumatra. The greatest
rength of their war-canoes is sixtyfive feet, breadth five feet, depth
three feet and a half; and their weapons bows and arrows.
The natives of these islands do
not appear to have any form of re-
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POINT DE GALLE.

l i o l ~ worebip,
s
and do not ractise about fourteen miles travelling discircumcision. When a d e B from tance north by east from Bombay.
whence they came, they rep1 from Here is a small but neat Portuguese
the sun. Murder is p u n i s h J b y re- church, and the village is inhabited
taliation; adultery by cutting off the entirely by native Christians--(I.&
hair of the female, and transfemng hrton, 4.c.)
the paramour'r goods and chattels to
POINTY.-A small town in the
the injured husband. Their customs province of Bahar, district of Bogliin the disposl of their dead resemble poor, situated on the right bank of
those of the Otaheiteans.
the Ganges, a few miles above TelliaIn A.D. 1783 the son of a raja of ghurry. The river here winds round
one of these ilnnds came over to a promontory of the Vindhya ridge,
Bencoolen on a visit of curioaity, and and the tomb of a Mahomedan saint
seemed to be an intelligent man. He forms a conspicuous object on the
appeared acquainted 4 t h several projecting eminence.
of the constellations, and gave distinct names to the pleiades, scorpion,
POINTPALMIBAS.-ApWm0UtOrJT
great bear and Orion's belt ; and un- and small town in the province of
derstood the distinction between fixed Orissa, dirtrict of Cuttack ; lat. 20".
and wandering stars. He pa~ticularly 4 5 N., Ion. 87' 5' E. In favourable
noticed Venus, which he named the weather Bengal pilot schooners for
planet of the evening. Sumatra he the river Hooghly are frequently met
named Seraihu, and said that as to with as soon aa this cape is passed.
religion, the rajas alone prayed, and
POINT
DE GALL=.-A fortified town
sacrificed fowls and hogs. In the
first instance they address themselves near the south-western extremity of
to the power above the sky ; next t o Ceylon, seventy-eight milea along the
those in the moon, who are male and sea-shore, S.S.E. from Columbo ; lat.
female; and lastly to that evil being 6O 1' N., Ion. 80' 10' E. The harwhose residence is below the earth, bour here is spacious, and more particularly the outer road ; the inner
and the cause of earthquakes.
The dialects of Neaa and the Pog- harbour is secure during a great part
gy isles (the inhabitants of which are of the year, but winds from a partermed Mantaway by the Malays) ticular quarter are requisite to carr
have probably greater pretensions to vessels out to ma. Ships outwardoriginality than any of the Sumatran bound from Europe come in si ht of
,
dialects, but more resemble the Batta the first land at Dondra ~ e a i the
than any other language.--(Crisp, southern promontory of Ceylon, and
mark Point de Galleas the first harMarrden, Lydm, gc.)
bour. There is no regular rainy seaPOIN.-A town in Northern Hin- son here, as from its situation at the
dostan, formerly the residence of one extremity of the island this spot parof the twenty-fo~irrajas, but now sub- takes of both monsoons. More rain,
ject to Nepaul; 1st. 28' 9 N., Ion. however, falls between November and
83' 34YE., 100 miles N.W. from Cat- February than at any other time.
mandoo. I t stands on the top of a
The fort of Point de Galle is about
high hill, where much snow falls, and a mile and a quarter in circumference,
the cold is intense. According to and stands near the southern extrenative accounts this capital contains mity of the island, on a low rocky
120 houses, and the whole territory promontory. Some of the bastions
2,000. The tract is said to possess command the passage leading to the
iron mines, that formerly yielded the inner harbour, which is intricate and
raja 4,000 rupees per annum.--(F. rock and sholild not be attempted
Buchanan, 4c.)
in t k dark without an experienced
POINMXR.-A village on the island pilot. The works are extensive and
of Salsette, province of Aurungabad, substantial, but commanded by sevo-

POLIGAW
ral eminences, one of which is within musketshot. On the side opposite to the fort there is a reservoir of
excellent water, and a wooden quay
provided with every convenience for
filling the casks. During the Dutch
government most of the cinnamon
was shipped from hence, and British
ships still call on their way to Columbo, and take up the quantity produced in the districts of Galle and
Matura. The Euro ans live mostly
within the walls o c h e fort, which
are capacious ; but the native Ceylonese and a little intermixture of
strangers are scattered about in all
directions. Coir ro s are manufactured h e n in consiEmble quantities
and exported, as also coco-nuts,
coco-nut oil, areca or betel-nuts,
pumplenoses, and oranges.
A colony of Chinese was settled
here by overnment in 1801, but as
Mr. Coriner does not mention them
in 1805, it is probable they have not
prospered. Point de Galle ranks after
Trincomalee in the list of Ceylonese
towns, yet it is in fact larger, richer,
and more commercial. The adjacent
country is mountainous, four ranges
being visible rising one above the
other, and covered with jungle to the
summit. The coast is mostly coral,
of which substance a large portion of
the fortifications is built, and along
the seacoast fifty dierent sorts of
small shell-fish may begathered. The
Portuguese obtained possession of
Point de Galk so early as A.D. 1517.
--(Pcrcinal,
C o r h , M.Qraham,
Lord Volentiu, Bruce, &.)
POINT
P ~ n ~ o . - T h enorthernmost
extremity of the island of Ceylon, situated in lat. 9946' N., Ion. 80° 7' E.
POLIGABS'
TE~RITOBY.-Asubdivision of the Carnatic province, at
present comprehended in the districts
of Madura and Dindigul, and situated
between the tenth and eleventh degree of north latitude. Although this
tract among Europeans has acquired
the distinctive appellation of Poligars'
territory, the name is not peculiar,
being common to every native chief
throughout the south of India.

TERRITQRY.

1,07

These Poligars are (or rather were)
chieftains of different degrees of
power and consequence, who bear a
strong &oity to the ze~nindarsof the
Northern Circars and the thakoors
of Rajpootana Those whose pollams or estates are situated in the
frontier and jungly part of the country, are represented to have been for
the most part leaders of banditti and
freebooters, who, as is not uncomnlon in Asia, have after been entrusted
with the police of the country. Some
of them trace their descent from the
ancient rajas, or from those who
held hi h confidential offices under
the ~in8oo~ovsrnments,
and received
allowances In land and money for the
support of a body of horse and foot
on the feudal principle. Other Poiigars had been renters of villages, or
revenue' officers, who had revolted
in times of public disturbance, and
obtained possession of lands, to
which they were constantly adding by
successive encroachmenta, when the
ruling power happened to be weak
and inefficient. The heads of villages, when Favor~redby the natural
strength of the country, frequently
assumed the name and character of
Poligars, and kept up their military
retainers and ~lominalofficers of state,
exercising in r contracted sphere
many of the essential powers of sovereignty.
The amount of tribute thev ~ n i d
to the soubahdars of the ~a;*;atic
was wholly disproportioned to the
revenues ; but more was invariably
extorted by the officers of government, under the name of fines and
presents, which was a perpetual
source of violence and distraction.
During the periods of public calamity, they retaliated on the nabobs'
officers, and on the peaceable inhabitants of the government villages,
those acts of indefinite snd oppressive
authority which had been committed
on themselves. Hence the British
government was repeatedly burthened
with large armaments to subdue these
feudatories, involving heavy disburse.
plents of the public revenue, and
severe losa of lives.
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The principal pollams or poligar
estates are those of Shevagunga,Ramnad, Manapara, Madura, and Nattam, where the succession descends
in the female line through the oldest
daughter, who conveys the title of
raja to her husband. The two first
were permanently assessed in 1803,
a t the same time with those of Tinnevelly, and the contributions of the
rest of the revenue were soon after
settled in perpetuity. From that
period the tribute of the poliprs,
altho~igh it had been increased in
amount, has been punctually paid;
no blood has been shed, or money
expended in hostile operations, and
the surrounding diatricts have enjoyed tranquillity under the ancient system of village police, so congenial to
the Hindoo disposition.-(Fiflh Heport, Lord Valentia, &c.)
POLLIUMPETTY.-A
large village in
the province of Coimbatoor, fifty-two
miles travelling distance N. N. W.
from Daraporam. At this place there
ie a temple dedicated to Vishnu,
where he is worship ed under the
epithet of Permala.- (!~uUarton,4c.)

POLO
1sr.~.-A small island in the
Eastern seas, one of the Philippines,
situated off the west coast of Luzon
or Luqonie, and about the fifteenth
degree of north latitude. In length
it may be estimated at twenty-five.
miles, by three the average breadth.

P O N D I ~ H EfEPuducherij.
~Y
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A city on the sea-coast of the Car-

natic province, once the most splendid European settlement in Hindostan, but greatly reduced by its subsequent misfortunes ; lat. 1lo 57' N.,
Ion. 7g0 54' E. ; eighty-five miles S.
by W. from Madras. This place
etands on a sandy plain not far from
the sea-shore, producing only palm
trees, millet, and a few herbs. Upon
the whole, however, it is better situated than Madras, as during the S.W.
monsoon,which is the season of naval
warfare, it is to windward, an advantage of wliich the French experienced the benefit during the hard
contested wars of the last century.

As a commercial town it has no naturn1 advantages, m d when it ceased
to be the capital of the French
possessions in India, it noon fell t o
decay.
~ondicherryhowever is still (1820)
a handsome city, the streets being of
an uniform breadth, built with remarkable regularity, and intersecting each other at right angles. The
houses are of a good height, with flat
terraced roofs, the walls stuccoed
white and yellow, and the whole free
from any inter~nixt~~re
of huts or
other native habitations. Nearly in
the centre ir a spacious square, laid
out in walks shaded by rows of trees,
with the government house on the
north side, andon the east open to the
sea. The black town lies to the south
of the city, separated from it by a sort
of fosse. It covers a great extent of
ground, and is laid out with nearly
the ssme regularity as the European
quarter.
In 1758 the French ministry, confiding in the great force sent out under M. Lally, ordered him to destroy
and dismantle all the British fortresses
that might fall into his power, which
he executed ~racticall~when
he c a p
tured Fort St. David. A heavy ritribution followed when Pondicberry
was taken by Col. Coote in 1761.
On this event the fortifications were
levelled, and the ditch filled up by
the ren~ovalof the glacis into it,
from which destruction it never after
completely recovered. Of the celebrated bound hedge no trace is now
discernible, and an old brick tower
(a fragmeut probably of the old citadel), where the flag is hoisted, is all
that is left of the fortifications. The
present government-house, a handsome building stuccoed with shell
chunam, was erected after the restoration of the settlement to France ;
but the ruins of the convent of Capuchins still remain a monument of the
sack.
The French first adventured to
India in A.D. 1601, when two small
ships were fitted out under the command of the Sieur Bardalieu, which
were wrecked next year among the
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Maldives,without reachingtheir destination. In 1604, Henry the Fourth of
France incorporated t l ~ efirst French
East-India Company, with a charter
for fifteen years. I11 1672 the French
nnder M. Martin purchased from the
king of Visiapoor (Bejapoor) a village
on the coast called Ponclicherry (Puducheri), with a sn~alltract adjacent,
where he effected a settlement, which
soon became populous from the distracted state of the neighbouring
countries. In 1693 the Dutch took
Pondicherry, which they retained until the peace of Ryswick in 1697,
when they were obliged to restore it,
with thc fortifications greatly improved.
On the 26th August 1748, Admiral Boscawen besieged Pondicherry
with an army composed of 3,720 Europeans, 300 Topasses, and 2,000 Sepoys, and on the 6th October was
compelled to raise the siege, having
lost in the course of it 1,065 Europeans. TheFrench garrison consisted of 1,800 Europeans and 3,000 Sepoys. M. Duple~xacted as governor
during the siege, having been appointed in 1742, and held the reins
until 1754, when he was rcmoved.
M. Lally landed at this settlement on
the 28th February 1758, when an active war ensued between the French
and British forces, which ended in
the total ruin of the French and their
adherents. Pondicherry surrendered
t o the British army under Col.Coote
on the 16th January 1761, after a
long and strict blockade. The total
number of Euro ean military taken
in the town, i n c h i n g artificers attached to the troops, was 2,072; the
civil inhabitants were 381 ; the artillery fit for service 500 pieces of cannon, and 100 n~ortarsand howitzers.
The ammunition, fire-arms, weapons,
and military stores, were in equal
abundance.
At the peace of 1763 this fortress
was restored to the French EastIndia Company, with the fortifications
in a very dilapidated condition ; but
by great exertions, and the skill of the
French engineera, they were again
considerably strengthened. In Octo-
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ber 1778 it rurrendered to the army
under Sir Hector Munro, after an obstinate defence, highly honourable to
the governor, M. de Bellecornbe. Tbe
garrison consisted of 3,000 men, of
whom 900 s e r e Europeans. The
besieging army amounted to 10,500
men, of whom 1,500 were Europeans.
At the peace of 1783 it was again
transferred to the French; but on
the breaking out of hostilities, surrendered to the British army on the
a3d of August 1793. On this occasion the garrison consisted of 900
soldiers and 1,500 armed inhabitants.
During the peace, or rather huce of
Amiens, Pondicherry was again res.
tored to its former proprietors, at
which period (1802) the inhabitants
were estimated at 25,000, the revenue
40,000 pagodas per annum, and the
extent of sea-coast five miles. On
this event Buonaparte seems to have
formed expectations of raising it to
its ancient pre-ernincnce: but his
plans were frustrated by the short
duration of the peace, Pondicherry
being again occupied by a British garrison in 1803. With them it remained during the long, hard-fought,
and eventful war, finally terminated
by the second peace of Paris in 1815,
in consequence of which it was for
the fourth time restored, with all due
formalities, to its original owners.
While under the British domination
it was attached to the southern district of Arcot, and in 1817 yielded a
gross revenue of 12,988 pagodas.
In 1820 Count Dupays was governor of the French settlements on the
coast of Coromandel. By treaty they
(the French) are debarred from restoring the fortifications of Pondicherry, or from maintaining any force
there beyond what is necessary for
the urposes of police. The renewal
of t i e intercourse with the mother
country had, up to the above date,
given very little stimulus to commerce; the British fiscal regulations
opposing an e5ectual barrier to any
tr&c with the interior, mercantile
operations were in consequence almost limited to the consumption of
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POOGUL.
the place. There is still a mint here,
where money ie annually coined t o
the extent of nine lacks of rupees,
rather of a ~uperiorstandard to tbe
Arcot ru e, but not received as such
a t any ot%e Madras treasuries. The
principal p l m of worship now in
use are, the church of the Jesuits,
and tbe larger but less shewy cburch
of the Capucbins, wbich belonged to
the monastery of that order destroyed by the Englisb. The buildings of
the &&want Jesuits college are now
occupied ae dwelling-houses by the
bishop and clergy.
Travellin distance from Madras,
100 miles; %om Seringapatam, 360 ;
from Hyderabad, 453; from Delhi,
1,400 ; from Calcutta. 1,130 ; from
Nagpoor, 773; snd from Poona, 707.
(Fullarton, Lord Valentia, Ormc,
Macpkrron, RcnneU, 4c.)
PONDY
ISLE.-A small island in
the Eastern seas, lying off the northeast point of Madura Island, about
three miles in circumference, producing rice, and abounding with bullocks, sheep, and oultry. On this
spot the best breecf of horses in the
Eastern islands is to be found. They
are cheap, and form a principal artlcle of exportation.
PONTIANA(or P d k d ) . - A
Dutch possesam, acquired in 1776,
on the west coast of Borneo; lat. 3O
S., Ion. 109' W E. The bar at the
entrance of the Lewa or Pontiana river has only from ten to twelve
feet of water at high spring tides,
but further u it ie deep to a great
distance, witg a current of about
three and a h a l h i l e s per hour. The
anchorage in the roads is safe and
free from shoals, and the weather,
even in October, is never so bad as
to interrupt the regular intercourse
between the ship and the shore. The
town of Pontiana stands about twelve
miles from its mouth, where there is
a fort, and also some armed vessde
stationed.
About twenty years ago, there
were settled in the town and bounds
of Pontiana a b u t 3,000 Malays, 1,000
Buggesses, 100 Arabs, about 10,000
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Chinese, besides a considerable number ofslaves of various tribes and countries. In 1810 the imports in English
bottoms amounted to 310,000 dollars,
including ninety-five chests of opium,
valued at 1,000 dollars each ; the
quantity of opium and piece-goods
imported by the Buggesses was probably much greater. The Chiuese
junks come to Pontiana in February,
and Bail about the end of June, tnking as a return cargo, gold, bird'snests, sea-slug, h e camphor, waxrattans, black wood, red wood, and
sometimes opium, tin, and other articles. The wil about Pontiana is
low and marshy, and is not so productive as the interior ; but there is
abundance of fish, and the Chinese
raise much stock, more especially
hogs.
This petty Malay state was founded in A.D. 1770 by Seid Abdul Rehman, whose father, Seid Hassan, wsa
a native of Arabia, bighly respected
among the Malay rajas. The name
Pontianak signifie~a spectre of the forest, which a pears in the form of a
winged femag. I n 1813, aRer the
conquest of Java by the British, tbe
sultan of Pontiana dreadingan attack
from the chief of Sambas, appliedfor
and received a British garrirson. In
September 18% a Dutch expedition
proceeded up the Pontiana river, to
a distance of mare than 300 miles,
and returned in November, its object being to subjugnte the independent states of Sangau, Sintang, and
Silat, in which they succeeded. They
are in consequence masters of the
coast of Borneo, from the eastern
confines of Banjarmassin to the
northern boundary of Sambas, a space
which includes the gold and s~lver
mines, and a large population of Malays, Chinese, and Dayaks.--(Leyden,
Stauon'nru, 4c.)
POOGUL.-A village in the province
of Ajmeer, principality of Bicanere;
lat. 38' 26' N., lon. 7 P 31' E., fortytwo miles N.W. from the town of
Bicanere. This is one of the principal stages on the road through the
desert to Bahawulpoor, as rain-water

covered from artillery, while the effects of a bombardment are in proportion destructive. The inequalities of
the inner surface of a rocky hill-fort,
keep a bomb-shell In constant motion
until it explodes; the hollow parts,
consequently, which are the most
secure against shot, suffer most from
a bombardment, which keeps the
/Pu'o
arrison in a state of incessant and
motion. Accordi,,gly in
large island in the British district of fmiq
Martaban, formed two bran*es of the late wars, the loftily-perched forthe
river, twenty
tresses fell successively, and in far
long by about five in breadths and less time than such towns DB Belgaum
~ part ofP the Marta~
and
~ Bhurtpoor,
~
~ seated~ on plains,
the most P
ban province. It is
productive altllough enclosing l a q e arms, and
of rice, for the cultivation of which partly defended by tanks,
it is singularly well adapted.--(Pdlk
after the
Poona is built very
MS. Documentr, 4c.)
fashion of Oojein and Boorhanpoor,
Puaa).-A
city in the which are reckoned among the best
prr;:ztolAurungabad,
until 1818 built native cities of Hindostan. The
the capital of the Maharatta emp-ire, great street is wide and handsome,
and since then of a British district; and the mixture of rude paintings in
lat. 18' 30' N., lon. 74O 2/ E. This illustration of mythological le ends,
place (emphaticall termed the deiah with the carved frame-work obdarkor native land of t e Maharattas) is coloured wood, give the fronts of the
situated about thirty miles to the east houses a Fantastic, and at the same
of the ghauts, LOO road miles from time cheerful appearance. The streets
Bombay, and seventy-five from the also are named after individuals of
nearest sea-coast. It stands on an the Hindoo pantheon, adding the terextensive plain very bare of trees, mination warry, equivalent to street,
and elevated about 2,000 feet above so that the history of the principal
the level of the sea, and is surround- Brahminical deities may be learned
ed by hills of the tmpformation,with while traversing the city. It is withthe singularly scar ed form peculiar out walls or fort, the pagodas are few
t o that species o f mountain, above and not large, and it presents few
one thousand feet higher. Many of traces of having been quite recently
these under the native regime were the capital and residence of a powercrowned with hill-forts, for which ful sovereign.
their form remarkably qualifies them,
The ancient palace or castle of
but the greater part have been des- Poona is surrounded by high thick
troyed, and abandoned as useless, or walls. with four round towers, and
worse than useless, on the European has only one entrance through a
system. The inore inaccessible these pointed arch. In 1809 the Peshwa
fastnesses are from. the plain, they made arrangements for the erection
are, under ordinary circumstances, of a palace, to be built by British arthe less valuable as depcits, as com- chitects, his highness defraying the
manding great roads, and as facili- expense. Preparatory to the contating the progress or manceuvres of struction of this edifice the ground
a defensive army. Even separately, was marked out, and according to
when considered as places of refuge, Hindoo notions consecrated, by being
it may soon be discovered that the plastered all over with a composimore steep and rugged mountains, tion of cow-dung and ashes : but the
in the ravines with which they design was never carried into effect.
abound, afford very secure approaches The view from the small temple on .
to the foot of tho walls, completely the apex of Parvati hill commands

ie preserved here in amall vaulted reservoirs, and sold to the caravans.
There is well-water also, but it is
rather brackish. This village belongs
to Bicanere,' and consists of a few
miserable straw huts in the midst of
a-sea of sand, without a vestige of ve6etcrtion.-(Elphinstone, $c.)
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the town, with all its garden8 and
plantations, the military cantonments,
and British residency at the Sun um.
At the bottom of the hill is a fmge
square field, enclosed with high brick
walls, where the Peshwa used to assemble the Brahmins, to whom he
gave alms at the great feast, when the
rainy season'terminates,who on tbese
occasions begged their way to Poona
from all parts of Hindostan. When
all assembled, they were shut in and
marked, and as they came out one at
a time, the gratuity was given to
them. A dukhana, or distribution of
alms to learned Brahmins, is still
continued by the British government,
but on a reduced scale, amounting
to about 35,000 rupees annually. A
Hindoo college has also been established here, at an expense of about
1,200 rupees per month. Close to
the Bbove field is the small unfinished
palace of the HeeraBaugh, the favourite count residence of the last
~ e s h w aw
, i x its cy ress garden, artificial lake, and pr&n. To the east
of the city is a mythological excavation of a very simple nature, apparently dedicated to Siva. In 1821 a
college for the preservation and advancement of Hindoo learning was
established here. There is alsu a
and convenient British
and za good library in the
cantonments, for the use of the roldiers.
At Poona the Moota river joins
the Moola, their union forming the
Moota Moola, which flows into the
Beema. The Beema afterwards proceeding on, forms a junction with the
Krishna, by which route, during the
rainy season, a journey by water in a
light canoe may be effected from within seventydive n~ilesdintance of the
west coast of India to the bay of
Ben?
The Moota washes the city
on t e north side, where it is about
PO0 yards broad, and in the dry monsoon very shallow. I t was formerly
intended to build a bridge over it ;
but the Peshwa who commenced the
undertaking dying, and also his successor, the attempt was judged unpleasing to the gods, and abandoned.

:r:?

The piers of two bridges subsequently
attempted may still be seen projecting above the sorface of the water.
The Sungum, where the British ambassador used to reside, in distant
about two miles from the city ; but
the buildings here were entirely d e
stroyed during the hostilities of 1818.
In 1830 the civil establishment for
administering the affairs of the conquered Maharatta districts occupied
h o u m on the skirts of the cantonment, which were renovated and extended after the Peshwa's exp~~lsion.
On a high mountain south-west from
Poona the formidable works of the
fortress of Singhur are seen.
The ex-Pesl~wa, Bajerow, is the
son of the famous Ragobah (or Ragoonauth Row), of evil memory. His predecessor Madhurow, the young peshwas died suddenly in 1795, when this
prince a s s raised to the sovereignty;
but experienced many vicissitudes,
having been repeatedly dethroned
and reinstated by the chiefs of the
different factions. His alliance with
the British government in 1802, esta- blished his power on a solid foundation; but the perversity of his disposition urged him on to his overthrow.
Although his family is Brahminiral,
yet not being of the highest order,
the purer classes of Brahmins refused
to eat with them ; and at Nassuck, a
place of pilgrimage near the source of
the Godavery, Bajerow was not allowed to descend by the same flight
of steps used by the holy priests.
The population of Poona is not so
great as might be expected for the
metropolis of so extensivean empire.
In 1819 it was estimated by Mr. Elhinstone at only 110,000 persons,
Lving diminished about one-eighthsubcequent to theabrogation oftheMaharatta dynasty. Formerly, at the festivalof the Dusserah (about 13th October), the great Maharatta chiefs used
to attend Poona, accompanied by
prodigious crowds of their followers,
by whom whole districts were devastated. Having celebrated the festival, they were accustomed to set out
on their predatory excursions into
the neighbouring countries, where

POONA.
little distinction wns made between
friend and f o e - a Maharatta being
remarkably impartial in his robberies.
On some occasions, when invaded,
the Mahnrattas not thinking Poona
worth preserving, have destroyed it
with their own hands, after sending
the archives and valuables to some
strong hill-fortress; and in a state
that can exist without a large capital,
great advantage is gained in war by
a release from such an encumbrance.
In 1803, when menaced by Jeswunt
Row Holcar and his sanguinary banditti, the Duke of Wellington, by a
rapid advance and seasonable arrival,
saved Poona from utter destruction.
Travelling distance from Bombay,
98 miles ;from Hyderabad, 387 ;from
Oojein, 442 ; from Nagpoor, 486 ;
from Delhi, 913; and from Calcutta,
by Nagpoor, 1.208 miles.--(RenneU,
Fullorton, BBhop Heber, M. Gmhant,theMarquers of Wellerley, Moor,

4c.I
POONA.-A British district in the
province of Aurungabad,
Out
the Maof the recent conquests
haratta peshwa. This collectorate
extends
Western Ghauts ; 1s slxty-five miles
in the
and
before it diminishes into a strip of
about twelve miles. Its greatest
west is
length from east
five miles, and its medium length
(exclusive of the strip at its eastern
extremity) is sixty-eight miles. The
hilly country west of Poona is named
Mawul.
The general face of the country is
mountainous and irregular, intersected by many rivers and streams. The
vallies through which they flow are
fertile, and, with some exceptions,
well popled. A few teak and poon
trees are found among the mountains,
but the timber is of small dimensions.
The climate is good and invigorating,
and suits Europeans better than
many other provinces. The riodirains are similar to those t E t prevail along t h e western coast; and a
few showers from the monsoon of
the other coast reach this, and are

fift~.mi!es

the
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calculated upon by cultivators for the
advancement of their crop. The
majority of the inhnbitants are Koonbies, or cultivators, generally small
in person, although they eat animal
food and drink spirituous liquors.
The great body of the Maharatta peasantry are a simple and peaceable
people; and there are few districts
of equal extent and population in India where so few crimes are committed.
Poona is the only city in this district ; hut there are several respectable towns that carry on nn inland
tra5c. The principal fabrics are
coarse woollen and cotton cloths ;In
the capital there are also some silkweavers, who vie with those of Putton in manufacturing silken sarhees
and other dresses, ornamented with
the precious metals. The houses of
the large towns are comfortable structures of stone and mud, covered with
tiles, and sometimes two stories high.
The most remarkable hilla are usually distinguished by a fort or temple
on the summit. The Syadurree range
is probably not less than 2,800 feet
above the level of the sea ; while the
hill-forts of Logur, Issapoor, Kooaree, Singhur, and Poorunder are not
less than 4,000 feet above the sea.
~l~~most sanctified hill is that where
the river B~~~~ takes its rise, this
being supposed to he the very spot
where the original ~~h~ D~~~ ~ i
ga, felt ~h~ other ,,laces of
g.image are ~
h
~~ ~ ~
rah, I ) (at~ the~ caves
~ of carli),
Alindee, Igooree, Moreishwur, &c.
The gods, great and small, worship
ped at these places are innumerable ;
In fact, the whole Hindoo pantheon
under diversely spelled names. One
object of worship is said to be a stone
that melts into water by the heat of
the moonbeams.
The country is subdivided into villages, with and without other de endent villages and hamlets. ~ r o m
Arty
to ninety villages compose a turruf
or mtthal. The largest mahal of each
turruf is called a cusba, and is the
market town of the division; five to
seven turrufs form a soubah, pranth,

~
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or desh. The boundary lines of a
village are usually some natural limit,
such as the course of a stream, and
the ridges of mountains and hills.
The villages are for the most part
open ; some, however, have good
walls of mud and stone, strong
enou h to nfford defence againat the
attacts of predatory cavalry. The
proportions of the different soils are,
black land, eight ; mixed soil, three ;
red soil, four; rice grounds in the
ghauts, one ;being in all, sixteen. Of
garden cultivation the poportion may
be about one-tenth of the whole.
The revenue of this district was
settled many yeara ago by Mallik
Amber, the celebrated Deceany financier, whose plan of assessment was
the same as that of Toodur MUD, under the Emperor Acber, oiz. a money
rent, which varied with the produce
of the year.-(Public MS. Docu&a,
Be,)
P~~NAXHA.--Atown in Bootan,
the winter residence of the Deb raja,
situated on a peninsula, washed on
two sides by the Matcl~ieuand Patchieu rivers,immediately before their
junction ; Int. 27' 58' N., Ion. 89O
54' E., lieventeen miles N.E. from
Tassisudon. This heing the warmest
part of Bootan, it has been selected
for the cultivation of exotics from
the south. The palace of Poonakha
resembles that of Taosisudoo, but is
rather more spacious, und has in the
same manner its citadel and gilded
canopy.-(Turner, kc.)
POONAXALLEE.-A
town in the Carnatic province, fifteen miles W.S.W.
from Madras; lat. 13' '2 N., Ion. 80°
8' E.
Poowrssr.-A. town in the province of Malwa, with a good fort of
masonry, thirteen miles travelling
distance from Moondver. In 1820
it belonged to Sindia.
POONDUB.-Aremote and barbarous country in Northern Hindostan,
situated among the hills, between
the Sutuleje and Jumna, the real
circumstances of which are but imperfectly known. At prescnt it ir

said to consist of three divieions1 s t Muttealla, being that portion
lying east of the Gohlee stream ; 2d.
Gaveel ; 3d. Joobur. The principal
village is Muttealla, containing thirtyfive houses or families; and there
are ten other hamlets, each containing o111y four families. Oaveel is the
next largest village, having twentgfive families and Joobur eighteen.
These three divisions have scarcely
any political mnnexion, but on some
occasions the head men act together,
such as in arranging the proportion
of tribute to be borne I)y esch, or
when cooperating against invasion.
None of these head men, however,
on account of their caste and family,
could aspire t o the rank of tans,
being all of the Kunait division of
the Chullee class, formed by intermarriages with the lower castes; an
unblemished Rajpoot descent being
an indispensable qualification for the
dignity of thakoor, rana, or sole ruler
of the most .insignificant state among
the hills.
This tract was never entirely reduced by the Gorkha power, the independent and ferocious character of
the inhabitant~enablingthem to make
a protracted resistance. During the
inroads of 1810,1811, and 1812, undertaken more for the purpose of
chastisement of that settlement, the
Gorlihas levied 15,000 8,000, and
5,000 rupees value, by the seizure of
grain, cattle, money, and property of
every description, but the last year
the countrv was utterlv exhausted.
During the respite it .has enjoyed
since the Gorkha expulsion, it has
somewhat recovered by the return .of
emigrants, yet in 1815 the whole dietrict contained onlv 160 o m &
dwellings.
Poondur devolved to the British
government in consequence of there
being no living representative of the
ancient reigning family, but its relation to the superior state is of a very
anemolous and embarrassing nature,
being more like the dependence of a
tributary republic, devoid of internal
organization, than an annexation of
country amenable to British jurisdic-

tion, and susceptible of regular settlement. In 1816 the inhabitants of
Poondur were still in the habit of receiving from the adjacent villages of
Koteghur and Joobul, a sort of black
mail, as a price of their forbearance
to plunder and to burn. Under these
circumstances it became a public duty
incumbent on the British goverment
to compel Pooudur, should compulsion be necessary, to become an orderly and peaceful member of the hill
states, the mere desire of liberty for
the purpose of infesting their neighbours not appearing entitled to much
respect.
On the other hand Poondur, notwithstanding its insignificant population, possessed great capabilities for
maintaining a prolonged opposition,
as on any hostlle approach the inhabitants were accustomed to forsake
their dwellings, concealing under
ground their grain and such valuables as they could not carry away.
They then retired to woods and fastnesses, where it was utterly fruitless
to follow them, from whence they
sallied out during the night, eut off
stragglers and out-posts, and harrassed m a l l convoys. In 1816 Sir David
Ochterlony recommended the transfer of this turbulent community to
the chief of Keonthul, as, if left to itself, it would prove a scourge tq the
surrounding states, and a scene of
sanguinary anarchy within. The objection to this arrangement was the
impractibility of reducing the people
generally to submit to the rule of any
single individual; but it appeared
evident that no degree of opposition
likely to be made to the thakoor of
Keonthul would require a greater
exertion of military coercion, than
would inevitably be necessary to establish any kind of supremacy, not
excepting that of the British govern(Public MS. Documenis,
ment.
Lieut. Rou, gd.)

-

POOBBUNDEB.-A
large and populous town built on a creek of the sea,
on the south-west coast of the Gu'erat
peninsula, fifty-eight miles S.E. jrom
J u ~ e t hPoint ; lat. 21' 3P N., Ion.

6B04Y E. This petty maritime etate
is ceutrally situated, about half way
between Diu and the north-western
extremity of the peninsula. In lala
it contained eighty inhabited villages,
two fortresses, and eleven ghurries or
places with four towers. The total
population was estimated at 75,000
rsons; the number of ploughs3,WO.
The surrounding country has a level
appearance, with the exception of one
range of mountains, about fourteen
miles distant from the town.
Poorbunder is an emporium for
Gujerat and Malwa, with Persia and
Arabia. To Muscat the exports are
cotton, thread, wheat, oil, and bajeree; the imports from thence, madder, raisins, and sumna. To Bombay
the exports are cotton and grain ;thc
imports sugar, iron, steel, tin, lead,
cloths, China-ware, broad-cloths, pepper, spices, rice, &c. in small quantities. The easy access t o the Poorbunder territory and towns, and the faciEty of shipping cotton, e v e it a preference over any other town on this
coast, and its position to the west of
Bombay emable8 vessels to leave it a t
a later period, and effect their passage
at the opening of the monsoon, while
the passage to Bombay from the ports
more to the eastward is, at the latter end of May, rendered dangerous
and precarious, owing to the wind
hanging so much to the southward.
From its geographical position also,
a military force stationed at Poorbunder is enabled to control a line
of coast from Bate to Diu.
The modern port of Poorbunder
was establishetl on the site of the
ancient city of Sudamapura, mentiuned in the BhagvatGeeta as having been
suddenly transformed from a small
village t o a city of gold by the deity
Krishna, in order to gratify his old
friendand companion Sudama. Within the territories of this small principality the Mhers and Robaries form
an original and singular institution of
a standing or national militia, who
are the organs of public opinion, and
the pillars of the state. The Robaries are cowherds; the Mhem pretend to be a caste of Rajpoots; but
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by the genuine Hindoos they are
Poonwrn (Pmrt~).-A town in
scarcely considered within the pale the province of Oude, twenty-nine
of the Brahminical religion. Both miles S.S.W. from Lucknow ; lat. 26O
tribes are supposed to muster toge- 30' N., Ion. 8U0 37' E.
ther from 3,000 to 4,000 men. The
POOs" S ~ o L ~ E . - Atown in the
reigning family are of the Jaitwar
tribe, and claim a descent from Hun;- ~"ovi"ce of Bejapoors
n ~ i b sS.S.E. from Poona; 1st. 17O
the*rtic
monkq, and
minister to t greatRama,andthough 3 r N.9 lone 74' 3w E. I t consists
not jahrejahs, so fascinating does the two parallel streets tolerably wide,
practice of evil appear to be, thst it and belongs to the raja of Satara-could be established by evidence that (Fullarton,
no grown UP daughters had appeared
POOSHPUB
f urhkara, a lake, rein the family for more than 100 years. ,-&
or tankI-A
place
They are still distinguished by the of Hindoo pilgrimagk in the province
name of the tailed ranas, from a Sup- of Ajmeer, four miles west from the
posed elollgation of the spinal bone. city of that name. The town which
On a high mountain in this district, ib.not large stands on the shore of a
visible from Bhattia, once stood the ,mantic lake, froln which the name
city of Goomty, the metropolis of the is derived. The late Dowlet Row
m ~ a sof Poorhunder, ahen their Sindia had a house and garden a t
sway extmded throughout the west- this place, which besides its sanctity
ern regions of the Gujerat peninsula. is remarkable for its beauty and ferI t was destroyed by Jam Bhamenee, tility.-(Bkhqp fzder,4c.)
who invaded the country from Sinde
Poo~oon.-A village in the profor the purpose of overturning the
Poorbunder principality. Legendary vince of Canara, twenty-five miles
tales and songs narrate their passage S.E. from Mangalore ; lat. 12' 46'
of the Runn at Mallia, which may be N., Ion. 75' 18' E. The face of the
deemed evidence of the extent of that country betwixt this place and Mancurious swamp at an early period. galore is much broken, full of barren
In 1809 this petty state was placed hills, round which the vallies wind
under the tributary protection of the like the beds of rivers. Thcse windBritish government, who delegated ings have every appearance of having
the management of its affairs to Sun- been effected by an ingrcss of the
derjee Sewjee, R respectable mer- sea, and the hills are formed of a
chant.--( Walker, Masyield, Macmur- sort of loamy clay, which on exposnre becomes hard as a rork. They
do, Pottinge*, Schuykr, &.)
(purarza, full)."12 quite naked 'ear the sea, but toPoosNA R
great ghaut range are cOA river of the Deecan which baa its ward"he
source amollg the Injardy hills, from vered with trees. This
whence it flows west through the pro- is well adopted for the construction
roads, which are easily made in
vince of Berm until it falls into the
Tuptee about twenty miles below the form of pavements, and will last
~~~~h~~ oar. There is also another for years without requiring repairs. I t
river of t[e same name that traverses wits well also for the erection of forBerar in an opposite direction.
tifications, for althougl~hard it does
not splinter, and most of the houses
POOBunpOon.-A
in the Pro- in this quarter are built of it.--(Colavince of Delhi, forty-eight miles E. I, ~
~#c.)
~
h
~
by N. from Bareily ; lat. 28' 3% N.,
Ion. 80' 2' E.
Poov~~oon.-A town in the Carnatic
province, district of Tanjore,
Poon,,,A.
A
town in the twentY*ne
N. from the city of
province of ~ l l ~ h ~twenty
b ~ d ,miles
N., Ion. 7g0 8' E.
W . ~ from
.
Bellary ; lat. 240 N., Tanjore ; lat. 1lo
Ion. 80" 7' E.
POPOISLE.^ island in the East-

-
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ern seas, lift miles in circumference,
and s i t u a t d about the 130th degree
of east longitude. The two clusters
of islands named Bo and Popolo lie
nearly in the same parallel of latitude, the latter being of a more mountainous surface than the former.
They are inhabited, and afford a supply of coco-nuts, salt, and dried fish.
-4Forrest, 4c.)
POBASSA.-A town in the province
of Malwa, ten miles travelling distance -from Dewass. In 1800 it belonged to Sindiic, and contained about
400 houses.--(Malcolm, gc,)
Poaca.-A
town on the sea-coast
of Travancore, 134 miles N.W. from
Cape Comorin ; lat. 8' 16' N., Ion.
76' 24' E. This is a populous place,
inhabited by many Mahomedan, Hindoo, and Christian merchants. The
adjacent country produces abundance
of rice, and may be called the granary of Malabar. The Dutch EastIndia Company had formerly a factory
here for the purpose of procuring
pepper.-(Fra. Paolo, qc.)
P o i o l s ~ ~ . - A n island in the Eastern seas, named also Pulo Sepora, or
the island of good fortune, situated
off the south-western coast of Somatra, N.W. of the Poggy isles, and inhabited by the same race, with the
same manners and language. In A.D.
1750, when Poro was visited by Mr.
John Saul, the towns or villages contained nearly 1,000 inhabitants ; and
in 1757, when Captain Forrest made
his inquiries, there was not any material alteration. In length it may
be estimated at thirty-three miles, by
eight the average breadth, and it is
described as being almost entirely
covered with wood.-(Morsden, 4c.)
PORTONOVO.-Atown on the seacoast of the Carnatic province, thirtytwo miles south from Pondicherry;
lat. 11°3VN., Ion. 79'50'E. This was
formerly a large and wealthy town,
but has never recovered from the
effects of Hyder's invasion in 1782.
I t is now corn aratively poor and depopulated, stig occupying a great extent of space, but containing very
VOL.

11.

few good native dwellings, and clisplnying none of tlle bustle of a seaport. The actual nuniber of inhabitants in 1820 were estimated at
10,000, of whom one-half (including
all the mercantile and seafaring classes) were Lubbies, or Mahomedan merchants.
The river Velaut discharges itself
into the sea below Portonovo after
much meandering through the sand.
I t is a stream of some breadth, but
shallow, and at most seasons easily
fordable,affordingshelteronly to boats
and small craft. All large vessels
anchor without, and discharge their
cargoes beyond the bar. The Danes
have an old factory here, and the
Dutch have the ruins of one. For
many years no use has been made of
either, but both nations continue to
keep up their prescriptive title
through the agency of a native, who
hoists a flag on their premises every
Sunday. This place is also named
Mahmoodbunder and Peringhpett,
and its neighbourhood was the scene
of a battle in 1783 between Sir Eyre
Coote and Bgder, in which the latter
was defeated -(Fullarton, 40.)
PORVEAB.-A small town on the
sea-coast of Travancore, thirty miles
W.N.W. from Cape Coniorin; lat.
do 17' N., Ion. 72'22' E.
POSITEA.-A town and fortress,
formerly piratical, in the Gujerat
peninsula, division of Okamundel,
eighteen miles N.E. from Juggeth
point. The gopee chundian, or white
clay for marking the forehead, taken
from a holy tank near Positra, sells
at Bombay for six rupees per n~aund,
-(Macn2urdo, 4c.)
POWANGHUR.-N
also
~ ~CHUV.
~~
PANEEX, which see.
PUWNEE.-A fortified town in the
province of Gundwana, thirty-one
miles S.E. from the city of Nagpoor ;
lat. 20' 55' N., Ion. 79' 42' E. I t
was captured by asman British detach.
rnent in 1818.
PBATASISLES. Clusters of islands, shoals, and large rocks of con.
siderable extent i s the Ewtern seas,

-
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being six leaguen fiom north to south,
and stretching three or four lesgucs
to the eastward ; let. 23O 50' N., Ion.
1 1 6 O 45' E.
PRA
w THAUNGY
f o r the three pagoda~).- A station on the frontier of
British Martaban towards Siam, which
marks the boundaries of the two
nations in this quarter, ninety-four
direct and 134 travelling niiles to the
eastward of Moulmein. As an approximation to the reality the site of
Praw Thaungy may be placed in
lbO30fN., lon. 90' E.
These pagodas are notliin~more
than three cairns of loose stones
piled up in the form of pyramids, a
few feet distant from each other, the
highest being about twenty feet. The
central one is neutral ground, and
marked the old frontier between the
Siamese and Burmese. In 1827 Mr.
Leal marched from hence to the
village and river of Singola in two
hours and a half. This river is one
of the contributors to the Meklong,
which joins the Menam near to Bankok, the capital of Siam. By the
Siamese this post is named Phra( M r . Leal, Capt.
chaidi-sam-sug.
Bumey, &c.)

-

. PBEPARIS1 8 ~ ~-A
8 .
cluster of
smnll islands situated midway betwqen the Andamans and Cape Negrals, the south-western extremity
of India beyond the Ganges; lat.
14' 5WN., Ion. 9 3 O 45' E. The two
small islets named the Cow and Calf
appear to be 200 feet above the level
of the sea. The principal island is
of a gently und~ilntingshape, rising
gradually to a moderate elevation,
and thickly covered with wood. f t
does not appear that the hhve any
permanent inhabkants.-(~hta~aon,

4c.I
P~XAMAN.-A
town on the S.W.
coast of Sumatra; lat. 0" 36' S., Ion.
99' 43' E. In 1685 this was the
Bast-India Company's chief settle.
ment on the island, the troops embarked to form the garrison amounting to 300 men, and the artillery to
forty-nia8 pieceb of ordniace.

-
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idnnd of Java, soath-cest 66 the $atavia district, lie what are termed by
Europeans the Priangen Regencb,
the central and southern divisions of
which, stretching from Bantam to
Cheribon, are extremely mountainous. The exterior province, which
n o w inclndm a lar e portion of C h w
ribon, consists o f the district8 of
Krawang, Chiasem, Pamanokan, Kandangaur, and Indran~ayu,along the
north coast, besides the inland and
southern districts of Kiangtrr, Bandung, Samadang, Limbangan, and
Sukapura; the southern coast from
the frontiers of Bantam being included within the divisions of Chiangur and Sakapura.
Each of these regencies in 1815
was admidistered by a native chief
immediately dependent oh government, and without authority beyond
his district, so that their power never
became formidable to any European
government. According to a census
taken by the British fi~nctionsriesnt
the above (late, the Priangen Regenciea contained a population of 243,628
persons, of which number 180 were
Chinese, inhabiting an area of 10,009
square miles.-( R G e c , 4c.)

PRINCE
or WALES'ISLAND
(named
also Pulo Pettang, or betel-nut idand).
-An island situated off the west
coast of the Malay peninsula, having
its north-eastern point in lat. 5°85'N.,
lon. 100°IY E.
This island is an irregular foursided figure, and computed to contain about 160 square mlles. Throughout the centre there is a range of
lofty hills, decreasing in altitude a s
they approach the south, and from
these flow several fine streams, which
supply the islaad sbundantty with
water. The bighefit paint is that 80
which the flapstaff is placed, by berometrical estnnation 9,2U feet above
the level of the ocean, I t is named
Pebang (the areca or betel-nut) by
the Malays, from some itnaginmy resemblance its s h a p bears to thatfmit,
although it produces w e .
The so^ here i placid and serem

PRIXCE OF WALES* %LAND.
'thrtmghout tk whole year, dorms
being only felt as it were by reflection, &cting the tides and sometimes producing a mooth swekt
Among the islands the tides are remrkobly irregular, sometimea running in one direction for several sueeesnive days, and in narrow channels
with frightful rapidity, resembling the
opening of a sluice. The periodieal
&bet of the monsoons is bet little
felt, the winds partaking more of the
nature of land and sea breezes. The
harbour is formed by a strait about
two miles across that separates the
north side of the island from the
Queda shore. It is capacious, &ds
good anchorage for the largest ship,
and in so well defended from the
winds that acciilents scarcely ever
occur, Violent squalls are occasionally experienced, but they rarely last
more than an hour.
With the exception ofJanuary and
February, which nre the dry and hot
months, the island is seldom a few
days without rain ; the heaviest falls
in November and December. Onthe
top of Flag-staff hill the thermome
ter never rises beyond 78' Fahrenheit, seldom t o 74O, and fdls to W ;
while on the plain it ranges from 7 6 O
to 90'. Frocct the dawn of day until
the sun has emerged above the high
mountains of Queda, the air in
George Town is comparatively cool.
Its distance from the b e e of the hills
is five miles, and from thence to the
flag-staff is three more.
The island of Penang is entirely
composed of granite, varying considerably in the fineness of the grain,
and s~metimescontaining hornblende,
or becoming what would be designated syenite. The soil is variow,
generally a light black mould mixed
with gravel and clay, and in many
parts sandy. The whole island had
fvages been covered by an immense
forest, from which a fine vegetable
modd, originally formed by decqed
leaves, which, as the woods were
cleared, and the surface exposed, in
a considerable degree disappeared,
but the soil of the interior is still
equd to Bny 66rt s f cultivation.
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These fora~tsproduce eraellent tiber for ship-building, and supply
mta of any dimensions. Much of
tbe north and nearly the whole of the
south and east are under cultivation,
the principal productions being pepper, betel-nut, betel-leaf, coco-nuts,
coffee, sugar, rice, ginger, yaws, sweet
potatoes. The fruits are umngos~.
teens, rambostefm, pine-apples, gue
vas, oranges, citrons, pomegranates,
&c. The exotics raised here are
clove., nutmegs, cinnamon, pimento,
cayaputty, colokva, and many other
plants from the Moluccaa and Eastern isles. Pepper is the staple =tic k of which in 1804 twa millioae of
pounds were raised.
The elastic gum vine (the urceoln
e h t i c a ) , or American caoutchouc, is
fmind in great plenty on Prince of
Wales' Island. I t is about the tbickness of the arm, aLmost round, with
a strong ash-cobured bark, mnch
cracked, and divided longitudinally,
with points at small distances that
send out roots, hut seldom branches.
It creeps along the ground to the distance of 200 paces, and then ascends
among the branches of high trees.
The milky juice of the vine IS drawn
off by wounding the b r k , or by c u t
ting the vine in pieces. The best is
procured from the oldest vines, which
will yield two-thirds of their weight
of gnm, the chemical properties of
which surprisingly resemble those of
milk.
The fort here is ill-built, and incapable of defence from its size and
construction ; the sea has also been
making rapid encroachments on it.
The public roads are wide, and extend many miles round the town,
and there are several good bridges
over the rive^, erected by the Company's artificers and Bengal convicts,
who also made the bricks. The mlukets are supplied with fish of various
kinds, poultry of all sorts, pork, grain
of every description, and a profusion
of fine fruits and vegetables. The beef
and veal are not of a good quality;
sheep ere imported from Bengd;
goat-mutton from the Malay peninsula and Sumatra. Milk, butter, and
2
~
2
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bread, especially the two 6mt, are
dear and scarce.
Almost all the country ships bound
to the eastward, particularly those
for China, touch here, where they refresh and purchase such additional
articles of trade as they have room
for. The East-India Company's ships
bound to China touch also here, and
trade in large quantities of tin, canes,
rattans, sngo, betel-nut, biche-de-mar,
bird's-nests, and pepper (except the
last all previously imported), for the
China market, as also to serve as
dunnage for the tea cargoes to Euro e. In 1822 thetotal imports were
vaTued at 2,662,558 Spanish dollars ;
and it was then asserted that the
trade of Pulo Penang had not fallen
off in consequence of the colonization of Singapoor in 1819. Twentyeight chests of opium are annually
imported for the Malay and Chinese
inhabitants, from the monopoly of
which a revenue of 40,000 dollars is
derived by the government, each
chest yielding by retail about 9,600
dollars, or twenty-five thousand er
cent. above the prime cost. Tin Eas
been found here, but the ore being of
difficult access, the mines cannot be
worked to advantage. Some ore that
was smelted .yielded fifty-three per
cent., or about ten per cent.less than
that produced by the ores of Junk
Ceylon, Perak, and Salengore.
The settlement here was originally
established at an enormous expense,
with the view of its becoming a great
ship-building d Bt and arsenal ; but
so little did it %imately answer this
expectation, that in 1807 it was
stated by the civil architect at Prince
of Wales' Islancl, that a ship built
there would cost three times as much
as one built at Rangoon or Bassein.
From the appearance of many portions of the interior, and the number
of tombs that were discovered soon
aRer the colony was established, the
traclitio~lof its having been formerly
inhabited seems to be entitled to credit ; when occupied, however, there
were only a few miserable fishermen
found on the sea-coast. In 1785 it
was granted to Capt. Francis Light,

of a country ship, by the King of
Queda, as a marriage portion with
his daughter. Capt. Light transferred
it to the East-India Compan and
being appointed governor, t o o r psession on the 12th September 1786.
The early settlers had great difiiculties to contend with ; an immense forest wan to be cut down, swamps to
be drained, and ravines filled up. I t
was agreed to sy 6,000 dollars t o
the king of Que la, as an indemnification for the loss of revenue he was
likely to sustain, which in 1800 was
raised to 10,000 dollars, on account
of some territorial cessions on the
main-land, now named Wellesley province.
Capt. Light died in 1794, and was
succeeded by Mr. Manningham, who
died soon after in Bengal. In 1796
Major Macdonald took charge of the
government, and died at Madras in
1799. B e was succeeded by Sir
George Leith, who lived and returned to Europe. The Hon. C. A. Bruce,
brother to the Earl of Elgin, arrived
as governor in March 1810, and died
the next December, universally regretted. After a short interregnum,
Mr. Petrie of Madras assumed the
reins of government, but died in 1817.
His successor, Col. Bannerman, of the
East-India direction, lived until 1819 ;
governor Macalister went to sea and
was never .heard of, but governor
Philips survived, returned to Europe,
and is still alive. On the 28th August 1894 Robert Fullerton, Esq., of
the Madras council, took his seat as
governor of Penang, and according to
the latest advices was not dead.
Population of Prince of Wales'
Island and its dependencies up to the
31st December 1829.
Malays and Buggcsses
24,524l
551
Acheenese
Battas (Sumatrans)
924
Chinese
8,900
Chulias
6,915
1,670
Bengalese
819
Burmese and Siamese
153
Arabians
Armenians
10

......
.....................
.........
....................
:...
........................
.....................
......
.....................
..................

Carried forward

...44,471

... 44,47113 the
Probolingo district contained
.....................
104,359 inhabitants, of which num......... 1,172
ber 1,430 were Chinese. The town
.....................
119 of Probolingo is situated on the
north coast of Java, 600 miles travelling distance east from Batavia,
Floating population ...... 2;000 and fifty-two miles S E. from SouraMilitary, followers, and
7 40' S., Ion. 113' 12/ E.
baya ; lat. '
convicts ............... 3,032 This district was purchased from the
Europeans and their desold Dutch government by a Chinese
cendanta ............... 400 for ten millions of rix-dollars, paya- ble by instalments. I t Thorn,
was then
Grand total ... 61,207 mostly waste.-(Ra&r,
qc.)
PROYE.-A town in the kingdom
On account of the Siamese invaBrought forward
Parsees
Native Christians
Cafrea

.

sion, large emigrations had taken
place in the above year from the
Queda country, and of the above
51,907, about eleven thousand inhabited the province of Point Wellesley
on the main land. Such a variety df
different races are congregated here,
that it is said there are twenty-two
languages spoken on Prince of Wales'
Island.--(Sir G . Lkth, Public MS.
Documents, Etntorc, Howison, Marrden, Johwon, Finlayson, qc.)
PRINCES
I ~ L E . - A ~island in the
Eastern seas, situated off the northwesternmost extremity of Java; lat.
60 30' S., Ion. 105' 12 E. The land
is in general low and woody; the
highest eminence is called by the
English the Pike. In 1694 it was
uninhabited, but it now contains a
town named Samadang, divided into
two parts by a stream of brackish water. Turtle may be had here,
as also fish, deer, plantains, pine-apples, rice of the mountain kind,
-yams, and other vegetables.-(Stavo.n'nur, Wilcockc, 4c.)
PROBOLINGO.-Adistrict in the
island of Java, which comprehends
the subdivisions of Besuki, Panarucan, Lamajang, and Pugar, the whole
2,854 square miles. The opulation
is scanty, compared wit! the. ex.tent of surface: yet the soil is well
supplied with moisture, a ~ spare
d
land abundant. In the tracts next
Besuki there are extensive teak forests. According to -a census taken
by the British government in 1815,

of Ava, of which ir was the original
and natural boundary to the solith ;
lat. 18'45' N.,lon. 95'5'E., 162 miles
lnap distance N.N.E. from Rangoon.
By the Burmese it is usually named
Peeaye, or by contraction P e a
Two days' march eastward of
Prome, towards Tongho, is over a
rich and fertile country, covered with
productive rice plains; further east
the signs of industry and population
decrease, the snrface then presenting
the appearance of a luxuriant wilderness, overgrown with lofty forests,
reeds, and high brushwood jungle,
with a few miserable hamlets scattered about at remote distances. The
Irawady here overflows its banks,
and inundates the town; hut it Is
viewed by the inhabitants, a half amphibious race, with indifference, or
rather joy, aa it sweeps away the filth
of eight months' accumulation from
under the houses, which are raised
on posts, thereby purifying the atmosphere, and extinguishing a variety
of execrable smells. During the war
two small pun-brigs were brought up
the Irawady as high as Prome, after
a very long passage, owing to the
extreme violence of the current.
In 1795Prorne was reckoned larger
and more populous than Rangoon,
but in 1809 had greatly decayed.
When captured by the British in
1825, the houses and property of the
natives who had fled were taken care
of, and proclamations issued inviting
them to return. The result was that
they poured in from the jungles, with
their families, cattle, and waggoos,

-

so rhd are

l a g Prome hd not only
recornred ltom the dwaetnting s y c
tsea d tLe Bumme leadem, but sta gremttr magnitude &an it
wex posaassed Wre. Aftu qxliUing
this place the array marched 148
milea north &om Prone nithotrt
meeting with on inhabitant, or being
sbb to p a n one day's st pply
from a oonntry w r e &anding in
cattle, m &tamlly L d the eaemy
mmeeded in laying warbe tbe lme of
admna.4ST W ,SF;,
Canning,

Prr-.-A

4c.)

village in the district

e l Kwawur, uort41 of the Himalaya,
in 181s tbe atrimDninl village of Fi-

b ~ u$
,4 b me mount.ineera
rbe wirier of the Busanher Raja ; lat.
31" 33/ N., Ipn. 78" 17' E. The Sutuleje here ~seo~lparabvelysmooth
a d placid, 14
bas a eonsiJerPble
kcat#.-(Herbnd, - &.I- ,
Pusxa ~~aoanol.-A town in the
prOdnce
ofsengal,
of Rajaahv. sixtv-three miles E. from the
;
t
i 'of doorshedabad; lat. 2 4 O N.,
lop. W 12' E.
PUCHWAEA.-Atown in the pmwince, of hlslwa, division of Omutwara, which in 1820 belonged to the
p w l of Ba' bur; lat. 23" 43'N,

a high mountain &om rbeace devot e e ~ to
, expiwe the& sins, precipitate
themselves during a EaPtnal which
takas plam in F B b w Frem a credce er cave in the rocis, about fortyfour feet deep, a stream of holy water
i r w o in which Bindoo pilgrims perform their sbiutione, and invoke the
previding deity (Siva), hat there are
not any temples or scelpturea to mark
it as a place of religious oalebrity.(Pablic J o u m h , kc.)
- .

.

Puc~um.-By this name the large
portion of the Hunn, that hounds
Cutcb to the north, and separates it
from the sandy desert of Chalchkpun,
is known. B e i i 1- marshy and
barren than the rest, it exhibits spots
under cultivation, and affmds partwage to numerous flocks of different
kinds. I t is principally occupied by the
sumps, a tribe of Sindeans, who are
sumwed
. . cwable of furmishine on an
meL The
emagency ~ U O Q
chid town, Or
is n.md
Kowrah.4Cdonel Wdker, &c.)

PUCHPAHLB.-A
small town in the
province of Malwg the capital of o
tract of country added to the dominions of the Kotah ra'a in 1818; lat.
250 I! N., Ion. 750 5dt E.
P U C ~ Ef L
Panu&).-This
Y
dirision
5w
ocoupies tate narth-westem corner d
Poca~svn.-A dfage in Northern the Lahore praviuce, w k r e it k en.
Hindostan, situated at the confk~ence closed on three d a s by the I d u
of the Gatjew and Cali rivm; lat. and Jhylum rivere,. and by Abul Fa.
zel, in 1682, descr~badas follows :W S ' N . , hm. 80° 1i5' E.
Circar Puckely measurn in k g t h
PUCHINEE.-A
v i i l w or hamlet in "
thirty-five, and in hreadth twentythe Morung, thirty miles S.W. from five
On the east 3
kn C d DeUamcotta; lat. 26' 44' N.,lon. 826 mere,cooo.
on the north Kinare, arm &
26' E.
south the country of the Gehker
Pae~rurnu.-A
tablalard in the {Ouakers) tribe, and sa t h e -8
is
.
provinoe of Guadwsna, about thirty Attock Beaares. Timaur l& s stud
miJes in chuunheee, where Appa w m k of troops here t o keep peeSnheb, &e ex-+ of Wagpar, s&
session of this q u a w , and come d
the rainy seasop of 1816. The ril their derrcendants are here to thi
lage of PucAauwy d
s in a plain day. Snow is contindly fattiag an
s e a t t e d ever with aumeroua ra& the mountains of Puckely, and soof fantastic ahspee, and mrounded times in the plains. The winter k
by high mountains (the M h d e o very severe, but the summer heat
hills) of difficult access. Tbe Deo moderate. Like Hindostan, hckePabar cave, n a e d to Sva, is tbree ly has periodical raino. Here ule
mila distant ; and in its vicinity is three fivera, the gisheagunga, &e

w
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PULICAT.
W u t , and the Sinde. The langrreqe residence ; but it haa b q gone tg
ofthe inhabitants has no afiinity with ruin, and is now only frequented by
those of Ceshmere, Zubulistne, or wild beqsts.
The modern town of Puducoth ia
Hindoston. Nakhud wd barley are
the most plentiful grains here. Apri- remarkable for i b wide, regular, and
cots, peaches, and walnuts grow wlld. clean streets, intersecting each other
Formerly the rajas of this country at right angles. The houses are of
moderate dimensions, generally stucwere tributav to Cashmere."
The whola of thii tmct in modem coed, whitened, and tiled, and a few
times lies to the east of the Indua, of the most rebpectable with terraced
But there is reason to suppose that it roofs. A thick jungle encompasses
formerly comprehended a tract to the town on all s~desfor the depth of
the west of that river. Accordina to a mile, and is its only defence, it being
Mr. Elphinstone, the territory i i at withoh fortifica&&, not even amud
present partitioned into the following wal1,which d c i e n t l y proves its erecbmdler 'subdivisio~~s,
me. ~ r u m t o u < tion having taken place subsequent
to the establishment of the British
o r the country of the Jadoons,
w s e d by a branch of the l'usepp2 authority. About a mile and half to
Afghan8 ; north of it is Turnaul, a the south-west of his capital, Tondiwoody and mountainous tract, which. man has a11 excellent house, built and
confines on the north to Puckely furnished after the En lish fashion,
Proper, a country of the same de- where every respectabye European
eoription, but much more extensive. traveller is wre of meeting with a
itable reception. This towu is
It is inhabited by the Sewadies or h o ~
Swaties, and is under a governor ap- stilf erroneously placed in the beat
pointed by the Afghan aovereign of maps. (Fdarton, Blockbvre, 4c.)
Cabul. All these divisions stretch
P u n ~ v ~ ~ o o n . - A ~ r in
g uthe
n
along tlie Jndus until hemmed in'on
the north by the snowy mountains. province of Gundwana, situated on
The common road from Cashmere to the left bank of the Mnhanuddy river,
the Indus lies through the Puckely which when it devolved to the B r i
territmy ; but the inhabitants are so fish government, in 1818, was h u n d
notorious for a fierce and predatory M a state of uuer dewlation.disposition, that the route is gene- (RougRsedge, 4-c.)
rally esteemed too hazardous.-(ElP U D D U Y P ~ ~ I L .small
- A town in
pkinrtone, Abd Fazed, RenneU, Pot- the province of Orism, diatrict of
tv, 4c.I
Cuttack, situated about eight miles
PUCULOE.--Atown in the province travelling distance from the city of
af Bengal, district of Dacca Jelalpoor, Cuttack.
thirty-four miles N.N.W. from the
PUGAB.-A wbdivisian of tbe Procity of Dacca ;lat. 24' 8' N., l ~ n 89'
.
bolingo clistrict, in the island of Java,
55'E.
situated at the eastern extremity,
PUDUCOTTA.-Atown in the Car- which, including Bandwassa, orcupies
mtic province, the capital of Ton- a large area; but it is scantily indiman's country, about thirty-four habited, although the soil is ademiles travelling distance from the quately supplied with moisture and
fort of Trichinopoly ; 1st. 10' 18'W., naturally fertile. Indeed, with p
lon. 78' 58' E. Tondimanas palace greater population, it might be renhere wnsiots of an irregular congre- dered very valuable.--(Roses, 4c.)
g a t i o ~of detached edifices, with a
PULEHILA.-A town in the profine tank and handsome I-lindoo vince of Allahabad, twenty-one miles
temple, all within the same enclosure. N.W. from Chatterpoor; lat. 25' 2'
Chevamundaporum, a place in the N., Ion. 79' 19' E.
woo&, a b w t three miles distant Gom
Puducottn, was formerly the royal
PULICAT
(Vdkd*).
A town

-

+

liae

PULO CIECER BE MER.

on the soa-toast of the Carnatlc rotinee, twentydhm miks N. b m
Madras ; lat. 130 25' N., lon. 80° 94'
E. The lake of Pulidat, on whfch it
stands, appears to owe its existence
to the sea breaking through a low
~ a n d ybeach, and overflowing the
lands within. Its communication
with the sea-shore is extremely nartow; in length from north to south
it is about forty miles, by six in the
satest breadth. The ordinary road
r o m Nellore passes westward of it,
a t the distance of about eighteen
miles from the sea; but travellers
lightly eqdpp'ed sometimes prefer the
shorter route along the shore, and
are ferried across the openings. The
Dutch established themselves here
so early as A.D. 1609, when they
built a square fort named Geldria,
to which, after the loss of Ngapatam,
the chief government of their settlements on the coast of Coromandel
was transferred.-(RenneU, Fra. Paolo, was, g c.)
PULLASNEZP.-Alarge village,with
a mud ghurry, in the province of
Candeish, situated on the declivity
of the Satpoora mountains, and commanding the ghaut or pms of Sindivah, from which town it is distant
ten miles ; l a t 21' 31 ' N., Ion. 75"
G ' E . 4 Malcoka, kc.)
PULNIY.-A town in the Carnatic
~rovince. district of Madura. thirtv
iniles S.W. from Dindigulj fat. 1d'
23' N., Ion. 77" 35' E.
PULOBBASBE.-A~ island, about
ten miles in circumference, lying off
the north-western extremity of Sumatra ; lat. b0 39' N., Ion. 95' 3V E.
PULOBAN~ACK.-Asmall island,
about twenty-five miles in circumference, situated off the west coast of
Sumatra, between the second and
third degrees of north latitude.
PULODAMMEB.-An island in the
Eastern seas, about thirty miles in
circumference, situated off the southern extremity of Gilolo ; lat. l o s,,
Ion. 128" 25'E.

on the south toast of fava, frorif
which it is separated by a narrow
strait. In length it may be estimated
at twenty miles, by six the average
breadth ; 1st. 7' 5WS., Ion. 109' W
E.
PULO CONDOBE
ls~es.-A cluster
of s~uallislands in the Eastern seas,
situated off the south coast of Cambodia ; lat. 8' 40' N., ion. 106O 42'
E. The principal island is twelve
miles in length, and about three in
breadth.
This island is in the form of a crescent, and consists of a ridge of
peaked hills. On the east side of
the island there is a spacious bay with
good anchorage, near a village situated on a sandy beach. The inhabitants are mostly refugees from Cochin China, and are capable of supplying ships with some refreshments.
Their flat faces and little long eyes
denote a Chinese origin, but the
spoken lauguage of China is not intelligible to them. When the matter is written to them in Chinese
,characters it is perfectly intelligible.
The East India Compa~iyhad a settlement here until A.D. 1704, when
an insurrection took place among the
Malay soldiers, who first set fire to
the warchouses, and then murdered
Mr. Catchpool, the governor, and a
greater part of the ~ n g l i s h-on the
island To this treachery the Malays
are supposed to have been instigated
by the Cochin Chinese, in order to
obtain possession of the Company's
treasury, estimated at 22,000 taels.(Staunton, Bruce, &c.]

PULOMINTAOU.--Anisland lying
off the west coast of Sumatra, about
the 98th degree of east longitude.
In length it may be estimated at
thirty-five miles, by twelve miles the
average breadth.

Put0 CISCERDE MER.-A fimall
island on the coast of Cochin China,
about two leagues long, which from
its having a hill on each extremity
resembles two islands. Birds'-nests
and biche-de-mar, are procured here
PULOCANNIBAL-A small island by the Cochin Chinese.

PULO
KRA(or Monkey Zllnnds/.Pur.wu~.-A town in the province
'Iwo very small islands in the East- o f Delhi, mentioned by Abul Faze1
em seas,lying off the Junjong river, in as marking the boundary where the
the Malay peninsula,province of Wel- Delhi province ceases and that of
lesley, a few miles S.E. of Prince of Agra commences; lnt. 28' 12' N.,
Wales' Island.
Ion. 77O 12j E., thirty-three miles
south from the city of Delhi. I n
PULO
OBY (or Yam loland/.-A
small island, six miles long, in the 1820 the pergunnah of Pulwul deEastern seas, situated off the sonth- volved t o the British government by
ern extremity of Cambodia, the com- the death of the jaghiredar, the
mencement of a beautiful archipela- Nabob Morteza Khan, upon whose
go, from hence to Cape J ~ i a n t in surviving family a pension of 2,000
Siam. I n 1820 it contained only rupees per month was settled.
three Chinese fishers of bichede-m&
pUNcHAITs.-see
B
~
~
~
~
from Hainan, and a Chinese deity. I t
PUNCHUMNUGUU.-A
town in the
stands in lat. 80 25/ N., Ion. 1040 5(Y
E., and is a land-mark of departure province of Allahabad, situated on
for the Chinese junks, having a peak- the north bank of the Sonar river,
ed hill 200 feet high. rt is named twenty-five miles west from Huttah ;
24' 4' N.9 Ion. 7g0 9' EYam Island, from the roots which are
found wild, and dug up of the
PUNDANEAII.-Atown in the progigantic dimensions.
vince of Malwa, three miles distant
Pur.onvw I s ~ ~ . - o n eofthe smallest fr?m Mohun~oor. I n 1820 it conof the Banda isles, named by all the tamed about 300 houses, and belong
early navigators PuIoroon ; lat 50 35' ed to Sindia
N.9 Ion. 129O45'E. The English
P
~
~ town in~ the ~
~
East-India Company obtained PoJ- province of Berar, eighty-seven miles
from N
~ lat. 200~ 71N., ~
~
session of this island, but were repeatedly expelled hy the Dutch. In ion. 780 381E.
1665 it was formally delivered up by
the Dutch to the English, but in so
PUNDERPOOE
(Punyadhura ura 1.
desolate a state (the whole of the -A town in the province o r l e j a spice-trees having been destroyed) poor, situated on the left bank of the
that this station, which had been the Beema river, 110 miles S.E. from
subject of so many treaties and nego- Poona ; lat. 17' 42' N, lon. 75' 26'
ciations, was rendered wholly useless E. Although not very large, this
for eight years. In 1666 it was re- place is regularly and well built. The
occupied by the Dutch.
(Bruce, streets are broad, well-paved, and
4c.I
adorned with handsome houses, i t
- ,
PULOROOPAT. A considerable being the custom formerly for all
island in the Eastern seas, lying off the principal members of the Maharattn federation to have dwellings
the N.E. coast of Sumatra, from the here. The ex-peshwa,s house is
northern coast ofwhich it is separated handsome, but Tuckojee Holcar~sis
by the narrow straits of Roopat' Its still more elegant. Nana Furnavese,
northern point is in lato a0 6' N*, lon- Rastia, purseramBhow, and others,
101° 42' E.
had hauses here. Sindia has not anv
of residence, but his moth;
PULOWAY
ISLE.
-A small island
about twenty miles in circumference, ad several. The market is extensituated off the north-west coast o f . sive and amply supplied not only
Sumatra ; lat. b0 53' N., lon. 95' 45' with grain, cloth, and the other proE. This island is about five leagues ductions of the country, but also with
distant from the mouth of the Acheen a variety of English articles, there
river, and was once volcanic, sulphur - being n whole street of boras' (Mabeing found on it.-(Forrest, $c.)
homerlan pedlars) shops, in which

-

-

the nrfwe merchant6 of Bomky and Tbls concllLted the Bapuler Covour,

P o w a ore concerned. In 1820 Mr. even within the Peehwass own domimphinetoae wtim.ted the populvtios miand the impreseioa hated 1%
of Puoderpoor at 25,900 persons.
PRer the eveat that first gave rice to
The country to the south is well i~ Two years afterwards, when a
wooded d watered, and near the rupture occurred with all the M a b
town the land is good, but so holy ratta powers, the Peshwa's cause
tbst the Bnbmins assert no grain sustained vast detriment from its
will germinate, their only produce being traced to the foul murder of
beiug o conseerated shrub. The tern- this Brahmin, and the indifkrence
ple Bfre is dedicated to a subordi- shewn at last to the fall of the
lute ~ n w n a t i o n of Vihnu, named dynasty, originated greatly from its
Wittoh, which in Baid to have fallen being considered a judgment on Bafrom the heavens at no very remote jerow for his parmipation in the
period. He is sculptured m atone, crime, while the murder of Narrain
about the size of a man, and stands Row by his father (Ragobah) was
with his feet parallel to each other.
still unexpiated. -(Moore, Prinnp,
In more recent times Punderpoor ECphinrtone, 4c.)
b e gained additional celebrity, M
having bee,,
scene where the
PUNDWAH.-Astation in the proassassination of Gungadhur Shastry vince of B e n d , district of ailh&,
in
suweJ'ed for the
(the Guicowar's sinbassador), by the
hired bravoes of' the peAwa and his purpose of Wicertai~ingits fitness for
~ r i ~ b ~wm
~ Fpetmk j ~ ~ ,being selected for the site of a conted. This event, the direful spring valescent establishment. The hills
of many woes to Bajeroa, to& place here are said to attain an elevation
feet
the level
the
o n tbe 14th of July 1815. The of
&=try hve
named was a Brahmin plains, and besides the temperature
of the very highest caste, of great of the climte, enjoy the benefit of
reputation for sanctity, and
then WI extensive table-land covered with
accredited as a foreign ambassador the fineut fruits. European fruit*
at the Peshwass court under tile ape- and flowers, such as the raspberry,
cia1 guarantee of the British govern- strawberry, apple, rrnd violet, grow
merit. The mode in
this mur- wild, ~d the erection of bungalows,
der wm effected during the solem- for the benefit of invalids in this cornities of religion, in a holy city where ner of Indi% it being only twentyof pilgrim where rollected, four hours' @wney from the capital
rn-s
of the sg- of Silhet, has been contemplated.
.od in the very
cred temple, struck the superstitious
About uiw miles distant northminds of the Hindoos with singular east from Punduah, among the Lower
horror, for bad as the M&aratbs ranges of the Cosseah or Khasiya
are, they have always d e ~ s t e dassap mountains, and abeut 600 feet above
*ins. With respect to the immediate the adjawnt plain, is the remarkable
Pgent, Trimtiuckjeo, he dedared he cavern of Boobooan. T h e hills
M) busy sweeping the temple
are composed of sandscone, but
that be knew nothing about it, but their bases Rre strewed with fhgthe perpetrators were seen both to ments of other rocks, chiefly granite
iseue from the temple and to return and limestone, of which last sabto it while he was thae.
stance the hill p e e r a t e d by the
During the war that ensued, the cavern is composed. The walls and
-sequences resulting from this most sides of the interior are adpmed with
atrocious act were extremely bene- saactites, crystals, end pe+rifsctiw,
6cial to the British nation, which all of limestone origin. The beadth
stood forth the nvengere of a Brah- and heigbt vary at different p~rte,
inin atnbawador, murdered whiie per- from ten to eigbty feet, and w e
fbrming tbe d u t k of his religion. branch b been .erplorad as far 8s
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PUNGANOOR.

a mile &OOY itr m w h , beyond which
no m e $nr penetrated; but it ia not
supposed iu a d hue, a current of
air froRl
& be.w felt;
rnonntain &
indicating t k the
from
a d e t o the
The h i & ofthe -ern b also -&
and fisa t U(, by
cruresat &#&at
altitu&s, apparent1y leading to other bmchea ~d

-
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well in b W .
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PUNG~NOOB
f p~rgoWW).-A b r titied town with a snrlrll district attnched, two-thirds of which were po
quired by the British gocremmmt in
1f 99 ; lat.
91' N., 1083. 78' 3' E.,
forty-seven miles N.W. from Vellore.
The pollaln of P u ~ n o o r avided into eight summub, which con,,,c_(~~$&
&)
tail1 sixty-nine m a u m or large vilPUUGAU.-A recent settlement on lages, and 675 muzrahs or dependent
the west coast of the Malay penin- hamlete. This estate had been ten
a u k formed in 1810 by f&$tives from years under the nranagement of the
Junk Ceylon, when aovaded by the collector ; but in 1816 it wae resolved
Burmese. It is situated up thc river by the Madras presidency that the
Pu~gahnearly o posite the northern- sum which bad been collected during
most point of 8ulo Panjang, ht. 8' the above riod should constiturn
the bri ot? permanent aweasnunt.
b' N.
There is a bar at the mouth of the The gross collection of ten years
river, so that it is not accessible to amounted to 3,34,873 pagodas; the
vessels that draw more than one and net land revenue, aRer deducting
a half fathoms. From the source of charges, to 2,11,876 p a g o b . Thiw
the Pungah, the distance overland pollam had been assumed to a9certo the river Bandon (also of about one tain its value, not ia consequence of
and a half fathoms depth), which falls aoy misconduct on the part of the
into the gulf of Siam, is only two p~ligar; the value had been aseerd y s ' journey. The chief is styled tairted, the restoration of it t h e r e
Pin Salang, or governor of Junk Cey- fore to his entire control became a
Ion. In 1884 the popdation was measureof strictjuetice. Prior, bowestimated at 4,000 Malayo and ever, to the carrying of this transfer
Giameae, 1,000 Chinese, 250 Chris- into execution, the villages were
tians, and a few Chuliah descondantr rented to their rea ctive inhabitants
of Malabars. Tin is the grand ex- for ten years, so t at for thia length
port ; the other articles are biche- of time the poligar would be pecludde-mar, tortoise-ahell, ivory, birdsy- ed from exacting more than the sums
nests, and rice, exported to P e m g expressed in their le~%ee.The waste
in prows and small juuks built here hods were comprehended in these
of excellent timber.
leasea, and during their existence
New P u n g h there is said to be a made over to the inhabitants who
dFoular valley, to which there is only reeted the villasee.
oneentranoe under a high rock. High.
l n all the districts throughout the
water dostre this poswge, and at low- Bnlaghaut Ceded Territories, which
water the rapidity of the current,with are distinguished M dry-grain di*
the rocks and shelves in its channel, trictr, the whde extent d land in
repder it impracticable, the only time mch village not cultivated and not octo enter belng about half tide. In cupied by hils, d m jungles, or
1780,500 natives were reported to other obstructions, may be considered
have sought refuge in this secluded *a waste capable of being reclaimed,
valley from the tyranny of the and in such ca* the waste must
Siamese. From Pungah to the Tra- often greatly stlrpases the quantity of
ang river, a distance of seventeen land under cultivation during any
kagues, there are a number of is- specific year. But it ap ears chilands but no inhabitants, except the merical under the &.ow&dged
Qrang h u t (men of the reah who wrty of the cultivators, and thev
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destitution of capital, to calclllate on
any material addition to the land revenue from high, unirrigated, and
very extensive wastes, which are certeinly to be found in every district
south of the Krishna. If in the
course of ears the increase of capital
and populhton call for extended cultivation, i t may then be sensonably
effected, and the present assessment
e n the lands under tillage be rendered
k s s burthensome. In all dr -grain
districts i t is the practice of t i e c u l
tivators to change their lands annually
o r periodically, and to occupy fallow
or waste, in order that the land
which has been impoverished may
recover its fertility by remaining a t
rest. T h e custom of the native governments (too long followed by the
British) was to endeavour to create
an increase of revenue by a forced
cultivation, so that while much land
was under tillage none was well cultivated.
In India waste land is intrinsically
of no value, except for pasturage in
favourable climates and situations,
where, indeed, it is possible to turn
i t to some account. Near a populous town it comes into demand also
for building purposes, or for the appropriation of an overflowing cornmercial capital ; but in the provincial
parts there exists little or no surplus
stock o r capital, which is the grand
deficit. In the course of the British
revenue transactions it has been
found that when individuals propose
t o occupy wastes it is always for the
sake of the profit expected to' be
realized during the first five or ten
years, especially when i t is proposed
to clear jungle ground; and this apparent improvement is generally effected by abstracting stock and labour from land where i t might have
Inore profitably
It is
notorious
that where the government is supportable, the peasanttry sel?om migrate for the sake of
occupying waste, otherwise the vicinity of Calcutta would not present
the greatest extent of jungly wilderness (the Sunderbunds) to be found
in ~ G d o s t a n . When &ltivators do

migrate from one district to anothet it
commonly roceeds either from their
being unabl)a to pay their rent (being
cnlled on for old balances), or because
that tract of country where they resided had suffered either from sickness o r
from a long drought. T h e labouring
ngricultural claues will endure much
distress before they migrate, and few
can afford t o abandon their old lands
t o cultivate waste (unless i t be woodland newly cleared, and the clearing is
expenaive), which is generally unproductive for the Brst year o r two,
and is acknowledged to he in every
country less productive than land
under the usual course of crops.
If application for lands came from
emigrants from provinces beyond the
British jurisdiction, or from particular persons not before cultivators,
the settling of such persons on waste
land would be an accession of so
much stock to the district ; but an
emigration from one British province
to onother would not increase the
aggregate revenue, although in their
new domicile they do settle on and
cultivate waste lands. In fact, if a n
accurate balance could be struck, it is
probable that the gain to the reveuue from the occupation of land actually waste throughout the south of
India would be found to be very inconsiderable. Had a permanent settlement of the ceded and conquered districts in Upper Hindostan
taken place immediately after their
acquisition, a proprietor possessed of
much jungle-land capable of being
cultivated might have ruined his
neighbour by attracting all his ryots
by offering them fertile land a t a low
rent.--(Madrar Revenue Board, C. R.
Rosa, gc.)
p U N K E E H Aamdl
T H . town
~
in
~~~~h~~~~
i
~ situated
d
~ the~
on
east side of the Alacananda, 4,703
feet above the level of the sea; lat.
300 e6/ N.,
790 24,E.
P~NWABI.-A small town in the
~'ovince of Allahabad, twelve m i l a
N- by W- from JeitPoor ; lat- 25' 26'
N-, ion. 790 25' E.
Pvranl~.-A small. town in the
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PURNEAH.
province of Malwa, division of Kilcheepoor, which in 1820 contained
about 2,000 inhabitants; lat. 24' 12'
N., Ion. 76O 40' E . - ( M a k o b , gc.)
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paulese territoriea,was ill-defined, and
occasioned many disputes between
the two orers. In the northern
corner o f the district towards the
Mahananda there are a few small
PURANTEIJ.
A pergunnah thus hillocks of earth ; and at Manihari,
named in the province of Gujerat, near the banks of the Ganges, there
part of which formerly belonged to is a conical peak about 100 feet high,
the raja of Eder. In A.D. 1820 it but, generally speaking, Purneah may
contained about 6,000 inhabitants, be described as a flat country, graone-third Mahomedans and two- dually sinking as it approaches the
thirds Hindoos; the land revenue Ganges. The inundated land occu50,096 rupees.--(Public MS. Docu- pies nearly one-half of the whole, and
ments, 4c.)where the soil is "
eood is tolerablv
PUBKASSA.-A town in the pro- well cultivated.
The only rock that has been discovince of Candeish, division of Nunderbar, situated on an elevated bank vered in the country is a small detachof the Tuptee, eighty-four miles ed hill at Manihari,.wherea calcareous
E.N.E. from Surat ; lat. 21° 29' N., mass reaches the surface and is of
ion. 74O W E. This was formerly a considerable dimensions. It appears
large town, but in 1816 was almost in to be an aggrwte rock composed of
ruins, the number of houses being many small pebbles or nodules united
only 600, and very few of them occu- by a common cement. In many
pied. The inhabitants were mostly places the stone has been reduced to
Brahmins, and the remains of many a white substance like chalk, usually
attest their former impor- disposed in large beds, with galleries
as it were formed in the stone four
tnnce.-(Sutherkznd, 4c.)
or five feet wide, and as many high,
PuBKsiyALs-A
peak
a ridge of perforating the mass in very irregumountains in Northern Hindoutan, lar directions. A man rents the priwhich separates the Spiti from the vilege of &gging for this substance,
Sutuleje river; lat. 31'53' N., Ion. which is afterwards made up into
78' 43' E.9 elevation above the level little balls, and sold all over the
of the sea, 25s700 feet.--(Hod@"'
country to women employed in spinand Herbert, &.)
n i n ~cotton, who rub it on their finP U ~ N E A(Pun'nya).-A
H
district gers. I t contains not the slightest
i n the province of Bengal, situated t n c e of vegetable matter or of aniprincipally in the north-eastern quar- mal exuviie. The nearest rock to it,
ter, but comprehending also a por- on the opposite side of the Ganges, is
tion of the Mogul province of Bahar. about seven miles distant. On the
On the north it IS bounded by the northern side there is no other rock
Morung hills and woods ; on the within the British territories.
There are no mines or mineral
south by Boglipoor and Rajeshahy;
t o the east it has Dinagepoor ; and to springs. Common springs are nuthe west Boglipoor and Tirhoot. merous, but among the natives are
Its greatest length is 165 miles, its not in request, most of them rising
greatest breadth ninety-eight, and its in bogs or marshes, curdled with
total superficial contents about 6,340 frogs and snakes'-spawn, and stinking
square miles.
aquatic plants. By digging wells waThe form of this district is tolera- ter is usually found at no great depth.
bly compact, but at the south-east - I n many parts, especially in old mancomer ~t stretches out to a narrow go groves, the earth would seem
wing; where it is intermixed with Ra- strongly impregnated with muriate
jeshahy and Bogli oor. Previous to of soda, as the cattle are fond of
t h e late war the wlole northern fron- licking these soils, and a culinary salt
tier also, which confined on the Ne- 'is extracted by filtration and boiling.

-

N u r Gondar8 there is a ldine earth mdly the pulse.
used by waahermen in bleaching of
h e n , the chief ingredient of which
is, probably, carbonate of soda.
S ~ n c eMajor Remnll cornpored his
Beogrl atlas great chan es have d e n
p l r s ia ibt rivers J p u m a h , lo
that the maps are lintls npplieable
to their present state. T b d r nomenclature also among the nativa is, to
the last degree, perplexed and inaccurate, sarcely two persons giving
the some name to a river or to tbe
mart on h s banka The names of
the rincipal are the Cori, the Mahethe Conki or Kankagi, the
Punrebhoba, and the Ichamutty. The
lakes and morasses formed by the
old channels of rivers which have
lost all connexim with the main
strenm are numeroua bat shallow.
The most remarkable marshes form a
long chain, passing with pome interruptions from Gondwam to Malda,
and seem to be a congeries of broken
narrow channels, winding among
low lands, which probably have at
.one period been the channel of a
great river. Near the largest stream
the soil of the inundated lands undergoes great changes: tbe m e
fieid is one year overwhelmed with
sand, and the next covered with a
rich sad fertile mud; but on the
w b d e the lands watered by the Me
bananda and its branches are by far
the richest, while those watered by
the Cbai, especially towards the north
and eaet, are rather poor and sandy.
The lands exempted from inundation
w e partly clay, partly free-soil, and
partly sandy. In favoumble seasons
the high lands of a mixed good soil
are very productive of all kinds of
grain, especially cruciform p h t s resembling mustard, which are reared
for oil, and are the ataple commodity
of the district.
I n every part of Purneah the cold
of winter is greater than in Rungpoor
or Dinagepoor, and when strong we*
terly winds blow during that season
for two or three succesive days,
hoar-frost is found in the mornings, which occasionally is so exl n m e ss to injure some crops, espc-
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I b q M g thi hot
winds from the west are u d l y of
longer duration than in ~ e p o o ;r
but t o w d the Motuag fimtm they
are little known. The prevailing
winds are north in the winter, and
south in the rainy aeasm. From
March to June the winds incline t o
the west, snd from Augnst t o h e m ber easterly winds predominate. The
violent squalls of the spring m e as
often from the east and north-east
es they do fmm the north-%*eat; the
rainy season is of shorter duration
than further east, and e a r t k q ~ d e s ,
but not violenf ones, sre common.
Pnrneah having many edvantnges
of soil and climate, has always been
coinidered one of the moet productive in the province. Riee and other
grains are rained in large quantities;
but plants reared for oil,although g r e a t
ly inferior in w e g a t e value, are the
great ob'ects ol commerce, and the
source from whence the rente are
mostly paid. The European potatoe
was naturnlized in 1810. Of plants
used for dyeing, indigo is the most
important. Cattle here nre an imortant article of stock, and it is from
Eence Bengal is supplied with a great
proportion of the carriage bullocks ;
but the fine catde that d
tkartilIeq are not bred in thisTistrirt, aFthough usually termed Purneah buth k s , being from further west. The
Company's cattle are allowed acertain
quantity of grain per day, which tbey
do not always receive; but when
kept up and fed for slaoghter, equal
the best English beef. The herds of
cattle and buffaloes are here so numerous that all the resourcw of the
country would be unequal to their
su port, were it not tbr the adjneent
wirdr of the AMorung. The nativea
of Purneah are almost entirely supplied with butter by the buffiloe ;end
a considerable quantity of ghee, or
buffhloe's butter clarified, is annually
exported. The northern part, bordering on the Morung, is thinly inhebited, and covered with immense
woods of mul and other timber, whkh
during the rains nre floated down the
rivers to the building yards a t Cakut-

tP. C a t o n w o d is imp6rted from English in kqjd call an o r t a b ;
the west, betel aod coca-nut8 from l a d in the spring, after it haa been
tbe south. The quantity of English
broadcloth used is a mere trifle.
The district is, on the whale, well
provided with water carriage; and
the natives poesess a great variety d
boats, adapted to diierent purpose&
Within the whole district there are
mkoned to be 483 market-places,
but the following are the principal
towns :Purneah,6,000 houses; N a n t
poor, 1,400 ; Kusbah, 1,400 ; Dham&he, 1,300 ; and Matauli, 1,000
houses.
In this district wild elephants have
been very destructive, ruining fields
and villages every year, to the great
disgrace of the police. In 1810 a
rhinoceros made his appearance in
the marshy woods of the south ; but
fortunately he thrust himaelf on the
premises of an indigo planter, and
was shot. The jackal and Indian fox
are both common. The former is
asserted to steal both money and
610th; but for this calumny against
the quadruped the natives probably
have good reasons, as it serves to account for the disappearsnce:of many
things. Except about the ruins of
Gour tigers and leopards are not
common. By both Mahomedans and
Hindoos tbese animals are supposed
to be the property of the Peers, or
old Mussulman saints, so that the
natives do not sympathize with Europeans in the aport of tiger-hunting.
I t is probable, also, that where a
country is overgrown with wood or
long grass, a few tigers are useful in
keeping down the number of wild
hogs and deer, which are infinitely
more destructive to h e farmer ; and
whenever the country is cleared they
ear. Many of the tigers' heeds,
w ich a reward of ten rupees each
M paid by the collector, are imported
from the Morung and tbe Nepaulese
territoriea.
Every where t o the north of Puroe3h town paroquets are in immense
numbers, and consume r great deal
of grain ; pencocks in the southern
d o n s are alao a p a t nuisance.
The hagiri of the nab- is what the
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fattened on the winter crops, m very
palatable. The bagiri is a bird of
paasage, and L only found in l u g e
Aocks during the fnir weather, and
vanishes when the rains commence.
The peacocks, c r a m , paroqucts, and
ortolans make an open attack on the
crop during the day, and during the
night the firmer is harsssed watching
his fields against the deer and wild
elephants. The galinule, or waterhen, creeps unseen dong the marshes,
and does more harm than any of the
other birda. The swarms of waterfowl to be seen during the cold senson are altogether astonishing. Thi.
district also abounds in snipes, golden
plover, and the florekin, or leaser bustard, all excellent eating, but heid in
great contempt by the natives. By
them the nmall white heron (vak), of
which there is a great variety and
number, a d the shags and watercrows are much more esteemed, and
are prized on account uf their having
a fishy taste.
In 1780 Mr. Suetoniua Grant Heatly, then collector of Purneah, corny
puted the number of villages wit hi^
the limits of the district a t 5,809,
from which he inferred a population
of 1,900,000 persons. I n 1801 Mr.
W. E. Rees reported the number of
villages to be 7,056, and the estimated
t o t 4 population 1,450,000 person#.
Dr. Francis Buchanan wps of opinion
that during the forty years prior to
A.D. 1810, the population of Purneah had nearly doubled, and kis
compntation, the result d a much
more laboriow investigation, exhibits
a totsl population of 9$04,380 persons, in tbe proportion of forty-three
Mahomedans to fifty-seven Hiodoos.
Of tbese last more &an half conaide
thrmsdves as still beionging to foreign
nations, either from the west or south,
although few Rave any tradition coactnt~ingthe en of their migration;
and others hwe not any knowledge
of the country from whence they wp
pose their ancestors to have come.
Comprehedd in the .bow populetion ara variow classes of d a m of
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which one class costs from 921. 15s.
t o B2. 5s.; in another a hoy costs
from $1. 8s. to $2. 5s. ;and a girl of
eight years from 11s. t o B l . 15s.
They are allowed to marry, and their
children become slaves; but the family are seldom sold separately. One
class of slaves are by far the most
comfortable description of lnbouring
people, and are seldom sold by their
owners, although they possess the
ppwer. I n 1810 the houses of bad
fame were 470. A t Jellalgllur, ten
miles from the town of Purncah, there
is a brick fort, built by the nabob Syef
Khan, of about 300 feet square, having circular bastions a t each angle,
and a parapet wall pierced with ioopholes for musketry; but tile most
remarkable antiquity is a line of fortification extending through thenorthwest part of the district, for about
twenty miles,andnamed MajurniCata
In Purneah the nature of the farms
i s very much affected b the rank of
the tenants. All the Eigh and pure
tribes, such as Brahmins, Rajpoots,
Kuyasthas, Rajpoots, Patans, and
Moguls, hnve a right to occupy d a t ever land they require for their gardens and houses free of rent,and the
same indulgence is granted to men of
both religions who pretend that they
are dedicated to worship ; such as
Bairwees, Sanyassies, Vishnuvies,
and Fnkeers. Although the Mahomedans are in proportion fewer than
in Dinagepoor, they have more influence, much more of the land being
in their possession, the manners of
the capital town are entirelgMahomedan, and the faith apparently gaining
ground. Except nrtists, all the other
Mahomedans call themselves Sheik,
as deriving their origin from Arabia,
but a great majority are not to be
distinguished from the neighbouring
Hindoo easantry. In 1810 there
were twefve familie~of native Christians, who are called Portuguese, and
who are chiefly employed as writers.
A Protestant missionary then resided
in the south-east corner of this district, but no intelligence had been received regarding the number of his
converts.

In this district it is remarkable that
science is almost confined t o two o f
its corners ; the old territory called
Gour, and a small portion situated t o
the- west of the Cosi. Towards t h e
west metaphysics are much studied,
and are supposed to have been first
disclosed by Gautama a t Chittraban,
on the banks of the Ganges, somewhere near to Buxar. The Sri Bhagrat is much studied by the sect o f
Vishnu ; the agam or doctrine of the
Tantras is also taught by several
learned men in the north and east of
the district.
In Purneah there is a great diversity of eras; the eastern parts following that of Camroop; but in the
western portion, which formed part
of the ancient kingdom of Mithila,
the year is lunar, and commences o n
the first dny of the full moon in
Assar. They have also an era named
nfter Lakshman, king of Gour, of
which the 705th year corresponds
with 1810. In civil affairs the solar
year is used, and the greater proportion of the revenue is collected according to the era of Bengal ; but in
the section that belonged to soubah
Bahar the instalmenta are regulated
by the fussily year, instituted for the
purpose by the sovereigns of Delhi.
None of the pundits have sufficient
knowledge to construct an almanac,
nor do any of them possess instruments for celestial observations. I n
learning to write, the Bengalese commence with making letters in the
sand, after which they write on palmira leaves with ink made of charcoal,
which rubs out ; subsequently with
ink made of lamp black, on plantain
leaves, and conclude with the same
ink on paper.
In this district the principal object
of nll native expenditlire being to
maintain as many dependents as possible, the relative expenses, of different families hear a much closer proportion to the respective number of
persons each contains'than a similar
predicament in Europe would indicate. The main contingent expense.
are the building of new houses, marriages, funerals, pilgrimages, purifi.

cations, and other incidental ceremonies, one of which occurs almost
annually. Such contingencies fall
heaviest on the Hindoos, especially
those of high rank, and these adverting to the probability of having to
provide for them, regulate their expenditure with the utmost parsimony.
On the contrary, the Mahomedans of
rank are an expensive shewy people,
and still lead the fashions a t the capital of the district, whereas the
Hindoos generally live retiredly, and
are in private uncommonly slovenly.
The principal traders, besides the
Company's servants, are the Goldar
merchants, who keep stores ; the
Gosain or Sanyassi merchants, who
are very numerous,and export almost
the whole of the silk cloth, and also
deal largely in money, jewels, grain,
cotton, and other articles. Some
people make a subsistence by buying
cattle for exportation; and notwithstanding its opprobrious nature, many
of these are Brahmins. There are
many bankers, especinllv a t the capital, where the Shroffs exchangp
gold for silver, and the Fotdars silver
and cowries. These people, however, are daily losing ground, on
account of the plenty of silver and
the introd~~ction
of bank notes. In
a country exceedingly poor, a gold
coinage is highly distressing to the
lower classes, even a rupee in Bengal
is a large sum, for, being a ploughman's wages for two months, it may
be considered of as much importance
in the circulation of the country as
three or four pounds in England. I n
the present circulation of the country
quarter rupees are the largest piecer
required for provincial circulation.
In 1810 the gold in this district had
fortunately disappeared.
. A man of rank here marrying a
low girl pays little of the marriage
expense ; but many rich men of low
caste ruin themselves in procuring
women of high rank for their children. A man of high rank is often
hired when toothless, and even when
in a dying state, to marry a low child,
which is afterwards left a widow, incapable of marriage, in order to raise
VOL. 11.

her father's family, and render her
brothers more easily marriageable.
I n common practice many Brahmins
marry more wives than one; but
these are mostly men of high rank,
who are hired to marr low-born
women, of whom their Kthers take
charge; few, however, keep two wives
in one house. In Mithila all marriages are made in the month of
Ashar, while in BengaI, Phalgnn is
the usual time selected for performing the ceremony. Except those of
Brahmins,Rajpoots, Vaisyas, Bhauts,
Kayasthas, and some of the Banyans,
all widows of pure Hindoos can live
with men as samodhs or concubines,
~ n among
d
all tribes of Mithila that
admit of concubines, when an elder
brother dies, his younger takes his
widow as concubine. Children born
of women kept privately, are called
Krishna Packhsha, or children of the
wane of the moon, dnrkness being
considered favourable to intrigue.
Among the Rajpoots are a few of
the Surya sect, who worship the sun,
many of whom, for three months of
the year, abstain from eating while
the sun is above the horizon, which
is considered as a compliment to that
luminary; and some who are extremely devout, for the same reason,
during that quarter of the year do
not sit down all Sunday.
T h e higher ranks of this district
certainly have an aversion to Europeans, whom they never wish to see,
but in many cases this probably originates from the dread they feel of
having their oppressive conduct to
their tenantry and poor neighbours
exposed They, however, plead for'
their excuse the difference of manners, such as the eating of beef and
pork, and the whole conduct of European women, which they consider
as totally destitute of decency, which
i t certainly is, according to their notions of female propriety.
T h e worship of Satya Narrain
among the Hindoos, and of Satya
Peer among the Mahomedana, is very
prevalent. Although these words
imply the " true God," the worship
weans neither sect from its absur3F
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&ties, each continuing to follow its
old systeln of mummery; indeed this
object of devotion is chosen only in
cases of little importance, because
this deity is supposed to be very
good natured, and to concede trifles
with much alacrity.
I t is remarkable that in this district a large roportion of the Hiudoos allege tiemse~vcsto be of f*
reign extraction, especially in Mithila
and Gour. I t is also remarkable that
there is scarcely a great native tribe
of those who cultivate the land, and
who in India usually constitute
three-fourtha of the pop~rlation.
These tribes of cultivators, such as
the Cooch of Camroop, and the different kinda of Wocul of Karnata,
may, in general, be considered as the
original inhabitants of the country;
but in the two above-mentioned portions of this district, the grenter part
of the cultivators appear to have
been eradicated. IDthe many parts
of Bengal the greater part of the cultivators would seem to have embraced the Mahomedan faith, but in
the western tracts of Purneah this
has not happened, yet even there a
small proportion of the cultivators
consist of any tribe that can be considered as aboriginal.
During the Mogul domination this
was a frontier military province, under the rule of a foujdar, subordinate
t o the soubahdar or viceroy; but
exercising a high jurisdiction, both
civil and military. Syef Khan is the
most famous of these provincial
rulers, and governed until his death
in the Bengal year 1159, under the
successive viceroyalties o f . Jaflier,
Shuja, and Aliverdi Khan. I n 1139
Be@ style, he extended the limits
o f the province beyond the Cosa, and
in A.D. 1738, added a considerable
portion of productive territory on the
side of the Morung. H e was succeeded by Soulet Jung, on whose
death the foujdary was usurped by
Shouket Jun
otherwise named
Khadim Ali &an, but this rebellion
was easily quashed, and terminated
ip the death of the pretender. When
Lord Clive acquired the Dewanny, in

1785, the foujdary of Purneah was
occupied by Raja Suckit Ray, the
sixteenth foujdar; the sevecteenth
was Razi ud Deen, the eighteenth
Mahon~edAli Khan, who was succeeded by the English ~nryistrateMr.
Ducarel.
Before and since the acquisition of
this territory, the most prevalent
crime within its limits has been that
of gang robbery, frequently attended
with murder; but in 1814, the superintendent of police was deciciedly
of opinion that these atrocities had
experienced a great reduction. Much
good has resulted from establi~hing
a chain of police stations along the
frontier, the officers of which were
instructed to pursue offenders into
the adjacent provinceof Morung, belonging to the O o r k h ~ sof Nepaul.
In 1815 the continued unhealthiness
of the towns of Purneah and Dinagcpoor left little doubt that thc necessity of removing the civil authorities
to more healthy stations would ultimately be considered unavoidable;
and it ap eared desirable that the
measure siould be efected before the
construction of new gaols, or the repairs of the public building~ commenced, All expenditure for these
objects was in consequence suspended, and the government endeavoured
to obtain the most accurate informar
tion of the causes of the insalubrity
that prevailed to so dreadful an extent in these towns, with theview o f
forming a final decision on this important question. Prior to the above
date the acting magistrate had recommended the removal of the head
station t o Jelalghur, which he described as elevated, open, and a t a
distance from jungle, while the walls
of the old fortress might be turned t o
account in the construction of a safe
and commodious gaol.--(F.Buchonon.
J. Grant, Colebrook, Tlrornlrill, Recr,

4c.I
PUBNEAH.-A town in the province
of Bengal, the capital of the preceding district ; lat. $25' 45' N., Ion. 88O
23' E., 125 miles N.W. by N. from
Moorshedabad. This town, which o a

' PURRUAH.

cnpies a space of nine square miles,
equal to more than the half of London, contains only 40,000 inhabitants
scattered over this great extent, and
might rather be descrihed as an assemblage of villages than a single
town. Within these limits there were,
in 1810, one hundred dwelling houses,
and seventy shops, built entirely or
in part of brick, and 200 that were
roofed with tiles, besides which there
werc ten private places of worship for
Mahomedans, and five for Hindoos.
A s freqllently happens in India, this
station had so deteriorated for many
years in salt~brity, without any perceptible cause for the alteration, that
in 1815 the Bengal government considered a removal of the-civil authorities to some other station unavoidable.--(F. Buclra~zan,$c.)

P U ~ R U(or
AH
Peruyo).-A
town,
o r rather the ruins of one, in the province of Bengal, district of Dinagepoor, twelve miles north from tlle
ruins of Gour; lat. 25' 28' N., lon.
88' 14' E. In A.D. 1353 this was a
royal residence, the capital.of Ilya;,
the second independent sovereign of
Bengal, at which time i t was besieged
and taken by the emperor Feroze.
During the reign of Raja Cansa, the
Hindoo monarch of Bengal, w l ~ odied
in 1392, the city of Purruah was
much extended, and the Brahminical
religion flourished. His son, who
became a convert to the Mahonledan
faith, removed the seat of government back t o Gour again. Some of
the ruins of this city still remain, particularly t l ~ eAdeena mosque, and the
pavement of a very long street ; the
first, the most remarkable Mahomedan monument to be found in, the
lower provinces.
In all this vicinity there are very
extensive ruins of mosques and other
religious buildings, Purruah having
long been the focus of the M a h o m e
dan faith in this quarter of India. By
far the moat conspicuous places of
worship are the monnlnents of Muckdoom, Shah Jelsl, and Kotub Shah,
who were the two most distingnished
religious persons during the early

part of the kingly government in
Bengal. Nuinerous pilgrims reprir to
these monuments at all Reasons of
the year, and from all parts of the
province. Both places have endowrnents which are expended in keeping
the buildings in repair, in the support
of mendicant vagrants, and of a numerous establishment. These illustrious personages are said by the inhabitants to have been kings of the
place, as it was only according to
their pleasure that the temporal kings
could reign. Peruj.8 is said to be
a corrupted vulgar name, the proper appellation of the city being
said to be Pandr~yaor Panduviya,
from Paritlu the father of Jndhester,
who, according to legend, was sovereign of India 5,000 years ngo.
On the establishment of the Mahomedan sovereignty in Ben al, indepenclmt of that of Delhi, tge seat of
government was transferred from
Gour to Purruali, on uhicl~event
Gour appears to hare been plundered
of every monument of former grandeur that could be removed, on which
account, on the buildings that still
remain, there are very few traces of
Hindoo scu1l)ture. Purruah in its
turn was deserted, and the seat of
government seems to hare been replaced a t Gonr by Nuzzer Khan, who
had a long reign of twenty-seven
years. Most of the present ins,
however, are attributed to Hossein
Shah, the most powerful .of the monarchs of Bengal. - (3'.Buchanan,
Stewart, Rennell, Fullarton, 4c.)

P U ~ R U(Peruya/.-A
AH
town in
the province of Bengal, district of
Burdwan, thirty-one miles E.S.E.
from the town of Burdwan, and .
thirty-nine N. by E. from Calcutta.
Here, among other Mussulrnan antiquities, is a mosque built of dark
stone, the roof of which is supported
by a treble range of pointed arches,
giving the interior the appearance of
a gothic aisle. Near the mosque is a
lofty round tower, which commands
a fine view of the country, but for
which, no other obvious use can be
assiped.-(FnUarton, #c.)
2
~
2
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PUTTANSOMNAUTH.

P u ~ s o o(or ~ h e r a a ) . - A village village in the Northern Cirears, cfisin the provlnce of Agra, principality trict of Guntoor, about eleven miles
of Bhurtpoor, twenty-two miles S.W. S.W. from the town of Guntoor.
from the city of Bhurtpoor ; lot. So There are two small pagodas here
3'N., lon. 77' 5' E. This place stands with pyramidical tops in rather a n
on the side of 3 small hill of sand- antique style of architecture ; and a t
stone, below which winds, what in each extremity of the village there is
the rainy season is a considerable a fine reservoir.--(FtJlarfon, kc.)
stream, hut at other times a dry exPuTTuNW"RA.-A
district in the
panse of sand. I t contains a fortified
house belonging to the Bhurtpoor province of Gujerat, of which'it occoraers and
raja. The neighbourhood ,)roduces cupies the
yet, been very imperpleutiful crops of good wheat, yet the which
is mere sand, but uncler the hot fectly explored; its limits are, consun of *indostan even sand beconles s e q u e ~ t l ~ ,
to the
the
fertile by irrigation, and the inbabi- very i n l ~ ) e r f e c t l ~
tants are so sensible of the impor- west it is bounded by the Runn. The
principal streams are the Banas and.
tance of water, that they are
raising it from the wells, a11dconveyFifty years ago the district immeing it in small conduits to the fields,. diately attached to the town of Puteven after rain has quite recently
tun belonged to Kumaul ud Deen,
fallen.
the father of the present nabob of
Rahdunpoor; but he was then comPUBTYAL
(or Gunny PurtyaI).A small town situated within the Bri- pelled by Damajee Guicowar to abantish possessions in the province of don all pretensions to Puttun and it8
Orissa, but belonging to the Nizam, nine independent pergunnaha. T h e
near the river Krishna, on the high country is still but thinly peopled,
road from Masulipatam to Hydcra- and much exposed to the ravages of
bad, and eight miles S.W. from Con- predatory tribes, but it contairls Nehr-.
dapilly. Diamond mines were for- walla, or Puttun, the ancient metromerly worked here, and many small polis of Gujerat; the seat of governgems of inferior water are still pro- ment having been subsequently transcurable ; but on all above fifteen ca- ferred by the Mahomedan s ~ ~ l t a nt os
rats, the Nizam claims seventy-five Ahmedabad. The appellation Nehrwolla is written Anhulvada, and sigper cent.
nifies the field of Anhul ; in modern
PUTELLAM.-Alarge and commer- times it is known to the natives by the
cial village in the island of Ceylon, name of Puttun or the city. This
seventy-four miles north from Co- town is situated on the south side of
lumbo; lat. 7O 57'N., lon. 79' 42'E. the Sereswati river, which here in the
The surrounding country being flat dry season rolls a feeble stream, allout
and low, is periodically inundated by sixty-five miles N. by E from Ahmethe sea to a considerable distance in- dabad; lat. 230 48' N., Ion. 72' 2' E.
land ; which local advantage facili- -(Macn~urdo, Abzd Fazel, kc.)
tating the formation of walt ponds,
P U T T A ~ S O M N A U(Patnna
TH
soma
and the heat of the sun their evapo- nutha).--A
town near the southern
ration, much salt is here manufac- extremity of the Gujerat peninsula,
tured by that lazy process.
twenty-nine miles N.W. from DiuPUTTAREE.
- A town and square head ; lat. 20" 53' N., Ion. 70° 3.51 E.
fort in the province of Malwa, divi- In 1808 it belonged t o AL~lnedKhan,
sion of Gunge Bassouda, fifteen miles the Mahomedan nabob of Junaghur.
from Ratghur. In 1820 it belonged By Abul Fazel, in A.D. 1682, it is
described as follows : "This is a
to Sindia.
large town on the sea-shore with a
PVTTEEPANDO~.
A considerable stone fort in a plain. The city is a
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ace of great religious resort." permission t o perform their devotions
%h en that author composed the at this favorite shrine.
Ayeen Acberry, the s~~rrounding Not only the spot OII which Somcoilntry was named Soreth, although nanth stands, but also its vicinity, is
a t present more generally known by celebrated in the tala3 of Hindoo rnythat of Cattvwar, and is celebrated in thology. On the adjacent plains, the
the sacred books of the Hindoos as renowned conflict of the Jadoos was
containing these inestimable bless- fought,fivethousand years ago,whereings; 1st. the river Goomty ; ed. in sixty millions of cornbatants were
beautiful women ; 3d. good horses ; engaged, and all slain except about a
4th. Somnauth ; 5th. Dwaraca. The dozen. One mile from the temple, a t
modern town stands at the junction a place called Bhalka, the Hindoo
of three rivers, the Hurna, the.Ka- pilgrim is shewn a solitary peepul
pula, and the Sereswati. I t is men- tree, on the banks of the river Serestioned by Marco Polo about A.D. wati, which he is assured grows on
the exact spot where the deity Krish1295, an$ by Sidi Ali in 1.554.
Somnauth (Soma nrctha, the lord na received the mortal wound from
of the moon) is one of the twelve an arrow that terminsted his incarimages of Siva, which are said to nation. In 1816, through the interhave descended from heaven to earth, position of the Bombay presidei~cy
and the great fame and riches of its with the Junaghur state, arrangetemple attracted the cupidity, while ments were effected tending to secure
it stimulated the bigotry of Sultan a greater freedom of pilgrimage t o
Mahmood of Ghizni. According to Somnauth. I t had long been an 01)Mahomedan a ~ ~ t h o the
r s holy image ject of lively interest with the Guicowas destroyed; hut this fact is de- war state, ant1 anxiously desired by
nied by the Hindoos, who assert, that all classes of Hindoos, to relieve this
the god retired into the ocean. T h e sacred and celebrated shrine from
temple, although on this orcasion the insults of the Malromedans, who
despoiled of its enormous treasures, not only preposterously obstructed
soon recovered wealth sufficient to theirworship, but entered the recesses
make i t an olject of attack to Maho- of their ten~pleswithout the smallest
medan potentates. Sultan Mahmood respect foi* their prejudices.-(MatBegra, who obtained possession of eolm, Public MS. Uecuntents, &c.)
the Gujerat throne in 877 of the
PYCHE.--Atown in the province .
Hijera, marched against Somnauth, of Malabar, fourteen milea N.E. from
razed the temple to the ground, and Tellicherry ; lat. 1lo 66' N., Ion. 7j0
built a mosque on the spot where it 39' E.
~
- t n n d . Since that ~ e r i o dthe territory of ~ o r e t hhas 'remained under
9!
a Mahomedan government, hut the
prsevering piety of the Hindoos has
&.
overcome the religious pllrenzy of
their rulers. The mosque has gone
Q U E D A H /Keddnh).-A
principsto ruins, and Ahila Bhye, the widow lity in the peninsula of Malacca, situof a prince of the Holcar family, has ated on the west coast, between the
erected a new temple on the exact fifth and eighth degrees of north latisite of that which had been demo- tr~de, and immediately opposite t o
lished. A symhol of Siva has heen Prince of Wales' island. Seen from
laced therein, deemed pecllliarly the latter, the Quedah coast presents
propitio~~s
to those that desire off- a considerable plain, covered with
spring, and Somnal~th, althougll i t close wood, through which winds a
has lost its splendour, retains its re- river navigable for small craft to the
putation, and is visited by pilgrims base of the high mountains, from befrom everv quarter, who pay a trifling hind which, as viewed from Georgc
duty to the Mussulman nabob, for Town, the sun riscs.
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QUEDAH.

Thie territory extends along the
coast about 150 miles, commencing
from the river Traang, which is its
northern bourlclary, and is from
twenty to thirty-five miles in breadth,
but the cultivated land no where exceeds twenty miles from the shore.
From Traang to Purlis, the seacoast is sheltered by many islands
for a distance of twenty-four leagues,
low, and covered with forest. The
water is remarkably shallow, ships
being obliged t o anchor at a great
distance from the shdre. Along
this tract eleven rivers empty themselves into the sea, but navigable for
boats only. The mouth of the Quedah river is in lat. 6' 6' N. At spring
tides there is sufficient wnter to a&
mit a vessel of 300 tons, over the
mud flat at its mouth ; but there are
stakes nearly across, leaving only a
small opening for junks and prows.
Bunder Pakan Quulla, the first town
in ascending. contains about 1,000
houses on both sides of the river,
which further up diverges into nlany
channels.
Prior to the Sian~ese invasion,
Quedah was populous and divided
into 128 muliims or parishes, for they
must all contain at least one mosque,
and forty-four persons versed in its
ceremonials. The name of its metropolis formerly was Lindong Ambulan, which being translated signifies
" shaded from the n~oon"; afterwards it received the name of Qoedah
(pronounced Keddah) which means,
an enclosure for taking elephants.
By the Siamese it is named Cherei.
Until the disasters which it experienced in 1821, Quedah exported
large quantities of rice to Penang;
also cattle, fish, poultry, and fruit ;
latterly these have been reduced to
one-tenth. Formerly a junk came
annually from China and purchascd
biche-de-mar, bird's-nests, shark-fins,
tin, rice, rattans, dalnn~er,tortoiseshe!l, deer skins, sinews, bullock and
buffaloe bides, and various other
commodities.
In the Quedah forests are black
and spotted elephants, rhinoceroses,
tigers, leopards, tiger-cats, wild cattle,

an animal like the elk deer, goanos,
porcupines, and many varieties of the
ape and monkey tribes, with and
without tails; the most remarkable
bird is the Argus pheasant. Durable
timber for house and ship buildinp,
banlboos, Malay fruits, such as the
mangosteen, rainbosteen, &c. abound,
and the climate permits the cultivation of every tropical fruit, flower,
and vegetable. Ti11 and gold are
found in sufficient quantities t o reward research. The first is brought
from the interior by water to Quedah,
where it is cast into slabs of from
fifty to eighty pounds, and also into
snlaller pieces of fanciful shapes,
such as cocks, hens, dogs, tea-kettles,
LC. of various weights. The best
Malay is spoke and written in this
petty state, the inhabitants being
particularly attentive to the purity of their language, and careful in
excluding foreign and exotic words.
Quedah is inhabited by Malays of
the Mahornedan religion, and governed by hereditary chiefs, who assume
the title of sultan ; but wherever the
government of Siani is in vigour they
pay homage to its king (the Poa of
Dwarawuddi), by sending annually
one flower of gold and another of
silver. The first settlers are said to
have come from Malacca, and the
town of Quedah in 1614 was destroyed by the Portuguese. The grandfather of the reigning monarch in
1823, was Sultan Mahomed Jewa
Shah, who was succeeded by his
son Sultan Abdulla Shah, about A.D.
1778. This last-~r~entioned
prince
dying in 1798, was succeeded by his
brother, Sultan Fleea ud Deen Shah,
who ceded the province of Wellesley, while Sir George Leith was goSome time aftervernor of Penan
wards he transkrred the throne t o
Tuanko Pangeran, his nepbew, and
eldest son to Sultan Abdalla abovementioned, who assumed the reins
in 1804.
In 1786 an agreement was entered
into with the king of Quedah for the
cession of Prince of Wales' Island,
and in 1792 a regular treaty of peace
and amity, to co~ltiuueas long as the
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RAGHOOGHUR.
sun and moon give light, was concluded, by which the East India Company agreed to pay 6,000 dollars annualiy, which was afterwards raised
to 10,000 dollars, in consideration of
the territory ceded on the main land.
In 1818 the Quedah sultan appealed
for advice and assistance, being compelled by the Siamese to attack the
raja of Perak, against his inclination
and interests, and also to furnish
enormolls contributions of money and
stores ; the demands of Siam having
always been arbitrary, and limited
only by its power to inforce them. In
November 1821 Quedah was invaded by a large fleet of Siamese
prows from the river Traang, where
the armament had been equipped,
and subdued with little difficulty, the
king seeking refuge at Penang.
The British territory on the Quedah coast, named Wellesley province,
in 1834 contained 14,000 souls, and
the produce of rice from the lands
under cultivation was estimated at
48,000 bags. In 1836, the king of
Quedah, who had been expelled from
his dominions by the Siamese, still
resided at Penang, where he was
allowed 500 dollars monthly, but
prohibited from levying troops or
making bostile engagements; in fact,
by the subsequent treaty with the
Siamese. his cause amears to have
been
abandoned.' ' ~ w e l v ethousand of his subjects had sought refuge in the British territories on the
sea-coast, qposite to Prince of
Wales' Island. In 1827 his family
and relations, to the number of
seventy persons, through the interference of C a ~ t a i n Burnev. were
released and foiwsrded to ~&ang.(Anderson, Public MS. Documents,
Dalrynzp&, Capt. Gloss, Johnson,
Elmore, &.)
QUILON
/ i n Mafabar).-See

Cou-

LAN.

-

QUINHONE
(or Chinchieu bay).
An excellent harbour in Cochin China, were vessels are shelte~edfrom
every wind. The entrance is narrow,
and the want of a sufficient depth of
water obliges vessels of great bur-

then t e delay entering until h i
water.

ISLE
(Ramna dad).RIBNABAD
A low muddy island in the province
of Bengal, district of Backergunge,
formed by the sediment deposited by
the Rabnabad river, one of the
branches of the Ganges, and separated from the main land by a very
harrow strait. At neap-tides it is
scarcely above water, and at springtides it is nearly submerged. In
length it may be estimated at fiReen
miles, by five the average breadth.
R ~ c n o u ~ n . - A town in the B&
ghaut ceded districts, twenty-seven
miles south from Cwddapah; lat. 14"
9' N., Ion. 78" 52' E.
RAEENGURH.-Afort in Northern
Hindostan, situated on the banks of
the Pabar river, which originally belonged to Buusaher ; lat. 31° 12' N.,
Ion. 77' 46' E.; fifty three miles
N.N.E. from Nahan.
RAEEPOOR.-Asmall town in the
province of Delhi, thirty-five miles B.
from Sirhinil ; lat. 30' 31' N., Ion.
77O
- . E.
RAGOOG'uam-A
town and
in the proquare
fort Of
vince of Malwa, fifteen miles distant
In 1820 it belonged
from
to the raja of Dewass, and contained
about 4,000 inbabitants.-(>fdcolm,
gc')
A town within
RAGHOOGHUR.
Sindia's dominions, in the province
of Malwa, thirty-six mites N.W. from
Seronge ; lat. 34" 27' N., Ion. 7 7 O
14'E. It is the head of the large
district of Kycheewara, which, including the town, yields a revenue
of two lacks of rupees. The petty
chief to whom it belonged had been
leadinga predatory and refractory life,
but in 1820, through the mediation
of the British government, the town
and fort of Raghooghur, with an e e
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RAHDUNPOOR.
tate of 55.000 rupees, were restored desert, between the river Looni (the
to him.--( Makdna, 4c.)
Ban of Arrowsmith) and the Indus.
In 1830 the total revenue of RahRAHDUNPOOB.-Apetty state in dunpoor was estimated at 160,000
the north-western quarter of the rupees, but its realization was so
Gujerat province, to which it is diffi- very uncertain a contingency, that it
cult to assign any intelligible limits. could contribute nothing towards the
The Theraudri (a dependency) is . federal system of defence against the
bounded on the north by Neyer and Khosas, Coolies, and other plunSachore; east by the Desawal dis- derers. At the above date the pertrict; south by the Chunswa per- unnah of Rahdunpoor contained
forl inhabited towns and villages :
gunnsh ; and west by the Runn.
The principal chieftains within this the pegunnahs of Sunlmee and
space are the nabob of Rahdunpoor, Monjpoor seventy-five inhabited and
the rana of Wow, the row of Cho- twelve desolate, besides which Rahteelwara, and the waghelm of The- dunpoor levied collections on Warye,
mud and Deodhur. The Coolies of Choorwagur, Trhrwara, Deodhur,
Nuggur, Jampoor, and Bhanbeer, Morewara, and other tributary towns.
have some towns inters ersed among The towns of most importance are
these principalities. '&is territory Rahdunpoor and Summee, and the
was reduced to a state of complete territory is, on the whole, more ferdesolation by the Joudpoor plunder- tile than that of the adjacent petty
ing troops, the great famine of 1869 states. In 1821,in consequence of the
fusly (A.D. 1813), and the never- increase of revenue (52,302 n~pees)
ending ravages of the Khosas and resulting to Rahdunpoor from the
Coolies. The tract lying on the protective arrangements of the BriRunn, from Sooeegaum to Gusra, tish government, the nabob's tribute
ninety miles in length by about thirty was fixed at 17,000 rupees annnally,
in breadth, is possessed and peopled for five years; but addition of reveby two branches of the Chohan Raj- nue was not so much the object, as
poots, the Nadolas, and Sonegiras, to induce the native chiefs on the
the leading features of whose charac- north-west frontier of Gu'erat to
ters are pride, falsehood, debauchery, co-operate in its defence.dEkhinand plundering habits ; at the same atone, M&s, Public MS. Documerrta,
time brave, liberal, and without the gc.)
usual fastidiousness of the Indian
character. If left to themselves they
R n ~ n u ~ ~ o o a . - T hcapital
e
of the
would exist in a state of continual preceding principality, situated about
warfare, their feuds. marriages, rob- 125 miles in a N.W. direction from
beries, and debaucheries, seldom Baroda ; lat. 23' 40' N., Ion. 71° 31'
leaving any man without a demand E. I t stands in a wide, open plain,
for blood, or a similar claim on him and is surrounded by an ancient
from others, or more frequently brick wall, with towers at regular
distances, but the whole is in a state
both.
Their territory is level, arid, and of great decay. In 1820 it contained
uncultivated, covered with low jun- about 4,000 houses, and owing to its
gle, and their resources even in pros- geographical position was a sort of
perous times of little importance. commercial entrepbt for the trade
Including a portion of Palhanpoor, of Marwar and Cutch. Its own stait fills up the space between the Runn ple commodities are ghee, wheat,
on the west, and the mountains on and hides, the produce of its territhe east, and extends nearly as far tory. No manhfactures of any imas Sachore, beyond which colnmence portance are carried on, except one
the Joudpoor dominions, whose raja of very coarse cotton cloth, for the
also shares, along with the Ameers of Coolies, the inhabitants being mostly
Ijinde, the habitable portions of the engaged in pastoral and yricultural

RAICHOOR.
pursuite. The river Banass passes
within three or four miles of Rahdunpoor ; but except during the
rains is never full. Rahdunpoor is
mentioned by Sidi Ali in A.D. 1554.
Jewan Khan Muid Babi by his
valour and family popularity possessed himself of the soubahdary of
Gujernt, and although he never received regillar investiture from Delhi,
continued to exercise a sovereign
authority, and made the annual collections for a considerable period.
In 1774 the Babi family lost Ahmedabad to the Maharattas, after a gallant defence, and subsequently many
of their other possessions ; but notwithstanding these privations, the
late Ghazi ud Deen Khan supported
the dignity of the Babi family, and
his capital was the refuge of the most
respectable and noble Mahomedan
families, during the Maharatta ascendancy and wane of the crescent. In
1813 the British government interposed its good offices to tranquillize
t h i ~petty state, and maintain the
legitimate s~~ccession.On this occasion the Rahdunpoor nabob recognized the supremacy of the Guicowar,
and consented to make an annual
acknowledgment thereof, by presenting a horse and cloths, through the
British resident at Baroda. By this
arrangement the influence and control of the Guicowar, in concert with
the British authorities. was extended
to the borders of thk great desert
sepnrating Sinde from the province
of Gujerat.
No tribnte was ever exacted froni
the nabob of Rahdunpoor by any of
the predominating Mnharatta governments ; but being on terms of friendship with the Guicowar state, he
undertook to guard the two passes
from Sinde and Ajmeer. To support
his authority, which, on account of
the rude tribes that compose the
mass of his subjects, would otherwise be precarious, he retains mercenaries from Sinde, to which his
country is contiguous, and through
them controls the wild habits of the
Coolies. These last cannot be employed aa soldiers, for no discipline
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can teach them subordination, but on
an emergency their services are procurable, at no greater expense than
that of their daily subsistence while
so employed. In 1815 the nabob's
establishment consisted of three palanquins and two elephants, the small
remnants of ancient sp1endour.(Pudlic MS. Documents, Carsac,
Macnurdo, $c.)
RAHE~A.-A small town in the
province of Agra, fourteen miles S.E.
' N., Ion. 7g0
from Jaloun ; lat. 260 2
26' E.
RAHOON
(or Rahn).-A
town in
the province of Lahore, a few miles
distant from the Sutuleje, which here,
in the month of April, has the appearance of a canal running in two
channels ; the first fordable, and in
breadth about 100 yards ; the second
is 350 yards across, the water deep,
but not rapid. When the floods are
at the highest, the stream is said to
expand to the great breadth of one
mile and a Iialf. From Rnhoon baftaes and piece-goods are carried to
the fair at Hurdear. It stands in
lat. 31' 1' N., Ion. 760 E., about
twent miles N.N.E. from Luddean.
n a . d l lth Regkter, Raper, 4c.I
RAHOWRY.-A town in the province of Aurungabad, twenty miles
north from Ahmednugur; lat. 19'
22' N., Ion. 74' 53'E.
RAICHOOR
(Rachur).-A
district
in the province of Bejapoor, situated
at the south-western extremity,
within the fork formed by the channels of the Krishna and Toombuddra
rivers. It properly belongs to the
division of Hindostan, entitled India
South of the Krishua. The chief
towns are Raichoor, Paugtoor, and
Culloor.
RAICHOO~.-Atown in the province of Bejapoor, the capital of the
preceding district, forty-two miles
north from Adoni ; lat. 1 6 O 9' N.,
Ion. 77'2WE. This is an irregularly
built town, being an old fort with
some new works, commanded by a
hill and some rising grounda near

,
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R A J A CHOHANS.

it. I n point of rank i t was the se- vince; lat. 14' 10' N., Ion. 76' 56'
cond tow11 in the jaghire of Bazalet E.; 29 miles south from Bellary.
Jung, son t o Nizam ul Mulk, the This place stands about forty miles
soubahdar of the Deccan, and bro- north of Chitteldroug. The interther to the late Nizam ud Dowlab. vening country is fertile, with very
Adoni was his capital, and continued few hills. I n 1790 the Maharattas
after his death to be that of his son obtained possession of Raidroog, LanDarah Jah, until Tippoo tookit from ing bribed Tippoo's governor with
him, and nearly destroyed it. On sixty thoupand rupees. Travelling
this event he removed t o Raichoor, distance from Hyderabad, 332 miles.
which had the advantage of greater --(Moor, RenncU, $c.)
distance from .w r&pacioua and formidable a neighbour. Here, however, he suffered nearly as much
RAIBSEEN.-A large district in the
from his uncle, the Nizam, who im- province of Malwa, of which i t occuposed.so high a tribute, that i t reduc- pies the south-westem quarter, where
ed him nearly to the condition of a it is separated from the Deccan by
mere renter.--(MSS., 4c.)
the Nerbudda river, and the hills exRAIDROOG(Raya Durga).
A tending along its northern bank. It
small district in the Balaghaut Ceded is one of the original Mogul subdiviDistricts, situated between the four- sions of Malwa, and is mentioned by
teenth and fifteenth degrees of north Abul Faze1 as containing thirty-two
latitude. The chief river is the Va- muhals; but until 1818 it could
davati, which in different parts of its scarcely be said to have been suborcollrse is also named the Hajni and dinate to any regular government,
H o ~ g r y ; the principal towns are having become a favourite haunt of
Ra~droog,Calliandroog, and Mulka- the Pindaries, from whence, until
maroo. The family of Raidroog is extirpated in 1817, they infested the
descended from the dalawai. or here- surrounding countries.
ditary prime minister of the ~ i j a n a ~ u r RAISSEEN.-A tow11 and hill fort
empire, who on ita dissolution seized in the province of Malwa, the former
o n Pennaconda and Condrippy. Un- capital of the precedin division, b ~ t t
der Aurengzebe he obtained or seized now much decayed; fat. W 31 N,
on additional villages. In 1776 the Ion. 77' 5%' E. ; twenty-three miles
district was subdued by Hyder, and N.E. from Bopaul.
The country
in 1788 the poligar was captured by from hence to the Nerbudda is reTippoo, and sent to Seringapatam, markably wild and mountainous, but
where he died a violent death. His the hills are not so nrccioitous a s
eon and successor, Vincatuppy Naik, those to the south.-(Heyne, 4 c . )
was killed in 1791, while attempting
RAJA CHOHANS.-A jungly counto escape from Bangalore. At the
peace of 1792 Raidroog was trans- try in the province of Gundwana,
ferred to the Nizam, and in 1790 situated between Sohagepoor and
Gopaul Naik, a descendant by the Singhrowla This is an extremely
female line, attempting to raise dis- rugged and niountainous tract, very
turbances, was sent prisoner to Hy- little cultivated, and inhabited by
derabad. In 1800, in consequence of some of the wildest tribes in India.
arrangements with the Nizam, this The whole tract is a succession of
division was ceded to the British go- deep gullies, ravines, chasms, and
vernment, from which the poligar's defiles. The inhabitants call tbernfamily still receivea'pensi0n.--(Mzin- selves Chohans, and their raja was
formerly tributary to the Maharo, 6-c.1
rattas, but not remarkable for the
h ~ ~ a o o c . - Atown in the Bala- ~unctuality of his payments. T h e
ghaut Ceded Districts, the capital of land produces a little rice, Indian
the preceding subdivision of the pro- corn, and a few smaller grains pecu-
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RAJAGHIRI.
liar to hilly countries. South of
Soneput the country becomes more
open, but the villages continue very
1)00r, not consisting ~ e l l e r a l l ~of
more than four or five miserable huts;
but there is a great abundance of
game. Alnong the animals of a
more ferocious nature may be enumerated the royal tiger, leopards, tiger-cats, and large black bears- The
principal town is S o n e ~ u t ,the usual
residence of the Chohan rajas, who
appear to hare lived in colllplete independence before the Mbarattas,
in 1790, pushed their conquests into
I J ~
B. Blunt,
these W O O ~ S ~ wilds.4J.

4c.1

R n J a c o o ~ ~ s . - A considerable village in the province of Bejapoor, situated in a beautiful valley on rhe
skirt of a forest, near the verge of
the Western Ghauts, about three
miles S.W from Diddee. I t is surrounded by a good stone wall.-(Fullarton, 4c.)

,

l E A ~ A ~ n l n nf o r
king's house).
-This and the following article may
be considered as relating to the sarne
place* but are kept separate* as the
temple stands at Rome distance from
the town.
place of
This is a very
aindoo worship, and for many ages
has been one of the principal seats
of their superstition, and probably
also the seat of empire. The small
on the
town of Rajagriha
north side of a ridge of nlountains,
it has communicated its
to
name, about seven miles north-west
from Giriynk, supposed to have been
of Jarasandha, an acthe
knowledged Inonarch of India, and
several of whose monuments are still
shewn in the vicinity of this place.
The surrounding country to a great
extent is covered with an infinite
variety of ruins.
Although the present town of Rajagriha stands on the massy rampnrt
of an old fortress, the natives have
no tradition that it ever belonged to
Jarasandha ; on the. contrary, they
usually ascribe the works to Shere
Shah, the Afghan ; but there being
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two distinct fortifications, one evidently more ancieut than the other,
i t ia probable both formerly existed.
Rajagriha stands high, but commencing about a mile e& of it, and
extending for four miles in that direction, the country is very low.
Through this has been constructed a
grand mound, almost universally attributed to Jarasandha, the a m r o r
infidel. In a valley formed by the
ridges of the Rajagriha hills is a valley
supposed to have been the field of
battle where Jarasandha fell by the
handa of Bheem. The Saraswati
rises in this valley, and as it pasea
the gap between Bipul and Baibbar
receives the water of numerous
springs, hot and cold, and with t h e
orthodox Hindoos these are objects
of worship. Every thirty-first moon,
which in the Hindoo calendar is intercalary, about 50,000 persons assemble at these springs, which are
the property of a class of Brahmins
named Rajagriha, imported many
years ago from Dravira, Maharashtra,
carnata,
the concan
and ~ ~ l
but who as +hey now exist are a set
of ignorant, clamorous, dirty beggars.
The Jains a,so claim Rirjagriha,
and assert that it was the residence
of Mahasrenik,Upasrenik, and Srenik
of the Jain religion, who possessed a
circumCOUntrY fort~-eight cOss
ference, a mode of
which the Jains appear to designate a
~ ~ " ' e r f u''mindar
l
0' Petty ~ r i n c e .
The Jains every year resort hither in
great numbers, and have built ternwhich
pies On the five
valley is surrounded. In 1811 there
Was a
hermit here who had
seated
in the 'pen gallery Of
a thatched hut, where he sat all day
in the posture in which Buddha is repremnted, without motion or speech,
but well besmeared with cow dung.(3'.Buchanan, 4c.)
RAJAGHIBX.-A town in the province ant1 district of Bahar, situated
a t the base of the Rajagriha hills,
near the north-west extremity of the
range, about sixteen miles sonth from
t h e city of Bahar. The hills in this

i

~

~
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BAJAMAHAL.

E. During the reign of the empero;
Acber, A.D. 1591, Ra'a Maun Singh,

neighbourhmd abound with springs
of water, both hot and cold, for the
reception of which numerous small
stone reservoirs have been built, and
dedicated, one with another, to almost every divinity of the Hindoo
pantheon, with sometimes a small
temple on the margin of the fountain. A thermometer immersed in
the hottest of these springs in the
month of January rose to.%
0'1
On
the crest of the mountain, immediately above Rajaghiri, is a templeof
great sanctity, dedicated to Parswanatha, which is still resorted to by
Jain pilgrims from different pnrts of
India, and in the vicinitv of the town
below are the remains of an extensive
fort, once of considerable strength ;
a monastery belonging to the sect
of Nanok (the Seiks), and a Mahomedan shrine, chiefly remarkable for
itssequesteredsituation.-( Fullorton,

&.I
RAJAKEBA.-A town in the province of Agra, thirty-one miles S.E.
from the city of Agra ; lat. 26" 47
N., Ion. 78O 6' E.
R A J A Y A H A L . - T ~town
~ ~ and adjacent territory belong to the ancient
province of Bengal, although now
annexed t o the division of Boglipoor, which ranks as a Bahar zillah,
and under which head further particulars will be found. In old documents it is also named Acbernuggur
from its capital, and in the revenue
records Caukjole, as being the chief
military division. I t is situated on
the south-western bank of the Ganges,
and was formerly the seat of an important military cantonment, on the
confines of Bengal, towards Bnhar,
commanding some of the mountain
passes into both countries, particularly the famous pass of Telliagurry,
the possession of which was deemed
of much consequence in the time of
the hostile indeperidence of the two
soubahs.
The city of Rajamahal stnnds on
the S.W. side of the Ganges, about
seventy miles N.N.W. from Moorshedabad ; 1st. 25' 2
' N., Ion. 87' 43/

'

on his return from t i e conqiiest of
the Afghans of Orissa, fixed on the
town of Agamahal for the capital of
Bengal, changing the name t o Rajamahal ; bur by the Mahomedans it is
occasionally distinguished by the appellation of Acbernuggur. In 1608
the eat of government was removed
from hence to Dacca by Islam Khan,
but in 1639 was brought back bs Sultan Shujah, the unfortunate brother
of Aurengzebe, during whose viceroyalty it attained great importance,
being the established metropolis of
the Bengal and Bahar provinces, for
which it was admirably situated.
This prince for his temporary residence erected a splendid - buildinc,
called the runmedalan or stone hall,
which is now in a miserable state of
ruin. A great deal of this edifice
has been pulled down for its materials, especially the stones, which
hnve been employed t o construct
the palaces of the Moorshedabad
nabobs, and much has also been removed to make room for modern
hovels.
Since the era above-mentioned
Rajamahal has necessarily suffered
great diminution, which has probably
been accellerated by the removal of
the Jritish courts of justice to Boglipoor. I t is, however, still a lnrge
place, but the rubbish and dispersion
of the houses render its appearance
very dismal. I t still contains twelve
market-places scattered over an immense extent, and the resident population may be computed a t 30,000,
besides travellers by land and water,
who are always numerous, and the
supplying of whom with necessaries
forms the principal support of the
town. Within its limits is the tomb
of Meerun, the son of Jaffier Ali, the
predecessor and successor of Cossim
Ali. Meerun (by whose orders Seraje ud Dowlah was assassinated) was
killed by lightning, and buried here
in a tomb of small size, but neatly
built, and having many flowers planted
around. - (F. Bucknnn, Stewart,
Lord Valentia, kc.)

RAJA~~UN
/Raj
D ~ Mahendti).T
The third district of the Northern
Circars, proceeding from the north,
and situated between the 16th and
17th degrees of north latitude. T o
the north it is bounded by the district of Vizagapata~n; on the sbuth
by that of Masulipatam ; on the east
it has the sea, and on the west the
dominions of his highness the Nizam.
The limits of this district have undergone several fluctuations, and are
a t present but ill defined. Part of
the original circar lies to the south,
but the greater proportion t o the
north of the Godavery, which separates it from Ellore. This river
divides itself into two great branches,
thirty-five miles from the sea, with
which it forms the island of Nagarum, a triangular space comprehending 500 square miles, but of great
value in proportion to its extent.
From thePoliveram zemindary, on the
west, the great range of hills limits
the circar, and the small river Settieveram describes its boundary towards
Cicacole. 111 1784 the whole circar
of Raja~nundryincluded 1,700 square
miles of accessible territory. The
intervening space between the small
rivers Yellerie and Settieveram is
subdivided by water-courses to answer the purposes of irrigation in the
two principal zemindaries of Peddapoor and Pettipoor. The island of
Nagarum is enclosed by the two
greater branches of the Godavery,
and intersected by five lesser ones,
which render it very productive, it
being the grand receptacle of all the
slimy mould carried down by the
greatest river of t k Deccan. The
forests of Rajamundry, from the
commencement of the hills along the
banks of the Godavery, to Paloonshah on the frontiers of Cummumnit,
produce abundance of teak trees,
this being the only country on the
east side of the bay of Bengal that
produces this durable species of
timber.
The cultivation of sugar is carried
on to a cor~siderable extent in the
Pedda ore and Pettipoor zemindalies, &ng the banks of the Elyaeram

river, which, though small, has a
constant flow of water the whole
year, sufficiently large not only to water the sugar plantations during the
driest seasons, but also a great variety of other productions, such as
paddy, ginger, turmeric, yams, and
chilies. This stream of water, during the sultry weather, renders the
lands adjoining more fertile than almost any other in the Deccan, and
peculiarly fitted for the growth of the
sugar-cane. A considerable quantity
of sugar is also raised in the delta of
the Gdavery, and the cultivation
might be increas'ed to any amount.
They do not attempt to raise a crop
from the same spot oftener than every
third or fourth year, but during the
intermediate time plants of the leguminous tribes are cultivated. Here,
on an average, six pounJs of juice
from good canes yield one pound of
sugar. The refuse is given to cattle,
o r carried away by the labor~rers,
there being no distilling of rum. The
cultivation of cotton is genenl in
Rajamundry, but from the nature of
the soil and surface, more especially
in the remoter parts, the produce in
not grent in amount or uuperior in
quality.
The principal towns in this zjllah
are Rajalnundry, Ingeram, Cor~nga,
Bundermalanca, Peddnpoor, and Pettipoor; but there is little export
trade carried on except from Coringa. Some of the villages in the eastern quarter have rather a wilder character than thegenerality of the hamlets in the plains of the Northern
Circars, consisting of small mud
huts of a circular form, with o111y one
aperture overgrown with creepers,
their enclosures strongly fenced, with
narrow winding paths between them.
The territory was ceded to the French
in 1753, by Salabi~tJung, the reigning
soubahdarof theDeccan, andacquired
t o the British by Lord Clive in 1765.
In 1817thetotalgross collection ofthe
public revenue amounted t o 6,74,550
star pagodas ;and in 1822, according
t o returns made by the collectors
t o the Madras government, the inhabitants were estimated at 7,38,308
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persons.--(J. Grant, Public MS. Do- Travelling distance from Hyderabad
Roxburgh, Hodgson, Fulkr- 237 miles ; from Madras 365 ; and
from <:alcutta 665 miles.-(PulIortcm,
tm, 4c.I
Orme, Heyne, RenneU, 4c.j
RAJAML~NDRY.
-A
town in the
RAJANAGUR
( ~ a j a n a ~ a r a )-A
.
Northern Circars, the capital of the
preceding district, situated on the small town in the province of Beneast side of the Godavery, about fifty gal, situatetl on the east side of the
miles from its mouth ; lat. 16' 59' N., Puddah or grand trunk of theGanges,
lon. 81' 53'E. A ridge of mountains twenty-three miles S. by W. from
approaches the Godavery at Raja- Dacca; lat. 2.70 22' N., Ion. 93O 14'E.
mundry, stretching from the northRAJANAGUR.A well-built and
west, and the town itself is built on
an elevated bank adjoining the river. good-looking village in the Northern
I t is of great length, but narrow, and Circars, district of Rajamundry,
eleven miles N.E. from the town of
the principal bazar of tw#stories,
with terrace roofs, a rare circum- Rajan~undry. There is a temple here
stance in this part of India. .Ap- dedicated to Mahadeva, and another
pearances here indicate a preva~hng to Krishna, and on one of their terMussulman population, for there races are figures of asceties in a sitare several old mosques, and only ting posture, as large as life, but ill
one pagoda. The old fort is still in sculptured.-(Fullarton, $c.)
existence. I t is a quadranglllar work,
RAJAPOOR
(or Dundah Rajapoor).
with high walls and an indifferent -A town in the province of Aurunditch, and garrisoned by a party of gabad, named also Jezira Jessore,
invalids. The zillah court is esta- belonging to the Siddee family, forblished here, but the collector resides merly the hereditary admirals of t h e
a t Coconada
Mogul empire, in which naval funcDuring the dry season the Goda- tion they were succeeded by the
very a t Rajamundry is a clear blue British government without any restream, flowing over an extensive bed gular investiture. Lat. 18' 8' N., Ion.
of sand, and broken by frequent shoala 73'6'E., forty-six miles S. by E. from
and islands; but when full, in the Bom bay.
months of June and July, it is a mile
RAJAPULPETTA.-Atown in the
broad, ahd makes a grand appearance.
I t s bed is then deep and very little province of Hyderabad, sixty miles
raised above the level of the sea, in south from the cit of Hiderabad ;
coneequence of which, during a re- lat. 16' 27'N., Ion. $8' 37' E.
markable rising of the sea at Coringa
RAJDEER.-A town in the province
in 1784, ships were drifted as high as of Candeish. The fortifications of
Rajamundry. Not far below the town this place are in a great measufe
the Godavery separates into several formed by nature, being merely n
branches, forming several fertile del- high precipitous mountain, possessing
tas and large islands. Tile banks on no works except such as have been
both sides are from twenty to thirty constructed for a narrow traversing
feet high, and consist chiefly of har- footpath, c l ~ tthrough the rock with
dened clay marle, large portions of great labour and secured by gates.
which are carried away and deposited The interior is plentif~illy supplied
elsewhere, causing much contention with water, and when beeieged, in
among the land-owners. .
1818, was found provided with one
Rajas of Rajamundry are mention- year's provisions ; but notwithstanded by Ferishta as independent rinces ing these precautions, on the opening
when the Deccan was i n r a i d by of the mortar batteries the garrison
Allah ud Deen, A.D. 1295, and it evacuated the place, and it was taken
was subjected by the Bhamcnee ro- .possesion of without the death of a
vereigns of the Deccan in A.D. 1471. single man.-(Bkcker, gc.)
cuments,

-
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RAJPEPLA.
Rn~oirun.-A large and stronglyfortified town in the province of
Agra, principality of Macherry, situated within a recess, of the hills;
lat. 27' 14'N.

RAJPEPLA.-A division of Gujerat,
comprehending several rugged tracts,
interspersed between that province
and Candeish, and extending from
the Nerbudda to the Tuptee, forming
the eastern boundary of such parts of
RAJGHUR.-A town in the province the Broach and Surat districts as lie
of Malwa, the capital of the modern betwixt these rivers. T o the east it
division of Omutwara, and residence is bounded by the petty state of ~ k of the Rawut Mohun
; late 23' rany ; on the west by the Broach per59' N., Ion. 76' 49' E. Prior to 1820 gunnah ; its northern boundary is
it had suff'ered greatly from the ra- the Nerbudda, and its southern Canvages of the Pind~riesand Grassias, deish, the Mundavie territory, and
and the ralvut then paid tribute to the pergullnah of Wusmvie. 1ts axSindia. In 1819 the gross revenue treme length has been estimated at
a m o ~ ~ n t eto
d about 50,000 rupees.100 miles ; its breadth varies from
(Malcolm, kc.)
forty-five to sixty miles.
R
~ A small
~
town
~ in ~ The pergunnahs
~
~of Nandode,
.
Was~~~~h~~~ ~
i
~
d
miles
~
~ seeter,
~ Bhalode,
~
~ and, Gowalee, situawest of the Chour station; lat. 30° ted On the banks of the Nerbudda,
4wN., ion. 77028!E., 7,115 feet above being subject to its inundation, are
the level of the sea.
fertile and productive, and formerly
the Rajpepla territory supported 500
RAJNUCUR.-A town, the capital towns and villages; but such had
of a small district in the province of been the distracted state of the
Allahabad, twenty miles N.W. from country from 1803, that in 1815
Punnab ;Jat. 24'54/N., Ion. 79O52'E. only fifteen villages remained, and the
vast wastes of Rajpepla became an
RAJODE.-A town in the province asylum for every species of marauof ~ a l w a ,forty-six miles W. by S. ders and a depBt for theirbooty. The
from Oojein ; lat. 23' 3' N., Ion. 75' cornelian mines are found in the vici9 E.
nity of Ruttunpoor (ruttun, or ratna,
a gem), and are plincipally
RAJOO.-A town in the province
Bheelss
are the opeof Gundwana, situated on the right worked
at its junc- rative miners. The climate is unbank of the
tion with the Pyri, about twenty- healthy, and particularly destructive
seven miles to the south of Ryepoor. to "rangers* and the water, according
It is still celebrated for the temple to native accounts, is detestable. The
of ~~j~~ ~
~and for~ an annual
h
country
~
~is thinly, inhabited by a wild
festival in honour of that deity. ~t 'ace of mountaineers, mostly of the
~
~ Bheel
~ and Rajpoot
~
hcastes;~ and so
~ late d
contains images of ~
lg21the towns and
were
Garura, Hunimaun, and Japath Pal,
mostly deserted, the regular inhabithe raja who is said tb have
tants
having
migrated
to
the
Briti~h
strutted the temple. Besides the
above there are variol~sother shrines, territories.
The state of R a j ~ e ~ is
la
sanctuaries, and mytl~ologicalsculpthe
Guicowary
and
in
was
On
a
smnll
rocky
island
at
the
tures.
junction of the pyri and Mahanuddy nOminall~governed by a minor raja,
is a temple dedicated to Mahadeva, ten years of age, named Pertaub
under the epithet of Kuleswara.Singh.
In 1821 theland assessment was fixed
(Jenkinr, 4c.)
Rs. 289,278
at
RAJOORA.-A town in the Gujerat The expenses of the principality were
90,060
peninsula, fifty-three miles N.E. from
Diu head; lat. 21° 2' N., lon. 71'
40' E.
Carried forward
1,39918
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Brought forward
Rs. 1 , s $18 jungle, cultivated io some #pots by
the Bheelala tribe.-(Malcolm. .&c.j
Deduct tribute to the
-,
Guicowar
Rs. 75,000
RAJPOOTANA
(RaZ)utranu).-See
Provision for the wiA ~ m e s aPBOVINCE.
dow of 1%. msineh 8.400
83,400
RAJSHAHY.-A district in the province of Bengal, of which it occupies
Leaving
Rs. 55,818 the central parts, and situated principally between the twenty-fourth and
for the liquidation of the government twenty-fifth degrees of north latitude.
debts, exceeding thirty lacks of ru- T o the north it is bounded by Dinagep e e s The revenue. however. was poor and Mymunsingh ; on the south
cons~dered susceptible of improve by Birboom and Kishnagur; to the
ment, and Mr. Willoughby had effect- east it has Dacca Jelalpoor and Myed an amicable settlement with the munsingh; and on the west BogliBheels; but the annals of Rajpepla, poor and Birboom. This was forfor many years, present a most dis- merly the most extensive and nntressing history of the anarchy and wieldy zemindary in Bengal, and in
rapine that had derastated this petty 1784 comprehended, according to
state, and almost annihilated its po- Major Rennell's computation, 12,999
palation.--(Public MS. Docunwntr, square miles, yielding a revenue of
twenty-four lacks of rupees.
WLVoughby, 4c.)
R
~
~ town~ in the
~ pro~
~Rtijshahy
~ in intersectedin
.
A
its whole
branchvince of Gujerat, thirty-four miles length the Ganges,
navi@ble rivers and
east from Broach, the former capital es, with
of the preceding division; late 210 fertilizing streams; and so watery is
46' N., ion. 730 45' E. ~h~ village of itmature, that from the beginning of
Pepla stands on the top of a lofty July to the end of November it is
mountain, and is now called Toona,
submer6ed- I n times
reor o l d pepla, to distinguish it from mote Hindoo antiquity the particular
the new village of that name. I t is portion thus subject to prolonged insituated in a country almost inacces- undation was named t h e Wionof
portion
sible to any but Bheels, the rond lead- Varendra. The
ingover high hills covered with jungle, the district, as it is now coustituted,
i t having been forlnerly a place of re- Presents neither elevation, forest,
fuge. Vestiges of the town are still "'ad, or watercourse, by the asYumPoccupied by Bheels, the modern ca- tion of which a definite boundary
pita1 being Nandode, and the coun- might be fixed. In the vicinity of
try designated in the ~~~~l records HnrriaI the face of the country is exceedingly wild and woody, and otheras Nadowt, or Nandode.-(Wil(oug&
wise fitted for the harbour of dacoits.
by, &.)
For the protection of the jeels, o r
R A ~ p d O RfRaja~ura/.-A
in shallow lakes, a swift guard-boat, of
the province of Bejapoor, district of &teen oars is retained, commanded
Concan, ninety-six miles N.N.W. by a jemadar, who is especially retomGOa; lat. 160 46' N., Ion. 730 mended to superintend the Chillam
25' E.
Jeel, the largest expanse of water of
RAJPOOR.-A town in the province this description in Bengal. In 1880
of Malwa, eighteen miles from Kook- government relinquished the repairs
see ; Iat. 22' 15' N., Ion. 74' 24' E. of a considerable portion of the ernIn 1820 this was the head-quarters bankments in Rajshahy, which always
of Muzraffer, an Arabian jemadar, failed when the river6 were highest,
and head manager to Jeswunt Singh, and subjected the vicinity to mdden
the rajaofAlly and Mohun. I t stands and mischievous inundations. On the
on the high road from Malwa to Gu- other hand, when the rains were
jerat, and is surrounded by a thick scanty, they were cut by the natives,
- -

......

...
-... -

who, indeed, were always adverde to
their being maititained.
In A.D. 1725 this zemindary was
conferred on Ram Jevon, a Brahmin,
and founder of the present family;
but since that period it has suffered
much dissection, and little space con+
paratively now remains to his descendants. From the low surface of
the counir it is ill adapted for the
erection o?solid edifices, and accordingly few are seen, and those mostly
Hindoo temples, or the more transitory dwellings of Europeans. There
is no fort within the district, except
one belonging to the nabob of Moorshedabad, at Godagaree, built in former times as a place of refuge for the
nabob's family, but now in a most.
ruinous condition. The chief towns
are Nattore, Bauleah, and Hurrial,
besides which there are many populous and commercial villages. Until
the se aration, in modern times, of
sevenrimportant pergunnahs, Rajeshahy produced four-fifths of all the
silk, raw or manr~factured,used in or
exported from Hindostan. In 1814
the jumma, or land-assessn~entto the
revenue, was 14,69,814. Prior to
the separation of the pelgunnahs
above alluded to, the nuinber of inhabitants was cornpored at 1,997,763 ;
but in 1801 they were estimated in
round numbers at 1,500,000, in the
proportion of two Hindoos to one
M&on~edan.-( Wynch, C. Grmme,
jun., A. Gardner, J. Grant, +c.)
RALDING.-A principal peak of a
cluster in Northern Hindostan, situated above Murang, on the left bank
of the Sutuleje ; lat. 31° 29' N., Ion.
78' 22' E.; elevation above the level
of the sea, 21,411 feet.--( Hodgron and
Herbert, 4c.)
RAHACAPE.-A promontory in
the province of Bejapoor, on the west
coast of India, within the Goa terri' E.
tory; lat. 25' 5' N., Ion. 74' 2
RAMASERAI.-A fertile valley in
Northern Hindostan, division of Roween, situated between the Tonse
and Jumna, and traversed by the Rama stream, from which it derives its
VOC. 11.

name ; Iat. SO0 60' N, Ion. 78' 5'E.(Jar. Frarer, 4 c.)
RAMAPATAM.-Apleasant village
a mile from the sea-shore, in the Car-

natic province, and district of Nsllore, about five miles N. from the
town of Nellore, with a bungalow for
the accommodation of travellers.
RAMDROOG
(Rania Durga).-A
town in the Balagliaut Ceded Districts, forty-three miles S.E. from
Bellary; lut. 14O 44' N., Ion. iiO
31' E.
RAMGAON
(Rantagrama).-A
village in Northern Hindostan, district
of Kumaon, situated on the declivity
of a high and steep mountain, near
the great road from Almora to Rohilcund,, by the Bainohree pass, and
about seventeen miles south from the
town ofAlmora. An excellent bridge,
constructed of logs, on the principle
of the hill Sanga, but eight feet wide,
and with a light parapet railing on
each side, has recently been thrown
across the mountain torrent which
flows at the bottom of the deep dell
below Ramgaon, and near it a smull
house bas been erected by government, with a co~nmissariatdepbt annexed, for the ~ccommodationof travellers.--( FuUarton, 4c.)
RAMGERBI
(Ranragiri).-A
small
town in Mysore, forty-eight miles
N.E. from Seringapatatn ; lat 1%'
43'N., Ion. 77' 25' E. Lac is pro:
duced in several of the neighbouring
hills, upon the tree called jala, hut
cattle is the principal object of the
people round this place. In all diseases of the ox kind the remedy is
actual cautery, fancifully applied in
different places. Although the killing of an animal of the cow kind is
considered worse than murder by the
Hindoos, there is no creature whose
sufferings exceed those ofthe lahouring cattle in Hindost8n.--(F. IBucIranun, L9.c.)
RAMGHAUT
(Ramaghat).-A town
in the province of Agra, situated ott
the west bank of the Ganges, which
it1 the dry season is here fordable;
2 c

let. W 1W N., Ion. 78'' 19' E., reven- tion above the level of the aaa 4-,
fee^--(Hodgron and Herbert, &.)
teen miles S.S.E. from Anopsbebr.
RAHGHAUT.--OII~of the paares
RAMGBUB
fRanraghara).-A hilly
through the western ghaut moun- and mountainous district, the juristains, descending from the elevated diction of which, since it has been new
province of Bejapoor to the Portu- modelled and extended, occupies the
guese territories subordinate to Goa. whole southern quarter of the Bahar
The greatest height of this paas above province. To the north it is boundthe sea is said to be about 2800 feet. ed b the district of Bahar Proper;
The pass was formerly very difficult on J e south by Jushpoor, Gnngand rugged, with frequent steep and oor, and Singhboom ; to the east i t
sharp turnings, so as to be almost as Boglipoor and the Jungle Maimpracticable for loaded cattle; but hala ; and on the west Billouoja,
in 1820 a detachment of Madras Sirgoojah, and Jushpoor. In 1784
pioneers were employed in widening Chute Nagpoor, Pslamow, and Ram~ t and
, forming a carringe rood l i e ghow, according to Major Rennell'a
that down the Bhore Ghaut. From mensuration, contained 21,732 q u a r e
the small temple of Siva at the sum- miles, of which 16,732 were nearly
mit, called Rams Lingam pagoda, to waste.
the foot of the ghaut is a distance of
A great proportion of this division
about three miles and a half. The is, from its situation, rocky and undescent is by regular gradati~ns, productive, and can never be brought
through an uninterrupted tract of into a better condition unless great
forest, without any of the bold mu- encouragement be held out t o the
ral precipices or magnificent chasms clearing of woods hitherto impenewhich distinguish tbe scenery of the trable; and such is the uncivilized
Bhore Ghaut. The teak tree is not state of the district generally that a
-found in this part of the ghautu, pool1 great majority of the natives cannot
being the prevailing timber. There be expected to understand the lawe
is a belt of fine open forest, free from by which they are governed.
underwood, extending eastward for
The soil of Ramghur on the declia space of ten miles from the top of vities is principally loam ; in the high
the pass, and the firat tract of culti- ground it consiats of a mixture of
vated land, going west, is at the fron- loam, clay, and gravel, with mica, on
tier Portuguese village of Barry, seven which pulses of differeat sorts are
miles and a half from the base.--(Fulgrown, and also cotton. The supply
Zarlon, 4c.)
of water for domestic purposes iq,
R A Y G H E(~amogliiri).E~
A dis- rocured from river% rivulets, nultrict in the province of Hyderabad, [aha, j eels, wells, and tanks ; but
situated towards the north-eastern the last is generally preferred by
extremity, and extending across the the natives. Water that is clear
Godavery, which intersects it; but and void of taste they consider the
only theportion situated to the south best, and do not esteem running waof that nver is subject to the Nizam's ter, which, flowing through woody
authority, the rest belonging to the and mountainous countries, is ubmally
wild Hindon province of Gundwana. impregnated with minerals and wtrinThe town of Ramgheer stands in lot. gent vegetable substances. The wap
18' 27'N., Ion. 79' 28' E., 100 miles ter, however, of large rivers, where
these extraneous ingredientsare mu&
W.N.E.from Hyderabad.
diluted, is usual1 good ; and troops
RAYGHU~.-Afort in Northern marching througK hilly and wood
Hindostan, principality of Hudoor, countries, in general auger mucH
situated among the hills, and lately more from the water of smallstreamd
much increased and strengthened : and nullahs than fmm that of a&
lat. 31' 6' N., Ion. 76' 47'E.,eleva- or large rivers. At Pinnar Coo&,
'
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in this &trict, there is a remarkable
hot well. The rivers of Ramghur,
Chuta Nqpoor, and Sirgoo'a, are
mostly shallow, and never k l l except during the rains, when they flow
with great rapidity. The banks are
covered with rank weeds and exuberant vegetation, which is often
swept away by the torrent. Rivers
which during the floods contain from
fifteen to twenty feet of water, fall
soon after to two or three feet, and
soon after dry up. The mountains
of ttiii district are wholly covered
with trees, brushwood, and jungle,
which forests extend far into- the adjacent countries.
Commercial transactions are very
insignificant, and confined moatly to
the mere interchange and barter of
commodities for domestic consumption. The hills abound with iron,
which is collected and fused by the
natives in their rude manner, and is
the principal article of exportation ;
but the want of navigable rivers is a
great obstruction to the enlargement
of this traffic. Thegreat Benares road
passes through Sheregotty, and there
i s a distinct road that branches off
from this grand trunk at Konachitty,
and runs north-west tochittra. There
is also a road that runs north-east
from Chittra, and afterwards falls int o the great road at Sheregotty.
There are many old brick forts in
Ramghur, the destruction of which
was recommended at an early period
by the magistrate, as they afforded
protection to refractory zemindars
and hordes of irregular banditti.
There are very few durable buildings ;
nor are there any private schools, or
seminaries for teaching the Hindoo
or Mahomedan law, education not
extending beyond the tlccomplishments of reading and writing.
The seasons here, as elsewhere in
Hindostan, may be divided into hot,
cold, and rainy. The cold season
commences about,the end of October and terminates in the b 'nning
o r middle of Narch, when z e hot
season commences, and lasts till the
middle of June. The rains then set
in, and continue fill about themiddle

of October, gradually decmaaing towards the conclusion. The healthy
season may be said to be from November to the setting-in of the r ~ i n ;
s
and the most unhealthy months, S e p
tember und October. Traces of lead
have been discovered at the base of
a mountain in Ramghur called Mucundgunge, and antimony is said to be
found, while iron abounds every
where, more particularly at Balleah,
in the mountains, where it is smelted
in considerable quantities by native
metall~irgists. A few miles east of
Hazary Baugh bre beds of very fine
mica, from which large transparenb
lamin= are procured.
I n Ramghur the mwhur tree
grows spontaneoudy and in great
abundance, among the rocky an&
otherwise barren parts of the mountains, and provides the natives with
a convenient substitute for grain, a s
it will keep, when pulverized, for n
whole aeason. By the natives, how.
ever, it is principally used for making
an infusion like tea, which afforda a
nourishing and wholesome beverage;
but this process has been construed
as coming nithin the regulations
against illicit distillation. The prin*
cipd rivers are the Dummodah and
Burrakur ; the principal towns Chittrn (containing the civil establisbmenb
and gaol), Ramghur, Hazary Bsugh,
and Sheregotty. Throughout the
eastern part of the district, and in the
adjacent tracts of the Jungle Mahals,
the bt~ffaloeis used for draught and
for the plough, instead of the ox.
The former is a hardy and powerful
animal of its class ; yet six of them
are required to move the same 1 0 4
that a pair of miserable &arved bullocks wauld be aet to draw in the
plains. This waste of strength is
mainly attributable to the extreme
rudeness of the hill cart, which is
mounted on circular pieees of board
for wheels, and is almost as much inferior to the Bengal hackery, as the
latter is to the English waggon.
Ramghur is but thinly inhabited,
and a great majority of the natives
are Hindoos of the BraBminical persuasion. One estimate mukes. iho
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inhabitanof Rmnghur Proper
amount to half a million, in the proportion of one Mahoinedan t o thirty
Hindws. The inhabitants of the
most frequented towns differ not at
d l in feature, and very little in their
language, from those of the adjacent
plains, whenre their progenitors in
all probability migrated. The raja of
Chuta Nagpoor, who farmerly exerc i d anindependentjurisdiction within the limits of his own territories, is
highest in rank ;but there are besides
many zemindars of extensive possesmoos and considerable personal influence.
This district has been long fatally
distinguished for the numerous crimes
and devastations committed, and the
annual loss of many valuable soldiers
from the unhealthiness of the counThe inhabitants the adjacent
plains have an unconquerable averion to a residence in the hills, owing
t o the pestilential
nmte, as
as
the extreme
crbarity of the hill natives, and the
beasts
prey, bears,
and
Theft is
tigers,
common
Ramghur; but
murder
prevalent
a partieular class, which are tbe slaves possessed by chiefs inhnbiting the mountainous and inaccessible interior, and
of savage and ferocious habits. When
petty disputes occur, these slaves are
compelled by their masters to perpetrate any enormity, and are more
especially employed for the purposes
of assassination. Any he~itationor
rymptoms of repugnance on the part
of the slave is attended with instant
death, which is equally his fate should
he fail in the attempt. On the other
hand. if he succeed he is sought out
by the officers of governme~t, and
executed as a murderer. The usual
police has hitherto been unable to
seize the cowardly instigator, and if
recourse be had to a military force
he retires to the jungles. Neither do
the slaves attach the slightest idea of
guilt to the murders they are thus
delegated to commit; on the contrary, when taken, invariably confess,
and appear to expect applause for

m.

having done their duty. M u r d s i s
also frequently committed through
the mere ignorance and superstition
of the peo le, who often put indivi
duals to L t h under a helief that
they practiee magical influence, and
make a destructive use of their knowledge. Lastly, the ready cash of the
Hindoo pilgrims, proceeding through
this district to the different places of
Hindoo worship, sometimes proves
too strong a teml~tationfor poverty
to resist, and murder is resorted t o as
the most effectual mode of concesl1nent.--! Fullnrton, Breton, W. T.
Smith, Lord Tcigntnouth, J.Grant,4c.)
R ~ ~ ~ ~Villagein
~ ~ ~~~~h~~~
. - A
l si- ~ ~
~
i due south
~ of ~ d
tuated on the banks of a rapid
in a
,inding valley, the sidb
of which rise to a great height, and
are crlltivated in narrow terraces with
the most persevering industry, althong]) the soil is so stony that man!
of the little fields more resemble the
deposit of a torrent than an arable
piece land. Thegovernment warehouse and gnartl-house stand at a
little heigllt above the village. While
subject to the Gorkhas there was a
castle here,now dismantled and gone
to decay. iron ore is found here,
which the inhabitants ,,.ash from its
deposits, and transpqrt to
*lmora to be s m e l t e d . - - ( ~ ~ ~ gB ~ &,- , &,-I

1--,

RAMGHUB.-A town in the province of Bahar, district of Ramghar,
situated on the banks of the Dummodah river, about 190 iniles N.W.
from Calcutta ; lat. 23' 38' N, Ion.
85' 43'E. It originnlly communicated
its nsine to the district, but h u since
fallen to a secondary rank.
RAMGUNGA
RIVER(Rsma Ganga).
-This river has its source in Northern Hindostan among the Kumaon
mountains, about twenty-five miles
N.W. from the fdrtress of Aln~ora,
from whence it flows in a southeasterly direction through the province of Rohiicund, with a very winding stream, until it falls into the
Ganges not far from Kanoje, having
performed a course, including w i n d

RAMISSERAM.

4&s

inga, of about 300 square miles, and one of the most superior native edireceived the accession of many rivers. fices in India. None are permitted
to enter the inner temples except the
' RAMGUNGC
(Ranla Gunj). - A
town in the provlrlce of Oude,tnenty- attendant Brahmins, who live in the
;lat. town,, and have their share of the
seven miles S.W. from L~~cknow
offenngs. The idol uses no other
26' 38' N., lbn. 80' 30' E.
water but that brought from the
. RAMGUE
(Ranaa ghara).-A town Ganges, which is poured over him
in the province of Orissa, situated on every morning and then sold to the
the south side of the Mahanuddy devout, thus yielding a considedle
river, 106 miles W. from C ~ t t a c k ; revenue to the temple.
Lit. 20" 26' N., Ion. 84" 26' E. The
The guardianship of this sacred
chief of this place in 1803 became a isle is hereditary in a family of deBritish tributary.
votees, the chief of which is named
the Pandaram, and doomed to perRAMCURRAH.-ASII)~II
town in the
province ofAllahabad, eighteen miles petual celibacy, the succession being
on by the sisters, or by the
N. by E. from Bellary ; lat. 24" 3' N., carried
collateral branch. The greater part
ton. 80° 24' E.
of the income is applied to llis use,
RAMISSERAM
(Ranteswaram, the or to that of his relations, who have
pillar of Ranz).-An
island in the possessed the supreme power about
straits between Ceylon and the con- 120 years. When Lord Valentia vitinent, being separated from the latter sited this island in 1803, the Pandaby a narrow channel. In length it ram solicited his lordship's protection
may be estimated at eleven miles, by for the deity and his temple.
Panban, the port of 'the island, is
six the average breadth, and is low,
sandy, uncultivated, and covered with about nine miles from the great tema thin-baubool jungle ; [at. 9" 18' N., ple, the road to which has been paved
Ion. 79' S E .
the whole way by the contributions
On his return from the conquest of the pious. A stranger is much
of Ceylon; after destroying Ravan, str~ick with the breadth and reguthe king of the Rashasas (or oppo- larity af the streets, the number and
ncnts of the demi-gods), Ram, an elegance of the stone choultries, and
incaroation of Vishnu, reflected that the extraordinary neatness of the
during his wars many Rucshasas, dwellings of the Brahmins, many of
who were also Brahmins, had been them fantastically adorned in front
destroyed, by which feats he had in- with mythological paintings. la the
curred the heaviest guilt ; to expiate inner court-yard of the Pandaram's
these crimes therefore he set up an residence is a bungalow furnished in
image of the lingam at Rarnisseram, the English style, from the top of
which he ordered to be worshipped, which there is a commanding view of
and it thenceforward became a place the ocean, whence the interminable
of pilgrinlage. Such is the traditional black line of rocks, stretching across
account of this celebrated pagoda, the gulf of Manaar, and known by
which still remains in a tolerable state the name of Adam's bridge, is disof repair. The entrance to it is by cernible. About twa miles north-east
a lofty gateway about 100 feet high, of the town, on the highest point of
eovered with carved work to the a rock, a small temple commemorates
summit. The door is about forty the spot from whence Rama i* said
feet high, and composed of single to have directed the operations, while
stones, placed perpendicularly, with the bridge was constructing by Huothers crossing over ; the massive- nimaun, and his brigade of gigantic
ness of the workmanship resembling monkeys. At the south-eastern exthe Egyptian or Cyclopean style of tremity of the island is the sacred
architecture. The square of the whole bathing place, where, in the very
i s about 600 feet, nnrl it ia probably sanctt~aryof Brahrninical superstitioll,
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and close by the choultry and tank
made for the accomlpodation of pilgrims, is a Roman Catholic chapel,
with a subsisting establish~oent of
Christian priests.
The strait here is about a mile
aide, but not passable except hy very small vessels. The bed is rocky, and
the entrance from the north only
I00 feet wide, between two rocfcs ;
and as another directly faces it, and
the current is rapid, much caution is
necessary to navigate it in safety. In
A . a 1310 the Mahomedans under
Mallek Naib invaded the Carnatic,
and pushed their depredations as far
as Ramisseram, where they erected
a mosque; but the pagoda still enjoys
its reputation for sanctity, and continues to be much visiteil by devotees,
mendicants, anchorets and ascetics,
from the remote and crafty province
of Bengal. These pilgrims usually
proceed in companies on foot as h r
as Durbhasana, after which (according to their own account) two days
are occupied in passing through a
wilderness to the sea-side, where
they rocure a boat, and cross to the
hlan8. They commonly carry water
from the other sacred places they
have visited, and pour It ovkr the
lingam erected at this place.
In ancient times Ramisseram waa
a noted point in Hindoo astronomy,
to the meridian of which man Telinga andTemul astronomers relrred
their calculations. Col. Lambton
found it to lie 79O 22' 5" east of
Greenwich, and 3' 28' 50" east of
Lanca, the grand Hindco meridian.
--(Fullarton, Lord Vakntia, Ward,
Warren, Mackel~zie,Scott, 4c.)
RAMNAD
(Ratnanatha).-A
town
and large zemintlary in the Southern
Carnatic, situated about 123 milea
N.E.from Cape Comorin ; Iat. go23'
N., Ion. 78' 56' E. The Ramnad
pollam, or estate, was granted to the
ancestors of the present family, with
the title of Sethepaties, for the defence of the road and protection of
the pilgrims resorting to the sacred
p a g ~ d aa t Ramisseram. The whole
zeminhry does not contain a hill,

nor is it in general so dry rn that of
S
F having of late y u n
suffered rom the overflowiog of the
Vyar river, and in the vicinity of
K~lrarrythere are salt marshes communicating with the Rea. There are
also some ttacts of cotton ground.
The town of Ramnad has an irregular appearance, and has of late
suffered much from the epidemic,
*hich so greatly depopuhtecl this
quarter of India. Here is a fort eommenced many gears ago by the late
ranny's ancestors, but never completed. It contains the palace, which
1s a gloomy building, with gloomy
walls, and no external windows. The
hall of audience is covered wit11 mytholo 'cal paintings ; but in 1820
the wfole building was in a wretched and forlorn condition, and had
been long untenanted. Near to it
are the tomb of the late mnny's deceased husband, and a Protestant
church of neat architecture. The
town walls are of martsive stones,
with looplioles on the top, but without any cannon mounted. The reat
tank at Ramnad, where the t Y a r
river terminates ita course, and which
is not usually filled for seven years
together, in 1810, owing to the redundant rains, burst its banks and
run into the sea. The ranny mentioned by Lord Valentia has been
dead for many years, and the succession was so strongly disputed, thet
In 1820 it was under appeal to the
king and council, the British government in the mean time collectidg the
revenues, which in 1809 amounted
to kbout 1,10,236 star pagodas.(Hodgson, Lord Valentia, Fullarton,
&c.)

R ~ ~ ~ a a a u ~ ( R aNagara).-A
m.a
town in the province of Allahabad,
district of Benares, sitnated on the
right bank of the Ganges, a littie
above the western extremity of t h e
city of Benares. The raja usually
resides in the fort of Ramnaghur,
which is a huge pile of stone-building
projecting into the river. He pusseastm d s o in this viciiiity an elegant garden arranged after the Hin-
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doo fashion, and adorned with o
fine tank,summer-houses, and a magnificent bath of stone. The mythological scul tures on a pagoda near
this spot, lebunfinished by Raja Cheit
Singh, hnve been much admired for
the elaborate style .of their execution. Cheit Singh intended to build
a grand town at Ramnaghur on a regular plan, and with wide streets,
after tlie European fashion. This
purpose was frustrated by his deposition, but a tolerable ~ d e aof its
scope may be formed from the two
spacious streets, croesing each other
a t right angles, which compose the
existing town of Ramnaghur.-(FA
Zarlon, 4c.)

tide ascends for o considerable d i e
tance. By all the nations of the
Burmese race tlii river is named the
Paengwa. The vicinity of Ramoo
being a fertile and populous plain,
and the medium of d l intercourse
carried on in the neighbourhood of
the Nauf river, if any ground could
be found not flooded by the rains, it
would be an eligible position for a
frontier station towards Arracan ;
but, unfortunately, from the hills to
the sea no spot of ground more than
fifty yards square beyond the level
of the inundation is to be.found.
The place is also known from experience to be singularly unhealthy; yet
it apparent1 suits the temperament
of the ~ u g t s who
,
set all malaria
RAMNAGUB.-Aconsiderable town a t defiance.-43'. Buchanan, Colonel
in the province of Bahar, in the terrai of Chumpnrun, which in 1814 T h 1 w Morgan, $c.)
was inhabited by the exiled raja of
RAMPOOB
(Ranaa pupa/.-A large
Taneer and his followers ; lat. 2 7 O 'town in the province of Delhi, tbe
10' N.
iaghire- and residence of a Rohillah
R~aa~nctrn.-The ruins of an an- nabob, where the Pushtoo or Afghan
cient fortress in the province of Del- language is still much spoken, and
hi, division of Bohilcund, several the genuine Afghan manners and
miles in circumference ;let. 88' 22'N. customs retained. I t stands on the
Jt appears to have had thirty-four banks of the Cosilla; lat. 28' 50' N.,
bastions, and is known in the neigh- lon. 78' 54' E., eighteen miles east
bo~trhood bv the name of the Pan- from Moradabad.
This town and attached territory,
at the peace of Loldong in1774, were
R n x ~ n ~ u n . - - T h eruins of an an- secured to Fyzoola Khan. a Rohillah
cient palace situated on the left bank chief, at which time the revenue was
of the Nerbudda river, sixteen miles valued at thirty lacks of rupees per
above the fort of Mundelah, where annum. During the life time of Fysome ancient inscriptions have been aoola Khan Rampoor was very prosrecently discovered by Capt.Fel1.
and at his death compre
a space four miles in circumRAMNEE.-A remarkable snowy
peak in Northern Hindostan, visible ference, surrounded by a thick bamfrom Bareily, estimated to be 29,768 boo hedge, within wh~chwere mud
feet above the level of the ocean; fortifications. On the death of Fylat. 30' 20' N., Ion. 79' 38' E. ; fifty zoola Khan in 1794, his eldest son
Mahomed Ali succeeded, but was soon
miles north from Almora.
nfterwards assassinated by his second
RAMOO.-A town in the province son Gholaum Mahomed, who seized
of Bengal, situated near the southern the throne. A British force was
extremity of the Chittagong dis- marched to expel the usurper, which
trict, sixty miles south from Islama- was attacked by the Roh~llaharmy
bad; lat. 21' 25' N., Ion. 9 P 20' E. within a few miles of .Bareily; but
The Bakally or Ramoo river is one they were repulsed after a severe acof the most considerable in the south tion, in which the former had 008
of Chittagong; the bottom ia mud, men aod hurteen officers killed dnd
and although the water be fresh, the wounded. Gholaum Mahomed sur:
* - ~ O ~ -

~
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rendered roon afterwards, and the the plain t o the north of the town,
accumulated treasures of Fyzoola where i t is shaded b a thick bower
Pub
Khan, amounting t o 332,000 gold of the peepul tree.--{fularton,
mohurs (£607,000), were delivered tic MS. Dorunrent:, Colonel Fraakup to Asoph ud Dowlah, who pre- lin, Renrrell, Elphinstone, kc.)
sented the British army with eleven
RAMPOOR.-A small town in the
lacks of rupees (b127,OOO). Posses- province of Delhi, fourteen miles S.
sio~iwas also taken of the Rsmpoor by W. from Saharunpoor; lat. 2 9 O
jxghire for the Oude government ;
47' N., Ion. 75' 25' E.
but a jaghire or estate waa reserved
for Ahrned Ali Khan, a minor, the
RAYPOOR.-A small town in the
grandson of Fyzoola Khan, of which province of Delhi; district of Bareily,
the town of Rampoor formed part, situated immediately to the north of
wirh a revenue of about ten lacks of Rooderpoor, from which i t is separupees. I n 1808 it yielded 10,69,077 raied by the stream of the Goula,
rupees.
forty-one miles N. from Bareily, and
Whatever misgovernment this ter- twenty-three from the base of the
ritory may have undergone, it cer- northern mountains at Bamooree.tainly has not had the effect of check- (FuUarton, 4c.)
ing the productive energies of the
RAMPOOR.-A town in Northern
moil or inhabitants, for a more richly
cultivated tract of country, in 1820, Hindostan, the capital of the Bussawas scarcely to be seen in India. her principality, seventy miles north
The town of Rampoor is still a large from Nahan ; la:. 31' 27' N., Ion. 77O
and populous place, though built in 38 E. ; 3,300 feet above the level of
a straggling manner, and con~posed the sea. I t stands on the left bank
principally of mud huts. The only of the Sutuleje, which here, in the
good streets are the chowk and ano- month of June, is only 210 feet wide,
ther which crodses its-western extre- and being confined by lofty precimity at right angles. The old and pices, foams and dashes below. I n
new forts both open into the latter. the days of its pros~erityi t ia said to
These are brick buildings, containing have contained three or four hundred
various edifices for the accommoda- houses, with a large well-iilled bazar ;
tion of thenabob and his family. The but in 1816 there were not above 150
cl~owk is decorated with a lofty stone dwellings slated, with a few
mosque. The favourite personal re- others, rather better, belonging to the
tesidence of the present (1820) na- raja. Before the Gorkha invasion it
bob, Ahmed Ali Kban, is an indif- was a sort ofentrepht between Cash.ferent house of three stories, built in mere, Lahdack, CashgarandYarcund,
the English fashion, and he has also with Hindostan, for which commerce
a dwelling at Moradabad. H e is thc passage of the rive? Sutuleje forms
fond of fieltl sl!orts, and courts the a convenient route. I t is still a place
society of English gentlemen of a si- of considerable sanctity, and p o s
milar disposition ; but is not much sesses several small temples, well
respected by his own subjects. T h e supi)lied with Brahmins and religious
celebrated bamboo hedge of Ram- mendicants.
The communication
poor still remains in high beauty, but over the Sotulcje t o the Cooloo side
it probably never was of any formi- is by the hill bridge, named a jhoola.
dable depth, and as it might be easily which consists of some ropes drawn
penetrated in many parts, it could across, which are traversed by a
afford no effectual protection against block ofwood, on which the passenan active enemy. The mud walls ger sits, and is drawn across the riwithin the fence are fidling to decay. ver, which rushes below with a fuThe remains of Fjzoola Khan are rious stream. During the fair an asdeposited in a m a u s o l e ~ ~raised
n ~ on semblage of Tartars, Gerards, and
iln extensive tcrracc of 1r1as6nry, in other traders eollcct to the number

o f 3,000.- (Janwa F r a ~ e r , Hodgron nication by water but through these
and Herbert, Qc.)
passages.
At the northern extremity of HastR n ~ ~ o o a a . - A large walled town i n g ~harbour lies a ridge of straggling
in the province of Malwa, the former rocks, to the eastward of which a
residence of the Holcar Fanlily; lat. passage takes its course to Mae; t o
24' 27' N., lon. 75' 32' E., and ele- the west of it lies the entrance of the
vated 1,360 feet above the level of large passage that runs along the east
the sea. The Cheetore range of side of Commodore's island, through
mountains. which extends on the which channel all vessels of burthen
north of Rampoora, forms one of pass into Fletcher Hayes' straits tothe boundaries of Malwa. This wards Aeng, Talck, Arracan towns,
place stands on the north bank of and Combermere bay, which brings
the Taloye river, distant about one them to the s e a Entering the straits,
mile, and was a place of great note many interesting objecte appear : lofbefore the removal of the Holcar ty mountains, numerous islands,
family to Indore. T o the north- many openings, &c., forming, within
east there is a Hindoo temple of the straits, channels, and passages,
some celehrity, which is visited by which in general, however, afford
the pious of that Faith during the good anchorage ground. The tide
rises a t f1iI1and change Pourteen feet
month of April.
In 1818 a division of inhntry un- in the straits, channels, rivers, and
der Roshun Be,b and Roshun Khan, harbours on the coast.
On the southern extremity of
which had belonged to Holcar's army,
and continued refractory after the Ramree is a ridge of low hills, among
battle of Maheidpoor, was attacked which are several volcanoes, reported
by the army under General Brown, to discharge flames occasionally, and
and nearly destroyed, althougl~the quantities of iron pyrites; but in
two Roshuns escaped. S~rhsequently, their tranquil state only a greasy mud
in order to consolidate the pos3es- bubbles up, mixed with a little petro*
eions of Ghuffoor Khan, Rampoor leum. Small volcanoes abound in
this vicinity, for there are several o n
was conferred on him.-(Malcolnz,
the neighbouring island of Cheduhs,
4c.I
n~ostlyof the description called mnd
RAMPOR*.-A small town in the volcanoes, strongly impregnated with
~ r o v i o c eof Allahabad. eighteen miles sulphur. These volcanoes are wor~J.N.w.. from ~ a l o n n; "lat. 26' 23/ nllipped by the Mughs and other natives, who think they are occasioned
N., lon. 79' 7' E.
by the great naga or serpent who
RAYBEE.-A portion of territory supports the world, and takes this
ip the British province of Arracan, method of giving vent to his agosituated about lat. 19' N., which in ny. In 1827 Cheduba continued
1826 was established to be an island, inostly covered with thick jungle, but
being in thnt year circumnavigated by well watered by hill streams, on the
the Osprey gun-pinnace.
b m k s of which patches of tobacco,
- The great entrance of the only cotton, red pepper, hemp, sugarcreek that communicates with the cane, and rice were to be seen, the
capital of Ramree lies about two soil being excellent. In the above
miles to the south of the north-east yesr the number of houses in Chepoint of the island. which forms the duba amounted to 2,300, the inhabisouthern boundary of Hastings har- tants to. about 18,000 persons; with
bour. About a mile to the north respect to Ramree, we-have as yet
Osprey creek appears, and runs into had hut few statistical details. Up
Ramree creek about midway between t o 1827 no elephants had been discot h e great entrance and the capital, vered on Cheduba.
(Commodore
with which there is not any commu- Hayes, Public Journals, 5c.).
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Rn~hxg.-A town in the province
of Arracan, the capital of the preceding island, situated about lat. 19'
N., Ion. 93' 16' E. ; I I 7 miles wuth
from Armcan town. Jn February
18%, when first attacked by the British, they were repulsed ; but in the
following April it surrendered witheut resistance, although possessed of
strong defencar. These consisted of
a stockade in the centre of the town.
protected by several forts on the adjacent hills, besidea entrenchments
on the Ramree creek. In 18fl the
town of Ramree contained 8,000 inhabitants, who were rapidly increas
ing.-(PtcMic J w d , MS. Docnm d ,

4e.I

RAMTSK.-A celebrated temple
qnd place of pilgrimage, devoted to
Rama, in the province of Gundwana,
domiuions of Nagpoor, frequented
by worshippers from the neighbourhood, and from the Niza~n's dominions north of the Godavery. The
number in 1821 were estimated at
100,000.--( Jenkina, $c.)
RANAPOOL-Atown andsmall fort
ef masonry in the province of Gujerat,
rituated on the north bank of the Nerbudda; lat. ??lo 671 N., Ion. 73' 20'
E. In 1820 it belonged to the Guicowar, and contained 400 housw.
RANEAR.-A town in the province
of A'meer, fourteen miles west of
~ i r s a i , former1 the residence of
chieftain. In
Zabeta Khan, a
1810 its population was estimated at
5,000 inhabitants. At Danoor, within
six miles of Raneah, there is a fine
jeel or shallow lake, which is said to
be a continuation of the one at Jindab, the whole (if this report be correct) extending thirty niiles, with a
wheat cultivation on its banks. We
are not informed whether these jeels
be permanent, or only created by the
rainy season. (E. Gardner, Col.
Adam, gc.)
RA~EEBAUGR.--A
town in Northern Hindostan, opposite t o Serinagur,
from which it b separated bv the
dlarananda river ; lat; 30'13' N:, Ion.
78' 6' E.

chatty
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RANZAO.-A low marshy island off
the north. coast of Sumatra, which
produces .a large proportion of the
raw sago Im rted into Malscca and
Sinppoor, or the manufacture of
pearl uago. An unconverted race of
aborigine#, and not the Malays, are
the sole cultivators and preparers of
the sago.
RANGAMATTY
(rangamati, rolourcd earth). -A
subdivision of the
Rungpoor district, in the province of
Bengal, of which it occupies the
north-eastern extremity. During the
Mogul government this extensive
tract was con~prehended within the
jurisdiction of Rungpoor, where it
still continues. It stretches on both
sides of the Brahmaputra easterly to
the confines of Assam, throughout a
wild and little cultivated region, and
in 1784 was estimated to cootain
2,629 square miles, many parts of
which were, and still are, capable of
cultivation ; but at present they yield
little to the sovereign except a few
elephants of a bad quality, annually
caught in the interior and boundary
forests. Rangarnatty is intersected
b the Brahmaputra, and contains
t l e territorial subdivisions of Michpara, Howeraghaut,Bijnee(within the
British territories), and the great forest of Parbut Joyaur.-(F. Buchanun, J. Grant, &c.)
RANGAMATTY.A town. in the
province of Bengal, district of R u n g
poor, the capital of the preceding
subdivision ; let. 46" 9/ N., Ion. 90°
E., fifty-two miles N.E. from the
town of Rungpoor. Sixty years ago
this place is said to have contained
1,600 houses, several of which were
inhabited by Mogul chiefs, and others
by Portukuese. At present its condition is very miserable, exhibiting
only 950 scattered huts, and of p u b
lic buildings the vestiges of a fort
and mosque. From the town to the
forest of Parbut Joyaur some tnuxs
of habitatiorm may be observed, with
many fruit-trees scattered throngh
the forest. The police office for thn
divisiou is stationed at Goalpam(F.h h a n e n , kc.)

P"

-

RANGAYATTY.-A
village in the
province of Bengal, situated on the
right bank of the Bhagirathi river
below Berhampoor, and rendered
conspicuous by its position on an
ebvlrted mound of red iron soil,
which hers pierces the flat alluvial
erust that forms the general surface
of the country.-(Fnllorton, Qc.)
RANGOON.-The~rincipal seaport
in the Burmese don~inions,situated
Ih the province of Pegu ; lat. 180 35'
N., Ion. 96'25'E.
This town stands
on the north bank of the Rangoon
branch of the Irawady, about twentyeight ,miles above its,debouchure into
the golf of Martaban. Its extent
along the river is about a mile, and
its breadth 650 yards. I t is enclosed
a stockade of teak timber and
anks from ten to twelve feet high,
Raving two gateways on the northern
face, and one on each of the others.
From the two northern ateways a
good brick road proceek, runnlng
over a gently rising ground, and gradually converging until they meet at
the distance of two miles and a half
at the Shoedagon pagoda. The space
between these roads being tolerably
clear of jungle, was after the conquest selected for quartering the British trool~s. The ground slopes considerably to the west of this triangular space, and the lines rested on a
thick wood, which closed in on the
north and north-east. On the eastern
line particularly, on approaching the
pagoda, the ground rises abruptly to
an elevation of 200 feet from the
sarface of the river, and there is an
extensive view from the summit over
a tract consisting of low rice fields,
hrtersected by theramifications of the
Syriam and Rangoon riv6rs. The
province of which Rangoon is the
capital is named by the Burmese
Henzawuddy.
The town is divided into streets
mostly runnin
arallel, with transverse lines of Louses crossing at
right angles. The streets are narrow,
but formed of pounded brick, with a
rise in the centre to throw the water
off, and when in tolerable repair are

7'

sufficiently commodious. The h o q
as ainorrg other trans-Gangetic nations, are raised on posts to escape
the dirt and stagnant water accumulated below. In the suburb8 many
of these are raised within high-water
mark, when at ebb tide the exhalations from the n~ud,filth, and putrid
fish is most disgustingly offensive.
lierds of meagre swine roam about
as scavengers by day, and at Gght
are relieved by packs of hun r j dogs.
The river water is turbid, but$eicepting during the hot months, when it
becomes brackish) is considered sqfficiently wholesome. The climate
is very analogous to that of Calcutta,
being divided into the cold, hot, and
rainy seasons. In November the
thermometer ranges from 60° to 866
Fahrenheit, in.March and April, even
in the course of one day, from 7 P to

1Ol0.
The Shoedagon pagoda rises i6
splendour above the town, presenting
a striking contrast to the scene below. It stands on the summit of an
eminence, about two miles and a half
from the town. The conical hill on
which it stands is seventy-five feet
above the road, end the area at the
top comprehends abol~ttwo acres,
in the centre ofwhich space it stands,
resembling in shape an inverted
speaking-trumpet, 338 feet high (diameter at the base 310 feet), surmounted by a cap or tee of brass
forty-five feet high, the whole richly
gilded. The two roads to it from
the town are crowned on both sides
with small Buddhist temples, 1111private property, every Birman who can
afford it n~akingit a point of honour
to erect one to Gaudms; but once
completed, pay little attention as to
their preservation, it being considered
much more meritorious to build a
new one, even of inferior size, than
to repair an old one : the Birman empire 1s in consequence covered with
ruinous temples, pagodas, and chapels mouldering to decay. In 1894
this enormous edifice was converted
into a fortress, and garrisoned with
a battalion of Euro &ins, while the
numerous amrller re!gious
bvildinp
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that lined the two roads afforded
good shelter to a large bodv oftroops.
Rangoon also contnins a Portuguese
and Armenian church.
The arrival of the British fleet here,
on the 10th of May 1824, was quite
unexpected, the town was in consequence easily captured, the principal
civil and military authorities having
fled in much consternation. Instead
of a flourishine co~nmercial citv it
presented a most miserable appearance, which rather improved before
the British evacuated it. This took
place on the 9th Decenlber 1826,
when it was delivered over to the
Burmese authorities, and the garrison
embarked for the new settlement of
Mouln~ein. (Medical Tramactionr,
Snodgrasa, Trant, Bc.)
, RANIPOOBA.--Asmall town in the
province of Candeish, near the passes
of the Satpoora mountains, which
in 1816 belonged to the Peshwa;
let. 21' 40' N., Ion. 74O14'E.. eighty
miles E.N.E. from Surat. In 1816
it contained 160 houses, inhabited by
Arabs, IIaharattas, and Bhee1s.(Sutkrland, 4c.)
RANNUTSH.-Atown in Northern
Hindostan, subject to the Gorkhas
of Nepaul, seventeen miles east from
Jemlah ; I6t. 29' 13' N., Ion. 81' 33'

-

E.
RANNYPOOB.-Asmall town and
ghurry in the proviuce of Allahabad,
thirty-five miles S.E. from Jansi;
lat. 25' PO' N., 100. 79' 4' E.
- RAXOOJA.-A town in the province of Malwa, pergunnah of Nolye,
t h i c h in I820 belonged to Sindia
AMPOOR (Rin-t'ham-bhor, proRANT
p e r ( ~Rana St'hamba Brahntara, the
'rowi OJ the piUar of wur).-A town
and strong fortress in the province
of Ajmeer, seventy-five miles S.E.
from the city of Jeypoor; lat. 2fj0
N.,lon. 76'1s' E. This is one of the
most inaccessible of Indian fortresses, being situated in the centre of several ranges of hills. I t belongs to
Jeypoor.
R~nrr.-A town in the province

of Bejapor, district of the Soutbern
Concan, twenty-one miles N.W. from
Goa; lat. 15O 43' N., lon. 730 48' E.
RATGHUR.-A town in the province of Mslwa, twenty-two miles
west of Saugor ; lat. 23" 47' N., Ion.
4 8o 33' E. It is the head of a pergunnah which, in 1820 belonged to
Sindia, and yielded him a revenue of
10,000 rupees.--( Malcolm, gc.)

-

RATH.-A hilly tract in the province of Malwa, formerly considered
as separating that province fro~nGujerat. The southern portion of this
tract, lying between Tandlah and the
Nerbudda, constitutes what the Hindoos now term Rath, and comprehends the petty states of Jabhooah,
Ally, Babra, Jobut, and lands of several independent chiefs, a great proportion of whose subjects are Bheels.
Although a considerable art of this
teiritory consists of r o c k hills and
thick jungles, yet it contains many
fertile and well-watered valleys, Ijing
amidst the successive ranges of its
hills, which follow almost invariably
a northerly direction, nearly parallel
and equidistant. This country forms
an intermediate gradation, elevated
above Gujerat, and rising towards
Malwa Proper.
Excepting the capitals of the petty
states above named, Rath contains
few towns or villages, and among the
first Jabbooah may be reckoned the
principal. The hills here abound in
Iron ore, and the forests, besides the
teak and bamboo, afford many timber
trees adapted for ornamental use as
well as building. There are several
well-frequented roads through the
division, connecting Malwa with Gujerat.-(Makolm, gc.)
RATNAPOOBA
(ratna pura, the city
town in the island of
Ceylon, forty miles S.E. from Columbo ; lot. 0" 3Y N., lon. 80' 33' E.
It is a military post, sittrated on the
right bank of the Kala Ganga, which
is thus far navigable for boats. Although not eight milea in a straight
direction from the summit of Adam's
Peak, the river here is scarcely fifty
of gems).-A

RAWAK ISLE.
feat above the level of the sea.(Daoy, &.)
RATPHRI.
-A considerable town
in the interior of Sism, above Bankok, which in 1836 was estimated t o
contain 10,000 inhabitants. -(Leal,

4c.I
RATTOLAW.-A
sea-port town in
the Gujerat province, s ~ t i ~ a t eond the
gulf of Cambay ; lat. B P 3' N., Ion.
7 F 15' E. By arrangements made
with the Guicowltr in 1802 the British government acquired this harbour, which is on the windward side
of thegulf of Cambay, and well calculated, from its situation and easy
access, to attract the commerce of
the Gujerat peninsula and of the
neighbouring country.
RAUJCOTE.-Atown near the centre of the Gujerat peninsula, the
chief of which, Kooer Dadajee, was
id 1809 prevailed on (at least in appearance) to renounce the practice
of female infanticide.
R~rr~~ooa.-A
town in the Gujerat
province, eighty-seven miles N.E.
from Cambay ; lat. 220 57' N., lon.
74' 4'E.
Eb~us~nun.-A town in the province of Ajmeer, twenty-five miles
E. by S. from Kotah ; lat. 25' 9' N.,
loo. 76' 7' E.
RAURAE.-A town in Northern
Hindostan, subject to the Gorkhas of
Nepaul, fourteen miles N. by E. from
Jemlah; lat. 29O 23' N., Ion. 81' 23'
E.
RAVEY
f Irnoali) RIVER.-T~~R
is
the third river of the Punjab, and the
Hydroates of Alexander's historians.
Its source has never been satisfactorily ascertained, but it issues from
the highlands of Lahore, near the
declivity of the Himalaya ~nountains,
from whence it flows in a southwesterly direction, and enters the
plains near Rt~jepoor, from which
point the canal of Shahnehr (now
extinct) was formerly conducted to
Lahore, a distance of about eighty
miles. This canal was intended, berider the purposea of irrigation, to

'

supply the city of Lahore with water
during the dry monsoon, when nlost
of the Indian rivers are from twenty
to thirty feet below the level of their
hanks. At Miannee ghaut, on the
12th of August 1809, when it had
attained its greatest height, the
breadth was found to be only 513
yards; the deepest part twelve feet,
and that not above forty yards across.
In the cold season it is there fordable,
not having above four feet of water.
In this vicinity it has many quick.
sands, and its banks are low, but
well wooded. The oblique distance
from Vizierabad ghaut on the Chinaub to Meannee ghaut on the Ravey is fifty-five miles. This doab ia
flat land, with tolerably good soil, although more elevated than the doab
of the Chinaub and Jhylum.
After entering the plains, the course
of the Ravey continues south-west
until it pas~esthe city of Lahore, and
from thence nearly in the same direction, latterly inclining more to the
west, until it unites with the combined
waters of the Chinaub and Jhylum
near Ahmedpoor, forty miles above
the city of Mooltan, after which their
rapidity and breadth are particularly
noticed by the historians of Timour
and Alexander. In respect to its volume of water, this is the least of
the Punjab streams, and the whole
length of its course to its final junction with the Indus, probably does
not exceed 580 miles,including windings.--(~Macartney, Rennell, &.)
RAWAIR-A town in the ~rovince
of Candeish situated in a 'pleasant
valley, which in 1816 was so devastated by Bheels arid Pindaries that it
scarcely yielded any revenue; lat. 21°
17' N., Ion. 76' 7' E., ten miles W.
by S. from Boorhanpoor.-(Suther.
land, 4c.)
RAWAK
ISLE.-A small island in
the Eastern seas, which forms a
harbour on the north-east coast of
Wageeoo. The channel is a mile
wide, with good mud soundings, from
ten to fifteen fathoms. Sago, made
up in cakes, may be purchased here
in l ~ r quantities:
~ e
fish and turtk

.w a l w plenty. 'Phe W y s and laqer than M a i m a a m m . Tkenamd '
p.Livm cut the latter into small in derived from Rawan, a celebrated
pieces and stew it in greoa bamboos demon, the antqonist of the demiGosra and fowls are not to be had. gods, and legitmate sovereign of
Ceylon, from whence he was expelled
-4Forrut, &.I
by the great Parasu Rama, assisted by
RAWAN'SHEAD(or R d h ) LAKE. the sage counsels of his gigantic prime
-This lake is within a short distance minister, the monkey Hunimaun.west of Manasarovara, probably not (Moorcroft, Webb,4c.)
more than ten miles, but being less
holy has not been examined with the
RAWEL
PINDEX.-A town belongsame attention. Rawan Hrad, by na- ing to the Seiks in the province of
tive travellers, wan always represent- Lahore, about sixty-eight miles enst
ed as surrounding and insulating 60m the Indus river; lat. 330 36' N.,
some large llortions of rock, a little ion. 730 &' E. Viewed from without
detached from the great Himachil, it makes a handsome appearance,
but Mr. Moorcroft had reason to be- being compmed of terraced houses,
lieve this description incorrect. Ac- and is besides of coneidcrableextent,
cording to his observation, the lake and popalour In the immediate
consists of two legs or branches, neighbourhood the country is open,
which are long and not very broad. and under tolerable cultivation ; but
One leg extending towards Mana- from Husaein Abdaul to Rawel Pinsarovnra, is strait, and ends in a dee the country is generally waste,
point; the other stretches to the and much intersected with deep rasouth among the hills, and where vines. The Mogul emperors cut a
the diverge, opposite to the town road through a ridge of hills, about
of barchan or Gangri, an angle is half way between the two places,
formed. To Mr. Moorcroft the east- which remains in good repair. It is
ern limb appeared about five miles in about three-fourths of a mile in
leneth ; but on account of the inter- length, and paved with large masses
venlng mountains, no estimate could of hard blue stone, well fitted into
be formed of the southern limb. A each other. The language spoken
cascade issues from the rocks above here by the Seik is the dialect
Darchan, and falls into the R a r a n known by the name of the Punjaubee,
Hrad, which is sup lied by the melt- and from this place are usually dated
ing of the snow o f t h e p e a t moun- the north-western acbars, or native
tains, on the base of which it is newspapers, giving an account of the
situated. In consequence of these rocedings of the chiefs of Cnbul,
thaws many rivulets are known to khorasan, Cashmere, Lahore, and
proceed from the southern face of Mooltan, and of their predatory
the Caila's ridge ; but it is also pro- movements. These vehicles of intelbable a large quantity of water de- ligence, however, can never be descends from the northern face of the pended on, being frequently the mere
Himalaya chain. At a distance its invention of the writer, who a t the
waters seem of an indigo blue co- same time is so little anxious to vary
lour. From the west end flows the his information, that with a very litSatadru or Sutuleje river.
tle modification the news of one
Vast numbers of geese breed on year does for that of the succeeding
the banks of thie lake, which is also one.--(Elphinrtone, 4-12.)
probably better stored with fish than
RAYGAAUT.-A
town in the pro.Manasarovara, as one edge of its vince
of Lahore, thirty-eight miles
bank i s fringed with grass of a con- east from Amritsir ; lat. 31' 34' N.,
siderable height, nnd there is swampy Ion. 7 5 O 27' E.
.land at the mouth of streams which
RAYGOPAULPET.-A
t0w.n in tbe
discharge its waters into its basin.
The natives.assert $at it is four times province of Hyderabad, fifty-one
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milea north from the city of Hydar- s t m m that falls into the Kriehne,
abad ; lat. 18' N., Ion. 78' 20' 6.
It belongs to the Putwurden family,
and stands fourteen miles from S&
RAYGUNGB
(Rayaganj)--A town tnra.--(~ulhrton,
in the province of Bengal, district of
Dinagepoor, although it has only
REITAL.-A
village in Northern
arisen since A.D. 1780. The streets Hindostan, division of Roween ; l a t
are narrow, dirty, and confused, but 30' 48'N. In 1817 this place conit is a place of great bustle, and tained thirty-five houses, of two and
crowded with boat-men and drivers three stories high. They are subof cattle, of which last the inha- stantial and look well externally, but
bitants allege 5,000, loaded, arrive are exceedingly filthy and full of
daily. In 1808 it contained 300 vennin within. They are constructed
dwellings, and about 700 huts.
of the Deodhar and Cailon pine, s u p
~ ) posed to be the cedar
RECCANfor ~ hRIvsa.-A
river on the north-east coast of Su- the most noble and durable of all
matra, the entrance of which is about trees' Reital is7,108 feet above the
lat. a0 101N., Ion. 10O037/ E. The level of the sees and '$0° above
mouth is about fifteen miles wide, the bed of the Gangee'--(Captair,
but it soon narrows further up, and Hod@on8 Bc.c.)
is dangerous on account of the great
REJANG.-A country in the island
rapidity of the tides, which run with of Sumatra, divided on the northa bore at the rate of seven miles per west from the petty state of Anak
hour, and rise to the height of thirty Songei, of which Mocomoco is the
feet.--(Anderron, 4c.)
capital, by the small river Uri, near
that of Kuttaon, which last, with
Recnh'a DOABE~.-A doab in the the district of Laboon on its banks,
the bounds it on the north or inland
province
Chinaub and Ravey rivers, respecting
where
which our topographical information side' The coulltry
still res,ains very defective. The the Palembrulg river rises, forms its
of the Doabeh Rechna, which limits to the eastward. B e ~ c o o l e ~
it On the south-east'
is mentioned by Abul Fazel, is conThe Rejangs are divided into
siderable, its cultivation Inore atwhich there are four printended to, and its population greater
live in
than that of Jennut, as it contains cipal Ones.
several towlls of note, such as Bi. each under a head Or "'agistrate
sooly,
and Emioabad.
styled dupati, and eeldom exceed 100
in number. These dupaties meet in
REECHWA.-Asmall town in the a judicial capacity, when the panprovince of Ajmeer, division of Ha- geran ( a Javanese title), or feudal
rowtee, surrounded by a substantial chief of the cou~~try,
presides over
stone wall, and in 18% containing +e whole, but has little or no coerabout 1,500 inhabitants.-(Malcolm, clve power. Though the rank of
dupati is not strictly hereditary, the
&c.>
son, when of age and capable, geneREHEE.-A town in the province
of Delhi, about thirty-five miles north $ , ! ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ of:: ~: s h e ~ ~ b ~
from Moradabad ;Iat. 29' 2l'N., Ion. of the family as appear best que7S03Y E. The word Retier designates a salt
and is probably
The system of letters of the people
descriptive of the soil, as being either of Rejane bas the same natural ordm
nitrous or saline.
as the Devanagari; but in every
REHYUTPOOB.-Atown in the pro- series one letter is omitted, becauae
vince of Bejapoor, division of Mor- it is never to be found in the rantizabad, containing severat Hindoo
ages of the Eastern islanders.
templa, plruvltly dtuated on a
Rejang dialect is formed by a
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mixture of the Batta and Malay.(Marsden, JOMJ,
Leydnr, 4c.)

the country contains several other
walled towns, such as Mow, Raypoor, Muckonabad, and Douree.
REMBANG.-Adistrict in the island ~h~ chief rivers are the Tense, the
of Java, which, according to the Mahana, and the Beghw,
British census of 1815, contained
The greater part of the Rewah
158,630 inhabitants, of which num- country is an elevated table-land,
her 3,891 were Chinese. T h e town supported on the north by an abrupt
of Rembang stands in lat. '
6%
'4 S-s front of sand-stone rock, which rises
n
almost perpendicular for two or three
Ion.. 111' 22' E., s i ~ t y - ~ e v e mile8
N.E.from Samaran6. I t is large and hundred feet from i sloping base,
~llous,and ha* a nulnber of good and viewed from the plains, appears
beins healthy, a b n n d a n t l ~ a scarped line of fortified heights.
supplied with provinces, and advan- The Rewah mja possesses also a
tageousl~ placed for trade, T h e considerable tract below this rocky
largest portion of thedistrict is Set barrier, which unites by a common
apart for the forest
-4 boundary with the British dominions.
road extends.froLn
to Solo, T h e country in the neighbourhood
through a h l ~ h and m o u n t ~ n o u ~of these ghauts, and for some ~niles
country.-(Thorn, Rafis, 4c.)
below them. is covered with iunele;
REONBE TEMPLE.
-A temple in but there aie few parta of t h e - ~ r s i s h
Northern Hindostan,
miles provinces more highly cultivated than
N.W. from that of Bhadrinath; lat* the higher r'%ions of Rewah. The
4~ N., ion, 790 31, E., 6,490 feet condition of the peasantry, nevertheless, appears to be sufficiently
above the level of the sea.
wretched, for althongh their houses
RESOULABID
fRanrlabad, theabode are adorned with creeoers. and roofed
of the prophet):-^ town in the pro- with alternate stripks of red and
vince of Agra, thirty miles S.S.W. white tiles, they are on the whole
from Kanoje; lat. 96' 4V N., lon. 79O worse lodged than most of the pea40' E.
santry on the pl:~ins. There are not
RE,,Nn.-A~ town in the province at present any'temples of note within
of Allahabad, eighty-six miles S.S.E. the Rewnh territories, but the ruins
of some, especially near Raypoor,
From
Chatterpoor'
la''
230
52'
N'a
are
still extant, and several immense
lon. 80' 20' E.
tanks are to be seen. At Mvhr~r
REWAX (Reno).-A
division of there is a curious hill in the shsbe of
the Allahabad province, which com- a cone and very. steep on all bitleu,
posed a fourth part of the ancient on the top of which 1s a small Hinrovince of Callinjer, and with So- doo temple, to which the asceut is by.
Ragepoor was dismembered from 5P3 steps, each about fourteen inches
Bhatta by Aurengzebe, and nominnlly high, and almost perpendicular.
A large proportion of the, waters
annexed to Allahabad ; but it does
not appear, according to the Euro- that fall during the rainy season on
pean sense of the phrase, that this the table-land of Rewah is preciplace was ever effectually brought pitated over its rocky margin in nuunder the Mogul government, al- merous cataracts, so that it is hardly
though tribute was occasionally ex- possible at that season of the year t o
acted. The town of Rewah stands approach the ghnuts in any direction
on the banks of the Bichanuddy from below without haiing a waterriver. which runs under the fort in fall in sight. Where t h e e waters
]at. 24' 34'N., Ion. 81' 1Y E., sixty- chance to have been collected into
nine miles S. by W. from the city of considerable streams before reaching
Allahahad. The ra'a's house is in the precipice, their continued action
the fort, which is o/ stone and very during a series of ages appears t o
large; the suburbs are extensive, and have formed deep ravines, indenting

sometimes for nix or eight n~ilesinto several zemindaries; but the raja of
the table-land, with mural precipices Mow was the most powerhl, and the
on each side, thereby giving a wilder hereditary chief of the Singhrasies,
end more sublime character to the From all these the Rewak raja was
scenery in the vicinity of the cat* sufiiciently powerful to levy tribute,
racts, and more especially those of having, ever since 1814, successfully
the Tonse, Beyhar, and Mahana.
ursned a plan of reducing all his
The existence of this last (although budstories to absolute dependence,
so close to the British territories) before which their subjection was litwas completely unknown to Euro- tle more than nominal. In 1813 a
peans until the expedition against British detachment entered the ReRewah in 1813. That of the Bey- wah territory, and destroyed a great
har is one of the highest in the number of petty forts, to the great
world, being a single unbroken fall of joy of the peaceably disposed inha360 feet.
bitants. The annual rent of the
The cataract of the Tonse, how- tract annexed on this occasion to
ever, about one mileand a half west the British dominions amounted to
of the former, though only 200 feet 40,000 rupees, without including
in height, is the grandest of the Choorhat or Raypoor.-(F&rto~,
whole, owing to its immense volume J. Granl, Public MS. Documents,
of water, and the fine succession o f . Richardson, 4c.)
rapids above the fall. When viewed
by Mr. Fullarton towarcls the conREWARY
(Revari).-A
town in
clusion of September 1819, the the province of Delhi, fifty miles
breadth of the descending column of S-W-from the city of Delhi; ]at. 28'
water appeared to be about sixty 17' N.9 Ion. 7 6 O 25'E. The Rewaryfeet, and its depth at the very margin pergunnah was one of those given to
not less than eight feet. The fall of the Bhurt~oorraja in 1803, but rethe Mahana is a t Kentee, about fif- sumed in consequence of his subseteen miles east from that of the qpent treachery. The town is a conBeyhar, and seventy S. by W. from slderable entrepBt for the commerce
Allahabad. Its height is 310 feet. carried on from the city and neighNone of these cataracts are easily bourhood of Delhi to the south:
accessible, except from the table- westward. The intercourse is great
land above, which is so flat that the and constant, and its security as a
cataracts cannot be seen until within depBt for valuables contributes greatly
a few yards of them. Their position, to the trade and prosperity of this
however, is indicated by the spray, frontier.-(Archad Seton, m c d f e ,
which may be seen three miles off,
and looks like n vapour rising from - RHEaA RIVER. A river in the
the surface of the earth.
province of Gundwana, district of
The modern dominions the Re- Sirgoojah, remarkable for the purity
wah raja border for a considerable and depth of its stream at all seadistance on the south-eastern con- sons.
tier of the most eastern portion of
Bundelcund, and join to that part of
RHIO.-A Dutch settlement in the
the Allahabad district situated to the Eastern seas situated near Singapoor,
right of the Jumna In 1810 these on the island by Europeans named
territories were an aaylum to all the Bintang, but for which the natives
malcontents and criminals,both from have not any name. In 1818 a treaty
the British districts and the Oude ofcommerce was negotiated by Major
dominions. The Singhranah district Farquhar with the raja mooda of
was then controlled by five native Bintang, who signed on behalf of the
chiefs, whose
com re- Soltan of Johore, Pahang, and their
hending from eighty to a bunged dependencies. This settlement has
villages each, were subdivided into become of more importance to the
voq. 11.
2 H
&a)
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Dutch since the m i o n of t b u r
former establishments on the coast of
Malacca, and the establishment of
Singapoor.

Rhta'j'-A townywith
attached, in the province
of Shahabd, the
most westerly
Bahar
prolince
boundedof inthethat
direction
b;

md treaeum, but &r Lie death it
murt have again reverted to the Hinduos, as in 1676 it was captured from
a raja of that faith by the Emperor
Acbar. For man years subsequent
to the conguert o f Bahu by the Brian
was prevdent among
the natives that treasure to a large
amount had been conceded in t h k
vicinity by Cossim Ali or hi8 sgeots,
when ~""1l)elledto evacuate the Province in 1764, but wbxquent local
investigation in 1813 furnished no
practical proof of any such deposit
having ever been made. In 1819 the
fort of Rhotas was occu ied by an
pno
experimmtal branch of
merit stud, and the beeutiful Dewan
ghaneh,of which ~ ~ ~pubfished
i ~ al l
drawin had been converted into a
breeding horses.--(~&r.
ton, Stewart, Public MS. D-wMlfr,

the f.aramnapm ; lat. 240 38,N.,
830 5 ( ~E.,
miles
travelfrom
B*
sng disUnce south
nares.
The fortress Of Rhotas stands On
the level top of a mountain. The
only entrance to it is a very narrow
two
road throt1gh a steep
miles from the bottom of the hill to
the gates, which are three in numb r , one above the other, &fended
be
guns and lar stones ready
rolled down. %he q u a r e contmts
of the fortified tahlsland on the top
of the mountain is more than ten
miles, which at present presents the
aspect of a wilderness overgrown
with tree and grass jungle, and exhaling a pestilential vapour for twothirds of the yew. On one side runs
the river Sone under an immense p r e
cipice, another river in the same manner ~aPeesclose to the other side, and
both meeting a
way below, form
the hill into a triangular peninsula.
On the third side there i s a very
deep valley covered with impervious
woods, which spread all over the
mountain (about 1,000 feet in height),
and render the fortress almost in:
accessible.
Two gateway8 and many Parts of
the battlements are stdl entire, and
the ruins of the palace, gardens,
tanks, &c. still exhibit indications of
ancient magnificence. With the exoeption of two Hindoo temples of
great beauty, all the other remains
are O b v i w s iof
~ Mahornedan origin.
Shere S h h , the Afghan, took tilie
fortress by a very shnllow stratagem
from Raja Chintarnun, the b t of a
long dynasty of Hid00 sovereigns,
who h d for many centuriB. rded
this q u ~ r t e rof Hindostan. Shere
fanlily
Shah made it a dBp6t for

tie
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9c.I
RIAO ISLE.-A~ island in the
Eastern seas, thirty niilee in circurnference, situated in the channel between Gilolo and the island of Mort~ ; 1st. a0 3(Y N, Ion. lBOE.
R ~ ~ ~ ~town
~ in~ the
~ .ro-- A
vince of ~
~thirteen
l miles
~
~
,
the town of ~ ~ j ~ 1880
~ ~it h .
belonged to the ~
~ raja, jand ~
about 400 houses.

/'

R m a s s u ~ -. A
small town in
Northern Hindostan, twenty-seven
nliles S.E. from Almom; let. a9" $25'
NvIon. 80' 6'E..
R
~ A ~ petty~ ,.hiefship
~
in~
.
Northern Hindocltan, occupied by a
branch of the Tanahung family, formerly one of the twenty-four raja
ships, but at present subject to the
~~~~~l~~~government; tat.
4w
N., ion. 840 E., sixty miles west from
catmanho.
fie image f,, 8iva,in
the temple named Mkundeswar,
a t t r ~ c t s considerable assemblies of
at particular periods.
RISPE.-A vil e of Tibet, in the
neighbollrhood 0 which are man
remarkable t~uli.-(lirwt. ~ e m r i
gc.)
R~snaar.- A Garrow village ile

-

"p

the pergunnab of Curryharry, about
twenty-five miles inla~tl from the
Brahmaputw river, in an easterly direction. North of this place these
is a mountain above 4,000 feet hiih.
--(D. Scott, 4c.)
RODAUK
(or Rootho).-A town in
Tibet, past which the Lahdack river
flows, it having been traced to Draus,
where it joins the Indus to this place.
According to native information the
road from hence to Lahdack is along
the course of the Lahdack river, the
journey occupying twenty-five days.
The best shawl-wool is carried from
hence to Lahdack on sheep, on account of the hilliness of the country.
A later account (about 1820) describes Hodauk as a populo~~s
place
on the right bank of the Indus, containing above 300 families. A great
yantity of ~ a l tis procured from
t is vicinity, the principal lakes yielding which are named Gok,Dungcham,
Meedoom, Chaka, and Chakchak.
Borax is found in Challe Chaka lake,
near Rodauk, and in many other
parts about Garoo, Mapflng, and
Leh, and all the rivers yltld small
grains of gold. -(h'Zphinstone, Macartney, Public Journalr, &.)
RODORE.-A fortified town. and
apparently thriving place, in the Govince of Delhi
R O G O N A ~ T PfORaghu
O R natha pura).-A
town in the province of
Bengal, district of the Jungle Mahals,
130 miles N.W. from Calcutta; lat.
23' 3%'N., lon. 86' 44' E. This place
is remarkable for a very pictures
g o u p of black, conical, granite rox:
the haunt of bears and leopards, and
separated from the town during the
nuns bv an extensive sheet of water.

-

ROHANNA.-Atown in the
vince of Delhi. thirtv miles s.!?;.
from ~aharunpbor; lit. 29' 35' N.,
Ion. 77' 41' E.
ROAILCUND
(~dilk~and).-This
territory, named in Sanscrit Kuttair,
comprehended that part of Hindostan situated east of the Ganges between .the twenty.e$htb and twenty-

ninth degrees of north latitude, and
from seventy-eight to eighty of east
longitude ;com~nencingin the vicinity
of the Lolldong pass, at the foot of
the hills through which the Ganges
penetrates, it extended south-eaetward to the town of Pilibeet. On
the north it was bounded by the Sewalic and Kulnaon hills, and on the
south by the dominiom of Oude.
The principal rivers are the Ganges
and Ramgunga; the latter traversing
Rohilcund in nearly its whole extent,
and uniting with the Gangelr n w
Kanoje. The Gogqra or Sarjew
passes the north-east corner, and
thew are besides many rivers issuing
from the northern mountains, m d
contributing to its fertility, being di&
tributed by means of cnnals and reservoirs ; water is also found by dig.
h o a f e w feet underground. Throughout its whole extent the surface is
flat, being part of the great
reaching from the northern hi#:%
the sea, through which flow the Ganges and its innumerable tributary
streams. Three rivers, having their
Rources among the hills, interm4
Kbyraghur-the
Sarda, the Bumal,
and tbe CouriaUah, it] all of which
gold is found, mixed with sand, and
is collected by a particular casts of
people. The taddy (tsri) and date
palms are common here, while walnuts, strawberries, grapes, apples,
and pears also thrive. The hot
winds are not much felt, and, on the
whole, this is one of the moet favoured districts in Upper Hindostan.
The bread at Bareily, the modern capital, is particularly good, and is said
to be made from English wheat, ~ r i ginally brought from England by Mr.
Hawkins, and now very camm~uly
cultivated.
In tbe early periods of ths Mogul
empire Rohilcund was a very flourishing country, and of great p~litical iqportance. It then contained
the cities of Shehabad, Sbshjehanabad, Bareily, Besowly, Budtiyoan,
Owlah, MaradabHd, and Sumbbul,
which last communicated its name to
a great part of the district. During
the reign af the Patan dynaaty in
2 ~ 2

ROHILC
Hindostnn many p r ~ c e of
s the royal
family held their courts for a series
of years in the city of Budayoon,
where, as in many other parts of Rohilcund, are &till to be seen the remains of magnificent edifices, palace^,
gardens, mosques, and niausoleums.
The Rohillahs were origin all^ a
colony of the Yusefzei Afghan tnbe,
but their constitution had nothing of
the a parent democracy of the Afghan iordes. The chiefs were lords
of the soil, the other Afghans their
tenants, and generally their soldiers.
This people m$abd from the province of Cabul in Afghanistan about
the beginning of the eighteenth century, and then consisted of several
independent tribes, who on pressing
exigencies acted in concert, and were
distinguished by the steady hatred
that subsisted between them and the
Maharattas. They are a courageous
hardy race, and one of the few Mahomedan tribes who exercise the
of agriculture as well as
that of arme. The are also of a
fairer complexion tian almost an
other race In Hindostan. Their higK
spirit and ferocious, uncultivated dispositions, render them difficult to
govern or discipline, and, in conmion
with the other Afghan races, they
have the reputation of being crafty,
trencherous, and sanguinary. In some
European works the term Rohillah
has been applied to the Afghans generally, but this is erroneous, as it
is a Punjabee word, meaning a hill
country, and only known to the
ghans through the medium of books
written in Hindostan.
About A.D. 1720 the Afghan chiefs
Bisharut Khan and Daoud Khan, accompanied by a band of their needy
and adventurous countrymen, came
to Hindostan in quest of military
service. They were entertained by
Mndhoo Sah, the zemindar of Serowly, who by plunder and predatory incursion maintained a large
party of banditti. While plundering
an adjacent village Daood Khan captured a youth of the Jaut tribe,
whom he converted to the Mahome
dan religion, named Ali Mahomed,

and adopted to the prejudice of his
own children. Daood Khan was succeeded as principal leader of the Rohillahs by Ali Mahomed, who, in
consequence of the distracted state
of Hindostan, soon established his
power over the territory since named Rohilcund, although repeatedly
brought to a low ebb by the Mogul
armies from Delhi. Ali Mahomed
died in 1748, and left six sons, but
was succeeded in the chieftainship
by Hafez Rehmut, whose authority,
however, was constantly disputed by
other leaders. In 1774 the combined
forces of the Rohiilahs were totally
defeated by the British army a t the
battle of Cutterah, when Hafez Rehmet was slain, and with this event
the Rohillah sway in Hindostan termioated, their country being transferred to the Oude government.
From this period may be dated the
decline of the agriculture, commerce,
and manufactures of Rohilcund (except in the jaghire of Rampoor, which
remained under the management of
Fyzoola Khan), and no where was
the rapacity of the nabob of Oude's
government exercised with such baneful success. Some little trade, however, continued to be carried on for
eight or nine years after the conquest, chiefly under the protection
and through the influence of the British troops stationed in the province.
These having been withdrawnin 1782
and 1785, and the frontier left uncovered,a large body of Seiks crossed the
Ganges at Tiggery ghaut, plundered
Sumbhul and Chandowry, and some
other towns, carrying off unmolested
a considerable booty. This predatory incursion gave the coup de grace
to the trade of Rohilcund, as thenceforward no man would venture his
property in a country equally destitute of protection from arbitrary exactions within and plundering adventurers without.
The staple commercial articles in
Rohilcund are cotton cloths and sugar, to which cotton as a raw material has been recently ndded. In
remote times the cultivation of the
nugar-cane was carried on to a great
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ROAUR.
extent, and a considerable amount tracts brdering on the hills, where
of land revenue is still paid from its the peasantry have no better estimate
proceeds, the sugar of Rohilcund of space than what they call the
being reckoned of a superior quality. " Gao coss," or thedistance at which
The natives of the hills bordering on they can distinctly hear the low of a
the northern frontier, as also the in- cow.
habitants of Lahore, Cashmere, CaAt present this valuable country is
hul, and Candahar, take offconsidera- subdivided into the separate jurisdicble quantities. The articles of>rade tions of Bareily, Moradabad, the resibrought from the hills consist of dence of a joint mqistrate subordiborax, bees'-wax, musk, drugs of va- nate to Bareily. From the trade carrious Kinds, cow-tails, copper, and ried on and the wealth accumulated
iron ; the returns are made in white in the small territory of Rampoor,
cloths, tobacco, and wgnr. Salt is prior to the death of Fyzoola Khan,
most1 imported from the lake of some idea may be formed of the proSambier in Ajmeer, the natives of ductive powers of Rohilcund ; but a
Upper Hindostan being generally considerable proportion of the most
prejudiced against sea-salt.
industrious inhabitants had quitted it
The villages of Rohilcund are for before it came under theBritlsh sway.
the most part small ; but various cir- For a long time also preceding that
cumstances combine to render them event a total stagnation of trade had
more picturesque and [leasing than ~revailed,the trading capital having
those of the more SOU^ ern dlstncts, been dissipated or transferred to a
Next to its numerous fertilizing more genial government. The Mahostreams, the leading features which medans of Rohilcund had long been
distinguish the rovince are its fre- accustomed to an idle and licentious
quent and grace ul tufts of bamboos military life, yet the example of the
(a plant scarcely know? in Oude or Rampoor jaghire proved that the hatheDoab), and the magnificent groups bits of idleness prevailing among this
of large trees, entirely free from un- class of people is not insurmountderwood, which abound every where, able, and that they may be brought
and more especially in the neigh- to employ themselves both in manubourhood of considerable hamlets. factures and in the pursuits of agrf
6'.
The tract bordering on the moun- culture.--(Sir Henry We&&,
tains for a breadth of from twenty to Lloyd, B&]rop Heber, F&rton,
thirty miles is one vast forest, inter- Franklin,&,)
mixed with long grass, the trees becoming more numerous and large,
ROHUB.-A seaport in the province
and the grass less luxuriant as the of Cutch, about twelvemiles E. by S.
hills are approaclied. From Afzul- from the town of Anjar. The disghur to Kl~yrnghurthere are exten- tance from Womania, on the opposite
sive forests, and a great number of coast of the Gujerat peninsula, IS
labourers find employment in the thirty miles, and the passage is genewood trade. Bamboos, sissoo, saul, rally performed in two tides. The
toon, and various other trees are in depth of water is seldom more than
plenty; and from the bamboo is pro- four feet, the vessels are consequentcured the banse lochun, which is ly small ; but the port of Rohur, on
much used by native doctors, and the west side, is capable of receiving
sometimes sells for nearly its weight vessels of 200 candies. The want of
in silver. Elephants are found mostly fresh water for more than two miles
in the vicinity of Pillibeet, and a con- from hence will always tend greatly
siderable number, but of inferior qua- t o check its prosperity. Many atlity, are caught annually. The coss tempts have been made to secure a
of Hindostanis reduced, in Rohilcund, supply; but they have always failed,
to about one mile and a half British, on account of t,b saline impregnation
and falls short of that n~easurein the of the soil. i n 1817 an endeavour
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ISLE.
ta recnedy thie d4cieocy rm, m d e Etaneh; lat. aBO 16' N , lon. 7g0
by the Bodmy government's order- av E.
ing the construction of a tank, capaROPOOB.
-A town in the elh hi
ble of holding a twelve-month's sup province, twenty-six milee N. by Eply.--( Maemudo, Prrblic MS. Docu- from Sirhind; lat. 30" 5b' N., Ion.
med,

9c.I

78" 33' E.

RoL.-A village hnd pegunnah in
Chuara, one of the larger divisions of
B u d e r , in Northern Hindostsn. I t
stands 9,350 feet above the level of
the sea, and is the higheat inhabited
land in this quarter withoot the Himalaya
ROLPAB.-A town in Northern
Hindostan, subject to Nepaul, fdrtyfive miles S.E.from Jemlal~; 1st 28'
45' N., loo. 81' 47' E.
ROMAIsm.-A small island in the
Eastern seas, about forty miles in
circumference; let. '
7 35' N., lon.
127' 20' E. The chiefs of Roma we
subject to the authority of the Dutch
resident at Coopang, on the island of
Timor. The principal commodities
procurable hem are wax, sandalwood, and edible birds'-nesta. Until
prohibited by the British government
slaves were also exported.-(T]rorn,

ROTUK.-A town in the province
of Delhi, forty-seven miles west from
the city of Delhi ;lat. 28' 40' N., lon.
780 20' E. This was once a considerable place, but is now most1 in
ruins. On the east is a large brick Lrt,
but the walls so feeble, that they
could not sustain the fire of a sixpounder.
ROTTIISLE.-An island in the Indian Ocean, situated at the southwestern extremity of Timor; fat.
10' 50' N, lon. 123' 5W E. lt is the
largest under the Dutch residency at
Coupang, being about sixty miles
long by thirty-ei ht broad.
The surface of Rotti consists of a
succession of low hills and narrow
rallies, the soil stony, yet productive; the rivers small, and few in
number, and the supply of water generally scanty. Rice in small quantities, with Indian corn, millet, and
4c.I
cachang, are the principal articles of
ROODEBPOOIL
(Rudrnpura).
A agricultural
produce ; but in dry seatown in the province of Delhi, district sons the natrves
depend on the rsugar
ef Bareily, situated on the south side of the lentar palm.
little cotton
df the Goula nullah, which separates is raised; but a greatA proportion
of
it from the small town of Rampoor
is used come8 from Bontan.
near the skirts of the great forest what
under the northern hills, and forty- Money is unknown, trade being carone miles N. from the city of Ba- ried on by barter. Palm sugar is exwith the Bontan prows for
reily ; lat. 28' 58' N., Ion. 79' 22' 33. changed
cotton;
horns and buffaloes with
-4FJkrrton, &.)
both the whalers and other ships for
ROONAY.-A small town in the muskets and ammunition ; bees'-wax
province of Bengal, district of Bir- with the Dutch for Indian, Chinese,
boom about four miles and a half end European articles. The teakfrom beoghur, and 11% W. by N. tree is not a native of this island,
from Moorshedabad.
but woods adapted for prow-building
abound. The animals are the same
ROOND.-A small town in the roon T i o r . The houses of the
vince of cujerat, four miles Rom as
natives are built on strong posts,
Cbandode, situated on the east bank raised
several feet above the ground,
of the Nerbudda river, which is here
high and steep, and opposite to a small - and under them they bury their dead.
Some of the chiefs or rajas profess
island. In 18120 it belonged to the Christianity,
but the majority are
Guicowar.--(MdcoZm, 4c.)
pagans.
ROOROO.-A town in the province
In 1820 this island consisted gf
of Agra, twenty-eight miles west from eighteen communities, each under a
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distinct mjb, whicb combined could, just perceptible, the mercury always
falling a little before noon. In June
U d ; and occnsionaHy the Rotti the climate about Reital is not unchiefs assist the Dutch (whose m- pleasant; nor is the price of grain,
premacy they acknowledge) in their which is cut in that month, very high,
wars with the Timorese. The inha- although certainly not abundant.
bitants are below middle stature, The exports from Roween to M o t e
darker than the natives of Celebes, and Tibet are rice, mandwa, and paand noted for their long lank hair, a pra (coarse grains), tobacco, and tamarked distinction from the Pa qan mashas ;the imports from them being
race. Formerly many hundred sfaves salt, thick woollen cloth, and wool.
were annually exported from Rotti The people of Roween are an illto Batavia, Amboyna, and other lookingraceboth men and women,and
Dutch colonies; but latterly this trafic extkemely dirty in their persons. The
has declined, and along with it the women have not here, a. more to
the westward, a pluralit of husbands.
wars instigated to procure the su
ply. A Dutch interpreter is usualb The inhabitants compfain of being
stationed on thiq island, to whom much infested by banditti from the
the native rajas, In common times, west; but they themselves appear to
yield obedience,--(Malay dllsceh- merit a similnr appellation, as they
plunder their more eastern neighnka, 4c.)
bours about Kedarnath. Their weaROTAS(Rahataa).-An
extensive ons are merely bows and arrows.but strong fort in the province of r ~ a p t a i nHodgaon, Public MS. DocuLahore, 107 miles N.N.W. from the ments, 4c.)
city of Lahore ; 1st. 33' N., Ion. 73O
ROWZAH.-A town in the province
90' E. I t stands on a low hill, and
belongs to the Seiks.-(E&hinrtone,
of Aurungabad, ~ituatedon the narrow tabular summit of a hill-pass
4c.)
450 feet high, leading from DowletaROWEEN
(Rowahin).-This
is the bad to Elora, and about six miles
upper division of Gurwal in Northern and a half distant from the town of
Hindostan, and chiefly subject to the Dowletabad, with which it commuOurwal raja. After the conclusion nicates by a well-paved causeway
of the campaign against the Gorkhas, twenty feet wide. The cavm of
in 1816, the disposal of this tract Elora are on the eastern front of the
was reserved for future consideration, same ridge. Rorzah is still protected
which ultimately terminated in a re- by a fine wall of masonry, and its insolution to restore it to the raja of terior presents extensive remains of
Gurwal or Serinagur. Independent stone buildings, but it is much gone
of the general aversion felt by the to decay. The spot is of great natuBritish government to any increase ral beauty, and has been selected as
of territory among the hills, it ap- a site for the shrines of several Mapeared that, with reference to the homedan saints of high local c e l a
large dedl~ctionsto be made from the brity, one of which still possesses
ancient territory of the Gurwal prin- some costly ornaments, and they are
cipality, it would not be expedient t o d still in good preservation. Close
to that of Seid Zin ul Abdeen, and
deprive it of the Roween district.
This country is wholly composed within the same enclosure, the reof granite mountains, but no volca- mains of the great Aurengzebe are
noes have ever been seen or heard of, deposited in a plain marble tomb,
nor any shells or animal remains covered with a sort of trelliced pentfound. The magnetic deviation is house of wood, very miserable and
easterly, and exceedingly small, not decayed; and in the opposite angle
averaging more than one degree. The of the area is the mausole~lmof one
diurnal changes of the barometer are of the emperor's sons. The air here
it is said, bring 10,080 men into the
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is very pure, and has a most salutary
e$eet on convalescents, who travel
here from Bombay to enjoy its inluonce; yet there is no difference between the temperatures of Rowzah
and Aurungabad, which lies in a hollow, and is very unhealthy.
The
conatant f d breeze, the beauty of
the scenery, and the sacredness of
the neighbouring caves of Hora, all
amist in dissipating the oppression of
the patient's mind, and renovating
his bodily mergies.4 Fdatton, Medical Zkaluacfioru, &.)
ROYBA~EII.LY.-A town in the
province of Oude, situated on the
north side of the Sve river. fortv-six
miles S.S.E. from iuckno; ; l a i 26'
14' N., lon. 81°'6r E
.

derable manntactura d c o t t o n tkead.
Up to the above date it was not laid
down in any map, the best of which
were at that date very erroncow in
the projection ofthir quarter of Hindostan, and more especially of the
line of the Krishna.-(E'ullarton, 4c.I

RUANELLX.-Avalley in the inland
of Ceylon, twenty-six miles E.N.E.
from Columbo, named by the Candins, to whom it formerly belonged,
the valley of precious stones, and is
probably the one alluded to by Sinbad the Sailor. Up to this place the
river is navigable for boats, but from
hence to Candy it is shallow and
rocky. From hence to Columbo the
distance by water is sixty miles ; yet
so rapid is the current, that the passage down is made in about eight
hours, while in returnin4 the same
number of days are occup~ed. Since
the British conquest, and more especially since 1815, great improvements
have been effected at Ruanelli;
bri es have been constructed on the
roa from Columbo and the vicinity,
tn a certain distance, cleared of jungle ; comfortable habitations and
convenient store-houses have been
erected at the confluence 6f the Calani Gunga and another stream; and
i n 1819 a fort was nearly completed,
and a bazar, containing from 200 to
300 families, established.

RUDBAPOOB.-Atown in the province of Delhi, forty miles north of
Bareily ; lat. aSO5 1 N, Ion. 79' 2Y
E. The insalubrity of this vicinity
has greatly increased within the last
fiReen years. This was formerly a
large and wealthy town, inhabited,all
the year through without danger or
disease, but the soldiers and servants
now (1824) die so fast, that it is
scarcely possible to support the establishment of the police thana. This
unfavourable change is attributed by
the natives to the decay of the population, which certainly seems a preservative; possibly from the firres,
breath, or society of men, which appear to neutralize the malaria.--(Binhop Heber, 4.c.)

2

Ru~cov~z.-A small walled town
in the province of &japoor, sixtytwo miles travelling distance N.E.
from Belgum, and two miles Sew.
of the ~ ~ i ln
~ 820
h it~belonged
~ .
to Chintamun Row, the Putwurdun
of Sanglee, and carried on a consi-

Runowar.-A town in the province of Delhi, eleven miles W.by
N.'from Saharunpoor; lat. 30' 2' N.,
Ion. 77' 9
' E.
RUDRAH I Y A L A Y A . - P ~of~ ~8
ridge of mountains in Northern Hindostan, which separates the Jahnevi
and Ganges; lat. 30° 58' N., lon.
79O 6' E.; elevation above the level
of the sea, 22,390 feet.-(Hodg:oa
and Herbert, 4c.)

Runrcr PBAYAGA.
-A
Hindoo
place of pilg~irnngcin Northern Hindostnn, district of Gurwal, where
the Alacananda joins the Caligunga,
a large stream that rises in the mountains of Kedar, and in the Shastras
is named the Mandakini. The confluence of these two rivers a t this
the five principal
place is One
PraYagass or holy junctions, mentioned in the sacred books of the Hindoes. h t . 30° 18' N.7 Ion. fsO 69'
E. ; nineteen miles N.E. from SeriRUBNGURRA.-A
town in the pr*
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vince of Allahabad, seventy-fivemites
6. by W. from Callinjer ; lat. 24' 2'
N., Ion. 80' 25'E.
RUGOLI.--A small town in the
province of Allahabad, fifteen miles
S. S.W.from Chatterpoor ;lat. 24'45'
N., lon. 79' 29' E.
RUIBISLE.-A small island in the
Eastern seas, situated off the northwestern extremity of Wageeoo, and
surrounded by a multitude of smaller
islands, with very deep waters between them; lat. 0' N., Ion. 129O 5Y
E.
RUMBAH.-Avillage in the Northern Circars, district of Ganjam, situated at the southern extremity of
the Chilka lake, 011 a small bay
formed by the ~rojectingeminence,
named the sugai--loaf hill on the right,
with picturesque wooded mountains
on all sides, and the expanse of the
lake in front as far as Deer island.
On the height above is a pleasant
European villa.--(Fullarton, gc.)
.Ru~no.-A petty state in the interior of the Malay peninsula, unconnected with the sea, its inhabitants being wholly agricultural. I t
lies between Pahang and Malacca to
the east of the latter. The Rumho
people, who are poor and inoffensive,
are said to be a more recent emigration from the parent stock in Sumatra
than any other Malays in the peninsula. The chief of Rumbo is said
still to acknowledge himself tributary
to the Menancabow sultan, from
whom he receives his investiture,
and the peculiar dialect of the principality is by its neighbours called
the Menancabow.-(Sing~zpoorChronicle, Ra$es, qc.)
R~MPAH.-A
tdwn in the Northern
Circars, district of Rajamundry,
situated towards the western frontier. The country of Rumpah forms
a part of the British territory ; but
whether from its mountainous and
unhealthy situation, or its unprofitable nature, the ancestors of the
present raja have been in possession
of Rumpah and villages adjacent,

without rendering an account t o any
superior for many years. During the
life of Pundoo Dorah it was an asylum for every description of vagrant,
besides which the chiefs have always
practised the custom of levying duties on goods transported by the river Godavery. For those and other
crimes they had been expelled ; but
in 1815 Ram Booputty (Bhupati), the
nominal talookdar of Rumpah, having seized and put to death the above:
named notorious freebooter, the
Madras presidency, as a recompense
for this exploit. ordered the estate
to be restoied, on condition that ha
would maintain such a police as
would prevent its becoming in future
a resort of plunderers, and that he
would also abstain from levying any
transit duties on the Godavery.4
(Public MS. Document;, 412.)
RUNALLAB
(ranalaya, the place
of battle).-A town in the province
of Candeish, eighty-two miles east
from Surat ; lat. 21' 18' N., Ion. 74O

a71E.

RUNGAGO~A.-A
town in Assam,
the capital of a tribe. of Hindoos,
worshippers of Vishnu, whose chief
is called Burseapati, and resides at
this place ; Iat. 27' 20' N., Ion. 95O
E:, a point nearly central. He maintamed his independence against the
Burmese and Singhphos, andadhered
to the British interests duripg the
Burmese war of 1824.
RUNCAPOOR(Rangapura).- A
town in the province of Hpderabad,
twenty miles north from Warangol;
lat. 18' 11' N., lon. 79' 37' E.
RWNGARA.-Atownin the province
of Bejnpoor, forty-eight miles north
from Goa; lat.16O lFN., Ion. 740g1E.
RUNGPOOB
(RungaPura).-A
district in the province of Bengal, .of
which it occupies the north-eastern
extremity, and situated principally
between the twenty-fifth and twentysixth degrees of north latitude. To
the north it has Bootan; on the
south the district of Mymunsingh
and the Garrow mountains; to the
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erst A ~ n mmud the Gvrows ; and deposition of aedimeht, seems gmon the west Dinagepoor. IU extreme dually to be sinking the rivers deeper
length, from the confines of Assam t o and deeper below the level of the
the borders of Morung, is 185 miles, laina The principal rivers are the
and its greatest breadth, which is 6rahmaputra, Teesta, Mahanandn,
from the limits of Rajshahy to the Caratoya, Manas, and Chonkosh.
In Rungpoor there are several
frontiers of Bootan, 116 mles. In
1809, according to Dr. Francis Bu- jeels, and in the north-eastern exchanan, it contained 7,400 q u a r e tremity, five miles from Jughigopa, a
beautiful cluster of lakes, which in
miles.
The shape of this diatrict is so the wet season are overwhelmed by
irregular as to bid defiance t o de- the Brahmaputra. The heats of the
scription, but the main feature of its spring are not so scorching and
eccentricity is the deep sweep that parching as towards the western
the Cooch Bahsr principality takes quarter of the Bengal province, the
between its north-western and south- hot winds being rarely experienced.
eastern extremes, which can scarcely for more than eight or ten days t o
be exceeded in perplexity. The the west, and in the east are scarcely
course of the Caratoya was made known. The soil differs considerabl
the general line of boundary between from that of Dinagepoor, to whirl
Rungpoor and Dinagepoor, and pro: it is generally inferior. Towards the
bably the channel then followed by east there is much free red soil called
the river was as r d a common ranga mati, which produces stately
boundary as could ave been select- forests, much encumbered with enored ;but the limits of the two districtn mous climbing plants, and by an unwere far from being clearly defined dergrowth of weeds. Tanks are rare,
by this arraugement, for the Carato a the district not containing one of any
is liable to change according to t i e considerable
itude. T o the east
channel by which the main rush of of the rivers ~ T m utra
a and Chonthe Teesta (which notwithstanding kosh the country is pilly, the ranges
its name, ' the still,' is never at rest) of hills seldom exceeding eight miles
enters. In the present instance its in length, by two in breath, nor (excourse has varied very considerably cluding the Garrow mountains) more
since it was adopted for the common than 1,200 feet in height. These
boundary, and the frontier villages ranges form no continued chain, behave in consequence become inter- ing every where surrounded by low
mixed. Besides these Rungpoor la- level lands, and during the rainy
bours under other local disadvantages season almost insulated.
Shells
in the vast extent of its frontier, ex- in large quantities are burned into
posed to no less than five independent lime, as well for the use of the
states, Nepaul, Bootan, Cooch Bahnr, indigo factories as for chewing with
Assam, and the Garrows, from which betel.
it is separated, not by large rivers,
Bamboos are in such plenty that
lofty mountains, or any other natural 100 are sold for a rupee, and at
landmarks, but by boundaries, for Goalpara, although so remote from
the most part merely imaginary, and, the sea-coast (250.miles), the cocoas might be expected from such ill- nut palms not only ripen their fruit,
defined limits, the possession of the but yield it in abundance. Wheat is
frontier tracts is every where con- a considerable crop, but except a t
tested.
the capital, in some of the principal
Since the survey of Major Rennell families, the people not having the
the Rungpoor rivers have undergone art 0f:converting it into flour, boil it
such changes, that there is great dif- like rice. Barley is little cultivated,
ficulty in tracing them. Their banks and maize almost unknown. The
are in general low, and the inundation quantity of cotton cultivated is inso far from raising the ground by a significant, nor is the sugar-cane

RUNGPOOR.
raised in any considerable quantity.
Ginger has of late years k e n much
grown, and has proved a profitable
article to the peasantry in conseuence of the increased demand for
t e Calcutta market.
The grand
staple of the district is tobacco, and
the betel-leaf required for internal
consqmption is enormous. The poppy
was formerly cultivated on government account, and the illicit culture
through the connivance of the native
officers still continues. The indigo
weed is also raised, but on account
of the great moisture of country it
is difficult to preserve the seed in a
good vegetating condition. Three
epecies of profitable insects are
reared by the farmers ; the n~ulberry
and resinous silk-worms, and the
lack insect. All the implements
necessary for a farm of one plough
may be purchased for 7s. ; the cost
of a sugar-mill is 12s. 4d., and the
total expense of working it about
three guineas. Elephants are numerous throughout the three eastern
divisions, and wherever there are
extensive forests and thickets the
rhinoceros is not uncommon, and is
quite harmless, injuring neither per.
sons nor crops. The other remarkable animals are apes, monkeys, black
bears, and huge tyers.
It is only during the dry season
that fish are plenty Ii the market, for
during the floods they are scarce,
and the middling ranks are ill s u p
plied. The lower classes are not
able to purchase at any season, but
it is during the floods that they procure their principal supply. At
that season every rice field swarms
with small miserable fish, which a h
caught i s baskets, and what is not
immediately used is preserved by the
following process. The natives remove the head, fins, entrails, and
back-bone, dry the remainder by exposure on mats to the hot rays of
the sun, after which they beat them
up with some herbs, a little tumeric,
and some potash. The mass is then
formed into balls, which are dried in
the sun, and will keep until next
season. These fish are observed to

1

abound in the Belda ro early aa tbe
end of June, which tends to confinn
the opinion of their proceeding from
eggs, which were left dry the preceding season, and hatched by the first
rams.
In this district there is a fine road,
attributed to Nilambor Raja. I t
pnsses from Komotapoor to Ghoraghant, sends off several branch-,
and proceeds through several divisions of the district. Where the
country is too low it is raised to a
considerable height, and is a broad,
grand work; but as it consists entirely of earth, without any hard
materials, it would not long resist
the action of many wheeled carriages :
to this cause of destruction, however,
it has never been exposed. In thie
district there are the ruins of s & a l
ancient cities, such as Komotapoor
and the city of'Prithi Rk in the
Iattm
division of Sanyasicotta,
of which is less known. I t consists
of four concentric enclosures, which
appear to have been all fortified. The
inner is a parallelogram, 690 yards
from north to soutb, by half as much
&om east to west; the length of the
outer fort is no less than six miles
from north to south. About two
miles from the g a t bend of the
Teesta, a little below Dimla, are the
remains of a fortified city, said to
have been built by Dharma Pal. The
ruins of the fortifications are still
extant, but their extent is not
great.
The great farmers i ~ iRungpoor
are mostly Brahmins, Kayasthas, and
Mahomedans of some rank; and the
leases may be said to be in perpetuity,
or perhaps rather that the occupants
of the soil are the real proprietors,
h.uod to pay a certain tax to government through the zemindar. In 1809
the landlords appeared to have no
c~nlidencein the promises of government, and considered the perpetual
settlement of the land revenue as of
no value, for they could not believe
it possible that the supreme autho~ i t yshould know of their receiving
large sums of money, without immediately demanding a b e . The

tk
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m a n n a of thin class are in general and commencces 134 years before h a t
very indifferent. Few, especially of of Saca, so that it evidently is the
the older families, ever visit each same with what in the soutb is called
other, but livesurrounded with depen- the era of Vicrama, who according t o
dents and flatterers, especially men- tradition there governed 144 years,
dicant vagrants, who entertain them and was destroyed by Salivahana.
with marvellous stories. A great In this district, on the contrary, it is
proportion of these miscreants is alleged that the era of Salivahana o r
c o m r e d of men who pretend Sumbut continued 134 years, and
t o ave devoted their lives to was then supplanted by that named
religion, poverty, and abstinence. after a prince called Sacaditya, who
Some families pretend t o be of was killed by Vicrama. As yeb time
divine origin ; others are descend- in this district is measured by clepsyed from princes who have governed dras or water-clocks.
All ranks in this district spin cotthe country; but a great majority of
those who possess the most valuable ton thread, but a considerable prolands are new men, who have pur- portion of the raw material is imchased their estates at auction, among ported froni the west of India by the
phich number in 1809 were the des- way of Bogwangola and Moorshedaculdants of Canta Baboo, Mr. H a 5 bad. The Company purchase most
tings' dewan. The estates of the of the best sugar, the remainder is
Boruya contain 470 square miles, yet consumed on the spot. The natives
pay a land assessment of ouly 3,000 have commenced the manufacture of
rupees per annum.
sugar after the European fashion, and
A few Brahmins here have acquired in 1809 had sixteen factories. The
sufficient skill in astronomy to con- grain goes mostly to Serajgunge and
struct an almanac, and five or six Narraingunge, to which places salt is
pundits instruct youth in a science also sent; opium is a contraband
named agom, or magic, comprehend- trade. The lac comes from Assam,
ing astrology and chiromancy, a and wax mostly from the Nepaulese
study which at one time ir sald to territories and Assam. A considerhave greatly flourished in Camroop. able quantity of salt, after being miThe generality are totally ignorant of serably adulterated,is exported to Asany science, and to these the lower Sam, Bootan, and the Garrow counclaeses are abandoned, while the try. The raw silk is mostly exported
higher receive the decrees of fate by the Company. English woollens
from the Brahmins. Chiromancy is are imported chiefl for the Bootan
reck0ned.a higher science thnn the market, but the &nand is very incalculation of nativities, and is mono- considerable; a little is also sent to
polized by the sacred order. The Assam. The common currency is
Mahomedans having no wise men of the Kuldar rupee of Calcutta, and
tlikr own, consult those of the Hin- cowries, there being very little gold
doos.
coin and no copper. In the eastern
The era followed in this district on divisions napkins worth about threeall solemn occasions is that of Sacadi- pence, and portions of salt, are also
tya, or Saca,ofwhich the firfityear cor- used for the purposes of exchange.
responds with art of our years A.D. There are here many old roads rlttriappears to be the buted to Nilambar Raja, now become
77 and 78.
same era as what in the south of In- ruinous, and destitute of bridges,
dia is named Salivahana, but the na- which, even of brick, cannot in this
tives here differ very much from those climate be expected to last more than
of the south concerning the great twenty years.
personag? who distinguished those
The total population of the Rungremote times. According to the poor district in 1809, after a labolearned Brahmins of Rung oor, the rious investigation, was estimated by
era of SplirJhna i~ calle8~umbut, ~ r ~ .r m c ~b u d s n s nu follows :
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Nomberof Mahomedans... 1,536,000 tween the ages of twelve and twentyDitto of Hindoos
1,194,350 five years; a18 advanced in life, who
actedas servants andsuperintendants;
Ditto of Asurics or in4,650 and the community also contained
fidels
thirty-nine oldmen, thirty-five youths,
2,735,000 and fourteen boys, all born of the
Total
sisterhood. These prostitutes, although mostly born of Mabomedan
And in the following proparents, affect Hindoo manners, on
portions, viz.
Persons who do not work 343,000 which account they abstain from all
Artificers
326,000 impure food, and before the age of
Cultivators
2,066,000 puberty undergo the ceremony of
marriage with a plantain tree.
In this district, in 1809 there were
Total
2,735,000
seventy-eight sets of female dancers
Including the whole district, the and singers, all prostitutes. Here
above estimate will give 370 to the they are called Nutti, and belong to
square mile ; but if it be divided into the same kind of institution as the
two portions, separated by the Chon- common prostitutes, and have the
kosh and Brahrnaputra rivers, the same religious guides. All the girls
eastern division will contain at the are purchased when children ; the
rate of nearly sixty persons to the handsomest and smartest is generally
squaremile, while the western in the the head of the set, which usually
same extent will contain 570. The consists of two or three girls and four
grand check to population in this or five men, who are mostly born in
district is disease, the natives being the cnste. There are no dancing and
exceedingly unhealthy, and the chil- singing boys except such as are atdren feeble, so that a large propor- tached to the sets, whitb perform in
tion of the infants die, even of those honour of the gods and salnts, but of
not in a state of indigence; and al- these there is a considerable variety
though for almost fifty years food and incredible number. The number
has never been so scarce as to ap- employed to make a noise on public
nroach to a famine. a laree extent of occasions is stated in statistical ta'excellent land stili remGns unoccu- bles of the Rungpoor district at 8,664.
In Runeooor it is considered highoied. The forest of Pnrbut Jovaur
Lontains 360 square miles, yet -this ly improper to hestow any educatTon
large space is occupied by only 500 on women, and no man would marry
persons. and only 500 rupees of re- a girl who was known to be capable
venue is received from the proprie- of reading ; but as girls of rank are
tor. Among the domestics are both usually married about eight years of
male and female slaves, especially to- age, and continue to live wlth their
wards Asspm, and every where along families for four or five years afterthe northern frontier. The eople wards, the husbands are sometimes
of Assam sell many slaves, anfthose deceived, and find after marriage on
of Cooch Bahar are not unwilling to receiving their wives, that they have
carcy on the same trade. Rungpoor learned the dreadful science, which
being a section of Camroop (the is supposed to be most inauspicious
Hindoo region of sensual love), pub- to their spouses. Although this felic prostitution is so common, that in male erudition scarcely ever pro1809 twelve hundred houses were ceeds further than being able to inoccupied by females of that profes- dite a letter and to examine an ac.sion, which has assumed the oremi- count, yet it has proved the salvation
zation of a regular society, wlth a of many families, and rescued them
priesthood adapted to their manner from impending destruction. The
of life. In a05 of these houses; there women of rank here live much less
were found to be 460 females, be- dissipated lives than the men, retain
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their faculties more entire, and are
generally much better fitted for the
management oftheir estates, on which
account they are considered intolerable nuisances by the harpies whe
prey on their husbands and plunder
h r estates. Education generally
i in a very low state in this district,
on which account almost every pereon employed in any high department
of the revenue or police is a stranger.
Pew indeed born in the district are
qualified even for the occupation of
a common clerk or writer. Some of
the strangers bring their families to
reside, but by far the greater number
l a v e their families in their native
province, and consider themselves aa
undergoing a species of banishment.
The small k m e r s here are the
most timid creatures imaginable, being totally illiterate, and afraid to
speak even to a common village clerk.
Five or eix families commonly unite
under a chief man, who settles the
whole of their transactions with their
landlord, and submit entirely to his
guidance. These poor farmers are
called Chenggons, and go nearly naked. The head man seldom does any
work, and on all occasions is first
helped to betel and tobacco. When
any accident happens to this man,
the whole community disperses, in
order to find out some other person
that will take them into his herd.
Few even of these head-men can find
courage to speak to his landlord, and
still less to the European officers of
government, and many of the landlords cannot muster sufficient intrepidity to face so high a presence.
In this district the Bed6 are a tribe
of the utmost impurity; neither is it
certain to what co~lntrythey belong.
These Bedks live by gelding animals,
making drums, catching snakes, performing juggling tricks, and by begging, enlivened by theft. Of this miserable race there are reckoned to be
460 families, who eat beef, carrion,
pork, and all abominable things.
Their marriages are accompanied by
a kfeast, but no person officiates-as
priest. They are allowed one wife,
whom they never divorce. No per-

BOn is expelled from the caste, every
delinquency being expiated by an entertainment. The chief object of
their worslaip is a male deity named
Masan, to whom the blood of sacrifices is grateful. As this deity seems
peculiar to Camroop, it might be inferred that the Bed6 are an aboriginal tribe, but they are known to be
sprend over many parts of Bengal.
At the date abvve-mentioned Dr.
Francis B u r h ~ l a n&mated the Mahomedans in the proportio~~
of ten to
nine Hindoos, and the faith of the
former, owing to the ncmber of con-verts expelled from the original castes,
appeared to be daily gaining ground.
The two religions, however, are on
the most friendly terms, and mutually
apply to the deities or saints of the
other, when they imyine that ap+cation to their own wlll prove ineffectual. A great majority of the inhabitants do not appear to be introders, but descendants from t h e o r i g i d
natives. The whole number of Brahmins in l8O@wrta estimated a t about
0,000 families, or one-forty-third of
the whole Hindoo population. The
wmber of peo le upon whom no sort
of impression [as been made hy the
Brahmins is very inconsiderable, and
are included under the general name
of Asuric, strictly signifying persons
who have no god ;that is to say, who
worship God in a manner different
from the Hindoos end Mahomedans.
The most prevalent sect among the
Brahmins, is that of the Sacta, the
followers of which rejecting the Puranas, adopt as their chief guides the
books called Tantras, which it is understood were composed by the god
Siva for the instruction of his wife
Parvati.
Under the Mogul government,
Rungpoor was a military frontier station towards the Morung and Cooch
Baliar, and was partially wrested from
the raja of the latter principality
during the reign of Shah Jehan, when
it was formed into a circar; but it
was completely conquered by the
generals of Aurengzebe in 1660-1,
when it received the nsme of Fakercoondy. I t devolved t o the British
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gwemmant along with the rest of obtain human skulls ; but further inthe province in 1765, since whicb its vestigation proved that this was not
.
condition has been gradually improv- the only cause of these enormities,
ing. In 1814 the annual revenues of which had commenced immediately
Rungpoor amounted to 10,653,115 ru- aft& the sale of the Currybarry perpees; Cooch Bahar 62,753'2 rupees. In gunnah in 1809, subsequent to which
1801 the lands paying revenue to the ejected 'proprietor had resided
government were considered by the among the Garrow mountains.-(F.
collector as better cultivated than Buciranun, Suron, J. Grant, Fullnrthose that were rent-free: At present ton, 4c.)
the principal towns me Rungpoor,
RUNGPOOR.-A
town in the province
Mungulhaut, Chilmar~and GOal~ara, of Bangal, district of Rungpoor, of
where, as in the disltrict generally, the . which it is the capital ;lat. ,250 43t N.,
most opulent merchants and land- ion. 890 a~ E.
ma be considered
better
as composed of four &tinct villages,
holdem have
than the huts
straw much scattered and separated even
mus, preciee'y
the same form and from each other; it being only near
the lowest the police office where there is any
appearance as
easantrY, but in greater number and appearance of a town. In 1809 the
krger dimensions.
dwelling houses were said to be 3,000 ;
The prevalence
gang robbery in the number of distinct roofs or build1813 in the potice
Bod% ings 10,000, and the population from
was attributed
the
15,000 to20,OOO.-(3'.
Bu~M~,~c.)
of the police to the agency of a
body of Keechuks (a sort of gypsey
RUNGPOOR
/Rangapra).-A
town
wanderers, uatives of Bootan), who in the kingdom of Assam, of which it
had been sent from Nuddea to Rung- is said (for a time) to bare been the
poor, to be marched over the frontier capital, situated on the Dikho river,
to their own country. These banditti which flows into the south side of the
were first apprehended in the Sunder- Brahmaputra; lat. 26O 55' N., Ion. 94O
bunds, where they were found pos~ea- 3WE. In 1808 the royal palace (acsed of a large quantity of property, cording to native accounts) was surand of many implements of a suspi- rounded b -a wall of brick three
cious description. The total number, cubits thicg, and three and a half
comprehending men, women and chil- cuhits high. The house in which the
dren, amounted to between two and throne stood was thatched, and sopthree hundred ersons, without any ported by saui beams, with sides
visible mode o%obtaining an honest constructed of bamboo mats. In the
livelihood; and as they had been same enclosure was a building of
wandering for many months through brick in which the raja sat to view
the British provinces, it was deemed public exhibitions. There was also a
eligible, with P view to the security of small temple entirely composed of
the community, to have them con- copper, in which it is supposed the
ducted to their own reputed country : god Chung was kept, but the whole
they were in consequence sent into worship of this deity is still involved
Bootan, from whence they were sup- in mystery.
osed to have made incursions into
When captured by the British in
kungpoor, where having committed 1825 it was found to be a place of
depredatioss, they retreated with great extent, surrounded by a ditch,
their plunder beyond the frontier ; but deep swamps, and jungle. On the
in 1818 the magistrate succeeded in walls and gates there were 200 pieces
q t u r i r t g a number of them. In ,1814 of artillerv of various sizes. and it
bhis functionary expressed his opinion, contained several mosques and other
that the murcters committed on the religious buildings. Owinn to adverse
other tkontier by the Garrows, were cir&mstances a-boat from Dacca assolely occasioned by their desire to cending the Brahmaputra against the

current, requiresfully as great a Ien h
of time to reach Rungpoor as a a&
does to make the voyage from Europe
(F. Buchanan, Public
to Bengal.
Journals, &c.)
RUNJENGAUM.-Awalled village
in the province of Aurunpbad, district of Ahmednuggur, about eighteen
miles S.W. from the city of Ahmednuggur. There is here an excellent
bungalow for the accommodation of
travellers between Seroor and the
last-mentioned station.
THERDNN(from erun, a rnornrs,
of
backwater, or waste, also a
butt&).-An
extensive salt morass
which bounds the western frontier of
the Gujerat province, communicates
with the gulf of Cutch, and sweeps
round the northern side of that province, which during the rains it insulates, and at other times exhibits a
great variety of appearances. In some
parts it is a widely expanded sheet of
shallow water, only afew inches deep,
in others an impassable salt swamp,
elsewhere a dry unproductive bank of
sand, in some places covered for miles
with a salt incrustation, and in others
affording pasturage and susceptible of
cultivatron; but every where strongly
impregnated with saline particles adveise i o vegetation. The'total superfices of this immense morass mag be
estimated at 8,000 square miles, and
the gulf of Cutch, which it joins, is
in many parts so shallow as more to
resemble a marshy fen than an arm
of the sea. In its greatest extent the
Hunn is connected with the gulf of
Cutch on the west, and that of Cambay on the east, which being united
during the rainy monsoon, transform
the Gujerat peninsula for a time to an
island.
The Runn or Bunnee, from west
to east, stretches from Luckput Bunder to the frontiers of Gujerat, and
varies in its breadth from five to eighty
miles across, but from the commencement to the breaking up of the rains
is nearly impassable even for horsemen. It is said to be formed by the
overflow of the Puddar river and the
gulf of Cutch during the mosaoon ;

-

but in December between Mallia and
Anjar it is quite dry, and in most
parts hard. Seen from the Cattywar
coast, the Runn presents a singularly
wild appearance, bounded in the extreme horizon by the hills of Wagur,
having the appearance of an arm of
the sea, from which, owing to some
convulsion, the ocean had receded, o r
the dry bed of an immense river. I t
is throughout a dead flat, and in most
parts, more especially near MalIia,
totally devoid of verdure and vegetation. In this quarter, as far as the
eye can reach, a mixture of earthy
sand, covered with a thin lamina of
earthy mud, presents a dreary view.
In different places small insulated
quicksands are seen, having in the
middle a saline streak and incrustation of about 100 yards in extent,
and for a considerable distance on
both sides, the surface is slrewed
with thousands of prawns, mullets,
and other fish. Tracts of large birds
are also eeen, and on the Cutch side
apes and porcupines.
On approaching the opposite side,
the salt irrcrustation is so thick as to
have the appearance of snow; m
other auarters it is said to extend the
wholesway across at particular seasons. resenting manv singular o ~ t i c d dkieptions, &om tGe regection h d
refraction of the sun's rays. The
little saline shrubs and hushes are
magnified to the size of loRy forest
trees, waving, separating, and uniting
again ; armies seem to march over
the flat ; castles and fortifications
rise, disappear, and reappear in the
salt.bed of the morass. Under the
crust the ground is in some parts
soft aud moist, in others dry and
firm.
The distance across the
Runn, where the detachment marched in 1818, was exactly ten miles and
a quarter from shore to shore ; the
dragoons reached the opposite bank
in two hours and three quarters, and
the European infantry in three hours
andahalf; thenullahs orwater-courses
leading into the Rnnn have quicksands in their beds, which are also
impregnated with saIt, so that fresh
water cannot be had on the Cutch

RUTLAM.
side except a t a considerable distance from the hank. The Runn
was crossed on the north by the
embassy returning from Sinde in 1809,
where its extreme width was probably
about sixty miles, but the tract was
in few parts an absolute morass ; on
the contrary, many parts exhibited
both pasturage and a scanty cultivation ; but every thing in this quarter
has a tendency to the saline.
T h e banks of the Runn are much
frequented by that curious animal
the wild ass, which is seen in herds
of sixty and seventy at a time. This
ass is larger than the tame one, the
body of an ash colour, changing to
a dirty white under the belly, and is,
upon the whole, a larger and stronger
animal than when domesticated. I t
is extremely vigilant and difficult to
catch. I t feeds on the Runn hanks,
and on the salt islands in its centre,
where it browses on the stunted and
brackish vegetation, of the desert.
In'November and December it advances into the country, and ravages
t h e grain fields. This animal has
been sometimes caught in pits, but
h a s always proved fierceand ontameable, biting and kicking in the most
ferocious manner, accompanied by
a n angry snorting, which appears t o
be its only voice; Their flesh is esteemed good eating by the natives,
w h o lie in wait for them at their
drinking places.
T h e whole of the extensive space
occupied by this immense morass
appears a t some remote period to
have been covered with the waters of
t h e ocean, which have since subsided,
andarestill insensibly draining off; yet
by the natives it is said to be annually
a n d visibly increasing on the west
side, where it joins thegulf. According t o a tradition still current, the
voice of a man could at one time be
heard from Cutch to Cattywar; and
opposite to Joroia, now a seaport,
there was formerly a footpath a t low
water ; but the truth of this cannot
b e substantiated by any records now
extant. . During the great earthquake
o f 1819, the Runn was so much affected by an increase of water, that
VOL. 11.
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the province of Cutch became for a
time again almost insulated, which
from stone anchors there found appears to hnve been its original condition.
T h e British government have a
share in the customs levied on the
salt manufactured in the Runn, and
collected at Junjoowara and Patree.
T h e saltpans are constructed upwards
of a mile in the Runn, and the workmen having for many years been exposed to the attacks of the Kosahs,
were seldom (until 1820) able to produce a quantity sufficient to meet
the demand. The dessye of Patree
and thakoor of Junjoowara have
also shares in these customs.&Public Journals, Col. Walker, Mamurdo,
J. A. Dunlop, $c.)
RUNNODE.-A town in the province of Malwa, seventy-five miles
north from Seronge ; lat. 25' 6' N.,
Ion. 77' 10' E.
RUPER.-A town in the province
of Delhi, belonging to the protected
Seiks; lat. 30° 53'N., Ion. 76O 31'E.
The Sutuleje river here finally quits
the mountains and enters the plains
of Hindoutan.
f Rupa Nagara).-A
HUPNAGUR
town in the province of Ajmeer,
fourteen miles north from the city of
Ajmeer ; lat. 26' 41' N., Ion. 74' 30'
w

RUSSAULGIIUR.-Afortress in the
province of Bejapoor, district of
Concan, thirty-four miles S.E. from
Fort Victoria; lat. l j O45' N., lon.
7 3 O 40'E.
RUTLAM.-A large and well-built
town in the province of Malwa, which
in 1820, contained about 2,000
houses ; lat. 23O 1Y N., Ion. 75' 5' E.;
elevation above the level of the sea
1,577 feet. This place is the head of
several pergunnahs belonging to the
raja of Rutlam, which a t the date
above-mentioned yielded a revenue
of 4,03,200 rupees, out of which a
tribute of 84,000 rupees was paid t o
Sindin. In 1824 the revenues were
expected to reach to five lacks and a
half. Eight Rajpoot dependents hold
2 I

RYEGHUR.
perate, that even in the hot season
the thermometer seldom rises above
8 P of Fahrenheit, and cherry trees
flourish on it remarkably well.--(F&
lurton, F. Buchanan, P/c.)
.RYAQUDDY
(Raya gadi/. -A town
in the Northern Circars, sixty miles
N.W. from Cicacole ; lat. 18' 55' N.,
l o a 83' 25' E.

as successors to the Peshwc The
portion that adjoins the Western
Ghauts is wild, mountainous, and
in many parts covered with forest;
the eastern portion naked, bleak, and
barren. The hill-forts are numerous
and formidable. The coss, which in
the northern quarter of Bejapoor
expresses nearly the same distance as
in other parts of Hindostan, increases
to about two miles and a half as
the Krishna is approached from the
north ; and after passing that river
and enterin Ryebaugh, it enlarges
to three m b and upwards. The
Pncipal towns are Ryebaugh, Sanassen, and Chickoory.-(F&rton,

RYDROOG
f Rayn durgn).-A
town
in the Balaehaut CededDi~tricts.170
miles N.E: from Seringapatam lit.
14' 49' N., Ion. 77' '2 E. The fortress of ~ y d r o o goccupies the summit of a fitupenduous mass of granite
rock, which rises to the height (as
estimated by the eye) of 1,900 feet, 4c.I
and is connected by a lower ridge
R Y E B A U O H . - Tancient
~~
capital
with a g o u p of wild and naked of the preceding district, situated
mountains, bounding the plains of twentysix miles S.S.E. from MerChitteldroog to the north-east. The ritch; lat. 16"30'N., Ion. 75OE.' I t is
southern face of the rock is abrupt surrounded by a bad wall, but in
and inaccessible, and towards the 1790 was not populous or extensive.
west there is a triple line of works, Near the northern te aresome Maand a lower fort a t about 800 feet homedan towns.--&oor,
40.)
from the plain. Here are the remains
RYEGEUR
Rnya
Ghar).-A
strong
of a palace built by the ancient rajas
or poligrs of R.ydroog, and likew~se fortress in t e province of AurungaHiudoo temples dedicated to Rams bad, situated on the ghauts that
and Krishna; the gatewa of one of bound the eastern frontier of the
them ornamented bit< obscene Concan, in a line between Poona
groups in stucco. The ascent is by and Fort Victoria, thirty-four miles
a broad causeway constructed with S.W. from the first; tat. 18O 1Y N.,
great labour, and protected on the Ion. 73O 38' E. This was one of the
side of the precipice by a parapet fortresses surrendered in 1817 by the
wall, the whole much superior to Peehwa as a pledge of his sincerity,
the generality of the ap roaches to and which was afterwards restored.
town of I t was besieged on the rupture of
hill-forts in India.
Rydroog covers a considerable space, 1818, and captured after a siege of
both within and without the pettah fourteen days. Notwithstauding the
walls, and contains several other stupendous height of the fortress,
remarkable temples, more especially and the extensive area on its sumone dedicated to Krishna, which has mit, the artillery practice on this oca illar in front for the display of casion was so excellent, that shell6
IigRts at festivals, formed of one showered into every uarter, and the
single block of granite about forty palace set on fire, w%ich quickened
the enemy's determination to capifeet high.--(Fullarton, 4c.)
tulate. When possession was taken,
RYEBAUGH
(Rai bagh, the Ray'; the Peshwa's wife, aud public progar&).-Adistrict
in the province of perty to the value of five lacks of
Bejapoor,occupying theDoab,or space rupees, were discovered. Before this
included between the Krishna and siege began, a passport was effered
Gutpurba river. This territory be- to her highness, but refused, and
lor~gapartly to the raja of Colapoor after the capture she was permitted
and partly to the British government, to choose her own place of residence.
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The palace of Seva'ee and some
reliious b i l d i n p o$ contemporary
date had long gone to decay, and
even the tomb of the fuuader of the
Maharatta empire was scarcely discernible. In Orme's history this
fortress is invariably .named Rairee,
and he has much mistaken its geographical position.-(Bkcker, 4c.)
RYEPODR
f Raya pra),-A
town
in the province of Gundwana, division of Choteesghur, of which it
might rank as the chief town; lat.
$?lo15' N., Ion.
' % 8 13' E., 190 miles
east from Nagpoor, and 1,747 feet
above the level of the sea. , I n 1794
this place contained about 3,000
huts, and had a stone fort in the
north-ease side, the w d s of which
were much decayed, but the ditch
deep and wide. The soil in the
neighbourhood is a rich black mould,
no where more than three feet in
depth, under which is found the solid
rock, as is perceptible in all the beds
of rivers, and the sides of tanks and
wells. At the above date the only
road from Cuttack to Nagpoor passed
through this town. In .recent times
supplies from Calcutta sent by the
Mahanuddy river have been landed
a t Pungah on the Sew river, within
twenty-six milee of Byepoor, and
afterwards brought up here b the
Karoo river, which is navigable dYuTing
the rains.-4.J. B. Blunt, Colonel Ag-

RYNABAD
/Ghainabad).-A
small
village in the province of Bengal, district of Jessore, situated on the west
aide of the Boirub (Bhairsiva), eighty
miles E. by N. from Calcutta; lat.
9%' 4% N, lon. 89' 441 E. For many
years after the British obtained possession of Bengal, rumours were current that extensive masses of magnificent ruins existed among the jungles of the Sunderbunds, and particularly in the vicinity of Rynabad;
but, after repeated investigations,
none have been discovered, nor is
it probable that any very ancient
ruins should be found in a territory
which is itself of recent formation,
and destitute of fresh water.
RYPOORA.-A smalI town -in the
province of Allahabad, twenty-seven
miles S.E. from Huttah ; lat. 43' 5 3
N., Ion. 79' 55/ E.

SABRAO
Is~z.--An island in the
Eastern seas, separated from Florie
by the straits of Floris, and situated
between the eighth and ninth degrees
of south latitude. In length it may
be estiniated at forty miles, by eighteen the average breadth. This island is inhabited by the same class of
people as the aboriginal mountaineers
of Soloo, who, so late as 1820, had
neur, 4c.I
RYEGHUR.-A town and pergun- the reputation of being cannibals,
nah in the province of ~~Gundwana,with the frizzledhair and dark colour
usually dependent on the principa- of the Papuas. Some small barter
lity of Sumbhulpoor, and distant of wax with the coasting prows, anti
about fifty miles N.W. from the city stock with the whalers, takes place,
of that name. In 1818 it was go- but great precautions are necessary
verned by Raja Joujar Singh, and t o guard against sur rise and assaswas, compared with the rest of this sination. Of their reigion, manners,
miserable province; in a flourishing and customs we have scarcely any
condition. In the alluvial soil, and information, but it does not appear
in the banks of the rivers, gold, and that they ever acknowledged the susometimes diamonds, are found. The premacy of m y external power, naterritory in general is alse abundantc tive or European.--(Miy Miacelly watered by various streams which lanier, 4c.)
SACHEEN
(or Satragaunt).
A
flow through it from the hills, on
their progress towards Cuttack and large estate in the province of Gujerat, pergunnah of Chourasse, grantthe valley of the Mahanuddy.
ed in perpetuity by the Peshwa in
(Roughsedge, 4c.)
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SAEENACHUR.

1791 te %&lee Abdul Kmreem Khan. land. imoerfectlv cultivated and thincbmmonly styled Balloo Meah, in ex: ly peopied. The town of Sackur
change for the forts of Gingera. Dun- stands in lat. 16' 36' N., Ion. 76' 47'
da, ~ a j p o o r ,Causan, andu ~ b d ~ u rE,
, sixty-five miles E. by S. from the
with their dependencies situated in city of Bejapoor.
the Concan, which formed the heSACUR.-A town in the province
reditary principality of the Abyssi~iaa of Gujerat, belonging to the British
family of the Siddees. The town of government, situated on the south
Sacheen stands in lat. 21" 4' N., Ion. bank of the Nerbudda river. In
33' 5' E., and some parts of the es- 1820 it contained about 1,500 houses.
tate reach to within two miles of -4Malcolnz, &c.)
Surat.
SADBAS.-A town on the sea-coast
This territor was entirely indeof the Carnatic province, forty-two
pendent of the Lrmer ~ o o n governa
ment, and is still so of the British, miles S.W. from Madras ; lat. 12'31'
the civil and police authority being N., lon. 80' 14' E. There was foradministered by the nabob, or by per- merly a small fort, surrounded by a
sons delegated by him. In 1816 a brick wall fifteen feet high, which was
negociation was entered on by the seized by M. Lally during the siege
Bombay presidency to induce him to of Madras, in violation of the Dutch
allow the British functionaries to ex- neutrality. In the time of the Dutch,
ercise police and criminal jurisdiction who frequented it so long ago as
within his estate, but it failed of 1647, it was a populous place, where
success. His income, when clear, ginghams of a superior quality were
amounts to about 25,000 rupees per manufactured. In 1795, in conseannum, but it is usually greatly in- quence of the rupture with the
volved.-( Prendergast, Public MS. Dutch, p?ssession was taken of Sadras, wh~chwas annexed to the disDocuments, 4c.)
trict of Chingleput, but in March
1818 it was regularly delivered over
to M. Van Braam, the commissioner
sACKEB.-~
town in the
receive charge of it by
of Gundwana, division of Gurramundlah, thirty-eight miles W.S.W. the King of the Netherlands- In
from jllbbUlpoor;
230 41 N., ion. 1820 the ruins of the fort, two or three
Dutch houses, a decayed tavern, and
79" 25' E.
a verv Door native town to the westSACKEY.-A small fort in the pro- ward; bere all that remained of thisvince of Bengal, situated on the banks once flourishing
- settlement.--(FA
of the Adji river at its confluence larton, 4c.)
with the Bhagirathi, and immediately
SADBEE.-A town in the province
opposite to the town of Cutwa. This
fort was taken by Colonel Clive a of Ajmeer belonging to the Pertaubfew days before the battle of Plassey. ghur Raja, fifty-six miles E.S.E. f r ~ m
Its turf ramparts are still tolerably Odeypoor; lat. 24" 25' N., lon. 74O
entire, and its internal buildings are 3V E., 1,782 feet above the level of
the sea.
occupied as government &ores.SADUNG.-Aport in the island of
(Fullarton, $cJ
SACKUR.-A dist~ictbelonging to Borneo, situated in 1st. 2' 50' N., lon.
the Nizarn in the province of Beja- 11lo 20' E., from whence antimony
poar, situated between the sixteenth is exported to Singapoor. I t is said
and seventeenth degrees of north to be procured in large quantities
latitude, and named by the Mahome- from a mountain about one day's
dans Nusseritabad. I t is compre- journey into the interior.-(Singapoor
Chronicle, 4c.)
hended within the annle
formed
near
.
...
..- - .
.- .the junction of the rivers Krishna and
A small town in
SAEENAGUUR.
Beems, and contains much fertile the province of Allahabad, fourteen
-

-
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SAGOR ISLAND.

miles north from Belhary ; lat. W59'
N., Ion. 80' 18' E.
Saooa ISLAND
f Ganga ragnra, the
conjuence of the Ganger with the
ocean).-An
island belonging to the
province of Bengal, situated on the
east side of the Hooghly river. Authorities vary as to the limits within
which Sagor island, properly so called, is comprehended; some considering it as including a very extensive tract, while others confine it to
the south-western extremity of the
Sunderbunds, the whole of which is
intersected by creeks dividing it into
separate islets. According to the
survey made by Lieutenant Blane,
by a series of triangles, in 1812, the
island of Sagor extends from the
northern entrance of Cl~annelCreek
t o the sea, comprising the whole of
the lands situated to the westward of
Channel Creek. , An official map of
the island, drawn in 1811, makes it
twenty miles in length, by five in
neral breadth. This station is,not
ound so destructive to the crews of
ships as those further up the Hoogh1 ; and it is proved by experience,
t i a t the further down the river the
less sickness prevails, Sagor being
the healthiest anchorage on the coast.
On account of the vast expansion of
the river, 6hips having here the advantage of lying at a great distance
from the shore, enjoy a refreshing
circulation of sea air, and escape the
deleterious exhalations from the
mud-banks and putrid vegetation at
Culpee and Diamond Harbour. Although the shores are bordered with
trees and thick underwood, the interior ill many spots is said to be
merely covered with grass jungle,
which in the dry season may be easily
removed by fire.
Sagor Island is a celebrated place
of pilgrimage among the Hindoos, on
account of the great sanctity arising
from its situation at the junctionof the
holiest branch of the Ganges with the
ocean. Many sacrifices are in consequence here annually performed, of
aged persons of both sexes, which are
voluntary, and of children, which of
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course, are involuntary, the periods
fixed for their celebration beingthe full
moon in November and January. I t
does not appear that these sacrifices
are sanctioned by any tenet in the
Hindoo code ; but according to Hindoo notions the vow itself has the
force of a religious dogma,andisconsideredequally binding as n written lnw.
In I801 only a few Gossains (Hindoo
devotees) resided on this dreary island, who levied contributions from
the pilgrims and shopkeepers resorting to Sagor, deriving their title from
a sage named Capila, who is said
t o have lived 2,000 years before
the commencement of the Christian
e r a These pilgrims bathe where
the Ganges and ocean unite, perform obsequies for their deceased
ancestors, and worship in the temple
of Capila, here reverenced as a god.
This temple is under the alternate
charge of a Bairaggi and a Sanyasi,
the latter presiding at the assembly
in the month of Kartik, and the
former in Magh or January. ' They
levy a tax of four annas on each person who visits the temple, the amount
of which is divided among five different establishments of Ramanandi
Bairaggies in the vicinity of Calcutta.
When Mr. Ward visited the temple
he found in the court a mendicant
devotee of the class who always keep
an arm raised above their heads (the
urda bahu), and also another ascetic,
b whom he was informed that at the
cise of the preceding festival five or
aix mendicants had taken up their
abode within the same precincts, most
of whom had been subsequently carried off by tigers.
In 1813 the attention of government being called to Sagor Island, it
was ordered to be surveyed, when it
was found to contain 429,806 begas of
dry land I t was then advertized to be
leased to natives (Europeans bein
excluded) for seven y a r s free of a t
assessment, and many proposals were
received from native speculators, but
the scheme ultimately wholly failed,
and the island was subsequently
leased to an association composed of
Europeans as well as natives, free of
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rent for thirty years, and to pay only
four annas per bega ever afier. The
undertaking was in consequence begun with the characteristic vigour of
Europeans, but so many unforeseen
difficulties occurred that up to the
1st September 1820 not more than
four square miles had been effectua1l.y
cleared. Amongst other obstacles ~t
was found that as the woods were
cut down the sea encroached, the
sandy beach not having sufficient tenacity of itself to resist the invasion.
Twenty-five families of Arracan
Mughs were settled at the confluence
of two creeks, and a ~ o a dconstructed
for the accommodation of pilgrims
to the temple of Capila. Considerable difficulty had been experienced
from the want of fresh water, to obviate which shallow tanks for the
reception of rain water were ordered
t o be dug; hut this deficiency must
always greatly impede the prosperity
of the island. In 1820 a large portion of Sagor was under-leased t o
,a European gentleman free of rent
for twenty years, one-fourth to be
cleared in five years, and the remainder in succession. Many other
estates were also leased to other indivicluals, the whole to expire on the
1st October 1839, when the whole
reverted to the above-named association. Could this measure be satisfactorily completed, a maritime
city would soon start up sufficient
for all the urposes of external commerce, a n P thereby prevent the necessity of so many Europeans proceeding up the river to Calcutta, from
thence penetrating to the interior.
If the ships could also a t once receive
their cargoes and be despatched from
Sagor, the voyage would be greatly
expedited, and the expense of port
charges and insurance materially lessened.-(Public MS. Documentr, Police Reports, Birirop Heber, 4c.)
SAHABUNPOOI.-Alarge district in
the province of Delhi, intersected by
the thirtieth degree of north latitude.
T o the north i t is bounded by the
chain of hills from which issue the
Ganges and Jumna; to the south
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by the district of Merut, or South
Saharunpoor ; to the east it is sellsrated froni Moradabad by the Ganges,
and on the west fron~the territorieb
of the protected Seik chieftains by
the Jumna. I t 1807 it contuiued
5,900 square miles, or about 6,280,000
begas.
Although placed bctween two large
rivers, the Ganges and the Jumna,
which here run nearly parallel, a t the
distance of about fifty-iive miles, this
country is not subject(excep~the Cadda) to the peiiodical inundation that
prevailsinBengaland the moresontheastern provinces. The surface of the
country, however, is a continued flat
t o the base of the hills, which rise abruptly, marking the northern limits
of the immense tracts through which
the Ganges flows to the s e a The
Cadda (an extensive tract of land adjoining the Ganges) is separated from
the adjacent territory by a very abrupt descent of many feet, and where
not brought undertillage is overgrown
with high grass. The soil is fertile,
and in general highly cultivated, producing sugar, wheat, cotton, indigo,
rind tobacco; the two first in such
abundance and of so excellent a quality as to furnish one-filth of the total
revenue. Until the ravages i t sustained during the turbulent reigns of
Aurengzebe's successors, Saharunpoor was esteemed one of the richest
divisions of the Mogul empire; but
from that monarch's death in 1707,
until its ucquiaition by the Bri~ishin
1803, it scarcely had an interval of
rest from external invasion or internal dissention. The depredations of
the Seiks had been so incessant, that
for many years after it devolved t o
the British almost every village eontinued surrounded by a wall and
ditch, capable of resisting the attacks
of plundering cavalry. A t present
the principal towns are Saharunpoor,
the capital, Hurdwar, Ambeta, and
Deobund. For the greater part of the
year the climate is temperate, and in
the winter even cold ; but during the
height of the summer the heat is intense and the country burned up.
Thelion, which was long supposed

,
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t o be unknown in India, has been re- appropriated the greater part o f h$
cently ascertained t o exist in consi- dominions.
In 1803 Saharunpoor, along with
derable numbers in this district and
about Luddeanna. They have been all the other Maharatta conquests i n
also killed in the northern parts of the Doab of the Ganges and Jumma,
Rohilcund and in the . neighbour- were ac nired by the British governhood of Moradabad and Rampoor, ment, wlich in 1804 separated it into
as large, i t is said, as the average of two divisions, the northern and t h e
those in the neighbourhood of the southern, the last also named t h e
Cape of Good Hope. Indeed, the district of Meerut. I n 1815 the first,
continued incursions of the Seiks, or Saharunpoor district, contained
before it came under the British, had 1,879,998 pucka begas of land in oulbrought the northern portion in the tivation, assessed at 25,79,817'ruvicinity of Zabeta Khan's canal into pees, which was realized, presenting
a complete state of jungle and forest. a government rent of one rupee six
The security, however, which it has annas per bega. Tlle waste lands
enjoyed since their expulsion has in- were then said to amount to2,444,317
fluenced the zemindars again to bring hegas, and rhose cultivatable but negtheir waste lands gradually into cul- lected, to 2,124,705 begns. In this
tivation. But the absence of water instance the standard of mensuration
forms a considerable obstable t o the is the pucka, or large bega, equal t o
prosecution of agriculture on a con- three cutcha, or small bgas. I n
siderable scale, the scarcity being 1807 the population of the district
such that a single well in some parts was estimated at 703,000 persons, o r
supplies the neighbouring villages for 119 to the square mile.
a clrcuit of several miles; and the
Large tracts of waste land still
soil is so loose and sandy, that the remain in Saharunpoor, which if
sinkin of wells is at all times excluded from the operation of
dificuft and expensive, and their the ermanent settlement, might at
continuance precarious. This de- a &re,
though distant period,
fect was formerly counteracted by be made available to the revenue;
the existence of the Doab, or Za- and notwithstanding the substanbeta Khan's canal, the restoration tial benefits that in ordinary cases
o f which having been undertaken arise from the permanency of the
by government, we may expect ere landed assessment, the principle may
long to find the husbandman peace- admit of exceptions, more especially
ably proriecuting his labours where in cases where the improvements
have been effected, not by the exerlions now roar.
The country originally possessed tions of individuals, but by the care
by N ~ j i bud Dowlah, an Afghan chief, and at the expense ofthegovernment.
a olnted p i m e minister to Shah The exception will also apply where
*!UP..
by Ahmed Abdalli of Cabul, land in an actual state of cultivation
comprehended the district of Saha- bears but a very inconsiderable prorunpoor, that of Sirhind, and some portion to that in a state of nature.
tracts of country round Delhi. He In all other contingencies the stawas succeeded by his son Zabeta bility of the public revenue and its
Khan, who dying in 1785, was suc- punctual collection tend greatly t o
ceeded by the execrable Gholaun~ the general amelioration of the
Caudir Khan, who in 1788 put out country and of its inhabitants; and
the eyes of the unfortunate emperor its influence is felt in many branches
Shah Allum with a dagger, and tor- of the administration, with which, t o
tured, starved to death, and massa- a superficial view, they would not
cred many of the royal family. A appear to have any connexion. A n
few months afterwards he was him- applicable case occurs in Saharunself put to doath, with torture, by poor, where it has long been in conMadhajee Sindia, who conquered and templation to re-open Zabeta Khan's

SAIGONG.
canal, which, previous t o its extinction, must have fertilized an extent
of country, including windings, of
not less than 200 miles. Its ehannel
runs from the base of the hills, through
the whole upper half of the Doah to
opposite Delhi, and in effecting its renewal a deepexcavation is by nomeans
necessary, for being intended to irrigate the land, its surface should be
dug as little as possible below the
general level of the plain. When
completed, large tracts of land, now
waste, will be rendered productive,
when, of course, government would
be justified in profiting from a source
which had been created by its funds.
(Public MS. Docunzents, Scott,
Franklin, Deane, Marquu of Hastingr, FuUarton, gc.)
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SAHABUNPOOR.
A town in the
province of Delhi, the capital of the
preceding district, ninety miles N. by
E. from the city of Delhi; lat. 29'
67' N., Ion. 77' 32' E. Elevation
above the level of the sea, 1,013 feet.
This is a large town,, and many
of the houses are built of brick, but
i t does not contain a single remarkable edifice. In the neighbourhood there is a monastery of Bairaggies, situated in a dense grove of
trees, where a host of monkeys reside,
and come down daily at a certain call
t o be fed. A small botanic garden
(intended chiefly as an intermediate
nursery for plants unable t o bear the
heats of Bengal) is maintained here a t
the charge of government. Saharunpoor was at one period a considerable
military station, and when the Gorkhas were in force to the north, a fortress was erected ; but all apprehension from that quarter having ceased,
the regular military have been withdrawn, and the fort converted t o a
gaol. I t is a quadrangular. work of
considerable extent and strength,
having a double ditch, ramparts faced
with brick, and protected by round
bastions of earth at the angles and on
each side of the gate, besides an outer wall, also constructed of earth.(Fullarton, 4c.)
SAHDBEE.-A town in the province

of Ajmeer, division of M e w . ; lat.
24' 28' N., Ion. 74' 3W E. ; elevation
above the level of the sea 1,782 feet,
being 189 feet below Little Sahdree.
In 1820 it belonged to the raja of
Pertaubghur.4 Makolm, bc.)
SARGUR.-A town and small district in the rovince of Allahabad,
thirty-five mires S.E. from Teary;
lat. 24' 18' N., Ion. 79' 6' E.
SAIQONG.-A town in the Cochin
Chinese empire, of which it is the
chief commercial emporium; lat. lo0
47' N., Ion. 107' 5. E. I t stands o n
a point formed by the confluence of
two branches of the Donnai river,
and in fact consists of two cities extending about six miles along the
ilortheru bank; one more recently
built, called Bingeh, is situated above
a mile from the other called Saigong.
the first is contiguous to a citadel o r
fortress recently constructed onEuropean principles, wet ditch, and rampart thirty feet high. In 1821 i t was
still unfinished, and without cannon;
but for magnitude, strength, bddness
of design, and perseverance of execution, a most extraordinary production for India beyond the Ganges. It
is of a qiiadrangular form, and capable of mounting 800 cannon, each
side being 1,187 toises in length, and
it contains spacious barracks for the
soldiers. The royal palace is in the
centre of the city, and is an oblong
building about one hundred feet by
sixty, built principally of brick, and
raised on a terrace about six feet
high; but the town of Saigong has
not been visited by the king or any of
the royal family since the time of
the civil wars.
The magazines for naval and military stores are six immense buildings
of great extent, consisting of a mixture of brick and wood-work, with
walls about eighteen feet high. T h e
houses are principally of wood, roofed
with palm-leaves, and one- story
high, but some few are of brick.
T h e streets are regular and spacious,
intersecting each other at rlght angles, and some of them paved with
brick. The quays are of brick and
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stone, and extend neatly a mile a h
b e river. In 1819 the naval
or arsenal contained 190 gullies, from
forty to one hundred feet long, some
of them armed with sixteen threeThere were also two frigates of European construction, and
abundance of good ship timber, with
spars for masts and yards, and plenty
of skilful ship carpentere. There was
formerly a cannon-foundry here, but
that at Hue is the only one now in
operation.
The site of the Saigong citadel, a
natural conical mound about sixty
feet high, is the first elevated spot
that occurs in the river from Cape
St. James, the surrounding country
being alluvial, and much intersected
by creeks. The ship navigation of
the Donnni river may be said to finish
at Saigong, but small vessels and
canoes may proceed much higher up.
The passage from the sea to this
city is often made in one tide, and
usually in boats, managed by women,
but many hundred of country craft
are always seen lying before the
town, which in 1819 was said to
contain 180,000 inhabitants.--(Lieutenant White, Finlayson, 4c.)

temporary occupation of the country.

SAIHUBfor Shehr/.-A town and
strong fortress in the province of
A a, belonging to the principality
o&eypoor, about sixtyeight miles
travelling distance from the city of
Jeypoor. This place is said to be
dependent on Khooshalgur, a town
situated to the south-west. The fort
is of masonry, and presents a lofty
and striking group of castellated
buildings, covering the entire ridge
of an ittolated white rock rising from
the midst of an extensive plain. Every accessible point below is protected
by outworks, and the town or pettah, which extends to the north of
the rock, contains some good houses,
and a considerable population. I t is
encircled by a strong mud wall and
wet ditch, and is covered on one side
by a jeel or shallow lake. This is
one of the few places in the Jeypoor
territorv which alwavs resisted the
attempt6 of Ameer ~ h a nduring his

f Cape of).-This cape
ST. JAMES
forms the eastern entrance of the river Saigon, in Cochin China; lat.
lo0 23' N., Ion. 106' 48/ E.
I t is
the extremity of a ridge of hills about
300 feet high, which form a promontory on the left side of the mouth
of the Saigon river, the opposite side
being alluvial sand.-(B3&Yson, 4c.)

yA -(Fullorton,

4c.)

SAILOOR.-A town in the province
of Aurungabad, thirty-five miles
N.N.E.from the city of that name ;
lat. 20° 18' N., Ion. 75' 52' E. I t i s
now a miserable assemblage of mud
huts, mostly gone to ruin, but the
large open space within its mud walls
indicates a former state of greater
importance.
ST. BABBE'SISLE.-A small island
in the Eastern seas, situated under
the equinoctial line, lon. M7"40' E.
In making this island from the N.W.
it looks like two islands, the extremes
being higher than the centre. It is
about three leagues in circurnference.
There is anchorage where wood and
water may be had on the south-east
side, in twenty-five fathoms water.(Elmore, 4.c.)
ST. B E ~ N A ~ D I(Straits
NO
of/.These straits separate the islands of
Luzon and Samar in the Pllilippines,
and have a small island in the centre
of the same name. The whole are
much infested by the pimtical prows,
which plunder and enslave the inhabitants of the sea-coast.

ST. JULIAN
ISLE.-A very small
island in the Eastern seas, about
eighteen leagues distant from Victoire isle; . lat. O0 4Y N., Ion. 106O
60' E.
ST. MATTHEW'S
ISLES.-A cluster
of very small islands situated about
twenty-five leagues east from the
island of Bootan, between the fifth
and sixth degrees of south latitude
and the 124th and 125th of east
longitude.
ST. MATTHBW'B
Ism.-One

of the

it ought to be Mihilaropya, an ancient city, and possibly the Meliarpha
of Pliny ; lat. 13' '2 N., Ion. 80° 2W
E., three miles south from Madras.
I t stands close to the sea, which
here fornls a kind of bay or small
haven, and the adjacent plain abounds
with coco-nut trees, which retain
ST. PATRICKand ST. GEORGE.
their verdure throughout the year.
-Two of the united peaks in North- The inhabitants consist of Hindoos,
ern Hindostan. situated at the head Mahomedans, and Roman Catholic
of the ~ h a ~ i r i t or
h i true Gangesl Christians ; the latter a bastard race
lat. 32" 5%' N., Ion. 7 9 O 7' E. The of a dark complexion, the progeny
first is 22,798-feet, the last 22,654 of Portuguese and natives.
feet above the level of the sea.When the Portuguese commander
(Hodgson and Herbert, &.)
took the town of Meliapoor (Saint
ST. PEDRO.-A small but hand- Thomd), he found a great many insome town in the province of Beja- habitants who professed the Chrispoor, stretching along the shore un- tian religion of the Nestorian or Chalder a rocky promoritory, two miles dean persuasion. He changed the
west from old Goa, with which it is name of the plnce to Saint Thonid i11
nearly joined by a straggling line of honour of the apostle, which it still
villas and religious edifices. Saint retains among Europeans. In A.D.
Pedro is the residence of the arch- 1672 a French fleet from Trincomabishop of Goa, and of several of the lee, under the command of M. de la
public functionaries.--(Fullarton, 4c.) Ha e, unexpectedly landed 300 men
anisome guns, and took St. Thorn6
ST. THOMAS'S
MOUNT. The by storm. They afterwards successsite of an extensive cantonment in fully resisted the numerous forces
the Carnatic, the head-quarters of that the natives brought against
the Madras artillery, elght miles them; but in 1674 were compelled to
S.S.W. from Madras. On the sum- surrender to the Dutch, who gave it
mit of the rock that risesimmediately up t o the king of Golconda. In
behind the cantonment, and gives 1749 this town was taken possession
the name to the spot, is an ancient of by Admiral Boscawen, as he found
Roman Catholic church, to which the Roman Catholic inhabitants and
there is an easy ascent by steps. The priests conveyed intelligence to the
wliole hill belongs to the Portuguese French in Pondicherry. For many
ecclesiastical establishment of Saint years St. Thorn6 belonged to the
Thomd, and at its base are a nuniber nabobs of Arcot ; but after the death
of Christian tomb-stones, with in- of Anwar ud Deen it seemed to bescriptions, some of so old a date as long to nobody, for there were no
1680. On another eminence near functionaries, either civil or military,
Madras, called the Little Mount, are acting with authority in the place.
the buildings of an old convent, near During the wars of the Carnatic it
to which the road i~ carried across was occupied by the Madras governthe Meliapoor river by a bridge of ment, and it has ever since remained
twenty-nine arches, called the Arme- sub'ect to that government. It is
nian bridge, 1,230 feet long, and a still a considerable town, and full of
Portuguese churches. -(Orme, Fro:
work both simple and solid.--(FA
Paolo, H. Wilron, Bruce, $c.)
larton, 4c.)
Mergui Archipelago, which in 18%
appeared to be uninhabited. This
island has a bold shore, little level
ground, and is covered with a thick
forest, The most prominelit peak
has been estimated at 3,000 feet in
height.-(Lieutenant Low, $c.)
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SAIPOOB.-A town in the province
ST. THOME.-A town on the seacoast of the Carnatic, named by of Gundwana. eiahtv miles south
2' N., Ion.
r
the natives Mailapuram, or the city from ~ i r z a ~ o;oTat.-24'
of peacocks; but Mr. Wilson thipkti 85' 46l E.

SALEM.
Srra~lr.-A small town in the pro- houses of the natives are gooa, and
vince of Allahabad, twenty-seven the richer classes in travelling a r e
miles N.W. from Banda; lat. %iO 43' carried in bamboo chairs over t h e
N., lon. 79' 57' E.
hills, horses being used only in t h e
SAKAINo(in An=).
See cUAlevel country. By Capt. Forrest i n
1775 the inhabitants were computed
GAING.
at 60,000 persons.
SALANGHUB'-A
town in the proThe Macassars, who had obtained
vince of Ajmeer, thirty miles south
possession of this island, made a cesfrom Chitore;
240 14t N.,
sion of it to the king of Ternate,
74O 4 7 E.
from whom it was wrested hv t h e
SALATIGA.-A small town and fort Dutch East-India Company. In1775
in the island of Java, twenty-eight Salayr was governed by fourteen namiles south from Samarang; lat. 7O tive regents, who resorted once a
1 3 S., Ion. 110° 35' E.
year, in the month of October, t o
SALAWITTY
Ism.-One
of the Fort Rotterdam in Celebes, to perPapuan or Oriental negro isles, si- form the customary duties of vassalage to the Dutch, on whose part a
,
junior merchant resided on Salayr,
the
island of Papua by a
in a palisadoed
4c')
strait. In length it mav be estimated For"at* "pt'
at thirty milzs, by t\;enty-five the
SALEM
(including the Rarranzahal.)
average breadth. This island pro- -A district in the south of India,
duces a great deal of sago of an ex- under the Madras presidency, situcellent quality.
ated above the ghauts, and compreIn A.D. 1770 a fleet of Papuan hending within its jurisdiction the
boats ailed up the straits of Patien- adjacent territory of the Barramahal.
tia, which separate Batchian from At the northern extremity it has the
Gilolo, on a plundering expedition, district of Cudapah ; on the south
but the Dutch took the raja of Sala- Trichinopoly and Coimbatoor ; to the
watty prisoner, and banished him to east it is bounded by the Carnatie
the Cape of Good Hope.
below the ghauts ; and on the west
ISLE.
-An island in the by Mysore and the district of CoimSALAYB
Eastern seas, lying off the southern batoor.
The surface throughout is of great
extremity of Celebes, about the sixth
degree of south latitude. In length elevation, being placed on the sumit may be estimated at forty miles, by mit of the table-land above the Easteight the average breadth. There ern Ghauts. The Sherwahray hills
me many smaller isles lying round are situated about six miles north of
and near Salayr, and belong to it, but the town of Salem. The highest
only two are inhabited, Bonarautte point, on which there is a pagoda,
was fo~tndby barometrical observaand Calawe.
This island is mountainous and tion to be 6,%60 feet above the level
woody, yet better peopled and culti- of the sea. These hills consist of
vafed than most of the Eastern isles, three separate naads or divisions, the
the inhabitants also appearing to have Salem, the Mochos, and the Mooattained a superior stage of civiliza- too naads. The last is the loftiest,
tion. The principal produce is millet, and almost a table-land, seven miles
which is the chief subsistence of the by three, and tolerably productive of
natives, and cultivated advan eous- wheat, barley, and millet. The inhaly, each field being fenced in.?otton
bitants are exclusively of the caste
is raised in the same manner, from named Vellalers, who, according t o
which coarse blue and white striped their own traditions, migrated from
cloths are manufactured for internal Conjeveram about 600 years ago.
consumption and exportation. The The climate of this region is not so
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cold as that of the Neelgherry mountains, owing t o the superior altitude
of the latter; but still the temperature is snfficiently low to induce the
visits of invalid Europeans with exhausted constitutions-a numerous
class in India. The principal rivers
are the Cavery, the Panaur, and the
Palar, which penetrate through the
mountains, and proceed through the
lower Carnatic t o the bay of Bengal.
The principal towns are Salem, Namcul, Ahtoor, Caverypatam, and Kistnaghcrry.
The chief grains cultivated in Salem are Indian corn and rice ; of the
first, two crops are occasionally procured in one year from the same field,
the earliest in April, the second in
September. The cultivation of cotton
ishmited,in many parts it is not raised
a t all, and is always sown in a slovenly manner mixed with other seeds.
I n this district a$ well as in Chingle<putthere is abundance of waste land,
t h e possession of which, there is reason to believe, bas added little or
nothing to the means of those persomi
who were induced to become purchasers of estates, nor in any degree
diminished the evil consequences that
have resulted from taking its s u p
posed value into consideration, on
assessing the land revenue permanently: for although twenty years
have elapsed since that event, it does
not appear that real wastes to any
extent have been occupied during so
long a period of time. In 1817 the
tot31 gross collection of the public
revenue was 5,19,453 pagodas, and in
1822 according to the returns made
by the collectors under the Madras
presidency, the total population
amounted to 1,075,985 persons.
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SALEN.-A town in the kingdom
of h a , the chief place of the diatriot
in which Shembegewn is placed. This
distrlct in 1826 was reckoned the
most productive in the Birman empire, and was in consequence monoolized by the queen's brother.rawfurd, &.)
SALENGORE
/Salangor).-A
petty
state (originally a Bnggess colony
from Celebes) in the Malay penjnsula,estendingalong thestraits of Malacca, and governed by a Mahomedan
chief in 1822, named Sultan Ibrahim,
descended from a Buggess, the founder of Salengore, and bearing the
Hindoo title of raja. This territory
is poorer and more thinly inhabited
than that of Perak, but the inhabitants are more civilized, and speak a
remarkably pure Malay. Only small
vessels can enter the river, which Is
obstructed by a mud flat. Colong o r
Kalang is a new settlement, at which
the raja in 1818 resided on account
of the greater facility of procuring
tin, the staple commodity, from the
interior. Both there and at Salengore, the raja and the Capt. China
are the only merchants o n a large
scale.
I n A.D. 1784, in.conjunction with
the Rhio people, the Salengorians
blockaded Malacca, but the state has
since greatly declined, the inhabitants
having migrated to more tranquil
quarters. In 1822 the town of Salengore did not contain more than
400 inhabitants. I n 1818 a treaty of
commerce was concluded with Salengore by the Penang government, t o
anticipate the revival of the old monopoly then contemplated by the
Dutch. On this occasion the raja
also engaged, that if any British subjects were offered for sale in his dominions, he would seize them and
send them back to Prince of Wales'
Island.-(C~acroft, Bc.)

PC

SALEMf o r ~halarn).- he original capital of the preceding district,
situated in lat. 11°37' N., Ion. 78"13'
E., 114 miles S.E. from Seringapatam. Cotton goods were formerly
purchased here for the East-India
SALEMOW.-Atown in the province
Company, and saltpetre may be procured at n moderate price. I n the of Malwa, seventyseven m ~ l e seast
town are some handsome choultries. from Bopaul; lat. % 3 O P3'N., Ion.
78' 43' E.
-(Heyre, qc.)
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SALIANAH.-A d t 0 T j ' in North- quently a t war with tho= of Kabmun Hindostan, named also Khasant, ang, diitant five or nix miles. They
adjoining the king of Oude's dominions. The town of Salianah stands
on a hi h hill, where the chief has
a brick %ouse, surrounded by mudwalled huts ; lat. a8037' N., Ion. 81'
PE., 190 miles N. by W. from Lucknow. The raja formerly held also
some land on the plain within the
Oude dominions, and in a valley between the hills had a considerable
mart, called Jarapani or cool water,
which is still a considerable thoroughfare. All the estates among the hills
being seized by the Gorkhas, the
family sotight refuge on their possessions in the plains subject to the king
of Oude, with whose territories, for
some reason not very obvious, the
Gorkhas never interfered. Why they
respected them more than those of
the East-India Compan hat4 never
been ascertained, but tiat they did
so is certain. The inhabitants of
Salianah are five-ei hths Khasiyas, or
bastards of variousfinds ; one-eighth
pure Brahmins ; one-sixteenth bastard Brahmins; and the remaining
three-sixteenths consist of various
impure tribes.--@. Bwhanan, Be.)

barter provisions with such ships a s
paas for coarse calicoes, red handker-

chiefs, coarse cutlery, &c.--(Forrest,

4c.I
S A L X V A U ~ U ~town
. - A in the Carnatic province, district of Chingle
put, forty-four miles S.W. from Madras ; lat. 1%' 37' N., lon. 7g0 54' E.
SALLIER.-A town in the province
of Aurungabad, sixty-eight miles
E.N.E. from Damaun ; lat. B042'
N, lon. 73' 59' E.
SALPEE.-A small town in the province of B e j s p r , belonging to the
raja of Satara, situated at the foot of
the stony ass that winds lip along
the bed o?a nullah leading to the
valley of Satara, from which town it
is about twenty-one miles distant to
the north-east.-(Fullarton, 4.c.)

SALSETTE
ISLE.-This island belonged to the Mogul province of
Aurungabad, and was formerly separated from Bonlbay by a narrow and
shallow strait, across which a cause- .
way l ~ a slately been made. In length it
may be estimated at eighteen miles, by
thirteen the average breadth. The
SALIBDOI~LEs.-A cluster of is- soil of this island is well adapted
lands in the Eastern seas, situated far the cultivation of indigo, sugar,
about the fourth degree of north cotton, flax, and hemp, and has of
latitude, and between the 126th and late been considerably improved by
127th degrees of east longitude. The udicious regulations. The surface
names of the principal are Tulour (or s an alternation of hill and dale, and
Kerwlang), Salibabo, and Kabn~ang, the vallies, especially in the southern
the first being much the largest. quarter, well cultivated. The most
Salibabo lies to the south of Tulour, substantial improvement that has yet
from which it is separated by a nar- taken place is the causeway which
row strait about one mile in breadth. connects Salsette with Bombay, comThe circumference is about fifteen pleted by Mr. Duncan in 1806.
miles.
This island is remarkably rich in
All these islands are sell cultivated mythological antiquities, and the reand populous, having plenty of pro- mains of tanks, terraces, flights of
visions, such as calavanses, potatoes, steps, and forests of wild palmyra
rice, goats, hogs, &c. The inhabi- trees, indicate a former state of prostants are of the Malay colour, with perity, and the collection of a consilong hair, and have for arms, lances, derable population. At Kcnneri,
swords, targets, and daggers. They there are several very extraordinnry
are much oppressed by their kolanos caverns excavated, the largest resemor chiefs, and sold as slaves for the bling that at Carli, but inferior in
most trifling offences. The inl~abi- size and elegance. Its peculiar ornatants of Salibabo island are very fre- ments are two gigantic figures of
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SALSEITTE ISLE.
Buddha, nearly twenty feet high, each
filling one i d e of the vestibule. They
are exactly alike and in perfect p r a
servation, in consequence of theii
having been adopted and painted red
by the Portuguese, who transformed
the temple of Buddha into a Christian
church. This island, named Salsette
by Europeans, is by the natives called
Jhalta, or Shaster, the derivation of
which ia uncertain. It was long possessed by the Portuguese, but was
wrested from them by the Maharattas
about A D . 1750. In 1773, during
a rupture with that nation, the Cornpany's troops obtained possession,
and it was afterwards formally ceded
by the Maharattas a t the treaty of
Poorunder in 1776, and subsequently
confirmed it in 1783, at which period
all the small islands in the gulf formed
by Bombay and Salsette were also
acquired.
The population of Salsette was estimated ten years ago by the missionaries at about 50,000, of which
number probably one-fifth might be
Christians, members of the Portuguese church. The lower orders
consist of cultivators, fishermen, and
drawers of toddy. These, as may be
supposed, are but indifferent Christians, who, whilst they are in the
habit of attending' a Christian sanctuary, still retain in their houses
many symbols of the Hindoo mythology, and continue addicted to many
pernicious usages of that superstition.
Besides the native Christians of Selsette, there are resident at Tanna,
the capital of the island, about one
hundred or more European soltliers
with their families, who bave been
invalided, or who have retired from
the service, who prefer spending the
remainder of their days in I n d i ~to
returning to the severe climate of their
native country.
Notwithstanding its vicinity to the
seat of government, no small proportion of the inhabitants of Salsette so
late as 1824, were still as wild as
Bheels, and their manners and customs as little known as the mountain
Gonds. These are the charcoal burners, an occupation exercised by a
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peculiar caste, who dwell entirely in
the woods, have no intercourse with
the Hindoos of the plain, and bring
down loads of charcoal to particular
spots, whence it is carried away by
the dealers in that article, who deposit in its place a payment settled by
custom, of rice, clothing, and iron
tools. Several attempta have -been
made at different timm to become
better acquainted with this secluded
race, but with little success, partly
owing to their excessive shyness, and
partly to the contempt in which they
are held by their Hindoo neighbours.
The civilized inhabitants of Salsette
are generally so quiet and tractable
a race, that in 1813 it was stated
by the magistrate, that for more than
two years no native of the island had
been committed for trial, the only
cases brought before the court during
that period having been crimes committed by native military officers and
soldiers. Petty quarrels and assaults
were frequent, originating from too
liberal potations of intoxicating liquors, which are unfortunately both
cheap and abundant. It is difficult
to say what is the dialect of this island, for the inhabitants being composed of many different nations, their
transactions are carried on in the
English, Portuguese, Maharatta, Concanese, Hindostany, and Gujeratty
languages, in all of which mortgages,
deeds of sale, and partnership, and
accounts current are oecnsionally kept
and registered. Most of the pleadings before the judge have hitherto
been carried on in the English language; that most frequently used for
colloquial purposes is the corrupt
jargon called the Concanese. In 1813
the revenue of Salsette, from all
sources, amounted to3,35,807rupeeu.
In 1820 David Malcolm, Esq., of
Bombay, applied for a five years'
lease of forty begas (about fourteen
acres) of land on the island of Salsette, with a view to the experimental culture of Bourbon cotton, but
the Bombay presidency being fettered
by the orders of the Court of Directors, prohibiting all grants of land t o
Europeans, withheld its sanction
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BAMAR.

from the lease of this small quahtity. of considerable breadth but of n o
I-(Halkt, hfufioMrier, Fullnrton, great depth, its chawel being much
Bkhqp Heber, Lord V a h t i o , War- obstructed by sand-bank islands a n d
den, Publia MS. Documenk, $c.)
sand-banks. The Attaran has i t s
sALT
R~~~~ (Of m,,,,nt(lin,j.aourcein the same region as the Gain,
A chain ofmountains in ~ f ~ h but~ is ~a narrow,
i ~ sluggish
~ ~ stream
~ , in i t s
which commences from the south- whole course. Mr. Crawfurd, in t h e
east side of the su&,d toll, or w h i t e Diana steam-boat, ascended i t sevenMountain, which is the northern ty miles when the water was a t t h e
of the soliman range in cabul, lowest, without experiencing any diffrom
it
in a south- f i c u l t ~
; above that point it sudeasterly direction, by the south of denly narrowed and became a mounT
~to calhaugh,
~
~ where
~ it, crosses tain rivulet. The tide in all these
the
the Indus, stretches across the Pun- "vers runs u p lQO
jab, and ends at Jelalpoor on the mouth* and
that distance the
ri ht bank of the Jhylum o r Hydaspes. "avi6ation for boats and Small craft
The
T f i s range abounds in salt, which is is safe and
forms at different three in the vicinity of hlartaban is
dug out ill
places. T o the eastward it yields a through a champaign country of great
rock salt of a brownish colour, which
is used in Hindostan and known by
SAYANAH.-A large town (now in
the name of Lahore salt.
ruins) in the province of Delhi, seventeen miles S.S.W. from Pattiallah.
SALUEN
RIVER (the mau Leuen
of
Burmese).-A
river of India
SAMANAP.-A Dutch residency in
beyond the Ganges, the source of the island of Msdura, inhabited prinwhich is unlrnown, but which, accord- cipally by Chinese and hlalays ; lat.
ing to the Burmese authorities, passes '7 5' S., Ion. 114' E.
through the Chinese province, where
SAbIADANG.-A large inland town
i t is named the Lookiang, and after- in Java, situated on the high road
wards through the Laos or Shall coun- from Buitenzorg to Cheribon, 144
try. Notwithstallding the remoteness miles travelling distance E.S.E. from
of its source,it cannot rankhigh either BUitenzorg : lat. 60 45/ s., lon. 1050
for size or utility. I t s channel is 55/ E.
broad but shallow, and much obSA~AIKAN.-A
village in Ava sistructed by shoala, islands, and rapids,
that, excepting its southern branch, tuated within the district attached t o
and its mouth, is not navigable for the capital. This is amart from whence
is
to the China marvessels of any considerable size. Immediately below the town of M
~ ket,
~ and~ in ~the vicinity
saltpetre of
ban it is divided by the large island an excellent quality is manufactured;
of pooloo yoon(or ~ i l into
~ ) two but the price is double that of the
branches before i t reaches the sea. best quality in the Calcutta Inarketa
m o n o ~ oand
l ~ jealously
T h e southern of these at its mouth I t is a
is seven miles broad; the northern, watched.
although wide, is dangerous, and imSau~a.-An island in the Eastern
practicable for ships of burthen.
seas, one of the Philippines, situated
Three large rivers, the Saluen, the S.E. from Luzon, from which it is
Gain, and the Attaran, join opposite separated by a strait about five leagues
t o Martaban, where they form a vast in breadth. In length i t may be estiexpanse of water ;inland they diverge mated at 140 miles, by sixty the a v e
to different points of the compass. rage breadth. The soilis extremely ferT h e Gain river is supposed to have tile, and cultivated with little trouble.
its sources in the hills that separate Besides other grains, the native
Martaban from Siam, its course being Bisayans raise aconsiderable quantity
tDwards the we&. This is a stream of rice, which is wholly appropriated
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SAMARANG.
t o the use of the parechial clergy o r
of the settlelnent at Manilla. The
food of the natives consists chiefly of
a species of potato, yams, and a root
named gaby. The sugar-cane, cabbages, garlic, onions, melons, the
China orange, lemons, vegetables, and
several fruits not common in India,
are cultivated here, particularly figs,
of which there are many different
species. Pepper, honey, and wax are
foundin the woods which swarni with
birds, and among others, the domestic fowl. I n these forests also there
are many kinds of monkeys, some remarkably large, deer, wild buffaloes,
and other quadrupeds. The iron-tree,
ebony, a i d dying woods grow in every
part of the island, and gold-dust is
found in the interior.
The natives of Samar are Bisayans;
such as reside on the sea-coast were
formerly Mahomedans, but have been
converted by the missionary Jesuits to
the religion and allegiance of Spain.
Their houses are constructed of bamboos, and raised a Few feet from the
ground to admit of a circulation of
air underneath, and the natives generally are lodged, fed, and clothetl a t
very little expense. The streams are
everywhere shaded by the bamboo,
and the woods contain creeping plants
and rattans, which supply the stead
of nails in a Bisayan's dwelling. Cotton and the fibres of the banyan figtree furnish materials for the scanty
apparel he requires. The priests exercise over them a patriarchal control, which is in general cheerfully
submitted to. Advice and admonition on their part is always accompanied with some snlall present of
wine, medicine6 liquor, o r animal
food, which influences the Indian t o
an icdustry he w o ~ ~ lnot
d otherwise
exert. When punishment is necessary
i t is promptly inflicted, which the
priest is enabled to do by acting in a
military as well as sacerdotal capacity.
I n his own parish it is competent t o
each missionary to issue orders for
building o r repairing the fortress, for
providing it with cannon and ammunition, and for the construction of war
canoes, which he frequently comVOL.
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mands in person. The instrument
mostly used, both for the purposes of
war and industry, is a species of
creese, somewhat different from that
of the Malays. Formerly the galleon always touched here on the passage from Acapulco to Manilla, which
attracted the Indians from the neighbouring islands.--(La Page, &.)
SAMABANG.
-A large district in
Java, which formerly ranked second
in in~portanceto Batavia. Under the
old Dutch government, the adrninis.
tration of the Eastern districts of
Java was conducted by a governor
and council residing a t San~arang,
whose authority was very great, being
the only channel of communication
with the governor-general at Bntavia.
The ainbassadors to the native courts
of Suryacarta and Yugyacarta corresponded with him, and by him the
succession to the throne of the Susuhunan and sultan was decided. Although (such was the false economy
of the Dutch East-India Company)
he literally had no salary whatever
from the government treasury, the
resident a t S a m w n g was supposed
to realize from his perogatives an income of not less than 30,000 dollars
per unnum. This absurd system continued without alteration until the
arrival of Marshal Daendal in 1608,
when mostof these illegal emoluments
were appropriated by government,
and fixed salaries allowed to the different residents, who were prohibited
all commerce in the productions of
their respective districts. By these
and other energetic measures a much
more regular, efficient, and ure administration than had existel at any
prior period was first introduced by a
military officer.
According t o a census taken by the
British government in 1815, the 6amarang district occupied an area of
1,166 square miles, and contained a
population of 327,610 persons, of
which number 1,139 were Chinese.(Raflest &.)
SAMARANG.-Atown in the island
of Java, of which it is the riocipal
central station; lat. 6' 56'S., fon. 110°

a
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SAMBILANG ISLES.

27' E. Thii is a large town, and in which were frequently massacred wilh
1815 contained 20,000 inhabitants, the most savage barbarity. The place
including a considerable European was in consequence attacked by the
,population. It is defended by a stone Phoenix frigate in 1812, but owing t o
parapet and ram rt, with bastions the want of land forces was unsucand a wet ditch, K t only calculated cessful. A second expedition in 1813,
to resist a native power. Between aRer an obstinate resistance, captured
the town and the sea is an impassable Sambas4 and expelled the p~ratical
Etmorass, which prevents any approach horde that occupied it.-(!I?hrn,
from-that side but by two raised =OM, &.)
w m w a y ~ I t has a neat appearance
Y B E B/&&ra,
or J m t i t b h r i j .
and contaiDs a number of d houses, -A~ A Rajpoot
town in the province of
beeidea .large church and"towo h o u s i A'meer, dtuated about fiRy-one miles
The commerce of Samarana is exten- ~ N . Efrom
. the city of Ajmeer ; lat.
sive, it being the general de$t of this W 63' N., Ion. 74' b7' E. To the
qucutu of the island, which producea northeaet is a wlt lake twent miles
IT quantities of rice, sugar, co&,
by one and II half b m a l from
an pepper.- (!Hiwn, Stauotinw, &c.] long
whence a conniderable portion of
SA~APILLY.-Asmall village in Upper Hindostan is supplied with
the island of Ceylon within the Can- sslt, and from whence during tho
dian territories, filly miles S.W. from Mogul government it was carned as
Batacolo; lat. 791' N., lon. 81' %WE. fir as Benares and Bahar. Every year
This place i s above seventy march- aRer the rains the water becomes so
ing miles from Surcamong, the inter- stron ly impregnated, that when the
vening country being excessively wild lake fries up it is found crystallized
and mountainous. For sixty miles of in large quantities under a layer of
the above distance not a house or mud. I t is collected towards the
human creature is to be seen, nor is close of the hot season, without havthere any thing to indicate that it ing undergone any artificial process ;
ever was peopled, exce t the aths it is then spread out and exposed t o
through the jungles anc! m u n s the the sun for ten or fifteen days, in
bases of the hills. Oue broad and which space of time it hsrdens and
several lesser rivers cross the route. forms large lumps, which are gathered
In the immediate vicinity of Samba- into heaps; on these a quantity of
pelly the country presents a more dry grass is placed and set fire to,
%tvourable ap earance, some villages which calcines the external surface,
are dicernibk, and the vallies are and forms a covering sufficiently hard
partially cultivated. Further on ad- to resist the rain. I n this last state
vancing towards Candy the surface it is sold, end reaches the Werent
continues mountainous, but the de- markets much broken by the jolting
clivities of the' hills are cleared in of the carriages
There are many other salt lakes in
many places, and the vallies generally,
under tillage.--(Major Johmton, &c.) this quarter of Hindostan, and more
especially one to the west of JoudSaunass.-A town on the west poor. Indeed, the sqil throughout is
coast of Borneo, situated about forty so impregnated with salt substances
miles up a river of the same name ; that it is very rare to nee a hollow or
lat. 1' 3' N., Ian 109' W E . The low
spot without a saline &oreshweea, ae in nearly all the seaport
cence
on the su&ce.-(J. Grad, J.
towns of Borneo, consist of timber
aad bamboos, raised on wooden piles T. Brown, James Rvuer, &c.)
ar posta in low swampy morasses. A
SAXBILANG
ISLES
/or nine idon&/.
proneness to iracy on the part of the -A cluster of small islets lying off
inhabitants A a m b a s a had rendered the east-coast of Malacca, opposite t o
this quarter of Borneo unsafe for Eu- the Perak river; lat. 4' N., Ion. 100°
ropean trading vessels, the crews of 35' E.

.

SAMET
G A ~ B ~ A N G A N . - # Spanish settlement on the south-western extremity
of the island of Magindanao ; lat. 6O
45' N., Ion. IS9 10' E. The town of
Samboan sn is situated on the banks
of a smak rivulet that flows into the
se& The number of inhabitants is
about 1,000; among which are included the ofticers, eeldiem, and their
families. In its environs are several
small lookout houses, erected on
posts twelve feet high, in all of which
a constabt
ard is kept against the
hostilities opthe natives, with whom
the Spaniards are in a perpetual state
of hostility. The fort is very indifferent as a place of defence, and in a
state of rapid decay. The houses
are erected on ~ o s t s . are built of
bamboos, ahd coiered kith mats; and
b e Smnish inhabitants, in place of
attem$ing to improve the natives in
the arts and convenienaes of life,
are insensibly sinking down to their
e d i t i o n and adopting their mannera
T h e only edifice of note is the church,
which in a Spanish settlement is always good It is built of ston&
The military force at Sambonngan
i n 1788 consisted of from 150 to
200 soldiers, natives of Manilla, who
wese as dekctive in discipline as the
fort wae in strength. This place is
the Botany Bay of the Philippines,
particular crimee being punished by
banishment ta this place; the conduct of the inhabitants, however, L
m h better than this circumstance
would indicate, which is in a great
measure owing to the exertions of
t h e -priests that are aettled among
them. The navigators who have accidently called here have been sum
prised to find the inhabitants, both of
Spanish extraction and natives, m
wellacquainted with European music,
more especially Handel's, and coun- try dances, which are here performed
on violins, bassoons, and flutes, the
orchestra being composed of natives
of the island For this they are also
indebted to the riests, who ham
likewise taught t L t o dance; a
species of agility efftremely repugn a n t to an Asiatic dlspition.
T h e country adjacent t o Samboan-

SIKHAR.
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gan is fettile, and the cattle have
multiplied so greatly as to be of little
value. At tti~splace the Spaniards
stop the Chineaejunks bound to the
eastward. The anchorage before the
fort is foul and rocky, but abreast
the town it is better. The Spaniards
here and their subjects are much inIisted b p h t i d pMW8, which plunder a n i c u t o r veaseb richly laden,
while lying in the harbour, and freuently make descents close to the
rt and carry o r the inhabitants,
whom they sell into slavery.
About A.D. 1755 this fortress was
nearly captured by the Sooloos by
the following stratagem : one of their
sultans, Ameer ul Momenin, came
with a numerous retinue to Samboangan, under pretence of being
converted, but the plot was discovered, and the sultan' with his family
sent prisonera to Manilla, where
they remained until the capture of
tbat place by the British in 1762,
when the were liberated-(Mearr,
Fawnt, &nurot, &c.)

;k

SAMBE.-A small town in the province of Allahabad, twenty miles
SW. from Jaloun ; lat. !Z6O 2
' N.,
ion. 78" 5YE.
&MET
s ~ ~ a r a . - Amountain in
the province of Bahar, on the frontier of Ramghur, and 136 miles south
from Boglipoor, on which are situated the temples dedicated to Parswanatha (the twenty-thud deified
saint of the Jains), and one of the
principal Jain sanctuaries in Hindost a a The consist of four large
square brici buildings painted white,
wlth a dome in the centre, and four
small domes a t the four corners.
The centre is surmounted by a gilded
s ire, like the Buddhist temples of
l v a , and the domes by trell~ceaof
gilt cop er. A brick wall surrounds
the whore, and at the end is a semi
for the accommodation of pilgrims
and worshippers.
On an elevated throne inside, covered with brocade, is seated a small
black stone image of Parswanatha,
sitting cross-legged, with his hands
before him, and on his head, fashion2 K 2
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,ed like a turban, are seven expanded
heads of the hooded snake, the invariable crest and symbol of Parswanath. The officiating priests have
tied over their mouths, undcr the chin, and fastened at the top
of the head, to prevent their swallowing any thing that has life.
The ascent to the Parswanath
mountain commences by a winding
path, surrounded on all sides by
thick jungle, and goes over most
difficult ground, broken by
and impeded by large nlis-shapen
rocks. The top is said to tower up
to the cloucls, terminating in eight
jagged
The summit, or
more
named Samet sik[u,
comprises a smdl table-land, flanked
by twenty Jain temples, stuck on the
craggy steeps and different other
spots. In form these tern les VWY
much resemble an extin isger, containing within the padE
or sacred
steps. On the south side of the
mountain, about half way down, is
a ver large and handsome flat-roofed
temp%, containing several figures of
Parswanath, cross-legged and with
the serpent crown.-(CW. Wm.Fraroklin, 4c.)

-

S A ~ G a u m /Syama gramaj.
A
town in the Carnatic province, district of Nellore, seventeen miles N. W.
from the town of Nellore; lat. 1 4 O
25'N., Ion. 7!?' 47' E.

SAMBAIYOT
(or three hundred
peak).-A
small village in the kingdom of Siam, situated on the west
coast of the gulf, about lat. 1P.N.
All junks bound from Bankok to
China or Cochin China, fill up their
water here, and then strike across
the gulf due east. The sea-coast
here is rough and steep.---(Burney,

4c.I

-

SAMRODE. A village, formerly
considerable, i n the province of Candeish, sixteen miles N. by E. from
the foot of the Ajuntee ghaut, and
remarkable as the spot where the
wreck of Sindia's army encamped
after the battle of Assye.-(FuUart ~ &.)
,

SAMUDBA.
-See

SIVANA
SAMV-

DBA.

SAM"LCOTT"H.-Atown and fort
in the Northern Circars, district of
Rajamundry, twenty-nine miles travelling distance E. by N. from the
town of Rajamundry. This is an
extensive straggling town, and meanly
built, but it contains two Hindoo
temples of singular architecture, and
bearing evident marks of considerable
antiqnity. The fort is a large square,
with high mud walls, stone gateways,
and a wet ditch. Within it are neat
barracks and several bungalows, and
without there is a small cantonment,
where n battalion of Madras infantry is
8tationed'-(Fullorton,

4'')
SAMWAB.-Atown in the province
of Malwa, sixteen miles from Oojein,
situated on the west bank of the
Kibaond river. In 1810 it belonged
to Sindia, and contained above 800
houses.--(Malcolm, 4c.)
s A N D A ~ w ~ ~ ~ . -MAGGEBI
S"
and
PEB'ApATA".

S ~ N D A LI ~~~ L~ -A
~
D~ D
large
.
island in the Eastern seas situated to
the south of Floris, about the tenth
degree of north latitude. In length
it may be estimated at
miles, by
thirty the
breadth. T~~native name is sumbas
is descdbed
as remarkably level, and destitute of
any high hill,-or even any considerable
elevation. I t was formerly subject
to the Dutch, but about A.D. 1800
the natives withdrew their allegiance
because the Dutch cut down the
sandal-wood trees, believing the existence of a native to be connected
with that of each tree. Since then
there has been but little external
Intercourse, and that principally
carried on bv the wav of End6 or
Floris. The- natives are said to resemble those of the interior of Floris,
but with an additional portion of
enterprize and ferocity, which frequently stimulate them to attempt
the cutting off of coasting vessels.
The Buggesses procure here, ,annually, considerable quantities of

SANGIR ISLE.
birds'-nests and bees'-wax.
Sandalwood island and that of Floris
may be considered.tile westernmost,
on which the natives have frizzled
hair ; those of Sumbhawa and of the
islands still more to the west having
universally long hair.--( Malay Miscellanie.~,gc.)
SANDEBWEIL.--Atown in the province of Gujerat, which in 1816 belonged to the Guicowar ; lat. 21° 4'
N., Ion. 73' 44'E. ; thirty-six miles
S.E. from Surat. The S.E. road
from Bursa to this place is a pathway leading over hills and vallies covered with jungle, and intersected by
numerous streams, mostly without
water during the dry season. The
teak tree abo~indsin the jungle, but
is of too small a size for any purpose
bevond honse-building. The Bheels
w6o inhabit this hillyvtract are of a
more pacific disposition than those
the north and south; but the
jungles are much infested
tigers
and beasts of prey.-(Stlthrland*
,
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tion for salubrity. The cantonments
stand on a spot of ground on the
right bank of a river which had been
well cleared and drained, and the native town in 1827 had much increased
both in extent and population.(Public Journalr, kc.)
SANDY.-A small village in the
province of Oude, with a large jeel
swarming with wild fowl in its vicinity; l a t 2 i 0 18' N., Ion. 79O 50) E. ;
twenty-five miles E.S.E. from Fur.
ruckabad. From Lucknow to this
place the country (in 1824) appeared
populous and well cultivated. In the
dry season, after the earth and sun
have absorbed most of its moisture,
part of the jeel is cultivated, while
the rest remains covered with grass
and aquatic plants.--(Bbhrp HNer,

8c.I

8bNGIR

I ~ ~ ~ . island
- A ~ in
E~~~~~~
sem, situated between the

third and fourth degrees of north
latitude arid the 125th and 126th
degrees of east lon&ude. In length
Qc.)
it h a J ' be estimat6d a t thirty maes
by ten the average breadth ; and i t
SANDING
ISLES(Pttlo Sandin .ITwo small islands situated off t f e S. is surrounded by forty-six smaller
W. coast of Sumatra, near the south- islands of various dimensions. Vieweastern extremity of the Nassau or ed from the sea, the surface appears
Poggy islands, in which group they high and well wooded; and the
are sometimes included. They are coast has better harbours and is less
both inhabited, and their only re- dangerous from hidden rocks and
markable production is the long nut- shoals than most of the Eastern Armeg, which grows wild ; and some chipelago. The countr is well ingood timber, panicular]y the kind hhited, and affords ref&shments of
known by the name of Marbaw. A n various kinds, such as bullocks, hogs,
officer and a few men were landed goats, and y u l t r y ; and coco-nuts
here in 1765, with a view to the esta- are in such 1) enty that an oil is exblishment of a settlement, and re- pressed from them and exported.
mained a few months, during which Spices are also procured, in which a
time it rained without cessation. The trade is carried on to Ma 'ndanao. ,
scheme was subsequently abandoned,
About the middle of the weat
as unlikely t o answer any good pur- coast is the town, bay, and harbour
pose.--(Marsden, 4 c.)
of Taroona, opposite to which on the
east coast is also a town and harbour
SANDOWY.-A town and district in called Tabookang, the harbour of
the province of Arracan, 175 miles which is sheltered by two islands.
S.S.E. from the town of Arracan ; There are many other harbours tolat. 18' 10' N., lon. 94' 5'E. This wards the south end of the island,
place was captured without resistance along the middle of which runs a
in May 1825, and was subsequently ridge of high mountains, terminated
selected as a head station for a Bri- t o the northward by a lofty volcano,
tish corps on account of its repup- from which there was a great erup-

-.
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tiQn in 1711. This idand was for- Colapoor &tory,

merly under the influence of the
Dutch, who maintained a p a d l garrison on it, and made many converts
rincipally by the exto Christianit
srtions of tf:
missionaritw, who
reached in the Malay tongue, end
K3d subordinate black preachers.
The islands of Salibaba, Kabruang,
and Nanusan, were formerly subject
to Sangir, and afterwards came with
it under the influence of the Dutch.
-(Forrcrt, &fear#, 4c.)

~ A N ~ L ~ E .in~the
A province
of Moflimbads
eight mila N-W. from Merrith.
Tbis M E town of considerable extent
a d
belongi- to the p
b
wurdon family, where In 18% Chint 8 m U n R o ~ ~ I I d i ~ n t e njaghiredar,
ted
resided in grim repose, his propensity
to plundering being restrained by the
British government.

9f Beja~oor,division

SANJOBE
fSa@ara/.-A
town fn
the province of Ajmeer, named also
Gachore, situated at the south-westem extremity, about 140 miles N.E.
from the gulf of Cutch ; lat. 24' 40'
N., lon. 41' 38'E. The road between this town and Thwaud, on the
north-western frontier of the G u j e
rat province, is infested by redatory
Woochy banditti of the dbsa tribe,
who render the road impassable
without s strong escort. In 1809
the town of Sanjore belonged to the
rsja of Joudpoor, but the neighbouring country was under no general
control, every village having then a
separate chief, who plundered wherhe hoped to do so with impugn 1821this place was under
Jhallore, one of the principal stations
of the Joudpoos government.-(EL
phinrtone, &c.)
fjANmsELn.-A c o n a i d e d e tows
in the province of Beja oar, division
of Ryehugh, sitwt$ on the left
bank of the Hurruncwsy, about forty,ix miles
dietance
8.W.
pf lerritch. ~h~~~ is a ramarkable
temple here, dedicated to Mahadeva,
to which the town and lands adjaCent we subject, although within the

.

being adininisf;eredby the offiekitingBrahmins, who
~nhabitn sort of fort or eoelosum,
distinct from the body of the placc
The fortress of Wullubghur stan&
on the hill abore.-(FuClart~1, &c.)
SANKIN.-A town in the prwiof Ahhabad belonging to the Petty
state of Sumpte5
maes N-N-Efrom the town of %impter; l a t s O
M'N, Ion. 78" 63'E
s~No~r.--See SBANOOB.
~dNsrnanAF.*LI..-A fall, or rather
mpid, in the Nerbudda river, five
m~lesbelow Mheshwar in Malwa, imFsSl,le for large boats and difficult
for canoes, which during the hot
weather m& use of a back-water,
deepened fw the purpose,--(M&
calm, & F - ~
BANBADHAM.-Aremarkable dropping cavern in Northern Hindostan,
rituated in s deep and romantic glen
on a branch of the &ngh rivulet,
among the mountains that form the
northern boundary of the Deyrah
Doon, seven miles N. by E. from the
town of Deyrah. The water from
the rock above oozes through the
roof in an incessant shower, and has
formed by its action innumerable calcareous stalactite8 of great size and
beauty, which have taken the shape
of the roots, moss, and other decayed vegetable substances over which
the water bad passed.-(F#arton,
$c.)
SAN"l B k c ~ u L ~ y . - A
walled village in the Mysore province.
pituated on a rising ground, thirtyN.by
Oefinewverd nLndoo
patam' It
teplple~.
SANT~~OOB.-A in the proon the
vince of Ben
side of the gOghly river, where the
government have a commwcid
tory and resident, forty-three mile8
north from Calcutta; lat. 23' 13' N.9
lo". 880"' E'
SANWEEP.-A large and regulnrlybuilt village in the province of Mad

wa, division of Oojein, sixteen miles arieu.

south from the city of Oojein.
SANYAS~IGOTTA
/Sanyaxicata).A subdivision of the Rungpoor district, in the province of Bengal, situated at the north-western extremity,
and having in its centre a pergunnah
belonging to the Deb raja of Bootan.
The town of Sanyasicata derives its
name from a Hindoo tem le, so called, the origin of which
the following tradition. When the first raja of the Kaycots was building a fortress, the workmen in digging down
came upon a religious person underground (a Sanyaai), who was in this
manner passing his -time in devout
retirement and meditation. He was
wounded by the ioneers before they
discovered him ;put he made no complaint, only requesting that they would
cover him up again. This was aecordinglg done, and a convent (akra)
for persons of his order built over
him.--( F. BucAauan, 9c.j
SAOLEE.-A town in the province
of Gujerat, forty miles N.E. from
Cembay ;lat. 22"46'N., Ion. 73OWE.
S A P A ~ OISLE.--One
UA
of the s m d
Amboyna isles, about twenty miles
in circumference ; lat. 30 40' S., lotr.
W 40' E. This island, with that
of Noussa Laut, formerly yielded the
Dutch East-India Company one-half
of the whole cloves exported by the
Amboyna government.
SAPATAISLE ( P d o Sapfa).-A
small elevated barren island in the
Eastern seas, thus named by the Portuguese on account of its resemblance to a shoe, which in their language it means, joined with the word
pulo, the Malay for an island. In
appearance from the sea it is nearly
perpendicular, and white like the
cliffs of Dover, with innumerable sea
fowl continually hovering and screaming over it. Lat. lo0 4' N., lon. 109"
10' E.

~ A P T A E I . - - T ~midda
~
portion
of t b Muckwenpoor prineipaiig, in
Northern Hindostan, was partitioned
by the Nepmle* into two districts,
a d placed under two distict function-

The first of these comprehends the tract of country called Saptari, which is mostly situated in the
low country, bounded on the E. b
the Cosi river, and limited on the
by the Rati. Very little of the hilly
country belongs to it, as the divisions
of Khatang and Muckwanpoor come
low down and meet at Kamal. Its
geographical features entirely resemble those of the terriani or low
coontry, and its vegetable productions are in every respect the same.
The most remarkable places within
the limits of Saptnri are Naragari, a
small fort on the plain, where the
soubah resides ; Bhimapri, another
and similar place, where he occasionally resides ; and Janakpoor, a place
celebrated in Hindoo fable. No restiges remain of former magnificence,
if they ever existed.
In 1809 the total revenue collected
by the soubah, or superintendsnt,
amountedto 1,27,550 rupees, of which
69,957 rupees arose from land-rent,
and fines on marriages, concubines,
and adulterers. At Jdeswar, in Mahatari, south from Janakpoor, the
raja formerly had a manufactory of
saltpetre and gunpowder, and nt Simrya, on the COB&there is one iron
mine.
The Tharod caste, resembling in
its manners the Gangayi of Morung,
composes the greatest portion of the
population that are dwellers on the
plain. Next to these are about e q d
parts of impure Bohars and of the
military and
cultural tribe of
Brahmins c a l l e y ~ n i w a r , both af
which have at different times been
sovereigns of the country. Immediately under the hits are many Batars, who s & the Hindi language,
fhe Lower E l s are occupied by S r i r
guyas, a ramification of the Limbo0
tribe, and also by Magars, Rajpootsp
and Khass, the first of recent introduction.c(F. Buchanan, 4c.)
f SarapaUi).-A
town
SABAPJLLY
in the Carnatlc province, district of
Nellore, seven miles south from the
town of Nellore; lat. 14' 13' N.,
lon. 809 1' E.

d
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SARASWATI
R~vEB.-A river of
Upper Hindostan, which has its
source in the hills towards the northeast of Sirhind, from whence it flows
in a south-westerly direction into the
large province of Rajpootana, where
it is absorbed during its progress
through that arid country. Vinasana
is the place where the Saraswati terminates, losing itself in the sandy desert. I t was probably in ancient
times of much greater magnitude, as
a river of this name marks a geographical division in the Hindoomythological poems; but there is also another
Saraswati, which must have flowed in
an opposite direction, as, according
to Hindoo notions, it still joins the
Ganges and Jumna underground, at
Allahabad.
SARAW~DDY.--A
town and district
in P q u , the first seventy-seven miles
N.W. from Rangoon; lat. 17'40'N.,
lon. 95' 43' E.
The surronnding
country abounds with teak and other
timber forests.
SABAWAE.-A town in the kingdom of Ava, province of Pegu, situ.ated on the Irawady, eighty miles
N.W. from Rangoon; lat. 17'30' N.,
lon. 95' 52' E. This is a large and
populolis place, the headquarters of
his Burmese majesty's war-boats in
Pegu. One fish-tank here is farmed
by government for a sum equal to
about t1,000 per annum.--(Snitod, graa, 4c.I
SARAWAK.-A
port in the island of
Borneo, from whence antimony is
exported.
SAREAWT
fatihat, an a#uent mart).
-A small town in the province of
Bengal, district of Birboom, eightyfive miles west from the city of Moorshedabad; lat. 24' 14' N., Ion. 86'
61' E.
SAREILA.-A fortified town and
pergunilah in the province of Allahabad, twenty-five miles S. by W. from
Calpee ; lot, 25' 48' N., Ion. 79' 38'

E.
SABINGHUR.-Apergunnah io the

province of Oundwana, dependent o n
Sumbhulpoor, from which it is seventy
miles west. The high road from Ruttunpoor passes through it, in consequence of which it suffered much from
military exactions while tributary t o
Nagpoor. I t became subject to the
British government in 1818, when
the assessment in money was reduced
from 4,500 to 3,500 Sumbhulpoor
rupees.-( Roughsedge, gc.)
SA~JEW
f Sareya) RIVER.- See
Goooar RIVEB.
SARMATTA
ISLE.-A small island
in the Eastern seas, about thirty
miles in circ~lmference, situated in
lat. 8' 10' S., Ion. 129' 15' E.
Snaop Y f Serohi).-A
division of
the Ajmeer province, of which it occupies the western portion, between
the twenty-fourth and twenty-sixth
degrees of dorth latitude. By Abul
Fazel, in 1582, it is described as follows : " Circar Sarowy, containing
six mahals, revenue 42,077,437 dams.
This circar furnishes 8,000 cavalry
and 38,000 infantry!'
To the north
the limits of this district di~appearin
the great desert; on the south is the
province of Gu'erat ; and on tbe west
the channel oEthe Banass river and
the dominions of the Ameers of Sinde.
Until recently, when its internal commotions attracted the attention of the
British government, this portion of
Hindostan remained quite unknown,
and was supposed to be an almost
uninhabitable desert ; but a more intimate acquaintance with its circumstances has tended considerably to
modify that opinion, its evil condition being evidently much more the
work of man than of nature. The
soil is described as fertile, and, what
is of the last importance in India,
every where abounding with water ;
the cattle are also of a most superior
quality. Indeed, the capabilities of
Sarowy are very great, and its position important, as it commands seve
ral strong passes, and is central with
respect to the frontier posts of the
Bengal and Bombay presidencies, between which it forms a connecting
link. A considerable portion of its
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former revenue consisted of duties
levied on the transit of goods from
the ports of Cutch and the northern
cities of Gujerat to the cities of Ajmeer and Paolee. The latter town
is again becoming the emporium of
this branch of the trade of Rajpootana.
. T h e ancient history of this state is
little known ; but it has been ascertained that it never was politically
dependent on Joudpoor or Palhanpoor, although both these states have
in modern times laid claim to it, and
deeply injured it by their intrigues
and depredations. In 1832, when
the raja appealed to Calcutta, i t was
found by Sir David Ochterlony in a
state of complete desolation, infested
from within by the savage Bheels and
Meenas (who form a considerable
portion of the population), and from
without by the two states above-mentioned, who plundered its territories
under various pretences. By these
oppressions, 'oined to internal anarchy, the condition of this principality
became so distracted, that i t was fast
approaching a state of political dissolution, when it excited the commiseration of the British government,
as well from motives of humanity as
with a view of maintaining tranquillity, which cannot long continue disturbed in one quwter of India without grailually extending to the

other^.
I t being found quite impracticable
to restore order, or recover the country from actual ruin, without the decided intervention of the British government, in 1823 a detachment of
troops, under intelligent officers, was
marched into the country, and the
states of Joudpoor and Palhanpoor
directed t o abstain from hostilities,
and refer their claims to the arbitration of the predominating power.
The protection afforded by the British government to the petty states
of Hindostan is general, not partial ;
and as no one has a right to injure.
its neighbour, neither can any one
claim merit for refraining from corn-.
mitting injuries, which is a duty i t
owes to the paramount states. In
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too many cases the British treaties
have given chiefs and princes a
power of oppression and tyranny
which they would not have dared t o
exercise under the old political constitution of India, lest ~t should be
followed by conspiracy and dethronement. A t present, however, i t is t o
be clearly understood that the protecting state of the federal alliance
will not tolerate tyranny in the ruler
any more than rebellion in the subject, its object being to preserve these
petty communities from the baneful
effects of their own folly, perverseness, and ignorance, as well as against
the aggressious of external foes. Indeed, Sarowy is so situated with r e
gard to Palhanpoor and other countries subordinate to Bombay, that
they cannot long remain quiet if Sarowy be disturbed.--(Sir David Ochterlony, Capt. Waugh, Capt. Spiers,
%c.
SAROWY.-The capital of the precedine orincioalitv. situated about
sixty-Iwb mile's f r A Odeypoor ; lat.
24' 52' N.. Ion. 7 3 O 15' E. The Sarowy raja's famil; is a branch of that
of Pertaubghur Deolah, and thence
called Deolah Rajpoots. They are
Sesodyas of the Rana of Odeypoor's
own line, yet were considered independent both of that state and of
Odeypoor, having never paid tribute
except when it was extorted by the
edge of the sword. About ten years
ago the real heir of Sarowy was deposed for his crimes, when Row Sheo
Singh, the present ruler, was appointed manager. When taken under the
British protection in 1823, on account
of the exhausted state of the ROW'S
treasury and the impoverished condition of his coontry, he was excused
tribute for four years. The privilege
of sanctuary named " sirna" is particularly prevalent among the petty
chiefs and their feudatories in this
quarter, by whom it is still maintained in its full vigour, although
one of the greatest defects of the
ancient Rajpoot constitution, now
going rapidly to decay. This wan
once tbe most frequented road for
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two large river4 the Ganges and t h e
Gunduck, beeiden numerous smaller
streams, and the soil, under proper
tillage, yields abundantly all the richest productions of the East : it consequently contains scarce1 any waste
are
or .unde, so that the
under the necessity of sending their
cattle into other quarters to graze.
Circar Chum arun, or Bettiah, h a
not been so /ortunate, B. it suffered
severely during the p e a t famine of
1370, when almost half of its inhabitants are supposed to have perished.
Besides this, the zemindars having
for many years been deprived of their
SABEOWLY.-A town in the pro- lands, which were leased to ignorant
vince of Oude, district of Gorucpoor, and rapacious revenue contractors,
fifty-one miles N.W. from the town experienced such oppression, that
of Gorucpoor ; lat. 97' 18' N., Ion. the majority of the population that
8 4 47' E.
survived the famine were obliid to
Saarn~.-A small town In the pro- hbscond, leaving the country almort
vince of Ajmeer, division of Harrow- a desert. Since that melancholy
tee, situated on the right bank of the epocha the zemindara have been reNewry river. In 1820 it contained ehtablishtd by the decennial settleabout 1,600 inhabitants.-( Malcolnr, ment; many of the ancient inhabitants have returned, and cultivation
44
has been on the increase.
The Bettiah division is situated at
SABUNf Saturn, an ar lum).-A
district in the province o t ~ a h a r si, the northern extremity, and in 1784,
tuated about the twentyixth degree including Chumparun, had an area
of north latitude. i t dso compre of 8,546 square milee, which, it is
bends the division of Bettiah, or remarkable, was nevet properly subChumparun. To the north it is jugated until after the acquisitlos of
bounded by Gorucpoor and Muck- the dewanny by the EastIndia Comwanpoor; on the south by the Gan- any in 1766. The chief towns are
gm ; to the east it has Tihoot ; and bettiah, Bo ah, and Maissy ; and
on the west the Dewa, or Goggra the princip.kBriver the Gunduck, on
In 1784, according to Major Ren- the banks of which, and indeed all
nell's mensuration, Sarun and Bet- over the pergunnah, large timber
tiah contained 5,106 square miles, of trees for sh~p-buildiugare procured,
which area the particular s ace din- and a little to the north firs for masts
tinguished by the name of &n a- and spars. The agricultural produce
capied 2,560 square miles. So late of the Sarun division is of a more
as 1810 a small segment of this & valuable description, consisting of
hict continued on the opposite side opium, tobacco, wheat, barley, lax,
of the Great Ganges, ~mmediately peas, linseed, and a small quantity
above the Dinapoor cantonments, a of cotton. The breed of cattle ia
geographical irregularity which haa also excellent, and the bullocks equal
probably sinca been rectified.
to the government sbsdnrd for the
The Sarun division,'.for*its dimen- erdnance department, for which purs i o ~ is
, one of the most prosperous pose, aad for the table, they are only
in the British dominions, and h.s rivalled by thooe of Gujerar. I t is
f w a long period k e n in the highest remarkable that the natives in the
state of cultivPLiOn. The lend is adjoming dietrictu Jlwld never have
pleatifully etlpplied with m o k w e by attempted to improve their owabroed
commerce between Gujerat and Upper Hindostan, which will probably return, pe on the British protection b e
ing notified in 18%, many predatory
Bheelu and Meenar quitted their
haunts among the hills aud settled
on the plains in their former villnges.
Should war ever ensue between the
British government and the Ameers
of Sinde, thisltown will be the central
point of union for any operations that
may be undertaken against that state
by the armies of Madras and Bengal.
-(Sir D. Ochkrhy, Capt. Wough,
Capt. Spierr, &.)
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of cattle to the same dagree of excel- one In 500, tha adlector at aae in
lence. In 1801 only two znnindn- four. Comparing them with the addaries of any magnitude were held jacent districts, ' they are probably
by pevons professing the Mahome- about one in eight.-(CokbFaoke, J.
don fmth, that religion appearing ne- Grairt, Boddam, ElpAihrturre, go.)
ver to have sttained a predominance
Saau~~roon.-A subdivision of
in this quarter of the ]3ithar province.
In 1814 the jumma, or land assew the Malwa province, situated bemerit to the revenue, anjounted to tween the twent~4birdand twentyfourth d rees of north latitude. The
I 1,40,560 rupees.
ma- town of ?arungpoor is in lat. W .%I
~h~~~~~ few a i d a of
sarun, and European N.9 Ion. 7c0 35' E.9 OD the e a t side
aufiictured
merchants never found its cloths to of the Cali Sin& river, and in
suit the home mark& The
contained about 2,000 ~ O U ~ W I, t
pal mercantile commodity is salt- an a~cientcity, and is said to have
by Baz Bahapetre, a great part of that ueed been &Featly im
throughout B e n and exported to dYr, the I" DPahomedan rince 0E
B~~~~~h i n g the production of sa- Malwa who assumed the t i t i of king.
run. Government has two factories, '(Mdcolm~ 4c9)
one for the provision of cloth of a
sASNEE
fsarani, tdji--~
town;n
particular quality, and the other for the province of Agra, t h i ~-eight
wlleeting saltpetre
government miles N.N.E. fFom the city ofYAgra;
account. Good roads are much lat. 270 45f N., lone 780 Y E.
wanted, as the
transac- 1803 the zemindar, being refractory,
lions
the merchants who trade was expelled after a desperate resistfrom the
and east to Benares~ ance. The fort was then remarkable
Oude, and Nepaul,
be greatly for the great height and thickness of
facilitated if highways were made and it, mud ramparts, protected by a
kept in
H a j ~ ~ o otor the double ditch of no great depth, and
river,
C h W a h to the without a glacis. After its reduction
frsntiers of Nepaul, and from Maissy by ~ , , ~ ~~k~
d
he works were parto Qurrouly.
tially destroyed, and they are now
vill%e had
only to be traced in their ruinr. The
a mud fort belonging to it, to whicK modern town atMds withou) the
the inhabitants resorted when attack- walls, and in 1820 was ertewive and
ed by their neighboors. The remains p o p u l o u s , - ( ~ ~ r ~ o r&c.)
z,
of thew are still visible, but in a miaous condition. There is not a
Sngg~sam(Sahasram).-A
town
bridge in the whole district ; neither in the Shahabad district, thirty-four
is there any institution where the miles south from Buxar ; lat. 24O 58'
Hindoo or BIahomedan law is taught. N., Ion. 83' 58' E. Shere Shah, the
In every large village there are Afghan, who expelled the emperor
ochools, where Hindoo children are Humayoon (the father of Acber) from
instructed in reading, writing, and Hindostan, was buried here in a
accounts, for which the parents pay magnificent mausoleum, built in the
a weekly stipend to the teacher. In centre of a great reservoir of water.
1801, when the Marquis Wellesley The monument riser from the middle
h u e d his statistical queries, the of the tank, which is about a mile
judge and cotlector each returned ip circumference, and bounded on
their estimates of the population, each side by masonry, the descent
wbieh agreed in the aggregate of to the water bein by a flight of ste s
I,.WO,OW inhabitants. But a prodi- now in ruins.
dome and
giour discrepancy appeared in tbeii rest of the building is of a fine grey
-tie
estimates of the proportion stone, at present much discoloured
thst the Maham&na bore to the by age and neglect.
khkma, the judge redroning them
This i s a large place, partly built
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of stone, and contalns other Mahornedan remains besides the mallsoleum. Among the hills to the southeast, about four miles from Sassemm, is the water-fa)l of Deocoond
(Devacunda), much resorted to as a
sacred bathing-place by the Hindoos
a t one season of the year, and at all
seasons the haunt of fakeers, who
have their cells in the neighbouring
rocks. For eight months of the year,
however, it 1s destitute of water.
Among these hills are still to be seen
the ruins of bridges, and other indications of a former local importance.
--(Hodgex, Fullnrton, kc.)
saTAHrrNo.-~hecapital ofa small
rajaship in ~
i
~ at dpresent
~
to the ~~~~~l~~~ ; lat. 280 71
N., ton. 830 44, E., seventy-nine
miles W.N.W. from Catnlandoo.
~ b place
i ~stands on a hill, and formerly contained 250 thatched huts,
besides the brick castle of the chief;
whose whole territories (according
to native report) contained 1,500
houses, and yielded a revenue of
2,000 rupees.
SATARA.-A strong hill fortress
in the province of Bejapoor, fifty-six
miles south from Poona, and 146
xliileo travelling distance from Bombay; lat. l r O42' N., Ion. 74' 12' E.
The name signifies seventeen, being
the number of walls, towers, and
gates i t possessed or was sup osed to
possess. It is situated milway between theKrishnaandTournaGhaut,
and stands on the western point of a
hill rising from a bnse about seven
miles in length from east to west.
The hill on which the fort is placed
is about 800 feet high, scarped perpendicularly near the summit, so as
to present a solid wall of rock on all
side$. At no great distance from
Satara are many MI1 forts of great
natural strength, the whole terntor
being in a manner studded wit;
strong positions. Among these may
be enumerated Chundun, Wundun,
Nangherr~, W~ratghur,Pandooghur,
Kummulghor, Kunzulghur, and Kelinga.
The town or peltah of Satara lies

at the bottom of the mountain, and
in 1820 consisted of one long ~ t r e e t
of tiled h ~ ~ t built
s,
partly of stone
and partly of mud or unburned bricks,
without even a Hindoo temple, or
any public edifice of note. At that
date a space had been cleared in the
centre of the town, and preparations
were going on for the erection of a
new palace for the raja, the ancient
residence of the fanlily having long
fallen to ruin, and the two small
houses in the fort being quite unfit
for his accommodation. In the mean
time the raja occupied a dwelling of
three stories high not far distant.
The cantonments of the troops and
habitation
of
resident
~
~
~ the~ British
,
were situated about two n~ilesto the
east ofthe town. The vale of SatRra is One
lhe most pleasing
tracts in the Deccan, rich in rice cultivation, and clumps
fine trees
clustered around the villages. I t
stands within the influence of the
sea-breeze, and from that circumstance, combined with its extraordinary elevation, enjoys a climate rarely to be found in similar latitudes.
The sword of Sevajee is still preserved at Satara, where it is exhibited to strangers. I t is a cut-andttlrust sword of Genoese fabrication.
Satara was .taken from the sovereign of Bejapoor in 1651 by Sevajee,
the founder of the Maharatta empire; and here for more than a century his descendants continued imprisoned by their nominal deputies
the Peshwa~,who nevertheless treated them with great respect. On
succeeding to that office the Peshwa
repaired to Satara, and received the
khelaut or dress of investiture from
hia prisoner's hands; and when
he took the field, he always went
through the fornrality of having an
audience to take leave of his psgeant
master. The country circumjacent
to Satara also benefited by his residence, as it enjoyed exemption from
military depredation ; and whenever
any chief entered its limits all the
inGgnia of royalty were laid aside,
and the nagara or great drum of the

SATGONU.
empire ceased to beat. The father in 1818, the Bdtish government deof the late raja waa a private silladar, termined to re-instate the Setara raja
or commandant of horse; but being in a portion of his ancestors' domiunfortunately of the genuine blood nions, and accordingly a certain tract
of Sevajee, on the demise of his pre- of country was reserved for that purdecessor he was exalted from a state pose, and now constitutes the Satara
of happy obscurity to the splendid dominions. This tract on the west
misery of a throne and a prison. He is bounded by the western ghaut
died in May 1808, on which event the mountains ; on the south by the
reigning Peshwa, Bajerow, proceeded Warnn ant1 Krishna rivers ; on the
to Satara to superintend his obse- north by the Neera and Beema riquies, and the investiture of his suc- vers; and on the east by the frontier
cessor. After performing these so- of the Nizam's dominions. The
lernnities, and assisting at the cere- whole area occupies a surface of
monies of the young raja's marriage, about 11,000 square miles ; but of
he returned to Poona his capital, the country thus assigned, lands to
having previously made arrangements the value of three lacks per annum
calculated to improve the condition by old jagbiredars, whose allegiance
of his prisoner.
had been transferred to the British
In 1810 the Peshwa notified to the government, and as much more bad
British minister the probability of the been alienated. In 1821 the total net
Satara raja's visiting Poona, and revenues of the Satara raja amounted
tepresented that in such an event he to 15,60,000 rupees; and the total
hoped the resident would pay the charges to 14,02,000 rupees, leaving
compliment that was due to his (the a surplus of 1,77,840 rupees. .
Peshwa's) sover~ign, by waiting on
The principal towns are Satara,
him at the palace, and afterwards Punderpoor, Bejapoor, Mahabillysir,
givjng him an entertainment at the Merritch, and Huttany, besides many
res~dency. Neither of these occur- hill-fort~, which if resolutely defendrences ever happened; but the cir- ed are almost impregnable. Some
cumstance of the Peshwa's wishing of these, however, have been dismanthe British representative to
tled, and the works of others suffered
public intercourse with the Satara to fall into decay, but the strength of
mja, certifies how completely the In- their former sites will always remain.
herent jealousy of the Maharatta The management of the raja's terricharacter had been snbdued by the tories, and superintentlence of his
persevering and honourable conduct affairs,
was in the first instance. aswhich it had experienced on the Part signed to Captain Grant, until the
of the British government. It also country became thoroughly tranproved how mildly in recent times quillized, which gradually taking place,
state prisoners are dealt with by na- in April 1821, when the raja Nur
tive politicians, who have a thorough Narrain having attained the age of
reliance on its good faith. To a Eu- twenty-one, was invested with the
ropean diplomatist it appears an uncontrolled administration of his
anomaly in politics, that lnt~rcourse dominions. - (Fulhrtoa, Captflitl
Grant, Tone, Prinsep, Ebphirslo~e,
should be held with a
whom the British government did &c.)
not acknowledge; but the events of
SATCONG
(Salgranau, the seven vilthe last twenty years have produced
so fundamental a change in the as- lages).-A
town in Bengal, formerly
cient relations of the Indian powers, of some note, but now inconsiderthat many of their rights and privi- able, situated on a small creek of the
leges had virtually become annulled, river Hooghly, about four miles to
and certainly in a great degree for- the N.W. of the town of Hooghly.
In 1666, and probably later, this was
gotten.
On the expulsion of the Peshwa a large trading city, in which Euro-

SAUGUR.
n merchants b J their factories from the Dhaubur Lake, twenty miles
k p r o c u r i n g the productions of Ben- north of Doongurpoor, and from
gal ; and at that date the Satgong thence flown in a southerly direction
river was capable of floating small towards the gulf of Cambay, passing
veiiaels.--( Retanell, 4c.)
Ahmedabad on its rol~te. Including
B ~ ~ , ~ ~tom~ in~the ~ windings,
~ ~ ita
. course
- Amay be estimeted
northern district of Coimbatmr, at
forty-six miles N. by E. from the
SAUGRES.-A s d l independent
town of Coimbatoor; lat. 1lo311N., state in NorthernHindostan, situated
lon. 7 7 O 16' E. The fortreas at thin on
the banks ofthe Sutuleje, between
place is large, and constructed ofcut Bhujee
and Koomharsein.
stone, and in A.D. 1801 had a rriM,but m t a i n e d few ho-.
R e
SAUGUB
(Sagara).-A
large town
p t t a h or town is s c a t t e d over the in the provnlce of Malwa, seventyplain a t some distance, and at the four miles .E.S.E. from Seronge ;
above date contained only 600 lat. a30 48' N., Ion. 78' 47' E. This
houses. In the town and nei hbour- place was very little known, althoueh
hood cotton goods are manu actured so near to the British frontier ~n
Rom the cotton raised in the mr- Buudlecuud, until taken possession
rounding country. Here is a temple of by the detachment under Generat
of c.onsiderable repute dedicated to Marshall in 1818, when it was disVihnu.--(F. Bnchanan, Bc.)
covered to be of considerable magSATPOOBA
M o o w ~ r ~ ~ s . - A nex- nitude, and exhibited every appeartensive range of hills ih the Deccan, ance of an opulent and flourishing
situated between the Nerbudda and city, although sitl~atedin the heart
Tuptee, forming the southern boun- of the Pindary country.
dary of the valley of the first, and
Saugur was originally ceded by the
tbe northern of the valley of the Peshwa, by the treaty of Poona, the
Tuptee. Pt extends along from near manager of it, Benaick Row, having
burat, where it approaches the north- sheltered the Pindluies, and openly
emtermination of thewestern Ghauts suffered levies to be made in the town
t o lat. T e a s t , and is almost wholly for the Raja of Nagpoor. I t suroccupied by the Bheel tribes. In rendered without resistance, and soon
appearance they differ from the Vind- after all the hills-forts and strong
hyan mountains, having bold romantic holds, sixteen in number, were given
outlines rising into lofty peaks, but up without firing a shot, and the inin geolo 'cal structure they we si- habitants in general appeared wtismilar.
highkst peak is about fied with the change. By taking ac2,500 feet above the level of the sea, tual posweion of Saugur, the seahd consists of amygdaloid and green- curity of the 4 a c e n t country was
stone (which compones more than not only increased, but, by euperior
half the hill) and at the top basalt.management, the hereditary j e g h h
(Jar.Frarer, M a k ~ l m ,&.)
dar (Nana Govind Row of C a k e )
the sum eve;
S&TTYGAUL.-Afurtified villqeilr receiied three tithe province of Coimbatoor, fifty-two before realiaed by him from the rents.
miles travelling distauce W. by S. The past receipts of this territery
from the city of Mysore. It ~ t a n d s have been estimated at 6,98,080 runear the banks of the Caverg, abbut pees, out of which certain portions
three milee above the pdnt where are to be paid to Nana Gsvind and
the river forks off to f6t-m the cele- Beaaiek Row. The entire occuftstion of this strong country hw renbmted island of Sivana S9rnudra.dered it neceaaary to station part of
(FulCarton,5.n)
the militarv force reauired to overR&vPR.-A river in awe cent&] ~ i n d o s hwithin the
SAUPEUUTTY
the province of Gujerat, that issues limits of the Saugur district.--(ZYre
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SEALKOTE.
M a q n i r L$ H d i ~ g rP, t i q , P d c
Journals, &.)
~~o~c~nn(Satghadanl).-A town
in the Barramahal, 106 miles W. by
S. from Madras ;lat. 1P 57l N., lon.
78O 48' E. The situation of this place
is picturesque, being surrounded by
rocks covered in part with brushwood. The nabob of the Carnatic
has a garden here, which is considered one of the best in the country;
but like most Eastern gardens is totally devoid of taste or beauty. The
trees are planted regnlarly, and the
water is conducted in small channds
to the root of each. In this neighbourhood the agave americana
grows in great profusion. The surrounding hills are covered with large
~tones,.among which grow many
small trees and shrubs, and also a
few tamarind and banyan trees of
great age and size. The ghaut or
pass beyond thin place and approechIng Mysore has been widened and
levelled since the conquest of the
province, and artillery can now a 5
eend with little difficulty; but the
tranquillity of the whole south of
India. now under the Madras mesidenb, has rendered this road pkncipally important for commercid
purposes.
SAUTNEIB.-A town in the prorinceof Gundwana, thirty-two miles
N.N.E. finnn Ellichpoor; lat.9l0 36'
N., low, 77O 55' E.

S~uwua.--A town in the provhce

of Ajmeer, sixty d e s S.E. from the
a i t ~yf Ajmeer ; lat. 25' 11' N., Ion.
76 6 E.
SAVUr s ~ ~ . - A n island twenty
miles long in the Eastern Seas, sebordinate to the Dutch factory at
Coopep on the island of Timor;
I&. 10 3bfS, sixty miles west of
Ratti.
This island is of a stony, barren
nature. Small quantitka o r maize,
kachang, and cotton are raised, but
ia dry Reavons they greatly depend
on the sugar of the Lontar palm.

Their wild and domestic animals, re^
ligion, and customs, are the same ns
on Timor. Wax, sandal-wood, and
edible birds'-nests are exported, and
during the Dutch old government,.
slaves : but this commerce was interdicted in 1813 by the British government. In 1820 the populabon was
estimated at 5,000 persons, governed
by four chiefs, who acknowledged
the supremacy of the Dutch, and
sometimes contributed military as,
sistance in their Timoreae wars. A
Dutch interpreter is usually stationed
here.-(MaCay Mircehnier, Thorn,
4c.I
SAWA.-A good sized town in t h e
province of Ajmeer, about ten miles
south from the fortress of Chitore.
In 1824 it was surrounded by walls,
and contained some handsome pagodas and two beautiful bow1ies.(Bishop Heber, 4c.)
SAWUN.-A town in the province
of Malwa, six miles travelling dietame from Munmsa; lat. 24O 25l N.,
Ion. 75' 10' E. In 1880 it belonged
to Siodi., and contained about 380
bows.
SAWUNTWAR~EE.See W A B ~ E E .
S A Y M B B U M B A C Uama
M ~BrahSW~
nul.)-A
small town in t l e Cunatic,
ieventeen miles west from Madras ;
lat. 13' 5' N., Ion. 80' 4'E. At this
place there is a remarkable tank,
eight miles in length by three in
breadth, which has not been formed
by excavation like those in Bengal,
but by shutting up with an artificial
bank an opening between two natural
ridges of ground. In the dry season
the water is let out in small-portions
for irrigation, and the quantity is said
to be sufficient to su ply the lands of
thirty-two villages
the rains
are
s emfail), in which 5,000 e r s o ~ ~
ployed in agricultura pursuits.

$auld
P

SEALKOTE.-A town in the province of Lahore, seventy-two miles
N. by E. from the city of Lahore;
lat. 3 P 35' N., lon. 74' 20' E. This
was a place of consiBcrable note early
in the aijrteeath century, being fre-

quently mentioned by the emperor vince of Agm, forty-four miles N.E.
from the city of Agra; lat. Q042'
Baber in his personal memoirs.
Dutch Iahnda). N., Ion. 78O 16' E.
SBCHANG
ISLES(O~
-A group of islands at the mouth of
SEDASHEOGHUR
(Sedarivaghar).the Siam river, where vessels pro- A ~naritin~e
town in the Canara ro.teed to complete their water and get vince, forty-five miles N.N.W.
ready for sea. The larger isles are Onore; lat. 14' 51' N., Ion. 74'Y E.
covered with wood, but some of the
SEEAH.-A large village in the
smaller are bare rocks. The two
province of Malwa, principality of
largest present vestiges of former Dewass, which in 1820 contained
cultivation, and on both a few mi- about 2.Q houses; lat. 23' XN., Ion.
serable inhabitants are still to be 7G0 11' E.
seen; lat. 13' 1%' N., Ion. 1OI0E.
SEEASSEE
ISLE.-A small island in
SECUNDEEMAD.
--See
HYDERA-the Eastern seas, one of the Sooloo
BAD.
archipelago. I t is a high island and
SECUNDEBYALLY.-A
spot in the well wooded, but cleared and inhaCarnatic province, district of Ma- bited in many places, and supplied
dura, about four miles south from with water. I t yields many cowries.
the city of Madura, believed by the
SEEBAE(Siua).-The
capital of
natives of the vicinity to have been a small mountainous district in the
the burial-place of Alexander the province of Lahore, situated about
Great.--(Fullarton, 4 c . )
sixty-five miles E.N.E. from AmritSECUNDRA
(Alerandria).-A
con- sir ; lat. 31' 48' N., lon. 75' 52' E.
siderable walled village in the pro- It stands on the brink of a rivulet,
vince of Delhi, thirty-two miles S.E. and is fortified.
from the city of DelLi ; 28' 28' N.,
S E E B E E RIsl~.-An
O~
island lying
lon. 77' 53' E. I t stands in a wilderness of Dhak jungle, which ex- off the west coast of Sumatra, sitends in this quarter over a large tract tuated principally between the first
and second degrees of,south latitude,
4c.)
of the Doab.--(F&rton,
and the ninety-eighth and ninetySECUNDRA.-Atown in the pro- ninth of east longitude. In length it
rince of Agra, seven miles north may be estimated at seventy miles, by
from the city of Agra, of which in ten the average breadth.
former times it was probably a large
This island is inhabited by the
suburb. It is now an uninhabited Mnntawey race, and the inh~bitants
collection of ruins. Of these several both of Si Pora and the Poggy Isles
noble gateways, part of the walls of consider it as their parent country;
a alace, a coss pillar, and various but they are, notwithstanding, gene
otRer architectural frapent8, are still rally engaged in hostilities. The inin a tolerable condit~on. The only habitants are distinguished only by
remaining entire structure is the ce- some variety in the patterns with
lebrated mausoleun~of the em eror which their skins are tattooed. This
Acber, a vast pyramidical pi& of island is rendered conspicuoos from
arched galleries, tier over tier, with a distance by a volcanic mountain.small cupola pavilions at intervals. (Marrden, +.)
It is certainly, in point of magnifiSEEBGUNGE
(Sivoganj).-A
town
cence, the most remarkable of all
the Mogul monuments, and scarcely in the province of Bengal, district .of
yields to any in the elaborate details Dinagepoor, eighty-four miles N.N.E.
of its marble trellices and reiievos, from Moorshedabad ; lat. 85' 3' N.,
but it is fantastical in its design, and lon. 89' 1PE.
in the contrasted colours of its maSEBDLY
/Sinduli).-A
Gorkha forterials. -(Fullarton, &.)
tress in Northern Hindostan, district
SECUNDBA.-Atown in the pro- of Muckwanpoor, to the possesuion

SEERDHUNA.

bF which that people attach considerable importance, as commanding the
terriani or low country; Iat. $27' 9'
N., Ion. 85' 55' E., sixty-eight miles
S.E. from Catmandoo.

flows in ' a south-easterly direction ;
and after a winding course of about
a00 miles, falls into the Beema, the
bulk of which it nearly doubles by
the accession of its waters.

SEEDAPOOE.-Atown in the proSEEOW(or SehoreJ.-A
town in
vince of Bejapoor, seventy miles S.E. the province of Malwa, twenty-two
from the city of Bejapoor; lat. 160 miles W. by S. from Bopaul ; lat. 23'
28' N., Ion. 76' 44' E.
15'N., Ion. 77' 1 0 f E . This place
stands on the banks of the little river
SEEIIOU~A.-Aconsiderable town Roots Sein, and is surrounded by a
in the province
DelhiY
district of large grove of mango and other trees.
Saharunpoor, thirty-four mi1esN.W. The soil is a black mould, bllt not
from the town of Saharunpoor; Int.
300 lyN.,
j70 7 f
Most of the much cultivated. In 1820 it belonged to the Nabob of Bopaul, and was
houses here are built with brick, and the residence of the British agent for
the
country is
and conducting the intercourse with that
populous.--(Jar. Fraser, 4c.)
state. He also has charee of a numSEEHOBE.-Atown in the Gujerat ber of petty chiefs and =~rassiason
neninsula. twentv-two miles west the right bank of the Nerbudda and
&om the' gulf of Cambay; let. 21b east of the Cali Sinde, hesides m a
naging the districts of Biiseah and
44' N., Ion. 72" 3' E.
Shujawt~lpoor and superintending
S E E K U E E . - T ~capital
~
of a little 0mutwara.--(Hunter, Malcolm, kc.)
jaghiredar in the province of Delhi,
SEEEA.-A town in the province of
who holds a small barony under the
British government, under the larger Ajmeer, forty-five miles east from the
one of Bullumghur ; lat. W 20' N., town of Bhatneer ; lat. 29' 28' N.,
lon. 77' 9'E., twenty-six miles south Ion. 74' 38' E.
from Delhi.
SEEEACOT
TXMPLE.-A temple in
SEEKUEKHUTTREE.-Asmall vil- Northern Hindostan, thirty-ninemiles
lage in Northern Hindostnn, princi- N.E. from Almora; lat. 290 4Y N.,
pally inhabited by Brahmins, situated Ion. 80' 14' E., 6,924 feet above the
about 1,500 yards from the base of a level of the sea.
hill four miles west from the fortress
SEERCHEE.-A small principality
of Muckwanpoor; lat. $27' 27' N., in the province of Gujerat, somelon. 84' 57' E.
where between Theraud and Sanjore,
SEELAJAN.-A town in Northern in 1820 claimed as tributary to JoudHindostan, eleven miles S.W. from oor, but the raja then maintained
Rampoor, in Bussaher; lat. 31' 18' e s i o d e p e n d e n c e . - ( E ~ h i ~ t o n e y ~ c . ~
N., lon. 77O %Y E.
SEBBDHUNA.-Atown in the proSEELONE.-A small town in the vince of Deihi, the capital of the ce.
province of Allahabad, twenty-four lebrated Somroo Begum ; lat. Z!1°19'
miles W. by S. from Punnah ; lat. N., Ion. 77O 31' E., forty-seven anilea
N.N.E. from Delhi.
24' 43' N., Ion. 79' 47'E.
This is the capital of a small prinSEBYLBAH.-A town in the pro- cipality twent miles long by twelve
vince of Malwa, which in 1820 be- in breadth, wlich with the town was
longed to the Raja of Rutlam, and assigned by Nudjiff Khan to Somroo,
.contained about 300 houses ;lat. 22" and on his death in 1776 was de127' N., Ion, 75' 9 E.
livered over to the Begum Somroo,
SEENA~ r v & . - ~ h i s river has its on condition of her keeping up a
source about twenty miles W.N.W. force of three battalions of infant~y.
from Ahmedmggur, from whence it Somroo's real name was Waltw
a L
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Reinhiard, born of o l ~ ~ ~ parento
ure
in the electorate of Trevae, from
whence he entered early into h e
Freuch service, taking tbe name of
Summer, which the natives of Hindostan pronounce Somroo. He came
atlerwards to Ben , and aatered a
Swiss corps in
cutta, f m which
in eighteen days he deeerted and fled
to the upper provinces, where he
served for some time as a private
trooper in the cavalry of Wdar dung,
nabob of Oude, and father to Ghuja
ud Dowlah. This sewice he alee
quitted, and after wandering about
for some time, at length entered the
service of Gregory, an Armenian,
then high in favour with Cosrim Ali,
the nabob of Bengal, in which station in I763 he massacred the English prisoners at Patm He afterwards deserted Coasim Ali, and soceessitely served Shu'a ud Dowlah,
the h u t Raja
MI@, the
Raja of Jeypoor, and
in tbe Jeut
Raja, whom he quitteTonce more
for NudjiiF Khan, in whose service
he died AD. 1776. His corps of
infantry was continued after his death
in the name of his son, and a favourite concubine named Zeib 111
Nissn Begum, but better known in
Hindostan by the de+ation
of
Sowoo Begum. When the tide of
conquest brought her amali princialit (in 1803) within the limits of
gritish empps, she managed with
such address, that by the conditions
of the treaty her territories were
exempted from the jurisdiction of
the civil ower, to the great obstruction of af; executive measures of poke. Her pro erty itl eesdy money,
which is consiferable, is mostly invested in the government ftmds, and
nntiilately sheresidedmody at Delhi,
where she wasprotected by the British fundonanes, and a great favouritk with the emperor.
The town of Seerdhuna is a populous and thriving place, with a spacious new gunge, but without any other
distinguishing feature. Near it is an
extensive mud fort, containing the
Begunl's arsenal, and a large Hindostany house, where the commandant

owa ah it
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of her forces residee ; the rest of t k
area being chiefly occupied by mud
buildings. There is abo another old
citadel near the cantonments, of 8
smaller size, but more formidable
construction, but now abandoned. In
18W) she began to feel the infirmities
of age, being then about sixty-seven,
and though she still retained her p k
lace at Delhi, ehe resided mostly st
her own capital, where she has a ood
hour, built after the English fas%ioa
In itn rear are extensive ranges of
stables for her stud, which is numerous, and to the w r t h is a s p a c h
entrenched cantonment for her battalions. In 1824 she had a Roman
Catholic priest for her chaplain, and
had began to build a handsome church
at Seerdhuna. In 1827, along with
the other chiefs of the province, she
paid her respects to Lord Amherst
at Delhi. Her district in respect to
cultivation will probably bear a comparison with almost any tract of the
same dimensions throughout Hindostan, and her internal management
was noticed by the magistrate in 1816
as highly commefidable. At that date
it still continued exempted from the
jurisdiction of the British civil and
criminal courts. -(Scott, lW&don,
&hop Heber, Cd. Braaklirg Pub&
MS. Docum&, Kcr, 4c.)
SH~BPOOB
(Sirqura). -A small
town in the rovince of Bengal, district of ~ a ~ s t a seventy-four
h~,
milea
N.E. from Moorshedabad ;lat. 24' 38'
N., Ion. 89" 20' E.
SEEBPOOB.-A wneidereble town
in the province of Candeish, which io
1816 belon d to Holcar; lat. 21' 20'
N., lon. 74F55'E., ninety miles west
fkom ~oorhanpoor.-(SufherEand, 8c.)
SEBBWUL
town
. ~ m thepmince

of Bejapoor, twenty-eight miles BE.
from Poona; lat. 18' 8' N., l o a 74O
10' E.

SEETACOOND
(Sitacund, the pool o
Sits).-A remattable hot well, w d
an adjacent village in the province of
Bengal, district of Chittagong, situated about seventeen mites north frorp
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~ s l a ;~
]at. ~2aOh 371
~ N., Ion. 91° near the confluenceof an Afohanistan
river named the Arul and tae Indus,
3G' E.
(or Sectamhow).
A which here in the rainy season foi~n4
SEETAMOW
lake*
town in the ~rovinceof Malws. which lee' Or
in 1820 contained 2,000 houses; lat.
94' 13' N., lon. 75" 96' E. I t is the
SEIK S T A T E ~ . - A ~ ~the
O Swhole
~
head of a pergunnah, which yields an
annual revenue of 150,000 rupees to northern quarter of the Delhi
its raja, out of which a tribute of is occupied by Seik principalities under the protection of the British go60,000 rupees is paid to Sindia.vernment; for on the conquest of
(Mdcolnr, qc*)
this portion of Hindostan, it was not
SEETAPOOB.-A town in the pro- deemed expedient to establish a judivince of Melwa, nine miles distant cial tribunal within the territories of
from Omareah. In I820 it contained these petty chiefs, the Bengal presiabout 950 h w s , and beloesd te the dency having always been averse to
any interference with their internal
British povernmest.
concerns and administration ; the
S E n a ~ p o o R for S O A a g ~ O O r ~ ' - Amanagement of the police was conthe east
province
of Candeish~ sequently left entirely to themselves.
thirty miles
from Hussingabad,
From the moment the Cis Sutulureported to be the site of Sonitpura, jian Seiks
released from all
t o which Munjah, the uncle of the dread of ~~j~ ~~~j~~~ singh of L ~ B1'oj Ra' removed the hore's encroachments, they began to
seat
government O' m
OOjein br
new feY. and jealousiesi
Dhar'
'gures with "'led
for although they sought the British
wigs and 'Iso the
of a protection, they never wished for a
colossal statue furnished with similar stationary protective foFce,
aim
decorations are still extant; lat. 92" being only to $eter that chieftain
N.*lono
l W E.4Erskine*
gc-1 from further incursions by the terror
s E H A R A , - ~villrye wi&
a spa. of the British name. Their first so=ious
in the
and district licitations for protection were rejected
maes and the detachment was marched to
of A ~ situated
,
about
bd-p,
when some of them had
west from the city of Agra.
not only recovered from their fears,
Senor~s.-The chief town of a but hadgreatly benefitedby the bounty
small district in Avs, situated on the of Runjeet. By some we were conAeng road from Shembeghewn, on si+red uninvited, unexpected, and
the Irawady to Arracan. During the unwelcome guests; but the did not
British invasion it was burned to the dwe to refuse what they had once
ground by some banditti.-(Trant,
solicited, and as there were many
who still dreaded the fvture visits of
&c.)
the Lahore Raja, Jodh Singh was the
SEHORE.-&~ SEEORE.
only chief who declined attending on
SEHWAUN.-Atown and district iip the advance of Col. Ochterlony's brithe province of Sinde, i n t e r w e d by gade. By the British declaration of
the Indus, and situated between the protection they obtained all the then
twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh de- desired, and would have wishe(r to be
gr-s of north latitpde. The soil is left in every other respect s t lar e,
sandy and but little cultivated, .I-to prey on each other; but had k e
though watered by one of the largest protecting force been withdrawn,
rivers in the world. The town of Runjeet would soon have discovered
Sehwaup stands on the west bank of pretexta for war, and while the Bfithe Indus, in lat. 26' 11' N., Ion. 6B0 tish government would have been
7' E., about sixty-five miles N.N.W. subjected to all the expense and danfrom Byderabad, the capital of Sinde, ger, these chiefs would have enjoyed
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all the immediate delights of rapine, intervention of a salutary authority,
plunder, and devastation, with a pro- soothes that pride which would have
spectus of indemnification for their flown to arms in support of their own
services by grants of territory in the villages, nlthough they knew their
Punjab, when conquered by the Bri- claims to be unreasonable, their cause
unjust, and their means of resistance
tish armies.
When all these enchanting visions totally unable to cope with the supewere dissipated by the trenty conclud- rior power oftheir antagonist. There
ed with Runjeet Singh, and a force are some still hostile t o British interstationed a t Ludeeanna, at once to ference in the control of their admicheck his proceedings, and control nistration, because, under the name
their own feuds and predatory habits, of internal independence, they hope
they became apprehensive of some- with impunity to rob their relations
thing mysterious, especially ns they and dependents, and, without t h e
perceived n o benefit likely to aecrne risk of investigation, to annihilate the
t o the British govern~nent,heard no existence of all property unless bedemand for tribute, or any exaction longing to themselves. From some
that could account for such unexam- of these petty chieftains on the
pled disinterestedness. Unable to re- south-east side of the Sutuleje, holdsolve the difficultj~,they began t o sus- ing lands also on the opposite shore,
pect that the power and the inclina- Raja Runjeet Singh of Lahore claimtion to exercise it would not be long ed feudal military assistance, which
wanting, and that the protection of to a certain degree was acquiesced in
their country would terminate in its by the British government, although
annexation to the British dominions. their attendance might have been inAmong all the lower classes of terdicted had it involved any political
their subjects this consummation is object. By some of these little poearnestly looked for, and anxiously tentates duties are levied on the rafts
expected, and the snspicion of its ap- of timber floated down the Bumna,
proach is frequently exposed by the but the whole amount has never exjealousy of the chiefs, who a n yet ceeded 5,000 rupees.
constrained by the force of truth to
I n A.D. 1814 Sir David Ochterlony
acknowledge, that the occasional in- made a tour among the petty Seik
terference of the British government states under British protection, which
has proved a blessing. Jf there be he found tranquil and comparatively
still some who think otherwise, i t is prosperous, exhibiting a striking cononly such who, possessing the means, trast to their prior state of turbulence
would gratify their inclinations t o the and distraction. For this they a r e
commission of rapine and injustice, indebted to the detachment stationed
and i t can inspire no very serious re- a t Ludeeanna, which guards their
gret that persons of such dis ositions chieftains from external violence, as
are restrained from the induLence of well at3 from their own remorseless
their evil passions. The coercive passions of private revenge and ranmeasures executed by the British corous hatred, which would burst
government to compel the restitu- forth with redoubled fury were t h e
tion of property to the lawful owner presence of the eoercive power withhas only excited the grief of the ag- drawn. In 1822 the British governgressors,andmet withlittlesympathy; ment formally declared its right, as
while the justice and disinterestedness lord paramount, to the succession o f
of the transaction has been openly such chiefs in the protected Seik terand loudly applauded, or beheld with ritories as may escheat from the want
silent wonder.
of legal heirs, no co~npensationwhatT h e real state of the case is, that ever being derived from the expense
these proud ,and irascible chiefs are and trouble of protecting them.-(Sir
glad to appcal to the unbiassed arbi- D. Ochterlony, Public MS. Daurmcrtr,
tration of a third party, who, by the 5 c.)

SERA:
SELANG
ISLE.-A very emdl island
lying off the south coast of Batchian,
one of the Moluccas, with which it
forms a ood harbour ; lat. O0 48' S.,
Ion. 127% 4WE.
SEMANAGUR.-A
town in the province of Oude, forty-one miles north
from Khyrabad; lat. 28O4'N., lon. 80'
4w E.
SEMAO
ISLE.-.\ small island in the
Eastern seas, situated off the southwestern extremity of Timor, from
which it is separated by a narrow
strait. 111length it may be estimated
at twent~-five
by ten the
The passage between Simao and Timor is always
navigable with
waters and afto
the
strength of the
This island is of considerable extent,
moderately elevated, and subordinate
at Coopang on
to the Dutch
Timor. The principal articles of
trade are wax, sandal-wood, edible
birdsy-nests, and, until prohibited by
the British government, slaves.(Thorn, &c.)
SEMARIAH.-A town in the province of Malwa, which in 1820 belonged to the British government,
and contained about 1,OUO houses.(Malcolm, 4c.)
sEMLIA.-~
Small town in the province of Malwa, situatetl on the Sepra
river, thirteen miles froln Dewass;
lat. ~ 4 4 N.,
' lo". 7608, E. I,, 1820
it &longed to the raja of D
~
and contained about 200 houses.
SExaooL.-A
town in
province of
situated
miles north of a ghaut or paw of the
same name, One
the principal
from Indore, Oo'ein, k c - into the
Deccan by ~aeerg!mr, Boorhanpoor,
It &longs to Holcar, and in
1820 contained
houses.-(MaC
colm, 4.c.)
SENGAUNAH.-Atown in the province of Agra, built of stone, and
situated on the top of a hill of purplish rock about 6UO feet high, 100
miles S.W. from Delhi; lat. 2S06'N.,
h.75' 36' E.
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SSNWAHO.-A town in the province of Malwg seventy-three miles
N.E. from Seronge; lat. 94' 31' N.,
Ion. 78' 48' E.
SEOUNY.-A town in the province
of Gundwana, seventy-four miles
N.E. by N. from Nagpoor; lat. 2203
N., Ion. 7g0 55' E.
SERA(Siraj.-A
town and district in the M~~~~~rajass
ninety-two miles N. by E. from se,,+patam
;la+ 130 441 N., loo. 760
&3/E,
This ,,lace was first conquered by
the Bejapoor Mahornedan dynasty
in A.D. 1644, and was afkerwards for
a short time the sest of a ~
~
ma,, principality, which ruled a considerable extent of country, and was
at itS greatest prosperity under Dila.
wur ~
h immediately
~
~ before
,
it was
conquered by Wyder, at which time,
according to native report, it consincethat
mined 50,000 houses.
it
so many calamities
from T~~~~ the ~~h~~~~~~~
that in 1800 it scarcely contained
3,000 houses; but in I819 it had
benefited by the long tranquillity it '
had enjoyed from 1799. The principal street is 1 0 3 and wide, but the
generality of the habitations are no
better than huts, composed of red
earth snd roofed with tile. The
Jumma Musjeed is a respectable edifice of hewn stone- Adjoining the
town is the fort, of which the outer
ditch
~ and ramparts
~
~ enclose
~ a sort
, of
pettah. The citadel within contains
the remains of the palace, and is one
of the roost regular works in India of
native constroctian, with a wet ditch
and remarkabl fine glacis. T o the
north of the Art is a noble reservoir
for the irrigation of the adjacent
lands.
- The declination of the country,
roceeding northwards from BangaPore, is very perceptible. At Sera,
on the high ground near the Mahomedan mausoleum, the height, by
barometrical measurement, has been
estimated at 2,223 feet above the level of the sea; which, in the distance of eighty-four miles gives a

~

~

descent of about 900 feet. The climate h e n is such that there seldom
falls as much fain as is required to
raise a full crop of rice, the cliltirarioa
consistin principally of transplanted
raggy, w L t , p l a y and other articles that want ess water. The soil
about Sera contains common salt,
and on that account is favourable to
the growth of cocbnut trees, and the
grand staple for exportation is copra;
er dried kernel of the cocoaut.
Plantations of betel-nut are also t o
be met with in the neighbourhood of
9eki; in the uncultivated parts of
the district the wild date is the prevailing tree.-(Fullarton, F. B u c k
nun, IIey~e,Moor, 4c.)
SESAI.-A small town in the province of Allahabad, thirty miles south
fiom Teary ;lat. 24' 19' N., Ion. 78O
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S~aAJSGVNaE.
A

mart in the province of
Bengal, district of Rungpobr, situated
on the Jhinayi river, near its junction with the Jhinayi. I t appears to
,have arisen since Major Rehnell's snrvey in 1784,and is the greatest place
d trade in this corner of Benga1.(F. Budrams, 1).Scott, 4c.)
SEBAXPOO
(Sri
~ Rama pura).A Danish settlement in the province
of Beagal, situated on the west side
of the Hooghly river, about twelve
miles above Calcutta; lat. aa0 45'N.,
Ion. 88O 26' E. This place extend8
about a mile along the banks of the
river, and has a pleasing effect viewed
from the river, but the breadth is
very small, and the whole is a v i roned by the British territories. I t
is kept beautifully clean, and looks
more l i e a European town than
Calcutta or any of the neighbouring
stations. It is without fortifications,
and has only n small battery for saluting: yet it has been a very profitable
settlement to the subjects of hi Danish majesty, principally by the facilities it afforded to the British merchants of Calcutta to carry on a trade
during the late war, under the cover
of the Danish flag, for the use of

which they paid a comniiasion. Ships
of burthen chnnot come clost? up t o
the town on account of a shonl lower
down, but labour in tbis profince i s
so cheap, that the expenskof eonveying the goods by boats adds little t o
the prime coet. Here also insolvent
debtora from Calcutta foond an asylum from whence they could set their
creditors s t defiance, for even while
the colony was in our possession o n
the breaking out of hostilities with
Denmdc, the king's writ did not extend to Serampoor.
This town is the headquarters of
the missionaries delegated from Europe for the purpose of converting
the natives of Hindostan to the
Christian religion, and here they have
established a rinting press, where
tbe Scriptures gave been nblished in
tin astonishing variety
la
Thev also conduct a e o l l e e e ~ ~ ~
edniation of native ~ h r i s t g nyouths,
Hindoos or Mahow i t b u t excluding
-~
medans. The total revenues accruing from all sourcestetreen the first
of May 1813 and the 30th of April
1814 amoi~ntedto 13,231 rupees.(Lord VnImti, Adat~wa, Bishop
Heher, gc.)
SE~AXPOOB.-Atown $1 the province of Bengal, district of Birbwm,
107 miles west from Moorshedabad ;
lat. 24O W N., lon. f f i O 24' E.
SEBAN. A village in Northern
Hindostan, situated between the Sutuleje and Jumna, about two marches
or twenty-two miles h' her up that
river than Rampoor,, tge capital o f
Buesdher; lat. 3 I 0 W N, Ion. 7737 E. I t stands bn a hill three miles
f r ~ mthe bdnks of the Sutuleje, above
which it is elevbted 4,500 feet, and
7,280 above the sea. It is the summer residence of the Busshher raja,
wh&e hohse is high, and built in
t k Chinese fashion, the prevailihg
one in these mountainoub tracts.
Three miles distant, near the Sutuleje, are hot springs. M m e r l y human sacrifices were offeted at t~ r&
markable temple, sacred to Bhennr
Cdi, the patroness orBussaher. Frbm
hence there is a route
BP
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SERINAG UR.
Mantaltar Garna, a Chinese town,
but the roads are described as leading O V ~ ledgea
P
of rock projecting over
tremendous depths, and almost impracticable even for foot passengers.
--(P&
JoLlm&, Capt. ~
~
Gerardr, &c.)
SEBANGANK
ISLEE.-A cluster of
small islands in the Eastern seas, situated about five leegues from the
southern mtremity of Magindanao,
and between the fifth nnd sixth deflees of north latitude. The largest,
mmed Hummock I&, is about thirty m i h , and the next about twentyfive mmis in circ~mfere~ce,
and there
is another of ipfwior extent, the
principal idands being three in numk.
Hummock Isle, on which the raja
resides, is very fertile, and prodllcee
most of the tropical fruits, such a
f n s s p p l a , rnaagoes, sour mnges,
imes, jacks, plantains, cocoa&, m d
also rice, sugar-caaes, s w , sweet
tatoes, tobacco, lndiiin ram, and
m q . Ships passing t h e ides C ~
on a brisk trade with the inbat,itm
for goats, poultry, end other refre&
ments, which are to Lw had in
h e . The principal article of m.
part is bees1-wax.
The conlmoditis most in request
among the natives are white or printed cottons, such as loose gowns or
'ackets, colonred handkerchiefs,
hnives, razors, and bat iron. Metal
buttons are also much in demand
and a coat is soon stripped. Thd
inhabitants speak the same Ian unge,
m d are of the same desedptfon aa
those on the sea-coast of Magin&nao, being com ete Malays, both In
appearance and@ disposition. They
have canoes and also larger boats,
armed with small brass cannon, and
M e other natives of the Eastern isles,
are much addicted to piracy. Their
prows me covered w* an awning of
split bemboos, and can contain and
conceal a grest many men.
Dutch East-India Company claim a
sovereignty over t k s e islands, but
do not appear to have exercised any
of its fanctims, or eshefished any

settlement on them.c(Ccrpt. Hunter,
Porrert. &c.l,
S E ~ B A ~ . - small
A
town in the province of Allahabad, twenty miles s.
by W.d from Bands;
~
lat~ 25' 13'
~ N.9 ,
loo. 80° 16' E.
~ E R I N A G U BDISTBICT.--S~~
Guna ,

.,,,

SEPINA~UR
f r t i nagara, the city
town in Northern
Hidostan, the former capital of the
Gurwak rovince, thirty-eight miles
E.N.E. $om Hurdwar ; lat. 30' 11'
N., Ion. 7 6 44' E. This place occupies the centre of a valley, and was
at one time three-fourths of a mile in
length, and of an eliiptical form; but
since the encroncbments of the Alacananda, the earthquake of 1803, and
the Gorkha ipvasion, it hrs been in a
very ruinous condition. The i n h ~
bitants consist chiefly of the dewendants demlgrantafrom the low countries. The Ataeanaricts r i v e enters
the valley near a village named Seerkote.
J
Ita c o m e here is nearly eost
and west, m d the brmdth s f the
o8osd froan bunk bank about 240
yards, but in the dry season the
stream does nat w u p y above 108
yerds. At the westem extremity of
the valley the current strikes with
violence atsinst the rocky base of a
m n t a i n , near to which it is crossed
0" a rope bridge or joola, suspended
a c r w the river, hem eighty yards
boMb
Peas erectad
each

of aburrdance).-A

On the opposite side of the Alacansnde, at a village named Banibut,
i~a temple sacred to Raja Xeyara, and
principally inhabited by dancing women. The initidon ioto this society
is performed by anointing the head
witb oil tnken from the lamp placed
before the alter, by which act they
make a formal abjuration Df their pateab ~d kindred, devqting their fur
ture lives .to prosntueou. A w s g
the items of eleemosynary doantions
distributed to Brahmks and other8
by the old gwernments, and sontinued under the present regme by
the Britiab, the principal in 8~10iiPt
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SERINGAPATAM.

is 618 rupees, which is given to va- risen on the ruins of the old cantonnous tribes of religious mendicants,
who frequent a melah or fair, held
annually near to Serinagur.--(Raper,
Hardwicke, Trail, &.)

SE~INGAPATAM
(Sri R a q a Pat*
city in the province of MYsore, of which it was the capital during the short-lived Mahomedm dynasty of Hyder ; [at. 12' 26' N.9 Ion.
76O 45' E. This city is placed at the
upper end of an island surrounded
by the Cavery, which is here a large
and rapid river, having a very witensive channel, impeded by rocks and
fragments of granite- BY actual survey, the island of Seriogapatam has
been found to be about four miles in
length, b one and a half in breadth
across t i e middle part, where the
ground also Is highest, 3s it from
thence slopes to the north. The
country in the ne!ghbourhood flses
gtaduall~on both sides of the river,
and is for some distance finely watered by canals, the water of which is
forced in bg dams thrown across the
river and formed of granite blocks,
the whole of prodigious strengths and
executed at a vast expense. ' Average
height of the barometer 27,568, consequent elevation above the level of
the sea 2,412 feet.
In the Mysore province Seringapatam M usually called Patana or the
city, but the name by which it is distinguished in the maps is a corruption of Sri Ranga, an epithet of Vishnu, the preserving power. This fortified town occupies about a mile at
the west end of the island, and is an
immense, unfinished, injudicious mass
of building. In constructing the
works Tippoo retained thelongstrait
walls and square bastions of the
Hindoos, while his glacis was in many
parts so high and steep as to shelter
the assailants. They are all now
much dilapidated. On an eminence
in the centre of the island, at some
distance from the city, stands a large,
busy, and handsome suburb, with
wide streets lined with trees, and intersecting each other a t right angles,
called Sheher Qanjani, which has
ma).-A

ments destroyed by Tippoo previous
t o the siege. In the gardens adjoinlog, amidnt a groupe of buildings consisting of four choultries and a
mosque, is the maunoleum of Hyder,'
where rest all that wss royal of his
dynasty, consisting of Hyder himself,
his wife, and Tippoo. The palace in
the city is an extensive pile of buildi n g , surrounded by a high and massy
wall of stone and mud, the whole
patched, irregular, unseemly, and go~ n grapidly to decay. One portion
was converted after the capture to
nn hospital, a second to private quarters for officers, and the whole variously appropriated; but the garrison
having been latterly reduced to a
single battalion, almost the whole
is now (1820) neglected and untenanted.
The principal bazar of Ser-patam, extending from the Bangalore
gate, is straight and spacious, and
there is a good r o d under the ramparts encirclingthe city ;but the other
streets have a very indifferent appearance, and on the whole Seringupatam must be denounced as a very
mean capital. The houses are w h i t e
washed externally, have tiled roofs,
and generally a low second story.
The public buildings besides the palace, are few and paltry; the most
striking are the great mosque and the
pagoda of Sri Ranga. Another Hindoo temple was converted by Tippoo
into an arsenal, and is still used for
that purpose. A manufactory of gun
carriages (the only one under the
Madras presidency, and established
here from the vicinity of the teak
forests) occupies the site of the ancient palace of the Mysore rajas.
The Dowlet Baugh, Tippoo's favourite residence, has been transformed to an English house, and all
its uncouth frescoes have been obliterated, except a representation of
CoI. Baillie's defeat, and some other
sketches on the wall of the eastern
veranda.
During the administration of the
Dewan Purneah, a bridge was constructed across the northern branch

SERINOAPATAM.
of the Cavery, which, however rude
and deficient in principle, is certainly
an extraordinary native work.
It
traverses the river in a winding direction, is entirely composed of granite, and without arches, being supported by three rows, each of sixty-seven square pillars, each pillar formed
s f a ingle mass of granite, fitted into
the rock below, connected together
by cross beams of the same material,
and the road resting on slabs of granite thrown across above. An old
structure of the same sort, across the
southern arm of the river, serves the
double purpose of a bridge and an
aqueduct to convey the water of the
little Cavery to the city and island.
On the night of the 6th February
1792, Lord Cornwallis attacked Tippoo's fortified camp, under the walls
of Seringapatam, within a bound
hedge strengthened by redoubts, and
amounting to 40,000 infantry, besides
a large body of cavalry. For this attack he selected 2,800 Europeans and
5,900 nativeinfantry, the whole without artillery. The attack was completely successful, and eighty guns
were taken, with the loss of 535 men
killed and wounded. The sultan's
loss in the battle is said to have been
4,000, but the desertion was so great
after the overthrow that his army
was reduced in nurnher at least
20,000. On the 24th of February
preliminaries of peace were settled
with Tippoo, who relinquished half
hia dominions, and paid three crores
and thirty lacks of rupees (about
£3,500,000 sterling) in bullion. Lord
Cornwallis gave up to the troops the
whole of his share of prize money,
amounting to £47,244, and General
Medows (next in command) his,
amounting to £14,997. On this occasion the force brought against the
Mysore sovereign was one of the
most formidable ever seen in Hindostan. On the 16th March 1792
the British armies above the ghauts
amounted in all to 11,000 Europeans,
31,600 disciplined natives, and 190
pieces of ordnance. The Maharatta's,
theNizam's, theRaja of Travancore's,
and the Caorg raja's forces, amounted
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to 40,000 men, of whom 30,000 were
cavalry. Towards the conclusion of
the siege, allowing four camp followers to each soldier, the number of
persons, of all descriptions, attached
to the camps of the confederates exceeded 400,000.
The bullocks attached to the army
and employed in bringng up supplies
amounted to half a m~llion,requiring
one man to every three bullocks ;
there were also several hundred elephants and many thousand camels,
with their attendants. Every horse
in the cavalry and in the army, be
sides the trooper or rider, has two
attendants, one who cleans and takes
care of him, the other the grass-cutter who provides his forage. The
palanquin and litter carriers for the
sick are a numerous class. Field
officers, including the people who
carry or have charge of their baggage,
cannot have less than forty, captains
twenty, and subalterns ten servants.
The soldiers have a cook to each
mess, and the sepoys, most of whom
are married, have many of them, as
well as the followers, their families in
camp. The bazar people or merchants, their servants, and adventurers who follow the army for the
chance of plunder, are a great many.
Early in the war some of the sepoys
were prevailed on to send back their
families, and arrangements were made
to reduce the number of followers;
but these measure! tended to create
desertion, and Increase distress.
While marching there are no towns
to be depended on for supplies, and
an army in India not only carries
with it most of the means of suhsistence for aeveral months, but many
articles of merchandize; the scene
altogether resembling more the migration of a nation guarded by troops,
than the advance of an army to subdue an enemy.
In 1799, war being again declared,
Seringapatam was stormed on the
4th of May, about two o'clock in
the afternoon, by the army under
General Harris; thegarrison amounted to about 8,000 men, of whom the
greater part were slain. Tippoo w e

,

h i dndrer d C~mrg,ptobably by mity of the island, at a S

a p r t y of the twelfth regiment of
foot, fo? tKis imprtaht event was
not actutilly known until some time
aher it had happened. No iadividd
ever appeared fo clakn the honour
of having slain the sultan, nor was it
emir discovered who had obtained
possession of his valuable necklace
of peatls. Among the arrangements
Consequent to the surrender of Seringapatafn, the Bfitish government
obtained permanent possession of
the island, which *as at first kept
strongly garrisoned ; but its importance as a military position having
gaduaily died away, and its climate
become remarkably unhealthy, alar e
proportlm of the troops were wiltdrawn. In A.D. I800 the population
of the city was estimated at !20,816
persons, and that of the suburbs at
11,080; but do rapid a decrease had
subsequently taken place, that in
1820 the population within the walls
*as reduced to kss than 10,008 perdona
Travelling distance from Madras
a90 miles; from Hyderabad 406;
from Poona 525 ; from Bombay 622;
from Nagpoor 727; from Calcutta
1,170 ; and from Delhi 1,321 miles.
--(F&rton,
F. Buchanan, Dirom,
Lord F'alentk, RenneU, #c.)
BE RING HA^ (Sri Bwgam).-Opposit8 to the town of Trichinopoly, m
the Camatic province, the Cavery
separates into two branches, and
forms the island of Seringham. About
thirteen miles to the east of the point
ation the branches aguin apbut the northern one is at
this spot twenty k t lower tkrn the
southern. The nonhrm branch is
itted to rum waste
the teo 5
t the southern, which retains the
name of the Cavery, is led by a v&
riety of channels to irrigate the provlnce of TPnjore, Nearthe eabt w d
of the Sermghsm bland sn immense
mound, &led the Anaicnt, is f w d
to pmveut the waters of the &very
from dercending into the Colerooe.
Thb Seringham psgoda is sitmted
about am& from the western extre-

;%

r

p d diitance
from the bank of the Cokroon. I t
is composed of seven square enclosures, the wans of which are twent five feet high and four feet thici.
These enclosures are 356 feet distant from each other, and each has
fbur large gates with a high tower,
which are laced in the middle of
each side o 8 h e e n c l a u q arid op oi t e to the four cardinal points. $he
ontwatd wall is nearly four miles in
circumference, and its gateway to the
sonth is ornamented with pillars,
several of which are single stones
thirty-three feet long, and nearly five
in diameter. Those that form the
roof are still larger, and had this
gateway been completed with a pyramidical top of corresponding dimerisions, it would have greatly su assed
every work of the kind in Zndostan. The several enclosures of the
pagoda are laid out in r
streets, some of them remurka%k;
neatness, and filled with cboultfies,
small temples, shops, and the &ellings of Brahmins. European8 ate
not ermitted to penetrate beyond
the Lorth aeptom ; bnt the arch of
the great choultry of a thousand pillars, which they are at liberty t o
ascend, &rds a glimpse af the remainin areas, and commands a full
view ofthe gilt and gaudy cupola of
the temple of Sri Rangam. The palanquin and umbrella of solid gold,
apparel studded with rich gems, and
other wealth belonging to tbe divinit ,are also brought out and ostentatLusly displayed to strangem.
About half a mile from Seringham,
and n e a r s the Cavery, is another
pagoda with only one endosure,
named Jambeltisma, between which
and the one abom described a spadous tank, with choultries, intervenes, and the whole island is rich in
cultivation and well-wooded. Pilgrims from all quarters of Hidostan
resort to Seringham for absoltttion,
and none come without an offeri
valne. Here, ps in all great
tb 3rahmins live in B state of aubordination that l r n m no resistance,
and shunkr in volrptuousness that
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$wfs tio na6t. This sfate! df he@- strove the s t r e t . A
earadtive happined do& not a p p a r td semi still remains, h8vM a doablk
have been disturbed until the s i w of tow of pillars and wailed a1 round.
Trichinopoly, which begun about
In 1809 a British army tbai the
A.D. 1751, at which period the. Madras presidency, when in putsuit
h-encl~and their allies took posses- of Ameer Khan, todk possessioh 01
dion of the island and pagoda of Sed derange, but ohly proceeded Ave
fingham, but they never attempted miles further north, ~t being hut$&
to violate the inner enclosures of the impossible to overtake him. h i e
temple, or eipose this Hihdoo sanc- hrmerly predatory. chief powessa
tuary to greater pollutions than wert Set-onge in Mnlwa, and Tonk on the
absolutely necessary. In 17-52 the Banasd riter in Rbj botana, which
French army was mmpelld to W- were m n 6 r d to ktt~ in m n s e
tender to Major Lawrence, at which quence of his relinqnhhing 811 his
time it consisted of thirty-6ve corh- other innumerable claims. Latterly
missioned officers, 725 battalioh men he has also abandoned his migratory
bearing arms, besides sixty sick and lik, assumed the title of dabob, and
wounded in the hospital, and 2,000 shewn a disposition to fix his resisepoyb. Their artillery was fbur dence in the neighbourhood of Tonk,
thirteen-inch mortars, e ht C O ~ O ~ R where
~ ,
in 1820 fie was employed buildtwo petards, thirty-one p em!$ of a h - ing a palace on the Banass river. IQ
aon, besides agreat quantity ofstorett 1819 Ameer Khan's p o s s revenue
and ammunitibll. At present the al- amoutited t o six lacks of rupees per
Iowankee made bf the British @- annuin, but it was expected to reach
vernmmt for the support of the pa- ten lacks in 1894. He usually regoda and its establishment, amount eides in that portion of his territories
to 16,600 pagodas pet annub.-between Boondee and J e poor, ma( D m ,Fullarton, Wlkr, &.)
naging Seronge thtough t i e medium
bf aa dgent, but he has no root in
S E ~ O N G hr)&ted
E
from Sherd~ the &oilwhere he has plttnted hfmsdf,
gunge).c-A arge open town in the and little influence beyond his own
province of Malwa, which from its estates. His descendatlts, hawevet,
size and po~ulstion might be deno- will probably acquire both, and the
lninated a cit ; lat. 2Q06'N, ion. establishment of Mahomedans ih t h i ~
7 4
~ i muntry
e
b r mmy t p a t t n of Hindostan, from p o l i t i d
miles to the south of S w a g e b an tonaidmtmns, is fathtt desirabfe.
open plain, the eountty p e r a l l y is Travelling distance from Ou' 'n,
of a superior description, and the 165 miles; from Agta, 253;
climate, on account of its elevation, Behares, 389; from Bamba
more temperate that its latitude bom Calcdtta by Bbnares, 8 9 ;ban5 ~
would indicate. During the cold from Nagpoor, 9 5 miles.-( Z b e
season the thermometer rn fepbntly Register, Riuep, fiUartoh
seen u ~ d e rthe f r d d g point, when colm, Rennell, H+,
&.I
natural ice is formed in the shallow
~~kdo~.--T
cantonment-*
h~
h e
but is speedity diakolvid after
sunrise. beronge appears ttt ont? M t i s b troops stationed in the Pt*
of Aurungabad, 8nd former
time t o have ehjoyed a higher statk
of p t ~ s p c ? r &
then
~ 3 at present exhi- d~minionsdftfie e x a e s h Baj-;
~
bh, yet its condition ib stiil much lat.. 18' 40' N, lone 74' 36' %b y
superior to what might have been ex- miles Nx.of POOR&
pected Rom its having been so many
This great militarg station exten&
years the head of Ameer ~ h a n ' sPin- Ik t+ long straggling line between th?
dary government, and from its situ- base of Piquet hill, H h h tiam
dtian expbjed to incessant ravage&. abruptly behind it, and the stream
The bazars are sHrang, b i n g built of of the Goor Nuddy, and its northstone, on an 'elevation of !bur feet eastern boundary is about a mile dfo-
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SEVERNDROOG.
tant from the old village of Seroor.
The main street is exceedin ly spacious, and lined on both sifes with
the bullpalows of the officers, which
have g&erally handsome
attached, enclosed b mif$::
hedges, and well ~ h a d e by cjpresses
and fruit-trees. Since the total subjugation of the Maharatta country,
the importance of this position in a
military point of view has greatly
diminished. In 1820 the force cantoned amountedto only twobattalions
of infantry, one regiment of cavalry,
and the Bombay corps of horse artillery. I t was then in contemplation
to abandon Seroor altogether (since
carried into execution). and divide
between
the field force in this
the cantonments of Poona and Solapoor.
In the burial-ground at Seroor,
the remains of the late Colonel Wallace, well known for his long and
eminent services in the Deccsn, are
interred. It is a remarkable proof of
the respect with which his memory is
cherished by the native soldiery, as
well as of the pliant nature of Hindoo
superstition, that whenever the cantonment is threatened with ally thing
in the shape of a public disaster (such
as a dearth of grain in the bazar, &c.),
Wallace's ghost is believed by the
sepops to become pertuibed, and to
walk abroad. On this portentous
event they are in the habit of resorting to his tomb, where they perform
poo'ah (worship) to his manes, which,
as tiey suppose, has the double effect of restoring quiet to his spirit,
and averting the impending calamity.
-4Fullarton,4c.)

d'

SEEOOE.--A large village in the
province of Bejapoor, S.E. from Bagulcot, which in 1820 contained 680
houses, and 2,314 persons.
SEEYA(surya, the snn).-A town
in the ffujerat peninsuln, situated on
the gulf of Cutch, forty miles E. by
N. from Juggeth point; Iat. 29' 19'
N., Ion. 69' 44' E.

Ditteah, ~ituatedon the east bank of
the Sinde river, twenty-three miles
N.N.W. from Sumpter; lat. 2 6 0 10'
N., Ion. 78' 44' E.
SEU~DAH.-A
town in the province
of Allahabad. twentv-one miles N.
i 25' 21tN.,
by W. from ~ a l l i n j e r lat.
Ion. 80' 20' E.

SEVEN
ISLANDS-Acluster of very
small'islands in the Eastern seas,
extending along the coast of Banca
island, from which they are separated
by a navigable channel; lat. I lUfS.,
lon. 105'20' E.
Q

SEVERNDROOG
(tuvarna durgn,
the gokien fortress).-A
small rocky
isle on the Concan coast, province of
Bejapoor, within cannon-shot of the
continent ; lat. 17' 46' N., Ion. 73O
IYE. During the reign of Sahoo
Raja, sovereign of d l the Maharattas,
Conajee Angria, the pirate, revolted;
and having seduced one-half of the
fleet to follow his fortunes, he with
it took and destroyed the remainder.
He afterwards established his headquarters at this place, where he and
his posterity govemd until 1756,
whet1 it was taken by Commodore
James, in the Protector frigate, with
scarcely any assistance from the Maharatta besieging army. This place
and the neighbouring station of Dapwlee being situated on an elevated
portion of the coast, enjoy a fine
breeze, and have been selected as
the site of a convalescent hospital
for the European garrison of Bombay.--(Orme, Bisirop Heber, 4c.)

Sfivsa~n~ooc.-A strong hill-fort
in the Mvsore raia's territories. twcnty miles "w.byds. from ang gal ore;
lat. 120 53' N.. Ion. 7'i0 20' E. This
fort is surrounded by a forest of natural wood or jungle several n~iles
in depth, thickened with clumps of
planted bamboos, t o render it Impenetrable. I t is impossible to invest
or blockade Severndroog closely, the
SEUNDAH.-A town in the pro- rock forming a base of eight or ten
vioce of Allahahad, belonging to miles jn circumference,which with the,

SEWAD.
jungle and lesser hills that rurround
it include a circle of twenty miles.
From this base it rises, a rodigious
mam of granite above hal!a
mile in
perpendicular height, and nearly precipitous, its naked surface being only
diversified by two shrubs that have
crept u its lower surface, or inserted
themseI)ves into its crevices, by its
lines of fortifications, and by the
temple (reduced by distance to the
size of a sentry box) which crowns
its summit.
This huge mountain has further
the advantage of being divided above
by a chasm which separates the upper part into two hills, called by the
natives, from a slight difference of
colour, the white and black forts,
each with their defences forming two
citadels, and capable of being maintained independent of the lower works
that cover the connecting ridge.
This stupendous fort, so difficult to
approach, is no less fametl for its
pestilential atmosphere, occasioned
by the surrounding hills and woods,
than for its wonderful size and
strength.
Sevemdroog was besieged during
the first war with Tippoo in 1791,
when, after breaching the wall, the
troops advanced to the storm, Lord
Cornwallis in person superintending
the attack. On the appearance of
the Europeans advancing, the garrison, being seized with an unaccountable panic, fled, and the breach was
carried without meeting or even
overtaking the enemy. The main
body of the latter endeavoured to
gain the western hill, which had
they effected, the siege must have
re-commenced ; but a small party of
the fifty-second and seventy-first regiments pressed so hard upon them,
that they entered the different barriers along with them, and pined
possession of the top of the mountain. Above 100 of the enemy were
killed on the western hill, hnd many
fell down the precipices in attempting to escape from the assailants.
Thus in less than one hour, in open
day, this fortress, hitherto deemed
impregnable, was stormed without

the low of a man, only one private
soldier having been wounded during
the assault. A small guard of the
Mysore raja's sepoys is now (1820)
the only garrison. The pettah, situated under the eastern brow of the
ridge which unites the two great eminences, has become a mere wilderness, and destitute ofany inhabitants
except a few Brahmins who officiate
at two temples.--(Dirom, Fuhrfon,
&c. 1

SEWRIVER.-A river in the province of Gundwana which rises in
Wyerghur, and after traversing the
western part of Choteesghur, joins
the Mahanuddy about ten miles northeast of Lohari. I t is navigable beyond Simgah from July until February, and partially throughout the
whole year, the water being collected
in deep extensive pools.-(J~akinr,
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SEWAD(or Swat).-An
Afghan
district it1 the Cabul province, situated about the thirty-fourth degree
of north latitude, and in pnrt bounded by the Indos. By Abul Fazel, in
1582, this district is described as
follows :-" Circar Sewad corn rebends three territories, v i r
Sewad, and Bijore. The Sewad division measures in length forty, and
in breadth from five to fifteen cose.
On the east lies Bembher, on the
north Kinore and Cashgur, on the
south Beckram, and on the west
Bijore. In the mountains of this
country are several passes. The
summer and winter are temperate;
the mountains are covered with snow,
but in the plains it melts in three or
four days after the fall. Here are
spring, autumn, and periodical rains
as in Hindostan. Both the spring
and autumn harvests are plentiful.
Here all the flowers of Tartary and
Hindostan, violets, narcissuses, and
a variety of fruits grow wild. The
whole of this circar consists of hills
and wilds, and is inhabited by the
Yusephzeis."
The valley of Sewad or Swat
opens on the plain of Peshawer, and
is intersected throughout its whole

emb bier,
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SEWIfiTm.

eltept bg tbP r i m L u 3 ~ 4 bpegm by Npdu Gbh, +ile QR Bis &urn
ratiqe upper f r ~ mby- Sewpj. Tha from H i n h t a n , The mgeror Ba&at s~xtymiles 10% and from t e ~ ber,. in his memgjrs, say4 that sultan
n brogd; the second is pf Welw was king of Sewad, which
equql ength, but broader, and of extended from the river Sewad to
g w r fertility. The reeidenae of Beromula, east of the Ipdus, and
fie chief of Uppar Sewad is emd Qat date the chief entrance into
D m 7pnd contams about 600 housep C:8Shn)ere.-(Elphi~1tone, Abpl F h
Lower Sewd is well ptopled, and pol, &cyden, the Emperor Baber, gc.)
the cbief place Ailahdund a conaide.
sEWrN
( O r R u ~ u w ~ . - A town in
Scud
is "pratedthe province of Bahar, district of Sasteep
run, sixty-six miles N.W. from Patinhabited by Baubees, an inconside- na; lat, 260 llt
840 25, E.
f
e
O
i
In this vicinity an inferior sort of
months of the year. Few trees crockery is made, in imitation of
Staffordshireware, from a species of
are seen on the tops of the hills, but
potterYs
their sides are covered with forests
of pine, oak, and wild olive. Lower
S~WDAH.-Atown is the province
down are many littlevdleys, watered of Candeish, which in 1816 belonged
by clear and beautiful streams, with tp H o l w ; lat. gl0 Y N., Ion. 7 8
an excellent climate. Tbe sides of @3' E., twenty-three miles S.W. froq
these hills also sffotd a profusion of Boorba~poor. This place lies low,
European fruits and flowers, which the houses are of mud, and tbe streets
are found wild in an in6nite variety. narrow ~ n ddirty, but the ghurry is
In themidst of the principal valley i s high, and overlooks the town. The
the river Swat, watering a rich but surrounding country is a fine plain,
parrow plain, which yields two har- which in 1816 was well cultivakd,
vests, and produces most sorts of although then liable to much annoygrain, especially rice, which is very ance from Bheels and Pindarjes.
abundant. Besides cultivated fruit- Feiz oor is anotber town to tbe
rcpa many mulberry and phne-tree~ oortg-west, from which circumstaoce
are seen here.
it is sometimes named Fqizpoor SewThe original inhabitants of this w.-(Sz@herkznd, 4c.)
tarritory, named Swateea, appear to
have been of Indiap derivation, a ~ ~ dSEWEE.-* flat dry plain of barare ouppod
to have formerly
dened clay, in AfghalJstan, in some
sessed a kingdom extending from the
arts relieved by streams from the
~ , ,to h
j e l u a~
bd. ~
~h~~~
~
and round the town of Sewee
gFdually resrricted by the ~
f well
~ cultivated.
h
~ It is
~ inhabited by
peneer,their the Cauker tribe of Pannees, and by
trjbee, and sewad
ktseats about heconc~usionof the their inveterate enemies, the Balooby the yu- chies. In modern times this tract
fifteeoth
y h z e i s , yet they are still nulneroysin had been little explored, but i:6A.D.
that near
this uarter. The Afghan tribes of Se- 1582 Abul Fazel
dayd
Sewee there is a lake,
wadlave always been ~ingularlyturbulent, and yielded little more than journey in length, called Munj00r7
up011 the surface of which fishermen
a nominalobedience to any
but being subdivided into a great have formed artificial floating islands,
number of distinct clans, without any where they reside and carry on their
common head, they haye been wuch
less formidable to their neighbours
SEWISTAW.-A large province d
than they might otherwise have beep. &lo~chistan, consisting of a stupeeThey were c h a i s e d on account of dous range of mountains, extentheir predatory habits by Acber ; southwards from candrrhar, and w l y
in 1670 by Aureazebe; and in 1739 accessible by passes of e a r s m e d:&-

"?
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It is divided into the districts
awan to the south and Saharawan to the north, which inclqdeu
Nooshky in the desert, and Moostung
and Shal to the northward. Each of
these sections issubdivided into tuks,
or zillahs, furnishing quotas of troops,
but paying no tribute. The climate
of jjewistan is dry, and from its pest
elevation e~cessively cold in winter.
AChrirtic. finneir.. &c.)
- ,
SEWRY
NAR~AIN.-A town in the
province of Gnedwana, fifty miles
S.E. from Ruttunpoor ; lat. 21' 58'
N., Ion. 83' 8' E. The Mahanudd
is iuvigablas far la its junction w i 2
the Sew river beyond Sewr Narrain,
from July a February, a i e r which
it becomes too shallow. Goods me
conveyed from hence tu Ryepoor and
Choteesghur in small canoes. This
part of India and the course of the
Mahanuddy are as yet (1827) but imperfectly delineated in the best maps.
SEYERISLES.-A cluster of small
islands lying off the west coast of
the Malay peninsula, about half a degree north of Junk Ceylon ; 1at. 8 O
4 3 N.. Ion. 970 48' E., and distant
h u t twenty-eight iniles from the
main land, which is visible. The
largest isle is about five miles in
length by one in breadth. When visited by the Sm mission in 1821 a
general silence prevailed, the dense
woods and rocky shore being neither
inhabited or frequented by birds or
beasts. This is the more extraordinary, as even the universal enemy,
man, was absent, while vegetables,
h i t s , palms, yams, and other roots
(Pinbyzon,
grew spontaneoudy.
bc. 1
Smaau.-A town in the province
efGujerat, s h y - h e miles E. from
.Ahmedabad; lat. 9%' 68' N., b n .
730 4X E.
SEYSUNA.-Atown in the province
of Ajmeer, twenty-four miles south
from Kotah ; lat. 34O 62' N., lon.
760 371 E.
SHAHNEHRC A X A L . - T ~Upper
~
part of this canal is said t o have been
cut by the emperor Shah Jehan to

-

bring the water of tb 3wwe to bie
garden a t Padshah M a l , e hw~ting
seat in the district of Gsharunpoar,
close uqder the hilla The exeavBtor
of the rest of the canal is unknown,
but it is supposed to have been r e
paired as far ae Ghou~ghurby Zabe
ta Khan, the nabob of Sabarunpoov,
and it now as~umeshis m e . I t w~
formerly fad by a b r a o ~ hof the Junc
oa. which flowed under Padsbah Mah a ; but the Boorq s r Old Jumna,
desertad its bed whi& fed this canal.
After that eriod a zemindar, Fyrwla Khan, o r ~ a ~ p o edug
r , a cut, uld
brought water again into the bed of
the old Jumea.--(Geffcral1Yyd, Ccrpl.

H 4 g m , 4c.I

SKAUABAD.-Atown in the pmvince of Delhi, 101 miles N. by W.
from the cit d D d h i ;1st. 36'
N.,
ion. 77O 6'
SHAHABAD.-Alarge district ia the
province of Bahar, situated about t&
twenty-fifth degree of north latitude.
T o the north it is bounded by the
course of the Ganges; on the south
and east by that of the Sone; and
on the west by Chunar and the rovince of Allahabacl. It extends Roln
the river Sone to the Caramnassa, and
from the banks of the Gan es to the
mountains of Rhotas. IR
1784
the original circar of Shahabad contained only 1,869 square miles ; but
it has siilce been yeatly augmented
by incorporations rom the a$jacent
territories.
This district is extrepely fertile,
and in general populo~~s
;but towards
the south-west it still con&ms many
t m t s of waste lmd. L 1801 the
womrtion the uncukivated land bore
{o {he cultivated was eathated by
the collector at one to fow, ex&
sive of the hills that form the mu&UII boundary ; but the accumcy of
many of &her e t u r n a d to gauarnment at that time camot be depend.ad on, not being the result of satud
iwestigrtin, but h most cases of
mere conjecture. By the diligence ef
the revenue officers some lands haxe
been discovered not included in the
revenue settlement ; and in 1823 t*
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ryotwar eystem was introduced into
several mahals, instead of bringing
them to public sale.
The most valuable articles of agricultural produce are opium, tobacco,
cotton, sugar, indigo, and hemp, and
the cultivation of all (especially of
sugar) has for many years past been
gradually increasing. The district
-contains no brick or mud private
forts, nor are there any schools or
seminaries within its limits where the
Hindoo or Mahomedan laws are
taught. Shahabad is pre-eminent in
Bengal and Bahar for the excellence
of its roads, a distinction mainly to
be attributed to a salutary reservation
in the original settlement with the
zemindarg of a certain a n n u l per
centage for their repair, whereby all
doubt was removd as to the party
on whom the borthen of such repairs
was to fall. In 1801, in consequence
of instructions from the Marquis
Wellesley (the governor-general) the
board of revenue in Bengal circulated various queries on statistical
subjects to the different collectors
under that presidency. The result
of their returns tended to establish
the fact, that Shahabad contained two
millions ofinhabitants, in the proportion of bne Mahomedan to twenty
Hindoos. It has always been remarkable for the great number of suttees
Iburnings of widows) that take place
snnually within its limits, and for the
attachment of the inhabitants to the
practice.--(J. Deane, fillarton, Colebrooke, &.)
SHAXABAD.--A
considerable town,
with the remains of fortifications and
many large houses, in the province
of Oude, thirty miles N.E. from Furruckabad ; lat. 27' 40' N., Ion. 79'
60' E.
SHAHDERAH.-Atown in the province ofDelhi, district of Meerut, situated near the east bank of the river
Jumna, opposite to the city of Delhi.
This is s spacious and pleasant town,
with wide streets, containing a large
proportion of brick houses.
SHAHJEHANPOOB.
A town in
Northern Hindostan, the residence

-

of Raja sunk& Chund, and in 1830
the capital of Kangra.4 Moorcrofr,
kc.)
SHAHJEHANPOOB.-A
town in the
province of Malwa, which in 1820
was the head of a district belonging
to Dowlet Row Sindia ; lat. 23' 26'
N., Ion. 76' 20' E. The name is
derived from the emperor Shah
Jehan, its founder. In progress of
time it was assigned to Dowlet
Row Sindia'n mother, but was subsequently given to Meena Bhye, with
whom it still remains. A colony of
Borahs (Mahomedan merchants and
pedlars) are settled here, who have
~mportedEuropean improvements in
the construction and furnishing of
their houses, from the sea-coast of
Gujerat.-(Malcolm, &.)
SHAHJEHANPOOB.-A
town in the
province of Lahore, eight miles N.W.
from Nadone; lat. 31' 53' N., Ion.
76" 30' E.
~ H U J E H A N P O O ~ . large
- A picturesque town, with a ruined castle and
several mosques, in the province of
Delhi, to which a fiscal iubdivision of
the enormous district of Bareily, under a collector, is attached; lat. 27'
52' N., lon. 79" 4b' E., fifty miles
S.E. from Bareily. In 1813 this tow11
was esteemed more wealthy, and
nearly as populous as Bareily, so that
probably an allowance of 50,000 inhabitants does not exceed the reality.
In 1813 the division of Shahjehancontained 3,856,187 cucha
~ ~ ~begas
~ 1in 1cultivation,
)
and was
assessed with a jumma of 16,24,!335
rupees, presenting an average rate of
less than seven annas per bega. I t
further contained 2,907,430 begaf fit
for cultivation, and 4,010,411 e n b r a
ly waste. The revenue of the prior
ear had been realized, with a barance of less than one per cent. The
great and rapid augmentation of the
available resources in this and the
adjacent district of Bareily might,
under ordinary circumstances, have
excited apprehensions as to their
stability ; but the success and facility
with which the revenues were actually realized during the gears 1813

'

cendant, who reigned in 1792, had
been tributary to Tippoo since 1784,
w11e11he abjured his allegiance, and
accepted the rotection of the Mathis defection, Tipharattas.
kc.)
SZIAHPOOB.-Atown in the pro- poo's army, during a predatory invince of Bejapoor, division of Azim- cursion, destroyed the palaces and
nagur, situated on a fine plain about public buildings, blew up and razed
two miles south from t h e . n~ilitary the strong fortress of Bancapoor,
and devastated the whole country,
station of Belgaum.
of which he retained possession unSHAHRAH.-A town in the pro- til 1792, when it was wrested from
vince ofcandeish, pergunnah ofCand- him and restored to the nabob, under
wah, which in 18% belonged to Sin- the superintendence d the Mahadia, and container1about 300 houses; mttas.
Iat. e l 0 50' N., lon. 7RO 3'2' E.
This territorv was'transferred to
SHAWA.-A village in the province the Peshwa bywthe British governof Gundwana, division of Bustar, and ment, in exchange for an equivalent
territories of Nagpoor, situated near In Bundelcund. About the time when
the source of the Mahanuddy river, Goklah, one of the southern jaghire2,117 feet a b v e the level of the sea. dars, obtained possession of Shahnoor, there was a very gcneral disin turbance and usurpation (cailed by
SHnnaADnaan.-A large
the province and
of Allaha- the natives Kautkaee) throughout
lmd, about thirty-four lniles N-W. the country, and every man he1 ed
from the city of Allahabad. At this himself to whatever l,lace he
place there is one of the most YPa- troops enough to capture. The facious serais for the accommodation
of the shahnoor nabob llad an.
of travellers to be found in the upper allowance from the peshwa out of
provinces.
the revenues, but it was so extremely
~ H A H Z A n P O O R . - ~ town in the ill paid that in 1804 they were reprovince of Oude, thirty-eight miles duced to the utm& wretchedness,
S.E. from ~
~ late 260
~ 24' N.,
~ wereb covered
~ with drags, or~ almost
nqkecl, and compelled to suhist on
Ion. 82' 27' E. the plants they picked up in the
S H A H N(-led
~ ~ ~ olfo ~9a~anorefields. A remonstrance was in conand Sivan~r~.--Atown in
Pro- sequence presented by Mr. Strachey,
vince of Bejapoor, forty nliles S.E. the British agent, for arranging the
from Darwar; lat. 14' 59' N., Ion. possessions of the southern jaghire75' 26'E- This place is at Present dars, to the then court of Poonn,
milch decayed, having no buildings
had the
of ensuring
of elegance except the palaces2 and greater punctuality in the future disthese are in ruins. It is enclosed by charge of the nabob'e miserfiblepita wall and ditch, but is not a place of tance. rn ] 831 the British
strength. On the outside of the city had a concurrent jurisdiction in the
wall to the northward are several long territories of the Shahnoor nabob.streets of houses for the most part ( M ~ MSS.,
~ ~ , Ferkhta, +.)
uninhabited, and to the southward is
SHAIRGHUR
f Shehergharl.
A
a lake of water. Shahnoor was coni by the
~ town
d in the~ province
~ of Delhi,
~
disquered from the ~
Bharuenee sovereigns of the Dwcan trict of Bareily, twenty nliles north
28'
so early as A.D. 1307, but at a later from the town of Bareil~;
period became the capital of a small 20' N., lone 79' 45'
SHAIYA
(or chaiya).-A
Siamese
Patan state, giving the title of nabob
to its- hereditary possesor. Abdul town on the west side of the gulf of
Hakim Khan, the seventh lineal des- Siam, situated on the road from LeVOL. 11.
2 NI

and 1814, were calculated to dissiate any apprehensions that might
gave been entertained on the subject.
Public MS. Documenfr,
-(Ueane,

AR~

Kad
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T H E SHAN COUNTRY.

gor to h k o k , aborit lat. 9 O 57' N.
In 1826 it contained about 9,000 inhabitants, besides a number of Chinese, and waa defended by a stockade. There is much rice cultivated
in the neighbouring country, and
many junk loads annually exported.
-4Capt. Burney, Harris, Leal, &r.

4c.I
SHAMLEE.-A town in the Delhi
province, fifty-three miles north from
the city of Delhi ;lat. 29' Q'N., Ion.
77' 8' E. This is a place about two
miles in circumference, and contains
many handsome houses, with a large
bazar, and the rentains of a mint.
The streets intersect each other at
right angles, and have separate gates
at their entrances, which are shut at
night for the security of the inhabitants.--(G. Tho~nas,kc.)
T H E SHANCOUNTRY,
(or L a o r ) .
A central r q o n of India beyond
the Ganges, which occu ies the Rpace
between Ava, Siam, ancf~hina,occupied by various tribes generally in
subjection to these empires, according to contiguity. Every where to
the north and east Ava is bounded by
districts inhabited by a people whom
the Birmans call Shan, but who
name themselves T'hay. From the
.Burmese word Shan coming to us
through the Portuguese orthography
is no doubt derived Siam, the name
given by Europeans to the most distinguished natlon of the raee. Another branch of the same tribe is the
Tay Lown or Casi Shan. East from
this people on both sides of the Irawady, between the Birman and the
Chinese, and extending from thence
far south between the Ava dominions, and the Saluen river, is a numerous people governed by many
hereditary chiefs named zabuas or
chobwas, and tributary to Ava. By
theBurmese this Isst branch is called
Mrelap Shan, or Ghanwa, and the
sovereign of Ava among his titles
usually assumes that of sovereign of
the nine provinces of the Shan (Ko-

shan-pri meaning the nine chief provinces t at ay hiah tribute.
There is ittle doubt that this ia
the same country with that mentioned in the universal history under t h e
name of Koaangpyi, there described
as lying west from the northern Laos,
and having to its west the great forest of Pahlmpan,probably the mountainous ridge that rises on the banks
of the Irawady, half wa between
Bhanmo and Ala, on the k t i e r s of
Chipa, runs south inclining a little
to the east, w t i l it approaches the
sea at Martaban, and separates t h e
country of the Mranmae or Burmese
from that of the Shans. The ridge
is visible from Amarapura, seen from
whence it appears to be between four
and five thoasand feet high, but as
several rivers appear to pass through
it, it cannot be considered an uninterrupted boundary.
To the N.N.W. of S i is a considerable space covered with hills
and jnngles, and occupied by t h e
tribe called Lowa or Lawa, many of
whom are scattered among the forests
of the countries possessed hy the
Shan or T'hay races. Dr. Francis
Buchnnan is of opinion these Lawa
are the original inhabitants of the
country, and that mixed with the
Chinese and other kindred races,
they form the Shan nation. These
Shans still retain their original appellation of Lowa or Lawa, which is
no doubt the origin of the names
Lao, Law, Lawha, Lau, or Laho,
applied by various authorities to the
same people, and the Lao Shan of
the Burmese is most probably the
Northern Lno, or Laho of universal
history, the capital of which about
the middle of the seventeenth century was called Leng by the Chinese.
The words Shan and Siam are s u p
posed to be mere modifications of tbe
same soundo.
The interior of this country having
rarely been visited by any Europeans,
we remain scantily ~nformedrespect.
ing its topography and population,
which last,however, may be presumed
to be both more numerous and more
oivilized than had been anticipated.

A

T H B SHAN COUNTRY.

A great annual fair is held at R m goon, to which the Shans resort in
great numhers. They come by the
route of Tongho, making in all a
journey of about forty days, transporting their goods on bullocks, and
on the horses named by Europeans
Pegu ponies. They bring down cane
and palm sugar, the ground-nut, lac,
fine lacquered-warelgoldand silver in
ingots, supposed to be procured
c h i d y from Yunan in China. Besides these they bring coarse raw
China silk, sometimcs dyed ;lead, the
produce of their own country; and a
rmall quantity of copper in sticks like
that of Japan. By the above route
a trade might be opened with Yunan
and the south-western provinces of
China, the northern ones of Sianl,
and the independent ones of the
Shan countrv. as from the fair of
l82(i the ~ h ' a n scarried off a considerable auantitv of British cotton
goods and woo~iens.
The Shan country is said to abound
in metals, most of. the iron used in
Ava being supplied from the great
mountain Poupa, which lies somewhere on the eastern side of the Irawady, near the lat. of 91" N. The
passion of the Burmese for alchemy
brings inany of the Lao ores into the
bazsr of their capital, specimens of
which were purchased and sent home
by the members of the British embassy
in 1826. These consisted princi ally
of iron, silver, lead, copper, a n 1 antimony. The Shans possess the art
of smelting all these metals, and bring
them down in their metallic state.
The silver mines are situated about
twelve days' journey north-east of
Bhan~notowards the Chinese frontier.
The Shan tribes subject to Siam pay
their tribute in stick-lac, benzoin, and
other articles, besides which they
send down cotton and rafts of teaktimber to Bankok. With respect to
their imports, besides the goods above
enumerated it seems probable that all
the inhabitants of the interior of India beyond the Ganges are dependent
fbr salt on that inanufactured along
the coasts of Pegu and Martaban.
In appearance and dress the Shans
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differ mahially from the Bunnese,
their features much more resembling
those of the Chinese, while one authority asserts that in induatry, ingenuity, and enterprize, they surpaa5
the Burmese, Peguers, and Siamese.
In 1826 a man com letely covered
with hair was founB in the Shsn
country on the banks of the Saluen
river, and sent to Ava as a curiosity,
where he was seen by the embassy in
1826. The hair was shaggy and about
eight inches long, but on the breast
and shoulders only four or five inches.
His teeth were defective, the grinders
being entirely wanting. He married
a Birman woman, and had two daughters, one covered with hair Eke her
father, only white and fair ; the elder
rese~ilbledher mother. Both fatherand
child were perfectly formed, and exaentine their hairv coverine handsome.
*th L p e c t to <he Shan ;eligion, it is
in all r;rob&ilitv some modification of
the widely-exteilded doctrines of Bud.
dha. Naug-roong is an ancient and
highly venerated Buddhist sanctuary
and place of pilgrimage in North
Laos, to which the pious still resort
with caravans and merchandise. Some
of the tribes whose habitations are
permanent have idols, whiali Bre re.
ported to be the same as those of
Tunquin, but it is said the veneration
for their anoestors so prevalent Qmong
the Chinese does not exist here.
The Laos or Shan language has
never been cultivated by Europeans ;
very few of whom, besides Alexander
de Rhodes, have penetrated the
country. According to Kcempfer, the
Shan nation do not diier much either
in language or writing from the Sia*
mese, except thst they are unable to
pronounce the letters R and L, and
Dr. Leyden thought that their Ian.
guage bears the w e relation t e the
T'hay or Siamese that the Arracanese
does to the Birman, and that with
the T'hay J'hay it accords more fully
than with the T9hay Proper. The
Laos Iaiguage is represented ay
abounding in books, especially translations from the Bali ; and if the a*
tiquity of the nation a n be depended
on, they mlrst be elrtremely interest.
2 f.r s

-

ing on account of the central 'situation of the country ; but our information as yet is too defective to admit
of our forming any decided opinion
on the subject.
When the exigence of war compelled the Burmese to muster from
all their resources, the tributary Shan
tribes bordering on China were called
on to furnish their quotas. An armed
contingent of 15,000 men was in consequence embodied, disciplined and
despatched, headed by their chiefs or
chobwas, and marched towards Amarapura from these remote regions.
Unacquainted with the events of the
war, and filled with extravagant notions of the power and invincible
t o l l m e of the Burmese their conquero;s, they rendily obeyed the
mandate in hopes of sharing the spoils
that would no doubt accrue on tbe
destruction of the rash strangers,
whose presence contaminated the soil
of Ava.
Eight thousand of these Sbans
formed part of the Bnrmese army
when it approached Prome in November 182.5, and having never before
encountered Europeans, were expected to fight w ~ t hmuch greater
spirit and resolution than the often
defeated soldiers of Ava. In addition
to the numerous chobwas and petty
chiefs, these Shan levies were accompanied by t h ee
~ young and handsome
women of high rank, who were believed by their superstitious countrymen to be prophetesses and invulnerable. These Amazons, dressed in
martial costume, rode about among
the Shan troops, inspiring them with
eourage and confidence in their supernatural assistance. The result, however, was a most complete discomfiture, although many of the greyheaded chobwas fought to the last,
refiising quarter. One of these ladies
received a bullet in the breast, and
was carried by the British soldiers to
a cottage in the rear, where she expired. Another was observed flying
on horseback along with the defeated
remains of her people, but was
knocked off her horse by a shrapnell,
uncertain whether killed or not. The

surviving Shans fled pursued and ma?sacred by their Burmese allies, t o
escape whom they penetrated the
most deadly jongles, so that numbers
who had escaped from sword and
gun, perished by disease and famine,
few ef the 1 5 , m e v e r revisiting their
native country. Such was the inauspicious commencement of the first
intercourse between the remote Shans
and the British nation.--(F. Buchanun, Snodgrasr,Crawfurd, TrantJout,
Leyden, de Bisrachere, 4c.)
SHAOOR.-A small town containing
several Hindoo temples in the province of Coimbatoor, forty-one miles
travelling distance N.N.W. from Devaporam.
SHAPOORAH.-Atown in the province of Ajmeer, situated about, seventy miles S.S.E. from the city of
Ajmeer. Viewed externally, Shapoorah has the appearance of strength
and importance, but within it presents
a scene of poverty8end decay.
SUAPUBZE.-A~
island in the province of BeogaI, situated a t the extreme point of the strip of main-land
forming the southern frontier of the
Chittagong district, and only separated from it by a shallow channel,
which is gradually filling up, while
the main stream of the Nauf river,
here above two miles broad, flows between it and the eastern or Arracan
bank of that river. In A.D. 1833,
the Burmese, who'then possessed Arracan, set up a claim to this worthless
muddy isle, and persevered so incessantly in their encroachments that a
war ensued; which brought a British
army within forty-five miles of Amarapoora, and ended with the loss of
five provinces, torrents of blood, and
a crore of ru ees on the part of t h e
[Pdiic MS. Dommenlz,
Burmese.
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SHAWGUB
(,%ah ghar).-A
town
in the province of Aumngabad, situated on the north bank of the Godavery, forty-two miles S.E. from the
city of Aurungahd; let. 19' 23' N.,
Ion. 7b0 66' E.

NUTTY.
SHEEALLY.-A small town in the
Southern Carnatic, district of Tanjore,
situated about twenty miles travelling
distance north by west from Tranquebar, and distinguished by the phenomenon of a little inn, kept by a native,
in a miserable bungalow.-(Fdw

t.n,

&.I

SHEEBGUNGE
(Siva ganj).-A large
and flourishing village in the province
of Bengal, district of Rajshahy, eligibly situated on. the banks of the
Caratoya river. This is a place of
considerable commerce, and in point
of size and population only inferior
to Nattore and Bauleah.
SHEEBGOTTA
{shir g h t , t7z lion
pars).-A town in the province of
Bahar, district of Ramghur, eighty
miles south by west from Patna; lat.
24' 32' N., IOU.84' 55' E. This is a
populous place agreeably situated on
s rising ground, surrounded by the
river Moorhur, which here separates
for a short space into two branches.
Here are the gaol and other public
buildings; and here the judge and
magistrate of the zilhh holds his
court during six months of the year,
when Chittra is reckoned unhealthy.
T o the east of Sheergotta there are
the remains of an old mud fort, and
there are several Mahomedan edifices
in the neighbourhood.-(FuIkzrton,

4c.I
SHEGUL.-A Chinese fortress and
garrison in Tibet, situated on the
east side of the Arun river, which
penetrates the Himalaya, and ultimately, along with the waters of the
Cosi, joins the Ganges in the province
of Bengal; lat. 28' $24' N., Ion. 87'
1%'E.
SHEIKHPOOR
(Shaikhpzwa).
A
town in the province and district of
Bahar, situated close to the base of
the Sheikhpoor range of hills,through
which there is an easy pass here to
the southward and westward; lat. 25'
8' N., lon. 85' 54' E.
SHEIKPOORA.-Atown in the province of Delhi. five miles S.S.E. from
Saharunpor; iat. 29' 6 9 N., Ion. 77'

-

3%'E.

SHEKABPOOR.
-A district ill Afghanistan, forn~erly subject ro the
Cubul sovereign, situated west of the
Indus, between the twenty-seventh
and twenty-eighth degrees of north
latitude. To the east it is bounded
b the Indus; on the west by BalooElistan; to the north it has the Momurees; and to the south the
province of Sinde, of which it is
sometimes described as a sectioo.
Adjacent to the Indus the soil is fertile, but at any considerable distance
dry, sterile, and unproductive. The
peasantry are Juts, Baloochies, and a
few Hindoos; the revenue paid to
the king, who in 1809 kept here a
hakim and a few troops, was about
three lacks of rupees, The Mozaurees, who dwell to the north of Shekarpoor, are a tribe of Baloochies,
inhabiting a woody and ilkultivated
country. Their political condition is
that of internal anarchy ;on the highways they are robbers, on the Indus
pirates, and, with reference to their
neighbours, depredators.
The town of Shekarpoor stands in
lat. 97' 36' N.. lon. 69' 18' E.. is of
considerable size, and surrounded by
a mud wall, without any ditch. The
inhabitants are almost all Hindoos,
termed Shekarpoories, and speak a
peculiar dialect of Hindostany distinguished by that name. Tl~ereare
many rich bankers here, and a considerable trade is kept up with Rajpootana, Sinde, Candahar, and Peshawer. Shekarpoor bankers are to be
found all over the Afghan dominions,
and even in the remote towns of
Turkistan, but they do not venture
to carry their wives or female relations to these uncivilized countries.
The number of resident Afghans has
been estimated. a t only 200 families.
4Elphimtone, 4c.)
SHEKAWUTTY.
-This
division of
Rajpootana is situated about the
twenty-eighth degree of north latitude, and is said to have received
its name from a predatory tribe of
Arabs.
It extends about eighty
miles from north to south,and rather
less from e a ~ tto west, but its limits

oh all sides aextrcnlely i l l d b
fined, formerly fluctuating a~lnually
with political circumstances. To the
north it is bounded by the British
district of Hurriaona I on the south
by those of the Jeypoor raja; to the
east it has Hurrianna and tdrritdries
subject to the Macherry ra' and to
the west the dominions &budpoor
end Bicanere. The st~rfaceof Shekawutty presents to the view a sand
plain, scattered with m k y hills, i l l
watered, and badly cultirated ; yet
it contains aeveral considerable towns,
the moat noted of which are Seekur,
Futtehpoor, Khetri, and Oooda The
sands are interspersed with tufts of
bug-grass+ the baubool, the kurreel
or caper tree, and a bush named
phoke, which last is said to be peculiar to the great Ajmeer desert and
ita borders. The country is naturally
strong, being encircled by hills, and
protected by ghauts or passes, the
principal of which are Ketree, Kundeela, Oudepoor, and Babhye. Near
the last is a copper mine.
The Shekawutty chiefs are a military class, feudatories to the raja of
Jeypoor, by whose assistance they
were enabled at no very remote period to wrest their present possessions from the Kyankaries, a tribe
of convertcd Hindoos. In 1805 the
principal Shekawutty chiefs were,
lst, Row Bishen Singh, of Munohurpoor, the nominal head of all r in
returning the respectful salute of the
other chiefs he brings his hand no
higher than his breast, which marks
his superiority. Zd, Meer Singh Dass,
and Pertnub Singh, rajas of Kundeela
and Rewarra, then imprisoned at
Jeypoor. 3d, Ubhee Singh, and various other leaders of the Khetri
caste. Ubhee Singh held the pere n n a h of Katpole from the British
government for 20,000 rupees per
annum.
Bhuil i s a p d sized town in theshekawutty country,about eighteen miles
W. by S. of Khiro. In consequence
of its being situated on the high road
from the Punjab to Bicanerc, its inhabitants were accustomed to extort
heavy contributions from the mer-

chants,mndfiequentl~ lu&rerl them
altogether. The ~he!awatty troops
are mostly cavalry. In 1813 a party
of them of the Silhedee tribe made
a predatory incursion to the Humanna near Behil, and plundered t h e
country. Although nominally the
subjects of the Jeypoor ra'a, they
pay vmy little attention to b s mandates, in consequence of which the
British governnient directed that in
future such freebooters shoilld be
hotly ursued into the country that
&are tRem an aqlnm, an J destroyed
wherever they could be found. In
1818 the Shekawutties, after an unusual interyal of tra~~quillity
(four
pears), q a l n became troublesome,
when a detachment was marched
into their country, where it captured
three walled towns snd Ievefled
many of their mud forts; but the
tribes and their chiefs still continued
refractory, and rejected all subordination to their feudal superior, the
Jeypoor raja. - (Metcalfe, LLient.
White, Elphinstone, 4 c.)
SHEKOABAD
(Shacoabad, the abodd
of magni$cence).-A
town in the
province of Agra, thirty-seven miles
distant from the city of Agra; tat.
27" 6' N., Ion. 7S0 27' E. This place
derives its nnme from Dara (Darius)
Sheko, the eldest and unfortunate
son of the emperor Shah Jehan, who,
in the contest for empire with Aurengzebe, was defeated, hunted down
like a wlld beast, and at last mur-.
dered.
SHBMBEGBBWN.-A
town in the
kingdom of Ava, situated four miles
inland from the Irawady, 100 miles
east from Arracan, and 135 S.W.
from the city of Ava; lat. 20° 30' N.,
Ion. 94O30' E. Thisis a town of considerable importance, as from hence
the Aeng road branches off over the
mountains into Arracan, which wns
marched by a detachment under
Lieut. Trant in 1826. Before the
war Shembeghewn contained 3,000
inhabitants, but in March 1826, when
passed by the British army, not one
habitation remained, having been
burned to the ground by the B u r m a e

SHEVAGUNGA.
army while retreating. The surrounding country is an open lain, fertile,
well irrigated, and highb cultivated.
The Chalain river flows through the
town, and during the rains is swelled
to a considerable size. - (Trout,

4c.I

SEEMDEOTEMPLE.-A temple in
Northern Hindostan, eight miles E.
by N. from Almora; lat. i!gO 37' N.,
Ion. 79" 4Y E., 6,760 feet above the
level of the see.
SHEOPOOR
/Si~awuralJ.-A town
in the province of kjmker, 104 miles
S.E. from Jeypoor ; lat. 25" 41' N.,
Ion. 760 33' E. This is the capital
of a small principality possessed by
a relation of the Jeypoor raja's.

-

British occupation. According to a
census taken in 1815 Sheribon contained a population of 216,001 persons, of whlch number 2,343 were
Chinese, on an area of 1,334 square
miles.
The town of Sheribon stands in
lat. 60 48' S., lon. 108" 37' E., 198
miles E.S.E. from Batavia by tbe post
road. Owing to a pestilential distemper and other causes it hes latterly greatly declined, having been
deserted by a large proportion of its
inhabitants. The meat hill of Sheribon was former1 a"volcano, and still
occasionaly sen% forth smoke. At
a little distance from the town is a
mosque and mausoleum erected to
the memory of Sheikh ibn MoIana,
which is going rapidly to decay, although still highly venerated by
the Mahomedans.-( Ra&s, Thorn,

A town
SHEPOOEY
(Sicupurij.
in the province of Agra, thirty-five
ntiles S.W. from Narwar; lat. 25OZ5' 9c.I
N., Ion. 77" 1 W E. To the south of
this place the country is level and
SHEVAG~NG
f Sivagangaj.
A
A
tolerably well cultivated, but to the small fortified town in the Mysore
north-west it is extremely rugged and
about twenty-six miles
covered with jungle. The town itW from Bangalore. This
self is almost a collection of ruins.
stands on the northern verge::O'F
tract of wooded hills which stretch
SHERIBON
(or &ribon).-A
dis- across Mysore, between Bangalore
trict in the island of Java, remarkable and Serin patam. The conical
for its fertility, and the excellent qua- mountain oghevagunga (the highest
lity of the coffee it produces. I t fell in tbe province) is a conspicuous obunder European influence so early as ject at a distance of thirty miles and
.A.D. 1666, and, like Bantam prior upwards.--(Fdhrton, 4c.)
to the arrival of the English, had
been in a state of constant insurrecSHEVAGUNGA.
-A poligar town
don, which added to an unwhole- and zemindary in the southern Carsome climate, had diminished the natit, sixty-nine miles S.S.W. from
importance of the city of Sheribon. Tanjore ; lat. 9" 55' N., lon. 78" 3Y
Indeed, owing to mismanagement E. The general character of this eothis district never yielded to the titateis that of a dry country, having
Dutch a profit adequate to its great a light soil. I t is much overgrown
resources ; especially of indigo, cof- with jungle, and though flat has no
fee, and teak timber. The sultans cotton gouod. The paddy grounds
of Sheribon, being descended from are confined to the left of the Vyar,
one of the earliest Arabinn propa- which is finely cultivated 5 but there
gators of the Mahomedan religion in are few tanks, and scarcely any hills.
Java, have always been much vene- Among the native Hindoo chiefs, the
rated by the pious of that faith. An poligar dogs of this vicinity are held
insurrection broke out here in 1800, In high veneration, although the aniwhich was not suppressed until after mal throughout India generally is
the conquest of the island by the Bri- reckoned unclean, and treated with
tish, but no disturbance occurred unmerited contempt.
during the subsequent period of the
Shevagtlnga war ruled by rannys or

-
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SHIPKE.

princessea until about &ty years
ago, when two brothers named Murdoo, of low caste, usurped the government. under the title of dewws
prime ministers, and subsequently,
on the death of the ranny, having
mounted the throne, assumed the
ancient title of the Pandian rajas.
They were expelled by the nabob of
Arcot, with the assistance of British
troops, but he afterwards reinstated
then]. Continuing refractory, they
were attacked by a British detachment, anddefended themselves in the
fortress of Callncoil for five months,
but it bein at last taken by storm,
the ~ u r j o o s escaped into the
eeighbouring jungles, but were afterwards tiken and hanged. As no fepale heir existed of the old Shevagun@ Ln~ily,the country was given
to a relation of the late ranny.
The town, or rather village of Shevagung. is large, open, and clean,
agreeably situated, and much embellished by noble clumps of bamboos,
and a profusion of other trees. In
1820, with the exception of the raja's
premises, which contained an upperroomed house, inhabited by the
Tukt ke Baeta, or husband of the
eldest daughter, and heiress to the
zemindary, the place did not contain
a dwelling above the rank of a hut.
Zn the quarter inhabited by the Brahmins these are of a larger size, and
neatly whitewashed. There is a
mosque in Shevagunga of a respectable appearance, and at the above
date a new pagoda was buildin ; but
although so long the capital o f a genuine Hindoo principality, it did not
then possess any ancient Hindoo edifice of the slightest note. In 1822
the population of the Shevagunga
zemindary, according to the returns
made to the Madras presidency by
the collectors, was 186,908 persons.
-(Medical Rquorts, FuZlarto~,Lord
Valentia, Public MS. Documenti,
4c.I

SHLVELPAMRE.-A town in t h e
Carnatic province, 103 miles N. by E.
from Cape Comorin ; lat. 9' 35' N.,
Ion. 77" 4Y E.
SIIIALKUR
(or Shafkur).-A
fort
north of the true Hin~nlaya,but belonging to the priucipality oP Bussaher, situated in Han-pang, o n the
borders of Lahdack, and banks of t h e
river Li or Spiti, which joins the Sutuleje under the village of Namja, the lnst of Bussaher ; lat. 32" N.;
Ion. 78' 34' E. ; 10,272 feet above the
level of the sea. I t is built of loose
stones and unburned bricks, with
houses under the walls. Near t o
Shialkar the Spiti (which is here
10,113 feet above the level of the
sea) is crossed on a good bridge of
three fir trees planked over. Four
miles to the north ore hot wells in
great repute.--(Getat&, kc.)
SRIK~APOOB.-Avillage in the
province of Aurunpbad, division of
Jooneer, situated on the high road
from Poona to Seroor, and about
five miles from the latter. This
place stands on R rising ground, and
IS distinguished by a pngoda of stone,
built in the general style of the temlea of this part of the Deccan.FuUorton, kc.)

P

SHIPIG.-A large village in Chinese Tartary, district of Rongzhoong,
under the deba or governor of Chaprudg, a town, or rather a collection
of huts, on the lelt bank of the Sutuleje ; lat. 31' 4Y N., lon. 78' 44'E.
The houses here are built of stone
with flat roofs, but are very much
scattered ; the gardens are hedged
round with gooseberry bushes. The
inhabitants arc Tartars, but in dress
and resemblance approach the Chinese, wlqo are the sovereigns of the
country. Shawl-wool is procured
here, but the quality is inferior to
that produced further east, and
brought for sale to Gortope, which
station is said to be eleven marchA es from ShipkB. This is the
SHEVAGUBEY
(Si'ivaghari).
town in the Carnatic province, ninety highest point to which the British
miles N. from Cape Comorin ; lat. 9' survey in 1823 had r q h e d . The
55,N., lon. 78' 32' E.
height of the bed of the Sutuleje
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(which even in the dry seeson is here
a considerable stream) is 9,267 feet
above the level of the sea.
In October 1819 Lieut. Herbert
crossed the Himalaya at the Gunass
pass, and iscended the Sutule'e up to
Shipk6, a frontier valley in t i e Chinese territories. It was subsequently
visited by Lieut. Gerard and his brother, who were presented by the Chinese functionaries with thirty pounds
of flour, and an earnest request that
they would quit the country.-(Hodgson and Herbert, Gerards, 4c.)
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brick building in the lace was a
temple.
Formerly e!t
Siamese
troops destined to attack the Burmese at Mergui used to assemble
here, and its phya or governor was
delegated to watch the Tenasserim
provinces ; indeed aince theconque*
of tbese provinces by the Burmme
Choomphoon has always been con-sidered an important station, and
strongly garrisoned. This partly
accounts for the absence of Chinese,
and the entire cessation of the valuable trade that formerly subsisted
with the gulf of Siam via ChoomS H ~ L A V A N D- A
E N - considerable phoon.--(Capt. Burney, Harris, Leal,
town in tbe Carnatic rovince, dis- a,.)
trict of Madura, twerve miles N.
SH~JAWULPOOB.-A
town in the
from the town of Madura; lat. lo0
1' N., ion. 780 y E. rt stands on the province of Malwa, situated on the
north bank of the Vyar or Vaygnroo east bank of theJaumneer river, sixtyof huts for three miles E.N.E. from the city of
ri,.er, and is
B024' N., Ion. ?e48'
the most part small and thatched, Oujein;
with many trees intermingled.-(Ful
I t is the head of a ~ergunnah,
which in 1820 yielded a revenue of
larlon, gc,)
80,297 rupees.--(M&ob, Be.)
S ~ o n c s ~ ~ ~ ~ k i . - A c e l e b r Buddated
hist temple among the hills that s e
f Snlrdnri oara,J.SRUNDILABANDY
parate Arracan from Ava, situated on A town in the Carnatic province, disa high peak about a mile from the trict of Madura, 106 miles N. from
Aeng road. I t is held in great vene- Cape Comorin; lat. '
9 38' N,, lorn
ration by the Buddhists, as contain- 77O 48'E.
ing two impressions of Gaud~na's
S'A"-A
large ~ f i n c iality on the
foot, one at the summit of the hill
of the i s l ~ ~ sumat%
o f
and the other at the bottom ; they
over ~ t which
h
in 1820 nomipally extended
are railed in, and
splendidly gilt temples; the phoon- from Tamiang, its moat northern
gee or officiating priests live in the boundary, to Ranten, but it ?'as then
much intersected by territones poscontiguous
kioums or
Pilgrims resort t o this sanctuary from sessed by
chieftiansall parts of the B~~~~~~empire, ~h~ The great river of Siak has its source
richer classes, paying a tax of from in the nlountains of Menangcabow,
twenty to fifty rupees, are allowed to ~"demPtie5itself nearly opposite to
pray
the
the poor Malacca. The shores are flat for a
pray outside but pay no tax. l-he considerable dista~ceup the country,
ascent to the temple is by means of and the whole of the soil i6 probably
a flight of steps, 970 in number, pro- alluvial ; but about 125 miles from
tected from the westher by a wooden its
in lat. lo 3v N.8 Ion. 102'
roof, supported by numerous pillars. 10'E.~ where it is three-fourths of a
mile broad, with a tide of twelve feet,
-4Trant, 4c.)
there is the appearance. of high land
SHOOYPHOON
(Choomphoon).
A According to native informati~nit is
Siamese town on the western side nave able eight days' sail inland. The
of the gulf of Siam, which in 1826 chie?seapon is Campar.
In point of commercial importance
was estimated to contain 7,000 inhabitants, and situated about lat. lo0 Siak ranks tirst of all the petty states
5YN. At the above date the only in this quarter, King situated on a

*.
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large rive), and more central than the
others. The exports are gold, camphor, gambir, rattans, tobacco, wax,
sago, Ivory, gahron, and silk cloths;
the principal imports, opium, salt,
woollens, and Madras piecegoods. In
A.D. 1818 a treaty of commerce similar to that with Lingen was negociated by Major Farqohar, who was
received at Sink with the mostfriendly attention. British missions had
previously visited this state, in 1806
under Capt Scott, and in 1807 under
Mr. Gurling. In 1820 the direct
commerce of Siak, mostly with Malacca, Singapoor, snd Penang, was still
considerable, their gold and silk
cloths having been long highly valued
itithesurrounding BIalay countries. A
considerable quantity of excellent
timber wa9 procured here for the construction of h k Majest 's frigate
Malacca, and the ~ast-1nAaCompany's ship Inglis of 1,200 tons, both
built a t Penang. But with respect
to its political condition, the Siak
principality scarcely deserved the
name of a government, the chiefs nominally subordinate to the sovereign
being mostly successful pirates, who
had assumed the titles of rajas and
sultans, with little or no influence beyond their miserable villages, thinly
scattered along a great extent of sea
and river coast. About a century ago
it was described as a powerful state.
--(lb6efronY Anderron, 4c.)
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SIAM.
f Syama, black.)
An ancient kindom of India beyond
the Ganges, situated principally between the tenth and-eighteenth degrees of north latitude. To tbe east
it is bounded by the Cochin Chinese
empire ; to the north, including the
tributsry Shao country, it touches
on the Chinese province of Yunan ;
towards the west it is bounded by the
sea, the British provinces south of
Rangoon, and the Burmese territories ; and on the south by the Indian
ocean, bay of Bengal, and the Mala
n large proportion ofwhicK
is either directly subject or tributary

to 6iam. Viewed more in detail it
consists of the following provinces :
1st. Siam Proper, or the T'hay
country, which occupies principally
the valley of the Menam River, together with the tracts watered by its
various branches, from about lat. 13O
to 20' north.
2nd. A large portion of Laos, o r
the Shan Country.
3d. A considerable section of Cambodia.
4th. Aportion of Pegit, or the Mon
Country.
5th. The peninsula of Malacca,
from the head of the gulf down t o
lat. 70 N., where at Trang on the one
side and Sungora on the other, they
meet the Malay nation.
Along the east side of the gulf of
Siam, the Siamese territories exfend
as far as the port of Athien or Cancao, belonging to the Cochin Chinese; but it is yet little known to
Europeans. The principal beaports
in this quarter are Chnntibun, Tungyai, Pongsom, and Kampot ; the first
belongs to Siam, but the others to
the Cochin Chinese portion of Cambodia. On the west side of the gulf
the Siamese possess the distticts of
Chaiya, Phoomseeing, Chochphoon,
Bantaphan, Mai, and Phriphri. Towards the bay of Bengal the Siamese
territories are sepnrnted from the
British conquered provinces south of
Rangoon, by a mountainous ridge
from 3,000 to 4,000 feet high, the intervention of which will reduce the
chances of dispute and collision between the two governments. Informer times this was considered debateable land, belonging neither to the
Burmese nor the Siamese, each nation having troops stationed t o eatch
-passers
wben they ventured t o
cross them.
Siam proper may be described as a
vast plain intersected by the Menam
river, on the banks of which all the
principal towns are situated. Like
the province of Bengal, which it in
many respects greatly resembles, it i s
subject to annual. inundation, commencing in July, and when at their
height overflowingthe country,ercept

the artificid sites of villilgks, the rice
stalks rising with the flood. Near
the shores of the Menam the countr
is perfectly flat, and the soil alluvial
.on which account after the rainy season in over many extensive morasses
nmain, and render the climate extremely pestilential to European constitutions, causing fluxes, dysenteries,
and acute feuers. In the more elevated parts remote from the river the
country is parched and dtied tip,
To the everflowing of the river,
however, the land in its vicinity owes
its extraordinary fertility,and is very
productive of rice and other plants
that require a redundant supply of
moisture. Wheat is also raised on
the higher grounds ; but in respect.to
rice, Siam is probably the cheapest
country in the world, the price being
k~suallyunder two shillings per cwt.,
or ten Spanish dollars per coyan of
4,080 lbs. avoirdupois. Besides these
the soil is capable of raising all the
richest productions for which Bengal
iscelebrated; but little,compamtively,
is cultivated, owing to the extortions
and oppressions to which the peasantry are liable. and there is reason to
believe that in the remote tracts a
large proportion of the surface is still
covered with primeval forests. The
most valuable trees in these are teak,
rosewood, eagle, and sapan-woods.
The first is ofthe same quality as the
Ava teak, and is floated down 300
miles from the interior to the capital,
where it is applied to the construction
of native junks, scarcely any being
exported. The most valuable produce of these forests is the sapanwood, which is both abundant and of
an excellent quality, and forms all the
dunnage and many of the cargoes of
the Chinese. The aguilla or eagle
wood is obtained among the islands
that stud the eastern coast of the
gulf of Siam, and aloe from some of
the mountains inland, this precious
perfume being almost the exclusive
production of Siam and Cochin Chih a Most of the fruits of Hintlostan
thrive here, and there are besides the
durian and mangosteen.
The staple articles of regular cul-

ture are rice, sugar, pepper, and
tobacco. It is only seventy years
since sugar was procured from the
cane by thechinese, who had in consequence additional privileges conferred on them, and the ex ort now
exceeds 80,000 peculs. %epper is
raised on the enst ~ i d eof the gulf,
about the latitudes of eleven and
twelve degrees north, and about
60,000 peculs are annually exported,
mostly to China. From the same
quarter gum, gamboge, and cardamoms are procured Benzoin, produced chiefly in Laos or the Shan
country, has of late years been exported in considerable quantities ;
the Chinese deal also extensively in
hides, peltry, horns, bones, ivory,
feathers, salt-fish, salt, and esculent
bir&s'-nests.
The hides consist
principally of deer skins, besides
those of bufFaloes, elephants, and
rhinoceroses ; the peltry of tigers,
leopard, otter, and cat skins. Rhinoceros' horns and deers' antlers are
much esteemed by the Chinese for
their medicinal virtues ; the other
bones are ground by that industrious
people for manure to revive nearly
exhaustedsoils. The stick-lac comes
mostly from Laos and the northern
parts, and large quantities of culinary
salt are annually manufactured by
the process of solar evaporation,
constituting an essential branch of
the inland trade, distributed by the
Menan1 and its tributaries.
From.Hindostan opium (about 200
chests), cotton goods, and a small
quantity of embroidered silks are
received; of European articles those
most in demand are white cotton
goods, cheap woollens, fire-arms,
and glass-ware. Of the foreign trade
that with China is incomparably of
most value, and exists with every
town and village along the coast, not
being restricted to one port like that
with Europeans. The most considerable intercourse is with Canton,
Hainan Island, and Fokien, but a
trade also subsists with the more
northerly provincesof Chi Kiang and
King-nan. The export to Cambodia
and Cochin China is confined to the

ports of Cancao, and iron in ell
shapes is the chief commodity b a
tered. Hitherto the commerce with
British India hae been principally conducted from Bombay and Surat, the
supercargoes most commonly being
usually eitherMahomedansorParsees;
bringing gold and silver, silk tissues,
and printed cloths, carrying away in
return benzoin, gamboge, eagle-wood,
sapan-wood, and of late years sugar.
In 1822 the native trade conducted
exclusively by the Chinese amounted
to 39,000 tons ; the American trade
was about 800 tons; that of British
India about 1,000 tons ; native and
Malay trade about 1,000 tons ; total
41,800 tons. The custom-house
taxes consist of im sts levied on
goods im orted a n r e r p o r t e d and
tonnage futies, pmfessing to be ad
valoyna, but rudely estimated, and
varying with different nations.
Hitherto the chief obstacle to the
romotion of commerce with S i m
L s been the government itself standing forward as the principal, indeed
the only merchant, which in fact
created a virtual monopoly of all
goods; but it is aaid that since the
accession of his resent Majesty to
the throne he Eas abandoned all
trade on his own account.
Until recently the Siamese were
not-in the habit of carrying on foreign
commerce in their own vessels, but
a t present they make voyages to
China, the European settlements in
the straits of Malacca, and even to
Bengal, Ceylon, and Bombay. In
fact the maritime advantages of Ceylon are considerable, the navigation of
the gulf being easy, and its chief port
safe, with a good depth of water. On
the west coast are the three ports of
Sangora, Ligor, and Bandon ; at the
head of the gulf are those of the
three estuaries of the Menam river,
in which the tide reciprocates. The
two western branches are shallow,
but the eastern, on the banks of
which Bnnkok stands, is navigable
for all vessels not exceeding 350 tons.
The eastern coast oC the gulf is so
studded with islands, separated by
navigable channels and safe anchor-

age, that the whole space may be
~described as one continued harbour.

Inland Siam contains mines of
iron, tin, copper, lead, and gold.
Those of iron are said to be situated
200 miles north from the mouth of
the river, where it is imperfectly
smelted on the spot by the Chinese,
and afterwards transported to t h e
capital, where culinary and other
vessels are fabricated, and form a
considerable article of exportation
to the archipelago, Cambodia, and
Cochin China. A pecul of common
bar-iron wsts only four rupees. T i e
is very generally diffused through
aome of the provinces, and about
500 tons are annually exported ; but
as it has not pet attracted the attention of the industrio~~s
Chinese, it
probably can be had cheaper elsewhere. Salt is exported by the
Dutch in considerable quantities from
Siam to Bat~via.
The domesticated animals of Siam
are much the same as those of Hindostan, and in the jungles are tigers,
elephants, and rhinoceroses, but there
are not any jackals, rabbits, or hares.
The cows give but little milk, which
is mostly supplied by female buffaloes,
neither have the natives learned the
art of converting it into butter. The
horses are a very inferior race, the
best being imported from Java. In
1830 the sovereign of Siam possessed
three white elephants, in that respect
greatly surpassing his Burmese M a
jesty. This animal is an occasional
variety of the species, and corectly
speaking, is an albino, but with the
organs of sight natural and sound,
and no way averse to the effect of
light, yet the iris is of a purely
white colour. The hairs of the body
are yellowish, but more scanty, finer,
and shorter than that of common
elephants. The colour and texture
of the skin never appears entLely
healthy, being deformed with glandular knobs, and the wrinkles of
some acrid fluid which they secrete.
They are usually small in size, but
beis well fed, are generally in good
congtion as to corpulence. The
discovery of one is reckoned a most
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jmportant event, auspicious to the
discoverer, and indicating prosperity
to the nation. Albino hiEaloes, deer,
monkeys, and even porpoises, are not
uncommon in Siam. Royal tigers
abound, and their bones are exported
by the Chineae, who are said to use.
them medicinally, at least they may
be seen suspended in every apothe
cary's shop in Bankok. The sea and
rivers swarm with excellent fish,upon
which a large proportion of the lower
dasses subsist. In addition to these
are fine lobsters, turtle of a good
quality, and the rnangoe-iish so much
esteemed in Calcutta. The excellent
sauce or seasoning named balachong
is best procured here, where it is
composed of dried shrimps, pepper,
salt, and sea-weed, beaten togetherto
the consistence of a tough pa>te, and
then packed in jars for sale.
The constitution of Siam is a pure
despotism, there being no hereditaiy
nobility or legislative body of any description to control the king's actions.
Indeed, so sacred is his character
that his name must not be uttered,
and is in fact known to few, even of
the principal ministers. His bod is
supposed to be the seat of a sour in
a highly advanced stage towards final
absorption, and of course exempted
from all bodily infirmities and evacutions. On one particular day, however, in order to conciliate deities
superior to bimself, he stands on one
foot for an hour. All the inhabitants
are liable to be called out for military
skrvice, so that very few standing
troops are maintained. Their arms
are matchlocks, always in a bad condition, spears, and creeses. They
manufacture gunpowder, but it is of
eo inferior a quality that great quantities are imported. Their fortifications
are stockades of trees and posts,
surrounded by a ditch, but the natural obstacles presented to invaders
by the jungles; morasses, numerous
branches of rivers, and the general
utrhealthinessof the climate, soon thin
the ranks of a hostile army. A small
part of the taxes is levied in money,
but much the greater part of the revenue has hitherto been received in

kind, and realized by enle to foreign
traders. In 1826, exclusive of extortions, they amounted to about
£700,000 sterling. In 1750 the population was computed by the French
missionaries at 1,900,000, but apparently without any foundation for
tbe estimate. Unlike their neighbours the Malays, the Siamese have
the utmost aversion to quit their
homes, and consequently have niade
few maritime excursions, and planted
no colonies. In 1826 the Chinese
throughout the whole kingdom were
estimated at 150,000 persons, Bankok
alone containing above 30,000.
The Siamese nation, properly so
called, consists of two races; tlre
T'hay and the r'hay J'hay. They
distinguish themselves by the appellation of T'hay ;by the Burmese they
are named Shan, and by the Chinese, Malays and Europeans, Siam.
Their former capital was named Yuthia or Yaodra, from which circumstance by the Birmana of Ava thev
are frequently called .Yoodras. In
their manners and customs they
greatly resemble the Burmese, but
possess a still more extrnvagant share
of national vanity and self-importance, approaching almost to insanity. Their ministers have long been
notorious for their want of veracity,
and Capt. Burney says that indefatigable lying forms an essential part
of a Siamese stateman's duty, while
they are equally incredulous of all
other diplomatists.
The females of Siam are obliged t o
drudge in all laborious employments,
for by them the woods are cleared,
the earth cultivated, and the harvest
reaped Both males and females take
as much pains to blacken their teeth
as Europeans do to preserve them
white. The men eradicate their
beards, but allow their nails to
lengthen like the Chinese. They are
extremely gross feeders, in which
they resemble all nations east of the
Gange~. Among their edibles are
rats, lizartla, grasshopperr, and other
insects, disgusting to the natives of
Hindostan. Their houses are raised
on posts, anciare entered by a ladder

from the outside. Their temples are
of a pyramidical form, generally a
quadrangular one, of solid brick and
timber, aud differ from the sepulchral
edifirw of the Buddhists of Ceylon,
named dagoba, which has a dome.
Their statuary is quite characteristic
of their religion, being confined to
one single form of Buddha. Like all
the other semi-barbarous nations in
this quarter of the globe, their artists
in gold are remarkably expert, and
their fillagree-work singularly beautifuL They excel also in beating out
gold I d , of which a great deal is
expended in adorning their temples
and idols. The Chinese practitionariw, who are their chief physiciaos,
have long been accustomed to the
use of the bath in fever, and their
system is, no cure no pay. The
common people are so fond of singing that the misaionariee found the
best way of imprinting their precepts
on their memorim was to form them
into short Latin songcr, adapted to
popular tunes. They have a great
variety of musical instruments, but
all disqreeable to a European ear ;
of the ~nstrumental music of the
latter they prefer the organ on account of the loudness of its melody,
and were much attracted by it to the
Roman Catholic churches. Time is
still measured by vessels having a
small hole perforated in the bottom,
and placed in a tab of water, the
construction of clocks being beyond
their mechanicnl powera.
, The T'hay language is that used by
the Siamese, who in their own tongue
assume the word T'hay as their national appellation. I t a pears to be in
agreat measure origina ,and is purely
monosyllabic, but more powerfully
accented than any of the other IndoChinese languages. Their alphabet
consists of thirty-seven consonants,
fourteen vowels, and six diphthongs,
all variously modulated in sound and
intonation. In this dialect they p08sess many songs, poems, and cheritras, or historical and mythological
fsbles. Many of the Siamese princes
have been celebrated for their poetic
powers, and several of their histo-
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rical and moral compositions are still
preserved. In their romantic fictions
the personages introduced, with t h e
exception of Rama and the heroes
of the Flamayuna, have seldom much
affinity to those of the Brahmins.
On the eastern side of the peninsula
the Siamese prevails as far south a s
Parani, where it meets the Malay.
The national r e l i o n of Siam is
that of Ruddha, but all sects nre tolerated. The abstract doctrines of
the Siameae faith are singularly severe, and admit of no indulgencies
whatever; but the bulk of the people
are persuaded that rigid virtue aud
perfection are not prescribed t o them,
but only to their priests, on whose
austerities and mortifications they
rely for their own salvation. Their
prohibition from the shedding of
blood, so far from influencing their
conduct to the side of mercy, a p
pears to have the contrary effect, of
all nations Buddhists being the most
ferocious, cruel, and bloodthirsty,
holding human life as nothing. Indeed, it has been justly observed
that Sn whatever nations the pure
Buddhist faith continues paranlount,
they hold a secondary rank, both in
power and intellect, and never advance in either. At present the worship of Buddha is nearly universal
from Bengal to Cochin-China. I t
appears identical with that of Ceylon, but differs from the Buddhism
of Tartary, Hindostan, China, Japan,
and Cochin-China The leading doctrine is the aansmigration of the
soul, and Ni-ri-pan (Nirvana), or ultimate absorption into the essence of
the deity. The above term signifies
also all-extinguished, and the notion
attached to it seems to be that of a n
imperturbable apathy, or condition
ofunmixed tranquil happiness, which
can hardly be ssid to differ from eter.
nal sleep. The priests have neither
rank, influence, nor endowments, the
sovereign being the real head of the
church, and himself an incarnation
of Buddha.
The first French missionaries reach.
ed Siam in A.D. 1662, after a past
painful and arduous journey overland
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to the bay of Bengal, where they
embarked; but prior to this, the
Christian religion had made some
progress so early as 1621, throu h
the medium of the Portuguese. ~ %
French mission ww subsequently
prosecuted with great zeal for more
than a century, and was occasionally
assisted by political emergencies, but
no essential progress was ever made
towards effecting the benevolent intentions of the missionaries.
The Siameae histories of the T9hay
dynasty are said to detail with much
minuteness and great exaggeration
the events that have occurred in Siam, and the adjacent states and
countries, during the last 1,000 years,
and also the events prior to that pe-'
riod from the building of the city
Maha Nakkon, but with less rircumstantial detail. The records of the
other dynasty, the T'hay J'h3y, are
supposed still to exist. Notwithstanding these documents, the Siamese nation was wholly unknown to
Europe until the discovery of the
route to India by the Cape of Good
Hope: The first traces of their authentic history began about A.D.
1550, and were acquired by adventurers of the Portuguese nation, who
frequently acted as auxiliaries to the
factions contending for the government. From the annals of the E a s t
India Company it appears, that in
1684 their commerce sustained considerable losses by a Mr. Constantine
Faulcon (a Cephalonian Greek), one
of their infenor servants, who ran
away in their debt, and obtained ossession of their property by mging
presents to the King of Siam, whose
prime minister he afterwards b e
came.
In 1684 ambassadors were sent
from Siam to Louis XIV., on board
of an Engiish vessel, in consequence
of which Messrs. Cerberet and La
Loubere were despatched on a diplomatic mission to Siam, where they
arrived 011 the 27th of September
1687, and immediately solicited the
king to embrace the Roman Catholic
religion, in which request they were
the more urgent, as an envoy had

just arrived fiom the court of Per&,
in order to convert him to the Mahomedan faith. The Siamese monarch declined both of the proposed
conversions,
but entered into a strict
e
alliance with the French, whom he
allowed to garrison Bankok and
Mergui, the two most important
havens in his dominions. This intimacy, however, was of short duration, for in 1688, by a sudden revolution, the king was dcthroned and
murdered, Faulcon executed, and the
French expelled.
From this date Siam experienced
much internal discord, and many sanguinary massecres, which seem to be
the natural condition of s ~ ~ ccomh
munities, periods of tranquillity being
merely exceptions to the general rule.
It remained, however, exempt from
any serious external annoyance until
1754, when in consequence of the
conquest of Pegu, the Birman dominions c me in contact with thooe of
Siam. b a r immediately ensued, and
with a few short intervals has continued ever since. In 1767 the Burmeae, under Alompra, captured Yuthia, the then capital, illaged and
burned it, extirpated tRe royal fimily, carried many of the inhabitants
into slavery, and left the country almost a wilderness. In 1769 Piatak,
the son of a wealthy China-man, collected some troops and expelled the
Burmese from all their conquests
except the provinces now belonging
to the British along the bay of Bengal, and subse uently extended his
dominioos by k e subjugation of several petty Malay states, and the
conquest of Chantibun in Cambodia.
Becoming insane about 1782, he was
dethroned and beaten to death with
a club of sandal-wood, a mode of execution exclusively royal, and thrown
into the Menam. He was succe%ded
by the first sovereign of the present
dynasty, who reigned until 1809,
when the late king ascended the
throne, where he remained until the
N t h July 1824, when he died after s
few days' illness. On the same day
his oldest but illegitimate son, prince
Kroma Chiat, ascended the throne

without massacre, convulsion, or
bloodshed, a rare event in the annals
of Siam.
In 1881 a mission from Bengal uiider Mr. Crawfurd was despatched to
Siam : but it was received with great
jealousy and distrust, and little posiined, but the foun%od%?f:fof
a friendly intercourse, and knowledge acquired tending greatly to facilitate any future attempt under more favourable circumstances. This soon occurred, for the
Siamese, during the late Burmese
war, volunteered their alliance against
their old and inveterate enemy, but
during the whole course of it, so far
from being of the least service, exhibited a conduct in the highest degree
equivocal and suspicious, employing
their troops solely in the kidnapping
of the unfortunate peasantry of the
present British provinces south of
Rangoon. Capt. Burney was in consequence despatched to procure their
liberation, which, nRer much lying and
evasion on the part of the Siqmese
cabinet, he efected to the number of
above nine hundred, but they refused
to restore our old ally, the dethroned
king of Queda, to his dominions. Some
cotnmercialadvantages were also gained by the treaty of 1827, and many re~;trictionsremoved,the Siamese admitting Khek and Chin to travel through
theinterior of their territories from Tenasserim and the adjacent British provinces. Khek and Chin in the original
treaty have been translated into
" Asiatic subjecta of Great Britain
not bein Burmese,Peguers,ordescendants o Europeans," and all British
subjects may proceed by sea to any
Siamese port.-(kawfurd,
Rurwy,
Singapoor Chronicle, Finlayson, Turpin, Leyden, Elnzore, Syn~es,$c.)
SLAM
TOWN.-See YUTHIA.
SIAM~A
(or Champa).-A
small
state of India beyond the Ganges,
partly situated on the eastern coast
of the gulf of Siam, and formerly an
independent kingdom, but for above
twenty years past subject to Cochin
China, of which empire it at present
forms the southernmost province.

f

As yet its geographical features ate'
very littleknown, but the lowerpart is
described as a level champaign country, much intersected by the Donnai
river and its numerous branches. I n
the Javanese annals Siampa is mentioned as an independent state so
early as A.D. 1478, and apparently
was then inhabited by Buddhists. A t
present there is a considerable Mahomedan population, who speak a'
dialect of the Malay, and are said to
be the ruling sect.
In 1834 a small junk arrived a t
Singapore from Cambodia, the crew
and owners of which were part of a
colony settled there, but who originally came from the country of Siampa. In their new country (Cambodia) they had mixed with the Malays, and adopted their religion, in
consequence of which they spoke
both their own language (the Champa) and the Malaj.. Very little of
the interior of this country is as yet
known, but images of Hindoo deities
have been imported from thence via
Cambodia, and there is reason to believe that Hindooism, similar to what
for~nerlyexisted in Java, now exists
in the inland parts of the province,
the inhabitants of which are conjectured to be a branch of the great Lao
nation.-(Singapoor Chronicle, Cratuf u r 4 iVc.1
SIAOIsr.~.-An island in the Eastern seas, about thirty-five miles in
circumference, situated offthe northeastern extremity of the island of
Celebes; lat. LLO 48' N., Ion. 125O 5'
E. On this island there is a volcnno,
which during its eruptions covers the
neighbouring island8 with cinders.
The land is high but fruitful, and
y i s i o n s are cheap. The Dutch
ad formerly a small garrison here,
which has been long withdrawn.(Sonnerat, Forrest, &.)
SIBNIBAS(Sivanioasa).-A
town
in the province of Bengal, district of
Nuddea, sixty-four miles N.N.E.
from Calcutta; let. 23' 85' N., Ion.
8S0 4W E. There is a short passage
for boats from the north to Calcutta
past this. place, during the greater

SIDOUT.
part of the year, and a toll is levied
near the entrance of the creek where
it branches o5frorn the Issamutty, to
defmy the expense of keeping it narigable. A Sibnibas are the ruins
of a palace ormerly belonging to the
Nuddea rajas, and near it are several
pagodas in a better style of architecture than is usual1 seen in the lower
parts of ~ e n g a l . ~ ~ u l l a r l &.)
oa,
ISLE. A small island,
SLEUYAN
one of the Philippines, from thirty
to forty miles in circumference, and
situated due south of Luzon ; lat 1 p
30' N., Ion. 129 3V E.

-

SICACOLE.-SeeCICACOLE.
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SICLYGULLY
aallcll'guli,tlenorrow
~ a r r ) . - - ~cele rated pass in the pro-

vince of Benpl, about twenty miles
N.W. from Rn'amahal, wh~chmarks
the boundary o/the Bellgal and Bnhar
provinces ; lat. X 5 O 12' N.,Ion. W04@'
E. T h i ~ pass, during the Hind00
and Mahomedan governments, was
the commanding entrance from Bahar into the kingdom of Bellgal, and
was fortified with a strong wall, which
does not appear, however, to have
been of any real service, as in 1742 a
Maharatta army consisting of cavalry
penehated into B e n d to the S.W.
of this Pass, through the
above
Co160ng. In 18Z4 SiclJ'!P"'l~ was a
little
Or rather
straw
huts, with the ruinous bungalow and
barracks of Mr. Clevelund's corps,
Situated at the base of a high rocky
emhence at an angle of the Ganges,
and
a fine view
tw?
rangen of hillfi.--(F. Buchanan, B+
shop Heber, &.)
hiUy diSIDOUTf Siddhauntj.-A
vision of the Balaghaut Ceded Districts, situated among the Eastern
Ghauts, between the fourteenth and
fifteenth degrees of north latitude.
Its surface is rocky and mountainous,
but interspersed with rocky vallies,
watered by perennial streams from
the hills. I t is also traversed in art
by the river Pennar, the bed of w&ch
during the hot and dry season is
planted with melons, which, when
ripe, are sent to the Coromandel
VOL. lr.

coast, where they are greatly esteemed. In this portion of the British
dotnitlions Inany of the rajas,
an, and other native chiefs
kost their estates since the sovereignty
was transferredin A.D. 1800. Among
these persons is the Chitiohel raja,
whose family was fornierly in possesion of the country from the neighbourhood of Sidout to the Balpally
pass. The general language is the
Telinga.

:.01

sIDOUT.-~
townin the ~
~
Ceded Districts, about twelve nliles to
the east of Cuddapah ; [at. 14'3VN.,
Ion. 79' 2' E. On the south side of
the river Pennaur the range of hills
extends along close to the bank, and
about one mile and a half from the
northern face of the fort there runs
a chain of mountains, whicll continues with very little interruption rr
far as Perwuttum, and into the Nizam's territories. The riuer here, at
the driest season, contains a small
current sufficient for the custolnary
ablutions of the Hindoos, who hare
several small temples ; and the gat*
ways to the east and west are ornamented with stone choultries.
~h~ walls round the fort are of
stone, high, and in a state of sufficiellt
repair, ant1 there is a rampart of some
breadth all round the interior. The
gateways to the westward are open,
but the one on the eastern side, beyond which there is a modern work,
said to have been built by the French,
has beell built up. There is a good
ditch round three sides of the fort,
which can be filled in the rainy fleaeon when the river is full. The fortifications of Sidout are said to have
been erected b the Matlawar or Chitihcl rajas, andiappears to have been
originally a fortified pagoda, dedicated
to Siddheswara Swami, but only fragmenta of the religious edifice now
remain. I t became the residence of
the Cuddapah nabobs on their being
threatened with the Mysore power,
a3 besides the strength of the fort
(which is, however, commanded by
some of the neighbonring hills) the
country generally is of difficult access.
2
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The town or pettah numounding the
rort was then extensive, and it continued a populous and thriving place
until the removal of the collector's
office to Cuddnpah. Haleem Khan,the
last nabob of the M ~ i r iline, resided
here when Hyder took the fort, and
carried the family of the nabob into
captivity. Sidout has the reputation
of being healthily situated, and is rather a favourite residence with the
natives. The tomb in the inner fort
is held in great reverence by the Mahomedans, and both it and its mosque
are favo~~rable
specimens of Mussulman architecturc.-(NewnJmna,
&.)
S~nowna.-A town in the province
a f Delhi, fourteen miles S.S.W. from
Nahan ; lat. 30°5!3 N., Ion. 7jr01%' E.
SXDPOOR.-Atown in the province
of Gujerat, situated on the north side
of the Sereswati, sixty-eight miles
N.N.W. from Ahmedabad, and twentyeight from Mehsani, on the road
from the south to Palhanpoor; lat.
23' 55' N., lon. 720 19' E. I t is tributary to the Guicowar. --(Pdlic
MS. Documenis, c.)
SIKAR.-A town in the mvince
.of Ajmeer, seventy miles
from
Jeypoor; lat..aO 3 W N., Ion. 74O 46'

N.L.

E.

-

SIKKIM. The ancient limits of
this principality are uncertain ; hut
according to native authorities they
were separated from the Chinese dominions in Tibet by h ridge of dountains called Khawa K q o l a , or the
mountains white with snow, while
turther down the Conki formed the
boundary to the west until it reached
the plain, where the whole tract of
low country belonged to the Morung
or Vijayapoor ~ a j a ,and after his fall
to the Garkhas. Between the Mahananda and the Teesta the Sikkim
raja possesued a low tract seven or
eight miles wide, inhabited by the
Cooch tribe, and cultivated with the
plough. Such were ita ancient dominions, but since ita recent connexion with the British gwernment
Sikkim has received, what all native
states receive nnwillingly, a compact

.

.

and welldefined bounderg. T o the
north it is separated by the Himalaya
mountains from Chinese Tartary ; o n
the south it has the Nepaulese of
Morung, and the Bengal district o f
Rungpoor ; to the east it is separated
from the Deb raja of Bootan's territory by the course of tbe eastern
branch of the Teesta river ; and o n
the west from those of Nepaul by t h e
Conki river. In length it may be
estimated at sixty miles, Ily forty the
average breadth. Except a small
section of the plain, the whole of
this country is situated among hills,
and its productions, vegetable and
mineral, entirely resemble those o f
the Nepaul territories, which a r e
similarly situated with rwpeet t o
latitude, elevation, and W e ,
According t o -nhtive authoritia
there are on the Conki river two
marts named Bilasi and Majhoya, t o
which the traders from the plain carry
rice, salt, extract of sugar-cane, hogs,
dr~-tish, tobacco, spirituous liquor,
and various cloths. Before the
Gorkha conquest they also took oxen
for slaughter; but that tribe being
Hindoos proliibited such sacrilege.
From the mountaineer8 the traders
proeured in return cotton, Indian
madder, musk, and Tibet cow and
bull tails. At Dimali, on the Balakongyar river, there is a mart o r
eu~torn-houseconsisting of a square
surrounded by buildings, into which
the merchants and their commodities
are received, there being no other
permanent buildings except those of
the collector and his assistants. T o
this place dealers from the low country take up salt, tobacco, cotton
cloths, goats, fowls, swine, iron, and
occa~ionallybroadcloth, and in return bring back munjeet or Indian
madder, cotton, bees'-wax, blankets,
horses, musk, cow and bull tails,
Chinese flowered silks, and rhinoceros' horns.
North from Dimali half a day's
journey, according to the same informants, on a hill near the souree
of the Balakongyar, was the residence of Yu-kang-ta, the Lapcha
chief, who formerly collected the

duties for the Gorkhas. By the na- chief, they appear to have selected
tives of Sihkim it is named Sanldung, for their leader a native of Tibet, in
but by the Bengalesc Nagreecotc; consequence of which the Lama doceast from which two clays' journey, trines l ~ a v emade considerable pronear the source of the Mahananda, gress among them. The Lapchas eat
there is said to be another gola o r beef, pork, and every other aliment
mart, now much neglected. T h e reckoned detestable b the Brahminireater part of Sikkinl is included cal Bindoos, and drinw ardent spirits
etween the two arms of the Teesta, t o excess ;neither do they marry their
where the soil is watered by different females until they have attained the
branches of that river, the space years of maturity. The men were
forming a sort of valley ;and althongh formerly (and probably still are)
the whole is extremely mountainous, armed with swords aud bows, from
yet there is much cultivation carried which last they .discharged poisoned
on, the principal articles being rice arrows. Spears were not used, as
a n d Indian madder or ~nunjeet. Be- being ill suited to a country covered
yond Samdung and Satang one day's with denee jungles, where men canjourney, and o n theother sitle of the not march in cornpact order. They
ck
but
firbt high mountains, i s Darjiling, have a few ~ ~ ~ a t c h l omuskets,
which appears to have be& one of mostly too large to be fired witl~out
the most in~portailtstrongholds of a rest. Be~idesthe Bhooteas, who
the country, as it was selected by the are principally attached to the chiefs,
Gorkhas for their principal n~ilitary and the Lapchas by whom he is
station. From hence to Sikkim the guarded, the hills of Sikkim are said
capital is six days' journey, and the to contain many peolde of the Limboo
snowy mountains are said to be about tribe. The Lama religion, although
the same distance still further north. far from universal, is decidedly the
1111809 the Sikkim raja, besides most prevalent, and the partial inthe petty territory of Gandhauk, o r carnation~of the deity in the bodies
Gamtoo, bounded on the west by of inspired Lamas of such frequent
the western branch of the Teesta, occurrence, that in 18N, within the
possessed a small portion beyond the lin~its of the Lapcha and Kiraut
lesser o r eastern Teesta, which, how- countries, there were no less tlwra
ever, rather formed the general twelve existing at the same time.
T h e princes of Sikkim, predece*
boundary between his lands and thoae
of the Deb raja of Bootan. Accord- sors of the present raja, were Bhow
ing t~ tradition, the Sikkim state had teas, said t o be sprung from a high
a t one time overrun a great part of family a t L a s q who took the title of
the country bordering on Rungpoor, Gelpo. But although the chief be
and probably then compelled the By- of Bhootea origin, the strength of
kantpoor remindar to abandon the the S i W army has always consisted
forest and seek refuge filrther south. of Lapchas, the Bhooteas being n a
Jn 1772 the latter was found in firm turally a very timid race, quite stualliance with the Bootan goverfiment pified by the enervating influence of
against the common enemy. The in- what they call religion. The La*
habitants of this principality consist ehas, on the other hand, continue a
almost entirely of the Lapcha tribe, set of vigorous, beef-eating b a r k
the country being named Sikkim or rians, of whom only about one-half
S i k i m Bhote from the name of its have been deluded by the monkish
capital, and from its being suhject to austerities and superior learning of
a Bhootea chief. These Lapchas the Lamas. Formerly the second digmay be considered the fourth of the nitary in the state was the hang, o r
more important tribes to the east of chief of the Lapchas, who probtlbly
the Nepaul valley, and in their man- was the real sovereign in tempomi.
vers much resemble the Kirauts; but aftirs, the Gelpo presiding in matinstead of having chosen. a Rajpoot ters of religion. I t is not known how
2 x 2
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many princes succeeded to the throne son, Kurin Nnmki, an infant. The
of Sikkim, but it is probable the war was then conducted by Yuk-suBhooteeas have been paramount in thuk, the hang, or chief, of the Lap:
the country a considerable time. chas, who was next in rank t o t h e
The chief whogoverned Sikkim prior ra'a, while the metropolis was defendto 1782 by the natives of Bengal was ed by the hang's brother, Namoi,
named Roop Chiring, whose resi- named by the Bengalese Lamjit.
dence was at Darjiling, where he had Early in 1789 the Bootanners retired,
a strong house built of brick, and probably for want of pay or plunder,
much admired in that region. This and the greaier part of the people of
prince died about 1783, and W 8 8 suc- S i k i m submitted uietly to theGorkceeded by his son Chawa Raja, which ha yoke, while t%e dethroned raja
is the title given by the people of the fled to Tankiya in Tibet, and the
hang of the Lapchas retreated t o a
country to the heu apparent.
In A.D. 1788 the Gorkhas invaded stronghold, situated between two
Sikkim with an army of about 6,000 branches of the Teesta, from whence
men, of whom 2,000 were regulars, he ever after annoyed the invaders of
the whole commanded by Tierar his country. This place, named GandSingh, the soubah of the Morung. hauk or Gamtoo, has a territory anThis officer received no opposition nexed to it of considerable extent,
until he approached the capital, in which afforded the rajR an income of
defence of which the raja ventured a 7,000 rupees per annum; but being
battle, when after a desperate reais- a man of high birth, he obtained in
tance he wau completely defeated,- marriage the daughter of the chief
owing probably to the tire of the minister at Lassa, with whom in 1809
Gorkha musketeers, who also sus- he returned to the petty dominion
tained a considerable loss, yet were which the energy of his minister (the
immediately after able to besiege the hang) had preserved.
Both the dharma, or sacerdotal
town. All these events took place
a t some period prior to the 28th of raja of Bootan, and the pontiff of
October 1788. After experiencing Lassa were now seriously alarmed by
this disaster the raja retired towards the progress of the Gorkhas, and apthe frontiers of Tibet, in order to plied to the emperor of China for his
re-assemble an army, and to solicit interposition. This proved effectual
assistance from the Deb raja of Boo- in securing the Bootan chief; but
tan and the pontiff Lama of Lassa. the Tibetians were obliged to cede t o
With the first a treaty was soon con- the Gorkhas the province of Kutti,
cluded, by the conditions of which which still forms the overnment of
the Sikkim chief engaged t o pay a Kheroo, at the head o$ the Sancosi,
tribute to the Bootan raja if through near the Arun, and comprehended in
his exertions he succeeded Gn reco- the district of Chayenpoor. The Lapvering his dominions; and being in chas, however, notwithstanding the
consequence reinforced by a conside- mpparent desperation of their affairs,
rable detachment of Bootanners, and continued to give the Gorkhas s o
also by a party of Bhootess from a much trouble, that at last, as a meaTibet province named Portaw, he sure of policy, they consented to give
returned towards his capital about them a governor of their own tribe,
the beginning of December. His sp- who in 1808 continued to exercise
preach compelled the Gorkhas to the whole civil authority, paying a n
raise the siege, and after losing many annual tribute to the government a t
men in a skirmish they retired to- Catmandoo. In military matters he
wards Ilarn on the Conki, where they was subordinrite to the soubah o f
erected forts to secure a communi- Chayenpoor, and Gorkha garrisons
eation with the Morung.
were established in Sikkim and DarIt is probable that about this pe- jiling, the two principal stations of
riod the Sikki~nraja died, leaving his the district.
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The affairs of Sikkim continued in
this unsatisfactory state until the
rupture with the Gorkhas in 1814,
when the raja immediately declared
egainst them, and acted the part of a
faithful, and, according to the extent
of his resources, a useful ally to the
British nation. At the pacification
of 1816 he was in consequence rewarded by the recovery of a considerable portion of his territory within the hills, to which the Bengal government added a tract of low land,
ceded by the Gorkhas, to the east of
the Mutchee river. This last-mentioned section is a slip of land about
twelve or fourteen miles in breadth,
reckoning from the base of the hills,
and very thinly inhabited. Only detached portions are cultivated, being
separated from each other by forests,
which are altogether impassable during the rainy season. The land urnder actual tillage is extremely fertile,
and capable of yielding any crop ;but
a t present its produce is chiefly confined to rice, oil seeds, and a few
other articles of small note and quantity. The scanty population may be
accounted for partly by the insalubrity
of the climate, but more especially
from its having been the extreme point
eastward to which the Gorkhas extended their conquests, and the ver
spot where the last struggle toor
place between the Gorkha soubah of
Morung and the Sikkinl authorities.
These military operations lasted two
campaigns, and compelled most of
the inhabitants to seek an asylum
within the British provinces. In consequence of these unfavourable circumstances the whole of Nizamtrtrah
became depopulated, after the L a p
chm attacked the Gorkhas on the 3d
of February 1816, nor could any of
the expatriated natives be induced to
return until it was ascertained that
the tract had been ceded to the British. The same process, although
not to so aggravated a degree, took
place in the pergunnah of Hatizusah.
Besides the land revenue the Gorkhas had other fiscal resources, such
as a payment for pernlission to graze
cattle, which tax, after the tract came

into the British, was farmed for one
year at 2,500 rupees. The next extra
branch was from the forests, which
of course varied according to the d e
mand for timber; but the forests to
the east of the Mutchee, with the,
exception of those due north of Bykantpoor, are not valuable, so that
the whole profit from this source wm
quite insignificant. The other items,
such as a tax for permission to gather
berries and to catch parrots, were
also petty and vexatious, the firstmentioned monopoly yielding only
ntnety rupeea per annum. The unicorn, so long considered as a fabulous animal, is aaid to exist in the
alpine regions of this province; but
not having been yet caught, has hitherto escaped taxation.
From the information collected by
the British functionaries while the
settlements were under consideration,
it appeared that a tract of low country was absolutely necessary for the
comfort and subsistence of the inhebitants of the high lands; but owing
to physical circumstances, considerable difficulties occurred in the nrrangement of the boundaries. The
river Mutchee, at a very short distance before it enters the British territory, is separated into two branches,
the old and the new Mutchee, and
the difficulty referred principally to
the small tract lying between the two
branches, which .is celled Kopaulastie. If the old Mutchee formed the
frontier, all communication between
the Nepaulese Morung and the landa
of the Sikkim raja would be prevented, the country to the westward of
that stream being for a considerable
digtance an impenetrable forest, ex-'
tending to the hills and without inha,
bitants; whereaa had any part of
Kopaulmtie been retained by the &p
khas, it would have proved an i n t e ~
minable source of dispute with the
adjoining governments. Its annex*
tion to the Rengal presidency was at
one time recommended ;but the distance of the tract in queation from
the seat of authority at Rungpoor,
and the entire i norance of the people regarding t i e local o b ~ e r ~ " c ~ 6
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within the British bo~~~ldaries,
rendered the adoption of this nleasure of
.very doubtfill advantnge. The whole
was in consequence conferred on the
Sikkim raja, to be held by him exempt
from any tribute, and subject to no
other condition than those which
would attach to the general relations
established with that petty state.
The stipulations on which the tract
within the hills were restored Lo the
Sikki~vraja were : a cessation of all
qqression on his part agsinst the
Gorkhas; the employment of hia
military power and resources in nid
d the British troops when engaged
amoog the hills; the exclusion of
Europeans; the surrender of criminals, and the protection of legal commerce.
While there discussions werepending, much embarrassment was expe.ricnced by Capt. Latter, the British
commissioner, in communicating in a
.language not understood by any Eu-rowan, or even nstivc inhabitant of
the old provinces. The policy of
~ u p p r t i n end
g strengthening the Sik.kim principality was sufficiently obvious,. but the mere cession of the
hill-countr without the annexation
-of some o t i h e low land, would not
have accomplished the object, the
latter being indispensable for the sub-Astence of the Lapcha garrisons.
Neither were theinhabitants by these
arrangements transferred to a foreign
power, h ~ to
t the control of their
original rnlers, whose suthority, notwithstanding tlie Gorkha usurpation,
had never been wholly abrogated;
all public orders having invariably
had the joint seal of the Sikkim
.raja's dewan and the Gorkha soubah
of Naggree.
As may be supposed, from the geographical position of his dominions
a s well as the bond of a common re.
ligion, the Sikkim raja has always
been closely connected with theLamar
ofLassa and Teshoo Loomboo, with
-the Deb ra$ of Bootan, and occasionally has maintained a diplomatic
intercourse with the mighty empire
of China. Latterly this interchange
of couriexs haa increased, the Chi-

nese functionaries in Tibet feenng
uneasy qualms a t their unexpected
contact with the British. 00t h e 8th
of August 1816 two Chinese envoys,
of a rank answering to that of soubahdar in the Bengal army, arrived
at the court of the Sikkim raja, nccompanied by seventeen followers.
According to the information respecting them, collected by Capt. Latter, these persons had been despatched from Laova by the Chinese viziers Tea Chnng (or Te-chan-choon)
for the purpose of inquiring if a letter, sent some time before by the
viziers to the British government, had
been forwarded to Calcutta, and alao
to ascertain the existing state of affairs throughout Northern Hindostan. To these ambiissadors the Sikkim raja fully explained*he nature of
his recent connexion with the British
government, informing them, that although his troops' had joined the
British against the Gorkhns, the allies meditated no hostile movement
against any portion of the empire
of China. Being well feasted, the
envoys remained three days, and
seemed much inclined to tarry
longer; but the raja, desirous of
getting rid of them, gained them
over by a present of ready money,
and prevailed on them to depart.
The Siikim raja has since been
the channel through which various
despatches have b6en transmitted
from the Bengal government to the
Chinese functionaries at Lassa.
The restoration of this state under
the British protection and guarantee,
will constitute a barrier against Gorkha ambition and enterprize in an
eastern direction, and may eventually
lead to an enlargement of our commercial relations with Tibet and
Southern Tartary. I t was well as+
certained that the views of the Catmandoo cabinet had long been directed to this quarter, and there is
no reason to suppose that the feeble
states of Bootan and Asaam could
have resisted their arms. The r e
duction of these states, hesideu extending their territories along the
Britiah frontier, aud thereby opening

new oourcea of dissension, would
in procetis of time have led to a
communication with the more distant
empire of the Birmans, an event from
which much embarrassment and contin ent danger might have resulted.
F. Buchanan, Capt. Latter, Public MS. Docunzents, &c.)
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SIKKIM(or Dam00 Jung).-According to native information this
place stands on the west sick of the
Jhamikuma river, which rises on the
southerndeclivity of the snowy mountains, and oppos~teto the town sep*
rates into two branches, surrounding
an immense mountain, on the top of
which there is a small level, and a
stronghold named Tasiding. The
united streams, under the name of
Remika, afterwards join the Teesta ;
lat. 2r0 16' N., lon. 88" 3' E., 110
miles N. by E. from the town of Pur,neah.
SILANI.-A village in Northern
Hindostan, situated in the lowest
range of mountains westward of the
Kardeh doon, or valley, about four
miles from tlie point where the Choorapani river opens into the plains. In
t h ~ vicinity
s
seams of coal have been
discovered : it is slaty, brittle, and
black, with a resinous lustre, and does
not soil with the touch. I t burns
with a bituminous and sulphurous
odour, and leaves behind a residue of
a reddish colour.
SILHET
f Srilrsta, a rich market).A district in the province of Bengal,
of which it occupies the north-eastern
extremity. On the north it is separated from Assam by an extensive
range of mountains, some peaks of
which are 6,000 feet above the level
of the adjacent plains, and inhabited
by Cosseahs and several other wild
tribecl, in various stages of baibarity.
The principal passes into Assam are
Luckhat, eighteen maes north from
the town of Silhef and Bhookoola,
in Cachar. On the east Silhet is
separated from the Burmese empire
by the two small hill states of Munipoor and Cachar; an independent
portien of the Tipperah raja's terri-

tory, inhabited by Kookies, bundm it
on the south. The eastern and southern portions are hilly; but the wrthern, central, and western parts are
fiat, and submerged during the
rains.
This is the most easterly of the
British poeeesions in Hindostan, being
within 350 miles of the province of
Yunan, in China The whole of the
mountains and mountainous traet
north-east of Silhet, until within a
few miles of the Assam low country,
named Cosseahs by Europeans, Kha~ i y ain
s Northern Hindostan, but who
denominate themselves Khyer : they
are described as a muscular rare of
men, armed with bows and arrows,
long naked swords, and shields so
large that they afford shelter from the
rain.
This tribe also occupy the
hilly country fiom about half-way
between Laour and Doorgapoor eastward aa far as Cachar. They principally inhabit the southern portion bf
the mountainous tract, none of them,
with the exception of the Gentiah
family, having extended their possessions so far as the Assa~neseplains.
Formerly they held the low lands in
Silhet adjacent to the hills as far as the
river Soormah; but they were expelled on account of their turbulence
many years ago.
The Cosseah language diiers from
those of the Cacharies, Garrows, and
other borderin tribes, who appear
to use dialects %avinga rommon o r i
gin. They are also distinguished in
their features by the absence of that
peculiar eonformation of eyelid which
so strongly marks the Chinese, Burmese, and other Eastern natlons of
Tartar extraction. They are overned by a number of petty chi$ with
very limited authority, the most powerful of whom are the rajas of Salung
(or Khyram) and Gentiah They
have no distinct written character,
and for purposes of correspondence
employ the Bengalese languages and
smbes.
They have adopted the
Brahminical faith so far as to. abstain from beef; but they eat pork
and poultry, and get intoxicated with
strong liquors. Their laws of i n l w
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ritance resemble those of the Naira to this ample snpply, every stream
of Malalmr, descending to the ne- and puddle swarms with fish, which
phew by the eldest sister of the are caught in the most slovenly manner witha hand-net, or even a piece of
party.
Under the Mogul government Sil- old mat. Wages, as may be inferred,
het was formed into a foujdnry, or are consequently extremely low, bemilitary station, more on account of ing from half a rupee to one rupee
its remote and secluded situation be- a r d a half per month, every thing
yond the Soornlah and Brahmaputra included ; but the peasantry being
than from any well-grouhded a p p r e naturally averse to exertionsand never
hensions of foreign invasion, protect- working hut when stimulated hy t h e
ed as it is by inaccessible hills or im- pangs or npprehensions of hunger,
penetrable jungles. Its actual dimen- the soil is on the whole very intiifsions since the dismemberment of se- ferently cultivated.
The produce of Silhet, owing to t h e
veral pergunnahs hare been computed
at 2,861 miles, divided into I46 small depression of the soilsand the swampy
pergunnahs, held by an equal number nature of a large proportion of t h e
of zemindars. Near to the town of surface, is rincipally rice; the more
Silhet the country presents a novel costly artices of cotton and sugar are
appearance to an eye long habituated nlso raised, the first on the hills, t h e
to the flat surface of lower Bengal, last on the more elevated spotw of t h e
being composed of various conlcal different pergunnahs, but the quantity
shaped hills, with broad bases, rising procured is scarcely sufficient to supirregularly at short distances from ply the wants of, the district. Among
each other, and covered with trees the chief productions and staplecomand verdure to the very summit, modities for exportation must be
while to the north and east lofty reckoned oran esand limes. The first
mountains rise abruptly like a wall, are procured from extensive orange
and appear as if at some remote pe- plantations, or rather forests, and the
riod they had withstood the surge of quantity annually exported is very
the ocean.
great, Calcutta and many other reDuring the rains a great proportion mote parts being supplied from hence.
of the land is laid under water by the The quality is inferlor to the delicious
overflowing of the Soormah and fruit of Chandpoor on the great Megother rivers by which it is intersect- na in the Dacca district; bot may vie
ed, so that the passage from Dacca is with any other, and the price on the
performed for nearly the whole wny spot is frequently not more than one
over rice and pasture-fields, which in rupee per thousand. Something pethe cold season are many feet above culiar in the soil or climate would
the current of the-rivers. Over this appear to be required to fit a place
tract, when the floods are at their for the production of good oranges.
height, there is from eight to twelve In the whole extent of the British
feet of water ; the elevated sites of territories iu Hindostan there are only
the villages appear like islands ; the three spots where good oranges a r e
vessels' masts are entangled among produced, mz. the district of Silhet,
the branches of trees, while their pro- Chandpoor above desrribed, nnd Sautgress is im edetl by the matted thick- ghur at the foot of the Eastern Ghauts
ness and aghesion of the paddy stalks. or passes leading up to Bangalore
When the inundation drains off, the from Madras.
land is left in an excellent condition
Chunaih, or lime, is found in inexfor rice cultivation, which species of haustible quantities among the bounfood is usually so abundant, that in dary hills, accessible during the rains,
1801 rice in the husk sold for fifteen from whence it is transported by the
rupees per one hundred maunds, of inland navigation to the most distant
eighty polinds each, and coarser quarters of Bengal, but it is inferior
grains wcre still cheaper. In addition to the beautiful shell chunam of the
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Coromandel coast. A commerce in through d;ff:rent villages. To thls
chunam, wax, ivory, and other arti- establishn ent the revenue officers ate
cles, is carried on with the Cosseahs obliged to have recourse, to ascertain
and other mountaineers on the east- what lands are the just property of
ern frontier. These were formerly thestate, the adjacent zemindars being
monopolies; but in 1799 a general always on the alert in appropriating
freedom in trade was proclaimed, such lands, unincumbered with the
subject to certain police regulations payment of any Isnd-tax to the public
to prevent frauds and quarrels. The treasury. In 1801, it was estimated
other productions of Silhet are aguru, that the produce of the rent-free landa
or fragrant aloe wood, wild silk, and was equal to about one-fourth of the
a cloth manufactured from it named whole jumma; and the lands exMuggadootie~. Great numbers of empted from taxation were then in
elephants are annually caught on go- the best condition. At that date the
vernment account, but they are rec- revenues of the whole district were
koned inferior both in size and quality collected in cowries, which were also
to those nearer the sea-coast, and of the general medium of pecuniary
8 more soutl~ernlatitude.
In 1814 transactions, and a considerable excoal was discovered to be abundant pense was annually incurred by goin the Laour hills, at first of a spu- vernment in decting their conversion
rious kind and slaty fracture, but more into bullion ; but between that date
recently the quality has so much im- and 1814, the circulation of this maproved that it has been forwarded to ritime currency had been so gradually
Calcutta for the use of the arsenal. decreasing, that in 1813, the whole
The strata was found in the broken of that year's revenue was realized in
bank of a river for a considerable specie.
extent, and at distances of several
In Sihet there are no regular
miles. Shields made in Silhet have schools and seminaries for teaching
long been noted throughout India for the Hindoo or Mahomedan law, b u r
the lustre and durability of the black in different places there are private
varnish with which they are covered. schools where boys are tau ht to
This is composed of the e r p m s e d read and write. Although so t r g e a
juice of the marking nut (the semi- proportion of the whole population is
carpus anacardium), and another Mahomedan, the mosques have been
kindred fruit, the holigarnia longifo- long going to ruin, while several pallia, whose juices are resinous, being try Hindoo tem leshave been erected,
solable in alcohol, but not at all in and a few merepants have exchanged
water. Silhet shields have long been their thatched dwellings for others of
a considerable article of export, being brick and mortar. In 1801, Mr; Ahin request throughout Hindostan muty computed the inhabitants of
among such natives as still retain their Silhet a t 188,245 men; 164,381 feancient predeliction for the sword and males, and 140,319 children, making
buckler. Forn~erlylarge boats were a total of 492,945 perspns, in the
built here for the royal Mogul fleet ratio of two Mahomedans to three
stationed at Dacca, and square-rigged Hindoos. Mr. Roberts, then judge
vessels have since been occasionally and magistrate, was of opinion that
constructed of timber, the growth of his jurisdiction, although one of the
smallest in Bengal, contained no less
the country.
An establishment, named the Pat- than 27,000 talookdars. The number
warry, exists in Silhet for thepurpose of houses was estimated by the colof pointiilg out to individuals the lector at 103,637; the boats belonging
lands they have bought at publie sales, to the district at 23,000. During the
without which it would be extremely Mogul dynasty, and even at a less
dficult for purchasers to diacover and distant period, children used to be
discriminate such property, the lands ~nrchasedhere as an article of com.
being scattered in rmall fragments merce, and resold at Dacca a d dse-

cers of govmmeat, who levy imwhere. Along the met eontier towards the C o s d (or Khasiya) noun- g t s of their own enactment on the
tains, there are several brick redoubts, h f f i c carried on between Sdhet and
with bastions at each end for the the Cosseaha, witb whose chiefs they
uards and ammunition ; the whole have also been accused of carrying o n
Euilt to repel the incursions of that a clandestine correspondence.
uncivilized tribe, which hm long inDuring the Mogul government this
tested the low countries in their vici- district furnished a considerable numnit).. A guard from the Sebundy, o r ber of slaves and (as stated by Abul
~rovincialbattalion, is regularly ~ta-F a d ) eunuchs for the royal seraglio.
tioned in each of the forts a t Myaram, The practice of inveigling away its
Barn ong, Chintislah, Kontakhal, and free natives for the purpose of selling
Pun! uah, and to them is entrusted them a t Dacca, Patna, Calcutta, and
the preservation of tranquillity on the Moorshedabad, still continues, alfrontier, where they are cantoned, though from the vigilance of the Briand where they are pviodically re- tish authorities the attempt is rarely
lieved by troops from eadquarters.
successful. An authorized traffic in
In 1798, the low country of Bun- slaves has existed here from time
gong, on the north-\vest side of the immemorial; and one of the magisoom~ahriver was occupied by the trates estimated this classat one-sixth
Cosseah mountaineers, who scarcely of the whole population, progressive
ever paid the revenue due to govern- ly incrwing by domesuc propagan ~ e n t , the recovery of which was tion. The transfer of slaves takes
found to be impracticable, as the d e place both with and without the confaulters on any appearance of coercion sent of the slaves ; but in the latter
fled to their native mountains which predicament only the mildest t r e a t
are inaccessible to a military force. ment can secure the purchaser any
.They were expelled from the lands, benefit from his acquisition. Occabut returned repeatedly and commit- sionally the poorer descriptions of
ted many murders. In 1814 a Cos- free inhabitants sell themselves when
seah council was convened among in extreme distress, and a few perthe hills, the subject of consideration sons, principally slaves, are inveigled
bein a dam which had been opened away by bazegurs and wandering faby t i e British peasantry, in revenge k e e n Women also, of the poorer
for which they determined to carry classes, both here and in the Backer'fire and sword into the pergunnah of gunge district, when left widowe, sell
Prerua. Thisresolution they carried their children to procure food;
into prompt execution, under the im- some have been hereditary slaves for
mediate command of their chiefs, and several generations, andare soldalong
during the incursion destroyed two with the estate on which they reside;
large villages and killed four unof- others are imported from Cachar,
fending cultivators of the soil. These Gentiah, and other territories beyond
atrocities were soon repressed, and the limits of British jurisdiction
the invaders driven back to their dens
Prior to 1834 this district had enin the jungles; but their vicinity still jo ed a long tranquillity, the peace
continues a subject of doubt and o? the country having never been
anxiety to every public functionary disturbed, except by the attack on
in chaqe of the district By one of Gentiah, in 1774, and some insignithese they sre described as honest ficant disputes with the Cossyahs, in
and fair in their dealings, and of 1789 and 1790. In 1834, however,
strict veracity, but outrageously vin- it became necessary to collect troops
dictive ; in the three first qualities to guard against an invasion from the
exhibiting a most striking contrast to Birman empire, and latterly to b e
their ne' hbours of Bengal. Occa- come the aggressors, by invading and
sionally t ey suffer arbitrary punish- conquering the contiguous province
ments and extortions from thc luferior of Cachar. -(hntlrty, Haye:, F r e d ,
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&Ichnan, J. hivee, epeer-hencls, &c. The mat&.
lockn are procured from Menanca.
but the coarse gunpowder
SILHET.-A town in the province bow,
of Bengal, the capital of the prcced- which they use is of their own manuing district; tat. 24' 55' N., Ion. 91° facture. Large pipes of brass, and
40' E. The travelling distance from ornaments of gold, brass, iron, ond
Calcutta to this plnce is computed sea-shells are wrought with great
neatness ;but the h e n generally lead
by Mnjor Rennell at 325 miles; but m
indolent life, and it seems rather
the direct distance does not exceed wonderfill
that, with so much leisure
PGO miles.
t o do evil, they do not commit more.
SILINDUNG.-A Batta district in They do not use opium, nor any inthe island of Sumatra, situated inland toxicating liquors except alm-wine ;
from theba of Tapanooly. This is but they smoke an herb s&htly naran even pKin ten or twelve n~ilea cotic, and tobacco eagerly, when they
long by about three broad, and when can get it. Their brass pipes are 80
vhited by Messrs. Burton and Ward large m d stron& that they are occain 1822, presented one vast unbroken sionally used as weapons of offence.field of rice cultivation. A fine broad (Burton and Ward, &.)
river, with numberless tributaries,
S r ~ ~ ~ a v r w . -town
A
in the proflowed through it, and water for
irrigation was conducted also to the vince of Ava, which. in 1/95 was s
fields by artificial aqueducts. Many large town, shaded by wide-spreading
villages were scattered over its trees, embellished with ten~ples,and
surface. This plain is surrounded by remarkable for its lnanufactures of
hills from 500 to 1,000 feet high, also silk, the raw material for which was
under cultivation, and wholly free procured from the province of Yufrom jungle, except at some of the nan, in China; but when visited by
tops, said to be the abode of evil the British mission in 1809 a very
different picture was exhibited. The
spirits.
The district of Siliadung (or Toba numerouspagodes and religious buildSilintlung) in 1842 contained eighty- ings still indicated the extent and
two villaees. the oo~ulationof which former importance of the town ; but
with the exception of one old woman,
was sup&sdd to'eiceed 80,000
sons. The entrance to their hbuses not an inhabitant remained. A large
is from a hap-door beneath, and the proportion of the males had been
interior consists of one single room, conscribed for the Siamese war ; and
thirty or forty feet by twenty, con- the town being left thus defenceless,
taining from thirty to fifty inmates. fell an easy prey to the insurgent
The space between the ceiling and Nakonek, who completed its ruinthe roof is used as a granary, and as (Synrer, Canning, &.)
a dep8t for the skulls of their enemies.
SILLANAH.-A town in the proThe soil consists chiefly of a light vince of Malwa. In 1819 the gross
grey sand, strongly resembling that revenues of thirr chiefship amounted
of Bengal. Rice and sweet potatoes to 1,11,8%rupees, but were expected
are the principal articles of produce. to exceed two lacks in 1824.
The coco-nut is not seen beyond the
SILLAW.-Apopulous town in the
second range of mountains inland.
Neither tobecco nor cotton are raised, province and district of Bahar, up to
+jot11being imported from Tapanooly. 1830 not noticed in any map. I t
Cotton cloths are made and dyed stands about forty miles 6.E. from
by tbe females, and a superior kind Patna, and twelve from the city of
of white pottery is made in the vici- Bahar.
SILLEEMUDDUN.-Avillage in the
nity of the Lake Toba, adorned with
figures of various colours. Iron is CarnaGc province, district of Maduroughly wrought into choppers, large r g fifty-three miles travelling dis-

bnce S.E. from the city of Madurn.
Here is a handsome pillared choultry, with a fine reservoir in front.( Fullarton, 4c.)
sIMALACA.-A village in the pro.
,.ince of orism, district of cuttack,

Such of the men se fell into t h e
hands of the Maharattas were killed ;
and of those who escaped the sword,
a large proportion perished by hunBerm These ruffians did
even
spare the Kudali Swami, although
the high-priest (gooroo) of all the
situated On the great Juggernauth Maharatta Brahmins of the Smartal
road, about thirty-three miles travelling distance S.S.W. from Balasore. sect, by whom he is considered an
There is a small bungalow here for actual incarnation of the deity. They
plundered and burned his matam, or
the accommodation of travellers.-college :which so enraged the
(Fullorton, 4c.)
that he threatened them with exS~~YEBEAH.-A
town in the pro- communication, and was only pscirince of Allahabad, fiftyeight miles fied by a present from the Peshwa of
south from Teary; lat. 23'' 55' N., 400,000 r u p m , half of which Tippoo
extorted from him, and paid t o
lon. 78' 53' E.
sIMLA.-~
British station among Lord Cornwallis, in part of the fine
at the treaty of Seringa~athe hills ,between the Sutuleje and
Jumna, situated near Subhatoo, and tam.-(F. Buchanan, Moor, 4c.1
elevated 7800 feet above the level of
S ~ ~ c a ~ o o a . - S eSINGAPOOB.
e
the sea. Here some bungalows have
SINDE (Sindhuj.-A
principality
been erected for the benefit of inva- in the ancient province of Mooltan,
lids, the temperature being healthy which on account of its having for
durin4 the hot season, and the gur- some years possessed a separate and
round~ngscenery magnificent. It was independent government, has risen
visited by Lord Amherst in 1837, jnto political, and probably temporary
who here received the rajas of Gur- Importance. The general boundaries
wal and Bussaber, and the rana of ofthis state, including Tatta, sreMoolJoobul, and a com limentary mission tan and Akhanistan on the north ;
from Runjeet sing! of Lahore.
Cutch and the sea on the south ; on
(Siva Mogay).-A
town the east it has Ajmeer, the sandy
SIMOGA
in the Mysore raja's territories, 123 desert and Cutch; and on the west
miles N.W. from Seringapatam ; 1st. the sea and mountains of Baloochk13°5WN., 10n.75~41'E. This place tan. The eastern limits of Sinde are
is fortified, but the works are not particularly ill defined, but the late
strong, although during the rains the Capt. Macmurdo wau of opinion they
river Tun washes the eastern wall. ought to be fixed by the channel of
In A.D. 1 5 0 a bmttle was fought on the Pooran, or ancient Indus, which
theplainsn-r Simoga, betweenpurse- may be said to separate Sinde from
ram Bhow and Mahomed Reza, com- the desert. In length the dominions
monly calledtheBinky nabob, or burn- of the Sinde Ameers may be loosely
ing lord, being, on account of his estimated at 300 miles in length, by
activity, generally employed by the eighty the average breadth; and it is
sultan to-lay waste the country. In intersected diagonally throughout its
this action the Maharattas scarcely whole extent by the river Indus. On
took any part, the whole brunt of the the north Sinde adjoins the country
engagement falling on a Bombay de- of Bahawul Khan and the fort of Subtachment under Capt. Little, which zul. Proceeding from thence south
a t the commencement of the battle are the possessions of many petty
mustered ouly 750 men. At this chiefs, usually tributary t o the ameers
time Simoga contained 6,000 houses, of Sinde.
The plain of the Indus from the
the whole of which dere destroyed
by the Maharattas, the women ravish- sea to Sungur is included in the
ed, and the handsomest carried away. Sinde dominions. Of this division

SINDE.
tho portion extending from the sea
to Shekarpoor is inhabited by Sindies under a native prince, tributary
lo the Cabul sovereign, and now generally named Sinde by the British ;
but in strictness it ought to be designated Lower Sinde, and from Shekarpoor inclusive to Sungur, Upper
Sinde. The section to the west of
the Indus is mostly inhabited by Baloochies; and with the exception
of a small tract, north of Shekarpoor,
directly under the Cabul
sovereign. East of the Indus Sinde
Proper is a perfect level from its
most northern boundary to the seashore, with the exception sf two or
three low hills called the Gunjsh
hills, on the island formed by the
river on which Hyderabad, the capital, stands. West of the Indus from
Sehwan (26' 6' N.) to the sea the
face of the country varies, some parts
being mountainous and others flat,
and some interspersed with ranges of
low hills. Northward from Sehwan
the plains extend to the hills of SeThe district of Chandoowistan.
Lee, enclosed between the trunk of
the Indus and a remarkable branch,
is highly cultivated nnd very productive, and yields, even under its present misgovernment, eight lacks of
rupees annually to the revenue. This
branch of the great river diverges to
the west, and nfter apreading over a
wide tract, which at different seasons
is either n marsh or a lake, it again
joins the main stream seventy miles
below the point of separation.
A great part of the province lying
to the westward of where the monsoon ceases is a harren sterile soil,
and totally unproductive, from the
absence of moisture. Easterly from
the meridian of 67' 4W E. the land
near to the Indus appears capable of
improvement; but to the northward
of Tatta, and a small distance to the
west of the river, the country is mountainous, barren, rocky, and uninhabited. ,Jn the months, of June and
July the thermometer ranges from
90° to 100°; but the air in Upper
Sinde is so pure and so much refreshed by cooling breezes from the west,

that the heat is never excessive,
About Hyderabad the climate is
healthy, and the air in the month of
August remarkably clear, the diierence of refraction in astronomical observations being scarcely perceptible.
The Indus from the city of Tatta
to a branch called the Fulalee has
from two to two and a half fathoms
water ; off Tatta it has three, four,
and more frequently five fathoms,
with a muddy bottom. Its banks in
the vicinity of Hyderabad are generally well cultivated, except where
the ameers have made enclosures to
confine game; but these are so nutneroue and extensive as to occupy
many of the most valuable spots of
land. The cultivation of Siude depends on the periodical rains and the
process of irrigation by means of canals and watercourses. During the
swelling of the rivers grains ancl other
seeds are raised; the remainder of
the year is employed in the cultivation of indigo, sugar-cane, huldee,
&c. Every bega of land watered by
a canal or wheel pays (1809) a revenue offrom oue and a quarter to three
and a half rupees; one wheel is capable of watering sixteen beps. A
duty of one rupee is levied on each
khunwan (I20 pounds
Of subsegmin
reaped by the farmer, an the
quent extortions on that and every
other article of commerce or subsistence are enormous.
The principal articles ofhome produce exported from Sinde are rice,
ghee, hides, shark-fins, potash, saltpetre, assafetida, b'dellium, madder,
frankincense, Tatta cloths, horses, indigo, oleaginous and other seeds.
The exports from Sinde to Bombay
are shark-fins and flesh, b'dellium,
ghee, potash, saltpetre, hides, oil of
sesame, wheat, assafetida, munjwt,
sirshif oil, raisins, almonds, colouring
plants, pistachio-nuts and flowers,
shawls, cloths, mustard, wild saffron,
black cummin-seed from Kerman,
white cummin-seed, and chintzes
from Sinde and Khorasan. The
imports t o Sinde from Bon~hayare
white sugar, sugar-candy, steel, iron,
tin, tutenague, lead, cochineal, bctel-
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nut, black pepper; dried coco-nnb,
vermilion, red lead, quicksilver, Bengal and China raw silks and cloths,
cinnamon, car&moms, cloves, nutmeg, sandal-wood, ginger,,china-ware,
pearls, aloes, and amattas.
n e intercourse between this terntory and the provinces to the northward is chiefly carried on by means
of the Indus, which is navigable for
small vesciels to a great distance
from the sea. There are not any establi~hedland caravans from Sinde to
.Mooltan and Cabul, but an intercourse is carried on by travellers and
merchants. The East-India Company had formerly a factory in Sinde,
with which they carried on a consideruhle trade, but it was withdrawn,
probably owing to the disorderly state
and consequent poverty of the coun~ r y ;indeed commerce and agriculture of all descriptions havc rflpidly
rleclined io Sinde since the accession
of the present rapacious rulers. The
duties levied on foreign and domestic
trade are estimated at two-thuds of
rbe capit81 employed, and the cultivator is compelled to sell his grain
a t a low price, to the government,
by which it is monopolized, and subsequently re-sold at a considerable
profit. In sddition to this evil extensivetracts afthebest landonthebanks
of the Indus are set apart and converted into wmtes andjunglesfor the
preservation of game, the ameers being, unfortunately for the country,
most passionately addicted to hunting.
The British mission in 1809 saw
scarcely any thing deserving the
name of cultivation from Corachie to
Hdliah, on the road to Hyderabad,
a distance of 150 miles.
The internal government of Sinde
is a military despotism. In 1809
the supreme authority was vesteil in
three brothers of the Talpoory family, whose names were Meer Gholaum Ali, Meer Kurreem Ali, and
Meer Murad Ali. The oldest brotber, Meer Gholaum Ali, had the
title of hakim or ruler of Sinde, and
was considered the head of the gonrnment. There were two other
brothers of the r~tlingtnrily, Meer

Sohr* w d Meer Thara, who, atthough not ostensibly partakers of
the supreme authority, possessed
large tracts of territory, and exercised every function of sovereignty
within their respective limits.
These ameers belong to the Mahomedan sect of Shiahs, but they are
remarkably tolerant both t o the Soooees and to the adherents of Brahma.
The Mahornedan population compose
the military strength of the country,
and during pacific intervals are employecl as huabandmen, artificers, and
menial servants; the internal conlmerce bein(;. almost exclusively car*
ried on by Hindoos. The great bulk
of the population connists of Hindoos, Juts, and Baloochies. The
Hindoos were probably the aborigines,
the Juts the descendants of early
converted Hindoos, and the Balood i e s strangers. The majority of the
Afahomedans are of the boonee faith,
although the ameers and some men
of rank be Shiahs; Although Sinde
is now but scantily peopled, it s p
pears at some former eriod to have
been much more thickb settled; and
the great number of tombs and bnrialgrounds scattered over the country, where no population is m w visible, is quite extraordinary. From
Tatta to Hyderabad the country is almost destitute of human beings, there
being only one village on the whole
route.
Sinde is a province swarming with
military adventurers, from whence
the native powers of Hindostan have
long been supplied with infanuy mercenaries. The national anniea of
the principnlity are usually collected
from various tribes, who hold laada
on a military tenure from the ameers,
at whose gumtnons they are obliged
to bring their respective quotas into
the field. These tribes are reckoned
forty-two in number, many of which
have retained their distinctive appellations since the first Mnhomedan
invasion, when they consiswd principally of adventurere from the lofty
mountains of Baloochistan, etcept
the Jokia and Jut races, which are
both of Siudean origin. The ameers
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of Sin& collectively cnn bring into
the field an army of 36,000 men,
composed of irregular cavalry, armed
with matchlocks, swords and shields,
and intended to act when required as
infantry, the whole Sindean army
being accustomed to dismount o m sionaily and iight on foot. The Sindean cavalry are but indifferently
mounted, and although stouter, are
not such good swordsmen as the neGoes of Upper Hindostan. The infantry resemble the Persians and
Arabs, and, like most Hindostany
spldiers, are overloaded with arms;
besides a sword, shield and dagger,
the cavalry carry matchlo~;ks. Although the produce 6f Sinde be at
present equal to three times the conwm tion of its inhabitants, it is Irev e r t L s a badly cultivated, thinly
peopled, and wholly unequal to the
subsistence of any formidable force.
An invading army might be conveniently opposed on the banks of the
Indus, and by proper precautions
reduced to extreme distress for want
of provisions; hut it is not probable
that any force of magnitude will ever
select so barren and unpromising a
route.
After the death of Meer Futteh
Ali, his then sprviving brothers diricled the territorial possessions and
revenues ; the oldest, Meer Gholaum
Ali, receiving one-half as the ostensible head of the government, and
bound to defray tlie permanent
civil and military expenses of the
state. These charges, however, are
inconsiderable, as during a cessation
of hostilities very few soldiers are
retained. As is the practice in many
other Eastern principalities, the
hoarding of treasure is a favourite
maxim of state policy; the amount
of specie in different forts is consequently supposed to be great, a very
small proportion of what is received
being ever permitted to enter again
into circulation.
The districts subject to the authority of Meer Sahrab are situated in
the north-eastern quarter of Sinde,
and yield a revenue of about five
lacks and a half of rupees per annum.

His systenr ok govemmeut is described as milder and more favourable to
culture and commerce than
that o the principal ameers; his
boops were computed a t from
4,000 to 6,000 men. The authority
of Meer Tharah extends over districts east of the Indus; his revenue
does not exceed three lacks of rupees, but his country is improving;
his troop8 have been estimated at
6,000 men.
The men of Sinde are generally of
a middle size, well-made, and stronger
than the more southern natives of
India. Their complexion is a dark
tawny, with black eyes and eyebrows, and uncommonly good teeth ;
like the Seiks they allow their hair t o
grow, and wear such large turbans,
that some of them contain eighty
yards of muslin. A great majority
of the Mahomdans are Soonees, and
mostly of the Haneefee sect, but they
have few religious prejudices. The
females are distinguished for beauty
of face and symmetry of person, yet
they are not doomed to strict seclusion ; and the dancing-girls of Sinde,
in figure, manner, and appearance,
greatly excel those of Upper Hindostan. When the missionaries exnmined a translation of the Lord's
Prayer in the northern Sindy language, they found that of the thirtytwo words of the latter twenty-four
agreed with the Bengalese and Hindostany specimens, and of the southern Sindy (which differs in termination from the northern) twenty-four
words were found to be radically the
same as in the Bengdese and Hindostany examples.
The whole of this territory swarms
with mendicants in a state of the utmopt apparent misery; but here also,
ae in other Mussulman countries, a
class of sturdy beggars are seen, pretenders to be Seids or descendants of
the prophet, and demanding charity
in the most remptory and arrogant
manner. ~ c s objects
e
of charity
frequently go about in parties of seven or eight, soliciting alms on horsebeck, well dressed, armed, and
mounted, with a green flag carried
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before them, and when their requests
ore not complied with they beatow
abuse on the obdurate with the most
liberal profusion.
Sinde was the first conquest in Hindostan effected by the Mahomedans, it
having long preceded their invasions
by the route of Attock and Lahore.
The caliph Ali sent a genernl who
made some conquests on the border8
of Sinde. Moavyiya sent twice his ge
nerd Amir or Hamir, but after Ion
and bloody conquests he was force
to desist. Under the caliph Walid,
the conquest was a t last completed
by Mahomed Cossim, in the year of
the Hijera 99; but on account
of the distance, sterility, and natural
strength of the countrv. it did not
rem& long attached & t h e throne
of Baedad. Subsesuent to this evocha, [here appearsato have exiAed
two contemporaneous authorities in
Sinde, the onea Rajpoot famiiy, and
the other a Mahomedan; the latter
probably converted from the Hindoo
faith, both ruling under the title of
jam. The Lomra or Rajpoot race
are said to have retained possession
for the long period of five centuries,
after which it was successively governed by different chiefs, one of
whom, Mirza Eesau, of the Turkanny tribe, having called in the Portuguese to his assistance -against the
soubahdar of Mooltan, they plundered Tatta, then the capital city. Shah
Beg one of Sultan Baber's autagonists
about A.D. 1535, conquered Sinde
and founded a dynasty.
Sinde continued with the Turknnnies until the reign of Acber, who
despatched an army by the way of Sewistan, which succeeded in subduing
it, and from that era it became tributary to the Delhi emperors, who managed it through the medium of a
soubahdar resident at Mooltan and
Tatta. About A.D. 1737, during
the alarm excited by the threatened
invasion of Hindostan by Nadir Shah,
Mahomed Abassi Caloree of Sewee,
availed himself of the apprehensions
of the soubahdar of Sinde, and influ.
enced him to consign the government
to him for the consideration of three
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lacks of rupees, which he prom'ked,
but never paid. In 1739 Nadir Shah
defeated the Calorie chiefs, and obliged them to seek refuge in Amercote,
on the borders of the desert, but he
afterwarcis permitted them to resume
the government as tributaries.
Mahomed Abassi Caloree (or Calhora) died in 1771, and was succeeded by other princes of the same family until 1779, when a tribe of
Baloochy origin named th'eTnlpoories,
headed by some of the late ameers,
and their oldest brother Futteh Ali
Khan, rebelled against the Calorie
nabob, and expelled him from the
country. The surviving repreaentatives of the Calories had recourse t o
Timour Shah of Cabul. who under
pretence of reinstating them, commenced hostilities aeainst the T d ~ o o ry ameers, but dezsted for an' annual tribute of twelve lacks of rupees,
which was regularly paid until the
death of that sovereign in 1792. On
this event it was reduced to seven
lacks, and subsequently, during the
civil war of his successors, withheld
altogether. The ameers of Sinde
being thus relieved from all fears on
the side of Cabul, commenced encroachments on their neighbours,
wrested Corachie from the chief of
Baloochistan, and extended their
frontiers 011 the side of Shekarpoor
and Ajmeer. .
After the decease of Meer Futteh
Ali, the then surviving brothers divided the revenue into four shares ;
two of which were assigned to Gholaum Ali, the eldest, aod one to each
of his brothers. At the same time
the present remarkable constitution
of Sinde was framed, by the conditions of which the three ameers ruled
jointly, with succession for their sons
to the junior rank. In accordance
with this system, on the death of
Meer Gholaum, who was killed while
hunting in 1812, by the charge of a
buck, his two brothera each ascended
a step, while his son took the lowest
seat in the triumvirate, the whole
being arranged without the slightest
tumult or bloodshed. The revenues
of Sinde during the Calorie dynasty,
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were estimated a t eighty lacks of mpees; in 1809 they had fallen to
forty-tbree lacks, but in 1813 had
again risen to sixty-one lacks.
In 1819 an envoy from Sinde going
t o Bombay with his escort, being
mistaken for a marauder, wan attacked by the British troops, and in the
scuffle slain. The mistake was immediately explained, and reparation
offered to the Sindean chiefs, who for
the time appeared entirely satisfied.
Soon afterwards, however, they collected troops among the redatory
tribes, invnded Cutch, and' set the
British government a t defiance. A n
army was in consequence assembled
under Sir Charles Colville, but the
difference was subsequently amicably
arranged. In 1821 the Ameers of
Sinde sent a letter of condolence to
his Majesty on the death of his father, George the Third, lamenting
that ewnt, and congratulating his present majesty on his accession. Advantage was taken by the Bombay
presidency of this conciliatory overture, and Capt. Sadleir was despatche d to Hyderabad, where a new treaty
was concluded. the Ameers undertaking to prev;nt the future recurrence of the Koza rol~beries, and
paying 11,000 rupees for the past,
which was returned to them on their
delivering up the principal thieves.
This province, although within the
limits of Hindostan, is so detached
by the main body of the great sandy desert, that i t has never taken any
decided part in its politics. In case
therefore of a wnr or alliance with its
chiefs, a new scene of action would
.be enteredon, in which the sovereigns
of Cabul, Baloochistan, and Perxia,
ctnd other powers adjacent to the Indus, would be the principal performers. We have now a military station
within seventy miles of the Sinde
frontier, and 150 of its capital. Thus
situated, we can never expect to be
entirely free from those petty disturbances incidental to the frontiers
of all Asiatic empires, to whatever
western limit we may advance our
boundaries.
The resemblance of this country
'
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to Egypt has been often remarked.
A sn~oothfertile plain, bounded on
one side by mountains and on the
other by a desert; divided by a large
river, which forms a sort of delta,
as i t approaches the sea, and annually
inundates the land in the vicinity of
its banks. Even in political circumstances they have an accidental resemblance, being both tyrannized
over by foreign and barbarous tribes,
yielding a reluctant obedience t o a
distant and disturbed monarchy.
Here, however, the comparison ends,
as Sinde ia placed in the midst of
countries destitute of industry, differing little from each o t l ~ e r in
their wants and productions, and
with no conveniences for externi.1
trade, while the geographical situation of Egypt between India and the
gpeat European market point it out
as an emporium of comnierce. But
no change for the better can be expected in either, while they continue
under the sway of thew present
ignorant and rapacious rulers.(Sncith, Maxjeld, Pottinger, E I p h i ) ~
:tone, Rennell, Public MS. Docun~ents.&c.l
SINDERIVEB.-T~~Sriver has its
source in the province of Malwa,
from a small range of mountains
about twelve miles S.W. from the
town of Seronge, and after a course of
about 200 miles, including windings,
falls into the river Jumna. During
the rains i t swells great1 but is
too rapid for navigatbn.-[halcoI?,t,
4c.j
SINDESAGOR(Sindhu Sagara).This name is appl~edby Abul Faze1 to
distinguish the Doab of the Indus and
Hydaspes, in the province of Lahore,
but it properly refers to the southern portion of that natural division'.
The little desert of the Indus erteuds
from north to south abave 250 miles,
but the breadth varies, being in some
places not more than thirty, in others
above 100 broad. I t occupies all that
portion of country between the Hydaspes (or Jhylum) and the Indus,
which is not ovcrflowed by these
rivers, and exten+ from the lati9o

.
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tude of Oocb, when the inundated
lands of both join, to the salt range
of hills. In fact, threefourths of
this doab, including the district of
Augur, come under the description
of a desert.
Sinde Sagor is partly pousessed by
the Seiks and partly by the Afghans,
the latter portion being distinguished
by the name of Leia, under whkh
bead further information will be
found. Sinde Singh is the term by
which the inhabitants of the districts
under the Seiks approaching the Indus are known, and Nakai Singh is
the name given to the Seiks who reuide in the province of Mwltan.
With :he leaders of the Seiks in these
quarters, the extent of their possessions, or the climate and productions
of the country under their rule, we
are little
those in
tan, as well as those settled along the
banks of the ~ h ~ arel said
~ t~~ be,
engaged in predatory warfare, either with the officers of the
Afghan government, or other Mohomedan chief8 who have jalShires in
the neighbourhood. (B/PhilUtone,
Malcolm, qc.)

-

SINDIA.-S~~
OOJEIN.
SINDOusE.-A
fort and pergunnah
in the province of A "a, district of
Buwehs
On tie
the
river Jumn% and inhabited by a sing u l a r l ~turbule~traceofpeople. The
pergunsah
S1nd?use Is
much
Intersected w ~ t hravmes as wholly to
~recllldethe use of c a v d ~ Purskling offenders, and to render it a difficult and dangerous service even for
infantry. Being almost wholly surrounded by the Maharatta territories
south of the Chumbul, criminals have
a facility of escape not common in
other tracts.
B ~ ~ ~ ~fortress
~ . -and
A pass in
Cendeish, ceded by Holcar at the
treaty of Mundessor, along with an
extent from the glacis of 2,000 pards;
h t . 21' 34' N,. Ion. 75' 7'E. ; seventy-fire miles W. by N. from Boorhanpoor. The Satpoora mountains
here becomelow, and can be ascend-

ed by light carkiges. I t naa t h e
road by which the Pindaries were
accustorued to return from their
plunderingexpeditions, although they
always suffered severely f r ~ mGholaum Naik, a noted Bheel chieftain.
The Sindwah pass was formerly t h e
principal channel of communication
between Malwa, Candeish, a ~ tdh e
Deccan, until it was closed up by t h e
Bheel and Pindary banditties, after
which it was carried on by the circuitous route of Aseerghur a n d
Boorhampoor. In 1818 Bolcar's government expressed a strong desire
to have this roirte restored, and t h e
old commercial channels resumed.(Sutherhd, P~dlicMS. Documents,
4x7.)
S1n6'Lp00u fSingira~ural-An islandin the straits of Malacca, situated
Of the Maat the
lay peninsula; lat. lo15'N., Ion. 104'
This island was taken possession
of by Sir
Rafaes on thea6th
1819, under a
concluded with the tomogon or native
chief, who held his lands 6om Mahomed Shah the late sultan of Johore.
On exau~inationit was found to be
much larger than the charts indicated,
yet the total population did not exceed 150persons, of whom thirty were
Chinese. It does not appear that
the Dutch ever had any settlement,
or exercised any authority over this
island, yet the remains of religious
buildings and other structures in&cated that it had once henmore
thickly inhabited, Pndeed the Malay
annd8
that in A-D. 1252 sri
~~~~~k
shah, the lvst ~~l~~ prinw
of singapor, being hard pressed
the king o f ~ o j o p a h i in
t java, retired
to the mainland the
coast,
h
,,
he founded the city ~~l~.~
In 1824 a regular cession in full s q vereignty of this and the neighbouring
islands for ten miles round it, V'W
obtained from the sultsn and tornogong.
Singapoor harbour affords snfe anchorage at all seasons, and its position is favourable for commanding
the navigation of the straits, the di-
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rect tract being within five miles distance. The town stands on a point
of land near the west end of a bay,
between which there is a creek, where
native craft, or European vessels of
mall draught, may anchor close to
the town, and on the eastern side
there is a deep inlet well adapted to
shelter native boats. The rise of the
tide is about ten or twelve feet, the
variation of the compass a0 9' E.
West of the creek are low rounded
sand-hills, interspersed' with spots of
level ground. The principal rock is
~ e sandstone,
d
which changes in sonie
parts to a breccia or conglomerate,
containing large fragments and crystals of quartz. This settlement has
hitherto proved healthy, yet it combines many circun~stancesthat ought
to render it the reverse : an intertropical climate, n constantly high
temperature, rapid and constant evaporation, an extensive chain of saline
and fresh-water marshes, under the
influence of an aln~ostvertical sun,
luxuriant and rank vegetation, occasionally checked by drought, and a
profusion of vegetable and animal
matter in all stages of putrefaction.
Singapoor has hitherto, and must
for some years continue to be a mere
port of depbt, having as yet no native
productions to export; but the increase of its population and transit
commerce, within the short space of
five years, is quite unexampled in
history. Its condition in 1819, when
first taken possession of, is described
above; the following was its condition in 1824. The total tonnage
cleared out that year amounted to
1,553 vessels, of which 149 were
square-rigged, 1,303 native craft.
The European departures for China
were fifty-one, the native junks eight,
the Siamese junks forty-four, those
of Cochin China and Cambodia
twenty-six. The value of exports in
1824 amounted to 6,604,601 Spanish
dollars; of the imports 6,914,536
dollars. The importation of European piece goods in 1824 was 3,131
cases, that of Indian piece goods
having declined ; wooilens 485 bales,
opium 1,203 chests.

Population of Singapoor on the
30th December 1824.
Europeaus.
84
Native Christians...... 133
Armenians
9
Arabians
10
Natives of the Deccan 090
Do.
Hindostan H6
Malays
6,130
Bogesses
1,704
Javanese
38
Chinese
3,828

..............
...............
..................
......
...................
...............
..................
.................
Total ......11,851

Consisting of 8,620 males, and only
3,231 females. Indeed there were
only 467 Chinese women to 3,561
men, and the purchase of females
from the neighbouring islands to supply the deficiency was prohibited.
To the abovc must be added the garrison and their followers, amounting
to 368 individuals, and a floating population of about 2,500, making a
total population of 14,719, distributed
as follows :
The central portion of the settlement, where the Europeans dwell,
contained only 668 inhabitants ; the
south-west quarter 4,226, 6f whom
above one-half where Chinese. The
native town contained a populatiod
of 3,063, of whom two-thirds *ere
natives of the archipelago. The
establishment formed in 1822 at the
new harbour, and the cluster of islets
to the westward, containe41,609 inhabitants, nearly all Malays. A population of about 2,200 was scattered
over the interior of the island in plantations and gadens, to the depth of
above three miles from the s e e - c a t .
The whole number of dwellings was
91 1, and thc price of land in convenient spots had risen enormously. In
January 1826 a Chinese junk arrived,
with 870 emigrants, and ih February
another with 1,050, the pass e money from China k i n g only six?ollarn.
They are the most valuable of all
the classes, as it has been found from
experience that the labour, industry,
and capacity of a Chinese, tare at
lcast equal to those of any two other
Asiatic natives. The total numtier of
202
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Chinese emigrants that arrivedat Singapoor in 1835 and 18% amounted to
6,513 persons. About 3,000 of these
distributed themselves in Rhio and
the neighbouring isles, the remainder
settled in the British territories.
The agar-agar of the Malays (the
fucua saccharinur) abounds on the
coral shoals in the vicinity of S i n g s
poor, and forms a bulky article of native export for the Chinese market,
where it fetches, including the freight,
from six to eight dollars per pecul.
When dry and ready packed for exportation, it may be purchased here
for three or four dollara per ecul.
By the Cbineae i t is convertec! into
glue, paint, &c. : besides H hich it is
used for dazing their cotton manufactures and sacrifice paper. A small
portion of the finest sort is made into
a fine jelly, which on being cut up
and preserved in syrup, makes a delicious sweetmeat. The reefs and
shoals exposed by Iow tides afford
luxuriant crops of this weed, which
in its native state resenlbles a species
of fern, but the fineclt sort is procured
on the coast of Billiton isle, and
brings more than double the price of
any other. The common harvest
amounts to about 6,000 peculs, which
in favourable seasons may be doubled.
-(Singapoor Chronicle, R n , s , Capt.
Ross, Finlnyson, 4c.)

SINGABAPETTAH-A
town in the
Barramahal district, situated about
110 mites travelling distance from
Pon&cherry.
Near to this place
there is a fine embanked reservoir.
SIU~ARUYCDTTA,
(Singha ranla
cda).-A
town in the northern Circars, twenty-four miles N. by W.
fromvizagapatam ;lat. 18°31N., Ion.
8 3 O . 2 0 ' E.
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SINGBOOM(ringha burn;).
A
territory in the province of Orissa,
governed by a raja independent within his own limits, but under political
subordination to the British government. I t ie bounded on three sides
by the districts of Chuta Nagpoor,
Midnapoor, and Mohurbunge, and
on the south by that of Kunjeur.

Between Singboom there is a raul
forest extending into Sumbhulpoor,
which has been estimated t o exceed
thirty miles in length, the trees o f
which are said t o be of remarkable
loftiness and dimensions. T h e zemindars in this and other tracts 011
the Midnspoor frontier were fbrmerly many of them robbers by birth,
kept robbers in their pay, and have
still a hankerinc after their old trade.
While tributary t o the Maharattas
they were under no internal control,
and were at home magistrates, with
unlimited powers of life and death.
In 1821 the population of Singboom
was estimated at 66,527 persons.
A tribe named Lurkhas inhabited
a portion of this division, situated in
a valley between two ranges of hills
watered by the rivers Roro and Kurkye, and named after them Lurkhacole. In 1820 they were in a manner for the first time discovered by
accident, in conseqwnee of Major
Roughsedge's detachment marching
through the country, on which wcasion they committed depredations,
and killed several of the camp followers. A force large enough t o
prove that resistance was hopeless
was detached against them ; yet they
did resist, and fought most desperately with bows, arrows, battleaxes, and stones, until the loss o f
many of their warriors, and all their
viliages and granaries, compelled
them to submit to the terms proposed
for their future regulation. I t is to be
regretted such extremities were neceasary, as ftom the flourishing condition-of their small comn~.unitythey
are likely, under a moderate government, to prove valuable subjects.
TheseLurkhas or Lurkhacoles a r e
probably a branch of the great Gond
family, and appear to be widely scattered, as they are also found in t h e
hills immediately west of C h u n a ~
about the Kemoor ghaut. They burn
their dead and bury their ashes. Their
religion is not yet ascertained, b u t
they do not appear to have any o f
the Hindoo scruples with respect t o
food, neither have the dogmas of the
Arabian prophet penetrated among

SINGROWLA.
them. Their tmf6c conmstr in the
barter of pulse, mustard-seed, sesamum, and ghee, for salt and coarse
cloths, with the inhabitents of the
neighbouring pergunnahs. In 3823
Raja Goonsham Singh acknowledged
subjection to the British government,
and requested assistance against the
depredations of the Coles. --(Cap!.
Jackron, Public J o u m l r , be.)
S x N ~ n o o x fGngh

bAumi, *lie
in the Province of Gundwana, the ancient capita1 of the preceding division ; lat.
22' 31' N-, Ion- 8 j 0 40' E-, 105 miles
W. from Midnnpoor. Notwithutanding the etymology given above of the
name of this town and territory, it is
notorious that there never was a
lion seen within the limits of either.

land ?flionrJ--A

lawn

SINGAEA.-A town in the province of Bahrir, situated on the east
side of the Gundiick. seventeen miles
N. from the city of Patna; lat. 2s0
$9 N.,Ion. 85O
E.
Near to
this place is the site of an ancient
city, where aremarkable pillar stands;
nnd two days journey further up the
called KesGunduck, near a
serah, is a remarkable edifice, which
ap ears to have been originall'y a
c y k d e r placed on the frustrum of a
cone, for the purpose of being seen
at a distance. Both the cone and
cylinder are of brick, and appear sohd throughout.iRe(16en Brtrowa,

4c.I
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SINGnEalcOND~.
A village
about f i f i ~Brahminns huts in the
Northern Carnatic, ten miles south
from Ongole ; lat- 15' 5' N-9 Ion- 79'
59' E- This place stands at the base
having a pwoda On the
of a
summit, dedicated to Narasingha,
some
and apparently
The river Maner flows to the south
stream.a broad but
(Fullarton, 4c.)
S ~ s r a u ~ . - A strong hill in the
province ofAurungabad,about twelve
miles south of Poona, and in the
vicinity of Poorunder. The fort of
Singhur stands on the summit of a
mountain, which terminates to the
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west one of the ranges of hills
Letween Poona and the Neera river.
Its altitude is very great,
and the access to it along pathways on high precipitous ridges
which ascend from the south and
eastward. Its greatest extent from
east to west is 1,000 yards, and
from north to south about 800 yards.
Its shape being very irregular, the area
of the interior is confined, and mostly
occupied by rugged eminences. This
is one of the cautionary fortress4
surrendered by the pmhwa in lgl?,
as a ,,ledge for his sincerity, and subsequently restored to him. I t wai
raptured in 1818 by a detachment
under ~~~~~~lpritzler.
&NGOLB.-A town in the province
of Allahabad, twenty-five miles
N.N.W. from Gurrah; lat. 2 3 O 29'
N. ion. 790 5 1 , ~ .
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SINGROWLA.-Asmall division in
the province of Gundwana, bounded
on the east by the British district of
Ramghur and zemindary of Palamow.
The Singrowla raja's territories commence on the north-west at a narrow
defile in the Bickery hills called Bulghaut. In this tract between the
hills there are extensive ralle~s,but
wild and uncultivated, and frequentl~
covered with forests. A few small
villages are scattered over the face
of the country, in the vicinity of
which pome cultivntion is seen; but
the territory in general ia very desolate. Iron is found in abundance,
the price being from one ru ee and II
half to two rupees and a halfper eighty pounds, according t~ quality.
this miserable rqjon several Hindoo
mythological excavations and images.
have been discovered, but of a very
inferior description to those seen in
the Deccan. Singrowla is still possessed by
petty and independent
native chiefs, the principal of whom is
the raja of Shnw oor. The principal
quarry of corunlum perhaps in India,
is within the territory of the Singrowla raja, about eight miles south from
Sahapoor, where that chief usually
resides, and about 120 miles from
Mirzapoor, on the basks of the

.
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ANG.
Gangen. The qurtntity brou@t from
thence to M i i r is conaderable,
and it is ham hence t h u the rest of
the more enatern provinces are supvicinity of the quarry in
p
ed. The
mhabited
by the rude tribe named
Kol, to whom the traders carry a
little salt, cloth, and rarious other
trifles, and in return get iron and
.
corundum.-(J. B. Blunt, 5-2.)

SLNOPOO~.-Atown belonging to
the British government in the province of Malwa, situated in the Bareerewab river, aeven miles from
Coadiiy.
SINKAWAN.-A port in Borneo,
situated about thirty miles to the
south of Sambas, and three miles up
a small river leading to that part of
the interior where the Chinese emloyed in the gold mines about
%dontrad& are so numerous that they
have been estimated at 60,000 persons. I t is the chief mart for procuring gold, and the best market for
opium and piecegoods,surpassingboth
Sambas and Pontiana In A.D. 1820
disputes arose between the Chinese
miners (governed by their own captain) and the Dutch, who in 1823
proclaimed this port in a state of
blockade.--( Public Journalr, 4c.)
SINNOBX.-A town in the province
of Gujerat, situated on the steep
banks of the Nerbudda, but with an
excellent flight of ste s down to the
water; lat. 21' 56'
Ion. 7 6 36'
E., twenty-six miles E.N.E. from
Broach.
SINPOOB.-A town, or rather the
ruins of one, in the province of
Gundwana, division of Chotee hur,
dtuated on the right bank
the
Mahanuddy, twenty miles north of
Aring. This is said to have been
the capital of the ancient dynasty of
Byram Deo, and the ruins of numerous temples and other buildings
scattered over this part of the country indicate a former state of prosperity, and a more numerous population than is at present to be found.

h.,
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-(Jmkinr, 4c.)

SIUN.-A m d town and fort on
the island of Bombay, about eight
miles from the presitlmcy, at the
opposite ertrcmity of the island. It
stends on the top of a amall conical
hill, wbere it commands tbe passage
from Bombuy to Salsette, and was of
importance when the Maharattaa
possessed that ialand. At the foot
of the little hill of Sioo ia the causeway or vellard built by Mr. Duncan
across a small arm of the sea which
separated the two islands. I t is well
constructed of stone, and has a drawbridge in the centre. This causeway
was begun in 1797, and finished in
1806, at an expense of 60,676 Npees.-( M. Graham, &c.)
S~PHABAD.-A
town in the rovince of Delhi, five miles N.W. torn
Pattiallah ; lat. 30' 21' N., Ion. 760
26' E.
S I P ~ RIVER.-A
A
river in the province of Malwa, which hasits source
three miles west of the small town of
Tillore, and after a winding northerly
course passes to the west of Oojein,
and ultimately joins the Chumbul,
twelve miles west of Gungrar. During
the rains it swells to a great height,
and 'frequently devastates the adjacent villages ; but, on account of i t s
rapidity, is not navigable a t any season of the yew. I t forms the line of
demarcation between Dewass and
the possessione of Ho1car.-(MA
colm, 4c.)
SIBDANG.-A small river on the
east coast of Sunlatra, on the banks
of which in 1 8 B were many villages,
containing altogether a population of
about 3,000 Malays and 8,000 B a t
tas. The authority of the sultan.
Besar extended from Sunjei Tuan t o
Manchong along the coast, which is
said to have been originally peopled
by emigrants from Memncabow. The
articles of trade here are nearly the
same as at Delli and Buluchina,
pepper being the principal export ;
opium and cotton goods the nlost
considerable imports. Quail-fighting
is a favourite amusement about Sirdnng; a good fightiug quail will in

SIRGOOJAH.
consequence fetch at lest eight dolInland are variouv tribes of
Battas, some addicted to eanabaltm,
others not---(Andcram. 4-c.),
Sla~nart.-A town in the Gujerat
yeninsula, situated near its c.7;;
at. aa0 3' N., Ion. 71' 5' E.
was
a place of consequence,
and controlled 700 villages; but the
possessions of the family have gradualb diminished, and Raujmte has

In 1883 thk district was siippobed
to contoin twentysrie dhundoorai,
or territorial subdivisions, averaging
400 villaees each : but three-fourths
of
the country
mountPinoos
.u here described an
r J ngY* and nearly in a
ate of
&diance
to the N
y raja was very slight,
the tribute, only 3,006 rupees per
very irre ularly paid for so
vast an extent of country- ~t dees
not appear that the Sirgoojah countrj
become the seat of government'
then contained any towns of note, or
Slaooorra.-A
hree district in even fortified nosts. In 1803 the
the province of ~ u n d & n a ,situated British governrilent was obliged to
abo~it the twenty-third degree of march a detachment into Sirgoojah,
north latitude. T o the north it is to repress the repeated inroads from
bounded by Pdamow and Singboom ; that country; but all further interfeon the east by Jushpoor ; on the rence appears to have been suspended
south by Ode pgor, and on the west until 1813, when Bulbudder Sahy,
by ~hoteesgtur. A considerable the legitimate raja, r h o had then atportion of this apace is surrounded tained years ofdiscretion, applied for
by a range of mountains from 1,000 assistance t o quell the rebellion of
t o ¶$@I
feet high, the nccees to his uncle Singhram Singh, which waa
which is through difficult passes that refused. The disaffected jaghiredara
might be easily defended. That Sir- gaining consequence from this appagoojah is elevated above the adjacent rent inability, surrounded the palace
countries is proved by the rivers and put to death the s iritual d i r e lowing from it in opposite directions, tor of the raja, who w i i his mother,
some north to the Son% otherslpo~th would probably have shared the snme
to the Mahanuddy. The soil is sin- fate, but for the interposition of
W
l
p rich, and so well supplied Major Roughsedge, who sent a party
r ~ t moisture
b
that even the tops of of sepoys to protect them. Raja
b e bills are marehy. Mohree is the Bulbudder Sahy and his son, the heir
most valuable portion of Sirgoojah. apparent, died of the small-pox in
I t also commands the Pushtoo pass, 1818, by which catastrophe thedirect
the only one into Bahar from this line of the Sirgoojah family became
quarter, and which might be made extinct. Ia the same year the sopassable a t a small expense. The vereingty of Sirgoojah was ceded to
principal rivers are the Hudsoo and the British government by the Nag.
the Rhern.
poor state, and nrrnngements are stdl
The soil of Sirgoojah resembles in progress for its settlement.
that of Ramghur. In some parts it
The constructior~ of praetichk
is sandy, and contains a smaller pro- roads is one of the greatest benefits
portion of clay and gravel. Its pro- that the British government can conduce differs little from thnt of Ram- fer on the Sirgoojans, and these were
ghur, to which it adjoins, except immediately commenced n t h the
that in the valleys it yields vast country had been surveyed in 1819.
quantities of tickoor or curcurna au- The distance from Midnapoor was
gustifolia, from the roots of which found to be 279 miles, from Nagthe natives prepare a farinaceous poor 369, total 648; being much
powder, scarcely to be distinguished less to the latter place than by the
from the arrow-root of the West In- circuitous routes of Benares, Allaliadies. In this district there is a r e bad, and Bundelcund At present
markably hot-spring, the temperature Sirnadu is one of the largest and
most populou~villages. In 1823 the
of which is 186' Fahrenheit.
inrs.

-.
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tribute, of 3,000 rupeea due fo the
Britiah government was remitted, on
account of the impoverished condition of the country, and the name
year Lal Ameer Singh w m raised to
the throne, in consequence of the
secession of Ranny .Bisben Cooar.

-4Public MS. Docnmmtr, R..B.
Fergtuon, Breton, 4c.)

as a famous city, containing the delightful gardens of Hafez Rehneh,
but it now preaents only a shapeless
mass of extensive ruins. In t h e
neighbourhood are numerous mangoe
groves, and also some excellent tanks
of water. Between thin town and
Kurnal are extensive plains, containing the towns of Paniput and Kurnal, and reuowned for having been
the theatre of many battles, both i n
ancient and modern times. Whether
Delhi, Agra, or Kanoje were the temporary capital, Sirhind was the route
from Persia and Tartary by which
the conquerors of Hindostan advanced. In 1809 it belonged to e
Seik chieftian named Bingh Singh.(11th Register, Rmneld, 4c.)

S ~ R G O O J A H . - Ttown,
~ ~ S the original capital of the preceding district,
formerly stood in lat. 23' 5' N.. Ion.
83'30'E;
but in 1822 scarcely a
vestige remained of its prior existence. Three stages to the south-east
is the mountain and table-land of
Mynpat, which has an elevation of
between 2,000 and 3,000 feet, and
consequently a moderate temperature
compared with the plains below.Sr n ~ o ~ s . - Apripcipality in North(PublicJournals, kc.)
ern Hindostan, situated between the
Sutuleje and Jumna rivers. On the
, SIRHIND.-A town in the province
of Delhi, formerly the cap~talof a north it is separated from Bussaher
territorial subdivinion, of which a by the river Paber ; on the west it is
large proportion is now comprehend- bounded by Hindoor and the Barrah
ed in the district of Sahanlnpoor, Turkrah; on the south by the Seik
and the rest possessed by the Seiks. possessions in the Delhi province;
About A.D. 1357 Sultan Feroze the and on the enst by Gurwal and the
third of Delhi cut several canals river Jumna. I t is subdivided into
from the Jumna and Sutuleje, in or- pergutloahs, and each pergunnah into
der to fertilize this naturally nrid patis or estates. With the exception
country, and afterwards built a fort of the Kardeh Doon this tract is
at Sirhind, but both the fort and ca- covered with mountains, extending in
nals have long disappeared. The ranges radiating from the Chur, mueh
city of Sirhind itself has long been a indented and crowned with peaks.
scene of desolation, it never having The Chur peak is 10,588 feet in
recovered from the dreadful ravages height, and although sixty miles From
of the Seik Bairaggie, Banda, about the nearest summit of the snowy
A.D. 1707, who is stated to have chain, is higher thsn any interventhen not only destroyed the mosques, ing point. The snow lies on the Chur
but to have levelled its palace8 and peak until June, and it is said little
public buildiogs with the ground. At or no rain ever falls there.
present Pat:iallah is the largest and
This prineip~lity has for many
most flourishing town, and next to it years been governed by a race o f
Thanusar, which is still held in high Rajpoot princes, said to have come
religious veneration by the Hindoos, originally from Jesselmere, who long
as is also the feeble and tenlporary exercised a paramount authority wer
current of the Sereswati. In March many others. In 1775 Raja Kineh
1809 Raja Runjeet Bingh of Lahore Singh died, leaving four sons, of
gave up the forts he occupied on the whom Kurrum Perkaush, the third,
left bank of the Sutuleje, but he still succeeded regularly on the death of
exacts certain feudal duties from such his two elder brothers; but in conSeik chiefs as also hold lands on the sequence af his misconduct, and
north-western side of that river.
other events incident to native coni. By Abul Fazel, Sirhind is described munities, he wad repeatedly de-
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throned and retitored. When the
Britislr entered the country in 1814,
against the Gorkhae, they found most
of the hill chiefs had been either banished or degraded, and many were
in a state of the most extreme indigence. After the expulsion of the
corkhas, it was determined to exclude Kurrum Perkaush on account
of the infamy of his conduct, and
place his young son, Futteh Singh,
under the guardianship of his mother,
on the throne, which was done accordingly. The country left in his possession, together with the duties collected at the great fair of Tilakpoor, were
expected to jield 40,000 rupees per
annum, clear of all expenses, and
these resources were known to be
capable of improvement. In settling
the limits the Tarnas or Tonse river
was selected as a marked boundary,
beyond which the British government could claim nothing to the
westward, nor that of Sirmore to the
east.
Among other strange practices it is
a usual custom in Sirmore to lay children (especially infants), while asleep
during the heats, with their heads
under little rills of the coldest water,
without any bad effect; indeed by
the natives it is a process highly estlmated' When "ptain
ed charve of the Sirmore treasury In
181sy
owed 'lyooO
rupees at
eighteen per cent. interest ; but
when delivered over to the young
Raja Futteh Perkaush in 1823, it had
30,000
to its
a sum
which though small, must be considered of importance with reference
to the total amount of the Sirmore
revenue, and still more so as furnishing the first instance upon record of
a Sirrnore raja free from debt and
financial embarrassment.-(Sir David
Ochterlony, Public MS. Documenh,
Copt. Rodney Blane, Copt. Birch,
Govon, 4c.)

'

receiv-

SI~NADU.-A large and populous
village in the province of Gundwana,
division of Sir oojah, situated at the
bottom of a gfaut or pass. This is
the residenca of the principal jaghire-

dar, who holds part of his -tat= on
the tenure of keeping the pass in a
defensible state.--(Public MS. Documentr, g ~ . )
S'nn'N"Gun
/Sri
town in the p r o ~ n c e
district of Gumah, 130 miles N. by E.
from Nagpoor; lat.
67'N9 Ion.
79055'E. In 1818 a party
the
Nagpoor raja's
were defeated
here.
SIBSAH.-A town in the Bhatty
country, in the province of Ajnieer,
situated about thirty miles to the
westward of Futtehabad,within which
distance there are not above ten villuges. From Sirsah it is sixteen milee
to Raneah, with two villages, Jemar
and Raypoor, on the road. Fortyfive miles to the westward of Raneah
lies Bhatneer. At Sirsah there is a
ghurry or mud fort, much out of r e
pair, which, however, in 1803, withstood an attack of the Maharatta infantry, assisted by one of the Begum
~ o ~ ' o o ' scorps. (ArchiboM Seton,
4~-)
SIBSAWA.-Atown in the province
of Delhi, seven miles N.W. from Saharunpoor; lat. 30' 1' N., lon. 7jP
24' E.
SITLAHA.-A
small town in the
provincesituated
of *\lahabad,
division
of
Rewsh,
on the bank
of thg
river Tonse below the ghauts, about
fifty-seven miles S. by W-from the city
of Ailahabad. Here is the common
where
proceeding
Rew*
the
and On the
o ~ ~ o s ito
te
margin of the liver
mt'e,
ha there is a
built of stonem--(F~rtona gc')
S I T T I V A C C A . - Tname
~ ~ of a small
town in Ceylon, formerlf noted for
being the chief scene of ~ntercourse,
friendly or hostile, between the Candians and their European neighhum;
1st. 6' 67' N., ion. 80' 7' E., twentythree miles E. from Columbo. There
is here a ferry over a considerable
river of the same name with the town.
Sittivacca was once a royal residence,
and among the jungles the ruins of
an old fort and some other buildings

-

three or b u r d l e r torrents. Tbe
6rst plunges into th& ravine below,
from a bcight variously eetimsted at
from 180 to 150 h,while t h e
others, impeded m their course by
4c.1
the intervening rocks, work their
SIVANA S A Y U D ~ A .An island way, with many fantastic evolutions,
formed by the Cavery in North Coim- to a dintame of about a00 feet from
batoor, about nine miles in length by the bare of the precipice, where t h e
one in breadth, sad remarkable as the whole unite, the other detached porsite of the ancient Hindoo city d tion of the river precipitatingitself at
Ganga Para, aud for the vicinity of the =me time in two colamns &om a
two cataracts of the Cavery, of ex- c l i about 2830 feet high, nearly a t
traordinary grandeur.
right angles with tile principal fall.
Here are the ruins of a bridge, The surrounding scenery is wild, and
once 300 yards in length, acrons the the whole presents a very imposing
southern branch of the Cavery, con- spectacle, especially during the height
atructed on the principle of the of the rains.
bridges described under the head of
second cataract is formed by
seringapatam, with nearly 100 pillars theThe
southern arm of the Cavery, at a
in each range. Directly opposite are
aqot called Birra Chuki, about a
the nearly obliterated remains of the m
~ l efrom the fall above described.
southern gate of a wall that sor- The channel of the river here i s
rounded the city, to which there was spread out to a magnificent expanse,
8 flight of steps. The place is enveand its stream divided into no less
loped in the thickest forests, and the than ten distinct torrents, which h l l
interior is now a jungle of long grass, with infinite variety of configuration
with many banyan trees of great size.
a broken precipiceof more than
T h e principal street may still be over
100 feet, presenting no single body
traced, extending from north to south of
water equd in volunie to the main
about one mile. There are here the
Rllns of many Hindoo temples, great fall at Gangani Chuki ;but the whole
and small, and much sculpture of forming an amphitheatre of cataracts,
the eye in every direction,
various sorts. In one apartment meeting
there is a statue of Vishnu, seven feet along a sweep of probably ninety delong, in the best style of Indian carv- grees, and combined with scenery of
such sequestered wildness, that for
i n p The figure is thick, with a pyraeffect it is perhaps withm~dical cap, the eyes closed, and pictnresque
seven cobra ca ella snakes forming out parallel in the world
In 1820 the island of Samudra was
a canopy over is head. The apartments are small and dark, and must granted by the Madras presidency for
be examined with torches, the prin- thirty rears to a native speculator,
cipal statue being in the remotest who engaged to clear the island, replace the bridge, and repair the ternchamber.
The cataract of Gangana Chuki is ples. The revenue previously yietdon thenorthern branchof the Cavery, ed did not amount to more than
and may be conveniently viewed from twenty-eight pagodas per annum. In
the vicinity of a little hermitage 1820 a new bridge was completed,
about a mile from the north-eastern 1,000 feet' long, thirteen broad, and
gate of the city. This branch of the twenty-three high, planned by Ramariver is subdivided into two lesser swamy Moodely, and completed a t
ramifications, a short distance above his sole risk and expense.-(Fthe fall. The nearest, and by much tan, $c.)
SOAB.-A considerable village in
the largest of these streams is broken
by projecting masses of rock into one the province of Agra belonging to
cataract of prodigious vdurne, and the raja of Jeypoor, situated o n a
may atill be t
d ; but thecornmoo
clay-built h o u w of the o+
tom
have w, wholly disappand, that it
has almost ceased to exist.-(Ikay,
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small eminence, about reventy miles territory is fertile and well imgated,
travelling distance S.W. by W. from but aa yet little known. I t is trathe city of J e y p w r . - ( F d ~ r t o r r ,qc.) versed fiom north to south by the
s ~ ~ ~ ~town~ in ~the~ pro. -Seena
A river, and hounded on the we&
vidce of Candeish, 110 miles E. by S.
the Beema. The prjncipd towna
from Surat ; lat. el0 4f N., lon. 74' are Solapoor and Inhole.
5V E.
SOLAPWB.-A town in the proSoDEaA.-A town in the province vince of Aumngabad, the capital of
district, sixty-five miles
of ~
~ fifty-,,ioe
h miles
~ N. ~from ~the preceding
,
E. from the ancient city of
the city of Lahore ; ]at. 3 P 26' N., N.
, Bejapoor; lat. 17' 40' N., lon. 76O
Ion. 73' 6Y E.
3' E. The fort of Solapoor is an
SOHAGEPOO~.
-Asubdivision of the gblong of considerable area, with
Gundwana province* jnWsected
a wall and fausse bray of substantial
the Sane river, and reaching nearly mmonry, flanked by ca acious round
to the source of that ammy
at the towers. A broad and jeep wet ditch
Omerkuntuc. In ancient surrounds the place, and the north
times this
Pa* of and east sides are covered by an ex; but tensive pettah surrounded by a good
the Hindoo state
Aurengzebe it wall. T o the southward ixnlmuniduring the reign
was formdly annexed
the 8oubah eating with the ditch is a tank, sursubjected rounded on three sides by a mound,
of Aliahabad, although
It which in its extent forms a respectain name to the
hm, however, occa8iona11~.paid tri- ble breast-work to the garrison. This
bute to more powerful ne~hbours, place was taken in 1818, after an qba re- stinate defence, by a detachment unand latterly was
gular appendye to the dOminiO?s.Of der Sir Thomas Munro, and since
N P ~ P untll
~ ~ ceded
~ , to the &ltlsh the annexation of the southern Main lala. The town Of Sohageg60: haratta country bas become an imstands in ]at. so
28' N.9 Ion. 81 40 portant military station.- (Blacker,
E., sixty-five miles N.N.E. from 4,)
Mundlah.
SOLEDEW.-Atown in the rorince
SoHaIT.-A town in the province
of Malwa, the capital of a paynoah
of gujerat, six miles weat of'~ury*
belonging to Sindia, but rented by wud ; lat. 24' 6' N., lon. 74' 26' E.,
Zalim Singh. In 1820 the town con- 750 feet above the level of the sea'd
tained about 6,000 inhabitants.4c')
SOLIMAN
MOUNTAINS.-Arange of
(Malcolm, qc.)
in Afghanistan, runSOHAUL.-A town in the province high mountains
north and south, situated
ofAllahabad,thirtysevenmilesS.S.E. ning
from callinjer; late 1,240 38t N., lone to the west of the Indus, between
the twent -ninth and thirty-fourth
80° 4Y E.
degrees o t north latitude.
The
. SOHNA.-A town in the province ridge commences at the lofty peak
of Delhi, twenty-eight miles S. by W. named the Suffaid Cob, or white
fiom the city of Delhi; lat. 28' 21' N., mountain, from the perpetual snow
that crowns its summit. By the
Ion. 76O 5(Y E.
SOLAK.-A Tartar village in Tibet, Afghans it is named speenghur,
district of Spiti, and situated on the which has the same import in the
Pushtoo language that Suffaid Coh
banks of the Spiti; lat. 3 P 6' N.
has in Persian. The tukhth Soliman,
SOLApOOR (Sah~uraI.-A
or throne of Solomon, was estimated
in the province of Aurungabad, situ- in 1809, by ~ , i M
~ ~ ~ . ~ at
ated a t the south-eastern extremity, 19,831 feet.
between the seventeenth and ei hteenth degrees of north IatiWdo.
SOLO(or
card.--A l W 3 ~

~
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.town in the island of Java, the capital of the susuhunan or emperor;
lat. 7 O W S . , Ion. 110° 55' E., sixtyone miles S.S.E. from Samarang.
This is a large and populous place,
intersected by broad shaded avenues
or streets, extending at right angles.
The crattan, where the emperor resides, is very spacious, and comprises
man buildings within its area. The
chiek and nobility dwell in villas in
the neighbourhood, surrounded by
high walls. The Euro ean fort and
town are very neat, an in 1815, although within 800 yards of the crattan, contained a large British garrison. Suracarta, however, ma rather
be termed an assemblage o f numerous villages, than what in Europe
would be called a town. A fine river,
navigable during the rains, flows
past, and afterwards falls into the
harbour of Gressie. In A.D. 1742
Cartasura was abandoned, and the
seat of government removed to this
town. In 1815 its population was
estimated at 105,000 persons.
The era of Javanese history, of
which the chronology is tolerably
well ascertained, goes as far back as
600 years. The present susuhunan,
who passes for the lineal descendant
of the first monarch, is the fiftyeighth human birth that has sat on
the throne. Prior to the reign of
this dynasty was that of their devatas
or demi-gods, among whom are reckoned the patriarch Adam and his
son Seth; in the same list with whom
the Hindoo triad Brahma, Vishnu,
and Mahadeva are found. Following these are certain persons whom
we may conjecture to have been deities worshipped by the Javanese, before the introduction of either the
Hindoo or Mahomedan religions.
Prior to the introd~ictionof the latter
this people were brave and enterprizing, and about A.U. 1400, besides
possessing a great portion of Java,
their power was predominant in the
bastern isles, their conquests ex.
tending to Sumatra, Borneo, and
even to the Moluccas. They became
known to Europeans only in the decline of their power, and suffkred
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greatly b the never-ceasing encroach-

ments oPthe Dutch.
The native proviuces in Java
are divided between the susuhunan
and sultan, agreeably to the settlement of 1754 ;but their territories
are so intermingled that it is impossible to discriminate them g q r a p h i cally. In 1815, according to a census taken by the British government,
the native province of Solo or Suracarts contained 978,727 inhabitants,
of which number 2,435 were Chinese.
A considerable part of the Mataram
province and adjacent districts towards the south having been ceded
by the predecessors of the present
susuhunan in 1753 to prince Mangku
Nagara, are still exclusively enjoyed
by his successor Prangavedono. T h e
government of the susuhunan i a a
pure, unmixed despotism, there being
no hereditary rank, for not only honours and posts originate from his
authority, but also the possession of
landed property and its cultivators,
which are bestowed and resumed a t
pleasure. The highest executive
officer or prime minister is the raden
adepati, who usually rules the kingdom, while his nominal master is
satisfied with the flattery, pomp, and
luxury of his seraglio.
The susuhunan was implicated in
the conspiracy that took place in
1815 among the British sepoys in
Java. The intimacy appears to have
commenced from his attending the
ceremonies of their religious worship,
which were Hindoo, and also presenting them with several idols of
their deities which had been p r e
served in his family. The conspirators flattered him (a Mahomedan) as
the descendant of the great Rama;
and a deliberate plot was arranged,
the object of which was to place the
European provinces once more under
a Hindoo sovereignty, in which case
the Javanese, whose faith hangs very
loos'ely on them, would probably
have relapsed en masse to their old
Brahminical superstitions.
The susuhunan of Suracarta OF
Solo died in 3880, in the thirty-third
year of his reign, leaving fifty-dx

SONDA.
children, and 146 grandchildren. His
successor. Abdul Rehmen, died in
1823. ( ~ a B e 8 , Thorn, ~rawfurd,
&c-)
SoLon ISLE.-A~ island in the
Eastern seas. separated f'rom Floris
or End6 by the straits of Floris, and
from Sabrao by a narrow strait. In
length it may be estimated at thirty
miles, by fifteen the average breadth.
Provisions are usually plenty here,
and iron manufactures in demand.
The inhabitants of Solor consist
of two classes, the mountaineers or
aborigines, and the maritime inhabitants, who appear to he of the Bajoo
or orang laut (men of the sea) tnbe,
who in 1820 acknowledged subordination to the Dutch factory at Coopang. Little intercourse, except the
exchanee of a few commodities. subsists bGtween the two races. * The
articles in demand are the same as
at Timor. The chief exports by the
Macassar and Sumbhawa prows are
wax and fish-oil, which last they
procure from a species of black
whale about twenty feet long. The inh3bitantsareprincipally Mahomedans,
but many natives of the north coast
have been -converted to Christianity
by the Portuguese, who still retain
some small influence in that quarter
of the island. A Dutch interpreter
from Coopang is stationed here, to
whom the uative chiefs of the vicinity
in common times yield im licit obedience. In A.D. 1613 t t e Dutch
captured the Portuguese settlements
on Solor and Tidore.--( Malay Miacellanies, Fdinders, Crawfurd, ijc.)

-

SOYAWABPETT.-A
village and talook in the province of Mysore and
principality of Coorg, separated from
Sauthazar talook only by a little
rivulet, et differing in dress, manners andcustoms. In the last-mentioned the villagers are covered with
a blanket, wbich passes over the left
shoulder, leaving the right one entire1 naked, and being wrapped round
the k e r pan of the body as low
down as the knee, it is tied round
the loins by a kind of sash or belt.
In the Somawarpett talook the natives

wear a white rest covering the whole
bodv down to the knee. and buckled
roukd by a belt. ~ h ediffer
i
even in
their mode of beating the tomtom
(dm"'),
and of sounding the colory
hOrn.--(CdomlLambtun~

SOMMEE.-A town in the province
of Gujerat, the modern capital of
the Rahdunpoor grincipality ; lat.
230 32' N., Ion. f 1 4 1 E. - This is
a place of considerable size, and in
1820 waa supposed to contain 4,000
houses. I t stands in a swamp, is
surrounded by many puddles,. and
during the rainy season is almost under water. To the north-west is a
plain destitute of wood, but partly.
cultivated, and abounding with a n t s
lopes.--(Macrturdo, $c.)
NAUTH.

SONAIL.-A town in the province
of Valwa, which in 1820 belonged to
Holcar, and coutained about 4,000
inhabitants. A t .the above date it
exhibited the rare phenomenon of n
flourishing town in the province of
Malwa ; lat. 24O 20' N., lon. 76" '2
E.
SONAKAU.-A~ergunnahin Choteenghur, the zemindar of which, Ram
Ray, having become formidable by
the supineness of prior governments,
continued refractory in 1818, after
the rest of the province was tranquillized. He was subsequently reduced to sub'ection by a military det a c h m m t . ~ ~ aAgnew,
~ i r 4c.)
SONABA.-A large village in the
province of Malwa, belonging to
Holcar, near the Kotah frontier,
about fitly miles south from the city of
Kotah; lat. 24' 35' N., Ion. 75' 57'

E.
SONDA.-A town in the province
of Mooltan, situated on the road
from Tatta to Hyderabad, a short
distance from the banks of the Indus;
lat. 24' 58' N., Ion. 68' 27' E. The
banks of the river here are low and
swampy, and the depth of water
about four fathoms. One nlile
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hilh approach fhc western bank of
the Indus, which win& with a ser
pentine .course, and washes their
bases for about two miles in extent.
- - ( M W s &-)
SoxmABA.-A
tract io the
p r o ~ of
e Malwa, which stretches
from A~~~~~to the churnbul east,
and from Guugraur to Oojein north
and aoutb.
received ite name
from a despsrate me of plundaers
called sondies,
who we
but sometimee
are in fact
Rajpoots,
he descendants of a mirture of all
alapses, whkb the name implies.
They first appeared as robbers, gradually rose to be petty zemindars,
years, anarchy
and during the
of Mdwa roee to be successful freehooters on a
scale. At
the peace of Mundeseor the Sondie
fmcB were estimated at 1,249 horse
and 9350 foot, all subsisting by plllnder, for the possessions they claimed
own were all in a complete
state of desolation. Even after the
conquest of Jlalwa the natural difficlrlties of the country encouraged
the Sondies to persevere in their
predatory habits, to repress which a
considerable force directed by sir
John Malcolm penetrated the country, and in six weeks captured thirteen strongholds, and expelled the
robbers, who finding no refuge in
their ancient fastnesses, had no alternative but to deliver up their arms,
and make the hest settlement they
could as cultivators. Since that period the sondies have been strictly
superintended to prevent a revival
of their former habits, but at the same
time treated with such kindly policy,
that Sondwara is fast attaining a state
of order and rosperit,,m
marriages and kasts the Sondies are
aided by Brahmins, but this caste
have otherwise but little intercourse
with them, and their moral character
etill continues of the worst description.-(Mqlcob, Prinaep, 4c.)
S ~ NRIVER
E
(#OM,
gnuen).-The
rivers Sone and Nerbudda have their
sources in the tabkland of Omer-

na. '$he Sone rises on the cast si&
wd ftom tbtough Pindlrrah, where
being joined by other streams from
the northeast side of thie mountainous region, it proceeds in a norther1J' direction through Soh%e~oorand
Bo&eeund, when lurning more t o
the eastward, it pursues its course
towwds the Ganges. According to
Major Reonell's Bengal atlas,-their
junction formerly took place at Man tongue Of land projecting
9'"
east has been formed from the Sbahabed district, so that Maner is now
three miles above the confluence of
the two
The qpeerance Of the 'One during
the heats of spring is still more desert
that Of the Ganges, and its
eastern bank is in many qlaces overdowns,
whelmed with barren
blown up from its channel. In some
consists
and
Part the
is cultivated. It is no where rocky
in this part, but with the sand blown
UP are intermixed a variety of small
are
orpebbles, some Of
namental, and the floods have strength
to
Of lhesealmout
to a junction with the sacred river.
During its course in these districts
the
receives no branch* but
sends off "Ine Old
that in
differentpart# are called by its name.
are of no use either
for irrigation or navigation. For the
purposes of the
the BeatSane
is too
sunk in its channel, and
during the
eemon
not be
controlled by dams, nor is it of much
the fish
for boats. In the
are
a much
quality to
of the Ganges, .=pecialJy $Wekinds Of
The channel of this river in the
for
proYince Of Bahar is
'ts pebbles, many of which are very
and take a high ~olishs
but the major portion consists of
water-worn fragments of rude siliceous rocks of various kinds, chiefly
quartz, b ~ t hdiaphonous and opaque,
and of various colours. All the pebbles have probabl been brought fmm
the southern hi& by the aream o(

"'
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SONGOLA.-Avilla& in Sam, sithis pavrerhl torrent; but by some
it is alleged that the waters of the tuated on the eastern baok of a
river of the same name, which flows
Sone have a petrifying quality.
This immenae torrent forms the into the Meklong river, which joins
boundary between the districts of the Menam near to Bankelc, the raBahar and Shahabad, for about fifty- pits1 of Siam. This village is only
five miles of a direct line, from its two hours and half marching distance
mouth upwards, and' is in general from Praw Thoungy or the three
almost equal in size to the bed of pagodas, which mark the limits of
the Ganges. After heavy rains this the British and Sianrese territories.
channel is almost filled, but does not
SONGORA.-Aseaport belonging to
overflow, and has a rapidity that the Siamese, situated on the ease
scarcely admits of navigating agai~st coast of the Malay peninsula, and
the current ; but during the rainy sea- west side of the gulf of Sian~; lat. 7 O
son, boats of 500 or 680 maunds pass 4ff N., Ion. 101' 1VE.
the whole extent, above two distmcts,
SONYE.-A town belonging to Sinend small craft of twenty maunds
can pass the whole year. Near its dia, in the rovince of Aurungabad,
~ur,
origin this river is said to be desig- district of ~ ~ m e d n u ~twenty-five
nated the Sonabudda, to distinguish miles travelling distance N.N.E. &om
it from the Nerbudb, by which, con- the city of Ahmednuggur. This place
jointly with the Ganges, the triangu- consists of two divisions, each of
lar portion of Hindostan is insulated. them completely walled, and separated by a rivulet. The eastern db
- 4 F . Buchanan, Capt. Blurt, qc.)
vision is the most considerable, and
SONRKUTCA.-A
town ia the pro- seems to have been built on a reguvince of Malwa, nineteen miles east lar ~ l a n .
of Dewass, situated on the east side
~oosaAraNr.-A
mountain psaL
of the Cali Sinde river; lat. 23' l'N.,
in the
among theof Canara, Ghauts,
Ion. 76023fJ3. In 1890 it belonged province
which towere
to Sindia.4 Malcdn~,4c.)
above the rest, having an elevation of
SONEPOOB.-Atown in the pro- 5,611 feet above the level of the sea.
vince of Gundwana, situated on the -(Col. Landon, qc.)
west side of the Mohanuddy river,
SooKAIT.-A large village in the
but a great proportion of the lands province of Ajmeer, division of Harattached to it lie to the east of that rowtee, which in 1820 contained
river, in the province of Orissa ; lat.
2,000 inhabitants ; late 240
20" 29' N., Ion. 83" 42'E. ; fifty-four N.,
760 7/ E.--(MoCcdm, 4c.)
miles south of Sumbhulooor. In 1818
Sonepoor was assessed in money to.
SOOKEBTAL.-Afortified town in
the amount of 20,000 Sumbhulpoor the province of Delhi, thirty-five
rupees. At this place the Gond and miles S. by W. from Hurdwar; lat.
Ooria languages are intermingled.B028' N., Ion. 78' E. West of it are
(Roughsedge, Stirling* kc.)
entrenchments formerly excavated
by Zabeta Khan.
SONEPUT
(Sohapati).-A
town in
SOOKHLANA.-A
small town in the the province of Delhi, which with the
lands attached form part of the terri- province of Malwa, situated on the
tory B e revenue of which is assigned east bank of the Chamlee river,
by the British government for the in the perynnah of Nolye.
support of the emperor and royal
SOOKSAGOR.-Asmall town in the
family of Delhi. To the north of province
of Bengal, district of Nudthis city is a mausoleum erected by dea, about
thirty-one miles N. from
Khizzer Khan, a Patan nobleman,
descended from the family of Shere Calcutta.
SOOKULTEEBUT.-Atown in the
Shah.
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SOOLOO ISLES.
The breed of horses la tolerably
province of Gujemt, nituated on the
north bank of the Nerbudda, eight
'miles from Broach; lat. 21' 48'
N., Ion. 7 3 O 1ZE. In 1820 it belonged to the Guicowar, and contained about 500 houses.--(Ma&oIm,

4c.I

A

S o o ~ o oISLES SuIuk).-A chain
of islands in the astern seas, above
sixty in number, extending from the
northeastern extremity of Borneo
to the western extremity of Magindanao, and comprehended between
the fourth and seventh degrees of
north latitude. The island of Sooloo, from which the archipelago
takes its name, is situated about lat.
6" N., Ion. 121' E., and may be estimated at forty miles in length, by
seven the average breadth. Viewed
from the s& it presents a fine prosct, superior to the generality of
%lay countries.. The hills not bein very high do not stop the clouds;
it%= not therefore any regular wet
season like the large islands, but
most rain falls during the south-west
monsoon. Much rain also falls at the
changes of the monsoons, especially
the autumnal; but no storms accompany these changes, and indeed seldom occur at any time. There are
several good harbours among these
islands, particularly at Bewabewa,.
Tavetane, Tapool, Seeasse, between
Boobooan and Tapeeantana, south of
Baseelan.
The island of Sooloo being small
and populous, considerable attention
is paid to agriculture. Rice is planted, but the crop is precarious on account of rain, for which reason they
also cultivate many roots, such as
the Spanish and sweet potatoe, and
the St. Helena and China yams ; the
rice consumed being mostly imported
from Magindanao. There are a great
variety of excellent tropical fruits,
such as oranges, jacks, dorians, custard-amples, mangoes, mangosteens,
and rambosteens. The Sooloos have
much intercourse with China, and
many Chinese having settled among
them, they have learned the arts of
engrafting and improving their frnits.

good, and Captain Forrest asserts
that wild elephants are found in t h e
central parts, which appears improbable, considering that the island is
both small and populous. Spotted
deer, goats, and black cattle are
plenty, but the natives seldoni take
milk from the cows, or use it in any
shape aa an article of diet. They
oases8 few sheep, and what they
Bave are imported. but wild h o p
abound and do infinite mischief.
Owing to its geographical position,
beyond the violence of the monsoons,
Sooloo enjoys a perpetual summer,
so that ships may anchor in the open
roadstead within half gunshot of the
town, there being no surf or dangerous banks. The fort, as it is called,
scarcely deserves such a name, as i n
1821 it weu partly composed of large
timbers, with an earthen embankment not above ten feet high. T h e
naval and land forces of Sooloo consist of the same individuals afloat o r
on shore; their fleets, fishing, and
trading prows.
In remote times, on account of its
position between Magindanao and
Borneo, Sooloo was the grand mart
of all the Mahomedan states in this
quarter of the Eastern sea. T h e
Portuguese do not appear to have
ever colonized or conquered these
islands but they visited them frequently. In the sixtecnth and seventeenth centnries, while the trade of
Japan continued opcn, two or three
ships came from thence annually,
bringing silver, amber, chests, cabinets, and other curiosities wade of
fragrant and beautifill woods, besides
great quantities of silks and porcelliin
from China. Sooloo was also then
visited hy vessels from Java, Sumatra, Ceylon, and the coast of Coromandel, the whole Eastern archipelago having then attained a height of
prosperity and civilization, fro111
which it has ever since been degenerating.
At present two rich junks, of about
800 tons, arrive annually from Amoy
loadetlwith brass salvers, iron in small
pieces, sugar-candy, raw silk, black

nadcin, whlte strong linen, kangans,
iron pans, china-ware, flowered silks,
tea, cutlery, hard-ware, brass wire,
gongs, beads, and fireworks. As a
return cargo they export, principally
t o China, biche-de-mar, both black
and white, wax, pearl oyster-shells,
birds'-nests, and tortoise-shell. Besides these they take a sea-weed namagal agal, used as a gum or glue, carooang oil, clove bark, black wood,
rattans, sago, various barks for dyeing,
cassia, pepper, native camphor, sandal-wood, spices, pearls, and curious
ahellr for grotto-work.
Pearls, as an article of trade, are
only procurable among dangerous
shoals, so numerous in the narrow
channels and passages of the Sooloo
Islands, and they are known throughout the whole archipelago by the
Sanscrit name of Mutya, pronounced
Mootee. About the value of 25,000
dollars' worth of pearls and 70,000
dollars' of mother-of-pearl shell are
annually carried from hence to China ;
and but for the turbulent and piratical habits of the Sooloos, much more
night be exported. The same seas
are the only parts of the archipelago
where cowries are found, and exported by the Buggesses to the western marts, as also the shells of the
gigantic cockle.
The Sooloos get most of their sago,
and many other articles that they sell
to the Chinese, such as biche-demar, cowries, tortoise-shell, &c., from
the Tedong o r Tiroon people, on the
north-eastern coast of Borneo ; and
in order to monopolize the trade,
they endeavour to prevent all intercourse between them and foreign
nations. With Magindanao a considerable commerce is also carried on,
the Sooloos receiving from thence
rice, clean and in the husk, for which
they usually pay in China goods.
Among these islands many Biajoos,
o r wandering sea-gypsies, are seen,
whose language diffkrs essentially
from that of the Sooloos. The Boggesses trade largely with Sooloo,
bringing chiefly cotton cloth from
Celebes, their native country. The
sultan of Sooloo, like other Malay
VOL. 11.

chieftains, is the principal merchant
within his own dominions.
T h e sovereignty of Sooloo is hereditary, and the constitution a sort of
feudal aristocracy, the direct power
of the sultan being much controlled
and frequently counterpoised by that
of the dattoos, or nobles, who tyrannize over the people. The chief functionaries are also hereditary. The raja laut, or lord of thesea, is high admiral. There are many towns on the seacoast,inlandcliiefly stragglinghuts and
hamlets ; but there are no horaforas,
or savage aboriginals. There is a law
both here and at Magindanao, that
no Chinese can be made a slave; but
slaves of all other classes are numerous. The Sooloos xeldom go to foreign parts in their own vessels, except on predatory excursions to make
slaves among the Philippines. They
are little accustomed to the use of
fire-arms, depending mostly on the
lance, swortl, and creese, a t the use
of which all ranks are dexterous;
and being naturally of a martial turn,
they had subdued, a t an early period, not only all the adjacent small
isles, but a great part of the north.
east coast of Borneo. They appear
to be innately sanguinary and trea-cherous, on which account their alliance often proves much more dangerous than their open hostility.
The Sooloo islanders have reached
a more advanced stage of civilizatioi~
than the Magindanese have yet at.
tained. They are fond of music, and
have Philippine slaves who play to
them on the violin. I n 1773 Capt.
Forrest saw the snltan dance a minuet with his niece, and the dattoos,
or nobles, go down a country dance,
accon~plishments acquired from the
Spaniards. Indeed, the British seem
to be the ouly nation that makes no
impression or alteration on the natives
with whom they associate. In all the
Portuguese, Spanish, and Dutch coloniex, some approximation ofn~anners
andcustoms has taken place; go amiie
from Madras or Calcutta, and the native manners are as pure as in the centre of Hindostan. T h e men generally
go dressed in white waistcoats, but3 r

toned down to the middle, and white
breeches ;the ladies wear a fine white
waistcoat, fitted close, with a petticoat over drawers which reach to the
knee. They are not, as in most Mshomedan countries, kept strictly confined, but allowed to go abroad, as m
Europe. In their families are many
Philippine and some Spanish slaves,
usual1 purchased from the Illanon
and dagindanese cruizers, overwhom
they possess unlimited power of life,
death, and torture. Asswination
among the Sooloos is scarcely reckoned a crime, in that the only virtue
the clnim is courage, alwa s mixed
wit treachery ;honesty, in&stry, or
hosnitalitv. are aualities entirelv foto tbkir naiurerr.
Sooloo dialect is a very mixed
one, derived mostly from th&hlalay,
Javanese, and Tagala. They have
adopted the Malay character, and
have a few books in that tongue,
with which they are chiefly supplied
by the trading Buggesses. There are
some who have a steetteriug of Arabic ; but a large proportion, even of
the nobles, cannot read o r write.
Tbey pretend to have records relating to the discovery of the magnet,
and the art of manufacturing gunpowder, but they are probably indebted for both to the Chinese; they
are, however, ood practical navigators. The ~ o a f o o are
s of the Soonee
Mahomedan sect; but their zeal for
that hidt o r attention to its ordinances are feeble and capricious.
Their mos ues are mean, and destitute of all Secoration, internal or external, and they rarely perform the
pilgrimage to Mecca. One inveterate
quality, however, of the true Mu*
aulman they possess in perfection,
which is hatred to the Spaniards and
their religion. Although the Mahomedan persuasion he that of the government, a large pro rtion of its
mb. ts are ignorant o E t s precepts,
and!%[
follow their own more barbaroua rmperatitions. In A.D. 1773 the
car ha, or high-priest of Sooloo, was
a &rf, who had travelled much in
Europe.
The Sooloos have a tradition that
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their island once fokned part of an
ancient Borncan empire founded by
the Chinese ; but the Magindanese
assert, without however producing
any proof, that the Sooloos were
formerly subject to them. From
the day the Spanish colonies were
first planted in the Philippines to t h e
most recent period, an unceasing warfare has subsisted between them and
the Sooloos, in which the latter have
generally had the advantage, although
they occasionally experienced p a t
reverses. In A.D. 1637 Don Sebastian Hurtado, then governorof the Phi
lippines, conquered Sooloo and Magndanao, after an obstinate struggle,
but was subseauentlv oblieed t o abandon them and bithdkw thYe garrisons.
Remains of Spanish buildings are still
to be seen in ihe Sooloo capital. In
1775 the Sooloor attacked a aettlement formed by the British East-India
Company at a eat expense, on the
small island o ~ ~ a l a m h a n g aon ,f the
north-west coast of Borneo, and
drove the settlers on hoard their
ship. In that year the reigning sultan was Israel, the son of Sultan
Ameer ul Momeneen. This monarch
had received his education a t Manilla, where he and his father were long
held in captivity, until released on
the capture of that city by the British, in 1763. The sultans of Sooloo
have more than once sent envoys to
Pekin.
The Sooloo islanders still retain
their piratical and treacherous habits
completelyunchanged, and apparently
unchangeable. In A.D. 3831 a most
perfidious and premeditated attack
was suddenly made at Tawee Tawee,
by Dattoo Moolook, one of the Sooloo nobles (who with hi3 adherents
pretended to embark as a passenger),
on the Sea Flower, a British country
trader, commanded by Lieut. Spiers ;
but after a short and most slaughterous conflict, such of the assailants as
survived were compelled to jump
overboard ; among the slain stretched on the deck was the traitor himself. Fortunately the Sea Flower,
among her crew, had more than the
usual proportion of Europeans ; yet

nhe lost four killed, and ten wound*
ed. British and foreign vessels continued, notwithstanding, to trade as
usual, such accidents among Malay
states not being considered as in the
slightest degree disturbing the harmony of commercial relations.
In A.D. 1812 Mr. Hunt was deputed by Sir Thomas Raffles from
Java to Sooloo, where he resided almost two years, and on his return
delivered in a report on this Algiers
o f the East to the government of
Prince of Wales' Island. In 1821
Lient. Spiers re orted that it was
difiicult to say weether the SOOIOOS
were at eace or war with the Spaniards; Far while vessels fronl Manilla
were trading amicably in the harbour
of Sooloo, they could see fleets of
prows sailing offto plunder their own
dominions in the Philippines. In
1834 an expedition from Manilla,
with a considerable land force on
b a r d , scoured and laid waste the
coasts of Soolm, Basseelan, and Magindanao, in reven c for piracies committed by the ~ a tribes
k
on their
own posses~ionx.-&orrest, Dahymple, Leyden, Crawfurd, Hunt, Lied
+iers, Gov. PhiUipr, 4c.)
S~OLTANPOOR-A
town in the province of Lahore, forty- six miles N.E.
from Belaspoor; lat. 31" 59' N., Ion.
77" 8' E.
SOOMNA.-Avillage and mud fort,
the residence of a zen~indar,in the
province of Agra, district of Alighur,
fourteen miles N. by E. from the fort
of Alighur. A sl)acious gunge and
serai have been erected by the zemindar without the walls, at a short
distance from the village. This place
in 1820 was erroneously laid down
and misnamed in the best maps.(Fullarton, +.)
SOONAM.-Atown in the province
of Delhi, thirty-six miles S.W. from
Pattiallah ; lat. 30° 7' N., Ion. 7'50
57' E.
SOONDA
(or Sudha).-A small t+
ritorial division situated above the
g h t s , but comprehended in the
British province and district of Cana-

m. The town of Soonda, or rather
its rnins. are in lat. 14O 43' N., Ion.
74" 18' E., forty-four miles N.E. from
Onore.
During the sway of its native rajas
this country is said to have been cultivated, and the town of Soonda large
and populous, comprehending,according to native authorities, three miles
each way within the walls, and fully
occupied with houses; but the district having been repeated1 the seat
of war between Nyder a n d the Maharattas, has been greatly devastated,
and the hol~sesin the town reduced
to less than one hundred. When
Hyder first obtained possession, it
was said to contain 10,000. The
outermost wall of Soonda was estimated by the natives to have been
forty-eight miles in circumference,
and there were formerly three lines of
fortifications around the city. Within the two spaces surrounded by the
outer lilies, the houses were scattered
in small clumps, with gardens between
them ; but the whole country is now
very thinly inhabited. All the arable
land in Soondais consitlered the pror t y of the sovereign; but the vaue of an estate is fixed, and so long
as the tenant pays his rent, it is not
customary to turn him or his heirs
out of possession. All the villnges
extending along the old Maharatta
frontier belong to government, but
they are in a very desolatecondition.
Imody Sedasiva, the last independent raja or prince of Soonda, was
e x p M by Hyder in 1763, when he
sought refuge at Goa, and surrendered to the Portuguese the whole of
his territory below the ghauts for a
stipulated pension. In A.D. 1799
this territory was transferred to the
British government, and annexed to
the jurisdiction of Canara. In 1814
the deposed raja of Soonda
permission to visit M a d r a s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
ostensible purpose of obtaining medical advice, but in reality to lay hie
distressed condition before the members of that presidency. He was,
however, refused permission, and recommended to state his grievances in
writing, and rely with confidence on
2
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the justice of the British government. Gorepara, who was then in~prisoned
H e was also warned not to place the at Poona, and it was subsequently
slightest reliance on the deceitful and discovered that the whole pilgrimage
interested agency of the hordes of was merely a cloak to conceal t h e
privateintriguers a t Madras. ]It sub- Peshwa's intention t o obtain possessequently appeared that he had had sion of the place by fraud or force.the folly to apply for the intercession (Choplin, Elphinitone, &.)
of the Prince'Regent of Portugal, t o
SO ONE".-^ villilge inBerar, twelve
obtain the restoratiorl of the country
although petitioning miles N. from Pundercourah, where,
of Soonda ;
the British government as a pauper in 1818, the army of the Pesllwa Bahad accompanied his letters witi
jerow was nler end defeated by Colowho had
a single resome valuable presents to the Portu- nel
guese potentate and to his minister giment of cavalry with him and some
Five
of colonies.--(F. ~
~ wjlker, ~ horse artillery.
h
~ guns,~ the only~
D
~
~~remaining
, , ~ ones
~ he~ had,~ three
, eleR
~
p d l i~
c
~
~
o
.
nhants and 200 camels were c a ~ t u r e d .
w.1
?'he elephants were those that'always
SOOUDERSEE.--4town irt the pro- preceded Bajerow's line of march,
vince of Malwa, situated on the east and on which his treasure was ususide of the Cali Sinde river, twenty- ally laden : but only 11,000 rupees
one miles S.W. from Shujawulpoor ; were found on them, the rest having
lat. 23" 17' N., Ion. 76" 35' E. I t been made away with during the consuffered greatly from the Pindaries, fusion. The Peshwa himself escaped
but in 1820 still contained 512 houses. by mounting a horse and galloping
--(Malcolnz, &c.)
off as soon as the British troops apSOONDOOR.-Atown, temple, and peared, but one of his palanquins,
by a round shot, was
valley in the Bnlaghaut Ceded Districts, which in 1814, although sur- taken. The British loss was only
rounded by the British dominiona, two wounded, the enemy having newas in direct subjection to the Pesh- ver stood the charge; while by the
wa. T h e fortress is strong and insu- effect of a hot pursuit, and more eslated by a chain of hills, through ~eciallyof the horse artillery, a great
which there is a pathway leading from many of the Maharattas were left
the British territories to the pagoda, dead on the field.-(Prinsqp, gc.)
which stands on the top of the southSOONEL.-A town in the province
ern extremity of the Soondoor hills. of Malwa, eighty miles N. from OoI t belongs to the family of Jeswunt jein ; lat. 24' 33' N., Ion. 75' 56' E.
Row Gorepara, who was formerly T h ~ sis a place of considerable exan~bassadorfrom Sindia, and wary re- tent, and of a square form, having
ceives a ensi ion from the British go- two broad streets that cross each
vernment; but his claims being dii- other at right angles in the middle of
puted by the Peshwa, it required the the town. The houses are t w o stoInterference of the British govern- ries high, built with remarkable rement to terminate their disputes.
gularity, and, as well as the outer
Soondoor was always held in high walls, c o ~ ~ ~ p o partly
s e d of stone and
estimation by the ex-Peshwa Bajerow partly of brick.-(Hunter, F d a r t o n ,
as a place of religious pilgrimage. I n
1807, and again in 1815, he paid a 4c.I
f Suvarna gmma, Me
SOONERGONG
visit to the temple of Cartic Swamy
is reputed to
(the Hindoo Mars), accompanied by golden viUllge).-This
,an enormous crowd of followers, wlro have been once a large city, the prodevastated the country, and destroyed vincial capital of the eastern division
the crops. At the date last men- of Bengal, before Dacca was in existtioned Soondoor was possessed by ence, but is now dwindled down t o @
Sewa Bow, the son of Cundee Row village, situated on one of t h e

branches of the Brahmaputra, about
thirteen miles S.E. from Dacca; lat.
23' 39' N., Ion. 90' 43'E. By Abul
Fazel, in 1582, it is celebrated for
the manufacture of a beautiful cloth
named cassas (cossaes), and the fabric it still produces justify to the
present generation its ancient renown.
SOO,NGHUR.-Atown in the province of Gujerat, thirty miles east
from Surat; lat. 21' 10' N., Ion. 73'
37' E.
SOONGNLIM.-Asubstantial village
in Northern Hindostan, on the Rushkolang river, a tributary to the Sutuleje, 9,350 feet above the level of
the sea; lat. 31' 45' N., Ion. 78' 31'
E. This place stands in the valley
of Darbung, on the right side of the
Sutuleje, where the mountains rise
to a tremendous height, and separate
i t froni the Spiti district belonging to
Lahdack. In 1821 this village contained seventy families, inostly traders
to Lahdack, Garoo, and Rodauk.
The climate here permits two annual
crops of barley, ogul, and phaphur.( P d l i c Journals, Hodgson and Herbert, &c.J
SOONGROOR.-A
town in the province of Delhi, thirty miles west of
Pattiallah ;lat. 30' 17' N., Ion. 75' 54'

E.
SOONKAUR
/Sancara).-A
town
in the province of Aurungabad, twenty-seven miles south from the city of
Aurungabad ; lat. 19' 31' N., Ion. 75'
36' E.
SOONTII.-A small principality in
the province of Gujerat, eighty miles
E. by N. from Ahmedabad; lat. 23'
13' N., lon. 73' 55'E. I t is contignoos to the Lunawara subdivision,
and on the east extends into the
open country nearly as far as the
Calibere tank, in the vicinity of the
Gudara district. I t is sometimes
called South Rampoor, from a village
of the latter name adjoining.
The fort and town of Soonth
(which were unknown to Europeans
until 1803) stand four miles from the

open co~intryto the westward, from
which it is separated by a continuance of jungly hills of a moderate
elevation. The fort is built on the
western face of a high rocky hill,
and contains a curiously constructed
palace. I t is only, however, of consequence as commanding an important pass, for it is otherwise a poor
and miserable place, although considered by the raja impregnable, and
viewed by him with much satisfaction.
Likeother Rajpoot leaders, the reigning chief in 1806 was greatly addicted
to opium, and although only twentyeight years of age, exemplified the
baneful effects of that drug in a premature decay of body and mind. H e
objected, however, most strenuously
to Soonth's becoming a thoroughfare
either for colnmerce or armies, foreseeing the speedy dissolution of his
sway as a consequence, and preferring
ignorance, opium, and independence,
to the very doubtful advantages of a
civilized state.
The low lands of Soonth yield rice,
but scarcely any other grain; the
hilly parts afford pasture to the rice
carriers; but during the hot season
are so parched and burned up, that
they are deserted even by the savage
and untractable Bheels, who are the
temporary occupiers of these dreary
wastes. Doubts having arisen in
1803 whether Soonth was within the
limits of Gujerat, the point was de.
cided in the affirmative by Colonel
Walker, after reference to certain
doc~irnentscompiled from the record8
at Ahmedabad by an ancient d e w a ~
of the province. In 1819 the gross
revenues of Soonth amounted t o
about 45,000 rupees.-(Burr, Mat.
oolm, 4c.)
SOOPOOR.-Atown in the province
of Oude, district of Goruckpoor,
sixtv-two miles N.N.E. from the town
of doruckpoor; lat. 27' 20' N., lon.
84' 3' E.
SOORAPOOR
fSuryapuru).
A
town in the province of Bejapoor,
sixty-five miles S.E. from the city of
that name; lat. 13O 36' N., Ion. 769
47' E.

-

SOPING.
Sooaoo~ooISLE.-A small island
in the Eastern sees, about fifteen miles
in circumference, situated off the
west coast of Borueo ; Iat. lo45' N.,
Ion. 108' 40' E. This island lies
W.S.W. from Cavimata,and between
them there is a sufficient passtgw
which a ship might run through if
compelled by necessity. Wood and
water are to be found on the west
side of Soorootoo, and also pleuty
of stock, such as fowls and buiidoaa.
--(Elprore, 4c.J
.-.
.

SOOPAH.-A town in the province
of Allahabad, eleven miles N.E. from
Jeitpoor; lat. 3 5 O 1Y N., loo. 70° 45'

E.
SOORPAL.-ABrahmin village, with
a ghaut and temple, in the province
of Bejapoor, situated on the left bank
of the Krishna river, about thirtyeight miles travelling distance S.W.
from that city. The Krishna here is
about one-third of a mile in breadth,
and is crossed in a basket boat covered with hides.--(F&rton,
ec.)
Sooau~c~ua.-A town in Northern Hindostan, four miles S.S.E.
from Malown; lat. 31' 1W N., Ion.
76O 5W E.
S o o a u ~ ~ o foSerajpum).-A
a
walled village in the province of Delhi,
district of Merut, eighteen miles S.E.
from the city of Delhi.

dence of Tantia, but belonged t o the
rnja of Dhar.--(~MaLcalnz, e c . )
SOOSNEER.-Atown in the province of Malwa, twenty-one rniles
travelling distance from Aupgur ; lat.
23' 59' N., Ion. 76" 8' E. 111 1820 it
belonged to Sindia, but was rented
by Zalim Singh of Kotah. There i s
here a small stone fort, aud the towh
is enclosed by a w d wall, w i t l l o ~ ~ t
ditch or outwork. The red iron soii
does not properly commence until
Soosneer is oassed about eight m i l a
on the road tb Augur.--(#uI&rtor,
MalCoJ~n,&.)
S ~ ~ ~ O O H O O(in
N AJava).-See
N
60~0
or SURYACARTA.
SOOTAR.-A considerable village
in the province of Bejapoor, populous and well-built, situated in the
territories of the Satara raja, about
seven miles N. by E. from the town
of Satara.
SOOTY.-A town in the province
of Bengal, thirty miles N.N.W. from
the city of Moorshedabad; lnt. So
86' N., Ion. 88' %' E.
In 1757,
when Sera'e ud Dowlah apprebended
an attack Aom the English, believing
that their ships of war could proceed
up the eastern branch of the Ganges
to the northern point of Cossimbazar
island, and from thence down the
Bhagirathi to Moorshedabad, he
commanded immense piles t o be
driven into the river at Sooty, by
which it has been rendered unnavigable for any construction of vessel
larger than boats, and even for these
during a part only of the year. I n
1763 an action was fought here between the British troops and those
of Mew Cossim, in which the latter
were defeated.-(Steruart, Skd G b
kum a091kn, qc.)

SOORY.-A town in the province
of Bengsl, district of Birboom, of
which it is the modern capital; lat.
83O 54' N, Ion. 87' 32' E, fifty miles
S.W. from Moorshedabad.
The
country about Soo is high, undulating, and open, w i g scarcely a tree
to be seen, although the western
jun le approaches within a few miles
of t%e station. The soil is hard, and
strongly impregnated with iron ; and
SOPING
(Sojin).-A
principality in
the roads in the neighbourhood, owing tothe excellence of this material, Celebes, anciently one of the most
powerful on the island. It extends
the best probably in Benga1.-(Fud
partly along the western shore of the
krton, 6c.)
bays of Boni and Tolo ; to the north
SOOSAUREE.-Asmall town in the it is bounded by a great lake, aud o n
province of Malwa, two miles from the south it borders on Lamoeroe. Its
Kooksee, which in 1830 was the resi- chief production is rice, and, like

SOURCES OF T H E GANGES.
most of the states iq Celebes, it apr r s to be as frequently subject to
emale as to male sovereigns, which
is remarkable in a country professing
to follow the Mahomedm laith. The
natives of Soping are reckoned brave
in war, and the policy pursued by the
Dutcb, of sowing dissensions among
the petty states, has always given
them a great deal of practice. In
1775 Soping is described as an independent state in alliance with the
Dutch, but governed by ita own king.
--(Stavori~zus, kc.)
SOBETR.-A district in the Gnjerat
peninsula, encompassing the Junaghur mountains, and situated between
the twenty-first and twenty-second
degrees of north latitude. To the
north and west it is hounded by Burudda and Hallaur, on the south by
Babremwar, and on the east by
Cattywar. When Abul Faze1 wrote
it appears to have comprehended a
large proportion of the Gujerat peninaula prior to the irruption of the
Catties.
The country of Soreth, including
Junaghur, its capital, was anciently
governed by rajas of the Churassama
tribe, during which dynasty it is described as enjoying a high degree of
prosperity, while the neighbouring
territories were harassed by contending Mahomedan chiefs. In process
6f time it also fell a prey to the followers of the Arabian pro het, who
gradually reduced it to t i e state of
barbarism and desolation which it
now exhibits. The ancient residence
of the Soreth rajas was a t Runtella,
but was afterwards transferred to
Junaghur, which in A.D. 1473 surrendered to Sultsn Mahmood Begra,
when Raja Row Mundybak was ordered to repeat the Mahomedan
greed. During the siege few guns
were used on either side, the garrison
principal1 defending themselves with
bows a n g arrows. From this era
Soreth remained subject to Mahomedan princes, and when Gujerat
was conqueced by Acber became a
dependence of the great Delhi empire, under the immediate superiu-
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tendence of the soubahdar of Ahmedabad.
About 1736, when the Mogul empire had fallen to pieces, it became
again independent, having been seized
on with Junaghur, the metropolis, by
Shere Khan Babi, a soldier of fortune, whose descendant still fills the
throne. But his, or an other authority, was very imperfect& established,
every fortress, town, h~ll,or village,
being occupied by petty chiefs and
communities, hostile to each other,
and to every species of regularity
and subordination. Towards the
conclusion of the eighteenth century
many of these dens of thieves were
reduced by the energy of Ambajee,
dewan to the nabob of Junaghur,
who was afterwards assassinated by
his master Hamet Khan, the reigningo nabob, in 1808. Indeed for the
th~rty years prior to 1810, this
nrincinalitv exhibited an unceasina
'scene'of ;evolutions, intrigues, ana
assassinations, in perseverance and*
activity, incredible 'to a mere European politician.--(Col. Walker, PI&
lic MS. Uocumcnts, 4c.)
SORIAPETT.-A town in the province of Hyderabad, sixty-five miles
E. by S. from the capital; Lt. 17"
1W N., lon. 79' 35'E.
SOROLI.-A small town with two
fine tanks, and the remains of a mud
fort, situated in the prwince of Orissa, district of Cuttack, about twentythree miles S.W. from Balasore.
SOU~ACABTA
for Suryarerto).See SOLOIN JAVA.
Souacss OF THE GANGES.-In old
maps this mountainous region is
named Bndrycazram (Vadarica A s r a ~
ma), which signifies the bower of
Vadarica trees ; but until lately had
never been explored except by
some wandering Hindoo devotees,
searching for the sources of their
sacred river, here concealed from view
by mounds of never-melting snow.
The face of the country is composed
of the third ridge of mountains from
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SPIT1 RIVER.

tbe Gsogetic plain, the fourth o r the Brahminical Hindoos, together
highest rnnge being that which sepa- with many thousand saints and sagrates Hindostan from Tibet, or south- of the early yugs or age,es, are supern Tartary. No variety of surface posed by that people to be still alive
therefore can be expected, hill SIIC- in a large cavern, somewhere in this
ceeding hill, and precipice precipice, remote and sacred region, but t h e
with chasms filled with drifted snow, place of their domicile has never y e t
until a t length the highest range is been discovered by their wandering
attained, t l ~ edescent of which to the votarie~,who continue, notwithstandnorth is, comparatively with the other, ing, patiently to seek what they a r e
so gentle, that it haa always been doomed never to find.--(F. BwIuadescribed as table-land. Through nun, Capt. Hodgson, &c.)
these mountains there are various
SOURRERA.-Atown in the Northcommunications, by which salt is
brought from ~i~~~; one lies a little ern Circars, thirty-five miles west
way west of Gangoutri ; two others from
the49'
Chilka
lon. 84'
E. lake ; k t . 19' 49' N.,
k a d from the vicinitv of Bhadrinath.
The passage b it; is reckoned the
Sovas.-See ORISSAPROVINCE.
best through t i e Himalaya ia these
SO'TTn-wEsT MoNsooN.--See
INwestern parts, and will probably ere
long be so improved as to render this DIA SOLTTH OF THE KR1snpA R1vEn.
hitherto formidable pass of very easy
sow/ O r Se,u, R ~ ~ river~ ~
access.
is said to be has its source in the secondary mounfound in the vicinity of the snow, tains that form the western boundary
where, although the cold is intense, of the Malwa province, and
many sheep are pastured.
past the towns of' Mundessor and
near
Different portions of this country ~
~ joins ~the chumbul
~
h
~
are designated by different names, but the village ~ i l after
~ a~wincling
~ ,
i t is difficult to discriminate their course of fifty miles.-(Mrrlcolnl, 6c.)
limits. The frontier district of TungSOWLEEOHUR.-Ahill-fort in t h e
sah is considered to belong to what
ia here called Bhote or Tibet, and province of Gundwana, sixteen miles
their inhabitants pay their land tri- sonth of Sookurtully ; l a t 220 6'N,
bute to a collector, who comes from lon. 77'29'E.
SPITI.-A
in little Tibet,
Chaprung, a Cllinese dependency. I t
also furnibhes to the raja of Bussaher
every third year, a blanket per man: situated between Chinese Tartary,
and BussaherY
and
besides a snlall complimentarytribute Lahdack,
paying tribute to each. The inhabiof raisins to the Gurwal raja. The tants are all Tartars, and follow t h e
inhabitants of Tungsah are termed Lama religion. The villages are from
Dobashie% from their speaking the 12,000 to 12,500 feet above the level
languages both of Gurwal and Tibet.
~
S
~
~
Above Sukhi and Jhala the country ~~~~~~~s ~
is not inhabited, nor indeed is it ha- vated, the country more barren, and
bitable beyond these places.
the climate more inhospitable.By the hill nativesand thelow counq.c')
try Hindoos, the whole tract of
country elose to the highest ridge of . SPITXRIVER (or Li river).-A
Himalaya is termed Bhote, and the river of Tartary, the great western
descriptions of the territory ~imilarly branch of the Sutuleje, which has its
situated, given under the articles Ne- source south of Leh o r Lalidack,
paul and Bhutant, strictly apply to from whence its course is southerly
this region also, both with respect to until it joins the Sutuleje, and loses
its physicalappearance and to its pro- its name in lat. 31° 48'N., Ion. 7 8 O
ductions, animal, vegetable, and mi- 3d'E. (near the village of Namjia,
amal. Vyas, the great legislator of the last in Bnssaher),where in appear-

SRAVANA BELGULA.
ance it is very little inferior t o the
Sutuleje. A t the confluence there is
a fort named Danka. I n the lower
part of its course the Spiti waters
the Tartar district of Hagarang, subject to Bussaher ; in the upper part
i t passes through the Lahdack districts of S iti and Spino in two
branches.-&CaPt. Ho&son, Measrs.
Gerards, Qc.)
the southisland
of SPOLONK.-A
Java, situatedvillage
on theingreat
Samaern ocean, 104 miles S. from E(Y
Em
80 S., ion. ]
rang ;
There are numerous sandhills in this
vicinity, thrown up by the waves on
the flat shore, while on most other
parts of this extensive coast huge
Close
the beach are several bungalows, belonging
to the sultan and
his family, who occasionally resort
hither for the benefit of sea bathing.
Adjoiuing is a bealltiful grotto, formed by the petrified trunks, roots, and
lower branches of a small grove,
through which runs
clear stream,
the petrifying quality.
Near the spring is a small temple, and
a few hundred y a r d west are hot m i
neral springs, close to the water's
edge. These fountains have a strong
sulphurous smell, and in one of them
the tllermometer ascended to 122"
Fahrenheit.-(Tlrorn, 9c.)
SRAVANA
BELGULA.-A village in
the territories of the Mysore raja,
thirty-three miles N. by W. from
Seringapatam ; lat. 12" 51' N., lon.
76O42'E. This place is celebrated
as being theprinclpal seat of the Jain
worship, once so prevalent over the
south of India. Near to the vill e
are two rocky hills, on one of w h i x ,
named Indra Betta, is a temple of the
kind named Busty, and a high place
with a colossal statue of Gomuta
Raya, within a stone enclosure at
the summit. The height of the statue is seventy feet three inches, and
the Duke of Wellington, after inspection, was of opinion that the rock
had been cut down until nothing but
the image remained. T h e head of
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the figure is tolmabl well executed,
but the sculpture o r the limbs very
defective. The village below, though
not large, is, like most religious
places, well built and comfortably
peopled. I t contains a considerable
Jain temple, and on the opposite hill
of Chandragiri there are no less than
fifteen temples of the same sort.
The Jains constitute a sect of Hindoos differing in some important
tenets from the Brahminicsl, but following in other respects similar practices. The essential character of
Hindoo institutions is the distribution of the people into four great
tribes. The Jainas admit the same
division into four p e a t tribes, Brahbirth of a male to his marriage. They
observe similar fasts, and practice still
more strictly the received maxims of
from injury to any sentient
refraining
appenr to recognize as
beingsubortlinate deities, some, if not all
the gods of the prevailing sects ; but
"Ot
in particular the five
these sects,
adprincipal gods
perform sacrifices
dress prayers

FieE $r~~ini..~e~~~~~l~

"ssii"nnin~
the highest place to certain
deified saints, who, according to their
sucreed, have
perior gods. Another doctrine in
which they materially disagree with
the orthodox Hindoos, is the rejection of the Vedas, the divine authority of which they deny.
In this last particular the Jains
agree with the Buddhists, or Sangatas, who equally deny the divine authority of the Vedas, and who in a
similar manner worship certain eminent saints, admitting likewise as
subordinate deities the whole pantheon of the orthodox Hindoos.
These two sects(the Jains and Buddhists) differ in regard to the history
of the personages whom they have
deified, and it may hence be concluded that they had distinct founders,
but the original notion seems to have
been the same. All agree in the belief of transmigration. Jaina priests
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SRI PFRl

M y wear a broom adapted t v
sweep i
m out of the way, lest
they should tread an the minutat
being. In HMdomn the Jains are
usually d e d Syauras, but dietinsh themselves into Sruvaess
Ghrawuts) and Yaitia, or laity and

bad not already caste ee a Hindoo.
--(C&rooke,
F. Bnchanan, F&rion, Cd. Meckensie, 4c.)

SBIGHUR.-A fort or eak in the
province of Lahore, cRiefrhip of
Cooloo, situated on the right bank
of the Sutule'e; lat. 31'24' N., Ion.
degy.
P a m or Parswanath, the twenty- 78'25' E.; efevation above the sea
thii deified naint of the Jains, and 8,424 feet.--(EIodgaon and Herbert,
who perhaps was the founder of the 4c.I
sect, was born in the suburbs of BeSBI KANTA.-A peak in Northern
name, and died at the age of 100 Hindostan, district of Gurwal, round
yeers, on mount Samet at Pmo- which the Ganges winds, where i t
nauth, among the hills bordering penetrates through the base of the
Bengal and M a r . Some of the south-west Himalaya range ; let. 30"
other sanctified places of the Jains 57' N., Ion. 78' 47' E. ; elevation
are Papapuri near Wagriha in Ba- above the level of the sea 2 0 9 6 feet.
har; Chruspapuri sear Boglipoor;
Chandravati, distant ten miles from
(Sri Maaura).-A
SRIMUTTRA
Benares; and the ancient oity of town of considerable size in the proHastinapoor in the Delhi province ; vince of Agra, situated on a naked
also Satrun'aya, said to be situated in rock of red-stone; lat.2P41' N., lon.
the west ohndia. The mytholegy of 77' 20' E. Working the red-stone
%heorthodoxor Brahminical Hindoos, into slabs furnishes employment for
their present chronology adapted to the greater part of the inhabitants.astropomical periods, their legendary (Bror~~hton,
ec.)
tales, and their mystical allegories
Sar
Nnaar~w
f Sri N~~(IY~M).are abunda~tlyabsurd ; but the Jains
and Buddhists greatly surpass them A town in the province of Gundwana,
in monstrous exaerations of the to which there is convenient water
carriage from Cuttack ; it would consame kind.
This village (Sravana Belgula) is sequently be a great improvement if
wholly inlaab~tedby Jainas, who differ an artillery road were made between
considerably from those of Tulava this place and Mundela, from whence
(Canara).
They assert that the (if the Nerhudda be navigable) heavy
Bunts.of Tulava are Vaisyas, and will goods and stores might be eonveyed
not acknowledge that any Gudm be- ta central Hindoatan, and to all the
long to their aoct. In Hindostan British stations in the vicinity of that
proper, if not likewise in the Deccan river. I n the favourable monsoon
and muth of India, the Jainas are all the voyage from Cuttack to Sri Narof one caste, the Vaisya; but the rainswherethere is an extensive ghaut
Brahmins consider them to be mis- of masonry, occupies on1 thirty-five
guided Kbetries; they call themselvw days: here the oods m d t be wareYaievas. On renouncing the heresies housed until t i e dry season, and
of the Jaina sect, they take their then transported by land through
place among the orthodox Hindoos Ruttunpoor and Pindea Nowaghur to
as belonging to a particular caste Mundela, where they would arrive
or Vaisya). The represen- about the end of November; from
tative of the family of Juseth Set'h, Mundela they might be floated down
the great bankers, who with many of the Nerbudda. From Sri Narrain to
hiis kindred was converted, many Mundela the distance in a strait line,
yeam agp, from the Jaina to the or- according to-the maps, does not exthodox faith, is a conspicuous in- ceed 150 miles.--( Major Roughsedge,
stance. Such admission would not 4c.I
bave been granted to a conwert who
Sax P~ean~uau.-Asmall town

P

in the Carnatic province, twenty-fo&
miles S.W.from Madras; lat. 12067'
N.,loo. 80° 9 E. This town is celebrated ns the birth-place of Rnma
Anuja Acharya, the great Brahmin
saint nnd reformer, and the founder
of a sect. His birth is supposed to
have happened in A.D. 1016. Before
the appearance of Rama Anuja the
most prevnknt sects in the neighbourhood were the followers of Budand the Charvaca (Shrawub)'or
Jins, both of which have been 10%
extinct in this saetion of Hiadostan.
STATES
ADJACENT TO Assn~.-8ee
Assrm.
~ ~ ~ B B L J ~ G ~ ~town
I J R .in- A
the Province of Agm, sixty-five lnile.9 S.W.
from the cit of Agra; 1at.W 2@
N
,'.
Ion. 77"20'
s ~ ~ ~ town
~ ~in the~ pro-~
vince of Delhi, district of l o r d a b a d ,
about eighteen miles south from
Hurdwar ; lat. 29' 42' N., Ion. 78' 8'
E. This place fitands in the midst
of the vast jungle which here bounds
the Ganges to the enst, and extends
north to the hills opposite to Hurdwar. Its site is said to be now an
uninhabited wilderness.-(Fullarton,
4-c.)
SUBHATOO.-Asmall hill-fort or
military post in Northern Hindostan,
4,205 feet above the level of the sea,
and the headquarters of a battalion ;
lat. 30°58' N., ion. 76' 69' E. The
surrounding tract has become p o p lous and cultivated since the establishment of a British poet here.
sUBBoY
(siVa r4Vaj.A Small
town in the province of Cutch, situon the road from Luckput Bunder to Mandavie, from which it is
distant twenty-three miles to the
north-west. I t stands on a rising
ground, and is defended by a small
castIe.
s~~~~~~~~
R~~~~
reka,
grG&j-~his
river has
of ~
~
its source in the province
division of Chuta Naenoor. whence
it flows in a south-easGrly rhection,
until after a winding course of about

k.

-

950 miles, it falls into the bay of
Bengal. For many years prior to the

conquest of Bengl by the Blritidr
this nver had formed the muthem
boundary of that aoubah, under the
different native governmmts, and
continued subsequently to mark hhe
boundary until 1803, when the acquisition of Cuttack brought the
Bengal and Madras presidencies for
the first time into contact.
SUCCAPANA.-Atown on the west
c o a t of the island of Borneo, and a
copsiderable mart for the sale of
OPlUm- .It is a custom here, aa a t
all the Eastern ports, to give a pmsent at the first audience, in proportion to the rank of the person visaed.
The kingyspresent here is about fifty
dollars, the raja's thirty; the shahbunder and agent twenty each. The
faja
~ and
~ his. family
- commonl
A
monooPium.d~~naores
poli" the sale

gc..)

SUFFEEDUN.-Atown in the pro-.
vince of Delhi, eighteen miles west
of Paniput; lat. 29' 24' N., Ion. 760
39 E.
~ u o o u L u . - ~ town in the province
of ~
~district
h of ~shahabad,
~
,situ~~~~i
ated on the south side of
(old) Gunduck river, which has its
source in the neighburhood of Somaisir. I t in navigable in boats during the grmter pPrt of the year as
high up as Sugoul~SUGRIVA
P~~wumum.-The name
of a peak of very difficult access id
the province of Guedwana, not far
from Badrachellum, where Hoonim a w is said to have sat while he reof
PreParacruited his
tory to the invmion of Ceylon under
the great Rama--(Voys~, 'fc-)
SUGUD
BOYAN
BAY.-A bay in the
island of Magindanao, where there is
a good harbour, near to which the
inyligo plant grows spontaneously,
and in the vicinity are wild horses,
cattle, and deer. The entrance into
thish bay ~is only
~ five
, miles wide.&.)
SUJAWPOOB.-Ac o n s i d d l e town
in the province of Lahore, containing
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about 2,000 houses, situated on the
east bank of the Beyah river, thirty
miles east from Kangra. According
to native autl~orityit is surrounded
by lines twelve coss in circumference.
-4 F. Buchanan. &e.)SUKAID(Suklretaj.
narrow
in the- A
province
of
tract of
the
~
~ extending
h
along
~
~ north
~
hank of the Sutuleje river, which
here
a great circumflexion
from tge south-east to the northwest. In 1810 this territory wns
said to vield to its chief (Perkhaush
Sen) a -lack of rupees per annum.
Sukaid the capital contains about
600 houses ; lat. 31' 27'N., Ion. 76"
58'E., fifteen miles N.E. from Belaspoor.--( F. Buchanan, Lied. Ross,
4c.I
SULKEA.-A populous town in the
province of Bengal, situated on the
west bank of the river Hooghly, immediately opposite to the city of Calcutta. The government have here
extensive warehouses for the recep
tion of salt, imported under their
license from the Northern circars and
other provinces of India.
SULOOMBER.-A
town in the province of Malwa. fortv-three miles
S.S.E. from 0dlypoo;; lat. 24O18'
N., lon. 74O 20' E.
-

<

Canara, forty-bur miles E.N.E. from
Mangalore; lat. 13O IO'N., lon. 75O
34'E. In the neighbourhood of this
place there is a stupendous fortified
mountain, 5,000 feet in perpendicular
height above the level of the sea.
Alt%ongh long, the road to the top
of it is of easy ascent. The fortifications were erected during an early
,
period
of the Bednoregovernment;
and when Hyder took that city the
ratmy attempted to make her escape
to this droog,
was pursued and
4c')
SULTANPOOR.-A
town in the Lahore province, twenty-seven miles
south from Amritsir ; lat. 31' 13' N.,
Ion. 74' 56'E.
SULTANPOOR.-A
town in the province of Candeish, ninety-seven milee
E.N.E. from Surat ; lat. 21' 38' N.,
Ion. 74' 34'E. So late as 1804 this
was a large and flourishing place, the
head of n district yielding a revenue
of eight lacks, but so severely did it
suffer by the oppressive measures of
Holcar's government, that in 1816 it
was little better than a mass of ruins,
and the territory from hence to Boorhanpoor a scene of desolation.(Suthcrlnnd, 4c.)

SUMAUN.-Atown in the province
of Agra, twenty-four miles north from
SULTANGUNGE.
A town in the Etaweh; lat. 2 7 O 7'N., Ion. 58'59'E.
~rovinceof Oude. fortv-five miles
W.N.W. from ~ u c i n o wf lat. 28' 5Y
SUMATRA.
N.. lon. 80' 7' E.
A
large
island
in the Eastern sees,
SULTASGUNGE.-A
small town in
the province of Bahar, district of divided obliquely by the equator into
Boglipoor, situated on the right bank almost equal parts, and extending
of the Ganges, between Boglipoor further west than any of the Sunda
and Monghir. There is a small chain. Its northern point stretches
mosque here on the summit of a pro- into the bay of Bengal; its southjecting cliff; and at about a furlong's west coast is exposed to the great
distance to the westward, in the Indian ocean ; towards the southmidst of the river, is the picturesque east it is separated by the straits of
rock of Janguira, with its rude sculp Sunda from the island of Java; on
tures and fantastic Hindoo buildings, the east by the China and Eastern
the residence of an old fakeer, who seas from Borneo and other islands,
(1820) has inhabited its apex for the and on the north-east by the straits
of Malacca from the Malay peninsula.
last half century.--(Fullarton, gc.)
In length it may be estimated a t
~ULTANPET.-A
village among the 1,050 miles, by 165 miles the average
Western Ghauts in the province of brcadth. Among the Eastern people

-
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generally, and the better-informed
art of the natives, this island is
Enown by the name of Pulo Purichu
and Indalas; the origin of the term
Sumatra being quite uncertain. By
Marco Polo it is called Java Minor,
and by the Javanese the Land of Palembang.
Reckoning from Acheen head to
the entrance of the straits of Banca,
the north-eastern coast of Sumatra
extends in length at least nine hundred miles, naturally divided into
three portions; the first, extending
from the straits ofBanca to the river
Reccao, a distance of about 600
miles, is low and flat, without a
mountain in view, and abounds in
large rivers, while its coast is covered
with considerable alluvial islands and
sand-banks. Tlris is the country of
sago, of the rattan, dragon's-blood,
and benzoin. The second division,
stretching from the river Reccan to
Diamond point, occupies a space of
about 240 miles, with a low coast,
but less swampy than the preceding
division, and without large rivers or
considerable islands. This is the
country of black pepper. The third
division extends from Dianiond point
t o Acheen head, a distance of about
150 miles, with a coast comparatively bold and mountainous. This is
probably the most abundant country
in the world for the areca-nut, and
from hence immense quantities are
exported to Penang and Singapoor.
T h e whole coast of Sumatra along
the straits of Banca presents nothing
to the eye but a low flat of interminable swamps and jungles. A t
Langkat, Delli, Batubara, and Assahan, on the north coast, the rise of
tide is from eight to ten feet, at Siak
twelve feet, and the same in the
Reccan river.
A chain of mountains runs through
the whole extent of Sumatra, the
ranges being in many parts double
and treble, but in general situated
much nearer to the western than the
opposite coast. The height of these
mountains, although very great, is
.not sufficient to occasion their being
.coyered with snow at any season of
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the year. Mount Ophir, dtuated
immediately under the equinoctial
line, is supposed to be the highest
\risible from the sea, above which
level its summit is elevated 13,841
feet. T h e name was applied to the
mountain by European navigators,
and is wholly unknown t o the natives. In 1817 a journey was performed from Manna to Passumah
Lebar, and to the great mountain Gunong Dempo, which was ascended.
It is visible from Bencoolen, bearing
from Manna N.N.E., and from Padang Guchei north, and was roughly
estimated by Mr. Presgrave and the
other travellers at 12,000 feet above
the level of the sea. Between the
above-mentioned ridges of mountains
are extensive plains, considerably
elevated above the surface of the
maritime lands, where the air is cool,
and the country well cleared and inhabited. In the intermediate spaces
between the ranges of hills are also
many large and beautiful lakes that
extend at intervals through the heart
of the country, and facilitate the
com~ncnication; but as yet their situation, direction, and dimensions,
are but very imperfectly known.
The western coast of Sumatra is
extremely well supplied with water ;
springs are found every where, and
rivers are numerous; but they are in
genernl too shallow and rapid for the
purposes of navigation. On the
north-eastern coast,the mountains being at a greater distance from the sea,
the riversattain a greater magnitudeof
volume. The largest on the western
coast are the Kataun, the Indrapura,
the Tabayong, and Sinkel, which are
inferior to the Palembang, the Jambee, the Indragiri, and the Siak of
the eastern coast, which have as yet
beed but partially explored. These
last are said by the natives to communicate in the centre of the island,
a fact which it is extremely desirable
to ascertain, as well as the condition
of the countries through which they
flow, more especially of Menancabow, the reputed metropolis of Sumatra, respecting which scarcely any
thing has been learned since the time
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M Mr. Marciden. In 1820 a mlssion
hnder Mr. Ibbetson was despatched
Ram Penang ior this purpose, but,
owing to his severe indisposition, and
bubsequent death, no progress was
made.

The chain of islands lying parallel
to the weat coast of Sumatra probably a t mme remote period formed a
pur of the main, as the whole coast
exhibit marks of the progress of ins h l h n . This probability is corroborated by the direction' of the
islands, the similarity of rock, soil,
and veptable prodactions, and the
regularity of soundings between them
and the main, while beyond them
depth is unfathomable. The sea appears to encroach on the northern
coast, while it restores land on the
southern. The production ofislands
on this coast, by the n id increase
of coral, is a remarkab e operation
of nature, experience having ascertnined the formation of islands from
this cause. Numerous clusters of
islands in the Eastern seas are supported by Iwsm of coral, and surrounded by shoah emerging from the
surface. On the west coast of Snmatra the tides are estimated to rise
&ly four feet, owing to its open, unconfined situation, which prevents
an accumulation of water, as happens in narrow seas.
The whole south-eastern extremity
oftheisland is little better than a
forest of mangroves growing out of a
morass. This tree extends its roots
in a curved direation into the water
from different parts of the trunk,
forming arches to sorrle distance until
they reach the bottom covered by
the sea. To these roots or inverted
branches oysters and other small
shelldsh adhere, and this circurnstance has given rise to the assertion
sometimes hazarded of oysters growing on trees. On this coast pieces
of land, torn from the shore by the
violence of river floods, with their
shrubs and plants growing on them,
are seen driving about with the wind
and CURent, the roots being so
closely matted and interwoven together as to retain a quantity of earth.

r

On tho west const of &matra,
south of the equinoctial, the south
east monSoon or cky season h g i n s
aboutMay, and slackens in September.
The north-west monsoon begins
about November, and the hard
rains cense about March.
The
monsoons there for the most part
commenceandleave offgradually ; the
months of April and May, October and November, generally affording variable weather and winds. On
this island, as well as other tropical countries of considerable extent,
the wind blows uniformly from the
sea to the land for a certaiu number
of hours in the twenty-four, and then
veers round, and blows for about as
many from the land to the sea. The
air of Sumatra is in general more
temperate than in many regions beyond the tropics. The thermometer
is seldom known to rise higher in
the shade than eighty-five degrees,
and s t sun-rise is usually so low as
seventy degrees Fahrenheit. Inland
among the hills the thermometer has
been known so low as forty degrees,
the cold felt being also much greater
than that number of degrees usually
indicates. Frost and snow are unknown to the inhabitants, but fogs
are very prevalent and surprisingly
dense.
In Sumatra there are a number of
volcanic mountains, named in the
Malay language Goonong api. Lava
has been seen to flow from a considerable one near Priaman, but without causing any other damage than
burning the woods.
Earthquakes
are frequent, but in general very
slight. No direct connection between
them and the volcanoes have evet
been discovered. The water-spout
often occurs along the coast, and
frequently brings its wheeling inundat~onson the land. Thunder and
lightning are so frequent as scarcely
to attract attention; but few instances of damage or loss of lives are
ever experienced.
The soil on the western coast of
Sumatra is generally a stiff reddish
clay, @overedwith a layer of hlack
mould, of no considerable depth.
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From this springs a strong and per- llusk it is called paddy by the Mslays,
petual verdure of rank grass, brush- from whose l a n g u e the words seems
wood, and other timber trees, so that to heve found itti m y to the maritime
a great proportion of the island, espe- parts of Hindastan. The kinds of
cially to the southward, is an i~nper- rice arevery numerous, but may bediGous forest.
vided into twocomgrehensive classest
The earth in Sumatra is rich in the upland or dry rice, and the lowminerals and other fossil reductions, land or marshy rice. The natiand the island has in ab ages heen generally prefer the Sma11-eained
i m o y for gold, which still continues rice when it is at the same time
to be procured in considerable quan- white, and irr some degree trmspatities, and might be grestly increased rent. In some parts of the island
if the gatherers had a competent vegetation is so strong h a t spots
knowledge of mineralogy. There which have been perfectly cleared
are also mines of copper, iron, and for cultiv3tioa will, ,upon being negtin. Sulphur is collected in large lected for a single season, afford slielquantities among the numerous vol- ter to the beasts of the forest. The
canoes. The natives extract salt- nominnl time allowed from the-sowpetre from the impregnated earth, ing to the reaping of the crop of the
chiefly found in extensive caves that upland rice is five lunar months and
have been long frequented by birds ten days.; but from this it must necesand bats, from whose dung the soil sarily vary with the &cumstances of
is formed, and acquires its nitrorrs the lleason. The innumerable springs
properties. Conl, mostly washed and rivulets with which the country
down by the floods, is procured abonnds, renders unnecessary tha lain many parts, particularly at Kot- borious processes by which water is
taun, Ayer, ram^, and Bencooolen; supplied to the continent of India,
but it is light, and not considered where the soil is sandy, Under very
of a good quality. Mineral and hot favourable circumstances the rate of
springs, in taate resembling those of produce is said to rise as high as 140 5
Harrowgate, are foumi in various but the colnmon produce is only thirty
districts. Earth-oil, used cbietly as for one. The grains of paddy are
a preservative against the ravages of rubbed out with the feet, which is
the white ant, is collected at Ipu and a very painful and awliwanl mode d
elsewhere. There is scarcely any clearing the rice from the ear. The
species of hard rock to be met with upland rice does not kee more than
i n the low parts of the island near twelve months, and tge lowland
the sea-shore, in the cliffs along which shows signs of decay in six months
various ~etrifactions and sea-shells but in the husk both will keep much
are to be discovered.
longer. The northern part of the
Copper is found on the hills of coast, under the government of
Mucky, near the sea, between Anal* Acheen, yield large quantities of rice.
boo and Soosoo, to the uorth of the
The next important object is the
formerly English settlement a t T a coeo-nut tree, which with the betdpanooly. The space affording the nut and bamboo require little cultiore is considerable, extending ahove vation or attention. There is also the
a degree in length, and farther east sago tree and a great v~rietyof pnlms.
inland than has yet been ascertained. The sugar-cane is very generally culA considerable quantity of rich cop- tivated, but not in large quantities,
per ore is found on the surface of and more frequently for the pnrpose
the hills, to which the natives as yet of chewing the juicy reed than for the
limit their researches. On analyza- manufacture of sugar, which is usually
tion it has been found to contcun a imported from Java. Maize, chili,
pepper, turmeric, ginger, coriander,
considerable proportion of gold.
Rice is the most important article and cummin-seed, are raised in the
of cultivatiol~ in Sumatra. In the gardens of the natives. Hemp is ex-

.
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tensively cultivated, hot for the purpose of making ropes, but an intoxicating preparation called bang, which
they smoke with their tobacco. Small
plantations of the latter plant are
every where met with.
I t is impossible, within moderate
bounds, to enumerate 1111 the plants
and shrubs this luxuriint island roduces ; the following are some o r t h e
most remarkable : a dwarf species of
mulberry is planted for silkworms,
which are reared, but not to any
great extent, and the raw article produced is. of an inferior quality. The
castor-oil plant grows wild in abundance, especially near the sea-shore;
and the elastic gum vine, or caoutchouc, is also found. From the indigo plant dye is extracted, and generally used in a liquid state. Brazil
wood is common in Malay countries,
as is also ubar, red wood, resembling
logwood in its properties.
The mangosteen (gurcinia nmngoatuna), called by the native3 inangista,
exclusively belongs to the archipelago and ultra-Gangetic nations, and has
by generalconsentobtained,in the opinion of Europeans, the pre-eminence
among Indian fruits. Its characteristic quality is extreme delicacy of flavour, without being rich or luscious.
Several species of the bread-fruit
tree, the 'jack, mangoe, plantains,
pine-apples (which the natives eat
with salt), oranges, guavas, custard
apples, papaws, tamarinds, cashew
apples, pomegranates, and a multitude of other fruits without European
names, are produced on this island.
Grapes are raised by Europeans, but
not cultivated by the natives; and
there is a great profusion of flowers
of a strong fragrance, and odoriferoua
shrubs.
The camphor-tree grows principally
in the Batta country, on the northwest side of Sumatra, from the line
to about three degrees north, and is
not t o be found south of the equator.
I t is also found in Borneo in nearly
the same parallel of latitude; but
trees of equal size are not known to
exist in any other part of the world;
thesumatran camphor sellingin China

-

for twelve times the price of that from
Japan. I t is found in a concrete
state, occupying cavities and fissures
in the heart of the tree; but not above
one tree in 300 contains this valuable
substance, which is likely to rise t o
an enormous cost, as the tree is iinmediately cut down The Puhn upas,
or poison-tree, about which so niany
extraordinary tales have been told,
is found in the woods. T h e poison
is certainly deleterious, but not so
potent as has been represented. T h e
tree itself does no manner of harm to
those around i t ; and persons may
sit under its shade, or birds light o n
it, witliout sustaining the siightest
injury.
The quadrupeds of this island are
generally such as are found elsewhere
in the East. T h e buffaloe supplies
milk, butter, and beef, and is the only
animal employed in domestic labour.
I t s motions while working are extremely slow, but steady; the work
it performs, however, falls greatly
short of what might have been ex.pected from its size and apparent
strength. They are not found in a
wild state, being too much exposed
to the attacks of the tiger; but only
the weaker sorts and tlie females fall
a prey to this savage, as the sturdy
male buffaloe can withstand the first
vigorous blow from the tiger's paw,
on which the issue of the battle
usually turns. The Sumatran tiger
is of a very large size ; some have
bean known to measure eighteen
inches across the forehead. Their
chief subsistence is probably the unfortunate monkeys, with which the
woods abound.
The cow called sapi and jawi is
obviously o stranger to the country,
and does not appear to be yet naturalized. The breed of horses is small,
well made, and hardy, and are broi~ght
down to tlie coast fiom the interior,
nearly in o wild state. In the Batta
country they are eaten, which is a
custom also in Celebes. The sheep
are a sniall breed, probubly imported
from Bengal; the other animals are
the hog and the goat, both.domestic
and wild, the otter, the rat, cat, tlnd
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dog. Of the latter, thpse brought
from Burope degenerate in the course
of time to curs, with efect ears.
Elephants are numerous in the
forests, but, excepting a few kept for
state by the king of Acheen, they are
not domesticated in any part of the
country; rhinoceroses, single and
double-borned, are also found. The
horn is esteemed an antidote against
poison by the natives, and on that
account made into drinking cups.
The hippopotamus is found in Sumrrtra, and also the bear, which is small
and black, and climbs the coco-nut
tree in order to devour the tender part
or cabbage. There are many species
of the deer kind, and the varieties of
the monkey tribe are innumereble.
Here are also sloths, squirrels, stinkards, civet-cats, tiger-tats, porcupines, hedge-hogs, pangolins, bats of
all kinds, alligators, guanos, cameler
ons, flying lizards, tortoises, and turtle. The house lizards are in length
from four inches down to one, and
are the largest reptiles that can walk
in an inverted position. O ~ i of
e these,
large enough to devour a cockroach,
runs along the ceiling of a room, and
in that osture seizes its prey. The
tail of J e s e reptiles when broken off
grows again.
In 1834 a coloasal orang outang
was killed on the north-west coast, of
which Dr. Clarke Abel has given a
detailed description in the Asiatiu
Researches. When first accidentally
discovered in the woods by Captain
Cornfoot and the crew of a country
ship, he exhibited the appearance of
a tall, manlike figure, covered with
shining brown bair, walkiog erect,
with a wadtiling gait, but sometimes
acceleratipghis motion with his hands,
pnd accasionally impelling himself
forward with the bough of a tree.
When attacked he displayed surprising strength, agility, and retention of
life, and ooly died afier receiving numerous deadly wounds from gum,
spears, and missiles. His stature
was at the lowest computation six
feet, at the highest nearly eight, but
was in fact seveq, the body well proportiuuetl, with a broad expanded
VOL. 11.

chest and narrow waist. His chin
waa fringed with a beard, his arms
long, even in proportion to his height,
and in relatian to the Prms of men,
but his legs iu some respects much
shorter. Hisorgans of generation were
not conspicuous, and seemed small
in raportion to his size; his teeth
an8appearance indicated that he w
young. When brought on board
ship he was full a head taller than
any man in the vessel, measuringseven
feet in what might be called his ordinary standing posture, and eight
feet when he was suspended to be
slined.
With animals of the frog k i d the
swamps every where teem, and their
noise on the approach of rain is tremendoue. They fi~rnisb nutriment
to the snakes, which are of all sizes,
and a large proportion of them harmless. These reptiles will swallow
animals twice or thrice their own apparent circumference, having in their
throats a compressive force that gradually reduces the prey to convenient
dimensions. The shores supply crayfish, prawns, shrimps, crabs, the kirna
or gigantic cockle, an inferior species
pf oyster, muscles, sea-eggs, &c.
Among the fish are the dugong, a
large animal of the mammalia order,
with two strong pectoral fins, and io
the only animal known to graze a t
the bottom of the sea, without legs,
the grampus whale, violiers, so named
from the peculiarity of its dorsal fin
revemhling a sail, sharks, skates, the
muraenn, gymnotus, rock-cod, pomfret, pullet, the flying fish, and many
pthers.
T h e variety of birds is considerable,
sndconsistsof the Sumatran pheasant,
peacocks, eagles and vultures, kites
and crows, jackdaws, king's-fishes,
the buceros, atorks, the commonfourl,
domestic and wild, the snipe, coot,
plover, pigeons, quails, starlings, swalows, minas, parrots, parroquets,
geese, ducks, teal, &c. The bird of
p a r d s e is not found here, and the
cassowary is brought from Java. The
loory is brought from the islands still
further east.
The whole island swarms with in-
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sects, among which are cock-roaches, of the first would amount to 89,000
crickets, bees, flies of all sorts, mug- pounds, and of the second to 34,000
quitoes, scorpions, centipedes, and pounds, besides 22,000 pounds of
water and land leeches. The fire-fly mace. The production of camphor
in larger than the common fly, and has been already noticed, but i s
emits a light as if by respiration,which likely to decrease annually, as t h e
is so great that words on paper may natives cut down a great many trees
be distinguished by holding one in at random before they find one that
the hand. Ants exist in immense contains a su5cient quantity to r a
numbers and varieties, which differ pay their labour, although always asfrom each other in taste when put sisted in their research by a profesinto the mouth. Some are hot and sional conjuror. The whole quantiacrid, some bitter, and some sour. ty brought for sale rarely exceeds
The large red ant bites severely, and 6,650 pounds. The Japan camphor
usually leaves its head, as the bee its is of a very inferior quality.
Benzoin or benjamin is found alsting, in the wound. The Chinese
dainty, nametl indiscriminately biche- most exclusively in the Batta counde-mar, swallo, tripang, or sea-slug, try. The best sort is sent to Europe,
is collected from the rocks, and dried and the Inferior _sort is exported to
Arabia, Persia, and some parts of
in the sun for the Cl~inamarket.
Of the productions of St~~natraHindostan, where it is burned to perwhich are regarded as articles of corn- fume their houses and temples. From
merce, the most abundant and for- England it is re-exported to the Romerly the most important, was pep- man Catholic and Mahomedan counper. Owingto the mode of cultivating tries to be used as incense. I t is
the pepper vine, the ports and dis- also employed in medicine as a styptricts which one year are the most tic, and forms the basis of Turlingproductive, are found in a short time ton'a drops. Cassia is also produced
afterwards to yield but an inconsider- and exported, and rattans furnish
able quantity. With respect to its yearly many cargoes. The annual
qualities, the best in that of Malabar; and the shrub cotton are cultivated
the next is produced on the coasts of by the natives, but only in sufficient
the gulf of Siam ; then follow those quantities to supply their own wants.
of Calantan on the Malay peninsula, The silk-cotton is a most beautiful
Borneo, the west coast of Sumatra, raw material, but owing to the shortpnd last Rhio in thestraits. The to- ness and brittleness of the staple is
tal produce of pepper has been rough- unfit for the reel and loom, and ia
ly estimated at 45,000,000 of pouuds. only applied to the degrading purpose
In 1822 pepper cargoes were obtained of stuffing pilluws and mattresses.
on the west cowt of Sumatra by The coffee tree is universally planted,
twenty-seven American ships, six but the berry is not of a good quality,
country ships, four large French ships, probably owing to want of skill in
besides500tons exported by theEast- the management. Among other arIndia Company. Nearly the whole ticles of commerce are dammer, a
of this trade is In the hands of foreign- species of dragon'u-blood, a drug obers, and finds its way to Europe and tained from a lnrge species of rattan ;
America, and a small proportion to gambir, a juice extracted from t h e
China. At the above date Trumah leaves of a plant of the same name,
was by far the most considerable lignuin aloes, and aguilla wood, highly
pepper ditrict on the west coast of prized in the East for its fragrant
Sumatra.
scent while burning.
On the capture of the Moluccas in
The forests of Sumatra contain an
1796 the nutmeg and clove plants inexhaustible store and endless vawere introduced. at Bencoolen, and riety of timber trees, many sorts of
have since so rapidly increased, that which are capable of being applied t o
in 1835 it was expected the produce shipbuilding, but the teak does not
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to be indigenous to the island,
t ough ~t flourishes both to the

Tin is a very conaideruble article
of commerce, but the mines are sinorth and south, in Java and Pegu. tuated on the island of Banca. Iron
The other remarkable trees are the ore is dug on this island, but not in
poon, so named from a Malay word large quantities, the consumption of
signifling wood in general, and is the natives being supplied by English
preferred for masts and spars; the and Swedish bar-iron. Sulphur is
camphor wood is used for carpenters' procured from the volcanoes, and
purposes; the iron wood, named from yellow arsenic is an article of traffic.
1t.s hardness; the marban, used as In the Kuttaun country there are exbeams for ships and houses ; and the tensive caves, from the soil of which
penaga, valuable as crooked timber nitre is extracted, and from similar
for frames and knees. In addition caverns the edible birds'-nests are
t o these are the ebony, the kayn procured for the China market, to
gadis, a wood possessing the flavour which also the biche-de-mar orsea-slug
and qualities of sassafras, the rangi, is also sent. The other exports are
supposed to be the manchineel tree of bees1-wax, gum lac, and ivory. Elethe West-Indies, hasaresemblance to phants were formerly exported from
mahogany. Of the vsrious sorts of Acheen to the Coromandel coast, in
trees producing dammer, some are vessels built for the purpose, but this
also valuable as timber, and here also trade has long declined.
i s found the spreading banyan tree of
The beautifi 1 gold and silver fillaHindostan.
gree work of Sumatra has long been
Gold is procured in the central celebrated and admired, and ia a
arts of the asland, and Menancabow matter of still greater curiosity from
as always been esteemed the richest the extreme coarseness of the tools
i n this metal. In the districts inland employed in the manufacture. From
from Padang, which is the principal a piece of old iron hoop the wiremart, it is collected from mines and drawing instrumerit is made; a hsmfrom the channels of rivers; pieces mer-head stuck in a block serves for
of pure gold have also been occasion- an anvil ; a pair of compasses is seen
ally found weighing nine ounces and composed of two old nails tied toupwards. Probably only one-half of p t h e r at one end. The gold is fused
all the gold procured reachee the In a piece of a rice pot; in general
hands of Europeans, yet it is asserted they use no bellows, but blow the
on good authority that from 10,000 fire with their mouths through a joint
to 12,000 ounces have been annually of bamboo. If the quantity of gold
received at Padang alone; 2,000 at to be melted iy considerable, three
Nalaboo ; 800 at Natal ; and 600 at or four persons sit round the furnace,
Mocomoco. The merchants carry which 1s an old iron pot, and blow
the gold from the interwr to the sea- together.
coast, where they barter it for iron
But little skill is shown by the naand iron working tools, opium, and tives in for ing iron. They make
the fine piece-goods of Bengal, Ma- nails, but sefdom use them in builddras, and Europe. I t used formerly ing. They are ignorant of the use
to be purchaued at the maritime of the saw except where it has been
ports at the rate of L3. 58. per introduced by Europeans. Painting
ounce, but afterwards rose much and drawing they are strangers to ;
higher. In many partsof the country in carving they are fanciful, their deit is enlployed instead of coin, every signs grotesque, and always out of
man carrying a small pair of scales nature. Silk and cotton cloths manuabout with him. At Acheen small factured by themselves are worn by
thin gold coins were formerly struck, the natives in all parts of the country.
but the coinage has been abandoned Their looms and weaving apparatus
in'modern times. Silver is not known are extremely defective. They manu.
as Y production of Sumatra.
. facture different 4i11da of earthen-
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ware of a ewrsc fabric, and extract
the c o c w u t oil, which is in general
use. Gunpowder is manufactwed in
v h s parts of the island, but kas
in the southern provinces than among
the people of Menancabow, the Batta
and the Acheenese, whom frequent
wars require h q e m p l i a The
r d e r in very imperfectbgranulated,
King o h ~
l p r ye p in S ~ J I
quantities for immediate n r . Salt
is mostly mu ied by cargoes imported, but t ey also manufacture it
themselves by a very tedious process.
Among the modern political divisions of the island on the north-west
coast, the principal are the empire
of Menancabow and the Malays; ia
the next place the Acheenese ; then
the Baths, the Rejangcl, and next to
them the people of Lampong. The
chain of islands which extends in a
line nearly parallel to the westem
coast, at the distance of little more
thao a degree, are inbabited b a race
or races of people ap are& from
the same original stoce as those of
the ioterior of Sumatra. Their
genuioe~eosof character has been
preserved to a remarkable degree,
whilst the inlands on the -st side
are peopled with Mal~ys. Until
about 120 years ago the southern
coast of Sumatra as far as the Urei
river was dependent on the king of
Bantam in Java, whose lieutenant
came yearly to Bencooleu or Sillebar
to qollect pepper, and fill up the
vacancies.
PJewlg all the forms of government
throughout Sumatra are a mixture of
the feudal and patriarchal; but the
political system of the people near
the ra-coast is much influenced by
the power of the J3urope.sns, who
exercise, in fact, the functions of
sovereignty, and with great advantage
to their subjects. The country over
which the East-India Company's influence formerly extended were preserved in a state of peace, apd had
it uot been for this coercion, every
village would have been in a state of
erpetual hostility with its neigbbour.
f n l8l9 the whole population of these
districts was about 60,009 persons,

?l

thinly resdtcrcd
ullgrrtajll
roil, along a line of aknost inaceasoible coast 480 miles in length, end
remarkable for their lazy untractable
habits. The form of governmeat
among the Rejanp near h c o o l e n
applies wedl to the orang ulu,
or inbabltanta dtbe.inte"or. Among
the hills and woods property in land
&pm& upMl mrupncy, U ~ I M
where fruit trees have been planted ;
and na there is eeldom any determined
boundary between neighbouring villagea, such marka are rarely &isturbed.
In 1826 the north-epet c ~ of t
Sumatra was nominally subject to
five sovereri s, aia. the mltans of
P a b b a n g , &bee,
Indragiri, Siak,
and Acheen, but it is in fact under
an indefinite number of petty chiefs,
whose respective domains are completely shut out and insulated from
each other by forests, swamps, and
jungles. The most populous and
fertile is unquestionably Palembang.
The islands of Rancao, R p a n , 8aratas, and Bancalis are partly inhabited
by Malays, but chiefly by another race
not yet converted to the Arrlaian
faith.
The iaws of the Sumatrans are
properly a set of long-established
oustoms, handed down t o them from
their ancestors, the authority for
whicb is founded on usage and g e n e
ral consent. The law which rendera
all the members of a family reciprocally bound for each other's debts,
forms a strong bend of connection
among them. When a man dies his
effects descend to his children in
e ual shares. The Sumatran code '
a h i t s of peuniar m m p o u i o n
for murder, on uhici account their
laws take no cognieanm of the
distiaction between a wilful murder
and what we term manslaughter.
Corporeal punishment of any kind
is rare.
The place of the greatest solemnity
for adminitering an oath ia the burying ground of their ancestors, and
they have certain relics or swearing
apparatus, which they produce m important occoaiem. These generally
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cbnhist of hn old broken creme, a
fractured gun-barrel, some copper
bullets, or any thing else to which
qhance or caprice has annexed the
ides of extraordin- virtue. These
they generally dip in water, which
the person who swears drinks off,
af4er pronouncing a form of words.
At Manna, the relic for~nerlymost
venerated, waa a gun-barrel, which,
when produced to be sworn on, was
carried to the spot wrapped up in
silk, and under an umbrella. The
Sumatran, impressed with the idea
of invinible powers, but not of his
own immortality, regards with awe
the supposed instrurpents of their
agency, and swears on creeses, bullets, and gun-barrels, weapons of
perqoqaJ destruction.
The right of slavery is established
ip this island, as it is u~iiversally
throughout the East; but few instances occur of the country p p l e
actually having slavw, althoug they
are common in the Malayan or seaort towns. At Bencoolen the Eastfndia Company had a body of negro
slaves, who were held in contempt
and detestation by the natives, who
considered them merely as humanized
devils, and lost 110 opportunity of
doing them an injury.
The inhabitants of Sumatra are
rather below the mjddle size, tbeir
limbo for the most part slight, but
well-sha ed, and psrticularly small
about tge wrists and oncles. The
women follow the preposterous custom of flattening the noses and cornpressing the skulls of children newly
born, and also pull out the ears to
make them stand at right angles with
the head. The males destroy their
beards and keep their chins remarkqbly smootb, Their complexion is
properly yellow, wanting the red tinge
that consti(utap a tawny or copper
colour. Thp @males of the upper
classes, s p egposed
~
t o the rays of
the qun, approach to s degree of
fPirness. Persons of superior rank
encourage the growth qf their handa& t4 an extraordinary length ; the
b n d g qf 9 e wtives in general, and
even of the h+df*eed,
prg always

cold. The inland natives are s u p s
rior in strength and size to the Malays
of tbe coast, and p s e s s also fairer
complexions. Among the hills the
inhabitants are rubjeot to monstrous
wens or goitres on the throat.
Both sexes have the extraordinary
custom of,filing and disfiguring their
teeth, which are naturally white and
beautiful, from the simplicity of their
food. Many, prticularly the women
of the Lampong country, have their
teeth rubbed down even with their
g u m ; others have them formed into
points like equilateral triangles, while
some file off no more than the outer
extremity, and then blacken thernwith
the eplpyreumatic oil of the coco-nut
shell. The great men set their teeth
in gold, by casin with a plate of
that metal undu t f e row; which o r
nament, contrasted with the black
dye, has by candle-light a very splendid erect. Sometima it is indented
to the shape of their teeth, but more
usually it 1s quite plain, and it is not
removed either to sleep or eat. The
original clothing of the Sumatrans is
the same with that found by navigators among the South-sea islands, and
in Europegenerally called Otaheitean
doth. I t is still used among the R e
jangs aa their working dress, but the
country people now in a great measure conform to the cmtume of the
Malys.
The dusuns, or villages of the Sumatrans, for the inhabitants are so
few that they are not entitled to the
name of towns, are always o;tuated
on the banks of a river or lake, for
the convenience of bathing and of
transportiog goods. Their buildings
are of wood and baniboos, covered
with palm leaves. The frames of
the houses rest on stout wooden pillars about six or eight feet high, and
are ascended to by a piece of stron
bamboo cut into notches. ~ e b c h d
buildings in the country are raised
tep or twelye feet from the ground,
to be secure qair)st tigers; the furniture is extremely simple, and neither knives or forks are required, aa
in eating they take up the rice an4
other victuds between their fingers

.
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and thumb, throwing i t into their less of truth, mean, servile; and although cleanly in their persons, filthy
mouth by a jerk of the latter. .
Their art of medicine consists al- in their apparel, which the never
most entirely in tho application of wash. They are careless andlimprosimples. Every old man and woman vident of the future, and make n o
is a physician, and their reward de- advnnces in improving their condipends on their success : but they fre- tion. The Macassars and Buggesres
quently manage to procure a small who come annually from Celebes in
' snm in advance under the pretext of their prows to trade, are looked u p
purchasing charms. In fevers, dur- t o by the Sumatrans and Malays a9
lng the paroxysm, they pour over the their superiors in manners. T h e y
sufferer a quantity of very cold water, also derive part of the respect paid
which afterwards brings on a copious to them from the richness of their
perspiration. The venereal disease, cargoes, and the spirit wit11 which
although common in the Malay ba- they spend the produce in gaming,
zars, is little known in the interior. cock-fighting, and smoking opium.
Through every rank of the people
O n the nea-coast the Malay language is intermixed with the Batta there prevnils a strong propenmity t o
and other original languages, The gaming, and to cock-fighting they a r e
Malays fix the length of the year at still more passionately addicted. T h e
354 days, or twelve lunar months of , artificial bpur used reeembles t h e
twenty-nine and a half dsys each ; Wade of a scymetar, and proves a
the genuine Sumatrans count their much more destructive weapon than
years from the number of their crops the European spur. The Malay
of grain. They are fond of muslc, breed of cocks are much esteemed by
and have many instruments, mostly connoisseurs who have had an oppbrborrowed from the Chinese. The tunity of trying them. In some
Malays of Sumatra use the Arabic places they match uails in the manfight with great
character, and have incorporated a ner of cocks,
great many Arabic and a h Portu- inveteracy, and endeavour t o seize
guese words in their language. The each other by the tongue.
other principal langnages of Gu~eatra T h e Gumatrans generally, b u t
are the Batta, the Rejang, and the more particularly the indigenous MaLampong ; the difference between lays, are much addicted t o the smokthem being chiefly marked by their ing of opium. The species of poppy
being expressed in distinct written that produce8 it (the papawet ;omcharacters. They write on the inner niferum) not growing on the island,
bark of s tree and on bamboos, and the narcotic is imported annually in
form their lines from the left hand large quantities from Bengal, in chests
of 140 pounds each. I t is mixed u p
towards the right.
The native Gumatran of the inte- with tobacco in the form of pills
riors differs in some respects from about the size of a pea, which quanthe Malay of the coast, being mild, tity is consumed at one whiff. T h e
peaceable, and forbearing, unless smoke is never discharged by t h e
roused by violent provocation. H e mouth, but usually receives vent
is also temperate and sober, his diet through the nostrils, and sometimes
being mostly vegetable, and his only by adepts through the passage of the
beverage water. Their hospitality is eyes and ears. Although so much
great and their manners simple, and opium is smoked in this island, the
they are in general, except among the practice of running-*muck (called
chiefs, devoid of the Malay cunning mcngamok by the natives)is by no
and chicane. On the other hand means frequent. I t is remarkable
they are liti@ous, indolent, addicted that at Batavia, where the criminals
t o gaming, dishonest in their dealings when taken alive were formerly browith strangers, which they d o not ken alive on the wheel with every
p~neideras any moral defect, regard- aggravation of cruelty, mucks often
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occurred, while at Bencoolen, where are circumcised between the sixth
they were executed in the easiest and tenth years.
The ancient and genuine religion
manner, the offence was always extremely rare. The Malays of the of the Rejangs (the Sumatran race
west coast have been so long accus- with which we are best acquainted),
tonled to the mild government of the if in fact they ever had any, ie now
British that their manners and habits scarcely to be traced, and wbat adds
are considerably improved, while on to the daficulty of procuring inforthe east coast they continue kro- mation is, that those who have not
cious, sanguinary, and treacherous. been innited in the Mahomedan
The original Sumatran ves~elfor doctrims, regard those who have as
boiling rice, and which is still used persons advanced a step in knowfor that purpsse, is a joint of green ledge beyond them. If by religion
bamboo, By the time the rice is be meant a public or private form of
dressed the utensil is nearly de- worship of any kind, and if prayers,
stroyed by the fire, but it resists the processions, meetings, dferings,
flame so long as there is moisture- Images or priests, are all or any of
within. Although the natives sub- them necessary to conetitute it, the
sist in a great measure on vegetable Rejangs are totally without religion,
food, thej are not restrained by any and cannot be with propriety even
prejudice of caste from other ali- termed Pagans, if that phrase is unments, and -hccordingly at their derstood to convey the idea of misfeasts the flesh of the buffiloe, the taken worship. They neither worgoat, and fowls, are served up. ship God, devil, nor idol. They are
Their dishes are dmost all dressed not, however, without superstitious
as curries, and their flesh meat is beliefs of many kinds, and have a
cooked immediately after it is killed, confused notion, although perhaps dewhile it is still warm. Sago, though rived from their intercouse with other
common, is not in such general ase p p l e , of some uperior beings who
as among the more eastern islands, are the power of rendering themwhere it is employed as a substitute selves visible and invisible at pleafor rice. When these articles of sure. These they call orang alus,
subsistence fail, the Sumatran finds fine or impalpable beings, and reothers in the woods ; hence famines y d them as possessing tho faculty
are never attended with any very de- of doing good and evil, but most instructive consequences.
clined to the latter. They also call
The natives of Sumatra a n in ge- them maleikat and gin, which are
neral good speakers, the gift of ora- the angels and evil spirits of the Aratory being natural to them. A Su- bians, and the idea was probably
matran ever scrupulously abstains borrowed at the same time with the
from pronouncing his own name, not name. They have no word in their
from any supcrstitious motive, but language to express the person of
merely as a punctilio in manners; God except the Allah Taala of the
and it occasions him infinite embar- Malays, corrupted by them to Ulahrassment when a stranger, unac- talo, and where untinctured by Maquainted with their customs, requires homedanism, the Sumatrans do not
it of him; on these occasions, as appear to have any notion of a fusoon as he recovers from his confu- ture state.
sion, he solicits the interposition of
The superstition that has the
his neighbour. They can seldom strongest influence on their minds,
give an accurate account of their age; and which a proaches the nearest to
but so far as can be inferred from a species oPreligion, is that which
observation, not a reat proportion leads them to venerate, almost to
of the men attain 81s age of fifty, the point of worshipping, the tombs
and sixty is accounted a long life. and remains of them deceased anWhere Mahomedanism prevails, boys cestors. They have an imperfect
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ndtion of a metempsych&s, but not
in any degree systematic, nor considered as an article of religious faith.
They seem to think in general that
tigers are actuated by the spirits of
deceased men, and speak ofthem with
a degree of awe. They relate also of
a spot in the interior country where
the tigers have a court, and maintain a regular form of government,
and have their houses thatched with
women's hair. The Sumatrans are
$80
firmly persuaded that various
particular persons are what they
t m betuah (sacred, impassive, Invulnerable, and not liable to accident), and this quality extends to
tbings inanimate, such as ships and
boats.
No attempte have ever been made
by missionaries or others (until very
recently) to convert the inhabitants
of this island to Christianity. Of
the many thousands baptized in the
Eastern isles b the celebrated Francis Xavier in t i e sixteenth century,
not one of their descendants are
ROW found to retain a ray of the
light imparted to them. As it was
novelty only, and not conviction,
that induced the original converts to
embrace a new faith, the impression
lasted no longer than the sentiment
which recommended it, and disappeared as ra idly ss the missionary.
Under the inluence, however, of the
Spanish government at Manilla, and
of the Dutch at Batavia, there are
many native Christians, educated as
such from their childhood. The
neglect of missions to Sumatra is one
of the causes that the interior of
the country is so little known to the
civilized world.
Legal disputes are extremely common in Sumatra, and by far the greater
number originate in the intricacy of
the marriage contracts, the difficulties
of which, both precedent and subsequent, are increased by the Sum*
trans to a degree unknown in the
most refined states. A wife is obtained by various modes of purchase,
and when the full sum is paid the
female becomes to all intents and
purposes tbe slave of the husband,

who may a t any time 4 1 her, making
the first offer to her relations. T h e
debts due for these sales constitute
in fact the chief part of tbeir riches.
and a person is reckoned in good
circumstances who has e e v m l due
to him for his daughters, eistem,
aunts, and great aunts. Prdstitution
is unknown in the interior, being
confined to the more polite bazars of
tbe seacoast, where there is usually
a concourse of sailors and other
strangers. Adultery is pumishd by
fine, but the crime is rare, and lawsuits on the subject still less frequent.
The husband, it is probable, either
conceals his shame, or revenges it
with his own hand. The customs of
the Sumatrans permit their heving as
many wives as they can purchase, or
&d
to maintain, but it is only
among the chiefs that fnstanees occur
of their hlrvihg more thah one.
From various sources of information sufficiently distinct from each
other, the conclusion may be drawn
that the Mahornedan religion had not
made any considerable progress in
the interior of Sumatra earlier than
the fourteenth century. The province of Menancabo*, although situated inland, is by far the most completely converted, the inhabitants
being wholly Mahomedans. Perhaps
it is less surprising that this one kingdom should have been eornpletely
converted, than that so many districts
should remain to this day without
any religion whatever. Every thing
conspires to induce the Sumatran t o
embrace a system of belief and
scheme of instruction, in which there
is nothing repugnant to prejudices
already imbibed ; he relinquishes no
favourite ancient worship to adopt a
new, and is manifestly a gainer by
the exchange.
By the recent treaty concluded between Great Britain and the Netherlands a most important alteration
took place in the colonial relations
of Sumatra, as by its conditions
Bencoolen and all the other British
possessions in that island were ceded
to the King of the Netherlands in
exchange for the Dufeh settiements
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on the cmtinent of Indih iwluding
the town and fortress of Malaeca;
the cessions ta take place w the firrt
of March 18%.--(Mar~derr, Singaj m r Chronicle, Dr. AbeL, Anderwn,
phi lip^, Rafi;, &.)
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of Endk deabmhtd Florb, by the
eakly Portuguese n a w o n r The
dialect of Gumbhawg whwh pfevmh
in the districts not m w c t to the
sultan of Bima, is of a mtue mi.sd
charreter thyr that of Biik PUther tbe latter nor the Subhand hrra
m y psculiar chnractlr, but use isdir-
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BqSrOer, LeyCrow!* +.I
S~MBRAWA.--A
town on the island
d l Suntbhaw about 100 miles to the
westward of aims. This place stands
On a large b a ~ , O ~ to
e nthe north and
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~tZLiZni!!l$~L~weK'ie
the went side of the entrance. In
A.D. 1814 this town was governed by
mimed Mahome4 subofdinate
towns aro'Bja
two portions. The
the ~authority
of
are Bima and Sumbhawa. The other B
~ 4c.)of ~the sultan
.
towns and districts are Dompo Tomboro, Banbur, and Pekat, all under
S n u a ~ m s o o ~(Sadha)mrsJ.
l
&%rent chiefs, who formerly acknow- A large dietrict in the prorinca of
ledged subordination to the Duteb. In Gundwanq which, t a k a in h s meat
A.D. 1713 the Duteb banished the c!xtensive sense, i s bounded on the
king of T o m b r o to the Cape of Good north by Sirgoojah,Juspoor,and Cbu.
ta Nagpoor ;eastby Sisgltboom, Kun-'
Hope.
This island p d u c e s considerable j!eur, Onple, Talcher, Autdlick,
quantities of teak, the *hol'e of the and h d ; south by Boad and War;
hills north-east from Bims being co- and west by Patna and Cho&e&nr.
vered with teat valuable timber, but Sumbbulpoor proper haa to the north
the demand i6 so great that the trees Ryepoor and Gangpoor; to the emt
are seldom allowed to grow more Bornbra and Kheraeote; to the mutb
than a foot in diameter. In Dompo, Sooapoor and Patna; and to the east
which occupies the central portion of Boom Sumba, Phootglntr, and Garia.
Sumbhawa, the trees beitig the pro- &UP.
I t is divided by the M h d s
perty of the sovereign are better pre- By into two an al po&q
the
served and attain full h q but the l r w t of
on the rigbt
Wculty of transporting them to the bank of that river. Of the ghalaa
seacoast t very great. Gold-dust Guj a b and dependent pergunoabq
is found in the same district, awl Koolabeern, h p t b , end Phdame
pearls are fished for in a large bay to poor among the first, and h e p o o r ,
the westward of Bima, as also at b Saringhur, K h c o t q and Ryq#w
kat. The breed of homes is good aad of h e k t , are the moet impoftant
metablea the Arab, btit they seldom S u m b h d p r is mnarhbte as emexceed thirteen hendsin
t; they tainiog wlthin it a very high and p
am expmted to Java u%e
.b M y
land called Myb Pat,
bouriag idandr. The most ren!%arJle
&-U
O
S
h
,
of wbeh
Me phenomenon is the great volcano the Hudsoo is the most remarkable
of Tomboro, which burst forth with The height d this tmct in 16953 bad
not been uccut.imd. The oblley d
incredible fury in 1815.
The Bima l a n g ~ g ee x t d over Sombhulpoar, seeotding to th.
the eastern diviston of Gumbbawa, Dr. V'oysey'm obaetratioxm, is ody
mod the wsteaa portion ofthe t l d 410 fiat rdoVe tge Icvd of ths eer
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Sumbhulpoor consists almost equally of hill and dale, ofjungle and culboated land; but the country on the
right bank of the Mahanuddy is the
most fertile and thickly populated.
The left bank yields abundance of
rice, but for this grain there is
little internal demand ; neither is
there any market for sugar, were its
cultivation extended. Swamps and
jeels are very abundant until the
month of A ril, when they partially
dry up an] become covered with
aquatic vegetation. It is remarkable
that dagnant water is not b the natives of thii province, or o r lodia in
general, deemed deleterious. they
consequently never think of making
drains ; on the contrary they preserve
it as long as possible for the purases of ablution and irrigation.
$he pergunnnbs east of the Mahanuddy produce considerable quantities of iron, but it is scarce and dear
in the western portion of Sutnbhulpoor. Cotton is plentiful and cheap,
but the manufactura are dear and
their quality coarse. Little skill is
possessed by any class of artificers,
Including even the gold and diamond
workers, two apparently difficult
cmfts, which yet frequently flourish
among half savages. There is no
reason to suppose that any commercial intercourse of the leaat importance ever existed with the neighbowing states, the whole collectively and individually appearing to have
been. torn to pieces by internal dissensions from the beginning of time.
Diamonds have long been a staple
article in Sumbhulpoor, being, as well
as gold-dust, .found in the alluvial
soil of many streams and rivers, and
more especially of the Mahanuddy,
where further particulars are detailed.
The great mass of po ulation consists of Hindoos of the rowest castes,
but the chiefs and landholders here,
as elsewhere, claim the dignity ofRajpoots.
The temtorv of Sumbhulaoor was
ancjently comprehended in 'the Hindoo division of Gundwana. and cornposed part of the state bf Gurrah,
but during the reign of Aurengzebe

it wan formally annexed to the mubah of Allahabad, although its subjugation to the Mogul empire was
little more than nominal. I t afterwards, along with the rest of t h e
rovince, fell under the sway of the
bagpoor Maharattaa, who extorted
occasional tribute, but interfered l i t
tle with the management of the interior, which was kept in n state of
constant tation from the contests
between r e rajas and dewans, t h e
lint to r
y the last to keep possession o the power and property
they had usurped. Money was extorted in all ways, and more especiall by placing stones on the party,
untir he complied or expired. Among
the sources of revenue was the sale
qf the widows of the Telee (oilmen)
and other low castes, who on the decease of their husbands became the
immediate property of the state.
In this condition of society there
were no traces of municipal ~nstitutions or established rules for the redress of wrongs or punishment of
crimes. The rajas possessed despotic power, and were so reverenced
that even the female apartments of
the Good and other inferior zemindars
were thrown open when he visited
them. The distribution of justice
was limited to one object, the filling
of the raja's or dewan's treasury ;
adultery, fornication, and sorcery had
their respective prices, and suicide
being remarkably prevalent among the
females of Sumbhulpoor, their surviving relations were fined for allowing them to escape. The heads of
villages were almost universally Brahmins, whose sacred character afforded
essential protection to their peasantry ; but when conquered by the Maharattas no regard was paid to .the
priests, who had stones placed o n
their breasts as readily as the lower
castes. Each aemindar of the dependent pergunnahs had full ower
over the lives and property o f thair
rvots.
In A.D. 1818 the sovereignty of
Sumbhulaoor was transferred to the
British 'overnment, and in November of 8 e name year Rqja Jeyte
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SUMBUL
(SU&W).-A
town in
Sinp;h died, leaving one son, M a h a d
ja Sahy, who had long been imprison- the province of Delhi, twenty-one
ed at Nagpoor by the Maharattas. In miles N.W. from Bnreily ; lat. 28'
1817 the total revenue collected from 37' N., Ion. 78' 99' E.
Sumbhlllpoor and its dependencies,
sUMBUL
R
~ see
~ cHuMauL
~
~
.
Boad and Autolallick, was 1,01,157 R
~
~
~
~
,
Nagpoor rupees, above one-third less
in value than sicca rupees. In 1821
S U M N A U T H . - SPUTTAN
~~
SOMthe following rajaships and aemindars NAUTH.
were
on Sumbhul~oor, S U ~ P ~ E ~ . - Tcapital
he
of a petty
of
and under the control of the gover- chief in the province
under
%ent :
Gangpoor ; the British protection, situated fifty9. Sonepoor ; 3. Bornbra; 4. BOnej; eight miles S.E. from Guaiior; lat.
5. Autmalick; 6.Boad; 7. Saring- 250 5 ( N.,
~ lo,,. 780 50' E.
poor ; 8. Patna ;9. Fooljah ;10. SukSUNDA (straits of).-The
arm of
tee ; 11. Burgur; 12. Boorasumba ;
13. Burpalee; 14. Koolabera; 15. the sea which separates the large
Rampoor ; 16. Lera ; 17. Rajpoor ; islands of Sumatra and Java is known
18. Chunderpoor ; 19. Puddunpoor. to Europeans by this name; by the
-(Roughsedge, Fergwon, Public MS. Malays it is termed Sunda Kdapa.
The length of this channel, taken
Documentr, 4c.)
from the flat point to Vrakens or
SUMBRULPOOP.-T~~
capital of the Hog's point, is about seveiity miles,
receding division of the Gundwana and on the opposite coast, from Java
province, Gtuated on the east side of head to Bantam point, about ninety
the Mahanuddy river, 167 milee miles.
In the mouth of the straits lies
W.N.W. from Cuttack ; lat. 21' 8/N.,
Ion. 83" 3 7 E. This place extends Prince's island, by the situation of
north and south about two miles, and which two passages are formed, one
contains ?om: Hind00 pagodas .and between Prince's island and Java,
other s011d bu~ld~ngs.The fort IS of made use of for the most part by
an oblon shape, stretching about ships which have to pass the straits
half a mi e along the banks of the during the southeast monsoon, in
river, and is surrounded by a wall of order that, sailing close in with the
masonry, f!lrnished with canno? of Java shore, they may soon get with7arious calibre, but the whole Inca- in anchoring depth, and escape all
paMe of making any protracted de- danger of being driven to sea by the
fence against artillery.
currents, which at that time of the
During the rains, the Mahanuddy year set strongly out ofthestraits to
(which opposite to the fort is a niile the westward. The other usage,
broad) runs with such rapidity that which is called by seamen t i e great
boats make the passage from Sum- channel, sometimes serves also as an
bhulpoor to Cuttack in two days. entrance to the straits during the
Most of the diamonds found in the south-east monsoon; but it is witb
channel of the river are obtained the greatest difficulty, and after conbetween the fort of Sumbhulpoor tinual struggling with the south-eastand the mouth of the Heeb, a large erly wind and the current, that this
stream that flows into the Mahanud- can be effected.
d fourteen miles north of the fort.
In the narrowest point of the
&e surrounding territory is suffi- straits, and opposite to Hog's point
cientlyproductiveof $rain,cotton,and on Sumatra, lies an island that on
sugar, when under proper cultivation, account of its situation has been
but the climate is so pestiferous that .&led Thwart-the-way or Middle
it has proved the grave of allnost ~sle. A strong current runs through
every European officer who has been on both sides of the island during the
stationed here.--(Public Jourrralr,%a) whole year, setting with the prevail-
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iag adrrly er -9
wlnda either
to the 4 - a r t dr r o u h w w t ThC
llbCet id& iadedhtaly coafiactd
with the straits of Sun& am Prince'r
isle, Krakatan, Thwnrt-the-way, and
Pulo Baby. The othets ate very etnall
and i n s i g n i h t , mostly level, foundd on be& of c o d , mad eevured
with trees; but the appellatiw of
Sunda islands" is also applied to
the great chaitl dtret~hibg from
Acheen-head in Sumatre to an itldefinite extent eastward. In the channel between these there M a stron
m m n t setting to the northwarcf
aad in maey partr there ua no
with Lnea of m y fithorns.
southern colrsts of thin
ehaio, which w e in p w r a l rocky
and precipitous, the level of tbe sea
ir s e v d feet higher than it is be
hind the islands, where considerable
deporita of mud h v e at all time)
been f o r m i . q g . 4 aad
~ ~Ndrr,

&.I

SUNDXELA.-A
town iD the
i n c e of Oude, thirty-one milea
from Lucknow; lat.
1W N, Jon.
so0 $7' E.
Sunnlrrr ( 1 0 1 ~Up,
the mom
*).-An
island in the province ot
Be@, situated at the mouth of the
w t Megna, formed by the united
mtm of the Ganges and Brabmaputm rivers, and consisting of alluvml depoaita of long accumulation.
l a length it may be atimated at a i s
teen miles, by eight the a r e r e p
breadth. I t is attached to the Chittrgong district, and rubordimate to
ik magistrate; but d u r k tbe muthweat monsoen i) frequwtly cut off
by stennb from all mnmunicatioa
with J e continent. Them is here a
governmeat entabliohment For the manufacture of sJt uader the Bulwa
and Chittagong agency.
Towards the conolunien of the bixtaeuth centllry a sumbet of Portuguese eettld on the coasta of Clrittagon& and Artrmq many of wbom had
d i n t o t h e Pniaeefthehetiw
urd obtdnsel rrommaads and
of lands. Theac adrentutm
u w e vxtirpated w e r p d e d from

IJK

Aracan about A.D. 1607, the fm
who sscaped tdkisg d u g e among the
W 4 where they continued the
practice of piracy. h t t & Kban,
the M-l
gavernot of Sundeep, havhg attethpted to rtrpprers them, was
himself defeated md Lied, and hbr
phele fleet bpturecl. ODthis event
the puntea selected far thek chief a
cormcnoa railor named &bastian
Gospalea, and io I609 gahed pwoewon of Gundaep, after murdering
tbe g e r b n .
On this success S h t i a n -tab
lished rq independent principality ;
his force amounting to 1,000 Portuguese, 2,000 native troops, BOO mvalry, and eighty vessels of Werent
sizes, well supplied slrith canDon,
with which equipment he soon robdued the adjacent island of Shah+
bazpoor and several others, which
be added to bia demiaiom. With
a little common prudenoe and moderation him power might have atCsind a great elevation, md been
g a m a m t ; but h6 won di~gusted
ia awn subjects by the brutal t ranhia conduct, and m d e r e ~the
Is and Araaanerr hoatilc by the
of his policy. ARer many
dcieitudes he wae abandoned by a
lor e ptwpsrtion of his followers,
a n f i n 1618 waa d e h t e d by the raja
of Araran, who-conquered Bundeep
and the other islandq from whence,
under the name of Mugha, the hacaners infested and d e v a s W the
lower dirtrictm of Bsspl, carrying off
the inhebitanb iaC. sl8v
Bun& rontioul* in%e powen&on of z e a e barbarians ustrl A.D.
1666, when 6haist.a W n , the Mol
@I governor of B e n d . hsviug fitted
out a strong flwt at Ddccb dapPtcbr
ed it down the Megna to attrok
Gundeep, where tbe Mughr had
emoted et~ckrded&rtificstionsbwbi&
they defended with great rwulutioh
5r a considerable time, but were at
la@ d tak~trM d M w 0 ~ d . &IIf%
thnt p i e d it w a h d attaebed to
the Mogul gsiuamsnt bf Bengrl,
and develved $long with teat proviaee to ths East-In& @mpany.-.,
( & u r n , Cri6$b &#.I

Suwmta~urns fradari a a ~ ,a branchee of t#rss Goe each ti&
Df mandry trmj.-A woody and a& another lllUs oa r broad car,
t r a d of country on the sesdoa8t of p a d ~ river,
d
b r o t i l y &hd
mil$
Bengrl, forming the d d t a of the woode. The rater ia every whera
Ganges, and extending along the bay dt,and rhe whole d d e m b r r ab e d to wikl be-,
except here
of Bengal about 180 miles.
This dreary region is composed of aeel them a solhq fikeer. In pam&
a labyrinth of creelu and rivera, all thwugh this ju& the gloomy Bilenw
of which a n salt except thorn that is nametimer r e l i d by the cooi
communicate immediately with the of tbe dove, the a d l d the desr ao?
principal arm of the Ganges, w b e peacock, tbe cackl' ofrhe hen, the
t h
the sLrieLiag
numerous natural canals are so diP crawkg
paeed as to form a complete i n b d d parroqueta, and the leaping and
nav@bn.
In tracing the sea-ooast a p r h g i i of monkeys h m branch to
On erch side alligators of
of thts delta eight o p e are bn&.
found, each of which appears to be a an enamrrus size ara sees asleap or
principal mouth af the Gangeu. Am baelrig ie the nun, no entirely lmk
a strong pmumptive proof of the tionlers,and so annpkOely reeenblii
wandering of t h ~ sriver fmm one rn k g r~al,
t h an~ i n e x p a i e J
side of the Sunderbunds to the other, eye is always deceimd, and taken
it may be observed that there is no them for what they seem, until r o d
a pearanoe of virgin earth between by a shot, they scramble with wuck
t i e Tiperah b i h on h e east, and activity into the water. During the
the district of Burdwan on the west, dry seaaon the lower sho~esof tbese
nor helm Dacca and Bauleah on the rivers are visited by salt-makern and
north. In all the sections of the n* wcrod-cutters, who thoo exercise their
d
merous creeks and rivers n o t h i i ap dreadful t& at the constant h
pears but sand and black mould la of their liven; for royal tigers sf Lhe
regular strata, until the day is reach- largest size not only appear rn the
ed that f o r m the lower part of their margin, but fraqumtl swim off to,
beds ; nor ia there any substance M, d destroy the pw& in the bests
ooarse as ravel either in the delta d o r e d in tbe rivers. Theee pas, or nearer t%esea Han 400 miles (by ~ a g t sare open throughout the yeu,
the course of the Ganges) at Oyda- d during the season, when tbe
nnlla, where a rocky point, part of stream of the G a q e s ia low, a large
the base of the ne$bouring liillg propertion of the trade cif Betgal
passes either by W a g h o t or Champrojocts into the river.
The navigation thraugh the Sun- nel c w & but chiefly by the 1stderbundg is chiefly ptfected by meaw ter.
Many natives am a m d y earriwl
of the tides, there bein two distinct
onssanes. the one namef the southern ofi' and eaten by tigers wbde c ~ i t
br suGdirbund passwe, and the other woad and rnakbg sakg yet eevera
theBailianhaut Deesaee. The first is Mahorsedm dwotacs, rrbo pretend
the furtheYst a&$, a i d lepds through to passees charms against their mathe widest and deepest rivers, and lice, dwdl in liiieernble huts by tbe
opens into the Hooghly or Calcuttp river side, and are greatly revpad
river, about sixty-five miles below by the paseare by d both reljgkm,
the town, The BalIiagLaut pae4ege who present &ringa d food and
e their gooclrwill.
opens into a shallow lake on the eaat oowries to m
side of Calcutta. The ~ v i g a t i o nby In the course of time them mhia
these pawgws axtends m o p than 200 are themselves almost inrrnriablg,
miles, through a thick forest, divided soatehad a& but t b l ~ n g e r
into numberless islands by a multi- remain the more they are r a p 2
tude of ahannels,' se m i a u s in point and a sucoessor is soon found to
of wid&, that a vaed has at one fll up the varrancy. Besidea tbaae
t h e her
.entangled ar~oag tikeera' huts many sksle~ane ~f
ford

m3,
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beds are ~ e e nerected by the wood- northern quarter, and more recently
clltters, under which they raise a
small mound of earth like a grave,
and repeat prayers before it preparatory to their commencing operations.
Man of these wood-cutters are
HindYoos who bave assigned to certain gods and goddesses particular
portions of the Sunderbunds, in like
manner as the Mahomedans have t o
their res ctive peers or saints. The
Hindoo rbourers raise elevations of
earth three or four inches high, and
about three feet square, upon which
they place balls of earth, and having
painted them red, perform worship
before them, offering rice, flowers,
fruits, and Ganges water. The head
boatman in the mean time fasts and
goes to sleep, when some god or goddess informs him in a dream where
wood may be cut without dread of
tigers.
It is not practicable to bring into
culture the salt marshy lands, for the
most part overflowed by the tide;
nor is it desirable while so r n ~ ~ cgood
h
land, in more healthy situations, remains unoccupied. The existence of
this forest also on the margin of the
bay has always been considered important in a military point of view,
as presenting a strong natural barrier
against maritime invasion along the
*ole southern frontier of the promnce. Great quantities of excellent
salt are here m?nufactu:ed, and esteemed of pecullar?anctlt~, as being
extracted by filtrauon from the mud
of the hol Ganges. The forest also
~ p p l i e st i e cnpitd with an inexhaus
store of wood for fuel, boatbuilding, and other purposes.
- I t has always been understqod as
a matter of notoriety that this Vast
tract of waste land is without an
owner, except a comparatively small
portion on the Skirts of the forest
chimed by the zemindars, all the remainder being unquestionably at the
disposal of government. The well
known fact that this labyrinth of
wood and rivers is the property of
no landholder, was the basis of a
plan formerly acted on for bringing
into cultivation lands situated in the

for clearing the island of Sagor. Many
plans have been undertaken to bring
the waste lands of the Sunderbunds
into cultivation, but up to 1812 they
had all failed, chiefly owing to t h e
difficulties and embarrassments arising from the claims of the zemindars
on the lands granted to these new
settlers, who naturally desired t o
have their grants as near as possible
to the tracts already inhabited and
cultivated, to which the adjacent zemindars always put forth claims o f
ownership, real or fictitious. T o obviate a recurrence of tbese obstacles,
a surrey was made in 1813-13, which
fixed the northern bonndary at the
Juboona creek, nearly on a line i n
an easterly direction with Hooghlg,
which exhibits the country tiom
thence to Buddertullow in a complete state of cultivation. The result of this survey tended to impress
a belief that considerable tracts of
land had been brought under tillage
and concealed from government. T o
prevent a repetition of similar fraudulent abstractions, a commissioner .
was appointed in 1814, with authority
to examine the validity of all claims
whatever, and also to assess the
western portion of those lands.
Various derivations have been assigned to the name by which this
tract is designated. By some it has
been traced from the soondry tree
(the heritiera robwta), and also from
the word soonder, beautiful ; and
bon, a forest ; by others the name is
~ 8 e n . d to be Chunderbund, because
it is still com rehended in the ancient
zemindary o!chunderdeep.
In 1184
the Sunderbunds, Cooch Bahar, and
Rangamatty were estimated by Major
Rennell to comprehend 37,549 square
miles, then conjectured to be all nearly waste, but subsequent investigation
has considerably curtailed the extent
of these supposed wildernesses.(Colebrooke, Rennell, Ward, Rocke,
j. ~
~gc.) ~
~
t
,
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Su~nre~oon.-A town in the province of Candeish, dix miles from
Hindi, which in 18% belonged t o
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SURABAYA.
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Sindia and contained 300 inhabitants; This is a hilly, but fcrtild abd productive country, and contains the
'
3
' 32/ N., Ion. 76' 59' E.
lat. 2
SUNDRABONI.-A
small state lying
of the god aver^ and
of
within the bounds of Macassar, on the its contributary streams. In 1803, it
island of Celebes. The town stands Was
to yield the reigning
a little inland on the banks of a river, Peshwa a revenue of ten lacks
whence its name originates.-(Stavo'"Pees. The principal towns are Sungumnere, Nassuck, Trimbuck, and
sinur, qc.)
Beylahpoor. The first stands in lat.
SUNGEITENANG.
-A country in 190 21' N., Ion. 74O 24' E., seventythe interior of Sumatra, situated be- three N.N.E. from poona.
tween the rrecond and third degree of
south latitude. The access to this
suN~ua.-A town in Afkhanistan,
territory is extremely difficult, on ac- division of Upper Sinde, situated
count of the different ranges of high twenty-three miles to the west of the
mountains covered with forest trees Indus; lat. 30° 50' N., Ion. 69' 58'E.
and thick jul~glethat intervene. I t is
sUNJEET.-~
town in the province
j fifteen
~ miles ~from R ~ ~ ~~ bounded on the north-west by Korin- of ~
chi and Seram~ei;on the west and poor,, which in 1820 belonged to
south-west by Anak Sungei, or MO- Ghuffoor Khan, and contained about
comoco, and Ypu district ; on the 500 houses ; late 240 18' N., ion. 750
south by Laboon ; and on the east by 23. E.--(M~~~~/,,,, gc.)
Batang Abei and Pakalang Jambu.
SUNKEA
/Sancaraj. -A subdiviThe general produce of this country is maize, paddy, sweet potatoes, sion of the Sinde principality, in the
common potatoes, tobacco and sugar- province of Mooltan, situated at the
cane; and the valleys on the whole south-western extremity, where it is
are well cultivated. The inhabitants separated by the Goonee river, here
are a thick stout dark race of people, named the I~oonee(or saline) from
something resembling the Acheenese the province of Cutch. I t is thinly
andgenerally addicted to the smoking inhabited and presents little cultiva.
of opium. They usually carry charms tion, the soil consisting either of a
about their persons to preserve them hamen sand or salt morass. It does
from accident, some of which are not contain any towns of note.
printed at Batavia or Samarang, in the
sORrBAUA.-~
considerable town,
Dutch, Portuguese and French Ian- the capital of a district, in Java, situguages. In
the Preserva- ated 540 miles east, from Batavia ;lat.
tion clause, this document cautions 7013fS., loll. 1lp 4 9 ' ~ . hi^ place
purchasers against charms printed in stands on a fine river, which pennits
as the English
endea- vessels of considerable burthen to
vour to counterfeit them, and impose ascend to the town. Its mouth is deon the buyers, being all cheats.
fended by Fort Calamaes, a circular
Every
hasa
battery, mounting forty guns, placed
120 feet brig, and broad in p P O i - on a rising spot on the east g~deof
tion, the w ~ o d - ~ oofr ~w lch 1s the fiver, which has a commanding
neatly carved. The dwelling-houses sweep across the straits of Madura,
contain five, six, or seven families where it is narrowest, being opposite
mch, ad the
is pO~ulOus. to the south-west end of that island.
The inhabitants of Sungei Tenang
by
~
~to a census
~ tden
~ the
~
and Serampei are Mahomedans, and British government in 1815, the divisubject to sion of Surabaya contained ]5-1,512
Jambi.--(Dare, qc.)
inhabitants, of which number 2,047
SUN(ZUYNERE.-A
large division of were Chinese, within an area of 1,218
the Aurungbad province, situated square miles. At that period the town
principally between the nineteenth and of Surabhaya contained 24,574 pertwentieth degrees of north latitude. sons.--(Thorn, Rafles, 4c.)
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s r ~ u v b
froy.artsJ. 8ee M.wLtie, l h & , p l l d D h m ~ )
occupy portion* of the juagle to the
-a
s o a ~ a a fo~~a aghrj.-A
r
t o m east of this eill4, but the &9i, of
in& prnVina o{Bahar, diat&t o(
16 the 0.1~ diinitar possessing
wfipr,
dxtYei&t
18.~."dependent authority wit&nitslimits,
Ion., 860 and this only with reference to his
from patna; lat. 940 1 4 ~ ~
iWE. *
own dependants. In 1831 he bad
1,600 begas of land, about 300 ryqts,
Swar~spOOa fSwya waj.
A 200 armed attendants, and 150 i 'Own in the ~ r ~ f i ~ ~n&
~ and slaves. The
of refourteen miles east from JIorah; ]at. v-=
collection in snrat
is almost
a60 10' N., Ion. 80' 30' E. This is a
qot.Rm; but this improveof
ment
been only recently intro&laof d u d . In ls9l the cultivators apL>
etching
-.A
cmidenbfe~POnien
~
e Rl-clothed
d
and lodged, and
bow
sfories,
~ c depressed
h
in spirit ; indeed the
p l y brick and part' of mud, but pergunnah of Chowrassy, contiguous
a ia thinly pob.lated m i a l s o exhibits to the populous dty of Sunt,
other indications of decline.-(Fulthe ~~~d~~~~~~~
in Benkl, might be
brton, 4.c.)
quoted as the worst cultivated tract
SOPAT
(Snra&ruJ. - A British in the district, notwithstanding the
district in the province of Gujerat, great market in its immediate vicinity.
situated at the south-westem extre- In 1880.421 the jumma of the land
mity, between the twentieth and revenue amounted to 15,05,273 rutwenty-second degrees of north lati- pees.
With respect to the internal police,
tude. I t consists principally of tracts
of country acquired a t differen! pe- until lately the Surat district was so
riods from the native powers, prlnci- much intersected by the territories of
pally the Peshwa and Guicowar, and other states and petty jaghiredars
still much intermixed with the terri- that the jurisdiction of the magistrate
tories of the Intter. I t presents a was much interrupted, many previous
much greater variety of surface than ceremonies and negociations being
the nei,ghbouring dlstrict of Broach. necessary before he could arrest a
The eastern pergunnahs belong to the t 6 e f or recover stolen property. Forbay and janglj C O U D ~ F that
~
reacheo merly also a class of gang robbers,
t o the ghults; those in the south enlisted by ffrassias having claims on
character; the the revenue of certain lands, infested
partake of the
rest ia flat, and in m y pact* fertile; the district. These ruffians were gebut a large ~ r o ~ e r t i oisnstill covered nerally headed by some desperate
with babool bushes and wild date- Jemadar, renowned for his cruelties
trees. Nearly oneLhird of the d i e and exactions, who while collecting
jrict is w w . The esstero quarter dues far his master, extorted double
is inhabited by Dhoohlre, in many the amount for himself. These and
respeetr resembling Bheels, except other grievances attending an unsetteat they are remarkable for their led government have since been repeaceable, inofinsire dispitionn, a medied, but still the &strict does not
&ient
cantmet. The other inha- exhibit that appearance of rosperity
bitant., excluding those d the city, that from its long tranqui8ity might
are Koombies and Cooliq, MatLstaun have been expected. Marine and river
or Batailas (a caste of Brahmins), piracy is st+ll carried on to a great
with some Parsees, Borahs anil Raj- extent in the Surat jurisdiction, owing
to the easy communicatio~held by
poots.
There are no Grassias or Mewassies veesds at the mouth of tbsr river
in :he diatriet, and oaly one or two wirh banks, ooe af which is wly
Bhed chief&, nominaUy dependent on partially subject to the British laws.
Rajpeeplq. The Rejpoot chiefs (of I n consequeece of this practice, d.-
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SURAT.
though hinrdiy any cot& is grown to
the south of Surat, every village between that city and Bulsaur is commonly full of that comn~odity,thrown
over board by the native ca tains and
crews. under the slightest
of bad
weather, and picked up by their relations and partners from the neighbouring villages along the shore; who
frequently also by a concerted plan,
come off and plunder the vessel entirely. The booty is subsequently
distributed in regular shares among
the different villages, which belong
principally to Bulloo Meah of Sacheen,
whose income would be much deteriorated were these practices suppressed. -( Elphinatone, Bourcheir, Prendergast, Public iWS. Documents, 4c.)
SURAT.-A large and populous
town, situated on the south bank of
the Tuptee river, about twenty miles
above its junction with the sea,
and !he modern capital of the Gujerat
provlnce ; lat. 21' 11' N., Ion. 73' 7'
E. This is a large and ugly city, with
narrow winding streets, high houses
of timber-frames filled up with bricks,
the upper stories projecting over each
other. The wall is entire, and in
good repair, with semi-circular bastions. I t s destruction has been frequently contemplated, to throw the
town open ; but the feelings of serurity which the natives derive from
snch a rampart, and the facilities i t
atiords for collecting the town duties,
have hitherto preponderated in favour
of its preservation. The circuit of
Surat is about six miles in a semicircle, of which the Tlrptee is the
chord. Near the centre of this chord,
.and washed by the river, stands a
slnall castle, with round bastions,
.glacis, and covered way, in which a
few sepoys and European artillery
.are stationed, and which is distingoished by the singularity of two flaghaves, on one of which a union-jack
is displayed, on the other a plain red
flag, the ancient enbign of the Delhi
emperors. In the neighbourhood of
this tort are most of the European
I~ouses,of a good size, and surrounded by extensive compounds, $ ~ t tnot
VOI..

11.

well contrived to exclude the heqt.
Without the walls is a French fkctory, containing some handsome and
convenient apartments, but now
(1824) quite deserted by their proper
owners, and occupied by different
English officers. I t had been restored
to the French after the conclusion of
the peace in 1815, and a governor
and several functionaries came t o
take possession ; but the diseases of
the climate soon made such a havodc
among them, that the few survivors
were glad to return to the isle of
Bourbon, whence no substitutes arrived to till up the vacancy. At this
station there is s neat and convenient
church, and a very picturesque and
extensive burial-gro~~nd,full of large
hut ruinous tombs of the former servants of the East-India Company,
some of them from 120 to 180 years
old.
The most remarkable institution in
Surat is the Banyan hospital, of
which, however, we have no description more recent than 1780. I t then
consisted of a large piece of ground
enclosed by high walls, and subdivided into several courts or wards
for the acoom~nodation of ani~nals.
In sickness they were attended with
the greatest care, und here found
what many a human being wanted
and wants, a peaceful asylum for the
infirmities of oltl age. When an animal broke a limb or was otherwise
disabled, his owner brought him t o
tbis hospital, where he was received
without regard t o the caste or nation
of his master. In 1772 this hospital
contained horses, mules, oxen, sheep,
goats, monkies, poultry, pigeons, and
a variety gf birds; also an aged tortoise, which was known to have
been there seventy-five years. T h e
most extraordinary ward was that
appropriated for rats, mice, bugs, and
other noxious vermin, for whom
suitable food wns provided.
This is one of the most ancient citie3 of Hindostan, being mentioned
in the Ramayuna, a Sanscrit poem of
great antiquity. After the discovery
of the passage to the East by the
Cape of Good Hope, it was much
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SURAT.
frequented by vmsela belonging to
European nations, who exported
frolo hence pearls, diamonds, ambergris, civet, musk, gold, silks and cottons of every description, spices, fragrant woods, indigo, saltpetre, and
other objects of Indian traffic. From
hence also a great number of pilgrims embarked for Arabia, on which
account Surat was considered I)y the
Mahomedans of Hindostan as one of
the gates of Mecca. In A.D. 1612
Captain Best received permission to
settle an English factory' at Surat,
where he left ten persons, with a
stock of X4,000, to purchase goods.
The Dutch did not visit Surat until
1617. The French carried on a considerable but losing trade with Swat
during the carly years of the eighteenth century; and having contracted debts to the natives, deserted
it altogether. Some time afterwards
in 1714 a company was formed at
St. Maloes, wliich debpatched sllips
to the East-Indies, but these were
seized and sequestered at Surat, to
liquidate the debts of the former adventurers, with which the St. Maloes
association had not the least concern.
In latter times the trade of Surat
has much declined, and at present
consists almost wholly of cotton
wool, which is exported in large
boats to Bombay, and all the manufactured goods are undersold by the
British except kincobs and shawls,
for which there is little 'demand. A
great deterioration has consequently
taken place in the circumstances of
the native merchants, many of whom
have been obliged to sell their personal goods and chattels to procure
immediate subsistence. In 1824 the
only prosperous persons were the
Borshs and Parseea, the last of whom
are the proprietors of halfthe houses,
and seem to thrive where nobody else
(the Borahs always excepted) can
glean a scanty maintenance.
In January 1664 the Maharattaarmy under Sevajee made a sudden at-'
tack on this city, when the Mogul
governor shut himself up in the castle, and tbe inhabitants fled to the
adjacent country. In this emergency

Sir George Oxenden, the chief, and
the rest of the Company's servants
shut themselves up in the factory
with the Company's property, valued
at S80.000, and having rbrtified it as
well as the shortness of the time
would permit, called in the ships'
crews to assist in the defence. When
nttacked they made so brave and vigorous a resistance, that they not
only preserved the factory hut the
greatest part of the town from destruction; for which, after the retreat
of the enemy, they were thanked by
the Mogul commander. Surat ass
attacked and partially pillaged by the
Maharattas in 1670, and afterwards
in 1709, and again in 1707; but
having no cannon, and very few fireurms, they were unable to make any
progress.
Moyen ud Deen, the anceator of
the present nabob of Surat, was an
adventurer who in 1748 possessed
himself of Surat castle. HIS Liuccessors were, in 1763, Cuttub ud Deen;
in 1792,Nizam ud Deen ; and in 1800,
Nassir ud Deen, all invested by the
East-Indin Company. The existing
system of internal government having
been found inadequate to the protection of the persons and property of
the inhabitants, a treaty was concluded in 1800 with Nassir ud Deen,
the new nabob, by which he agreed
that the management of the city and
district of Surat, and the administration of civil and criminal justice,
uhould be exclusively vested in the
British government. The latter engaged to pay to the nabob one-fifth
of the surplus revenue, after deducting all charges ; the residue to be a t
the disposal of the British government. By a subsequent treaty i n
1803 the Maharattas were compelled
to abandon all their vexatious claims
on Surat, which has ever since remainedunder the Bombay presidency,
and been governed by the British regulations modified by peculiar local
customs and circumstances. Nassir
ud Deen, the nabob of Surat, died
in 1821, aged seventy-one years,
leavin a son named Ufzul ud Deen.
w i & respect to the population of
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Sara! a considerable uncertainty still in Northern Bindostan, dominions
remalna. In 1798 Mr. Seton esti- of Nepaul, four l n i l e ~east of the
mated that the population of this city -Goggra river; lat. 2Y3 22' N., Ion.
was 800,000 nersons: in 1808 Mr. 80' 20' E.
Crow, the j;dge and magistrate,
SUBOUT.-A large village in the
found ottly 28,871 houses in the
town and suburbs; and Mr. Romer, province of Agra, surrctunded by a
in 1818, reckoned the number of stone wall, and held in jaghire from
houses at 31,439 ; which last num- the Jeypoor raja by a relation of t h e
ber, allowing five individuals to a fanlily ; lat. 26' 51' N., Ion. 77' E.
honse, would give a total population
SUBROOL.-A town in the proof only 157,195 persons. I t is, how- vince of Bellgal, district of Moorslteever, the prevailing opinion that the dabatl, fifty-three miles S.W. by S.
population of Surat has much de- from Moorshedallad ; lat. 23O 39'N..
creased within the last half century. Ion. 87O 4% E. This is a place of
The English society is uncomn~only some traffic, and the head-quarters
numerous here, as Surat is the head- of the con~merrialresident for the
quarters not only of a considerable Soona~nookeedivision.
military force, but of a collector, a
SUBSEE.-A stnall town in the proboard of customs, a circuit, and of a
sudder adawlut for tlte whole presi. vince of MIIIWH,near to Kairwilss,
dency of Botnbay, which, for the which in 1820 contained 200 houses,
greater convenience of the people, and belonged to Guffuor Khan.
on account of its central position;
Mr. Elphinstone transferred hither.
Travelling distance from Bombay,
SIJSUNG.-A small subdivision of
177 miles; from Poona, 243; from
Oojein, 309; front Delhi, 756; and the Silllet district, in the province of
from Calcutta by Nagpoor. 1238 miles. Bengal, where duties are levied o n
-(Bishop Heber, Bourchier, Pren- the cotton brought fbr sale by the
drrgnst, I'urlian~entary Reports, EI- Garrows. In 1815 (including those
of Sherpoor) they were farmed for
phinsiolae. Bruce, $c.)
4,625 rupees.-(Siison, qc,)
SUBAULEA.-A town in the proSUTALU~Y.-Asmall town in the
vince of Malwa, pergunnah of Dewass, which in 1820 contained about province of Benpl, district of Back300 houses, and belonged to the raja ergunge, 168 miles east from Calcutta; lat. 2 P 38'N., Ion. 00° 1WE.
of Dewass.
SU~IAGO.-Asmall fort and town
belonging to the Spaniards, situated
a t the northern extremity of Magindanao, on the banks of a river floning from an inland lake. The roadstead here is good during both monsoons; but in the offing, where the
passage is narrow, the tides are said
'to run with great strength.-(Forrest,
4c.I

SUTCHANA.-A town in the province of G ~ ~ j e r u tbelonging
,
to the
jam of Noanagur, and situated to the
east of that city. An extensive fisbery is carried on along this part of the
gulf of Cutch, from whence the fisb,
when dried; are transported to the
interior. The pearl-oyster is also
found here, and is made a source of
revenue.-( Macnaurdo, 4c.)

SUTULEJE
RIVER(Satradu, wilh a
hundredchannelsorbellies).-Thefifth
river ofthe Punjab, and the Hypharis
of Alexander's historians. Although
n ~yet
t established by ocular inspection, there is now little doubt that
S U R M A LSTOCKADE.-A
~E
rjtockade the Si~tulejeissues from lake Rawau's
2 a 2

SUBKHANDA.-Apeak, part of the
ridge in Northern Hindostan that
separates the Jumna and Ganges, and
overlooks the Deyrah Dooq : lat. 30°
24/N., Ion. 78O 16/E.
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SUTULEJE AND JUMNA PROVINCE.

Hrad and lake Manasarovara, which
Much knowledge has been gained
probably communicate at certain sea- within the last ten years of the course
sons. According to Captain Hear- of this stream, which may now be
say's map the source is about lat. 31° considered one of the largest and
46'N., lon. 80° 43'E., from whence most important rivers oflnd~a. T h e
to Roper in let. 30° 58' N., Ion. 80' source of the western or Spiti branch
4a1E., a distance of above 400 ~niles, (which a t their junction is as large as
until 1818 little was known, and the the eastern branch) rising somewhere
eaistence of a western branch of this in Lahdack, still remains unknown,
great river, (the Spiti or Li, which but the length of the course of the
rises in Lahdack) was not even sus- eastern, from Rawan's Hrad t o its
confluence with the Beyah, may be
pected.
The upper part of its course from estimated at 500 miles ; thence to its
Rawan's Hrad to the town of junction with the Indus 400 miles;
Shipk6 lies within the Chinese tern- to which 600 more being added for
torier. At Shipk6 lat. 31' 4Y N., its progress to the ocean, will give a
Ion. 78O 44'E., the height of the bed total journey of 1,400 miles. This
of the Sutuleje is 9,267 feet above hundred-bellied stream by the lower
.the level of the sea; its breadth sixty- mountaineers is called Satadru ; by
seven feet, and its depth six feet. the natives of Kunawur (Khanawer)
Below Shipkc5 it is obstructed by Zagti; and by the Tartars, Lamjing
rocks, and at a short distance above Kanpa; Kanpa signifying a river in
Dabling there is a small fall. The general, as does also Sanpoo and
declension from Poaree to Wong- Maksang. (Hodgaon and Herbert,
too is 1,337 feet, o r fifty-one feet per Mearra. Gerards, Jaa. Frnrer Moormile, thence to Koteghur fifty-nine croft, Colebrooke, Rennell, kc.)
feet per mile, and to Sootlee twenty
feet per mile. The district of KunaA N D JUMNA
PROVINCE.
SUTULEJE
wur 1s the middle valley of the Sutu- -A large tract of country in Northleje; the lower valley begins where ern Hindostao, which until the Gorthe river bursts from the Himalaya. kha war of 1815 remained so wholly
The mean height of the Sutuleje unexplored, that even the names of
near its confluence with the Baspa is the petty states within its limits was
6,300 feet. In the lower valley the a matter of conjecture. To the north
banks of the Sutuleje at an elevation it is separated from what has been
of 2,000 feet above the level of the called Little Tibet, by the Himalaya
sea consist of limestone. At Jaurt!,
mountains; on the south it adjoins
on the north bank, springs rising to the province of Delhi ; to the east it
the temperature of 130' Fahrenheit is bounded in its whole extent by the
are found, issuing only two or three course of the river Jumna; and on
feet from the channel of the river, the west by that of the Sutuleje, so
the waters of which have a strong that its limits have the advantage of
sulphurous smell. The fall of the being singularly well defined. In
Sutuleje from Shipkc5 to Rampoor is, length it may be estimated at ninety
with little exception, nearly uniform, miles, by sixty miles the average
and about sixty feet in the mile; breadth, equal to an area of 5,400
from thence to Soonee theaverage fall s uare miles. The political divisions
this territory before its con uest
is twenty-four feet, and from Soonee
to Roper, where it enters the plain, by the Gorkhas, and to which in%eed,
eleven feet per mile. If twenty-four by the restoratioq of the native chiefs
feet fall per mile be allowed in the up- it has nearly returned were the folper part of its course ahove Shipkc5, lowing, viz. 1st. Four considerable
the elevation of its source at or near principalities Cahlore, Hindoor, SirRawan's Hrad will be between 14,000 more, and Bussaher. h d l y . Twelve
and 15,000 feet above the level of the petty states called the Barra Thasea.
kooria or twelve lordships, viz. Keen-
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S U T U L E J E AND JUMNA PROVINCE.
t h d , Bughaut, Baghul, Kothaur,
Koomharsain, Bbujee, Mahlogh,
Dhamee, Keearee, Khoonkhaur,
Mungul, and Kotee. 3rdly. Fourteen petty chiefships, viz. Joobul,
Koteghur, Bulsun, Kunartoo, Kurrungtoo, Detailoo, Theoka, Poondur, Keoond, Ootraj, Suranee, Sangree, Burrowlee, and Durkotee.
I t is a remarkable circumstance in
the history of these countries, that
while the common people, as far as
their histories and traditions extend,
appear to have been all aboriginal,
their rulers are, with few exceptions,
of foreign extraction, being sprung
from ancestors who had emigrated
from the eastward and southward,
(n~ostlyin performance of pilgrimage
to Jowala Mookhee, a place of great
sanctity in the Kangra principality)
and had found thenatives of the hills
in such a state of ignorance and barbarism as had a t once invited and
facilitated their subjugation. A t an
early period (about A.D. 816) this
country appears to have possessed as
many independent states as i t contained villages ; but subsequently several more powerful chiefships were
founded by emigrants from the south.
The intervening time until the Gorkha invasion in 1803, was occupied
by intestine warfare, which exasperated and disunited the communities
end paved the way for a foreign
yoke. Occasionally the name of the
Delhi emperor was used to extort
money ; but Adeina Beg Khan, the
soubahdar of Lahore, appears to have
been the only imperial commander
who ever entered the hills between
the Sutuleje and Jumna
In 1803 the government of Nepaul
detached Ummer Singh Thappa, to.
subdue the more western states of
Northern Hindostan, which undertaking he completed between that
date and 1813, the whole history of
its process exhibiting a most singular
want, on the part of the inhabitants,
of energy, courage, or activity, and of
every other valuable quality usually
attributed t o a highland people. I n
this prostrate condition it remained
until 1814, whcn the first war b e
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tween the British nation and the
Gorkhas commenced, but lingered
on for some time with but indiferent
success; a t length, in 1815, Sir David
Ochterlony hav~ngassumed the chief
command, and penetrated the hills,
the Gorkhas were dislodged from the
fortified heighta of Malown, and soor1
after Ummer Singh, their commander,
was forced t o capitulate both for
himself and son, then blockaded a t
Jytuk. The result of these decisive
measures, combined with the prosperous operations in Kumaon, was the
evacuation by the Gorkhas of the
entire territory west of the Kali
branch of the Goggra.
The British government having i n
this manner, after no moderate expenditure of blood and treasure,
wrested this long agitated country
from the Gorkhas, proceeded to lay
down a basis for its settlement,
founded on the restoration of the
exiled or subdued chiefs, in 811 cases
in which their failure to perform the
conditions of the proclamation published at the commencement of the
war, did not justify a departure from
tbat principle. The general restorstion of the princes, however, was
judged the most advisable settlement,
and with certain exceptions it was
carried into execution. These exceptions were the retention of Malown, Sobhatoo, and one or two
other military posts, the exclusion of
the thakoors of Keonthul and Bughat, and of Kurrum Perkhaush the
exiled raja of Sirmore, on account of
the incurable depravity of his character, in favour of his son ; and finally,
the separation from that principality
of the pergunnahs of Jounsar and
Bhawer, lying on the opposite side of
the river Tonse.
I t became expedient also t o exercise a more energetic and direct system of control over the hill states,
to prevent the revival of ancient feuds
and animosities, which could only be
effected by the coercion of a vigorous
control, i t being im ossible to avoid
the inconvenience ofarbitrating their
disputes without the certainty of incurring evils of a more serious de-
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rcription. It was meant, honerer, of the countries situated between t h e
that this control should be political Sutuleje nnd Tonse were estimated
only, and not extend to an interfe- at 4,35,769rupees. Themost remarkrence with the internal management able creature in the northern tracts
of their affairs. With respect to the is the pheir, an nnimal of the deer
d a t u quo of their territories, the pe- kind, which suhaists on the short
riod of the Gorkha invasion in 1803 herbage near the edges of the snow.
w w selected, ns in all respects the Its flesh is so coarse, and has s o unmost convenient, from being of so pleasant a musky smell that the Hinmodern a date as to render evidence dostanies will not touch it, although
easily attainable, while the public de- the Oorkha sepoys and mountaineers
clarations of the British government eat i t with great avidity. I t is remarkprecluded their taking cognizance of able that these people will not touch
claims originating in transactions of mutton.
On the first of April 1827 Lord
an antecedent date. The following
are the only lands and military posts Arnherst held a durbar a t the hill
occupied by the British on the hills, station of Subathoo, which was atoiz. Jounsar, Bhawer, Subhatoo fort tended by the rnnas of Keonthul,
and pergunnah, Raeenghur fort and Baghul, Bughat, Kothaur, Koomharpergunnah, Sindook, and Poondur. sein, Bhujee, Malogh, Damee, KoonT h e objection to the retaining of ter- yar, Balma, Beja, Ootraje, and Kothritory in the hills were founded on taee, who brought nuzzers of birds,
the unprofitable nature of the posses- hill-ponies, and other articles, the pesions, and the di5culty of governing culiar productions of their respective
such remote and insulsted tracts, territories, and received in return
more especially with regard to the khelauts, suited to their rank and
administration of justice ; for under condition.-(lieat.
Ross, Sir Dnvid
the local and peculiar circumstances Ochterlony, Public MS. Docur~ents,
of the countnes in question, it ap- Capt. Hodgson, qc.)
peared equally incxpedient and imSWALLYf Sivalaya, the abode of
practicable to introduce the general
Siva/.-A
town i n the province of
code of Bengal judicial regulations.
Since the conquest of this tract Gujerat, and harbour of the Surat
the attention of the British govern- chipping, situated a t the mouth o f
ment has been pnrticularly direrted the Tuptee river, twenty miles west
t o the abolition-of the long establish- from that city; 1st. %?I0 6' N., Ion.
ed custom of comoelline the t~eassn- 72' 50' E.
SYADIEE MOUNTAINS.-A range
try to act as hill barters; for'in this
mountainous country the only mode of mountains in the province of Auof carriage is on men's shoulders, and rungabad, among the WesternGhauts,
i t has always been the practice t o the general elevation of which appress men for this pur ose. During proaches 3,000 feet above the level o f
the war the urgency oPa5airs admit- the sea, but particular ones rise much
ted of no alternative ; but in 1816 a .higher. Those on which the hillgreat reduction of the number was forts of Logur, Issapoor, Kooaree,
effected, and further improvements and Singhur stand (or rather stood),
in the system have since taken place, attain the height of 4,000 feet.more especially by securing to them (Capt. H. D. Roberlson, &.)
their hire. But in whatever mode
SYDAH.-A large town in the protheir services are required, until some
moral change takes place compulsory vince of Candeish, which in 1816
i t must ever be, as the slothful nature peloyged to Holcar, and was nearly
of this people will always lead them In rums.
t o prefer indolence and poverty a t
SYLAH.-A fortified town in the
home to any laborious exertion Gujerat peninsula, possessed by a
abroad. I n 1815 the total revenues Rajpoot chief; formerly tributary t o

2 3 N., Ion.
the Uoicowar; Iat.
71' 37'E. I t occupies more ground
than Wankaneer, but is not so strong
a place.

SYRIAM.-A town in the Burmese
empire and province of Pegu, a few
miles S.E. of Rangoon ;lat. 16'4!)' N.,
lon. 96' 17'E. Intheyear 1744 the
British fnctory a t this place was destroyed by the contending parties,
during the wars of the Birmans and
Peguirs, which were carried on with
the most savage ferocity.

-son; and ap it thrives in a rigorous
climate, it might perhaps be with advantage naturdizetl in Britain. q t
one day's journey north of Taclacote
the soil is cultivated by a very scauty
population, yet the produce does not
equal the consumption. Beyond this
limit tribes of migratory horsemen
are found, named Dopka, who are
dwellers in tents. Taclacote, by an
approximated estimate, is about
14,500 feet above the level of the
sea.-( Webb, Muorcroft, F. Uucha%an,gc.)

TABLAS
ISLE.-One of the Philippines, situated due south of Luzon,
and of a very irregular shape. In
length it may be estimated at thirty
miles, by three the average breadth.
T A C L A ~ Ufor
R ~achcote).-A
town in Northern Hindostan, situated on the west side of the Goggra
river (here named the Karanali) ;lat.
30' 24' N;, Ion. 81' 5'E., twenty-five
miles south from Lake fiIanasarovara.
Jemlah to the north is bounded by a
ridge of snowy mountains, thence
named Hima, by which it is separated from the countrv of the Taklakhar Bhooteas, now sibjert to China.
Taclagur is a dependency on Gurdon, a Chinesestation, whichalthough
incorporated with that empire, geographically belongs to Hindostan,
being decidedly to the south of the
highest ridge of the Himalaya. It is
a permanent mart for wax and borax,
and a !-air is also held here during
the months of October and November, when the vicinity exhibits a g e e t
display of tents. The principal articles brought from Tartary are wool,
woollen cloths, and gold, to which tea
may be added. The grain raised in
this vicinity. named awajou, is carried north to the neighbourhood of
Lake Rawan's Hrad, where it is given
to the horses during the rigorous sea-

TAGAL.-A town and district in
the island of Java. the first eiehtvfive miles west from ~ a m a r a n ~lit.
;
' 56'S., Ion. 109' 12' E. The coun6
try about this place is remarkably
productive ; and further east it is the
rice granary, not only for Batavia,
but for general exportation. According to a census taken hy the British government in 1815, the district
of Tagal contained 178,415 inhabitants, of which number 2,004 were
Chinese ; area of 'the surface, 1 3 7
square ~uiles. The town is pleasingly
situated on a broad river, has a church
and small fort, and presents a neat appearance. At this place, and most
others further east, a mounted police
is maintained by the native superintendents, which in the larger townd
is under the control of European
05cers.-(Thorn, Rafles, gc.)
TAGOLANDA.-A
small island about
twenty miles in circumference, lying
off the north-eastern extremity of
Celebes ; lat. 2O 10' N., Ion. 125' 5'
E. This island is ~)opulous,and
plentifully supplied with ~)rovisions,
three chopping-knives being the price
of a bullock, and one, of a thousand
coco-nuts. The Dutch formerly kept
a few soldiers here, and alao a schoolmaster, to convert the inhabitants,
who are described as pork-eating pagans, a grand distinction among the
Malay islands.-(Forrest, gc.)
TAHEJ.-T~~swas the capital of
Cutch when Abul Fazel wrote in
1582, but no vestiges now remain.
From what he says it .was probably
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Btuated somewhere ,to the north- east of this village and about four
miles from the bank of the river, exAniar.
..--- nf
-- ---a--tends a chain of high mountaihs; t h e
TAHMOOB.-A town in the province most conspicuous of which is the
Oude, sixty miles N. by E' from Phoongee Dong, over which leads t h e
Lucknow; lat. 27' 42' N., lonm
pass by which the Burmese ,original]y
4' E.
invaded Arracan, and through which
TAHRAH.-A town and fortress in a great part of their army &treated
the province of Cutch, situated about in 1825. The height of the usual
thirty miles S.E.from Luckput Bun- halting place has been estimated at
der, on the road from that place to 1,700 feet.
Mandavie. T h e fort is an irregular
Above Talak is Aeng, but thd
building, defended by round towers, stream is so shallow below that place
flanked by a large tank on each side ; for about five miles, that boats canthe town on the south and the su- not reach it except a t spring tides.
burbs on the west. The inhabitants In 1827 several large Mugh boats
are numerous, add principally Hin- were found at Aeng, which bad come
doos.--( Mas$eld, 4c.)
from Ramree with cargoes of betelTAIXBOOBNY.-Atown in the pro- nut and piece-goods, whilst from
vince of Aurungabad, ninety-seven Sillahmew on the Irriwady a trader
miles E.S.E. from Poona; lat. lSON., with fifty bullocks had just arrived
by land. Wild elephants are so nulon. 75O 23' E.
merous in this vicinity as to interrupt
TAIVERAM.-A town in the Madu- the cultivation, which is in conser a and Dindiul district, 117 miles quence mostly confined to the banks
N. from Cape Comorin ; lat. 9' 54' of the Talak river, where tobacco
N., Ion. 77" 25' E.
and cotton thrive, ginger is abundant,
TAJPOOB.-A town in the province and pepper of a good quality grows
of Malwa, eight miles from Oojein, wild.
The face of the country in this
which in 1830 beionged to Sindia and
portion of Arrqcan may be described
contained about 600 houses.
as regularly irregular, consisting of
. TALA.-A
small town in the pro: one winding rivulet or creek leading
vince of Arracan thirty-seven miles to another, in interminable succesS.E. from the capital of the same sion, the banks of which are covered
name.
with close jungle of the mangrove,
soondry,. jarool, and gurjun, interTALAK.-A village in Arracan, si- mixed wlth canes and bamboos. T h e
tuated on the right bank of a stream rivers run between extensive chains
of clear rater, running over a pebbly of low hills, backed by loftier mounbottom, and coming from the hills to taina, over which bamboo jungle is
the north-east, winding round them universally npread. The redundant
in a senlicircular direction; lat. 20' vegetation renders the country ge&W N., Ion. 93O 33' E. ; twenty-eight nerally unhealthy, but both Talak
miles S. by E. from the town of Ar- and Aeng standing on elevated posiracan. This village in 1827 consisted tions, on the batiks of clear running
of about 100 huts, chiefly occupied streams admit of being kept perfectly
by Burmese, who had established a dry, even during the monsoon, which
mart and bazar, to which the people must no doubt render them compafrom the eastern side of the Arracan ratively salubrious.--(PubEic Journal.,
hills had begun toresort,bringingdown
cotton thread, khut, bees'-wax, ele- 4c.I
TALCHER.-A hill estate in t h e
phants'-teeth, and Burmese silk garments, wbich they barter for betel- province of Cuttack, on which annut, tobacco, gnapee, balachang, and thracite or blind-coal was discovered
British piecesoods. T o the north- in 1827.
=pat

TAMBEHKAN.
of the cesalons made to the British
by the Holcar family, at the treaty
of Mundessor; but when summoned
by Sir Thomas Hislop in 1818, the
commandant and garrison resisted.
A gate was then blown up, and the
commandant came out by the wicket
and surrendered himself; but when
some British officers and soldiers entered by the same passage, they were
TALGONG.-Atown and g h u r r ~in treacherously attacked by the Arab
the province of Allahabad, twenty- garrison, and several of them killed
five miles N.N.E. from Ditteah ; lat. m d wounded. The place was after,
$25' 551 N., lon. 78' 42'E
wards stormed and the whole of the
the
and the
TAL~.-A town in the province of garrison put
Malwa, belonging to Ghuffoor Khnn,
hanged On One
the
which in 1820 contained 641 houses; bastions as a punishment for his reis bellion in the first instance, and the
lat. 230 40' N., lone750 26' E.
his
the head of a pergunnah of forty-two subsequent (with Or
the garrison
villages, which then yielded a revenue
bf 5,328 rupees. The surrounding in the
country is flourishing, cultivation
On One
Talnere rises Out of
encouraged by the pro- the Tuptee, and the three other sides
being
are s~~~~~~~~~ a
varietor, himself an old depredator.rying in width from 100 to 150 yards.
~ ~ a k o l r qc.)
n,
The walls rise to the height of sixty
TALLAIN.-A small town in the feet above this hollow, and the inteprovince of Malwa, eleven miles tra- rior of the fort has the same elevavelling distance from Shujawulpoor, tion. The only entrance is on the
which in 1820 contained about 200 eastern side, and is secured by five
houses, and belonged to Holkar.
successivegates communicatingby intricate traverses, whose enclosures
TALLIMALLY.-Asmall town with rise to the height of the main wall.
the remains of a fort, situated in the ~h~ ground immeJiately surrounding
wild mountainous country on the the hollow way is cut into deep ,.averge of the table-land of Mysore, vines, which run into it, and the inbut within the limits of the Coimba- termediate parts are crowned with
toor province, at the head of the .clusters of houses that form the town
Guzzelhutt~ Pass, about sixt -one of Talnere, distant from the fort
miles S. by E - from the city O ~ M Y - about 350 yards. The surrounding ,
sore- There is here a bungalow Pro- country is flat, but separated from
vided by government for the ac- the town by other ravines branching
commodation of travellers.--(Fulout in various directions.--(Sir T.
Earton, gc.)
Hislcp, Blacker, Primep, gc.)
f nralrtir).
A fort in
TALNERE
TALOUR.-A small town in the
the province of Candeish, situated on province of Agra, twenty-three miles
the north bank, and commanding a E, from Ditteah; lat. % 0 4 1 i ~ . ,Ion.
ford over the river Tuptee, ninety- 780 45'E.
three miles west from Boorhanpoor ;
TAMBERACHERRY.-A
small inland
lat. 210 13, N., ion. 7 5 E
~. B~ ~~~l
Fazel it is noticed as the capital of town in the province of Malabar.
Calicut; latAdi! Shah, the first independent so- tw-ty miles N-EFrom the
verelgn of Candeish, A.D. 1406. 11° 26' N., Ion' 760
around this place some teak
After the dissolution of the Mogul
procured.
empire it came early into the posses- and viti trees are
sion of the Msharattas, and was one
TA,\IBEHKAN.-A small town in

TALEROO.-Amiserable pillage in
the province of Ajmeer, yncipality
of Boondee, about nine mlles S.S.E.
from the city of Boondee, I t is r e
markable for a bridge or causeway of
stone, that here traverses the rocky
bed of the Taleroo nullah. The
most direct road from Kotah to
Boondee passes through this place.
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TANAKEKE

ISLE.

Northern Hindostan, intersected by
many streams, and subject to the Nepauleae. Its chief was formerly one
of the twenty-four rajas, and while
independent his country consisted o f
two portions; one of the hills that
surround Gorkha on the west and
south, and the other in the valley o f
- A town in the the Rapty, which is adiacent to the
TAMLINGTAB.
kingdom of Nepaul, situated between southe;nVportion of th; on the hills,
the Arun and Soreya, which are here andwas inhabited by the common Hinnbout three miles distant from each doos of Mithila and Tirhoot. I t conother; lat. '27' 18'N., Ion. 86' 5PE.; tains the pergunnahs of Chetan, Belan
110 miles N.N.W. from Purneah. and Sengjihayat, the two first of which ,
I t is the largest place in the Chayen- are tolerably cultivated. The mounpoor district, and according to native tains of Tanahung were inhabited
accounts contains about 6,000 inha- by the same race as Palpa, and
bitants. The plain in which it stands nearly in the same proportions. Its.
is about twenty niiles from north to southern divisien contained three
south, and six from east to west. towns, Yogemarr, Upadmng, and
I t is bounded on the west by the Kayilas, the first of which is snid t o
Arun, but is not clear of jungle.--(F.
be large, and a military station of
some importance.
Buchanan, 4c.)
T~~~~ (Or ~ ~ ~ g ) . - is~ the
h i ~ NO chief resisted with such gallanrLing Power of
proper national appellation of the try and effect
sudras of the eastern side of the Prithi Narrain of Gorkha, who in
south of India ; and the pracrit bha- 17699 having completed the conquest
sham, or vulgar dialect of the counNepaul Proper, attacked the Petty
try, is there called the language of chiefs weat of the Trisoolgunga, muthe Tamuls. It is princip~llyspoken ally called the twenty-four rajas. For
in the tract of country south of Telin- some time he had rapid success, but
gana to Cape Comorin,
from the being defeated in a decisive battle,
coast of Coromandel to the great he was compelled to relinquish his
range of hills, including the pester COWU~S~SI
nor Was any attempt made
part of Barmmahal, Salem, and the to extend the dominions of Gorcountry now called Coimbatoor, kha to the west, until the Palpa raja
along which line it is bounded on the was gained. On this event the overwest by the province of Malabar.. throw of Tanahung took place, but
people are by the raja made his escape to the Bri~ ~ langllage
t h
called ~ , . ~ band
i
tish district of Sarun, where his fanlily
those of carnata
yigular, and the ~~~~l ~
~ ntill retain
~
in hsecurity ~a small remi
~
~
~ B~h nant
~ of
i their
~
~former
. possessions.
desynated id^ ~
Europeans this language is miscalled The Tanahung family, as well as the
Malabar. The Tamul land is the
branch, is
generally adsame as id^, beginning on the mitted to be descended ofthe Chitore,
southern bank of the Krishna, an& and to be one of the highest and
occupying the eatern half of the Pyrest tribes on the hills east of the
Bwhanons
qc.)
southern extremity of the Indian triangle to Cape Comorin. There never
TANAKEKE
ISLE.-A small island
was any proper geographical division
'named Tamul, the term having re- about twelve miles in circumference,
ference to the diffusion of the lan- surrounded by a cluster of smaller
guage.---( Wilks, F. Buchanan, War- ones, and situated off the south-western extremity of Celebes ; lat, 5' 30'
r,m, 4c.I
N.. Ion. 119' 10'E. This island was
-TANAHUNG.-Asmall district in f i c h e r ~given
~
up by the Dutch to
Northern Hmdostan, rituaterl in the
narrow art of the Nepaul valley,
i n h a b i d by mountain Hindoos.
Near to it is a productive copper
7
' 35' N., Ion. 84' 46' E.
mine ; lat. 9
T~~~~~~~~~~~
RrvEa,-SeeTINK A V E L L Y DISTRICT.
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XANJORE.
the Mslayn in their service. Many
of the smaller isles are uninhabited,
and others peopled by the Buggesses.
-(Stavorinw, 4c.)
T A N n A ~ for Tanb'mj.-A
in the province of Bengal, district of
Dinagepoor, adjacent to the ruins of
ancient Gour ; [at. 24' 49/ N.9 .lone
88' l5'E- In A.D. 15(i4
Shah, one
the
sOverei~ns
of the Shere Shah dynasf~,madethis
place his capital, esteeming ~ t sltuas
tion
than that
Shuja was
Gour. In
Meer Jumdefeated near Tanda;
1% A~rengzebe'~
genera1. In
there was scarcely a trace
of the ancient city, even the rampart
having disappeared* and
the surrounding
and stagnant
water, its site has never been considered healthy byEuropeans.-(F. Brc
chnan, Stewart, Rennel4 Fullarton,
$c-)
TA~E=E.-A town and small principality in the island of Celebes, situated about half way between Fort
Rotterdam and the bay of Sorian.
lat. 40 14' s., Ion. 1190 35' E.
A.D. 1775 this petty state was tributary to the Dutch, and governed by
a femaJe.-(Stavorinu~, gc.)

,

Tnw~oax.-A district in the southern Carnatic, extending along the seacoast, and situated principally between the tenth and eleventh degrees
of north latitude. To the north it
has the district of Chingleput, on the
south that of Madura, to the east
it has the bay of Bengal, and on the
west Trichinopol~and Mndura.
This little principality is entitled
to the second rank anlong all the
provinces of Hindostan, for agricultural produce and valued rent, the
first being due to the district of Burdwan in Bengal. For the purposes of
irrigation prodigious mounds have
been raised at Coclady, to prevent
the waters of the Cavery from rejoining those of the Coleroon, after they
have separated near Trichinopoly.
Froln the soutllern branch of the
river canals are conducted in all di-
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rections, which, by means of embankments and reservoirs, are diverted
into every field, and fertilize a tract
of country from Devicotta to Calymere point, which would otherwise
remain barren sand. In the imme.
. ~
diate vicinity of the city of ~
~
and along the line from thence to
Trichinopoly, the tract of alluvial
land subject to periodical inundation,
is confined gederally to a space of a
few miles on either bank of the superior river; but after passing tile
first of the branches, that strike off
to form the great delta of the Cavery
about twenty miles to the eastward
of the capital, the whole face of the
country presents one flat sheet of
rice cultivation, interspersed witll
innumerable groopes of trees and
hamlets, being nearly a counterpart
to the general surface of ~~~~~l
From a report on the
of
Tanjore in 1807, it appears to have
contained 5,873 towns. The Mah~medans having never actually
occupied this territory, or effected
any permanent establishment in it, the
Hindoo religion has been preserved
in considerable splendour, and the
ancient places of worship, 6 t h their
vast endowments, remain untouched.
In alniost every viliage there is a pagoda, with a lofty gateway of massive,
but not elegant architecture, where a
great many Brahmins are maintained
either by the revenues formerly attached to them, or by an allowance
from government. On all the great
roads leading to these sacred places
are choultries, built for the accommodation of pilgrims. The Brahmins
are here the chief landholders, and
perform almost every office of husbandry except holding the plough. In
1816,according to Sir Thomas Munro's estimate, the district of Tanjore
contained 6,011 villages ; and in
1822, according to the returns of the
collector, 903,353 inhabitants. In
1817 the total gross collection of the
public revenueamounted to 1,086,641
star pagodas.
Of late this district has been much
improved by the formation of excel-
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lent roads, which traverse the low realizes to him twice aa much more.
country from Tanjore to Nagore on As a particularfavo~lrhe was allowed
the one side, and on the other to to retain the two forts of Tanjore,
Combooconum and Porto Novo. which he keeps in excellent repair,
These roads, or rather elevated and garrisons with 1,500 men.
causeways, are about twelve or fifSerfa'ee, the present raja, is the
teen feet wide, shaded for the most a h p t e d son of Tuljajee, who died in
art with rows of Parkinsouis, and 1786. He was carefully educated
Kom eight to ten feet higher than the under a respectable Danish missionlevel of the adjacent fields. The ary, Mr. Schwartz, and among chrisprincipal inundation here from the tinns, yet he continues a staunch adCavery being at a diierent season of herent to the Brahminical doctrines
the year from that at which the p e and superstitione. In other respects
riodlcal rains fall on thii part of the he is a man of liberal sentiments, and
Coromandel coast, the roada are not particularly indulgent to the Danish
liable to be broken up and rendered missionaries who live in his country.
impassable a t the very time when While yet an independent prince he
they are most wanted; the principal protected their schools, which were
ferries also throughout Tanjore are fostered by his old tutor, Mr.
probably on a more d c i e n t footing Schwartz, and extended his kindness
than those of any other portion of to the Roman Catholics also, who in
1785 were estimated -at 10,000 perHindostan.
In the remote times of Hindoo sons. From the general toleration,
antiquity Tanjore was d i d n uished even the Brahmins in this district
~ h o l a appear to have relaxed a little from
geographically by the name
Desa, from whence originated by se- the rigour of their tenets, as they
veral corruptions the word Coroman- have rocured a printing-press, which
del, and in native manuscript^ its chief they Rave dedicated to the glor of
is nil1 designated the ChoIa raja. The their gods. The inevitable e&ct,
present race are descended from Ec- however, of the administration being
cojee, a Maharatta chief (brother to carried on by British functionaries
Sevajee), who in A.D. 1675 con- throughout all departments of the
quered the city $nd province, which province, haa been the progressive
have been retained by the same dy- reduction and ultimate annihilation
nasty ever since, the Mabaratta be- of the raja's influence within the terins still the proper language of the ritories of his gncestors. In 1811
Tanjore court. The expedition of he ww gratified with the title of
the British troops into this principa- highneas instead of excellency, which
iity in 1749, wss the first warfare in concession he received with such a n
the Carnatic where they were en- excess ofjoy and exultation as proved
gaged against the forces of a native that his European education had not
prince, and it proved unsuccessful as eradicated his prejudices. In I816
to its main object, the restoration of the Tranquebar tribute, amounting
.a deposed raja af Tanjore, who had to 2,000 chuckrums, annually, was
applied for assistsnce to the governor transferred to him, and at his own
of Fort St. David. In 1799 a com- request the arrears, amounting t o
mutation of subsidy was effected, 19,000 chuckrums, were also made
and the territory of Tanjore trans- good to him, paid over distinct from
ferred to the British jurisdiction. On his regular annual revenue. On the
this event the raja reserved to him- 6th December 1826 the aggregate
self several palaces, the Tranquebar amount of claims preferred before the
tribute of 2,000 chuckrums, a clear commissioners in England and India
allowance of a lack of rupees annu- for investigating the debts of Amer
ally, and one-fifth of the surplus re- Singh, formerly raja of Tanjore,
venues, after payment of the civil @mountedto 34,44,875 star pagodas.
and military disbursements, which These debts appear to have been

TANJORE.
contracted above thirty years ago, cut out of the aolid rock, and has a
and on investigation will probably, well-formed glacis. The city itself is
like those of the nabob of Arcot, more regularly built, and contains a
prove in a large proportion fictitious. larger proportion of aolid and ornaThis portion of the Carnatic hav- mental edifices, public and private,
ing never been thoroughly subdued than any other native town South of
by the Mahomedans, retains, in their the &ishna. The principal streets
ancient perfection, many of the most intersect each other a t right angle8 ;
objectionable Hindoo customs, and the palace (a confusecl and extensive
amongst others the voluntary immo- grOU of build in^), fronting the
latjon of widors on the funeral pi]e soutiern entrance, and a street exof. their husbands. In 1815 it ap- tending from thence westward, compears, by documents submittedby the ~ o w dof a double line of pagodas.
judge, that 100 of these sacrifices The fort contains the celebrated Pahad taken place subsequent to the goda? which is perhaps the finest
establishment of t l ~ ecourt at Com- SPec'men of the pyramidical temple
booconum, although it had always i n Hindostan. Its grand tower is
been the practice of the magistrate to 199 feet high, and, contrary to the
dissuade the infatuated victim from usual practice in the south of India,
this horrid act of suicide. The cus- is placed immediately over the image,
tom it appears ww not encouraged and not over the principal entrance.
for its greater
by natives of influence or education, It is remarkable
and it had long been discouraged by simplicity of stile, for its more exact
the raja of Tanjore; indeed, with the approach to the true pyramid, and
~ ~ for
~ theh globular
termination of its
exception ofa few
mins, who derive a profit from this summit, instead of the ~ r c o ~ h ~ s
cruel rite, i t did not appear that its top usual in the greater Part of the,
total abolition here would meet with Carnatic. Under a stone canopy in
any serious opposition. Consider- the area, and opposite to the door
ing, however, the force of prejudice, of the sanctuary, is a bllll carved
by which the unfortunate victims *om a block of black granite, an exwere actuated, and the misconstrue- ceflentexam~leof Hind00 sculpture.
tion to which the interposition of the
Close by this great temple stands
authorit of government was liable, the church of the Christian missionathe ~ a d n presidency
s
doubted how ries, a singular monument of Hindoo
far the measure of expressly prohi- toleration.
The English mission
biting it would be effectual, or free established here, continues under the
from the danger of worse conse. superintendance of a Danish cleqyquences (secret instead of public man, the successor of Schwartz, and
burnings) than those =inst which occupies extensive premises in the
of the city. Although a
it was meant to p r o v i d e . ~ F ~ r ~ o environs
n,
~ ~ , . dvalentia, ~ h ~ k public
b ~ connexion
~ ~ ~ with
, their establishment is
MS. Documentr, Wilkr, 4c.)
not without some worldly advantages,
their success in the propagatiod of
TANJORE.-The capital of the pre- the christian faith up t a 1820, hnd,
ceding principality, situated in Int. on the whole, been inc<sideldable.
10' 42' N., lon. 79' 11' E., 182 miles Their converts are said, o be in geS.S.W. from Madras. This place neral of good conduct, but remsrkable
consists of two parts, the fortified even beyond the other natives of the
city, and the fort or citadel, built on
rovince, for the indolence of their
the same level, and connected with Eabits.
The British residency lies to the
the first by a curtain and narrow passage. The walls are lofty, and built south of the city, and without the
of large stones, and on the corners walls; towards the north-west there is
of the ramparts are cavaliers; the an extensive suburb. From one of
ditch, which is broad and deep, is of the cavaliers on h e ramparta there
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is a beautifill view of the surrounding a place of considerable note, b u t is
country. The great pagoda forms now reduced to the condition o f an
the foreground, then appears the fort, obscure village.
with the raja's palaces and temples,
TANTALAM. A considerable isbehind which a rich tract is seer1 co- land i n the gulf
Sian,,
vered with rice fields and clumps of
trees, and beyond all a lofty cllnin of eighth degree of north latitude, extending along the east coast o f t h e
mountains. The river Cavery is here ~~l~~ peninsula, from which it is
a t the highest \'hen the periodical separated by a vcr ni,rrow arm of
rains prevail in Mysore.
the nea. In lengtYh i t nlay be estiIn
'ges
was the ntated at sixty miles by about twelve
great sat of learning in the south of the average breadth, and is subject to
India,whose
were 'Omthe Siamese. The name is supposed
posed by its learned men according
to whicll kl).
,800, correspond with
be a
of the
year land, and Thaloong a Siamese pro1722 of salivshanam,
and
yug; which reckon- vince lying ktween
Songora and
4w1 of the
ine differs one vear in the first era. Ligore.
a& seven in thk second, from thn;
T A P ~ N O ~ L Y . -settlement
A
originused in Karnata. The British were ally established by the Britihh, on R
repulsed from before Tanjore in A.D. sn~allisland at the bottom of the bay
1749, and it was besieged without of Tapanooly in Sumatra, hut given
success by h1. Lally in 1758. Tra- up along with the others t o the Dutch
velling distance from Madras 205 in 1818; ]at. lo4(YN., Ion. 980 50/
miles ; from Seringapatam 237 ; and E. The bay of Tapanooly, with t h e
from Calcutta l$35 miles.-(l;fiUarisland of Mansalar, forms one of t h e
ton, Lord V&ia,
3
'
. Buchanan, finest ports in the world, co~nposed
Rentjell, $c.)
of such d cotnplication of harbours
TaNJoaE.-~ town
the within each other, that a large ship
mountains
in the interior of java,might lie so hid among them, as not
seventy-two miles travelling distance to be discovered without a laborious
to
S.S.E. from ~
~ lat. 60 ~45' s., ~ research.
~ Thisi inlet ~penetrates
;
ion. 1070 1 ( E.
~ ~h~ surrounding the heart of the Battas country, with
country is pleasant and well culti- whom a considerable traffic is carried
vated, and here its regent or llative On* and timber for masts and spars
superintendent resides. I t is situated may be procured in various creeks.
The large kima
(chanla gigm)
a t nearly equal distances from the
abounds in this gulf, and has been
two seas.-(Thorn, 4c.)
found three feet three inches in its
T*NNA/Thanaj.
A tow11 and longest diameter, and two feet o n e
fortress on the island of Salsette, inch across. The substance of t h e
which conlmands the passage, here shell is in general perfectly white a n d
200 yards broad, between the island several inches thick. The roe of
and the mainland; lat. l n 0 l l f N . , this cockle sometimes weighs six
Ion. 73O6)E ; twenty miles N. by E. pounds, and the fish altogether, when
from Bombay. This is a straggling cleared off the shell, from twenty to
place, but not very large, has several thirty pounds. One method of taking
Portegueze churches and many Chris- them in deep water is by thrusting a
tian inhabitants, who are famous for bamboo between the valves as they
their breed of hogs, and their dexte- lie open, which is made fast by t h e
rity at curing bacon.
immediate closure of the shell. I n
this bay are also found most beautiful
TANO~E.-Atown on the sea-coast corallines and madrepores.
of the Malabar province, nyleteen
miles S.S.33. from Calicut ; lat. 11°3' ' TAPOOI..-A small island in t h e
N., Ion. 75O6'E. This was formerly eastern seas, one of the Sooloo archi-
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TASSISUDON.
pelago, situated due south from the 23,008 feet high,was only two mil&
large Sooloo. I t affords plenty of distant fro111 the station they, had
fresh Water and abounds with small reached.-See nlso PAI~GEVL.
cattle, goats, and y a m ~ , - ( D a l r ~ n ~ ~ l c ,
TAROLI.--4 small town with a
4-c.1
native fortification in the province of
TAPOORGIIAUT.-A rc~narkable Agrai twentymsix rnges E. by N.
pass through the mountains leading from Jansi ; la[. 250 331 N., Ion. 780
fro111 the district of Saleni proper, 57' E.
into the Barramalial, about twentyeight miles travelling distance N.
TASRAH.-A town and small Perby W. from the town of Salem.
gunnah in the province of Gujerat,
which in 1817 yielded a revenue to
T A R A G H ~ R . - T is~ ~tSh e fortress the British government of 92,650
of the city ofAjmeer, which lies at the rupees. A licentious class of hlahobase of the hill on which Taraghor medans were found settlccl here,
stands. I t is nearly two miles in named Maliks, who it appears were
circumference, but from its irregular
to one third of the crops.shape and surface is not capable of (p,d[icMS. ~
~
~,qc,) ~
~
containing more than 1,000 men. In
most parts it is quite inaccessible,
T ~ s s r s u n o-The
~.
residence of
and it has abundance of good water the Deb raja, and modern capital of
in tanks and cisterns cut into the Bootan ; 1st. 27" 5' N., Ion. 99P 40'
rock. There are bomb-proofs of vast E. ; 106 miles north from the town
extent, and store-houses like wells, of Cooch Bahar. I L stands in a
and with a very little European inl- highly cu1:ivated valle!., about three
provement it might be made a second miles in length by one in breadth,
Gibraltar. I t has never, however, intersected by the river Tehintbeen any part of British policy in chieu, the banks of which are lined
India to rely on fortresses. Lat. 2GO with willows. On the surrounding
31fN., l0n.74~28'E.-(BishrpHeber, mountains are some timber trees in&.)
termised with pine and fir, and a
great variety of flowering shrubs.
TABAGklvR'
A sniall fort in T h e clirnate generally is described as
Northern Hindostan, coiiimanded
during the Nepaulesc? war by Bhagti being
The castle or palace of Tassisudon
,
is situated near the centre of the vdleg, aild is a stone building of a qua76" 46' E.
draneular form. The walls are thirtv
TAREECHER.-Atown in the pro- feet "high, nnd pierced below with
vince of Aera. nineteen n~ilesE. bv very small windows, apparently more
for the purpose of admitting air than
S. from &nii ; lat. 25' 25' N., lo;.
light. The citadel is a very lofty
78' 49' E.
building, consisting of seven stories,
TARHAR.-A small subdivision of each from fifteen to twenty feet high.
the Allahabad province, which du. From the cenpe of these a square
ring the reign of Aurengzebe was piece of masonry rises, which supforined of sections of land dismem- ports a canopy of copper richly gilt,
bered from the contiguoi~sdibtricts. supposed ro be over the image of
I t lies due south of the city of Alla- Maha Muni. The Deb raja of Boohabad, on the opposite side of the tah dwells in the citadel on the fourth
river.
story from the ground. In the viciTARHIGANG
M O ~ T A I N . - Arnoun- nity of Tassisudon there is a long
tain in Northern Hindostan, ascended line of sheds, where workmen are
by Messrs. Gerards t o the prodigious employed in forging brazen gods, and
height of 19,411 feet above the level various other ornaments dispersed
of the sea. The summit, about about their religious edifices. There
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is here deo a considernble manufacture of paper, fabricated from the
the bark of a tree named deah, which
grows in great abundance near this
city, but is not produced in the tract
adjacent to Bengal. It is very strong
and capable of being'woven, when
gilt by way of ornament, into the
texture of silk8 and satins.-(Captain
Turner, 9c.)
TATTA(Tuttn).-A
large district
in the province of Mooltan, situated
between the twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth degrees of north latitude.
T o the north it is bounded by Sinde
Proper, on the south by the sea, on
the west it has the sea and Baloochistan, and on the east, in modern
times, by the main branch of the Indus. Its ancient dimensions and political importance, from the descrip
tion given by Ahul Fazel- in 1582,
ap ear to have been much more consigerable than in its present depressed condition. Indeed Tatta, since
he wrote, has experienced so unceasing a decay, that it is in danger
of relapsing to a state of nature.
Although similar in many of their
pographical features, the delta of
the Indus presents in other respects
a remarkable contrast to that of the
Ganges. On the west from the seacoast to the city of Tatta, scarcely
any thing is t o be seen but an arid,
sandy country, covered in different
places with the milk-bush, and other
shrubs peculiartosterile lands, almost
destitute of fresh water, which must
be procured from an immense depth
under ground. Here and there low
ranges of bare craggy hills are seen,
but scarcely a vestige of agriculture
or population for many miles from
the sea. Between Tatta and Corachie, the modern port of Sinde, are
many tombs and ruins, indicative of
a former prosperity, very different
from the present miserable condition
of the province. The walls and other
remains of the ancient city of Bambarah are still discernible, but covered with baubool and other wild
shrubs, and inhabited only by a few
Indian ascetics. In the same tract

there is an inland lnke of considerable
extent, brackish to the taste, but
navigable for small boats, which i s
probably the forsaken bed of some
very ancient branch of the Indus,
and by which, during the freshes,
when the floods are at the highest,
the low country is still inundated.
As the city of Tatta is approached
from the sea, the soil and aspect o f
the country improve ; but continues
without trees, and almost destitute o f
inhabitants. Camels are bred in this
quarter, the tender parts of the brushwood serving them for pasture. From
Sinde to Goa the natives of Indiause
the word kaunta (a fork) to signify
also borders on the sea-coast, and
know the delta of the Indus under
the name of Sindhu Kaunta, which
approximates to the term preserved
in the latin maps of Canthi Sindi.
For the last fifty years Tatta has
been under the government of t h e
ameers of Sinde, and subjected t o
every species of rapine and extortion.
In 1809 the city and district of Tatta were said to yield a revenue of
1,45,000 rupees per annum :the division of Sunkra, 80,000 ; the seaport
of Corachie, 1,10,000 ; and Dharaja,
80,000. The district of Kahralee is
asserted to have produced a revenue
of six lacks, during the reign of the
Calorie dynasty, which in 1 8 N had
declined to 1,90,000 rupees. T h e
land situated between the salt and
fresh water branches of the river was
then said to yield only 91,000 rupees
per annum. The territory contains
only one town of note, which is Tatta the capital.
This quarter of Hindostan was invaded by the Mahomedans at a very
early period after the promulgation
of their religion. The caliph Omar
despatched Moghaireh Abul Aas,
who, embarking at Bahrein, attacked
the western portion of the delta of
the Indus; but meeting with unexpected resistance, was defeated and
slain. As Omar died in A.D. 641, this
expedition must have been undertak~
en about A.D. 639 or 640. Othman,
his Fiucnssor, attempted an invaaion
by land ; but having sent p e ~ p l et o

.

survey the roads, he was deterred by
the unfavourable nature of their reort. I t does not appear t o have
teen actually subdued by the En,ror Acber until 1590, although
prior to that date inserted in
the official list of provinces sub'ect
to his government. Since the faill of
the Mogul empire it has followed the
destiny of Sinde, and still continues
under the sway of its semi-barbarous
ameen.--(Smith, Max&M, A b d Iib%el,Drummond, 4c.)

CfiB

T A T T A . - T ~ ~capital of the preceding district, situated on the banks
of the Indus, about 130 miles from
the sea, by the course of the river;
lat 9 4 O 44' N., lon. 68O 17' E. This
town stands in a valley formed by a
range of low rocky hills, which dunng
the freshes of the river is inundated;
but being placedon an eminence a p p e
rently composed of ancient ruins, during the height of the floods presents
nn inaular appearance. Thestreets are
very narrow and dirty; but the houses,
although irregularly built of mud,
chopped straw, and wood, are sup*
rior to the low huts commonly seen
in native towns. The better sort of
houaes are built of brick and lime.
The old English factory, purchased
by the Company in 1751, still remains, and may be reckoned the best
house, not only in Tatta, but in the
whole province of Sinde. To the
southward of the factory, within the
town, are the remains of an old fort,
which must have been a strong position against assailants ignorant of artillery tactics. In 1809 there was not
any military force stationed in the
town, which was then governed by a
nabob, or deputy from the ameers of
Sinde.
Tatta was originally defended by a
strong brick wall, with round towers;
but now these are a heap of ruins,
and the mosques and pagodas that
remain exhibit rapid symptoms of decay. In 1809 the circumference of
the town was from four to five miles,
but the number of inhabitants only
15,000. It was once famous for its
commerce and cloth manufactories,
VOL. XI.

besides a considerable traf6c in rice,
wheat, hides, &c. ;but at present the
only fabrics manufactured are a few
white cloths and coloured loon ees,
the shops exhibiting a melanc%oly
picture of poverty and depression.
Opposite to' Tatta the lndus is ip
general shoal, on which account
trading boats come to off a small
villnge named Begurah, distant five
miles south by east, where the
deepest water is four fathoms; but
for the most part only two, and
the channel about one mile in
breadth. The boats employed 04
the Indus are flat-bottomed, square
head and stern, low forward, high
abaft, and drawing on1 a few inches
of water. Oars are sehom used, the
boats being usuaHy pushed alonc with
poles; and when the wind is far, recourse is also had to sails. From
Tatta to Hyderabad there are four
routes, two by land and two b water, the shortat of which may ge e+
timated at fifty-three miles. At this
p!ace the monsoon prevails with cons~derableviolence between May and
Qctober, attended with hard squalls
of thunder, lightning, wind, and rain.
The country round Tatta is a rich
soil, watered b conduits from the
Indus, and part& submer ed dnring
the freshes, but suscepti%le of the
highest cultivation. On the hill of
Muckalee, a mile to the west of the
city, is an amazing collection of
tombs and mausoleums, the habitations of the dead much exceeding
in numbet those of the living. The
tomb of M i z a Eesau is uncommonly
magnificent and well-executed, and
is supposed to have been erected
about A.D. 1622. I t consists of a
large, square, stone building, two stories high, having a great dome, supported by man pillars, which, as well
a8 the body o r the building, are covered with mtences extracted from
the Koran. Eome of the inscri tions
on the 0 t h tombs
~
appear khQ and
quite legibl, although engraved above
170 years go. On the banks of the
Indus, seven n~ilesabove Tatta, ig
another hill, covered with whit:
mosques and Mahon~edan tombs,
2 e
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TAVOY.

some of ,considerable size. Near to town of Purneah; lat. 25' 4 3 N.,
one of the smallest, which is held in lon. 884 15' E.
great venemtion by the votaries of
TA~JDAO
(Tajgrarnaj.-A
N
town
both religions, is a
bone stuck in the province of Bejapoor, fiReen
,upright in the earth, about eighteen miles north from Merritch ; lat. 17O
feet Ion ,one thick, and two broad, 41 N., Ion. 740 46)E. This place was
which t e natives assert was procured fortified by purseram Bhow, and in
from a fish.
1792 was considered tbe capital o f
Dr. Robertson is of opinion that his dominions, being then the resiTatta is the Pattala of the ancients ; dence of his family, in whose posbut the low and alluvial districts of session it has corrtinued ever since.
Sinde have underfione, even recently, 111 1820 it was governed by, a boy,
s e c h c h a n that
~ nothing positive can seven years of age, descended from
be affirmed on this head. The name that fighting Brahmin.
may possibly have referred to the c l t ~ The most remarkable object here
of Brahminabad, now in ruins, but is a temple of Gunpati (Ganesa), with
which appears to have been a metro- ajofty pointed, pyramidical porch o f
~ o l i in
s the remote ages of Hindoo an- seven stories, its exterior crowded
tiquity. Mention is made of Tatta so with images,
terminating
early as 92 of the Hejira, or A.D. 714. in three black pinnacles ; the whole
The modern city is said to have been after the fashion of the south of
fonnded by Jam Mundel, the four-. India-(Zi'&arion,
kc.)
teenth of the Someah dynasty, A.D.
1485. I t was taken and plundered
T ~ u ~ ~ ~ . - A t o w nthe
i nprovince
by the Portugese in 1555, but con- of Oude, situated on the south bide
tinued in the sixteenth oentury po- of tbe Goggra river, thirty-five miles
pulous and commercial, and possess- S.E. from F~zabad; lat- 2 e 33' N-8
ing manufactitres of silk, Caramania 10"- 82" 32' E.
wool, and cotton. Even so late as
T ~ ~ ~ ~small
~ . torn
- A in the
174% when visited by Nadir Shah, province of Malwa, division of Rath,
it was a place of considerable trade,
on the left bank of the Ansince which date jts
has been nas river, about fifteen miles west of
""interrupted. I t continued, how- Jabboab. The surrounding country
ever, the capital of the principality is covered with jungle; lat. 220 581
until the present rulers built tbe for- N., lo,,. 740 25' E.
tress of Hyderabad, and transferred
T~uNDLA'A
in the pro*
thither the sent of government. Traveiling distance from Bombay, 741 vince of Mdwas
nriles west
miles; from Calcutta, 1,602 miles.from the
of Oojein i Iat. 430 4'
(Smith, Maxjeld, Pottinger, Rennell, N.) Ion. 740 38'E' 4c.1
TAVOY.-The provinces of Tavoy
T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~in .the- proA (including Ye) and Tenasserim occuland, extending '
vince of Bejapoor, fifty-three nliles PJ' a
city of poona ; late from lat. 10°35'N. to 15030fN.,or 340
S.S.E. from
miles in length, by an average breadth
17' 53' N., ton. 74' 2Y E.
of forty-four miles, giving an area of
Tau~~cOMBoO.-A
neat village in about 15,000 square miles. They
confined between the sea on the
'bhe Carnatic province, and district of
wura*
On
a peninfiula west ; the Siamese mountains on the
formed by the 'unction of two nvu- east; on the south by the pakchan
lets, seven miles from tbe town of .iWr; and on the north by
Dindigul; lat. 10' 24'N., Ion. 78' 2' ther small
y-hese n,ountains
E.
extend in an irregular but continuous
TAUSEPOO~.-A
town in the pro- line from the river B~ihmaputrain
vinceof Bengal, district of Purneah, Assam to the southern extremity of
thirty-six miles E.by N. from the the Malay peninsula, and have long
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TAVOY.
been recognized as the boundary line milk and butter, both of which, as
both by the Burmese and Siamese. well as of the cow, are disliked by
Some of the loftiest peaks rise to the the Chinese and Iado-Chinese naheight of from 4,000 to 5,000 feet, tions.
When conquered by the British in
but the general elevation of the ridge
is not so great.
1824 a large proportion of the inhaTavoy proper is bounded on the bitants were found collected round
north by the Henza river, twenty- the capital and along the sea-coast in
seven miles south of Y e stockade, its vicinity, the interior being then
but the distinct line of separation almost destitute of population. They
from Tenasserim on the south has consist of Burmese, Karians, Chinese,
not yet been ascertained. The sea- and n few Peguers. The religion of
coast is a labyrinth of creeks, rivers, all is Buddhism, without distinction
and low alluvial islands; but at a of caste. Marriage is merely a mulittle distance i t is studded with nu- tual assent, yet common prostitution
merous rocky islands and islets, and was little practised until the arrival
always navigable. Almost the whole of the European~,for whom the fesurface of this province is covered males shewed a strong predilection.
with forest trees, jungle, and luxu- The laws and written character are
riant vegetation : yet thc climate is Burmese, the language a dialect of
considered healthy, and the Karian Burmese. The custom of debtor
natives who inhabit these jungles are slavery, or mortgaged labour, precomparatively robust. The monsoon vails universally; another great source
winds and periodical rains are nearly of slaves was the sale of government
the snme as in Bengal. The soil of crin~inals; price of a slave from thirty
Tavoy is excellent, and capable of to sixty rupees. The last was imyielding the finest fruits, vegetables, mediately abolished by the British,
and grains, but more especially rice but the first required time, it being a
(the grand staple), indigo, and tobac- matter of property.
co. The other articles of commerce
I n 1825 the total population of
are sapan-wood (the supply of which Tavoy, Ye, and Tenasserim, comis inexhaustible), tin, elephants'-teeth, prehending a surface of 15,000 square
wood oil, birds'-nests, biche-de-mar, miles, was only estimated a t 26,000
ambergris, betel-nut, agar-wood, and inhabita~ts,or rather less than one
(with the exception of teak) timber and three quarters to the square mile.
fit for ship-building. In February Under such circumsta~lcesthese pro1826 the principal Chinese n~erchant vinces appear well suited For the exwas bringing 200 of his countrymen periment of European colonization,
from Penang to work the mines of and the concession of landed protin, which metal appears to stop in perty, there being no native claimthis country, it not being found fur- ants to interfere with; an influx of
ther north. T h e numerous rivers industrious Chinese, however, would
and creeks penetrating the interior probably have ultimately a much
to the heart of the forest,afford great more beneficial result. Hitherto,
facilities for boat and prow-building. groaning under the tyranny of the
T h e production of the delicious man- Burmese, the natives have rather
gosteen and dorian fruits also stop avoided the acquisition of money
here, not being found to the north. than sought it, having wrought solely
The last, although of rapid decay, by compulsion ; it will consequently
were sent to the court of Ummera- require more than the mere stimulus
poora as a great delicacy. The plough of punctual pagment t o make them
is not used in this quarter, the rice forego the luxury of idleness The
fields being prepared more by the example of Chinese settlers to rouse
trampling of buffaloes, of which con- then] to exertion is therefore ofgreat
siderable numbers are kept, although in~portance,and in fact, without the
the natives make little use of t h e ~ r natives of China (whicl~like Britain
2 s a
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TAWEB
The fort consists of two walled
500 to 800 yards distant
1 enclmres,
from each other. Tbe extent of t h e

is now overflowing with population
the trade of Siam, Java, Peoan~,an
other places eastward, would slnk to
nothing.
The receipte and disbursements
for the provinces of Tavoy and Tenasserim, estimated prospwtively, for
1836-7, were as follows.
Dirbur:enun!:.
Civil chages
S. Rs. 90,W
Mnrine ditto
27,008
Contingencies
5,000
Excess of receipts
43,OW

inner wall, w b i h is constructed of
burned bricks, is about two miles and
a half; the outer wall only encloses
the north and west faces. In 1825
the whole population of the province
were congregated either within t h e
town or in its vicinity, M) that i t is
impossible t o assign it any definite
number. From hence t o Bankok,
the capital of Siam, in reckoned only
nine days' journey overland.
So late as 1826 some persons w h o
Sicca rupees 1,65,000
had been chiefs under the Burmese
Receiptr.
Birdsy-neatmonopoly
33,000 were secretly creating an agitation
Different farms (opium,&c.) 54,000 by working on the hopes and fears o f
the natives, but they were remwed
Landed rent, ten per cent.
produce
%,000 to Rangoon; after which the TaJudicial receipts
5,000 voyers, who are a quiet, orderly race,
Profit on tin
48,000 when the became convinced that
the trans& was final, appeared deSicca rupees... 1,65,000 lighted with their escape from the
(Gov. Pvllerton,
Burmese yoke.
Besides the above disbursements Lieut. Low, Mr. Maingy, Capt. Burthe military charges were estimsted my, kc.)
at 1,60,000 rupees, and the expense
TAWALLY
ISLE.-An island in t h e
of a company's cruiser at 34,000 Eastern seas, one of the Gilolo group,
rupeee. Two native regiments of situated within the first degree of
about 1,500 infantry were re ~iired south latitude. In length it may be
for their defence, and a sm31 brig estimated at thirty-five miles, by six
and four gun-boats to be employed the average breadth.
among the creeks, islands, and rivers.
TAWBETAWEE.-A
cluster of islands
-( FuUerton, Low, Maingy, 4.c.)
in the Eastern seas, about fifty-six in
TAVOY.-This place stands on the number, forming part of the Sooloo
banks of the Tavoy river, about thirty archipelago. Some are of consideramiles from its mouth ;lat. 14O 4' N., ble extent, others are high, some low,
lon. 98O 5' E. Its situation is unfa- and not a few mere rocks. The chain
vowable to commerce, as during the of islands to the south-east of T a w e g
dry season vessels exceeding 150 tons tawee are all low, with a labyrinth
burthen cannot ap roach within six- of shoals between them, abounding
teen miles; it hadl therefore better with fish, and productive of the pearl
be abandoned for some port nearer oyster. The main island has plenty of
the river's junction with the sea, such excellent water, but very few inhabii
as Crab island, which is only twelve tants. The names given to many of
miles u and where ships now an- these small islands in the Malay lanchor. %kws, junks, and small craft, guage are so indecent that they d o
however, can ascend at d l seasons, not admit of translation.- (Ddrymbut the site of the town being low, pie, 4c.I
it becomes during the rain season
TAWEBOHIRI.-Aconsiderable vilalmost a swamp, although tKere are lage in the province of Bejapoor,
eminences in the neiglibourhood. division of Gujunderghur, about thirThe spot was probably originally se- ty-four miles north from the ancient
lected to shun the Siamese.
city of Bijanagur. This place is aitu-
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ated among low hills in a wild country, and from the numerous ruins of
Vahomedan tombs a p p e m to have
been once a place of some importance.
At present it belong to the Nuam.( F a t t o n , +.)
T~~~rSIEf~ T ~ ~ ~ ) . - small
A
island in the Eastern seas, situated on
the east coast of Sumatra; lat. O0 4at
N., lon. 105' 5' E.
TEARY.-See TEEBEE.

The deity of the Teesta river is
supposed to be an old women, and is
one of the common objects of worship, or village gods, among the aimpIe ethnics of the vicinity. This
venerable nymph envying the attention paid to a rival named Budiswara,
detach* a portion of her river to
the
where her cornpetitor received adoration. The stratagem however did not rucceed, as
the stream detached on this predatory
TEEp~AON--A
in the Pro- excursion, through the counter influvince of Malwa, four miles distance ence of~udiswara,was met and swalMshOmed~OOr, which in lS2O lowed up by noth her river named the
belonged to Holcar, and contained K~~~~~~~ ~~~~~h~~of this river
about 300 houses.
which have ceased to be the principal
TEESTARIVEB(tiahta, standing channels are, as is frequent among the
;till).-The
source of this river bas mtives, named the dead Teesta. Its
never been explored, but according name in Sanscrit is said to be Trishna
to Nepauleee reports it rises in Tibet, or Trisrota, the first implying thirst,
whence, after opening a passage the latter three springs. According
through the great Himalaya ridge, to the Calipurana it 1s said to have
forming the boundar of the Chinese originated in the following manner.
empire, it enters t i e mountainous Parvati, the wife of Siva, was one
country to the south, and before the day fighting with an asura, or infidel,
last war separated the dominions of who would only worship her husband.
the Gorkhas from those of the Boo- This monster during the combat betan or Deb raja. While roceeding coming very thirsty prayed to Siva,
fmmthe hills the~eestafalfsdownthe who rather unreasonably ordered his
precipices of a mountain, about fifty wife to supply her adversary with
miles north of Jelpigory, and enters drink to refresh him. The Teesta
the Rungpoor district near its north- in consequence sprung from the
ern extremity, where it is bounded breastsof thegoddessin three streams,
by the principality of Sikkim, and has and in like manner has ever since
a channel 800 yards wide, containing continued to flow.
The Teesta begins to swell in the
at all seasons a great deal of water,
with a quick stream broken by rocks spring, and usually rises two or three
a d rapids. South from the cataract inches between the 12th of April and
dngle logs of wood can be floated to the 12th of June, owing probably to
within ten milea of the Bengal fron- the melting of the snow, no consitier, t o which distance canoes can derable change, however, takes place
ascad. In the dry season boats of until the rainy season. Above and
150 maunds can ascend to Pahar- below Chilmary it communicates with
poor, near the frontiers of Sikkim ; the Brahmaputra by means of several
but during the rains boats of 1.000 channels.--(F. Bucironan,- &.I
- maunds.
river, during its
. T ~ ~ ~ ~fortified
~ ~ ~post~ in. - A
course through the British territorim, the ~
h country,~ in Northern
~
d
the accession of
Hindostan,
three
miles
north
from
*reams,
is subjected
frequent the Cali river ; lat. 990 58* N., ion.
changes of name and channel, until 800 37, E.
i t at last joins the Pudda, br great
eastern branch (or trunk) of the
TEESGAON.-A town in the proGanges near Nabobgunge, after per- vince of Aurungabad, twenty-ei ht
forming a course,includiq windings, miles N.E. from Ahmednuggur ; fat.
lgO13' N., Ion. 75' 18'E.
of about 400 miles.

-

~

~ ~ a n w ~ n r . - town
A
in the province of Gujerat, about fifteen miles
north from Rahdunpoor ; lat. 23" 5 3
N., Ion. 71' 25' E. In 1809 this
place nominally belonged to Kumaul
Khan, hut was in fact a den of thieves,
and in 1820 ite inhabitants continued
to be the terror of the country. Its
chief was then a Baloochy, although
his dependents were Coolies. He had
many subordinate towns and villages,
from which tribute was claimed, and
sometimes realized: but the whole of
this portion of Gujerat at the date
last mentioned, presented a scene of
general desolation. In 1SO9 the military force of Tehrwara consisted of
forty horse and 300 foot ; in 1830 of
two horse and eighty-two foot.(Miles, Mnnnurdo, $c. )
TEHINTCHIEW
RIVEB-A river of
Bootan, which passes Twsisudon,
and being swelled by the united
etreams of the Hatchieu and Patchieu,
finds a passage through the mountains
from whence it is precipitated in tremendous cataracts, and rush in^ with
rapidity between the high cliffs and
vast stones that oppose its progress,
descends into a valley a few miles east
of Buxedwar, from whence it procceds to Bengal, where, otlder the
name of Gudadhar, it joins the Brahmaputra not far from Rangamatty.(Turner, 4c.)

TEHBEE
for Teary).-The
capital
of 3 petty Bondela chief, whose territories are situated on the northwestern frontier of Bundelcund, fiftyone miles west from Chatterpoor ;lat.
24' 45' N., lon. 78' 52'E. The Tehree rnja appears to have been un independent chief ever since the dissolution of the Mogul empire, never
having been considered tributary to
Sindia or any other more powerful
state, although, like all other mnll
principalities, liable to have contributions extorted by such marauders
as possessedsufficient strength. About
A.D. 1777, Raja Puchin Singh, the
then reigning chief of Telrree, in a fit
of furious mental derangement put
the wife of the late Raja Sawunt
Singh, his predecessor, to death. On

recovering from his temporary phren-

zy, being seized with remorse, he abdicated the throne and became a
wandering mendicant. His pilgrimage
was traced as far as Chitracole, after
which he was never heard of. A t
resent the villages belonging t o t h e
!ehree state are so intermixed with
others, the property of adjacent
chiefs, that it is impossible to discriminate them with an pretensions t o
accuracy. In 1812 {is revenue was
wtimated at four lacks of rupees.(Richardson, &.)
TEJABAH.-A subdivision of the
A a province, which, from the notice
tafen of it by Abul F a d , must in his
time have been of considerable importance, but latterly it has almost lost
its place in themaps, and is otherwise
but little known.
TELLIAGUBBY.-Asmall town in
the province of Bahar, district of
Boglipoor, twenty-three miles N.W.
from Rajamahal ; lat. 2.5' 15' N., Ion.
87' 37'E. The hills here descend to
the river, and collectively form the
boundary between the old Mogul provinces of Ben a1 and Bahar. Sultan
Shujah built Rere a fortress, which
has been a considerable work, the
two extremes being a mile from each
other. The gates are of stone, but
the houses within are built of brick.
In 1810 an iron cannon of extreme
rudeness still remained at the gate.-(F. Buchanan, &.)
TELINGANA.-In the institutes of
Acber this region is named Berar, but
was only in part possessed by that
sovereign. The Telingana language
is the Andhra of San~critauthors,
and the word Telinga is at once t h e
name of a nation, of its language,.
and of the country in which it is
spoken, where it is also named Trilinga, Teloogoo, and Tenoogoo. The'
Telinga language, formerly called the
Kalinga, occupies the space to the
eastward of the Maharatta, from near
Ganjam, its northern, to within a few
miles of Pulicatits southern boundary,
with the intervention of a strip o f
territory where the Gond tongue i s
tlsed.

'

TENASSERIM.
The above space was divided into
the Andhra and the Kalinga countries, the former to the north, the
latter to the south of the Godavery,
and the aggregate comprehended the
five Northern Circars, a large portion
of the Nizam's dominions, the districts of Cudapah and Bellary, and
the northern portion of the lower
Carnatic, hesides Telinga families
scattered over Dravida and the ancient Carnatic, now named Mysore.
I n a specimen of the Lord's Prayer,
translated into this language, the
missionaries traced fifteen words, used
in the Bengalese, besides others from
a Sanscrit source. At the era of
the Mahomedan conquest the greater
part of these united provinces seem
to have been known to that people by
the general designation of Telingana,
and Warangol as the capital of the
whole. By the English, and other
Europeans, the Telingas were forlnerly called Gentoos, a name unknown t o any Indian dialect.
( Wilkr, A. D. Campbell, Cokbrooke,
RmrbeU, $c.)

-

TELLICHEBY
(TalechuriJ.-A seaport town on the Malabar coast, 126
miles travelling distance from Seringapatam ; lat. 11' 45' N., lon. 75' 33'
E. This place was long the chief
settlement on the coast of Malabar;
but the East-India Company's commerce having been tranferred to Ma1115 in 1800, lt has since considerably
declined. The richest natives, however, still reside here, and the inhabitants are far more civilized than in
other parts of the province. The
grounds within the old English lines
ai-e highly cultivated, and the thriving state of the plantations on the
sandy land shews that the whole is
capable of improvement. Tellichery
is the mart for the best sandal-wood
brought from above the ghauts; and
the cardamoms of Wynaad, which
are mostly exported from hence, are
reckoned the best on the coast.
I n A.D. 1683 the presidency of
Surat established a factory here for
the purchase of pepper and cardamoms; and in 1708 rhe EasbIndia
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Company obtained a grant of the
fort of Tellichery from the Colastry
or Cherical r a j a During the reign
of Tippoo, in consequence of his
hostile policy, this settlement was
supported a t a great expense, and
partook so little of the commerce of
the country, that the Bombay go-.
vernment contemplated its relinquishment. In A.1). 1800 Tellichery, Mah6, and Darmapatam, formed a cir(F.
cle containing 4,481 houses.
Buchanan, Dirom, Duncan, $c.)
TELLO.-A town in the island of
Celebes, formerly the capital of an
independent principality ; lat. 5' 5'S.,
lon. 119' 30' E. I n A.D. 1677 the
state of Tello was bounded on the
north by the Coerees, two islands
situated south of the river Maros ;
and to the south it reached as far
as Fort Rotterdam. The princes
of Goak and Tello were both called
kings of Macassar, although each i s
a separate state, deriving their names
from their eapitals. Both, however,
have long been under the power of
the Dutch.--(Staoon'nur and Notes. .
5.c.)
T E N A ~ ~ E R-This
IX.
province is
bounded on the west by the great
Siamese range of mountains, which
are flanked by parallel ridges running
north and south, and gradually declining in height as they approach
the plains. The intervening valleys
are narrow, and serve as outlets t o
the mountain streams, flowing S.S.W..
until they reach the sea. Some of
the highest peaks in the central chain
behind the British territories have
been estimated a t 5,000 feet, and the
connecting hills and ridges r t about
3,900 feet in height; but interruptions in the continuity of the cham
occur in various parts, increasing as
the south is a preached. The breadth
of the belt f o m e d by the parallel
ranges has been computed at thirty
miles, but no actual survey has yet
taken place. I n the latitudes of
Mergui and Junk Ceylon the breadth
decreases, and near the place Iastmentioned the hills reach within
eight lniles of the sea. The whole
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of this morrntainous belt is covered
*ith jun le, almost impenetrable exiept by freaks in the chain and by
& e dly beds of torrents, and inhebited by wild betutr, and a few Kaan tnbes scarcely lees wild. Furt er east beyond this natural boun+y lie several impottant and fertile
&amwe provihces, through which
Bow streams navigable for boats and
mall prows.
- On the north Tenssserim P v
is bounded by the Tavoy province ;
on the south ~tia separated from the
Biamese pcumessions on the sea-coast
b a small stream about lat. 10' 3Y
430 miles sailing distance from
fince of Wales' Island ;on the west
%enaserim iB shut in @om the violpnce of the S.W. monsoon by a
& i n of rocky islands named the
$$ergui archipelago. The Tenmserim
fiver rises in the hills north-east of
Taroy, about lat. 15' 3 W N., and as
fpr m the parallel of Tavoy town
flows through a valley just wide
enough to permit its passage, but it
afterwards expands and become^ nale, having been ascended by the
etls cruizer as high as old Tenasserim, with ample depth of water.
According to native accounts it is
navigable for small boats and canoes
100 miles above its mouth. From
d d Tenasserim a small branch diverges towards the gulf of Siam,
which formerly much facilitated the
inroads of the Siamese. This tract
along the sea-coast is much inter~ c t e by
d creeks and rivers.
Almost the whole of this province
is at present covered by forest trees
and jungle, only some spots of land
bein4 cultivated in the immediate
vicinity of Mergui, and along the
banks of the Tenasserim river, an&
s few occasional patches amidst the
farest. Rice is rmed on the island
of Nauple, and other insulated spots
in front of Mergui ;but the total produce in 1825 was not adequate to
the supply even of its own scanty
population. The rock formation here
is sand-stone, and the soil a red clay,
every whereindicative of sterility.
Tin is abundant, and with a suffi-
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cient number of labourers a great
quantit maybe obtained; birds'-nests
fiom $ sea-coast and islands, sapan-wood from the interior, ligoum
aloes, an inferior description of ssndal-wood, and many other woods,
barks, drugs, resins and balsams, not
e t examined, rattans, aammer, sticktimber for shipbuilding and
cabinet-work, but no teak, are the
remaining, articles of commercial
value.
The original inhabitants of Tenagserim are sup osed to have been a
di~tinctrace t o m the neiahbo~iring
nations; but their long subjection t o
the Burmese and Siameae has so
completely obliterated all peculiarities, that they are not now to be distinguished from the Burmese, whose
caqtume, mannere, laws, and religion,
they have adopted. The Karians are
not numerous, and only to be found
above old Tenasserim in small scattered tribes. Prior to the British
conquest in 1824, the whole population of the rovince appears to' have
congregateB in and around the town
of Mergui ; the modern capital, Te
nasserim having been deqtroyed by
the Siamese, who during the war
carried off 1,000 of the inhabitants
into slavery, but were com elled
subsequently to restore most ofthem
by the interference of the British.
In A.D. 1825 the town of Mergui
and scattered hamlets in its vicinity
were supposed to contain about 1,500
houses, and 8,000 persons. What
follows, although placed under the
head of Tenasserim, applies to the'
British conquest8 south of Rangoon
collectively, cia. Martaban, Ye, Tavoy, Tenasserim, and the Mergui
isles.
At Martaban the qouth-westmonsoon and the rains'set in together
about the %inning of May, but they
are severest in Juse, July, and 4 u gust. In September the winds and
rains moderate; in October they become still less, and in the beginning
of November entirely cease, after
which the cold season sets in, which
continues until the end of Februar
the climate in many respects great y
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resembling that of Bee 1. In a coun- ports are Amherst, Tavoy, and Mertry so abundantly suppgd with moir p i , at all of which shipbuilding mey
ture, and so completely covered with be advantageously carried on. The
q most luxuriant vegetation, hot distance between the mouths of the
winds are unknown ;on the sea-coast Rangoon and Martaban rivers is only
t e regular land and sea winds prevail. seventy miles, and this quarter of the
e geological formation is almost Burmese territories are particularly
qniversally granite ; that of the is- vulnerable.-(Crawfurd,
Lieut. Low,
gc.)
landp granite, with an occasional P a r t o n , &fa-,
intermixture of lime and sand-stone.
TENASBEEIX
RIVER.-This river is
The presentinhabihnb
principally of Peguersor Taliens, said to have its source in the eastern
B
~ carians,
~ T ~
~tho~
hills,
~~ whence
~ ~it flows
, south-westward
~
~
IpmB, and Pasa; but the first class until it joins the sea by two moutha
are much the most numerous, the at Mergui. I t is navigable for boats
emigrants from Pegu up to June 1827 above 100 miles from its debouchure,
eiceeding, a0,000 persons. If p e y and above thirty miles for vessels of
pled like Bindostan, the space 18 small burthen.-(CrawfurdaL(W qc-)
capable of supporting 4,700,000.
TENGA=E.-A town on the seaMany Chinese settlers may be ex- coast of Ceylon, division of Negampected, when we consider the extra- Patoo, situated near the south-eastordinary influx of that nation simiextrelnit)., having a small bay,
larly or less favourably situated. and tolerably good anchoring ground ;
6' 8' N., Ion. 80' 48' E. This
Borneo, Java, Banca, and several
,yther islands, the peninsula of M ~ - place is so situated that both monlaccay Siam, Rhio, Singapoor,
Pe- soons are land winds? and is remarknang, &. all possess thousands of able for droughts; m one Instance
that industrious people, who will no twelve months elapsed without the
doubt resort t o those provinces, fall of a Single drop of rain,--(DavLh
where they will find their property gc.)
and persons protected' At present
TENGAYAPAT--A small town
of property Or in the Travanrore
there is no
thirty
rank? because wealth was rarely per- miles W.N.W. from Cape Cornorin;
mitted to be either accumulated or lot. 80 16,
770 85, E.
inherited. At present the revenues
arise from theland-tax, poll-tax, salt
TERNATE
ISLE (Termti).-One
duties, fisheries, mines, fnonopolies, of the small Moluccas, about twentycustoms, transit, market and excise five miles in circumference, situated
duties, an4 coinage. Is 1827 the on the west coast of Gilolo; lat. 50°
total amount of the revenues amount- N., !on. 1'27' 2V E. The Dutch
d to only 3,452,770 rupees, but were provlnce of Ternate includes Tidore,.
in ten years to exceed fifteen lacks of Motir, Machian, and Batchian, which
fipees.
are properly the Moluccas, being
The institution of inland commer- the original places of grawth of the
cia1 marts and fairs, to accommodate finer spices. Larger nutmegs are still
the Siamese, Shans, and other dis- found in the woodp of Ternate than
tant nations, was contemplated, any ~roducedin Banda. Although
more especially at a post called Prau a11 efficient power has long been posThounghy, or the three pa4odas, on sessed by the officers of the Dutch
the fronuers of Siam, to wh~chstick- establishment, a native sovereign, the
lac of a superior quality may be sultan of Ternate, has contieued to
biought from Laos, and raw silk from exercise certain functions of royalty
China. The teak forests of Mnrta- over the natives of the island. I n
ban have been ascertained to be of 1774 his nominal dominions compregreat extent, and to contain timber hended the greatest ortion of the
of the very best quality. The best nor* of Gilolo, and a&o 3 p e a t part
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of the north-east of Celebes where
are the Dutch settlements o/ Manado and Goruntolu. Sangir ulso belonged to him, and the neighbouring
islands of Siao, Karakita, Tagulanda, Banca, and Tellus ani.
On this island, in 17f5, there were
three mosques for the Mahomedans,
and one church for the Dutch, but
none for the Portuguese, who had h e
come as black as the natives. The
country is divided into five districts,
over which there are five chiefs, and
alsoa captain lautor highadmira1,who
commands the sultan's prows. Besides
these there is an officer who superintends the police. The Dutch settlers
reside at Fort Orange, and consist
of a governor and council, a shahbunder, and fiscal. lu 1777 the
Dutch establishment, civil and rnilitary, comprehended 847 persons, by
whom the trade was in a great measure monopolized ; the Chinese, however, always enjoyed considerable
privileges. At that date no Chinese
junk was permitted to visit Ternate
direct from China, but they were allowed to trade to Macasaar, which
m3y be considered the western frontier of the Moluccas.
The first Mahomedm sovereign of
Ternate is said to have reigned from
1466 to 1486. In 1521 it was visited
by the Portuguese, who took formal
possession, but they were expelled in
1530. In 1579 it was touched at by
Sir Francis Drake, who according to
the fashion of the day, took possession of it in the name of Queen Elizabeth. The Portuguese repossessed
it, and along with the kingdom of
Portugal it devolved to the Spaniards,
who lost Ternate in 1606, but retained a footing in the Moluccas until 1663. In 1680 the Dutch compelled the sultan of Ternate to become tributary to them, and the
princes of the other Moluccas were
subsequently so thoroughly subdued,
that in 1778 the kings of Tidore and
Batchian were dethroned and exiled
to Batavia. With the Dutch it remained until the revolutionary war,
when it was twice captured by the
British, but ultimately restored at

the peace of 1814.--(Sfavorinur
Notes, Forrest, Bc.)

and

TEBRIANI
[Turyani, named a2s0
Terraie). - T e word Turyani pro- perly signifies low marshy land that is
navigable, theterm implying acountry
of boats; but by the Nepaulese t h e
word is applied to that portion o f
their kingdom situated on the great
plain of Hindostan. The British
section of the Terriani is principally
comprehended in the Sarun district,
and is a flat uninteresting tract, i n .
some parts bare of trees, but generally covered with a rank vegetation.
Rice is the chief produce, and herds
of cattle are scattered over the country, which in the dry season abounds
with game, but during the rains
these are obliged to seek shelter on
the higher grounds. Such is this
tract to the edge of the forest that
borders the base of the mountains, '
from which wild elephants issue
during the night, and commit depredations on the neighbouring ricefields.
The Nepaulese Terriani is a belt
of much greater extent, and in general about twenty miles in breadth. In
this space there are a few small hills
scattered, and much poor land, overgrown with trees and bushes of little
value; but there is also a very large
proportion of rich land, where the
soil is much better than iu the contiguous parts of the British territory,
but being less cultivated, abounds
more with wild beasts, such as elephants and rhinoceroses. The breed
of the first is of an inferior description, and in general has a toe of one
of its feet much lengthened, which
gives it an unseemly appearance.
Tigers are not so numerous as might
have been expected ; black bears of a
large size are troublesome; wild hogs,
hog-deer, hares, foxes, and jackals, are
to he found in abundance. In some
parts of the Terraie north of Rohilcund the climate is so unhealthy,
that not only the monkeys, but
every thing that has the breath of
life, instinctive] deserts them from
the baginning o l ~ p r i until
l
October.

TESHOO LOOMBOO.
In the waste lands of the Nepaulese Terriani, the most common trees
are the palas (erythinia nlonospermu)
and the simul (bombaz heptaphyllum),
but by far the greater proportion of
these wastes is covered with long
grass or reeds, which are burned once
a year, in order to clear the country
ahd improve the pasture. Owing to
the moisture and coolness of the air,
the fields at all seasons preserve some
verdure ; but the grass seems to be
of a very had quality, as the cattle,
although plentifully supplied, are to
the last degree wretched. The whole
tract is intersected with numerous
small streams, which not only answer
the purposes of irrigation, but when
swollen by the rains become navigable, and enable the farmer to send
down the produce of his fields to a
distant market, as well as to float
down the valuable timber that skirts
the lower ranges of the hills.
Before the Nepaulese conquests in
this quarter, the petty rajas who governed its different portions were so
much afraid of their neighbours that
they did not promote the cultivation
of this low country, but on the contrary rather encouraged the -extension of the woods, contenting themselves with its produce in elephants,
timber, and pasture. Even then,
however, many rich spots were occupied, and productive, but they were
so completely buried among the 'ungle as to escape observation. h e
Nepaulese being more contident in
their own strength, have clenred much
land, although a great deal still remains to be done. Even now they
export a great quantity of grain, and
were property more secure, the territory is capable of yielding consideraide resources. Thc climate is cousiderably cooler and moister than in
the vicinity of Patna, and the hot
winds, according to report, are almost
a month Inter. About the first of
April, however, the country becomes
very unhealthy, good water scarce,
and until the setting in of the cold
season the people are subject to fevers
and disordersin thebowelu, which by
the natives of Nepaul are attributed
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to the ayul, or poisonous air, which.
niany of them imagine proceeds from
the breath of large serpents, supposed to inhabit the forests of the northern mountains. The existence of
such serpents in any considerable
number is worse than doubtful, and
the unhealtiness of the climate may
be accounted for from the quantity
of vegetable putrefaction, stagnant
water, and similar causes.
' At the conclusion of hostilities in
1815 the Bellgal eovernment at first
determined to insist on the entire tension of the Nepaulese Terriani or
low lands; but the experience of a
season's occupation proved them of
little profit as to revenue and of
extremely difficult management, while
the climate was so destructive as to
render the continuance of troops or
civil officers for one half of the year
utterly impracticable. As a politic
act of conciliation therefore, the
whole of the eastern Terriani from
Goruckpoor to the Cosa was restored to the Nepaulese in lieu of certain
pensions to the chief Gorkha leaders;
and the western, together with a very
jungly pergunnah on the Goggra, was
transferred to the king of Oude in
extinction of one of the two crores
of rupees, obtained from him during
the war.--(F. Buchannn, Public MS.
Docurrzent;, Kirkpatrick, 4c.)
TESHOOLOOYBOO
(or Diggarcheh).-A
town in Tibet, the headquarters of the Teshoo Lama, who
is protected and worshipped by the
Chrnese emperors of the present dynasty; lat. 59.7' N., Ion. 80'2' E.,
180 miles north from the frontiers of
the Rungpoor district in Bengal.
Teshoo Loomboo, or Lubrong, is
properly a large monastery, consist
Ing of 300 or 400 houses, the habitations of the Gylongs (Buddhist
monks),besides temples,mausoleum~,
and the palace of the sovereign pontiff. Its buildings are all of stone,
and none less than two stories high,
flat-roofed, and covered with a parapet rising considerably above the
roof, con] osed of heath and brush.
wood. d e f o n m s of S b i p p t ~
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h u n g s-ds on a prominent ridge of
r~ck,and commands the pass. From
hence there are roads to Bootan and
Bengal, to Lahore and Cashmere, t o
the mines of lead, cinnabar, copper,
.ai gold, by Tingri to Nepaul, to
Laasa. and to China. The distance
-----a
from hence to Catmandoo by the
marchim road is estimated at 400
miles. 'in 1780 the journey of the
deceased Lama's attendants from
Pekin t o Teahoo Loomboo, occupied
seven months and eight days. On
the north is the territory of Taranath
jarpa, bordering on Russia and Siberia, whose influence more especially
extends over the Kelmauks, or hordes
of Calmuck Tartars.
The plain of Teshoo Loombpo is
perfectly level, and is encompassed
on all s~desby high rocky hills. Its
direction is north and south, and its
extreme length fifteen miles; its
southern extremity in breadth, from
east to west, is five or six miles. The
river Panomchieu, flowing from the
aouth,intersects it, and at a small distance to the north joins the Sanpoo.
The hills are of a rocky nature, of
the colour of rusty iron, and are easily shivered by the weather into little
cubical pieces, small enough to be
moved about by the wind. The rock
of Teshoo Loomboo is by far the
loftiest of all that are in its neighbourhood, and commands an extensive view, but no striking traces of population are to be discovered, the natives crowding into the hollow mcessea. From the north side the Senpoo
or Erechoomboo is visible, flowing in
a widely extended bed through many
winding channels, forming a multitude of islands. Its principal channel is described as being narrow,
deep, and never fordable.
In 1783, when visited by Captain
Turner, there were reckoned on the
establishment of the monastery a t
Teshoo Loomboo no less than 3,700
Gylongs for the performance of daily
prayer in the goomba or temple.
Four Lamas chosen from among them
superintend and direct their religious
ceremonies. Their stated periods of
devotion are the rising of the sun,
-~

~

soon, and sunset. Youths intended
for the service of the monastery a r e
received into it at the age of eight or
ten years On admission they are enjoined sobriet
forego the society
of women, anfconfine themselves t o
the severe d i i i ~ l i n eof the cloister.
There are also a'considerable number
of nunneries, the reaulations of which
are equally A c t , and an extensive
establishment under the direction of
the monastery for the manufact~ireof
images: At the capital 300 Hindoo
Gossluns and Sanyassies are daily fed
by the bounty of the Lama. The
extent of hia dominions, and the details of his overnment are little
known ; but tze ,stem certainly exhibits a hierarchy of long duration, and
of some practical benefit to society.
The Gylongs or monks, having devoted themselves to the duties of religion, obtain a larger portion of respect from their countrymen who
follow worldly occupations. Being
attached by a common bond of union,
the one portion to labour aud the.
other to pray, they enjoy in peace
and harmony the bounties of nature,
and before the Gorkha inroad i n
1790 found it ulrnecessary to maintain a single armed man, either t o
defend their territory or to assert
their rights. Since that unjust aggression the bonds of.their dependence on the Chinese have been tightened; and in 1816 the police of the
town of Diggarcheh or Teshoo Loomboo was under the charge of a resident Zoopgpoon, acting under the
Tazin and judicial authorities a t
Lassa.-(Capt.Turner, General Kirkpatrick, Abdul Rwool, &.)
T H A K A C O T E . - Tis~the
~ ~chief mart
oftradebetween that portion ofNorthern Hindostan adjacent to the course
of the Gunduck river and Tibet, the
goods being mostly conveyed by hillporters, or on the backs of sheep.
Lat. 2g06'N., lon. 83OW E. According
to native accounts the Gunduck is
no where fordable below this place,
being crossed either on wooden
bridges, or on swinging bridges of
ropes and rattans. Thie place, said

to contain 1,000 houses, is situated
in a fine valley, which has been compared with that of Nepaul, but is not
so wide. At a short distance to the
south-west, the white mountain Dhawalaghiri rears its enormous head,
eetimated to be 86,462 feet above
the level of the sea.
THAKAM
(tha,place, kharn, ferry).
-A river of the Malay peninsula,
which flows through the isthmus of
Kraw, and joins the sea by two channels in the gulf of Siam. At the
mouth of the most northern stands a
town named Thathog, wl~ichforms
the northern boundary of the Ligore
raja's government. The southern
channel is called the Bandon, which
name is sometimes given to the
whole. This is known to be a considerable stream which kads to Pernioum, three day's journey from
Phoonga near Junk Ceylon. There
are many islands at the mouth of the
Bandon branch, named by Horsburgh
and Valentyn, the Larchin Isles.(Capt. Burmy, 4c.)
THAKILPEAK.-A mountain peak
in Northern Hindostan, thirty-two
miles E.S.E. from Almora; lat. 2
9'
31' N., Ion. 80' 12' E.; 8,221 feet
above the level of the sea.
TRAKOOB
G O O M R Atown
. ~ in
Tibet, the residence of the .Saymrupa Lama, ninety miles N.E. from
Catmandoo ; lat 28' 2%' N., Ion. 86O
8' E.
THANCOTE.-Asmall town in Nepaul, seven miles west of Catmandoo,
situated on a rocky eminence at the
south-west corner of the Nepaulese
valley, in a district separated from
the others of the lain by a ridge of
low hills, on the most conspicuous
art of which stands Kirthipoor 8
at. 27' 41' N., Ion. 84' 54' E.

(Sereswati), t o which the Hindoos
pay great adoration, rune ast it.
In the vicinity is a lake namel Khooket, to which pilgrims come from afar
to worship and bestow charity. This
was the scene of the war of the Mahabharat. Out of the immense multitude of forces on the one side, and the
troops of Judhishteer on the other,
only twelve
survived the
slaughter, of w ~ ~ ~ ~ four
~ m
were
b e r
of the army of Doorjodhen, namely,
Keeracharij, a Brahmin, who had been
preceptor to the Cooroos arid Pandoos; 2. Ashotaman, who had exercised the same office; 3. Keerut, a
Brahman of the Jadown trihe; 4.
Slijey, who drove the chariot of Driterashter. The other eight survivors
were of the Pandoo army, aia. the five
Pandoo brothers ; Sateck, of the Jadown tribe; Hugtash, who was Doorjodhen's brother by another mother;
and Krishna, whose fame is so universal as to render any account of
him unnecessary. Near to this plac6
stood the ancient city of Hustinapoor."
When taken by Mahmood of Ghizni in A.D. loll Thanusarwasstill the
capital of a powerful kingdom. A t
present it is the next town in importance to Pattiallah in the Sirhind
district, and is still held in high veneration by the Hindoos. The inhabitants of the surrounding country
are chiefly Jauts, many of whom
have become Seiks, and there are
also a few Rajpoots of low caste.
In 1822 the chiefship of Thanusar was disputed between Punjab
Singh, the full brother, and Koonwur, the widow of the deceased chief
Goolab Singh. The first was acknowledged by the British government, care being taken to secure an
adeqnate provision for Koonwar and
the other widows.--(Sir John MUG
THANU~AR.-A
ancient
~
town and colm, George Thomas, Public MS.
modern Seik chiefship in the province Document:, 4c.)
of Delhi, eighty-three miles N. by E.
THAUMPE
(tramed Tongru by the
from the city of Delhi; lat. 29' 56'
N., Ion. 7 6 O 48' E. By Abul Fazel Burmerc).-A district of India bein A.D. 1582 it is described as fol- yond the Ganges, which is said to lie
lows. " Thanesur is held sacred by about twenty-five or thirty daye'
the Hindoos. The river Sureuti journey N.N.E. of Tongho In Pegu,
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near the borders of Laos and northern
Siam. The chief town bearing the
name of the district, is situated about
forty miles from the hills somewhere
near to 1st. 19' N. According to
native report, for it never has been
visited by any European, it contains
about 5,000 inhabitants, and is defended by a stockade.
This country is inhabited by the
Plau, a distinct race, not only from
the Burmese and Siamese, but from
the adjacent tribes, resembling much
more the Chinese than any other
people. They are probably some
branch of the great Shan or Lao tribe,
which under different appellations appeare to occupy the centrnl and
northern parts of India beyond the
Ganges, and the word Plau appears
t o be some modscation of the old
designation Lao or Laos of the Portuguese. They are described as an
unwarlike race, much addicted to
agriculture and commerce, and of
course tyrannized over by their neighbours the Burmese und Siamese.
They are Buddhists in religion, .yet
burn their dead Their marrlnge
feasts consists of poultry, bufaloe
'and cow beef, venison, monkeys'
flesh, and large rats ; their drink an
ardent spirit distilled from rice.
The district of Thaump6 is governed by a Burmese chief who resides in
the capital. The country is flat, tolerably clear, and well adapted for
the rice cultivation, cattle, small
horses and buffiloes are employed in
agriculture. Cotton is raised, the
tea-plant cultivated and the leaves
pickled, indigo is quite common, blue
being the revalent colour, stick-lac
is procurel in the jungles, and the
silk-worm reared. The forests contain many valuable trees, but the absence of navigable rivers prevents
this source of traf6c being made
available. Gold is found in the
mountain streams, iron is. abundant
and manufactured, tin, after disappearing in the north of Tavoy, again
presents itself here in considerable
quantities. The most productive
minee are those of lead, and it is
from hence that the Burmese armies

'are wholly supplied with that metal.
The Plau send an annual caravan to
Rangoon from whence they bring
back salt, salt-fish, areca, woollens,
piece-goods, crockery, and spices, in
exchange for their own commodities.
A commercial intercourse is also
maintained between Thaump6 a ~ d
China ; from whence spices, silks,
cottons, woollens, paint, paper, and
cutlery, taking hack the produce of
the Plau country. The merchandize
is transported on horses and asses,
and the caravans are said frequently
to muster above a thousand persons
well provided with arms.-(Public
Journalr, Lieut. Low, $c.)
Twooc.-A town in Northern indostan, nineteen miles north. from
the hour station; lat. 31' 7' N.,
Ion. 77' 24' E.
THE~AUD.-Atown and district in
on the north-western frontier of the
Gujerat province; lat. 24' 15' N.,
Ion. 71' 32' E. The pergunnah of
Theraud is bounded on the north by
Marwar, Sanjore being thirty miles
N.N.E. from the town. On the
west it is bounded closely by Wow,
which is only twelve miles distant.
To the south it has Babouc, thirty
miles distant, and on the east the
district of Deesa, in which direction
its territory extends forty miles. It
is remarkable that the portion of the
Theraudri next the Runn is best supplied with wnter, the tanks and wells
at Soreegaum, Beenap, Wow, G d e gaum, and Bookna being abundant,
of an excellent quality, and found
only a few feet below the surface,
yet they are all within eight miles of
that salt morass. At the town
of Therarid water is found about
sixty yards below the surface, but it
is not always of a good quality, and
the wells from which the neighbouring villvges are supplied are frequently brackish. This scarcity of water
prevents the cultivation of vegetables,
of which, with the exception of
onions brought from Rahdunpoor,
Theraud is destitute.
In 1820 engagements were entered
into with the British government by
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Hur Ohanjee, the chief of Theraud,
Hurbhanjee Waghela of Morewarra,
Omer Khan J u t of Warjee, and
Poongajee of Deodhur, all of whose
territories had been ravaged and depopulated by troops from Joudpoor,
by famine, and by Coolies and Khozas. In 1809 the town of Theraud
contnined 2,700 houses, 300 of which
were inhabited by Banyans; the relnainder by Coolies, Rajpoots, rnd
Sindeans. At the above date the military force consisted of 1,200 horse
and 500 foot ; in 1820 it was reduced
to 28 horse and 405 foot, and the
revenue to 12,000 rupees per ann u m . 4 Mact~rurdo,Miles, 4c.)
THIA~UR.-Atown in the Carnatic, fifty-two miles W.S.W. from
Pondicherry ; lot. 11' 4 4 N., Ion.
79' 8' E. During the Carnatic wars
of last century *his was a strong
place, and sustained several sieges.
TnlLOuTA--A
town in the Province of Bahar, district of Sbahabad,
situated on the west bank
of the river Soane, about nineteen
miles N.N.E. from the fortress of
Rhotas, and ninety-six S.S.W. from
Patna. The vicinity of this place 1s
much embellished with groves of
trees, and several small Mdmmedan
of free-stone in a pleasing style
architecture--(Fdhrfon, qc.)
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TIBET
(or Southern Tartary).
The limits of this extensive region
,have never been accurately defined,
but for general purposes ~t may be
considered as comprehending all the
tract of country from the eastern
boundaries of Cashmere, in Ion. 74'
E. to the frontiers of China, about
Ion. 10UOE., slanting south along the
line of the Himalaya, from lat. 37'
N. to Int. 28' N. In length from erst
to west it may be estimated at 1,300
miles ; but its breadth from south to
north cannot be distinguished, the
demnrcation in that direction being
lost in the vast Tartarean plain. By
the uatives of Hindostan the tract
of country adjacent to and on
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both sides of the snowy peaks is
ter~nedBhote (Bhotn in Sanscrit),
and the inhabitants Blioteas; nor
does it appear that the name of Tibet
is any where in general use to designate the province, according to the
European acceptation of the word.
At present the whole territory (with
the exception of Labdack) is nominally or really subject to the Chinese ; nnd it is the portion of Tibet
more immediately governed by the
viceroy of Lassa that the following
general description chiefly refers.
The principal modern territorial subdivisions coltimencing with Lassa, the
seat of the Dalai, or grand Lama
l. Lassa
2. Teshoo Loomboo
3. The Undes
4. Lahdack.
But between the two first and the
mexlast a great expanse
plored country intervenes. AccordIng to the deba of Taclacote's information, the orders of the emperor of
Chiua reach Taclncote on the British
frontier (almost due north of Luck~L
~~ ~
no,) by the way of ~
Tazon, and Gurdon, the ex resses
being carried by horsemen,
there are relays on the road. From
Pekin to Lsssa, occupies forty-five
days ;from thence to Gurdon, fifteen
days; and lastly to Taclacote, by a
single horseman, six days, making a
total of sixty-six days ; but the' time
employed between the two last is
scarcely reconcileable with their rclalative positions. In 1816 the deba
abovementioned, although a functionary under the emperor, could not recognize Pekin ; China he called Geereu, and never had heard of the word
Tibet.
This is an extensive plateau of
great altitude, being part of the elevated table-land that gives rise not
only to many great rivers of India
and China, but also t o ~ h o s eof Northern Tartary, or Siberia. The Indus
and Sutulejeare known to have their
sources in this elevated region ; but
the river which more peculiarly appertains to Tibet is the Sanpoo, respecting which further information
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ia errtremely desirable. The Cailas times for the dryness of the winds.
and Himdaga both belong to Tibet, Here meat and fish are preserved duand contain between them the sacred ring winter in a frozen state, as in
lakes of Manasarovara and Rawan's Russia. Snow, however, is not an
fIrad. About the twenty-eighth d a indication of excessive cold, as a t
gree of north latitude the Himalaya Melville Island, in lat. 7 5 O N., none
marks the boundary between Tibet falls during the whde winter, and
and Bootan, and the summit of Cha- the frosty spicule that floated in the
malari is probably the highest land in air never lay deeper on the ground
this direction, as from thence the than a few inches. At Tuena, in Tirivers begin to flow north. Little is bet, on the 16th September 1783, a t
known regarding the interior of Ti- six in the morning, the thermometer
bet; but it is supposed to consist of stood below the freezing point. The
extensive stony or sandy plains, di- aridity of the atmosphere also in Tivmified b mountains of moderate bet is very remarkable, and operates
height, andlby pastures traversed by an e&ct similar to that of the scorchinconsiderable streams, which gene- ing winds that prevail over Some parts
rally lose themselves in salt lakes or of Hindostan.
Vegetation is fremorasses
According to Chinese quently dried to brittleness, and every
documents, the principal rivers of plant maj be rubbed to dust between
Tibet are the Sanpoo and the Moun- the fingers.
When first viewed, Tibet strikes
choo, which last rises in some mountains, about ninety miles E. by S. the stranger as one of the least fafrom Teshoo Loomboo, whence it voured countries under heaven, and
runs almost parallel within but eighty apparently in a reat measure not
mil- south of the Sanpoo, which it susceptible of cukivation, exhibiting
is supposed afterwards to join. The only low rocky hills or extensive
river Galdjao flows past Lassa, a few plains, unfavourable to vegetation.
miles to the south, and afterwards On account of the severity of the
falls into the Sanpoo with a rapid climate, the inhabitants are obliged
to seek for shelter in the valleys wd
current.
In the temperature of the seasons hollows. From Phari to Nainee, on
a remarkable uniformity prevails in the road leading from Bootnn to Tethis (the Lassa) quarter, both in their shoo Loomboo, a dilitance of nearly
periodical duration and return, the fifty miles, the country is very little
same division nearly taking place as removed in aspect, culture, and poin bengal. The spring is from March pulation from a desert. The hills
b May, with a variable atmosphere, are bare, and composed of a stiff, dry,
heat, thunder storms, and occasional mouldering rock, which s lits and
8howers. From June to September shivers with the frost. d e usual
is the season of humidity, when hea- crops are barley, coarse peas, and
vy and continued rains swell thc wheat, the first forming much the
nvers. From October to March a largest proportion of the whole. Nd
clear and uniform sky succeeds, sel- rice is cultivated, and wheat is sd
dom obscured by fogs or clouds. For scarce, that it never falls to the lot
three months of this period a degree of the poorer classes. Coarse peas
of cold is felt, far greater, probably, are given to horses and mules, and
than is experienced even in northern from barley the shraub (spirit, or whisEurope. Its extreme severity is more key) is distilled, which is so favongrticnlarly confined to the southern rite a beverage with all ranks in Tiundary of Tibet, near the elevated bet. Turnips and radishes are the
range of mountains which separate it only garden vegetables, and peaches
from Nepaul,Bootan,andAssam. The and bynes the only fruits. I t is the
summits of these are covered at all practice of the cultivators to flood
seasons of the year with snow, and the low lands on the approach of
their vicinity is remarkable at a11 winter with water, which freezing,
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covers their surface with a sheet of soarce, the only substitute for fire.
ice, and thus preserves the scanty wood being the dried dung of anisoil on their surface from the violence mals. Thus situated, and in so rigorous a climate, the most valuable disof the winds.
Although the surface of the coun- covery for the frozen inhabitants of
try is so unpromising, its interior in Tibet would be that of a coal mine.
some degree compensates by the I t is said that in some parts of China,
richness of its mineral stores ; and bordering on Tibet, coal is found, and
on the surface of this dry and elevat- used as a fuel.
In Tibet n great superabundance of
ed region the production of nitre is
abundant and spontaneous. Gold is animal life is found, which is not the
found in many parts, and often uo- case in Bootan, where, except docommonly pure. I t is collected both . mesticated quadrupeds, there are n o
from mines and the beds of rivers, others, and besides pheasants almost
attached to small pieces of stone ; a t no game. In Tibet, on the contrary,
other times i t is found in large masses, the variety and quantity of wild fowl,
lumps, and irregular veins. The gold game, beasts of prey, flocks, droves
mines are the exclu~iveproperty of and herds, are astonishing,and not to
the government, which, according to have been expected in so inhospitaAbdul Russool, only permits one, ble .a climate. Among the most resituated eighteen munzils, or days' markable animals is the yak or bushyjourney, west of Lassa, and within tail b ~ ~ l l .I n size they resemble the.
three lnunzils of a place named Lun- English cattle, and are covered a11
chie, to be worked by contract on over with a thick coat of long hair.
the following conditions : each indi- There is a grent variety of colour
vidual applying for the privilege must among them, but white and black are
come under an engagement t o deliver the most prevalent. Although not
t o the sovereign six maashas of gold large boned they seem of great bulk,
bullion, each maasha being rather owing to the profuse thickness of
more in weight than the tenth of a their coat. These cattle are pmtured
rupee, for which consideration he in the coldest parts of Tibet, on the
obtains permission t o work the mine short herbage peculiar to the tops of
for three or four months. Whatever mountains and bleak plains. They
be the result of his labour he is oblig- are found almost every where, but
ed to deliver six maashm t o the go- the lofty mountains that separate
vernment ; but any surplus he re- Tibet from Bootan are their favourite
serves to himself, except when he haunts. They are never employed
discovers any single mass weighing in agriculture, but are useful as beasts
more than seven tolahs, which (ac- of burthen, and from their hair ropes
cording to the authority above quot- and tentsare manufactured. Through'ed) he is required to deposit again in out Hindostan their tails are in great
the mine to prevent its exhaustion. request as chowries, to drive away
The right of mining is granted only flies and musquetoes; they are liket o such a number of persons as shall wise employed as ornamental furnibe sufficient, by the delivery of six ture for horses and elephants. They
maashes each, to yield the govern- supply an abundant quantity of rich
ment a total annual amount of five milk, from which excellent butter is
maunds, or about 400 pounds of pure -procured, and when uneasy they make
bullion. Rock salt is found every a grunting noise. Besides the yaks
where, but there is said to be nomines there are small cattle like those of
either ofsilver or iron. Cinnabar, con- Bengal, mosdy employed in agricultaining a large proportion of quick- ture.
silver, is a production of Tibet, and
Another native of Tibet is the
might be advantageously extracted by muskdeer,which isobserved to delight
distillation if fuel weremore plentiful; in intense cold. This animal is about
but unfortunately it is remarkably the size of a moderate sued, bog,
VOL. 11.
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which it resembles in the figure of
its body. I t has a s ~ n ~bead,
l l a thick
and round hind quarter, no scut, and
extremely delicate limbs. From the
upper jaw two lo117 curved tusks proceed, directed do\: wards. h is covered with a pro~'$ous quantity of
hair, between two md three inches
long, which grows erect over the body,
and seems to partake more of the
nature of feathers or of porcupine's
quills. The musk isa secretion formed
in a little bag, or tumour, resembling
a wen, situated at the navel, and is
only found in the male. This animal
is here reckoned the property of the
state, and can only be hunted by permission of government. In that portion of Tibet adjoining the Himalaya
and Cailns nlountains, the changes of
temperature nre so frequent and sudden, that the indigenous quadrupeds
require very warm clothing to protect
them from its vicissitudes, and we
find that nature has accordingly very
liberally supplied them with the fittest
materials. The sheep has a very
thick and heavy fleece ; the goat has
at the root 01' his long shaggy hair a
very fine l i ~ rinterspersed ; while the
cow has a substance of the same sort,
so little inferior in warmth and softness, that it might almost prove a
substitcte for the fur of the celebrated
shawl goat, another peculiar produetion of Tibet. These creatures are
of various colours, black, white, a
faint bluish tinge, and of a shade
somewhat lighter than a fawn. They
have strait horns, and are of a lower
stature than the stnavest sheep in
England. The material used for the
manufacture of shawls is of a light,
firm texture, and grows next the
skin, having over i t a covering of
long coarse hair, which preserves the
softness of the interior coat. After
repeated trials it has been found in]posaible to rear this species of goat
in any other country.
1 he hare of Tibet has a fur of
peculiar length and thickness, and
even the dog has a coat of fur added
to his usual covering of thick hair.
The wild horse, the wild ass, and i t
is reported, the mule are found

among the Tartarian mountains, bur
it is not known that they have any
covering ap roaching the nature of
fur.- The Llaral (0th ammom), partaking the nature both of a deer a n d
a sheep, has at the base of its brittle
hair a most beautiful brown fur.
T h e domesticated horses are rather
hrger than the Bootan tanyans, and
show considerable strength and speed.
The mulea are also large and strong,
and are the ordinary carriage animals
t h r o ~ ~ g h o Tibet.
ut
T h e dogs resemble the large Nepaul maatitf, and are
both stout and ferocious. Immense
flocks of sheep are pastured throughout the country, where mutton f o r n ~ s
the principal animal food of the middling and higher mnks. They are
also occasionally used as beasts of
burtlren, and flocks of them are seen
in motion laden with grain and salt,
each carrying froni fifteen to twenty
pounds. The akins of lambs are
cured with the wool on, and constitute a valuable article of traffic. In
order to obtain the skin in the highest degree of erfection, the dam is sometimes k i l t d before her time of
yeaning, which ensures a silky softness to the fleece, and renders it peculiarly fitted for the lining of vests,
for which purpose it is in high estin~ation over all China and Tartary.
The principal intercourse of the
Eastern Tibetians, commercial as well
as political, is with China. There are
two roads from Lassa to Pecheen, o r
Pekia, the Chinese capital. The first
is the post roadalong which despatches
are carried on horses, the journey
to and from usually occupying two
months, but expresses get over t h e
space in twenty days; the other
road is more circuitous, yet i t is t h e
one usually selected by merchants,
being better adapted for the conveyance of baggage and merchandize. It
is, however, much more tedious, and
commonly emplojs eight months, but
it i$ the route pursued by the annual
caravan, which reaches Lassa in October, and sets out on its return t o
China in June. T h e camvan from
China t o Lassa in October usually
comprehends an aggregate of 500 or
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600 men, bringing goods, on cattle, lac, and a few other articles of small
mules, and in some instances on value; the whole estimated at onelack
horses. The principal . imports to d rupees.
Lassa in 1814 were tea in l a v e
I t does not appear that any artiquantities ; axheen, a Chinese silk cles, the original produce or manuof coarse texture; khaduk, another facture of Nepaul, are imported to
Coarse Chinese silk; various kinds of Tibet; the first-mentioned country
coarse cloths used for making tents, sewing merely as a route for the mer&c.; European broadcloth to a small chnndite of Hindostan, consisting
amount ; various kinds of silk ; silver princil~allyof mushroo cloth and kinbullion in lumps, some weighing 166 kauhs manufactored at Benares; otter
rupees, others smaller ; a little China- skins, pearls, coral, chanks or large
ware; pearls and coral ; besides Eu- shells, and buffaloe horns, from Benropean cutlery and other miscella- gal ; Allahabad cloth, coarse sugar,
neous articles. According to Abdul and s+eetnleats from Hindostan, and
Russool, by a regulation of the Chi- broad-cloth, telescopes, mirrors, &c.
nese government it is required, that of European nranufacture. The exthe amount of silver bullion sent to ports from Tibet to Nepaul are tea,
Lassa by the caravan, for the payment China silk, and silver, nll originally
of the Chinese troops stationed there, from China; and musk, cow tails,
b r the salaries of the tazin, viziers, and sable furs, the produce of Tibet.
and other contingencies, be received A Nepi~ulesevakeel od the part of
by the Chinese merchants in payment fhe Gorhha raja resides at Lassa,
for the tea sold at Lassa and carried where he adjusts the litigations of
back to China, which appears a most his countrymen, and communicates
cumbrous arrangement. The duties in political affairs with the Chinese
on exports from ('hina to Lassa are functionaties. I t is conjecturedt hat
collected before their departure from there are from two to three thousand
Pekin. No government escort attends natives of the countries subject to
the caravan to Lassa, but the imperial Nepaul coi~stantlyresiding in Lassa,
government is responsible for its se- where they act as gold and silvercurity, and makes good all losses s u s smiths, and retail traders in puttoo,
tained by theft or robbery during the a coarse woollen cloth manufactured
transit.
at Logha, a small village in the ncighFrom Lassa to Pekin the caravan bourhood bf Lassa. The Tibetians
owries puttoo (a coarae woollen cloth entertain but an indifferent opinion of
manufactured near Lassa, of which a the Nepaulese as a nation, considering
great amount is annually exported to them turbulent, ambitious, and enChina); toos (a fine woollen cloth, croaching neighbours.
The natives of Cashmere establishresembling the looee of Hindostan ;
and manufactured in Tibet); gold bul- ed with their families at Lassa are
lion, the produce of the Tibet mines ; computed at 150 persons, who carry
mushroo (a silk manufacture of Be- on a considerab!e trade between that
nares) ; Hindostan chintzes, Allaha- capital and their native country, from
bad cloths, imported from u per Hin- whence they import shawls, numdostan, and otter skins, cianks or dee, a very thick woollen cloth, saflarge shells, rhinoceros'-hovns, and fron, and dried fruit. The exports to
peacock feathers, all in the first in- Gashmete are silver bullion, and tea,
of which last article to the value of
stance imported from Bengal,
A commercial intercourse subsists 1,50,000 rupees, is annually exported
between Tibet and Assam, tra~sacted from Lassa to Cashmere. The comon the confines of the respective merce between Bootnn and Tibet is
states. The exports to Amam consht not open and unrestricted, being moprincipdy of silver bullion and tock- nopolized by the Deb raja, who is
salt ; the imports from Assam are the principal merchant in his own
rice, coarse silk, cloths, iron, stick- domirtions, from whence be sends a
2
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cnravan annually, attended by about copper, so that it is rather difficult
fifty persons, r h o convey from thirty to account for its maintnining its ret o forty thousand rupees- worth of puted value. Some few sicca rupees
oo&, consisting principally of the are likewise current. As in Bootan,
oir a small quan- the first member of the state here is
f o ~ ~ o w articles,
in~
tity of nce, barchatte cloth, burraee also the chief merchant, he is consecloth, pearls and coral, all originally quently invested with privileges above
from Bengal. The return articles car- the common adventurer, who cannot
ried to Bootan are gold bullion, enter into competition with him.
In 1816, according to Chinese auchowries or cow tails, tea, khaduk,
a coarse Chinese silk, and cocheen, thorities, the jurisdiction of their
a Chinese embossed silk of a coarse sovereign extended in a westerly direction five days' journey from Gurtexture.
The Sikkibn, or Damoo Jung raja, don which is about 81' east Isngisends annually an offering of a small tndc, but does not include Lahdack.
amount to the grand Lama, in re- The Chinese tazin who represents
turn for which he receives n resent the emperor at Lassa, may be virfrom that incarnation, but tpe real tually considered the viceroy of the
commerce is of trivial importance. province in nll matters of real imThe intercourse, however, is quite portance, the bonds of subjugation t o
direct, the route attended with little the celestial empire having evidently
diliiculty, and under existing circum- been drawn closer since Captain Turstances is apparently the best that a ner travelled in 1783. The appointEuropean, bent on explorin the ment of the four viziers, who form
country, could follow. ~inBostan the state council, cannot take erect
receives the merchandize of Tibet until presented to him, and be subse
through the intervening countries. quently confirmed by the Chinese emThe principal article is gold, but from peror. An appeal, en dernier ressort,
the concealment practised it is im- may be made to him from nll capital
possible even to conjecture to what punishments, and he may order the
amount; the next in importance is naib or deputy t o revise any legal
tincal, then musk, and formerly some proceedings. His rank is next to that
rock-salt. Tibet is not, os has been of the Lama, and above the rajas ; In
supposed, destitute of woollen fa- real power he is greatly superior t o
brics suited to the severity of the both. Of late years it has become
climate, although in beauty they can- part of his official duty to make a n
not compete with the manufactures annual tour to the Nepaul frontier,
of England. The best is named and. on the opposite side as far as
too3, a fine kind of woollen cloth of China, attended by oue of the four
a soft texture, manufactured at Lassa viziers, to examine the state of t h e
only, and capable of receiving a great country. For the expences of this
variety of dyes. The next is named excursion he is allowed 5,000 tanks
puttoo, which is n coarser cloth re- (or about 10,000 rupees), which h e
sembling English broad-cloth, and seldom or never expends, extorting
also fitted for the reception of any such articles as he requires from t h e
colour. Great quantities, especially inhabitants. This exaction,.however,
of a red coloor, are annually export- is said to be the only op ression tbe
ed to China. According to Abdul Tibetinns s u e r from tgdr foreign
Russool, the comlnon currency of masters, whose government is otherTibet is a coin named tank, about wise mild and lenient.
48. 6d. in value, either whole or cut
Within this vast province there are
into halves. It has the appearnnce said to be only 1,000 Chinese troops
of a silver coin resembling the sicca permanently stationed ; of,which 400
rupee, but it contains very little sil- remained at Lassa, 200 at Gyanchee
ver, the greater part of its composi- (twelve days' jolrrney west of Lassa),
tion being a mlxture of brass and 300atTeshooLoomboo(ten days'jour-
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ney south-west of Lassa),and 200 at
Tingry fort, twenty-two days' journey W.S.W. from Lassa, and not far
from the northera frontier of Nepaul.
The small numerical amount of this
force is partly accounted for by the
entire reliance of the Lassa government on that of Chins for protection
against foreign invasion ; but it also
goes far to prove the mildness and
popularity of the government. The
discipline is very bad, but the soldiers are said individually to be
strong and hardy. Theirweapons are
matchloeka and swords, the last worn
on the right side. For the origin of
this practice there is a tradition, that
wlien Tamerlane conquered Tibet he
treated the inhabitants with universal clemency, on condition that they
would adopt some custom which
should in future ages recal the memory of his predominance in these
remote conntries, in fulfilment of
which the Tibet military have ever
since fixed the sword on the right
side.
The Lamas are the priests of the
sect of Buddha in Tibet, and the
territories adjacent, and are monks
who, a t least nominally,have forsaken
the pleasures of this world; they reject i n toto the doctrine of caste, and
a proselyte of any nation may be admitted into their order. Those who
consider themselves the adherents of
Sakya Gamba, who came from India
about the time of our Saviour, and
has ever since resided at Lassa, where
he enjoys perpetual youth; but, besides this individual, there are many
other personages who are considered
to be incarnations of different Buddhas. Of this description the most
remarkable are the Dharma raja, or
spiritual chief of Bootan; but still
more celebrated and sacred is the
Teshoo Lama, who resides a t Diggarcheh, or Teshoo Loomboo, and is
the spiritual guide of the Chinese empcror.
The grand or Dalai Lama, who resides at Lassa, is considered by his
adherents to be an incarnation of the
divinity in a human form, on the diesolution of which he enters a new

one, after a stated period, and, becoming thus revealed to the ~nhabitants of the earth, resumes his dormant functions. According to Abdul
Russool, who long resided at Lassa,
the mode adopted for a ~ c e r t a i n i n ~
the identity of the new Lama, is the
following :
Immediately after the mortal frame
of the defunct Lamn has ceased to
breathe, the religious orders cornmence a course of peculiar ceremonies,
and all classes join in prayer and suplication for the restoration of their
Post deity. These mysteries and invocatio~~s
are prosecuted for a period
of three years, during which period
sums of money are distributed from
the public treasury, and the priesthood fare sumptuously. On the expiration of three years the naib ar
raja, who is the second sacred dignitary in the state, proceeds to ascertain the time, place, and form of the
Lama's impending incarnation. At
Lassa the high priests always reside,
whose hereditary office it is to reveal the migration of the Lama into
his new form, and the raja calls on
these hierophants, a t the expiration
of the above period, to depose severally what they know regarding the
expected descent of the Lama. Being
thus appealed to, the high priest,
having carefully secluded himself
from all external communication,
drinks shraub (spirits) until he is intoxicated, and also performs varioua
ceremonies ;after which while thus
inspired, he reveals in writing the
time, place, and form of the new
incarnation. This document being
sealed up with much care, a similar
reference is made to the second high
priest, who having gone through a
similar process of inspiration, produces his revelation, after which a
conclusive reference, accompanied by
the like solemnities, is made tb the
third high priest. When thus o b
tained, these three declarations are
opened, and, if their separate prognostics regarding the new incarnation
do not exactly coincide, tbe whole
are rejected, and fresh ceremonies instituted.
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On the other hand, when the
three revelations exactly correspond,
they are forwarded to tlie Teshoo
Lama, who after exsnlination confirms them as true and inspired, or
rejects them as false and sl~urious.
If the first, he promulgates hin own
written annunciation of the Lama's
reappearance, declaring that in such
a family and form, and at nuch a
time, the Lama has been or will be
incarnate. This instrument, niarked
with hi8 seal, is sent to Lassa, where
it receives the seals of the naibs of
the four villages which compose the
supreme council, and of all the principal functionaries; after which, as a
matter of form, it is sent to the emperor of China for his confirmation.
When thc truth of the revelation her,
been recognized by that powerful
monarcb, it is made public, after
which the nobles, priests, and chief
o5cers of government repair to the
spot where the Lama's incarnation
has been redicated, and conduct him
with mucg pomp to the a ital, where,
a f t being inaugurate4 he t a k a
up his abode in the palace or sanctuary, and enters on all the functions
of his exalted station. According to
Abdul Russool, he alwa s appears
as an only child, whose Kther is secretly immolated immediately after
his son's recognition. It is said,
however, that notwithstanding the
fatal result above alluded to, that the
honour of being father to the lama is
eagerly sought after, and that there
never has been an instance of a Lama's incarnation except in a rich
family.
Such is the Lama's entrance; when
his exit t a k a place, the hody is exposed to the air until it becomes dry,
after which it is enshrined in a case
of highly wrought silver, representing
a human figure in an upright attitude,
and is thus deposited in the temple
as an idol to be worshipped. The
personal residence of the grand Lama
is at Patela (aboot eight miles distant
from the city of Lassa), where 170
priests of the first rank, devoted to
prayer and the performance of neverending ceremonies, reside with him

in the palace. He is almost entirely
sccluded from the world, never a p
pearing in public but once annuall
when he repairs to the grand temp{:
to perform public worship a t t h e
comnlencement of the iiew year, and
corresponding with the Hooly of t h e
Brahminical Hindoos. Even after
his installation he rarely gives any
attention to the temporal a i i r s of
his state, and none at all to its internal economy; yet it is said h e
generally takes exclusive cognizance
of all correspondence with foreign
states. On the arrival of a despatch
from a foreign government, it is carried directly to the Lama, who immediately nummons his council, which
after deliberation repairs to the residence of the Chinese tazin, where the
consultation is renewed. If the subject be of extraordinary importance,
a reference is made by the tazin t o
the emperor of China ; if otherwise,
the w i n and council determine on
the reply, which is carried to the
Lama to receive the impression of his
seal.
The evils that might be expected
to arise from this union of the
priestly and regal dignities in the
same person, are greatly neutralized
by the complete seclusion of the
grand Lama from temporalafairs, his
authority not decending to any of
the inferior sacerdotal functionaries,
who have no concern whatever with
the civil administration of the state.
At the annual celebration, however,
of the great festival ahove-mentioned an exception occurs, as for twenty-four days all the regular civil authorities continue suspended, their
power being for that period of time
transferred to the principal priests. In
fact the Tibetian nation appears t o
be divided into two distinct and separate classes, those who carry on
the business of the world, and those
who hold intercourse with heaven.
No interference of the laity ever interrupts the regulated duties of tlie
clergy, yet it does not appear that
the first are interdicted the study of
any books held sacred by the Lamas.
The ritual or ceremonial worship ap-
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pears to differ materially from that
of the Brahminical Hindoosj and
from many of their prejudices, especially such as relate to the perplexing
distinctions of caste, the natives of
Tibet are wholly exempt. With the
latter religion is all system and order.
A sovereign Lama, immaculate, immortal, omnipresent, and omniscient,
is placed at the summit of their fabric; the Hindoos, on the contrary,
acknowledge no individual supreme
authority. The Lama is esteemed
the vicegerent of the deity, and he is
also the centre of the civil government, which derives from his snnctity
its chief influence and power. A r e
gular gradation is also observed, from
the grand Lama through the whole
order of gylongs or monks to the
youngest noviciate.
The dress of the religious orders in
this quarter of Asia is the regular
habit of every attendant at court. I t
consists of a vest of woollen cloth,
with sleeves of a deep garnet colour,
and a large mantle either of the same
ur of a thinner texture, resembling a
shawl, a sort of philibeg or kelt, and
huge boots of bulgar hides, lined either with fur or cloth, complete
their habiliments. The priests of the
two sects are distinguished from
each other by their dress, the red
and the yellow cap ; but the last is
reckoned the most orthodox, having
among its adherents the emperor of
China. The grand or Dalai Lama of
Lassa, the Tesboo Lama, and the
Taranath Lama, preside as pontiffi
over the yellow, which sect, as may
be supposed, prevails over a large
portion of Tibet. In like manner
three Lamas preside over the red diviaion, via. Lam Rimbochay, Lam
Nawangmamghi, and Lam Ghassatoo.
Thesehave their residence in Bootan,
in separate monasteries ; the prmcipal of the red class in Tibet resides
at Sakia. The president of a monastery is always styled Lama. Their
religious buildings and monasteries
are all adorned at each angle with
the head of a lion, having bells
hanging from his lower jaw, and the
sarne ornameat is equally conspicu-

ous at every projection of the palace
wall ; yet the animal is not a native
.
of the country.
According to Abdul Russool, the
next person in rank at Lassa to the
grand Lama is the raja, who is also
termed the naib or deputy, and is
the functionary who administers the
temporal affiirs of the Lama's dominions. This officer is also considered
a being of mysterious origin, undergoing transmigrations similar to
those of the supreme pontiK and
havii~ghis identity established by a
similar process. Holding a character
distinct from the sncerdotal, he may
be regarded as the civil ruler of the
state, limited on one hand b the influence of the Chinese tazin [or greet
man), and on the other by the permanent laws of the realm. I t has
b a n stated above that all political
negociations with foreign powers
wme under the immediate cognizanee
of the grand Lama; but during the
interregna occasioned by his frequent transmigrations, the conducting of these affairs, so far as concerns
the local government' of Tibet, devolves on the raja, next to whom in
rankand authority isthe councilbf the
four shubbehs or viziers, which indeed
may be considered the efficient government as far as refers to domestic
affairs. The members are always native Tibetians, and when a vacancy
occurs it is filled up by the raja in
conjunction with the three surviving
viziers ; but the appointment niust
also be sanctioned by the Chinese
tazin, and finally ratified by the emperor, with whom in reality it rests.
Each vizier receives in virtue of his
office a considerable jaghire from the
Lama, besides a salary from the Chinese government, equal to about
1,500 rupees per annum, paid partly
in silver and partly in cocheen silk.
In A.D. 1816 the three existing viziers were Doornng Shubbel~,Shutteh Shubbeh, and Bangashar Shubbeh.
The gradation of the officers composing the local government of Tibet
are the following : 1st. the raja; 2d.
the council of the four shubbehs;

,
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3d. two sheodebs, one for the coun- numbers, the choice of the wife betry, and the other for the capital;
4th. the phompoms or officers of
the exchequer; 5th. the bukhsy or
commander of the army ; 6th. the
cutwal or chief police magistrate of
the capital ; 7th. the zoongpoons,
who are magistrates, collectors of
the revenue, and principal officers of
the police similar to the tannadars of
the British districts. These last are
fired at stations about thirt or forty
miles from each otl~er,andl have establkhments under them of fifteen
men armed with swords and matchlocks ; but there does not appear to
be any regular establishment of p r e
ventive police throughout Tibet, nor
indeed are criminal offences of such
frequent occurrence as to call for it.
T o guard against petty thefts and
burglaries, all ranks are enjoined to
keep large and active dogs resembling
the Nepaul masti&. The sheodela
above-mentioned appear to be judges
ofappeal in the civil and criminal d e
partments. In extraordinary cases
appeals are permitted to the court of
the four viziers, to the raja, and finally to the Chinese taziu.
The written laws of Tibet are said
t o be of great antiquity, and to have
a strong analogy to those of China,
according to which in recent times
they have certainly been modified.
Robbery or dacoity is usually punished by perpetual banishment, except when attended with murder, in
which case death is inflicted on the
delinquent. Adultery is not classed
among criminal offences, nor is its
perpetration said to excite any irascible feelings in the minds of this
torpid people. Wit11 respect to matrimony, a custom prevails in Tibet
at once different from the modes of
Europe, where one female becomes
the wife of one man, and the oppod t e practice prevalent over the
greater part of Asia, where one male
exercises an uncontrolled despotism
over many females. Here a custom
still more preposterous is found, that
of polyandria, one female associating
with all the brothers of a fanlily,
without any restriction of age or

ing the exclusive privilege of t h e
elder brother. This arrangement
differs considerably from the Nair
customson the coast of Malabar,but
similar practice is said to be followed
by the bearer caste in the province of
Orissa. In the ceremony of marriage the priests of Tibet have n o
share whatever, it being ratified and
completed without their interferenee.
The officers of state, as well as those
who aspire to such distinctions, deem
it a business ill suited with their
dignities and duties to attend to the
propagation of the species, which
they entirely abandon to mere plebeians.
I t is a general belief in Tibet
that the arts and sciences had their
origin in the holy city of Benares,
which the inhabitants hare been
tau ht to consider as the source of
boti learning and reliiim ;the Company's old provinces are consequently
eld in high estimation. The Gangetic provinces are called Anakhenk
or Anonkhenk, and by the Tartars
Enacac, which appellation has been
extended so as to comprehend all
India. I t is asserted that the art of
printing, that engine of good and
evil, has from a very remote period
been practised in Tibet, but solimited
in its use by the influence of superstition, that not the slightest improvement has ever taken place.
Copies of religious works arc multiplied, not by moveable types, but by
means of set forms in the nature af
stereotype, which they impress on
thin slips of paper of their own fabrication. The letters run from the left
hand to the right, as in Europe. T h e
printed and written character appropriated to works of learning and religion is styled in the language of
Tibet the uchin ; that of business
and correspondence the umim. Their
alphabet aud character they acknowledge to be derived from the Sanscrit.
When visited by Captain Turner in
1783 they were foundacquainted with
the existence of the satellites of Jupiter and the ring of Saturn.
According to tradition the ancient

promulgators of their fbith proceeded
from Benares, and arter having advanced to the east over the empire
of China, are said to have directed
their course towards Europe. The
funeral ceremonies performed by the
Cslmucks near the river Wolga in
Russia, on the decease of their chief
Lama, are nearly the same with those
thnt take place at the funeral of a
gylong in Bootan, on the borders of
Bengal, which shows the prodigious
diffision of the Lama religion and
Hindoo system. Their own instruction in science and religion the Tibetians refer to a period long prior
to the existence of either in Europe;
but Sir William Jones considered
them as Hindoos who had engrafted
the heresies of Buddha on their own
mythological religion. The principal
idol in their tenlples is Mahamuni,
the Buddha of Hindostan, who is
worshipped throughout the vast Tartarian plains under an infinite variety
of names. Durga, Cali, Ganesa with
his elephant head, Cartikeya (the
Hindoo Mars), with many other
Brahminical deities, have a16 a'place
in the pantheon of Tibet. The same
places of popular esteem or religious
resort are equally respected in Tibet
and Bengal, Allahabad, Bensres, Durjodun, Gaya, Saugor island, and
Juggernauth being objects of devout
pilgrimage ; but the two last are
deemed of pre-eminent sanctity,while
Gaya, the birth-place of their great
legislator, is only of secondary rank.
Those who are unable to perform
the pilgrimages in peraon, acquire a
considerable degree of merit by having it performed by proxy. Within
their own limits, the peak of Chumalari, probably the loftiest of the
Himalaya, is greatly venerated both
by the Buddhists and Brahminical
Hindoos, who resort there as votaries
to pay their adoration on its snowclad summit. No satisfactory explanation has ever been given of the
peculiar sanctity ascribed to this
mountain; but it may be observed
in general, that every singular pheilomenon in nature becomes an object
of worship to the Hindoos, whether

it be a anowy monhtn:n, a hot well,
the source or conflux of a river, a
lake, or a volcsno.
The inhabitants of Tibet, differing
from most other nations (with the
exception of the Lamas), either totally neglect the bodies of their dead,
or treat them in a manner that a p
pears highly barbarous. The inferior
Lamas are consumed by fire, and
their ashes deposited in little metallic
idols, but common subjects nre treated with much less ceremony. Some
are carried to lofty eminences, where
after having been disjointed, and the
limbs divided, they are left a prey to
ravens, kites, and other carnivorous
birds; but in the more populous
tracts the dogs also participate in the
repast.
In a region so extended as Tibet
it is probable there exists a great
variety of locnl manners, customs,
and dialects; but only a small portion
due north of Bootan having ever
been penetrated to any depth by Europeans, the following remarks may
be considered as chiefly applicable to
this quarter. By Abdul Russool,
who long resided among them, the
subjects of the grand Lama are represented as an industrious, contented, mild race of men, sluggish
in their intellect, and phlegmatic in
their amorous propensities. A genuine Tibetian begins his day with the
performance of a short worship at a
public temple, every village possessing one, after which he pursues his
peculiar occupation until the evenlng, which is devoted to recreation.
Dancing is a favourite amusement,
and is performed by all ranks and
degrees, there being no professional
dancers as in Hindostan. Infanticide,
so much practised in China, is said
to be unknown here : yet it is wet1
ascertained that female infanticide is
not unusual amongst the Bhooteas of
the Himalaya. Marriage takes place
about the age of twenty or twentytwo, and is usually arranged by the
parents of the parties, the female
bringing a dower. Abdul Russool asserts that the custom of one woman
becoming the wife-of all the brothecs
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still prevails in Tibet, in which be ench other, with three or four aperagrees with Captain Turner and tures to admit light. The roof i s a
other trnvellers, who seems satisfied flat terrace, surrounded by a parapet
of the fact, without endeavouring to wall two or three feet high. T h e
explain what becomes of the redun- chief food of the Tibetians is mutdant females. The original object of ton, with various preparations of
this disgusting practice was probably, barley, mixed with tea and shraub,
in put, to prevent too rapid an in- s irits or beer, and in their repast8
creme of population in a barren knd, tiey are said to give a uniform preand it has been falling into disuse ference to undressed crude meat. O f
about Lassa since the Chinese be- this description mutton is almost
came predominant; but it must also their only food, and at their feasts
be ascribed to the torpid liabits and the table is neen spread with raw
phlegmatic constitutions of the no- joints of fresh mutton as well a s
tlve Bhooteas and Tibetians, aggra- boiled. The ordinances of their revatedconsiderably by the multil)licity ligion forbid their eating fowls, but
of their superstitious observances. eggs are an article of ordinary conConjugal fidelity is consequently heid sumption. The higher ranks eat off
in small estimation, a fernale being china-ware, the lower off copper ;
allowed to transfer her person and ' and each individual about Lassa caraffections from m e man to another ries with him a knife and fork of
without incurring the least reproach European manufacture imported by
for making the first advances. Iu- the way of China.
heritance descends from the father
The small-pox is a disorder as
to the oldest son, and in default of much dreaded by the natives of Tibet
male issue, to the oldest brother or as the plag~ieia in other parts of
his sons: but should the deceased Asia. When i t is known to exist in
leave no sons, brothers, or brothers' a village, the healthy hurry 06and
sons, the property devolves to the leave the infected to chance and the
wife and her daughters.
natural course of the distemper. The
The natives of Tibet are accue- use of mercury for the cure of the
tomed to very warm clothing, the venereal dieease appears to have been
dress of the lower classes in summer early introduced, and is administered
being woollens of an inferior dewrip- with considerable skill. The great
tion, and in winter sheep or foxes scarcity of timber not permitting the
skins, cured with the wool and fur inhabitants to have boarded floors,
on. About L m a the joobhas or loose they are troubled with cramps and
upper garments, and the trowsers of rheumatic pains. On account of the
the higher classes, are made of Eu- high winds, sandy soil, and glare reropean broad-cloth, Chinese satin, fleeted from the snow and ground,
cocheensilk,andHindostany musbroo the natives of Tibet are subject t o
o r kinharb. In winter the upper sore eyes, and total loss of sight.
garment of the more affluent are
A white scarf is an invariable atlined with sable fura or otter k i n e ; tendant on every intercourse of cerethe poorer e b s e s then wear puttoo mony both in Bwtan and Tibet. A
cloth of home manufacture, lined similar piece of silk is always transwith sheep, goat, and jackal skins, mitted under cover with letters,which
and always travelling on levelground, in England would prove an expensive
carry a weight of clothing that b i i compliment. This n~anufactureis of
defiance to the most piercing winds. a t h ~ otexture, resembling that sort
-Both here and in Bootan the great of Chiaa stuff c d e d l~elong,and in
men are peculivly accnstomed t o remarkable for the ptirity of itsglossy
travel in the dark. The houses of whiteotss. They are commonly da
t h e peasantry are of a poor construe- masked, and the sacred words, " om
tion, and resemble brick-kilns. They mani *mi om" are usually near both
.are built d r ~ u &stones, heaped on 4,which terrninste in a fringe.
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The origin or meaning of this mode
of intercourse has never been ascert i n e d ; it is of such moment, however, that the raja of Bootan once
returned a letter to the resident a t
Rungpoor, which he had transmitted
from the poverl~or-geueral, unattended with this bulky incumbmnce,
to testify its authenticity.
The supreme control of the eastern
provinces s~~bordinate
to the Chinese is vested in the deba, tazin or
.viceroy of Oochong (Lassa), and the
deba of Gurdon possesses considerable power; but employments and
honours are open to 811 classes of the
people, there being no castes or privileged classes in Tibet. In 1816 an
instance occured when an ironsmith
was promoted from the anvil to the
situation of shubbeh, or vizier of tbe
great council. Wherever a deb8 resides a Lama is also appointed, the
first being the civil and military g*
vernor, the lest a pontiff, to whom
the conducting of spiritual amngements is delegated ; and both authoties are frequently relieved or transferred from one station t o another.
All foreign nlerchants and others
experience liberal treatment in Tibet,
and where there are a considerable
number df any particular nation colIected, as Nepaulese and Cashmb
rians, they are permitted to adjust
their own pecullar disputes by arbitration. This disposition to liberality,
however, hss in modern times been
greatly counteracted by the proverbial jealousy of their Chinese sup*
riors, who view all ~trangers,especially Euro eans, and of all Europeans
the Britb!, with singular horror and
suspicion. Neither does the sterile
soil and rigid climate of Tibet present any attractions, for it at once
restrains population within the narrowest bounds, and by the absence
of exportable productions, prevents
the extension of commerce; indeed,
the state of affairs is exactly such a8
might be expected in a country gorerned by a sluggish hierarchy, entirely dependent for protection on a
foreign and very diatant goverument.
Witb the exception of o m gold
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mine, according to Abdul %us-1,
the revenue of the state is wholly
derived tiom land rent, which is fixed
in its amount by the] unalterable r e
cords of the country, where the sum
due by each respective estate is particuiarly specified, and collected
agreeably thereto by the zoongpoons
deputed from Lassa. The tenures
by. which land property is held are
said great1 to resemble those of
Be@,
m i may like them be goid
and transferred in whatever manner is most tyeeable to the proprietor, and w en retained descend
In hereditary succeseion. The t g
nanta and cultivators who punctually dicharge the legal demands
against them can neither be removed
or have that demand augmented.
The revenue when collected is forwarded to Lassa, where it is deposited with the phompoms or fiscal &cers, who, under the control of t h e
viziers, have charge of the general
treasury and superintend the state
disbursements. There is no regular
tribute paid by the Tibet state to the
emperors of China, but an inconside
mble present in anntlally sent him by
the grand Lama, who receives one in
return of much greater value.
The geo phical and chronological k n o w l e g of the Tibnians is m
very limited that no accurate information has yet been procured, either
of the ancient extent of the kingdom, or of the age of their religious
institutions. Their cycle is that of
twelve years, and their year is subdivided into twelve months, commencing like the Hindoo Hooly at the vernal equinox. In 1816 the deba of
Taclacot informed Captain Webb
that 130 years had elapsed since the
perfect rtubjectio~to China of the
provinces adjacent to the,British poseessiona in Northern Hindostan ; but
&ere is reason to bdieve that event
took place about A.D. 1720, when
the emperor of China acquired the
sovereignty of Tibet in the old way,
by interfering in the quarrels of two
contending parties. On the 6th of
July 1780 the Teahoo Lama died in
C h ~ n of
a the small-pox, in the fortp
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wventh yerr of his age. In Decem- island of Lueon ; tat. lP 30' N., 1011.
h r 1783 his successor, although only la30 40' E. In length it may be eseighteen months old, and unable to timated at twenty-eight miles, by sespeak, when visited by the British ven the average breadth. Here the
ambassador, conducted hiniself with galleon used to take in water and
astonishing dignity and decorum ; provisions before her usual deparsuch were the effich of early disci- ture for Acapulco.
pline.
TIC~ARY.-Atown in the province
The a i r s of Tibet continued in a
flourishing, or at least tranquil con- and district of Bahar, fifty miles S.W.
68' N., Ion. 84O
dition, until 1790, when the Gorkhm from Patna; lat.
of Nepaul without provocation com- 6W E. Tickary is only remarkable
menced hostilities, the first expe- as being the residence of Raja Mitrarienced for many years, and invaded jeet, one of the very few remaining
Tihet. Their rogress was ra id, wealthy zemindars in the Company's
and being
unexpected, tRey old provinces, and what is still more
appeared so suddenly before Teshoo unusual, one of the veryfew possessLoomboo as scarcely to alIow the ing common sense. The soil of his
Lama and hiti gylongs time to effect estate is in general poor, and retheir escape, which they did with quires much artificial watering; j e t
great difficulty across the Sanpoo in 1811 his clear income was eatinver. Having then plundered Te- mated at L40,000 per annum; an
shoo Loomboo of the accumulated immense sum in this cheap country.
contributions of ages, and the tombs The fort han a substantial earthen
of their most valuable ornaments, rampart, with bastions fit for guns,
the Nepaulese troops withdrew to and a good wet ditch. Within this
their own country, into which they is the raja's house, a large pile of
were pursued by the Chinese, defeat- building, surrounded by the usual
ed in several actions, and at last native appendages of gateways, garforced to sue for peace on most i o- dens, tanks, fountains, and pavilions,
minious terma, being compellerto besides a well-built circus and busy
restore all the plunder captured dur- niarketplace close to the premises.
ing their expedition, and pay an anThe Mahomedans in the Bahar
nual tribute. Since that epocha district occasionally make converts
the I m a s have enjoyed profound of pagans, especially by the purchase
peace; but their influence has been of slaves, who are treated with greet
much weakened, or rather overpow- kindness; but this mode of converered, by that of their terrestrial ro- sion goes on much more slowly than
tector, the emperor of China. h e formerly, when the Mahomedans
year 1816 was a period of the grand possessed the government and an
or Dalai Lama's disappearance from enormous income, a great part of
the earth, the human form which he which was dissipated on this peculast animated having ceased to breathe niary method of propagating their
on the 13th of the Persian m o n ~ h faith. Still, however, there is reason
Rubbee ul Sanee, in the year of the to believe that within these thirty or
Hejira 1230, at the age of eleven, forty years a considerable increase in
after a spiritual and temporal reign the number of the faithful h9a taken
of four years.--(X MacIeod, .Abdd
lace. By the mere exertion of faRuuool, Capt. Turner, Bog&, Moor- Em, missionaries, or reiigiou~mencroj, Rennell, F. Buchanan, K h p dicants, very little has been or can
rotlr, 4c.)
be done, but by the simple processes
of purchasing and procreation, any
religion might in a reasonable time be
TICAOISLEf o r St. Hyacitatho).extended without giving offence, a
A small island, one of the Philip- very large or ti on of the nominal
phes, situated due south of the large Hindoo natives being emsidered by
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the spiritual directors now in the dent man, besides his urchases of
country as not worth admission into land he has accumuited much
their flocks.
wealth, occasionally making a great
A conversion of this descri~tion display, but in private like all Hinin a temporal view would be evi&ntly doos, frugal and penurious.-(F. Budisadvanta~eous,and in a s~iritual chanan, Fullarton, qc.)
sense the ;lethods above allided to
T ~ ~ o a ~ . - - o nof
e the Molucca
could not with propriety be adopted.
The plan, however, haa succeeded isles, about twenty-one miles in cirperfectly well with the Mahomedans, cumference, situated on the west
probably more than one-half of the coast of Gilolo, three le"gues south
sect having an intermixture of Hin- froni Ternate; lat. ,0° 45 N., l w .
doo blood. So far are the Hindoos 127' 25' E. Both of these islands
from objecting to this mode of pro- are remarkably well watered by
pagating a religion, that Raja Mitra- streams from their res ective peaks,
jeet of Tickary, a Brahmin, having which are usually eloucf-capped. Tihad a son by a Mahornedan woman, Jore is populous, and formerly conbred him up in that faith, and in 1809 tained twenty-five mosques. The
was expected to leave him a large sultan also was a potentate of consideproportion of his vast estates. If it rable consequence in this part of the
be asked why a Brahmin did not lose ,world, as he .possessed a great part
caste by such an action, the reply is of Gilolo to the south and eastithe
easy, that a man possessing Raja Mi- chief towns being Maba, Weda, and
trajeet's wealth and power cannot lose Patany ; and besides claimed sovecaste, for the priests would never reignty over Wageeoo, Mysol, and
dream of committing so uncourtly Battanta. In point of fact, however,
he was completely subject to the
an action.
The Tickary rajas are military Dutch, who raised and deposed sulBrahmins, chiefs of the Domkatar tans as best suited their corumercial
tribe, and until lately lived in obscu- speculations.
On the 8th November 1521 Juan
rity. Beer Sah was the first person
who obtained a small zemindary, Carvalho, one of the surviving comabout the time the Mogul govern- punions of Magellan, arrived at Ti. ment began to decline. His son dore, and was well received by its
Soonder, by his talents in turbulent chief, who granted him a factory for
times, for which he was qualied, the purpose of collecting cloves and
obtained a still larger estate. He other spices. On the 2lst Decemlivect, as was then customary, seizing ber he loaded two ships with spices
on all lands within his reach, plun- for Spain. Gonzalo Gomez de Eadering such as would not j o ~ nh ~ s pinoza commanded the Trinidad, and
standard, and paying nothing to go- it was his intention to proceed to
vernment unless when compelled by Panama in Mexico, but he was capan army. Having been assassinated, tured by the Portuguese. Sebastian
he was succeeded by Buniyad, who, del Cano went in the Victoria by the
promising obedience to the English, Cape of Good Hope, and after havwas decoyed to Patna by Cossin~Ali, ing lost many of his crew during the
and put to death, after which his voyage, arrived at St. Lucas on the
wife was delivered of a posthumous 7th September 1522 with only eighson, the present Raja Mitrajeet. teen men, three years from the date
Cossim Ali sent a party to destroy of their departure from Seville, havthe infant, who was concealed in a ing thus performed the first circumbasket of cow-dung and preserved. navigation of the globe.
In 1526 a second Spanish squadron
After the battle of Buxar he emerged
from his concealment, and has ever arrived at Tidore, where they found
since shewn great attachment to the the Portuguese had declared war
British government. Being a pru. against the chief on Rccount of the
'

ruccour he had aitbrded to the q u a dron of Magellan. Hostilities then
commenced between the two nations,
and continued with varied success
1 5 s . Tbe Spaniards alleged
that these islands were. within the
Pope's Jine of demarcation, ,which
was the fact; but the Portuguese
were unwilling to relinquish so profitable a trade. About this period
these differences were ad'usted, the
Em ror Charles the RR renouncing K s right, such as it was, to the
Moluccas for the consideration of
350,000 ducats, advanced to him as
a loan by the king of Portugal.
In 1579 Drake, the farnous circumnavigator, arrived at Tidore, and began to gather s ices without the permission of the e n g , who was at Erst
greatly incensed; but being afterwards by presents conciliated, his
rage abated. In 1613 the Dutch
captured ali the Portuguese settlements on this island and on Solor.
In 1808 Mahomed Zein ul Abdeen,
the sultan of Tidore, applied by letter to the Bengal government, soliciting a supply of ordnance stores and
ammunition to enable him to resist
the Dutch, by whom his dominions
had been recently conquered and ravaged, and himeelf, family, and dependents compelled to fly to Papua.
From this asylum he was soon afterwards transported with his family, by
Captain Greig of the bark Lord Mlnto, to Ossoon, on the cast side of
Gilolo, where a considerable number
of his most attached followers had
asssembled. In consequence of these
circumstances the Bengal government forwarded to the sultan different stores to the value of 18,000
rupees, on thc arrival of which he
attacked the Dutch and Ternatese,
and recovered his authority in the
Moluccas, and land of Maba on the
island of Gilolo.-(Zuniga, Forrest,
Public MS. L)ocummds, 4c.)
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T x ~ z ~ x t ~ r r ~ a .large
- A Malay vil-

bgs in the island of Java, situated
about five leagues east from Batavia.
TILLORE.-A town in the province
of Dlalwa,pergunna of Indore, which
in 1820 belonged to Holcar, and
contained about 300 houses.-iM&
colnr, kc.)
TILOKPOOB.-Atown in the province of Lahore, twenty miles west
from Kangra, lat. 31' 35/ N., Ion.

76" W E.

TILYN.-A Burmese stockade in
Cachar, the head-quarters of their
army, to which, in 1824, a British
fleet of boats, with troops, ascended,
combined with those of Gumbheer
Singh. The attack, however, was
re ulsed with considerable loss ; but
su!sequently,
in consequence of the
landing of Sir Archibald Campbell
at Rangoon, the Burmese abandoned
the station and province.
T r x r u r c o ~ ~ ~ . - Atown in the
northern circars, district of Guntoor,
77 miles W. by N. from the town of
Guntoor, lat. 16' 35'N., Ion. 7 P
25' E. Si miles west of Timerycotta,
n cataract is formed during the rainy
season by the river Yedlapadu, which
in the opposite season is perfectly
dry. The water falls from n height
of about sixty feet, into a basin, 120
feet in breadth, ornamented with
several Hindoo places of worship.
The great elevation from which this
water is projected woold, under proper management, grcntly assist irrigation.- (Hcp, 4c.)

TIMAAN
ISLE.-A very small island, situated off the east coast of
the Malay peninsula, lat. 52' N.,
long. 104' 5' E. This island is high
and woody, and has several others
still smaller, lying off it t o the westward. Vessels bound to India,
throbgh the straits of Malacca, h a y
go within the islands of Timaan.
'Pesang, Aor, Pulo Tingy and t h e
main.-(Elnrore, gc.)

T~LGUNNA.-Atown in the province of Allehabad. situated on the
TINOX(eat).--A
large irland in
high road to ~ e w & ,about 26 miles
travelling distance S. by W. from the &tern sem, intersected by the
ninth degree of south latl and exAllahabad city.

TIMOR.
tending obliquely in a north-east
and south-west direction. I11 length
it may be estimated at a50 miles by
forty the average breadth. The
chiefs of Semao, Rotto, Savu, Kesser,
and Roma isles, are also subordinate
to the Dutch factory at Coopang.
Timor is a hilly country, but does
not contain any volcanoes. The
elevation of some parts as seen from
the sea, Captain Fl~ndersthought not
much inferior to the peak of Teneriffe. The rivers are small, and not
navigable beyond theinfluence of the
tides, which rarely exceeds a mile,
the rise and fall being about nine feet.
The south-west point is surrounded
by a reef from half a mile to a mile
off, and runs for some distance up
the straits, both sides of which are
low lands, but the water is nevertheless very deep. The width of the
entrance is three miles and a half,
with a depth of thirty-six fathoms ;
nor are there any dangersexcept the
reef above mentioned. The interior
is a ridge of mountains of great
height, while the shores on the south
side are low and over-run with mangroves.
A large supply of sandal-wood ia
ai~nuallyprocured from hence; but
in quality is reckoned inferior to that
of Malabar. The most highly perfumed wood is found near the root.
About 10,000 cwt. are annually exported, in the first instance to Java,
but ultimately to China. Gold is
found in several of the Timor rivers,
both in lumps and grains; but the aborigines are said to have a strong aversion to search for, or even to touch it,
and n~anyyears ago massacred a pnrty
of Dutch sent inland to collect the
precious metal. Copper abounds in
the Pl~iluranhille, but no iron has as
yet been discovered. The Dutch and
Portuguese between them claim the
whole sovereignty of the island.
Fort Concordia is the capital of the
first and Delli of the last, but their
respective boundaries are ill-defined,
and some of the na~isechiefs disclaim all subordination. It is, however, admitted that the whole coast
east of Delli belong to the Portu-

guese, and the whole of the south
coast to the Dutch; on the northwest coast their possessions are intermingleJ.
The natives are mostly of a dark
colour, with frizzled bushy hair, but
approaching less to the Papuan negro
than the natives of End& They are
below middle size, slight in their persons, and more resemble the Southsea islanders than the Malays. In
the interior they are subdivided into
small ,communities,governedby chiefs,
who exercise all the powers of sovereignty over the lower classes;
near the European settlements the
respective residents administer justice. The religion of the country is
Pagan, but most of the chiefs prefer
Christianity, retaining a t the same
time their ethnic priests, customs, and
superbtitions, It is said, that so late
as 1820 there was not oue genuine
native convert to Maholnedanism on
the whole island, nor was there any
trace of Hindooism. Their deities
are particular stones and trees, the
supposed representatives of evil
spirits, whom they worship to escape
harm, conceiving the run no risk of
annoyance from g A s p i r i t s .
Their domestic quadrupeds are
bufaloes, horses, sheep, goats, hogs,
dogs, cats, deer, monkeys, kc. They
cultivate rice, maize, millet, kachang
vams, sweet potatoes, and cotton ;
but niaize is the staple article of food,
together with the sugar of the lontar
palm, and a species of sago. The use
of the plough is unknown, a wooden
spade and sharp pointed'stick being
their agriculturol instruments. In
some cases they have wet land trampled to a proper consistence by bu&loes. Coco-nuts and the areca palm
are scarce, but the loutar palm
abounds. A little sugar-cane in
planted, but not for the purpose of
making sugar. Fish abound on the
coast, but the natives are afraid of
the sea, and seldom venture into a
canoe.
Their arms are bad muskets, and
spears of iron and bamboo. In
1820, a rebel chief, named by the
Dutch, the keyser or emperor of
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Amanoobang, had about 2,060 men
trained to fight on horseback. T h e
population is but thinly scattered over
the island, and except those built by
Europeans, it cannot be said to contain any towns. In 1820, the imports
consisted of coarse blue and white
clothes, chintses of a large pattern,
glaring red handkerchiefs, china silks
of coarseand gaudy patterns,payongs,
muskets and gunpowder, iron, coarse
cutlery, Macassar purangs aud lead.
The exports were sandal-wood, earth
oil and wax. Many whalers
at coopang and D ~ I I to
~ , tral:'.I;
procure refreshments.-(Malqr/ Mircellanier, Flinders, Crawfurd, gc.)
TIMOB LAUT-An island in the
Eastern seas situated between the
seventh and eight degrees of south
latitude, and the 132d and 133d of
east longitude. I n length it may be
estimated at seventy miles by twentyfive, the average breadth. Except its
dinlensions and geographical situation, nothing further is known respecting it.
TINNEVELLY
(Trinavali, one of
Yishnu'r nanrer.).-A
district in the
Southern Carnatic, situated between
tbe eighth and tenth degrees of north
latitude, and occupying the southeastern extremity of what is usually
termed the peninsula. T o the north
i t is bounded by the collectorate of
Madura, on the sbuth-east i t is separated from the island of Ceylon by
the gulf of Manaar; and on the west
is bounded by Travancore, from
which it is separated by a high ridge
of woody mountains of extremely
difficult access. Generally speaking,
however, Tinnevelly may be called
an open country, as it contains few
hills, and those insulated and detached ; but i t comprehends several
tracts of waste and jungle, especially
towards the east, in the neighbourhood of Tuticorin. In the Punjmaha1 and Calacaud divisions there are
numerous palmira trees, growing in a
mndy soil, and interspersed with dry
grain cultivation. The elevation of
the land above the sea increases as
tbe country recedea from the gulf of

Manaat ; but the district on t h e
whole is considerably lower than t h e
adjoining ones. The principal rivers
are the Tambarapurni and Sylaur.
The first rises from the Travancore
ghauts, lat. 8'33 N.;and about twelve
miles from its source forms the cataract of Pampanassum ; after which,
traversing a rich and cultivated country, i t passes Palamcotta within a
mile north, and proceeds towards
the sea, into which i t falls a t Permacoil, having been previously joined
by the Sylaur.
The Sylaur river rises in the hills
immediately north of Pooliery, a t the
eastern opening of the Ariangawel
pass; soon after which it is united
with several rivulets, the most remarkable being that which creates
by its falls the cataracts of Courtallum, in lat. 8' 56' N. This last-men.tioned stream issues among t h e
mountains that compose the southern
sirle of a kind of recess formed by
the retiring of the great ghauts, and
which is noted for the singularity of
its climate. This recess is above
twenty miles in width, and its greatest opening through the Ariangawel
pass into the Trnvancore province
about half as much, the pnss itself
being very narrow, and about ten
miles in length. The recess has of
late years been tolerably cultivated,
and from the loftiness of the hills the
scenery is grand and picturesque, resembling certain romantic spots in
Switzerland. Towards Cape Comorin there is another pass into
Travancore, known as the Arumboolic pass, about two miles in
width, and as much in length, the
eastern opening of which lies exactly
in the meridian of the cape, a t the
distance of twelve miles.
Towards the southern and eastern
extremity of the coast there aremany
salt marshes, the largest being situated in Colsailpatnarn and Vesiaputty in Calaaaud. These marshes
were formerly distinct md separate,
but owing to some inundations about
twenty years ago, four of them were
united. They are divided from the
sea by high sand-tills, have not any
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natural communications with. it, and
lie at unequal distances of from four
to thirteen miles. Since the heavy
monsoon of 1810 they have been
filled to the depth of from five to ten
feet, and the stagnant water, by its
long continuance, has done infinite
mischief by flooding the villages and
cultivated lands.
The climate of the northern portion of the Tinnevelly district greatly
resembles that of Madura, but there
is a considerable difference towards
the centre, and along the fertile
banks of the Tambarapurni.
The
northern monsoon seldom reaches
these quarters before the end of November, and generally is not s o heavy
as in the central Carnatic. I n common seasons the rains are over
about the end of December, about
which period the thermometer falls
below /0° a t sunrise. This district
has one peculiarity of climate, which
is, that a fall of rain is always expected late in January, sufficient in
quantity t o raise the rivers and replenish the tanks. I n March the
The
thermonieter ascends to 94'.
cool retreats of Tinnevelly are
Courtallum, alread mentioned, and
.Trichendore; the cimate of the first
being particularly gratifying to the
feelings of an European early in
June, immediately after the heavy
Malabar rains have commenced.
The difference of the thermometer
between Pdlamcotta and Courtallum
is usually about ten degrees, the first
being much the hottest. With respect t o this happy valley (Courtallum it is a singular fact, that even
whi e the rains daily pour down, and
the sky is overcast, there is no sensation within doors of damp, as there
is in the Carnatic during the northeast monsoon, and razors and other
steel instrument6 remain for a long
time without rusting. Another cirrumstance greatly assists the convalescence of individuals, which is a
small cataract, projected from a rock,
under which Europeans bathe, and
derive great benefit from its invigorating effectm. The average temperature of the water a t this fall is from
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7Z0 t o 7b0 of Fahrenheit.

The
greatest height of the lowest fall of a
cataract here is nearly 200 feet ; and
a t no great distance there is a beautiful pagoda dedicated to Siva
Although, as may be inferred from
the above description, the climate of
Courtallum is very delightful during
the months of June, July,August, and
September, it is far otherwise during
those of February, March, April, and
May, partaking as i t does of both
monsoons. Being deprived of the
salutary influence of the southerly
winds, filled with luxuriant vegetation, and unventilated during the
last-mentioned four months, the c l i
mate becomes close and sultry, and
generates an endemic fever similar t o
that experienced on the Senegal and
Gambia Trichendore is a place o n
the sea-side about thirty miles east
of Palamcotta, and is resorted to
during the months of March and
April, for the benefit of the sea
breeze and change of air, hut in both
these respects it is inferior t o MooIapetty. In respect to climate, generally, Tinnevelly has many advantages. The north-east monsoon is
mild ; in March, April, and May, the
unpleasant months of the year, the
sea is a t hand ; and in June, July,
and August, Courtallum affbrds a refuge to invalids.
T h e chief productions of this district are rice and cotton ; the last of
a superior quality, and amounting t o
34,000 carnies annually. But the
same land cannot be put under cotton two successive sea.ons; one
year's fallow must intervene,although.
the soil and climate are both favourable. Many fruits, roots, and greens
w e produced, but some of the most
common Carnatic pulses are wanting,
and during unfavourable seasons rice
is imported from Travancore. Prior
to the French revolution, when Ceylon and the Eastern islands were
possessed by the Dutch, it was considered of imp0rtanc.e to establish*
spice plantations In Tinnevelly.
Cinnamon and other spice plants
were accordingly procured, a t a great
expense, and planted iq gardens rabid
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Carnatic wars, from 1740 to 1760, it
swarmed with independent poligars,
distinguished by uncouth names, such
as the Pullitavcr, Nubbeekhan, Cuttecli, Catabominaigue, and Panialumcrutch, in a state of perpetual hostility, each having his fort or den, situated among the woods and fastnesses
which then almost covered three- .
fourths of the country. At that period, in conjunctio~l with Madura,
Few of the nutmeg trees had then Tinnevelly was farmed for eleven
attained their full growth. but thev lacks of rupees : and low as was the
weregenerally flouhihingind healthi. aasessmeni, it generally ruined the
The cinnamon plants also nppcared farmer from the difficulty of collecto thrive, and ;]thou h inf'eiior in tion. In this disorderly btate it conquality to tl~osepro8uced at Co- tinued until 1792, from which date
lumbo, the bark would still have been the Madras presidency collected the
valuable, had not Great Britain ac- tribute; but until very lately, the
quired Ceylon in perpetuity.
poligrs of many of the smallest
The chief towns in size and popn- tracts of country exercised not only
lation are Tinnevelly, Aivartinevelly, civil but criminal jurisdiction, the
Shermadevy, and Culdacourchy. The services as well as the lives of their ,
Mahomednns are very few, and the subjects being at their disposal.primitive Hindoo manners and cus- When the war with Tippoo comtoms are scarcely any where seen in menced in 1799, and the 4Madras
greater purity.
Apparently, the army was actively employed in his
lapse of twenty centunes has made dominions, a formidable insurrection
no change whatever. The Coillery broke o ~ i tamong the southern poltribe, on the western frontier, present lams of Tinnevelly, for the quelling
nothing ofthe ugliness and deformity of which a body of troops was
which generally characterize natives marched into the country. This
of the hills and wilds of Hindostan : occasion was embraced for disarming
on the contrary, they are tall, well- the poligars, demolishing their forts
made and featured, and of a martial and stron holds, and reducing them
disposition. The prenent inhabitants immediate!;
under the civil authority
of Tinnevelly seem to live in a style of the Company. In 1801 a second
of superior comfort to those of the insurrection took place among the
eeighbouring districts, and in 1822, southern pollams, which was consiaccording to the returns of the col- dered to be connected with another
lectors, were estimated at 564,947 in the Dindigul and Malabar counpersons. Their dwellings are mostly tries, but the whole were efectually
well raised and constructed, especially subdued. In this manner, by the
in' the towns adjacent to the Tamba- energy ofgovernment and the extincrapurni, where tiled houses, and wide tion of a divided authority, one of the
clean and regular streets are seen. finest districts of Hindoetan w a ~
conIn the northern and western tracts verted from a state of anarchy and
of the Shevelpatore estate the dwel- confusion to one of suhordination
lings are of a very inferior description, and pros ~rity.
ill-placed, damp, and unhealthy, conThe cRief part of the revenue of
ceding a gaunt, meagre, ill-looking Tinnevelly arises from the wet lands,
race.
which yield two cro s in the year.In timcs of remote Hindoo anti- The system under wRich the revenue
quity this district formed part of the was realized during the government
great Pandian empire, the capital of of the nabobs of the Carnatic, and a t
which wan Tanjore. During the early first with very little improvement
ed nmong the hills, which in 1814
yielded as folbws :
Trees.
Cinnamon
110,557
545
Nutmegs in the shell...
Coffee
25,253
lbs.
Cinnamon in store
1,394 .
Nutniegs ditto
4,391
Coffee ditto
603

...............
.....................
......
.........
............
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ander t l ~ eBritish, was that of all
others the most liable to abuse.The government and the cultivators
shared the crop according to a valuation of the harvest made by ersons
appointed for the purpose, wRen the
season was so far advanced as to
admit of a robable estimate being
formed. ~ & e the
r crop was reaped
the servants of government received
the sovereign's share, which, if less
than the estimate, was made up by
the farmer; if more, the surplus was
equally divided. T l ~ enext operation
was to determine what roportion of
the government grain s%ould be received in money, or rather how much
of it should he delivired to certain
of the principal inhabikants to sell on
government account. Two-fifths of
the government proportion were-in
tllis manner generally made over to
the inhabitants at a price regulated by
circumstances ; the remaining threefiRhs were stored up by the public
functionaries. I t was consequently
the policy of the native ruler, to increase his revenue by monopolizing
the grain and enhancing its price,
without regard to the ultimate amelioration of the country ; but i t was
consistent with British policy t o endeavour to abolish the monopoly, and
transmute the rent in kind to a
money rent.
I t is evident that the native s p t e m
had innumerable disadvantages, and
tended to deteriorate both the morals
and agric~iltureof the provinee. I t
held out encouragement to no industry but that exerted to defraud
government; a r ~ dby converting the
character of the sovereign into that
of a merchant, it forced the government to monopolize the food of the
people to secure its revenue. T h e
abolition of a system so replete with
inconverlience had long been a primary object with the British authorities, but so many obstacles and
impedirnents intervened, from the
prejudices and habits of the natives,
t h a t it was not until 1809 that a
transition to a money rent could be
accomplished. The inhabitants liked
t h e old system because i t was old;
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because it held out a specious appearanee of proportioning the sovereign's demand to the produce of the
season; because their apathy led them
to prefer subaistence unattended with
the responsibility of converting their
grain into money to profit accompanied by risk and exertion ; and lastly,
because the system presented a wide
field of enlbezzlement wherein to
exercise their exertion and ingenuity.
Indeed,in all countries the great mass
of the peopleare the last to recognize
the advantages resulting from the
application of principles which, notwithstanding their justness, do not
happen t o be perfectly obvious.
Under the old system government
nearly mopopolized all the grain, b e
cause its share was withheld until the
farmers had consumed theirs, when
government grain was issued to the
inhabitants; and the sovereign having
thus become the great corn-factor of
the country,derived his revenue from
a monopoly of the grain instead of a
rent from the land. Under such s n
arrangement t b resources of the
country could not be developed nor
industry be properly exerted ; although the revenue might have borne
a large proportion t o the land cultivated and to the labour put in motion, not to mention the enormous
balances annually left outstanding.
For i t is not by a comparison of the
gross sum exhibited in a land tax,
that the merits of a settlement are to
be appreciated, but hy the net sum
remaining in the treasury as an available resource for the general exigencies of the state. Although a transition from a grain to a money rent
could not be effected without some
diminution of the gross revenue, yet
this apparent decrease was eounterbalanced by a diminution of charges,
and by a general improvement of the
resources of the country, from the
introduction of a more rational system of collection. In 1817 the total
gross collection of the public revenue
in Tinnevelly amounted to 5,64,131
starpagodas.-(Hepburn, PgibZic MS.
Docuatents, Medical Re~~orts,Fgth
Report, Ornze, $c.)
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T I ~ ~ g v ~ A~ ~town
y . in the and its eastern limits are not yet.ac.
routhern Carnatic, the capital of the curately defined. Towards this uarprecedimg district, fifty-nine miles ter the country is extremely wilt?and
N.N.E. from Cape Comorin ; lat. 8' overgrown with jungle, and abound48) N., loo. 78O 1' E. This lace is ing with elephant8 ; but the tracts
situated about twenty-five miyes east adjacent t o the Megna are rich, ferof the great mountains, and is large tile, and commercial. The diatance
and populous. O n three sides it is in a direct line from Comillah to t h e
surrounded by extensive paddy fields, frontier of Ava Proper, near t h e
watered from the river, and on the river Kicnduen, is rather more than
west by dry, high, and rocky ground. 200 geographical miles. The Tripura tribe reach within a few miles of
(Medical Reporlr, &.)
T , ~ ~ ~ ~ fortress
. - A in eastern ~ i - Comillah, and extend above thirty
bet, situated in the ~
iplain,~which~ miles
~ t o ithe eastward, while Taunaccording t~ ~ b d , , l ~~~~~~1had t~~ due", the capital of the Aengiin, subpieca of cannon and s gar,+son of ject to Ava, is from twenty to thirty
soldiers. The adjacent *illage miles in a direct line west from the
There is reasor' to
contained only forty houses,although
from cat- pose that the intervening space beit lies on the main
~ and~is a~station
~ tween
,
the Aengiin and Tripura namandoo to L
be about loo geographical
where supplies of horses may be pro- tions
From hence to ~~~h~~ loommiles in breadth. Through this exthe road is level, and it was by tent no passage is known to exist. I t
by a mountainthis route that the Gorkha troops '9 probably
marched wllen the invaded Tibet, 'US bartier, more N!&
than high,
md plundered Tea{oo Loomboo, in a' least no
of very great elovation are visible from the district
1792.
The favourite abode of the chiroo, boundaries'
the terTowards the east,
or Bhotea antelope, or supposed unithe
race and the
corn of the Himalaya, is the Tingri ritory
Meidan, a fine plain or valley central inaccersible mountains, there .
through wllich the Arun flows, and
a wide
reg0n,Occupied a
people
called ofKookies
(Kungkis),
whichissituated immediately beyo;:
the Lingaeh
the
md
the snows by the Koote pasa
of the Bengalese, who appear
are said to
this valley beds of
and predatory people.
abound,'to which the chiroos resort, to be a
- - ( A Bu8001,
~ ~ ~ ~Mr. Hodg.son, +c.) These and other small tribes are t h e
people interposed between Ava and
T I P E ~/Tripura).-A
A
large dis- Bengal, from about lat. 24' 25' N.,
trict in the province of Bengal, situ- to lat. 220 55' N. T h e principal
ated princi ally between the twenty- river of Tipera is the Goomty,
aecond anltwenty-fourth degrees of which springs from an unknown
north latitude, On the north it is source among the eastern hills.
bounded by Silhet and Dacca JelaL It is ascended in February by t h e
poor; on the south by Chittagong and wood-cutters, fifty miles above
the sea; to the east i t is separated Cornillah, being thus far navigable
by hills and deep forests from the Bur- for canoes, with a hallow current
mese dominions ; and on the west it and winding course. T h e low hills
has the great river Megna and the through which it flows are interpixed
district of Dacca Jelalpoor.
with marehes and jeels, and for many
The Tipera district, also named n i ~ n t h sof the year so pestiferous,
Rouehenabad, is the chief eastern as t o deter even the Bengalese from
boundary of Bengal, and ofvery large entering them.
Both Tipera and Chittagong apdimensions. In 1784 it wasestimated to coptain 6,618 squsre miles, but pear at one period to have belonged
various lands have since beea added, to the rajas of the first. They were
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'early (about A.D. 1979) attacked by
the kin s of Bengal, who seized large
tracts, feaving, however, the Tipera
rajas in the possession of large estates,
as tributaries, while the more inaccesaible parts continued wholly independent, and occupied by the aboriginal inhabitants. The Mahomedans
were in their turn worsted by the
chiefs of Arracan, who retained possession of Chittagong until the ascendancy of the house of Timour began
to operate in this remote quarter,
when its conquest was finally effected
in 1/33. In times still more modern
the estates on the plains belonging to
the Tipera raja have been, since 1765,
subject to theBritish government; but
theTripuranation or tribecontinue to
maintain a kind of independent principality among the eastern hills, about
thirty miles wide. This people have
features entirely resembling the Chinese and Burmese, have their huts
built on posts (a marked distinction
from the Bengalese), and follow divers im ure customs abhorred by
the ~ r a R m i n r They must comequently be considered as the same
race as the more eastern nations, although their princes have adopted
Hindoo names and usages; and with
respect to the throne follow t h e system of Malabar, the raja being succeeded, not by his son, but by his
nephew. At present the Tripuras
seem to be divlded into three tribes,
named collectively Teura by the Bengalese, and, according to report, all
speaking the same language, though
varying in character. Maha Raja
Rajindra Manick, the reigning chief
in 1801, was much addicted to inebriety, and had, through imbecility
nnd mismanagement, so much involved his circumstaoces, that his zemindary was much reduced in extent.
That portion of the Tipera district
adjacent to the course of the Megna,
from Daoudcaundy to Lucki oor, is
famous for the production of excellent betel-nut, held in such high estimation by the Burmese and Arracaners that they buy up lar quantities, and even anticipate
ensuing crops by advances of money.

tffs

The coarse cottoa gooda of this country are known all over the world by
the names of baftaes and cossaes, aud
are an excellent, durable and substantial fabric, and are largely exported, both by the Company and by private merchants. Tbe most valuable
articles of agricultural produce are
cotton, rice, and betel-nut, the cultivation of which and the prosperity of
the district generally appear to have
been annually increasing. In 1814
the amount of the jumma, or land
anressment to the revenue, was
11,31,888 rupees, and in 1801 the
total population was estimated a t
750,000 persons, in the proportion of
four Hindoos to three Mahomedans.
Along the sea-coast salt is manufactured on government account. In
this district there are not any regular
schools or seminaries where the Hindoo and Mahomedan laws and religion am taught, and the lower classes
of females have the reputation of
being much addicted to suicide.
Among the forests of Tipera the
gayal is found in a wild state, and
the number of elephants annually
caught is very considerable ;but they
are reckoned inferior to those of
Chittagon and Pegu. The height of
this anlma! has in general been much
exaggerated. In India the height of
females is commonly from seven to
eight feet; that of males from eight
to ten feet, measured at the shoulder,
as horses are.
The largest ever
known, with certainty, belonged to
Asoph ud Dowlah, the nabob of
Oude, and was taken in 1796; yet
his perpendicular height at the shoulder was only ten feet six inches. One
belonging to Nusrit Jung, the late nabob of Dacca in 1798, and of a great
age, measured ten feet high ; and the
standard height required by the Bengal government, for elephants purchased for their service, is nine feet.
4 F . Buchanan, J. Grant, Crirp, J.
Elliott, 4c.)

TIRAIT.-A small town and ghurry
in the province of Allahabad, twenty-,
five miles N.N.E. from Ditteah ; lat.
26' 1' N., Ion. 78' 36' E.

TIBEEPOOR.-Avillage in the pm- consirterabk strength and elevation
vince of Coimbatoor, containing seve- are necessary to restrain the waters
ral Hindoo temples, situated about of the p a t Gunduck river, which
thirty m i l e ~travelling distnnce north occasionally overflows these dikea
and inundates vast tracts of country
by west from Daraporam.
from Knrnal to Hajypoor, sweeping
Trsrnr~cuco~a~.-A
small town away whole villages, with all their
in the Carnatic province, district of cattle, inhabitants and woods. TirChingleput, situated about nine miles hoot is generally well cultivated,
travelling distance from the town of but in the nerth and south extensive
Chinglcput. At this place there is a wastes are found, contiguous to old
magnificent templededicated to Maha- zemindaries, which having remained
deva, with four ppramidical gateways
a state of nature and without ocin the usual style of the south of in
cupants for many years, leave the
of India. Thc principal one M aboot boundaries
of these a t a t e s undefined,
160 feet high, and near to it is a noble
tank faced with masonry. Another and give rise to frequent a f i y s and
small temple devoted to the same much litigation. Tillage, however,
deity, stands on the apex of a pic- has progressively advanced since the
;
turesque rock about 500 feet above frst year of the decennial settlement
the town, and is approached by a mnch jungle being annodly reclaim4
t i i h t of steps, mounting in a straight and brought under the plough or conline from the base to the summit. verted to wholesome pasture The
The officiating priests here tell a story most valuable exportable commodities
of two Brahmitiy kites, which come produced are sugar, indigo, saltpetre,
every day precisely at noon to feed at opium, tobacco, pawn, tt~rmeric,ginthis temple, and afterwards fly to ger and rice. Towards the northern
Bengal to uencb their thirst in the bontier there are large forests, but
no supply of timber deserving of note
waten of i e holy Ganges.--(Fullar- can
be proeured, for want of depth in
ton, &.I
the rivers. Could this be remedied
T r a a o o ~(Ttiirrcta). -A district in large quantities might be obtained.
the province of Bahar, of which it oc- The principal rivers are the Gunduck
cupies the north-west corner, and (a boundary one), the Bhagmati, and
situated principally between the twen- the Goggra. In 1814 the jumma or
ty-seventh and twenty-eighth degrees land assessment to the revenue was
of north latitude. To the north it is 12,34,680, and in 1801, the population
bounded b the jungle territory of was loosely estimated at two millions,
Baptari, beronging to Nepaul ; to the in the proportion of one Mahomedan
south b the great Ganges. On the to four Hindoos. The principal towns
east is tse Bengal district of Purneah ; are Hajypoor, Singhea, Durbuqa
and on the west the district of Sarun. ant1 Mowah.
In 1784, Tirhoot was estimated to
The impure saline composition
contain 5,033 square miles; but since named khari, is manufactured in conthat period it has been variously mo- siderable quanties, not far from the
dified.
Ganges, about eight miles east of
Although not hilly, the surface of Singhea. The saline earth from which
Tirhoot is more elevated, the soil it is made is called rehu, and effloresdrier, and the climate in general ces in several pergunnahs in the
healthier, than those more to the districts of Tirhoot and Sarun, and is
south, yet during the summer the s c r a ~ dtogether and collected at the
heat is intense. For agricultural pur- surface. It. is subsequently procured
poses, it is plentifully supplied with by burning and lixivation. At present water from several small rivers, and there are not any brick or mud forts,
where these are wanting, tanks and nor is there any species of fortificareservoirs have been constructed. In tion to be seen, or any reniarkable
a particular quarter embankments of .public building, if we except the gaol,

TIROON.
always the most conspicuous orna- Mahomedan governor of Bengl, who
ment of a Bengal district, andgenerally extorted a luge suin of money from
well ~ooulated.In 1811. durnig Lord the raja, but did not retain possession
pro-. of the country. It was &ally sub,
~ i n i o ' iadministration,'it w;
~ o s e din council to establish a Hindoo dued about A.D. 1325 by the E ~ n p e
college a t Bhowra in Tirboot, which ror Allah ud Deen. who annexed it
had been an ancient hot-bed of Brah- to the throne of Delhi. Along with
minical superstition, upon the plan the rest of the province it devolvof the institution at Nuddea on the ed to the British government with
the Dewanny in 1765, but was not
Hooghly.
On account of its natural sdvsnta- permanently assessed for the revenue
ges of soil and climate, this district until 1794.-4J. Grant, Cokbrooke,
was originally selected by the Bengal 3'. Buchanan, Stetuart, gc.)
government as an eligible station for
Trar.-A station in Northern Hini m p r o ~ n gthe breed of horses, the dostan, which in 1817 was the resiaboriginal race of horses in that pro- dence of the Gurwal Raja; lat. 300
vince being of the most contempti- 2 3 N,, Ion, 780 28/ E.; elevation
ble description, feeble, vicious, and above the level of the sea 2,278 feet.
scarcely larger than mastifFs. A low At this place the Ganges receives the
marsby soil Seems unco%enisl to the Bhilling, s considerable river that
nature of this noble animal, which issues from the snowy chain.--(HOdghere degenerates immediately, while
d,
Herbert, +.)
it thrives in arid tracts almost destiT'n~OO~""
N'nAr TExpLE.
A
tute of water. Many horses of the
first quality have since been reared small temple in Northern Hindostan,
north y' east from Seabout Hajypoor, and horse dealers thirty
from Upper Hindostan attend the r i n ~i rlat. 30039'N., lon. 7a056' Ed
fairs to make porchrrses. A consideraTIBOON.-A district on the east
ble number are also annually obtained coast of Borneo, situated between
at the government stud, for mounfing the third and fourth degrees of north
the king's and native cavalry, besldev latitude. The coast here is all low
those reared by the zernindars and mangrove land, the mountains being
others throughout the country.
very distant, and inhabited by Idaan.
Tirabhucti, corrupted to Tirhoot, The country abounds with sago-trees,
in the remote ages of Hindoo anti- which being the chief sustenance of
was a component pan of Mai- the natives, they plant ann~~ally
in
t ila, an ancient division of India great numbers to prevent any deficienwhich comprehended a greatr p o r - cy, as a considerable time must elapse
tionof themodern districts of ~rhoot, before they are fit to cut down. The
Sarun, and Purneah, and also part of produce of the country consists printhe ad'acent tracts now possessed by cipally of sago and birds'-nests, both
the dep~ulese. The limits of the of which are in great plenty and p e r
whole were the Gunduck and the fection. I t nlso yields wax, canes,
Cosa rivers and the Nepaul mom- rattans, mats, honey, biche-de-mar,
tains, and within those territories a and in some parts gold. In this disc
distinct language was spoken, still trict there are many rivers the largest,
named the Maithila or Trihutya. named the Barow or Curan, from difDuring the wars of the Ramayuna ferent places near it, has about three
its sovereign was named Janaca, fathoms of water at the mouth, but
whose dau hter, the far-famed Seela, there are several shoals which render
espoused tfle great Rsma, whose ex- the assistance of a pilot necessary.
ploits are narrated in that mythologiThe tribes knowl~by the names
csl poem.' Tirhoot appears to have of Tiroon and Tedong live chiefly on
continued an independent Hindoo the north-east coast of Borneo, and
principality until A.D. 1237, when it are reckoned a savage and piratical
was invaded by Toghall Khan, the race, addicted to cannibalism. TheL
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TOHANA.
language is little known, but is nc- times from a victory gained h e r e
counted peculiar to the tribe, which over the Chinese.--(Trant, $c.)
is probably a subdivision of the Idaan
o r Horaforas.-(Forrrst, Dalrynaple,
TIRWANANGADY/!I'irawna
a*
gadi).-A small Moplay town in t h e
Leyden, 4-c.)
Malabar province, nineteen miles
~ ~
TIBTAPU~~.-A
small tow11 in Ti- S.S.E. from ~ ~ l latei 110~ 3,N.,
bet, perched 0: the
qf a
Ion. 75' 59 E . This place stands o n
land 200 feet high, the residence a the banks of a river that corn- from
Lama ands everal gJ'lnogs,
Irnada, and in the rainy season nain se m t e houses o f rough stone, vigable for canoes thirty-two maes
and read a pastoral life; lat. 31' further
1W N., Ion. 80° 45'E. This place is
TJEBINGIIIN.-A considerable fishoverhung by steep craggy lime-stone
rocks, insulated pillars of which, ing village in the island of Java, situhaving resisted the weather longer ated on the east side of the straits of
than the softer portions, seem. ready Sunda ; 1st. 6' 15'S., Ion. 105O 45'
to tumble on the inhabitants. About E. T o the south-east this is one of
two miles to the west are two hot the best cultivated districts in Java,
springs of clear water bursting from but the neighbouring woods and
a calcareous table-rock twelve feet south-western extremity of the island
high, and nearly half a'mile in diame- have never been penetrated by any
ter, which appears itself to have been Eu~opean,and still remain wholly
formed of the sediment deposited by unknown.-(Thorn, &.)
the spring while cooling, and is as
white as stucco. The water as it
TOEALAKE.-A great lake in the
overflows the little basins forms a Batta country in the island of Sumagreat variety of fantastic figures, the tra, which has not yet been visited by
calcareous matter being probably sup- any European. In 1822it was poifitplied by the chalky mountains above ed out from the hills of Silindung, near
Tirtapuri, to the north-west of which, Tapanooly, to Messrs. Burton and
near Misar, gold is found. The low Ward, by their guides, the middle of
swampy land in the vales yields a the lake then bearing in the direction
grass which is cut and carried for of north-east from thespot where they
winter hay for the horses of Garpan, stood, which would make it probably
Kienlung, Deba, and Dumpu. Nearly N.E. from Tapanooly. From the
opposite to the Lama's house is a distance at which they laced t h e
broad wall of stone, 150 yards long extremities a t each side of this cenby four broad, covered with a great tral point, they estimated the length
number of loose stones, on which a t sixty or seventy miles, by a
prayers have been inscribed by the breadth of fifteen or twenty m~les.
pilgrims. There are also many small The water of this lake was described
maths (temples) having niches in one as being occasionally very rough, s o
side, on which areimpressions of La- much so as t o impede the passage of
in unburned boats to an island in its middle, where
mas and Hindoo
clay ; and on some piles of loose a. periodical market is held. A large
stones are figures of Lamas of Nara- rlver and some smaller streams flow
an (Vishnu), and of Bhasmasur.into this lake, which being described
as rising and falling twice a day, will
horcrgt,
probably ultimate1 turn out to be a n
T ~ ~ U P Ml E
o rWthe ch'nese
and IY.?~,
a m of the E a J h r t o n
A town in the kingdom of Ava, situ- $c.)
ated on the easthide of the Irnwady,
nearly opposite to the junction of
TOHANA.-A town in the province
that river with the Keenduem; lat. of Delhi, sixty-five miles west o f
22" 20' N., Ion. 95' 1 U'E. The name Kurnal ; lat. 29O 42' N., Ion. 75" 57'
is said to have originated in remote E.
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TOLOAR ISLE.
'

Tor*.-A townin the province of
Aurungabad, twenty-seven miles S.W.
from the city of Aurungabad ; lat. 19"
25, N., Ion. 75' 10'E. This place is
built on a tongue of land formed b
the confluence of the Pera river witg
the main stream of the Godavery,
and though of small extent, and containing only one Hindoo temple, is a
place of considerable religious resort.
Its spacious and handsome ghauts,
desceqding to the water, combine
with its lofty stone houses and fine
site, to give it an imposing exterior.
-(FuUarton, 4c.)
TOKENBESSEYS.-A cluster of
very small isles in the Eastern seas,
situated off the east coast of Booton
island; lat. 5' 40' S., Ion. 193' 35'E.
These numerous little isles are each
of them surrounded by rocky shoals,
between which very rapid currents
set strongly to the eastwnrd, and render the navigation hazardous. They
are inhabited.-(Stavorinu., gc.)
TOLING.-A town or station in
Tibet, seven miles S.W. from the
Sutuleje, the residence of a head Lama. and aossessine (it is said) a suTOMBORO.-Aremarkable volcano
in the island of Sumbhawa, situated
about forty miles W. from the town
of Bima. On the l l t h April 1815,
a noise resembling the firil~gof guns
was heard here, and at other stations
between lat. 2" 30' and 5" 30' S.,
such as Saloomah, Manna, Padang
Gooche, Moco Moco, Croee, and
Sernanko Bay. On this day happened the great eruption of the Tomboro volcano, but the distance t o
these places is so enormous a space
for sound to be conveyed over (to
Moco Moco in Sumatra, 1,400 miles),
that we must suppose some intervening volcanoes were also exploding. That of Goonong Rawoong,
near Bangawangy in Java, threw out
great eruptions on the 10th and llth.
Even this is 728 miles travelling
distance from Batavia, where many
reports were heard.
On the 5th April 1816, a firing, as
of cannon, was heard at Macassar,
217 nautical miles distant from
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~ o m b o t o ;and on 'the night of the
11th, the firing was again heard, but
much louder, and the resident's
house was shaken by the reports.
Next morning the air at Macassar
was obscured by volcanic dust and
ashen, and by noon the darkness was
complete, the ships' decks bein covered with ashes. The darfness
continued so intense that the hand
was not visible when held within a
few inches of the eye. On board
one of his majesty's ships a dust, resembling calclned pumice-stone, lay
a foot in depth, and great quantities
were thrown overboard. On approaching Sumbhawa the sea was
covered to a vast extent with floating pumice, mixed with large logs
and trunks of trees, which looked as
if blasted by lightning. On shore,
the perpendicular height of the ashes
in the neighbourhood of Bima town
was found to be three inches and
three quarters; and within that place
the accumulation of the ashes was so
great, as to break down the roof of
the resident's house. Of the town
of Sanjier, four or five leagues to
the south-east of theTomboro mountain, the greater part of the crops,
and a number o inhabitants, were
destroyed, and the bay covered with
floating logs and pumice-stone
ashes.-(Journal of the Royal Inrtitution, 4c.)
TOLOBAY.-A deep bay that indents the east of the island of Celebes, the coast of which, as yet, has
been but little explored.
TOLOAR
Is~~.-This is the largest
of the Salibabo islands, named by
Valentyn Karkallang, and by Capt
Hunter, Kercolang, situated between
the 4th and 5th degrees of north latitude, and about l26O 30' east Ion.
This island is from eighty to a hundred miles in circumference, and is
in general of agood height. The face
of the country is composed of steep
hills and extensive vallies, every part
of which is covered with trees and
verdure. - I t is populous and well
cultivated, the inhabitants being
mostly Mahomedans, who wear turbans, and are covered with cotton
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cloth. Their houses, erected on
posts, are well-built and neatly
thatched, the whole exhibiting a considerable degree of civilization. The
Dutch had formerly a flag here, but
nlmut 1773 the Magindanese exercised a sort of jurisdiction over the
island, and exacted a tribute, which
was usually paid in slaves.--(Copt.
Hurter. Forrest. &c.)
TOMINIE
BAY.-A bay that d e e p
ly indents the north-eastern quarter
of Celebes, and abounds with small
rocky islands and rocky shoals. I t
is also named Goonong Tello bay.
TONDABAVA.-A village in the
Mymre province, situated in a wild
country surrounded by moontains,
about twenty-four miles trnvelling
distance W.N.W. from Nundydroog.
To the south of this place there is a
fine reservoir; and on a small eminence, close to the village, is a singular temple formed in the natural hollow of a huge mass of granite,
red and white within, and
great reverence by the sect of Baidara, who resort hither and worship
a rude emblem of Mahadeva, under
the appellation of Trimala. This
village and the fortress of Mahakalidroog ought to exchange places
(1820) in the beat maps.--(Fullat-

the depth of i ~ feet
o under the tread
of an elephant.
The Tondiman family having always exhibited the greatest fidelity
.and attachment to the East-India
Company, at a time when these qualities, even in a zemindar, were of
importance, great attention has, in
consequence, always been shewn to
their interests and to the amelioration of their estate. On the death
of Vijaya Raghunath Tondiman io
1807 he left his zemindary to his
two mns, then cllildren, encumbered
with a heavy debt of 80,000 pagodas,
which, but for the interference of
the Madras presidency, would have
accumulated by embezzlement and
usury to the utter ruin of the orphans.
T o prevent this natural progression
of a native estate, the children were
placed under the superintendance of
Major Wm. Blackburn, then resident
at Tanjore, associated with two most
respectable relations as local managers, and so different was the result
of this system, tbat in 1811 not one
pagoda of the debt remained unpaid,
while the cultivation of the soil,
owing to the steady regu1.arity of the
management, had been greatly advanced. In that year the actual re.
venue received amounted to 32,804
star pagoda~.
The Malabar system of succession,
which prevails among the southern
poligars, does not include the Tondiman's; for the present (1820) Tondiman is the grandson (not the grand
nephew) of the chief celebrated in
the early wars of the Carnatic. Hie
younger brother ,takes a joint part
with him in the administration of
affairs. Both of them soeak English
with tolerable fluency, And are;aid
to be very attentive to business, a
rare quality in an East-Indian gentleman. So improved is the state of
the country, that among this tribe of
thieves, hy birth and profession, a
theft is scarcdy known, a great contrast to its condition twenty yeare
back, and a proof how easily the character of natives alters with altered
circumstances. The Tondi-man (the
English termination man, added ta
Tosdi, the name of a town) is per-
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TONDI.-A town on the sea-coast
of the Southern Carnatic rovince,
Iat. 9 O 4 3 N., Ion. 76O 5' I!! This
place gave the name to, but the modern capital of Tondiman's country
is Puducotta.
TONDIMAN'S
COUNTBY.-A large
zemindarv in the Southern Carnatic,
bounded-on the north by the pr&
vince of Tnnjore, and 011 the east by
the bay of Bengal. Much of this
great estate is still covered with
forest, particularly the southern portion, where the savage character of
the scenery is enhanced by the p i o
turesque rocks which rise at intervals above the jungle. Towards Puducotta the country becomes more
open, and the soil is a large grained
sand, with rifts, moist in some places,
and so soft and Bpongy as to sink t o

TONSE RIVER.
h a p the maat favoured dependent
of the British nation in all Hindostan,
a just reward for the inflexible adherence of his fanlily to the British
can= at all times ~ n dthrough all
fortunes.
His original territories
have been considerably enlarged ; he
is master of his own revenues, is protected from all external annoyance,
and pays no tribute, subsidy,or contribution in any shape whatever.--(FuChrton, Mojor Blockburn, Ornze, gc.)
TONGHO.-A town in the province
of Pegu, situated on the east side of
the Sitang river, said to be second in
importance in the Burmese empire,
situated about 100 milen east of
Prome, from which it is separated
by the Galadzet mountains ; lat.
18' 45' N., Ion. 960 45' E. I t has
not as yet been described by any
European, but according to native
report is surrounded by a ditch and
bnck wall of some strength. This
town was formerly the capital of an
independent kingdom,which was subdued by the Peguers, and the district
of Tongho is now the jaghire or personal estate of the king of Ava's
elder brother, who bears the title of
prince of Tongho.-(Public Journal:,

s3-, 4c.I
TONOILHIEN.-ABritish district in
the province of Arracan, extending
from near Sandowy in 1st. 18' 30'N.
to Cape Negrais in 1st. 15' 65' N.The route from Sandowy to its chief
town, named Ghoa, is along the aeacoast, which is every where studded
with rocks, rocky isles, islets, and
reek, which render it a dangerous
navigatiou at all seasons, and quite
impracticable during the south-west
monmon. The road is internected
by numerous streams and creeks not
fordable, and much swelled during
the rains. This district in 1827,
when visited by a British deputation,
was found extremely thinly peopled,
not owing to any deficiency of natural resources, but to the former misgovernment and tyranny of the Burmese.-(Public Journals, &.)
To~~.-ARajpoottown in the province of Ailpeer, Nty miles travelling

distance south from the city of Jeypoor ; lat. 26O 1 9 N., Ion. 76O 38' E.
This is a considerable town, wellbuilt of stone, but containing no remarkahle public edifices. I t stands
in a triangular hollow between two
hills, and protected by an excellmt
stone wall, which forms the base of
the triangle below, and stretches
along up the margin of the cliffi
behind. Close by is a amall lake,
about three miles south from the
Banass. This town and territor
was acquired in 1818 by the ~ r i t i s i
government, which transferred it to
Ameer Khan, who, probably for the
first time in his life, became Etationary here, and with some of his
banditti in 1820 was building a houae
near the Banass.-(FulLorton, $c.)
To~oau.-A town in the Mymre
rovince, near to which are still to
e seen the remains of the wall of an
ancient city, which indicate that they
once must have been of great extent.
The reservoir also is a very great
work, and is said to have been formed
by Rama Anuja, about the year 1,000
of the Christian era. It is formed
by an embankment between two
mountains, which Tippoo attempted
to destroy by cuttin a trench
through the mound, i~ t L b it is
said, of finding treasure at t e bob
tom. The tank was .repaired 8 t h
his overthrow, and the town has in
consequence much peeovered.--(F.
B u c h a n , 4c.)
TONSE
RIVER(Tarno).-A
river
of Northern Hindostan, which was
unknown until 1814, altbough it is
nearly treble the size of the Jumna
above their junction, at lat. 300 3tY
N., and by far the most important
river; for the Jumna is fordable
above their confluence, while the
Tonse is not. In 1819 Lieutenant
Herbert traced this river to its
source in the hi ma lay^, where it
issues from a snowy bed, thirty-one
feet broad and kneedeep, 12,784 feet
above the level of the aea, near to
the sources of the Jumna, but from
the northern face of the same cluster
of peaks. In the upper part of itp
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coune it is oslled the 6apin.(Hodgcon and Herbert, 4c.)
TONBEf Tanm).-A
river which
has its source in the mountains of
Rewah, whence it descends in a tremendous cataract 200 feet high. I t
is afterwards joined by various tributary torrents from the same range,
and after a course of above 100 miles
through the plains, falls into the
Ganges, about twenty miles below
Allnhabad. The Tonse is. a very
considerable stream during the rainy
season, but is too ra id to admit of
its being navigated--&darton, 4c.)
TOOJAR.-A town in Northern
Hindostan, six miles W. S.W. from
Subhatoo ; Int. 30' 56' N., Ion.
76' 53' E.
f T h a i Pura).-A
TOOLSEEPOO~
town in the province of Oude, fifty
miles N. b E. from Fyzabad; lat.
27' 29' N., {on. 8.Z0 17' E.

,

TOOMBUDRA
RIVER(Tungha Bhadm).-A
river of the South of India,
which rises near Hooly Onore, where
the two rivers, the Tungha and the
Bhadra,from whenceittakes its designation, meet. The Tunga,which is the
northern river,takesits risein theWesternGhauts. about half a degree south
of ~ e d n o r fe the Bhadra, from a chain
of hills situated to the eastward of
the ghauts, nearly opposite to Mangalore, and known by the name of
the Baba Booden hills. After flowing
through a jungly country for nearly
a degree, it joins its waters with the
Tunga, at Koorly, a sacred village
near Hooly Onore. From hence,
taking a sweep first north and westerly, and afterwards to the east, it
continues a very winding course until
it joins the Krishna. Like the river
last-mentioned, it is crossed in round
baskets of bamboo wicker, rudely
fastened to ether and covered with
half-tanned$ides.-(~oor, F. Buchanun, Pullarton, Lamblon, 4-12.)
TOOMOOXJ.-Asmall town in the
province of Malwa, eighty-four miles
west from Chatterpoor; lat. 25' 8'
.N., Ion. 78' 35' E. By Abul Faze1

it is described as follows : '' Toomar
is a town situated on the banks of
the river Betwah, in which are seen
mermaids. Here is an idolatrous
temple, in which if you beat a drum
it makes no noise!'
TOONEY.-A small town in the
Northern Circars, within six mile8 of
the sea-coast of the Ra'amundry district, on the south bani of the river
Salliaveram, which separates Rajamundry from Vizagapatam. This
place contains neveral pagodas, and
1s situated in a pleasant country, with
hills on both sides.
TOONGHA.-A small town in the
province of Ajmeer, principality of
Jeypoor, twenty-seven miles from
the city of Jeypoor. This place is
built of grey-stone, and stands at the
base of a ridge of hills. Ruins of a
fort, tower and other edifices remain
on the height above, which for ages
have been untenanted; and about
one mile and a half distant is another
hill-fort, of considerable extent,
named Madooghur.-(FuUrrrton, 4c.)
T O O N G N A TEMPLE.-A
~TH
temple
in Northern Hindostan, thirty-one
miles N.E. from Serinagur; lat. 30'29'
N., lon. 79' 13' E. ; 9,989 feet above
the level of the sea.

-

T o o a ~ c uD~~ o o o . A hill-fort
(probably in ruins) in the Balaghaut
Ceded Districts, about eighteen miles
travelling distance from the town of
Bellary.
TOORGOODY,-Alarge village- in
the Carnatic province, district of
Trichinopoly, about thirteen miles
travelling distance E.S.E. from the
city of Trichino oly. This place is
on the high m a s from Tdchinopoly
to Tanjore, and possesses a bungalow
for the accommodation of travellers.
( FuUarton, 4c.J
TOO~KEIRA.-Abrick-built town
in the province of Candeish, which
in 1816 belonged to the Peshwa, and
.contnined 200 houses; lat. 21' 23'
N., Ion. 74' 44' E., ninety-six miles
east from Surat. I t stands on the
banks of the Tuptee River, which

I
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TOURADJA.
when full is here about three furlongs
broad, but in May not above onethird of a furlong. It is crossed in a
large flat-bottomed boat capable of
holding 200 natives. The soil ia
rich and productive, but the country
in 1816 was greatly infested by
Bheels from the mountains.-(Sutircrland. &c.)
,

<

,

lorn

-

Car-

ToonEyooR'-A town in the
natic rovince, twenty-five mdes
north
Trichinopo]y; lat. 110 7)
N., Ion. 78' 43' E.
TORBAILA.-A town in the province of Lahore, division of Puckely,
situuted on the east side of the Indus,
where it is joined by the small river
Door; lat. 34' 12' N., Ion. 72' 45'
E. The Indus here enters into an
open country, and expanding over
the plain, forms numerous islands.(.Etphinctone,- 4c.I
- .

.

Captain FLinderr for passing thiough
Torres Straita is by entering the reefs
at Murra 's island, b which route a
two dard°gaasage wifl carry a ship
past all anger; but aa the space
between Wreck Reef and Murray's
island is strewed with dangers, many
of which have been discovered since
the ~ublicationof C a ~ t a i nFlinders'
chaits, and of which tdegreater number have only been recently seen, it
cannot be called a safe luvietion.
These dangers consist of low coral
islands. surrounded bv extensive
reefs, bpon which in dirk nights a
vessel is in momentary hazard of
striking, and being in consequence
completely shipwrecked. This route,
called the inner passage, was first
pursued by Mr. Cripps, of the brig
Cyclops, bound from Port Jackson
to Bengal in 1812 ; and waa subsequently followed by Lieut. Jeffreys.
of the- hired armed vessel ~ a n g a r b d
in 1815; but a safer route has beeh
since
out by Captain King.
~ pointed
*
TOUBANG.-Alarge and populous
town in Java, situated near the north
coast, 470 miles east from Batavia,
and fifty-four miles N.W. from Soombhaya ; lat. 6° 50' S., Ion. 11%' 5'
E. Extensive forests of teak stretch.
h e n c ~over a rocky and hilly tract to
the vicinity of Zedayo, o n a near approach t~ which the land 1s level and
well cult~vated.-(~orn, qc.)

FuTT'npOO&-A
in
the province of Allahabad, forty-four
i : lat.
~ 250
~
miles E. bv S. from ~
28'~.rloG. 79' 5' E.
Toa~~oau.-A village with the
ruins of a picturesque Hindoo temple in the Carnatic province, situated
en the extreme point of the Ramnad
peninsula, about twenty-eight miles
travelling distance from the town of
Ramnad. This is the usual place of
embarkation for pilgrims proceeding
to Ramisaeram. The breadth of
the strait from Toritory to Panban is
/Ta Rnjja).-An
exabout a mile and a half, and the pasTOUBADJA
is ueually performed in a large tensive district in the interior of Ceheavy ferry-boat, pushed along with lebes, bordering to the north on the
Alforeze mountains, which separate
poles.--(Fulkzrlon, gc.)
it frolo the bay of Tominie; to the
T o R v r ~ ~ r a ~ . -town
A in the My- east upon Loboe and Wadjo; to the
sore province, fifty-two miles north south upon Seederiring, and to the
Gom Serin apatam; lat. 13' 10' N., west on the Mandaus mountains.
A large proportion of the Ta R a i a
Ion. 76' 43 E.
Tard.-A
town
in
the
tribe
are aborigines, and unconverted
TOROFF
province of Bengal, district of Silhet,
seventy-seven miles N.E. from Dacca; Another portioll live entirely on the
lat. 24' 20' N., Ion. 91' 18' E.
water in their vessels, continually
TORRES
S~aar~s.-Straits in the roving around Celebes, Floris, and
Eastern seas which separate the two Sumbhawa. These last are frequently
large islands of Papua and New Hol- named Biadjoos, and subsist by fishland. The passage recommended by ing biche-de-mar, and catching tor-
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'TRANQUEBAR.
toises fbr the ehell~-(Stnaorinlut, a debt they owed him. Under e frugal government the revenue of t h e
L y d e n , kc.)
port continued sufficient to
TOUXATEA.-A mall district si- current expenses; and w h i r % %
tuated at the soutliern extremity of mark continued neutral her subjects
Celebea, bounded by Macassar, Bon- realized vast sums during the revolutain, and the sen, and under the in- tionary war, by lending their names
fluence of the Dutch at Fort Rotter- to cover British property. On the
dam ; la+ 5' 71 S, lon. 1 1 9 25' E.
unfortunate rupture with that kingTOUBNAGHAUT.-A
pass in the dom in 1807, the Danes were deprovince of Bejapoor from the Con- prived af all their settlements in
can to the interior of the Western India
The territory 'attached to Tranaut mountains ;lat. 17' 35' N., lon.
quebar is very small, being in its
most extended limits about five miles
T ~ A D O(inK Borneo).-See
MON- long by three broad. The fortificaTBADOK.
tions of the town towards theshore.
T s a u c RIVER.-A river with a consisting of a rampart and bastions
bar entrance in the Malay peninsula, faced with masonry, and a wet ditch
which forms the northern boundary at some distance from the walls, byt
of Queda, in lat. 7' 20' N. In 1820 without a glacis, are still (1820) In
the village of Trang contained about good repair. On the south there is
400 inhabitants, and there were many a small branch of the Cavery, where
others on both sides of the river, and boats find shelter; but there is no
of its numerouu branches. Elephants harbour, all vessels of a larger class
and iron may be procured here. The being ohliged to anchor outside of the
country belongs to t h e Ligor raja surf. The form of the town is a pounder the Siamese, but of late years lygon, and, though of sniall extent,
has been little frequented. In 1 8 s is built wit11 remarkable neatness and
a few elephants, some rice, some Sism regularity. There is not a native hut
wood, and a little tea, were exported or other mean structure within the
walls. Two of the streets may be
to the Coromandel coast.-(An&cnlled handsome, the Ilouses being
son, Captain Burney, ec.)
of two and three stories, with little
Grecian ~orticoesof three or four
Danish settlement in t6e Southern pillars projecting into the street, and
Carnatic, situated on the sea-shore windowed generally with rattan latof the Tanjore district, 145 miles S. tices. The government-house is near
by W. from Madras. A Danish corn- the centre, and there are two Propany was established at Copenhagen testant churches, besides a PortuIn 1612, and the first Danish vessel guese Roman Catholic chapel. The
nrrived on the coast of Coromandel fort or citadel occupies the southin 1616, where they were kindly re- eastern angle towards the sea, and
ceived by the Tanjore raja, from contains an old castellated building,
whom they purchased the village of where the principal public offices are
Tmnquebar, with the small territory kept, with a light-house on the
adjacent, for which they still
highest tower. The village of Pootribute. Here they erected the
riar, about a mile distant inland,
tress of Dansburgh, the protection forms a sort of suburb or black town,
of which, and the correct conduct of and besides the government gardenthe Danish company's servants, soon house, has several little Danish villas
attracted population and commerce. in the neighbourhood.
The company, however, did not
The revenues of Tranquebar are
prosper, as in 1624 they surrendered but scanty, heing principally derived
up their charter and property to king from the government share of the
Christian the Fourth, in payment of wet grain (rice) cultivation, the farms
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for the sale ofarrack, tobacco, fish, Moakies, apes, and baboons, nre very
oil, kc. and also the produce of the numerous, and herd together in flocks
sea customs. In 1809, when pot+ and familien.
sessed by the British, the revenues
The agriculture and productions of
of Tranquebsr amounted to 16,013 Tmvancore, well adapted to its more
star pagodas, and the total popula- hvourable climate and s~iperiorsoil,
tion to 19,679 persons. The princi- direr materially from the cultivation
pal commercial intercourse of this and crops of the Carnatic. The wet
small settlement is with the Isle of cultivation is ronductetl without the
France, Prince of Wales' Island, aid of tanks, the seasons affording
Singapoor, Ceylon, and Batavia. sufficient moisture for the producAfter the general pacification in 1814, tion of rice on every spot fit for that
Tranquebar was restored to its for- purpose, and as the utmost degree of
mer owners, and has since much im- industry is exerted, the quantity roroved both in commerce and r p u - duced in a country like this, wRere
ration. During the rupture wit BR- the crops never fail, must necessarily
tain this settlement necessarily suf- be large. The natives believe this to
fered greatly; but the inhab~tants be soconuiderable, that they assert the
bore the evil times without repining, whole of the government expenses,
and their conduct was on all occa- civil, military, and religious, are desions so strictly correct and honour- frayed from the wet cultivation alone,
able as to raise their character in the without infringing on that accruing
estimation of the adjacent British *om the dry species of tillage. The
authorities under the Madras presi- latter principally consists of pepper,
dency. The raja of Tanjore still con- betel-nut, and coco-nuts, all monopotinues to receive the Tranquebar tri- lized or heavily taxed. The timber
bute, amounting to 2,000 chuckrums forests are generally farmed ;ginger,
per annum.--(A. H. Hamilton, Fud coir, turmeric, and kopra monopoliz.
[arton, Mocpircrsor~,gc.)
ed. Tobacco for the consumption
of the province is imported from
Ceylon, and made a government moT R A V A N C O(Tiruvancodu).-A
~E,
large province situated at the south- nopoly, and transit duties a n exacted
western extremity of Hindostan, h e on all commodities passing through
tween the 8th and 10th degrees of the interior. Among other articles,
north latitude. To the north it is the produce of Travancore, and
bounded by the territories of the heavily taxed, are cassia buds, mace,
Cochin raja; on the south and west long nutmegs, wild saffron, narwally,
by the sea; and to the east it is se- coculus indicus, bees'-wax, elephants'
parated from Tinnevelly by a range teeth, and sandal-wood. The sea
of lofty hills covered with jungle. customs of the province, Christian
In length it may be estimated at 140 festivals, and fisherinen's nets are
miles. by forty the average breadth. taxed, and a capitation tax levied
The surface of the country in the on all males froin sixteen to sixty,
vicinity of the mountains exhibits a with the exception of Nairs,Moplays,
varied scene of hill and dale, and and artificers, the very classes best
winding streams which flow from the able to pay it. This operat- as a
hills, and preserve the vallies in a . tax on the soil, and compensates to
etate of perennial verdure. The government for the light assessment
grandeur of the scene is much en- on the grain produce. The landhanced by the lofty forests with holder is bound for all cultivators on
which the mountains are covered, his estate, each persqn ie aseessed a t
producing pepper, cardamoms, cassia, three fanams. Thenumber subjected
frankincense, and other aromatic to this tax has been estimated a0
gums. In the woods at the bottom 250,000. The sum total of these
of the hills are many elephants, buf- multifarious exactions has been enfaloes, and tigem of the largest size. timated at twenty lacks of rupees,
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which ir exclusive of the wet cultivation as already mentioned, and
and from the detail here presented,
some idea may be. formed of the
unsparing rapacity of fiscal regulations under a genuine Hindoo monarchy, the whole having been imposed before Travancore had any
connexion with the British nation.
Under the old Travancore government, from the prime minister (the
dewan) to the superintendant of a
few houms, there was an uninterrupted
chain of authorities, subordinate in
the strictest sense to their respective
superiors, and exercising all the
powers of the sovereignty, for they
were not only charged with the revenue assessments, the administration of justice, the chastisement of
offenders, but also with the command
of the militia and defence of the
country. The whole arrangement
was calc111ated to obtein the completest command over the persons
and property of the people; nor
s stem of rule be better
adapteda'? or t e purposes of extortion
and oppression, throughout all their
ramifications. These, however, were
exactly the abuses which the British
never tolerated in their dominions,
and endeavoured to remedy in Travancore by introducing a balance of
authority, and depriving the karigars
of their judicial and military functions, thereby reducing them to the
station of mere revenue officers.
A short time before the effective
interposition of the British government thedewan of Travancore, in imic
tation of the regulations promulgated in the Company's provinces, established a certain number of courts
of justice, but from various causes
the experiment did not succeed.
In 1810, an improved system waa introduced by Colonel John Munro,
the British resident, in which the
Hindoo law was continued as the
basis, but in certain cases departure
from its strict letter was permitted.
According to the Brahminical sacred
writings the killing of a cow is capital, and trial by ordeal sanctioned, as
also o&er practices equally extrava-

i

gant and absurd, whila the punishments decreed were various, cruel,
often ludicrous, and in reality inflictcdaccording to the caprice of t h e
dewan and his subordinate officers.
Amon other cases which came before t f e resident, while acting a s
dewan, was an appeal from the decision of a karigpr or inferior judge,
u ho had directed certain property t o
be given up to a man on oath. This
suit being referred t o an assembly of
pundits for their opinion, they rc" that the decision of t h e
arigar was correct and just, but
as the oath taken had been rendered
void owing to the death of a cow in
the house of the person who had
sworn, before the term of forty days
had expired, the property must be
relinquished to the opposite party:'
Travancore, from the earliest tradition, has been subject to a Hindoo
government and guided by Hindoo
laws, which in many instances are
founded less on the general principles of justice and morality, applyIng to all descriptions of persons,
than upon peculiar dogmas of the
Brahminical faith. Many delinquencies pronounced capital by the Hindoo Iaws, are not even deemed criminal by the Christian and Mahomedan codes; nor in Travancore can
these two persuasions be consid!red
gtrangers, being, in fact, an anclent
a?d inherent portion of the communlty. I t was accordingly thought
improper to subject them to the operation of the Hindoo criminal law; a
separate system was in consequence
formed for each class, modelled upon
that promulgated in the Company's
old provinces. When submitted t o
the pundits, most of the requisite
modifications of the shastras were
adopted without hesitation, and acquiesced in by the queen ; hut to t h e
trial by ordeal both parties clung
with remarkable pertinacity; and i t
became necessary, In compliance with
their united supplications, to admit
it in certain cases, under the express
sanction of the dewan. Indeed, i n
Travancore, even so preposterous a
mode of trial appears to have been
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productive of salutary effects, in restraining, through the influence of
their superstition and cowardice, the
excesses of a cunning, avaricious,
a ~dcruel generation. So contagious is
example, that that species of trial had
pervaded other sects, and had occasionally been resorted to by the Jews
of Travancore. One unfortunate Hebrew complained to the resident, that
he, having incurred suspicion, had
been obliged to put his hand in a vessel full of boiling oil ; anti not being
able to sustaid the fiery scrutiny, had
lost his cause slid the use of his
hand.
The existing coml~ilation of Hindoo law in Travancore is named Varahara Maleka, comprehending the
rules for trial and judgment, with a
detailed exposition of the holy texts.
This code is said to have been drawn
up by Xlahesha Mungalu~nNambuderi, a Brahrmn of tile Malabar coast,
and inhabitant of Paru~nanum,in the
territory of Cochin, about A.D. 1496.
In 1811 courts, to ad~niniaterjustice
according to the new code, were established at certain stations ; but the
British resident was obliged to perform the functions of dewan, it being
found impossible to discover a native
with adequate abilities and integrity
throughout the whole province. Indeed, the successive dewans of Cochin and Travancore for a long series
of years had been distinguished by
an overbearing arrognce to their
sovereigns, which rendered thequeen
averse to the re-establishment of so
imperious a functionary.
Travancore being an integral portion of the ancienthlalabar, the usages
and customs greatly resemble those
described under that head; and the
mode of nuccession to the throne
and property is regulated by the same
extraordinary rules. The husbands of
the tamburetties, or princesses, have
-no rank or authority In the state, and
are always sent back to their villages
on the decease of the tamburetties
t o whom they had been married. A t
a very early period the Christian religion gained a footing in Travancore,
and its subsequent progress was so
VOL. 11.

great, that twenty years ago this province was supposed to contain 90,000
persons professing the doctrines of
Christianity. In home parts Christian churches are so numerous and
Hindoo temples so rare, that a traveller with difficulty believes himself
to be in India. The most common
name given to the Christians of Malabar by the Hindoos of the country is
that of Nazaranee Mapila (Moplay),
but also very frequently Surians a n d
Suriani Mapila. A large proportion
of the fishermen on the sea-coast of
Travancore and Malabar are Christians. After the suppression of the
Jesuits the greatest number of Roman Catholic churches in Travancore and Cochin were attached t o
Goa, from whence they were.supplied with P o r t u g ~ e s eclergy; but
the institution at Verapoly has gradually and unjustly encroached upon
then), and now exercises a more extensive jurisdiction than any other.
With respect to the general character
of the Hindoo inhabitants, it seems
t o have struck two successive residents as being of the very worst description, destitute of truth and honesty, and abandoned to vice and
corruption. This turpitude they attributed to the perverted sybteln of
their aocial relations, under which
the social charities and the parental
ties and affections, which connect
father with child, anti neighbour with
neighbour, were extinguishetl.
In this kingdom the male offspring
of the tamburetties, o r princesses,
are the only legal heirs to the throne;
but there are certain forms and ceremonies indispensable t o the becoming tambi~retties. I t also appears
that tamburettiea of Attingara possessed the sovereignty of Travancore
from remote antiquity, until Raja
Martanden Wurmah, who died in
1758, persuaded the reigning tamburetty to make over the sovereign
a ~ ~ t h o r i ttoy the rajas, both for herself and for all succeeding tamburetties. Raja Martanden afterwardb
attacked the neighbonring petty
'states, and between 1740 and 1765
subdued many, through the efficacy
2 x

of a body of troops diiciplined aRer
the European manner, by Eustachiua
de Lanoy, a Flemish officer. From the
above date the Travancore rajns, by
intrigue and force, continued to swallow up all the adjacent chiefs, until
1790, when, in consequence of a d i e
pute about the purchase of Cranpnore, Tippoo attacked his lines, penetrated to Virapelly, and but for
Lord Cornwallis's interference, would
have totally subdued the province.
These celebrated lines were, by the
natives,deemed impregnable; but they
were really more imposing than effectual, as throughout thegreat extent of
thirty miles, few points were closed
in the rear, so that nearly the whole
would follow the fate of a single
point.
In 1795 one subsidiary treaty wes
concluded with the raja of Travancore and in 1805 another, by the
conditions of which he transferred
the management of his external political relations exclusively to his allies.
As frequently occurs in native states,
the dewan or prime minister of Travancore attained an influence over
the country, which wholly superseded
that of his master, and was exercised
in rm hostile a manner towards the
British government, that in 1809 a
war ensued, when his strong lines,
fuarded by a numerous army, were
orced by a small detachment of British troops, and the province subdued
with unprecedented rapidity.
In 1809 the failure of the measures
adopted by the Travancore state for
the liquidation of its debts, attracted
the serious attention of Lord Minto,
who addressed a letter to the raia
notifying the impending necessity Lf
assumine his territories. which was
done in-1810, when thk newly appointed resident, Col. John Munro,
found that eighteen lacks of rupees
remained due to the British government, besides five lacks to particular
individuala. Not long afterwards
the rajn died and the throne was ascended by the tamburetty next in
succession, the Elliah raja or heir
apparent being excluded, his mother
mt having undergone certain forms

and ceremonies indispensible t o t h e
becomin tamburetty. Between this
lady
the dewan such extreme
animosit subsisted, that added to his
u n t r a c d l e conduct and embezzlement of confiscated property, rendered his removal unavoidable. T h e
whole burthen of the government was
then assumed by the resident, by
whom, prior to 1813, the Travancore
debts public and private were all discharged, and an adequate system for
the collection of the revenue and administration of justice introduced.
The result was so progressive an increase of landed resources, that in
five years the amount of the revenue
realiaed had doubled, althollgh the
rent had in many cases been diminished and in no instance increased.
In 1809 the land revenue collected
amounted to 7,521,687 rupees; m
1813 to 15,62,830 rupees ; the increase originating from the prevention
of abuses, and the procuring of sums
formerly misappropriated by individuals. One great state disbursement
in Travancore is on account of the
temples, and for the performance of
stated religious rites. The allowance
for both of these were not only left
untouched, but discharged with a
punctuality never before witnessed
In this priest-ridden country.
The second tamburetty havingdied
in 1811 of the small-pox, epprehensions were entertained that the chief
tamburetty, or queen regent, might
experience a similar fate. She declined, however, being vaccinated,
having alread had the small-pox, but
recommendel the doctor to vaccinate
her husband. and the two young tamburettiee, wl;o were acco;diogijr inoculated, and thereby preserved from
a distekper which-then raged with
great mortality in Travancore. In
1813 the queen wae delivered of a
son, and soon afterwards a white elephant was caught among the Shutainut mountains, to .the great joy of
the ranny and her subjects; the colour of the animal indicating an auspicious reign to the.young raja. H e
wns soon afterwards inaugurated at
Trivanderam, where a throne conceal-
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a d by ~csrletcurtdna was placed in Muaro, MSS., Public

MS. Docs-

,$be hall of audience, which being are&, C. Buchanan, Sc.)
drawn up, the queen appeared seatea
T a r v ~ ~ c o a b . - T h e ancieht capio n ~ t , attended by her sister, the tal of the above province, situated in
second tamburetty, the children of lat. WN., Ion. 77' 33'E., twentythe former rajas, find the principal ty-seven miles N.N.W. from Cape
Brahmins qnd state officers. 4 Comorin.
proclsnatian notifying the a c c w
TRICALOOR.-A town in the Carsion of the young raja was read aloud,
and he was brought forward and natic province, situated on the south
shown to the surrounding multitude. side of the Panaur river. fortv-three
; 11"
During this ceremony the queen miles west from ~ o n d i c h k r ~iat.
and every person continued standing, 15' N., lon. 79' 15' E.
the British troops presented arms,
TRICATORE
f Tn'catur).-A
smnll
and.their band played ,God save the
king, while the music of the Travan- town in the Carnatic province, diicore army made a considerable noise. trict of Madura, thirty miles travelling
The queen, however, was not long distance from the city of Madura. At
place there is one of the finest
. desrinkd to eujoy her good fortune, this
for in 1814 she wps delivered of tanks in the south of India, and on
another uon and spon afterwards its bank stands a handsome pagoda,
died. The resident in consequence remarkable for the massy pyramidical
recommended her sister, the principal top that rises over the body of the
$amburetty, to act as regent during edifice.--(F&rton, tc.)
the minority of the infant raja, which
TBICATOOB
f Tricatur).-A
conarrangement was subsequently car- piderable town with a lofty agoda, in
ried into execution, when the young the Carnatie province an! Tanjore
raja and the @her chil$ep were district, about four miles N.W. from
placed under the joist care of the Tranquebar.
chief talnblvetty and their own father,
TRICHENDOBE.See TINNEVELLY
a person usually of little importance
in the Travasrore state. ,Consistent .DISTRICT.
G t h British Po ICY it
rather deT I \ ~ ~ P O ~ ~ town
. - A in Ton&airable thatthe ignity ~d con~idera- man's country in the southern carltion of the .tamburetties should be patic, about tLvo miles and a half
awmented, as their inflwnce tends west. from Puducotta ; lat. 10021rN.,
to moderate the rash and precipitate loll. 790 55'E.
rewlations of,the raja, and the coupTRIMBUCK.
A holy plnce and
-try $till abounded with suppre.ssed
Gqtians eager to profit by a renewal strong fortress in the province of Au, ~ intestine
f
warke. Towards the rungabad, pifllatd near the squrce
the objects fpr of the Godavery, eighty-seven miles
, ~ ~ w I u s i of
o n1814
'the attainment of whiJl.the resident S.S.E. from Surat; lat. 20" llN., Ion.
Iwd w i n e d the atntipn of dewan 73'42'g. Ljke most of the hill-forts
having.been accoplplished, he ~esign- in Gunterry, TrLnbuck, owing to its
.ed his e c i a l ,fi~nctions, but great lofty and ipqccessible gcarp,is impregdiffic~ltyw~avperjencedin diswvef- nable to gny arnly or artillery, ~ Q W ,ing a nativeproperly qwhied,for. so .evr;r well served. At lpe base it,is
&mpwtant a ,vocatiop. h t this wr- about,twelve nliles in c~rcunjference,
,ripdehet~talrevenues ofthecollntry and about four at its upper surface.
,were estimated at thirty lacks of ru- The.ascent to the u per fortress is
,pees per annum, and the subsidy pay- exiremely difficult, t f e principal one
.&le to the British government for being merely a narrow stair-case, cut
,preserviog internal trwquillity, and into the face of the precipice, and
preventing external invasion, abopt capable of admitting only one man a t
eight lacks of rupees.--(Col. John a time. In 1818, however, the-pr2x2
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rison surrendered to a British detachment after a very trivial resistance.
The sacred river, the Gunga Godavery, rises on the top of Trimbuck,
whence it issues in single drops from
the rock, where it is covered by a
rnlall pagoda containing various Hindoo idols.. From thence the rill runs
down the side of Tri~nbuck,passing
through the town of that name to
Nassuck, where it expantls to a considerable stream.

its amount, in 1820, having been estimated by the collector at 1,500,000
Ibs., and capable of great extension.
Formerly the size ant1 situation of the
city, the abundance of subsiotance in
the neighbourhood, and the long residence of Mahomed Ali's second son,
Ameer ul Omra, rendered Trichinapoly the favourite residence of the
Mahomedans in the Southern Carnatic. On the adjacent island of Seringham, are two magnificent agodas,
which have long commandeB the veneration of the Hindooa. The climate here at particular seasons, on
account of the quantity of moisture,
is not so intensely hot as in other
parts of the Carnntic. In 1817 t h e
total gross collection of the public
revenue in this district amounted to
4,93,739 star pagodas, and in 1823,
according to the returns made by the
collectors to the Madras presidency,
the total population was etimated a t
(Fifth Report,
481,293 persons.
Public MS. Docunzentz, &c.)

T a ~ ~ r u r . - A confused village of
Collery huts in the Southern Carnatic,
bituated in one of the wildest tracts
of Tondimnns woods, at the base of
m small bulging fortified rock reselnI~lingDindigul in miniature. The
lower fort, enclosed by lofty stone
walls, is on a level with the village,
and contains several inhabited streets,
the ruins of a palace and a paporla of
c u r i o ~ ~architecture.
s
In 11120, this
place was garrisoned by a party of
fifty Colleries armed with firelocks.
Trimium is the Tondiman chief's
strongholtl, and was occupied for a
TBICHINOPOLY.-The
capital af t h e
time during the poligrrr disturbances preceding district, situated on the
by British troops.-(Fullarton, 4 c . )
south side of the Caverv 118 miles
TBIMOOLAYA
RAMPATAM.-A
town S.W. from ~ondicherr~..This city
of considerable extent and population was the capital of a Hindoo princiin the Carnatic province, situated on pality until A.D. 1736, when Chunthe sea-coast of the Tvnjore district, dah Saheb acquired it by treachery,
and bounded on the north by one of but lost it to the Maharattas in 1741.
the arms of the Cavery, which sepa- Froni these depredators it was taken,
rates it from the French settlement in 1743, by Nizam ul Mulk, who on
of Karical. It stands about twelve his departure to the Deccan delegated Anwar ud Deen to administer
miles ~011th
from Tranquebar.
the affairs of the Carnatic. and on
his death, in 1749, it devolied by inTRICHINOPOLY
/Trichinapali).-A
district in the Cnrnatic province, heritance to his second son, the Naunder the Madras presidency, situa- bob Mahomed Ali. In consequence
ted about the eleventh degree of north of this arrangement it sustnined a
latitude. To the north it is bounded memorable siege by the French and
by Salem and South Arcot ; on the their native allies, which lasted from
south by Dindigul and Madura; to 1761 to 1755, in the course of which
the east it has the district of Tanjore ; the most brilliant exploits were perand on the west Salem and Coimba- formed on both sides ;but the extraordinarv militarv talents disolaved bv
tnor.
----k,
The country around Trichinopoly, ~ a w r e i c e~, l i v e ~: i r k ~ a t r i cfialto;
althotinh
not so highly cultivated as and other ofRcers. combined with the
~a
Tanjore, is rendered -productive of heroic valour o f the Britidh grenarice by the vicinity of that branch of diers, preserved the city, and estathe Cavery named the Coleroon. The blished the British candidate on the
cotton cu1tivation.i~also considerable, throne of the Camatic. The energy
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of character called forth on these occasions by the alternate reverses and
successes of the contending parties,
and the strenous and manly exertion*
of each to repair their losses, and
once more to meet their adversaries
in the field, so admirably narrated by
Mr. Orme, are scarcely excelled in
interest by those of the Peloponnesian
war, as related by Thucidydes, both
hietorians being In a manner spectators of the events they described.
The relative condition of the Carmitic since that eventful period, has
been ~ r e a t l ychanged, and the individud importance of this city altered
with them. At present the fortified
city or pettah encloses the rock, and
is separated by the deep and strong
current of the Colloway from a populous and extensive suburb, on the
skirts of which are the dwellings of
the civilians, surrounded by one of
the finest military cantonments in
India The whole is intersected by
excelbnt rords and shaded by a profpsion of garden trees and others coeval with the station. The fortifications of the city do not appear to
have undergone any material alteration since the days of Clive and
Lawrence,aavewhat hasbeen wrought
by the operation of time. A clear
esplanade is preserved between the
city and suburb, and the double wall
of stone loo holed without for musround bastions, ditch,
ketry, the
and glacis, still present a formidable
line of defence.
The ascent is by a curious sort of
staircase, partly covered and partly in
the open air, a t some distance from
the ground. About eighty feet above
the general level of the c ~ t yis a wellbuilt street of Brahmins' houses, and
higher up is the celebrated pagoda,
a huge, massy, and windowless pile.
A pillared square building, containing
a statue of Hunimaun, occupies the
most elevated peak. In the southern face of the rock below there is
a small excavation, something in the
style of the second class of cave
temples at Elora, and from its sculpt?!f parantly of Brahminical orign.
he bill comprehending all the
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above fortifications is a rock of s y e
njte, about 330feet high, and the marp n of the green alluvial tract below
1s studded hereabouts with other
irolated rocks, scarcely less remarkable than that of Trichinopoly. The
GoldenRock, tbe Sugar-loafRock,tbe
French Rock, and the more distant
Elimiseram with its fortified pagoda,
all names of classical note in the history of the siege. Close by in a
Mussulman dirgah beyond the western wall. of the city, under a plain
slab, and no ways distinguished, lie
the bonee of Chundah Saheb, and in
a sort of choultry adjoining are the
burial places of Ameer ul Omra and
family, but still e~nbellishedwith silk
curtains, and sanctified by the prayers
of attendant moollahs.
The population of Trichinopoly
and its immediate environs in 1830
was estimated at 80,000 persons, who
exhibit no particular feature of a
more advanced stage of civilization
than their inland neigbbours, except
a superior proneness to Litigation.
Having long been the capital of a
Hindoo princi ality, a notion prevails among tEe natives that much
treasure is concealed somewhere; but
none has yet been found. I t cannot,
however, be doubted that a country
like Hindostan, into which a current
of gold and silver bullion has set
for 2,000 years, muat contain innumerable hoards of bidden treasure,
all Hindoos being more or less hoarders. Travelling distance from Madras 268 miles; from Seringapatam,
205 ; and from Calcutta 1,238 miles.
--(Fu/larton, Orme, Heyne, 4c.)
TBINCOMALEE.-A
town, fortress,
and excellent harbour in the island
of Ceylon, 150 miles N.E. from Columbo; lat. 8O 39'N., lon. 81° 17'
E., 128 miles travelling distance from
Candy. Owing t o the convenience of
itti situation, the harbour of Trincomalee is the most important in India.
When the violent monsoon commences all the ships on the Coromandel coast and western side of the
bay of Bengal are obliged to put to
sea, and then Trincomalee is their

,
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A vessel h m
only place of
Madrsis can amve here in two days,
and the harbour is to be made at any
season. I t was much neglected by
the Dutch, the soil being barren and
the air noxious, and having no continental possessions of importance to
defend, the ,,yere roadstead was of
little utility. Neither did the g m dear of the surrounding scenery, so
ditferent from the flat swamps of
Holland and Batavia (their standard
qf beauty),interest them. /The harb u r is accessible at all dmson~,but
for one half of the ytar mariners
prefer Back bay, it being tlen equally
sde, and of more easy egress. The
depth of water within the bay of
Trincomhlee is remarkable : in some
places not far from the shore it is
unfathomable, and vessels may lie
close along the rocks, but the rise of
the tides are not sufficient for wet
docks.
The great body of the town and
fort of Trinco~naleeare placed at
the battom of a rock, and joined t o
a narrow neck of land running pad l e l to the sea, and separati~gthe
harbour from two adjacent bays, one
df which lies on each side of a three
cornered promontory. The guns
command bath Dutch and Back bay,
the first on the south, the last on the
north side of the fortified rock. Fort
Ostenburgh stands on a mount three
miles west of Trincomalee, and rotects the mouth of the harbour. $he
fortifications of Trincon~aleeform a
sweep of above a mile in length, encompassing the base of a rocky Hill
on the sides connected with the adjacent land, the portion that projects
into the sea being sufficiently protected by the steelmess of the cliffs.
No commonication can take place
with the proinontoky, except through
the gates of the fort, And its situaiion is so advantageous that it may
1YC renSered impregnable. The works
both of Fort Ostenburgh and Trineomalee, were mostly erected by th'i
Portuguese, with s o ~ madditions by
the French (who are great fortifiers)
&ring the short period they posressed i t ; the Dutch did little or ne-

thhg. '&re have as y t been v i q
few European settlers attracted t o
this place. In 1800, &e inhabitants
were mostly natives of the Carnatic,
here named Mdabars, with a small
Chinese c o l o ~ ~established
y
by t h e
eltertions of Admiral Dmry. Owing
to the barren unproductive n a t m sf
the surrounding country, there h nd
export trade whatever, and even i n
the best seasons provisions and VG
getables are scarce. The adjdcent
jnngles abound with wild hogs and
elephants, the latter having been
shot within a mile af the town.
In A. D. 1672, &. de la Haye, t h e
commandtt of a Ftedch sqttadron,
atttinpted a settltfnknt here, but
k i n g opposed bp the h t c h , h e
bore away for the cb&t of Coromal);
dd. From that date it rtinclihd
with the Hollander* until 1783, when
it surrendered without resistance to
(I detachment of t r o o p from &Ihdrns,
but wab shortly aRbr retaken k i t h
eqnal ease By Adlfiiral SuRrein. In
1795, Geheral Jamelt Stewart was
sent with an army agaidst Trincomalee, where the fleet anchdred to the
south-eadt of the fort, and after a
sie& of thrte keeks, lrreparatiens
linving bten made to storm, the
Dutch gorerdor capitdated. The
ndval del~srtntent, stores, and estfiblish~i~ents
hive been since ttadsfkrred from Mddms te Trincomalee,
ahd the fottifications have been oecupied by a British garrison, bat
ecarcely ally thing is known resgecting its prksbnt condition dr progrkss
lbk the last twenty years.i(Pmn'wl,
Cordiner, hf. Graham, &by; &c.)
Teracrso (TrangannuJ.-A petty
state on the 'east coast of the Malay
peninsula, extending from Kamamang
In 4 O 1PN. to the river Busut, whete
it borders on Calantan. Inland it ib
bounded by Pemk, at the ceetrnl
range of mobntains. I t yields also
tin and gold in considerable qhntities, the first equal to 7,000 peetilp
annually. The surface and general
aspe13 of the country resembles that
of Singapoor, heing a succession ef
low hilis, extending a consi&erabke
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dis(aace hland, which hare k e n trees, and exhibiting a greater apfound so well a ted for the culti- pearance of c~nifortthan is usual in
v h n 4 coffee, t at in 1825, 2,000 the Barrnmabal. Iu the vicinity there
pecuh of an excelleat quality were is an extensive reservoir. An attempt
exported. In 1824 the population was made here by Colonel Rend t o
of this principality was estimated at introduce silk-worms and the manu35,008 Malays, ew1usive of Chinese. facture of sugar, but both failed.Indeed, it may be considered one of (FuUarton, F. Buchanan, &.)
the most genuine of the modern
TBIPATOOB.-A town in the CarMalay states, where that dialect is
spoken in its greatest purity and per- natic province, dktrict of Madura,
fifty-two miles S.S.W. from Tanjore;
fection, although for man years it
lo0 7'N., Ion. 7B0 40' E. There
has paid tributa to ~ i a r n . & a g a ~ o o rlat.
is a fort here which appears to have
Chronic&, Ley&, 4c.)
been a place of strength, and was
TRINOMALEE
(!Zirunamolij.-A
occupied by a British garrison during
town in the Carnatic, fifty-two miles the poli ar wars, but it is now in
W.N.W.from Pondicherry ; lat. I I ruins.-f~darton, kc.)
11' N., lon. 79O 7' E. In the Carnntic
TBIPATOOB.-A small, but wellwars of last century this place susbuilt town in the Carnatic province,
tained many sieges; but no traces district of Chingleput, about twentynow remain of the bound-hedge or
fortifications with which it was for- seven miles S. by W. from Madras.
merly surrounded. A craggy moun- There is a Hindoo temple here of
considerable note. .
taie, about two miles in circumT ~ I P A W A N U M . -town
A
in the
ference, and rising in the middle to a
great height, has besides others, on Cacnatic province, district of Mathe highest rock a small chapel, qhich dura, situated on the right bqnk of
is held in extreme veneration, from the Vyaur, about twelve miles travelthe persuasion, that whoever, except ling distance S.E. from the city of
the oficiating Brahmins, should pre- Madura. I t is within the principality
sume to erjter it, would immediately of the She~agungapoligar.
be consumed by subterranmu fire
TRIPA~~OO
(Triparuraj.
R
A
rising for the occasion. The reat town in the Carnatic province, thirtypagoda is situated at the base of the four miles west from Madras ; lat.
mountain within a triple enclosure, 13' '1' N., Ion. 79' 52' E.
surrounded by numerous fine choulTBIBETTY
f Tripti).-The
moot
tries, two spacious tanks, and subordinate chapels; but the mqst re- celebrated H~ndootemple myth of
markable object is the principal gate- the Kribhna, situated i s lat. 13' 46'
way of twelve stories and 222 feet N., loll. 7g094'E., eighty miles N.Y.
high. The town of Triocomalee is from Madras. This pagoda stands In
extensive and populous, and the great an elevated hollpw or basin, enclose
street leading to the temple is lined in a circular crest of hills, the sacre
with choultries and the habitations precincts of which have neyer been
of Brahmins.--(Orme, Fullarton, 4c.) profaned by Christian or Mahomeclan
feet, nor has even the exterior of the
TBIPACXITTY.--4large village in temple been sees but by B gpnuine
tlie Carnatic, situated on tbe Vyaur, Hindoo. The reciprocal interegts of
amidst plantations of coco-nut trees, the Brahmins, 4nd of the diffprent
about eighteen miles travelling dis- rulers under whose sway it fell, comtance S.E. from Mdura.
promised this forbearance by the
TRJPATOOR
(!i"ripatutu,J.-A large payment of a large sum of mone
open village in the Barramahal, 120 which in 1708 a m o u t e d t~ f 3 0 , d
miles 8. W. from Madras ; lat. la0 29' The incarpation of Vishnu worsh~pN,,ion. 7S0 39'E. This is a pap11- ped here bas a variety of names,
b u s place, well sheltered with fruit rucb as Yencata, Rapla, and Tripati;

"R
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bllt by the Maharattas he is named
Ballajee, and his attributes are supposed to have a particular reference
t o commerce. Crowds of pilgrims
resort to the sanctuary from all parts
of India, who pour in offerings of
goods, grain, gold, silver, jewels,
precious stuffs, homes, cows, and
other articles, the aggregate of which,
when converted into money, not only
yields a surplus revenue to conciliate
the powers that be, but also sufficient
to maintain several thousand persons performing the offices of an
idolatroils worship, which is here
conducted with extraordinary pomp.
Besides the above goods and chattels,
the traders of the Banyan and Bhattea
tribes of Gujerat are accustomed to
present a per-centage of their annual
profits.
The average of seventeen years'
gross collections of the Tripetty pagodas up to A'D. 1818, amounted to
5 4 ~ 5 6pagodas
~
a n n u r l ' ~ ;the total
charga to about 11,000 p%odas annually. The highest stage of thegross
collections was in Iao1, when
to 709507
pagodas*
which period
have every year
padually declined, and i n 1318 were
only 34,458 pagodas actually remitted
to Madra.., besides which much had
been embezzled by the ,,*tive servants.
In 1801, while this temple was still
the superintendance of the
n a b b of Arcot and his officers, Ragoturn RowRajindra, finance minister
to his highnesa the ~
i notifieti
~
to Lord Clive, then governor of RIadms, his intention of expiating his
to ~
~and
sins by a
requesting his hi^*^ interference
with the nabob to secure him a safe
through the Arcot territories,
and a eivil reception on his arrival at
the holy sanctuary. The governor
according{y issued the necessary orders, and the first object
fully
attained, but the saond was entirely
defeated by the insolence of the nabobss servants, who had the immesupervision of the pagoda. In
consequence of the disrespect shewn
t o the British mediation, the nabob

was required to dibmiss the1 h e a d
officer at the temple, with which injunction he nominally complied; b u t
Lord Clive was compelled to enforce
the real execution of his mandate by
detaching a party of horse t o Tripetty for that purpose. Previous t o
commencing this expedition the nabob's financier presented, through
Captain Achilles Kirkpatrick, then
resldent at Hyderabad, a paper o f
requests, the second of H hich was
" That the high priest of the temple
shollld beprohibited fromappropriating to his own use ang of the cloths
or ornaments which Raja Rapotum
might present to Sri Raggojee" (the
idol) a larceny, which, from the preca~~tiouanature of the stipulation,
that sacred functionary appears to
have been in the habit of practising.
- (W*, Public MS. Docunrentr,
Moor, hc.)
TRIPO~=)R~.-Atown in the provi,,e of Cochin, nine miles east from
the town of cochin ; lat. 90 561 N.,
Ion. 76O 45'E. This place stands on
the east side of a lake,
formerly se arated the possessions of the
DutcR from those of the Cochin
raja, who generally made it his place
residence.
TBIVALOOH.-Atown in the Southern Carnatic, district of Tanjore, sixteen miles S.W. from Nega~atam;
laf- lo0 40' N-3 1011. 79' 44' E- This
is a POP^^"^^ and ~leasallttown, Situated a little way t~ the north of
the~ Nagore
~ river,, across which there
are two "arrow bridges of masonry.
There is a handsome square here of
native
~ houses,
~ inclosing
~ a magnificent
t
~
tank, into which a penins~llarcho~~ltry
the west ballk, while
projects
on the O P P O " ~ ~bide is a lofty Pathe
r choultr~
goda. 6ooth
with a bungalow, belonging to the
Tanjore raja, affords accommodation
to European travellers. Certain ancient Tamul astronomical tables were
constructed for a particular Spot
which Colonel Warren thinks wae
Tri~aloor.4F~larton
Warren,
,
4c.I
nod ern caTRIVANDEHAM.-The
pitd of Tmvancore, situated in lat.

~

Neeock Shah, the A i priest and 1 6
g i s k o r of the Seiks; lat. 31' 15' N.,
Ion. 75' E, twenty miles S.S.E from.
Ad&.
TUMLOOK.-A
town in the province
Tutxnvsnr.-A village in the MaIabat province, division of C o o r b of Bengnl, situated about thirty-five
2
neat the source of the Cavery; fifty- miles' S.W. from Calcutta; lat. '
five mites S.E.from Mangarore; ht. 17' M., Ion. 88O 2'E. The lands in
this neighbourhood lie extremely
1 P 24' N., Ion. 75O 3gE.
row, and are rotected kom inundaTorooao.-A
small t o w r in the tion by embanrments, supported at s
provinee d' Aurungnbd, sexenteen great expense; but which are occamiksN.N.W. from Poona; la+ la0 sionally broken by the freshes, an&
23' N, Ion. 73O 51' E.
the adjacent country submerged.
TULLAIT.-A town in the pro- Tumlook is the head quarters of an
vince of Ajmeer, situated on the agency for the manufacture of salt
Beeruch river, twenty-seven miles on government account, connected
tr~vellingdistance from Jawud. In with that of Hidjellee. The article
1820 it belonged t o the rana of is prepared by filtration from the
Odeypoor, and contained h u t 508 mud of the Hooghly river, and is
esteemed of peculiar value by the
housea.
Hindous, as being extracted on the
T~~AJA.-A
town m the Gujerat banks of the holiest branch of the
peninsula, eight miles from the gulf Ganges;
of C a n ~ h y; lat. 21' 24' N., Ion. 7 P
Major Witford was of opinion, that
1I' E.
there were in remote timm kings of
TULLOCK-Atown and district in Tumlook. or as he writes it Tamrathe province of Mysore, twenty-five lipta, one of whom about A.D. 1001
miles N.N.E. from Chittledrooq ; sent an embwsy to China. He also
let. 14' 24' N., lon. 76" 51' E. Up thought that by the inhabitants of
to 1820, inclusive, this portion of that empire he was styled TammoHindostan was remarkabl ill deli- nielieou.-(Sir H. Strachey, Wilford,
neated in the best m a p s . - ~ f r ~ n L o n ,Be.)
&.I
.
TUNGARIVER.-A small river in
TULLUC~WARA.--4
townin the pro- the south of India, whicb has its
vince of Gujerat, which in 1820 b e sonrce among the Western Ghauts,
longed to the Guicowar, and con- from whence it flows in a northerly
tained &out 300 houses; lat. 21° direction, until it joins the Budra
67' N., ion. 73' 37' E. I t ~ltandson near Hooly Onore, thereby forming
the right b k of the Nerbudda, and the Tungabhadm or Toombudra
baa a mall oblong fort of masonry rlver.
enclosed on two Gdes by the tow&
considerable town
but of no strength. A few b o r n and in TUNKARPE.-A
the province of Gu'erat? per unmatchlock-men are stationed here.
The Nerbudda is navigable for s m d nab of Jumbosier. J h e nver f e r e
craft from the sea to eleven miles leading into the gulf of Cambay, has
above this place, a distanee of name a twelve-foot rise of tide a t the
springs.-( Marshall, &el
than 100 mil---( Mdcolm, 4c.)
Tu~snrrc.-A town in the province
TUNQUIN.
of Bejapoor, fifteen miles west from
A kingdom of India h y d the
the c ~ t yof Bejapoor; 1st. 16O 45' Pa.,
G a n p , formerly independent, bui
b n . 75' 34' E.
nt comprehended in the
TULRUNI)Y.-A
towa iR the prowe empice, md sittmtad
vince 4 labore, tbe L4rtb-pkce of Wween rhe sewemteenth md vwepty-

@t.;
in tba b n of a truncated
ppmths wdls convergingas they
oared, wd stiki in excellent preservetitan.--(Fdbtm, &.)
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&Ehi,

third degrees of 'north Intit&
TO
the south it is bounded by Coehin
China and Laos, OP the Sbm countty
on the north by the ptoviuce of
Quangste in China; td the erst ici
has the gulf of Tunquin ; and ou
the west Laos and the Chinese'
rwinee uf Yuna~. The country
enown in Europe by the denomintion ef Tunqoin, is properly named
Nuoc Anam, which region incltidt+a
both Cochin China and Tunquin.
The first is also named Dangtrongl
which signifies the inner kingdonrl
and the last daugnay or the exWr4
nal kingdom.
Our information respedting this
country is mostly derived from the
French and other niissionaries, whb
at an early period established them6
selves in this and the adjacent kingdom of Coehin China According
td their nsrratibns, the country of
Tunquin towards China is wild and
mountainous, and the boundaries but
imperfectly defined, The pames
through the mountains are ahat U I
by walls, one side of which is gunr
ed by Chinme soldiers, and the other
by those of Tunquin. The kttdr
country is subdivided into ten d i p
trictb, four of which, a t the entremib
tles, ark. distinguished by the cardinal
points of the compass. Mountains,
extending from east to west, separate
Tunquin into two divisions, the
northern of which is considerably
lager than the southern. A pro^
longation of theae ridges separates
Lactho from Laos, and others s e p a b
rate Tunquin from Cochin China
These mountains are grahitie, and
many d them tmninat. in sharp

P*&

The seaeons or m o h m n s are dib

vided here into the wet and dry,
which are not, however no invakiaMe
as in some other prrts of India. The
raina begin in May and end in August, and are accompartied by much
thunder. The eurrents nm along
the coast from north to south j the
tides are very b q u l a r , and are
etrongest in November, December,
iwf January, rmd weakest in May,
June, and July; but a t all timcr they

me &th ks8 bpce then 61r th6 aperr
coasts of Europe. General appear-.
ahees of the Tunquin sbore i n d i m
a retrogression of the sea, and ab
advance of the land; but there are
some places where the reverse s e e M
to have taken place.
There arb few countriesbettet sup.
plied with water than Tunquin and
the lower parts of Ceehin Chine. la
the first there are a b v e fifty rivers
that b w towards the sea, several of
which b? their union form the D O ~ W
nai or runquin river, which is mid
to have its source in the Yuhaa
tnountains of China, and travetaed
almost the whole of thin kingdom.
It was formerly much frequented by
European navigators, and was, notwithstanding the bar at its mouth,
accessible to ships of 600 tons, but
at present the entrance is so much
obstructed by sand-hanks, that vessels
of nlore than 200 tons cannot ascend:
Indeed in modern times there arenot
8nY ports that can be entered by s h i p
of considerable drhft of water, but
shelter and anchorage may be found
aniong theislands scattered slong the
coast. The interior t r d c between
Tunquin and the Chinese provinces
t o the north and weat is chiefly cow
ducted though the medium of t h t
Tunquin river, which in process of
time may afford a channel for introc
ducing British manufactures into r e
mote parts of China, which have no
direct or cheap intercourse with Canton. The returns would probably be
made in thepreeious metals, wllish ale
mid to abound in the hilly rountry of
Tenquin and the neighbouring pro.
vince d Y~anan.
The mil of this kingdom varied acc
cording to its locality. I n the plaiw
it is rich, light, nteetty, and w&
adapted for the rice c u l t i v a t h ;
aplong the mountaim it iu mndy,
glpseous, and &rmgiaoer, and
rrbwndimg with s t w e r of di&nnt
sort& The country, taken altogether,
M one &the mogt fettile in this c p r a
ter of tba workl, .nd altbugb mu;
louq during a aesron of tranquiUity
can &kd grnin h r q - i o a .
Th ohief utkk is rioe of vaaiious

kinds and an excellent quality ; maize
is also cultivated, and different specfeti of yams and leguminous plants.
t h e only European fruit trees that
thrive here are the peach, the plun~,
the pomegranate, citron, and orange.
Vines have been planted, hut the
grapes have not roine to maturity.
Besides those above-oientioned Tunquin produces all the fruits common
to the tropical countries, most of
which are described under the article Cochin China. The tea-plant
of an inferior sort is said to be plentiful, and it is probable that by attentive cultivation its quality might be
improved. Mulberry trees abound,
and supply food for the silk-worms.
The interior also contains much
large timber fit for building, beautiful
'cabinet woods, particularly that named eagle-wood, of which a considerable quantity is exported, coco-nut
and other palms, b u ~ ~ b o oand
s rattans. There are mines of various
metals, and iron ore is procured in a
state of great purity. I t is also asserted that there are tin mines in the
mountainous tract near China, the
working of which is prohibited. Particles of gold are found in many of
t h e Tunquill riven, but they are more
abundant in the mountain streams of
the Shan countries to the west. Salt
and saltpetre are plentiful, and the
first is reckoned of a superior quality.
, Among the animals of Tunquin
is found the elephant, which is the
sole property of the monarch, and the
buwoe, which is em loyed for agricultural purposes. R e horses are
a small contemptible breed; goats
and h o p are numerous, as also
ducks and poultry, all very cheap.
The rhinoceros is only occasionally
discovered, but tigers of the l a r g e
size abound : there are also some diminutive bears, deer of all sorts, and
monkeys of every description. The
country generally, but more especially the mountainous parts, is much
infested with rats.
In Tunquin
there are neither hares, sheep, asses,
nor camels. The country swarms
with vermin, reptiles, and insects,
venomous and innocent.
Some

snakes 61 gmttt size are found, 'bat
their bite is not poisonous. Fish
are remarkably plenty, and furnish
the inhabitants with a larger proportion of their food than they derive
from the terrestrial animals; the
fishermen in the maritime parts being
fully as numerous as the cultivators.
In addition to the common sorts of
fish, there are turtle, tortoises, crab,
shell-lbh,and molluscas,the substance
of which being gelatinous and notricious, is particularly agreeable to the
Chinese, although loathed by Europeans.
The principal articles that compose the internal commerce of Tunquin are rice, fish, fruits, fish-oil,
betel-nuts, arrack, salt, vegetable-oils,
sugar, molasses, cassia, bamboos, timber, and iron, the natural productions of the country. The manufactured articles are cotton and silk,
worked and in thread, writing-paper,
wax, varnish, and brans and iron
utensils. Among the live animals
exposed for sale are elephants, buffaloes, swine, and ducks. At prerent, the external commerce of the
Tunquinese is confined to the coasting
trade. To Canton varnish, sticklac, and woodaand roots for dyeing,
are exported. A species of root,
called nav by the natives, ant1 shu
leong at Canton, forms the dead
weight of all the Chinese traders
from this country, as it is R very
cheap commodity, and furnishes a
red dye which might be greatly improved. Tunquin is the only quarter of the Cochin Chinese empire
that yields the metals, among which
are gold, silver, and iron, the latter
so cheap and abundant that it supplies the whole kingdom. In t h e
seventeenth centur the Portuguese,
Dutch, English, a n i ~ r e n c h had
, factories, but they have all long since
been abandoned. At present the
Chinese are treated with more favour than any other nation, and are
allowed to ascend the rivers a privilege also granted to the Portuguese of Macao; but neither are
permitted to establish factories on
shore.

Besides the articles above enumerated, Tunquin exports areca, ivory,
calamine (which is carried to Japan),
tortoise-shell, sugar rind n~olauses,a
cloth made from the bark of trees,
reed and cane mats, cotton and silk
(raw and manufactured), and fabrics
of mother-of- pearl very neatly worked. From China are imported refined sugar-candy, spices, medicinal
plants a l ~ ddrt~gs, hemp, flax, silk
stuffs, mercury, porcelain, glasswork, hardware, and copper and
iron ves~els. Through the medium
of the Europeans, firearms and all
warlike materials are procured and
lnonopolized by the government.
Along the sea-coast in the different
ports commercial afiirs with Europeans are transacted through the medium of a bastard sort of Portuguese
dialect, and this is also the medium
of all political communications with
the government.
On account of the fertility of the
soil, intersected hy numerous rivers,
the population of Tunquin is much
greater than any other part of the
CochinChinese dominions,although it
suffered severely during the long and
bloody wars that took place towards
the conclusion of the last century.
In this kingdom there are said to be
twelve principal cities, hut their
names and localities are difficult to
discrinlinate. In 182O,Cachao, situated at about 150 miles from the
mouth of a consitlerable river, was
reckoned its capital ; but the rei
inp sovereign reaides in
China, o11ly visiting Tunquin occasionally, although it is the richest
and most productive portion of his
dontinions.
Of the ten districts composing the
kingdom of Tunquin,the central, named Xunam, is by far the best peopled. This division consists of a
vast plain, watered, like Bengal, by
numberless navigable streams, is
supposed to contain half the population of the country, and in every respect resembles a Chinese province.
The total of the inhabitants of Tunquin was estimated by a French missionary, about twenty years ago, a t

eighteen millions, but this estimate
is probably greatly overrated, and he
supplies no detail of the facts up&
which he grounds his opinion. One
tenth of the inhabitants of lower
Tunquin are said to live constantly
on the water.
The ancient code of Tunquin laws
was much venerated previous t o the
last conquest of the country by
Caung Shung, the Cocl~inChinese
emperor. By L e Roy, the missionary, it is represented as being composed in the most elevated dialect
of Chinese, and fill1 of uncom~non
modes of expression. A t present,
by the Tunquinese laws, unishments are decreed ngainbt l!a sorts
of crimes with great n~inuteness,but
they are badly proportioned, otiences
against manners and customs beiag
more rigorously puniehed than crimes
essentially tlangerous to societ)..
The Tunquiuese in their shape and
featuresgreatly resemble thecl~inese;
but having ndoptetl the practice of
blackening the teeth, their appearance
is rendered adtlitionally hideous. I n
this country the ceremony of staining the teeth with a co~nposition
takes place when they are bixteen
or seventeen years of age, and the
change is considered so singularly
ornamental, that the natives nssert
that white teeth are fit for the
mouths of dogs. Like the Chinese,
the upper classes allow their nails to
grow to an immoderate length. T h e
females are marriageable at the age
of twelve or thirteen years, and are
very prolific. Both sexes are much
addicted to the chewing of betel, an
employment that suits with their indolent habits. Only extreme necessity can rouse them to any exertion
of magnitude ; and when their task
is accomplished, they relapse into
their prior state of sloth and repose.
I n this respect they differ materially
from their Chinese neighbours, who
are laborious and industrious by nature and habit.
In Tunquin the flesh of many animals is eaten which, in other countries, is rejected with disgust. T h e
natives here not only eat the flesh' of
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tbe rhinoceros, mnd p ~ k pQts
h
~ ~ ~ p tbat
t cthe
d spohce b w a g e
of t h e d e ~ h a o t . b u t a l s o ~b~ now
~ , wholly unintekible to a
monkeys; horses, and dbgs, &<kern- oative of the celwtial &ire, wl$e
iw the last n great delicacy; be- the written character .is well &wsides these they eat mountlun rats, stood, bsing the same in both cougbards, and nome kinds of worms, tries. Learnkg is here, ps in C h k
and even snakes. Possessing ao confined to fbe d w of l e t t e r 3
p e a t a variety of edihles, they never mandarin#. priadng ie known in
use the milk of m y animal in m y Tusquin, but so little practised that
ahape, holding it in extreme aver- soroe years ago there ww said to be
sion, which dislike they extend Zo only one printinggrew in the kingbutter and c h e w They have the dom. The types are of vood and
same re ugnance to fresh eggs, pre- nat moveable, every additianal book
ferring tRow that are nearly hatched requiring new plates and characters.
Maybugs deprived of their heads Few, however, are printed, and these
and intestines, and silk-worms fried, have in general a reference to law o r
're much satisfaction to this foul- religion. Their historical works are
Reding people. In conformity with inaccurate and cannot be depended
the Chinese custom, they never drink on. There are a few books an moral
cold water, but like it best tepid or subjects,which are mostly translations
approaching to the boiling tempe- or commentaries on Chinese books ;
and the sciences remain perfectly starature.
Throughout this kingdom the bulk tionary, apparently in the same stage
of the people are not permitted to of advancement that they were a
build houses of masonry, or of seva thousand Sears ago.
ral stories; the larger edifices, such
The r e w o n of the Anam pations
as temples and palaces, are generally (Tunquin and &chin Chinp) is a
constructed of wood, or of wood and mdifiwtion of the Buddhist system,
brick mixed. The wall that sepa- ,nearly resembling that which p~evajls
rates Tunquin fro111Cochin China is in .Chins, but blepded ,with many
fifteen feet high and twenty thick, llocfll and peculiar superstitions. As
and is extremely ill-built of stone in China, the Tunquinese have patriand bricks, the latter for the most archal veneration for their aretits
part merely baked in the sun. The and ancestors, comid~ringtiem as
roads are commonly very bad; but tutelary diainities who watch over
there is one of a superior description and protect (he families of their defrom Backing, the former capital, to acepJants, and possessing power in
Phuxuan, the ancient metropolis of proportion to the sanctity of their
Cnchin China, said to be 500 miles lives during their exbtence on ervth.
long. The manufactures of this pro- To them sacrifices are offered four
vince are mostly the same as those times a year, and every third anpidetailed under the article Cochin versary of their death is celebrated
China, and it is usud to find all the with additional pomp. The higher
inhabitnnts of a village followin the classes are described as adherents of
Mme trade. In this country, [ow- Confucius, who submit to the worever, it is dangerotis to be known to ship of i m p m d oti~erceremonies
.excel in any profesiion or art; as through de erence to public opinion.
the talents of the artificer would be
Some of the more barbarous tribes
immediately put ,in requisition to of the interior are said to worshi
.work gratis for the emperor, for the the dog and the tiger, both of wbic!
governor sf a province, or even for a they also occasionally eat. Traces
common mandarin.
of this worship are found among the
The Tunquinese being of Chinese mountaineers on the eastern borders
ori& tbeir,language is m~nosyllabic, of Hindostan, as well as in the probeing p modification of the Chiqese per Jpdo-Chinese nations, the tiger
d i g @ , ,but ao ,mudl changed and beiig worshipped-by the Hajin tribe,
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TUNQUIN.
in the vicinity of the Ctarrow hilla The moa wbl erm of pcsecutim
TheQuan-to, an ancient race, whe were k D. 1723, 17=, a d 1723,
inhabit the Kaubang or mountairnun
range that divides the Anam counaria from China, regard themselves
.as the original inhabitants of Tunuin snd Cochin China, and consider
Anam tribe as a mere Chinese
colony, which expetled them 'from
the maritime tracts. The Qoanto
have a peculiar Ian uage, and write
with a style on the feavo of a plant
termed jlwa in the Anam dialect.The Moi or Muong are also a moontaineer race, which speak a lanpage
different from the Anarn, but it 18 ndt
known whether the Moi be an original tribe or only a bmnch of the
Quan-to.
The Christian religion was lint introdliced by the Portuguese about
the beginniug of the seventeenth century, and subsequently, while the
French had commerc~al esttlblishments, they endeavoured to promulgate the benefits of a religion which,
wen in ics most debased and omrupted state, is infinitely superior to
the purest of the Iudian doctrintxThe English and Dutch had atso
settlements, but never i n t e r f e d .in
religious concerns, their attention
being wholly engrossed by their cornmercial pursuits. At an early period
the Jesuits sent missionaries to Tunquin, and had made considerable prop s s , until being suspected of carryrng on a secret political corrqpon&nte with the Coahin Chinese, they
were exl~elled. Missionarien were
~nuhoequentlysent out by LouL ,the
Fourteenth under the character of
commemial agents, .who settled a
factory, intended also to promote
the conversion of the Tunquinese.
On this event the Portuguese Jesuits
returned,and disputes aribing betwixt
them and the French missionaries,
the contest was referred to the Pope,
who ordered the Jesuits t o quit the
country.
,During the ei hteenth century the
exercise of the ehristian religion wan
generally prohibitecl, so~netimestolerated, and at particular periods peraecuted with the utmost cruelty.-

%

when the Chineae bad oonsidemble
influence; hut &er tbe ciwil warr
commenced, the government l w t
sight of aeligiw altogether. The
year 1790 wan rhe time whm Pbe
Chridan digion exprienced
most favourable tretttment, mimimien being then pern~ittedto ret+)e
under the denomination of mnthemb
.ticiama.
In Tunquin and Coohin China the
Catholic mienionrtries and their oow
vents have suffered much mome from
the mandarins and inferior oftirerssf
government than from the paaent
emperor, who in disposed .to be .ertremely liberal in his religious opinions. He, notwithstanding,axhibi@
a repugnance to the introduction af
all new modes of belief, as an innovation dangerous to a state where
auetom has the foroe of law, and an
alteration in religion sffwb the political eystem.
In addition to thqe, other obsta
sles present themselves to the propagation of the Christian religion in
Tunquin, among wbkh is 8he.oblifietion imposed on every subject of aontributing to the sqpport and wordl~ip
of theinational idols, and to appearat
rertnin festivals whioh haae both s
,oivil and religioue charaoter. The
,extreme reverence paid t o the manes
of departed ancestor8 is alsoan imp*
diment of considerable weight. T h e
Jesuits tolerated their usage^, from
which it is not easy to detaoh the
natives, but the .court of Rome Xisapproved of this indulgence. Another
objection of great moment with the
rich, and with them only, is the renunciation of polygamy and the being
obliged after conversion to restrict
themselves to one wife. In spite of
all these obstacles the Christian religion has in this region made great
.progress, and if the missionary statements be correct, in A.D. 1800 comprehended in Tunquin 320,000, and
~n Cochin China B$OOO persons professing that faith.
Tunquin. Cochin China, Cambodia
and Siampa are recorded to have an-

N BAY.
ciently formed art' of the Chinese
empire, but on tRe Mop11 invasion of
C h ~ n ain the thirteenth century, the
Chinese governors of the southern
provinces took that opportunity of
setting up the standard of independence. In this manner several distinct kingdoms were created, the sovereigns of which, however, continued to agknowledge for many years
afterwards a nominal vassalage to the
throne of China The Tunquinese
princes gradually assumed a greater
degree of independence, and about
A.D. 1553 are asserted to have subdued Cochin China
For some time befdre and after
the above era the sovereigns of Tunuin, whose title was dova, (probably
leva., were kept under by a series of
hereditary prime ministers, named
chuas, similar to the Maharatta
peshwas in the Deccan and mayors
of the palace in France under the
second dynasty.
The subse uent history of this
country is m%er confused, nothing
being presented to the mind but a
succession of assassinations and revolts, and a perpetual fluctuation of
boundaries. About A.D. 1774 a revolution began, which is described at
some length under the article Cochin
China, and after a sanguinary warfare of twenty-eight years terminated
with leaving the Anam empire as it
at present exists. Tunquin was finally conquered by Csung Shung,
the Cochin Chinese emperor, about
the year 1800, and has ever since
been ruled by a viceroy delegated
from the seat of government.--(De
Bissachere, Leyden, Stnzbnton, Pftblic
Jouraalr, 4c.)

TUPPEL.-A tewn in the province
of Agra, district of Alighur, fortyeight miles S. by E. from Delhi; lat.
28' 3' N., Ion. 77' 27' E.
TUPOOKUN.-Amountain peak in
Northern Hindostan, twenty xpiles
S.S.E. from Bhadrinath temple; lat.
30' 29' N., lon. 79' 4WE. 6,182 feet
above the level of the sea.
TUPPA.-A town in the province

of Malwa, twenty miles from Ashta,
which in 1820 contained 300 houses.
TUBANNA.-A town in the province of Malwa, twenty-one miles
from Oojein, the capital of a district
which in 1820 belonged to Holcar;
lat. .ZP18' N., Ion. 760 10' E.
TUBWUN.-Atown in the province
of Gundwana, situated on the west
bank of the river Pata. which in 1820
belonged to the ~ r i t i s hgovernment;
lat. 22' 40' N.. Ion. 78' 23' E.
TUPTEE
Rxv~n.-This river has its
source in the province of Gundwana,
near the village of Batool, among the
Injardy hills, from whence it purfiues
a westerly direction through the pravince of Candeish and Gujerat, until
it joins the sea about twenty miles
below Surat. The whole course,
which is very serpentine, nnd through
a fertile country producing much of
the cotton exported from Bombay,
may be estimated, including the windings, at 480 miles. .The shoals crossing the mouths of the Tuptee and
Nerbudda aye known to the Gujeratties by the names of Sliorat and
Deijbaroo. The first Mahomedan
army that crossed the mountains
south of the Tuptee, was led, A.D.
1293, by Allah ud Deen, nephew and
successor of Feroze, the reigning
sovereign of Delhi.-(Scott, Drummond, 12th Register, 4c.)
TU~IVACARAY.-A
town in the
Mysore province, fifty-two miles N.
from Seringapatam; lat. 530 1 W N.,
Ion. 76O 43' E. In A.D. 1800 this
place consisted of an outer and inner
fort, strongly defended by a ditch and
mud wall, with a pettah at a little
distance, containing about 700 houses.
TUBON
BAY.-A commodious bay
in Cochin China, named Hansan by
the natives, situated about 160 7'north
latitude. The channel into this harbour is round the north-east end of
the Hansan peninsula, having an
island to the north. All the coast is
safe to approach, the water shoaling
gradually from twenty to seven fsthon~s. The bottom is mud, and the
anchorage safe throughout. A small
island within the harbour is nearly

TUTICORIN.
surrounded with such deep water, as
t o admit of vessels lying close alongside to heave down or refit. At the
southern extremity of the harbour is
the mouth of the river which leads to
Toron. It is about two hundred
yards wide, with a depth of two
fathoms, snd its current lnto the bay
sufficientlystrong to excavate a channel through the sand-banks. The
rise and fall of the tide is very unequal, at one time only aix feet, and
a t others so high as eleven and twelve
feet. In the nelghbourhood of Turon,
and along tlie adjoining coast, the
winds have been found variable all
the year through, the periodical winds
loainginfluencc near the shore. S e p
tember, October, and November compose the rainy season, at which time
the rivers inundate the low country.
The town of Turon
about
a hlile above the mouth of the river,
and as well as the peninsula, harbour,
anll river, is namgd by the natives
Hansan. The houses it contnins are
low,
and
built
which
with
grass
or rice straw. The opposite side of
the river is divided into fields surrOullded
and
rice, and s u w c a n e .
with
The market in the town is plentifully
"pplied with the W e t a b l e produce
of a tropical climate, and large quantities of poultry, especially ducks. The
bay abounds with fish, and in some of
the boats the fishermen reside, with
their families, all the year round.
Great numbers of flying fish are here
tnken by letting down into the sea
dee earthen vessels with narrow
necca, baited with pork or the ofils
of fish. All the tnollusca, and other
gelatinous substances, whether atlirnal
or vegetable, usually rejected by Europeans, are considered by the natives
of this coast as excellent foocE, and
highly nutritious.
This port was in ancient times the
chief mart for the trade of Cochin
China with the Cllinese empire, and
that of Japan ; but prior to 1793,
when it was visited by Lord Macartney, the city of Turon had suffered
greatly by the civil wars, and wag
VOL. 11.
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surrounded by extensive masses of
ruins. In 1819 it is dacribed as
having once been a po ulous city, but
at that time a m a n , firthy place, wid1
s well stocked bazar. In 1787, the
peninsula of Hansan or Turon was
ceded to the French by the rcjgning
sovereign of Cochit~China, in return
for assistance promised him ; but the
French revolution breaking out, possession was never taken. The vessela
that resort here at present are either
junks from diierent parts of China,
or craft belonging to the.Portuguese
of Macao. These last carry on a
considerable portion of the trade of
this country, where they dispose of
the refuse of the European goods
which they buy up in the Canton
market.--(Staunton, Barrow, Bc.)
T~~~~~(or Theralr).-~ town in
the Gujerat province, situated about
h and ~~ ~ ~h
half way between ~
dunpoor i lat. 230 5~ N,, lo,,. 7 1 ~
41, E. hi^ is an open town, and in
1,309
about 2,500 houm,
1,500 of which belonged to Cooliw,
and the rest to Rajpoom, Banyan8,
~
~ kc.
~ the north
~
of b
~
h (at ~that dale
~
the
h capital of
the Kakreze) the country is cultivated, but nlucll interspersed
bush
jungle, and deficient of water, which
1s procured from wells forty feet deep,
of which are b r a c b h . c ( ~ a c murdo, &c.)
TUTICOBIN.-A large town in the
Carnatic province and sea-coast of
Tinnevelly, ninety miles N.E. from
Cape Cornorin; lat. 8'57' N., Ion.
76' 36'E. A great proportion of the
native population here consists of
Parraware, a clsss of native Roman
Catholics inhabiting the sea-coast of
this neighburhood, and engaged
chiefly in the coesting trade.
At this place there is a pearl fishery, but the pearls are reckoned inferior to those found in the bay of
Condatchg, in Ceylon, being stained
with a blue or greebish tinge. In
1810, the fishery of the Toolayeranl
Paar pearl-bank was rented to two
contractors, who were to have ten,
days complete fishing with f i f i ~
boats,
2L
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for which they angaged to pay 34,300
star pagodas. This fishery produced
2,203,658 o ~ s t e r s of
, which one-third
went to the divers, and two-thirds
to the renters j when completed i t
was relet,
For three days' fishing with
sixty boats, for Pagodas 10,337
Seventy-five boats afterwards,
15,787
for three days, sold for
Four hundred thousand oysters
fished afterwards on Go7,045
vernment account
The charges amounted to 550 pagod=, and the Toolayeram bank was
then considered so completely fished,
that nothing could be expected from
i t for at least seven years to come.
The conducting of this business requires six weeks' constant attention
on the part of the sllperintendent
(usually the collector of Tinnevelly),
and during its continuance the atmosphere is rendered insupportable by
the exposure of so many nlillions of
oysters (probably l ~ t t l eshort of forty
millions) to putrify in the open air.
The net produce of this fishery in
1822 was 1,41,886 rupees.
The pearl fishery at Tuticorin is
distinctly mentioned by Marco Polo,
which establishes the interesting fact,
it has continued
the
same state during a period of five centuries, and consequently that with
careful management it is likely to
prove a permanent source of revenue.
fts
is also noticed by Ptolemy'-(Hepburnp Marsden*
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after which i t reverted t o the EastIndia Company. Since that date,
from the quantity of waste land
brought into cultivation, the number
of ghauts or landing places, religious
temples, and other substantial buildings constructed, it may be inferred
that this territory has been progressively increasing in agriculture, population, and commerce.
In 1801 there were within t h e
limits of the Twenty-four Perg~lnnahs
190 seminaries, in which Hindoo law,
6'an1"'ar,
and metaphysics, were
taught, maintained b?' the voluntary
contributions
Hindoos,
charity lands ;
and the produce
total of annual expense, 19,500
At that time there was
but one madrissa, or college for
instruction in the Mahomedan law.
This small district, although so close
the ~ ~ e ~ has~ always
~ e been
~ c ~
greatly infested by dacoit3 (gang robbersj and river pirates. In 1813
be
the police was considered
state of evident improvement; b u t
under "'any disadvant%es, owing t o
its local situation and to its surrounding the actual capital of India, and
focus of attraction to the dissolute

an$ti::::iar,s

is supposed to be considerably more than
ten per cent. On the land tax,
in particular* not paying One rupee
per thor~sand of the rents they ac~ U ~ ' ' Yreceive'
of the
m g landholders are, or have been,
the dewans of European gentlemen.
TuxA~.-A town in Northern Hin- Indigo is .the most valuable comdostan, nine miles S.S.W. ftom sub- modity raised, but experience proves
hatoo ; lat. 30° 531 N,, lon. 76" 57 E. it to be an article of precarious
profit. The planters are obliged
TWENTY-FOURPBRGUNNAHS.-A to advance cash to the cultivators
district in the province of Bengal, before a grain of the seed is pot into
situated principally to the south of the earth, and the latter is frequently
Calcutta, on the east side of the influenced by the zemindars to perH@oghlj. river. In extent it com- vert the money t o other purposes and
prehenda about 882 square miles, m d abscond. I t is a fact, however, that
was first formed into a landholder's the peasantry in the neighbourhood
jurisdiction in 1757, when it was con- of an indigo factory always appear
btituted the zemindar~of the Corn- in better plight and more independent
pany, and jaghire of Lord Clive. In of the landholders than elsewhrre.
1765 a ten years' pro~ongationof the In 1814 the produce of the jumma
&hire to Lord Clive was obtained, or land-tax amounted to 12,49,103

,
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rupees. Tbe Hindoo inhabitants of
the Twenty-four Pergunnahs are reckoned in tbe proportion of three to
one Mahornedan, and the total number have been estimated at 1,625,000
persons. If to these be added the
h b i t a a t s of the Calcutta jurisdiction, computed .by the police magistrates at 600,000,the total population
within twenty miles will amount to
9,225,OOO persons.-4.7. Grant, Police Report;, F. Fitzroy, &.)
TWENTY-FOUR
RAJAS.-In northern
Hindostan, immediately west from
Nepaul Proper, is a country of considerable extent, which had long consisted of twenty-four petty states,
whose chiefs were collectively called
the twenty-four rajas; yet they do
not appear to have ever had any common system of defence, or ever to
have been connected by any common
extraction. They all indeed acknowledge the superiority of the Jemlah
raja, who had besides many others
in a similar state of dependence:
which conferred, however, scarcely
any authority on the nominal superior, whose power appears to have
been limited to exhortation, and the
rioht of bestowing the tica, or mark
of supreme authority, on the heirs
of each chief, which tbey could also
do without. His elevated rank.
however, was never called in question, and his mcdiation probably procrastinated the subjugation of all
the petty chiefs to one, as at last
happened. According to the most
authentic list the twenty-four Rajas
consisted of the following chiefs, commencing at the Trisoolgunga river
and proceeding westward.
1. Corkha.
13. Lamjun.
Z. Tannlung. 14. Kaski.
15. Malebum.
3. Palpa.
16. Galkot.
4. Rising.
17. Gulmi.
6. Cbiriag.
6. Gajarcotc.
18. Mussekot.
7. Dhor.
19. Tarki.
8. Bhirkot.
90. Khachi.
9. Gharahang. 21. Argha.
10. Nayacot.
2% Dhurkot.
11. Sntabuq.
23. Isma.
12. Poin.
94. Peytahn.

Some of these chiefs had entered
into leagues of mutual defence, and
some were connected by common descent in the chiefs, such as the Athabhai, or Eight Brothers, and the Satbhai, or Seven Brothers.--(F. Bu;
danatr, Kirkpatrick,4c.)
TWENTY-TWO
RAJAS.--InNortherq
Hindostan, west from the channel of
the Rapty, an extensive region commences, usually termed by the natives
the country of the twenty-two rajas,
but respecting the interior of whicb
very little is known, it never having
been the theatre of European warfare, or explored by any native of
that leading continent. Each petty
rajaship is of course designated from
the residence of its chief, but of most
of these even tbe site remains a
matter of conjecture. The followi~lg
very imperfect list contains the names
of some of the principal chiefships,
the whole of which have long been
subordinate to the Gorkha dynasty
of Nepaul.
Chhilli.
Jahari.
Gajal.
Dang.
Dharma. Bangphi.
Saliana.
Rolpah.
Jajarcote.
Malaneta. Rugun.
Jemlah.
Sstatala.
Messikot. Duti.

UDIPU.-A small town in the province of Canara, situated about three
miles from the sea, near a smdl river
called the Papasani, thirty-nine miles
N.N.W. from Mangalore; lat. 13"2Y
N., lon. 74' 4WE.
ULRAKA
KHANPEAK.
-A moun.
tain peak in Northern Hindostan,
near a small lake, seventeen iniles
S.W. from Almora; lat. 29" 23 N.,
lon. 79"26' E., 7,366 feet above the
level of the sea.
UMBALLAH.-ASeik town in the
province of Delbi, which in 1822
Captain Ross recommended as the
proper station for the superintendent
of 6eik a i r s .
UMBEITA.-A small town in die
province of Delhi, fifteen milts S.W:
2rq
'

.
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from Sahaninpoor ; lat. e90 51' N.,
Ion. 7 7 18' E.
Uas~a.-A town in the province
of A ~ n l n ~ p b a thirty-five
d,
miles S.E.
from the city of Aurungabnd ; lat.
1 P 38' N., Ion. 7P 9 E. This lace
with the s m ~ l territory
l
attache!, although situated far within the limits
of the Nizam's dominions, until the
treaty of Mundessor, A.D. 1818, beIon ed to Holcar, and was governed
by h s officers.
UYLYALI.A.-~
town in the GL,N.N.E.
jerat province, thirty
from Ahmedabad ; lat. e30 14, N.,
Ion. 73" 6' E.
UNDANA--Atown in the province
of AJnleers pergunnah of Jawud,
which in 1820 belonged to Sindia,
and contained about 400 houses ;
lat. 240 .78'N-, Ion. 74058' E.--(MaG
colm,

4c.)

colours (the red predominating), with
horizontal stratn of quartz, and small
fibrous veins of a white material like
agate, descending perpendicularly.
Where the rock has been ex osed to
the weather its surface is broEen into
small piecea, having little mqre cohesion than clay baked in the sun.
The gold is separated by washing,
there being no fuel in the neighbourhood, or rather no wood, for there
is an appenrance of coal. In t h e
'bed of the Sutuleje there are many
large flowering shrubs resembling the
tamarisk, rising from three inches t o
eight feet in height, according t o
situation. The goats and yaks a r e
fond of its foliage. The latter bite
the grass very close to the ground,
which fits them to crop the short and
scanty herbage of these dreary mountains. On a plain partly bounded by
the Sutuleje, about half a mjle in
length and breadth, are many shallow
pits, made by Persons in search of
gold-dust,
and also deserted caves in
the rocks originally excavated for'the
same Purpose.
The Undes a1)ound with hares,
which are longer on their hind legs,
shorter in their bodies, and altogether smaller than those of England,
but their fur is both finer and longer:
when disturbed they fly to the mountains, but frequently stop and rise on
their hind legs to look at their pursuers. They are very prolific, and
their flesh well-tasted. Wild horses
and asses are occasionally seen, and
also the animal with enormous horns
called the bharal. The horses appear to be about thirteen hands in
height, and wre very shy. Animals
of a fawn colour about the size of a
rat, with long ears, but without tails,
are seen in considdrable numbers,
and also a species of bird resembling
the grouse. Rhubarb is seen to the
north of the Sutuleje, and the whole
tract is fanlous as the favourite country of the shawl-wool goat. Toling,
the residence of the head Lsma,
stands in 1st. 31° 19' N., Ion. 790,48'

is the
U N D E ~Urna Dcra).-This
general name of the tract of country
and ~ i
fiituated between the ctlilaS
of mountains west of
malapa
Lake Rawan's Hrad, and intersected
by the course of the Sutuleje river,
which issuing from that lake, flows
to the north-west. The Niti ghaut,
a pass through the Himalaya, separates the Undes from Bhootant and
the sources of the Ganges. This pass
is about half a mile broad, and alnlost
destitute of vegetation, which is de~troyed by the cold piercing wind
that sweep through from the tableland of Tibet. After surmounting
the pass several piles of stones are
heaped, on which sticks are seen
adorned with rags of different colours, the offerings of travellers, and
tokena of their having overcome so
difficult an ascent. To the northwest Undes is bounded by Lahdack
or little Tibet.
After crossing the Sutuleje a few
miles north of Deba, where it is
eighty yards broad and three and a
half feet deep, thereare three villages,
painted of different colours, which
are the winter residences of the inhabitants of Deba and Dong. The l3,
adjacent hills, said to be rich in gold,
While the Undes continued under
are composed of granite of mixed the Suryflbsns (children of the sun)

VAKALEER.
caste of Rajpoots, and also after it patnm, sixteen milea N.E. from the
pwsed under the dominion of the town of Vizagapatam. This place
Chil~eae,the independent Tartars of stands in a deep bay, with bold monnLahdack were extre~neytroublesome tain scenery in the back-ground, and
to the inhabitants by the frequency is one of the most considerable fishof their inroads, and only ceased ing stations on the coast. Above
their depredations in consequence of one hundred catamarans, besides sethe country having been bestowed on veral ~nassoolahboats, may sometimes
the Dalai Lama On this event their be reckoned on the beach.--(Fullarreligious prejudices influenced them ton, 4c.)
ukSANA.-~
town in the prorin.ee
to desist from molesting the subjects
of the supreme head of their faith. of AKra, thirty miles S. fronl Alvm;
The last raja (whose father had been lat- 2702% N., ion. 760 25,E.
killed by theTartsrs) was delegated by
US SUN^.-A small town in the
the principal people t o solicit tlie protection of the Chinese against these province of Delhi, twenty-five miles
depredator#, which was accordingly S.W. from Kurnal; lat. 29' 311N.,
granted ; but some time afterwards, Ion. 760 35' E.
PS above related, bestowed, but proUMEEaGtrva.-A town in the probahl~
name, On the grllnd Or vince of Ajn~eer,situated to the north
lIdlai Lama of Lassa. This tract, of Chitore, on the road from Nusas nlay be
's
seerabad to thatplace. This is ago&
bited, and little cultivated. The sized town, in the
of which
Uniyns, orinhabitantsofUndes, pro- are three temples ranged in a line,
cure their grain from the Jowarr~es,
repose the
of a rich

'

the Marchas, a n d ' other traders
through tlie passes as far as Bussaher,
are said
and
eat but little
animal food.-(Moorcroft, 4c.)
UNKIE
TUNKIE.--4 strong hill-fort
in the province of Aurungabad. The
shape of the hill is nearly square,
being a solid rock rising from another
hill, the sides of which gradually decline towards the low country and
the pettah. The rock itself is scarped
on ita four sides to a perpendicular fdl
of from 150 to 200 feet, presenting on
all sides an inaccessible smooth bluff
rock. The upper circumference of
the hill is about an English mile, and
~erfectly flat, except at the east,
whcre rises another small hill ahout
150 feet above its own base. The
summit of this little cone is called
Tu~ikie,and is exactly 900 feet above
the level of the low country. It surrendered to a British detachment in
1818, after a feeble resistance.
,
UPADBANG.-Atown in the Nepaulese territories, thirty-eight miles
W. by S. from Cat~r~andoo
; l a t 27'
37' N., Ion. 84O 23' E.
UPARAH.-A fishing village in the
Northern C i r w s , d istrict of Vizagu-

merchant, their founder. There is
also a manufactory of ,.hintz, and
the place in 1824 bore the appearance
of prosperity. Above it, on a high
rock, stands a castle, which in 1823
was conquered for the rana of
Odeypoor from a rebellious Thnkoor.
-(Biahqp Hebet, 4 c.)

v.
VADAGARBY.-Atown in the Carnatic province, district of Tinnevelly,
seventy-seven miles N. from Cape
Comorin ; lat. 9' 12' N., lon. 7 7 O 36'
During the wars of thecarnatic,
' E.
from 1940 to 1760, this place was
possessed by a tributnry poligar, who
gave a great deal of trouble, both t o
the nabob of the Carnatic and to the
East-India Company.
VADAGHEBRY
(or ~adacuray).-A
Moplay town on the sea-coast of the
Malnbar province, twenty-four miles
N. by W. from Calicut ; lat. 11' 42'
N., Ion. 7.i0 40' E.
VAKALEER/ Wac&ray). - A
small town in the Mysore raja's ter-

-
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ritories, nine miles S.W.from Colar ; N.E. from Surat ; lat. %lo 4Y N.,
Iat. 13O 4' N., Ion. 7B0 6' E.
Ion. 73' 23' E.
VADAVATI
RIVER.-This river haa
VERY.-A small district in the proits source in the Mysore province, vince of Cashmere, described by Abul
nesr t o the Babebooden hills, from Fazel as producing much saffron.
whence it flows almost due north,
-A small military
VELANQHENA.
until after a course of about 200
miles, including windings, it joins the post in the ialand of Ceylon, diitrict
Toombudra: twenty miles above Ado- of Upper Ouva, wbich is probably t h e
ui. It is also named the Hajini a d highest inhabited spot in Ceylon ;
lat. 6' 44' N., Ion. 81' 7' E., fortytbe Pajini.
three miles S.S.E. from Candy. The
VAYGABOO
RIVERfor Vyaur).summit of the Idalgashina pass, from
A river in the south of Inha, which Suffragam to Upper Ouva, is about
after passing close to Madura, and tra- 4,700 feet above the level of the sea ;
versing the zemindaries of Sheva- but Velanghena is two milea distant
gunga and Ramnnd, is almost wholly in a straight line, and about 700 yards
absorbed in a large tank, twenty lower down. On the 20th March
miles south ofTondi. The dry sandy 1819 the thermometer stood here at
bed of this river is of great breadth fifty-seven degrees before sunrise.throughout its wholecourse, and after (Davy, &.)
passing Madure, its waters are so diVELAUR.-A river in the Chrnatic
verted from their channel for the purposes of irrigation, that its bed at of the second class, wbich rises among
.Ramnnd is ~ ~ s u a l ldry
y throughout the rnonntains of the Salem district,
the year, and only contains water and after a course of above 100 miles,
when the floods are u n u s ~ l ygreat. and receiving various contributory
streams, enters the sea below Porto
(Medical Repmlc, FuUarton, gc.)
Novo.
VALOOR.-A town in the Salem
VELERETE.-Acluster of rocks in
district, fifty-two miles W.N.W. from
Trichinopolyj lat. 11° 2' N., Ion. 78' - the Eastern s-eas, situated to the
south of the island of Formosa. which
1' E.
may be seen from them; [at. 21" Sat
VEERGOON.-Atown and fortress N., Ion. 121° 30' E.
in the province of Cutch, about thirty
VELLOHE
(I'elur).-A
town and
miles N.W. from Mandavie.
fortress in the Carnatic province, t o
A pergunnah in which a district was formerly attachVEERUNGAUM.
the province of Gujerat, which in ed, situated in lat. 12' 67' N., Ion.
1818 was more than one-half waste, 79O 11' E., eighty miles W. by S. from
and in 1820 suffered much by a se- Madras. By the natives it is named
vere frost, which destroyed the cot- Ray Ellore, to distinguish it from
ton and greatly injured all the other Ellore in the Northern Circars.
crops. The principal towns are the
This was formerly a post of great
Capital, Mandul, and Patree. They importance, as it commanded the
are surrounded by high walk, those main road leading to the Upper Car'of the two first heing still in gond natie from the valley of Veniambady,
'repair. The population of Veerun- which is the most direct route to and
gaum town in 1820 was estimated at from the Mgsore. The walls of the
from 15,000 to 20,000 persons, two- fort are built of very large stones,
thirds Hindoos and the rest Maho- with bastions and round towers at
medans. The houses are well-built, short distances. A fausre-bray lines
few unoccupied, and the inhabitants the walls between them, which with
appear in thriving circumstances.its embattled rampart and small
(J.A. Dunlop, 4c.)
overhanging square towers has a
VEESARAREE.-Atown in the pro- handsome effect. A deep and wide
vince of Gujerat, twenty-two miles ditch, cut chiefly out of the solid

-

.

Pock, rurrouhds the whole fort ex- ly, consisting of twelve rons and
cept a t ode entrbnce, where there was eight daughters, were for security rea causeway according to the Hindos- moved to Vellore. Futteh Hyder,
tany system ; and in addition to the the eldest but illegitimate son, had
usual means of defence, the ditch twelve or fourteen children. T h e
contains alligators of a very large four elder sons were allowed 50,000
size. The fortress is so completely rupees, and the younger children
commanded by the hills, that a six- 25,000 rupees each per annum. The
pounder can throw n shot over it; females were nearly 800 in number,
but the conquest of Mysore has ren- and were handsomely provided for,
dered it now comparatively of little their condition being altogether much
Importance.
better than it would have been under
Vellore fortress is of such extent any successor of Tippoo's.
They
that it contains within a square of had been collected from many quarhandsome buildings, besides spacious ters, and each furnished her apartbarracks, every necessary accommo- ment according to the fashion of her
dation for a garrison. The great own country.
pngoda on one side of' the square is
On the 10th of July 1806 a most
used for a magazine. From the attri- atrocious revolt and massacre of
butes of the statyes, sculptured of their officers and Europeans took
blue stone, which still ornament its place, ~erpetrated by the native
front, and the frequent images of the troops belonging to the garrison, in
bull Nandi, recumbent on the ledges which, from ev~dencetaken immedio f the wall,¶, it may be inferrred that ately after the event, it was proved
Siva was the deity worshipped. The the family of Tippoo (more especially
pettah of Vellore lies to the south of the eldest, Moiz ud Deen) took an
t h e fort close under the hills, and open and active share. The insurjoined by connecting battlements with gents were subduetl, and mostly put
the old castellsted works on the triple to the sword i?y Colonel Gillespie
peaks above. I t is a large and popu- and a party of the nineteenth dralous town, with an exceedingly busy goons ; and to prevent the recurrence
bazar, containing many good I~ouses, of a similar calamity, the instigators
interspersed with a large proportion were removed to Bengal. So late as
gf Mussulman tombs, thickly wootl- 1820, Vellore still continued one of
ed with coco-not trees, but without the principal stations of the Madras
any public buildings of note, the army. Travelling distance from Madras
white-washed mosque of Chundah eighty-eight miles, from Seringapatam
Snheb being the most remarkable 208 miles.--(Fu/larton, Lord Vnlenedifice. Connected wirh the forti- iia. Ren~zcll.Wilkr. 4c.I
fied rocks above the town is a barVELLUM.-A town in the Carnatic
rier wall and fosse, stretching across province and Tanjore district, eight
from their base to the margin of the
miles S.W. from Tanjore; .lat. lo0
Palaur, with a gateway that com- 37' N., Ion. 79O 5'E. There are here
mands the high road to Arcot.
the ruins of a large mud fort, forThe Mahornedan states of Golcon- merly occupied by a British garrison.
da and Bejapoor possessed thern.selves of Vellore and Chandergherry
f Fencat
VENCATAGHERRY
in A.D. 1646. In 1677 Sevajee made +4 town and ren~indaryin
a n . unexpected irruption into the viuces of Salem and Barramahal,
Carnatic, and captured this place and but now includ7d in the Nellore disGinjee. During the Gar of 1782 it trict ; lat. 13' I N., Ion. 78O 33' E.
was relieved by Sir Eyre Coote in fifty-four miles W. by N. from Velthe face of Hyder's \a hole army. Af- lore. This place was formerly the
ter the conquest of Seringapatam and residence of Redda Naik Poligar,
the destruction of the short-lived and the ruins of his fort in A.D. 1800
,Miqhoqecjan dynasty, Tippoo's falei- were still c~nspicuous. The inhabi-

2:;:

VERDACHELUM,
tants were then nearly all Telingas
o r Gentooa, as they are called by
the English a t Madras. Thin place
is also named Vencntadri, and formerly possessed a celebrated temple.
- 4 F . Buchanan, 4c )
VENIAYBADY.-Avillape in the
Barromahal district, forty-five miles
S.W. from Vellore; lat. 120 41' N.,
Ion. 78' 43' E. This place stands on
an island formed b j the Pslar river,
and has a very pleasing appearance,
k i n g surrounded with trees, which
ure ~lauallyscarce in the Barrnmahal,
and situated in a fine plain encompassed by hills. During the wet seeson the Palar frequently commits
great devastation, and it rlses highest
when the rains prevail on the coast
of Coromandel. There is a nlud fort
here, filled internally with native habitations, and at some distance to
the west of the Palar are two temples of note, dedicated to' Siva and
Vishnu.
The estate o r subdivision of Veniambady comprehends five villages,
viz. Veniambady, on an island ; Muly t e r , Chenampettah, and Meetapaum, on the north side of the Palar ;
nnd Govindpoor on the south side.
Mulpater is almost entirely inhabited by Brahmins, and is the most
p o p u l o u ~ ; Govindpoor by Lubbee
or Mahomedan merchants. Wenvera
of the coarse fabrics termed gunnies,
and of floor-mats, are the most nu.
merous classes in Chennmpettah, and
cultivators a t Meetapalurn. In Veniumbady all the indigenous races of
natives are found.--(A. H. Hanzilton,
F. Buchannn, FuUarlon,- &e.)
'
- ,
VENcATAc~EL1.uhf.-A
vi'lage in the Carnatic province, district
of Nellore* about 'Ine
south
from the town of Neilore. At this
place there is ' poor mud c h o u l t r ~ ,
a good bllngnlow for Ihe
~ o d a t i o nof travellers, situated on
a n elevated 'Pot near the margin of
a
lake.--(Fu'arton,
gc*)
VERAMAT.LY.-Atown in the Carnatic, twenty-three miles S.W. from
Trichinopoly; lat. 10' 3N N., Ion.
j8' 35' E. At this place there is a

hill remarkable b r the detached
masses of stone which lie o n it.
summit. Many of these have narrow bases, and rest on much smaller
stones, while some merely rest o n a
point, and appear almost t o totter
On their s u ~ ~ o r t - - ( H e ~ n e&c.)
,
VERAPADBOOG.-Aremarkable hill
fort in the Barraniahal district, sixteen miles S.E. from Ryacotta.
VB~DACAELUM.-Atown in t h e
Carnatic province, forty miles S.S.W.
from Pondichetry ; Iat. 11° 31' N.,
Ion. 79' 28' E. In A.D. 1813, in
consequence of the district court o f
South Arcot being establibhed here,
and the great want of accommodation for the public sewants and their
adherents, an advance of 2,000 pagodas was authorized for the contruction of new houses and the improvementof the town, towhich subsequently 2,000 more were added, to
be advanced in loan to such persons
as could give eecurity for their repayment by instalments within a mode- '
rate period of time. Verdachelum
was then small, thinly inhabited, and
selected originally for headqoarters
merely on accor~ntof its central position ;but very soon, in consequence
of some new arrangements, by which
the boundaries of Trichinopoly and
South Arcot were altered, the trituation of the court a t this place became extremely inconvenient, being
placed within six miles of one boundary, and 120 distant from its northern limit.
Under these circumstances many
places became more central and eligi..
ble, and i t appears surprising that
the choice of the stations in the Carnatic for the
ofdistrict
courts should so seldom have fallen
on towns, where there already existed structllres of s i z and streogth
sufficient for the purposes of courthouses and gaols, and that, in substituting for the civil and criminal judicature of the native governments, our
own system of judical administration,
we should have had to incur the same
expenditure, as if we had entered a
country wholly uncivillized. Had
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proper stations been originally select- wood ; let. lo 59/ N., lon. 1069 30'
ed, the subsisting and increasing ex- E, On the south-west side of thin
penditure of the judicial department, island is a small bay or creek, and
for the erection and repairs of court- S.E. by E., distant three leagues, lien
h o ~ ~ s eand
a gaols, &c. would have a small white island. .
been moderated ; but a preliminary
V1~"y"pOOR / O ~ ' Q ~ Y T J O O ~ ~ . - T ~ ~
and essential error in local posirion,
of the Morun~ssituinvolves
a
total
loss
of
that
had
been previously expended. Neither ated in lat. 16' 56' N., Ion. 87"lP E. ;
N. W. from Purneah,
dws it apperr that the discovery of
uent experience, is and subject to the Nepaulese. This
defects, by su
sufficiently applie to the correction 'Own stands On the higher part Of the
and improvement of future construe- lower hills, and is so free from tile
air of that reion
termed
tionll; and after so many experiments
the best model of a district gaol seems OW', that it is said the people here
per cent. Inore
as little decided as at the beginning. can eat
than those in thelow lends, a test of
Owin to the gedgraphical changes,
proba\le the court ofjustice the ~onlparativeulubrity of different
is
Itferred to
the
here will experience another removal, plnces
of natives of India. The fortress is
on which event, after the
by Gorkha rquall the sums expended on its public "lways pmisoned
and private improvement, verdachel- la's, and is the residence of a cornlum will revert to its original ingig- mander, who superintends the neighOfficers
and watches
nificance.-(Pub,/& MS. Doncele&r,bouring
over the frontier.
A.D. 1774 the
44
Oorkhas attacked V g a y a p r , and a 5
V~asOvrn.-A town in the pro- sassinated as many of the legitimate
vince of Aurungabad, situated on the family Rs
could seduce within
sea-coast of the island of Salsette, their power by
and breach
fourteen miles N. from
; late of ledRed faith, The last heir,
1S08N., lon. 7a0 54' E.
on y five years, was destroyed by
VEXPAR(or Bipor).-A
town in having a loathsome disease commuthe Carnatic province, on the sea- nicated to him by a Brahmin, in place
coast of the Tinnevelly district, 101 of the small-pox inoculation.--(F.
miles N.E. from Cape Cornorin; lat. Buchonnn, 4c.)
9' 7/ N., Ion. 78' 42'E.
VINDHYA
M o u ~ ~ n r ~ s . - T hVine
dhyan chain of mountains, by which
VICTOBIA
FORTfor Bancoot).A small fortress situated on a lofty the great ~~~~~~i~chain is bound&
hill near the entrance of the Bancoot on the south,
in the proriver, seventy-three milea s. E. vince of Bahar, from whence it probafrom Bombay ;lat. 17'6WN-3 Ion. 73' bly extends to Ramisseram In the
1 r E - The river was
navi- straits of Ceylon,
to what is calgable for large ships, but the sa?d- led Cape Comorin by Europeane.
bank a t the mouth c o n ~ t a l l t lIn~ One ridge of hills begns at Rhotns
creasing during the south-~est
and Sasseram on the banks of the
soon, it now only admits the
Sane, passes behind Mirzapoor and
In 1756 It was a Allahsbad, and between Banda and
of small
b{ Singpoor takes a sweep to the south,
pintical ifation, when
Commodore James in concert wit then bends north to ~ ~ ~and l i ~
and ~ ~ 1 the Maharattas, who ceded it with from thence behind bra
nine poor villages in exchange for hi, being the northern boundmy of
Gheriah. In 1820 Fort Victoria and the vindhpan mountains,
but in
Malwan were consolidated with the quarter it no where attains any great
Southern Concan district.
altitude. The portion of this ridge
VICTOIRE
IBLE.-A very small is- that passes through Bundelcund has
land in the Eastern seas, covered with a very similar appearance to the part

"7
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of the ahme range thst passes through large temple dedicat;ed to Isware esthe Shahabad &strict in the province caped the destruction that befel
of Bahar, only it is lms sterile and the rest, owing to its being surmgged, for trees in most parts ascend rounded by a strong wall of cut
to the summit of the hills, and it is granite, which excluded irregulars ;
only in particular parts that ihe and Hyder did not, like his son Tiptable-land is bounded by an abrupt poo, take any delight in demolishing
precipice of rock, such as surrounds temples. Viranchipura and Brinjethe whole eastern end of the ridge. veram are one and the same, alz
-On the summit of this northern range though up to 1820 laid down in the
is a table-land of great extent, from best maps ae distinct towns, a t
500 to 1,200 feet perpendicular height considerable distance from each other.
above the level of the Gangetic plain. --(F. Buchanan, FuNartar, 4c.)
In the south this chain eitends east
VIRAPELLY
/Varapali).-A
town
and west along the valley of the Ner- on the Malabar coast belonging t o
budda river to an unknown distance the raja of Cochin, nine miles N.E.
east and west, and may be termed the from the city of Cochin; 1st. lo0 5'
southern wail or buttress of che ele- N., Ion. 76O 20' E. This is the revated plateau of Malwa. It is only sidence of the apostolic vicar of the
in a few detached spots, Ilowever, Roman Catholic Christians, who suthat, it attains a greater height than perintends sixty-four churches, ex2,000 feet, but theshaizghur, the high- Clusive of the forty-five governed by
est peak of the Mandoo ran e, rises the archbishop of Cranganore, and
to 2,628 feet above the lev3 of the also of the large dioceses under the
sea. The city of Indore is 1,998 feet, bi~hops of Cochin and Quilon,
and the descent to the valley of Ner- who:e churches extend to CapeCobudda by the Jaum ghaut, about thirty mom. There is here a seminary, a
miles to the southwarrl, is steep ant1 catechumen-house, arld a convent of
abrupt, hut the ascent from the north bare-footed Carmelites, who have the
is much more gradual. A good des- care of the different establishmenis
cription of the Vindhyan mountains,
with all their spurs and ramifications, on the Malqbar coast. The monastery was founded A.D. 1673.--(F.
is much wanted-(F. Buchanan, MqlBwhanan, Fra. Paolo, 4c.)
colnz, $c.)
VIRHAUCH
(Viraizaga/.-A
village
VINGORLA.-Atown in the province of Bejapoor, district of Concan, in the province of Cashmere, thirtyseven miles S.E. from the city of
twenty-nine miles N.W. from Goa ;
Cashmere. The country in this
lat. 15O 48' N., Ion. 73' 47' E. This neighbourhood produces apples,pears,
small section of territory, the total peaches, apricots, cherries, and mulrevenue of which is 3,800 rupees per berries, besides the red and white
annum, was cedcd in 1812 by the rose, and an infinite variety of flowerranny of Sawuntwarree.
ing shrubs. Except the mulberry,
.
Vrw~u~.--Atownin the province of few of the fruits or vegetables of HinLahore, thirty-four miles N.E. from dostan are produced here. Near t o
Belaspoor; lat. 31°44'N., 10n.77~1~E.Virnaugh a torrent of water bursts
In this vicinity there are salt mines. from a mountain. and soon forms a
VLRANCHIPURA
(or~lrinjeveraw). considerable stream. A basin of a
-An open town in the Carnatic pro- square form has been constructed,
vince, seven miles and a half from it is said by ,the enlperor Jehangire,
Yellore; lat. la0 54 N., lon. 7S0 57' to receive the water when it reaches
E. This was formerly a large place, the plain.- (Porster, gc.)
and possessed many public buildings,
VISHNU-PRAYAGA.-A
prayaga Rr
Hindoo and Mahornedan; but the holy junction of two rivers in Northwhole suffered gceatly during the ern Hindostan'; lat. RO0 34' N., lon.
ware af k s t century with Hyder. A 79" .4' E.
\
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VIZAG APATAM.
V x z n o r ? ~ ~ n a ~ - T h i sis the s e
conrl district into which the Northern
Circars were divided, and is princi+ally situated between the seventeenth and nineteenth degrees of
north latitude. On the north i t is
bounded by Ganjam; on the south
by Rajamundry ; t o the east i t has
the bay of Bengal ; and on the west
the hilly and woody province of
Gundwana. This district is nlountainous, a lofty ridge running parallel
and frequently close to the sea-shore,
along nearly its whole extent, separated from another chain to the westward by a narrow, and generally cnl.tivated valley. In many of the villaget? the peasants' dwellings present
only a lnud wall towards the street,
within which a group of detached
mud huts of a circular form are discovered. All the hamlets are well
wooded; and in the better class the
l~ousesare neatly white-washed, and
generally providetl with low terraced
benches in front, coloured red with
transverse white lines.
The cli~nate and prod~lctiolls so
entirely resemble those of (;anjam,
and its internal distribution into talooks and zemindaries is so exactly
similar, as to render all details on
these subjects unnecessary. Up to
1820 the cultivation of Cotton on a
large scnle had not been atteml)ted,
that plant requiring a good soil and
great care, and being injured bS' too
mucl~as well as too little rain. Most
ryots, however, sow a slnau patch
of land with cotton-seer1 for the immcdiatc use of their families. The
principal towns are Vizagapatam,
Bin~li~atam,
Vizianagrum, and Bobilee. In 1817 the total gross collection of the public revenue amounted
t o 4,32,138 star pagodas; and in
1822, according to the returns made
by the collectors to the Madras Presidency, the total population was esti~nated at 738,398 persons.-(FuL
Iarton, Parliamentary Reports, No&son, 4c.)
VIZA~ApATAM.-Atown in the
Northern Circaw, the capital of the
distri&; lat. 1 7 O 421 N.,
Ion.
24' E. T h hills here form
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a kind of promontory a t what ie called
the Dolphin's Nose, a mountain
about 1,500 feet high, which projects
into the sea, and forms with those a
little to the north a kind of bay.
This range of hills continues along
shore a t a small distance from t b
sea as far as Tuny, where they take
a south-west direction. A small river coming from the north, and turning short eastward to the shore,
forms a kind of marshy estuary, separated from the sea by an arm of land,
nearly in the middle of which stands
the fort of Vizagapatam.
This is now a place of no strength,
its works consisting merely of a thick
wall of m o n r y ,
ditch or
other defence, the whole situated in
the heart of the town, of which i t
i n a manner forms a portion, and enclosing the zillah court, hospital and
European buildings, basides a
wide and handsome colonnaded bazar. The barracks and other public
compose part of a square
without the walls. The population
is not great, but there are a conside].able number of well-built houses,
European and native, w\lich stretch
along the northern margin of the estuary ill a long straggling line, shut
out from the view of the sea by the
ridge behind, and darkened by the
foliage of the tamarind, coco-nut,
and other trees. Two picturesque
conical rocks rise from the extreme
p i n t of the peninsula, and flunk the
entrance of the harbour to the north,
as the Dolphin's Nose does to the
south. These, with the mountainow
scenery in theback-ground, and the
little white temples seen through the
foliage, or perched on the most r e
markable eminences, produce a l t e
gether a very striking landscapo
Owing, however, to its'extrenle i a
~alubrity,Vizagapatam has of late
years been almost totally deserted,
most of the European community
having retired to Waltier, a village
near the sea on the further declivity
of the peninsula. During the ebbthe
surf here is very considerdle, and as
European boats, for want of massoola craft, are obliged frequently to
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togo in to escape being upset, they
ought to keep close to the Dolphin's
Nose. At Semachillum, near to this
place, there is a Hindoo temple of
great fame and antiquity.
In A.D. 1689, in the reign of Aurengzebe, during a rupture between
that monarch and the English EastIndia Company, their warehouses
here were seized, and all the residents of that nation put to death. In
1757 it was captured by M. Bussy,
and was acquired along with the rest
of the province by Lord Clive in
1765. Travelling distance from Madraa, 483 miles ; froni Nagpoor, 394;
from Hyderabad, 355 ; and from Calcutta, 557 miles.--(FuUarton, Ornu,
Johnson,

gc.)

V~z~anaooc.-A commodious seaport in the province of Bejapoor and
sea-coast of the Concan, which after
Bombay may be considered the best
h ~ r b o u ron the coast, there being no
bar in the river or hidden dnngers.
The cornrnon perpendicular rise of
the tide in eight or nine feet, in the
neaps five feet. The river is said to
be navigable twenty-five miles inland
for vessels untler 200 fathoms, and
near the mouth ships of less than 700
tons may anchor in perfect safety,
sheltered from all winds.-(Lieut.

Do~nixidte,gc.)

VI~~ANAGRUM.-A
town and large
zemindary in the Northern Circars,
thirty-five miles N. by W. from Vizagapatam ; lat. 18O 4l N., Ion. 83' 30°
E. This place is situated in a rich.
undulated' country, at the foot .of
group of hills, with the large masses
of the Eastern Ghauts about twelve
miles distant. I t is an extensive
town with a:spacious, busy bazar, but
the buildings generally mean and
village-like. A quadrangular stone
fort, with four enormous round bastions, encloses the palace of the Raja,
an open square in the centre, an arcaded hall of audience, reservoir and
fountains, but the whole in a neglected state and without any pretensions to magnificence. T o the south
is a fine artificial lake, and on the
high ground beyond is a small can-

tonment, where a detachment of
Madras sepoys is usi~allystationed.
Oranges in great perfection are raised in the neighbourhood of Vizianagrum.
In 1817, the zemindar agreed t o
mortgage his estate to government
until the honded debt he owed was
dibcharged, which when consolidated
amounted to twelve lacks of rupees,
all European claims being disallowed.
In purbuance of this object the government issued six per cent. bonds
to pay off the creditors, so that i t
becnnie the sole creditor, the zemindar receiving 80,000 rupees per annurn for his subsistence. In 1822,
the whole of the outstanding public
debt having been discharged, the estates were restored to the zemindar.
- ( P d l i c MS. Docun~entr,gc.)
VIZIEBABAD.-Atown in the province of Lahore, situated on the
south-eastern bnnk of the Chinaub
or Acesines, fifty-eight miles N. from
the city of Lahore ; lat. 32O 23' N.,
Ion. 73O 57'E. At sorue foruier period
it appears to have been named Mouara.
VOLCONDA.-Atown in the C a r
natic, seventy n~ilesS.W. from Pondicherry ; Int. 21' 18' N., Ion. 79O 7
E. During the Carnatic wars of the
last century this was a strong post,
its principal defence being a rock
200 feet high, and about o mile in
circumference at the bottom.

W a n ~ o/ Waju.) A state or confederacy in the island of Celebes, situated to the north of the principality of Boni. The original country
of the Wadjoos is in the centre of
Celebes, on the banks of an extensive
fresh water lake, named Tapara Karaja, +out twenty-four miles in
breadth, the outlet to which is navigable for boats of twenty tons.
The natives of Wadjo have long
been noted for their enterl~rizea r ~ d
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intelligence, and for the extent of whole, forming altogether a sort of
their commercial speculations. They federal aristocracy, the nature of
have colonized and traded in almost which has not yet been rendered inevery island of the archipelago, from telligihle. Indeed the interior of
Manilla to Acheen, and from Siam Wadjo does not appear to have been
t o Papua, the parent country not ever visited by any European. At
being now the chief seat of com- that date the Wadjoos were rich,
merce. In fact, they are the sole commercial, antl nearly independent
native traders throughout the eastern of the Dutch. In 1814, one of the
archipelago, all the other tribes con- complaints againat the reigning raja
fining themselves t o coasting voy- of Boni was his unjust and tyranniages. Their voyages commence in cal conduct towards the Wadjo
the beginning of the easterly mon- merchants, t o the total ruin of these
soon, when they proceed westward inoffensive people, the detriment of
until they reach Rhio, Malacca, Pe- his own subjects, and infinite loss
nang, and Acheen, the western limit, t o the British governient, by the defroin whence they return when the struction of the commerce they carmonsoon changes. Their exports ried on.--(Crawfurd, Stavorisw, Rafare excellent durable cotton cloths J4ess 4c.I
of home manufacture, gold-dust,
WAGEROO
ISLE.-Oneof thePapuan
nutmegs,Spnnish dollars,birds'-nests,
camphor, benzoin, and tortoia~+shell. islands, situaterl about the 131wt tleThey return with *opium, European gree of east longitude, antl within
hroad-cloth, European nnd Indian thefirst degree of south latitude. I n
cotton goods, unwrouglit iron, and length it may be estimated at ninety
miles, by twenty-two the average
tobacco.
Besides these more important voy- breadth.
O n the north coast of this island is
ages, many fiubordinate ones are undertaken to collect birdsy-nests, orna- a harbour formed by the inland of
mental-feathers, tortoise-shell, alid Rawak, on which grows the ambong
sea-slug or biche-de-mar, principally tree, the heart of which is an excelrocured from the coast of New lent cabbage; and here sago cakes,
!Iolland, to which they send about baked hard, are to be purchased in
fifty vessels of from twenty to fifty large quantities, as are a l ~ ofish and
tons ann~lally. A vessel of twenty turtle. T o the latter the Malays of
tons, manned with twenty-five men, the Eastern isles have in general an
is considered sucressful if she have antipathy. There are not any goats
obtained 7,000 weight of sea-slug, all or fowls here. On the north-west
intended for the Chinese market. coast of Wageeoo there is another
This traffic is, in fact, set in mo- harbour named Piapis, situated in
6 5' S., Ion. 130° 15' E. I t is
tion by the resident Chinese mer- lat. '
chants, who ndvance from two to formed by two capacious bays, where
three hundred Spanish dollars, ac- there is fresh water, and plenty of
cording to the extent of the equip- tall timber fit for masts. i n both
ment, securing to themselves tire re- these bays there are good sound in,^,
and on a smnll island nanied Sisipa
fusal of the c ~ r g o .
In A.D. 1775, this country was is a pond of fresh water, with sago
governed by forty regents, among trees in the vicinity ; the ambong or
whom women as well as men were cabbage-tree also abounds. Along
admitted. From amongst these two the northern coast generally water IS
chiefs were selected, one for to be procured from rivers or stagwarlike affairs, stiled patara, and nate pools, not far from the shore.
the other to administer civil affairs, The gigantic Kima cockle is found
named padinrang. In addition to in plenty among the caral reefs, and
these was the matowra, o r elected makes an excellent stew wit11 the
king, who acted as president of the heart of the cabbage-tree.

'
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3 n the best side of Wsgekoo is a unable to enforce their claims, t h e
deep b3p, before which lie many tribute has not for a considerable
small low islands, mostly covered time been exacted. In later times
with trees. The largest of these is the rows of Cutch have claimed feunot a mile and a half in circumfe- dal superiority over the whole, b u t
rence, and some are not half a mile. its chiefs appear to have been nearly
These islets produce the sugar-cane, independent, l a y i n g tribute w l ~ c i ~
from which the inhabitants express compelled, an plundering when octhe juice. The Mahomedans sub- casion offered. St was in fact first
sist in a great measure on fish and sa- thoroughly subdued by the British
60-bread, and eat biche-de-mar, which to protect the territories of their alrn also a favourite food of the native lies and dependents. In effecting
Papuas: it is eaten raw, cut up in this many native dens and fortresses
small pieces, and mixed with salt and were destroyed, and their predatory
lemon jdce. The natives asser.t that chiefs expelled ; the reminder yieldin the centre of the island there is a ed to a foreign joke in preference
lsrge lake containing many islands, to the supremacy of their natural
but it is more probably a bay that chief and no~ninal superior the row
deeply indents the coast, as inCelebes of Cutch.
(Macmurdo, Carnac,
and Gilblo. The hills here are of suf- 4 c.1
ficient height to attract the clouds,
WAKR~O.-Avillage in the British
and cause the descent of a consideradistrict of Martaban, which according
ble quantity or rain.
The island is well inhabited; on to native report was the original seat
the sea-coast by Mahomedans, and of the Martaban princes, and is still
in the interior by the aborigines, considered as a valuable outpost. I n
who are mostly mop-headed Papuas. I825 the stockade was found demoI n all the harbours the Malay tongue lished by the Siamese, and the post
ie spoken and understood. A French deserted. The Wakroo river is here
voyager asserts, that in 1792 the in- deep and muddy, and. about forty
habitants of Waeeeoo had declared vards across.
war against t h e - ~ u t c h , and joined
WALAJAXAQUR.-A
lalge town in
the natives of ceram
in an attpCk on ~
~
~
b~
~~ theb Carnatic
~s
~ province,
~
situated
,
~on
(
the
north-side
of
the
Palaur
river,
Imdiere, kc.)
sixtv-five miles W. bv S. from MaW ~ c u a(or Choorwagur./-A
dis- drai; lat. 11' 40' N.: Ion. 78' 5' E.
trict in the province of Cutch, of I t was built by Mahorned Ali Wawhich it forms the eastern portion a8 lajah, and named after himself. T o
distinguished from the Runn, and people it the inhabitants were rehas the shape of a peninsula, being moved $ o m Lslpetteh and other
nearly surrounded by that enormous places, which with the Mussulma~l
morass and the gulf of Cutch. The princes of Hindostan was a common
interior is somewhat elevated and rscticc. I t soon after had the Miswoody, with various small streams ortune to fall into the hands of
and watercourses falling into the Hyder, who did not spare it, but on
the restoration of peace it was agaln
Runn.
The people of Wagur are Maho- fostered by the nabob. A t present
medans, and long noted for their pre- it is one of the clcanest and most
datory habits, which obtained for neatly built towns of India, but the
their country the distinctive appelia- houses, though large, are only one
tion of Choor Wagur, or the Wagut story high, and roofed with tiies.
of thieves. A considerable part of Two excellent motlern choultries
the district was formerly subject to have been lately built, one at each
the nabobs of Rahdunpoor, but these extremity of the town. A great proprinceb falling into decay, and being portion of the trade between the
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WANDIWASH.
country above the Eastern Ghauta
and the sea centres here; and it is
raid a larger assortment of goods can
be procured at Walojnnagur thnn
in any town to the south of the
Krishna, Madras excepted. The
transportation of merchandize is effected by large parties of inland carriers, r h o possess numerolls drovesof
oxen, there being no intcrnal navigation, and few roads fit for wheeled
carriages.-(F. Buchanan, FuUorton,
H e p e , 9c.I
WALLAJABAD.-A town in the
Carnatic province, district of Chingleput, fourteen miles travelling distance N.W. from Chingleput town.
At this place there are extensive military cantonments, consisting of two
low ranges of barracks for Europeans, besides accommotlations for native troops; but in 1820, so altered
was its comparative importance, that
only one regiment of Madras infantry was stationed here.-(F&rton,

5.c.)
WALLER.-A small town in the
province of A u r ~ ~ n g h a division
d,
of
Jooneer, about thirty-eight miles travelling distance S.S.E. from Poono.
WALTIER.-A slnnll village in the
Northern Circars, situated in the bay
of Vizngapatam, about three miles
and a half from the town of Vizngapahm, with which it communicates
by an excellent road across the intervening ridge. Below this village towards the heach is a group of houses,
where the civil servants attached to
the Vizagapatam station, and other
European inhabitants, principally reside. The mountains along this part
of the coast present o bold front towards the sen, forming a grand sweep
t o the north-east of Waltier, where
they appear to terminate in an isofated conical eminence 'called the
Sugar-loaf Hill.--(FuUarlon, 9c.)
WALAK. A subdivision of the
Gujerat peninsula, which having
passed from the Catties to the
Coolies, who in their turn were expelled by the Bhowugger raja, has
mnce been classed with Goelwara.

-

WAI.~BU.-A town in the Mysore
province in the neighhourho6d of
Bangalore, which in A.D. 1800 contained 500 houses. Here are distilleries of country rum, into which the
astringent bark of the niirnosa enters
ae an ingredient. Their mode of condensing the liqnor is very rude, and
the spirit never being rectified by a
second distillation, is execrable. The
soil of some of the g r d e n s a t Waluru is remarkable deep, twenty feet
of it having been penetrated to arrive
a t water.-( F. Burhanun, 4c.)
WAXDIA.-A town in the province
of Cutch, district of Wagur, situated
on the north side of the Ronn, immediately opposite to Mallin; lat. 23O
3' N., Ion. 70' 43' E.
WANDIPOO~.-Atown in the province of Bootan, about twenty-fbur
miles travelling distance from Tassisudon in an easterly direction, and
esteemed hy the Bootanners a place
of great strength ; Iat. 27' 51' N.,
Ion. 8 9 O 57' E. It stands on the narrow extremity of a rock between the
Matchieu, the Pntchieu, and the
Tehintchieu rivers. whose streams
unite at its sharpened point, and form
a river of co~~siderablc
macnitude.
which takes the title of ~hnntchieu;
and flows south through theRungpoor
district, where i t rejoices in the name
of Gudadhar, and soon afterwards
joins the Brahmaputra not far from
Rangamatty. At Wandipoor there is
a bridge of turpentine fir of 112 feet
span, without the least iron in its
construction, yet it is said t o have
lasted 150 years without exhibiting
any symptom of decay. Owing to
the peculiarity of its position, Wnndipoor appears to be agitated by a
perpetual hurricnne. This is one of
the consecrated towns of Beotan,
where a considerable number of g y ~
longs o r monks are established.( Turner, CJ c.)
WANDIWABH.-Atown in the Careatic province, aeventy-three miles
S.W. from Madras; lat. l Z O30' N.,
lon. 79' 37' E. In September 175H
the British troops attacked thin place,
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by the Dutch, since which event it
-has declined. At different periods its
Wsnnys or princes, taking advantage
of the wars between the Candian sovereigns and their European enemies,
endeavoured to establish an nuthority independent of both ; but they
finally, after their country had been
desolated by all parties, submitted t o
the Dutch. The road through Wanny from Vertavivo to Molletivo presents the shortest route between Columbo and Trincomalee, so that its
inhabitants formerly sustained much
pillage and vexation from the troops
and their followers ; but these atrocities were entirely suppressed during
the government of the Earl of Guilford, and the district has ever since
WANKANEE~.-A
town in the Gu- been in a progressive state of imjerat peninsula, situated on an angle provement.- (Uertolacn'. &c.)
,
tbrmed by the conflux of the ri;er
WARANGOL.-An
ancient
city in
Muchoo with an inferior stream named
the Patalia; lat. Z P 27' N., Ion. 70° the Hydrabad province, seventy-seven
58' E. I t is long and narrow, and miles N.E. from the city of Hyderasurrounded by a great wall with tow- bad; lat. 17' 54' N., Ion. 79' 34' E.
ers and bastions, comprehending, in T h ~ splace was founded A.D. 1067,
1809, about 5,000 houses and agood at which era it is scpposed to have
hazar. A pious Mahomedan sheikh been the metropolis of Andray orTehas here erected an elegant mosque; linga. In 1309 Allah ud Deen, the
but the sacred recess for prayer not Delhi sovereign, despatched an rirmy
looking due west towards Mecca, against it by the route of Bengal,
the whole is rendered useless. Wen- without success; but it was subseknneer lies so direct1 under a range quent] taken from the Hindoos by
of lofty mo~~ntains
t k t i t is entirely Aligh khan. It, however, again re- .
commanded, and during the rains the verted to that ancient people, and in
Patalia inundates the streets. In 1421 its raja was slain in battle, and
the dry season, however, it dimi- the place captured by Khan Azim
nishes to a slender stream in a low Khan, the general of Ahmed Shah
bed, owing to which circumstance its. Bhamenee, sultan of the Deccan. By
name is derived from Patala, the in- different authors the name is vafernal regions.-(Macmurdo, Walker, riously written Woragulla, Warankul,
Wurrungal. Warnneol. and Arenkil.
Rc \
At pres&tthe city,"o; rather its re,
WANNY.-A district in the interior mains, and the district attached, beof Ceylon, situated towards Trinco- long to the Nizam.-(Scott, Fetishto,
malee, in the north-eastern quarter. wilkr, 4c.)
This is a fine flat country, and well
WARGON~.-A
village in the proadapted for the cu~~ivahon
of-rice, vince of Aurungabad, division of Joowhich from remaining vestiges would neer, twenty-two miles N.W. from
appear to have been formerly raised Poona. It stands on the hivh road
in large quantities. The ruins of from Poona to Bombay, an8 is one
600 tanks, some of great extent, are of the stations at which a bungalow
still to be seen ; and the territory is kept up by government for the use
seems to have been in a state of great of travellers, a most important ac-.
prosperity prior to its occi~pation cornmodation in a cotlntry where
but were r e p u l d with great slaughter; it was however subsequently
takea by Colonel Coote with scarcely
any loss. In January 1760 a decisive
battle was fought here between the
French army under M. Lally and the
British under Colonel Coote, in
which the first were totall defeated,
and never aRerwards ma& a stand.
The brunt of this action fell wholly
on the Europeans of the two armies,
while the sepoys looked on, and
after it was over the sepoy nntive
commandants,complimentingColonel
Coote on the victory, thanked him
for the sight of such a battle as they
never had before witnessed.--(Onne,
4c.I

.

WAR REE.
there are not any inns.--(F&rton,

4c.I
W~aroa.-The site of an extensive cavalry cantonment, of late
years unoccupied, about two miles
west of Trichinopoly in the Cnrnatic,
and connected with it by a road or
elevated causeway across the intervening rice fields.
WABOOT.-A large and well-built
village in the province of Bejapoor,
and principality of Satara, five miles
N.E.from the town of Satara. The
Krishna here is a dark-coloured
mountain-stream about a foot deep
in the beginning of May, previous to
the commencement of the wet monsoon.--( Fullarton, 4.c.)
WABEEE
for Sawunt warree).-A
small principality in the province of
Bejapoor, the capital of which stands
in lat. 15' 56' N., Ion. 74'E., twentynine miles nonh from Gos.
The state generally known by the
name of Sawuntwarree, is a tract of
country situated principally between
the sea and the great Western Ghaut
mountains, about forty miles in length,
extending from the Portuguese settlement of Goa on the south, to the
British possessions in Malwan on the
north, and inland &bout twenty-five
miles from the mountains. The g e
nerd aspect of the surface is rocky
and barren, and except in those parts
where with much labour and perseverance, it has been cleared for cultivation, it is close, difficult of access,
and covered with jungle. The country in the vicinity of the sea-coast is
asuccession of rocky heights, on which
frequently for many miles not a trace
of vegetation is to be seen, and the
few spots among them that have been
brought under tillage yield only the
poorer sort of grain. The population
of this territory is scanty, but its de.
fensive strength considerable, every
peassnt being liable at all seasons to
be called for his services. The maritime portion has been so long noted
for piracy, that in old maps the tract
is always designated as the "pirate
coast."
VOL. 11.

This petty state dates its commen- .
cement about 1648, during the sway
of Sevajoe, at which period the Sawunts of Warree, were deshmookhs
and jaghiredsrs of the adjoining Portuguese district of G o a Luckin Sawunt, who afterwards raised himself
into notice, was then a naik in the
service of the Meharatta soubahdar ;
but having joined the Moguls, and
signalized hlmself, he was rewarded
by being made chief of the five
which title the rajas of
F 2 e still bear. After Sarnbajee,
the son and successor of Sevnjee, was
taken prisoner, the Mogul forces left
the countr and Luckin Sawunt established k n s e l f at Warree, where
he was succeeded by his son Kemp
Sawunt, who extended liis authority
ovcr the whole of the Coodal prant,
with the exception of Soonderdroog.
The deeprooted enmity between the
Colapoor and Warree families traces
back its origin to the above era, and
has subsisted with various alternations of success ever since, to the
great detriment of their cwntry and
its inhabitants. .
With the Britieh government this
petty state first came into contact
about the beginning of the 19th century. In 1809, when Positra, in the
Gujerat Peninsula, was taken possession of, it was the last iratical station between the gulf O F Cutch and
Cape Comorin, the intervening space
of sea-coast excepted, adjoining to
Goa, asd belonging to Kemp Sawunt,
chieftain of Warree. Against this
marine depredator, circumstances had
never permitted the Bombay government to proceed further, than by
keeping up aniannual blockade of his
ports,at aconsiderable expense,which,
togetller with the perturbed condition
of the interior, secured an immunity,
not very creditable to British commerce, along the coast of the Conean.
In 1812, with a view to the further
extirpation of piracy, treatieo were
entered into with the rajas of Colaoor and the Bhonsla or chief of
V! arree, when the fort and island of
Soonderdroog (or Malwan), with the
three dependent forts of Putldumgliur
2z

WAUSSIM.
Pondicherry ; ht. I lo1Y N., Ion. 79. nutmeg, with fruit on them, are
S
'
6.
reen, besides numerous varieties of
shrubs and aromatic plants.
WARBUNAH.-Atown in the pro- flowering
Wassotah was besieged during the
vince of Berar, fifty-two miles N.N.E.
from Nandore; lat. 19' 37' N., Ion. war of 1818, when the Satara raja
joined Mr. Elphinstone in the camp
78" 8/ E.
on the 4th of A ril; but the Peshwa's
WARYE.-A town in the province commandant, d a n k e r Punt, still reof Gujerat, and division of Jutwar, fusing to surrender, the batteries were
twelve miles S.W. from Rahdunpoor; opened at the risk of sacrificing the
lat. a30 33' N., loo. 71° 29 E.
In families of the Satara raja, as also
1809 this was an open town, pro- two British officers confined in the
tected by a ditch almost filled up fort. The mortar-battery being erectwith thorns and rubbish ; in 1820 ~t ed on old Wassotah, (he descent of
WIU almost a heap ofruins. In 1809 every shell could be observed, and
it posseseed 1,000 horse and 4,000 appeared to have little effect; yet on
foot; in 1820, nine home and 756 the ensuing morning the commandant
foot. In 1820 the chief- people of and garrison unexpectedly tendered
Warye were Baloochies of the Jhut their submission, and p v e up a
tribe, who wed to confederate with fortress, which from its immense nathe Khoza b a n d i t t i - ( M ~ w r & , tural strength might otherwise have
been a work of much time and diffiParbCM MS. Documentc, 4c.)
culty. By this event the wives of
W&S~OTAH.-Astrong hill fortrees the Satara princes were restored to
in the province of Bejapoor, situated their husbands, along with the family
among the Western Ghauta, thirty jewels to the vdue of three lacks of
miles S.S.W. from Satara. It standr rupees. Fortunately only two female
at the end of a narrow valley, and is aervants were wounded by the exin figure a triangle, the base to the plosion of the shells.-( P d I k Joureaet, the other two sides descend d ,4c.I
into the Concan, a perpendicular
WASTAXA.-A village in the Mysheet of rock from 2,000 to 3,000 feet
high. Old Wassotah is a rock higher sore province, sixty-five miles N.E.
than new Wassotah, connected at its from Mangalore; lat. la0 14' N., Ion.
base with the latter, its summit be- 75O 60' E. There is an old fort here
ing distant about 1,000 yards, com- mid to have been constructed during
manding and enfiladin the eastern the tlourkhing eriod of the Bednore
L ~ ~ O R
Qc.)
,
face of new ~ a a s o t a f ,but over a government.d~olone~
chasm of 1,500 feet in depth. The
WAUGUB.-A large division of the
adjacent scener is of the p n d e s t Gujetat province, of which it ocfuost of the hills that pie8 the northdeastern corper, bewg
description.
here extend west into the Conoan boupdqi on the north b Ajmeer,
premnt nearly perpendicular faces of and on the c u t by hbarwa. The
rock, from 500 to 2,000 feet .high, principal towns are Doongurpoor,
while~heview to the east presents a Banswara, and Gullicote, and a constriking contrast to the aspect of the siderable pro ortion of the inhabiwest. Mountains appear to rise on tants of the &eel tribes. The Mahy
mountains; the narrow valleys and is the principal river, and the Guicoalopcr are covered with forest trees war the feudal superior.
and thick underwood, through which
rivulets are perceptible, while the
W n u ~ w o ~ . - Atown in the prosummits occasionally present patches vince of Gujerat, forty-five miles E.
of flowering shrubs. -These forests by N. from Surat; lat. 21' 24' N.,
abound with the pepper-vine, the lon. 73' 47' E.
Molacca-cane (ofwhich walking-sticks
W n ~ s s -A
r ~ division of the
are made) 5 ~epernItree4 of bastard
2 x 2
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WEYRE.
Berar province, situated b b v e the
ghauts, and described by Abul
Fazel, in 1589, under the name of
Bassum. The principal river is the
Payn Gunga, which flows through an
extensive valley, and afterwards falls
into the Wurda. The town of Waussin1 stands in lat. 20°1W N., lon. 77'
2 9 E. ;83 miles EN.E.from Jalna.
WAWUL.-A town in the province
of Guierat. a few miles S.E. from
~ a h d i n ~ o d r I. t stands on the banks
of the Sereswati, a snlall stream of
salt water, which during the rains
overflows its banks, but at other seasons is everv where fordable.
WeEanw;,,..-A
town ill the provinceof Mooltan,division of ChauIchkaun subdivision of Parkur, of which
last i,; is the second largest.--(Macmurdo, gc.)
W E L L A S E Y . - ~of~ ~the ancient
Candian provinces in the island of
Ceylon, situated to the east of the
capital. Although its surface is not
very low, its climate, like that of the
plains, is subject to lon drought and
eriodical sickness. #he most ungealthy months are July, August,
and September, when the wind is
generally from the north-west, and
the country parched for the want of
rain. In A.D.1819, in three months,
205 European troops, stationed a t
this diviion, died out of 250,including
five officers, and only two of the
whole escaped having the sickness.
Compared with the neighbouring districts, the surface of Wellasey is almost level, and presents a mixture of
clear open tracts and jungle.--( Davy,
5%)
WELLESLEY
PROVINCE.-A tract
of territory possessed by the British
on the ma~n-landof the Malay principality, and division of Queda, directly opposite to Penang. It extends from the south bank of the
Qualla Muda, to the north bank of
the Krian river, lat. 5O 2WN., a space
of thirty-five miles, but its breadth
inland does not exceed four miles.
I n 1824 it contained 14,000 inhabitants, and was expected t o produce

48,000 bags of rice. T h e
British settleo~ent is a t Bukkah, a
s t r e w five miles south from t h e
Qualla Muda, and accessible a t
springs to very snlall prows. T h e
British superintendent resides a t
Bukkah.
WsaREAB.-A district in the province ,'f Gujerat, extending along the
northern frontier. T h e country beon
tween Rahd~mnoorand -%tree...the north and ;ouch, and from ~ e e charjer to the banks of the Runn,
is called Wudyar, o r Wurryar, f o r
which name the inhabitants say i t is
indebted t o the excellent oualitv
of
x-its grass, it bein resorted t o by irnherds
to pasture On the banks & the
Wadyar, Or W a n d ~ a rin the Gujerattee language signifies a herdsman,
by which class the banksof the R u n n
were formerly inhabited.-(Macmur~

-

~

~-
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WETTERISLE.-An island in t h e
Eastern seas, lying off the north
coast of Tinlor, about the eighth
degree of south latitude, the interior
of which has never been explored.
In length it may be estimated a t
sixty-five miles, by twenty, the average breadth.
WEYRE.-A town in the province
of Agra, principality of Bhurtpoor,
situated on thehighroad from Jeypoor
to Agra, fifty miles west from t h e
latter city; lat. Go2' N., lon. 77' 4
E. The wall here is of earth, well
flanked by some circular bastions,
with a wide but shallow ditch, filled
up h several places, and without a
e acls. There are loop-holes for
kusketry in the
of the bastion, but in 1824 there were not a n y
cannon. Within the gateway is a
narrow bazar, with its usual accompaniments of mud huts, heaps o f
grocery,fat banyans, scoldingwomen,
Brabmiuy bulls, and much uncleanness. Farther on is a large handsome Hindoo house of stone, coated
with marble chunam, and a flower
garden watered by stone channels,
cotiducted from a Iwge tank, with

WOWAMIA.
maining. It still however contains
eight large and four small pagodas,
of a pyramidical form, with a superfluity of carving and decorations, and
enclosing colossal statues. These
temples are built of hewn granite,
without cement, and clamped with
iron every three or four inches.
.Some of the blocks supporting the
the upper part of the doorways and
entablatures are fourteen feet long,
and thick in roo or ti on. The inscriptions a
io be of Jain origin,
WHABTOO
/or Wartoo).-A
high at least not Prom a~rahmini'd source.
mountain in Northern Hindostan, se- --(Dangefleld, Erakine, 4c.)
ven miles S.E. from Koteghur ; tat.
31" 15' N., Ion. 77" 5%' E. The exW o o a ~ ~ r . r .A
- town in the
<reme height of the peak is about Northern Circars, forty-one miles
10,673 feet above the level of the sea, S.W. from Vizagapatam ; lat. 17' 33'
yet it is wooded to the summit, com- N., Ion. 82" 48' E.
posed of quartz and gneiss. There
Wow.-A
fortified town in the
are here two smnll watch-houses
built of unhewn stones, in which the province of Gujerat,division of Neyer,
Gorkhas formerly kept a small party about ten miles S.W. from Theraud;
of infantry. The chief objection to lat. 24" 11' N., lon.71° f3'E. In 1820,
Whwtoo, as a military post, is the ' the Nadola Chohan Rajpoots ocwant of water. I t was retained hy cupied that portion of the Theraudri
the British government nt the peace next the Runn, from Sooneegaum to
of 1815.-(Hodgson, Herbert, Fra- the towns of Jampi and Dookra, on
I--.
Pr
&P.\
the Loonv river. which is the Ban
2
of ~rro&mith's map. Their c h i d
wenE.-A
place of pi'- was Zalim Singh Chohan, the rana
grimage in the province of Be'a~oor, of Wow, whose kindred or brothernear to the sources of the drishna, hood were numewus, and
thirty-five miles south from Poona; chiefR of fortified
mostly deIat. 18' N., Ion. 74O 5) E.
oovulated. At the above date the
WOJAREE.-A village in the pro- ;e;enues of this extensive tract were
vince of Ajmeer, situated on the Bee- only estimated at 24,250 rupees per
rach, four miles from Fullait. In annurn, of which the rana received
1820, it belonged to the rann of little more than half; but immediateOdeypoor, and contairred about 150 ly on its being taken under British
protection, seventeen towns were imhouses.
mediately repeopled. In 1820, owWOYB~NELLORE.-A
town in the ing to the incessant ravages it had
province of Salem, 106 miles S.E. sustained, the houses in Wow were
from Seringapatam; lat. 11" 40' N., reduced from 5,000 in 1809, to 500,
Ion. 78' YE.
and its military fbrce from 600 horse
WOONY.-A town in the province and 5,000 foot to 32 horse knd 2,042
of Berar, situnted a little above the foot. All the i~eighbouring towns
sungam, or confl~~ence
of the Wu_rda were in a condition equally deplornntl Payn Gunga rivers ; lat. 20' 10' able.--( Miles, 4c.)
N., Ion. 78' 59' E.
Wotrarr~.-A small fishing town
Wows.-A
town, or rather the in the Gujerat peninsula, about six
ruins of one, in the province of Cari- miles distant from where the fortress
-deish, as in 1818 it had not mare of Mallia stood; lat. 2Z0 50' N., Ion.
than seventy tolerable houses rc- 70' 40' E. This place stands on tlie

several fountains round it. At the
further end of the garden is a moat
surrounding an old stone-built castle, with round towers, and high
ramparts of stone. Two high arches
covered with gods and goddesses,
nnd a small college of religious mendicants, are the remaining curiosities
of Weyre. There are many Mahomeditns here who seem to agree
~erfectlywell with their Jaut masters.--( Biriro?, Heber..&c.)
-,
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WYNE GUNGA DISTRICT.

margin of the Runn, and. there ia a
ferry established for the transport of
assengers to the Cutch shore.amurdo, &,)

r~

Warssn.-A town in the province
of Mooltan, principality of Sinde, situated on the west bank of the Indus,
seventeen miles N.N.E. from Tatta;
lat. 24O 55' N., Ion. 68' 25' E.

as high as Rattegoag above which
point, except while the b i b floods
prevail, the navigation is not practicable owing to a fall in the river at
Natchengong. T h e Wonna river,
wl~ichpassea the large t r a d i n ~~ Q W R
of Hinghunghaut a d falls into the
Wurda, is navignble for beats eeme
distance above the latter place id t h e
height of tse rains.-(Jdiu, &.)

WUCKVTGHV~.-A
town in the
WVBBEE.-A villsge in theprovince
province of MaIwa,pergunnah of Bud- of Ajmeer, pergunnah of Chittoor,
nawur, from which town it i~ distant which in 1820 belonged to the rana
about seven rhiles south ;lat. W 57' of Odcypoor, and contained about
N., Ion. 7S0 ]YE.
100 houses.
WVDWAN.-A considerable town
WYCODOO.-Atown in the Carnaand fort in the province of Gujernt,
tributary to the Guicowar; 1st. 229 tie province, district of TinnweHy,
4% N., Ion. 71' 47'E. Ghee, hemp, situated in lat. b0 43' N, Ion. 77"
and leather are brought to this place 4%' E.
from Puttunwara in waggons,* and
wyNAAD
( ~ ~ ~ ~A d ~ l .
carried hence B h O w n u g ~ r , the 611bdipision of the modern p r o v i n e
mlf of Cambag,
whence they of Malabar, situated above the Wesare
bea.--(MacnlurdO#. tern Ghauts, between the eleventh
Walker, $c.)
and twelfth degrees of north latitude,
WvLLOBGPuR.-A hill-fort in the and comprehending an area of about
province of Bejapoor, thirty-aevdn 1950 squue miles. B~nadu, or
miles S. by W. from Merritch ; let. Wynaad, signifies the open count^,
~ h j s but does not seem applicable to thia
160 201 N., Ion. 740 3 8 E.
place was long held under thePeshwa locality, as, dthough situated on the
by Purseram mow, andwhen he was tops of the mountains, it is in many
defeated and slain, was seized by the p!aces overrun with jungle and of
Colapoor Raja, in whose pofsession dlffic~ltaccess. This terntory H1 also
and
it remained until 1804, when, by the named Nellcala and
interposition of the British govern- produces the best cardamom in
ment, it was restored to the Peskwa, India. Carula Vernla, the Present
and was transferred by him t o one 6 %(1800, is sprung from a Younger
branch of t e family and retains conofhis feu&&ee.-(M,'$S.,
$c.)
siderable power within his own limits.
WUBDARIVEB/varado, granting Thg village of Panamburt Cotta, o r
pvayers).-A
river of the province Wynaad, is situated in lat. 11'47' N.,
of Gtindwana, which rlsea In the per- Ion. 76O 1W E.; forty mnes E. from
p n a h of Mooltye, and flowing south Tellichery. l o lSOO the num%er of
~ o i n athe Wyne Gungay at seony, male slavdp in this division, above t h e
below Chnnda. To
8011th of age of fifteen, amounted to 9,266,and
Hinghunghaut this river is ab?ut the the females to 2964. The number
size of the Kankaun, OpPoslte f o of males below that age was 1,010,
Nag~oor. It has many fine pools In and ef females 1,050. The total
the hottest weather, but 1s generally number of free inhabitants at that
fordable at all seasons, excepting the date amounted to 8,070 persons.
very height of the rains. Thestreams
and rivulets that have their source in
WY~E
GUNGADIBTRICT(Vana
the hiffy tract west of Nagpoor, all Gangs).-A district in the province
flow north or south of the Wurda, of Gundwana, belongidg to the Nspwhich is navigable during the rains poor Raja, named from the Wyne

-
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XULLA ISLES.
Gun@ River, by which it is i n t a thence with a ~outherly course by
Bundara, Ambora and Pawnee, and
serted.
The area of this district cannot yet through the district of Chanda, it
be correctly given, it never having enters the Godavery at Kaliihwar,
been surveyed ; a large portion par- near Chinoor. In many arts of it8
ticularly, near the hills, is occupied course the channel or tlis river is
by zemindars. In the government above half a mile wide, but when it
part the low country to tlw east is confined by the hills it does not
of the river is throughout cultivated, exceed 400 or 500 yards. I t is fordwith the exception of what is inten- able in most places during the dry
tionally kept in pastwage. In some reason, and it does not receive any
tracts to the west thae ape extensive stream of magnitude from the eastern
plains still waste, owing to the extor- kills, bot several from the western,
tions practised towards the conclu- more especially from the Mahadeo
sion of Ragc?jee's reign. This district hills. The Kanhaun, which flows
in the rear of the British cantonments
is divided iuto thirteen pergunnaha
I t would ap ear from ancient re- at Kampti, is there about 500 yards
cords, traces oFtonns, forts, viilages wide, and it subsequently joins the
and tanks, discovered in the jungles, Wyne Gunga two miles north of
that this country was once much Ambora.
more populous than at present. At
This river serves for the purpose
what period snd from what cause it of transporting timber, brought to it
fell into the impoverished condition in considerable quantities through
in H hieh it was found by the Maha- the channels of .itn principal tributamttas cannot now be ascertained ; ries from the hills, .as well as rice
but the fact of its being then parti- and other raw articles of produce.tioned among a number of savage The Kanhaun, Pech and Colar are
Gond zemindars, hostile to each used for the same purpose, and by
other, and rebellious towards their means of them and the Wyne Gunga
superiors of Mundela, Deoghur and the city and cantonments of Nagpoor
Chanda, may partly account for its are supplied with most of the timber
then state of desolation. Under the required for building. The latter
Bhoonsla domination, however, it river in the lower parts of its course
greatly improved and ita population is raid t o he navigable during the
increased, the turbulent Gond zemin- rains for boats of 600 maunds hurdars being expelled from the plains, then.-(Jenkins, &.)
to make room for more industrious
W ~ s n o ~ u a . - Atown in the prosubjects and a more pacific administration. The collections under vince of Gundwana, sevent -four
the British system in 1818-19, miles N.E. from the city o Nagamounted to 7,10,435 rupees ; in poor; lat. 2(P 19' N., Ion. 80° 56' E.
1834, to 7,66,333 nlpees; the num- The diamond mines here were forber of inhabited villages t o 2,111 ; merly noted for their value, but they
and the total populatmn to 890,770 have long ceased to yield ade uate
returns. The diamonds were fgound
persons.-(Jenkins, $c.)
in a yellowish earth, which forms
WYNE
GUNGARIVEB
(VanaGanga, small hills in the vicinity of Wgrsthear,wwGanger).-A
river of Gund- ghur. The spots may still be distinwana, and one of the largest in the guished where these gems were dug
Nagpoor dominions. I t rises in the up.-(Jerrkinr, &c.)
d~strict of Seonee Chuparah, where
its source is 1,850 fect above the
levd of the sea, and passing through
X.
the town of Chuparah, emerges from
XULLA
ISLES.-FOU~
islands in the
the hilk at Tambooda, about twenty
miles north from Ranlpyle. Flowi~~gEastern seas, situnted to the south-
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east of the Molucca passage. The
one named Xulla Bessey is the most
considerable, being eleven leagues in
length, in good cultivation and wellinhabited. The Dutch fort or factory
is near a village, adjacent to the
southeast point, where ships may
procure refreshments. In A.D. 1350,
according to the annals of Ternate,
the people of that island conquered
the Xulla Isles, and in modem times
they arc m d to be occasionally invaded by the Papuas, although the
distance is almost 300 1uile8.--(Bow
Thorn, 4c.) ,
gain*,

YANDABOO.-A town in the kingdom of Ava, forty-five miles W.S.W.
from the city of Ava. On the arrival
of Sir Archibald Campbell's army a t
this place the treaty of peace was a t
last ratified by the Burmese monarch,
on the twenty-sixth ofFebruary 1826,
the first instalment (twenty-five lacks
of rupees) paid down, and the prisoners liberated, which being accomdished. the British armv immediatelv
ietrogrided towards ~ i n ~ o o n .he
total number of the British army a t
Yandaboo did not quite reach 4,500
men ; and there was only one native
regiment posted at Meaday, to protect the rear, and keep open the communication with thesea.--(Tmnt,Qc.)
YAYNANGHEOUM.-A
town in the
Burmese dominions, situated on the
left bank of the Irawady: lat. 20'
28' N., Ion. 94O 35' E. Five miles
east of this place are the celebrated
petroleum wells, which supply the
whole Burmese empire, and many
Darts of Ultra-Gangetic India, with
i his useful production.
T h e town is chiefly inhabited by
ppt-makers, who carry on an extenslve manufacture of earthenware.
There are here a great many oil-pits
or wells, from thirty-seven to fiftythree fathoms deep, scattered over
an area of sixteen square miles, and

are said to yield about 150 gallons
daily. The oil is drawn up with a n
iron pot fastened to a rope, passed
over a wooden axis, revolving on a
bar supported by two upright posts.
When the pot is filled, two men take
the rope and run down a declivity;
the pot is afterwards emptied into a
cistern, and the water drawn off by a
hole a t the bottom. When a well is
exhausted, they.restore the spring by
cutting deeper into the rock, which
is extreme1 hard. The Birman government $rms out the ground that
contains the oil, and i t becomes subject t o adventurers, who dig the wells
at their own hazard. The commodity is sold very cheap on the spot,
the principal expensebeing thecharges
of transportation, and the cost of the
ts t o hold it. In 1827 the
surroun
earthen 'ng country was found barren, uninterestir~g, and almost destitute of vegetation; and not only fossil wood was found, but also fossil
shells and bones. T h e latter consisted of those of the rhinoceros, elephant, alligator, tortoise, &c., and
were brought-away in large quantities
by the British embassy to be sent t o
Europe.-(Symes,
Crawfurd, Trant,
4c.I

k

YE.-This province, or rather district, is of snlall extent, and usually
included in that of Tavoy. I t i s
bounded on the north by the Kyaup
Kyajee river; on the south it is separated from Tavoy by the Henza ; o n
the east it is bounded by the Siamese mountains; and on the west by
the sea.
The face of the country presents a
dense jungle, broken a t wide intervals by rivers and rice plains, t h e last
of small extent. Its agriculture and
productions entirely resemble those
of Tavoy. The Y e river was explored to about thirty miles above
the town, but no teak was discovered. In 1825 it contained very few
inhabitants, as besides B~lrmesecruelty it had been infested by Siamese
marauding parties, to procure slaves.
The district, in consequence, when
acquired by the British, was almost in

YUNNAN.
a state of nature, and yielded no revenue.
YE.-The town of Ye, as may be
inferred from the almve description
of the province, is a very insignificant
place, and in 1835 did not conlain
more than 150 houaes; yet it is the
only aggregation of dwellings in the
province deserving the name of a
town. The stockade of Ye stands
on a hill about 100 feet above the
river, which wallhesits southern base;
but was captured without resistance
in 3834, and then left to shifi for itself, exposed to the ravages of Siamour nominal allies.
ese
Timber is abundant, and the inhabitants were formerly reckoned good
carpenters, but they have nearly all
disappeared'4Low9 FuUertona 'fc')
YEELAUDOOR.-Alarge village in
the Mysore province, situated on the
bank of a fine ntream, thirty-eight
miles S.E. from the city of Mysore.
This place is surrounded by plantationn of betel-leaf, and contains two
Hindoo temples, of considerable size
and antiquit , much decorated with
sculpture.-{Fullarton, $c.)
YELLACUMBUM.-A
neat,well-huilt
village in the Mysore province, about
eleven miles N. by E. from Bangalore, with which it communicates by
an excellent road.
yELLANEBR
pAPS.-~
among
the Western Ghauts, which leads
down from Mercara, the CR ital of
the Coorg country, to Mangarore on
the Sea-cOa~t- It commences about
nine miles north-westerly from Mercara, and is a steep descent, with little variation, to the bottom, a distance
of about three miles. I t is in general good, and scarcely a t all affected
by the rains. The substance of the
mountain being a mixture of clay and
loam, hardens when exposed to the
air. A very little repairing would
render the ghaut practicable for any
thing hut guns and carriages.-(Col.
Landton, gc.)
YELLAPARA.-Asmall town above
the Western Ghaut mountains, belonging to the modern province of

Canara, division of Soonda, sixty
miles S.E. from the city of Goa ; lat.
16' 2' N.8 Ion- 74' 50' E.
YENNA.-A town in the province
of Malwa, pergunnah of Jowra, which
in 1830 belonged to Ghuffoor Khan,
and contained about 200 houses.(Malcolm, &.)
YERTN'GOODu"'-A
Circars3
liReen'Own
milesin the
from Rajamundr~
; lat. 16' 58' N.,
Ion. 81' 39' E; The forests on the
with
banks of the god aver^
timber lit for the purposes of
building, being of a superior size aud
the lirm of Wm'
quality' In
Palmer and Co., from their own ob~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ b ~ i ~t
~~ f ~ t ~
Paloonshah pegunnahs, were of opinion that a navigation of 400 miles in
length might be opened, during four
months of the year, on this river and
the Wurda, which would greatly facilitate the commercial intercourse
between the inland provinces of the
Deccan and thebay of Bengel.--(Rennell, J. Grant, Blunt, H. RwreU,$c.)
YETCOOPAUK.-Asn~alltown in
the Northern Circars, district of Vizagatam, forty-seven miles travelling
distance from the town of Vizagapatam. This place stands in the gorge
of a narrow opening in the mountains, where there is stso a temple
built On the Vex a low
(Fuuarton, gc,)
YLIGAN.-A small Spanishredoubt
and garrison, situated on a bay of the
same name, on the north coast of
~
~ isle.
~
i
~

'Y-

YOwL
very
8"'a11 islands in the Eastern seas,
coast O~ Wageeoo
ing O~ the
island, about the 131st degree of
surrounded by
longitude,
coral reefs.
YUGYACARTA
(in Java).-See JoCOCARTA.

YUNNAN.-A province of China,
situated at the S.W. conler, and intersected by the twenty-fifth d w e e of
N. latitude. Very little is known re.

~~

specring tbc interior af this pro*
16' N., Ion. 9 8 O W E
.) tilittie below
and that througb the medium mostly to the southward, is named the Shuof the JesuiteAaod Romso Catholic
miseionaries; but at present it deserves notice, as being within a00
miles of the eestern extremity of Assam, now virtuqlly subject to the
British government.
The country which forms the w e 5
tkrn portion of Yunnan is described
by the Chinese as mountninous, wild,
thinly-peopled, and ve
unhealthy. According to ~ol.&me# it is
named Mancheegee by the Burmese ;
and Man$ is the name given by
Marco Polo to the southern part of
China; the northern he calls Cathay. It contains the sources of
many rivers. The great river Lookeang forms the -boundary of the
Chinese empire in this quarter, from
lat. Qo to 260 N., where it enters
the Yunnan province, and issuing
from it again aboub lat 24' N., proceeds nearly due south, eerving, during a conrnderable part of its course,
as the boundary line of Ava and Siam ; subsequently it discharges its
waters into the sea below Martaban,
after performing a courae of more
than 660 miles.
There is a place named Tsau-ta by
Du Halde (lat. 25' N., Ion. 98' 10' E.),
with the title of foo or city of the
first order, but in a modem Chinese
map it is mentioned merely as a frontier towq or foo-sze, and there is no
chief city to the westward of Yung
Chang Foo (lat. 2 6 O N., Ion. 99O 40'
E.) on the outskirts of the Chinese
empire. Shunning is in lat. 24' 4W
N., Ion. 100" 90' E. The modern
Chinese map mentions Tsau-ta or
Sauta as one of t h e military mtions and not as a chief town, and
Du Halde says "that last town which
confines on the kingdom of Ava is
properly a fortified city to defend
that part of the frontier."
The Pidang Keang river of (he
Chinese, flow~nginto the Burmese
territor ,immed~atelybelow Tsau-ta,
is calleg in our maps Panmo-keang,
~ n drepresented as uniting with the
lrawad at ,Bhanmo or Panmo,
white t i e h o g Chuen b a n g (lat. P C

eli Myeet, and also flows mto the
Iraprady. Were this point e s t a b t i i
ed, then the Lung Chuen Keang
would also be the real Bhanmo, or
Pan-mo Keang. Below the Lung
Chuen towards Ava, we find immediately on the border Men m a w
(1.1. YSO W N., loo. 97' 551 %.), or
as it is pronounced Men mo, which
iii very likely intended
Bhanmo
or Panmo, called Bamoo by COI.
Sypes.
A stream named in a manuscript
Chinese map the Man-loo-ho, whose
sor~rceis about lat. 220 4V N., Ion.
99O 4VE. seems to be the commencement of the great river of S i m (the
Menam) which reaches the sea a t
Bankok. The Kew-Lung Keang, or
river of the nine dragons, after collecting a number of tributary streams
in the Yunnan province, traverses
an immense expanse, and finally
empties itself into the sea at the
southern extremity of Cambodia, is
?ot excelfed by the Yang-tsze itself
In length of course, and may be classed among the principal rivers of our
globe.
The original natives of Yunnan
are more or lees independent, and
where there is a divided authority,
each tribe is ruled by its own chief,
which is more particularly the case
with the Meau-tsze or Lolos. According to a Roman Catholic priest,
Yunnan is a t present ruled by a Chinese viceroy, but has not been very
long conquered, especially the r e
mote parts, by that nation, and after
an obstinate resistance. Distur?
bances have arisen during the reigniug dynasty, but have been forcibly
subdued. The city of Poo-eul, the
the Poo-urh-foo-of the maps (lat. 23"
10' N., Ion. 101' 201E.)is four lis in
circumference. Its population is not
known, being partly composed of natives. The mountain named Pou-eul
is famed for a s ecies of tea, which
is carried to peein, and presented to
the emperor in balls or in cakes,
which are composed of the extract.
The district of r u n g Chang Foo con-

.
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ZABETA KHAN'S CANAL.
t e i a~city of Lbe second otder, one

of the thiid, sod some small dirrricts

2.

ZAB~TA
KEAN's CANAL(OT the
whi& are inhabited by subdued nativee, but many atill remain indepep- DdCaad).-Acanali~the prorimx
dent. Tbe province is known to be of Delhi, dlstnct of Sakunpaor,
r i d in wds, From which the o- known by the above wmq and from
an attempt made by ZboU Khan t o
vernment draw. much Mt.J~.
restore it, but which failed from t
b
3'. Davb, &c.)
interruption given to the work b
Y m s e A N ~ A nertebsive inbnd tbe &~b.The origin4 excavator
region of I h . b e ~ o n dthe
iq not known, nor men the a&
situatedabout the t-tieth-degr*
date, butit j8 mppos&
hankn
of north latitude, but m P t r n g tb
during t h taiga of Mainterior of which d
y a n w q * homed g h h ,
shoa-time
Burmese it bcrmRto Nadir Shah's invasion, but owing
~rehendedin the l* of their pr- to the tro&la that ensued
vince., and its inhabitants an p b a - lected. -ding
its subaaquent
d of th
peetShan dn*
repairs there are various traditibly a b
Themntvappesre to
among the natives, but it appuur its
restoration W- attempted by Nijib
temd, 4 pAMy f & i l ~
ud Dorlah, the nabob of St&-.
i n t d
8ev8!'td rivm
from the p r o k of Yuonaniin Chi- poor, or his eon zabeta ~ ( b pro~ ,
nit.-See S ~ Y C
No u n n r .
bably the last, who during the first
YUTHIA
f o r SicrmJ.-A t o m in year of his reign.bc0ugbt the water to
the kingdom of Siam, of which it was Ghonsghur, then his capital.
This canal appears at one time, and
the tbrmer capital; 1st. 14'6' N., Ion.
100° W E . Thin lace stands on an under different names, to have run
island formed by tEe ~ e u a m
orSi.m through the whole reatern half- of
river, intersected by several caanls, the upper doab of the Ga & and
and b s several other is~aad8adjwenL Surna, from tbe bw of t b x l l s t o
h of great extant, the popu- the city of Delhi ; and before it feik
*lth"Y r been very ecmty ever into decay must have fertilized in its
lation
since the seat of government war windin e an extent of country not
removed to Bankok. The paluw of much $rt of 200 miles. Pmofs o r
the king covers a great apace of the former fertility of this tract may
ground, and is surrounded by high stin be traced amidst its present state
walls, including eeveral temples, but of impoverishment. Extensive'grows
the whole now in ruinn.. There arb of mango t m s are evidences that
atill here many au&i of Muea and population once existed there, and
cannon, the latter of a prodigious even where ne vestiges of human
dike, which indinate a greater per- industry now remain, the namee of
fection in the arts tb3n now w. villager are recorded in the public
lo 1767 this placewas captured &u accounts as having once otood on it.
a k q blockade by the Burolest?, who It c o m m e n d at Fyenbad, a small
pillaged the city, destroyed the tem- village new the banks of the Jumna,
ples, tortured nnd msssacred the where the water was thrown into the
priests, although profeaaing the same canal by n dam, and must have been
rel' '0% and extirpated the royal a source of great revenqe, as the
f a s y . By the Bormese this t o m zemind.ra in its neighburhood rac
is frequently named Dwarawuddy, w e d according to the quantity of
but by the natives it is named See- water they r uired. Where irrigay-tbu; but mod of the S i e s e tlon was calk% for, r bund or e a r
towns are distinguished by two ap- bankment aas thrown acroas it* and
peltations, one ia the vulgar tongue in a few hours be fields w m munand the other in the Wli.-(Ehcwe, dated AecQrdng t? tradition, +r
Z'urpin, Symer, 4c.)
annw per bega, m ~ d ~ f i ebyd pcullar

-
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ZONCHENG.

circumstances, were paid to government for a supply of water, and in
particular spots the payment was
received in kind. But besides this
regular and rational tax, there were
an endless variety of tax& exacted
from cattle for permission to drink,
washermen for permission to wash,
flaxdressers for ~ermissionto stee
their hem and flax, &c. &c. whicp
the Britisg on its restoration intend
wholly to abolish. In 1823, the total
expence l i l y to be incurred by itn
restoration was estimated at 8,03,633
"ve'=s-

In the upper part of its course the
banks where this canal formerly run,
are covered with sissoo treea, which
in some places form forests of great
extent, and in others are scattered
over the country in great abundance.
At present they are seldom allowed
to attain their full size, but with prooer lookine after mieht become valuible timbe<-(~apt."~ad,Sir E. Cdebrooke, C'apt. TlckeII, $c.)
ZAFPEBABAD.-APO U ~ O U Stown
four
in the ~rovinceof
miles ndrth from Juanpoor ; lat. a60
20' N., lon. 830 38' E.
ZEBUISLE.-One of the Philip
pines. situated about the 123d and
124th degrees of east longitude. In
lengthit may be estimatedat 108miles,
by twenty-four the average breadth.
Magellan arrived at this island in
A.D. 1521, and was received by tbe
inhabitants with such kindness, that
their king, Hamabar, his whole family,
with the chief of Dimasara (another
island), and many of his subjects, were
baptized. The chief of Mactan, a
small island lying off the town of
Zebu, alone resisted the Spaniards,
and defied Magellan, who unfortu. nately accepted the challenge. H e
selected for the enterprize fifty Spaniards, who attacked the Indians in
morasses, the water up to their
breasts, and approached so near, that
Magellan was wounded by an arrow,
and died in the field of battle with
six others, the rest saving themselves
by flight. On bis death the survivors
chose for their commander Juan

paha ha bad,

Semno, but he was soon aRer decoyed into a snare by the natives of
Zebu, and, with twentpfour other
Spaniards, massacred. His successor,
Juan Carvallo, burned one of the
vessels, and sailed from Zebu, with
the Trinidad and Victoria, in search
of the Moluccas.-(Zuniga,
- $c.)
ZBDAYO.-A town' on the north
coast of the island of Java, 509 miles
east from Batavia; lat. V 58' N.,
lon. 1 1%' 35' E. This lace is situated at the entrance of rEe harbour of
Gressic, and is a port of considerable importance. In 1914, the depati, or native under the British government, was a man of very superior talents and intelligence to the
generality of his countrymen. In
the eastern quarter of Java these
petty chiefs live with some splendour,
and are remarkably hospitable to
strangers.-(morn, 4-12.)
ZINCHIN.-A Tartar station in
Tibet, 16,136 feet above the level of
the sea. At this enormous elevation,
in 1821, horses were seen feeding and
galloping about ; large flocks of small
birds, kites and eagles soaring in the
air, and locusts jumping among the
bushes. The sky was remarkably
black, and the heavenly bodies shone
brilliantly. With a transit instrument of thirty inches, and a power of
thirty, stars of the fifth magnitude
could be distinctty seen in broad day.
On the 26th Julv, the thermometer
attained 60' Fahienheit in the shade;
before sunrise it was 30° Fahrenheit.
Plenty of fuel, (metoh, bearing a
beautiful yellow flower, and without
prickles,) good water, and a serene
sky were found.--( Mesrrs. Gerardr,
'

4c.I
ZONCHENG.-A station in Tibet,
14,700 feet above the level of the
sea; lat. 31' 36' N. According t o
theory, this spot should be buiied in
everlasting snow ; but, when visited
by Messrs. Gerards, in July 1821, the
reality was very different. The glen
was covered by Tartaric furze, and
the banks of the river with prickly
bushes. The surrounding land was
covered with verdure, flocks of sheep

ZYGHUR.
were browzing, deer leaping, while siderable distance inland, and has a
largo town on the south side, ~ h o u t
the thermometer reached 68O.-(Gerardr, Qc.)
thirteen miles above the fort. There
is not any town at the mouth of the
ZYGHI~B
(or ~aighur).-A seaport river, but there are straggling villages
town in the province of Bejapoor, dis- on both sides. There is plenty of good
trict of Concan, 103 miles S. by E. water in the upper fort, and a t some
from Bombay ; 1st. 17' 14' N., Ion. of the adjacent villages, but in the
73" B'E. The two points that form lower fort, and near the usual landthe entrance t o the bay of Zyghur ing place, it is brackish. l'he water
are about five miles distant, and it is is commonly quite smooth at the enabout two miles and a half deep. trance during the south-west monThe entrance of the river is about soon, and inside vessels of a large
three quarters of a mile broad, with draught of water may lie completely
about three fathoms and a half water. sheltered at all seasons of the year.The channel is navigable for R con- (Dominicite, Qc.)

GLOSSARY.
N. B. To s w e the trouble of reference, and to prevent the Glossary from
swelling to too great a size, many words are explained in the body of
the work (within a parenthesis), as they occur.

AAL (a phnt)-The
morindu d r i f&, t e roots of which yield a
red dye.
ABAD-Abode, residence.
A B K A B R Y - T ~or
X ~duties
~
on the
manufacture and sale of spirituous
liquors and intoxicating drugs.
ADAWLET-Justice, equity, a court
ofjustice civil or criminal.
AGABAGAB-Malay words denoting
a species offrccur raccharinw.
AGILA (or eaghoood/-A sweetsmelling wood, named also wood
of aloes, much used in China.
AOY (&wcrit)-Magic
; the doctrine of the- Tantras.
AHEEQ-A COW, sheep, or goat-herd.
AL-An Arabic article preiix& to
wordsa equivatnt to the English
particle the ; al koran, the book
or bible of the Maho~nedans.
ALLAHTAALA
(Arabic )-The most
high God.
ALTUMGHA
(prqerly eltugma)
Lands granted in perpetuity for
service or free, as expressed In the
deed.
A M B A ~ Ef E
a plant/-The
hibuctu
canabinw.
AMEEB(amir or emir)-An Arabic
word, equivalent to that of nobleman.
AMUK-A Malay word signifying to
run-a-muck, or murder indiscriminately.
ANAK(Malay) -A confluence of
severd streams.
ANNA-Thesixteenth part of arupee.
ANTYAJ(Sanrctit)-In religion and
practice means gbominable.

-

AB or AUB-In the Carnatic a river,
as Vanee-aur, the river Vanee.
ABHAT-A Jain qpellation, applied
to the divine essence. I t means
venerable. The Jains are sometimes termed Arhatas.
Asunas-In Hindoo astronomy, inhabitants of the south pole, as opposed to the Suras, those of the
north pole ; a h evil demons, infi.
dels, &c.
ASUBA
DBUVA-The south pole.
ASTIC(Sawcrit) -Orthodox..
Asaanr lSawcrit)-A state in which
a person is sup osed to become a
portion of the &nity.
~
E A -The
C
betel-nut tree, a species
of palm. The betel-leaf is betelpqw,. which is the same genus aa
t
k
rigrum of Linneus.
ABECAC~~scrsa-The common hetel-nut, the prrorg of the Malays.
ASWAMEDHA
-The medice of a
horse; a most royal and expensire
ceremony, performed by ancient
Hindoo rajas, and of such efflcacy
that it even expiated thecrime of
slaying a Brahmin.
AUMAUNEE-Atechnical term which
means that the dues of government
are to be received in kind From
each field reaped, and to be atocked, watched, and sold by the government servants.
A u a r ~ ~ ~ ~ a - holder
T h e of an office,
an agent or functionary.
AUBUNG-Theplace where goods are
manufactured.
AVATARA-Descents of the 'deity
in various shapes, incarnations;
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in Bengal contains a b o ~ ~1,600
t
those of Rama and Krishna are
square jards.
the most remarkable.
AWA-A grain of Tibet having the BEGUM-A (Mahomedan) lady, princess, woman of high rank.
appearance of barley, but which
Dr. Wallich considers a species of BETEL-NUTTBEE-The areca catcchu, a species of palm.
wheat.
BETEL-LEA?-T~~
leaf of n species o f
BABOO-A
Hindoo title of respect.
pepper (the piper betel) which is
masticated along with the areca o r
BABOOL
TREE-The nrinrosa or macia Arabica.
betel-nut and lime.
BAG-A Ben@ bag of rice weighs BHARAT-War, as maha-bharat, the
164 pounds
great war.
BAIBAGGIE~-Hindoodevotees, vo- BHASHA-A dialect.
tariea of Vishnu.
B H ~ LTREE-The
A
tree which bears
BAJURY-A grain, the h d c w spicnthe marking-nut of India; the senticarpiu anacardiunt.
flu.
BALAGHAUT-Abovethe ghauts, in BHOJPUTBA-Thebirch tree.
contradistinction to Payeenghatit, BLIYAUD-A brotherhood.
below theghauts. T h e terms refer B n w - A Ilindoo lady o f high rank,
t o the high central table-land in BICHE-DE-MAR
(Insect oJ the sen;
the south of India, and the modern
Porluguese)
I t is named also
province of the Carnatic.
swallo, eea-slug, tripang, and seaBAMBOO-A Malay word denoting
cucun~ber,and ia a marine reptile,
very much resembling the gartlen
the srundo banabos.
BAN (Siamese) - A
village, place,
slng in appearance, but considerastation.
bly larger. I t is a great article of
BANANA-The rniua paradbiaca or
trade from the Eastern islands t o
China, where i t is used to season
plantain.
B A N G - A ~intoxicating drug prepartheir soups, being esteemed highly
ed in India from the flowers and
nutritious and invigorating.
juice of the hemp plant, to which BISMILI.AH-A Mahomedan invocaopium is so~netimesadded.
tion, signifying " in the name af
BANGRSES--CO~
glass
T S ~rings worn
God."
by females round the wrist.
BINDARB( M a t a y ) - A kind of
BANKSAUL-ADutch word adopted
prime minister and treasurer.
by the natives of the Malabar BALACHANG-A
fetid mess composed
coast, to signify a wharf.
of small fish, chiefly prawns o r
shrimps, pounded in a mortar, ferBANYAN-A Hindoo merchant or
shopkeeper.
mented, mixed with spices and
BANYAN
TREE (named alao the Bur
then dried in the sun. I t is the
tree)--T he j c w Indica.
gnapee of the Burmese.
BAOTA-An East-Indian millet, the BOHEA-From Buye, the name of a
panicumpuntentaceu~n.
chain of hills in China, among the
BATTA-Deficiency, discount, allowvallies of which the black tea is
ance to troops in the field.
grown.
BATTY-In Malabar means seed ladd - BOOT-A small vetch, the &rev
or paddy-field.
arietinum.
BAZAR-Daily markets. In Bengal BOWLIE-A small reservoir, well, o r
i t is not unusual to have them in
tank, with steps down to the s n a haut, where a lumber of petty
ter; those without steps are
venders, besides the established
named kooah.
.
venders, assemble.
BRAHMIN-The first or sacerdotnl
BEGA-A land measure equal in Bencaste of the Hindoos.
gal to about a third part of an BKAB-A species of palm tree proacre, but varying in different producing the tari or toddy. The bo:
vinces. The coinmon ryotty bega
msrusJi'abeU~o~is.

-
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B n r ~ m ~ ~ - c o o a ~ - T h e c m oaaurcd.
crr
B ~ A H M O T T A Lands
B
granted to
Brahmins for their support.
B a r ~ ~ r ~ a - T hadanurn
e
longun.
B ~ I N J A-Itinerant
~ I ~
merchants,
dealing principally in rice.
B ~ O M E L IAAN A N A S - T ~common
~
pine-apple of the East and West
Indies.
BUDDICK-The term Buddick ia used
in conjunction with Dacoit, Cozauk, and Thug, as descriptive of
different clmses of public robbers.
BUCKSHHN
-Paymaeter, commander.
BUND-An embankment.
BUNDEB-A
port or horboyr.
BUNGALOW-Acommodiue dwelling
thus named, w e d by Euro eans
io Bengal, d extremely welrsuited to the climate. It entirely
consists of wood, bambooe, mate,
and thatch, and may be completed
in a short s l m e of time, and at a
moderate expense.
Buaa TREE-The jfcw &a
or
bany aa tree.
B n a n r ~ n a u e ~ s Darters of light
ning ; matchlock-men.

-

-

CAFPBE-An unbeliever, Abyssinian,
or negro.
C n ~ ~ n s - I n Hindoo mythology, the
heaven of Siva.
CALIor C ~ x ; c b T h etenth incarea
tion of Viahnu, in the shape of a
horse with a human head; still
expected.
CALI YUG---A period of 432,000
years, of which 3,101 had expired
on the 14th of March A.D. 1 cur. rent. The 49925th ear of the Cali
Yug ended, sod t i e 4926th year
began on the 11th April 1824, civil account.
CALPA-The grand period of a general conjunction.
C A Y P O ~(Makyj~G
An enclosed
village, quarters in a bazar.
C A N ~ Y - TBombay
~~
candy weighs
560 pounds.
CANNAUT
(Petrian)-A
sort of subterranean canal.
CANONGOB
fcanwa, MU%, goe, tined;
Persian)-An
officer of govertiment (or register) whom duty it is
to keep a register of all circum- VOL. 11.

stances relating to the land revenue, and when called upon, to declare the cttstoma of each district,
the nature of the tenures, the
quantity of land in cultivation, the
nature' of the produce, and the
amount of rent paid, &c.
CARCOON-A man of business, writer, vakeel, or other agent, or dependent on the governmeat, or on
a great chief.
CASHf LXineseJ-Thin pieces of c o p
per perforated and strung on 8
cord.
Crime (in h r c r i t Kng~d'haj-A
word employed by Europeans tu
express the subdivisions of the dig
ferent Hindoo tribes,although properly it has only reference to one,
the Kayest'ha or writer division.
CATTY-A Chinese weight of about
1$ pounds English.
CAUZX-A Mahornedan judge or justice who occasionally ofciates aa
a public hotP1y.
CAWNY-A Madras land meadure.
CHACM-A eort of small discus,
or quoit; aleoa wheel or circle;
a cycle of yeeca, a weapon of a
circular form placed in the bands
of the gods. Rasi Chacra signifies
the zodiac.
C ~ n c a a s u a ~ ~ - - T h title
i s was usually bestowed on the Hindoo emperors of India
C n a ~ ~ a a - T h e common name for
the moon.
CUNK-The conch shell or d u f a
gravu.
Carsv~c~~(wShratwkr)-Asatof
Jains.
CHAXOOB
(orCluckorsj-The
erdii
ruth or fire-eater, thus namegfrom
its pecking at sparks of fire.
CHICKON-Muslinsornamented with
detached flowers or spots.
CHINI-A fine kind of raw sugar.
CHINNA(the laticynu a+ca)-A
plant of the pea or vetch kind.
C H I T E R E E S - ~ C Umonuments
~~~U~~~
erected in commemoration of distinguished deceased, consisting usually of a small h t solid xuausoleuni.
CHOAR-A robber.
CHOKEXDA~I-A
watchman.
3A
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~ m o U ~ ~ ~ ~ - ( ~ h n r r v a d iplace
) - A of CONEEB(kankar)
A ca~careom
accommodation for travellers; the
concretion. A hard white calcaMahomedans call them Serai, and
reous soil.
they are also named Dhorrumsal- COPRA-The coco-nut kernel cut
into slices and dried for exportalahs.
CHOW(Chinew)-A
town or city of
tion.
the second class.
Coacs-A score.
CROWK
-The
principal street or Coss {kard or krosa)-A
corrupt
grand market-place of a town.
term used by Europeans to denote
CHOUT-A fourth part of the clear
a road measure, generally estirevenue, a tribute formerly levied
mated at forty-two t o the degree,
on certainstatesby the Maharatma,
but differing in almost every proas the condition of their abstaining
vmce. I t may be computed as never under a mile, or more than
from plundering.
C~oway-A whisk to keep off flies.
two miles.
They are either made of the Tibet COWBY-A small shell that pasees
cows'-tail (the bor gtunnicns,) peafor money throughout India. From
cock's-feathers, or ivory-shav~ngs, 2,500 to 5,000, according to cirset in a handle two feet long.
cumstnnces, are equivalent to a
CHUCKRUM-A
sum of money equal
rupee or two shillings.
to 2f star pagodas.
COZAUKS Properly robbers o n
CHULIAS-In the eastern ports, a
horseback.
name given to Malabar Mahome- C ~ A T T A(Malay)-A
citadel, forN
dans, or Moplays
tress.
C H U N A M - L ~ ~The
~ . Madras chu- C~oas-Ten millions.
nam, made of calcined shells, is CU~NUM-Avillage-eccountant or
considered the best in India.
register.
See CIRCAR.
CUMERU-Thesouthern hemisphere
CHUCKLAH
CHUNNA
-The cicer arierelinum, a
or pole. A fabulous region where
Yan~a(Pluto J presides over the
species of grain.
CHUB-A sand-bank.
Asuras and Daityas.
CIRCAR-In Hindostan, a certain CUSBA-The head village of a talook
number of villages form a pergun.
or pergunnah.
nah ; a certain number of pergun- CUT(or kut)-~erra Japonica. The
nahs, comprehending a tract of
inspissated juice of the mimosa
ground equal to a moderate-sized
chadira.
English county, is denominated a CUTCHA-Unripe, incomplete, short
measure. See PUCKA.
chuckla ; of these a certain number and extent form a circar, and a CUTCHE~RY-A
court of justice ;also
few circars form a grand division,
the public office where the rents
province, or soubah. This word
are paid, and other business reoccasionally means the governspecting the revenue transacted.
ment, and is also much used by CUTTERAH-Acitadel, fortified town.
Europeans to designate a Hindoo CUTWAL-Thechief police o5cer in
writer or accountant, in which case
a large town.
it is usually written Sircar. See Cusr-GRASS-A sacredgrass used by
also SOUBAH.
the Brahmins in their religious
COILLERY
(properly kalkn)-Means
ceremonies. I t is a species of the
a thief.
poa cynoruroides.
COIR-The fibres of the coco-nut
husk.
DACOITS-Gang robbers.
COOLIES-Labourers, porters, slaves. DAL-A species of vetch ;the eytCOMPOUND
(from canvao, Portucajnn, or pigeon-pea tree, usually
uesel-An
enclosure round a
split.
Rouse or bungalow.
DAM,or DAUM-A copper coin, the
COOND-A spring, well, or fountain.
twenty-fifth part of a pice, ac-
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cording to some an ideal money,
the fortieth part of a rupee.
' DAMMEB-Aspecies of resin.
DALAWAI-In Mysore, a prime minister.
DAGOP-A Buddhist temple, or sepulchral edifice in Ceylon.
DAWK-In Bengal means the post.
DECCAN
(Dacahina)-From
a Sanscrit word signifying the south, but
applied b the Mahomedan histomans to t e country between the
Nerbudda and the Krishna rivers.
D E R ~ A N(Sanrcrit)-A
A
school of
ph~losophy.
DESA-A country, or division.
Dssrla-In Malabar, a village.
DESHMOOK-A
zemindsr, or chief of
a division.
DESHPANDEE-A
keeper of accounts
in a small district.
DEVAS-Demigods, good spirits governed by Indra. The inhabitants
of the north-pole, as contradistinguished from the Asuras.
DE~ANTABA-Thedistance of any
two meridians on the surface of the
earth, or what Europeans call Iongitude.
DEWAN-The head offlcer of finance
and revenue, almost always a
Hindoo.
DEWANNY-Bythis title the EastIndia Company are receivers-general in perpetuity of the revenues of
Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa, under a
g w t obtained by Lord Clive, from
the Emperor Shah Allum, in A.D.
1765; the Bengal year 1171.
DEWANNYADAWLET-A
court for trying revenue and other civil causes.
DESSYE-In the southern Maharatta
countries is a rank equivalent to
that of an independent poligar in
the Carnatic.
DHAK-A bush with a large broad
leaf like a peepul, and a beautiful
pink flower.
D RB M
~ A S H A ~ T B Af Sans critl-Writlngs on religion and justice.
D ~ m x s r - T h e Indian buceros or
horn-bill, which delights to feed
o n the fruit of the nux vomica.
DHEBNA-Restraint to compel payment of arrears or to gain any object. It precludes locomotion and

i

eating on both sides, until the affair in dispute is adjusted.
D ~ ~ R R U ~ S A L place
A - A for the accommodation of trayellers, similar
t o a choultry or seral.
DIGAMBEE-A naked Jain image;
Swetamber, a clothed one.
DOBASH-One who speaks two Ianguages.
DOAB-Any tract of country induded between two rivers.
DOON
-A valley.
DOONGUB-Theshepherd tribe.
DRAGOMAN-Aninterpreter, from
Turjuma, a Persian word signifying translation.
DBOOG(dutga) -A fortified hill or
rock. A hill fortress.
Dauva-The pole of a great circle,
more especially of the earth.
D u ~ c r - T h e wife of Siva the destroyer. In astronomy a personification of the solar year.
DUEBAR-A court or place i? which
a sovereign or viceroy gves audience.
Dwrp~-An extensive region, continent, or island.
ENroaa.-Land abstracted from government, and exempted from assessment, as being devoted to charit&le or religious purposes. A
gift of land, &c. from a superior
to an inferior.
Esncr~.-An open Mahomedan chapel, where the sacrifice of Isaac
and other public festivals of that
religion are annually exhibited.
EEAs.-The era of Salivnhanam beA.D. 78
gan in
Of Vi~ramadit~a,
anteChristurn 57
Of parasurama
do.
1176
Of the Cali Yug,
3101 yeare
had expired in the year
of our Lord 1.
Add
1828

.....................
......
......... ......

........................ -

Expired of the Cali Yug, 4929 years
Let the proposed years be expressed
according to the eras of the Cali
Yug, Vicramaditya, and Salivahanam ; the same may be reduced to
Christian account by adding 3101
to the first, 57 to the second, and
by subtracting 78 from the third.3n2
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a
Epoch of the creatbn beEore the GOOROO.-Among the Hindspiritual guide.
birth of Christ 4004 years.
(Kaka sunkditch) Gosar~s.-Hindoo devotees ; they
are also named Saoywies.
F A K E E R .Mahomedan
"
religious GRAY.-In botany, a species of vetch,
of which there are many usrieties,
mendicant or devotee.
such as the cow, horse, red, black,
Frnxaa~.--A royal order or manand green gram,
date,
~ ~goag).Avillege or townFoo /Chinelej.-A city of the first G B A(or
ship ; the tern~ination of many
rank.
names.
Fou~naa.-Amilitsry superintendent
GRAMKnuacn.-Village expenses.
or commander.
FUSLY
(or Furlee).-What
relates to GRASSIA(from grarJ.-A Sanscrit
word signifying a mouthful, metathe harvest or seasons of the year'
phorically applied to desigaate the
In $engal an era, in which the
small share of the produce which
fusly year 1230 corresponds with
the Grassip plunderers clpim.
A.D. 1883.
FUTW
EH / ~ r b i c ) . - - A judicial de- GRABS.-Square-rigged vessels with
long prows.
cree, sentence, or judgment, more
especially when delivered by a Gsnn~.-In Hiinbe a s w w m y , the
planets.
mufti QF doctor of the Mahomedan
Gurcaw~a.-A cow-keeper or herd ;
law.
the desknation of a W a r a t t a
FUSLY
KMJ~EEF. The autumnal
chieftain.qeoson, or harvest for rice, millet,
GUDDEX
(properly gadi).-A
throne.
&c
FUSLY
RuBBEE.-T~~Spring season, GUNGE.--A granary or de&. In
gunges the chief commodities sold
or harvest for pease, wheat, &c
are grain and the necessaries of
G n ~ ~ r ~ a ~ s . - - L aboats
r g e of about
life, "and generally by wholesale;
seventy tons, rowing forty or more
they often include barns and Lauts,
oars.
where these articles are sold by
retail, and in great variety. It is
GAMB~~.-Asvong astringent substance extracted from the leaves
a very common termination of
of the mucliea ganzbir, and used in
names in BeogJ, and some of the
China for tanning.
adjacent provinces, and generally
GANJA.-An intoxicating drug proapplied to a place where there is
cured from the hempseed, and
water-carriage.
flower.
Grr~va.-In botany, the piiditon
GEETA.-A song or poem.
pona$emm.
GENTOO.-A name derived from the G v ~ ~ x ~ s - - B e gmade
s
of a coarse
Portuguese word Gentio, which
cotton fabric; a species of sacksignifies gentile in the scripturd
cloth.
sense.
GOONOW
(lMala / -A mountain.
OHAUT.-A pass through s moun- Goowoiio h
i (%okay).
-A VOItain, but generqlty applied to an
cano.
extensive chein oS hills.
Guz.-In b~tagy,t b Indian t a w GHEE.-Butter clarified by boiling.
isk.
GNAPEE.-see BALACHANB.
GURRY.-A native fortification, conGOBEBDYANA.-Theplace of cowmeting of a wall of mud or masonry
killing.
flanked with towers; a xillage clGUDOVN.-A factory or warehouse,
tadel.
from the Malay word gadong.
Gu~uars.~lWRnks
in Tibet and, 400GOLAEL-A warehouse.
tan ; pronounc& also gelums and
OO~ASTA.-Nativeassistant, agent.
g~lnngs.
GOOMTY.-Winding; the nape of
WAKIM,-A
commander, governor'
many rivers in Uibdostan.

--
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ruler, master, the governing aue portid of lstM to ah inrlitidrtal,
thority in a province.
either pereonal or for the support
HAUAY.-A aeparate apartment for
of n public eetablishment, particufemales.
larly of a miIitiary nature.
DWIPA.--~IWof the seven
HAUT.-A market which in Bengal JAMBHU
grand divisions of the earth
is held on certain days only, and
r m r t e d to by petty vtwdera 4 JAMDANI.-A species of mudin flowered in the loom.
traders. They are established in
open plains, where a flag is erected J~~arnahsx.-The spikenard of the
ancients.
on the da aud at the pluce of pmJATTEA.-A kind of relkious
chase andrde.
... festival
and fair.
HEEN/Chinere).-A
city of the third
J E L M K & ~ . - ~ ~ Malabar this term gigrank.
HOOLY
/ Hz&)-.The
Hindoo festival
nifier a proprietor.
of spring.
JEEL,-A shallow lake or morass.
HOOLY-POWDEB.-A
fine starch pre- JIN.-A deman.
pared from the root of the zedoary. Joorss-Hindoo devotees.
HoM.-The worship of fire; a barnt- JOOMS,-Mugh villages or hamletr.
offering.
Joss S~xcus.-In China, small reeds,
HOWDAH.-Aseat Cxed on an elecovered with the dust of odoriferous woods, and butned before
phant.
idols.
BUST-o-BOOD
f M and was).
The
JOWAEY,
-The
kokw rorghunt, a
neat rent.
species of Indian millet.
HIJEBA (Arabic).-A
term used in
chronology, signifying the epoeha, Jownmn.--Camel's thorh, a ptickly bush on which camels browse.
or account of time used by the
One
Arabians, who begin from the day J U D I S H T E ~ f Yudhirhthir).
Mahomed was forced to esca
chtonoiogy @laces this mvereign
3,WOyearsbefo*thebirthofChri~t.
from Mecca to Medina, v i e t e
Dr. Fr~nciaBuchanan t h i s he
16th July A.D. 62%. The years of
the Hijera are lunar ones of 354
lived about the time of Alexander.
In every part of Hindostan there redays; and therefore to reduce
them to our calendar, we must
main traces of his family, or of the
multiply the year of the Hejira by
princes who were his contempofarim, and foundersofmany dynasttes
354, and divide the product by
that have governed since his time.
W),adding @2, the result will
This prince, although usually called
be the J u l ~ a ayear.
the son of Pandoo, is allowed to
INDRA.-In Hindoo mythology the
have been in fact the son of Dhargod of thunder ; a personification
ma, the god of 'ustice, by the wife
of the sky ; the chief of the Deof Pendoo, wio seems to have
vatas and Suras.
been indebted to the mistance of
ISHA DEVATA.-T~~family or f- the gods for all his five sons.
vourjte gsd.
JUMMA.
The whole, total, &c.
I s ~ ~ x a a ~ . - - R e n t spaid in perpe
Land revenue generally, but fretuity.
quently applied to the aggragate of
IZAEADABS.-I~ land revenue, midall revenues.
dlemen.
JUMMA
Musse~~.--Thechief mosaue
of a city; the Mahomedab c a t h JACK-FEUIT
TBEE.-~ botany, the
dral.
autocatpar Megtryolia.
JAQGEEY.-SU~&~~
in its coarse state; Ju~a~x.-Labd covered with foresttrees, thick impenetrable brushimperfectly granulated sugar ; also
wood, creeping pl$nts, end coarne,
the mspissated juice of the palrank, reed vegetation ;wastes, fomyra-tree.
rests, thicfeta.
.Jno~rll~.-An assignment of the goPUTTEE,-In astrology, the
vernment share uf the produce of JBNNUM
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aspect of the planets in the hmvens at the moment of birth.
JURBBE
puT~A.-The golden pennon
or standard of the Maharattas.
JYOTISH.-Astronomy.

KALA,or CALA.-Time in its natural acceptation.
KALARIES.-Mounds of salt earth
collected at salt-making places.
Kr~~s.-Cotton ; the gorsipium b r baceum.
KATKAEE.-Indiscriminatepillage.
KEANG(Chinere).-A
large river.
KBSARI.-A species of vetch or pea;
the kathyrur rativaer.
J(ETu.-The moon's descendingnode.
KSAILS.-Societies, clans in Afghanistan.
KHALSA.-Crown villages, government lands.
KHANA
S u ~ ~ a r . - A nannual enumeration of the houses, with a specification of the caste and profession
of each householder, for the purpose of adjusting the dues of government.
KRAO(Siamese).-A
mountain.
KHARINIMOK.-A species of impure
glauber salts, or rulphate of soda.
KHA~.-Private, peculiar ; revenue
collected immediately by government without the agency of zemindars.
KHETRI f ~shatriya).-The second
or military caste of the Hindoos.
KHELAUT.-A robe of honour with
which the Mahomedsn princes
confer honour.
river.
KRONGf Siamese).-A
K ~ o o ~ s ~ . - T h apart
t of the Mahomedan church service in which the
king of a country is prayed for.
Inserting a rince's name in the
khootba, a n 1 stamping it on the
current coin, in the East, are reckoned the most decided acknowledgments of sovereignty.
K ~ u KHUS.-The
s
name of a species
of grass (the andropogon muricatum), which produces a sweetsmelling root.
KILLADAR. Warder of a castle,
commander of a fort.
Krs~.-In finance, an instalment.
KOITor KAIT (A provincial corrup-

-

tion of kayart'ha, hence code).-A
mixed tribe of Hindoos, whose profession is generally writing and accounts. Most of the Banyans and
Sirkers of Calcutta are of thia
class.
Kom~snnns.-Managers dr renters of
provinces.
KOOAHS.-Wella without steps.
KOOL.-A tribe or caste.
KOOLKURNEE.-A
village accountant,
corresponding with the Tulatee of
Gujerat.
KOONBIER.-Cultivators.
KOROK.-~
Indian finance means a
monopoly.
KUBEER
PUNTS.-A particular sect
of religious mendicants.
KULLAEE.-Aspecies ofkidney-bean,
the phaseolur mas,
Kun (or cur).-Signifies
an inhabitant; 3s Nimbd kur, an inhabitant of Nimbsl.
KURWAMUTTEE.-A carbonate Of
roda.
KWALLA,or QUALLA.
-A
Malay
word signifying a river.
f Arracanesej.-Zemindars.
KYOOKB
LACK.-One hundred thousand.
L A K R E R A J . - Rfree.
~~~
L A K S H M I . - T ~Hindoo
~
goddess of
wealth.
LAMBALLIEB.Itinerant merchants
in the Deccan.
LASCAR.-Properly a camp follower,
but by Europeans a term applied
to a native sailor.
LAUT.-A Malay word signifying the

-
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LECHEE.-In botany, the scytala
lichti
LOOTY.-A plunderer, the same as
Pindary.
LUBBIE~.-Mahomedans,namedMoplays on the Malabar coast, and
Lubbies at Madras.
L ~ ~ c n . - T h i s is an imaginary place,
supposed to lie under the equator,
somewhere S.W. of the island of
Ceylon. I t is one of the four cities
(Yavacoti, Lanca, Romaca, and
Siddhapuri) supposed to lie under
the equator at ninety degrees distance from each other. In Hindoo astronomy, Lanca has neither

.

ELOSSAIIY.
latitude nor longitude. Its meridian in European maps is 75' 53'
16" E. of Greenwich.
MAASHA.-A maasha is a little more
than the tenth part of a rupee in
weight.
M~nnrssn.-A college for instruction
in the Mabomedan law.
MAUA.-Great.
MAHAL.-A small district or department; P territorial subdivision; a
ward of a torn.
MAHWAor Mo~wa-~asE.-In botany, the h a l a t i i a .
Mrrzrr.-In botany, zea mays.
MAWUL~. Among the Eastern
Ghauts designates valleys between
mountains.
Landholders, renMALGOOZA~S.
ters, &c. paying revenue to government.
MALIXANA.-A subsistence granted
to aemi~idarswhen thegovernment
take charge of their lands.
MAXOOL. In revenue matters
means usage, custom, the unwritten law.
MANGO-TREE.-Inbotany, the 7nangifera indica.
M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s . - T e m p spires.
les,
MANTRA^
C h a p s , incantations,
prayers, invocations.
MASIII(ALAI.-I~ botany, the pha-

-

-
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-

redru madiatua.

MA~HURI.-In botany, the enunzlenr
MATAM.-A coll e.
chapel or
MATH (or n u t 8 . -A
emall temple, also a sect.
(the Malay Island;).MANGROVE
In botany, the rhiaqhora gymnorhim ;it abounds chiefly where
the fresh water of streams and rivers intermix with those of the
ocean ; one species extends along
the s e ~ s h o r e ,with its roots growing entirely in salt water.
This word seems to deMsao.
signate the terrestrial orb or yoke
of the mundane egg.
M a u r n ~ ~ ~ ~ a n s . - P e r s o nwho
s
superintend the collection of the revenue, police, &c.
MAUND.-A measure of weight in
India. At Madms it wei bs twenty-fivc pounds, and s fouble or

-

pudka maund eighty. In Bengal
the common maund may be estimated at eighty pounds, but the
opium maund at only seventy-five
pounds.
MAUZA.-A village, estate, manor.
ME (Siatne:e).-Signifies
mother.
M s s a r s s ~(from the Arabic word
nairas). -This term, originally signifying inheritance, is in the south
of India enlployed to designate a
variety of rights, all more or less
connected with proprietary posseasion, or usufruct of the soil, or
of its produce.
M ~ E a ~ s s a n r ~ s Proprietors
.of a
village.
MELAH.-A fair, or assenibly of pilgrims, partly for religious and
partly for commercial purposes.
MEW.-A Burmese affix, signifying a
town, city, &c.
MILK-HEDGE.-In botany, the cuphorbia t i r a d i .
MIBCHEE.-Red pepper, the capricum amomunr.
town or
MEWANG(Siamese).-A
place.
MIRZA(from ameerzadeh, the son of
an anleer).-A
title which, when
prefixed to a name, implies a secretary or civilian ; but when it
follows a name, designates a prince.
M l s s o ~ - s a ~ ~ . - A naromatic bark,
resembling cinnamon in flavour,
found in New Guinea and the Papuan Isles, the powder of which is
much used by the Japanese.
MOCUBE~Y.-Asapplied to land,
means land let on a fixed lease; a
fixed assessment ; perpetual lease.
MOFUSSIL.-The subordinate divisions of a district, in contradistinction to sudder, which implies
the seat of government; provincial, as distinguished from the capital or head-quarters.
MOLUNGHIES.Salt-manufacturers.
MOCSHA.-In Hindoo theology, liberation, escape from the body.
MOODA.-A Malay word signifying
young.
MOOLOOKGERY.-Tribute
received to
abstain fiom plundering.
~"OONG.-In botany, the phaseulus
tnungo, a species of kidney-bean.

GLOSSARY.
permanent setMOTILHDAR&Y.-T~~
tlement as introduced by the British into the South of India.
%UCTI.-In Hindoo theology, final
absorption.
MUGGADOOTIES.-Asort d c b t b
manufactured from wild silk.
MULMUL-A thin mrt of muslin.
MUNZIL.-A day's journey.
MUNJEET.-A pec~eaof Indian madder.
biu~srrr.-A native judge or justice,
whose d e c i i n s IUC limited to suits
for personal property not exceeding fifty rupees.
iMu~~x.-The M a h o m e b law officer
who declares the sentence.
M u ~ n m - A circle or diviaion of a
country; also the head mun of a
village.
&fna~oD.-A throne. dl& of 8hlte.
MAH*BIIARAT (the great war). -A
historical and mythological poem,
which records the first eclipse mentioned in the Shastrae.
NAAD-In Malabar a temtorial wbdivision.
A
NABOB(pronounced Nawaub)
deputy or viceroy under the Mogul.
NAGUR,
NAGORE,
NUGGUR,
and NA.GA~A-A town or city, t h o termination of many names.
NAM A Siamese word signifying
water, also a river.
NAMBURI~-Malabar
Brahmins.
NAC~HATRA-In
Hindoo astronomy,
a lunar mansion, which contains
13' .@W of the circumference of the
zodiac. A solar sign contains 24
nacshratra or mansions.
NAH-A Sictmeee word signifying a
paddy field.
NANXAB-A grant to zemindars for
their maintenance.
NASTIC-In Hindoo theology signifies heterodox, atheist, disowoer of
another world.
NAT-The spirits of the air.
NATCHENY-SeeRsggy.
NEEM TREE-In botany, the melia
azedirachta.
NICH-LOW in rank or religion.
NIRVANA(Samcn'tj-In
metaphysics a profound calm, signifying also
extinct. The notion attached to it
by the Hindoos is that of perfect

-
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apathy? n condition of unmifed
tranqull happiness or extacy. Other
terms distinguish diaercnt gradations of pleasure, joy, and delight;
But a state of imperturbable apathy
is the nltimate bliss to which the
followers of Brahma aspire. I n
this the Jain, the Buddhist, and
orthodox Vedantin all concur;
yet a perfect uninterrupted apathy
can hardly be mid to d X i from
an eternal sleep.
N I ~ E A DfABmrrcritJ-An outeast
N r z r ~ - O r d e r ~arrangement, an arranger.
NIZAMUT
~AWLET-A
court of miminal justice.
NUDDY-A river, the termmation of
many names.
NULLAH-A natural canal, or m a n
branch of a river, also a streamlet,
rivulet, or watercouree.
N u z z e ~or Nuzzssau~-An ofiring
or present made to a superior.

OM-A monosyllable of mystical import among the Lama Bhooteas
and Tibetiens.
OOREEO-A species of kidney bean,
the phaaeolur nmx.
OSWALS-Asect of Jain heretics, who
eat at night contrary to the Jain
usage.
ORANG
OUTANG-Malay words, signifying a wild man, and applied to
a large species of ape.
PADMA-The true lotlls or sacred
bean lily; in botany the s e M u m
speciosum.
PADDY-A Malay word, signifying
rice in the husk.
PAGODA-This is a name applied by
Europeans to Hindoo temples and
places of worship, but not by the
Hindoos themselves, who have no
such appellation. It is the name
also of a gold coin, principally
current in the south of India,
called Varaha by the Hindoos, and
Hoon by the Mahomedans.
PACSHA
f a side/-In Hindoo astronomy half the lunar month. Sucla pacsha, the time from the new
to the full moon ; Krishna pac$ha,
that from the full to the new moon,

GLOSSARY.
for betPEkllf p&nf)-~n bo' o r the wa&. Each pacsha con- PAUN
tains fikecn tit'his or lunar days,
tany the betel piper.
each distinguished numerically.
Pssa-A Mahornedan saint.
Pan-A
Siamese word signifying PEON-A footman or feot soldier,
mouth, debouchure.
generally employed in the m e n a e
PAGAH-The h s e h o l d horse, or
or police.
body guard ; the elite of a native P ~ G U N N A H - S eCircar.
e
army.
Pssnwn-A leader, the title of the
late sovereign of the Poma MaPANGLIIIA
LAUT-In Malay,
admiral.
harattaa.
P A N G L ~PBANG-fn
EA
m a y , a ge- PETTAE-Atom or wburb adjoiniag
neral.
a fort. Am extra-mural suburb.
PANGEBAN-InMalay, n nobleman. PENANG
(M&9)-Betel-nut
PUT'EA-In
Hindoo theologyapath, PER~AUD
(or Prored)--Food
h m
road.
the altar of a deity.
Pnwsa GAUDA
BBAUMIN~-Brahmins PB~HCUSH
A Persian compound,
of the north of India.
swifylng " firat fruits," or rather
PANCEANCA-A
calendar
that wh~chis first extracted. It is
P a ~ ~ n a a sIn Arracanese, underthe usual phrase for tribute.
tenants.
PEEPUL
TPPE-In botany the jimu
PASASURAIIA
(era of )-An account
religiosa.
of time used on the Malabar c a s t PERWANA-Alicense, order, &c.
from Mangalore to Cape Comorin. PBOKE-A wild plant peculiar to the
It derives its name from a monarch
Bicanere district and its neigh(one of the avataras or incarnabourhood.
tions of Vishnu) who is supposed PICE-Small copper coins.
PLANT-In botany, the
to have lived 1176 years before PINE-APPLE
our Saviour. The 1,000th year of
bromelia ananaa.
the third c cle of Parasurarna end- PIA~ATH-The Burmese name for
the spire of a pagoda or palace.
ed on 14tg September 1821; the
following is the first day of the PIT~I-Certain genii or spirits ; also
first J'BBT of the fourth cycle
the spirits of deceased ancesPABAM~ANGA-A
gymnosophist or
tors.
naked philosopher.
PLANTAIN-In bdany the PHtlm paP A ~ B U F T I EMountaineers,
~
hill
radisioca.
PINDA-A cake of rice and sweetpeople.
meats o5ered to expiate the sins
PAPUS
PUTTAB The philosopher's
of ancestors.
stone.
PARIAR-A term used in India by POLLAMS Zemindaries, fiefs, districts held by oligars, also vallies
Europenns to designate the outbetween the gRaut.a.
casts of the Hindoo tribes, and
aleo any thing vile.
POLIGABS Small tributary landholders in the south of India, who
PATAN-A term generally applied in
were never thoroughly subdued. by
Hindostan to the Afghan tribes,
the Mnhomedans.
but the derivation of which has
never been satisfactorily ascer- POON-A Malay wordsignifyingwood
in general.
tained.
Poon (Pum)-A
town, place, or r e
P A T X Potail.
L ~ ~
sidence, the termination of many
PATTEUAB~-Malabartrading boats
names in Bengal and the upper
carrying about 600 Bengal maunds
of rice.
provinces.*
PATBA-A calendat.
POTAILS
(or ~rrte~r)-The head man
of a village, who collects the rents,
P A T N A ~In Orissa, small villages
and has a general superintendence.
are thus designated.

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

* In no East-Indian language whatever, has this eylloble the sound of
the English word pore.
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optjng ef a king)-A
name which,
stnctly pee king, ought to be limitsignifying the likeness or represened to the higher classes of the mitative of the sovereign himself.
littlry tribe, but which in how asPMYA~A
Holy junctions of two
sumed on very slender pretences.
or more rivers, pronounced Prag.
PMW,or PHBA-CRAI-DI In Ava RAMA-An avatars of Vishnu. Sir
Wm. Jones places it 1810 yeam
and Pegu means a temple, pyraantsChristurn.
mid, &c.
R A N ~ ~ I - Amixed dialect of Hmdi
Pna~o--In'Malavsianifies a battle.
in central India.
PPALIYA-An unive;sal deluge.
PUHPLENO~E
(or Shaddock/-In bo- RANNYf a corruption of rajni)
A queen, princess, the wife of a
tany, the cifrw decumanur.
raja.
P U N C R (or
A ~PunchaydJ-A
T~
jury
of arbitration usually consisting of RAGGY-In botany, the cynosurur
corocanus.
five persons, from whose decision
there is an appeal to the regularly RATTAN-ln botany, the cahmur
rotang.
constituted tribunals or courts of
RAVI-A name of the sun.
justice.
RAWAT-In Orissa, a leader.
PUNDIT-A learned Brahmin.
Puc~A-Ripe, complete, full or large RAZINAMA-Adeed of consent or
measure-see CUTCHA.
acquiescence.
PUBOHIT-An officiating priest.
RICE-In botany, oryao; common
PUNJUU
C ~ o ~ ~ - C o n s i s tofs a cerrice, oryza satioa.
tain number of threads that run RISHI-A Hindoo saint or holy man.
lengthways through a piece of ROOEE-A fish of Bengal, the rohit
cloth.
yprinur.
ROWANAH-A
permit or passport.
PUNJAR-Dry grain land.
Rows
Titled Maharatta chiefs
PUTWABY-Aregister.
created by Sevajee.
PUBANAS-CertainHindoo mythological poems.
RUBBEE-A dry crop.
PUGGIES-Avillage tribe, whose bu- RUPEE-The name of a silver coin
siness it is to trace thieves by their
of comparative1 modern currency;
footsteps.
for it is remarh.de that there do
PYXES-Foot messengers and watchnot exist any specimens in that
men ; also the ancient militia unmetal anterior to the establishder the eemindars.
ment of the Mahomedan power in
India, while a great many in gold
QUA- (orKwak)-A
Malay word,
have been preserved of far higher
signifying the mouth of a river.
antiquity. In calculating the value of a sicca rupee in Euglish
money sixteen per cent. must be
RARDARY-Dutycollected on cattle,
&c.
added to the sum, which converts
RAHU-In Hindoo astronomy, the
it into current rupees (an imagimoon's ascending node.
nary coin valued at L.),ten of
RAJA-King, prince, chieftain, noblewhich go to the pound sterling.
man, a title in ancient times given
The East-India Company's aconly to the military caste.
counts are kept at the following
RAJA MOODA(or young Raja)
fixed rates of exchange, mz. L.the
Among the Malays is equivalent
current rupee, L. 3d. the Bombay
to heir-apparent.
rupee, 58. the Spanish dollar, 61.8d.
RAJBANGSI-Aphrase which, literalthe Chinese tael, and 81. the paly translated, mews descendante
goda.
of princes, but all .over India it Russun -A progressively increasing
is a term used for tu person of low
land-tax or jumma.
birth.
RUTH-A carriage on two low wheels
RAJPOOTSffrona Raja putra, the ofdrawn by bullocks.
PaxTg~
NEMHPE-A Mahmtta title,

-

-

-

-

-
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Rro~-Peaeant, cultivator, subject.
ly empbyed in the rervice of the
RYOTWAB-Amoney settlement with
revenue and olice.
ryots of a.~illageindividually.
8 ~ x 1 - A r+Rt which varies all
BABLY-FISH
(from rabk, ~ r m c h ) over India; in Bengal there are
In ~chthylogy,a lrpecies of clupca ; forty to a maund.
by the natives it is called the SEBAI-A place of accommodation
hilsa.
for travellers, thus named by
&CTI-A femde energy, power,
the Mahomedans ; the Hindoos
spirit, or demon. Worshippers of
call it c h d r y and dhurrun~;a&.
female deities or spirits, according
to the Tantras, are Sactis.
S L I ~ SDescendants of Mahomed,
SAHARAfor fa)-An & S O l ~ t e through his nephew Ali and his
and extensive desert.
daughter Fatima.
SAGO-TREE
( r a p , iUalrry)-In
bo- SERINJAHYY A yearly allowance
tany, the pdma farinijera,
made to the collector of a district
for incidental charges.
SANYOGI-A religious person who
indulges openly in the pleasures of SEVEN
RISHIS- In Hind00 astron*
the world.
my, the constellation named the
SANYASSIES-Hindoodevotees and
great bear.
mendicants.
SEACUNIES
(rdhanim, from r o d SANSCRIT-The literal meaning of
han, a helm) -Helmsmen, steerers.
this word is adorned, and when SEYURGHAL-A
jaghire assignment,
applied to a language signifies pousually for life, on certain lands for
the whole or part of the assessed
luhed.
SAPAN-WOOD-A
wood employed for
dyeing a fine red, or deep orange. S H A ~ T B
or A
Sartrar)--An
~
inspired
In botany, the ccer+inia rappan.
or revea ed book ; also any book
SARCARA-The Sanscrit name for
of instruction, particularly such aa
manufactured sugar.
contain revealed ordinances.
SAURUS-Avery tall bud, the largest SHROPP-A banker or money-changer.
of the crane kind.
SRIAS-In Mahomedan theology, adSAUL-TREE-In botany, the rhorea
herents to the sect of Ali.
roburta.
SHE~EEFS-Descendants of MahoSALIVAHANA-The
name of a prince . med. See S E I ~ ~ .
said to have been born seventy- SHAHBUNDEB-A
master attendant,
or harbour-master, and enerally
eight ears after the beginning of
the king's agent and me.rc%ant.
the ciristian era, and a descendSHAMBOGUSS-In
Canara, village acant of Vicramadityn.
countants.
SAKAfor Sam) -The solar years
ex ressed from the birth of Sali- SBINBIN-A teak plank or beam
three or four inches thick.
v&na are called saka. The year
saka,which expires in April 1828, ir SHEIKH-A Mahomedan title indicating a derivation from Arabia
the 1760th; and the year that b e
gins then is the 1761st.
SIDDAANTA-ASanscrit word which
means ' settled. '
~ A N ~ B A N T ~Hindoo
- - I ~ ~ astronomy,
the day in which the aun enters a SIRKAR-See CIRCAB.
S~SSOO-TREE-In
BotaIly, the dalbcrnew sign.
gia ricroo.
f i ~ p o rriphi,Perrianand
f
~urkiah)A name given in Hindostan to the SIRDAR-A chief, captain, leader.
native infantry soldiers in the Bri- SINGH-A lion, a distinctive appellation of the khetries or military
tish service. The spahiea of the
caste, now assumed by many barTurks are cavalry.
SAYEB Variable imposts, such aa
barous tribes converted by the
customs, duties, tolls, &c.
Brahmins.
SEBUNDY-A~irregular native sol- SIVAfor Mo/Mdeva)-The
third
person of the Hindoo triad, In
dier, or local militia-man, general-

-

-
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the character of destroyer ;he is a
personification of time.
$IVOTTAE
Land granted for the
sake of Siva.
SOONDBY-TREE-In
botany, the hetiliera r&tn.
SOONIES The desigoation of that
sect of Maholrtedans who revere
equal1 the four successom of Mahome$ while the Shias reject the
three first as usurpers.
SOOJEE
MATI-A substance resembling natron. A species of earth
impregnated with alkali; a native oarboaate of soda or mineral
alkali.
~~~UBAA-According
to the institutes
of Acber, a soubah should consist
of twenty-two circars, a circar of
twenty-two pergunnahs, a pergunneh of twenty-two tuppahs, and a
tuppah of twenty-two villages ; but
probably this strictness of division
never was ferried into e f i t . See
also CIBCAR.
SOUBAHDAA-A
viceroy or governor
of a large province; also the title
of a native sepoy officer, below an
ensign, yet it is the highest rank
he can attain.
&%ADDHA-A
Hindoo rite in commemomtion of ancestors.
SBAWUKS
(~harvaca)-The laity of
the Jain sect.
SUCLA
PASCEA-In Hindoo ostronomy, the first or enlightened half
ef the lunar month, the time from
new moen to full moon.
SUDDER-The chief seat or headqearters of government, as distinguished from the mofumil, or interior of the country.
Sun~n-The fourth caste amthe
Hindoos, comprehending mechanics and labourers. The snbdivisions of this caste we innumerable.
SuNN-The Bengal hemp plant. In
botany, the crotolark julzcea.
SUYGEIA Malay word +ifying a
mver.
S U N G U M - Ithe
~ Deccan and South
of India means a conflux of two or
more rivers, the same as Prayaga
in Northern Hindostan.
SUMBUT
(or Sumvat)-A
common
year in the Hindoo calendar.

-

-

S V N ~ U D - Apa€ent, charter, or written authority.
S ~ M E R-The
U
northetn hemispere ;also a fabuloas region above
the north pfe, w b a e Indn presides overt e Suras a d Devatas.
Suaas Benign spirits harbouring
about the north pole, and governed
by Indra.
S o ~ r x ~ e - S e l f - b u r n io
~fgwidowa
SUTBAS-Aphorisms.
G~ETAMBER-A
clothed 3ain image,
in contradistilnction t o Digamber, a
naked om.
TAEL-A Chis l e s ~ l r eof value,
whi& in the East-India Company's
accounts is valued at 6s. Sd.
T A L O O E D A R S - Pzemindars,some
~~~Y
of w+m pny their bent through a
superlor zemindar, while others
pay it directly to government.
TANNA-A police statioh ;also a military post.
T a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a - T h e k eor
e pcommaner
b t of a tanna.
TAJIK-In Afghanistan, a term nped to all people whose vernacuar language is the Persian.
T A N J I B S - P ~white
~ ~ ~ ~muslins, forty
cubits by two.
TANJONG(or Ujong)-A
Malay
word, signifying a point, cape, or
head of land.
TARI for toddy)-The
fermented
juice of the borak8w ~abeU~ornzir,
palmira tree.
TANNA-A Malay word aipifying
land, as Tanna Papuu, Papua Land,
or New Guinea.
TEE-An umbrella in general; also
an umbrella bf
en iron work,
covering the ~ u d 3 i . t pagodas of
Ava and Pegu, from which a nomber of s d l bells are suspended.
TEZPAUT-In Bedgal cookery, the
leaf of a species of native cinnamon.
TXH~ILDAR-A
native collector of a
divinion, subordinate to the chief
collector.
THUGS-A notorious class of public
robbers in the upper provinces of
Hindostan.
T H ~ L - A sandahill, desert.
T H A K O O B A R B I E S -chapels
L ~ ~ ~ ~de~
dicated to Hindoo deities.

-
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TUAKOOR-Alord,cldeF, or baron. Turum-Divisions, districts,
TILL for Teell-In botany, the roramum orientale.
UJWG (MPlayj-See Tanjong,
TIT'HI-In Hindoa astreaemy, the UPADES-Religiousinitiatory instnlcone-thirtieth part of the time
tion; also a sacred form of iavokwhich the moon take8 to move
ing God.
througb a synodical rewlution, UYA-A species of grain found
whatever be its duration. It is
among tbe Himdaye, supposed .to
considered as the time d n r i a g be either rye or a apecles of hlllwhich the moon's mDtion to or
riae.
from the sun amounts te twelve
degrees. The thirty tit'his of the VAISYA (pronounced .Byte) -The
third caste among the Hindoos,
month are divided into two pnrts,
comprehending merchants, trader#,
called pacshas, of fifteen tit'his
and cultivators.
each. The term is also applied to
the anniversary day of the death VAKEEL-Ambassador, agent, or atof parents.
torney.
u L M o o ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ - V i c e r e g e n t ,.
T ~ R T H A N K A ~ - the
A ~ Jains
o ~ ~ a VAKEEL
an officer who exercised almost
saint or lawgiver.
independent power under the emTICA-A mark of royal approbation
perors of Delhi.
which consists in having the forehead anointed with a preparation VEDAS-Science, knowledge ; the sacred books of the Brahminical
of bruized sandal-wood ; also the
Hindoos, four in number, Rig,
streaks that particular classes draw
Sama, Yajur, and Atharvan.
on their brow over and on the
VEDANTA-D~V~II~~~.
nose.
T o o - s z ~f chinere)-A frontier ~ t r t - V E ~ M A - A n adjunct expressing a
khetri or military descent.
tion.
TOPASSES Foot-soldiers, originally VERANDA-Thecovering of a house
extended beyond the main pile of
raised nmong the native Portuguese and other native Chrisbuilding, and supported by pillars,
tians.
forming an external passage or
Ton~y-See TARI.
open terrace.
Tooua-In
botany, the y t i r cajan VIHAB-A Buddhist convent.
or pigeon-pea tree.
VIRA-Certain ghosts worshipped by
TOOMAN-Asmall district; also a
the Hindoos.
horde.
VIC~AMADITYA-An
Indian prince,
who is supposed to have ascended
TOOLSEE
(or tuloaij-In botany, the
the throne fifty-seven years before ,
ocynzunl ranctum.
our Saviour's birth. In the norTOON-TREE-In botany, the cedda
thern arts of India the natives
toona.
count [om the tlccession of VicraTBIPANG-A black species of h o b
maditya, but the era is little used
thuria.
in the peninsula.
TRAGAfor Tragalaj-Suicide ; also
an act of violence committed by VISANUPRITI-Land granted for
the sake of Vishnu.
the Bhauts and Bharots of Gujerat,
sometimes on their own persons ; VYASA(pronounced Byar)-The author or compiler of the Vedas, and
at others, by putting some relative
lawgiver to the present race of
to death.
Brahminical Hindoos. One chroT U A Nf Malay)-Sir,
or gentleman.
nology places this great personage
TUCCAVY-Advances made to the
3,200 years ante-Christum, but his
cultivators, &c.
votaries assert he is still alive at
TULATEE-In Gujerat, the village
Badrycazrama, near the inaccessiaccountant.
ble source of the Gnnges.
T u s s ~ ~ - S i l kprocured in the forests
VYAKUBN-InSanscrit, grammar.
from the wild silk-worm.

-

Y ~ n sfor ~atk)-Officiating Jain
pnestr.
Y~xe--In botany, the diorcorea #atiw.

YAK-The choury or bushy-tailed
bull, the bor gtunnienr of Linnaeus.
YUG-Properly this word denotes
the conjunction and sometimes the
opposit~onof the planets, but more
generally it signiiea a long period
of years, at the expiration of which

certain phenomena or circumstances recur.
ZEI~INDAR-Alandholder, a landkeeper.
ZE~NDABY-An
estate belonging to
or under the jurisdiction of a aemindar.
ZENDAVESTA-Thesacred book of
the Parsees.
Z r ~ n a - A local division of a country, a shire or county.
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